
The watercolor Rowing at
Night is one of more than 50
pieces by artist Walter
Anderson currently on display
at the Bell Museum of Natural
History.

Art of the wild
The works of Walter Anderson bring the natural world to life

By Deane Morrison

January 3, 2006

An owl scowls and seems to struggle against an unseen opponent.
Two blue crabs shimmer as they square off in what looks like a
mating dance. A "contented coon" lolls on its haunches. An oyster
fish looks ready to wriggle away in a burst of speed. Even the plant
life explodes in glorious color. "Still life" is not a phrase that comes
to mind when contemplating Walter Anderson's art, more than 50
pieces of which are now on display at the Bell Museum of Natural
History on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis. The Mississippi-
based artist, who died in 1965, produced images of the living world
with a vibrancy that belies his economy of strokes. The Bell exhibit,
"Visions of Nature: The World of Walter Anderson," features more
than 50 of his paintings, sketches, sculptures, and pottery pieces,
along with taxidermic specimens of a loon, a rabbit, an owl, and a
pelican for comparison. In addition, there are well-placed
quotations from Anderson's voluminous observations on life,
photos of landscapes he cherished, and one live crab. Until
recently, Anderson was a virtual unknown. But an exhibit at the Smithsonian rekindled interest in the
artist, who found in nature a peace that his troubled mind could rarely achieve in the workaday
world. Variously diagnosed with schizophrenia, depression, and dementia, Anderson was anchored-
more or less-by Shearwater, his home in Ocean Springs, Mississippi, and a loving family. In addition
to his solo output, he helped his older brother, Peter, produce stunning works at Shearwater Pottery,
which Peter founded. A third brother, Mac, also worked in the shop, and together the three achieved
international acclaim for their art pottery, some of which is part of the Bell exhibit.

"He became a spokesman for the natural world, compelling the viewer
to stop, to see it, and become one with it," says Penson.

The exhibit pieces come from the Walter Anderson Museum of Art in Ocean Springs, a location that
sat, unfortunately, in the path of Hurricane Katrina. The hurricane left the museum itself intact but
soaked many paintings stored in a nearby vault and smashed pottery to smithereens. Some of the
sketches at the Bell show water marks, mementos of Katrina's wrath. It's hard to guess what Walter
Anderson might have thought of Katrina. The damage aside, he sought escape from the notion that
humans were apart from nature and above it. Anderson knew the falsity of that sentiment and
preferred nature even to art. "On the shore, he felt alienated from a world that seemed arrogant and
insensitive to nature, the 'dominant mode of the shore' where man became like a draft animal,
working day in and day out," reads one quote in the exhibit. From 1948 until his death, Anderson
focused his attention on Horn Island, a 12-mile stretch of sand, freshwater lagoons, and pine stands
about 12 miles off the Mississippi coast. He would row or sail to the island and set up shop for
weeks at a time, sleeping under his overturned boat. There he captured the wildlife and foliage in
exquisite detail. Besides art, Anderson was fascinated with epic tales of all kinds. Not surprisingly,
he took a keen interest in the exploits of Charles Darwin. As he read of Darwin's famous round-the-
world voyage on the Beagle, Anderson sketched Darwin in almost minimalist fashion, picturing him
on horseback with South American gauchos and with toucans, among other poses. "Through his
artistic legacy, Walter Anderson has become recognized as one of the great cultural treasures of
Mississippi along with William Faulkner, Eudora Welty, and many others," writes Patricia Penson,
curator at the Walter Anderson Museum of Art. "He became a spokesman for the natural world,
compelling the viewer to stop, to see it, and become one with it." The exhibit continues through
February 5. Bell Museum hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday-Friday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday,
and noon to 5 p.m. Sunday. For more information, visit Bell. The museum, located at Church Street
and University Avenue in Minneapolis, is a unit of the College of Natural Resources, which will
become part of a future college combining programs in food systems, environmental sciences, and
renewable resources.
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Look up a word in a real
dictionary? That is so last
millennium.

Life and learning in the digital age
how the generations gap

By Billie Wahlstrom

January 3, 2006

When classes began at the University of Minnesota this fall, we
had five generations on campus, generations separated by years
and by technological changes with tremendous and unanticipated
social and cultural effects. World events have shaped each
generation, certainly, but as Thomas Friedman has pointed out,
increasingly, world events are being shaped by technology. Cell
phones and the Internet are as integral to the terrorist attacks in
London and Spain as they are to our daily activities.

This fall, the University will be home to the G.I Generation (born
1901-1924), Silent Generation (1925-1942), Baby Boomers (1943-
1960), Generation X (1961-1981), and the Millennials (the high
school class of 2000 and beyond). Each approaches life and
learning differently, but none is as different as the last generation--the Millennial generation--is from
all the others. I understand these differences intellectually as an academic and an administrator, but
as a parent I have been forced to learn what these generational differences mean in a more
personal way.

I have three children--a son, 33, a daughter, 20, and a son, 13. The oldest and the youngest are
constant reminders that we live in a liminal period marking the shift from analog technologies to
digital ones. The oldest one, Mike, is my analog son and the youngest, Misha, my digital son. How
differently these two see and interact with the world reflects these technological changes more than
the 20 years that separate them. These differences also suggests the accommodations higher
education will need to make to meet the needs of its newest generation of students.

When Misha [now 13 years old] gets to the U, he--like many of his
generation--will be impatient; he will expect all information systems to
know him and his preferences once he enters a single password; he will
expect information and resources to be available all the time from
everywhere; and he will expect faculty to answer his e-mail within the
hour.

Mike, who graduated from the University of Minnesota, was shaped by an analog world where
clocks had hands pointing at numbers, and we still go "clockwise" around the table to introduce
ourselves at meetings. If I ask him the time, he says "about 20 minutes to 12." Misha inhabits a
digital world; he doesn't know what "counter clockwise" means or that clocks had hands. These
archaic concepts aren't taught at his school. If I ask him what time it is, he looks at his alarm clock,
the microwave, the cable box, or the computer and says, "It's 8:27."

How these different generations see time isn't trivial because it reflects different understandings of
how the world works. For Misha, information is ubiquitous, precise, and accessible almost
everywhere. For Mike, the phone is one thing, but the television, computer games, and music
systems are other things. For Misha, they are all the same thing. Phones take pictures, have text
and games; refrigerators have Internet access; and cars have DVD players and GPS. My older son
has some patience; Misha has almost none.

Imagine how this impatience, time awareness, and sense of ubiquitous information affects
expectations in the classroom and how it shapes expectations of how information repositories such
as libraries should work. Compare my generation's pleasure at leisurely browsing in the stacks with
my digital son's demand for immediate answers to all questions from a Google search. Educause's
The Key to Competitiveness summarizes these differences: "Whereas the older siblings and peers
of [older students] may regard technology as important, [the Millennial] generation regards it as
oxygen. They see no other way to work, form and maintain relationships, or pursue their education."

At the University of Minnesota, my analog son carried his ID to offices where he had to transact
business face-to-face, stand in lines, walk to the library to find his books, and wait, sometimes, for
interlibrary loans or his professor's office hours. When Misha gets to the U, he--like many of his
generation--will be impatient; he will expect all information systems to know him and his preferences
once he enters a single password; he will expect information and resources to be available all the
time from everywhere; and he will expect faculty to answer his e-mail within the hour.

Faculty and staff have the responsibility of understanding the needs of all the generations at the
University. Leading the way in this effort are the University libraries by moving collections into digital
formats and online, providing information literacy courses for students so they can access and
evaluate information, and by emphasizing the role of free speech and access in a digital democracy.

This last task isn't theirs alone, however. The whole University community must realize that how we
as individuals see the world and the tools we prefer to navigate it may differ from others. Faculty
must take their students' learning patterns and preferences into consideration as they develop
classroom materials. Students have to understand how different generations' views of the world are
shaped and what they mean in day-to-day interactions. Administrators have to provide professional
development for faculty, and they have to fund libraries to continue their work.

In The Quiet Crisis, Peter Smith points out that our "educational model... has been in place since
the 14th century," and, as he argues, if we fail to take advantage of the opportunities afforded to
higher education by technology, we will retain "a system of education that is outdated, outmoded,
and outlandish as an ox cart plodding down Interstate 405."

From the University Libraries publication, Continuum, Fall 2005. Billie Wahlstrom is vice provost for
distributed education & instructional technology.
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Under the microscope:
Entamoeba histolytica cysts,
colored by trichrome (a
staining technique).

Designing a new vaccine
By Bruce Erickson

January 4, 2006

Many of us take clean drinking water and a sanitary food supply for
granted. In fact, for many parts of the world the lack of clean
drinking water and unsanitary food conditions can lead to a
disease called amebiasis.

Amebiasis is caused by a single-celled parasite called Entamoeba
histolytica or E. histolytica, an amoeba that commonly parasitizes
humans and can cause a breakdown of body tissues during
infection. The parasite is contracted by swallowing contaminated
food or water.

Worldwide, in endemic areas such as India, Africa, Asia, Mexico,
and South America, up to 60 percent of the population is infected
each year. Of those with infections, up to 10 percent develop
symptoms such as colitis or liver abscess. With an annual toll of up
to 100 million cases and 100,000 deaths, amebiasis ranks among
the world's most serious parasitic infections.

Thanks to research being done by University of Minnesota Department of Medicine's Jonathan
Ravdin and Mohamed Abd-Alla, however, there may soon be a vaccine to prevent amebiasis.

"The goal when I started amebiasis research was to understand the basic mechanisms by which the
parasite invaded the host, understand the human immune response, and look at those two
components to rationally design a effective vaccine," says Ravdin.

Ravdin, a professor, and Abd-Alla, an associate professor, have developed the vaccine using
synthetic peptides to stimulate the body's immune system to make antibodies against the key
protein E. histolytica needs to create an infection. "The beauty of this approach is that we can
sensitize and immunize people and as individuals go into an endemic area, they constantly get
exposed to the parasite and in effect get boosters to sustain their immunity," says Ravdin.

Over the next few years Ravdin hopes to start phase one clinical trials for the vaccine, and currently,
the University is working with companies from India to license the rights for further development and
marketing.

"The dream 25 years ago when we started this research was to produce a vaccine, and if this works
it will be the most gratifying thing that can happen," says Ravdin.
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The photos above both show
Doug Arnold (who is 5'10" tall)
holding a 48-inch board to
simulate a fish. In the photo
on the left, the board appears
to be about 60 inches long,
while in the photo on the right
it appears to be closer to its
actual size.

A new angle on an old fishing record
'Muskie memo' from math institute could help settle dispute

By Rick Moore

January 6, 2006

Leave it to projective geometry to bring new life to a 56-year-old
fishing tale.

To those for whom the term "projective geometry" just brought a
quickened pulse, do not stop reading. This is about applied
mathematics--the kind that illuminates everyday problems, and the
kind routinely brought to light by the University's world-renowned
Institute for Mathematics and Its Applications (IMA). The IMA's
director, Doug Arnold, has been called in to help settle a long-
running dispute over whether a muskie caught in Wisconsin is
really a world record.

First, there's the tale of the fish--an intriguing saga that includes a
bootlegger by the name of Spray, another character named Chin
Whiskered Charlie, an evidence-destroying fire, a 93-page protest
document, and a "muskie memo" (with a very revealing Figure 1,
we might add).

It began in 1949, when Louis Spray (a known Prohibition-era bootlegger) caught a very large
muskellunge (muskie, for short) on October 20 in the Chippewa Flowage in northern Wisconsin. The
fish was determined to be 69 pounds, 11 ounces, with a length of 63 1/2 inches, good enough to be
considered the world freshwater record, and it was acknowledged as such by the National Fresh
Water Fishing Hall of Fame (NFWFHF). There are sworn affidavits by people who witnessed his
catch, as well as a number of photographs of Spray holding up his trophy, later dubbed "Chin
Whiskered Charlie."

Arnold has become a go-to guy on all things math- and numbers-
related, such as the question, "What are my odds of winning the
Powerball jackpot when it reaches that hard-to-belittle $300 million
mark?" (The answer: About seven times less than your odds of getting
killed driving to pick up a ticket at the convenience store a mile away.)
Sometimes, Arnold's truths hurt.

The story only gets more interesting from there. Spray was a fairly prolific fisherman, and "Charlie"
was the last of three world-class muskies that he caught. While facsimiles of Charlie exist--the
photographs and a life-sized replica in a display case at the NFWFHF--the original fish was
destroyed in a fire in 1959. For many years that hardly mattered, as Spray's record was eclipsed by
a few ounces on a fish caught by New Yorker Art Lawton on the St. Lawrence River in 1957.
However, in 1992, John Dettloff, the president of the NFWFHF board of trustees, did a photo
analysis of Lawton's fish and determined that its size had been exaggerated. At that point, the
record went back to Spray.

End of story, right? Not even close. About a dozen years hence, and two decades after Spray
committed suicide in 1984, a group called the World Record Muskie Alliance began seriously
scrutinizing Spray's record, focusing in part on photographs of him holding the fish. By counting the
pixels in the photos of Spray and comparing the total to the pixels in the fish, the group concluded
that Charlie was well short of its recorded length, perhaps by as much as 10 inches, and could not
have weighed anywhere near 69 pounds, 11 ounces. It conveyed its findings in a 93-page report to
the NFWFHF on October 20, 2005--56 years to the date after Spray netted Charlie.

That's where the University of Minnesota and the IMA come in. As the Hall of Fame began
contemplating the report and its assertions, Scott Allen, a member of the NFWFHF's executive
board of trustees, turned to Arnold for his mathematical analysis and opinion. Arnold has become a
go-to guy on all things math- and numbers-related, such as the question, "What are my odds of
winning the Powerball jackpot when it reaches that hard-to-belittle $300 million mark?" (The answer:
About seven times less than your odds of getting killed driving to pick up a ticket at the convenience
store a mile away.) Sometimes, Arnold's truths hurt.

Here's where the projective geometry comes in. Arnold responded to Allen's request with his so-
called "muskie memo," in which he diagrammed what math can tell us about Spray's record fish.
The only givens in this case are that Spray was 6 feet tall, and he was holding Charlie in front of
him. If a person is holding a fish in front of him, you can make the fish appear bigger and bigger by
taking your pictures closer and closer to it. "In fact, by bringing the camera close enough to the fish,
you could make it appear as large as you want relative to the fisherman behind it, if you had a
sufficiently wide-angle lens," Arnold said in the memo. Image(56118)

The relative size of the photographed images of the angler and the fish depend on the placement of
the camera, as shown in this reproduction of Figure 1 from Doug Arnold's "muskie memo." The
image from the camera closest to the fish results in a much larger portrayal of the fish than the
image taken with a camera farther away. Therefore, Arnold wrote that "it is not possible to estimate
the size of the fish from the photo." He did note, though, that no matter how far away the camera is
from the fish and fisherman, the image could appear no smaller than the distance between the
parallel dotted lines in Figure 1. Using simple proportion, Arnold estimated 63 inches as the
maximum length of the fish--one-half inch shorter than the stated record. Said the memo: "Thus, the
only conclusion that we can draw with certainty is that the fish is shorter than 63 inches, perhaps
considerably so."

That leaves the folks at the NFWFHF with more evidence to ponder as they consider the fate of
Spray's catch. Emmett Brown, director of the NFWFHF, has said that he expects the group to make
a decision early in 2006.

Arnold is hesitant to give his prediction of the outcome, but suggested that at a certain point, the
debate becomes "not a matter of scientific fact, but of a preponderance of evidence," and the
evidence seems to tip the scales in favor of the World Record Muskie Alliance and its protest. Stay
tuned.

Whatever the outcome and however effectively it settles the controversy, a few things do seem
clear. Anglers can be prone to exaggeration. If you are going to exaggerate by an inch or two or six,
make sure your claims will stand the scrutiny of future technologies (and smart mathematicians).
And projective geometry can be used to help solve some of the weightier problems of the world.
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A portion of the 11-mile Lone
Rock Trail in UMore Park.

Arboretum trail

The U also has 8 miles of
cross-country ski trails and
1.2 miles of snowshoe
trails, which can
accommodate a range of
skill levels, at its Minnesota
Landscape Arboretum in
Chaska. The eight trails,
opened daily from 8 a.m. to
sunset (snow permitting),
meander along 1,000 acres
of woodlands, wetlands,
and prairie. Trail maps
available at the Visitor
Center and trailheads. Trail
use is free with general
Arboretum admission ($7
for adults, free for children
15 and under.) For driving
directions, see Landscape
Arboretum. For more trail
information, call the
arboretum at 952-443-1400.

Kick wax time
UMore Park offers cross-country ski trail

By Pauline Oo

January 6, 2006

When asked what makes a trail good, University of Minnesota
recreational trail design expert Mel Baughman answers: it has to
be safe and interesting. And the Lone Rock Trail at UMore Park,
the U's research facility in Rosemount, is both.

"The 11-mile trail can handle horseback riding and hiking in the
summer and cross-country skiing in the winter, which under some
circumstances might be incompatible," says Baughman. "But we
put together a set of design and construction standards that would
satisfy the most demanding users [as well as] make sure it was a
safe trail with an interesting layout and appropriate signage so that
people could find their way around."

Baughman, who clocked in many hiking and snowshoeing hours over the course of six months while
planning the trail in 2003, describes the Lone Rock Trail as "a loop trail, with several interconnected
loops that allow you to take different length trips." The Pine Loop, which is approximately a mile, is
the shortest; the Lone Rock Loop, at about 4.5 miles, miles is the longest.

Lone Rock: the name
The Lone Rock Trail is named after a large sandstone formation that juts
out from the top of a hill in the heart of UMore Park. The local landmark is
surrounded by woodland and "has been there for centuries," says U
professor Mel Baughman. "It was a gathering place for some of the early
pioneers in the area." The rock is not accessible to the public because it is
surrounded by dry oak woodland, which Dakota County has declared a
scarce natural resource.

The trail's design, use, and maintenance are used as examples of good
trail management in University classes. Baughman, himself, has taught

two spring freshmen courses on recreational trail design.

There are more than 1,600 miles of designated cross-country ski trails throughout Minnesota, and
state law requires skiers 16 years and above to have a daily, annual, or three-year pass to use any
public or state-operated ski trails. Lone Rock Trail users can buy the $5 daily pass or $25 annual
pass (April 1 through March 30) at the trailhead.

"We have seen a lot of activity and use. We're selling many daily passes," says Elizabeth Soucy,
UMore Park executive administrative specialist. "The snowfall this year has been a real boon for the
trail."

The Dakota County Parks and Recreation Department takes care of the 12-foot wide Lone Rock
Trail, which, depending on the amount of snowfall, is groomed for both classical and skate skiing
styles. (An intermediate cross-country ski level is required because of the varied landscapes with
frequent short hill climbs and descents.)

"The trail travels around the edges of farmlands and through abandoned fields and wood lots," says
Baughman. "But there's a tremendous diversity of wildlife out there. Almost every time I go, I see
wild turkeys, deer, coyotes, foxes, and pheasants, and people are likely to see them too if they're
quiet as they travel around. The more noise you make, the less you're going to see." In the summer,
visitors may also chance upon a Blanding's Turtle or a Loggerhead Shrike--two threatened
Minnesota species.

Lone Rock Trail opened in the spring of 2004 for horseback riding and hiking. It's located in the
southern portion of 7,500-acre UMore Park-- the largest publicly owned research and educational
facility in the United States where urban and rural meet--and is also used by the University to
conduct research on trail design and trail users, to teach students how to plan trails, and to inform
the public, as well as private forest land owners and natural resource professionals, about a wide
variety of topics associated with trail use.

"Because [Lone Rock Trail] is a new trail, we may be contacting some
of the people who use it for feedback so we can learn about their
reaction to it, what they like, and what they didn't like," says
Baughman. "Their input can help us do a better job of not only
improving this trail but designing better trails in Minnesota."

Spotting wild life is common practice on
UMore Park's ski trails.

The Lone Rock Trail is open daily from 30
minutes before sunrise until 30 minutes
after sunset. Off-road vehicles (4WD, ATV,
motorcycle), snowmobiles, bicycles, pets,
camping, campfires, hunting, trapping,
shooting guns, and alcoholic beverages

are prohibited.

To download a map of the trail and directions to get there, see Lone
Rock Trail. For current information on trail conditions, call the Dakota
County 24-hour hotline at 651-438-4636.
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One of the new pedestrian
street lights in front of the U's
Bierman Field Athletic Building
on 15th Ave. S.E.

Let there be light
U and neighborhood effort results in new pedestrian lighting by
Twin Cities campus

By Pauline Oo

December 6, 2006

Spooky, dark, unsafe, scary...

Before September 2005, these adjectives regularly escaped the
lips of Marcy-Holmes and Southeast Como residents when 15th
Avenue S.E. crept into conversation. Today, faces beam as brightly
as the new pedestrian lighting along that street--north of the
University of Minnesota's East Bank and the Mississippi River--and
the residents can't say enough about the added glow to their
neighborhood.

"The lights are a vast improvement to what we've had," says Ardes
Johnson, long-time resident and former chair of the Marcy-Holmes
Livability Committee. "That street was just a black tunnel. I was worried for those of us who had to
walk it at night and the cyclists."

Marcy-Holmes is a neighborhood of about 9,000 residents (it includes the Dinkytown business
district), and approximately 85 percent of residences are renter occupied, mostly by University
students. Southeast Como has a population of about 5700; with approximately 65 percent renter-
occupied and 35 percent owner-occupied. The 27 brand-new acorn-style street lamps (one-third the
height of standard street lighting) are staggered along 15th Ave. S.E. from 5th St. S.E. to Como
Ave. S.E. The lighting is divided pretty evenly between the Marcy-Holmes and Southeast Como
neighborhoods, with about 3 blocks of lamps in each neighborhood.

In 2001, the issue of safety and pedestrian-level lighting arrived on former city council member Paul
Zerby's desk. But it didn't go anywhere, says Johnson, because the City Council had issued a
moratorium on low-level lighting construction--some Prospect Park residents had sued the city for
the cost of their neighborhood lights; others weren't thrilled about light pollution and a greater loss of
the ability to view the night sky.

The University community stepped in, and the issue took on legs again in fall 2003. The Minnesota
Student Association passed Project Lighthouse, an effort to improve the cost, safety, and conditions
of student housing. University sorority students living in the neighborhood gave impassioned
speeches about their safety concerns at a Marcy-Holmes Neighborhood Association meeting.
University students interning with neighborhood associations went door-to-door educating property
owners and getting them to sign a petition. The U agreed to pay for lights along a lengthy section of
the avenue. A year later, Zerby called for a street lighting improvement meeting.

During the day, the acorn-style, low-level lamps add a rustic charm to the Marcy-Holmes
neighborhood.

Last summer, a portion of 15th Ave. was closed for 23 weeks as part of a neighborhood
revitalization plan (roads in neighborhood have not been renovated since their original construction
in the late 1970s), and Zerby--with help from the petition signed by landlords and residents in
support of an assessment for pedestrian lighting--succeeded in getting the city to install electrical
lighting conduits as part of the road construction. The city council lifted the moratorium and
approved a $212,000 street lighting improvement assessment last September. (Minneapolis
requires majority consent from property owners before assessing for lighting projects. Assessments
are based on property square footage.)

"This is an example of citizens and government working together," says Zerby. "It would never have
happened without everybody doing what they did--the students, the University, the Southeast Como
and Marcy Holmes neighborhoods, the Southeast Como Improvement Association, the Minneapolis
Park and Recreation Board, and many property owners who agreed to sign the petitions."

Kendre Turonie, coordinator for student and community relations at the University, is glad the project
has come to a positive end. "The lights look great, and a lot of the students in the neighborhood are
happy," she says. "I have worked on many projects, and a lot don't usually have tangible results.
This one does."
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Ismail Khalidi and Rebecca
Trotzky-Sirr

Rebellious youth
Young activism finds a collective voice in a new book

By Martha Coventry

January 6, 2006

Reports of the death of youth activism have been greatly
exaggerated. Not only is it alive and well, but its earnestness,
purpose, and breadth make it feel like the revolutionary Sixties
finally come of age. Never before in our history have so many
young people challenged--and with such determination and
organization--things that are both deeply rooted in our culture, like
sexism, racism, and homophobia, and lately overlaid on our
country, like current policies and political practices.

To get a sense of what they're up to, find the book, Letters from
Young Activists: Today's Rebels Speak Out, available at the
University Bookstores and nationwide. The writers are from 10 to
31 years old, and the editors chose them for the range of issues they're fighting for. The "letters"
format makes even the most inexperienced writer articulate and opens the doors for people who
could have been intimidated by a different assignment. These young rebels address their eagerness
to change the world to three different groups: the previous generation, the people associated with
various movements, and the next generations.

"I know I am never doing enough and that I have much to learn, but... I
know you understand that, and that is what pushes me onward when
the wind chill plummets and when lies pass for truth."

Their writing is intimate and fiery and heartfelt. Two of the authors read their work and answered
questions recently at the bookstore in Coffman Union on the Twin Cities campus.

Recent Macalester College graduate Ismail Khalidi, 22, was born to Palestinian parents in Lebanon
and grew up in Chicago. His letter is to his parents and he wrote it right after the seige and
bombardment of Fallujah in November 2004. "It was written in a desolate time of year--winter--
miming the desolate time in our country and other countries," says Khalidi. "It's really kind of a 'sad
poem,' but also a way for me to take stock of what I believe in." And what he believes in is the
struggle for justice.

In his letter, Khalid writes, "I know I am never doing enough and that I have much to learn, but I
know that I am still learning, and that I will find my own way to fight. I know you understand that, and
that is what pushes me onward when the wind chill plummets and when lies pass for truth."

Second-year U medical student Rebecca Trotzky-Sirr writes a letter to herself on the day she
graduates from medical school. As a single mother of a 6-year-old son, a high school dropout, and a
welfare recipient she cannot, she used to tell herself, "climb through the back windows into halls of
power." But she will become a doctor, the reader is sure, and once there she will continue her
struggles for reproductive freedom and family justice.

She challenges the activist movement to change its notion that motherhood and school is a "sell-
out," and academics to broaden their idea of what makes a whole, committed person. "I don't want
to constantly trade off my parenting, my activism, and my studies to be an amazing doctor," writes
Trotzky-Sirr to herself. "Both academics and activists present these false dichotomies: either I could
be a good mom or a good student; a good student or a good activist. To me, providing women with
access to reproductive health care is about all three: motherhood and revolution and learning."

She's devoted to serving a community of underprivileged women and children when she graduates,
but asks herself, "How can the movement for basic human rights like community health care
ultimately rest on the continued commitment of a few altruistic physicians? More personally, only a
year into the discipline of medicine, I know how it breaks you apart, piece by piece. Can we build a
movement of battered, scattered individuals?"

As for the activism climate in the Twin Cities, Khalidi finds it to be "very warm and active on many
levels and welcoming, but it's also small." Trotzky-Sirr says of the U that the administrators and
professors are more liberal than the students, "but that's [looking at] activism in a narrow bandwidth.
People are fighting hard just to take care of their families and to go to school."

Although Khalidi and Trotsky-Sirr have a different focus for their social justice fights, they both agree
when Khalidi says, "Hope is a revolutionary force in this world."
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Physics professor Dan
Dahlberg throws his weight
around--actually, several 30-
pound weights--to show how
forces work in a performance
by the Physics Force in
Northrop Auditorium.

Falling for physics
It's a wonder Physics Force team members are in one piece, given
the lengths they go to to open up the world of physics

By Deane Morrison

Jan. 10, 2006

Dangling in a harness 20 feet above the Northrop Auditorium stage
on the Twin Cities campus, Aaron Pinski watches as his good
friend Dan Dahlberg aims a cannon squarely at him. Beyond the
footlights a large audience waits, knowing that at the count of three
Dahlberg will shoot a ball from the cannon and Pinski will be
unceremoniously dropped. The question is, will Pinski avoid the
projectile by falling?

So begins the most spectacular demonstration by the Physics
Force, a group of wild and crazy physicists who use highly visual
and entertaining stunts to teach the elements of their science. You
can catch their annual free, hour long public show at Northrop
Auditorium at 7 p.m. this Thursday, or, if you're on campus, any
morning this week. (Warning: the morning shows will be packed
with schoolkids.) Besides Dahlberg, a University professor of
physics, and Pinski, who teaches at Kennedy High School in
Bloomington, the troupe includes five other current or retired area physics teachers. Their shows are
probably the only place you'll see grown men shooting a roll of toilet paper 30 feet into the air,
collapsing a 55-gallon drum, or propelling themselves on a cart by emptying a fire extinguisher.
Also, in a reversal of what happens at some theatrical events, a Physics Force show features the
performers throwing eggs. In their case, they catch the eggs on either a hard surface (you know
what happens) or in a sheet, to demonstrate that lengthening the time a force is applied can
minimize its effects. It's the principle at work when a car airbag stops a human body.

"We want to show that physics is fun and interesting, and that it's
something people can understand," says Dahlberg. "People will come
and be entertained, but they'll be surprised at how much they learn."

When the Force swings into action, it's hard to say whether the physicists or the audience has more fun.
"We want to show that physics is fun and interesting, and that it's something people can
understand," says Dahlberg. "People will come and be entertained, but they'll be surprised at how
much they learn."

The Force got its start 20 years ago, thanks to the efforts of the late Philip Johnson, who designed
and constructed science demonstrations for classes at the University. A specialist in large-scale
physics demonstrations, he produced a physics "Road Show" that was used in high schools,
elementary schools, and colleges. After Johnson died in 1995, the group carried on his legacy. Over
the years they've wowed crowds at Epcot Center, the "Newton's Apple" public television show, the
German television show "Knoff-Hoff" (an approximation of the German pronunciation of "know-
how"), and the Minnesota State Fair, not to mention innumerable school venues around the state. In
2003, the University recognized Dahlberg with an Outstanding Community Service award for his
contributions to public education.

The troupers realize that not everyone who watches them perform will be inspired to embrace
physics as a career. But thousands of screaming, oohing and aahing elementary kids are proof that
physics need not amuse only the Einsteins and Curies among us.

"Phil Johnson used to say, 'You don't have to be a concert pianist to enjoy a symphony, and you
don't have to be a physicist to enjoy physics,'" says Dahlberg.

OK. The time has come. Dahlberg has aimed his cannon, Pinski is tired of hanging in midair, and
we're going to find out if the ball will hit him. The answer is suggested by the large baseball mitt
Pinski is holding up. Dahlberg counts to three and shoots the ball at the same instant trouper Jon
Barber releases Pinski's support rope. Sure enough, the ball and Pinski both obey the law of gravity,
and Pinski catches the ball a split second before hitting a cushion on the stage floor.

If you can't make the public show Thursday night, the remaining morning shows are at 10:20 a.m.
Wednesday and Thursday and 10:10 a.m Friday.
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Conservation biology graduate
student Nicole Benjamin-Fink

Wildlife in war zones
Graduate student Nicole Benjamin-Fink has devoted herself to
bettering the plight of wildlife and ecosystems in war-torn countries

By Kate Tyler

January 10, 2006

Eight years ago, following her two-year stint in her country's
military service, Israeli native Nicole Benjamin-Fink took a year off
before college to work at a hotel on a promontory overlooking the
Dead Sea in southern Israel. She lived in Arad, a small town
between the Negev and Judean deserts. At sunset, as the sky
blazed orange and purple over the area's red hills, she would walk
10 minutes into the desert and settle in to watch gerbils, lizards,
and the odd turtle or onager (a rare wild horse) emerge from
hiding.

"People have a stereotype of the desert as empty, but it's incredibly
rich with biodiversity, and so tranquil and beautiful it's hard to put into words," says Benjamin-Fink, a
Ph.D. candidate in conservation biology. The desert comes most fully alive after dark, Benjamin-
Fink says, her face lighting up as she describes the hours she spent in rapt observation amid the
dunes and scrub of what she describes as "the never-ending untouched desert landscape."

On any given night, she'd see--and hear--hundreds of desert rodents and beetles, eagles, and
snakes. Most animals are camouflaged, but "if you sit very still, you'll start noticing them. It's so
mesmerizing you never want to get up," Benjamin-Fink says. Nestled among the desert's rocks
might be a hyrax (a nimble mammal resembling a robust guinea pig). Munching on acacia trees
might be an ibex (a wild goat). A graceful gazelle might suddenly leap into view, or even a caracal, a
handsome wild cat. And Bedouin desert-dwellers might pass by with their herds of camels or sheep,
signs of an ancient and now vanishing traditional way of life.

The good news for conservationists, Benjamin-Fink says, is that even
the most war weary leaders care deeply about biodiversity. "They
understand that these are issues of global importance," she says. "They
also know that biodiversity decision making can't simply be put on
hold-not if they want to have a biodiverse and sustainable environment
when the violence ends."

Within an hour's drive of Arad are the cities of Beersheba and Jerusalem, where terrorism is an all-too-familiar part of
daily life. Such violence may seem removed from the quiet world of the desert, but that is wishful thinking, Benjamin-
Fink says. The everyday juxtaposition of violence and natural life goes right to the heart of her work, which centers
on preserving biodiversity in countries torn apart by human conflict.

Even the most intrepid of Israel's desert animals, such as the jackal or leopard, are no match for
bombs, land mines, and rumbling tanks, Benjamin-Fink observes. She emphasizes that war wreaks
direct havoc on biodiversity by fragmenting the landscape: Firing zones disrupt migrational paths,
for example; or roads, fences, and training camps interrupt mating territories.

Much of Benjamin-Fink's Middle Eastern research is concerned with war's indirect impact on
biodiversity. Where war and terrorism dominate, political leaders are hard pressed to move issues
such as habitat destruction, overgrazing, illegal poaching, or even pollution to the top of the agenda.
In dozens of interviews with Israeli scientists and upper-level leaders, she heard the same theme
over and over: "When saving the caracal means fewer guards in bus stations targeted by suicide
bombers, you can see the dilemma for decision makers, both from a practical and a political
perspective."

The good news for conservationists, Benjamin-Fink says, is that even the most war weary leaders
care deeply about biodiversity. "They understand that these are issues of global importance," she
says. "They also know that biodiversity decision making can't simply be put on hold--not if they want
to have a biodiverse and sustainable environment when the violence ends."

Animals, like this ibex, who live in war zones are in danger from
fragmented landscapes and firing zones, as well as other hazards.

Photo by Nicole Benjamin-Fink

Benjamin-Fink says conservation scientists have a strong role to play in
helping the world's most beleaguered policymakers weigh biodiversity
issues. She is identifying strategies that tighten the link between science
and policy--which in turn will help leaders keep one eye firmly fixed on

the horizon of biodiversity and long-term sustainability, whether in Israel, Colombia, Somalia, or any
other country where war and terrorism are facts of everyday life.

In a real sense, Benjamin-Fink has been thinking about these issues all her life. "In Israeli schools,
children learn to protect and love and nurture the land," says Benjamin-Fink, who grew up in
northern Israel near the border with Lebanon. When she wasn't watching the National Geographic
Channel, she was camping out with friends. She spent her two years of military service working in
communications and intelligence. Then came her year in Arad, where she fell head over heels in
love with the desert.

She majored in biology at the University of Haifa, then worked in the Israeli Nature and National
Parks Protection Authority as an ecological guide. She also taught high school biology for a year,
but as her mind wandered back to the complex biodiversity of the desert, she began thinking about
big-picture ecological issues in her country.

Israel is home to four distinct eco-regions. Its arid deserts (about 60 percent of the land), alpine
slopes, coastal plains, and lush Mediterranean woods are home to some 2,600 plant species and
100 species of mammals. With 500 species of birds, the country also is a major flyway for birds
migrating from Europe and Western Asia to Africa.

What intrigues Benjamin-Fink as much as this astonishing biodiversity is that her country has
managed to maintain a commitment to conservation against a backdrop of unending war. Not only is
conservation education a priority in schools, but a fifth of the country is given over to national parks
and wildlife preserves. Yet Benjamin-Fink is keenly aware that Israel's biodiversity is fragile and
under constant siege. If it's not fighter jets flying over the desert, it's hotels proliferating between the
desert and the Dead Sea. Exploring these issues at the national policy level, she focuses on what
she calls "the question for internationally minded conservationists": How can policymakers
preoccupied with keeping citizens safe from warfare and terrorist bombings justify investing time
and resources in biodiversity?

Benjamin-Fink came to the University of Minnesota four years ago, in part to work with professor
James Perry, an expert on issues of water quality and environmental management in rapidly
changing countries. Being in the United States has given her a fresh perspective on biodiversity
decision making. "When you take the huge factor of everyday violence out of the equation,
everything is different," she says. "The choices aren't constrained in the same way. Biodiversity
becomes a card to be played politically."

Benjamin-Fink notes that terrorism's impact on policymaking is different in countries where
bombings are routine and in those where they occur intermittently. "After the shock of the 9/11
attacks in the United States, there was a consensus here that no measure taken for national
security would be too great," she says.

In contrast, even with armed soldiers patrolling the streets and buses blowing up, "people in Israel
continue to travel long distances to visit national parks and to follow news about efforts to
reintroduce species, "Benjamin-Fink says. "Israelis avidly support conservation--even to the point
where they are willing to sacrifice some of their security."

Still, conservationists must make sure biodiversity decision making stays on the agenda in Israel
and other hotspots, Benjamin-Fink stresses. Her discovery that both ordinary citizens and Israeli
political leaders care about biodiversity raises hope that species will survive and ecosystems will
remain sustainable in many troubled lands.

Conservationists have no magic answers, Benjamin-Fink allows, but they can provide leaders with
information that will support good biodiversity decisions. "If you're the prime minister of Israel, you
won't have the time or money to commission an environmental impact study every time you need to
build a road, much less to study the viability of white-tailed sea eagles," says Benjamin-Fink. "If they
just didn't care, we'd have a big problem. But they do care. They just need us--scientists--to supply
the tools."

From Imprint, Winter 05/06, a publication of the Bell Museum of Natural History.
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New nurse line--
"Ask Mayo Clinic," 24/7

Included in the package of
new, expanded health
resources for UPlan
members in 2006 is a 24-
hour nurse line, Ask Mayo
Clinic. Imagine:

It's late at night. You wake
up feeling miserable and
have a high fever. It is just
the flu...or something more
serious?

A call to Ask Mayo Clinic at
1-888-887-2593 can put
you in touch with an
experienced, registered
nurse who can answer your
questions about illness,
injury, or general health
topics. This service is
available for University
employees 24 hours a day,
365 days a year. For more
information, click on Health
Connections.

UPlan Wellness introduces Health
Connections
By Susan Wiese

Brief, January 11, 2006;
latest update January 17, 2006

Has your New Year's resolution lost its staying power--already?
Need motivational support to trim the waistline? Kick the habit?
Want an incentive to pick up the pace on the treadmill?

This month UPlan Wellness introduces Health Connections, a
multi-year, multi-faceted approach to wellness that offers University
faculty and staff a financial reward for health improvement. Health
Connections is an initiative that goes beyond traditional health
promotion by combining Web-based health resources with over-
the-phone counseling and financial rewards to encourage
employees to make changes for the better.

"The goal is simple: support employees and their families in their quest to be healthier, and reward
people when they succeed," says vice president for human resources Carol Carrier. "This is our
investment in prevention."

Log on, learn, earn

Logging on to Health Connections is the starting point for employees who want
to improve their health and well-being. When you complete a 20-minute online
wellness assessment, you get a personalized profile of your health status and
risk factors. You're also eligible to receive a $65 reward. You can earn another
$65 by completing a follow-up health improvement program.

Choose your way to wellness

Based on results of your wellness assessment, if you are at moderate
to high risk for serious illness--for example, due to high blood pressure
or weight--you will be invited to work with a health adviser over the
phone to make lifestyle changes. If you are a UPlan member with a
chronic condition, such as asthma, coronary artery disease, or
diabetes, you will be able to work with a registered nurse to increase
your knowledge about how to better manage the disease.

Targeted intervention with guidance and support tailored to the
individual can lead to better medical decision-making. Lifestyle and
disease management programs, according to Carrier, have the
potential to save health care dollars for the UPlan member and for the
University.

To ensure the confidentiality of personal health data, UPlan Wellness
contracted with Harris HealthTrends, Inc. (877-247-9204) to
administer the Health Connections initiative. Harris has dedicated one
phone line exclusively for University of Minnesota UPlan medical
program members.

The online wellness assessment is offered through StayWell Health Management (800-926-5455)
on behalf of Harris HealthTrends.

An invitation to participate in Health Connections, along with more information about how to connect
to the new, expanded benefits and resources from UPlan Wellness, will arrive soon in employees'
home mailboxes.

Susan Wiese is the communications project manager for the Wellness Program.
Related Links

Health Connections
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Lorie Gildea (center) is framed
by Governor Tim Pawlenty
(left) and Russell Anderson,
chief justice of the Minnesota
Supreme Court.

UMM alum Gildea named associate justice
By Judy Riley

January 11, 2006

Governor Tim Pawlenty has appointed Lorie Gildea, a 1983
alumna of University of Minnesota, Morris (UMM), as an associate
justice of the Minnesota Supreme Court--a role that will provide her
a new opportunity to share her judicial talents with the people of
her home state.

"I was honored and humbled by the responsibility of serving the
people of Minnesota on the Supreme Court," said Gildea of her
reaction following the appointment. Gildea will fill the position of
Russell Anderson, who was appointed chief justice of the court
following the retirement of Chief Justice Kathleen Blatz (a graduate
of the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities).

As a Supreme Court associate justice, Gildea will help review
decisions of lower courts to determine if the lower courts correctly
applied the law.

Working at the judicial level is not a new role for Gildea, who has served since September 2005 as a
Hennepin County District Court judge. She was also assistant county attorney for Hennepin County
and associate general counsel for the University of Minnesota, where she litigated cases on behalf
of the University in federal and state courts and before administrative agencies.

"I have a broad-based perspective that I think will serve me well on the court," said Gildea. "I
practiced at a large law firm in Washington, D.C., where I represented clients in courtrooms across
the country. For the next 11 years, I had the honor and the privilege of representing the University of
Minnesota as in-house counsel in courts across Minnesota and before the United States Supreme
Court. Before my appointment to the Hennepin County District Court, I was prosecuting white-collar
crime in the Hennepin County Attorney's Office."

Gildea completed her undergraduate education at UMM in three years with a 4.0 grade point
average. She was named a Scholar of the College and a member of the Dean's List, and received a
Medal for Outstanding Undergraduate. She holds a juris doctorate from Georgetown University Law
Center, where she graduated magna cum laude in 1986.

She is a member of the Minnesota Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules of Civil Procedure,
and serves on the Executive Committee, the Board of Governors, and the Governing Council, Civil
Litigation Section, all of the Minnesota State Bar Association. Gildea is the author of an article,
"Sifting the Dross: Expert Witness Testimony in Minnesota after the Daubert Trilogy," which was
published in the William Mitchell Law Review. She is also profiled in a book by UMM Chancellor
Sam Schuman, titled Old Main: Small Colleges in Twenty-First Century America, published by
Johns Hopkins University Press. So, where is UMM's place among Gildea's many
accomplishments, and how did her UMM experience help to shape who she has become? "I grew
up in a town of approximately 300 people (with no stoplights and no street signs), and there were 33
students in my high school graduating class," she said. "Even though I grew up in a small place, I
was a teenager with big dreams. Attending a small college like UMM allowed me to realize those
dreams. At UMM I was able to participate in things that were important to me from the very
beginning, and to assume leadership roles when I was ready. I was exposed to new ideas, taught to
think and to take risks, while in an environment that made me feel safe and unique. I never felt like I
was just one more number in a long line of numbers. I felt valued and I felt relevant. In short, the day
I decided to attend UMM was one of the best days of my life."
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Girl Scouts from the Greater
Minneapolis Council sold
nearly 2 million boxes of
cookies last year.

Cookie varieties

The Girl Scout Council of
Greater Minneapolis has
been around since 1914.
Last year, 34,000 girls sold
an average of 126 boxes
each--nearly 2 million boxes
in all. This year, the Girl
Scouts will introduce two
new cookie varieties:
"Thanks-A-Lot," shortbread
cookies dipped in rich fudge
and topped with an
embossed "Thank You"
message in one of five
languages, and "Reduced
Fat Cartwheels," round
oatmeal cookies with a
cinnamon burst in every
bite.

Source: Girl Scout Council
of Greater Minneapolis

Smart cookies
By Jenny Sherman

From eNews, January 12, 2006

Before February 2005, T?rker K???k had never heard of Thin
Mints or Do-si-dos. But when the Turkish native and second-year
MBA student signed up with Carlson Volunteer Consultants, a
program that offers nonprofit Twin Cities organizations free
professional-level consulting services, the project for the Girl
Scouts was his first choice.

"I took this project is because it focused on marketing," says K???
k, who led a student volunteer team that included fellow second-
year MBA students Venkatesh Veera and Andrew Kuoh, and Mina
Lolomari, a second-year student pursuing a master's degree in
human resources and industrial relations. "It was assigned to us
based on our prior experience and what kind of consulting job
experience we were looking for."

When pressed, he admits the cookies added some incentive. "I
expected free cookies," he says with a laugh. "I bought a lot, but I didn't get any [free ones] until the
end of the project."

The Girl Scout Council of Greater Minneapolis had approached Carlson Volunteer Consultants with
a crunchy problem: Cookie sales had peaked in 2002 and were declining at a steady rate. Scout
participation in cookie selling was also down. (Proceeds from the Girl Scout Cookie Program help
girls go to Girl Scout camp and travel, and they also fund educational programs and community
service projects in their neighborhoods.)

"There might have been many reasons for losing cookie sales: the economy, changing consumer
preferences, Girl Scouts not wanting to sell," says K???k. "They didn't have much information. We
had to do a lot of investigation."

K???k and his team discovered a number of factors that were
contributing to the declining sales. For starters, deliveries can be
problematic. What's more, individual Girl Scouts typically don't save
customer information, and often lack incentives to participate in the
first place. And the incentives that were in place--saving credits for
camping trips and earnings badges--were so complex that even the
MBA students had difficulty understanding them.

By May, the Carlson School group had compiled some suggestions for
changes. They included methods for increasing customer retention,
more effective operational practices, overhauling and simplifying the
rewards structure, and incorporating technology into the sales
process. Even something as simple as offering to call customers to
schedule a delivery resulted in a greater percentage of sales.

"They got really excited about the legacy idea, about creating a
customer information database," says K???k. "One of biggest
problems is [losing customers]--when a girl leaves the Girl Scouts, all
her customers leave with her. You've got to know who the customers
are, what cookies they like, and what they like to order. So even if a
Girl Scout leaves, you can allocate [those customers] to another
scout."

The only thing the team didn't critique was the cookies themselves. Officially, anyway. "Interestingly,
they're dropping the ones I liked the best: the Pi?ata cookies," K???k says. "But I made a personal
recommendation to keep them."
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Salt damage on roadside
pines.

Salt damage on plants
By Janna Beckerman

From eNews, January 12, 2006

Minnesota winters provide very little disease excitement for plant
pathologists. Yes, there is the occasional ice storm, with broken
limbs and branches, but for the most part, winter serves to numb a
plant pathologist's brain, and he or she forgets the problems that
are developing while plants are "sleeping." One such problem is
salt damage.

Most people only think of salt damage and how it affects their cars.
In Minnesota, 200,000 to 300,000 tons of de-icing salt is applied to
roads each winter. Very few think about it what salt can do to
plants.

How salt damages plants Salt, which is made up of sodium and
chloride, becomes toxic to plants when it dissolves in water and the
sodium and chloride ions separate. The sodium ions take the place of the much-needed phosphorus
and potassium in the soil, making these two nutrients unavailable to the plant. Chloride ions are
absorbed by the roots and transported to the leaves, where they accumulate and interfere with
photosynthesis or chlorophyll production.

Have you ever tried to get table salt out of a wet shaker? Then you know salt absorbs water. Rock
salt does the exact thing in the soil, absorbing the water that would normally be available to roots,
causing root dehydration, a change in root physiology, and additional plant stress. Salt also
damages plant cells, including buds and small twigs, thereby reducing cold hardiness and leaving
tissue more susceptible to freezing damage.

You will most likely notice salt damage on the side of the plant that faces the road or a sidewalk, and
the closer the plant, the more severely it will likely be affected. Usually, evergreen damage appears
in late winter, with pine needles browning at the tips. Snow-covered branches are less affected by
salt spray. It is more difficult to diagnose salt-spray damage on deciduous plants. Usually, leaf buds
facing the road are killed or are very slow to break. Flower buds facing the road often fail to bloom.
Repeated salt damage may result in shrub flowers having a witch's broom or tufted appearance.

How to prevent salt damage The easiest way to prevent salt damage is to avoid de-icing salts and
use coarse sand to provide traction and make sidewalks and driveways less slick. If you must use
salt, use it judiciously and erect barriers with plastic fencing or burlap or snow fencing to protect
sensitive plants and minimize contact with salt. When possible, use de-icing agents with calcium
chloride or calcium magnesium acetate, a salt-free melting agent made from limestone and acetic
acid.

If an area is heavily salted, consider planting salt-tolerant plants like the ginkgo, winged euonymus,
or Japanese tree lilac. Rugosa roses can take salt as well as the strongest margarita, and they can
be seen growing next to the Atlantic Ocean. There are also numerous salt-tolerant cultivars with an
array of color and fragrance: perennials like statice, sea thrift, and reed grass.

For more information on diagnosing plant damage--by salt or anything else--see the Extension
diagnostics. Janna Beckerman is a plant pathologist with the University of Minnesota Extension
Service.
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University Libraries has more
than 6.2 million volumes and
36,000 serial subscriptions to
send out to libraries all over
the world.

Bringing the University Libraries to every
citizen
University of Minnesota Libraries loans more books, articles, and
other material than any other North American research library

January 12, 2006

The University of Minnesota Libraries is the top-ranked research
library in North America when measured by the number of books,
articles, and other material it loans to libraries throughout the
continent and the world.

This success is a testament to a wildly successful program begun
in December 1968 called MINITEX (MINITEX Library Information
Network), a system for sharing books and other documents among
libraries. Although now international in scope, its primary goal was
best described by a University Alumni News headline from that era:
"Bringing the University Libraries to every citizen of Minnesota."

Last fiscal year, the Twin Cities U Libraries sent out via MINITEX
more than 142,000 pieces of valuable material from its collection of
more than 6.2 million volumes and 36,000 serial subscriptions to libraries in the Upper Midwest and
all over the world. Sixty-five percent of those loans were to people in Minnesota--everyone from
eighth graders working on science fair projects to college professors developing scholarly articles.

From its humble beginnings, when requests for information were sent to the U via teletype
machines, MINITEX has expanded to include other legislatively funded programs such as the
Electronic Library for Minnesota (ELM). ELM provides every Minnesotan with electronic access to
more than 10,900 publications, 13,200 electronic books, and a host of online encyclopedias,
almanacs, and other resources 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

"We are a small district and can't afford quality electronic databases on our own," wrote a teacher
from Stewartville, Minn. "Without ELM, it's only books and the Internet for us... Our sixth graders use
ELM extensively to research their Minnesota History Day projects. Truth be told, they would be lost
without it."

In the spirit of Thomas Jefferson, who founded the University of Virginia and promoted the idea that
everyone--not just the privileged few--should have access to higher education, the University of
Minnesota and MINITEX bring knowledge directly to the desktops of Minnesotans.
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U physicist Bob Pepin holds a
piece of aerogel, which is a
dry glass foam with a density
one-thousandth that of water,
useful for catching high-speed
microscopic particles.

Physicist awaits his piece of Stardust
The University's Bob Pepin is among the scientists who will study
dust from a comet and interstellar space

By Deane Morrison

January 13, 2006; updated January 24

At just after 4 a.m. CST Jan. 15, the payload of NASA's Stardust
mission, launched in 1999, parachuted to the Utah desert with the
first-ever samples of comet dust, collected from Comet Wild-2
(pronounced "Vilt two") in 2004. University of Minnesota physics
professor Bob Pepin is delighted by its safe return, because he will
receive a sample of that dust. Pepin, whose projects with NASA go
back to the Apollo moon missions, will analyze those samples for
their helium and neon content.

"Because some scientists have proposed that comets have
contributed these gases to the atmospheres of Earth, Venus, and
Mars, learning about these gases in comets would be fascinating,"
says Pepin.

The samples were collected in a space-age substance called aerogel, a silicon "sponge" with one-
thousandth the density of water. The samples hit the aerogel at 13,000 miles per hour, or six times
the speed of a bullet. Aerogel, says Pepin, is specially designed to slow down and capture dust
particles.

The Stardust mission is also bringing back samples of high-speed dust particles believed to have
originated outside the solar system They are not coming from the direction of the sun, and nothing
in the solar system is thought capable of producing them. Actually, their high speed--about 25
kilometers per second--may be just an illusion due to their collisions with objects in our solar system
as it moves around the center of the Milky Way galaxy.

Pepin expects it will be at least several weeks before he receives samples of Stardust.

In September 2004 the world witnessed the crash landing in Utah of NASA's Genesis mission.
(Stardust is destined to land in the same area, but Pepin says there are no serious worries about a
crash this time.) Genesis had collected tiny particles streaming from the sun in what is called the
solar wind. Pepin is also studying particles from Genesis, which were captured in gold foil that was
exposed to the solar wind deep in space. To listen to an audio vignette on Bob Pepin's Stardust
research, click on University of Minnesota Moment. University of Minnesota Moment is a daily radio
feature highlighting University expertise on a wide range of timely topics.
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U alum and radio personality
Garrison Keillor will host "A
Prairie Home Companion"
from the Twin Cities and
Morris campuses this winter
and teach an English writing
class in the spring.

Keillor and gang at the U
By Pauline Oo

January 13, 2006; updated January 17, 2006

In 1966, Garrison Keillor graduated from the University of
Minnesota. In 1974, he hosted the first live broadcast of "A Prairie
Home Companion" and 12 people attended, mostly children.
Today, the U alum and his laugh-out-loud radio variety show
capture more than 4 million listeners nationwide each week.

Keillor will bring Guy Noir, Lake Wobegon, and the Ketchup
Advisory Board to life this Saturday (January 21) at the Ted Mann
Concert Hall on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis. On
Saturday, February 11, Keillor and company take "A Prairie Home
Companion" to the University of Minnesota, Morris (UMM).

"Luckily, that failing grade in organic chemistry does not disqualify
us from doing live radio on campus," notes Keillor on the show's
Web site.

The show is now in its 31st year of production and is aired by more
than 550 public radio stations in the United States. (Minnesota
Public Radio airs it live every Saturday night from 5 to 7 p.m. and rebroadcasts the show on
Sundays at 11 a.m.) Listeners abroad catch the show on America One, and those in Europe and the
Far East tune in to it on the Armed Forces Networks. An alternative edition of the show is broadcast
in the United Kingdom by BBC 7 and in Ireland by RT? under the name "Garrison Keillor's Radio
Show." New Zealand's National Radio carries it from time to time.

"When the show started, it was something funny to do with my friends, and then it became an
achievement that I hoped would be successful, and now it's a good way of life," says Keillor on the
Web site.

Keillor, a native of Anoka, Minnesota, began his radio career at the University of Minnesota's Radio
K (770 AM, 106.5 FM, and 100.7 FM). In addition to being the host and writer of "A Prairie Home
Companion," he is the author of more than a dozen books, including Lake Wobegon Days, The
Book of Guys, Love Me, and Homegrown Democrat. In the spring of 2001, Keillor cotaught
Composition of Comedy (ENGW3110) at the U with fellow alum Shannon Olson, author of Welcome
to My Planet Where English is Sometimes Spoken. This spring, the man with the booming voice and
bushy eyebrows will once again teach that undergraduate course.

"I love those moments when young talent displays itself," says Keillor, "and in a comedy writing
class, it is displayed over and over and over. My job is simply to admire it, and I can do that pretty
well."

Prairie Home: the movie

A film version of the radio show written by and starring Keillor is due for release sometime this year.
(Parts of the movie were filmed last summer at the Fitzgerald Theatre in St. Paul.) The show, a
fictional representation of behind-the-scenes activities on a long-running radio show that has
unexpectedly been cancelled, will include Kevin Kline, John Reilly, Meryl Streep, Lindsay Lohan, Lily
Tomlin, Maya Rudolph, Woody Harrelson, Virginia Madsen, Tommy Lee Jones, and L.Q. Jones.
Robert Altman (with help from Paul Thomas Anderson) is the director.

Although regularly priced tickets are sold out for both 4:45 p.m. performances on the Twin Cities
campus, you can try your luck with rush tickets beginning at 2:30 p.m. on the day of the show. (For
standing room, tickets are $14 plus a $4 handling fee; for seats, $15 plus $4. There is a two-ticket
limit. Call 612-624-2345 for more information.) Tickets are still available for the 4:45 p.m. broadcast
on the Morris campus in the Physical Education Center--$45 for the general public and $15 for UMM
students; MPR members receive a $2 discount--and go on sale Wednesday, January 18 at 10 a.m.
You can buy them from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. by calling 320-589-6356 or visiting the Student Center in
Oyate Hall at UMM.

"It seems overdue for the best and most popular radio show in the nation to come to the University
of Minnesota, Morris, America's best public liberal arts college," says UMM chancellor Sam
Schuman. "Morris is not Lake Wobegon, but we, too, are on the edge of the prairie, and all our
children are way above average." To learn more about A Prairie Home Companion or find a radio
station that airs the show, see Prairie Home.
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University of Minnesota
representatives to the APSC
meeting in Chicago were, left
to right, Randy Croce, Beth
Emshoff, Frank Douma, and
Gavin Watt.

Academic professionals get proactive
Annual meeting in Chicago addresses benefits, job reviews, and
more

By Randy Croce

Brief, January 18, 2005

Representatives from academic staff councils at eight universities
gathered for their fifth annual meeting October 16-17, 2005. The
Council on Institutional Cooperation (CIC) Association of
Professional Staff Councils (APSC) meeting was held at the Big
Ten Conference Center in Chicago.

Delegates from the University of Minnesota were Randy Croce,
Frank Douma, Beth Emshoff, and Gavin Watt of the Council of
Academic Professionals and Administrators (CAPA).

The group continued its proactive direction, moving beyond sharing
information to developing best practices for staff personnel and
governance and serving as a resource for member councils
seeking to meet these goals.

Last year, the group focused on three benefits common to staff at most member institutions in an
effort to foster universal adoption. Progress was reported:

Vacation carry-over: Staff at all except Michigan State University and the University of Minnesota
are now able to carry over and accumulate unused vacation days from one year to the next. The
initiative made progress at Minnesota: it was presented to the University Senate as an information
item and has been the subject of positive discussion with the administration.
Tuition benefits: The effort to extend reduced or waived tuition to staff at the University of Iowa was
complicated by a state law that requires payment for such costs.
Domestic-partner benefits: In Wisconsin, comparison with other CIC institutions--reported in the
local media--helped convince the provost and state governor to propose domestic-partner benefits
for university employees, but the legislature rejected it. Meeting attendees expressed concern that
pending definition-of-marriage proposals to state constitutions may threaten existing benefits at
other universities.

This year, subcommittees were formed to research, discuss, and report to the full group on
compensation/advancement and performance reviews. A subcommittee on job security is reviewing
programs for relocation of "non-renewed" staff at Iowa, Ohio, Wisconsin, and especially Illinois,
which requires that qualified staff who have lost their jobs be interviewed (though not necessarily
hired) for other university openings.

The expansion of the University of Minnesota Senate to include CAPA and Civil Service Committee
representatives appears to be a catalyst for equivalent groups' greater participation in governance
at other universities. At least five staff councils are actively interested in the idea and two were
already discussing it with the faculty and administration on their campuses.

Delegates to the meeting affirmed guidelines for membership, officers, and governance that will
secure the APSC's continuity.

The APSC has established a Web site, www.cic-apsc.wisc.edu, to share its goals and comparative
information more broadly.

Randy Croce is a coordinator for the Carlson School of Management's Labor Education Service and a CAPA
representative to the U Senate. Beth Emshoff, College of Human Ecology, is the CAPA vice chair for 2005-06. Frank
Douma, Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, chairs the CAPA committee on benefits and compensation. Gavin Watt,
Environmental Health Sciences, is a CAPA member.

Related Links
CIC Association of Professional Staff Councils (APSC)
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Companies can reduce the
incidence of white-collar crime
by having clear policies that
spell out what's considered
right and wrong behavior.

Corporate crime in
Minnesota?

Curious to see if a
diminished likelihood of
white-collar crime was
characteristic of Minnesota
companies in general, U
professor Karen Schnatterly
compared the state's 10
largest companies with their
national counterparts using
the three variables she
found to be important: clear
policies and procedures,
greater communication, and
more extensive
performance-based
compensation. "The
corporate culture of the
Minnesota companies
seems to discourage crime
more so than in similar
companies based
elsewhere," she says.
"That's not to say white-
collar crime, or even an
Enron-like situation, can't
occur in Minnesota But it
appears much less likely.

A few bad men (and women, too)
By Pauline Oo

January 17, 2006

On January 30, the last and biggest trial in a recent string of
corporate scandals is scheduled to take place. Enron founder
Kenneth Lay and CEO Jeffrey Skilling will be tried on conspiracy,
fraud, and other charges related to their company's downfall more
than five years ago. Whatever the outcome, one-time energy giant
Enron has already made our history books. It's a symbol of poor
accounting practices and massive corruption.

And it's not the only scoundrel. Others who have gained similar
notoriety are WorldCom, HealthSouth, Adelphia...

In 2002, the U.S. Congress passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act to curb
corporate or white-collar crime and prevent companies from fooling
investors. The law has been called the most comprehensive reform
of U.S. business practices in 60 years because it gives prosecutors
and regulators new means to strengthen corporate governance,
improve corporate responsibility and disclosure, and protect
corporate employees and shareholders.

However, white-collar crime will continue to be prevalent in spite of the new legislation, says Karen
Schnatterly, an assistant professor of strategic management and organization at the University of
Minnesota's Carlson School of Management. Why? Because people will always search for a way to
make easy money.

"[Out of the total U.S. population,] twenty to thirty percent of us are planning to steal, 20 to 30
percent would never steal, and 40 to 60 percent may give into the temptation occasionally or under
certain conditions, such as pressure to meet numbers," says Schnatterly, who broached the topic of
corporate crime and ethics with 300 people at the Carlson School's First Tuesday luncheon on
January 10. "Psychological studies also show that some people think corporate theft is not a [real]
crime. Or they rationalize stealing as borrowing. [For example,] a bank manager who borrows
money believing he will put the money back."

Prosecuting corporate fraud

The Corporate Fraud Task Force, created by President Bush in 2002 and headed by Deputy
Attorney General Larry Thompson, sets the strategies and policies for combating corporate crime.
Thus far, it has investigated more than 320 potential corporate fraud matters, involving in excess of
500 individuals and companies, and obtained more than 250 corporate fraud convictions or guilty
pleas, including at least 25 former CEOs.

"In two years, people will find a way around [the law] and we're going to see more white-collar
crime," she says. "[The Sarbanes-Oxley Act] will not help prevent white-collar crime, it will just raise
the cleverness ratio." In other words, the 20 to 30 percent of us who are planning to steal will get
smarter about how we steal.

Despite the bleak picture of human nature, companies can reduce the incidence of white-collar
crime by spelling out what's considered right and wrong behavior. According to Schnatterly, who
conducted a comparison study on 160 U.S. firms, companies with clear policies and procedures,
greater internal and external communication, and more extensive performance-based compensation
for employees are less likely to experience corporate fraud than those without these factors.

Enron scored above the national average in only one of the three measures--employee profit
sharing and pay. "If I was asked, before it crashed, if Enron had a chance of experiencing white-
collar crime, I would have said yes. The fuel was there," she says.

"Other variables, such as board independence and CEO pay, do not appear to impact the
probability of crime at all," she says.

Schnatterly offers some advice to those who invest or work for a firm:
know your company's code of conduct (it should be clearly written and
easily understood by everyone who reads it), board of directors (they
should be outsiders but know the business of the company), and
employee job descriptions (holding multiple roles increase the
likelihood of crime--for example, a CEO who is also the chair and
president); and pay attention to how a company talks about
communication, what it says about itself, and how it communicates
with its employees and other stakeholders, as well as how often it
communicates with them.

"Do some of the research yourself," she says. "You can't trust mutual
fund analysts. They were part of the problem with Enron, [scoring it
higher than it deserved.]" (In November 2004, a jury convicted four
Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc., executives of fraud, perjury, and obstruction
of justice charges.)

To learn more about the Sarbanes-Oxley law, read Insights@Carlson
School's "Sarbanes-Oxley: is it working."
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The Carlson School of
Management has more than
4,400 students, (1,700
undergraduates, 2,600
graduate students, 110
doctoral students), nine
degree programs, 130 faculty,
300 staff, and 46,000 alumni
from around the world.

Carlson School survey highlights economic
impact of alumni

January 17, 2006

The Carlson School of Management last week released survey
results demonstrating the school's economic impact on the state.

Of those surveyed, Carlson School alumni have founded more
than 1,800 Minnesota-based businesses that employ more than
110,000 people and generate annual revenues of $21.2 billion.
Those annual revenues are equivalent to the state's entire
manufacturing industry, and the employee base is about the same
as of the combined legal, accounting, architectural, and technology
industries in Minnesota.

"The University of Minnesota has long been regarded as an
economic engine for the state," said Jim Campbell, interim dean.
"Carlson School graduates are fueling that engine with incredible
horsepower."

Campbell pointed to the Carlson School survey and one released
last April by the University of Minnesota's Institute of Technology as
evidence of the University's impressive return on investment for
Minnesotans. The Institute of Technology alumni survey showed
approximately 2,600 alumni-founded active companies in
Minnesota, employing more than 175,000 people and generating approximately $46 billion in annual
revenue.

Information on companies founded by all University of Minnesota alumni--along with much other
information--will be gathered from a major survey that is being mailed this week. This survey will
also ask University alumni about other career accomplishments, their involvement in their
communities, and their satisfaction with the University of Minnesota today and as students. The
information will give the University a better picture of the social and economic impact made by all of
its alumni.

Other key statistics from the Carlson School survey include:

1,950 Carlson School alumni who founded companies were identified through the survey
3,257 companies founded by Carlson School alumni around the world
205,191 total worldwide jobs created by Carlson School alumni founded businesses
$58.3 billion annual revenue generated by all Carlson School founded businesses
Average number of companies founded was 1.67 per alumni
Average number of employees was 74 per company
Average annual revenue was $17.9 million per company
55 percent of company founders were Carlson undergraduate alumni and 39 percent had a Carlson
graduate degree. Nine percent had both.
Of the companies active today, 42 percent have been in business for more than 10 years, 16
percent for 6 to 9 years, 34 percent for 1 to 5 years, and 9 percent for less than 1 year.

To hear more about the Carlson School survey on the University of Minnesota Moment, visit Survey.
The University of Minnesota Moment is a daily radio vignette featuring University experts
commenting on topics in the news.

Campbell used the results to highlight the school's importance and impact on the state's economy and the need for
continued state support. At the 2006 legislative session, lawmakers will consider crucial bonding projects, including
the Carlson School's request to expand its highly ranked undergraduate program and serve 50 percent more
students by 2008.

Currently the Carlson School serves only 12 percent of applicants. Seventy-seven percent of
applicants are Minnesotan. And 42 percent of those not admitted leave the state. To meet the
demands of students and the business community, the Carlson School is advancing a $26.6 million
bonding request from the state for expansion of undergraduate facilities.

"We are able to attract and retain students who produce this kind of statewide impact not just
because we are one of the top-ranked business schools in the country, but because we are also
committed to providing an affordable and accessible education," Campbell said. "Affordability and
accessibility are two missions made possible by state support."

The Carlson School survey, conducted in August and September 2005, received 9,105 responses,
or 25 percent of the Carlson School's 37,000 reachable alumni.
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U student Mike Helgemoe
demonstrates his homemade
musical instrument: the tuned
rattles

Homemade instruments

Published January 23, 2006

Students in Sylke Boyd's Physics of Sound and Music class (Phys
1061) at the University of Minnesota, Morris, have made
xylophones out of water bottles, string instruments out of clothes
hangers, and drums out of Pringles potato chip cans. Musical
instruments from everyday stuff.

Throughout the semester, the students learn concepts pertaining to
the physical aspects of sound, such as propagation, human voice
and hearing, musical temperaments, and room acoustics. They
then have to apply this newly acquired knowledge to a final project:
build an instrument that can produce five consecutive notes of a
musical scale and be tuned.

Students Joel Adams and Brian Kotila constructed a "drumbone," a
makeshift cousin of the trombone that looked like a submarine
telescope, after seeing one on a Web site. Mike Helgemoe made
tunable rattles with glassware he borrowed from the science labs
and beads he got from Boyd. Helgemoe says he was inspired to make this instrument, which was
based on the popular Latin American percussion instrument, the maraca, "because I wanted it to be
significantly different than other students' instruments."

"The chemistry stockroom was basically a smorgasbord of instrument ideas and equipment, and we
found about seven or eight bottles to use," says Helgemoe. "My initial hypothesis turned out to be
right: the bottles could be tuned by determining the amount of beads in them...[comparable] to the
sound that you hear when you pour water in a jar--[the sound] gets higher as the jar fills up."

In addition to making the instruments and presenting them to their classmates at the end of the
semester--this included playing a couple of notes and explaining how they tune their creations--the
students had to turn in a three-page paper describing the physical principles behind their
instrument's sound and the trials (and errors) they encountered while building it. The students could
work alone or in groups of up to three students.

Boyd, an assistant professor of physics, says the project is designed to challenge students'
creativity, resourcefulness, and knowledge, as well as to have them apply what they learned in the
class.

"Many who play or perform will hopefully gain a better understanding of how [an] instrument works
or [be aware of] a side of physics they might not know," says Boyd. "For education majors, this class
might provide ideas or demonstrations--little experiments--they can take away and use in their
careers."

For a look at some of the instruments (and to listen to some of the sounds they can make), visit the
UMM Fall 2005 student instrument Web site.
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Adam Brophy, Zipcar business
development director, at the
Zipcar kickoff in Coffman
Union. He "talked to tons of
people--at least a hundred--
who seem interested, and
about 90 percent were
students."

Van-Go! to the U

The U's Parking and
Transportation Services has
partnered with the
Metropolitan Council to
launch Van-Go!, a new
vanpool program that
matches University staff
and faculty living in the
same geographic area and
commuting to work along a
similar path. The vanpool
must have at least five
passengers who can ride
together at least three days
a week. Vanpools serve
areas that do not have
convenient bus or light rail
service. The Metropolitan
Council subsidizes a portion
of the van lease, while the
vanpool group is
responsible for the
remainder of the lease, gas,
and parking fees. Drivers
must be at least 25 years
old with a valid drivers
license, a good driving
record, and good credit.

To learn more, attend an
information session:
Wednesday, January 25, 7
to 9 a.m. at 110 St. Paul
Student Center and 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in 324 Coffman
Memorial Union; Thursday,
January 26, 11 a.m. to 1
p.m., 110 St. Paul Student
Center and 4:30 to 6:30
p.m. in Coffman Union;
Tuesday, January 31, 7 to 9
a.m., 324 Coffman Union
and 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., 280
Ferguson Hall. (To RSVP,
call 612-331-4299.)

No car? No problem
By Pauline Oo

January 23, 2006

A car is not just a car: it's a parking space, it's repair costs, and it's
insurance payments... So it's no wonder that many students and
employees at the University of Minnesota choose not to drive or
even own a car. They walk, bike, carpool, or take the bus.

But some days it helps to have a car to run that occasional errand.
Or get to a doctor's appointment. Or attend a meeting across town.
Since January 6, University students and employees, and even
neighborhood residents, have had a Zipcar to use.

The University of Minnesota is one of 23 colleges in the United
States to make Zipcars accessible to its community. Zipcar, Inc., is
the nation's largest provider of self-service cars for use by the hour
or day. The U is hosting six Zipcars on its Twin Cities campus: a
Honda Element SUV and a Mazda 3 sedan at the 21st Ave. Ramp
on the West Bank, a Toyota Matrix wagon and a Madza 3 sedan in
the Washington Ave Ramp on the East Bank, and a Toyota Matrix
and Honda Element at the Gortner Ave. Ramp in St. Paul.

"[Using a Zipcar is] as easy as getting cash from an ATM," reads a company slogan. And it really is.

A few days after you complete an online application and pay the annual membership fee ($30 for U
students, staff, and faculty, and the application fee is waived; $50 and a $25 application fee for all
other users), you'll receive a Zipcard that looks like a credit card, which will serve as your key--
unlocking any car that you reserve. (To qualify, you have to be more than 21 and have a valid
driver's license, no major violations in the past three years, and no alcohol violations in the past
seven years.) Reservations can be made online or by calling a toll-free number. The hourly rate is
$8, with daily rates beginning at $60. Insurance, gas, mileage, and satellite radio are included.
Zipcar members also have access to Zipcars located across the country, in Boston, New York, San
Francisco and Washington, D.C.

"Zipcar gives students [and others in our community] a new freedom--
access to a car without the worry of parking fees and maintenance
costs that come with private ownership," says Mary Sienko, marketing
manager at the U's Parking and Transportation Services (PTS).

The University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, is the third largest traffic
generator in Minnesota--more than 80,000 people travel to and from
the campus each day. (Downtown Minneapolis leads the pack, with
the city of St. Paul in second spot.) Zipcars are one of many services
PTS offers to alleviate traffic congestion on campus and help people
save on transportation costs. The others include discounted bus
passes (UPass and MetroPass), special parking rates (carpool lots
and before 7 a.m. at most parking ramps), and Van-Go! (see side bar).

According to Zipcar, Inc., each one of its cars replaces 7 to 10
privately owned vehicles by giving people the option to share cars
instead of each person buying and using their own. A survey
conducted by the company found that while 43 percent of Zipcar
members, or Zippies, owned cars in the last five years, only 11 percent
do now; and Zippies who no longer own a car report saving more than
$435 a month.

"There's a sense you get when you step out of the car, leaving it for
the next guy, knowing that your expense and responsibility to the
vehicle is done right there; that 'this is smart' [for the environment and
your pocket,]" says Steve Kluskens, a Zipcar member since 2001.

To learn more about the Zipcar program, which has more than 10,000
members and 250 cars across the country, see www.zipcar.com.
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Patricia Harvey, former
superintendent of the St. Paul
Public Schools and current
co-chair of the University's
Systemwide Academic Task
Force on PreK-12 Strategy

Patricia Harvey optimistic about the future
of University, PreK-12 partnership
By Lori Janies

January 23, 2006

Patricia Harvey likes to characterize the University of Minnesota's
quest to transform itself into one of the top three public research
Universities in the world in terms that resonate well with most
Minnesotans.

"Good hockey players don't look at where the puck is now, but
where it is going to be," she says.

While not a hockey player herself, the 58-year-old Harvey hopes
her formidable education skills will at least earn her an assist in
helping transform the U.

Harvey is the former superintendent of the St. Paul Public Schools
and current co-chair of the University's Systemwide Academic Task
Force on PreK-12 Strategy, which recently released its preliminary
recommendations on how to create a more effective partnership
between the University and the PreK-12 community. In addition to her task force role, Harvey also
currently holds the Carmen Starkson Campbell Chair in Urban Education, serves as a University
Distinguished Fellow for the College of Education and Human Development, and is a Senior Fellow
for the National Center on Education and the Economy/America's Choice in Washington, D.C.

"If I thought we could not shape the direction of education, I'm going to
tell you I would not leave home every day," Harvey says.

While the University and the PreK-12 community already work closely on early childhood education
research and curriculum development, more should be done to improve the "visibility, coordination,
cohesion, and relevance" of such interactions, said the preliminary recommendations. The task
force believes the model for engagement needs to reflect true collaboration, bringing together
researchers and practitioners as equal partners around common problems. The task force supports
the creation of a consortium on post-secondary academic success to coordinate and facilitate
University activities in the PreK-12 area.

The task force meetings were "some of the most engaging meetings about education that I've been
involved in a very long time," Harvey says. The membership of the task force roster reads like a
Who's Who of local education professionals and thought leaders including, among other notables:
Co-Chair Geoff Maruyama, interim associate vice president for Multicultural & Academic Affairs and
professor, Educational Psychology; Art Rolnick, senior vice president and director of Research,
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis; Alice Seagren, commissioner, Minnesota Department of
Education; and Carlos Mariani Rosa, a Minnesota House representative and executive director of
the Minnesota Minority Education Partnership.

Harvey said the contributions she brought to the intellectual table included, "the experiences of an
urban school district, a large range of experiences across the country, a fair amount of international
exposure and a network of relationships with educators around the world."

While she had only positive things to say about all her fellow task force members, she singled out
the only student member of the task force, Alex Hermida, for praise.

"I particularly enjoyed having Alex on the task force," she says. "He was so assured and so
comfortable in the midst of this group."

For his part, Hermida, 25 and a senior in the College of Education and Human Development, says
he is "humbled" by Harvey's praise and by his task force experiences. He, in turn, praised Harvey
for being a "demanding" task force leader who raised the bar of excellence for the entire group.

"Every time she would speak to the committee you could sense her dedication and there was such
a conviction in her voice about what she was telling us that it made us kind of step up to her level of
thinking about the issues of education," Hermida says. Robert Jones, senior vice president for
system administration, has been most impressed with Harvey's commitment to raising scholastic
expectations for all children in Minnesota.

"Pat's work is based upon the conviction that all students can achieve at a high level and can be
prepared to succeed in college," says Jones.

So, does Harvey think that the task force will lead to positive change? Can task force
recommendations shape the direction of education?

"If I thought we could not shape the direction of education, I'm going to tell you I would not leave
home every day," Harvey says. "I believe that these are some of the most challenging and exciting
times in education and it's going to be on our watch that we have to make the greatest changes in
education. And if we fail to do that, we will have failed the kids that we serve."

The Systemwide Academic Task Force on PreK-12 Strategy is one of 34 task forces created to help
transform the U into one of the top three public research universities in the world. Each task force
was charged with developing recommendations across a wide range of key University objectives
such as improving students' writing skills, attracting and supporting outstanding faculty members,
and making administrative services more effective and efficient.

Eleven task forces, including the PreK-12 task force, submitted their preliminary recommendations
in December. Now the University is eager to gather comments from the public on these
recommendations through January 27. Final recommendations will be issued in February.
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Demolishing a wing added in
the 1920s allowed one of
Nicholson's original turrets to
be restored.

A lamp found in the attic and restored now hangs near the
top of the main stairwell.

George Sheets, professor and chair, Department of
Classical and Near Eastern Studies, outside the
department office doorway on the second floor

Students in Nicholson's main entrance and stairwell.

Nicholson Hall reopens
Restored landmark is in the heart of emerging humanities district

By Gayla Marty

Brief, January 25, 2006

About a hundred yards from the spot where the University of
Minnesota's first Latin classes were taught at least 140 years ago,
Cicero's poetry will be heard in the original Latin this Friday.
Humanities will be in the spotlight--archaeology lab tours, mini
writing consultations, film shorts, along with food and music--when
the campus celebrates Nicholson Hall's reopening. It's no
coincidence because the landmark is in the heart of an emerging
humanities district on the east bank.

Grand reopening celebration
Friday, January 27
Noon-1:30 p.m.
Nicholson Hall
216 Pillsbury Drive S.E.
Minneapolis

Events begin with a welcome at noon in the ground-floor commons.
Nicholson map

Parking information
The Church Street Garage, accessible from University Avenue S.E. and Church Street, is the
nearest facility.

Four College of Liberal Arts (CLA) units have moved into their new home:

Department of Classical and Near Eastern Studies (CNES), Room 245
Department of Cultural Studies and Comparative Literature (CSCL), Room 235
Honors, Room 20
Center for Writing, Room 10

And January 17, thousands of students began streaming into 903 new seats in 12 state-of-the-art
classrooms for spring semester courses.

The University's six-year capital
plan in 2000 identified a
humanities district encompassing
Folwell, Jones, Nicholson, Nolte,
Pillsbury, and Scott halls, all built
between 1889 and 1935 in the
historic knoll. Many of them,
including Nicholson, are protected
by historic status so their exteriors
must be preserved. Jones Hall,
with renovation completed in
2005, is the new home of the Twin
Cities campus freshman
admissions welcome center and
the Language Center, which serves thousands of students and hundreds of faculty and staff
members each year. Capital bonding secured in 2002 saved Nicholson Hall from the wrecking ball.
The renovation required gutting the building, but yielded much-needed general-purpose classrooms.
And it came in under the $24 million budget.

A three-story, 71,000-square-foot Richardsonian Romanesque rectangle with stone-arched
windows, Nicholson opened as the University's first chemistry building in 1890. Over the years, it's
been a home to such things as a Navy machinists school, student union, campus bookstore, and
film society. Two wings were added on the back in the 1920s and an auditorium between them in
1946.

"In the end, capital improvements are not about buildings but about
people and academic programs."

Replacing the structure of the building while retaining the existing masonry walls was a daunting
challenge for both the structural engineers at Collaborative Design Group and the construction
manager, McGough, according to architect Mike Jordan. Demolishing the east wing allowed one of
two distinctive turrets to be reconstructed. Lake Superior sandstone, salvaged from a demolished
building, was used for the turret and to replace stone damaged by additions in the 1920s.
Foundation, floors, and roof were reframed in steel and concrete and windows replaced, all new
electrical and other systems installed, and the elevator moved to the high-traffic wing.

The art deco vestibule was
disassembled, repaired, and
reinstalled, and the breathtaking
decorative stairwell railings were
brought up to current codes. The
fireplace room has been restored--
using existing salvaged white oak
paneling--and the existing art deco
stainless steel fireplace
refurbished to the period when
Nicholson served as the student
union. Despite losing the 1946
auditorium, Nicholson has
undergone a net gain of
classroom space by reclaiming the
third floor.

New department offices for CNES and CSCL are conveniently located side by side on the second
floor. Both departments moved from the third floor of Folwell Hall, where water coming through the
leaky roof had damaged priceless books. Folwell Hall is, in fact, one of the buildings in the
humanities district up next for major work. Restoration of its exterior, which faces a whole block on
University Avenue S.E., is part of the University's asset preservation item (HEAPR) in a capital
bonding request for the Minnesota Legislature this year, and programmatic renovations are slated
for the 2008 request. The campus can expect to see continuing dedication to improving the U's
historic structures and continuing consolidation of the humanities into a single district.

Brick by brick, a humanities district

Humanities in CLA embrace core disciplines across the college--in languages, literature, and world
cultures and societies--and they intersect with the arts and social sciences. In addition to units
already in Nicholson Hall, departments housed in the humanities district will eventually include all
language departments, English, American studies, and associated research centers, such as the
Institute for Advanced Study, which opened in Nolte Center in 2005.

The humanities district was identified in the U's six-year capital plan in 2000.

One of the many things learned from the experience of creating the West Bank Arts Quarter was
that the whole is indeed far greater than the sum of its parts, according to CLA dean Steven
Rosenstone.

"A long-range capital plan gives us a big-picture goal to build toward--brick by brick, bonding request
by bonding request," he says. More importantly, it focuses energy on educational priorities,
especially the benefits to students of new and renovated facilities, and on building vibrant
interdisciplinary academic communities.

"In the end, capital improvements
are not about buildings but about
people and academic programs,"
says Rosenstone. "We are
creating modern educational
spaces where students and faculty
can thrive while preserving our
public historic assets for the
people of Minnesota.

"That's why we're already looking
forward to Folwell and Pillsbury
renovations--even while the paint is still drying on Nicholson's walls."
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Applications from students in
the top 10 percent of their
high school class are up 70
percent.

UMM receives record number of student
applications

January 24, 2006

The University of Minnesota, Morris (UMM), has received a record
number of student applications for its fall 2006 incoming class.

This year's number of 885 applicants has already surpassed last
year's total at this time by 278, an increase of 46 percent. These
are the most students who have applied to UMM in the last seven
years.

Jaime Moquin, UMM's director of admissions, cited some reasons
for the large increase in applications this year. Among those is a
growing awareness on the part of prospective students and their
families that UMM is an exceptional value. As the only public liberal
arts college in Minnesota, UMM provides a premium education at a
public school price.

"Never has it been more important for students and families to get
the most for their money when it comes to higher education," says Moquin. "UMM fits that bill for
more and more outstanding students."

Moquin suggests that the increase in applicants is also a direct result of UMM's new recruitment
philosophy, which stresses relationship-building and one-on-one connections. According to Moquin,
"Everyone has made significant contributions and worked incredibly hard to let students and their
parents know how much UMM has to offer."

This year's applicant pool is increasingly diverse. Applications from students of color are up by 115
percent, while applications from beyond Minnesota's borders have increased by 67 percent.
Applications from students in the top 10 percent of their high school class are up 70 percent, while
those from students with an ACT composite score of 28 or higher have improved by 37 percent.

Moquin also notes that applications from students seeking to transfer to UMM are beginning to
surge. "I hope that students and families keep in mind that there are many routes to becoming a
student at UMM," says Moquin. "We are seeing a growing number of students who choose to enroll
at a community college or another four-year university and then transfer to UMM after one year of
solid course work. UMM welcomes their application when the student feels it's the right time for
them."

--From the UMM News Service
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U researchers grew American
toads and wood frogs in
NRRI's backyard, in 45 tubs
that replicated the conditions
of the praire potholes on the
Great Plains.

A deep look at shallow ponds
Prairie pothole study offers clues to the survival of amphibian life in
wetlands

By June Kallestad

eNews, January 26, 2006

Nestled into the frozen mud of snow- and ice-covered wetlands,
leopard frogs await the spring thaw on the Great Plains of the
United States. Glaciers carved these wetlands into the landscape
roughly a million years ago, creating an amazing and diverse
freshwater resource known as the "prairie potholes."

In warmer seasons, these scattered shallow wetlands are alive
with plant and animal life. The potholes--some as much as 10 feet
deep and able to hold water for extended periods of time--also play
an important role in managing the hydrology of the area, storing
excess water during heavy rains and spring snowmelt. Yet they are
also threatened by things like increased agricultural development
and exotic species, exposure to UV radiation, pesticides, and
climate change.

The Natural Resources Research Institute (NRRI) at the University of Minnesota, Duluth (UMD), is
in the final stages of a three-year study of those threats; in particular, their effect on the amphibian
community. NRRI is collaborating on the project with the U.S. Geological Survey and South Dakota
State University, with a $746,433 grant from the Environmental Protection Agency. NRRI
ecotoxicologist Pat Schoff is supervising the experiments that will help resource managers
understand how these sensitive wetlands will react to changing conditions in the coming decades.

"Animals that live in the prairie potholes have evolved to accommodate fluctuating water levels, but
we fear that the coming changes will be too dramatic for them to adapt," says Schoff. "They're
already exposed to many environmental stressors, and adding the stressors we expect to see with
global climate change may push them past the point of recovery."

The prairie pothole region within North Dakota, South Dakota, and
Minnesota. The green box indicates a prime study area.

The project involves three levels of experimentation: an extensive study
covering the entire prairie pothole region (see map), a study focusing on
a smaller area, and a mesocosm study, which was completed this fall in
NRRI's backyard. The latter replicated the conditions of the prairie
potholes in a small, controlled environment. American toads and wood
frogs were grown from eggs in 45 tubs treated with varying levels of

atrazine (a common herbicide used in the pothole region) and varying water levels to simulate the
faster drying conditions that warmer temperatures produce. The scientists carefully documented the
amphibians' growth and metamorphosis to determine whether the highly stressed conditions caused
the toads' development to speed up from tadpole to frog, and produce smaller-than-normal adults.

Ongoing this winter are more experiments in the NRRI laboratories. UMD graduate student Angela
Rohweder is carefully separating male frog specimens from females collected from prairie potholes
and the mesocosms, and looking for female reproductive (ovarian) tissue in the males. (A previous
study found that atrazine could alter the reproductive anatomy of amphibians.) Her data will be
combined with the random sampling of atrazine levels in the pothole region to get a clearer picture
of its affect on the frogs.

"Egg formation has been known to occur in male frogs if they are exposed to female hormones
during their development," explains Schoff. "What we don't know is if, or at what levels, atrazine
plays a role. Ultimately, we're concerned about the amphibians' ability to survive in this region."
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Jeff Ward and Karen Ahlsten

Inhaling theory and practice

eNews, January 26, 2006

Respiratory care is one of the fastest growing allied health fields.
Physicians rely on respiratory care practitioners to assist with the
diagnosis and treatment of patients who have asthma,
emphysema, spinal cord injuries, heart-lung transplants, major
trauma, and other serious conditions.

"Our work has become increasingly sophisticated," says Jeff Ward,
director of the respiratory care program at Mayo School of Health
Sciences in Rochester. "We used to evaluate lung function by
having patients blow into a bag or a can submerged in water.
Mechanical ventilators were either iron lungs or they used washing
machine technology. Today we perform very complex procedures,
and most of the diagnostic testing and life support devices we use
are supported by computer technology."

As respiratory care expanded in scope, so did the demands on practitioners, who traditionally
entered the workforce with a two-year associate degree. In 1999, Ward and his colleagues at Mayo
asked respiratory care managers in the five-state region what the practitioners of the future would
need to know. Managers said they were looking for professionals with strong clinical skills and
higher-level skills in communications, management, and research. "Students needed core courses
in the humanities, sciences, and social sciences," says Ward. "The associate degree was no longer
enough."

The power of working together In fall 2004, the University of Minnesota's College of Continuing
Education (CCE) began offering bachelor of applied science (BAS) majors in respiratory care and
radiation therapy in partnership with the Mayo School of Health Sciences. The programs combine
upper-division University academic courses with professional classes and clinical experiences at
Mayo Clinic.

CCE created a core of 25 semester credits for both majors. Included are courses in clinical
pharmacotherapy, research design, and writing, as well as "big picture" subjects like health care
finance, delivery, management, and administration. Also required is a course on teaching in the
health care setting. Some classes are taken online, so students can schedule them around their
clinical work.

"Each institution is doing what it does best," says Faith Zimmerman, health sciences program
director for the University of Minnesota, Rochester. "Mayo is renowned for its clinical faculty and
training. The U is well known for the quality of its undergraduate education. The resulting synergy
means that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts."

After finishing the first year of the BAS program, Karen Ahlsten knew she had made the right
choice--even though respiratory care was never a field she had considered. "Respiratory care
allows you to become involved with patients," she says. "When you suction them or assist with a
tracheotomy, you know you've really helped. The program allows you to learn in different ways. The
online courses work well for my learning style and the U of M professors are very available to us."

Ahlsten also praises the hands-on clinical training aspect of the program. "It's amazing how much
you learn in the first year," she says. "You go from knowing very little to putting tubes down
someone's throat or setting them up on a ventilator."

Like Ahlsten, Emily Nelson enjoys the combination of academic courses and clinical training. "The
BAS degree will help us be more well-rounded," says Nelson, who's pursuing the radiation program.
"Employers will look at it and say, 'This person went the extra mile.' They'll know that we've learned
from the best people."

To learn more about the U's Bachelor of Applied Science program, visit CCE or call 612-624-4000.
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Fruits and vegetables are low
in calories, high in fiber, and
jam-packed with essential
vitamins and minerals.

Color your plate healthy
By Mary Schroeder

eNews, January 26, 2006

Our world is surrounded by color: blue sky, green grass, white
clouds, and red fire trucks. Everywhere you look there's color.

Think of your favorite grocery store. What department has the most
color? Why, the produce department, of course! No matter what
time of year, the produce department is filled with vibrant reds,
greens, oranges, purples, and yellows.

In addition to vitamins, minerals, and fiber, fruits and vegetables
contain phytochemicals--compounds that may protect us from
disease. (Examples of phytochemicals include anthocyanins,
phenolics, lutein, indoles, flavonoids, and carotenoids like
lycopene.) The Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2005
recommends we choose from all five vegetable subgroups (dark
green, orange, legumes, starchy vegetables, and other vegetables)
several times a week, and that most people eat two cups of fruit
and two and a half cups of vegetables per day.

Here are some examples of how to add color to your plate with fruits and vegetables:

Top pancakes with strawberries.
Drink a glass of juice, instead of pop or soda.
Add some tomatoes and dark green leafy lettuce or spinach to your sandwiches. Or try new
combinations: shredded carrots on a tuna salad or sliced red grapes in a chicken salad sandwich.
Top white meats such as chicken, turkey, or pork with a warm cranberry or raspberry sauce instead
of gravy.
Serve baked apples, sliced watermelon, grilled peaches, or red and green grapes topped with a
yogurt sauce for dessert.
Choose a salad or fresh fruit, instead of French fries and cookies, when eating out.
Top a baked potato with salsa or broccoli.

To learn more about the benefits of eating fruits and vegetables, see "Eat 5 to 9 a Day." For a copy
of the Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2005, visit www.healthierus.gov. Mary Schroeder is a health
and nutrition educator with the University of Minnesota Extension Service Regional Center in
Marshall, Minnesota.
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Sythong Somsawat, right,
speaks with a high school
student during Student Parent
Day at the U.

The voice of experience
Reaching out to student-parents

By Bob San

January 27, 2006

Sythong Somsawat was an honors high school student and the
pride of her parents and family. Then she got pregnant after she
graduated from high school, and her whole world changed. "I was
scared to death. I remember my aunt and uncle said, 'Oh, it's the
end of your life,'" says Somsawat, daughter of immigrant parents
from Laos. "My family was poor and my parents had very high
hopes for me. When I got pregnant they were very disappointed.
They thought I wasn't going to do anything with my future." It was a
traumatic experience, but it wasn't the end of Somsawat's future.
She was determined to overcome the challenge and fulfill her
dreams. "I am the oldest child, so I wanted to set a good example
for my younger brothers and sisters," Somsawat says. "College
was something I had always dreamt of. There was never a
question whether I would go. It's just a matter of when." Because of
financial needs, Somsawat was planning to take a year off between high school and college to save
money. But when she found out she was pregnant, Somsawat decided to postpone college for
another year. After the birth of her daughter and two years off, Somsawat is now a junior majoring in
economics at the University of Minnesota. She plans to either work as a financial planner or pursue
a master's degree in public health administration.

"I was scared to death. I remember my aunt and uncle said, 'Oh, it's the
end of your life,'" says Somsawat, daughter of immigrant parents from
Laos. "My family was poor and my parents had very high hopes for me
..."

Somsawat not only overcame the difficulty of a teen pregnancy, she is using her experience to try to make a
difference for other young students with children. As a freshman, she had enrolled in General College, where she
found support from the Student Parent HELP Center, an office that provides services for University students with
children. Under the guidance of center director Susan Warfield, Somsawat and other student-parents co-founded the
University of Minnesota Student Parent Association (SPA) two years ago to serve as a support and advocacy group
for other young people like them. This past fall, Somsawat and members of the SPA launched their first major
initiative when they hosted about 40 student-parents from AGAPE (Adolescent Girls And Parenting Education)
Alternative High School in St. Paul at a pizza lunch at the U. The purpose of the event was to increase the visibility of
the successful men and women with children who are currently students at the University or alumni who were
student-parents. The teen parents were matched with University of Minnesota student-parents to discuss college
majors and career selection. "It took a lot of time to organize, but it was very rewarding," Somsawat says of the day.
"We got to connect with the students. Talking to the high school students, I could see myself. I was one of them
when I was young." Somsawat says the key message of the day to the high school students was that having children
is not the end of the world, that they can have a future, and that there are people who have gone through what they
are going through who will offer support and help. "We want to tell these students that we understand their needs
and we want to recognize their effort," Somsawat says. "We want to encourage them to continue on with their
education and possibly go on to college." Somsawat is planning to follow up with a mentoring program for the high
school students in the spring. "Sythong is just an amazing young woman," says Warfield. "I've seen her mentor
younger parents, take them under her wing to make sure they establish themselves here ... She is a kind and gentle
soul and just always goes above and beyond her duties while doing a wonderful job of parenting and being an
excellent student." 
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Tiffany Varilek, a student at the
Labovitz School of Business
and Economics and UMD
student body president, spoke
on behalf of a new building for
the Labovitz School.

U kicks off legislative advocacy efforts
By Rick Moore

January 27, 2006; updated February 8

Although the first knocks of the gavel for the 2006 Minnesota State
Legislature are still more than a month away, the University's
legislative advocacy efforts have begun in earnest.

On Wednesday evening, January 25, the U's Legislative Network
held its annual Legislative Briefing--a gala event designed to
educate friends and supporters of the University about the U's
legislative request. The event, which attracted a record crowd of
nearly 400 people, included dinnertime music by the University of
Minnesota Alumni Band, a presentation of the U's 2006 Capital
Request by President Bob Bruininks--aided by faculty, staff, and
student stakeholders--and a touch of symbolic magic (a "burning"
dollar bill) by the chair of the Department of Chemistry.

Bruninks outlined the University's request for projects to be
included in the state's bonding bill--which provides assistance for
building and renovation projects for public entities, including the
University of Minnesota.

This year, the University is seeking $206.1 million from the state to maintain and update existing
facilities and to build a number of new buildings. Counting its own contribution of one-third of the
cost of new construction, the U's total 2006 capital request is for $269.1 million.

As is usually the case, the largest portion ($80 million) of the U's request is for what's known as
"HEAPR," or Higher Education Asset Preservation and Replacement; in other words, building
upkeep and upgrades.

Steve Spehn, the associate vice president for facilities management at the U, noted that the
University's entire physical plant--more than 800 buildings around the state--comprises about the
same space as 17,000 average homes. But what the U is seeking with its HEAPR request is just "a
fraction of what it would cost to maintain 17,000 homes," Spehn said. HEAPR funds will be used for
nearly 150 projects spanning health and safety improvements, building system improvements, and
utility infrastructure.

Business education is a focal point of the University's request. The U is seeking funding for a $39.9
million expansion of the Carlson School of Business on the Twin Cities campus. The new space will
help meet the growing demand for business graduates--the school is currently only able to serve 12
percent of applicants--and provide a new home for the Department of Economics.

In Duluth, a new building ($23 million) is proposed for the Labovitz School of Business and
Economics, which also has outgrown its current space. Tiffany Varilek, an undergraduate Labovitz
School student and UMD student body president, spoke of the space constraints that business
students there face. "It's difficult to learn when 50 students are crammed into a room that was
designed to be a conference room," she said.

Two other new buildings are proposed for the Twin Cities campus: a Science Teaching and Student
Services Center ($62 million), which would be located on the site of the current Science Classroom
Building at the head of the Washington Avenue Bridge; and a Medical Biosciences Building ($60
million), which would be constructed adjacent to the Center for Magnetic Resonance Research and
allow for the expansion of crucial research programs.

The request also includes $4.2 million in funding for three research centers and field stations: the
Cedar Creek Natural History Area, Cloquet Forestry Center, and West Central Regional Outreach
Center.

Supplemental request

The U has also submitted a supplemental budget request to the state asking for $14.4 million in
one-time funds and $8.3 million in recurring funds. The majority of that ($6.3 million in one-time
funds and $8.3 million recurring) is to cover unanticipated energy cost increases. In addition, the U
is requesting $4.9 million for interactive simulation equipment for the School of Dentistry, and $3.2
million to replace out-of-date equipment in the Veterinary Medical Center.

In mid-January, Governor Tim Pawlenty announced his recommendations for the state's bonding
bill, which covered $127.6 million of the U's $206.1 million request. Pawlenty's recommendation
would provide only half of the U's request for HEAPR, would not provide any funding for research
centers and field stations, and would fund only $4.3 million (planning costs) of the new biosciences
building.

The governor's recommendation serves as a starting point for the Minnesota Legislature. The house
and senate will now develop their own versions of a bonding bill, which will then be reconciled into
one and sent to Pawlenty for approval.

"We're pleased the governor is supporting some very important, strategic investments in our
students," said President Bob Bruininks. "His bonding bill is a good start, and we look forward to
working with the legislature to build on it."

For updates on the U's 2006 Capital Request, see State Relations.
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George Barany and his New
York Times crossword puzzle.

Music to your eyes
George Barany mixes music and chemistry in New York Times
crossword

By Deane Morrison

January 27, 2006

Warning: This article reveals answers to the New York Times
Sunday crossword that will be reprinted this weekend in the Star
Tribune and Pioneer Press, among other newspapers.

Just before Thanksgiving, George Barany got an urgent message
from his young friend Michael Shteyman. Mozart's 250th birthday
was coming up January 27, 2006, and Shteyman urged Barany to
collaborate on a New York Times crossword puzzle to
commemorate the occasion. Barany, a University chemistry
professor and classical music buff, had worked on puzzles before
with Shteyman, a recent graduate of Johns Hopkins University and
already an author of some 30 Times crosswords.

Intrigued by the idea, Barany accepted. In consultation with puzzle editor Will Shortz, the pair
scrambled to create a Mozart-themed Sunday puzzle in time for the big birthday. They succeeded,
and the Times ran the puzzle, titled "The Sound of Music," January 22. It appeared in the Star
Tribune and Pioneer Press, among other newspapers, January 29.

Barany and Shteyman were not content to give ordinary clues about
well-known Mozart facts. Instead, they researched the composer's life
in order to craft clues whose answers would inform even
knowledgeable music fans and puzzle-doers.

If you're a puzzle-doer, you know that the theme to the Sunday Times crossword must be embedded in at least six
clues. But Barany and Shteyman were not content to give ordinary clues about well-known Mozart facts. Instead,
they researched the composer's life in order to craft clues whose answers would inform even knowledgeable music
fans and puzzle-doers. Also, Barany and Shteyman never named Mozart; instead, they referred to him throughout as
"Mystery Person" and spelled out "Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart" in 21 circled answer spaces. It was an intense
undertaking, but, according to Barany, well worth the effort.

"We included some fun facts that will make people smile," Barany says. "It was a real joy to do, but
nerve-wracking because we could have ended up in a corner where the words just didn't work out.
When you put in this much work, you don't want to risk wasting your time."

Besides the obvious constraints of getting answers to interconnect and working in the theme, puzzle
creators must not use any cross words.

"You can't put in things with strongly unpleasant connotations that will depress people," Barany
explains. References to chemistry are fine, though, and the Barany-Shteyman puzzle includes
several clues to chemistry-related words. Also, one answer happens to be the first name of
Shteyman's sister, and Shortz--fortuitously--rewrote one clue to contain the first name of Barany's
brother.

But the main event is Mozart, so without further ado, here are the six Mozart-themed clues. Answers
appear at the bottom of this article. All require 21 letters.

1. As a toddler visiting a farm, Mystery Person heard a pig squeal and ...
2. After a single hearing of a sacred piece in the Sistine Chapel, Mystery Person ...
3. Mystery Person once composed a piano piece that, to be performed correctly, required the ...
4. Mystery Person would sometimes compose symphonies ...
5. Scholars believe that "A Musical Joke" by Mystery Person was ...
6. Mystery Person once wrote a waltz in which the choice of measures played was determined ...

Response to the puzzle has been enthusiastic. Many people logging into a puzzle commentary site
have praised it for its cleverness and its choice of interesting tidbits that illuminate Mozart's
character and abilities. Others have taken issue with the validity of some clues, but, says Barany, he
was able to refute the critics. Praise from friends is pouring in, including a kudos from University
chemistry department chair and crossword whiz Jeffrey Roberts. One fan even produced an
animation of the puzzle: be warned that it also contains all the answers.

This triumph doesn't spell the end of Barany's puzzle-writing. He and Shteyman already have
another one ready for a Thursday New York Times. In puzzle tradition, the crosswords appearing on
Sunday and Thursday are roughly equivalent in difficulty, but the Thursday editions are shorter-15
squares to a side versus 21 on Sundays. Of course, the equivalence in the difficulty is on the part of
the solver, not the creator. With 441 instead of 225 squares to deal with, the Sunday crossword
presents the granddaddy of challenges to construct.

OK, ready or not, here are the answers to the clues:

1. Identified it as a G sharp
2. Wrote it down from memory
3. Use of two hands and a nose
4. While playing billiards
5. A requiem for his pet bird
6. By the rolling of two dice
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Is war necessary?
In a new book, Vernon Ruttan argues that the decline of the U.S.
military as a driver of 'big science' and 'big technology' projects is a
cause for concern

By Deane Morrison

January 30, 2006; February 8

War is a terrible business, and the last thing most of us would want
to hear is that the United States depends on war in any way for its
economic survival. But if history is any guide, war or the threat of
war has stimulated American productivity in too many bedrock
technologies to dismiss its importance as an economic force. That
is the somber conclusion of Vernon Ruttan, Regents Professor of
Applied Economics, in his new book, Is War Necessary for
Economic Growth? Military Procurement and Technology
Development. Earlier this month, Ruttan read from and discussed his book on the Twin Cities
campus.

In the past, the U.S. military has been the impetus behind the birth and early nurturance of satellite
communication, jet propulsion, semiconductors, nuclear power, space industries, and the Internet.
Of these, nuclear power is the most clear-cut example of a technology highly unlikely to have
developed without defense-related procurement, says Ruttan. Who can imagine nuclear power
without the Manhattan Project and the postwar rush to build a hydrogen bomb? Taken together, the
listed industries account for a substantial share of U.S. industrial production.

In the past, the U.S. military has been the impetus behind the birth and
early nurturance of satellite communication, jet propulsion,
semiconductors, nuclear power, space industries, and the Internet.

Today, however, progress toward the next New Big Thing has slackened. One factor is changes in federal policies
that have reduced support for long-term R&D activity likely to produce such revolutionary new technologies. Without
such "patient" monetary support, private companies have less of a cushion and have tended to shift toward safer,
slower technological progress with a shorter-term payoff. An example from the past illustrates the point:

"The U.S. commercial aircraft industry was unwilling to commit to jet aircraft until the reliability and
fuel efficiency of the jet engine had been demonstrated by more than a decade of military
experience," Ruttan says. Without the military support for aircraft R&D in World War II and military
procurement during the Korean War, the airline industry would not have switched from propeller-
driven planes to jets nearly as soon as it did.

Another roadblock has been the demise of the "dual use" concept. In the past, new military
technologies would naturally spin off new civilian technologies to stimulate the American economy.
But in 1993, the Clinton administration ended half a century of efforts to maintain rivalry among
defense contractors who made comparable products like tanks, aircraft, and submarines. Mergers
and acquisitions soon cut the number of defense contractors with sales of over $1 billion annually
from 15 in 1993 to four in 1987. With hardly any competition left, the remaining firms felt less
pressure to develop products with civilian use in mind. And in 1994, Congress eliminated the budget
for a program that helped refocus defense-only R&D to dual-use.

Geopolitics has also played a role. The end of the Cold War has shifted the attention of defense
agencies toward shorter-term tactical missions, says Ruttan. The upshot has been the weakening of
incentives for long-term investments in defense-related "big science" and "big technology." In
general, the second half of the 20th century has seen most major, formerly hot, new technologies
reach maturity. At maturity, technologies grow much more slowly--in incremental increases rather
than leaps and bounds. For example, electric power generation from coal-fired plants reached
maturity by 1960, and none of its potential successors, including nuclear power, promises to reduce
the cost of power generation enough to restore the industry to leading, rather than sustaining,
source of economic growth, Ruttan says.

At this point, it isn't obvious how revolutionary leaps forward in technology will be funded, but Ruttan
sees two areas with potential for huge growth. One is the fight against infectious disease, where the
emergence of new diseases like AIDS and Ebola and the reemergence of old nemeses like
tuberculosis and malaria cry out for a huge and continuous stream of effort and funding. The other is
alternative energy, which could reduce or eliminate carbon-based fossil fuels and the attendant
destructive effects of global warming. But even in these areas, Ruttan expects the government to
emphasize technologies that will do little more than contain the threats and not transform the
economy.

One thing Ruttan is sure of: If the United States doesn't soon develop new general-purpose
technologies, economic growth will slow down. And if military defense is not to be the impetus, then
another must be found. "If defense procurement is not going to force the development of new
general-purpose technologies, the United States will need to develop a new strategy for catalyzing
radical technological progress," he says.
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Ray Christensen was the voice
of Golden Gopher football for
50 seasons and men's
basketball for 45 seasons.

Gopher tales from a voice of the U

January 31, 2006

Chances are that you know him best for his voice, which was a
signature of men's football and basketball at the University of
Minnesota for half a century. Ray Christensen was the play-by-play
announcer for Golden Gopher football for 50 consecutive seasons
and announced Gopher basketball for 45 straight seasons. And his
recent book, Gopher Tales: Stories From All Eleven University of
Minnesota Men's Sports, will be the topic of discussion at the next
gathering of the Friends of Eastcliff Book Club on Thursday,
February 2, at 7 p.m. at Eastcliff.

In the book, Christensen offers Gopher fans his unique insights
into some of the most memorable moments in the history of
Minnesota men's sports. You can relive the excitement, humor, and
character of the Golden Gopher tradition as Christensen reflects on
all 11 men's sports at the University of Minnesota. Christensen,
who retired from the airwaves in 2001, is a U of M Alumni Service
award-winner, as well as a member of the College Football Hall of
Fame.

The Friends of Eastcliff Book Club provides an opportunity for members of the University of
Minnesota faculty, staff, alumni, and community to share literature and ideas at Eastcliff, the historic
home of the University's president and family.

President Bob Bruininks and his wife Susan Hagstrum, with the support of the Friends of Eastcliff,
have established the book club to showcase University of Minnesota authors who are faculty, staff,
and alumni, or others who have a strong connection to the University.

You can join the Friends of Eastcliff and participate in the Friends of Eastcliff Book Club and other
activities throughout the year for an annual membership fee of $100 for individuals or $150 per
couple. Friends of Eastcliff works to raise funds to maintain, enhance, and preserve the historical
residence and meeting place of the University of Minnesota.

Those interested in attending the event should call 612-627-6800 to reserve a seat, as seating is
limited. You can find more information and join the book club online by visiting Friends of Eastcliff.
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These are the top 20 public
research universities for
2004 as reported in The
Top American Research
Universities, published
annually by TheCenter at
the University of Florida.

1. U of California, Berkeley
2. U of California, Los
Angeles
3. U of Michigan
4. U of North Carolina
5. U of Wisconsin
6. U of Florida
7. U of Illinois
8. U of Minnesota
9. U of Texas
10. U of Virginia
11. Ohio State U
12. U of Washington
13. Pennsylvania State U
14. U of Pittsburgh
15. U of Arizona
16. U of California, San
Diego
17. U of Iowa
18. U of Maryland
19. Michigan State U
20. U of California, Davis

Reaching the top three
Task force report explores how to measure U's success

January 31, 2006

The University of Minnesota set a goal last year of becoming one
of the top three public research universities in the world within a
decade. The question is, what sort of measurements will it use to
gauge its success? Most rankings are based on quantifiable
evidence, but how do you judge the quality of a university?

That's the central question that the Metrics and Measurement Task
Force--one of 34 assigned to help the University reach its new
goal--has been grappling with since last fall.

"We wanted to look at standard benchmarks, like research
expenditures and endowment assets, but we also wanted to take
into consideration what the University community and the people of Minnesota think of as criteria for
what it means to be among the top three," says Al Sullivan, executive associate vice president and
chair of the task force.

The task force identified a limited number of standard benchmarks based, in
part, on the highly regarded University of Florida annual report, The Top
American Research Universities. Besides the above mentioned research
expenditures and endowment assets, other things useful in ranking a
university are faculty awards and postdoctoral appointees. The report also
identifies the top 20 public research universities, which make up the peer
group for the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities (see sidebar).

As for what the U community and the people of Minnesota may use to
rank the University, one proposed measure is student participation in
public engagement activities. In other words, how often and how well
do U students contribute to the public good? Other proposed
measures include retention and graduation rates for undergraduates
and time-to-degree rates for graduate students.

"As a public research university, we aim not only for exceptional
research but also for exceptional education for our students and public
engagement that enriches the community," says Senior Vice President
and Provost Tom Sullivan.

So how will the U know when it's time to join the ranks of the top three
public research universities in the world? How will it be able to tell
when it's in the same league with leading contenders such as the
University of California-Berkeley, UCLA, and the University of
Michigan? It will look at the criteria--measures important both to
Minnesotans and to national sources--that the task force has begun to
identify.

If it's true that what gets measured gets improved, just adopting clear
goals and standards should help the University move toward the top three.

"The task force is linking what we do daily with where we want to be in the future," says John
Ziegenhagen, director of University accountability and a member of the task force. "If the University
focuses on performance, gains in ranking will follow."

"The University will continually work to improve on the metrics and measures it adopts," says Al
Sullivan. "What we think is most important is the very public statement of this aspirational goal, our
systematic setting of benchmarks throughout the University, measuring our progress, and being
held accountable."

The task force's interim progress report is available online. At this site, readers can also comment
on the interim report through February 24, 2006. The final report will be submitted by May 5, 2006.
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King remembered

January 31, 2006; updated February 2, 2005

In 1963 and 1967, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. gave rousing
speeches at the University's Minneapolis and St. Paul campuses.
Now, four decades later, the University is still proud to celebrate his
life and work.

On Sunday, February 5, at 4 p.m. the University of Minnesota
Office for Multicultural and Academic Affairs and the School of
Music will present the 25th annual Martin Luther King, Jr. memorial
concert. The 90-minute concert, which will be held in the Ted Mann
Concert Hall on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis, is free and
open to the public.

MLK lecture to be rescheduled

On Monday, February 6, King's son, Martin Luther King III, was to present "My Father's Dream, My
Mission" at Coffman Union. The event has been resheduled to Monday, February 27, at 7:30 p.m.
due to his mother's death. Coretta Scott King died early January 31 at 78. Following her husband's
assassination in 1968, Mrs. King devoted her life to carrying out Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s civil
rights legacy. She lobbied for a decade to make King's birthday a federal holiday, and in 1983
President Ronald Reagan signed the bill into law. Three years later, the nation observed the first
Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday.

All tickets purchased for the original date will be honored for the rescheduled date. (For refunds or
to buy tickets, visit the Coffman Information Desk.) The event will be held in the great Hall of
Coffman Union. For directions, see www.coffman.umn.edu/mlk.

When the University of Minnesota's began in 1980, it was the only tribute of its kind in Minnesota.
The University now schedules the concert two weeks following the national King holiday to avoid
competing with other local events honoring Dr. King. The late U professor Reginald Buckner is the
founder of the U's annual event. Buckner, an accomplished performer, composer, and educator, was
also instrumental in establishing the jazz studies program at the University.

This year's lineup will feature performers from the University as well as professional artists from the
Twin Cities community. They include jazz singers Bruce A. Henry, Debbie Duncan and Gwen
Matthews; a cappella hip-hop group 7 DAYS; and the University of Minnesota African Music
Ensemble, led by Sowah Mensah, a "master drummer" from Ghana, West Africa.
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U professors Nora Paul and
Kathleen Hansen have
modified a video game to
provide their students with an
interactive lesson in
journalism.

"Neverwinter Nights" in the classroom
By Ami Berger

January 31, 2006

"Educational computer games--they're not just for five-year-olds
anymore," jokes School of Journalism and Mass Communication
(SJMC) professor Kathleen Hansen as she navigates around the
fantasy world of a computer game called "Neverwinter Nights" in
her Murphy Hall office. Hansen, who has taught the Jour 3004
(Information for Mass Communication) course in the school for 25
years, has taken the course in a new direction this semester with
the help of "Neverwinter Nights" and a research partnership with
Nora Paul, the director of SJMC's Institute for New Media Studies.

Hansen and Paul are part of a growing community of scholars who
are rethinking the role of "educational games" in the classroom and
turning gaming environments into learning environments. The
gaming-as-learning movement is motivated by a simple
observation: college students today learn in different ways than
preceding generations. Current research by cognitive learning
theorists, psychologists, neurologists, and biologists is beginning to
show the ability of today's students to naturally "multitask" while
learning--absorbing information from multiple sources simultaneously.

But how does that ability to multitask impact a student's ability to learn?

That question was the genesis of the "Neverwinter Nights" project. "We wanted to develop an
educational game that would allow us to do some experimental work on the efficacy of computer
simulations as education tools," Hansen says. "We had several questions: do students learn more
or less through this method of information delivery than through other, more traditional methods of
information delivery? And we wanted to know how-or if-a computer simulation would enhance,
detract from, or otherwise affect learning." In other words, how would students learn from playing a
game?

"Early attempts at 'educational games' were a pretty bland attempt to use the game environment for
education," adds Paul. She says that such simplistic games are no match for the sophisticated
expectations of today's students, who have been playing complex, graphic-intensive games since
early childhood. "Neverwinter Nights" (NWN) is one of those graphically sophisticated games.
Manufactured by Canadian gaming company BioWare, NWN is a "Dungeons and Dragons"-type
game set in a medieval fantasy world called Forgotten Realms, which is populated with Rogues,
Wizards, Barbarians, Paladins, Clerics, and other characters in settings ranging from mysterious
forests to kings' courts.

A computer screen image from the video game "Neverwinter Nights."

NWN has another, very important feature: it is sold along with a game-
building toolset that allows users to modify the game, and BioWare
encourages players to design their own versions of NWN using
"tilesets"-groups of images-which are available legally and online in
databases set up by NWN fans around the world. This element of the
game is what allowed Hansen and Paul to modify the software for the
pedagogical needs of the 3004 course: they replaced the medieval

world of Forgotten Realms with the modern world of a small American city called Harperville, and
transformed the rogues, wizards, and barbarians into news editors, reporters, and other modern
characters.

In the modified game, the student plays the role of a rookie reporter at the Harperville Gazette. A
train has derailed in town and spilled its load of anhydrous ammonia, and the rookie reporter is
assigned to write a context piece to help Gazette readers understand the implications of the
accident. In the game, the reporter talks to the paper's editor about a good angle for the story, such
as the health effects of the ammonia, the potential environmental effects, the public safety aspects
of the wreck, or issues of railroad safety, for example. Once players choose their story angle, they
are free to go anywhere in the newsroom and anywhere in the city of Harperville to research the
story.

Players have many options for researching their stories. Hansen and Paul--with the technical help of
Matt Taylor, an interactivity developer for Allen Interactions--filled the game's "news library" with
hundreds of pages of documents and sources from online sites, and populated Harperville with
dozens of characters who can be interviewed by the rookie reporter, including hospital employees,
railroad executives and workers, city hall and emergency management personnel, university
experts, and business people. As students move through the information-seeking process, they take
notes in a reporter's notebook within the game. They then "file" their story, get a printout of their
reporter's notebook, and write a 1,000-word news story with the information they've gathered. As
the class instructor, Hansen has access to the log of each student's movements through the game;
students must also turn in their reporter's notebook and their stories so she can see the type of
notes taken by each student, and how those notes were used in generating each story.

"We know that students today are used to interactivity and that they
don't like to sit still in lecture classrooms being 'fed' information," says
Hansen.

Since Jour 3004 is required of all majors in the SJMC, Hansen is eager to learn if this kind of
simulated environment will help her students master the art of gathering, processing, and reporting
information.

"We know that students today are used to interactivity and that they don't like to sit still in lecture
classrooms being 'fed' information," says Hansen. "What we don't know is if educational gaming is
going to be an effective method of enhancing conceptual mastery of subject matter or complex
processes. Journalism education is a great place to test some of these ideas," she adds, "since
journalism students are asked to master both practical and conceptual skills in their courses. Game
simulations can offer a realistic world in which to 'practice' those practical and conceptual skills
without risk."

For Paul, the NWN project is a natural outgrowth of her work in her institute, particularly the Games
Research and Virtual Environment Lab (GRAVEL). "The GRAVEL project was started to build a
network of people at the University who are looking into the use of games and simulation
environments as an area of research or application in learning," she says. "But I'm interested in not
only talking about games, but in actually applying what we know to real projects. The NWN project
was a real opportunity to put up or shut up."

Paul also notes that the NWN project will help answer some larger questions about computer
gaming's role in classrooms. She cites a Pew Internet and American Life study which found that
more than two-thirds--or seventy percent--of college students play video, computer or online games
at least once in a while.

"There are some popular misconceptions out there about computer games--that they are frivolous at
best and dangerous at worst," Paul says. "But this project is showing us that games can be much
more a way for students to pass the time-that they can be an engaging and effective way to teach
and learn."
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Photo courtesy of the
Punxsutawney Groundhog
Club.

Groundhog Day means we're halfway
through this--winter?
The legend of the prognosticating rodent is grounded in ancient
Celtic history

By Deane Morrison

February 1, 2006

The legend of Groundhog Day, observed on February 2, concerns
a rodent burrowed in the earth, but the holiday actually began high
in the sky. Not with the clouds but with the sun. It started with the
ancient Celts, who lived in what is modern-day Brittany, Cornwall,
Wales, the Isle of Man, Ireland, and Scotland. The Celts
recognized not only the yearly solstices (June and December) and
equinoxes (March and September), but also the four "cross-
quarter" days that fell midway between a solstice and an equinox.
The most famous of the cross-quarter days is Samhain (rhymes
with "how when"), which marked the beginning of the dark half of
the year and is now celebrated as Halloween. Beltane, the
beginning of the light half of the year, is what we call May Day. Halfway between them came Imbolc,
meaning lamb's milk, the midpoint of the dark season and a day to look forward to spring. We call it
Groundhog Day, and it is also a halfway mark for us, being the midpoint of our three-month winter
season.

In the Celtic tradition, it was considered a good omen if the day was cloudy, for that portended warm
spring rains to loosen up soils for planting. But if the day was sunny and bright, that meant more
cold and wintry weather. Through the ages, people have noticed the habits of badgers, bears,
groundhogs (woodchucks), and other animals that sleep or hibernate through the winter, and the
notion of an animal testing the weather around this date may have some basis in actual
observations.

According to University meteorologist Mark Seeley, historical records
imply that an animal poking its head out of a burrow in Minnesota on
Groundhog Day would cast a shadow about 70 to 80 percent of the
time.

Imbolc was also called Brigantia, for the Celtic goddess of light, in recognition of the sun having risen from the
depths of the winter solstice halfway to the point of the spring equinox. When the Christian church took hold in Celtic
lands, Brigantia became St. Bridget and the holiday retained the theme of light. It began with lighting candles to
celebrate the presentation of the Christ child in the temple of Jerusalem and evolved into Candlemas, the day when
a church's stock of ceremonial candles was blessed.

The connection of Candlemas to weather forecasts is preserved in many folkloric sayings, including
this one:

If Candlemas Day be fair and bright
Winter will have another fight
But if Candlemas Day brings cloud and rain
Winter is gone and won't come again

According to University meteorologist Mark Seeley, historical records imply that an animal poking its
head out of a burrow in Minnesota on Groundhog Day would cast a shadow about 70 to 80 percent
of the time. Given winter's tendency, at least until very recently, to blast us well past this date, that
would give local rodents an enviable record in weather forecasting. Two of the most memorable
Groundhog Days occurred in the 1990s, Seeley says. The warmest ever, by a large margin, was in
1991.

"Several locations reported daytime highs in the 60s," Seeley says. "In fact, the 66 degrees reported
at Wheaton (in Traverse County) that year remains the statewide record high."

Just five years later, the opposite occurred. Groundhog Day 1996 brought the lowest temperature
ever measured in the state: minus 60 F at Tower in St. Louis County.

"In fact, that morning many station record lows were established, as 11 different communities
reported a low temperature of minus 50 F or colder," Seeley says.

"Sometimes," he adds, "the weather on Groundhog Day sends an emphatic message that winter is
to continue." In 1915 a storm dumped 15 to 20 inches of snow on southern Minnesota, closing
schools and playing havoc with transportation. Groundhog Day 2004 also saw plenty of snow, from
5 to 12 inches. In some places, snowfall went on for 45 hours from January 31 through February 2,
according to Seeley.

Groundhog Day 2006 will probably not go down in the record books, but recent warm and cloudy
weather makes it look as though spring is indeed just around the corner. Except there's not much of
a corner because there's been no winter to turn into spring. If this trend keeps up, it'll be a long time
before Punxatawney Phil sees his shadow on his special day again.

For more on Minnesota and Groundhog Day, consult the Minnesota Weather Almanac, by Seeley
with a foreword by KARE-11 chief meteorologist Belinda Jensen, published by the Minnesota
Historical Society Press and available this April.
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Pathological gambling affects
an estimated 9 million people.

U researchers test pill for gambling
addiction

February 2, 2006

If you're a compulsive gambler, your odds of turning your back on
the habit might soon be getting better. Researchers at the
University of Minnesota have achieved promising results in treating
pathological gambling with a new pill containing the drug
nalmefene. The study is published in the February issue of the
American Journal of Psychiatry. "Earlier studies of various other
types of medication have largely proved to be unsuccessful," says
Jon Grant, associate professor of psychiatry and principal
investigator. "This is really the first large study showing a
medication to be effective for the cravings and behaviors
associated with gambling addiction."

Nalmefene is an opioid antagonist that negates the rush
associated with gambling and curbs the craving to gamble.
Participants enrolled in the study were placed in two groups: one that received the treatment and
another that received a placebo. Over a four-month period, participants receiving the medication
reported significant improvement in gambling urges, thoughts, and behavior. Participants took the
treatment pill every day in varying doses.

Pathological gambling is a psychiatric condition in which gambling and the need to gamble cripples
people's ability to function well. It can involve financial difficulties, lying, and increasing the amount
of bets and the time spent gambling.

Grant estimates that roughly 9 million people suffer from pathological gambling. He says that if the
treatment continues to show success, it could be available to the public in 18 to 24 months.

To hear Jon Grant talk about this gambling treatment, listen to the University of Minnesota moment.
U of M Moments are daily radio vignettes featuring University experts commenting on timely topics.
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Elizabeth Bowser, a University
graduate student in medieval
studies, speaks to fourth-
graders at Randolph Heights
School on February 1.

Medieval Studies scholars bind
schoolchildren for a spell
By Rick Moore

February 3, 2006

The world of higher education reached out to the students at the
little desks of Randolph Heights School this week, and the children
were all ears and raised hands.

Two scholars from the U's Center for Medieval Studies (CMS)
made the visit on Wednesday as part of an ongoing project to
teach elementary students about the invention of the bound book
in the Middle Ages. Through the program, costumed scholars from
CMS present a history on the evolution of books, and the students
are later given the chance to create their own books using vellum,
quills, gold leaf, and ink donated to the program.

Wednesday's visit in St. Paul was to a classroom of about 40
children, mostly fourth-graders, who have been studying medieval
history--along with art--as part of their core knowledge curriculum.
They eagerly absorbed the presentation by graduate students Elizabeth Bowser and Philip Grace,
and answered a host of questions tossed their way with some insightful answers.

"When you try to make the medieval period in Europe come alive, it's
really good to have multiple sources of information," Schalk said.
"Seeing an actual document that they can look at and touch is very
exciting."

The students were asked why it might make more sense to use paper for making books, rather than using tablets
(made out of ivory or wood) or parchment or vellum (made out of animal skins).

"If you had to make a hundred pages out of tablets, it would be like that," said one girl, holding her
hands about three feet off the ground. "Paper seems like it would be easier to make, and you
wouldn't be killing animals," offered another.

The students learned about the folding of sheets into folios, quartos, and octavos, and how quires
(now 25-page segments) were sewn together to make books. They also learned about the ruling of
pages and the use of initial letters and illustrations. Finally, they were able to look at and touch an
actual medieval manuscript page.

For the children, the event wasn't without distractions; namely three photographers from various
media milling around the room and a couple of scribes (pardon the historical reference) making
notes in their lined tablets. Hence, there were a lot of swiveling heads and questions afterward
about where they might see their photos.

The students' place in the 21st century was also evident. In addition to a computer projecting Web
images of Middle Age transcripts, there was a comment on Bowser's question, "What is a stylus?"
(referring, of course, to a type of pencil or crayon with a point). "You can use it on a Palm Pilot to
draw," said one boy.

This is the first year of the CMS outreach program, which is funded by a COPE (Council on Public
Engagement) grant. CMS scholars will visit five other Twin Cities classrooms between now and
April.

According to Jean Schalk, an art teacher at Randolph Heights, the program helps make classroom
teaching more relevant, and her students were still talking about the visit two days later. "When you
try to make the medieval period in Europe come alive, it's really good to have multiple sources of
information," she said. "Seeing an actual document that they can look at and touch is very exciting."

The costumes sported by Bowser and Grace seemed to help, as well, and the black garment worn
by Grace underneath his handmade cloak caught the fancy of one boy in the classroom.

"Do you have to wear tights?" he asked. "No," said Grace.

And then a follow-up question: "Are you a superhero?" "No," Grace answered. "But not for lack of
trying."
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Tetsuya Yamada's city of
hand-thrown pottery pieces
takes a poke at two of our
favorite daily activities:
drinking and eating.

"What is a city?"

Ann Forsyth, the U's Dayton
Hudson Chair of Urban
Design and director of the
Metropolitan Design Center,
will moderate a panel
discussion on cityscapes
and life in a metropolis on
Thursday, February 9, at 7
p.m. in the In-Flux room
adjoining the gallery.

Cities within U walls
Nash Gallery exhibit offers new ways to look and think about a city

By Pauline Oo

February 3, 2006

Letters--though, a little skewed--take form as you stroll past Stuart
Klipper's 40-foot-long collection of color photographs. A "T" butts
up next to a "H," a "Z" sits atop an "X," and an "I" points to an "L."
Klipper's "letters" are the result of him pointing his camera upwards
between narrow streets in Genoa, Italy. The letters in the 30
square photos of architectural features are, he says, "geometric
follies defined by the adjoining buildings' upper edges and
cornices."

Klipper is one of 10 Twin Cities artists featured in "Cities," the
current multimedia exhibit at the Katherine E. Nash Gallery on the
Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis. The exhibit, which runs through
February 16, offers the artists' takes on the urban landscape.

"As a city dweller, much of my interest has been in the evolving city, how it has changed, how its
past and present and evolution into the future are portrayed by artists," says exhibit curator and U
lecturer Rochelle Woldorsky. "This [exhibit] involves a wide range of interests, from familiar places
that no longer exist or are next in line for the wrecking ball to the excitement of changing
architectural forms."

A photo from Stuart Klipper's Genoa series.

Twin Cities residents will experience a sense of recognition while perusing the exhibit. There are
Mike Lynch's night-time paintings of the Gold Medal Flour sign overlooking the Mississippi River;
Paulette Myers-Rich's black-and-white photographs of St. Paul's Dale Street; Eric Erickson's rich
oils of the skywalk system in downtown Minneapolis, and Mike Melman's photographs of the
remaining grain elevators in the Minneapolis Mill district.

This free exhibit is worth a visit not only to admire the use of traditional media to capture place, time,
or a feeling, but to marvel at the use of unconventional art material and to wonder what you would
have created had you been asked to capture a city.

Would you, like sculptor Aldo Moroni, mold clay into a mini cityscape?
Or would you use waste products such as corrugated cardboard and
Styrofoam packing inserts, like David Lefkowitz, to suggest a
consumer-driven city or a city that should reuse its refuse?

The Nash Gallery is located at street-level in the Regis Center for Art
on the West Bank Arts Quarter. Gallery hours are Tuesday and
Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
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University psychiatry
professor Chris Donahue uses
virtual reality to treat anxiety
disorders.

Eyeing a virtual cure for anxiety disorders
By Deane Morrison

February 6, 2006

As the turbulence grew worse, Carrie's seat began to rock. Looking
out the window of the plane at the dark storm clouds, she fought
nausea even as she heard somebody else being sick. Flying
through such a storm and getting sick was her worst nightmare,
and she wanted to jump up, run to the cockpit, and beg the pilot to
land.

Except that there was no pilot, or plane either. Carrie, a teacher
from St. Paul, was sitting in the virtual reality room of the Fairview-
University Anxiety Disorders Clinic, experiencing the flight through
a headset, woofers that simulated engine vibrations in the floor
under her seat, and University assistant psychiatry professor Chris
Donahue shaking her chair with his hand.

For nearly a year the clinic has been using virtual reality to
desensitize patients to experiences that provoke fear and anxiety.
The key is to repeat the exposure many times in a session, which can't be done for real when the
anxiety involves things like flying and public speaking, the two major foci of current therapies. Other
programs treat fear of storms, heights, closed spaces, and being interviewed.

"Immersion is everything for this to be a viable therapy," says clinic director Matt Kushner, a
University associate professor of psychiatry. "We match the sights and sounds of the real
experience." Afterward, patients tell the therapists what worked and what didn't. For example, fear-
of-flying patients have said that the vibrations in the floor were important in making the experience
realistic. Without realism, patients are unlikely to feel afraid and therefore cannot become
desensitized to their fear. The therapists also teach other techniques to deal with anxiety, such as
relaxation exercises.

In the virtual-reality flight program, patients experience sitting in a plane on the tarmac, taxiing,
taking off, flying, and turbulence. Those who fear speaking in public endure standing in front of a
bored or hostile virtual audience and hearing a cell phone go off in the middle of one's presentation.
Also, lectern-leery patients may hear Donahue provoking their fears with comments like "Are you
sure you're prepared?" or "Aren't you starting to sweat?" as they talk to their cyber-audiences.

So far, only a handful of patients have been evaluated. The therapy often works well, but it isn't for
everyone. Even when successful, treatments can't erase memories of trauma, but they do give
patients an alternative to old habits.

"We sort of lay down a new track beside the scary one," says Kushner. "This is like exercise--it's a
discipline. You have to keep it up." For a person afraid of flying, that translates, ideally, to a trip
every two months or so. It took Carrie only six or seven sessions to gain the skills to resume flying.
Recently, she flew to Washington, D.C., and had a smooth flight. Maybe too smooth.

"I was almost hoping for something more challenging," she says.

Anyone wishing to be evaluated for anxiety treatment should call the Psychiatry Clinic at 612-273-
8700 and ask for Donahue or Kushner.
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The emblem of the XX Winter
Olympics.

Bulldog, Gopher hockey players well
represented at Olympics

February 7, 2006

For hockey fans who spent any time hanging around Ridder Arena
in Minneapolis or the DECC in Duluth the last few years, there
wasn't much doubt they were witnessing their fair share of world-
class players. And that has been further validated with the naming
of the women's hockey teams for the 2006 Olympic Winter Games
in Turino, Italy.

Six players chosen for the U.S. Olympic Team have Minnesota
ties. Five are current or former University of Minnesota Golden
Gophers--Courtney Kennedy, Lyndsay Wall, Krissy Wendell,
Natalie Darwitz, and Kelly Stephens. The sixth, Jenny Potter,
played for the UMD Bulldogs.

And the Bulldogs, who have found great success with international
talent, will have a strong presence on the rosters of other national teams. Besides Potter, there are
10 other former, current, or future Bulldogs who will be playing on Olympic teams.

Current UMD players who have made their national teams are Michaela Lanzl (Germany) and Mari
Pehkonen (Finland). Lanzl, a rookie forward for UMD, is no stranger to Olympic competition. She
was on the 2002 German team at the age of 19. Pehkonen has played in all but one game for the
Bulldogs this season.

Former UMD skaters joining Potter in the Olympics are Caroline Ouellette (Canada), Kristina
Petrovskaia (Russia), Patricia Sautter Elsmore (Switzerland), Maria Rooth and Erika Holst
(Sweden), and Satu Kiipeli and Nora Tallus (Finland). Potter, Rooth, and Holst will be making their
third trip to the Olympics, while Ouellette and Petrovskaia will be making their second.

Also making the Finnish Olympic Team was Saara Tuominen, who will join the Bulldogs starting in
the 2006-07 season. For the Olympians with Gopher connections, Darwitz, Kennedy, Wall, and
Wendell played for the 2002 U.S. Olympic team, while Stephens will be making her first appearance
in the Olympics.

One former Gopher men's hockey player was chosen for the U.S. Olympic Team. Jordan Leopold, a
member of the Gophers' national championship team in 2001-02 and currently a defenseman for the
Calgary Flames in the National Hockey League, will be making his first Olympic appearance.
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U professor Sarah Hobbie will
explore the "The Glory and the
Challenge of Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge" on February
12.

Research and travel in the extreme
The Bell Museum's new series explores the last frontiers

February 7, 2006

For most real-life adventurers, the trick to survival isn't dodging
spears or poisonous snakes--"it's getting paid to do what you love
to do," says Bell Museum of Natural History graduate student Tony
Gamble.

With his talk on Brazil's reptiles and amphibians, Gamble recently
kicked off the Bell's new "extreme" travelogue series-- "Fire and
Ice: Extreme Adventures from the Arctic to the Equator,"--which
features University of Minnesota scientists whose work takes them
to exotic and far-flung places most of us visit only in our dreams.

"These aren't your typical Alaska-by-cruise-ship travel stories,"
says Peggy Korsmo-Kennon, the Bell Museum's director of public
programs. "We wanted the public to meet the University's real-life
Indiana Joneses--biologists, archeologists, and other researchers
doing real work often in exotic and extreme conditions."

Conditions that would make even Lara Croft shudder.

Next up in the series is associate professor of ecology, evolution and behavior Sarah Hobbie, who
spent months in a remote field station on Alaska's North Slope. "Extreme is relative," she shrugs.
"For me enduring the extremes of Alaska is simply the tradeoff you make to be a part of the world's
last great frontier." For Hobbie, snowstorms in July, and harrowing encounters with grizzly bears and
swarms of mosquitoes pale in comparison to her love of the Alaskan wilderness and her drive to
protect it.

Hobbie's talk (February 12), "The Glory and the Challenge of Arctic National Wildlife Refuge," will be
followed later this spring by presentations by professor emeritus Donald Siniff (February 26) who's
traveled to Antarctica for his research on seals, and graduate student Dawn Tanner (March 12) who
studies the clouded leopard of Borneo.

All presentations are at the Bell Museum auditorium. Tickets for the travelogues are $8 for the
public; $6 for Bell Museum members. Discount packages for the series--three admissions for the
price of two--are available for members and nonmembers. For a detailed list of scheduled
travelogues and package prices, visit www.bellmuseum.org. The Bell Museum is part of the
University's College of Natural Resources.
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Ushering in transformational change
Report outlines ways for improving administrative service and
productivity

By Rick Moore

February 7, 2006

When it comes to transforming the University of Minnesota into one
of the top three public research universities in the world, U
leadership recognizes that all segments of the institution must be
transformed, including administrative processes and services.

In his inaugural address, President Bob Bruininks envisioned a
University "known as much for its service and business innovation
as for its high-quality research, education, and public service."

That vision is taking shape in the report released February 6 by the Administrative Service and
Productivity Steering Committee. It gives a recommended roadmap for achieving transformational
change in how administrative operations organize, support, and serve the academic enterprise. The
report is posted on the Transforming the U Web site, and the committee invites comments from the
University community through March 6.

The University's strategic goal and five action strategies (students, faculty and staff, culture,
resources, and public engagement) guided the steering committee's work. In the report, the
committee articulates its objective as:

"In support of the University of Minnesota's academic mission, we will achieve administrative
operations that are the best among our peers, focused on service to faculty, students, staff, and
units, and driven by performance objectives and defined results."

Since September 2005, the Administrative Service and Productivity Steering Committee and seven
administrative task forces have taken on the assignment of planning implementation of
administrative transformation. In order to give the University community a comprehensive picture of
this transformation, the steering committee prepared a single report for comment. It presents the
status of administrative task force work and identifies the priority projects essential to transforming
administrative services.

The implementation plan laid out in the report is organized under four themes: people,
organization/structure, information, and culture.

"University support units have been engaged in continuous improvement projects over the last
decade or more, and this work is to be commended," says Kathleen O'Brien, vice president of
University Services and team leader for the effort. "Now is the time to move beyond continuous
improvement in the ways we support the academic enterprise. We must move into an era of
transformational change."

Following is a short summary of the four critical transformational areas identified by the steering
committee along with recommended implementation projects.

People

Investing in employees and their success is a key ingredient in achieving the University's long-term
objectives. "We must create an environment," the report says, "where every individual understands
what is expected, is fully engaged in his or her work, is supported to innovate and continuously
improve, understands how performance will be assessed and rewarded, and has confidence in the
direction of the leadership of not only their own work unit but of the overall institution."

The committee recommended implementation of the following:

Strengthen the leadership skills of managers, supervisors, and leaders.
This will strengthen managerial and leadership capabilities by identifying, agreeing upon, and
implementing key competencies for supervisors, managers, and leaders.
Invest in a "strong start" for all employees.
This will ensure that new employees receive appropriate assistance and information to orient them
to the U as a community, acquaint them with critical resources, and heighten understanding of what
is expected of them.
Improve performance management systems for staff.
This will ensure that every employee receives regular feedback on performance and understands
the expectation of continuously upgrading his or her knowledge and skills.
Enhance classification and compensation systems across all job families.
This will ensure that pay philosophies for each employee group are clearly articulated, that internal
and external market compensation information is up to date and accessible, and that job
classifications for each employee group are simplified and current.

Information
Information-based decision-making is essential to increasing the performance and accountability of
the U's operational and service-related activities. The current state of the U's ability to track service
levels and continuous improvement is far from optimal. The committee believes that the University
must create, collect, and better use information to achieve performance-based decision-making.

Projects recommended:

Single enterprise/best practice identification and advancement process.
This will create a process to systematically identify, analyze, and advance single-enterprise and
best-practice tools, techniques, and systems, with a review process to assess ongoing
effectiveness.
Internal budget model.
This project is building a transparent and responsive budget model that supports the values of the
U, allows for long-term financial investments, and addresses the overhead needs of the University,
while providing reliable, stable, and predictable incentives for sound financial planning and strong
fiscal management.
Enterprise financial system.
This will replace old technology and overhaul many University financial processes and reporting
mechanisms and will also provide the U more data-gathering flexibility in an increasingly complex
and demanding internal and external reporting environment.
Strengthen the compact process to integrate planning, performance, and budgets.
This will integrate planning, decision-making, resource allocation, and performance metrics into a
comprehensive system for all colleges, campus, and units.
Reliable management data support.
This will review management and operational performance data needs of University decision-
makers and implement necessary changes.

Organization/Structure
The steering committee said the University's historically ill-defined and unstructured approach of
providing administrative support is outmoded. If the U is to achieve its vision of being a top-ranked
public research university, a new integrated administrative services framework is necessary for the
success of the University's transformation.

Three major projects are recommended:

New administrative services model.
This will clearly define the responsibilities of central units, colleges, and departments; identify areas
for sharing and clustering administrative services to support multiple units; integrate the delivery of
administrative services from central to colleges to departments; and delineate system roles and
responsibilities.
Administrative policy review and simplification.
This will include clarifying delegations of authority, eliminating conflicts between internal policies or
with external regulatory requirements, redrafting administrative policies in a consistent and easily
accessible format, and communicating them clearly to faculty, staff, students, and the public.
Facilities Management transformation.
This will entail Facilities Management changing its focus from managing buildings to providing
services for faculty, staff, students, and academic programs that use those buildings and other
facilities.

Culture
Culture is a manifestation of actions and behaviors that are driven by shared aspirations,
expectations, values, systems, and programs. It is embodied by individuals but means different
things to different people. However defined, culture is critical to the University of Minnesota's
aspiration to be one of the top three public research universities in the world within the next decade.

The committee recommends a comprehensive project be initiated:

Define and communicate a culture that supports and reflects the University's aspiration to become
one of the best public research universities in the world.

Next steps
Based on the comments received about the report by March 6 and further consultation with the U's
leadership team, the steering committee will issue a revised report on March 24. In July, the
committee will provide another status report to the Board of Regents and the University community.
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"If every light on the campus
was shut off one additional
hour a day, we could save
over $500,000 a year," says
Mary Santori, assistant
director of Energy
Management, a unit within the
U's Facilities Management.

Did you know?

FM is responsible for
managing the University's
$70 million annual energy
budget and the electrical
and steam distribution
infrastructure required to
light, heat and cool the
facilities on the Twin Cities
campus. The University
produces 70 percent of its
steam through burning
natural gas and the
remainder primarily by
burning coal. The U is
currently waiting approval of
a permit to burn oat hulls--a
form of biomass-that could
save it between $3 million
and $4.5 million a year.

Remember: turn off the lights

February 7, 2006

Energy conservation has been called the "least-cost" energy
strategy, and for good reason. At the University of Minnesota, the
simplest energy conservation measures--such as switching off a
lamp in your office at the end of the day--could save the U millions
of dollars in energy costs annually.

The U has more than 800 buildings across the state (or the same
amount of space as 17,000 average homes), and approximately
one third of its power usage is under discretionary control of the
building occupants.

To encourage faculty, staff, and students to make small behavior
changes that collectively will make a big difference, the U's
Facilities Management (FM) has launched the "Turn it Off"
campaign on the Twin Cities campus. FM wants to encourage the
U community to turn off lights, computers, and other equipment
when they're not needed; wear clothing in layers to be comfortable
at various temperatures and to avoid resetting thermostats; change
incandescent light bulbs to compact fluorescent lights where
possible; and use energy-saving options on equipment, such as
computers.

"If every light on the campus was shut off one additional hour a day, we could save over $500,000 a
year," says Mary Santori, assistant director of Energy Management, a unit within FM.

To boost campaign efforts, FM is sponsoring a logo and slogan contest through March 1, 2006.
University faculty, students, and staff are invited to design a logo and submit slogan ideas for use on
campaign posters, stickers, and brochures.

"The efforts of the University community, combined with the projects Energy
Management is implementing in many of the buildings, will have a significant
impact on reducing energy usage," adds Santori. FM is also working with the
Minnesota Public Interest and Research Group on campaign initiatives.

Little things mean a lot

*When you have control of your thermostat, adjust the heating set
point to no greater than 68 degrees and cooling to no less than 76
degrees.

*Keep doors closed in air-conditioned and heated areas.

*Use automatic door switches for handicap use only.

*Avoid using elevators; take the stairs.

*Turn off the water while brushing your teeth.

*Shorten your shower by a minute or two and you'll save up to 150
gallons per month.

The University has been focused on energy conservation efforts for decades, and since 1994 it has
actually decreased overall consumption. Specific energy conservation efforts have included:
retrofitting the majority of the incandescent and other inefficient lighting systems on campus to
fluorescent and other more efficient lighting systems, installing Direct Digital Control equipment for
better heating and cooling control, scheduling equipment to turn off when a space is not in use, and
testing and replacing faulty steam traps.

For logo and slogan contest rules, see energy conservation flyer. To submit new energy-saving
ideas, e-mail info@facm.umn.edu.

Campaign progress reports will be available on the Facilities Management Web site.
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Pam Stenhjem, College of
Education and Human
Development, is active in
CAPA and a P&A University
senator.

Wave 1 colleges collaborating to create a
future in common
CAPA forms transition work group

By Pam Stenhjem

Brief, February 8, 2006

Over a lunch hour in early January, about 40 employees who will
become part of one new college on the Twin Cities campus July 1
met at Coffman Union. They ate at the Whole music club, talked
about their future life together, and then walked down the hall for
some bowling.

The event was a big success, and planning as a cross-college
team was a positive experience. Coming together to collaboratively
plan for the future at the ground level is the way it should be.

The group of academic professional and administrative (P&A) staff
members currently work in the College of Education and Human
Development (CEHD), General College (GC), College of Human
Ecology (CHE), Department of Family Social Science (FSoS), and School of Social Work (SSW)--
units that will form one new college. Altogether, these units employ about 350 P&A staff members.

"Just getting to know one another has been an important first step," says Jerry Shannon, a teaching
specialist in GC. "We're collaborating on our vision for the new college and the important role we
think P&A employees can play in forming it."

Becoming a top-three public research university is not an easy task. Faculty, P&A and civil service
staff, and students must come together through collaborative efforts to create a new way of life at
the University of Minnesota. A key part of the effort is realignment and merging of what are called
the Wave 1 colleges on the Twin Cities campus.

CEHD, GC, CHE, FSoS, and SSW are facing this challenge now as they move toward a merged
future that advances knowledge in the fields of education, family systems, human welfare, and
human development across the lifespan. The newly created college will offer academic degree
programs in a range of education, individual, social, and family development fields.

For many staff members in Wave 1 colleges, it's a time of concern. How will colleges and their
departments successfully weather this transition? Will jobs and valuable employees be lost? How
can colleges that have created and are deeply committed to their own identity work with others to
create a new, shared identity?

P&A employees representing each of these colleges and departments--240 in CEHD, 56 in CHE,
and 52 in GC--decided to take a proactive approach in addressing how their new college will
become cohesive. A new Council for Academic Professionals and Administrators (CAPA) Transition
Work Group formed and is now meeting regularly to discuss how the separate colleges will create a
shared vision for the future.

As part of their work, the transition work group felt it was important to bring their respective P&A
staff members together to meet one another, network, identify others with the same job
classifications and titles, and hear more about what's in store for the future. Each college provided
funding to support the get-together at Coffman Union on January 11.

The meeting gave employees a chance to listen to P&A representatives from each college talk
about strategic positioning within their unit. CAPA vice-chair Stacey Doepner-Hove spoke and
answered questions about CAPA's advocacy and involvement with the strategic positioning initiative
on behalf of P&A staff. Then the group brainstormed about features they would like to see in their
new collegiate home. Concerns ranged from job security and benefits to maintaining a sense of
community in the new college. Informal networking and conversation continued in Goldy's Game
Room and bowling alley.

The CAPA Transition Work Group will use the thoughts generated at the January meeting to identify
key areas of concern for P&A staff during the transition. They plan to gather information on policies
and practices relating to P&A staff in each college, such as the availability of professional
development opportunities, and use them to shape recommendations for the new unit during the
coming semester.

The CAPA Transition Work Group plans to pull P&A staff together again as we go through the
evolution of our colleges.

Pam Stenhjem, M.S., is an education specialist at the Institute on Community Integration in CEHD. She is an
alternate representative to CAPA, a P&A University senator, and a representative on the CAPA Transition Work
Group. 
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PSEO has helped more than
110,000 students participate
in higher education, according
to U researchers, and those
enrolled are consistently
achieving higher grade point
averages in college than their
peers.

Going to college while in high school
By Jamie Proulx

From eNews, February 9, 2006

For two decades, Minnesota has led the effort to bring high school
juniors and seniors into the college classroom through the Post-
Secondary Enrollment Options (PSEO) law. This innovative
practice--created in Minnesota--allows high school students to
spend all or part of their school year on college campuses, taking
courses at no charge. State funds that are allocated to the local
school district follow the student to his or her chosen college,
paying all tuition and book fees. Many states throughout the
country have since adopted similar legislation.

The Center for School Change at the University of Minnesota's
Humphrey Institute recently completed a nine-month review of the
PSEO program. Researchers commissioned essays from and
surveyed hundreds of past participants, conducted a statewide poll
on the program, and analyzed data of the student population in
PSEO classes. Their report, Stretching Minds and Resources: 20
Years of Post Secondary Enrollment Options in Minnesota,
concludes that the impact of PSEO has been very positive. At the
same time, there is great room for improvement.

Researchers found that PSEO has helped more than 110,000 students participate in higher
education since the program began in 1985. Those enrolled are performing well academically,
consistently achieving higher grade point averages in college than their peers. In some cases,
students are able to complete a full year of college before entering their freshman year. This saves
students time and money and has allowed many to attend college who otherwise may not have.

Yet even though student participation continues to grow, researchers found a disturbing trend
among the student population taking advantage of this opportunity. The majority of PSEO
participants are white, middle- and upper-class females. Young men and African American,
Hispanic, and Native American students are significantly underrepresented. More than 20 percent of
students interested in PSEO reported that they experienced problems with or faced resistance from
school counselors and teachers when pursuing PSEO classes. Some high schools simply do not
promote PSEO as an option for students.

The report urges a community-wide effort to provide more information about PSEO to students and
their families. Those who would benefit most from PSEO in order to afford higher education may not
even be aware of the opportunity.

Joe Nathan, Center for School Change director.

"More than half of the participating students told us that the number-one
way to improve the program was to get more information out," says Joe
Nathan, director of the Center for School Change.

The report argues that increased student involvement across the
economic spectrum could help alleviate several important policy
challenges facing Minnesota, such as the rising cost of higher education

for families and the state. Taking college courses early could also increase graduation rates for
those who enter post-secondary education.

In addition to benefiting individual students, the PSEO has affected the entire K-12 system in
Minnesota. For example, some high schools have added additional "college-level" courses, and
school districts are given a financial incentive to create more PSEO opportunities within their
schools. If a student chooses PSEO, those state funds are reallocated to the post-secondary
institution, but if the student finds what he or she needs at the high school, the school retains those
funds. According to the report, this competition has stimulated vast improvement in the K-12
system.

The center followed up the report's release by hosting a meeting with nearly 65 local students and
leaders, including former PSEO participants, state legislators, Minnesota Education commissioner
Alice Seagren, Minnesota Higher Education Services Office director Susan Heegaard, MnSCU
chancellor James McCormick, and several representatives of communities of color in the Twin
Cities.

"There was a very strong, bipartisan interest in working together to help more students learn about
the PSEO program," says Nathan. "We especially want to reach those from low-income families and
students of color. We plan to follow up on the recommendations in 2006."

To read the full report, visit the Center for School Change.
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Be kind to your pet--take it in
for regular dental checkups.

It's National Pet Dental Health Month

From eNews, February 9, 2006

Oral disease is the No. 1 health problem diagnosed in dogs and
cats, according to the American Veterinary Dental Society. Without
proper dental care, 80 percent of dogs and 70 percent of cats show
signs of oral disease by age three, and only 3 percent of dogs and
1 percent of cats get treatment.

"Animals can suffer the same kinds of dental problems as humans,
including infection, severe pain, and fractured teeth," says Gary
Goldstein, head of the dental service at the University of Minnesota
Veterinary Medical Center, which is one of only four veterinary
schools in the nation with a full-time dental practice. Fortunately, he
adds, pet owners can help prevent dental disease in their pets by
providing dental care.

"Dental care for animals is similar to dental care for humans, only
animals can't brush their own teeth," says Goldstein. To prevent dental problems, he recommends:

Scheduling regular dental exams for your pet.
Brushing your pet's teeth with specially formulated pet toothpaste. Do not use toothpaste formulated
for humans because it can upset your pet's stomach.
Feeding your animals food that can reduce the accumulation of plaque and tartar. Specially
formulated foods are available; ask your veterinarian for help in selecting the best food for your pet.
(Normal dry pet food provides a dental benefit because of the moderate scraping action from
crunching the kibbles.)
Giving your pet dental chews, rawhide, or dental bones. Avoid hard bones, such as cow hooves.
According to the American Veterinary Dental Society, aggressive chewing on hard objects, such as
commercially available cow hooves, is a primary cause of broken teeth in dogs.

All pets are at risk for developing dental problems, so it is important to check your pet's mouth and
teeth often for warning signs, such as bad breath; tartar buildup on the teeth; swollen, receding, or
bleeding gums; fractured or abscessed teeth; and a change in eating habits. Take your pet to the
veterinarian if any of these symptoms are present. They could be a signs of a serious dental health
problem.

"Proper dental care is critical to a pet's overall good health," says Goldstein. "If oral infections such
as periodontal diseases are left untreated, they can travel through the bloodstream and damage
internal organs."

Goldstein is one of only two board-certified dentistry veterinarians in Minnesota. He and his staff
provide routine cleaning and examinations, along with a variety of specialty services such as
orthodontics, surgery, and disease treatment.

For more information about dentistry services at the University of Minnesota Veterinary Medical
Center or to schedule a dental appointment for your pet, call 612-625-1919 or visit the College of
Veterinary Medicine.
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Nobel laureate and University
alumnus Norman Borlaug has
won the National Medal of
Science

Alumnus Norman Borlaug receives
National Medal of Science
Coveted medal is the latest honor for Nobel laureate Borlaug's
work in hunger prevention

By Deane Morrison and Martha Coventry

February 10, 2006; updated July 17, 2007

He is far from a household name in the United States, yet the work
of Nobel laureate Norman Borlaug may have saved a billion lives.
Plant breeders are not exactly the most likely of celebrities, but in
many developing countries, Borlaug is a hero. On Monday, Feb.
13, Borlaug visits the White House to receive a rare honor for
American scientists: the National Medal of Science, to be conferred
by President Bush.

Borlaug now has "triple crown"

On July 17, 2007, Norman Borlaug received the Congressional Gold Medal, joining Martin Luther
King Jr., Mother Teresa, Elie Wiesel, and Nelson Mandela as the only people to have been honored
with this award, the Nobel Peace Prize, and the Presidential Medal of Freedom.

You can learn more about the White House ceremony, read transcripts of remarks, and see more
photos at a special Web page the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences
developed to mark this honor.

The National Medal of Science was established by Congress in 1959 as a presidential award to be given to
individuals "deserving of special recognition by reason of their outstanding contributions to knowledge in the
physical, biological, mathematical, or engineering sciences." In 1980 Congress expanded this recognition to include
the social and behavioral sciences. More that 70 years after he first stepped on to the University of Minnesota
campus-where he earned a bachelor's degree in forestry and master's and doctoral degrees in plant pathology--
Borlaug is arguably the U's most famous graduate. There's Borlaug Hall, the largest building on the campus in St.
Paul, the USDA Borlaug International Fellow program, and an extensive wheat-breeding program that continues his
influence. He's a symbol of what history-changing magic can happen when just the right student (Borlaug) meets up
with just the right professor (the renowned plant pathologist E. C. Stakman). The entire state honors Borlaug each
year on October 16. To commemorate Dr. Norman Borlaug World Food Prize Day last year, students in the U's
College of Agricultural, Food and Environmental Sciences (COAFES) and College of Natural Resources organized
the Borlaug Food and Fund Drive to benefit Second Harvest Heartland.

Borlaug's gift, which he is still using at 92, is a devotion to ending world
hunger and figuring out how to get more food out of fewer acres. He
has spent most of his life trying to help people all over the world live a
decent life.

Borlaug's gift, which he is still using at 92, is a devotion to ending world hunger and figuring out how
to get more food out of fewer acres. He has spent most of his life trying to help people all over the
world live a decent life. "I heard him give a lecture to undergrads and I was struck by what an
accessible, down-to-earth person he was, even with such a distinguished title and so many
accomplishments," says Nadilia Gomez, a Ph.D. student in applied plant sciences and a native of
Panama who has since become an acquaintance of Borlaug. "So many of us go into grad school
hoping we'll have a significant impact on the world, but he didn't start out like that. He started out
interested in plants, in learning about plant physiology, and just by being in the moment and doing
what he wanted to do, he got there. His work has been controversial, but he's a man who still has
his convictions and above all feels strongly about trying to do your best. That's what inspires me."
Borlaug is called the father of the Green Revolution (a dramatic increase in crop yields due to
improved seeds, the use of fertilizers, and irrigation) and developed--through careful and
unconventional breeding methods--short, strong varieties of wheat that led to a doubling and tripling
of the yields of taller varieties, and were also resistant to disease, and could be planted in a wide
range of climates. Beginning in 1944, it took him two decades, working in test plots in Mexico, to
develop this "semi-dwarf variety" wheat, so-called because of its short stature. Impatient with only
one crop per season, he started growing the same wheat varieties in two different locations in a
method now called "shuttle breeding." "The way he did his research is still having an impact on
researchers today," says Jim Anderson, associate professor in agronomy and plant genetics and a
wheat-breeding expert. "When he was in Mexico, he did his breeding at two locations-quite distinct
in latitude and temperature. Up until then, it was thought that you needed locally adapted varieties
so you needed to do your breeding in the areas where the crop would eventually be grown. But he
showed us that you could breed for wide use." Although this highly adaptable wheat variety allowed
Mexico, in a few short years, to move from being heavily dependent on wheat imports to being a
wheat exporter, it was principally Borlaug's work in India and Pakistan that won him the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1970 by helping those countries avert the famine in the 1960s and '70s that many
thought inevitable due to population growth. India's wheat yield nearly doubled from 1965 to 1970;
Pakistan was self-sufficient in wheat production by 1968. Parallel methods were also used in
developing short-statured high yield rice and, now, other varieties of crops around the world. If there

is such a thing as a Midwestern character, Borlaug seems to have it
in spades. Everyone who speaks of him mentions his connection to
his family-he told Minnesota magazine that when he worked in
Mexico, he would drive 300 miles home to Mexico City on "miserable"
roads on a Friday night to coach his son's Little League games, and
drive 300 miles back to the test plots on Sunday night. He is
noticeably humble, tenacious, and single-minded about what he
believes is the right thing to do. Phil Pardey, a professor in the
department of applied economics who has worked with Borlaug, says
Borlaug isn't just a plant breeder focused on his work in the field and
the lab, but a rare type of scientist who does everything in his power

to get his crops to the people who need them and freely share his knowledge with the rest of the
world. In an analogy with open source software, Pardey sees Borlaug as an "open source" scientist
who, along with his colleagues, had a global impact on wheat production by fostering the
international flow of improved crop varieties. "We did an economic study in the impact of CIMMYT
(Centro International de mejormientao de Maiz y Trigo)--where Norm spent most of his career--not
on the developing world, but on the developed world," say Pardey. "Turns out that in the early 1990s
in California, which is a pretty big wheat state, either every variety came directly from that program
or both parents came from that program. Just the value of this research the United States alone is
upwards of $13. 6 billion from improved crop yields." People young enough to be Borlaug's great-
grandchildren are inspired by his energy and commitment. Sangeetha Gummadi, a freshman
majoring in agricultural education, wrote an essay on Borlaug as one of the requirements for the
Siehl Scholarship she received from COAFES. "I did a ton of research and I just loved learning
about what he did and how he went about learning it," says Gummadi. "I focused on the science of
his work and how he just didn't give up. In high school, he really inspired me to keep trucking along."
Gummadi made it to the top five in the National FFA Agriscience Fair for her work on the effect of
sucrose on plant protoplasts. Borlaug's work has a reach that hasn't really been appreciated yet.
The historically unprecedented increase in crop yields that his research helped bring about has
protected millions of acres of fragile land from being plowed because, with high yield crops, more
food can be grown on fewer acres. The international research centers where he did much of his
work continue that research while also conserving more than 670,000 samples of crop seeds in
gene banks worldwide that today's crop breeders are using to feed future generations. These days,
Borlaug is a Distinguished Professor of International Agriculture at Texas A&M, senior consultant to
the director general of CIMMYT, and a lecturer at universities worldwide. He has also turned his
attention to Africa as president of the Sasakawa Africa Association, where he works with former
President Jimmy Carter to bring improved varieties of wheat, corn, and native crops to that
continent. With the world population expected to increase to 9.2 billion, from 6.4 billion today, in the
next 50 years, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization and the United Nations
Population Fund estimate the need for a 75 percent increase in the world's food supply. The work
Norman Borlaug has done in the last 50 years will undoubtedly help us get there. The National
Medal of Science is administered by the National Science Foundation. Another person with strong
University connections, Leonid Hurwicz, a retired University Regents Professor of Economics,
received the medal in 1990. For more on Borlaug, click here. Links to articles on Borlaug are also on
his alma mater's Web site.
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On romance and context-dependent mating
The Bell Museum's Caf? Scientifique explores the psychology of
romance

By Shanai Matteson

February 10, 2006

Most of us don't need scientific evidence to prove that, when it
comes to romance, men and women can be fickle. One day we
revel in the thrill of flirtation, and the next we long for the security of
a lasting relationship. Not surprisingly, the features that we find
most attractive in others can change according to the context of the
relationship we're aiming for. In one situation, looks may matter
more than personality, while in another we go gaga for someone
because they make us laugh.

This phenomenon of "context dependent" mating behavior led University of Minnesota research
psychologist Jeffry Simpson to question existing theories about the differences between and within
the sexes. What he found is that not only are women's mating preferences and strategies much
more variable and context specific than previously assumed, there may be a biological basis to our
fickle fever. "What we've discovered," says Simpson, "Is that the specific traits a woman prefers
correspond to phases in her reproductive cycle. When a woman is ovulating, she prefers very
different physical and behavioral attributes than at less fertile points in her cycle." What's more,
Simpson believes that this tendency to change mating behaviors in response to fertility and
environment may have evolved in order to increase human reproductive success.

So what do women want? Simpson may not have a final answer to that question, but he will explore
his research and related topics at a special Valentine's Day edition of Caf? Scientifique--a happy-
hour forum for science and culture hosted by the Bell Museum. Drinks and psychology will be on tap
at Dinkytown's Varsity Theater (1308 4th St. S.E.) near the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis,
beginning at 6:00 p.m. Bring a date and test some romantic strategies of your own!

Caf? Scientifique is sponsored by the Bell Museum of Natural History, with generous support from
Sigma Xi and the Varsity Theater. Participants must be 18 or older to attend. For more information
or a list of scheduled events visit www.bellmuseum.org. The Bell Museum is part of the University of
Minnesota's College of Natural Resources.
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Visitors to the Weisman Art
Museum's current exhibit
ponder the various
architectural designs for
affordable houses.

The "drape wall"

In 2003, Marc Swackhamer
from the U's College of
Architecture and Landscape
Architecture was part of a
design team that came up
with "Draft House," from
which drape wall--a full-
scale wall section--evolved.
(To learn more about the
innovative wall, click on the
link in the title.)

The future of affordable housing
Weisman exhibit showcases possible single-family houses for low-
to-moderate income families

By Pauline Oo

February 10, 2006; updated February 22

First we had the Fab Five (of the TV show "Queer Eye For the
Straight Guy"). Soon, maybe, we'll have the "Fab Tree Hab"--a
living tree house.

The Fab Tree Hab is one of nearly 80 green and affordable
architectural designs appearing in "The HOME House Project: The
Future of Affordable Housing" exhibit at the Weisman Art Museum
on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis.

The eye-opening exhibit (though the fineprint used in the drawings
can make it seem overwhelming) springs from a competition
organized three years ago by the Southeastern Center for
Contemporary Art (SECCA) in North Carolina. SECCA challenged
designers and architects from around the world to propose novel ideas for affordable homes that
employed green or sustainable methods, materials, and technologies, but with a catch. They had to
use the Habitat for Humanity's basic three- and four-bedroom house as a point of departure.

The drawings, scale models, and building sections at the Weisman range from the peculiar (the Fab
Tree Hab brings to mind a beady-eyed bug being squished by fingers) to the practical (how would
you like a house with movable walls for when the size of your family changes?) and are organized
into thematic sections: innovative materials, modular and prefab, user customized, energy
innovation, rethinking the traditional house form, and adaptive reuse of existing structures.

"The demographics of those who can afford decent housing have
fallen since 1975--three in ten U.S. households have affordability
housing problems," says David Brown, The HOME House Project
director and senior curaor at SECCA. "Affordability is one of the
greatest challenges in the United States, and affordable housing is an
acute and hotly contested issue. It is a noble cause with a bad
reputation [because so much of it is poorly constructed]."

Brown says one of the goals of the HOME project is to change the
stigma attached to affordable housing by establishing a new national
housing model, one that's based on good design, energy efficiency,
environmental consciousness, and cost effectiveness. Affordable
housing, he adds, can be well designed--pleasant to look at and
healthy for the residents--and sustainable.

Green and affordable events

On Tuesday, March 28, Ann Forsyth, director of the U's Metropolitan Design Center, will
contemplate the future of affordable housing with Nicolas Retsinas, former federal housing
commissioner for the Clinton administration, at 7:30 p.m. in the Ted Mann Concert Hall. Tickets are
$28.50 ($23.50 for U faculty, staff, students, and UMAA members). To order, call 612-624-2345.

For a complete schedule of related lectures and other events on affordable housing, visit the
Weisman Art Museum.

According to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, affordable housing means
homes on which a household spends no more than 30 percent of its annual income. It states that
"families who pay more than 30 percent of their income toward housing are considered cost
burdened and may have difficulty affording necessities such as food, clothing, transportation, and
medical care."

"The Twin Cities metro area is blessed with the best system for preserving and producing affordable
housing because of public policies, programs, and commitment from the public sector and housing
advocates," says Thomas Fulton, president of the Twin Cities-based Family Housing Fund. "But the
bad thing is, 171,000 or 46 percent of low income households in the Twin Cities metro area are
paying more than they can afford. And 33,000 new housing units will be needed for low income
households in Minnesota by 2010."

While Fulton believes that none of the affordable housing ideas featured in the Weisman exhibit
would become reality in the Twin Cities--because of zoning and building issues--Marc Swackhamer
is optimistic. The University of Minnesota assistant professor of architecture says, "This exhibit is
not intended to provide answers, but to form seeds for future growth and for us to see what potential
is out there."

And, he adds, "if you see something strange or odd, there is sound reasoning for it."

"The HOME House Project: The Future of Affordable Housing" exhibit runs through April 30.
Museum hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday; 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on
Thursday; and 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekends. Admission is free.
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In online dating sites like
Match.com, users can browse
the profiles--and pictures--of
potential partners.

Love in the new millennium
By Patty Mattern

February 14, 2006

Cupid's arrows are increasingly soaring through cyberspace, and it
turns out that the intimate relationships started there are just as
successful as relationships started in more traditional ways,
according to University of Minnesota researchers.

"From the research, relationships started on the Internet are just as
good as other relationships. There's no quality difference," says
Heather Haberman, a U doctoral student who has conducted
research on Internet relationships and taught classes on cyber
romance.

Wayne Caron, an assistant professor of family social science who
teaches classes in intimate relationships, has witnessed many
students navigate Internet dating successfully. Caron will be
offering his insights during his lecture and discussion on "Love in
the New Millennium: Electronic Dating. Gender Roles. Cyber-Sex.
How have the rules for dating changed?" at 3:30 p.m. Thursday, February 16, in Room 2-137
Jackson Hall, 321 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis.

People used to make connections in person, but that is changing, Caron says. "Now, we are
transacting our connections through the Internet," he says. But it raises questions. "What does it
mean when I try to be loving through the keyboard? What do we mean by cybersex?"

When Haberman started researching cyber romance in 1999, there
were few people using dating sites such as Match.com. "Now there are
millions of people using it," she says.

"People are hardwired to emotionally connect with each other," says Caron. "Across history there have been different
ways of doing this, and courtship has changed." Geography used to limit people in their connections, but technology
has removed geographical barriers. "Long-distance relationships have become common. This is very different than
100 years ago when you dated someone in your own neighborhood or town," says Caron. In one of his classes of
300 students, Caron asked how many of them are in long-distance relationships. The answer: 172.

When Haberman started researching cyber romance in 1999, there were few people using dating
sites such as Match.com. "Now there are millions of people using it," she says.

In her research, Haberman found that some people want an online relationship where they simply
communicate with others via e-mail and never make the transition to an in-person relationship. Most
people, however, are looking to get to know each other a little online and then take the relationship
off-line, she says. "To help turn your online connection into a successful relationship, you should
move it off-line within a month," Haberman says.

Caron agrees with this advice because being online with a person simply doesn't give people the
whole picture of their love interest. "When you're on the Internet, it's just words. It's not as effective
as being in the same room," he says.

On the Internet, people develop sound-byte presentations of themselves and online, people only
see personas of another person rather than the real person, he says. "In a face-to-face meeting,
you get past the personas and get past the first impressions," Caron says. For example, in online
relationships when a person becomes crabby, they simply log off and the other person doesn't get to
see that emotion.

Can couples achieve love or intimacy over the Internet?

"Intimacy is when two come together and become emotionally intertwined--when I feel bad, it hurts
you," Caron says. In order for that to happen, both people have to disclose themselves. "Can you do
that through text, phone, and letters only? Only to a limited extent," he says.

Cyber relationships simply have limits, says Caron. "You don't have what other couples have, like
simply having quiet time when you're in the same room together. Just doing things like fixing dinner
together is important," he says.

The progression of activities in traditional dating does not happen easily on the Internet. For
example, usually friends and family meet someone's love interest and give feedback. "On the
Internet, what the friends and family think is taken out of the equation," Caron says. "What are you
going to do? Invite your mother into the chat room to meet your girlfriend?"

Cyber dating to some extent is still uncharted territory, Caron says. "On the Internet, you make up
your own rules. You can literally have a love relationship with no one knowing about it," he says.

Haberman and Caron have seen healthy relationships develop from cyber romance, but both say
those into Internet dating need to take precautions. Caron notes that some people get online with
the intention of exploiting or abusing others, so everyone should be on guard. "You always need to
be careful. When you go off-line, do the same thing you would as if you were on a traditional blind
date--don't meet someone in a secluded place," Haberman says.

People who cyber date should realize that their Internet love interest may have more than one true
love, Caron says. "In the [real world] multiple relationships would be nearly impossible to maintain,
but in cyberspace some people have multiple relationships going on at one time and the Internet
makes that all possible," he says.

For many people, Cyber dating provides a safer zone to make connections. Shy people and people
who are lonely find it easier to connect online, he says. The Internet provides a vehicle to connect
with others for people with disabilities or people who cannot get out in public as much as they grow
older. "The Internet opens up the world to these people," Caron says.

So who is dating on-line?

"Internet dating seems to worked best for people in their 30s to people in their 60s," Haberman
says. "They are the busy professionals who don't want to go to the bar to try to meet people." But as
baby boomers grow older, Caron predicts that any online dating service that specializes in targeting
elderly people will hit it big.

Haberman is also surprised to learn that many college students are also turning to cyberspace for
dating. Students used to have numerous opportunities to meet people through classes, clubs, and
activities, but that has changed. "Undergraduates no longer have the same lifestyle they once did.
So many now have full-time or part-time jobs they don't have free time, so they are turning to the
Internet to make connections as well," Haberman says.
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Low-income students get tuition-and-fees guarantee
The University's Founders Oppportunity Program will now cover tuition and fees for all Pell-eligible
Minnesota students

By Deane Morrison

February 14, 2006; updated February 22

A ray of light pierced the clouds of rising tuition and fees last week when the University expanded its
Founders Opportunity Program to cover transfer students as well as qualified incoming freshmen.
Once the program has been fully phased in, the University will match all Pell grants to students from
Minnesota and provide additional assistance from state, private, and University funds to cover their
tuition and fees.

McGuire grants

The William W. and Nadine M. McGuire Family Foundation recently announced grants to support
innovative programs to prepare students for college success and help them gain access to the
school of their choice. The McGuire grants are expected to reach $4 million in support for the U. At
the University, McGuire funds will create a five-year pilot program to ensure that students with the
most significant need receive funding to cover 90 percent of the total cost of their attendance.
Elsewhere, the funds will support Admission Possible, an organization to help make college
possible for motivated and economically disadvantaged students, and LearningWorks at Blake, a
program that works with sixth and seventh grade Minneapolis students to improve their academic
performance. For more information, see the news release.

"It's an important step to ensure the University maintains its accessibility and affordability to students of low and
modest means by extending it to kids who begin their college careers in community college," Vice President for
University Relations Linda Thrane told a WCCO-TV audience on February 12. "We're already helping about 175
students, and we figure over the next three years we'll be able to benefit 4,500 students." Students of color are
expected to comprise more than 30 percent of the recipients. Freshmen are eligible for four years of support under
the program, and transfer students will have two years of eligibility. It is expected to help a majority of Minnesota
students from families earning less than $50,000 a year. The federal Pell Grant is the largest of the federal grant
programs available to students who demonstrate need as determined by their Free Application for Federal Students
Aid (FAFSA). The maximum Pell grant is $4,050. Tuition and fees on the Twin Cities campus total $8,902 this year,
and the total cost of living and attending the University is estimated at around $18,000 annually. Therefore, the
program will cover up to about half a student's expenses. The program will be in full swing, covering all eligible
undergraduates on all campuses, in 2008-09. The University has also made it a priority to increase support for
students from all income levels. The $150 million Promise of Tomorrow Scholarship drive, announced by Bruininks in
2004, will help. Nearly 6,000 students now receive merit- and need-based scholarships from private sources. 
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University regent Cynthia
Lesher

Lesher sworn in as U regent
By Gayla Marty

Brief, February 15, 2005

Xcel Energy executive Cynthia Lesher was sworn in Friday as the
newest member of the University of Minnesota Board of Regents.
Standing between the towering figures of Minnesota Supreme
Court chief justice Russell Anderson and University president
Robert Bruininks, Lesher cut a petite profile as she swore to uphold
the constitutions of the United States and Minnesota and to
support the University to the best of her ability. To that effort,
Lesher brings a big reputation and lots of enthusiasm. She is
currently president and CEO of Xcel Energy in Minnesota, North
Dakota, and South Dakota and a member of the Women's
Economic Roundtable, which is made up of the top 100 women
leaders in Minnesota. She is also a member of the Governor's
Workforce Development Council and serves on an impressive
number of boards and civic committees. She holds degrees from
Drake (sociology) and St. Cloud State U (psychology) and completed the U Carlson School of
Management Master's of Excellence program. Lesher resides in New Brighton. She takes an at-
large seat on the board for a year remaining in a term begun by Richard "Pinky" McNamara, who
resigned in December. After the Board of Regents meeting on Friday, Lesher talked about her new
responsibilities.

UMNnews: You are a busy woman with a demanding work life. Why take on the
responsibilities of a University regent?

Lesher: I love being at the point in my life where I can be involved and contribute. When I sat in the
meeting this morning as the Rhodes Scholar [Diana Fu] was honored, I thought, "This is why I
wanted to do this." Three components--world-class students, world-class faculty, a world-class
university. Having the opportunity to influence and participate in this is an honor. It's also a great
time to be at the University because it's not business as usual...the University is transforming itself.
So the question is, why not? Why not do this important work?

What's your history with Minnesota?

Well, I moved here in 1970. It was [like] Mary Tyler Moore. Really! I was in Iowa, at Drake
University, and my college roommate and I were looking at four cities...Atlanta, London, Dallas, and
Minneapolis. We picked Minneapolis. She got a job at WCCO, and my field was social work, so she
was Mary Tyler Moore and I was Rhoda. I never regretted it for a minute. Last year, my daughter
completed her master's in public health at the University of Minnesota.

What particular strengths and gifts do you think you bring to the U?

My background in human resources and in business. I have to say that I am totally impressed with
the quality of this board, by the great questions they ask, and by the discussion. There are tons of
issues they are dealing with, and among those are important issues of human capital.

Can you talk about the role and importance of state funding to the University?

It's one of those issues that won't go away and we have to deal with it. But more important is the
vision. I was so excited just to have the opportunity to interview for this process. A strong university
is vital to this state and the whole region because it attracts people and it produces a qualified work
force. From a business point of view, that is essential.

What about energy? You come from the energy industry...what potential do you see here?

Energy supply is a problem for all of us...not just the university. It's a problem for every citizen, it's a
global problem. As for renewables, I'm proud of what my own company is doing....I was blown away
yesterday by the tour of Jones and Nicholson Halls, buildings that are not just renovated but so
highly functional and serving students.

If there were one thing you wanted University faculty and staff members across the state to
know about you, what would that be?

That I'm so impressed by this place. Yesterday I had lunch with student leaders. This place and
these people are amazing. We shouldn't take it for granted.
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Graduate student Bo
Johnston stands next to his
pilot system at St. Paul
Regional Water Services.

Student project could cut St. Paul water
complaints
By Trisha Collopy

February 14, 2006

When the weather warms up each spring, the calls start rolling into
St. Paul's water plant--complaints about the water having an earthy
or fishy odor and taste. Usually the problem lasts a week or two at
a time. During one particularly long hot spell in June 2001, the
plant logged 150 calls.

"For us that's a huge number," said Jim Bode, water quality
manager for St. Paul Regional Water Services. "For every person
who calls, there are 10 who don't. When you get 150 calls, no
one's happy."

The city water plant serves 415,000 water users in St. Paul,
Maplewood, West St. Paul, Mendota Heights, and Falcon Heights.

City water managers have tried for years to find a way of controlling geosmin, a chemical produced
by algae that contributes to the musty taste and odor of water.

"Rivers are prone to a very high level of turbidity. With rains, lots of
sediment is churned up," Hozalski said. "Minneapolis has to deal with
that. St. Paul, because they have these lakes, it gives them great water
quality coming into the plant," he said.

With the help of civil engineering (CE) graduate student Robert "Bo" Johnston and faculty advisers Raymond
Hozalski and Michael Semmens, they've finally found a solution.

Water utility workers recently began installing granular activated carbon (GAC)--essentially creating
giant Brita water filters--to remove the geosmin. "The goal is to have 12 of our 24 filters operational
by May 2006," Bode said.

The source of the taste and odor problem goes back to the city's water supply. The water is drawn
from the Mississippi River and filtered through a chain of lakes, including Lake Vadnais--a reservoir
outside the city--before it is piped into the water plant. Because the lakes act as giant sediment
basins, settling out most impurities from the river, the quality of the raw water coming into the plant
is good, said Hozalski, who supervised Johnston in a recent project to test the GAC filters for the
city.

"Rivers are prone to a very high level of turbidity. With rains, lots of sediment is churned up,"
Hozalski said. "Minneapolis has to deal with that. St. Paul, because they have these lakes, it gives
them great water quality coming into the plant," he said.

However, when the weather warms up, the lakes are prone to algal blooms. City water managers
have tried several techniques to reduce the amount of algae and geosmin in the water. They've tried
to reduce the amount of phosphorous, a key nutrient, seeping into the lakes. They've diluted the
lakes with well water to reduce nutrient content. And they've tried removing geosmin at the water
plant by putting carbon powder directly in the water, Bode said.

But none of these methods completely removed the geosmin or ended the complaints. Geosmin, it
turns out, is a compound that people can detect in very small concentrations in water, in the order of
parts per trillion. "Although it's not a public health issue, it is an important aesthetic issue for the
city," Hozalski said.

City water managers have been working with the CE's environmental engineering graduate students
and faculty on a variety of research projects since the early 1990s. When a feasibility study
recommended that the city install GAC filters to remove the geosmin, Bode talked the project over
with Hozalski and Semmens, who suggested a pilot study to Johnston as his master's thesis.

Johnston set up a pilot-scale treatment system to compare the city's current coal and sand filters
with two other techniques: using the GAC filters alone and using the GAC filters with ozone to
further remove organic compounds from the water.

"We know ozone will work," Bode said. "The big question Bo was trying to answer was how effective
the GAC filters were and how often you have to replace them."

Johnston used water-quality tests to measure the amount of geosmin and other impurities in the
water. But he also turned to another source, a "taste and odor" panel made up of trained water utility
employees.

The panel met once a week, from December to early February, to sample the water. "We wanted
some basic qualitative data for what we were seeing quantitatively in the removal of the geosmin,"
Johnston said. "The goal was to get as close to odor-free as we could." Water-quality tests showed
that the GAC filters were removing most of the geosmin and the filters with the ozone were
removing even more. The taste and odor panel confirmed the findings.

To keep down costs, water plant managers chose to install the GAC filters without the ozone first.
Workers will finish installing all 24 filters this fall. Then managers will wait to see how many calls
come in during the next warm spell.

"Ultimately that's the proof in the pudding," Hozalski said. "We can use all the analytical
measurements we want, but if the water doesn't smell bad, then we've done our job."
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An image of the virus that
causes yellow fever, a disease
found primarily in sub-Saharan
Africa and tropical South
America.

Planning and politics of epidemics
Conferences take aim at epidemics as they affect businesses and
the social fabric

By Deane Morrison

February 14, 2006; updated February 15

With its concentration of experts in such areas as epidemiology,
humanities and public policy, the University has taken a lead role in
efforts to plan for a possible influenza pandemic, and two
conferences this week will transfer the benefits of that expertise to
the business community and the public. University and business
leaders will wrestle with tough questions, such as how one keeps a
business running with 20-50 percent of employees out sick, during
"Business planning for a pandemic influenza: a national summit," a
one-of-a-kind conference yesterday and today at the Minneapolis
Convention Center. At a second conference, "Epidemics in the
making: politics and the production of infectious disease," to be
held tomorrow and Friday, conferees will gather in Nolte Center on
the Minneapolis campus to examine the history of epidemics with
the aim of preventing race-, class-, and gender-based
discrimination in responses to future outbreaks of infectious disease.

The first conference grew from a realization by its sponsors, the University's Center for Infectious
Disease Research & Policy (CIDRAP) and the U.S. and Minnesota Chambers of Commerce, that
"private sector preparedness will be a pillar of any response to a pandemic," says CIDRAP director
Michael Osterholm. "CIDRAP and the chambers of commerce have recognized that this is an
international, national, and regional issue. We serve as a neutral location for government and
business to come together and share experiences, concerns, and plans for the future."

The companies attending represent nearly $3 trillion in annual revenue, so keeping them functioning
during a crisis has obvious advantages. A major goal of the summit is to identify areas of weakness
in business preparedness plans, which will then become priority areas in future planning efforts.

Highlighting the summit will be a keynote dinner address Tuesday evening by Ted Koppel, who has
maintained a longstanding interest in global issues through more than three decades of reporting.
The former anchor of Nightline is now a managing editor for the Discovery Channel, a contributing
columnist for the New York Times, and a regular commentator on National Public Radio.

CIDRAP will continue disseminating information about the looming flu pandemic through its Web
site--www.cidrap.umn.edu--DVDs, and other means, Osterholm says.

The second conference opens Thursday evening with a keynote address on "The politics of
infectious diseases: global surveillance and early warning systems" by Stephen Morse, a professor
in the Columbia University School of Public Health and Department of Epidemiology. On Friday,
Susan Craddock, a University professor of women's studies and global studies, will moderate both
morning and afternoon panel discussions featuring experts in a variety of fields from the University
(including Osterholm), pharmaceutical giant GlaxoSmithKline, the Minnesota Department of Health,
the American Public Health Association, and elsewhere.

"People are concerned about avian flu, and the conference is designed to answer those concerns,"
says Craddock. Topics include progress to date in vaccine production, how a possible quarantine
would be handled and whether it would take away civil liberties, and how hospitals can handle
emergency care.

"Also, epidemics aren't just the spread of pathogens, but social and political phenomena as well,"
says Craddock. "In my work on epidemics in San Francisco, I found that Chinatown was targeted
during a plague epidemic. The reigning department of public health people drew a line around
Chinatown and quarantined that area. A judge said they couldn't do that, it was racializing the
epidemic.

"We need to examine cases where discrimination was blatant. Are we adequately training and
scrutinizing public health people not to quarantine some and not others? Those with the least
means of escaping tend to get left behind and bear the brunt of epidemics." During a 19th century
yellow fever epidemic in Memphis, people able to escape by train spread the disease, Craddock
says. She says that with authority for enforcing rules to contain an epidemic invested widely, not all
public health professionals and police will be equally well trained, and some will find the rules
confusing. Therefore, planners must be alert for this situation and work to prevent mistakes because
they can still happen, even in this day and age.

Other questions to be raised concern vital matters such as who will have access to limited supplies
of vaccines or the drug Tamiflu.

"Even with the best criteria, you would be saying some people are more valuable than others," says
Craddock.

Panelists at the conference, which is sponsored by the University's Institute for Advanced Study, are
coming with no prepared remarks, she says. Discussion and debate with the audience will be
welcomed. The idea, says Craddock, is to study epidemics from a broad range of perspectives and
keep the discussion going on campus after the conference is over.

Read more on the first conference at http://www.cidrap.umn.edu. More on the second conference is
at http://www.ias.umn.edu/symposiumcal.php.
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Eleven task forces submit revised
Transforming the U recommendations

February 16, 2006

The first 11 of 34 task forces working to transform the University of
Minnesota into one of the top three public research universities in
the world have submitted their revised recommendations.

Developed by 113 faculty, staff, students, and community members
who served on the 11 task forces, the recommendations are now
being reviewed by University leaders.

"These revised recommendations represent ideas on a wide range
of issues by an informed and engaged group of people," says Vice
President Kathy Brown, who is guiding this phase of the strategic
positioning process. "The recommendations themselves have been
strengthened by input and discussion with the broader U community over the past few weeks."

Among the task forces are those charged with the redesign of six Twin Cities campus colleges into
three colleges and systemwide task forces on diversity, international, and preK-12 strategy.

"We are on a path to truly transform the University," says Senior Vice
President Robert Jones. "The task force recommendations will inform
and shape the decisions that will move us toward our goal of becoming
a top-three public research university."

More than 350 people participated in the public comment period from December 16 to January 27. In addition, many
task forces held open forums, focus groups, and interviews on all campuses to get additional input. In all, more than
225 discussions with individuals and groups were held since the task forces began work in September 2005.

"The depth and breadth of consultation during the public comment period was extremely valuable
and I applaud the task force members for their diligence," says Tom Sullivan, senior vice president
for academic affairs and provost. "The feedback has strengthened the recommendations and
produced greater clarity of thought in some key areas."

"We are on a path to truly transform the University," says Senior Vice President Robert Jones. "The
task force recommendations will inform and shape the decisions that will move us toward our goal of
becoming a top-three public research university."

While senior U officers are already reviewing the revised recommendations, a two-day retreat for
the leadership team, including President Robert Bruininks and Provost Tom Sullivan, is scheduled
for February 28 and March 1 to determine next steps.

"The work of these task forces are producing recommendations that will emerge in different ways
and at different stages as we develop implementation plans to transform the University over the next
few years," Brown says. "Each one merits consideration and will enrich the journey toward top
three." Other task forces are at different points in the process. Public comment periods continue:

Metrics and Measurement Task Force through February 24
Administrative Service and Productivity Steering Committee through March 6
Task Force on Collegiate Design: Small Colleges through March 13

A brief review of the 11 academic and systemwide task force recommendations appears below. To
read them in full see the Transforming the U Web site (click on Task Force Revised
Recommendations).

Collegiate design: CALA/CHE

Revised recommendations include:

a proposed name and mission for the new college;
position the college as the nexus for design-related education and research throughout the
University;
advance partnerships with professions, industries, agencies and communities-locally, nationally and
globally;
expand the faculty to support innovative interdisciplinary work;
bring together the various design disciplines on one campus in better connected space and
facilities.

Collegiate design: GC/CEHD and Collegiate design: CHE/CEHD
Each of these task forces was asked to consider different aspects of an expanded college formed
from the integration of the College of Education and Human Development, General College and the
School of Social Work and Department of Family Social Sciences from the College of Human
Ecology. Revised recommendations include:

retain the core academic strengths of General College in a new department;
create new interdisciplinary majors and "centerpiece" topics--such as literacy or eliminating school
violence--to enhance collaborative research and teaching;
extend GC's advising and mentoring model throughout the new college and develop models for
teaching and advising that promote access to excellence for underserved and underrepresented
students;
foster strategic collaboration with the Center for Teaching and Learning Services, and closer ties
with the preK-12 community, Minnesota State Colleges and Universities, and the business and
nonprofit communities.

Collegiate design: CNR/COAFES/CHE
Revised recommendations include:

organize academic departments into three clusters, plus three free-standing departments, and
develop an "allied department" concept with other units;
develop priority themes for interdisciplinary activities that address the environment, production
agriculture, food systems and renewable resources;
create a systemwide Institute of the Environment; translate advancements in fundamental sciences
to applications in agriculture, food, renewable resources and the environment;
develop new partnerships for interdisciplinary teaching and research; and
a proposed new name for the college.

Diversity Revised recommendations include:
make diversity the priority for the University system, in part by advancing a comprehensive
understanding of diverse people and their myriad ways of being, knowing,and learning, and by
supporting equitable and accessible learning, working and social environments for all community
members, internal and external;
every unit and every person across the system must understand that diversity is their responsibility.

Graduate reform: Student Support Revised recommendations include:
continue to increase institutional investment in graduate education, particularly in the area of
graduate student financial support;
identify and implement best practices in graduate student recruitment, retention, mentoring, advising
and degree completion;
aggressively pursue timely degree completion for M.A. and Ph.D. students;
increase flexibility in the allocation of new student Graduate School Fellowships;
ensure that programs serving professional and working adult students meet their needs.

Forging an International University Revised recommendations include:
build on the University's century of international involvement to forge a truly global identity for the
University;
create high priority, high impact international partnerships and initiatives in key areas and on critical
themes;

PreK-12 Strategy Revised recommendations include:
focus research and theory to shape statewide policy and practice;
develop a cohesive and coordinated collaborative agenda around targeted preK-12 issues;
ensure that University policies facilitate preK-12 engagements;
make preK-12 work visible and accessible to practitioners and policy makers;
through the newly created Consortium for Post-Secondary Academic Success, the University should
build strong, enduring partnerships engaging stakeholder groups and help raise aspirations and
standards for academic success.

Undergraduate reform: Honors Revised recommendations include:
create a unified campus-wide University Honors Program that allows students to pursue interests in
any undergraduate college, offers faculty mentoring and facilitates priority admission to professional
programs;
create a Regents Scholars Option--an intimate, residential college experience focused on societal
and academic challenges;
build curricular and extracurricular programs that engage honors students with the research mission
of the U;
add honors sections of global seminars, regular course, and freshman seminars;
aggressively recruit a diverse pool of the most accomplished and talented students, in part by
providing more extensive and creative scholarship packages (including funds for research and study
abroad).

Undergraduate reform: Student Support Revised recommendations include:
establish campus-wide learning and student success outcomes and coordinate undergraduate
student support programs and resources to achieve them;
develop a department, program, or institute in which faculty and staff research focuses on the
scholarship of college student success, including teaching and student development;
invest in and strengthen academic advising and career services across the campus;
develop a campus-wide communications plan that intentionally and consistently conveys the
University's goals, expectations, and resources for undergraduate success;
require all undergraduate students to complete a mentored scholarly, creative, professional, or
research experience;
develop programs for all new faculty and instructional staff that focus on outcomes-based learning
and pedagogy, high expectations for students, and mentorship.

Undergraduate reform: Writing Revised recommendations include:
ensure that all baccalaureate degrees be "writing enriched" by requiring that all first-year students
have a full year of writing instruction, all departments develop a "baccalaureate writing plan," and
including a number of writing activities in an overall writing curriculum;
establish strong centralized leadership for writing;
create a University-wide academic unit in writing studies;
coordinate existing programs to make one-on-one writing instruction widely available.
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Even with two tickets in hand,
your odds of winning the
Powerball jackpot are still slim
to none--probably closer to
none.

Using math to solve real-
world problems

The University's
internationally acclaimed
Institute for Math and Its
Applications has been in
the news repeatedly in
recent months. The
following UMNnews articles
outline just a few of the
ways math can be used to
help solve real-world
problems:

A new angle on an old
fishing record

U math institute recognized
for international excellence

U mathematician offers dose of reality for
chances of winning Powerball
Odds of hitting Powerball jackpot are one in 146,107,962

By Patty Mattern

February 16, 2006

Doug Arnold, director of the University of Minnesota's Institute for
Mathematics and Its Applications, had a dose of reality for people
who were buying Powerball tickets recently. "You have a seven
times higher chance of being killed in a car accident if you drive
one mile to the store for a ticket and one mile back home than you
do of winning this Powerball jackpot," Arnold says. If that hasn't
cast a cloud over your hopes of winning, he offers more bad news.
"For an average American, the chance that you will die in the next
30 seconds is greater than the chance that your Powerball ticket
will hit the jackpot," he says. When the jackpot reaches highs such
as $365 million--the largest in U.S. lottery history--Arnold does
countless media interviews about Powerball from a
mathematician's perspective.

"You would need to buy 101 million randomly selected tickets in order
to have a 50 percent chance of winning the jackpot. You would have to
buy one ticket per minute for 193 years to purchase that many tickets,"
Arnold says. "And don't forget that the cash value of the jackpot is only
$177 million, and that gets reduced to $120 million after federal and
state taxes." "Your odds of hitting the jackpot are one in 146,107,962
to be precise," Arnold says. "Those are pretty long odds. Think of it
this way: you pay your dollar, you have the fun of imagining what it
would be like to win until the drawing, and then your dollar disappears
without a trace. To all intents and purposes that captures [the
Powerball experience]." Many people either didn't hear those odds or
chose to ignore them, because long lines to buy Powerball tickets
formed in stores over the last week. Most people were not buying the
tickets as a serious investment, he says. "They are buying tickets
because they are a chance to dream. It's for entertainment," Arnold
says.

"For an average American, the chance that you will die
in the next 30 seconds is greater than the chance that
your Powerball ticket will hit the jackpot," he says.

However, the value of a Powerball ticket purchased prior to this Saturday's drawing is nearly $1 or
face value--more or less depending on how many tickets are sold--whereas normally the ticket is
more like 50 cents on the dollar, he says. However, return on investment is not the only relevant
factor. "There's also risk," Arnold says, "and both mathematicians and financial advisors will tell you
this is about as risky of an investment as you can imagine." What were the odds of winning the $365
million Powerball jackpot Saturday night? "If they've sold 100 million tickets, there is a 50 percent
chance that no one will win, a 35 percent that there will be one winner and a 15 percent chance that
there will be two or more winners," Arnold says. How many Powerball tickets will Arnold purchase?
Zero. He won't purchase one just for fun? "No, I guess when you get too analytical about it the fun
drains out of it," Arnold says. "But I have a good time talking about it."
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Student Lindsay Werkmeister,
foreground, and assistant
chemistry professor Christy
Haynes examine a flask of
gold and silver nanoparticles
made by Werkmeister. The
nanoparticles may someday
find uses as dyes or in sensing
devices.

Why Jell-O jiggles and other mysteries,
explained
New faculty member Christy Haynes gets students thinking about
the chemistry of ordinary life

By Deane Morrison

February 17, 2006

As a young chemistry student at Macalester College, Christy
Haynes loved the subject but was frustrated by friends' questions
about how chemistry applied to their everyday lives. "Somebody
once asked me how shampoo worked," says Haynes, who is now
an assistant chemistry professor at the University. "Whenever
people asked me how something or other worked, I couldn't
answer them." As a new faculty member last fall, Haynes made
sure her students had the means to deal with similar questions.
She assigned her general chemistry class the task of exploring
how chemical processes affect them every day. Haynes gave the
class a list of topics, but students were free to choose others that
interested them. Working in teams of two to five, the students
researched the science behind such well-known phenomena and
products as chocolate, silly putty, superglue, catnip, toothpaste,
sunscreen, hydrogen fuel cells, liquid crystals, biodegradable
plastics, and many more. Chemistry librarian Meghan Lafferty
helped by building a Web site of sources students could visit to get
started, and she also addressed the class on how to properly cite sources and avoid those of
dubious integrity.

"One student said, 'Somebody not even in the class came by and asked
about biodegradable polymers,'" Haynes recalls. "This was the best day
of my first semester. It was so nice to walk into class after that and say,
'You guys did such a great job, and you really impressed the other
faculty.'"

"She helped the students learn to spot people on the Web with an axe to grind," explains Haynes.
When all the projects were done, the students displayed posters of their work in the Willey Hall
atrium. Twelve chemistry faculty members judged the projects, and, of course, plenty of passersby
stopped to check things out, some of them showing an interest that surprised the students. "One
student said, 'Somebody not even in the class came by and asked about biodegradable polymers,'"
Haynes recalls. "This was the best day of my first semester. It was so nice to walk into class after
that and say, 'You guys did such a great job, and you really impressed the other faculty.'" When the
students voted for their favorite poster, they chose a project on the chemistry of Jell-O (whose
popularity was not hurt by the handing out of samples). After the exhibit, a member of the Jell-O
team took the poster to a group of junior high students she had been tutuoring in math and science
and explained to them the chemistry of gelatin. Not all the students felt the individual projects suited
their learning styles, but it was a hit among the ones with test anxiety. Some told Haynes the
experience had given them a sense of community within the class, and some classmates became
friends and study mates as a result. All the student teams placed their findings on a Web site they
called Chemepedia (named after Wikipedia, the online encyclopedia). The students weren't the only
ones who learned from the experience. "I didn't know about the chemistry of silly putty, stomach
acid, or super glue," says Haynes. One of the students who studied stomach acid, Lindsay
Werkmeister, has joined Haynes's lab this semester as a UROP (Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program) student. She is involved in Haynes's research on the chemistry of
nanoparticles, particularly ones between 20 and 200 nanometers in size (a nanometer is a billionth
of a meter) and containing atoms of both gold and silver. Solutions of the nanoparticles come in
different colors, and on her first day in the lab Werkmeister created the first purple batch. "We were
trying to get the whole spectrum from red to blue, and this was a big step," says Werkmeister. "If we
succeed, the nanoparticles could be used as dyes--for example, in food coloring." If the
nanoparticles are to be used in the human body, their toxicity must be tested, and Haynes is already
planning a preliminary round of tests using cultures of immune cells from mice. The nanoparticles
may also find use in sensor devices by turning color as factors such as acidity or salt in their
environment change. Besides nanoscience, Haynes focuses on neurochemistry; specifically, how
the messenger molecules of the nervous system--the neurotransmitters--are transported and
released by neurons. Electricity on a very tiny scale plays a big role in her work, and she once
brought some of her electrochemical data to the general chemistry class to show them what
research in progress looks like. Haynes sees the connection to working researchers as a big plus
for students at a place like the University, a sentiment Werkmeister echoes. "I love it here," she says
of Haynes's lab. "I have a lot more free rein than I thought I'd have. In other [course-related] labs,
everything is laid out for you. It's really exciting to be doing real research." Haynes appreciates the
chemistry department's enthusiasm for innovative teaching styles such as her "everyday chemistry"
idea. "This department is more progressive than many other chemistry departments in the top 50,"
she says. "Faculty members like Lou Pignolet and Lee Penn have been practicing nontraditional
teaching methods for a long time." Asked why she chose chemistry as a career, Haynes had a
down-to-earth answer. "It's amazing to me that you can, for example, take a table and understand
its properties by looking at its smallest components, electrons and protons," she explains. To view
explanations of everyday chemical phenomena written by Haynes's students, visit Chemepedia and
click on any topic in blue. Future classes will research the red topics.
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Karen Triplett, left, director of
Purchasing Services, is one of
14 business process owners
and a key decision maker
involved in the EFS project.
She works closely with April
Wood, lead of the EFS
Purchasing project team.

Building a financial system for a great
university
Enterprise Financial System expands scope, focuses on processes

By Alice Pepin and Gayla Marty

Brief, February 22, 2006

Big changes are ahead for the way the University conducts
business. Two years from now, the new Enterprise Financial
System (EFS) will replace the 15-year-old CUFS system with
PeopleSoft at U locations across the state, from the Southeast
Research and Outreach Center to the Crookston campus.

"With the new financial system, we are stretching our imaginations,
thinking out into the future," says project cosponsor Mike Volna,
associate vice president and University controller. "If we're going to
be among the best public research universities, we have to have
systems, tools, and administrative infrastructure that will support
more robust financial management and decision-making."

The EFS project supports the University's strategic positioning
process at many points, including at least six of the 34 task forces,
says Volna. For example, one of EFS's guiding principles is to
install an out-of-the-box ("vanilla") system with minimal customization, focusing on changing and
improving business processes where necessary. That connects with the Best Practices
administrative task force through standardized business processes, simplified policies and
procedures, automated processes, and increased accountability and oversight.

Six roles

The EFS project identifies six roles that employees play in the U's financial life:
* initiator
* preparer
* approver
* fiscal monitor
* principal investigator/project manager
* academic/administrative head

Nearly every employee is an initiator.

In mid-2005, the EFS project identified an opportunity to improve the University's overall financial system by adding
grants, projects, and contracts (GPC) to its scope. While that will reset the implementation date of the new financial
system to 2008, adding GPC now will eliminate rework later and save a lot of money in the long run. The University
processes more than 3,200 awards a year that total $563 million.

GPC is part of a financial system that must accommodate a University budget, assets, and cash
flow involving billions of dollars each year. Getting it right the first time is crucial. All finances
connected to the University's general ledger will be affected by the new system. And EFS will
interface with the separate PeopleSoft student and human resources systems.

Decisions made by the project in the next couple of months will impact the University for years to
come. As in the earlier "trailblazing" phase of the project, employees from across the University
continue to be active participants.

Analyze this: customize the software or change the process?

Fourteen business process owners (BPOs) are working with nine EFS project teams and about 100
subject-matter experts representing central and academic department perspectives. BPOs have
important decision-making roles that will help the project determine when a process needs to be
changed or when to make a software customization.

As part of the current "analyze phase," conference-room pilots will be used to evaluate how the
PeopleSoft system supports University business processes. In each pilot session, PeopleSoft's
"vanilla" software will be compared to business process requirements. Project members will look for
gaps and create processes to use in functional design. Karen Triplett, director of University
Purchasing Services, is working closely with the EFS Purchasing team as a business process
owner. She says the outstanding functionality and flexibility of the Peoplesoft software offers exciting
opportunities to streamline processes for users and to improve financial controls at the same time.

Building everybody's financial competencies

Preparing the people who will use a financial system is as important as developing a system that
does what the U needs it to do.

"If you're going to implement a system that is more complex but has more possibilities and
capabilities, then you need to make sure your workforce is adequately trained and knowledgeable
and is at a high enough level to utilize it," says Volna. "Otherwise, what you've done is put in a very
expensive system that people can't use."

Carolie Carlson, manager of EFS Change Management and Communications, is paying close
attention to what employees need to build their financial competencies as well as confidence. The
project has identified six roles that employees play in the U's financial life: initiator, preparer,
approver, fiscal monitor, principal investigator/project manager, and academic/administrative head.
Nearly every employee is an initiator.

One of Carlson's tasks is to identify strategies that will create enhanced financial competencies
throughout the entire U workforce. That aspect of EFS connects to the strategic positioning
process's People task force.

"Building employees' confidence in using the new financial system so they feel ready is as important
as helping them learn how to use the system," says Carlson.

When the new system goes live in 2008, financial employees at all levels of expertise will
experience improvements in terms of ease of use, access, and navigation. The U's financial system
and entire workforce will be ready for the next level in creating a great university.

For more information

The "move-in" date for the new system may seem like a long way off, but the EFS project team will
keep U employees informed and updated. Visit the Enterprise Financial System and e-mail
questions to finsys@umn.edu.

Alice Pepin is the communications staff member for EFS. 
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While in India, the 21 UMM
students visited the Taj Mahal
and universities in Delhi,
Rohtak, and Jaipur.

UMM students visit India
By Judy Riley

February 21, 2006

Recently, over winter break, 21 University of Minnesota, Morris
(UMM), students, accompanied by economics professor Pareena
Lawrence, a native of India, paid $4,000 each to partake in the first
study abroad to India sponsored by UMM's Office of Continuing
Education and Regional Programs.

The program, Globalization: Examining India's Social and
Economic Development, is designed to "observe the problems of
mass poverty in India and its various ramifications and to examine
sustainable grass roots efforts to combat this problem without the
involvement of large sums of aid from the World Bank or other
foreign governments or private sources."

Lawrence says that while the course was about globalization, she
wanted to show her students that 50 percent of India's people have
not been touched by globalization or have been perhaps negatively
affected by it.

"In the interior villages, there are no paved roads, no running water (they use hand pumps), and
work with NGOs (non-government organizations) to install 'conveniences' such as water pumps,"
she says. "Water is more precious than gold, and agriculture and handicrafts are the primary source
of employment. The infrastructure in the small- and medium-sized cities isn't good due to
overpopulation and lack of maintenance."

UMM students spent time with NGOs in the villages who work with women's groups surrounding the
problems of AIDS, self-sufficiency, women's rights and child labor. "Women," says Lawrence "are
mostly impoverished, and still 'behind the veil' in rural areas of the north. As far as giving back to the
people they visited in rural areas of India, the students were surprised when women in both the
north and south said "our being there without a veil and visiting a foreign country for an educational
purpose empowered them."

Ironically, perhaps as a visible demonstration of globalization, the students recognized nearly 130
names and logos of international companies in a period of four hours while traveling through large
metropolitan cities in India. They saw the Indian headquarters of companies such as Oracle and
IBM in downtown Bangalore.

In preparation for the trip, the students read from two 100-page publications, one on Southeast Asia
and another on India. They also watched two videos. During the trip, they visited the universities in
Delhi, Rohtak, and Jaipur; met with elected village heads and government officials of Rohtak; wrote
about the role of NGOs in the state-run economy; and had to turn in five papers in response to
specific questions posed by their teacher. At the end of the trip, while waiting in the airport, the
students had to reflect on paper how the trip had affected or changed them.

"To have foreigners come by... and take their hands and hold their kids and smile at them, we
showed them that someone cared," says senior Russell Haywood, of a visit to a self-help group
where residents had made chalk drawings for them and provided entertainment.

"I wanted to learn about another culture," says sophomore Ashley Anderson, who has developed a
liking for samosas (a triangular egg roll with a spicy potato-like filling) and buttered naan (local
bread). "There's more to the world than just the U.S. economy."

Anderson, who, along with some other female students on the trip wore a head covering called a
dupatta, says she was more conscious about how she dressed while in India. Realizing how much
freedom U.S. women have, she says it was "kind of sad that the women of India don't have that
freedom."

However, she adds, "people there who didn't have a lot, seemed a lot happier than some people
here."

To learn more about study abroad offerings at UMM, visit the Center for International Programs.
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University engineering
students are helping to build a
student dormitory for Doi
Santi, a village in Thailand's
Chiang Mai province. The
project is a major step in
creating a regional school for
10 remote hill tribe
communities.

More info

To learn more about the
University of Minnesota's
Engineers Without Borders
chapter, see new student
chapter.

Engineering a better world
Students form state's first chapter of Engineers Without Borders

By Steve Linders

February 21, 2006

On a cold, damp Minnesota morning, David Gasperino sat in the
corner of a Stadium Village coffee shop, his expression a model of
intense concentration. Anyone who didn't know the chemical
engineering graduate student might have assumed he was
preoccupied with an upcoming test, paper, or presentation.

But education wasn't on Gasperino's mind--not the kind of
education one gets in a classroom, anyway. He believes that
engineering students can make a positive difference in the world--
right now--and he's on a personal quest to transform their ideals
into action and education. More than 30 Institute of Technology
engineering students who share his convictions came together to
form Engineers Without Borders-University of Minnesota, of which
Gasperino is president.

The group is the first Minnesota chapter of Engineers Without
Borders-USA, which links engineering students and professionals
nationwide with developing communities around the world.
Students work on small-scale engineering projects developed in partnership with community
residents.

"If we can help provide an education for the people living in those
villages, we can change their circumstances for the better," said
Makarov.

"I think in every engineering class there are people who have a deep interest in social issues," said Gasperino. "I
want to make sure there are ways for those people to make a difference through their disciplines and perhaps shape
their careers in a positive way."

Most Engineers Without Borders projects focus on improving energy sources or creating clean
water supplies, but others address such issues as the digital divide and enterprise development. All
projects are designed to be environmentally and economically sustainable while giving students the
chance to broaden their education.

Engineers Without Borders-USA was founded in 2000 by an engineering professor at the University
of Colorado. The nonprofit humanitarian organization currently has more than 100 active projects in
30 countries, including the United States, Guatemala, Peru, Ghana, China, India, Niger, and the
Dominican Republic. The group has 87 university and 32 professional chapters nationwide.

Caring for others near and far

Not that long ago, Gasperino was working toward a bachelor's degree in chemical engineering at the University of
Washington. He noticed that many Sudanese refugees living in the area lacked warm clothes for winter. He and his
friends began visiting fraternities, sororities, and student-housing laundry rooms to collect unused or discarded
winter clothing to give to the refugees.

"You'd hand them a coat, they'd take it from your hands and put it on right away. It felt good to know
we were helping people," he said.

Those acts of kindness provided immediate relief to people in need, but Gasperino and the
Minnesota students are discovering that making a difference through Engineers Without Borders will
require more patience.

During its first year the University chapter elected officers, shared ideas, and began searching for a
project, a process that entails significant hurdles.

David Gasperino

All projects must satisfy selective criteria established by the national
organization. The rigorous application process takes time, and chapters
must fund their own projects. And then there's the issue of finding a
project with enough opportunities for hands-on work.

"It's been difficult to find a project where everyone who wants to be
involved can be involved," admits Gasperino. "But we've got two good

ones now that we're trying to get off the ground."

Building strong communitites

In February 2005 the group partnered with the Engineers Without Borders chapters at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison and Seattle University to work on a project in Doi Santi, Thailand. A small village comprised of 38 huts, Doi
Santi is vital to the future of children in the region.

Most of Thailand's schools are located in large urban areas. Traditionally, the hill tribes of northern
Thailand have regarded formal education as a threat because elders fear their children will not
return home after experiencing city life.

With the aid of Engineers Without Borders-USA, Thai officials plan to transform Doi Santi, the only
area village with an elementary school, into an educational hub serving families from 10 rural
communities. The goal is to develop a community-based boarding school that educates the children
within their cultural environment. Doi Santi's proximity to the other villages will allow students to visit
on weekends and maintain close ties to their families.

The project will convert the school from one small building into a larger complex with student
dormitories and a water sanitation system.

After joining the project, the Minnesota students began planning drainage and erosion-control
measures, as requested. But progress has slowed because they have had to spend most of their
time building bridges to potential donors.

"We are working on creating a water sanitation system for the village and the school," said Vladimir
Makarov, an electrical engineering student and the chapter's treasurer. "Unfortunately, it will take us
a little longer than we originally anticipated."

The project's scope--planning, designing, and labor--means that several University students will
have to spend up to two weeks in Doi Santi completing the project. The chapter must raise about
$20,000 to support its participation.

"We're going to raise the money," Makarov said. "We're going to do it because we believe that
people are equal--they just live in different circumstances. If we can help provide an education for
the people living in those villages, we can change their circumstances for the better."

Although the Doi Santi project seems to have hit a financial roadblock,
Gasperino and Makarov are confident the group will find a way around
it. They are, after all, engineers.

Over the last several months, members of the University chapter have
been working the phones, soliciting donations from area businesses
and professional engineers. Callers also inform potential donors that
Engineers Without Borders is working to help communities right here
at home, too.

"We've got this great project started with the Indian Health Service (IHS) in Bemidji, [Minnesota] It's
an important project that a lot of people can get involved with," Gasperino said.

Residents of the Grand Portage Reservation, located at the northeastern tip of Minnesota's
Arrowhead Region, get their drinking water from Lake Superior. Because the reservation is located
near several major point sources of pollution along the lake, individual homes are equipped with UV
filtration units to ensure that people have potable water. Unfortunately, something is causing the
units to malfunction, and the IHS has asked the student engineers to research the problem and
come up with a diagnostics protocol. In addition, they will investigate the possibility of using an
alternative filtration system.

"This is an important project for Engineers Without Borders because water quality is something that
no engineer [will question]," Gasperino said. "Water quality is the basis of a stable civilization. And
the project's local, so a lot of people can be working on the ground, really making a difference."

To Gasperino, making a living and making a difference are one and the same--and engineering a
better world begins right here, right now.

Story reprinted from Inventing Tomorrow, winter 2006, the Institute of Technology magazine.
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A team of horses pulls a
snowplow on the Twin Cities
campus in St. Paul, 1917.

On this day in history
U celebrates 155 years on Founders Day

By Gayla Marty and Laura Johnson

Brief, February 22, 2006

On February 25, 1851, the mail came into St. Paul on the
Mississippi River ice-highway. The Minnesota Pioneer reported,
"Everything indicates a breakup of winter, and we do not expect
any more news."

Millard Fillmore was president of the United States that year, and
Minnesota was still seven years away from statehood. The
territorial legislature met in a log hotel in St. Paul. On that day, "the
legislature thoughtfully stroked its collective beard and created the
University," wrote historian James Gray.

A university charter was signed amid efforts to draw settlers to the
territory, attract railroads, and achieve statehood. It would be the first higher education institution in
the territory.

Four people in particular championed the early cause. Territorial governor Alexander Ramsey,
Henry Hastings Sibley, Franklin Steele, and Henry Rice set out to create a university with
unwavering commitment and perseverance.

A commitment to access

In a tribute to the commitment of the founders and their understanding of a university's value to a
state and its people, U leaders announced last week that the Founders Opportunity Scholarship
was expanding to offer significant new financial support to Minnesota students entering all the U
campuses. Freshmen are eligible for four years of support under the program, and transfer students
for two years. The program is expected to help a majority of Minnesota students from families
earning less than $50,000 a year. For more information, see "Low-income students get tuition and
fees guarantee," UMNnews, February 14, 2006.

The University was originally located near what is now the intersection of University and Central Avenues S.E.--just
up the east bank of the river from St. Anthony Falls. With $2,500 and donated land, the U constructed a two-story
building and accepted 20 students its first year. But by 1855, school officials learned that the land donor had not
actually owned the parcel. The U packed up and moved to its current site.

The road to realizing the founders' vision was almost never smooth, including an interruption of
several years during the Civil War. Beginning in the 1860s, John S. Pillsbury averted disaster by
forgiving a University debt, becoming a regent, and steering the institution to firmer financial ground.

Eventually, the University would grow to a statewide presence through its research stations,
outreach centers, and campuses.

The Northwest School of Agriculture (NWSA) opened in 1905 near the then 10-year-old Northwest
Experiment Station at Crookston. The NWSA would become the Crookston Technical Institute in
1966 and a four-year campus in 1993.
The University of Minnesota, Duluth, was established when the Duluth State Teachers College
became part of the University in 1947. Its predecessor school had been established by the
legislature in 1895.
The Morris campus was established by the regents as an undergraduate liberal arts campus of the
University in 1960. Predecessor schools on the site dated back to 1880. From them, Morris drew a
deep and singular commitment to higher education access for Native Americans.

For 155 years this coming Saturday, the U has touched the lives of generations of citizens of
Minnesota, students, faculty and staff members, and alumni. Today it stands for excellence in
education, is a premier research institution, and shares its knowledge in order to improve
communities and society. As the U strives to become one of the top three public research
universities in the world, it celebrates the vision and achievements of its founders.

To commemorate Founders Day 2006 on the Twin Cities campus, free buttons will be distributed on
Friday, February 24, at the information desks in Coffman Union, St. Paul Student Center, West Bank
Skyway, and U Relations (3 Morrill Hall).

If you want to see what the night sky might have looked like that night 155 years ago, stop by the
big steel sculpture at Oak Street and Washington Avenue S.E., Minneapolis. About 2,000 tiny lights
within the monument illuminate the exterior, creating an artistic representation of the night sky as it
appeared on February 25, 1851. During the day, a "day chamber"--a public viewing space with an
overhanging roof and tiny holes--directs sunlight onto an angled stainless steel panel below,
creating an impression of constellations inside the monument.

Sources The University of Minnesota, 1851-1951, by James Gray. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1951;
pp. 13-16.

The University of Minnesota, 1945-2000, by Stanford Lehmberg and Ann M. Pflaum. Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2001.

"150 Facts and Firsts," by Shelly Fling and Monica LaBelle, in Minnesota, September-October 2000,
p. 29.

"History of the Capitol," by Friends of the Minnesota State Capitol.

"Minnesota weather for the year 1851," in The First Fifty Years of Weather History in Minnesota
(1820-1869): A Year-by-Year Narrative Account, by Charles Fisk, member, American Meteorological
Society.

Revised February 28, 2006 
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SPARK again, this weekend

February 21, 2006

Unconventional musical devices will rule this weekend on the Twin
Cities campus in Minneapolis.

For the fourth straight year, the University of Minnesota's School of
Music is hosting the SPARK Festival of Music. The event, which
showcases the latest in electronic and electroacoustic music and
art, runs today through Sunday, February 26, at the U's West Bank
Arts Quarter and various locations in the West Bank neighborhood.
More than 15 concerts, five paper sessions, and four featured
lectures are scheduled this year.

"Spark provides local arts patrons a unique opportunity to sample
the best cutting-edge electronic art and music works from
everywhere on the planet," says Douglas Geers, University professor of composition and SPARK
Festival founder and director. "And best of all, most events are free!"

This year's keynote guests are American composer Alvin Lucier and British media artist Scanner.
Lucier, who pioneered many areas of music composition and performance, including the notation of
performers' physical gestures and the use of brain waves in live performance, will give his lecture on
Friday, February 24, at 11:15 a.m. in Room 370, Anderson Hall. Scanner, whose nonperforming
name is Robin Rimbaud, will talk about his music and the technology behind it with local music
legend JP Everett on Wednesday, February 22, at 7:30 p.m. in The Whole at Coffman Memorial
Union. Scanner, who is known internationally for creating and multilayering sound pieces that twist
technology in unconventional ways, will participate in a live Internet performance with
free103point9.org, an arts group based in New York. (In this performance, several free103point9
DJs will create music in New York and send it over the Internet to Minneapolis, where Scanner will
mix the multiple feeds into a single live musical stream.)

Geers conceived of this festival in 2003 "to shake this place up." When interviewed about the
festival last year, Geers said one of the goals is "to bring in [performers] and sounds to stretch
people's ears a little bit."

"To me, normal is boring; weird is good," he once said. "There's no point in us at the University
hosting a festival of music that people could just go down to Target and buy a CD." For those
unaccustomed to listening to electronic music, but want to check out some of the events this week,
Geers suggests paying attention to how a sound (or sonic texture) changes over time, instead of
listening for a tune (because sometimes there isn't one).

Spark has grown from a two-day event to a six-day event that draws dozens of artists from around
the world, including France, Hong Kong, Greece, India, Switzerland, Bulgaria, and Argentina. As in
years past, participating artists will include University students and faculty, as well as a number of
regional independent artists.

For a complete list of events, which includes a panel session on the rave scene and nightly concerts
at the Nomad World Pub, see 2006 Spark Festival.
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U researcher Bernhard Hering
has successfully reversed
diabetes for up to six months
in monkeys, using
transplanted insulin-producing
islet cells from pig
pancreases.

U researcher reverses diabetes in monkeys
Work using pig islet cells is a critical step in making transplants
available on an unlimited basis

By Deane Morrison

February 21, 2006

In a medical first, University researchers have reversed diabetes
for up to six months in monkeys, using transplanted insulin-
producing islet cells from the pancreases of pigs. Led by associate
professor Bernhard Hering of the surgery department's Diabetes
Institute for Immunology and Transplantation, the team used new
methods to suppress rejection of the transplants. The islets
survived without the necessity of genetically modifying the pig
donors to make them more compatible with the monkeys' immune
systems or of coating or encapsulating the islets for protection. The
work is published online in the journal Nature Medicine . It was
already known that transplanted islets could reverse type 1
diabetes, but the demand from the tens of thousands of patients
with hard-to-manage diabetes far outweighs the supply of human
islets. "These results suggest it is feasible to use pig islet cells as a
path to a far-reaching cure for diabetes," said Hering in a news
release. "Now that we have identified critical pathways involved in
immune recognition and rejection of pig islet transplants, we can begin working on better and safer
immunosuppressant therapies with the eventual goal of bringing the treatment to people."

"These results suggest it is feasible to use pig islet cells as a path to a
far-reaching cure for diabetes," said Hering.

In the study, 12 monkeys with experimentally induced diabetes were treated with pig islets. The islets were injected
into the portal vein, which carries nutrient-laded blood from the intestines to the liver. The islets took up residence in
their livers, where they did what islets do: They monitored blood glucose levels and produced insulin as needed to
maintain normal levels. All the monkeys achieved normal blood glucose levels and independence from insulin
injections. The researchers' central achievement was identifying a protocol for suppressing rejection of the
transplants that allowed monkeys to survive for at least three months. As he continues the research, Hering says it
may be possible to begin clinical trials in humans in three years. To help make that happen, Spring Point Project, a
nonprofit corporation, is taking serious steps to build and operate facilities to raise healthy donor pigs free from
contamination by harmful bacteria, viruses, or other pathogens. At this point, the techniques used to suppress
rejection of the islets are too severe for use in patients; however, the goal is to refine the techniques sufficiently by
the time suitable donor pigs become available. If successful, a one-time transplant would eliminate the need for
insulin injections and reduce the risk of developing such diabetic complications as damage to the heart, blood
vessels, eyes, nerves, and kidneys. 
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Yia Yang of Johnson High
School presents his exhibit at
the state History Day
competition in Coffman
Memorial Union.
Undergraduate History Day
mentors from the U helped
students from Johnson by
visiting their school and
meeting them for research
field trips to Wilson Library.

U to help improve history education in St.
Paul schools
Historians in the Classroom grant to deepen American history
understanding

By Sue Banovetz and Grant Moos

February 22, 2006

With help from the College of Liberal Arts' history department, up to
16,000 St. Paul middle and high school students will likely know a
lot more about American history.

An $835,000 grant from the U.S. Department of Education will
enable the University's history faculty to join with St. Paul Public
Schools, the Minnesota Historical Society, and the Minnesota
Department of Education to help improve the way history is taught
to middle and high school students.

The "Historians in the Classroom" grant announced February 15 is
to train dozens of social studies teachers over the three-year span
of the grant to "teach on the diagonal"--a style of teaching that
encourages students to immerse themselves in a topic by using
the same advanced research, analysis, and presentation skills
used by historians.

The grant builds on the longstanding success of the National
History Day partnership between the Minnesota Historical Society and the U's History Department.
The program has helped St. Paul Public School students get interested in history in the same way
science fairs engage students in science.

The St. Paul Public School District operates one of the most successful urban History Day programs
in the country, and the University's History Department, libraries, and undergraduate student
mentors are key contributors to that success.

Every year, scores of students from St. Paul schools connect with the University to research a wide
range of historical topics, which are often tied to groundbreaking U research--from controlling wheat
rust to pioneering open heart surgery.

The St. Paul Public School District operates one of the most successful
urban History Day programs in the country, and the University's
History Department, libraries, and undergraduate student mentors are
key contributors to that success.

"This partnership promises to cultivate some common ground, and gives us a shared language for
talking about our respective histories and cultures--both our varied individual and cultural histories
and our commonalities," says Steven Rosenstone, dean of the U's College of Liberal Arts. "It helps
put our young people on a path toward mutual understanding, not to mention educational, social,
and economic advancement."

University history faculty will use the grant money to develop and conduct a series of school-year
workshops and summer institutes to "provide content-focused professional development on the
nation's founding documents, people, places, events, and content standards."

The program will begin with 30 to 40 teachers in the first year of the program and expand to include
more teachers in years two and three. The grant is the only one awarded in Minnesota and one of
dozens awarded across the nation.

"The way we process and pass on history has changed," says Lou Kanavati, St. Paul Public
Schools superintendent. "With a very generous grant, we are expanding and deepening the way
history will be thought about and taught. A major goal is to improve junior and high school student
achievement in traditional American history."

The Historians in the Classroom program is one of several initiatives the University is engaged in to
help improve PreK-12 education in the state--and represents the type of collaboration the U will
increasingly focus on.

The recently released recommendations from the Systemwide Academic Task Force on PreK-12
Strategy--one of several task forces charged with helping transform the U into one of the top three
public research universities in the world--calls on the University to develop systemwide and
coordinated programs to improve PreK-12 education.

"The University of Minnesota's land grant mission has always been about connecting the
University's resources and knowledge with Minnesota's communities," says University President
Bob Bruininks. "Historians in the Classroom represents the best of that legacy as do our redoubled
efforts to connect with all levels of Minnesota's educational system."

Joining Rosenstone, Kanavati, and Bruininks at the announcement was Minnesota Historical
Society Deputy Director Michael Fox, History Department Chair M. J. Maynes, Saint Paul Mayor
and CLA alumnus Chris Coleman, and History Department faculty.
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According to U professor
Kathleen Vohs, our level of
self-esteem has little bearing
on the way we act in most
situations.

How self-esteem impacts business
By Erin Peterson

From eNews, February 23, 2006

High self-esteem has long been considered a virtue in American
culture. The trait is encouraged in students, celebrated among
executives, and expected in celebrities. But is it really a good
thing?

Carlson School consumer marketing expert Kathleen Vohs
suggests that sometimes high self-esteem has its drawbacks. Vohs
has conducted several studies on self-esteem and discovered that
while high self-esteem may make us feel good, it isn't a panacea.
Sometimes, it may make us behave badly. A better understanding
of self-esteem can help us build product marketing strategies and
manage our employees better. With an extensive background in
psychology, Vohs joined the Carlson School in the fall as an
assistant professor of marketing. She is applying her
understanding of psychological science to business issues in order
to advance new areas of marketing research.

Exploding the self-esteem myth In their article, "Exploding the Self-Esteem Myth," Vohs and three
colleagues from around the country did a literature review which suggested that many of the
outcomes that have been linked to high self-esteem-everything from achievement in school to lower
rates of teen pregnancy-may not be caused by high self-esteem at all. The article was published in
the November 2005 issue of Scientific American Mind.

While there are a number of reasons to promote high self-esteem in people (these people tend to be
better at initiating relationships with others, for example), there are also reasons we may not want to
consider high self-esteem an unmitigated advantage. "There's a tradeoff," says Vohs. "High self-
esteem people are very good at repairing themselves after a difficult situation, and low self-esteem
people tend to do very well in interpersonal interactions in similar circumstances."

Our level of self-esteem has little bearing on the way we act in most situations, says Vohs. However,
threatening situations can cause people with high self-esteem to act rudely or selfishly. These
reactions may have an impact on everything from the way they're perceived by others to what they
buy in a store. "Having an awareness of these patterns is very important to protecting yourself and
your relationships," says Vohs. "By understanding how people with high and low self-esteem react
to different situations, it's possible to avoid-and to help others avoid-situations that might have
negative consequences." Knowing these differences can help managers and marketers do their
work as effectively as possible.

Understanding the buying patterns of people under threat People with low self-esteem might
not be more altruistic overall, but when they feel threatened, they may seem to be. According to a
study by Vohs, people who show low self-esteem under threat are more likely to buy for others in a
retail environment, while high self-esteem people are likely to buy for themselves.

Understanding people's motivations may help advertisers and store owners market their wares
effectively, says Vohs. It's easy to see the way that marketers direct their marketing to high self-
esteem people by encouraging them to buy for themselves. "For example, you can recall the
McDonald's 'You deserve a break today' campaign a few years ago," says Vohs. A gym that wants
to appeal to both groups during the high-stress holidays and New Year's-resolution period might
have two distinct campaigns: "Do it for you" for high self-esteem people, or "Do it for him or her" for
low self-esteem people.

The role of self-esteem in managing employees In one study, Vohs found that after high self-
esteem people are told that they have done poorly on an intelligence test, they act arrogant,
unfriendly, and uncooperative around others shortly afterwards. Low self-esteem people who
receive the same news, on the other hand, are perceived as friendly and likeable afterwards.

Counterintuitive? Maybe, but Vohs says it can be described in economists' terms: a non-loss frame
versus a gain frame. A low self-esteem person is "constantly trying to stave off threats of being
rejected," says Vohs, hence the friendliness. While a high self-esteem person is trying to repair any
internal damage by acting more self-centered.

On a practical level, says Vohs, that might mean that managers who have staff members with high
self-esteem might want to make sure that they haven't scheduled an important client meeting after a
performance review that involves the employee receiving some criticism.

She emphasizes that such differences in behavior among people of various self-esteem levels come
into play only in threatening situations, not in typical everyday interactions.

"In the absence of threat, high self-esteem people and low self-esteem people are perceived as
equally likeable: they have similar leadership ability, and are rated as similar in attractiveness," says
Vohs. "But threat activates all sorts of processes within high self-esteem and low self-esteem
people." Knowing which members of your staff have high self-esteem and low self-esteem can help
you put them in situations where they'll succeed.
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Tax tips

Rosemary Heins, a regional
educator with the U of M
Extension Service, says too
many Minnesotans miss out
on important federal and
state tax benefits because
they're unaware they qualify
or don't know how to claim
them. To hear more, listen
to University of Minnesota
Moment.

To learn more about the
U.S. tax system, visit the U
of M Extension Service or
read "Info U: help with
taxes."

Organize those records
By Glenice Johnson

From eNews, February 23, 2006

With tax time approaching, people are gathering the documents and receipts necessary for filling
out their income tax returns. Some people can easily find such papers in an organized home-filing
system, while others search frantically through boxes, drawers, bags, and vehicles. If you find
yourself in the latter category, use tax time as an incentive to organize important papers.

Begin by pulling out all those records and papers you have stored in various places and sorting
them into categories--unpaid bills, receipts, insurance policies, medical and legal documents, and all
your records for banking, real estate, vehicles, education, and employment.

Next, set up your record-keeping place. It can be a two- or four-drawer
filing cabinet, a portable file box, or accordion folders. Divide it into:

"Current files"--for items such as unpaid bills, paid receipts, bank
statements, credit card information, and employment and benefit
records.
"Permanent files"--for ongoing records needed for reference and
updating changes. This includes investments, property records,
loans, insurance policies, family health records, employment records
(including benefits, retirement plans, and Social Security), appliance
manuals and warranties, income tax papers, household inventory,
and copies of wills and other legal documents.
"Dead storage file"--for records that are more than three years old,
such as income tax returns and records, property records, and legal
transactions/documents.

Use a safe deposit box for papers that are difficult or expensive to
replace: birth, marriage, and death certificates; divorce decrees; wills;
deeds; property abstracts; stock certificates; vehicle titles; military
papers; and passports.

Finally, develop an index or "roadmap" to your filing system--list important contact people, such as
your employer, banker, attorney, insurance office, doctor, and family member. Share your system
with other household or family members so they can find essential information quickly in the event
of an emergency.

Glenice Johnson is a family resource management educator with the University of Minnesota
Extension Service Regional Center, Crookston.
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Deborah Swackhamer,
director of the University's
Water Resources Center.

Water will not wait
The first of the 2006 Great Conversations will illustrate why we
can't take water for granted

by Deane Morrison

February 23, 2006

An angler pulling a plump walleye from a northern Minnesota lake
is probably not thinking about power plants hundreds of miles
away. Yet so much mercury from coal-fired plants has found its
way into the flesh of walleye and other food fish in the state's lakes,
that the Minnesota Department of Health has issued advisories on
eating such fish for children and women of childbearing age. That's
just one of the connections between our way of life and the quality
of our watery environment on the agenda for Tuesday, February
28, when the University's 2006 Great Conversations series gets
under way in Ted Mann Concert Hall on the Twin Cities campus. It
begins at 7:30 p.m. The Great Conversations series, a program of
the College of Continuing Education, brings together luminaries
from within and outside the University in discussions of topics of interest to the public. Tuesday's
features Deborah Swackhamer, director of the University's Water Resources Center, and David
Schindler, professor of ecology at the University of Alberta and Canada's most prominent freshwater
expert. They will talk about how to protect the Great Lakes and other bodies of water for future
generations, a mission that both see as urgent. "The biggest threats are invasive species, climate
change, toxic chemical contaminants and their effects, and land use and development," says
Swackhamer, who is also a professor of environmental chemistry in the U's School of Public Health.
"All of these suffer from a lack of political will to address what science already can address or where
science can contribute to a solution." In her research, Swackhamer has seen first hand what
happens to numerous household products when their disposal goes unregulated. Among the
substances she has found in waters around Minnesota are fire retardants, trace levels of birth
control hormones and detergent additives known to act like estrogen, caffeine and DEET (mosquito
repellent). The fact that these products are safe for human use doesn't mean they're safe to drink.
And even extremely low levels of some products, especially hormone-based medicines, may have
adverse effects on the reproduction of fish and other aquatic creatures. But human nature being
what it is, all too often situations are ignored until it's too late. Swackhamer hopes that won't be the
case with water purity. "Usually a crisis is what precipitates action," she says. "I hope that is not the
case here. The key is to connect the issues to peoples' everyday lives. For example, declining lake
levels hit home when people can't get their boats in their marina slips. If we were to find that
drinking water with trace amounts of hormone mimics had a health impact, it would get people's
attention, but by then it is too late." For his part, Schindler sees water becoming "one of the first
huge problems of the 21st century." He takes issue with the way science is used or not used in
decision-making and the scattering of scientific studies and expertise in different bureaucracies. "I
believe there is insufficient science in our environmental decision-making process," says Schindler.
"Part of the problem is that we never want to fund science long enough before a decision [has to be]
made to have a good background upon which to base outcomes. Short-term environmental impact
assessments, largely yielding obscure, long-winded documents of irrelevant information, are still the
usual approach. "The continued treatment of fisheries and water as though they are separate [gets
under my skin]. In Canada, separate departments handle fisheries--Fisheries and Oceans--and the
rest of water--Department of Environment. The United States split between the EPA (Environmental
Protection Agency) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Also, the fact that our federal state and
provincial agencies are all on very short political leashes [bothers me]. Public taxes pay these
people's salaries, and they should respond to public concerns with accurate information, not that
screened by politicians. We need to get our public agencies at arm's length from the political
process, as the old Fisheries Research Board of Canada used to be."

For his part, Schindler sees water becoming "one of the first huge
problems of the 21st century." He takes issue with the way science is
used or not used in decision-making and the scattering of scientific
studies and expertise in different bureaucracies.

Schindler has broken ground in scientific fields from acid rain to pollutants in fish and global
warming. His work has led to the banning of phosphates in detergents and the creation of hundreds
of wastewater treatment facilities, among other impacts. Schindler has garnered several significant
prizes, including the Stockholm Water Prize and the Volvo International Environment Prize. From his
perspective, one of the most important things that can be done to improve water quality is to stop
regulating lakes and what goes on in the watersheds around them and the air above them in an
ineffective, piecemeal fashion.

"Very often, what happens is the result of uncoordinated action between landowners, municipalities,
county, state, and federal governments," he says. "We really need to start coordinating these efforts
in a 'watershed' approach. I think the biggest role for government is to provide leadership,
education, and incentives. Also some strong regulations to ensure that the small minority who won't
respond to common sense can be made to adhere to good water management practices." Schindler
notes that 97 percent of Canadians in a recent poll were concerned about their water and national
water governance, yet "not a word was spoken in the debates between candidates" during the
recent elections. This conversation promises to be far-reaching and candid, with no watering down
of issues. Tickets are available through the Northrop box office at 612-624-2345. Prices are $28.50
for single tickets, $95 for the Great Conversations series. Members of the University of Minnesota
Alumni Association get $5 off singles and $15 off series tickets. For more on the series, see 2006
Great Conversations.
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This year's observance of
Founders Day included a
commemorative button
giveaway. See more pictures
of how these students
celebrated with flair.

Celebrating 155 years
U honors Founders Day with an expanded scholarship program
and a button giveaway

February 23, 2006

On February 25, 1851, Millard Fillmore was president of the United
States and Minnesota was still seven years away from statehood.
The territorial legislature met in a log hotel in St. Paul, and, on that
day, it "thoughtfully stroked its collective beard and created the
University," wrote historian James Gray. It would be the first higher
education institution in the territory.

For 155 years this coming Saturday, the U has touched the lives of
generations of Minnesotans--students, faculty, staff, and alumni.
Today it stands for excellence in education and research, and
shares its knowledge freely to improve communities and society.
As the U strives to become one of the top three public research
universities in the world, it honors the vision and achievements of
its founders.

To celebrate this year, free buttons will be distributed on Friday,
February 24, at the information desks in Coffman Union, the St.
Paul Student Center, the West Bank Skyway, and at University Relations (3 Morrill Hall).

And in the founding spirit of serving the people of this state, U leaders announced last week that the
Founders Opportunity Program--originally only available to incoming freshmen--has been expanded
to offer significant financial support to Minnesota students who are transferring to the University.
Freshmen are eligible for four years of support under the program, and transfer students are eligible
for two years. The program is expected to help a majority of Minnesota students from families
earning less than $50,000 a year.

Bruininks on Founders Opportunity Program

Read President Bruininks's column in The Minnesota Daily about the Founders Opportunity
Program.

For more information on the Founders Opportunity Program, see Low-income students get tuition
and fees guarantee. To read more about the University's founding and the history of its campuses,
see On this day in history--February 25, 1851: U celebrates 155 years on Founders Day.

Revised February 28, 2006 
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The University has received
approval to burn oat hulls, a
renewable fuel, at its
Southeast Steam Plant.

Oat hulls approved for University steam
plant
MPCA allows the U to burn oat hulls, a renewable fuel, in Twin
Cities steam plant

By Deane Morrison

In a move the University has awaited for three years, the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) on February 17
approved the University's request to burn biomass--specifically oat
hulls--at its Southeast Steam Plant. Burning a projected 25,000
tons a year of oat hulls could save an estimated $2 million of the
forecasted $16.3 million cost of heating the Twin Cities campus
during this fiscal year, says Jerome Malmquist, the University's
director of energy management.

Renewable energy at the University

The oat hull project is just one University effort to reduce its
dependence on fossil fuels and speed the advent of energy
technologies that reduce or eliminate greenhouse gas emissions.
In 2004 the University joined the Chicago Climate Exchange, a pilot program to encourage
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions in the United States, Canada and Mexico.

Last year, the University launched an ambitious program at its West Central Research and Outreach
Center in Morris to supply wind power to the Morris campus and support research on new
technologies based on biomass and conversion of wind power to electricity, among other projects.

Under the aegis of the President's Initiative on the Environment and Renewable Energy, numerous
faculty-led projects are under way. Perhaps most famous is the invention by Lanny Schmidt,
Regents Professor of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, of a way to generate hydrogen
from ethanol. To browse all the projects, click here or here.

The University currently produces 70 percent of its steam from natural gas (and some wood) and the remainder
mostly from coal. Natural gas cost about $6.25 per million Btu (one million Btu is abbreviated "MMBtu") last fiscal
year, but in the wake of Hurricane Katrina prices shot up to nearly $15 per MMBtu. The price has dropped
somewhat, but not before pushing the University over its energy budget. The heating bill for fiscal year 2007 is
projected at $20.7 million, so a $2 million annual saving would cut about 10 percent of the cost, Malmquist says. Oat
hulls once cost only $1 per MMBtu, but Malmquist suspects the price will at least double. Even so, it beats the cost
of natural gas. Of the 2 million MMBtu produced to heat the Minneapolis campus in a year, about 1.6 million come
from gas. Malmquist envisions a 320,000 MMBtu contribution from oat hulls, with the contribution from gas dropping
to 1.24 million MMBtu. It's just too bad there aren't any oat hulls available at the moment. The University had hoped
to obtain the hulls from General Mills, which husks oats destined for cereal boxes at a plant in Fridley. But the
company could not hold onto its growing supply of hulls, so it signed a contract with U.S. Steel to send them to fuel
that company's facilities on the Iron Range. The University may receive some surplus oat hulls in August or
September, and a permanent supply is being sought for the future. Quaker Oats, the other major producer of oat
hulls, supplies the University of Iowa. The University of Minnesota is looking into all possibilities for acquiring oat
hulls and is also considering surplus seed corn as a future fuel, according to Malmquist. Renewable biomass fuels
like oat hulls have some drawbacks, but "they're still a huge improvement over fossiil fuels," Malmquist says. "They
drastically reduce greenhouse gas emissions, but they do produce minor increases in emissions of particulate
matter, nitrogen oxides and sulfur oxides." If oat hulls do come to the steam plant, they will replace some of the
natural gas the plant now uses. But they will never replace all of it, nor the coal. Boilers are finicky, says Malmquist;
with today's technology, hulls can only be burned burned in conjunction with coal. "Without a fuel like coal, oat hulls
could ruin the boiler," he explains. "Biomass contains silica, and that can form glass. If glass coats the tubes in the
boiler, it will insulate the water in the tubes from the heat." Therefore, it will be harder to turn the water into steam. 
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John Najarian (left), Bob
Bruininks (second from left),
Keith Fahnhorst (back right),
and representatives of Get
Game, Give Life pose with a
ceremonial organ donor card
signed by Bruininks. Watch
the PageLink(86538) public
service announcement.

Bruininks signs organ donor card
Halftime event highlights importance of organ donation

By Rick Moore

February 24, 2006

During halftime of the Golden Gopher women's basketball game on
February 23, University president Bob Bruininks announced his
decision to sign an organ donor card. Bruininks was joined by Dr.
John Najarian and former Gopher football standout Keith
Fahnhorst at the ceremony, which was organized by "Get Game,
Give Life," a national awareness campaign designed to educate
college students and others about the need for organ donations.

Najarian, a world-renowned scientist and surgeon and a pioneer in
the U's transplant program, stressed the dramatic need for organs.
According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
more than 90,000 people are currently on the national organ
transplant waiting list. While an average of 74 people receive an
organ transplant each day, another 18 people die each day waiting
for transplants that never occur because of a shortage of donated
organs. As of February 21, more than 2,300 people are waiting for
organ transplants in Minnesota.

Najarian said that by signing an organ donor card, "You're telling your family, 'If anything happens to
me, I want to be a donor. I want to save a life.' And you won't regret it."

Fahnhorst was a Golden Gopher football player in the early '70s who went on to play 14 seasons in
the National Football League with the San Francisco 49ers. He was a part of two Super Bowl
victories, and was selected to the Pro Bowl in 1984. But when Fahnhorst's kidneys began failing
due to a genetic kidney disease, he found himself in dire need of a new kidney. Fortunately for him,
a non-relative Fahnhorst had met only once stepped forward and offered to give him one of his
kidneys. Najarian led a team of doctors who performed the transplant surgery two years ago.

"If it wasn't for the kindness of people like [the donor], I wouldn't be alive," Fahnhorst said.

Bruininks pointed out the prolific work of the University of Minnesota's Transplant Center--one of the
nation's pioneers in transplant care. In 1966, University of Minnesota surgeons performed the
world's first pancreas transplant, and since then more pancreas transplants have been done at the
University than anyplace else in the world. By 2003, more than 6,000 kidney transplants and 9,600
total transplants had been performed by University of Minnesota physicians.

And Bruininks urged that more people volunteer to become organ donors so that those numbers
can continue to grow accordingly. "Consider what you can do to give life and opportunity to other
people," he said. "This is a very important opportunity for you to make a contribution for so many
people who need your help."

For more information on organ donation, visit Donate Life or United Network for Organ Sharing.

Image(58133)
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Ann Markusen

Centers for the artist
New study shows art centers' impact on Minnesota's creative
economy

By Jamie Proulx

February 28, 2006

A new study from the Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, "Artists'
Centers: Evolution and Impact on Artists, Neighborhoods, and
Economies," shows that Minnesota's strong creative economy
owes much of its success to the unusual number and quality of
dedicated gathering spaces for artists in the state. Minnesota is
home to dozens of artists' centers that provide workspace,
equipment, and networking opportunities for amateur and
professional writers, musicians, and visual and performing artists.

"The centers provide an enduring convening space where artists
can hone their skills and overcome the isolation of working alone," says Ann Markusen, Humphrey
Institute professor and chief author of the study.

At the centers, the artists take and teach classes, get feedback on their work, view leading-edge
work in progress, listen to accomplished artists share career stories, compete for grants and
opportunities to present their work, and find mentors, inspiration, and encouragement. Access to
expensive equipment and workspace is especially precious, say the more than 200 artists
interviewed.

"The centers bring people onto the streets day and night," notes
Markusen, "which increases safety and helps to boost sales for nearby
businesses."

"The centers maximize what economists call 'spillover' and help artists become better entrepreneurs as well as
better artists," says Markusen.

In previous research, Markusen documented the economic impact artists have on the local
economy as they directly export their work, sell their skills to area companies, and stimulate
innovation among their suppliers. This new research, co-authored by Markusen and Humphrey
Institute graduate student and research associate Amanda Johnson, finds that artists' centers help
Minnesota "home grow" more artists than other regions while attracting additional artists from
around the country. The Twin Cities' artistic density is high and comparable to metro areas like
Boston, Seattle, and San Francisco.

The centers also play a key role in their host neighborhoods, as Twin Cities' centers are spread
around town in a cultural mosaic rather than in a single arts district. On an even greater scale,
artists' centers in smaller cities in greater Minnesota have revitalized declining downtown
commercial districts, as seen in Northfield and New York Mills.

"The centers bring people onto the streets day and night," notes Markusen, "which increases safety
and helps to boost sales for nearby businesses."

The authors urge policymakers and business leaders to recognize the strong contribution that
artists' centers make to local and regional economies. Continued nurturing of dedicated artistic
spaces will help the state hold onto its lead in cultural and non-arts industries, according to
Markusen.

"In the report, we document how these centers have evolved over time and detail the fiscal
challenges that center directors have faced," says Markusen. "Minnesota's foundations and state
and local arts and economic development agencies have given significant and sustained resources
to the emerging centers, a major reason for their pre-eminence here."

The complete study including profiles of 22 centers and selected artists can be found online at
www.hhh.umn.edu/projects/prie. Information on ordering copies of the publication can be found on
the Web site.
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Periodically, the University of
Minnesota Bookstores invites
local, regional, and national
best-selling authors to read
and autograph their books at
the Coffman store.

Bookstore specials

To receive advance notice
of the visiting authors, see
author schedule.

The Bookstores also
participates in The Spoken
Word, a public radio series
featuring talks and
performances about
literature, the arts, and
culture that are recorded at
independent booksellers
throughout the United
States. (A segment with
author Temple Grandin was
just taped at the Coffman
store)

Revamped U of M bookstore turns three
By Pauline Oo

February 28, 2006

You're bound to be impressed when you enter the University of
Minnesota Bookstores in Coffman Union. Not only does the Twin
Cities campus store have an astonishing number of books and
magazines--200,000 titles by 3,500 different publishers spanning
the globe--it has a wide selection of clothing, electronics, art
supplies, greeting cards, hand lotions and candles, knick-knacks,
jewelry, clocks and watches, key chains, and golf-related items.
The store, at 46,000 square feet, is the largest public college
bookstore in Minnesota and one of the largest independent college
bookstores in the nation.

This Friday (March 3), the store celebrates its third anniversary. No
festivities are planned, but those running it hope the campus
community and visitors will continue to frequent the store--if not to
buy a specific item, then to browse and enjoy all it has to offer.

"The University of Minnesota
Bookstore at Coffman Union
is truly a 'super' bookstore in
every sense of the word,"
says Bob Crabb, U
Bookstores director. "It has
the depth and quality of an
independent bookstore, an
extensive section of
textbooks, an unequaled
selection of technical books
as well as the browsing
environment of a book
superstore, complete with
Starbucks Coffee just outside
the doors."

(Over a recent lunch hour,
this writer found numerous
people thumbing through magazines and reading books on the many chairs littered throughout the
store and a handful of others shopping for gift items and University of Minnesota merchandise.)

Fast Facts: U of M Bookstore at Coffman Union

* Offers the region's largest selection of health science and medical reference titles (9,000).

* Stocks 25,000 general merchandise items, 10,000 art items, and more than 625 titles from 598
University of Minnesota faculty authors.

* Sells more than 20,000 imprinted wire-bound notebooks and 8,000 hooded sweatshirts per
semester.

* Employs more than 150 students.

* Processes more than 15,000 customer transactions on the first day of class.

* The U Bookstores Web site was developed in 1995, averages 52,000 hits per day, and processes
more than 5,000 textbook orders each semester.

Prior to its 2003 move into the student union, U Bookstores operated four stores on the Twin Cities
campus in Minneapolis and one in St. Paul. The stores in the St. Paul Student Center and the Law
School remain, but the stores in Blegen Hall on the West Bank and Williamson Hall and Moos Tower
on the East Bank were consolidated into the one new space, four times larger than all three stores
combined. The Coffman store, located on the ground level, occupies more than one third the square
footage available on that floor--space that was once a parking garage.

The University of Minnesota Bookstores in Coffman Union is open Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information, visit U Bookstores or call
612-625-6000.
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Chancellor Charles Casey

Envisioning something big
Q&A with Crookston chancellor Charles Casey

By Gayla Marty

Brief, March 1, 2005

When Charles Casey became chancellor of the University's
Crookston campus last summer, he and his wife, Barbara Muesing,
moved back to the farm that was her family home, about an hour
from campus. When Casey heads west from the farm on U.S.
Highway 2, he crosses the point where "the pines meet the prairie"
and watches the land flatten into the basin of glacial Lake Agassiz
and blacken into the soil of the Red River Valley.

The former veterinarian, University regent, and dean and director
of the Extension Service had packed up his office in red-brick
Coffey Hall in St. Paul and unpacked in Crookston's historic,
yellow-brick Selvig Hall in August, when the flowers were in full bloom. On March 3, the flowers will
be all inside as Crookston fills its buildings with bouquets in honor of Casey's formal inauguration.

Casey comes to the job at a critical time for the University as it charts a course to become one of
the top three public research universities in the world. While the Crookston campus houses an
experiment station established in 1895 and this year celebrates a centennial as successor to the
Northwest School of Agriculture, it's only been granting four-year degrees since 1993.

Despite his soft-spoken manner, Casey is clearly optimistic about this campus that was the first
college in the nation to offer laptop computers to every student and is now rediscovering its niche in
a higher education-rich region. UMNnews: What is it about the U of M at Crookston that made
you want to be chancellor? Casey: First of all, of course, it's close to home. We plan to live here
for a long time, so we're interested in the value of the Crookston campus to northwestern
Minnesota. My heart is in rural Minnesota and I guess you'd say I have this love affair with the
University of Minnesota. Part of what I liked about Extension was being on the farms and in the
small towns and bringing the U to the people.

Agriculture has changed so much over the century of the University's presence in
northwestern Minnesota. How do you see Crookston responding to those changes?

It's common knowledge that the average farm size is bigger and farm population is lower today. But,
no matter how it's organized, someone's got to be doing the work that gets the food out of the field.
The sustainable or organic farming sector is growing, and those farms tend to be smaller. If you look
at agricultural education at the University of Minnesota--at the Twin Cities and Crookston campuses-
-one difference is just in what kind of campus environment a student prefers--large campus or small
college. But also, at Crookston, we have a combination of programs that allows young people to
farm or they can go into agriculture-related businesses and industries. They graduate with good
applied skills, with real leadership skills, and are highly competent in technology. They can farm, or
work in business, or start their own business. We want them to think as entrepreneurs.

When it comes to diversity, how has Crookston changed in the past few decades?

This region has historically attracted what was then called migrant labor because of the sugar beet
industry. It's clear from looking just at the K-6 school population that our Hispanic community is
growing. In Warroad [near the Canadian border], Marvin Windows has a workforce diversity that a
lot of people would not expect...Southeast Asians have added a real vibrancy to that community.
This community and this region have greater diversity than ever before.

How might international connections figure in the Crookston campus's future?

Where I see potential for us is in relationships with Asia. With Zhejiang, China, we're working with
the University's China Center on a project in which UMC faculty will provide curriculum toward an
associate degree in agriculture and business. After completing that, students will come to Crookston
to finish a bachelor's degree from the University of Minnesota. With Kyungwon University in Korea,
we've started a program in which UMC offers English as a second language as a transition to
college, either on this campus or at another U.S. university. Our leadership in online course
development is a good fit for distance learning and international education.

What role do you see the Crookston campus playing in the University's goal to become one
of the top three public research universities in the world?

It's a good question, and you can believe our campus task force is working on answering it. We
submitted a progress report in December and our final report is due March 31.

What we're good at is using education in an applied way--it's the application of the information that
distinguishes what we do here at UMC. But there's not a general understanding of what we're good
at, so we need to be clearer and better at defining and describing it.

We know we've been a leader in integrating technology into the curriculum. We know employers like
our students because technology is integrated with their other learning and skills and because our
graduates can lead. UMC also has real strength in distance education and online learning. We're
the first University campus to offer online degrees--the first was a bachelor of applied health, and we
just got approval for a bachelor of manufacturing management. We bring those capabilities to the U.
To build our own research capacity, we want to make better connections with the research
infrastructure at the U and use that to our advantage.

If you look at the University's systemwide goals related to diversity, international, and preK-12
education strategies...in each of those areas, Crookston has a stake and brings experience from
northwest Minnesota to the University as a whole. We also need to be part of how the University
meets those goals.

UMC's entire history has been one of serving this community and region and responding to local
needs, and we will continue to do that. Located on this campus are not only UMC but the Extension
Service regional center, the Northwest Research and Outreach Center, and the Northwest Regional
Sustainable Development Partnership. All four of us are the U in northwestern Minnesota.

What are you doing to improve the education experience at Crookston? What questions are
you asking?

How do we build on our successes and strengths? How do we make this an outstanding place for
people to come, and to stay, and to graduate? We will continue to emphasize the student-faculty
relationship because we know that's strong, and we know from student surveys that our advising
ranks above the University average. But the student experience is a continuum that includes
recruitment, admissions, the classroom, the lab...and we need to exceed students' expectations in
every area in order to increase our retention and graduation rates. How can we offer more
undergraduate research opportunities? How can we prepare our graduates to work in a global
society? That means understanding and learning how to work in other cultures, research
experience, excellent communication skills both oral and written, and being able to think
strategically. How do we partner with other parts of the U, with other colleges in our region, and with
colleges around the world?

Those are the kinds of specific things we're looking at. We know we have to do a lot of little things
right, and it will add up to something big.

Related Links
Crookston Strategic Positioning Process
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Zippies at the U

From M, spring 2006

Wendy Looman walks or rides the bus to work, but when the
University assistant professor of nursing needs to make off-
campus trips, she has to drive. On those days, says Loomis, "it is
expensive to drive [my car] here just to park it until I need it." That's
one reason she became a Zippie.

Zippies, or Zipcar members, pay an annual fee ($30 for University
students, staff, and faculty, and the application fee waived; $50 and
a $25 application fee for other users) for the use of wheels by the
hour ($8) or day ($60). Insurance, gas, mileage, and satellite radio
are included. Membership also allows access to Zipcars in
Washington, D.C., Boston, New York, and San Francisco.

According to the Boston-based Zipcar, Inc., more than 30 percent of its customers have either sold
their car or reconsidered buying one. "I am hoping to... see whether I could get rid of my own car
altogether," says Looman, one of 65 University Zippies so far. "This [program] forces people to
consider whether they really need to drive somewhere and whether it would be reasonable to take
the bus, ride a bike, or walk around town instead of driving. We don't need as many cars as we
have in the Twin Cities." The University has two Zipcars each on the West Bank, East Bank, and in
St. Paul.

To learn more about the Zipcar program, visit www.zipcar.com, or "No car, no problem," a UMNnews
article published on January 23, 2006.
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Research Targets Bears

What's eating elk calves at
Yellowstone National Park?
The answer is important
both to hunters concerned
about declining elk
populations and to
biologists studying the wolf
reintroduction.

To find out, grad student
Shannon Barber-Meyer and
colleagues radio-tagged
and tracked the fate of 51
calves on Yellowstone's
northern range. They found
that bears, not wolves,
accounted for the bulk of
summer predation.

"It is surprising that in the
presence of bears and
wolves, the wolves were
taking such a small part,"
she said. "This study gives
credence to people who
say, 'Let's bring back all the
components of an
ecosystem.'"

Watching wolves
Thanks to an anonymous gift, groundbreaking Yellowstone studies
will go on

By Mary Hoff

From M, spring 2006

It's not every day biologists get to watch an ecosystem over a long
time period. But during the past 10 years, graduate students in the
College of Natural Resources have had just such an opportunity as
they've studied the restoration of the gray wolf to Yellowstone
National Park. Now, a Colorado philanthropist is making it possible
to continue this important work with a $1.4 million contribution to
the University of Minnesota and the Yellowstone Park Foundation.

Wolf packs disappeared from Yellowstone in the late 1920s, largely
due to government extermination programs. Like waves radiating from a pebble dropped in a pond,
change rippled through the park's flora and fauna. Elk and other herbivores thrived. Vegetation
patterns changed. When the federal government released 14 Canadian wolves into Yellowstone in
1995, it created a superb opportunity to explore how an ecosystem adapts to rapid change. Like
theatergoers at the world premier of a play, researchers watched the drama unfold.

"We had the basic background on the whole genesis of a new population," says U.S. Geological
Survey senior scientist and College of Natural Resources adjunct professor L. David Mech, who led
studies of the restoration. "Just a wealth of excellent information was obtained."

Ph.D. student Shannon Barber-Meyer, for instance, spent three years studying
elk calf mortality in Yellowstone. She found that bears, not wolves, account for
the bulk of summer predation on elk calves.

"It's really important to help quell some of the criticism surrounding the
wolf restoration," she says.

Mech and students were facing the end of the research road when
much of the federal support ended last October. Then an anonymous
benefactor heard Mech speak at a wolf symposium and pledged
$140,000 per year for 10 years to keep things going.

Each year the Yellowstone Park Foundation will receive $100,000.
Another $40,000 per year, plus a cost-of-living increase, will support U
of M graduate students working with Mech.

"Being aware of the vital importance of the long-term research, I
wanted the excellent work in Yellowstone to continue into the next
decade," the donor says. "As an avid supporter of student
involvement, I also wanted to ensure graduate-level participation in
this great project."

The gift will be invaluable, Mech says, in supporting studies of things
like long-term fluctuations in wolf numbers, predator-prey interactions,
and the flow of genes through the population. "This kind of information
becomes really powerful if you follow it for 20 or 30 years," he said.

Mech does not expect to see major changes in Yellowstone due to the
anticipated removal of the northern Rocky Mountain population of gray
wolf from the federal list of threatened and endangered species in the next few years. But he says
the funds will help document the impacts of other events, such as the loss last winter of a third of
the park's wolves from what scientists suspect was a virus carried by pet dogs.

"The research is not necessarily directed at trying to change anything," Mech says. "Yellowstone,
being a national park, actually prevents a lot of management activities. But it does make an
excellent laboratory in which to learn things that could be applied to other populations."
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President Bob Bruininks
delivers his 2006 State of the
University address from the
Morris campus.

Bruininks delivers State of the U
Address from Morris campus highlights progress of transforming
the U, proposes new funding authority for biomedical sciences
infrastructure

By Rick Moore

March 3, 2006

The pursuit of a new degree of excellence at the University of
Minnesota is already yielding results, and is in best interest of the
state and its economy, President Bob Bruininks said Thursday in
his annual State of the U address, which was held for the first time
on the University's Morris campus.

"The state of the University is strong," Bruininks said, "and we are
making great strides in the quality of our programs and the impact
of our public mission." He outlined a number of measures of
improvement at the University--in student preparation and
achievement, in procuring royalties and commercializing
intellectual property, and in raising funds for scholarships. He
spoke of the gains the U has made in its financial partnership with the state, as well as concerns for
the current legislative session. He also reported on the progress of the University's Strategic
Positioning initiative and the U's goal to become one of the top three public research universities in
the world in the next decade.

"We've shown we're willing to look hard at our current profile and direction," he said. "We've set a
bold, aspirational goal for the University of Minnesota that is already yielding results. We're working
toward real benefits for our students, toward a culture dedicated to our land-grant mission--a
mission that supports the highest levels of excellence in academic achievement and in service and
productivity."

"This is our opportunity to be a part of greatness," said Bruininks. "It is
up to us to ensure a stronger future for the State of Minnesota, while
remaining connected to the noble values of our 155-year heritage."

Bruininks also used the State of the University address to announce a novel proposal for funding of the biomedical
sciences, an area that's key to the University's success.

At approximately $300 million, the biomedical sciences comprise half of the U's research portfolio.
Over the last 10 years, the U has opened three state-of-the-art research facilities at costs ranging
from $30 million to $70 million each. But Bruininks said the University expects to need 750,000
square feet of new, technologically sophisticated research space over the next decade.

"Investments in the critical biomedical field will be essential in our vision to become one of the
world's top public research universities," said Bruininks. "Twenty other states, including California
and our neighbor Wisconsin, are making enormous investments in biomedical science research. In
order to be competitive and not fall behind in this vital arena, we must add five state-of-the-art
buildings--and the researchers to fill them--in the next decade."

The new plan would create in state statute a new bonding authority--and authorize $330 million in
state general obligation debt--dedicated to financing biomedical research facilities. The plan will go
to the Board of Regents next week and, if approved, will be brought to the Minnesota Legislature.

Text of speech

Read the full text of the 2006 State of the University address.

It was in last year's State of the University address that Bruininks first made the case for fundamentally transforming
the University for the 21st century in what's become known as the Strategic Positioning Initiative. He thanked the
more than 500 community members throughout Minnesota who have been working since September on nearly 40
task forces to develop recommendations related to the initiative. And he announced the proposed names of the three
new colleges created in the realignment of colleges and programs on the Twin Cities campus: the College of Design;
the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences; and the College of Education and Human
Development. The regents will consider the new names at their meeting next week.

Bruininks said that the University is also in the early planning states of a system-wide,
interdisciplinary Institute on the Environment, a field in which the U has many strengths, "but where
fragmentation keeps us from reaching our full potential," he said. By coordinating efforts throughout
the University system, the institute would position the University as a leader in environmental
issues, and "allow us to become more than the sum of our parts in this critical area."

Thursday marked the first time that the State of the U speech was given at one of the coordinate
campuses. Students from Morris had suggested the idea, and Bruininks decided to take them up on
the offer. Scores of enthusiastic students were among the 200 or so in attendance at Morris's
Proscenium Theater, which was festooned with maroon and gold flowers. The venue afforded
Bruininks the opportunity to publicly thank Sam Schuman, who has been chancellor at UMM since
1998 but is stepping down after this year.

"We've been fortunate to benefit from 'Chancellor Sam's' visionary leadership, which has improved
the school's academic foundation and the student experience so significantly," said Bruininks.

Bruininks concluded the address by calling on the University community to communicate to
neighbors and elected officials the value of a leading research university to our region's future.

"Each of us--each of us--must rededicate ourselves to making the University one of the world's top
public research and educational university systems," he said. "This is our opportunity to be a part of
greatness. It is up to us to ensure a stronger future for the State of Minnesota, while remaining
connected to the noble values of our 155-year heritage."
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The UMD Natural Resources
Research Institute's ready-to-
assemble house was
displayed at the Home and
Garden Show in the
Minneapolis Convention
Center earlier this month.

Thinking inside the box
UMD researchers develop unique housing hybrid

By Mark Cassutt

March 3, 2006; updated March 8

Call it thinking inside the box, but researchers at the University of
Minnesota Duluth's Natural Resources Research Institute (NRRI)
have developed a unique concept in ready-to-assemble, bio-based
containerized housing that provides a new solution to rapid
response housing crises and rebuilding disaster zones. It's called
House3 (house cubed).

The House3 concept relies on computer-driven programs to
streamline homebuilding. The result is a container-like structure
that can be unloaded and assembled--in hours--into a two-, three-,
or four-bedroom finished shell. When it comes off the truck, train,
or barge, a few container walls are removed to reveal wall and roof
panels that are slipped into place and secured with a mallet.
Everything from floor to roof is shipped in the container, which itself
becomes part of the house. Electrical and plumbing systems can
be built in according to local building codes. House3 can be
configured in many ways at many price points and adapts to a wide
array of building materials.

"If we can move this forward with the help of the vibrant Twin Cities
construction industry, there's nothing I'd like better than to see these
containers on a barge heading down the Mississippi to New Orleans,"
says Donahue.

"NRRI's mission is to find new ways for Minnesota's natural resources-based industries to be
competitive, and the key is innovation," says Pat Donahue, director of NRRI's Market Oriented
Wood Technology Program, who developed House3 with his staff. "If we can move this forward with
the help of the vibrant Twin Cities construction industry, there's nothing I'd like better than to see
these containers on a barge heading down the Mississippi to New Orleans." Donahue and his NRRI
colleagues, along with several Twin Cities business people, are planning a fact-finding mission to
New Orleans in April to explore applications for the concept in the Gulf Coast region.

While the concept of containerized housing isn't new, House3 is wood-based and can be easily
disassembled and stored. Although mobile, unlike most mobile homes, it can be transformed into a
permanent structure that increases in value on the site.

The House3 concept is receiving enthusiastic attention from state government agencies, disaster
relief organizations, large government contractors, and private investors. The House3 project is
currently looking for interested licensing, manufacturing, and distribution partners (patent is pending
through the University of Minnesota).

For more on House3, including photos, see the NRRI Web site.
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Soda-bottle lights: A common
source of lighting in many of
the homes. Villagers fill empty
soda bottles with kerosene,
place the cap back on, and
poke a hole in the cap. The
fumes that escape are then lit.

Lighting up the world with
LED

According to University of
Calgary professor Dave
Irvine-Halliday (in a 2005
interview with The Christian
Science Monitor), LED
lamps produce "nearly 200
times more useful light than
a kerosene lamp and
almost 50 times the amount
of useful light of a
conventional bulb." The
technology, he adds "can
light an entire rural village
with less energy than that
used by a single
conventional 100 watt light
bulb," and without the need
for electricity. After the initial
cost, solar energy continues
to light the lamps free of
charge.

Village lights
U electrical engineering students help light remote Nicaragua

By Pauline Oo

March 3, 2006; updated March 6

Patrick Delaney and chickens go way back. The University of
Minnesota senior used to raise them as a child in Afton, Minnesota.
So no wonder that he had a smile as bright as the tropical sun
when a family gave him a chicken on a recent trip to a remote
mountainous region in Nicaragua.

Delaney received the unusual token of appreciation for helping the
family fix their solar panel system.

"They were a little bit more well-off than [the other villagers in
Jinotega]," says Delaney, who went there in December to conduct
research for a senior electrical engineering design project. "They
told me they had owned [the solar panel] for about six months but it
didn't work. I took a look at it, and they had connected the panel
and the battery all right but the light-bulb wiring was wrong. I was
surprised that they had gotten as far as they had because the
instructions were all in English."

The bilingual Delaney jotted down a few notes in Spanish, drew some pictures "of how things
should be wired up," and connected one light to the system for the family. He then left to try his hand
at coffee picking.

"When I got back [to the village], they had all five lights lit up and people from the surrounding
countryside were there to gaze in awe," he recalls. The grateful family wanted to pay the gregarious
Delaney for his services, but all he wanted was for the family to pass on the knowledge.

Delaney's willingness to help is just one example of how U engineering students are making a
difference by bringing their skills to remote regions of the world. Thirty engineering students from the
Institute of Technology recently formed the first Minnesota chapter of "Engineers Without Borders,"
a group whose mission is to link engineering students and professionals with developing
communities around the world.

This prototype of the solar lantern was created to test the amount of
energy needed to supply the light the team wanted. It's a Light Emitting
Diode (LED) lamp with eight white LED's wired together and glued onto
some plastic pipe inside a baby-food jar.

Later that night, "the solar panel family arrived with a chicken in hand."
And not long after, Delaney changed the focus of his senior project.

"I had a revelation [about my senior project]," says Delaney. "I went from
house to house, and almost across the board the villagers told me it would be nice to have light.
They're living in the countryside way off of any electrical grid. There's no electricity and the sun sets
at about 6 p.m." Very few people, he adds, have the money to install a $1,000 solar panel on their
roof like the family he had helped. Most, he says, get light to read by and heat to cook with from a
kerosene-filled bottle. (See top photo).

Instead of building a micro hydropower system, which the villagers could install near running water,
Delaney decided to create a solar-powered light-emitting kit that his new friends could tote
anywhere and that would give them low-grade lighting for a few hours each night.

Since his return to the United States, Delaney has been working with five other students in the U's
electrical engineering department--Lacey Nielsen, Adam Flink, Omkar Deodar, Valentina Michelson,
and Ther Xiong--to design "a solar lantern" that can then be manufactured in Nicaragua and
purchased cost-effectively by the people there. (This month, Nielsen will take a prototype with her
on a trip to Venezuela to test it.)

The students are also collaborating on the project with their peers at
the University of Nicaragua and the University of Calgary, Canada.
(Dave Irvine-Halliday, an electrical engineering professor at the
University of Calgary, is founder of Light Up the World Foundation that
has brought solar-powered Light-Emitting Diode or LED technology to
nearly 10,000 homes in 27 developing countries; see sidebar.)

"Originally, [Delaney] went to Nicaragua on a whim to see how he
could build social capital down there--how we, as Americans, could
come in and save the day--but he changed his mind very quickly and
realized that a collaboration is necessary, that we have as much to
learn from others as they do from us," says Paul Imbertson, who
directs the electrical engineering department's senior design projects
(there are 19 in all).

Patrick Delaney

"A project like this involves designing a
system that is made, as much as possible,
from found parts, so it can be produced on
site and it creates a sustainable situation,"
says Imbertson. "[And because the
students are required to build a system] from scientific engineering
principles, we could take these designs, drawings, and plans and

actually use them in Nicaragua and Minnesota schools, environmental learning centers, and adult
education to show real applications of math and science."

For more information about the project or to help fund it, e-mail Patrick Delaney. (The team has
$200 in its coffers but the students have had to cover most expenses, such as travel, themselves.)

To hear Delaney speak about the project, tune in to University of Minnesota Moment's "Solar Energy
in Nicaragua."
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Owls of the north, like this
Great Grey, flocked en masse
to Minnesota last winter. The
rare winter irruption occurs
when food is sparse in their
natural habitats.

Raptor Center vets treated
more than 30 great gray owls
during the recent irruption.

Owls on the move

March 3, 2006

Last winter, hotels and restaurants across northern Minnesota
were filled with excited, binocular-toting visitors from California to
New York. They were drawn to Minnesota in frigid January to
witness first-hand the rare event of an owl irruption.

Owl irruptions or invasions occur during cyclic lows in the owls'
prey populations (voles, lemmings, and other small rodents) in the
owls' normal winter habitat, which includes much of Canada and
northern Minnesota. During these low points, which occur every 7
to 12 years, the owls are forced south from their usual habitat in
search of food. In early 2005, northern Minnesota trees were
"dripping with owls," as more than 5,000 owls made Minnesota
home.

Bird researchers didn't waste time in gathering data on this
irruption, and now it's time to share what they've learned.

The symposium, "Owls On The Move: When, Where and Why," will
be held the weekend of March 17 to 19 at the University of
Minnesota, Duluth (UMD). The UMD Natural Resources Research Institute (NRRI) is one of the
major sponsors, as is the UMD biology department and The Raptor Center on the Twin Cities
campus in St. Paul.

Raptor Center to the rescue

An unusually large number of the owls that invaded northern Minnesota in winter 2004-05 ended up
in The Raptor Center at the University of Minnesota.

"Although this southern movement is normal in years when the owls' food sources are scarce up
north, an invasion brings them in closer contact with humans, often to the owls' disadvantage," says
Julia Ponder, a Raptor Center veterinarian. "Many of these birds are hit by cars or suffer other
traumatic injury."

The center admitted 116 owls--great gray owls and northern hawk owls. The owls received
treatments ranging from supportive medical care to advanced orthopedic surgery. In winter 1995-96,
the center treated 15 great gray owls, most from the Twin Cities area. However, in a typical year, the
center sees only one or two of these elusive birds.

On Friday evening, a family-focused Northern Owl Fair featuring live owls, storytellers, music, art,
owl callers, and games will kick off the symposium. Saturday will see speakers from around the
globe, including NRRI scientists Jim Lind and Dave Grosshuesch, discussing owl habits and past
irruptions in Minnesota and across the United States and Canada. Keynote speaker, Pertti Saurola,
will give some insight on owls in Finland. At a banquet that night, local author and photographer
Mike Furtman will showcase images from the recent irruption. On Sunday, Raptor Center experts
will participate in discussion groups and workshops. Topics include ecotourism, the future of owls
and owl research, photography, educating with owls, wildlife rehabilitation, and volunteer
opportunities.

Tickets for the symposium are
$60; banquet tickets are $20 per
person. You can attend the
Northern Owl Fair without
registering for the symposium; fair
tickets are $2 per person ($6
maximum per family).

For complete information about
the symposium, including
speakers and their presentation
topics, and to register online, visit the Hawk Ridge Bird Observatory.
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Changes coming on sick and bereavement
leave policies for P
CAPA Benefits and Compensation Committee update

By Frank Douma

Brief, March 8, 2006

It's no surprise that everyone gets sick sometimes--including
University academic professional and administrative (P&A)
employees. And most of us find it useful to stay home from work to
get better. But it can be a surprising experience for many P&A
employees to find out how sick leave works here at the U. "May be
absent with pay...for up to two weeks by informally notifying..." is
how the policy currently reads. This information is followed by
discussion of a more comprehensive, formal sick-leave policy, but
it's the informal policy that applies when we have a cold.

And it leaves us with a headache. "Does two weeks mean 10 days or 14 days?" "Is that working
days or all days?" "I see that I can stay home to take care of a sick child, but what about my spouse
or partner or parent?" While the Office of Human Resources (OHR) has developed some guidance
on answering these questions, it has not necessarily been widely known or followed.

The confusion may be ending. The Council of Academic Professionals and Administrators (CAPA)
Benefits and Compensation Committee is working with OHR to get these questions answered.

In 2003, CAPA passed five principles that it would like to see in a new sick-leave policy: 1.
Reasonable sick leave should be available to employees who are sick. 2. Reasonable sick leave
should also be available to employees to take care of a member of their family (broadly defined). 3.
Reasonable sick leave should be available for bereavement upon the death of a family member
(defined as in the second principle). 4. Reasonable sick leave should be available to participate in
wellness activities. 5. Sick leave should apply in the same way to faculty and to academic
professionals and administrators.

During the past year, OHR has developed conceptual language that incorporates these principles: A
revised sick-leave policy that covers principles 1, 2, 4, and 5, and a new bereavement-leave policy
that addresses principle 3.

Implementation of these policies will require approval by the regents, tentatively scheduled for early
fall 2006. In the meantime, however, P&A employees should watch the CAPA and OHR Web sites
for drafts of these policies and make comments. Comments will be considered as the policies are
developed and implemented.

For more information, see Benefits and Compensation Committee.

Frank Douma is assistant program director for the State and Local Policy Program, Humphrey Institute for Public
Affairs, and a research scholar at the Center for Transportation Studies, Twin Cities campus. He serves as the
Humphrey Institute's representative to CAPA and chairs CAPA's Benefits and Compensation Committee. 
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Evaluation evaluation
consultant Ralph Arreola
shared his expertise with
about 300 faculty and staff
members.

Review of a mini-conference on the role of
student evaluations
Review of a mini-conference on the role of student evaluations

By Anita Gonzalez

Brief, March 8, 2006

How relevant are student evaluations in the practice of teaching?
In light of the University's continuing focus on improving students'
educational experience, student evaluations need to reflect a
balanced perspective that encompasses the many facets of
teaching.

About 300 administrators, faculty and instructional staff members,
postdoctoral fellows, and graduate students attended a campus
mini-conference February 23 on "Evaluating Teaching: A
Comprehensive Approach," facilitated by higher education
evaluation expert Raoul Arreola. Arreola is a faculty member at the
University of Tennessee Health Science Center and author of
Developing a Comprehensive Faculty Evaluation System. Arreola's
presentation focused on three main points:

that teaching in higher education is a meta-profession--one that draws upon competencies from
multiple areas including instructional design, delivery, assessment, and the expertise of one's
content area or discipline
because of this meta-professional framework, student rating forms (i.e., University of Minnesota's
end-of-semester Student Evaluation of Teaching or "SET" forms) should serve as only one measure
for evaluating teaching
student rating forms should be designed to address the technical issues and provide accurate,
measurable data about the quality of teaching at the U
Discussion gave some attention to the discrepancies involved in comparing student-rating data from
different course levels. Research suggests that first-year students enrolled in required, introductory
courses tend to rate faculty members differently than juniors enrolled in elective courses, Arreola
said. It's most accurate to compare cohort data within each discipline, he advised.

The mini-conference was cosponsored by the Center for Teaching and Learning Services (CTLS)
and the provost's Council for Enhancing Student Learning. It continued a yearlong program focus on
evaluating teaching, which began last October with a mini-conference facilitated by Peter Seldin.

CTLS supports the work begun at the mini-conference with online resources, individual and group
consultations, and customized workshops. For more information on services available through
CTLS, see Center for Teaching and Learning Services or call 612-625-3041.

Anita Gonzalez is an assistant education specialist for the Center for Teaching and Learning Services, Twin Cities
campus. 
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John Kersey and David Stahl
exchange smiles over an
image from the past.

Transplant Center

The University of Minnesota
transplant program began
in 1963, when its first
kidney transplant was
performed. The U's
transplant program quickly
became known as "the
place willing and able to
take on difficult, complex
cases, including high-risk,
extremely young and older
patients." By 2003, more
than 6,000 kidney
transplants and 9,600 total
transplants have been
performed. See Transplant
Center milestones to learn
more.

30 years of hope
U marks 30th anniversary of world's first successful bone marrow
transplant

By Nicole Endres

March 7, 2006; updated March 22

To a teenager, being diagnosed with cancer is devastating. And 30
years ago, being diagnosed with cancer was even worse.

"Back then, with the word 'cancer' you thought 'death,'" says David
Stahl, who was diagnosed with lymphoma in 1975 at age 16.

Things looked pretty grim for Stahl that year. After an episode of
terrible stomach pains, doctors thought he had a gastric infection.
But on the day he could barely breathe and was rushed to the
hospital, a chest X-ray revealed that his lungs were filled with fluid.
Doctors told him he might have died had he arrived just 15 minutes
later.

More tests at the University of Minnesota Hospital revealed that he had a grapefruit-size tumor in his
abdomen. He was diagnosed with Burkitt's lymphoma--and given a 5 percent chance of survival.

Doctors were able to put Stahl's cancer into remission, but they couldn't cure him.

"They said the cancer would come back a lot faster, and then there would be no hope at all," Stahl
said. His doctors offered him one last option: He could try to stop the cancer by undergoing an
experimental bone marrow transplant. Bone marrow transplants, in those days, were used to only
treat leukemia, and doctors didn't know that stem cells in the bone marrow were what helped
regenerate healthy cells.

John Kersey, founder and director of the U's Cancer Center, led the team that performed the first-
ever bone marrow transplant for treating lymphoma on October 7, 1975, a procedure that effectively
saved Stahl's life. The right combination of radiation and chemotherapy and a perfect bone marrow
match from Stahl's younger brother made the procedure the success it was, Kersey says. Stahl
believes his positive attitude helped in his recovery, too.

"By giving someone else's bone marrow, you're giving someone else's
immune system," says Kersey, who was head of the University's Bone
Marrow Transplant Program during the novel operation. "And that
immune system had the capability of reacting against his tumor."

Thirty years later, bone marrow transplantation is a standard treatment
for lymphoma. David Stahl is now a technical illustrator for a Golden
Valley company and keeps busy by golfing, fishing, and watching his
11-year-old son play basketball. And best of all, he's still healthy.

Stahl no longer sees Kersey for regular appointments, but the two did
get together for the 30th anniversary of the history-making procedure.
They also met up at a Twin Cities charity event last February where
Stahl presented Kersey with an award in honor of those who
contribute to the health and wellness of cancer survivors and their
families.

"I told the guys at the University that I'll do anything for him, just give
me a holler," Stahl says. "He was the one who saved my life."

Reprinted from the winter 2006 Medical Bulletin, published by the Minnesota Medical Foundation.
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The late Kirby Puckett with a
group of University of
Minnesota Puckett Scholars
and mascots, Goldy Gopher
and T.C. Bear.

Puckett Scholars remember Twins legend

March 7, 2006

As the world mourns the loss of legendary Minnesota Twins player
Kirby Puckett, University of Minnesota officials are praising the
baseball legend for his contributions to helping young people
achieve their dreams.

In 1994, Kirby and Tonya Puckett created the Puckett Scholars
program to provide scholarships for up to five years to incoming
University freshmen, with preference being given to persons of
color.

"People will forever remember Kirby Puckett as a legendary
Minnesota Twin," says University President Bob Bruininks. "But
here at the U, he'll forever be a 'Minnesota Gopher' for his long-
term commitment to enabling young people to achieve their
dreams."

Since the program started, 45 students have received the Puckett
Scholar award. Twelve students are in the program this year.

Ibanga Umanah, a student in the Carlson School of Management and a Puckett Scholar, says,
"Kirby was a great man, it was an honor to have met him, and it means a lot that he would give back
to students like me so generously."

The Pucketts created the scholarship program with an initial gift of $250,000 that was matched with
another $250,000 from an anonymous donor.

Gerald Fischer, president and CEO of the University of Minnesota Foundation says, "The Puckett
Scholars program has made a profound difference in the lives of young people. To date, these
scholarships have changed the lives of 45 students, and over time, the program will help hundreds
more. Because the Puckett Scholars program was set up as an endowment, it will forever be
helping young people achieve a college education. What a legacy."

For more information about the Puckett Scholars program, visit the University of Minnesota
Foundation or call 612-624-3333.
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Living close to campus can
mean a beautiful walk to work.

Living close to campus
A free workshop for faculty and staff highlights the benefits

By Jan Morlock

Brief, March 8, 2006

Would you like to shed the stress of Twin Cities traffic congestion
and reclaim an hour every day for yourself? Would you like to live
in a place with great arts, cultural, and natural amenities within a
few minutes' walk or bike ride?

Consider living close to campus. A free workshop especially for U
faculty and staff members will be presented by Ann Forsyth,
professor in the College of Architecture and Landscape
Architecture and director of the Metropolitan Design Center.

Forsyth is an expert on "walkable" urban design and commutes on
foot every day from her home eight blocks from the U. She'll show photos and information on the
historic, the charming, and the quirky places to live near campus, as well as the beautiful amenities
that link them together.

"Living Close to Campus" is scheduled for Monday, March 20, noon to 1:30 p.m., 210 Donhowe
Building.

The workshop is sponsored by the Wellness and Work/Life initiatives and the Relocation Assistance
Office in the Office of Human Resources and by the Office of University Relations.

A companion workshop, "Financing a Home 101," will be held on Tuesday, April 4.

For more information about both workshops, including registration, see
http://www.umn.edu/ohr/worklife/workshops.html#housing.

Related Links
Housing workshops: "Living Close to Campus" and "Financing a Home 101"
Ann Forsyth faculty bio
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Abraham Lincoln may have
suffered from a debilitating
type of ataxia.

Newfound genetic mutation may have
afflicted Lincoln

From M, spring 2006

Researchers at the University of Minnesota Medical School have
discovered the gene responsible for a type of ataxia, an incurable
degenerative brain disease that causes loss of coordination in
walking, speech, writing, and other tasks. About 1 in 17,000 people
have a genetic form of ataxia, including several descendants of
Abraham Lincoln's paternal grandparents. Lincoln has been
described as having an ungainly gait, which could have been an
early feature of the disease. The specific disease, called
spinocerebellar ataxia type 5 (SCA5), is caused by mutations in the
gene for a protein called beta-III spectrin, which provides internal
structure to nerve cells. The age of onset for SCA5 is usually
between 30 and 50 (Lincoln died at 53), but can range from 4 to
more than 70. The mutations lead to abnormalities in the protein,
and understanding their effects may help scientists understand
how nerve cells die and provide insight into such other diseases as
Lou Gehrig's disease and Duchenne muscular dystrophy. "We are
excited about this discovery because it provides a genetic test that will lead to improved patient
diagnoses and gives us new insight into the causes of ataxia and other neurodegenerative
diseases, an important step toward developing an effective treatment," said study leader Laura
Ranum, a professor of genetics, cell biology, and development.
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Summer learning with
Split Rock

If you're looking for more
than books to captivate
your mind, register for a
University of Minnesota
Split Rock Arts Program.
Through August 4, the
College of Continuing
Education will host more
than 40 weeklong and
three-day workshops in
creative writing, visual arts,
and design on the Twin
Cities campus and at the
Cloquet Forestry Center in
northern Minnesota. To
learn what's still available,
see 2006 Split Rock Arts
schedule or attend a Split
Rock Soir?e.

U Reads 2006: 10 more books
University of Minnesota program offers choices for summer
reading

By Pauline Oo

March 7, 2006; updated June 27

Editor's note: We ran a version of this story in March, but with the
dog days of summer approaching we felt it was a great time to
share again a few of the books that a some University faculty, staff,
and students are reading. The U Reads 2004 and U Reads 2005
lists are also available for review. On Tuesday, August 8, CCE will
offer Books that Changed My World, a daylong Curiosity Camp that
will delve deeper into books from the 2006 U Reads list.

When Britt Johnsen was 12, she fell in love with Holden Caulfield, the fictional teenaged protagonist
in J.D. Salinger's novel The Catcher in the Rye. "He's funny, introspective, and full of adventures,"
says Johnsen, former editor in chief of The Minnesota Daily.

Today, more than 10 years later, Johnsen has chosen The Catcher in the Rye for the 2006 U Reads
list. Now in its fourth year, the College of Continuing Education's (CCE) U Reads offers a list of
books recommended by U faculty, staff, and students.

According to CCE marketing coordinator Liz Turchin, the University of Minnesota may be the only
university to offer its community a recommended reading list.

"As far as we know, there are no other schools with this type of program," she says. "We looked
around at other schools during the U Reads inception and did not come across anything similar."

Each year, CCE dean Mary Nichols invites a group of University faculty, staff, and students to
contribute book titles, and "the only people who have turned us down are those who simply didn't
have the time to choose a title and write their comments before the deadline," says Turchin. "We
just hang on to those people for next year and try again."

The 10 books on the 2006 U Reads list are

In the Time of the Butterflies by Julia Alvarez. Recommended by
Anne Taylor, professor of medicine and associate dean for faculty
affairs
The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini. Recommended by Kathleen
O'Brien, vice president, University Services
It's Your Ship: Management Techniques from the Best Damn Ship in
the Navy by Captain D. Michael Abrashoff. Recommended by
Steven Rosenstone, dean, College of Liberal Arts
The World Is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-First Century by
Thomas L. Friedman. Recommended by Gerald Fischer, president
and CEO, U of M Foundation
Strangers from a Different Shore: A History of Asian Americans by
Ronald Takaki. Recommended by Erika Lee, professor of history
Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed by Jared
Diamond. Recommended by Charles Muscoplat, vice president and
dean, College of Agricultural, Food and Environmental Sciences
The Eternal Frontier: An Ecological History of North America and Its
Peoples by Tim Flannery. Recommended by G. David Tilman,
Regents Professor, ecology
The Namesake by Jhumpa Lahiri. Recommended by Kenneth Keller,
Denny Professor of Science, Technology, and Public Policy
Conversations with Jack Cardiff: Art, Light and Direction in Cinema by Justin Bowyer.
Recommended by Jane Kirtley, Silha Professor of Media Ethics and Law
The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger. Recommended by Britt Johnsen, editor in chief, The
Minnesota Daily

To learn more about these titles and read their impact on the people who
recommended them, see U Reads 2006.
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University sociologist
Christopher Uggen's new
book, Locked Out: Felon
Disenfranchisement and
American
Democracy,examines voting
rights for felons.

Felons on the fringe
In a new book, sociologist Christopher Uggen argues that denying
ex-cons the vote has implications for communities and elections

By Deane Morrison

March 7, 2006

If ex-felons could vote in Florida, Al Gore would almost certainly
have become president in 2001. Such is the impact of state laws
that restrict or deny voting rights to people convicted of felonies,
says University sociologist Christopher Uggen. In a new book,
Locked Out: Felon Disenfranchisement and American Democracy,
Uggen and co-author Jeff Manza of Northwestern University argue
that Florida's lifetime denial of voting rights to ex-felons kept
600,000 people from the polls in 2000 and may well have swung
the presidential election to George W. Bush. Even a turnout of only
10 percent could have turned the tide, say Uggen and Manza. All
over the country, tougher sentences for lawbreakers are swelling
the ranks of ex-prisoners who must reenter society stripped of their
voting rights, says Uggen. In nine states, persons convicted of a
felony lose their right of franchise for the rest of their lives, and the
list expands to 14 if one includes states that deny the right for
certain offenses or circumstances such as recidivism. Only two
states--Maine and Vermont--allow felons to vote from prison. Many states distinguish between those
who have completely paid their debt to society and those who still owe. Minnesota, for example,
restores the franchise to felons only after they have completed their prison terms plus any parole or
other special status, while other states allow probationers or parolees to vote. But, argues Uggen,
more than two-thirds of felons are convicted of nonviolent crimes. The number of disenfranchised
ex-felons is growing because of stiffer penalties for nonviolent crimes, not a spike in criminality. And,
he says, the loss of voting rights is hurting the ability of people to reintegrate into society.

Uggen and Manza surveyed ex-cons and found that those who vote do
better at re-integrating into society by such measures as holding jobs
and paying taxes than those who don't vote.

"The big run-up in recent years has been in drug offenses," he says. "Felons have been portrayed as murderers,
rapists and terrorists, but that's not the true picture. A related fact is that 75 percent of the people who can't vote
because of a felony conviction aren't in prison--they're out in communities." As such people try to adjust to life on the
ouside, they often find that it means outside society, not just outside prison, and the inability to vote can exacerbate
the isolation. Uggen and Manza surveyed ex-cons and found that those who vote do better at re-integrating into
society by such measures as holding jobs and paying taxes than those who don't vote. The researchers also used a
national Harris Poll to find out what Americans thought about restoring voting rights. "Nationally, 80 percent of
respondents thought people who have served all their time should vote," says Uggen. "For people on probation it
was 67 percent, and for parole, 60 percent. But then we asked specifically about sex offenders, who are generally
held in very low regard compared to other offenders, support for enfranchising them after they've served their time
was 52 percent. That indicates to us that people really value the right to vote." Studies of criminology over the life
course show that almost all ex-cons eventually leave their lives of crime, Uggen says. Even in the Mafia (a very small
proportion of the criminal world), many people give it up and go straight. "Refusal to restore voting rights keeps
people outsiders rather than stakeholders in democracy," Uggen says. "If we create a permanent criminal class, it
just makes it harder to reintegrate into society." The strictest laws tend to be in Southern states, the researchers
found. Many laws date to the Civil War and Reconstruction, Uggen says, and there is a close correlation between the
likelihood of a state disenfranchising felons at any stage [in the corrective process] and the proportion of black
people in prison in that state. Everywhere, the proportion of people of color in prison is higher than the proportion of
whites. "In some states, an African American person is 10 times as likely as a white person to be in prison," says
Uggen. "In Minnesota, there are slightly more whites in prison, but the rate is about 10 times higher for African
Americans." The number of black people imprisoned in Minnesota is equivalent to 10 percent of the voting age
population; for white people, the rate is about one percent, Uggen says. American Indians are also significantly
overrepresented in Minnesota prisons, whereas in the Southwest, Latinos have high rates of incarceration. For
ethnic groups with sufficient numbers to influence elections, the effects can be palpable. "Overrepresentation of
African Americans in prison really dilutes the voting power of communities of color," Uggen says. Globally, the United
States is virtually alone in disenfranchising people who have served their time. In South Africa and Canada,
prisoners are allowed to vote, and in Germany, disenfranchisement is largely limited to people who have committed
election-related crimes like bribery and illegal campaign contributions. But no other nation practices blanket
disenfranchisement, says Uggen. "We tend to put 'law-abiding citizens' on one side of the street and 'criminals' on
the other," he says. "But criminals are citizens. We need their labor, their participation in society, their taxes. But in
states like Florida, it's 'one strike and you're out.'" Instead of erecting a wall between "us" and "them," Uggen would
like to see voting laws overhauled to encourage those who have the potential to lead productive lives. Uggen and
Manza's book will be published Friday (March 10) by Oxford University Press. 
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Terrence Tumpey examines
reconstructed 1918 pandemic
influenza virus.

Clipping the wings of bird flu
UMD graduate Terrence Tumpey helped recruit the 1918 pandemic
flu

By Deane Morrison

From M, spring 2006

In the race to stave off a bird flu pandemic, researchers have
turned to an unlikely ally: the Spanish flu virus that took 20 million
to 50 million lives in 1918. Recently, researchers at the Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology in Washington, D.C. sequenced the
virus' genes from fragments of its genetic material taken from a
victim buried since 1918 in the Alaskan permafrost. Scientists at
Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York City packaged the
genes in a strand of DNA , and 1986 UMD graduate Terrence
Tumpey, now a microbiologist at the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention in Atlanta, used them to rescue the actual 1918
virus. The virus killed mice in a few days and caused widespread
lung inflammation. The work yielded clues to how a future
pandemic bird flu virus might function, which in turn will inform strategies to fight it.

I think that for the first time, we have a true avian pandemic virus," says Tumpey. "To develop
vaccines and antivirals for pandemics, you need the actual virus."

"What we've learned through Terry's work will help us track the genetic
changes in the H5N1 virus that will predict the likelihood that this virus
will become the next pandemic strain," says Michael Osterholm,
director of the University's Center for Infectious Disease Research &
Policy (CIDRAP).

Tumpey and his colleagues also uncovered keys to the 1918 virus' virulence. For one thing, unlike ordinary flu
viruses, the 1918 virus is capable of activating itself without help from enzymes inside the cells it invades. The 1918
virus has its own special versions of the molecule that performs the activation and the molecule that gets activated,
and both contribute to its virulence. Also, the 1918 virus has a particularly efficient enzyme that assembles new viral
genomes, which may allow the virus to replicate quickly in human bronchial cells.

"What we've learned through Terry's work will help us track the genetic changes in the H5N1 virus
that will predict the likelihood that this virus will become the next pandemic strain," says Michael
Osterholm, director of the University's Center for Infectious Disease Research & Policy (CIDRAP). It
will aid the understanding of the genetic changes that made the 1918 virus not only a competent
human-to-human virus, but one that caused high mortality among 15-34-year-olds, he added.

Osterholm is also involved in the University's preparations for a pandemic. Issues include how to
deal with international students and travel, protect students living in dorms, and transmit vital
information to the community.

"One of the major questions is how the University will handle employee absences," says
Department of Emergency Management Director Terrence Cook. If a pandemic hits, planners want
to have four or five backups for people in critical jobs, he says. Planning is still in the early stages,
so Cook recommends regular visits to several Web sites: the Federal Emergency Management site,
CIDRAP, and the Academic Health Center.

"We're working with University Relations to set up a hotline," says Cook. "Also, the Minnesota
Department of Health usually has a hotline for health crises." Cook's department and the Academic
Health Center will share their plans with the other University campuses, which will adapt them to
their own situations, he says.

"The University is on the forefront of planning, but each person must take individual precautions to
limit exposure to infected people and limit transmission of the virus," says Cook. "If we abdicate our
personal responsibility, the system can't work."
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Elliot Carter will receive an
honorary degree from the U on
March 9.

Partnership produces festival
The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra and U's School of Music
present inaugural

March 7, 2006

At 97, Elliot Carter is very much alive and very much composing.
The musician has won two Pulitzer Prizes in music and is widely
regarded as one of the greatest American composers. His music is
mercurial in its range, rate of mood, and textural change.
Musicians love him because he is capable of wit and whimsy,
qualities that have become more and more evident over the years.

On Thursday, March 9, Carter will receive an honorary degree from
the University of Minnesota. The ceremony falls in the midst of the
2006 Contemporary Composers Festival that runs March 7 through
March 12. This year's festival, which celebrates Carter's life and
work, is the first of what the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra (SPCO)
and the University of Minnesota School of Music plan on being a
biennial event.

The weeklong event will offer six concerts, a documentary film, a roundtable discussion, and a
symposium featuring renowned scholars of Carter's work. For a complete schedule of events, visit
the School of Music.

"Elliott Carter has truly transformed our sense of instrumental and vocal possibilities," says Bruce
Coppock, SPCO president and managing director. "His ear for fresh musical ideas and gestures,
and consummate skill in giving voice to them through distinctive and imaginative use of
instrumentation, has literally altered the musical landscape. I have no doubt that 100 years from
now, people will look back on Carter's musical contributions as being seminal to the development of
music, in ways similar to those we readily remark upon today about the works of Beethoven and
Schoenberg."

Concert tips

For those unfamiliar with Carter, SPCO's president and managing director Bruce Coppock
recommends: Wednesday's concert ("we're playing an Ives quartet that influenced him greatly, then
Carter's second and fifth string quartets, which span this extraordinary period between the late '40s
and the '90s)," Thursday's concert (includes one of Carter's signature pieces, the Variations for
Orchestra from the '50s), and Friday's concert ("[we'll play] his Cello Sonata from 1948. It is, without
question, the great 20th-century cello sonata, in which he was just beginning to separate from the
world of Copland and create his own world.)

Excerpted from Bruce Coppock's March 5 interview with the Pioneer Press.

Musicians from the SPCO and U's music school, along with special guest artists--including the
Daedalus Quartet, pianist Ursula Oppens, and conductor Scott Yoo--will appear in six performances
in both St. Paul and Minneapolis. The free concerts will highlight Carter's string quartets and music
for orchestra and chorus, as well as solo and chamber music pieces spanning his nearly six-decade
career.

Performances take place in the Huss Music Room at the SPCO Center located at 408 Saint Peter
St. in downtown St. Paul and at the Ted Mann Concert Hall on the Twin Cities campus in
Minneapolis (2128 4th Street South).

Although the concerts are free and open to the public, tickets are required and are available by
calling the SPCO ticket office at 651-291-1144 or visiting the SPCO.
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Advocate for the
University

Alumni and supporters of
the University of Minnesota
are encouraged to join the
Legislative Network. By
joining the network,
volunteers learn how they
can encourage legislators
to support the U's capital
request. To join the
Legislative Network, visit
www.supporttheU.umn.edu.

U hopes for good bonding experience with legislature
By Rick Moore

From M, spring 2006

As this issue of M was going to press, the 2006 Minnesota State Legislature was preparing to meet
and exchange election-year pleasantries for the first time. At the top of its agenda is determining the
state's bonding bill--which provides assistance for building and renovation projects for public
entities, including the University of Minnesota.

This year, the University is seeking $206.1 million from the state to maintain and update existing
facilities and to build a number of new buildings. Counting its own contribution of one-third the cost
of new construction, the U's total 2006 capital request is for $269.1 million.

As is usually the case, the largest portion ($80 million) of the U's request is for what's known as
"HEAPR," or Higher Education Asset Preservation and Replacement; in other words, building
upkeep and upgrades. HEAPR funds will be used for nearly 150 projects spanning health and safety
improvements, building system improvements, and utility infrastructure.

Business education is another focal point of the University's request. The U is
seeking funding for a $39.9 million expansion of the Carlson School of
Business on the Twin Cities campus. The new space will help meet the
growing demand for business graduates--the school is currently only able to
serve 12 percent of applicants--and provide a new home for the Department of
Economics. In Duluth, a new building ($23 million) is proposed for the Labovitz
School of Business and Economics, which also has outgrown its current
space.

Two other new buildings are proposed for the Twin Cities campus: a
Science Teaching and Student Services Center ($62 million), which
would be located on the site of the current Science Classroom
Building at the head of the Washington Avenue Bridge; and a Medical
Biosciences Building ($60 million), which would be constructed
adjacent to the Center for Magnetic Resonance Research and allow
for the expansion of crucial research programs.

The request also includes $4.2 million in funding for three research centers and field stations: the
Cedar Creek Natural History Area, Cloquet Forestry Center, and West Central Regional Outreach
Center.

In mid-January, Governor Tim Pawlenty announced his recommendations for the state's bonding
bill, which covered $127.6 million of the U's $206.1 million request. Pawlenty's recommendation
would provide only half of the U's request for HEAPR, would not provide any funding for research
centers and field stations, and would fund only $4.3 million in planning costs of the new biosciences
building.

The governor's recommendation serves as a starting point for the Minnesota Legislature. The
House and Senate will now develop their own versions of a bonding bill, which will then be
reconciled into one and sent to Pawlenty for approval.

"We're pleased the governor is supporting some very important, strategic investments in our
students," says President Bob Bruininks. "His bonding bill is a good start, and we look forward to
working with the legislature to build on it."
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Green House residents get to
select, and even help cook or
bake, their own meals. family
members are welcome to join
them at the table.

Looks like a home, feels like a home
Green Houses model a new approach to long-term care

By Pauline Oo

From M, spring 2006

On a recent episode of the TV series, "Grey's Anatomy," a
gregarious 79-year-old patient named Sophie refuses to move into
a nursing home. Her reason: "If I have to go to that place, I'm afraid
I'll become old."

Nursing homes strike fear in the hearts of many because they're
viewed as "bad places to live and bad places to get care," says
Rosalie Kane, a University professor and long-term care expert in
the School of Public Health. "Most were modeled after hospitals--in
terms of long corridors, linoleum floors, rooms doubled loaded with
beds, shared spaces, and meals squeezed in between 8 and 5.
You wouldn't choose a hotel like that, let alone a permanent living
space."

But, adds Kane, the quality of care has improved a great deal in nursing homes in the last decade.
"Many of them have made enormous efforts," she says.

Green Houses have sunny private bedrooms and private bathrooms,
vibrant outdoor spaces, and a community life centered around the
"hearth," an open kitchen and dining area.

Cedars Health Center in Tupelo, Mississippi, is one example. Instead of upgrading its worn-out 140-bed facility,
administrators decided to build four single-story houses. The 6,000-square-foot houses opened in 2003 and were the
nation's first Green Houses--homes for eight to ten elders with sunny private bedrooms and private bathrooms,
vibrant outdoor spaces, and a community life centered around the "hearth," an open kitchen and dining area. While
adhering to all codes required by licensure, Green Houses look and feel like a home. The idea is the brainchild of
William Thomas, a Harvard-educated geriatrician.

Today, that cluster of houses in Tupelo has grown to 10, and dozens of other Green Houses--from
New York to Hawaii--are in the planning stages or have recently broken ground.

Participants--as residents are called--in the Green House project are more satisfied and in better
physical shape than those in traditional nursing homes, says Kane, who received a grant from the
Commonwealth Fund in New York City to conduct a two and a half year study comparing groups
from a Cedars' Green House, the original Cedars Health Center, and a nearby nursing home.

Nursing aides who work at a Green House have also reported greater satisfaction, and were more
likely to stay on the job. They manage the household, receive an extra 200 hours training, and
report to an administrator called a "guide." Nurses and therapists support them with regular house
visits. As does a sage--someone from the community, such as a retired minister or psychologist,
who helps them solve problems.

Although Kane's findings favor the Green House over the other two locations, there's still more to
learn. The Commonwealth Fund has awarded Kane and her research team another grant to
examine what will happen when the Cedars Health Center closes its traditional care facility and only
offers a Green House option.

"Essentially, we're interested in how the Green House model is sustained, and how it functions
when no traditional nursing home is there to fall back on," says Kane.
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Dylan Mertz and his doctor,
Carlos Milla.

By the numbers

* The gene involved in
cystic fibrosis was identified
in 1989.

* Cystic fibrosis occurs in
approximately one of every
3,500 live births.

* About 1,000 new cases
are diagnosed each year.

* More than 80 percent of
patients are diagnosed by
age 3.

* More than 10 million
Americans carry the
defective CF gene without
showing any symptoms

Growing hope
For four decades, U doctors have been extending life for those with
cystic fibrosis

By Mary Hoff

Updated Aug. 18, 2006

Whoever said there was a finite amount of energy in the universe
has not met Dylan Mertz. This 6-year-old just can't get enough of
life. He plays soccer and baseball. He loves to learn just about
anything, and then tell you all about it. As far as he's concerned,
everyone in the world falls into one of two categories: friend or
future friend.

But life was not always this way. When he was born, Dylan had
distressingly poor muscle tone. After a couple of months he started
to lose weight, even though he was getting plenty of food. When he
was five months old his parents, Pam and Lou Mertz, brought him
from their home in St. Michael, Minn., to the University of Minnesota to be tested for cystic fibrosis.
They had read about the inherited disease on Internet pages filled with stories of disrupted lives and
early deaths.

Dylan tested positive. "It was sheer terror," recalls Pam Mertz. "It was like falling off a cliff into an
abyss of we didn't know what."

But Carlos Milla, who diagnosed Dylan, was reassuring. "Immediately he gave us hope," says
Mertz.

Milla is the relatively new director of the U's Minnesota Cystic Fibrosis Center, which has been a
national and international leader in cystic fibrosis clinical care for 40 years. During that time, the
center--founded and directed until 1999 by internationally acclaimed cystic fibrosis expert Warren
Warwick--has helped thousands of children with cystic fibrosis grow up to live rich and productive
lives. Center staff began working with the Mertz family right away to develop and carry out a plan
that would help Dylan not only survive, but thrive.

"We feel very blessed to be in Minnesota," Pam Mertz says. "We don't mind the cold, we don't mind
the snow, because we've got a great team for Dylan at the U."

A genetic typo

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a hereditary disease caused by a typographical error in a gene that regulates
the production of proteins that affect the movement of salt and water in the lining of internal organs.
About 1 in 30 of us carry such a "typo" on one of our two copies of chromosome 7, but we don't
know it because the normal version on the other chromosome 7 covers for the faulty one. It's only
when two such faulty chromosomes get together--one from each parent--that symptoms appear.

And they are devastating.

People with CF are prone to accumulate mucus in sinuses and organs, such as lungs, that can
attain a texture somewhere between Silly Putty and peanut butter. The effect on their bodies is like
what you'd get if you tried lubricating your car's engine with oatmeal instead of motor oil: Things clog
up. Most notably, digestive enzymes get trapped in the pancreas rather than flowing into the
stomach, making it hard for the body to extract nutrients from food. In addition, the deep recesses of
the respiratory tract fill up with sticky goo, leading to inflammation, infection, and scarring. For much
of history, children with CF, plagued with nutritional deficiencies and loss of lung function, rarely
lived to school age. "Let them die--it's better for everybody," was the prevailing attitude, says
Warwick.

A pioneer emerges

In the 1950s, a few renegade physicians began exploring ways to keep kids with CF alive. In 1955,
parents and doctors joined together to form the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation as a nationwide resource
to support families and individuals with CF, encourage research and disseminate knowledge about
life-sustaining therapies.

At the University of Minnesota, Warwick was paying attention. Working
under famed immunologist Robert Good, he had been studying
immune system function in children with cystic fibrosis. He soon
concluded that the key to survival was not improving the ability to
recover from a lung infection, but rather keeping infections from
cropping up in the first place. With the assistance of antibiotics, lung-
clearing therapies and enzyme-packed pills, his patients gained a
year, two years or a decade of life.

"The problem we have is not that CF is a disease--it's a genetic
predisposition to catching diseases," says Warwick. "Probably the
most important thing is the concept that lung disease in CF patients
can be prevented, and that you should start treatment to prevent lung
disease from the moment the diagnosis is made."

Along with teaching children and their families how to fight back, the
center helped improve techniques for diagnosing CF. It established the
world's first computerized database of cystic fibrosis patients--a
valuable resource for research to boost survival. In the early 1980s,
supported by funding from the family of patient Annalisa Marzotto,
Warwick invented a vibrating vest that Dylan Mertz and thousands of
others use daily to help clear their lungs.

When the Minnesota Cystic Fibrosis Center was established, fewer than half its patients lived to be
more than 3 years old. Today, median survival for Minnesota's 500-some patients is close to 48
years--a record that few treatment centers in the world can even get close to.

"We've been developing the idea of CF as a disease that's compatible with having grandchildren
and retiring and living to an old age," Warwick says. "When that's the natural way of cystic fibrosis,
then what we have started here will be accomplished."

Setting the standard

Today, a main research focus for the U's Minnesota Cystic Fibrosis Center--located on the Twin
Cities campus in Minneapolis--is exploring health issues that emerge as children with CF
increasingly live to adulthood, like diabetes--which occurs in nearly one out of three adults with CF--
and how reproductive hormones alter the impact of CF in women. Other researchers are looking at
lung transplantation, sinusitis and gastroesophageal reflux disease in adults with the disease.

Nurse Denise Stacklie helps Dylan Mertz with a pulmonary function test.

On the other end of the spectrum are efforts to improve diagnosis and
treatment of CF early in life. This spring, hospitals throughout Minnesota
will include a test for cystic fibrosis in standard newborn screening
procedures. Center researchers are also exploring ways to apply novel
molecular techniques to identify factors involved in early manifestations
of the disease. By pinpointing markers of disease activity, they hope to
improve the ability to intervene early on, when there is a better

opportunity to prevent permanent damage.

And Dylan Mertz is doing what he can too. He takes his pills. He does his therapy. And he prays
every day for the CF researchers and for a cure for the illness that tries--but has so far failed--to
slow him down.
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Wilson Library's Information
Commons is the model for a
one-stop shop concept for
helping students with research
and writing.

Libraries for a new generation
Getting the Net Gen on the right information highway

By Martha Coventry

From M, spring 2006

For years, university libraries all over the country have been
preparing for the Millennial or Net Gen students--those from the
Class of 2000 and beyond--and their particular needs and style.
For these students, the mere notion of a library can seem as quaint
as last year's ring tones. According to the Pew Internet and
American Life Project, 85 percent of them grew up with a computer
in their home, and 75 percent of them used the Internet as their
primary research tool throughout high school. They're used to
getting information at the click of a mouse, and after 10,000 hours
playing video games, they have a freewheeling, trial-and-error way
of learning at odds with what they may see as a library's organized
and methodical approach.

But, as computer literate as most of these students are, they can
be information illiterate. They don't know how to parse out good
information from bad, or use a variety of sources, or know when a work is biased or incomplete--or
even tell if someone is trying to sell them something.

"Faculty are complaining more and more that students are not coming to the U with adequate
thinking skills," says Jerilyn Veldof, director of the Libraries undergraduate initiatives. "They're used
to skimming the most easily found information off a search engine and using it in their assignments.
One professor said to us, 'Look at this stack of papers. I can guarantee that most of what's in here is
junk, as far as what they're citing. And most students don't even know it.'"

The libraries are building a bridge, says Veldof, "between the Google
paradigm these students are used to and a much more sophisticated
research-library approach to information. And the gap is pretty big."

University Libraries has reconceived what a library is and does. "We no longer just 'catch' information as it is
produced," says University Librarian and McKnight Presidential Professor Wendy Pradt Lougee. "We are engaged in
it every step of the way." That engagement involves purchasing and managing sophisticated databases, allowing U
students, staff, and faculty to access a staggering amount of information from any computer anywhere in the world. It
also means understanding how this new generation finds information and how to build on that style to help these
students succeed at the University and in the larger world.

The libraries are building a bridge, says Veldof, "between the Google paradigm these students are
used to and a much more sophisticated research-library approach to information. And the gap is
pretty big."

What they need and how to get them there

A few years ago, Veldof and her team began a major investigation of how to narrow that gap. They found that
students truly wanted to know what the libraries offered, how to use those services, and, to everyone's great
surprise, where to find a sense of community.

"We thought we would hear from students that they could care less if there was a physical library, a
physical space. That what they would want was electronic text accessibility 24/7," says Veldof.
"Well, they do want that, but they also desperately want a sense of community. A place that they can
come between classes, where their friends are, and where they can have a connection with staff
and faculty."

With more than 6.3 million volumes and 36,000 serial subscriptions spread over 15 libraries on the
Twin Cities campus, along with information stored in hundreds of databases, the libraries can seem
like an intimidating, almost inscrutable places. The challenge was to bring them--literally--down to
size.

A library of their own

A number of students have a well-documented issue called "library anxiety." Some universities try to solve this
problem with special undergraduate libraries that ease students into full-scale research libraries. Since the U doesn't
have such a place, it built the one-of-a-kind Undergraduate Virtual Library (UGVL).

This elegantly simple site features a way to do quick, focused searches; find and print entire journal
articles; log into the UThinks blog; and use "My Library" to track searches, results, overdue items,
and preferences. Perhaps the site's most ingenious feature is the assignment calculator, where a
student puts in the date a project is assigned and when it's due. The calculator then maps out the
steps he or she needs to take, when they must be completed, and then e-mails reminders to the
student.

Forget those lonely study carrels

The UGVL also allows students to contact a librarian by e-mail or during live chat time. But what about that sense of
community students want so much? When you walk in the front door of Wilson Library on the West Bank of the Twin
Cities campus, straight ahead you see the Information Commons, opened in late 2004. Students are bent over
notebooks or peering at computer screens, their coats flung over the backs of their chairs. Librarians and writing
coaches are milling around ready to help anyone who needs it. This is a one-stop shop run by the Libraries in
collaboration with the College of Liberal Arts Center for Writing. Students can craft a term paper, research project,
video, or any number of assignments from start to finish with all the help they need in one place.

The success of the Information Commons has spurred the creation of SMART Commons on the St.
Paul campus, and a similar effort is under way in the Academic Health Center.

Take a tour of the Undergraduate Virtual Library.

In fall 2005, Walter Library on the East Bank opened the Wise Owl Caf?.
Students meet their friends, do homework, and have discussions with
their teachers in the cozy space. Future plans for the Wise Owl include
a stage for readings, music, and other events.

And those once seemingly deserted and confounding Wilson Library
stacks now have friendly helpers--students workers who have been

trained as front-line support staff to help patrons find their material. If a student worker isn't around,
red helpline phones connect directly to a librarian.

While no one at the University is ready to require students to learn about the library--although 52
percent of the students Veldof surveyed think that's a good idea--thousands have taken advantage
of the "Unraveling the Library" basic skills workshops. The library is also working with faculty to
retool courses and assignments to help students become more information literate.

The notion of the library as the "heart of the campus" may one day be true again as students find it
increasingly welcoming, meaningful, and useful. One thing we can be sure of is that the information
highway will just keep rolling along and, if it's up to University Libraries, no one will get left behind.
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Spring 2006

By Gayla Marty

From M, spring 2006

"I'm, Like, SO Fat!"

Helping Your Teen Make Healthy Choices About Eating and

Exercise in a Weight-Obsessed World

By Dianne Neumark-Sztainer
A faculty member in the School of Public Health, Neumark-Sztainer
leads Project EAT (Eating Among Teens), one of the largest and
most comprehensive studies of adolescent eating behaviors. This
highly readable book addresses the spectrum of weight-related
problems, identifies four cornerstones of healthy weight and body image, and gives practical
guidance, from spotting an eating disorder to learning to talk effectively about food and fat.

Guilford Press, 2005; ISBN 1-57230-980-6; $16.95 pb

African American Grief

By Paul C. Rosenblatt and Beverly R. Wallace
This is the first book to explain how racism, economic disadvantage, and distinctive African
American beliefs, practices, and institutions have an impact on the grief process. Twenty-six people
speak on topics from the role of the clergy to exploring the meaning of their loved ones' lives.
Rosenblatt, a teaching-award-winning faculty member in family social science, and Wallace, an
ordained pastor, write clearly in short chapters on a complex topic.

Routledge, 2005; ISBN 0-415-95152-6; $26.95 pb

Los malditos amantes de Carolina

By Vicente Cabrera Funes
In this novel, mysterious Carolina so captivates Federico that he keeps a chronicle of her friends
and lovers until, after much trouble and internal conflict, he passes the stories on to his friend
Carmelo. But Carmelo disappears and his daughter picks up where he left off. Eventually, the story's
publisher must decide: Should additions be allowed? Whose story is it, anyway? Cabrera is on the
Spanish faculty at Morris. In Spanish; an English translation is in progress. Cabrera will speak at
the University of Minnesota Bookstore in Coffman Memorial Union at 2 p.m., Monday, April 3.
Libresa, 2005; ISBN 9978-80-990-2; $10.00 pb

MORE INFO: Contact University of Minnesota Bookstores, located in Coffman Memorial Union and the St. Paul
Student Center, at 612-626-0559 or generalbooks@umn.edu. Look for faculty authors at
www.bookstore.umn.edu/genref. 
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Grow your plants in containers
that have drain holes. Then,
no matter what type of plants
you have, water them until the
moisture seeps out those
drain holes. Wait several
minutes and toss out any
extra water that might be left
sitting in the tray or saucer
beneath the pot.

Watering your houseplants

From eNews, March 9, 2006

How much water does my fern need? Does it need more than my
jade plant? It can be very frustrating when the care label on the
plants suggests "evenly moist." So how do you know when and
how often to water your plants?

All houseplants are governed by their surroundings. The container,
type of soil, temperature, and humidity levels in the house, and the
amount of sun outside, all play a large role in how much water your
plant needs. The first thing to look for when trying to gauge your
watering frequency is drainage holes. You should water your plants
until the water drips out the drainage holes. This helps flush excess
salts and toxins from the soil, and it's proof that the soil is
completely wet. Remember to toss out the excess water in the
plant saucer.

Next, learn to feel the soil. When the soil feels dry to the touch, just
below the surface, it's time to water. Another way to determine if
your plants need water is to do the "lift" test, which uses the weight
of lost water as an indicator of when you need to add more. Here is
how to do the test: lift the flower pot right after watering and note its
weight, then lift the pot again after a few days; it will feel lighter.
With experience, you will learn how light you can let each plant get
before it wilts.

Tune in

The "Prairie Yard and Garden" show is produced by the University of Minnesota, Morris, Media
Services Department and airs on Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. on Pioneer Public Television, channel 10
(KWCM) or 20 (KSMN). On March 9, U Extension educators Eleanor Burkett and Mary
Blickendorfer will discuss "Shoreland Restoration and Revegetation;" on March 16, U horticulturist
Mary Meyer will demonstrate the ways of "Dividing Perennials;" on March 23, master gardener
Randee Hokanson will talk about "Fall Clean-up: Putting the Garden to Bed;" and on March 30,
Extension horticulturist Bob Mugaas will present "New Ideas in Turf Management."

To learn more, see PYG online.

When watering, use only room-temperature water and avoid softened water, which has added salts
that can build up in the soil.

The distinction between different houseplants is not in how they are watered but how often. Some
plants, such as ferns or African violets, need attention as soon as the soil surface begins to feel dry.
In contrast, cacti and succulents thrive when the soil is allowed to get quite dry between waterings--
however, not bone dry.

Most plants fall somewhere between these two extremes. Allow soil to dry perhaps an inch or so
below the surface, depending on pot size, before watering thoroughly again. The goal is to allow air
to penetrate the soil, bringing needed oxygen to the roots. When soil stays wet too long, certain
microorganisms can take over, rotting the plant's roots.
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More than chitchat
'Great Conversations' intrigue and inform

From M, spring 2006

Since 2002, nearly 15,000 Minnesotans have attended the College of Continuing Education's Great
Conversation series. The living room-like t?te-?-t?te mesmerizes as a University faculty expert and
his or her visionary or inspiring guest shed light on a timely issue. Topics this spring:

The Future of Affordable Housing March 28: Ann Forsyth, director of the University's Metropolitan
Design Center, contemplates the future of affordable housing with Nicolas Retsinas, director of
Harvard's Center for Housing Studies and former Federal Housing Commissioner for the Clinton
administration.

Rethinking our Urban Environments May 1: Judith Martin, director of the University's urban
studies program, deliberates the unprecedented opportunities of rebuilding New Orleans and the
Gulf Coast with U.S. Rep. Earl Blumenauer, founder of the House Livable Communities Task Force.

Social Forces Reshaping Retirement May 16: Phyllis Moen, the University's McKnight
Presidential Chair in Sociology, challenges the traditional notion of retirement with Marc Freedman,
author of Prime Time: How Baby Boomers Will Revolutionize Retirement and Transform America.

Each conversation takes place at 7:30 p.m. in the Ted Mann Concert Hall on the Twin Cities campus
in Minneapolis. Season tickets are $95 ($80 for University faculty, staff, students, and Alumni
Association members). Single event tickets are $28.50 ($23.50). To order, call 612-624-2345. For
more information, see www.cce.umn.edu/conversations.
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The foundation of the
Maiden's Tower in Baku dates
from the sixth century.

Saving the past
U students help rescue an ancient city from extinction

By Patty Mattern

From M, spring 2006

Inside Baku, Azerbaijan, lies Icheri Sheher, a medieval walled city
built on a site inhabited since the Palaeolithic period. It came into
its glory in the 12th century and is still a vital, living city. But with
the encroachment of modern buildings and damage from the 2003
earthquake, the city is on the "endangered" list of World Heritage
sites--812 properties that UNESCO (United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization) has designated for
preservation because of their outstanding cultural or natural
importance to the common heritage of all humankind.

The future of the past of Icheri Sheher now lies partly in the hands
of some University of Minnesota College of Architecture and
Landscape Architecture (CALA) professors and students. Their
work in Baku is part of CALA's expanding efforts to conduct research and service projects in
conjunction with UNESCO/WHC (World Heritage Center).

This year, CALA has established the Center for World Heritage Studies to study and help preserve
cultural or natural sites around the world that face extinction. The center will help CALA make a
larger impact internationally, says Arthur Chen, an architecture professor and director of the new
center. "We want to branch out our intellectual enterprise to less developed countries," Chen says.
"We'll provide a global perspective to students and provide service to the global community."

U students will work in teams and focus on buildings within various
districts of the walled city. The teams will produce reports on various
building functions and populations, construction types, construction
techniques, current conditions and assessment, and earthquake
worthiness, and will draw plans and cross-sections.

Chen has advised UNESCO/WHC on projects in other areas of the world including Chili, Mexico, and Italy. He
recognized the need for UNESCO to have a research base "to have a think tank," and thinks the Center for World
Heritage Studies can serve that purpose.

Icheri Sheher will be the center's first project. The site in Baku has been inhabited since the
Palaeolithic period and "reveals evidence of Zoroastrian, Sasanian, Arabic, Persian, Shirvani,
Ottoman, and Russian presence in cultural continuity," according to UNESCO. Icheri Sheher is one
Azerbaijan's few surviving medieval towns.

During this year's May term, CALA students are traveling to Baku where they will spend three weeks
researching and developing the building preservation inventory of Icheri Sheher.

Chen, along with Bob Mack, an adjunct architecture professor, and Bruno Franck, associate
professor of architecture, will lead the project. They plan to train students in fieldwork techniques
specific to the WHC. Students will identify and inventory historic and non-historic buildings inside
Icheri Sheher in collaboration with the faculty and students from the Preservation Department of the
Azeri University of Architecture and Construction.

U students will work in teams and focus on buildings within various districts of the walled city. The
teams will produce reports on various building functions and populations, construction types,
construction techniques, current conditions and assessment, and earthquake worthiness, and will
draw plans and cross-sections. Students will also look into ways to bring various stakeholders into
the preservation efforts. "We want to do everything we can to remove it from the list of endangered
places," Chen says.

In the process, students will witness the complexity involved in preserving sites. A constant struggle
exists between preservation efforts and modern development pressures, something many heritage
sites experience, Chen says. "We can help people there to look at the historic sites from different
sides," he says. The reports will be used as part of the process to remove Icheri Sheher from the
endangered list.

The Center for World Heritage Studies is involved in two other projects. The center will conduct
preparatory work with UNESCO/WHC to nominate the governmental ensemble--the capitol building
in Dhaka, Bangladesh--as a modern heritage site. Created by Louis I. Kahn, it is one of the largest
legislative complexes in the world and considered an architectural masterpiece.

The other project involves the Silk Road, a 4,000-mile-long network of roads or caravan tracts that
served from about 500 B.C. to 1500 A.D. as the major transporting route between Europe, the Near
East, India, and China.

The opportunities created by the Center for World Heritage Studies are amazing, says Lance
Neckar, professor and associate dean for academic affairs in CALA. "This provides a tremendous
amount of access for professors and students to learn, and it's also an opportunity for all of us to be
good stewards," he says.
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Sandra Day O'Connor
headlines the 102nd UMAA
Annual Celebration in May.

Get connected, spring 2006

From M, spring 2006

A supreme speaker

Sandra Day O'Connor headlines the 102nd UMAA Annual Celebration
in May.
One of the most powerful women in the world, retiring Supreme Court
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor will be the keynote speaker at the University
of Minnesota Alumni Association's Annual Celebration on Tuesday, May 23.
The first woman ever confirmed to the nation's highest court, in 1981,
O'Connor was often the moderate "swing vote" on an increasingly polarized
court. She once wrote, in a dissenting opinion: "If indeed the choice is
between adopting a balanced case-by-case approach...and adopting a rigid
rule that destroys everything in its path, I will choose the former." Among
her votes were denying holding U.S. citizens indefinitely as enemy
combatants, halting the 2000 presidential vote recount in Florida, and
upholding both capital punishment and key abortion rights. Prior to joining
the judiciary, O'Connor was majority leader of the Arizona Senate and a
moderate Republican. The event begins with a reception and dinner on Northrop Mall followed by a short annual
meeting and the keynote presentation in Northrop Auditorium. For ticket information, call the U of M Arts Ticket Office
at 612-624-2345 or visit www.umn.edu/umato. For more details, visit www.alumni.umn.edu.

Free access to magazines online for UMAA members

Access to premium content on 4,200 publication Web sites is now available to UMAA members through the
University Libraries. Members can read full text and archives of Fortune, Time, Health, Popular Science,
Entrepreneur, Sports Illustrated, and other popular titles--as well as hundreds of trade and scholarly publications--all
for the cost of a UMAA membership ($40 per year for a single membership and $45 for a joint membership). UMAA
membership is open to all alumni, friends, and supporters of the University of Minnesota's Twin Cities campus. To
access the libraries' database, UMAA members must have their member number available. For more information on
the library benefit and how to join, visit www.alumni.umn.edu.

New connections through new groups

"I went to the University and it's made all the difference in my life," says Wokie Daboh (B.A. '04), who helped found
the new University of Minnesota Black Alumni Association (UMBAA). "It definitely was the road less traveled for me,
and for a lot of African American people in Minnesota and from other places. We hope to cultivate more interest in
the University of Minnesota among young African American people. We're focusing on starting them here and getting
them to finish here, and bridging the gap between the young people at the U and the alumni, administration, and
faculty." The UMBAA is one of two new alumni interest groups, the other being the Sport Clubs and Recreational
Sports Network. That network was created for alumni who have past or present interest in any of the Department of
Recreational Sports' programs, including aquatics, climbing, fitness, intramural sports, and youth programs. Unlike
collegiate societies and geographic chapters, which unite alumni with similar academic backgrounds or area codes,
alumni interest groups enable graduates to maintain connections based on common interests and activities. The
UMAA now has 10 such interest groups, including the Finnish Connection and the Minnesota Daily Alumni
Association. For more information on UMAA interest groups, visit www.alumni.umn.edu/interestgroups or call 612-
624-2323 or 800-862-5867.

Read Minnesota magazine

Minnesota, the bimonthly magazine of the University of Minnesota Alumni Association, is mailed to 57,000 members
of the UMAA. The March-April issue features the winning entry in our seventh-annual fiction contest, an article on a
new wine grape bred at the University, and a historical profile of the 1916 U grad whose geologic work led to the
discovery of oil in the Persian Gulf and Saudi Arabia. Join the University of Minnesota Alumni Association and
receive every issue of Minnesota. Call 612-624-2323, visit www.alumni.umn.edu, or fill out the envelope attached to
the front of this issue of M.

See the world

The art and architecture of Krakow, Poland, is emerging from decades behind the Iron Curtain. An Alumni Campus
Abroad tour gives travelers an enriching educational experience in addition to seeing fascinating sites. The UMAA
travel program offers dozens of trips, most with an educational component. For more information, visit
www.alumni.umn.edu/travel. 
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Moving toward the top-three

From M, spring 2006

According to schedule, 11 of 34 task forces working toward transforming the U into a top-three
public research university submitted their revised recommendations on February 3. Part of the
process was a five-week open comment period that allowed the public and larger University
community to have a voice in the U's plans.

"The feedback strengthened the final recommendations, in particular by prompting greater clarity of
thought," says Tom Sullivan, senior vice president for academic affairs and provost.

These 11 task forces include those charged with the redesign of six Twin Cities campus colleges
into three, and with examining diversity, the U's international presence, preK-12 strategy, student
support, an expanded honors program, and writing skills. The recommendations are now being
reviewed by senior University leaders for a determination of next steps.

The recommendations range from the requirement that students receive one full year of writing
instruction to a call for the U to aggressively recruit a diverse pool of the most accomplished and
talented students, in part by providing more extensive and creative scholarship packages. To read
the recommendations in full, as well as all the latest information on the top-three goal, see the
Transforming the U Web site at www.umn.edu/systemwide/strategic_positioning.
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About 80 percent of the
apples produced in Minnesota
are varieties that were
developed at the University of
Minnesota. The Honeycrisp hit
our grocery stores in the early
1990s.

Another sweet accomplishment
New report on top innovations yields savory honor for Minnesota
apple

By Rick Moore

March 10, 2006

We know these apples taste great--that their "explosive" crispness
awakens the senses. Some of us even count down the days till that
time in early autumn when we can find them in orchards and in the
grocery store.

Perhaps Minnesota Modesty keeps us from heralding this local
success story far and wide. But fear not; others have noticed: The
Honeycrisp apple, developed by University of Minnesota
researchers and introduced to the public in 1991, has been named
one of "25 Innovations That Changed the World."

The Honeycrisp story is part of the inaugural edition of The Better
World Report, produced by the Association of University
Technology Managers (AUTM), a nonprofit group dedicated to
bringing academic and nonprofit research to people around the
world.

Lest you think this is a mundane accomplishment for the Honeycrisp, consider the company of the
other 24 innovations on the list. There's the V-Chip, the device that helps parents monitor the
television viewing of their children; the Habitrol nicotine patch; and an electronic hearing implant that
has given the gift of sound to thousands of people. And there's Google, which in its short life has
become both the standard of Internet search engines as well as a verb that gets thousands of hits in
daily conversation. Those are all impressive innovations, but the Honeycrsip is equally as sweet in
the eyes of AUTM.

The report touts Honeycrisp both for its ephemeral pleasures and its long-term economic benefits.
The apple "with almost magical properties," the report says, "...marries sweetness sought by some
and tartness touted by others, and it thrives in the hard climate of northern-tier states." The apple is
also known for being "explosively crisp," with flavor and texture that preserve well over time.

But AUTM points out that the Honeycrisp's contributions go well beyond flavor. Upper Midwest
apple growers were faced with tough times in the '80s and '90s, as apples from Washington state
and overseas were dominating the market, and locally grown apples were, at times, being sold for
less than they cost to produce.

Honeycrsip came along in the early 1990s as a premium apple at a premium price (often retailing for
$2.50 a pound), but orchards found that the public was hungry for the apples and willing to pay the
price, and their profits rose accordingly. The report notes that one third of the growers for Pepin
Heights Orchard Inc. went out of business during the '90s, but those who switched to Honeycrisp
apples are now doing well.

The report touts Honeycrisp both for its ephemeral pleasures and its
long-term economic benefits.

The latest jewel in a dazzling breeding program, the Honeycrisp was developed by Jim Luby and David Bedford, two
University researchers who work at the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station.

For nearly a century, U researchers have been breeding apples that can thrive in the harsh
conditions of extremely cold winters and hot and dry summers. About 80 percent of the apples
produced in Minnesota are varieties that were developed at the University of Minnesota.

In addition to Honeycrisp, there have been many other success stories from the U, such as Fireside,
Regent, State Fair, Honeygold, and Zestar. The Haralson apple, which was released back in 1922,
reigned supreme in Minnesota for about five decades, according to Luby. But in the last few years
Honeycrisp has taken a loud and large bite out of Haralson's share of the market; in fact, the
Honeycrisp has now replaced Haralson as the state's number one apple.

Honeycrisp has grown in popularity around the United States and in other countries, such as New
Zealand and South Africa, and more than two million trees have been planted.

To learn more about the Honeycrisp, see "It's Honeycrisp time!"

For general information about apples, see the U's apple Web site.
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Donald Baker has made his
mark on climatology, including
a long-term record of soil
temperatures and finding the
windiest spots in Minnesota.

Digging deeper pays off
Donald Baker's 43-year experiment to take the Earth's temperature
is just one of his contributions to his field and to the state

By Deane Morrison

March 10, 2006

In science as in other walks of life, a little dash of competitive spirit
can yield surprising dividends. Back in 1963, Donald Baker
decided to take the temperature of soil at various depths. A
University professor interested in the agricultural impacts of
climate, Baker wanted to know the soil temperatures at various
rooting depths. He also knew that a fellow over at Argonne
National Laboratory in Illinois was already measuring temperatures
as deep as 25 feet below the surface. "So I thought, let's go him
one better and go beyond the depth of the annual heat wave," says
Baker, now a retired climatology professor in the department of
soil, water and climate (SWC) in the College of Agricultural, Food
and Environmental Sciences. It took all the equipment and skills of
a professional well driller, but Baker got what he wanted: a hole 42
feet deep, dug in the midst of agricultural test plots on the St. Paul
campus. He quickly installed sensors at 10.5, 21, and 42 feet and replaced the soil and gravel from
the hole. Since that day, Baker has amassed both a unique long-term record of soil temperatures
and one of the world's most solid pieces of evidence that global temperatures are rising. In his
experiment, soil temperatures have been rising slowly and at nearly identical rates at every depth.
After the first 37 years, the warming amounted to 3.6 degrees F. In a paper published in 2002, Baker
and colleague John M. Baker (no relation) reported their data and warned that such a rise in
temperature "does not need to be carried too far forward to generate biologically important
warming."

"This study shows the importance of long-term research. There are few
studies anywhere that have this kind of long-term measure of an
environmental variable."

It wasn't what Donald Baker had been expecting. He had not been a believer in global warming, nor in global
cooling, for that matter; the issue was clouded by too little hard data and too much sales talk by proponents of
certain theories. Some climatologists, for example, were proclaiming the imminent arrival of a cold period. "They
convinced the CIA that cooling could be bad for crops and, therefore, for political stability," says Baker. "News
people, including Time magazine, had people believing we were facing the coming of a new ice age. I got tired of
people accepting everything they read." It's hard to pick out warming or cooling trends from data taken at the land's
surface, which is subject to dramatic daily and seasonal temperature swings. But subsurface soil is buffered by its
sheer mass and insulating quality; therefore, the deeper the soil, the less it is affected by short-term phenomena and
the more closely it mirrors long-term changes. This gives Baker confidence that his experiment is a reliable indicator
of global change. Still, being a scientist to the core, he keeps an open mind about global warming, remembering how
people who predicted cooling "made such a big thing of it." The experiment stands as a landmark in climate
research, says Ed Nater, current SWC head. "It clearly demonstrates significant climate warming in this region," says
Nater. "... this research method is independent of other research methods used to assess global warming. That's
important when one is trying to measure a property as complex and variable as the earth's 'temperature.' The more
independent studies that come to the same conclusion, the more credibility it has, much like independent sources in
journalism. "This study shows the importance of long-term research. There are few studies anywhere that have this
kind of long-term measure of an environmental variable. The longer the observed trend, the more likely it represents
a general trend in the data and not just a short term reversal or anomaly." Warming soils could have several effects
down the road. John Baker, now research leader for the Agricultural Research Service's Soil and Water Management
unit in the SWC, says warmer-and thus drier-conditions may lead annual crops like corn to send roots deeper in
search of moisture. Deeper roots could improve the plants' drought tolerance. Warmer soils may also protect some
pipes from freezing in winter. But warmth could also stimulate soil microorganisms to speed up their respiration, a
term biochemists use to mean the burning of food for energy. "To the extent that soil warming increases microbial
respiration, it would mean more carbon dioxide given off," says John Baker. Also, Mark Seeley, a climatologist and
professor in SWC, says warmer soils may speed up the production of nitrates by bacteria. Nitrate can evaporate and
form nitric acid, a constituent of acid rain, or leach into water supplies. Current warming trends have been linked to
fossil fuel burning, and Baker has made his mark in efforts to reduce their use. His studies of wind strength around
the state as part of the Wind Resources Assessment program identified Buffalo Ridge, Minnesota, as a prime site for
wind turbines. The wind farm there, along with a wind turbine-based alternative energy project in Morris, Minn., are
direct offshoots of Baker's work, according to Seeley. Baker retired in 1984, but he has continued to work and publish
scientific papers. Besides his scientific work, he established the graduate program in climatology, a joint program of
SWC and the geography department in the College of Liberal Arts. He also turned the site of the temperature
experiment into a weather station that for many years measured more weather items than any other station between
Chicago and Los Angeles. And last but not least, he did it all while maintaining a sterling reputation among his
colleagues. "He's a guy I've looked up to ever since I got here," says Seeley. "He's the godfather of climatology. In
the '80s and '90s, he was known as Dr. Baker, even to senior colleagues, and as 'the Don.'" Baker credits his
success largely to the support and freedom he received from people like William P. Martin, his longtime department
head; William E. Larson, Martin's successor; and administrator William Hueg, who helped him obtain the plot of land
for the temperature experiment and weather station. The weather station, which helped shape the state's responses
to droughts and floods, has always been an object of curiosity to young people. "If I saw kids there on bikes, I'd
speak to them and show them around," recalls Baker. But in the wake of vandalism, the station is now surrounded by
a chain-link fence that alters the flow of wind and the pattern of snowfall around the station, much to Baker's regret.
One concern he has is for the increasing amount of rainfall in the region since 1950. In the Twin Cities, the annual
average has risen from 27.5 inches in 1950 to 34.7 inches in 2000-what Baker calls "an amazing rise." It is
worrisome, he says, because precipitation patterns could revert, leaving urban populations in the lurch. And warming
only makes things worse. "The higher temperature implies that water will evaporate and crops will require the extra
moisture," he explains. "The timing is extremely important. Even if precipitation is low, if the timing is right, crops do
all right. "But as a result of the pavement and sewers we've put in cities, water will be removed much more quickly."
With less water in the air and soil to absorb solar heat, plants will have a hard time of it and temperatures of air and
earth will rise more than if the climate were moist. Last year the University gave Baker an Outstanding Achievement
Award, its highest award to alumni. The honor crowned a career that began formally when he received bachelor's,
master's, and doctoral degrees from the University and has yet to end. Baker says he greatly appreciates the award,
which he categorizes as "a wonderful surprise." But, says Baker with typical modesty, "I felt it was undeserved." His
colleagues and friends beg to differ.

To read about recent University research that uncovered another piece of evidence for global
warming, click here.
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Shaquite Battles (foreground)
and Juanita Felder
(background) on site at
Heritage Park housing
development in north
Minneapolis. The new
development is on the former
site of the Depression-era
Sumner Field Homes.

Name change

Effective July 1, 2006, a
new Department of
Postsecondary Teaching
and Learning will be
established in the College
of Education and Human
Development (CEHD). This
department results from the
collegiate redesign and
integration of General
College with a new CEHD
approved by the U's Board
of Regents in June 2005.
The new department will
continue and extend the
core teaching and research
interests of faculty from the
former General College.

Building the future
By Judith Fox

March 10, 2006

Two University of Minnesota General College professors recently
integrated the seemingly disparate subjects of math and writing in
a learning community, a progressive educational model that will be
a signature feature in General College's successor department in
the College of Education and Human Development. Learning
communities engage students by linking courses, providing
students with integrated learning opportunities and increased
interaction with their instructors and peers. Last fall, 18 first-year
students took part in a learning community taught by Irene
Duranczyk, assistant professor of mathematics, and Amy Lee,
associate professor of writing, who linked their courses with a
Habitat for Humanity service project. Students in this learning
community explored how Hurricane Katrina's devastation redefined
housing and housing issues in New Orleans. They gathered and
analyzed demographic data on New Orleans and used algebraic
expressions and concepts to develop statistics such as residents'
race, ethnicity, income, and size of household. With their newly
developed mathematical thinking, students gained a broader
understanding of the unfolding stories about housing for New
Orleans residents in Katrina's aftermath. The students then had an
opportunity to put their newfound knowledge into practice. Along
with professors Duranczyk and Lee, the students participated in a Habitat for Humanity build taking
place in the Heritage Park housing development in north Minneapolis. They learned how to frame
and raise internal walls and finish external framing. They used algebraic formulas in order to
measure, determine angles and lines, and to proof their work. "In many cases," says Duranczyk,
"hours of work turned out to be merely a 'first draft,' once students discovered they'd performed a
calculation wrong. If they were off by even as little as 1/16 of an inch, an entire wall needed to come
down."

Both Duranczyk and Lee employed a process-based approach to
learning in their courses. This approach values and makes plain the
process by which learning occurs. Students come to realize that
knowledge is developed over time and through stages of
brainstorming, drafting, critiquing, self-reflection, revision, and
assessment. For Lee, the process-based approach, which helps
students learn how to learn, is critical. "It's an approach that can yield
success in all disciplines, and at all levels of education," she says. The
learning community offered all participants--both students and
professors--a powerful experience of community building. "As
teachers, we don't often get the chance to observe our students
working, participating, and simply being outside of our classrooms,"
Lee says. "And our students don't often get the chance to see their
teachers as learners. At our Habitat build, we were on an equal
footing-learners, one and all."
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Incentive to give
Generosity meets its match and students benefit

From M, spring 2006

Just two years ago, the University made raising new gifts for scholarships and fellowships a priority.
Nearly 36,000 alumni and friends stepped forward, and by the end of January 2006, a remarkable
$111 million had been raised through the scholarship drive, toward a goal of $150 million. And the
drive is going strong.

Many donors had a powerful incentive to act: matching opportunities that doubled or tripled the
impact of their gifts. One new opportunity, which ended in January, was a limited-time match from
the TCF Foundation for alumni making their first scholarship gift this year or renewing a first gift from
the previous year. Kien Nguyen, a 1990 College of Biological Sciences (CBS) graduate, and his
wife, Julie Warren, were among them. They pledged $2,000 a year for five years, for a $10,000 gift.
Nguyen's employer, Johnson & Johnson, matches employee gifts two for one, adding $20,000. And
because Nguyen is a new donor, his first pledge payment will also be doubled through the TCF
match, creating a scholarship endowment of $32,000. What's more, the annual endowment payout
will be matched by the President's Scholarship Match, making an astonishing $3,200 available
annually for CBS students.

Other donors pooled their gifts to make a greater impact and qualify for the President's Scholarship
Match. The 135th Anniversary Scholarship Fund created by the College of Liberal Arts raised
$250,000 from alumni. With the match, $25,000 will go to students every year.
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New dentistry teaching
technology will revolutionize
dental education at the
University.

Beyond teeth-on-a-stick
3M makes gift to renovate dentistry teaching labs

By Cathy Madison

From M, spring 2006

More. Faster. Better. That's the kind of training School of Dentistry
students will receive when a new Simulation Clinic debuts in 2007.
Thanks to a $1 million gift from 3M Foundation, the school is well
on its way toward raising the $10.5 million it will take to eclipse its
competition.

No longer will incoming students face the dilemma that Naomi
Schwegler encountered when choosing to enroll here. As daughter
of University-trained dentist Robert and dental hygienist Inez
Schwegler, Naomi knew the dental school had a stellar reputation
for clinical training, and that it graduated 80 percent of the state's
practicing dentists. But she also knew that it lacked the state-of-
the-art preclinical facilities boasted by her other choices.

"It was a difficult decision for me," she says.

"We have the opportunity to become the most technologically advanced
dental education facility in the country," says School of Dentistry dean
Patrick Lloyd.

While medical students train on the latest computer systems, beginning dental students learn on typodonts, or
"teeth-on-a-stick." Not exactly high-tech.

Enter the wow factor. The planned 11,200-square-foot Simulation Clinic in Moos Tower will feature
100 workstations with flat-screen monitors hooked to a central teaching area, so every student gets
a front-row seat for instructor demonstrations. Each station will have a lifelike mannequin with a
movable head, shoulders, and flexible jaws, lips and cheeks as well as teeth. An additional 20
virtual reality-based units will be equipped with motion tracking systems: light-emitting diodes on
both mannequin and drill that measure tooth preparation in tenths of a millimeter. A computer
translates the measurements and students view feedback on-screen in the form of 3-D images that
change in real time. Evaluations are immediate and precise. If a student nicks a virtual nerve, red
lights will flash.

"The new clinic will mean a drastic change in how skills are mastered," says Arnold Hill, D.D.S '63,
M.S.D. '65, volunteer chair for the fund-raising campaign. He says alumni are responding
enthusiastically to this, the first of many planned innovations.

"We have the opportunity to become the most technologically advanced dental education facility in
the country," says School of Dentistry dean Patrick Lloyd.

Virtual-reality-based equipment has been proven to be more effective in preparing students for real
patients. Students learn 40 to 50 percent faster, says Judith Buchanan, the school's associate dean
for academic affairs, who has conducted research on dental simulation technology since 1998. "It
can revolutionize our whole curriculum."

The new clinic will help students learn faster and better, and make the school the best in the Big
Ten. Says Naomi Schwegler, "I only wish it were already here, so I could take advantage of it, too."
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U of M student Christina
Fairbanks would not have
gone to college without the
mentoring and scholarships
she received.

Who's going to college?

* In 1970, the highest-
income students in the
United States were 6.4
times more likely to earn a
B.A. than those in the
bottom quartile.
* By 2003, those in the
wealthiest quartile were 8.3
times more likely to earn a
degree.
* 75 percent of students
from families earning
$95,000 or more earn a
B.A. by age 24.
* 9 percent of students from
families earning $36,000 or
less earn a B.A. by age 24.
* College participation
among low-income families
in Minnesota fell by 18
percent from 1992 to 2002.
* Minnesota, once a leader
for college attendance
among low-income families,
now ranks 11th.

Clearing the hurdles
A gift from William and Nadine McGuire addresses college
preparation and scholarships for needy students

By Kermit Pattison

From M, spring 2006

Christina Fairbanks can look at the future instead of a closed door.

The University of Minnesota freshman has a resume sparkling with
promise: multiple scholarships, a sterling academic record and
aspirations of becoming a judge or psychologist.

A few years ago, however, her future wasn't so certain. She was
one of four children of a single mother with few thoughts--or
money--for college.

Then an organization called Admission Possible spotted her
potential. Counselors steered Fairbanks onto the college prep track
and helped her boost test scores. She graduated seventh in her St.
Paul Arlington High School class and was accepted at 11 colleges, including private institutions
such as Dartmouth and Carleton. In the end, she selected the U, in part because of its American
Indian Studies programs and now has scholarships that allow her to focus on her studies. "It opens
a door you think is closed to you," she says.

Many students soon will enjoy similar opportunities thanks to a recent gift from
the William W. and Nadine M. McGuire Family Foundation. The gift provides
nearly $4 million for scholarships at the University and for advising and
mentoring programs to help students succeed.

The gift seeks to reduce three major hurdles often faced by low-
income students: academic preparation, college admissions and
financial aid, and remaining in college to complete a degree.

"There is disturbing data on the extent to which many Minnesota
students face real academic and financial challenges in trying to
achieve a fulfilling college education," William W. McGuire said in
announcing the gift.

Up to 60 students entering the University in fall 2006 will be the first
group to benefit from the gift and will receive four-year scholarships.
The number of students helped will grow to about 120 with a second
group beginning fall 2007. The scholarship will go to students whose
family incomes qualify them to receive other kinds of need-based
financial aid, such as Pell grants, adding whatever is necessary to
their total financial aid packages to fund 90 percent of their costs,
including tuition, fees, books, and room and board.

"Bill and Nadine's commitment to finding new ways to help
underserved young people is bold and visionary," says University
president Bob Bruininks. "They are role models of how people can
make a real difference in the lives of students."

And, with the announcement of the McGuire gift, Fairbanks is glad that other students may find
opportunities similar to hers. "It makes me really happy to know that there are people who realize
the importance of gifts like this," she says. "If I hadn't gotten the help I did, I wouldn't be here today."
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At its March meeting, the
Board of Regents approved a
salary increase for President
Bruininks and committed the
U to furthering higher
education in Rochester,
among other things.

U's Twin Cities campus is
sixth in key rankings

The University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities has
improved in five key
indicators in a respected
national ranking in which it
tied for sixth in the country
among public research
universities, President
Robert Bruininks told
regents on Friday. The
annual rankings for 2005,
just released by the
University of Florida, are
considered one of the most
reliable academically based
rankings of American
research universities.

"This year's rankings show
that we're well positioned to
improve the quality and
performance of the
University," Bruininks said.
"In five of the nine key
indicators, our ranking
improved. Although there is
no single ranking system
that tells the complete story,
this improvement is good
news for the University of
Minnesota."

The University increased its
standing from the 2004
report in five areas: faculty
awards, doctorates granted,
annual giving, National
Academy members, and
SAT/ACT range.

Regents approve biomedical initiative to
move the U among the top 3 public resea

March 14, 2006

The University of Minnesota Board of Regents received an update
on the University's progress toward becoming one of the top three
public research universities in the world and approved a resolution
to move forward on a key biomedical initiative that could help the
University achieve that goal.

"You must build on the strengths that you have," Provost Tom
Sullivan told the board in outlining key areas where the U can work
to "improve the human condition."

Those include biofuels research, neuroscience breakthroughs,
advancing biomedical technology, sustaining the environment, food
science solutions, and addressing societal and cultural issues,
Sullivan said.

To advance this research, the board unanimously approved a
resolution that calls on the Minnesota State Legislature to create a
new way to finance expensive biomedical facilities.

The measure asks the legislature to create the Minnesota Biomedical Sciences Research Facilities
Authority and includes a request for $330 million in state bonds to construct five new research
facilities over the next decade.

"This is important to the U, but it's also more important to the state of Minnesota than probably
anything else we do," said Regent John Frobenius.

The proposal would take these types of requests out of the state's normal bonding cycle, where
projects from across Minnesota compete against each other for funding.

The authority would allow the University to hire 50 new researchers
per year to conduct life-saving research in the new facilities.

Strategic positioning Sullivan also reported that 11 of the 34
strategic positioning task forces have made their final
recommendations. Out of these recommendations came the names--
which the board approved--of two new colleges: the College of Food,
Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences and the College of
Design. The third new collegiate entity will be called the College of
Education and Human Development, an existing college name. A new
department in that college, the Department of Post-Secondary
Teaching and Learning, will house programs from General College.

Chancellors Charles Casey from Crookston and Sam Schuman from
Morris updated the Educational Planning and Policy committee on
strategic positioning efforts on their campuses. They said enrollment is
being affected by declining regional populations and described
measures being taken to reverse the trend. The number of admitted
students is up this year from last year at both schools. Schuman, who
will step down as Morris's chancellor on June 30, told the regents
about two initiatives that hold promise: sustainable energy and
international programs.

Strategic positioning recommendations for all the coordinate
campuses are due March 31.

Top faculty The board acknowledged the University's newest
Regents Professor, Apostolos Georgopoulos. The professor of
neuroscience, neurology, physiology, and psychiatry joined the
University faculty in 1991 and also directs the Brain Science Center at
the Minneapolis Veterans Administration Hospital.

Georgopoulos leads research in an area that involves at least 20
departments, President Robert Bruininks said, which seeks to
understand the neural basis of conceiving and planning bodily
movements. The designation of Regents Professor is the highest level
of recognition given by the University.

The board also recognized 10 McKnight Land-Grant Professors for 2006-2008. Awarded by the
Office of the Provost and the Graduate School, these honors acknowledge and support the
University's most promising junior faculty at a crucial time in their professional careers. They receive
research grants in each of two years and a research leave in the second year.

The professors are Demoz Gebre-Egziabher, aerospace engineering and mechanics; Yongdae Kim,
computer science and engineering; Efie Kokkoli, chemical engineering and materials science;
Ronald Krebs, political science; Angus MacDonald III, psychology; Steven Manson, geography;
David Rapp, educational psychology; Stergios Roumeliotis, computer science and engineering;
Mark Thomas, neuroscience; and Cynthia Weinig, plant biology.

Rochester On the docket for a vote was a resolution in support of a recommendation to expand
higher education in Rochester developed by a special advisory task force appointed by the governor
last year. The resolution calls for a strong University presence in Rochester, especially in areas of
research, technology transfer, advanced education, and outreach programs, and emphasizes the
contribution the U would make to the economic growth of the area.

Board members affirmed the University's lead role in the development of additional higher education
programming in Rochester but added that new resources must be provided for the expansion so it
doesn't come at the expense of current University campuses, colleges, and programs.

Bruininks's salary The board also agreed to raise President Robert Bruininks's base salary by 5
percent for each of the next two years: to $365,925 for 2005-06 and $384,212 in 2006-07. Bruininks'
deferred compensation will also increase by $25,000 for each of the remaining years of the contract,
which expires on June 30, 2008.

"This has been a time of bold and decisive leadership at the University in large part because of the
performance of President Bruininks," said Board of Regents chair Anthony Baraga. "The
compensation changes approved today are recognition of that leadership--and an important step in
remaining competitive with comparable universities."

Bruininks's raise will put him eighth in the Big Ten in terms of base salary and fifth when deferred
compensation is factored in. Deferred compensation, which is payable upon completion of the
contract, is a common way to encourage retention.

"I've been around this university for more than 40 years and have seen a lot of presidents," Regent
David Metzen added. "In my judgment, President Bruininks will go down as one of the best."

The next meeting of the Board of Regents is scheduled for May 11-12, 2006. More information on
the board can be found on its Web site.
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Sue Gooch has hosted
"Prairie Yard and Garden"
since 1993. The show was
first produced in 1987.

PYG 2006 season

Thursday, March 16
"Dividing Perennials"--Mary
Meyer, U associate
professor of horticultural
science, gets her hands
dirty as she demonstrates
and discusses the fine
points of dividing perennials
with host Sue Gooch.

Thursday, March 23
"Fall Clean-up: Putting the
Garden to Bed"--Master
gardener Randee
Hokanson and Gooch will
share tips and strategies for
closing up the gardening
season.

Thursday, March 30
"New Ideas in Turf
Management"--Bob
Mugaas, University of
Minnesota Extension
horticulturist, gives Gooch a
tour of the turf trials at
UMORE Park in
Rosemount, Minnesota.

Helping plants grow and gardens flourish
UMM TV show, "Prairie Yard and Garden," in its 19th season

By Theresa Novak

March 15, 2006

As a child, Sue Gooch's enthusiasm for gardening wasn't always
apparent. She viewed gardening "as a chore." As she grew older,
she learned to appreciate it. Now, Gooch is a University of
Minnesota Extension Service master gardener who plans and
writes her own scripts for "Prairie Yard and Garden," the popular
show produced by Media Services at the University of Minnesota,
Morris (UMM, and watched by thousands of viewers on Pioneer
Public Television.

As host of "Prairie Yard and Garden," Gooch presents a variety of
gardening topics, applies practical techniques, and gives tips to
help plants grow in the Upper Midwest. Gooch served as an
adviser for the show up until 1993, when producer Roger Boleman
approached her to take the lead role.

"I was scared stiff," says Gooch, who had moved from California to Minnesota with husband Van, a
biology professor at UMM. "It was something I had never done. I had no experience in journalism,
no training in media work, nothing." Nevertheless, Gooch took the position and is now in her 13th
year as the host.

Since 1999, "Prairie Yard and Garden" has been ranked the sixth most popular program on Pioneer
Public Television out of its 200 regular scheduled programs. Gooch believes that people like the
show "because [we offer research-based information] specific to this growing region [and] it's
locally-produced television." The show also draws viewers "who no longer wish to garden, but enjoy
watching it," she adds.

Behind the camera Boleman, who is also director of UMM's media services department, works
closely with Gooch and production coordinator Mike Cihak to produce, edit, and air the show.

Boleman attended the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, for his undergraduate degree in
communications and master's in liberal studies. Cihak holds a bachelor's degree in mass
communications from Minnesota State University-Moorhead and is working on his master's degree
in education with a concentration in education technology at the University of Minnesota, Duluth.

Both Boleman and Cihak agree on the show's statistics: "Prairie Yard
and Garden" ranks in the top five of this type of show, and at any one
time, may be viewed by as many as 600,000 people nationwide
through PBS or 100,000 people in the Pioneer Public Television
broadcasting area alone. The show is broadcast Thursdays at 7:30
p.m. throughout the upper Midwest--Minnesota, North and South
Dakota, Iowa, and the upper provinces of Canada.

Boleman, like Gooch, says the program is popular because, "it gives
gardeners accurate information about what works in our area."

Until three years ago, the show was recorded live from the UMM
studio. Now Boleman, Cihak, and Gooch take the show on location to
gardens and horticulture specialists, and then bring the footage back
to the UMM studio for editing. Three hours worth of shooting produces
about 28 minutes of actual programming after the editing process is
finished.

"Every minute edited is about an hour of work," says Cihak. "So we
spend about 28 hours on every show we air."

But it's all worth it. The show has even made gardeners out of those
behind the camera.

"'Prairie Yard and Garden' has increased my appreciation of the
variety of plants you can use in the home landscape," says Boleman.
"It is science-based information about taking care of plants. Before I
started this show, I was not much of a gardener. Now my wife and I
are quite extensive gardeners."

Cihak adds that gardening is appealing because "anyone can do it, young or old. It makes [people]
feel good [and it gets them] outside."

For more information about the show, including channel listings, see "Prairie Yard and Garden."
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Jacqueline Brudlos won the
PRSA-Minnesota Classic
Award for "A Blogger's Diary
at the U."

Blogger transit diary wins public relations
award for the U

March 10, 2006

Blog-speak and a playful creative spin resulted in a surprise win for
the marketing team from Parking and Transportation Services
(PTS), Twin Cities campus, March 9. The department took home a
Classic Award from the annual awards banquet of the Public
Relations Society of America (PRSA) Minnesota chapter.
Jacqueline Brudlos, writer and coordinator for the project, won the
award in the feature-writing category for her work in a direct-mail
brochure, "A Blogger's Diary at the U." Written from an online
blogger's point of view, the brochure described how to get around
the University of Minnesota using various modes of transportation.
The message promoted U-Pass, a deeply-discounted, unlimited-
ride student bus pass that costs $60 per semester. Supported by
other marketing efforts, the brochure helped PTS sell a goal-
surpassing 17,204 passes during fall semester 2005. That
achieved a 130 percent increase in Twin Cities campus bus riders
since U-Pass's inception in 2000.

"We're a little in-house project team compared to all the advertising agencies here tonight," said
Brudlos. "We work hard to create quality products that resonate with a very youthful generation. I'm
proud that we succeeded in those goals!"

With more than 300 employees, PTS is responsible for all aspects of transportation for Minnesota's
third largest traffic generator, second only to the cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul. It's a self-
supporting department of the University that establishes, maintains, and improves a comprehensive
transportation system that reduces congestion, eases accessibility, and enhances a friendly
University community. With a modest budget, PTS markets many products and services to 80,000
students, staff, faculty members, and visitors.

Brudlos joined the University staff in 2001 and is currently the marketing coordinator for PTS. She
brought communications experience in several industries and at a daily newspaper. She holds a
degree in mass communications from St. Cloud State University.

For more information about the award, see the PRSA-Minnesota.
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CALA students David Vilkama
(left) and Mark Lescher hold
models of a storage shed
designed for victims of
Hurricane Katrina.

Building humanity through architecture
CALA students help those in need with architecture projects

By Patty Mattern

March 15, 2006

What may appear as simply a new storage shed in Waveland,
Mississippi, means the world to Kathy Everad, who lost her home
in Hurricane Katrina. The design and construction of the shed is
one example of the humanitarian architecture projects undertaken
by College of Architecture and Landscape Architecture (CALA)
students this semester.

The construction of that shed rose from the intense interest of
CALA students and from the vision of world-renowned architect
Cameron Sinclair, who is the Cass Gilbert visiting professor at
CALA this semester. Sinclair, cofounder and executive director of
Architecture For Humanity (AFH), has brought his humanitarian
activism to CALA by teaching a course on the ways in which
design can address the burgeoning needs of growing numbers of
the poor. Finding projects to benefit hurricane victims fit well into
the class's goals.

At Sinclair's prompting, U of M architecture students Mark Lescher and David Vilkama designed and
helped build a structure for Everad that includes a laundry room.

Several students received Sinclair's original assignment, but Vilkama's and Lescher's designs were
chosen. "Someone cleared out a 12-by-12-[foot] area near Everad's trailer and the students had 48
hours to design this unit," Sinclair said. "Then, we sat down with Kathy and she picked one."

"Hopefully, our work will help keep this issue alive," said Lescher. "They
still have a lot of repairs to be made."

Both students, along with a group of New York City firefighters, built the structure, and the students returned to
Mississippi last weekend to put the finishing touches on it. Everad, who is in her 70s, is currently living in a FEMA
trailer with her 17-year-old granddaughter. Like many other Hurricane survivors, Everad has been fighting with her
insurance company and has yet to begin the process of rebuilding. She and her granddaughter desperately needed
somewhere to store their belongings and do laundry until they rebuild. (Everad has been traveling 10 miles to do her
laundry.)

The project not only helps the family, it allows students to build on their skills. "We were so excited
to get a chance to work on something that is not make-believe," Vilkama said. "Most of our projects
as students are fictional, so this rewarding in many ways."

The two definitely felt pressure to do well on this project. "Of course, it's exciting to see what we're
designing being built, but it's also scary to know what we're designing has to be built," Lescher said.
"We knew what we were doing was really going to help somebody, so that took a lot of the pressure
off."

Everad watched as the students and firefighters worked on the project. "She was crying through the
whole construction," Sinclair said.

A key component of Sinclair's philosophy aims at making good design and architecture accessible
to everyone--not just wealthy individuals--and the students' project does that. The students created
an attractive structure on a $600 to $1,000 budget, making sure the roof allowed natural light to
come in, Sinclair said.

While Vilkama and Lescher finish work on Everad's structure, 20 to 30 other CALA students are
traveling to the region this spring to either duplicate the structure for other families or work on clean-
up of devastated areas.

"A lot of people down there expressed interest in living in this structure because of the poor
conditions there," Lescher said.

Vilkama is concerned about the pace of rebuilding efforts. "I've seen all the TV and news coverage,"
he said. "[The area is] still basically as bad as it was two days after the storm."

"Hopefully, our work will help keep this issue alive," added Lescher. "They still have a lot of repairs
to be made."
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On March 22, "What is Your
Health Worth? A National
Conversation on Health Care"
will take place in 23 locations
across the United States,
including the U's Twin Cities
campus.

Health care: public pipes in
University of Minnesota joins nationwide discussion on health care

March 15, 2006

The University of Minnesota is one of 22 sites nationwide hosting a
public discussion on U.S. health care titled "What is Your Health
Worth? A National Conversation on Health Care." This free event is
open to the public and will be held on Wednesday, March 22, from
5:30 to 8:30 p.m. at 5-125 Moos Tower on the Twin Cities campus
in Minneapolis.

The University's discussion on the U.S. health care system, its
flaws, and how those flaws can be addressed will be linked via
satellite to other town hall meetings going on at other Big 10
universities and multiple schools of public health. The highlights of
the national conversation will be compiled and forwarded to
President George W. Bush and key members of Congress. "This is
a great opportunity for people to voice their concerns about the
country's health-care policies," said John Finnegan, Jr., dean of the
U's School of Public Health. "We look forward to engaging with a
large nationwide audience in an informed dialogue about this
important issue."

The national event is led by the Citizens' Health Care Working Group and sponsored locally by the
University of Minnesota School of Public Health. The U.S. Congress created the Citizens' Health
Care Working Group in 2003 to find out what the public thinks about the accessibility, cost, and
quality of health care, and to turn that input into policy recommendations for the federal government.
The group does so through surveys and community meetings such as this national discussion. A
panel of University health policy experts will lead the citizen discussion. Judith Garrard, senior
associate dean of academic affairs and research in the School of Public Health, will moderate the
event. Panel members include Mac Baird, head of the Medical School's Department of Family
Practice and Community Health; Alan Lifson, associate professor of epidemiology and community
health; and professors Lynn Blewett, Ira Moscovice, Susan Bartlett Foote, and Roger Feldman of
the Division of Health Services Research & Policy. A light dinner buffet and beverages will be
provided.

For more information, visit the School of Public Health or Citizens' Health Care.
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U researchers have found that
sixth-grade students in urban
India use tobacco, such as
cigarettes, at two to four times
the rate that eighth graders
do.

India's tobacco
advertising bans

In 2003, India passed the
Cigarettes and Other
Tobacco Products Act,
which prohibits all direct
and indirect advertising of
tobacco products, smoking
in public places, sales of
tobacco products to people
younger than 18, and sales
of tobacco products near
educational institutions. Yet
in spite of this legislation,
the tobacco industry has
developed ways around it.

Cheryl Perry and her
colleagues offer an example
in their recently published
study in The Lancet: "One
tobacco company (Godfrey-
Philips India) positioned air-
conditioned lorries ("Mobile
Smoking Lounges") outside
major attractions, such as a
sports stadium and
shopping malls, in four
major cities in India,
including Delhi, so smokers
can sit in the lounge and
smoke in comfort."

Lighting up in India
U study finds children in India are smoking more tobacco at a
younger age

March 15, 2006

According to a report by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
in New Delhi, India, messages in a rapidly changing India may be
increasingly pro-tobacco despite policies to control tobacco. These
messages, it states, are the result of greater exposure to media
from other countries, smoking in Bollywood movies, and images
via the Internet.

Is smoking, therefore, on the rise in India?

Recent research by University of Minnesota School of Public
Health experts suggests that India could be facing an alarming
increase in tobacco use. The study, published in the Feb. 18, 2006,
issue of The Lancet, found that sixth-grade students (average age
of 11 years old) in Delhi and Chennai used significantly more
tobacco than eighth-grade students. Early use of tobacco predicts
greater likelihood of addiction, longer lifetime use, and higher rates
of lung cancer, state the authors.

"The difference in rates of tobacco use strongly suggests that sixth-grade students in urban India
use tobacco at two to four times the rate that eighth graders do," says Cheryl Perry, U professor of
epidemiology and coauthor of the study. "These findings warrant confirmation and early intervention
in young students."

The researchers also found that male students were more likely to smoke tobacco than female
students, and those that attended government schools smoked more than private school students.

Perry and her colleagues surveyed more than 11,600 students in the sixth and eighth grades at 32
schools in Delhi and Chennai about their use of chewing tobacco, cigarettes, and bidis (hand-rolled
cigarettes). These schools were selected because they were representative of the range of schools
in these urban cities, including government (low-to-middle income), private (middle-to-upper
income), girls-only, boys-only, and coeducational schools.

Tobacco use continues to be the leading cause of preventable death
worldwide. By 2030, scientists estimate that 10 million people per year
will die from tobacco use, with 70 percent of those deaths occurring in
developing countries. According to the World Health Organization,
India has one of the highest rates of oral cancer in the world, and
tobacco-related cancers account for about half of all the cancers
among men and one-fourth among women.

In their study, the researchers noted that the epidemic of tobacco use
is shifting from developed nations to developing countries, and that it
is important to monitor changes in the prevalence of tobacco use
among adolescents because increased use may be a precursor to
increased rates in the population.

"This pattern was seen very clearly in the USA after the introduction
and advertising of brands of cigarettes for women in the late 1960s,"
the study states. "There were substantially increased initiation rates
only among women younger than 18 years old, who remained
smokers into adulthood and increased the overall adult female
smoking rates in the 1970s and 1980s."

Monika Arora, director of Health Related Information Dissemination
Amongst Youth (HRIDAY), says the recent findings "emphasize that
intervention programs that aim to prevent and reduce tobacco use
among youth should begin before eighth grade (or about age 13)."
HRIDAY is a Delhi-based organization that collaborated with the U and
the All India Institute of Medical Science on this study.

"Young people need to be motivated to adopt a healthy lifestyle and
abstain from addictions such as tobacco right from an early age before
these habits get etched," adds Arora. "Factors leading to tobacco use
at such a young age need to be clearly identified and countered."
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At St. Anthony Falls
Laboratory, graduate student
Michal Tal studies the effect of
riverbank vegetation on
stream flow, sedimentation,
and channel formation. Here
she uses a laboratory channel
containing alfalfa and a stream
of water infused with
environmentally safe red dye.

Forces of nature
University scientists and engineers are finding ways to better
understand, predict, and manage nature's dynamic powers

By Rhonda Zurn

March 15, 2006

Last year's headlines stunned us with their litany of natural
disasters:

TSUNAMI IN INDIAN OCEAN KILLS MORE THAN 200,000
PEOPLE IN 11 COUNTRIES

HURRICANE KATRINA KILLS MORE THAN 1,000 AND
DISPLACES MORE THAN A MILLION

HURRICANE RITA DESTROYS MORE THAN 35,000 HOMES
AND KILLS UP TO 100

DEVASTATING EARTHQUAKE IN PAKISTAN KILLS MORE
THAN 79,000 AND INJURES 75,000

The scope of these disasters shocked even the scientists and
engineers most familiar with nature's destructive powers. For many
researchers at the University of Minnesota, the events also fortified
their resolve to find better ways to manage disasters, improve infrastructures, and save lives.

At the Institute of Technology's St. Anthony Falls Laboratory, University researchers conduct
experiments to learn more about our environment and human impact on it.

"While we humans have learned how to change our environment, it's obvious we haven't been very
successful in fully controlling it," said Chris Paola, director of the University's National Center for
Earth-surface Dynamics (NCED).

Paola's research has focused on the Mississippi River and changes in the earth's surface in relation
to natural deposits of sediment. Management of sediment along the river, intended to improve
shipping navigation, has left the coastal area more vulnerable to hurricane damage.

"New Orleans is right on the edge of the water," Paola said. "If we would've allowed sediment to
form more deltas, this low-lying land may have helped absorb some of the force of Hurricane
Katrina."

Better evacuation planning also could have lessened the death toll from Katrina, said Shashi
Shekhar, director of the Institute of Technology's Army High Performance Computing Research
Center. With support from the Army Research Laboratory and the Minnesota Department of
Transportation, Shekhar and other researchers are developing more efficient evacuation route
plans.

"Our research here at the University shows that cities can improve
existing emergency plans by using computerized tools such as
evacuation route planning software."

According to Shekhar, the problems in New Orleans were exacerbated by several factors: insufficient planning and
resources for responding to levee breaches, for evacuating people needing assistance, and for getting information to
decision makers. Miles-long traffic jams on Texas freeways during the Hurricane Rita evacuation also exposed the
limitations of the transportation network and the inadequate evacuation route planning.

"I do not want to be a 'Monday-morning quarterback.' However, it would have been useful if decision
makers had fully funded and completed planning for catastrophic events, such as the levee breach
in New Orleans, even if the probabilities were small that they would occur," Shekhar said.

He is a strong advocate of using new technologies to upgrade disaster preparedness.

"Our research here at the University shows that cities can improve existing emergency plans by
using computerized tools such as evacuation route planning software," Shekhar said. "In addition,
computerized software tools allow cities to examine the interaction among emergency plans of
neighboring cities. This is especially critical in large metropolitan areas with multiple cities and
townships."

Better forecasting will improve preparedness, and well-managed evacuations can save lives, but the
scale of a disaster is determined in part by other factors, said Justin Revenaugh, a professor of
geology and geophysics.

People live in seismically active zones and in locations prone to other types of natural disasters
because these areas are often naturally beautiful and agriculturally fertile as well, he said.

"These are not bad places to build, provided you build smart," he added. "It's all about building style
and quality and population density--primary factors in earthquake fatalities."

Arturo Schultz, an associate professor of civil engineering, has done extensive research on
unreinforced masonry walls (no steel reinforcement within the mortar joints or grouted internal
cavities). Such construction, common in Pakistan, India, and other parts of the world, has very little
resistance to earthquake forces, according to Schultz.

"Upon reaching their load capacity, improperly designed, unreinforced masonry buildings are prone
to collapse, making this form of construction extremely hazardous," he said.

Schultz has witnessed firsthand the damage that strong earthquakes can inflict on other types of
building structures in countries around the world. He was in Turkey following the 1999 earthquakes
and in Mexico City after the 1986 earthquake. On both occasions he saw evidence of structural
failure.

In his capacity as chair of the Masonry Society's Investigating Disasters Program, Schultz has
organized and coordinated teams of masonry experts who investigated the effects of earthquakes
and tornadoes on masonry construction.

"These observations have allowed us to identify many commonalities in the patterns of damage and
failure to masonry structures during earthquakes and sustained high-velocity winds," Schultz said.

The structural engineering technology used to build stronger buildings in the U.S., Japan, New
Zealand, Canada, Western Europe, and other industrialized regions would save lives if used in
developing countries, but the cost is often prohibitive.

Researchers at the University's Multi-Axial Subassemblage Testing
(MAST) facility conduct large-scale structural testing and analysis,
including model-based simulations, of the integrity of structures
subjected to earthquakes and other extreme forces.

"That kind of structural engineering technology becomes a luxury that
many developing countries cannot afford [because they have so many
other needs]," Schultz said. "I think the United Nations, World Bank,
U.S. government, European Union, and others should establish an

international program to develop seismic-design solutions for developing nations--for example,
economical solutions that can be implemented by individuals who do not have engineering and
architectural design expertise, such as homeowners and small builders."

For one Institute of Technology alumnus, the impact of natural disasters on developing countries hit
close to home.

"I was in Sri Lanka in December 2004 when the tsunami hit," said Suresh Hettiarachchi, a 1998 civil
engineering graduate. Originally from Sri Lanka, he now works as a water resources engineer in the
Minneapolis office of HDR Engineering, Inc.

"I was not staying in the hardest-hit area, but I soon heard about the devastation," he said. "It was
unbelievable that in 15 minutes the tsunami killed more than 30,000 people in Sri Lanka and
destroyed two-thirds of the country's coast. It really showed me the power of this tsunami and how
nature can change things in an instant."

Hettiarachchi delayed his departure from Sri Lanka for three weeks in order to help with the relief
and rebuilding efforts. He returned briefly to Minnesota to prepare for a longer trip, a 10-week leave
of absence from his job to volunteer with the United States Agency for International Development.
During that time he worked with the group to reconstruct water systems, roads, and other critical
systems. In December 2005 he returned again to Sri Lanka to check on the progress and to find
more ways to help.

"What really surprised me in the tsunami was the resiliency of the people to try again," he said. "I
was also impressed with the overall level of planning to do things better and consider the
environmental impact of their actions."

Hettiarachchi said the experience changed his life and confirmed his career path.

"I always considered myself an 'accidental engineer' because I never really planned to become an
engineer," Hettiarachchi said. "My experience in the tsunami relief and rebuilding efforts made me
feel better about being an engineer because I was able to clearly see that my skills were of real
value to the people as they put their lives and their country back together again."

From Inventing Tomorrow winter 2006, a magazine for alumni and friends of the Institute of
Technology.
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A team led by Dr. Karen Ashe,
shown here with one of her
research subjects, has
identified a substance that
may cause memory problems
years before the onset of
Alzheimer's disease.

Nabbing the thief of memory
By Deane Morrison

March 16, 2006

Somewhere, a middle-aged woman is trying to tell her 10-year-old
daughter why grandma doesn't recognize her anymore, leaving out
how she struggles with her own fears of getting Alzheimer's
disease like her mother. Probably no one saw it coming, because
Alzheimer's disease, or AD, takes hold in an insidious fashion,
cloaking the clues to its presence in the garb of normal age-related
memory impairment. But in a laboratory at the University of
Minnesota, Karen Ashe and her research team have just picked up
one of those clues. Their work identifies a possible future target for
therapies to defeat the disease before it causes irreversible
damage. Currently, about 4.5 million Americans live with
Alzheimer's disease, a number that could rise to 14 million in the
next 20 years. "No one knows for sure when Alzheimer's disease
begins," says Ashe, a professor of neurology and neuroscience
and director of the University's Center for Memory Research and
Care. "One study showed you could predict it 15 years before the
earliest symptoms. Those were normal individuals who had very
subtle abnormalities on cognitive tests." Some people who are
known to be genetically at risk for AD show abnormalities in brain
function on a brain scan, all of which suggest changes in the way the brain operates long before
nerve cells begin to die. One thing that consistently turns up in the brains of deceased AD patients
is numerous insoluble clumps, or plaques, composed of a specific protein called amyloid-beta (A
beta). At first it was thought that the plaques caused AD. But that turned out not to be the case.
"About four years ago, we realized there was no correlation between the amount of plaque and the
amount of memory dysfunction," says Ashe. That doesn't mean, however, that the A beta molecules
play no role in the disease. Amyloid-beta thus became a focus of Ashe's efforts.

"I could only have done this [research] at the University of Minnesota,
primarily because the work depended on the backbone and foundation
of my lab, which is several lab technicians, some of whom have been
with me for many years," says Ashe. "I don't know of another
institution on the coasts or with any prestige where I could have such a
fine group of technicians."

About 12 or so mutations in the human gene for A beta are linked to early-onset Alzheimer's disease. Ashe chose
one such mutant gene, which causes the brain to produce A beta in large quantities-a close approximation to the
increased outputs of A beta that occur in normal aging. Using mice that were genetically engineered with the mutant
gene, Ashe and her team set out to find just how A beta does its mischief. In mice with the mutant gene, memory
loss begins at six months of age. But nerve cells don't begin dying until the ripe old age of 14 months. Several lines
of evidence led Ashe to suspect that A beta was responsible for the early memory deficits in the engineered mice.
But if not plaques, what other manifestations of A beta could be causing the impairment? The researchers reasoned
that it had to be a form of the protein that appeared at the same time of the memory loss (six months of age) and that
persisted in the brain at a steady level until the mice reached 14 months of age. Ashe dubbed the mystery form "A-
beta-star" and the search was on. To find A-beta-star, Ashe drew on the expertise of Sylvain Lesn?, a postdoctoral
fellow in her laboratory. Working with the brains of engineered mice, he isolated pools of A beta from inside cells,
outside cells, in the cell membrane, and in deposits rich in the A beta protein. Most intriguing, Lesn? found that A
beta in the spaces between nerve cells can be quite sociable with each other. That is, molecules of A beta clump
together in aggregates of three, six, nine or 12. The next step was to test all these bundles of A beta, as well as the
individual molecules, to see which were most capable of causing memory problems. Of course, one cannot do such
a test in human beings. To test for memory impairment, Ashe uses mice who have learned the locations of objects
and then demonstrate their degree of memory by searching in the right (or wrong) places for the objects after they
have been removed. To see how A beta affected their memory, the procedure was to place a tube in the animals'
brains, deliver each form of A beta-one per animal-- into the fluid bathing the brain, and note its effects on memory.
But mice don't tolerate such tubes very well, so Lesn? sent the samples to Michela Gallagher at Johns Hopkins
University, who did the experiments with rats. The tests showed that aggregates of 12 A beta molecules not only
appeared in the mice's brains at about six months of age, but they were by far the most potent in causing memory
loss in rats. Ashe and her colleagues hypothesize that these aggregates of 12 A beta molecules are the elusive A-
beta-star. But the team also found that the damage was not permanent; 10 days after being treated with the
aggregates, the rats regained their memory ability. As Ashe puts it, the A beta protein, even A-beta-star, didn't kill
neurons-it just put them to sleep. At this point there is no way to detect A beta aggregates in living humans, so Ashe
and her team have turned their attention to developing a blood test for it. Besides her work with amyloid-beta protein,
Ashe and another postdoc, Martin Ramsden, are working with a second protein, called tau, that forms tangles of
fibers in the brains of AD patients. Some form of the tau protein kills nerve cells in mice, but Ashe's team has found
that the "neurofibrillary tangles" are not the culprit. Ramsden is looking for a form of tau, called tau-star, that does
impair memory. The researchers also plan to search for one or more drugs to help AD patients. A future drug may
help ward off the disease by preventing molecules of A beta from aggregating into A-beta-star or by keeping A-beta-
star from interfering with neuron functioning. For this phase, Ashe is working with College of Pharmacy faculty,
especially from the department of medicinal chemistry. "We hope to work with Gunda Georg, who will become head
of the medicinal chemistry department this fall," says Ashe. "She's a star. "We're also on the verge of opening a
Memory Clinic under the umbrella of the Center for Memory Research and Care. J. Riley McCarten, who has a joint
appointment at the VA Medical Center, has a team to take care of families and patients." As envisioned, the Memory
Center will screen for AD and other memory disorders and sponsor clinical trials of drugs found effective against
memory loss in mice. Although laurels for Ashe's work pour in, she remains solidly grounded. She credits her
success to the people in her lab, who perform the herculean labor of maintaining colonies of mice and carrying out
numerous exacting experiments with precision. "I could only have done this at the University of Minnesota, primarily
because the work depended on the backbone and foundation of my lab, which is several lab technicians, some of
whom have been with me for many years," says Ashe. "I don't know of another institution on the coasts or with any
prestige where I could have such a fine group of technicians." So take a bow here, Colleen Forst, Jen Paulson,
Nardina Nash, Mathew Sherman, Lisa Kemper, and Linda Kotilinek. "What's unique from my experience is the team
approach," says Kotilinek of working in Ashe's lab. Kotilinek, whose work focuses on behavioral testing of mice, says
that with the enormity of work in Ashe's lab, everybody has to know something about everybody else's experiments.
It's this kind of overlapping that allows the team to do experiments seven days a week. "I feel that what we're doing
is extremely important, and that makes the difference," Kotilinek adds. "I think the University is very supportive of
technicians," Ashe says. "All but one own their own homes, and three are women my age. I hope we'll grow old
together." The team's latest work is published in this week's issue of the journal Nature.

Read about work on memory in mice published by Ashe last summer, an overview of Ashe's
laboratory, or the Metlife Foundation award she received for her work on Alzheimer's disease.
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More students are smiling
about their experiences at the
University of Minnesota,
according to results of the
2005 Student Experience
Survey.

Undergraduates give U high marks on
surveys
By Rick Moore

March 21, 2006

Students are increasingly satisfied with their experiences at the
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, according to data presented
to the Board of Regents at its March meeting.

The information comes from the University's 2005 Student
Experience and Senior Exit Surveys. The results show satisfaction
levels at the Twin Cities, Morris, and Duluth campuses at all-time
highs. While students at Morris continue to have the highest ratings
of satisfaction, the Twin Cities campus has made the largest gains
in recent years, according to the Student Experience Survey
(SES).

The SES is administered every other year, and asks students to
rate their particular University campus in a number of categories
based on a qualitative scale, with a score of 1 indicating "very
poor" and 6 indicating "excellent."

In terms of overall satisfaction, the average rating of undergraduates on the Twin Cities campus was
4.91, up from 4.72 in 2003 and 4.45 in 2001. On the Morris campus, the average rating was 5.16,
up from 5.09 in 2003 and the highest of any University campus. The average rating for
undergraduates at Duluth and Crookston was 4.85.

There is a strong correlation between students' satisfaction and their
participation in what are called "intensive activities," such as
mentoring programs, internships, study abroad, and working with
faculty on a research project.

Compared to 2003, undergraduates on the Twin Cities campus gave the University higher marks in most areas. The
mean score for "overall quality of the University academic programs" rose from 4.52 in 2003 to 4.67 in 2005. Other
categories showing strong improvement were "quality of research facilities" (up from 4.27 in 2003 to 4.45 in 2005),
"overall quality of classrooms" (4.07 to 4.24), and "cultural diversity among the student body" (4.20 to 4.35). Students
also indicated improvement in the overall physical environment of campus, availability of places to study, and the
administration's responsiveness to student concerns. Students were less satisfied with the "cost of attending the
University" (2.94 in 2003 to 2.84 in 2005).

There is a strong correlation between students' satisfaction and their participation in what are called
"intensive activities," such as mentoring programs, internships, study abroad, and working with
faculty on a research project. Students who participated in five such activities rated their satisfaction
level nearly six-tenths of a point higher than students who didn't participate in any such activities.

"Students who are more involved get higher grades, they graduate on a more timely basis, and they
report higher levels of satisfaction," said vice provost for undergraduate education Craig Swan in the
presentation to the regents' Faculty, Staff and Student Affairs Committee.

Separate from the Student Experience Survey, the Senior Exit Survey is administered to graduating
seniors every year, with a long version given in even years and a short version in odd years. One
finding of the survey is that students on the Twin Cities campus work at one or more jobs more than
students at any of the other University campuses. About 75 percent of Twin Cities-campus students
work, and 25 percent work more than 20 hours per week. But since 1997, there has been virtually
no change in the number of students working or the amount of hours they work on average.

On the Twin Cities campus, of the students who took longer than four years to graduate, a number
of reasons were cited as being very important or somewhat important to the extra duration. The top
reasons were "had to work more hours to pay for tuition" (47 percent) and "changed majors or
chose a major after completing lots of credits" (46 percent). Twenty-nine percent said they wanted
to take a lighter course load to focus on grades.
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Connect to better health
through Health
Connections

UPlan Wellness
Assessment
StayWell Health
Management, 800-926-
5455

Health coaching by phone
Harris HealthTrends
Resource Center, 877-247-
9204

Spring into action
There's still time to take the UPlan Wellness assessment

By Susan Wiese

Brief, March 22, 2006; updated 1 p.m.

It's not too late for UPlan Wellness Medical Program members to
spring into action with Health Connections, a new approach to
wellness that offers financial incentives to

complete the online, confidential UPlan Wellness Assessment
connect to a health coach by telephone
take advantage of Web-based health improvement strategies to
get fit, lose weight, eat right, manage stress, and more

Active University employees who complete the wellness assessment by April 30 can earn a $65
reward. Those who complete one of four health-improvement programs can earn a second $65
reward. Go to www.healthconnections.umn.edu to get started.

Desire for fitness

"Ellen" is one of more than 4,700 University faculty and staff members who have signed up so far for Health
Connections. It wasn't the prospect of the $65 wellness reward as much as the discomfort of her tight-fitting trousers
and her husband's urging her to "get fit" that prompted the mostly sedentary 44-year-old to take the UPlan Wellness
Assessment. She agreed to share her experience if she could be anonymous.

Health Connections:
Tips from a telephone health coach

* Get started down the path to better health by walking 30 minutes, two times a week.
* Build muscle mass (with hand weights) to burn calories while you sleep.
* Drink water before meal time to curb your appetite.
* Saute with vegetable oil spray to cook using less fat.
* Trim the size of a single portion--on average, eating 100 extra calories a day can add up to 10
excess pounds in one year.

The tipping point to better health for Ellen was a telephone call from Harris HealthTrends, Inc., the
Toledo, Ohio-based administrator for Health Connections on behalf of UPlan Wellness.

"The health coach was just the best person to talk to," says Ellen. After a 40-minute conversation
with her phone coach, a Harris HealthTrends nutritionist, Ellen came away with a "wellness
prescription" that she says is filled with common-sense, easy assignments.

It's been seven weeks since that initial phone coach call. Ellen has lost five pounds and now walks
2.5 miles most days of the week. As a result of more physical activity, Ellen says she is sleeping
better and can climb stairs without feeling winded. She admits she doesn't have the stamina, yet, to
take her husband up on his challenge--to bike from White Bear Lake to Stillwater and back--but
Ellen ventures that it "might be a real possibility by summer's end."

Motivation for change

A University editorial assistant, on the other hand, says it was the money--a lump-sum, taxable $65 wellness reward-
-that motivated her to complete the assessment. When "Anne" first heard about the University's new approach to
wellness, she was skeptical. At 63, she considers herself knowledgeable about health and nutrition and doubted that
such a tool would be useful. But the results of her assessment, coupled with the potential for earning financial
rewards, changed her mind.

Today she's enrolled in one of the Web-based Healthy Living options and has found the online
weight-control program valuable.

"I never thought something as impersonal as a weekly e-mail could be so motivating," says Anne.
She likes the "easy and very practical" online suggestions for weight control. She credits the
electronic heart-rate calculators on the StayWell Online Web site with her improved performance on
the stationary bike.

More information, online and by phone

Both Anne and Ellen discovered that the StayWell Online Web site,
the host for Health Connections wellness assessment, is full of
information, from breaking health news to "lite" recipes. In fact, they
say there's so much information that users may suffer bouts of
information overload.

Even so, these two early adopters of e-health recommend
perseverance and suggest contacting the Health Connections service
providers directly to overcome online troubles and get started down
the path to better health.

Learn more about how UPlan Medical Program members who are
active University employees can be financially rewarded. Do
something healthy for yourself today at
www.healthconnections.umn.edu.

Susan Wiese is the communications project manager for the Wellness Program. 
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The West Bank or Cedar-
Riverside neighborhood is one
of five that border the U's Twin
Cities campus.

U tackles walkability

Researchers from the U's
College of Architecture and
Landscape Architecture and
School of Public Health are
collaborating on
"Measurement of
Walkability in the Twin
Cities," a two-year study to
learn how the design of
Twin Cities neighborhoods
affects the level of exercise
among residents.

"While social and economic
characteristics are generally
found to be more important
predictors of whether
people will walk than
physical factors, the
environment does make a
difference," says Ann
Forsyth, principal
investigator. "This study will
measure how much of a
difference the environment
makes and which factors
are key."

To learn more, visit the
Metropolitan Design Center.

Home by the U
Workshop encourages living close to the Twin Cities campus

By Pauline Oo

March 21, 2006

Before Ann Forsyth applies for a job, she digs up as much
information as she can about the neighborhoods surrounding what
could be her future work place. The urban design expert has to
know if she can walk to work.

"I'm kind of an eccentric," says Forsyth, who heads up the U's
Metropolitan Design Center on the Twin Cities campus in
Minneapolis. "I don't take a job unless I can walk to it." Forsyth
hoofs it daily from her home in Marcy-Holmes to her office in Ralph
Rapson Hall. Walking was also her form of commute as an
associate professor in Massachusetts and an urban planner in her
native Australia.

On Monday (March 20), Forsyth and seven University of Minnesota colleagues told more than 30
people about the benefits of living within the five neighborhoods that ring the Twin Cities campus--
S.E. Como, Prospect Park, Seward, West Bank, and Marcy-Holmes. The workshop, "Living Close to
Campus," was cosponsored by the Relocation Assistance Office and the Office of University
Relations as part of the U's Wellness and Work/Life initiatives, which promote activities encouraging
better health and well being for University employees and their families.

According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, walking is one of the easiest
ways to be physically active and regular physical activity greatly reduces the risk of dying from
coronary heart disease, the leading cause of death in the United States. Physical activity also
reduces the risk of developing diabetes, hypertension, and colon cancer, and enhances mental
health, as well as fosters healthy muscles, bones, and joints.

"Living near a coffee shop is not good enough," quips Forsyth. "We're suppose to get a minimum of
30 minutes of moderate-intensity exercise, and I get that by walking to work."

Forsyth, who is involved in a project that measures walking in different
urban designs (see sidebar), says there are four factors that can help
determine if a neighborhood supports walking: density (are there a
high number of walkers and those who use alternative
transportation?), street pattern (do the streets offer a direct and safe
path to your home or do you have a variety of routes?), mixed use (is
there something valuable to you, such as a library or grocery store,
nearby?), and pedestrian infrastructure (are sidewalks and trees for
shade?)

Bill Dane, an attorney in University Student Legal Services, has kept
his home in S.E. Como for the past 20 years because of the proximity
to shopping facilities and Gopher sporting events and the ever-
changing student body.

"As I get older, my neighbors don't really age... but that's okay," says
Dane. "We have lots of students in our neighborhood and they keep
us all young."

Which neighborhood?

All the neighborhoods that ring the Twin Cities campus have their own
characteristics. Ann Forsyth offers insight into each.

S.E. Como
"If you're a gardener, you'll love it because many residents are into
gardening. It's also a pleasant place of small homes."

Prospect Park
"It's the most designed place among the neighborhoods, with
gorgeous parks, a high ownership rate, and access to the river."

Seward
"Underappreciated by people of the U. It has lovely duplexes and a funky, creative commercial
area."

West Bank
"Recognizable because of its [residential] towers, which were designed by a former dean of the
College of Architecture and Landscape Architecture. Terrific shopping opportunities and close to the
light-rail line."

Marcy-Holmes
"It has larger buildings and historical architecture, [as well as a fresh crop of] new development."

For Calder Hibbard, a forest resource researcher who works on the Twin Cities campus in St. Paul,
living close to campus means not having to fight traffic, taking his children to the U's natatorium for
swimming, and saving on gas and car maintenance. In the seven years that Calder and his wife
have lived in S.E. Como, they have become a single-car family--ridding themselves of one car.

Although the neighborhoods that border the U are attractive to the University community for their
adjacency to campus and unique characteristics (see sidebar), not everyone who wants to live there
will end up there.

"It can sometimes be challenging to get into these neighborhoods because people who live there
are lifers--they like it there so much that they don't move out," says Susan Hoffman, a realtor and
Seward resident. "Larger homes--10,000 sq feet or more--are also harder to find, but if you're
looking for a two-bedroom or smaller, you may have a little luck."

Hoffman says there are two ways to land a home in a University neighborhood, in which houses can
range from $150,000 to $625,000: find a real estate agent who knows the neighborhood that you
want to live in and ask your neighbors and friends to keep their eyes and ears open. The latter is
often your best bet, she says, because "houses are passed from neighbor to neighbor or from
friends to friends."

A companion workshop, "Financing a Home 101," will be held on Tuesday, April 4. For more
information or to register, visit the Office of Human Resources.
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CSC chair Matt Bowers urges
civil service staff to volunteer.
"The U Senate is a great way
to increase civil service
participation in University
governance and to raise our
profile across the University,"
he says.

The Civil Service Committee wants you
Apply now for civil service seats on the CSC and in the U Senate

By Gayla Marty

Brief, March 22, 2006

Brenda Boever, interim director of academic advising at the
University of Minnesota, Morris, is completing her second three-
year term on the Civil Service Committee.

"In every way, being on the committee has been a great
experience," says Boever. "I've seen some really positive
outcomes--improved communication with our constituents and
better use of technology, but most importantly, the civil service staff
now has a stronger presence in the University as new members of
the U Senate."

Linda Olcott agrees. She's an associate administrator for UMD
Facilities Management, midway through her first term as the Duluth
campus representative to the CSC and a one-year term in the U
Senate. She's also the face behind the CSC's regular e-newsletter.

"It is such a rewarding experience to serve on the CSC," says
Olcott. "I continue to meet new people and get a better understanding and stronger connections
with the great U community."

The University is a big place, and governing it is no small task. The CSC and the University Senate
have both been part of governance for years, but 2005-06 is the first year that civil service
employees have been eligible and elected to serve in the University Senate.

As spring rolls around, the CSC begins to seek eligible employees who will guide it through the
coming year and also represent the civil service staff in the senate.

Service on the CSC and in the University Senate are separate. But for both, representation is
sought from four broad areas of the University: Academic Affairs, Senior VP and Provost; Academic
Health Center, Senior VP; coordinate campuses; and at-large, which includes all other units.

Last summer, CSC members and senators met at the CSC retreat to discuss their new roles.

"We learned a lot in our first year," says CSC chair Matt Bowers. Over the coming years, it will be
very important for the CSC and senate group to finds ways to work together and also work with
faculty, student, and professional/administrative senators, he says.

"The Senate meetings were a good way to find out about University issues," says Wendy
Williamson, first-time senator and past chair of the CSC. "But we still have to find our way to
become a more effective part of the governance structure."

Civil Service Committee seats

Employees covered by the Civil Service Rules have an opportunity to serve on the Civil Service
Committee. The CSC, comprised of 15 members, reviews policies and issues that affect civil service
employees, acts in an advisory capacity to the president and the administration, and recommends
changes in Civil Service Rules.

Rule 3 of the Civil Service Rules states that a search committee will screen, interview, and refer
names to President Bruininks to replace six vacancies and several alternates.

While the president appoints the committee members, any employee covered by the Rules is
eligible to serve on its subcommittees. Employees are encouraged to attend monthly meetings and
to raise issues and concerns at any time. Monthly meetings and minutes are posted on the CSC
Web site, along with contact information for the committee and individual members.

The Civil Service Committee will have six vacancies for the academic year beginning in July: five on
the Twin Cities campus and one on the Morris campus. Each is a three-year term.

Alternates, which serve one-year terms, will be appointed to fill unexpected vacancies during fiscal
year 2006-07 and will serve with a vote when regular committee members are absent.

Committee vacancies by area are Academic Affairs, Senior VP & Provost (3); Academic Health
Center (1); Morris campus (1); and at-large, which includes all other units (1).

Eligibility: All civil service staff, covered by the Civil Service Rules, who have held temporary or
continuing appointments of at least 50 percent time or more for at least two calendar years are
eligible to apply.

For first consideration, apply by Friday, March 31. Additional consideration will be given to
individuals from units with vacancies. Applications will be accepted until interview times are filled
during the week of April 10-14.

Application and other information is available from the CSC Web page at www.umn.edu/csc. If you
have questions, contact John Felipe, chair of search, at 612-624-9547, or felip001@umn.edu.

University Senate seats

Civil service staff members elected 23 senators with staggered terms for 2005-06. The chair and
vice-chair of the Civil Service Committee (CSC) rounded out the 25 seats assigned to civil service.

This spring, nine U Senate seats for three-year terms will be open for civil service senator elections.
The following staff members have held those seats:

Duluth: Linda Olcott
Academic Health Center: Barbara Creswell, Beth Hagel, and Dee McManus
Senior VP for Academic Affairs & Provost: Anne Caton and Suzanne Livingston
At-large: Chuck John and Rick Moore

A fourth seat in AHC will be open due to a resignation. Current senators are welcome to run for
another term.

Applications will be available at the Civil Service Committee (CSC) Web site March 15 to April 14.
The election will be held electronically May 1-19.

"Consider running for the Senate!" says Bowers. "We had wonderful participation last year with
many candidates and good voter turnout. The Senate is a great way to increase civil service
participation in University governance and to raise our profile across the University."

Send questions or comments about civil service representation in the U Senate to CSC chair Matt
Bowers.

CSC members Matt Bowers and John Felipe contributed to this article. 
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Route 181: Fragments of a
Journey in Israel-Palestine, a
controversial epic
documentary about the state
of relations between Israelis
and Palestinians, is among the
films featured in the three-day
"Cinema and Society in the
Arab World" symposium on
the Twin Cities campus.

A peek at the Arab world

March 21, 2006

From Morocco to Iraq, the Arab world has been a cradle for world
traditions, from art to philosophy, which have contributed to and
shaped global civilizations. What is less known, though, is that the
Arab world is home to some of the earliest and most dynamic
cinematic productions.

From March 24 to 26, the University of Minnesota Institute for
Global Studies, Institute for Advanced Study, and Department of
Cultural Studies and Comparative Literature will present a
symposium examining "Cinema and Society in the Arab World" at
Nicholson Hall on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis. In
addition to a series of panel discussions, each day will feature film
screenings and talks at the Oak Street Cinema by noted Arab
filmmakers Omar Amiraley (Syria), Inas Al Degheidy (Egypt), and
Michel Khliefi (Palestine).

"The goal of this conference is to foster a thoughtful and critical
reflection about the principles of innovative aesthetic practices,
social foundations, and cultural expressions in Arab cinema," says
conference organizer Hisham Bizri. "The conference will approach
Arab cinema as both a social and artistic institution that affirms,
contests, and reflects Arab realities in the 20th century. In order to
highlight how Arab cinema expresses but potentially also
challenges dominant ideologies--literary, artistic, political, and historical--in Arab societies, the
conference will focus on three themes: cinema, literature, and the arts; cinema and nationalism; and
cinema and gender."

Bizri, a filmmaker and University of Minnesota assistant professor of cultural studies and
comparative literature, adds that the topic of Arab cinema is timely as "the U.S. is engaged in war in
the Arab world."

Arab cinema has been responsible for more than 4,500 feature-length films and a host of
documentaries and short films by the end of the 20th century, says Bizri. "However, like many other
cultural and artistic productions from the Arab World, few studies and little attention have been
devoted to this topic."

For more information about the event, including the schedule of free films, see "Cinema and Society
in the Arab World."

(You can read more about Bizri and the art of filmmaking at "Notes from the Underground: The Art &
Physics of Film").
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U of M survey finds consumers willing to pay more to protect
against terrorism

March 22, 2006

The Food Industry Center at the University of Minnesota today announced results from a national
survey that indicates the public is willing to spend more money than is currently allocated to prevent
future terrorist attacks. The survey also found that nearly 98 percent of U.S. residents believe there
will be another terrorist attack in their lifetime and that more than one-half believe at least one attack
will occur within the next five years. The survey, which polled 4,200 respondents, was funded by the
National Center for Food Protection and Defense, a Department of Homeland Security Academic
Center of Excellence.

U.S. residents believe a subway or railway bombing is the most likely terrorist activity, with 84
percent expecting such an attack within the next four years. While deliberate contamination of the
food system was considered the least likely of the potential terrorist attacks covered, still 44 percent
of U.S. residents expect an attack on the food supply chain within the next four years. About one-
half of those surveyed expect terrorists to hijack another aircraft, destroy a national monument,
disrupt the power grid, or release a toxic biologic or chemical agent in a public place.

"These results show the American public expects their food supply to be
well protected," says Jean Kinsey, Ph.D., co-director of the University of
Minnesota's Food Industry Center.

"The survey findings are sobering, even if we adjust for the fact that public concerns may have been heightened
following the London subway bombings," says Tom Stinson, Ph.D., associate professor of applied economics. "Even
when possible attacks on trains or subways are excluded, more than 80 percent expected at least one more terrorist
attack in their lifetime and 55 percent believe that at least one of each type of incident would occur."

While the food supply chain is thought to be the least likely potential target, U.S. residents believe
that a greater percentage of anti-terrorist spending should go to protect the food supply than to
protect against any of the other types of terrorism included in the survey. Protecting against the
release of a chemical or biological agent in a public area was also viewed as a high priority area.

"These results show the American public expects their food supply to be well protected," says Jean
Kinsey, Ph.D., co-director of the University of Minnesota's Food Industry Center. "The food industry
has worked hard to keep accidental contaminants from entering the food supply chain. Consumers
obviously expect the same kind of effort to be made to protect against deliberate contamination."

U.S. residents believe anti-terrorism spending should be allocated in the following percentages:

19 percent to protect the food supply
19 percent to prevent release of chemical or biological weapons
17 percent to prevent aircraft hijackings
17 percent to protect other forms of transportation
15 percent to protect the power grid
8 percent to secure our national monuments and
5 percent to other areas

Current federal spending emphasizes securing the airways with more than $5 billion being spent on that task.
Substantially smaller amounts are devoted to securing other potential targets against attack.

"The percentage differences are small, but they amount to real money," notes Stinson. "Assuming
that what we currently spend on airline security is right, the public thinks we should be spending
more than $5.5 billion to protect the food supply chain, and another $5.5 billion to protect against a
chemical or biological attack. Federal spending today to protect against terrorism in those two key
areas is nowhere near that amount."
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Carlson School researchers
have found that people who
look more intensely for jobs
were more extroverted and
more comfortable cold-calling.

Wanberg's tips for job
seekers

"Have a clear goal, look for
a job full-time, network, be
persistent, use self-
affirmations, and ask for
support from friends, family,
and mentors," says U
professor Connie Wanberg.
"In addition, you need to be
very clear about the type of
job you want, so you are
happy once you do find
work."

Understanding unemployment

From eNews, March 23, 2006

As a professor of human resources and industrial relations at the
U's Carlson School of Management, Connie Wanberg has
conducted extensive research on the psychological experience of
unemployment, job-seeking behavior, formal mentoring programs,
career transitions, and the socialization of new employees.

In her research involving the Minnesota Department of
Employment and Economic Development, Wanberg led three
studies that have helped the department better understand the
behaviors of unemployed individuals. "The State of Minnesota has
many experts in the job search process," says Wanberg, "but we
helped them broaden the types of variables and questions they
were looking at. At the same time, they also helped us expand
some of the questions we were looking at."

First study To find out why some people became reemployed
faster than others, Wanberg and her colleagues studied 1,775
unemployed people from 48 work centers and looked at how
intensely they looked for new jobs. "We looked at the number of openings in their field, their years of
experience, level of education, personality, and social networking skills," she explains. "We also
looked at other factors like whether they had transportation, child care, and the hours they were
willing to work, as well as their economic need."

The researchers found that people who look more intensely for jobs were more extroverted and
conscientious and more comfortable networking and cold-calling, had a greater financial need to
work, felt that work was very important to them, and had high levels of social support.

On the flip side, people tended to take longer to find jobs and to exhaust their unemployment
insurance if they were minorities, older, employed longer in their last jobs, had lower self-reported
qualifications, were less conscientious, and had lower levels of economic hardship. Women with
children took the longest to find new jobs, says Wanberg.

The study, "Predictive validity of a multidisciplinary model of reemployment success," was published
in the Journal of Applied Psychology, December 2002. Based on the research, Wanberg developed
a survey tool to help Minnesota job seekers "self-diagnose" the areas in which they need help.

Study No. 2 To learn how people approached the job search process and why they might work
harder one week in finding a job and not so hard the next week, Wanberg and her team surveyed
903 people at nine work centers and followed up with them by phone for several weeks to see how
intensely they were looking for jobs.

"We found that people with higher levels of optimism, self-esteem, and
control were more likely to persist in their job search over time despite
various rejections and difficulties," Wanberg says.

The study, "Job-search persistence during unemployment: A 10-wave
longitudinal study," was published in the May 2005 issue of the
Journal of Applied Psychology. According to Wanberg, the study is
currently the most extensive look at job-search behavior over time.

"Our research results show the importance of having a strong social
network and support system in place when people are searching for a
job," says Wanberg. "People who are continually rejected for jobs can
get out of whack and say 'I don't want to do this anymore.' Job-support
clubs, spouses, and friends are important for offering support."

The final study Although a substantial amount of research has been done on the impact of
unemployment on a person's well-being, that didn't stop Wanberg and her colleagues from pursuing
the topic.

Previous findings portray unemployment as impacting both an individual's mental and physical
health. This is not the case for everyone, says Wanberg. Whether a person's mental or physical
health is affected, and how much, depends on a person's financial status, level of support, ways of
coping, importance of the work to them, and his or her personality.

"There is a big improvement in mental health and life satisfaction when individuals return to work, if
it is a good job,"she says.

The study, "Psychological and physical well-being during unemployment: A meta-analytic study,"
was published in the January 2005 issue of the Journal of Applied Psychology.
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Taking a byte out of mountains of data
An open house at the Digital Technology Center took the first step
in finding ways to 'mine' databases for nuggets of usable
information

By Deane Morrison

March 24, 2006

In many banks, sensors in the window glass pick up vibrations that
signal a break-in. This is good--except during a thunderstorm,
when vibrations cause the sensors to send a false alarm signal.
The same thing may happen to security sensors in ATM machines
that pick up vibrations caused by street cleaners. These examples,
courtesy of professor Jaideep Svistava of the University's computer
science and engineering department, show how difficult it can be to
mine nuggets of meaning from the mountains of data being
generated and stored in databases. On Thursday, the University's Digital Technology Center (DTC)
brought together University and industry people in an open house to plan the first steps in
overcoming the challenges of so-called "data mining."

Without data mining, medical scientists cannot identify genes among the countless DNA sequences
in the human genome, businesses cannot identify customer buying patterns, and heart pacemakers
could not pick out warning signals among the ocean of electrical waves emanating from the heart.
Data mining is a new and imperfect science, and the open house made it clear that the University is
out to help companies overcome the obstacles and improve their performance.

"We hope to have long-term strategic relationships with companies, not
a one-shot deal." With the open house registration nearly a 50-50 split
of University and industry representatives, prospects look good.

From its base on the fourth floor of the Walter Library on the Twin Cities campus, the DTC brings together
researchers studying all things digital (except fingers). The open house attracted representatives of such companies
as Target, Guidant, 3M, DuPont, and General Dynamics, along with University faculty in engineering, computer
science, biostatistics, and business management. In highlighting the challenges of data mining, speakers pointed to
several areas that may become focal points for University-industry research consortia.

"We may set up large groupings, for example a medical consortium and a business consortium, and
then let them sort themselves out into more specific groups," said Jim Licari, industrial liaison for the
DTC. "We may have one to study computer storage architecture, since we have four to six faculty
with expertise in that area. We hope to have long-term strategic relationships with companies, not a
one-shot deal." With the open house registration nearly a 50-50 split of University and industry
representatives, prospects look good.

In his welcoming remarks, DTC director Andrew Odlyzko spoke of the center's commitment to
solving real-world problems through interactions between the University and industry.

"We have a critical mass of faculty expertise," said Odlyzko, pointing to the 32 faculty (along with 33
staff and more than 200 students) with expertise in all kinds of digital technologies, who are affiliated
with the center. They and their future industrial partners will have plenty of opportunities, for, as
keynoter Usama Fayyad pointed out, they have their work cut out for them.

"It's a myth that data mining is pervasive and that people know how to use tools to mine it. The
reality is that data is a shambles," said Fayyad, the chief data officer and senior vice president for
research and strategic data solutions at Yahoo! Inc. "We know how to build massive data stores--I
call them 'data tombs'--but we can't access [them]. And modern-day pharaohs run around saying,
'My data warehouse is bigger than your data warehouse.'" A few examples from Fayyad's talk
illustrate the power and limitations of current data mining, along with some of the pitfalls awaiting the
unwary miner.

"People switching phone companies are a big problem. Companies want models to tell who's going
to 'churn' (switch) on them," said Fayyad, who worked with companies on the problem before he
joined Yahoo!. "We came up with a model to predict that [a certain person] will 'churn.' But then
there's the question, 'Should we let him go or spend $100 to keep him?'"

For phone companies, the answer depends on a customer's "lifetime value" as a contributor to
company profit. Computers can mine customer records to determine lifetime value, and they may
find patterns in the data that a person would miss. Fayyad told how one group of customers
appeared--to human observers--to have low lifetime value. But a computer judged them to have
high value, and it was right: The customers were actually engineering students in the last two years
of school, and as such were considered excellent prospects for contributing to company profits in
the long run.

"The [computer] had keyed in on their behavior, such as calls late at night and on weekends,"
Fayyad explained.

An example from the world of online retailing showed why it can be dangerous to "follow the leader"
in choosing ways to mine customer data to increase sales. If somebody is buying books on
Amazon.com, the company will use purchase records from people similar to the customer to
recommend more books.

But, said Fayyad, suppose a customer is buying a pair of pants. Using the Amazon.com model
would be counterproductive from a business standpoint. Once a customer has selected a pair of
pants, showing more styles of pants that may appeal to him or her could well cause the customer to
have second thoughts about the purchase. Instead, the company should suggest a shirt to go with
the pants, followed by an "impulse item" such as a belt.

A big goal in data mining is to find similar patterns among the mass of data. In medical data,
similarities may allow one to identify patients with a certain genetic makeup who tend to react poorly
to a drug. In business, one may be hunting for a group of customers who purchase one product,
such as a backpack, who would be likely targets for ads about the company's line of hiking boots.
But computers have to be programmed to take into account false similarities that would be
immediately obvious to a live person.

"People buying Coke and people buying Pepsi may appear similar in that they both drink soft
drinks," said Fayyad. "But those two groups don't overlap."
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Minnesota fish and fishing are
among the topics in this year's
Classes Without Quizzes.

Did you know?Panfish,
walleye, northern pike are
the fish most caught in
Minnesota waters. The
Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources (DNR)
recognizes anglers who
catch the biggest fish in
each species, and each
year, presents an award of
recognition to the angler
who breaks a state record.
Among the biggies in the
DNR hall of fame: a 41-
pound bigmouth buffalo with
a 29.5-inch girth caught in
the Mississippi River on
May 7, 1991 and a 70-
pound flathead catfish
caught in the St. Croix River
in 1970.

Where fish are biting, and more
2006 Classes Without Quizzes offers seminars on fishing, grocery
store trends, and global warming

March 24, 2006

Where are the fish biting? Well, when it comes to the land of
10,000 lakes... it's safe to say: almost everywhere.

Minnesota is fishing haven or anglers paradise with its 5,500
fishable lakes and 15,000 miles of fishable rivers and streams.
According to the Minnesota Deparartment of Natural Resources,
Minnesota ranks first in the nation in the sales of fishing licenses
per capita. Budding and seasoned anglers can fish for crappies,
sunnies, and catfish year round; walleye, sauger, northern pike,
lake trout, and bass at most inland waters beginning in May; and
muskie in June.

At "Classes Without Quizzes" on Saturday, April 1, University of
Minnesota professor of fisheries, wildlife, and conservation biology
Ray Newman will talk about the fish species that thrive in Minnesota and offer tips on how to keep
the fish biting on the end of your line.

Classes Without Quizzes is a halfday series of seminars for the public to learn about the latest
research in agriculture, food, and the environment that's going on at the University. Newman is one
of nine experts from the College of Agricultural, Food, and Environmental Sciences (COAFES) and
the College of Natural Resources (CNR) tapped for the event. The others are Bill Hutchinson
("Bugged about lady bugs"), Patrick Weicherding ("How to kill a tree"), Rob King ("Trends in the
grocery store"), Tom Stinson ("Can we afford the future"), Brad Pedersen ("From blah to brilliant"),
Steve Taff ("Cutting global warming"), and Claudia Parliament and Brian Buhr ("Economics
education"). This year's event will run from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Borlaug Hall on the Twin Cities
campus in St. Paul.

"Research that makes it easier to make healthy decisions about the
environment, the regional economy and your personal health are all
high priorities among researchers here at the University," says Mike
Lammi, president of the COAFES alumni society. "This event is a
great opportunity to share the work and progress we're making in
these areas." Classes Without Quizzes is a joint effort between the
alumni societies of COAFES and CNR.

University food science professor Theodore Labuza will give the
keynote address. He will discuss the impact of bioterrorism on the
food we eat, recent developments in food technology, and the efforts
underway at the U and in private industry to address our food and
health concerns. Labuza will also share some thoughts on how
consumers can deal with the problem of what he calls, "dueling
nutrition studies"--who do you believe and when do you believe it?

More than 600 people have participated in Classes Without Quizzes
since it began in 2002. Tickets are $20 ($15 for alumni association
members, $10 for students). Lunch is available for an additional $10.
To reserve your spot, register online or call 612-624-1745.
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Ann Forsyth, director of the
Metropolitan Design Center,
will discuss affordable housing
at the March 28 Great
Conversations.

Built for success
University's Metropolitan Design Center and Great Conversations
focuses on affordable housing

March 24, 2006

In an era of escalating real estate values, a strong commitment to
affordable housing enables metropolitan areas to expand their
populations without losing a healthy mix of housing options across
all income levels. A new approach to affordable housing is gaining
traction in the Twin Cities, thanks to the efforts of the University's
Metropolitan Design Center, working in partnership with the Center
for Neighborhoods and a broad coalition of development,
community, and marketing consultants. Their resulting Corridor
Housing Initiative is reshaping how local neighborhoods interact
with city planners and private developers in determining the wisest
approach to affordable housing projects within their communities.

"The dominant pattern of affordable housing has been to build
regular housing and subsidize it," says Ann Forsyth, professor,
director of the Metropolitan Design Center and speaker at the
University of Minnesota's Great Conversations on Tuesdays,
March 28. "But that's a very expensive approach, because it does nothing to address the economic
structure of why housing is so unaffordable."

Forsyth will discuss "The Future of Affordable Housing" with Nicolas P. Retsinas, a community
development expert at Harvard University. The Great Conversations event will take place at 7:30
p.m. in the Ted Mann Concert Hall on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis. Tickets are $28.50
($23.50 for alumni association members and U employees and students); order onlineor call 612-
624-2345.

The Metropolitan Design Center plays a key social and educational role on projects such as the
Corridor Housing Initiative. It works with volunteer neighborhoods that have foreseen the necessity
of affordable housing in their areas and want to remain key influencers as neighborhood projects
are developed and executed.

"We've created an interactive exercise where people play with actual blocks...they build scale
models to see what a certain number of units on a site actually looks like," explains Forsyth.

Phase One of the Corridor Housing Initiative is now complete and consists of five housing corridors
across Minneapolis. With the City of Minneapolis Corridor Housing Strategy, the project was a
finalist in last year's Innovations in American Government Award. Phase Two, made up of eight
corridors located in Minneapolis, St. Paul, and surrounding suburbs, is now underway. The new
sites are located near existing transit routes, including the Hiawatha lightrail line.

More on housing

"Design Like You Give a Damn"
Monday, March 27, 5:45 p.m., Rapson Hall auditorium--Renown humanitarian and architect
Cameron Sinclair talks about designing projects for the poor.

"Rethinking Our Urban Environments"
Monday, May 1, 7:30 p.m., Ted Mann Concert Hall--Congressman Earl Blumenauer and U urban
studies professor Judith Martin discuss the daunting challenges and unprecedented opportunities
that lie in rebuilding New Orleans.

HOME House Project: The Future of Affordable Housing
Through April 30, Weisman Art Museum--The exhibit showcases one hundred innovative design
approaches that use sustainable materials, technologies, and methods.

Cabin Designs Past and Present
Tuesdays, April 4-18, 7-9 p.m.--Review the history of cabin architecture and explore the ideas that
are influencing the creation of today's vacation homes with U instructor Dale Mulfinger.

"It's been an enlightening process," says Forsyth. "We're going around the Twin Cities and finding
out what affordable housing looks like in St. Paul and the suburbs."

And Forsyth has been pleasantly surprised by what she's seen. "The designs have really improved.
Affordable housing is really helping create a sense of place both in the center cities and in the
suburbs."

According to Forsyth, there is a viable future for affordable housing in the Twin Cities. "We have a
lot of land that could be developed more intensively and more efficiently...so there is a lot of room
for affordable housing."

Forsyth envisions a more effective use for housing subsidies--through the adoption of the higher
density strategy she advocates. "If we can increase supply and have more housing that is lower
cost to start with, that means the subsidies can go further and can be better targeted to key
population groups and key areas. Cities and neighborhoods need to understand that providing a mix
of housing is important and that designs that use the land more intensively can be a benefit to the
well-being of the community."

To listen to an audio vignette on affordable housing, listen to University of Minnesota Moment.
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Gophers sophomore Bobbi
Ross scores on New
Hampshire goalie Melissa
Boudron in the first-ever
penalty shot in a Frozen Four.
Ross's goal--her third of four
for the evening--tied the game
at 3-3 in the second period.

Women skaters fall just short of three-peat
By Rick Moore

March 27, 2006

On the same weekend the University of Minnesota men's hockey
team suffered an improbable, if not insufferable, loss in the first
round of the NCAA tournament to unheralded Holy Cross, the
Gophers women's hockey team came within a game of winning a
third straight national title Sunday at Mariucci Arena.

The Gophers placed themselves in position for an unexpected
three-peat with a 5-4 win Friday evening over top-ranked New
Hampshire. The Wildcats had entered the game with an NCAA-
record 29-game unbeaten streak, which included 17 straight
victories. That put Minnesota in the title game Sunday against
second-ranked Wisconsin, which had beaten the Gophers in four
of five previous meetings this season.

The Gophers had no answer for the Badgers in the sixth meeting,
either. Wisconsin scored two goals in the first period (one on a
power play), tacked on another power-play goal in the second, and
coasted to its first-ever national championship, 3-0, behind a
second consecutive shutout by Badger freshman goalie Jessie
Vetter.

A three-peat by the Gophers would have matched the accomplishment
of the UMD Bulldogs, who won the first three Frozen Four titles in 2001,
2002, and 2003.

Friday's semifinal against New Hampshire was an electric, free-skating affair, and sophomore left winger Bobbi Ross
provided most of the power. She scored four goals--the first time that's been accomplished in a Frozen Four game--
and for the last two periods generated a buzz whenever she touched the puck. Her two first-period goals gave the
Gophers an early lead, and after New Hampshire answered with three straight goals, Ross responded with what
proved to be a pivotal goal.

With two New Hampshire skaters already in the penalty box, the Gophers were awarded a penalty
shot when a Wildcat player covered the puck after a scramble in the crease. The red-hot Ross was
tagged to take the Frozen Four's first-ever penalty shot, and the tension built as she stood at center
ice while a referee gave instructions to New Hampshire goalie Melissa Boudron. Finally, Ross
moved in, deked Boudron to the ice, and scored on her backhand, the same move she had made
on her second goal.

"It was kind of funny, because the last practice we had there was some free time at the end and I
used that move three times in a row," Ross said after the game. "So, I am not very creative but it
worked. I had no doubt in my mind which move I was going to do I just hoped she [Bourdon] didn't
read it."

Junior Becky Wacker slid in a rebound at 2:27 of the third period to give the Gophers a 4-3 lead, but
the Wildcats tied it at 12:11 on their second power-play goal of the game. That set up more heroics
from Ross, who had come within inches of another goal late in the second period when her shot
clanked off the crossbar. Her fourth goal (Ross also scored four goals against Ohio State earlier this
year), with 1:51 remaining, put Minnesota into the championship game.

Minnesota was playing in its fifth straight Frozen Four. A three-peat by the Gophers would have
matched the accomplishment of the UMD Bulldogs, who won the first three Frozen Four titles in
2001, 2002, and 2003. The win by the Badgers ensures that the tournament trophy stays in the west
for another year. All six Frozen Four titles have been won by a team from the WCHA (Western
Collegiate Hockey Association).

Despite the loss to Wisconsin in the title game, it was generally agreed that this year's Gophers
team exceeded its expectations, especially given the loss of its top three scorers from last season.

"Coming into this game, second place definitely wasn't our goal," Ross said in the postgame news
conference. "For today's game we are unsatisfied, but once we get a few days to get over this loss,
looking back on this season there will be a whole lot to be proud of. Every single individual on our
team can be so proud of themselves and everything they did this season. So in that respect, today
aside, we accomplished so much more than anyone thought we would." The attendance for
Sunday's championship game was 4,701, second best for a Frozen Four game. (The record of
5,167 was set in 2003 in Duluth.) The two-day attendance for the 2006 Frozen Four was 7,577,
2,391 behind the record in 2003 but eclipsing the mark of 5,178 in 2001, the last time the
championship was in Minneapolis.
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A new stadium would be
located on the University's
Huron Avenue parking
complex and have a seating
capacity of 50,000.

Proposed deal with state would increase
funding for stadium
House may vote on stadium bill today

By Rick Moore

Published March 27, 2006; updated April 6

The University of Minnesota's quest to build a new on-campus
football stadium moved forward when the Board of Regents
approved a new plan March 27 that would provide more state
money for a stadium in exchange for a parcel of University-owned
land at UMore Park being set aside for a state-owned nature
reserve. The regents approved the proposal by a vote of 11-1 in a
special meeting on March 27.

On March 28, the Minnesota Student Association (MSA), which
represents undergraduate University of Minnesota students,
passed a resolution supporting the revised plan, also with only one
dissenting vote. The MSA endorsement came one day after a
similar endorsement by the Faculty Consultative Committee, which
represents University faculty.

Under the plan, the state of Minnesota would acquire 2,840 acres of property at UMore Park--
located near Rosemount in Dakota County--at a cost of approximately $9.4 million each year for 25
years. The environmentally sensitive land would become permanently protected by the state for
public use and managed by the Department of Natural Resources. And the University would reserve
the right to conduct research on the land in perpetuity, according to the guiding principles the
University has set for UMore Park.

The money from the state would go toward debt service on the bonds to fund construction of the
stadium. The state's total contribution to the stadium, under the new plan, would be $124 million--
half of the total cost.

UMore Park

UMore Park's 7,700 acres were donated to the University in 1947 by the U.S. government. Part of
the site still has architectural remnants from its use as an ordnance manufacturing facility during
World War II. The park has a rich history of Native American and immigrant farming relationships.
The Vermillion River is just south of UMore Park, and on the property is one of the few original forest
groves still remaining in the area.

UMore Park is also home to dozens of faculty research and student projects, ranging in areas such
as field crops and animal production to carbon sequestration and water-quality issues.

The recently developed Lone Rock Trail in UMore Park is a hit with hikers, skiers, and horseback
riders. More than 10 miles long, the trail winds through woods and over ridges and wetlands, and
spotlights a local landmark--the mighty Lone Rock.

"I believe this is a real 'win-win' for the University and the entire state of Minnesota," President Bob
Bruininks said at the meeting. "It will result in some of the most beautiful, undeveloped land in the
region being protected for generations to come, and it will provide the financing we need to bring
Gopher football back the campus, where I think it rightfully belongs."

The legislation would also enable the University to cut in half the proposed student fee to help pay
for the stadium, from $50 per semester to $25 per semester. "Under this plan, we'll be able to
significantly reduce the amount students will be asked to pay for the new stadium," Bruininks said.
"We're hopeful... the Legislature will act quickly to give our private-sector fundraising more
momentum."

The new proposal, if approved by the Legislature, would replace the University's current stadium
bill. That bill engages the state in a 60-40 University-state partnership in financing a stadium.

"As a part of this [new] proposal, the state of Minnesota will gain nearly 3,000 acres of pristine land
that is within 25 minutes of downtown St. Paul, [and] the University of Minnesota [will obtain] the
funds they need to help support their stadium proposal," Governor Tim Pawlenty said in a statement
on March 24, the day the plan was announced. "The bipartisan leadership for this proposal is very
encouraging. I urge legislators to support this 'win-win' for the state and the University."

In February, the University hired Sasaki Associates, Inc., of Watertown, Mass., to help it develop a
vision and comprehensive plan for the UMore Park property. While the new proposal does alter the
scope of the project, the planning process will continue. Sasaki's report is due on November 30.

The proposal is now in the form of an amendment on Gopher stadium bills being considered at the
Legislature. In the Senate, the amendment was approved by the Higher Education Budget Division.
In the House, the amendment has been approved by both the Capital Investment and the Ways and
Means Committees, and a floor vote on the Gopher stadium bill could take place as early as
Thursday, April 6.

The new proposal would have no effect on the sponsorship agreement between the University and
TCF Financial Corp. Under the agreement, TCF will contribute $35 million toward the stadium costs.
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Assistant professor of political
science Ron Krebs

Musty archives shed light on democracies
at war
McKnight Land-Grant Professors get critical support for early
careers

By Gayla Marty

Brief, March 29, 2006

In 1971, a constitutional amendment gave 18-year-olds the right to
vote. If you were old enough to die fighting for your country, people
reasoned, you were old enough to vote. That's just one example of
the relationship between military service and the rights of
citizenship that assistant professor of political science Ron Krebs
explores in his forthcoming book, Fighting for Rights: Military
Service and the Politics of Citizenship, to be published this July.

Researching the book, Krebs dug into archives of the Truman and
Eisenhower presidential libraries and archives in Washington, D.C., and Israel--some of them very
musty. And he liked it.

For his next big research project, Krebs will get some additional help. This month, he and nine other
junior faculty members engaged in critical and timely research were recognized by the Board of
Regents as McKnight Land-Grant Professors for 2006-08 (see box, below). The awards provide
financial support, beginning July 1, as well as a research leave in the second year. For Krebs,
simply getting the leave time is critical.

2006-08 McKnight Land-Grant Professors

Awards support the University's most promising junior faculty at a crucial time in their professional
careers. They are made by the Office of the Provost and the Graduate School.

* Demoz Gebre-Egziabher, aerospace engineering and mechanics
* Yongdae Kim, computer science and engineering
* Efie Kokkoli, chemical engineering and materials science
* Ronald Krebs, political science
* Angus MacDonald III, psychology
* Steven Manson, geography
* David Rapp, educational psychology
* Stergios Roumeliotis, computer science and engineering
* Mark Thomas, neuroscience
* Cynthia Weinig, plant biology

For more information, see the award Web site.

"And $30,000 for research is a substantial sum for somebody doing the kind of research I do," he
says. "I'm deeply grateful to the University of Minnesota for recognizing the value and quality of my
research."

That kind of support will make it easier to travel to key archives and spend time poring over hard-to-
access documents.

"My understanding of different Arab groups and their relationship to the state was completely
reshaped by access to files in the archives of the Israel Defense Forces and various ministries,"
Krebs says about his first book. He also researched personal archives of government bureaucrats
that other researchers had never seen. He found that, in addition to extending rights to those who
serve on the battlefield, military service gives minority groups a potentially powerful claim for
citizenship rights and may lead them to mobilize for fuller integration into society.

Now Krebs is setting out to study the broader question of how war and war mobilization affect
democracies. How do democratic states negotiate emergencies and continue to be democratic?
How can leaders know when authority is needed? And how can citizens know when to contest or
resist?

"What makes war so complicated to study is distinguishing its effects from those of other large
processes, such as industrialization," Krebs says. "Another complication is separating its short-term
and long-term effects."

Krebs already had a year lined up to spend on his research as a Harrington Fellow at the University
of Texas at Austin. Now he's mapping out potential research sites abroad to conduct interviews and
visit archives.

In one conversation, Krebs talks easily about the Roman farmer Cincinnatus who served as dictator
during an emergency, liberal and illiberal democracies, classic political theory, the meaning of 9/11,
and counterterrorism.

He describes himself as East Coast, born and bred. His parents were immigrants from war-torn
Europe, "acutely conscious of how wars wreak havoc on a nation." He grew up around books, got
his bachelor's degree at Princeton, spent three years at Harvard on fellowships, and earned his
Ph.D. at Columbia.

"Minnesota was not on my radar at first," says Krebs, though his wife's family originally hailed from
Winnipeg. But when he started job hunting in his field of political science, the University of
Minnesota popped up. "It's a wonderful department," he says.

Krebs landed the job in 2002, and his wife landed her own at Target headquarters. They bought a
home in St. Louis Park and now they're finding the Twin Cities a good place to raise their two young
children.

During the next two years, he'll be commuting from Minnesota to Texas and other sites on his
emerging itinerary. He will remain part of a biweekly seminar series on international relations,
organized by the political science department's graduate students, and continue to serve on
graduate students' committees. But he's looking forward to those musty archives.

"What I enjoy is a blend of the immediate and the timeless, the present and the past," he says. "The
past is our proving ground."
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The only protection for the
people of Darfur is the
underfunded and lightly armed
African Union peacekeeping
troop.

Events at U to examine Darfur genocide
By Cass Erickson

March 29, 2006

In Sudan's Darfur region, an area roughly the size of France, Arab
Muslim militia members called the Janjaweed, heavily armed by
the Sudanese government, have hunted down, raped, and killed
more than 200,000 black Muslim farmers and their families,
creating what the United Nations has declared the biggest
humanitarian crisis in the world. They have displaced another 2
million people from their homes, driving them into neighboring
Chad where the conflict in now spreading. What began as a
struggle for land and water between Arab herders and black
farmers has evolved into an ethnic cleansing, designed, according
to Nicholas Kristof of The New York Times, to free up the land for
nomadic Arabs and their camels.

Although the Bush administration has called the situation
"genocide," if you haven't heard of what's happening in Darfur,
you're not alone. Because of scant media coverage, most
Americans are unaware of this disastrous state of affairs.

"The Arabs and Muslims don't seem to be concerned [about Darfur],
even though the victims are Muslims."

But three independent filmmakers--Aisha Bain, Jen Marlowe, and Adam Shapiro--are hoping to change that with
their documentary, Darfur Diaries: Message from Home, which codirector Marlowe will introduce to the Twin Cities on
Friday, March 31, from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 25 of Mondale Hall. In late 2004, they trekked to Darfurian refugee
camps in eastern Chad to interview displaced people--civilians and fighters resisting the Sudanese government,
teachers, students, parents, children, and community leaders.

The filmmakers faced considerable danger because the region is so threatening and lawless that it's
currently off limits to diplomats and United Nations aid workers. Only one human rights organization,
Doctors Without Borders, is helping people in Koloy, Chad.

"What we see from the Darfur situation is that 'never again' is a clich?," says Stephen Feinstein,
director of the Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies. "They were the watchwords in 1945 with
the end of the Holocaust, and now we tolerate people becoming the victims of genocide. The Arabs
and Muslims don't seem to be concerned, even though the victims are Muslims. Africa is off the
radar for almost the entire world."

Despite the Bush administration's declaration of genocide a year and a half ago, only the United
States has made a few strides to help. China looks the other way while deferring to its own
economic self interests in trade with Sudan and the export of Sudanese oil. The European
community is quiet despite the fact that Sudan was a British colony. While serving its month-long
presidency on the United Nations Security Council in February, the United States began talking with
its allies about sending United Nations peacekeeping troops to Darfur to help the African Union, a
lightly armed and underfunded peacekeeping troop that currently has 7,000 troops on the ground.

On April 11, the U will present more insights into the Darfur situation. Mark Hanis, chief executive of
the Genocide Intervention Network in Washington, D.C., will speak about the conflict from 12:10 to 1
p.m. on April 11 in Room 40 of Mondale Hall, and at a teach-in the same day from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
in Room 140 of Nolte Center. Leaders in Transition, a University living and learning community, is
sponsoring the event.

The Institute for Advanced Study, the Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies, the Human
Rights Center, and the Space and Place Research Group are sponsoring Darfur Diaries: Message
from Home. To learn more about the film, visit www.darfurdiaries.org
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Candles, which are kept
burning throughout the Relay
for Life event, pay tribute to
those who have been affected
by cancer.

Relay history

In May 1985, Gordy Klatt, a
Tacoma colorectal surgeon,
spent a grueling 24 hours
circling the track at Baker
Stadium at the University of
Puget Sound in Tacoma
because he wanted to
enhance the income of his
local American Cancer
Society office. Throughout
the night, friends paid $25
to run or walk 30 minutes
with him. After more than
83 miles, he raised $27,000
to fight cancer. Nearly 300
of Klatt's friends, family, and
patients watched as he ran
and walked the course.

Months later, Klatt pulled
together a small committee
to plan the first team relay
event-something he had
envisioned while circling the
track. In 1986, 19 teams
took part in the City of
Destiny Classic 24-Hour
Run Against Cancer and
raised $33,000.

Source: American Cancer
Society

More than a walk around the track
By Pauline Oo

Published March 28, 2006

When Jenny Meslow's 17-year-old son, Peter, was diagnosed with
a form of bone cancer in 2003, a group of friends and family
walked all night long around a Wisconsin university field track in a
show of support. Meslow, a University of Minnesota employee for
almost 25 years, was so touched by the gesture that she swore to
bring the event, Relay for Life, closer to home.

Relay for Life is the American Cancer Society's 12-hour overnight
walkathon to celebrate and remember those whose lives have
been touched by cancer. The event, which has teams of 8 to 15
people taking turns walking or running around a track, raises funds
for cancer-related research, programs, and services. In 2004,
Relay for Life of the University of Minnesota drew 20 teams and
raised $60,000 for the American Cancer Society. In 2005, those
numbers jumped to 60 teams and $105,000. But in that same year,
Meslow lost Peter.

"He died just before our second Relay For Life," says Meslow, assistant director of student support
services in the Academic Health Center. "I continue to participate in the Relay for Life in honor of
Peter [because] through it, I have the opportunity to share his story."

This year, Meslow is again spearheading a committee of Academic Health Center staff and faculty
to organize the Twin Cities campus event. The 2006 Relay for Life of the University of Minnesota will
be held from 7 p.m. Friday, April 21, to 7 a.m. Saturday, April 22, at the University Field House. The
deadline to participate in this event is Friday, March 31; see Relay at the U.

"We anticipate yet another huge increase this year in the number of
participating teams," says Meslow. "One aspect of Relay For Life,
which I greatly admire, is the insistence on the part of the American
Cancer Society that virtually everything be donated to ensure that
administrative costs are as minimal as possible. Our incredible
volunteers are currently seeking food, beverage, and prize donations
to keep the team members nourished during the relay."

In the past, teams have been made up solely of University students,
faculty, or staff, or a combination of all three groups, as well as
members of a sports team, residence hall, fraternity, or sorority.
Cancer survivors lead the opening lap. Those who participate and
camp out in the Field House, adds Meslow, enjoy a party-like
atmosphere and experience a special kind of camaraderie.

"[In 2003, when we walked for my son,] I was absolutely enthralled by
this event," says Meslow. "It is a unique and powerful community-
building event. It helps unite members of the University of Minnesota
community whose lives are or have been affected by cancer.
Innumerable students, faculty, and staff members share stories of
loved ones who are living with cancer or who have passed away.
These stories connect us in the hope that together we can do
something to fight this dreaded disease."
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Students weigh a bear at the
Wildlife Science Center (WSC)
in Forest Lake, Minnesota.

Walk on the wild side
How do you handle a wild bear or wolf? Students in this course
recently found out

By Deane Morrison

March 29, 2006

On the floor by the table, a patient lies on a blanket, blindfolded.
Surrounding her are several people, including a professor who
searches for a leg vein to take a blood sample and a student who
monitors a rectal thermometer.

"One hundred three point five," the student calls out.

"One hundred six to one hundred eight is high for a wolf," the
professor replies, meaning the gray wolf under his care here at the
Wildlife Science Center (WSC) in Forest Lake, Minn., is doing fine.
Students have packed her inner thighs with snow to keep her
temperature from climbing, a danger for a thick-furred animal lying in a heated building. And the
blindfold shuts out the anxiety-provoking sight of many strange people.

The wolf is one of five that students will examine this day as part of the course "Animal handling and
immobilization," offered by the fisheries, wildlife and conservation biology department in the
University's College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences. The 30 or so students,
including one from UMD and four from UMC, lend a hand to executive director Peggy Callahan and
her staff at WSC, who are giving them a chance to help with some of the regular checkups for
animals at the center.

"It's the only course I know of that offers hands-on experience with
large mammals," says University professor and course leader David
Smith, one of four instructors--all of whom received doctorates from the
University--on hand at the WSC.

Besides gray wolves, WSC residents include red wolves, black bears, lynx, coyotes, raptors, and one friendly
porcupine. The WSC began as a federally funded wolf research center, but in 1991, it changed its name and began
taking in rescued birds and animals. It opened its doors to the public for educational programs in 1994 and University
of Minnesota students have come here today on their spring break to gain invaluable practice.

"It's the only course I know of that offers hands-on experience with large mammals," says University
professor and course leader David Smith, one of four instructors--all of whom received doctorates
from the University--on hand at the WSC. The students also learn from Callahan, whose long
experience handling large animals has made her an expert on the subject.

Getting the wolves inside isn't easy. Even though they live in enclosures and are used to people,
they are still wild at heart and unpredictable. To immobilize the female now lying indoors, a large
group of students, instructors and WSC staff wielded Y poles--long poles with padded Y-shaped
ends--to keep her down while Callahan, using a syringe pole, administered ketamine, an anesthetic.
It took more than 10 minutes for her to go completely under. WSC biologist Mark Beckel showed the
students how to tap a wolf to ensure that the anesthetic had taken hold; then, a team of students led
by University adjunct professor Glenn DelGiudice, a wildlife biologist at the Minnesota Department
of Natural Resources, took over. They blindfolded the wolf, lifted her on a blanket and carried her
indoors. Back in the exam building, our wolf is still out. DelGiudice inserts a needle in her leg,
searching for a vein to take a blood sample. It will require several tries.

"Make sure after you take blood you rub it [the puncture site] vigorously so it clots and you don't get
hematoma [a localized collection of blood]," he tells the students, demonstrating as he talks. He
tries again and when he at last finds a vein, the blood fills the syringe very slowly.

"One hundred two point six," calls out the temperature monitor. The snow is doing its job.

A student brings a scanner. Waving the hand-held device across the wolf, the team reads her ID
number from an embedded microchip. At this point, a second wolf is carried in by a team led by
Terry Kreeger, a wildlife biologist and veterinarian from Wyoming. All is going well.

Meanwhile, in a holding pen some distance from the wolves, a large male black bear struggles to
come to. He is a magnificent beast, black in front, fading to dark brown on the hindquarters. He lolls
his large head groggily and can't quite make it to his feet. He was the first patient the students
worked on this morning and the second bear wildlife student Fabiana Lima Verde has worked with.
The premier bear expert on hand is David Garshelis, another adjunct professor whose primary
home is the DNR. "We measured his length, weight, fat content, and muscle content," says Lima
Verde. "We collected hair to extract genetic information for a database and took blood from the
femoral vein in the leg. Dave [Smith] was really clear in explaining how to find a vein." (It's easy-just
find the femoral artery, then look deeper.) Lima Verde, a native of Brazil, praised the instructors for
imparting thorough information to the students before they got near the animals.

Student Carolyn Malcolm says she was surprised by the amount of ketamine it took to keep the
bear anesthetized. "I like to work with animals in general, and this is good experience for me," she
says.

For another student, James Klovstad, the best part of the course so far was the cool ways to deliver
anesthetics.

"I liked learning the darting equipment," he says. "They showed us blowpipes, rifles, and CO2 rifles.
Those use pressurized CO2 canisters, just like paintball guns."

Back in the examining room, it's time to weigh the wolf. Del Giudice guesses 85 pounds, a good
healthy weight for the species. The team carries the wolf by her legs and neck and lays her on a
canvas bag with loops. The loops are fitted over a hook on a hand-held scale, and two young men
lift the scale, wolf and all.

"One hundred pounds." A big wolf. She will now receive a shot of antibiotic.

"It's one cc of antibiotic per 20 pounds," DelGiudice sings out. "So how many cc's?"

"Five," the student respond in chorus.

Three more wolves come in. Kreeger, team leader for the second wolf, presses and releases its
gums. The color fades, then comes back. "That's good," he says. Healthy gums.

Besides the exams, students will administer rabies and distemper shots. By the end of the day,
they'll have a wealth of experience that will stand them in good stead as they go on to careers in
wildlife management, veterinary medicine, or any other animal-intensive field. Among their number
today are two students from Thailand who work for the Thai Department of National Parks, Wildlife
and Plant Conservation.

"That department was formerly the Royal Forest Department. The change came about in part
through the efforts of Theeratap Prayursiddhi, a Ph.D. student of mine who is now chief technical
adviser for the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment in Thailand," says Smith proudly.

It's evident that Smith, Kreeger, DelGiudice and Garshelis are having a great time at the WSC.
Good friends all, they went through graduate school at the University at about the same time, and
among them they've handled just about every large animal there is, from elephants and rhinos to
tigers and gaurs (a large ox of Southeast Asia). It's also clear that none of the instructors can get
enough of working with wild animals. Smith, who teaches a field course at the University's Cloquet
Forestry Center, says he'd like to offer more opportunities like this.

"We may add another field course in the sophomore year and field experience abroad," he says.
Even these days, with money tight, he sees no reason not to go for the best.

"We constantly hear about programs going down all over the country for lack of money," he says.
"But some people make money in a bear market. Why shouldn't we expand while everybody else is
running for cover?"
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"Around the World" panel
members Jingqing Liu (right)
and Sami Abdel-Kerim.

Quotes from panel
members

Jingqing Liu
"You will never be offensive
as long as your intentions
are true."

Gemma Punti
"When you go abroad, you
have to leave your heart
back home."

"Just to listen to another
language [especially when
you are first learning it] is
hard. At the end of the day
[you] just want to die."

"If you expect [the country
or culture you're visiting] to
be just like back home,
you're going to be
disappointed. You need to
be open and flexible."

Alan Roy
"There is no one way of
seeing things."

Sami Abdel-Kerim
"My father came to
Minnesota in March [and
decided to stay] because
the weather was very
deceiving."

"If [a professor] is going to
[include] the words 'franks'
or 'salami' on a test, he or
she should explain them or
say 'processed meats.'
Some students don't know
those words [and they
cannot] be graded fairly on
that knowledge."

Globe-trotting at the U
By Pauline Oo

March 31, 2006

If a civil war had not broken out in his country, Mabima Kiawu
doubts he would have come to the United States. The University of
Minnesota senior left the West African nation of Liberia in 1999,
minus everyone and everything he knew.

"I had to run for my life," says Kiawu. "Coming here wasn't a choice
for me." And in the years that followed, life would be an emotional
rollercoaster because his family was lost to him. Kiawu was one of
the five panel members in "Around the World in 120 minutes," a
discussion hosted this week by the U's Office of International
Student and Scholar Services and the Multicultural Center for
Academic Excellence. The event is one way the U is
internationalizing itself, a goal that's part of becoming one of the
world's top three public research universities.

Kiawu eventually found his family. He also earned a scholarship to study biochemistry at the U,
became actively involved in numerous student organizations, made new friends and fraternity
brothers, and found part-time work to make some money that he could send home. Yet, behind his
eager smile and friendly nature, demons haunt Kiawu. His brother was murdered in Liberia for
money Kiawu had sent him.

Unlike Kiawu, the other panelists did not offer tales of personal tragedies. But like Kiawu, they
engaged the 30 people--mostly faculty and staff--who attended the event with stories and
observations about being an international or multicultural student in the United States. (The U
defines multicultural as being strongly influenced by or having prominent characteristics of several
cultural groups.)

"This workshop is designed to create an opportunity for dialogue with students, thus helping faculty
and staff better understand the University's international and multicultural communities," says
Tammy Mazure of the U's Office of International Student and Scholar Services. As of fall 2005, the
Twin Cities campus had 3,384 international students from 124 countries, with 2,934 of them in
graduate or professional schools. "We hope participants will learn specific strategies for developing
supportive environments in meetings, classrooms, and support settings," adds Mazure.

For example, don't just tell me how poor my English is, says Jingqing Liu, a graduate student from
China. "[When I turn in a paper,] comment on the content."

Liu and fellow graduate student Gemma Punti, from Spain, have had
to learn English as a second language to thrive as students in the
United States and earn the respect of those who speak the language
fluently. Both are outspoken and gregarious but have accents that can
peg them as foreigners.

"An accent doesn't equal stupidity," says Kiawu. "People thought I was
stupid because of my accent. So in high school I wrote a paper and a
lot of my classmates read it--it was about how accents don't equal
stupidity."

Accents and the English language have never been a problem for
Sami Abdel-Kerim. The University student with Egyptian ancestry was
born and raised in northeast Minneapolis. But she says she has often
been mistaken for an Arab and that some people are not willing to
speak to her because "they're afraid I don't speak English or they think
I'm a terrorist." Additionally, she is stigmatized and has seen her circle
of friends dwindle because of her hijab or headscarf.

Abdel-Kerim has donned the headscarf--a tradition among some
Muslim women--since her sophomore year. "None of my friends from
freshman year recognize me, or even say hi anymore," she says. "The
sales people don't approach me to ask if I need help, even when I've
been to their store 20 times before. I've become invisible."

The hijab, she explains, is a statement of beauty. "It conceals your hair
from men who you can potentially marry, and that's why Muslim
women may also wear looser and longer clothing," says Abdel-Kerim.
"[The belief is that] the beauty is for yourself and your husband. You
don't publicize it and it prevents you from committing a sin or having
premarital sex."

When the panel was asked what international and multicultural
students wish others knew about their cultures, the majority response
was: we're civilized and not homogenous--there is diversity even
within our umbrella culture.

Upcoming events

"South Asian Community Seminar"
Tuesday, April 4, 9-11 a.m.
110 Heller Hall
Learn facts about South Asia, including societal norms and the experiences of South Asian students
on the U's campus.

"Hmong Culture"
Tuesday, April 25, 9-11 a.m.
110 Walter Library
Learn about Hmong traditions and family expectations and what you can do to assist Hmong
students as they pursue their college career on the Twin Cities campus.

Register for one or both sessions at the International Student and Scholar Services.

"[American Indians] do not worship lands, rocks, and trees--we respect them," says Alan Roy, a
University senior from the Ojibwa tribe. "We are also not one people, but we have many tribes,
languages, and nations. There are over 500 American Indian tribes."

And the same can be said of Spain, says Punti. All 17 regions in Spain have very distinct cultures--
varying in terms of local language and pastimes, as well as traditional food and music. "I don't
expect people to know that I have never seen a bullfight or danced flamenco," says Punti, who hails
from Catalonia in northeastern Spain. "But I expect people to know that I am not Mexican just
because I speak Spanish."

One of the best ways to educate yourself about another culture or country is to talk to someone from
that culture or land, advises Liu. Don't rely on the media, she says. "The American media [for
example] has a lot of local and national news but very little international news."
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The neutrino detector at the
University of Minnesota-
operated Soudan
Underground Laboratory.

Trails of tiny particles leave physicists
beaming
University physicists unveil results from the world's leading
neutrino experiment

By Deane Morrison

March 31, 2006

They are the greased pigs of the subatomic world, able to zip
straight through the Earth without hitting anything. In fact, trillions
whiz through your body every second, with neither party the wiser.

Called neutrinos (Italian for "little neutral ones"), these subatomic
particles may hold the key to the origins of the neutrons, protons,
and electrons that form the world we see. They have been under
investigation for years, and the University of Minnesota is playing a
key role in the most precise experiment to capture their essence.

On Thursday, March 30, University physicist David Petyt, speaking
at the Department of Energy's Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) near Chicago,
announced the first results from the world's newest experiment to study the mass of neutrinos. The
data give a peek into a world that exists on the edge of nothingness and paves the way for a
detailed study of it.

The experiment wouldn't be possible without a massive detector at the University-operated Soudan
Underground Laboratory. "Currently, the most significant particle physics experiment in the world is
in Minnesota," says Peter Litchfield, U professor of physics.

To study the properties of these elusive particles, researchers from 32 institutions, including the
University of Minnesota, last year began generating a beam of neutrinos at Fermilab and shooting
them straight through the Earth to the 5,600-ton detector, located half a mile down in an old iron
mine, where the layers of rock shield it from cosmic rays that would complicate the data. The
neutrinos from Fermilab complete their 454-mile underground journey in just 25 thousandths of a
second, and most just keep right on going. Only one in countless trillions of these neutrinos interacts
with the detector and signals its presence.

Even with such a small mass, the abundance of neutrinos could have
allowed them to play a role in forming the early universe and
producing its asymmetric distribution of mass, Litchfield says. This
asymmetry is fortunate for us; if the universe were perfectly
symmetric, it would be a uniform mix of matter and energy, with none
of the clumps we call galaxies, stars, and planets.

One more thing about neutrinos: They come in three types. If they change their identity en route to
Minnesota, it indicates they possess mass. Such changes are called oscillation, and it can only be
seen in neutrinos that travel long distances. (Particles that lack mass, as neutrinos were once
suspected of being, cannot oscillate.) The experiment, called MINOS, involves 150 researchers
from six countries. Petyt, a postdoctoral fellow, is one of the main data analysts for the project.

"After Fermilab, the University of Minnesota has the largest contingent of people in the project,"
says Litchfield, one of the MINOS collaborators. Other University physics professors on the project
are Ken Heller, Marvin Marshak, Keith Ruddick, and Soudan lab director Earl Peterson, all of the
Twin Cities campus, and Alex Habig of UMD. Mechanical engineering professor Tom Chase is also
a collaborator. Neutrinos continually stream down from the sun and outer space. Both of these
neutrino populations appear to oscillate, but it's difficult to say precisely how, because researchers
can't tell how the neutrinos captured in a detector started out. But by generating their own beam of
neutrinos, researchers can compare its composition at the source at Fermilab to the composition of
the beam when it arrives in Minnesota. A previous Japanese experiment detected neutrino
oscillation from lower-energy beams of human-generated neutrinos that traveled 150 miles, but
MINOS has a more powerful beam and will measure things much more precisely.

After looking at their first six months of data, the researchers saw that the detectors in the Soudan
lab had picked up fewer neutrino collisions than would have been expected if all the neutrinos
coming from Fermilab had had an uneventful journey. The deficit implies that some neutrinos
escaped detection by oscillating into other types during the trip.

"This is the currently most precise [human-generated] neutrino oscillation experiment, and it is as
precise as the atmospheric measurements," says Ken Heller. "The experiment will continue for
several more years, gathering data that will allow us to pin down the masses of the various types of
neutrinos and how they oscillate from one to another."

The work goes to the heart of a basic question in physics: What is mass?

"If I asked students to define mass on an exam, the correct answer would be 'We don't know,'" says
Heller. To probe the nature of mass, one has to look at the very smallest particles, at the boundaries
between mass and masslessness. The mass of neutrinos is calculated to be no more than one ten-
millionth the mass of an electron, adds Litchfield.

Even with such a small mass, the abundance of neutrinos could have allowed them to play a role in
forming the early universe and producing its asymmetric distribution of mass, Litchfield says. This
asymmetry is fortunate for us; if the universe were perfectly symmetric, it would be a uniform mix of
matter and energy, with none of the clumps we call galaxies, stars, and planets.

In addition to working on the data analysis, University researchers were instrumental in designing
and constructing the detector. For example, they worked with University undergraduate students to
build about half the 80,000 particle detectors that pick up signals from neutrino hits.

"At Minnesota, MINOS has had the important participation of about 10 graduate students, six
postdocs, 40 undergraduates, and five high school physics teachers," says Heller. "About 40 people
were employed in construction of the detector. Also, [Rep. James] Oberstar has been very
supportive of the project from the beginning."

The University and other collaborators have now proposed building a larger neutrino experiment to
look at other aspects of neutrino oscillation, using a detector five times the size of the one in the
Soudan lab. It would also be more sensitive, able to detect neutrinos from supernovas in the Milky
Way or neighboring galaxies, Heller says.

Neutrinos are not the only major physics experiment to have found a home in the Soudan lab. From
1989 to 2001, the lab was home to an experiment that tested the ultimate stability of matter by
searching for decaying protons. None were found, but the data were valuable to physicsts and
helped set the stage for MINOS. Currently, the lab houses the Cold Dark Matter Search experiment
of University physics professor Priscilla Cushman. This experiment is a hunt for components of the
invisible "dark matter" that makes up about 24 percent of the mass of the universe.

To read John Updike's famous poem about neutrinos, click here.

For more information on MINOS, click here.
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Next wave of Transforming the U
recommendations
Public is encouraged to comment on recommendations

March 31, 2006, updated April 6, 2006

Preliminary recommendations from 11 more strategic positioning
task forces formed as part of the University of Minnesota's ongoing
initiative to transform the U into one of the top three public
research universities in the world are now available for review on
the Transforming the U Web site.

"The University community has been actively engaged in strategic
positioning throughout the past year and a half," says Tom Sullivan,
senior vice president for academic affairs and provost. "The
breadth and depth of ongoing participation has been invaluable,
and our faculty, staff and students are to be commended for their
commitment to this process. Thorough review and feedback on this last group of preliminary
recommendations is as important now as it was to the first wave of task forces in January."

The preliminary recommendations range from what metrics the University should use for
determining how it measures progress toward becoming a top three university to what steps it can
take to improve its research infrastructure to support the scholarly work that is conducted at the U.

The submission of these preliminary recommendations brings to 30 the number of task force reports
that have been submitted since last September as part of the strategic positioning initiative.

Earlier this year, the recommendations from nine academic and three systemwide task forces were
submitted, as were the recommendations from seven task forces that were rolled into a single report
from the Administrative Service & Productivity Steering Committee.

The public comment period for 10 of the preliminary recommendation reports extends through April
30. The comment period for the Faculty Culture task force runs though May 5. More
recommendations from the four coordinate campuses will be posted in early April.

A series of meetings among the University's senior leadership is scheduled for April and May to
review the recommendations and to determine next steps. A brief review of the preliminary
recommendations appears below.

Academic Health Center task forces

Four task forces were created and charged with making recommendations on a wide range of issues to further
improve the University's Academic Health Center.

Clinical Sciences Enterprise The clinical sciences are the cornerstone of the educational and
research missions of the Academic Health Center, supporting the education of the next generation
of health professionals. Task force preliminary recommendations include the following:

Support for a culture of demonstrated excellence in innovative clinical care delivery, including
patient-centered care with an emphasis on interprofessional teams, application of evidence based
decision-making, and outcomes measurement and reporting.
Development of educational programs that prepare students for a career of innovative health care
delivery.
Vibrant clinical research that advances knowledge and its application in all parts of the clinical
science continuum from lab bench to the bedside.
Access to integrated information systems that connect all areas of the clinical sciences to facilitate
clinical research, education and care delivery where outcomes are always measured.
Facilities that support state of the art care delivery, research and education, including
interprofessional teams and access to cutting-edge technology.
Development of a unifying model for faculty that tracks across the Academic Health Center and
equally values the three components of clinical sciences, clinical research, education and care
delivery.

Health Professional Workforce
The shifting demands of the marketplace for health professionals require the University to develop
greater flexibility to respond to workforce needs. This shifting demand, joined by increasing costs of
and decreasing public investment in health professional education, and a shift to community based
education partnerships, requires a clear understanding of the current financial models for health
professional education. The following preliminary recommendations identify the task force direction:

Convene stakeholder groups to monitor workforce issues, develop a health professions workforce
monitoring function with dedicated resources, create an "agile" model of data collection that
provides timely response to changes in health care practice, and create an education and
communication strategy to accompany release of relevant information.
Develop an appointment process for community-based faculty, as well as an infrastructure to
support health professions education, with appropriate faculty rewards and recognition for
participating in community-based activities, engage organizational leaders in the development of
community partnerships, and engage additional state-wide partners, as appropriate.
Transform the culture to embrace interprofessional education, develop sustainable systems to
assure exemplary interprofessional educational programs, and designate a central coordinating
entity and manager of interprofessional education activities in the AHC.
Create an ongoing tracking mechanism to monitor educational expenses and revenues across the
AHC, charge a planning group to research scholarship opportunities to maximize financial aid
options for AHC students, and develop a plan to address contingencies of a fragile funding
structure.

Knowledge Management Technology
Health professional education is undergoing a profound transformation driven by the explosion of
new information and new knowledge that affects both the education of our students and the practice
of our graduates. This task force, which was charged with developing a system to manage this
knowledge explosion, produced the following definition and preliminary recommendations:

Knowledge management is creating, identifying, capturing and distributing the right knowledge to
the right people at the right time, in the right form, and deploying that information in ways that
improve individual and community health.
A knowledge management executive committee (KMEC) should be established under the AHC
assistant vice president for Education to oversee the design, development, implementation and
ongoing assessment of the knowledge management system. That committee will:

Be comprised of U of M faculty, staff, and students, representatives of the Minnesota health service industry
and community, and liaisons to other appropriate U of M technology units
Have both the responsibility as well as authority to oversee the AHC knowledge management system.

The knowledge management system will be implemented AHC-wide and will be integrated with
other U of M enterprise-wide systems.
An initial step will be to conduct a systematic "gap analysis" between the knowledge management
system needs (expertise, technology tools and systems, access and connectivity, and continuous
learning and improvement) and current available resources, and put in place a mechanism to carry
out such an analysis and assessment on a regular basis. The outcome of the gap analysis will be to
identify current assets, identify what additional resources are needed to fill the gaps, and ensure
that the technology tools and systems, and the expertise are delivered as an integrated system in
support of the knowledge management vision.

Precinct Plan
Facilities are core to the education, research and clinical care that defines an academic health
center--a fact that is recognized by states and institutions nationwide. To recruit top faculty, the best
students, and attract patients, the AHC must make significant investments in its aging facilities. This
new planning process recognizes that the new AHC precinct plan extends beyond a four-square
block area in Minneapolis. The task force preliminary recommendations include:

Verify and refine the space projections for AHC programs over the next five to 15 years.
Incorporate the principles, findings and conclusions of this report into a new precinct plan--one that
encompasses the entire physical span of the AHC; its multiple missions (education, research,
patient care and service) and its key partners; and includes potential sites, cost estimates and
sequencing of major projects.
Incorporate the AHC precinct planning effort into the University-wide initiative to update the
Minneapolis campus master plan.
Update the University six-year capital plan to reflect projects currently underway and identify the
next development priorities for the AHC.

Academic task forces

Four academic task forces are seeking input on their preliminary recommendations for transforming
the College of Liberal Arts, the science and engineering colleges, discipline evolution, and faculty
culture--the reshaping of academic departments and programs to meet future needs--in graduate
programs. Each task force has developed specific recommendations in line with the University's
overall goal of becoming one of the top three public research universities in the world within a
decade.

A synopsis of each of these four task force reports appears below.

College Design: College of Liberal Arts

Preliminary recommendations from this task force include:

Increase scholarship funding for undergraduate and graduate students.
Implement a program of junior seminars.
Provide more systematic mentoring to graduate students, for example, through a distinguished
teaching fellows program for outstanding Ph.D. candidates.
Take advantage of CLA's unique disciplinary specialties and connections with the Twin Cities and
global communities to foster powerful new avenues for research, teaching and communication.
Invest in high-demand entry level undergraduate courses to assure excellent teaching and access.
Increase the size of the CLA faculty by 44 positions.
Increase faculty time for research and teaching by providing increased staff support to more
efficiently complete routine administrative tasks.
Assure rigorous promotion and tenure standards, including systematic mentoring for probationary
faculty.

College Design: Science/Engineering
Preliminary recommendations from this task force include:

Maintain collegiate and departmental structures in sciences and engineering.
Partner with the state and private sector to create a science and technology interdisciplinary
research institute.
Strengthen research collaborations among faculty in the Institute of Technology, College of
Biological Sciences and Academic Health Center with focused investments in three areas:
materials, energy and environmental genomics;
Develop greater interdisciplinary activities, especially among engineering and medical sciences,
through graduate education and research teams.
Continue efforts to establish and support centralized multi-user research facilities.
Increase collaborative research and training, especially at the interface of engineering and biology.
Create an undergraduate minor in biological engineering.

Graduate Reform: Discipline Evolution
Preliminary recommendations from this task force include:

Establish a named and high-profile institute to support interdisciplinary scholarship.
Create short-term faculty exchanges that allow faculty members to conduct research and teach in a
department or program other than their own.
Establish a similar exchange program to enable graduate students to develop interdisciplinary
expertise.
Support research initiatives that bring together teams of highly talented faculty and students.
Implement meaningful and standardized systems for assessing centers.

Faculty Culture
The faculty culture task force has made 36 specific recommendations, identifying four overall values
that must shape faculty culture to reach the University's goal of becoming a top three public
research university: excellence, collaboration, academic citizenship and leadership. The
recommendations address recruitment, hiring and retention; faculty review, tenure, and promotion;
better family friendly benefits; research support; collaboration and intellectual exchange; public
engagement; and peer recognition.

Preliminary recommendations from this task force include:

Commit substantial new funds to support faculty compensation and to provide additional family
friendly benefits.
Invest strategically in resources, people and systems that support faculty scholarship.
Redraft significant portions of the tenure code and alter current processes and reward systems so
that they coincide with its stated goals and values.
Create effective systems that foster interdisciplinary and collaborative research and teaching.
Creatively explore new ways to enhance the intellectual climate on campus.

Research task forces

Two task forces, under the direction of Tim Mulcahy of the Office of the Vice President for Research,
were created and charged with developing strategies to further improve the University's research
capabilities.

"The work from these task forces has been very insightful and we look forward to gathering more
input from the University community on how to fine-tune these recommendations," says Mulcahy.
Research Infrastructure

This task force was charged with developing a plan to support research and scholarship consistent
with realization of the University's goal of becoming one of the top three public research universities
in the world. Using a definition of "infrastructure" that includes a broad range of facilities and
services needed to support all scholarly activity throughout the University, the task force reviewed
the current state of the University's research infrastructure. Highlights from the task force
recommendations include the following:

Appoint a research space oversight group to provide input on decisions related to building planning
and occupation to ensure that scientific synergy is maximized.
Form a research core facility oversight group to evaluate existing group labs, many of which are
within a college or department, for designation as centrally supported core facilities and then
monitor their performance.
Structure the reporting of the above two groups within the Office of the Vice President for Research.
Use a methodology developed by the task force for identifying University research strengths and
funding opportunities.
Organize a focused study in the arts and humanities to identify high impact opportunities for
scholarship.
Pursue funding for major capital investments in the areas of the University's research strengths.

Collaborative Research
The Collaborative Research Task Force was charged with creating a plan to promote research,
partnerships and programs to accelerate the University of Minnesota becoming one of the top three
public research universities in the world. The task force's recommendations envision the University
as one that will be internationally known for its innovation and excellence in collaborative research
and scholarship. Specific recommendations include the following:

Enhance the value of collaboration and foster a supportive culture by changing the reward structure
for individuals and departments.
Identify projects through a process focused on researchers' creativity and commitment and support
these projects with ample space, staff and resources for an appropriate period of time.
Develop opportunities for researchers to interact and capitalize on this intellectual energy and
synergy.
Recognize leadership as indispensable to successful collaboration and provide multiple
opportunities for highly talented researchers and teams to develop leadership skills.

Metrics and Measurements task force
This task force, led by Al Sullivan, special assistant to the president, was charged with identifying
appropriate measures to assess the University's performance and its progress toward achieving the
aspirational goal of becoming one of the top three public research universities in the world within a
decade. The task force was asked to identify ways to measure progress at the operational level and
in collegiate units, coordinate campuses, and administrative units, as well as University-wide
performance measures.

At the University-wide level, the University of Florida's "The Top American Research Universities"
report was suggested as a starting point because of the wide range of comparisons to peer
institutions. Other measures of importance to the University were added to the University-level
metrics and additional measures will be developed over time. At the collegiate level, a performance
scorecard was developed and used in the academic compact process.

Specific preliminary recommendations include the following:

Appoint an ongoing advisory committee to evaluate University-wide performance measures.
Evaluate the collegiate performance scorecard measures and identify goals and timetables for
achieving them.
Refine and streamline the enterprise-wide collection of data.
Work with the Minnesota Office of Higher Education in developing statewide goals and performance
measures.
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Two short track speed skaters
compete in a practice run at
Mariucci Arena.

World-class short track speed skaters
compete at Mariucci

March 31, 2006

Many of the best speed skaters in the world go head to head in the
2006 ISU World Short Track Speed Skating Championships from
Friday, March 31, through Sunday, April 2, at Mariucci Arena on the
Twin Cities campus.

Short track speedskating has grown in popularity over the last
decade, and received increased exposure in the recent 2006
Winter Olympics in Turin.

Although Apolo Anton Ohno will not compete this weekend, many
other superstars in the sport will. Individuals and teams from about
30 countries, including the United States, Korea, and Canada, will
compete in Minneapolis.

Single-day general admission tickets are $20 and $15, and
reserved VIP tickets are $40. Three-day passes are also available for $50 for general admission
seating, and $100 for reserved VIP. Student, senior, and group discounts are also available. For
ticket information, call the University of Minnesota Athletics box office at 612-624-8080 or 800-846-
7437. Further information is available from the U.S. Speed Skating Web site.
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Founders scholarship recipient
Temitayo Akinsanmi (left) and
her sister, Oluwatosin, who
plans to transfer to the U after
completing one more year of
general-education requirement
courses at a community
college. This year, the U
extended its Founders
Opportunity Program--
established in 2005--to
transfer students.

Helping students come to
the U

In addition to the University-
funded Founders
Opportunity Program, the U
offers its students a host of
merit- and need based-
financial aid from private
sources. Today, nearly
6,000 U students receive
privately funded
scholarships.

Helping to make the U more accessible
The Founders Opportunity Program helps low-income University of
Minnesota students with their tuition and fees

By Pauline Oo

April 5, 2006

When asked why she picked the U, freshman Temitayo Akinsanmi
is quick to respond: study abroad.

"I have so many opportunities to go to other countries for study
aboard here," says Akinsanmi, who left Nigeria in 1998 to settle in
Brooklyn Park with her mother and sister. "And [the student
advisers] actually encourage study abroad. People are more
helpful here [than at the other schools I looked at]. They're willing
to answer questions, show me the resources, and tell me about all
the programs that are available."

Although it will be a couple of years before she pursues learning
aboard, Akinsanmi is happy with the decision she made to come to
the U. The chemistry major has classes that challenge her, a job
with dining services that teaches her what it takes to feed a horde
of hungry students, and financial aid that helps pay the bills. In
addition to two University scholarships that total $1,000, Akinsanmi
receives $3,800 from the U's Founders Opportunity Program.

Established in fall 2005, the program matches all Pell awards that
an incoming student from a family earning less than $50,000 a year receives. The Pell Grant is the
largest of the federal grant programs available to students who demonstrate need as determined by
their Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). The maximum Pell grant is $4,050.
Incoming freshmen and transfer students from Minnesota who complete the FAFSA prior to enrolling
at the University are automatically considered for the Founders program. Freshmen are eligible for
four years of support; new transfer students, up to two years of support.

"The Founders scholarship is a commitment to keep the doors to this University and the unique
education it offers open to talented students from all walks of life," says University President Bob
Bruininks. "[It is one of many ways] we are renewing our commitment to access that is part of our
land-grant heritage."

In the next three years, University administrators foresee the
Founders Opportunity Program benefiting 4,500 students--with
minority students making up 30 percent of the scholarship recipients.
Currently, about 175 students qualify for the program, which is funded
by University and private resources.

"If I didn't have the Founders scholarship, I think I would have to work
full time in order just to pay the tuition and my room and board," says
Akinsanmi. Tuition and fees on the Twin Cities campus total $8,902
this year, and the total cost of attending the University is estimated at
around $18,000 annually.

U student Luther Lampert.

Freshman Luther Lampert's $3,900 Founders scholarship also goes
toward tuition and fees, but more than that, the financial aid is abetting
his goal to make the family's history books.

"The only other person in my family who went to college was my dad,
but he only went for part of a year," says Lampert, who's toying with the
idea of pursuing medicine. "My mom didn't go to college, my sister didn't

graduate high school, and my brother got his GED 10 years after dropping out."

Lampert, who is also receiving the President's Distinguished Student Scholarship, says he was
inspired to go to college because of his parents--and because he doesn't want to live paycheck to
paycheck.

"I want to have something better for myself," he says.

To learn more about the Founders Opportunity Program, visit the Office of Admissions. For more
information about other student scholarships at University of Minnesota, see financial aid.
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Fertilizer used to produce
high-yield corn often has
damaging environmental
consequences.

U farm fertilizer recommendations could
help environment
By Julie Reuvers

April 4, 2006

It's nearly planting time, and corn farmers and Minnesota lakes and
rivers stand to benefit from new fertilizer recommendations outlined
in a study by University of Minnesota soil scientists.

The University has developed a unique cost-benefit model based
on the price of corn and of nitrogen fertilizer to help farmers
determine the optimum amount of fertilizer to apply to maximize
yields while minimizing runoff. The U research report, Fertilizing
Corn in Minnesota, shows that using less nitrogen-based fertilizer
can actually improve a grower's bottom line. According to this
year's USDA survey of farmer's planting intentions, growers
nationwide are planting less corn than usual, in part because of the
high cost of fertilizer.

Many farmers rely on an old but widely accepted rule of thumb from the 1960s: apply 1.2 pounds of
nitrogen fertilizer per bushel of corn expected. It was believed this formula would help a grower
reach his or her yield goal, which was appropriate for the time, and it caught on across the Corn
Belt.

"Excess nitrogen fertilizer can be lost by drainage into streams, ending
up in the Minnesota River, the Mississippi River and eventually, the
Gulf of Mexico," says Randall. "And it also leaches down into the
groundwater aquifers, where people obtain their drinking water."

"But many of our experiments in Minnesota soils showed that between 0.7 and 0.9 (pounds of nitrogen per bushel)
was working for many situations," says Gyles Randall, a University soil scientist, of his and his colleagues work in
the University of Minnesota Extension Service. "The rates being applied using the 1.2 factor were pretty liberal.
When fertilizer was cheap, it didn't make that much difference to a farmer's bottom line. Now that nitrogen is much
more expensive, growers want to apply closer to the correct amount to save money and optimize profit."

And less nitrogen fertilizer runoff means less chance of it reaching one of the state's most valuable
resources--groundwater aquifers--according to Randall.

"Excess nitrogen fertilizer can be lost by drainage into streams, ending up in the Minnesota River,
the Mississippi River and eventually, the Gulf of Mexico," says Randall. "And it also leaches down
into the groundwater aquifers, where people obtain their drinking water."

Randall notes that groundwater quality is most affected in the parts of the state with sandier soils,
such as parts of Dakota, Anoka, and Sherburne counties. In those areas, groundwater aquifers are
shallow and more vulnerable to leaching.

The journey toward the U's new, lower nitrogen recommendations began with scientists recognizing
the need to standardize nitrogen fertilizer use among states. When watersheds cross state lines, it
was discovered that despite the same crops and similar soils, each state had a different approach to
developing nitrogen recommendations.

"Iowa had one set (of recommendations) and Minnesota had another set, yet they were farming side
by side in the same watershed," Randall says. "That raised primary concerns. We knew we had a
problem that needed to be corrected."

The new recommendations take into account a grower's tolerance for risk, type of soil, and specific
crop rotations on the land to be farmed.
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The deadline for Minnesota
Cup entries is May 26, 2006.

Listen to how the Minnesota
Cup benefits the state on
University of Minnesota
Moment.

Minnesota Cup returns for second year
2006 competition expands to include student category

By Pauline Oo

April 4, 2006

In 2005, University of Minnesota alums David Emmons and John
Berger invented "a switch" to maximize the efficiency of optical
fibers, which make the Internet, phone, cable, and other forms of
efficient global communication possible for us. They won $25,000
for their invention, beating out more than 600 people to win the
very first Minnesota Cup.

This week, organizers launched the second Minnesota Cup. The
dealine to submit entries in this statewide competition to unearth
new product and service ideas is May 26, 2006.

"We are thrilled to kick off our second annual Minnesota Cup
contest with the support of the University of Minnesota, Governor
Pawlenty, and leaders in business like Well Fargo," says Scott
Litman, Minnesota Cup cochair. "Last year's contest recognized a
host of innovative and promising business ideas, and I am
confident this year's competition will help strengthen the creative business spirit in Minnesota even
more."

The 2005 contest saw "everything from farmers who have ideas for a new crop strain to stay-at-
home moms with ideas for products that make it easier to care for their kids," says Litman.

Entrants will participate in two rounds of competition before the judges select five finalists to give
oral presentations. The entries will be judged on originality, viability, and the quality of presentation.
Entries may be submitted individually or as a group of up to four people.

Entrepreneur Forum

To learn more about the ins and outs of succeeding in the Minnesota Cup and for tips about what it
takes to make a successful start-up, the Office of Business Development at the University of
Minnesota is hosting "Where to start, if you want to start a start-up" on Monday, April 17, from 3 to
4:30 p.m. at the Carlson School of Management auditorium. The event is free. To learn more or to
register, see forum agenda.

In addition to $25,000, the Minnesota Cup winner receives free public relations, and legal, research,
and management support services. Second- and third-place winners earn $5,000 and $2,500,
respectively. David and Carolyn Cleveland, long-time University of Minnesota supporters and
donors, will present the cash awards in the fall at an awards ceremony that will feature Governor
Tim Pawlenty as keynote speaker.

"In a changing world, our future success depends on our ability to innovate, which is why I launched
the first Minnesota Cup in 2005," says Pawlenty. "More than half our economic growth comes from
industries that barely existed a decade ago, and the search for great ideas--or the discovery of the
next big thing--is central to our success. Think of Earl Bakken tinkering around until he invented the
cardiac pacemaker, which became the basis for Medtronic. Or Norman Borlaug, a University of
Minnesota plant pathologist who invented a high-yielding strain of wheat [that] launched the Green
Revolution and fed a hungry world."

This year, the competition will also include a special category for students who have the best
"breakthrough idea." Entrants, who stand to win $5,000, must be full-time students at a Minnesota
college or university and have less than five years of professional work experience.

"A lot of people have wondered if this competition is for them," adds Litman. "If you've got that great
idea and you're thinking, 'I could start a business around this,' then this competition is for you."

For more information and to submit your ideas online, see Minnesota Cup 2006. To read previous
UMNnews stories about the Minnesota Cup, see "Harvesting new business ideas" and "Switch wins
the cup."
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Pareena Lawrence, associate
professor of economics and
management, Morris.

Making economics fun
Morris faculty member is one of the U's top 15 teachers for 2006

Brief, April 5, 2006

For three weeks last December, 21 students traveled from snowy
Morris, Minnesota, to sunny India, the country where their
professor, Pareena Lawrence, grew up.

The class was called Globalization: Examining India's Social and
Economic Development. Together they studied the impact of
globalization on urban and rural areas, but they also saw that it has
barely touched vast portions of India's population of more than 1
billion people. The course was the first study abroad trip Lawrence
has led, and she can't wait to do it again. "From this small, rural
community of Morris, our students are going out to experience the
emerging nations of the world," says Lawrence. "For me, the India
trip was amazing--taking a step back and looking at my country
through the students' eyes."

2006 DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS

Celebration
Monday, April 24
McNamara Alumni Center
Minneapolis
3:30-6 p.m.
Registration is requested.
Distinguished Teaching Awards, UMAA
612-625-9174

Morse-Alumni Award for Outstanding Contributions to Undergraduate Education

* Frederick Asher, art history
* Mark Distefano, chemistry
* Pareena Lawrence, economics/management, Morris
* James Leger, electrical and computer engineering
* Donald Liu, applied economics
* Randy Moore, biology, General College
* Marshall Stern, animal science
* Barbara Welke, history

Outstanding Contributions to Postbaccalaureate, Graduate, and Professional Education
Award

* Dennis Falk, social work, Duluth
* Joan Garfield, educational psychology
* Wendy Hellerstedt, epidemiology
* Richard Leppert, cultural studies and comparative literature
* Deborah Levison, public affairs
* Jean O'Brien, history
* Michel Sanders, biochemistry, molecular biology, and biophysics

Recipients teach on the Twin Cities campus except as noted.

Lawrence, associate professor of economics and management, is one of 15 recipients of the University's highest
recognition of teaching excellence. The awards consider classroom teaching as well as creative activities, advising,
research, academic program development, and educational leadership. The 2006 award winners will be honored in a
ceremony April 24 at the McNamara Alumni Center in Minneapolis. (See box.)

Lawrence sees study abroad as a core element of a liberal arts education, for which the University's
campus in Morris has a national reputation.

Fundamental to Lawrence's teaching technique are daily assignments at the end of each class
period. The assignment--which might involve a group activity, a problem-solving exercise,
discussions, simulations, or a service-learning project--provides an immediate opportunity to apply
concepts presented in lecture. While the students work on their assignments, Lawrence circulates
within the room, helping them informally, one to one. And she keeps it fun.

"I teach some of the driest courses in economics," she says. "It is very important that we have fun!"

Lawrence delights when students can connect with the study of economics, understand what it
explains or models, and see how the assumptions of a model may lead to certain outcomes.
Economics is an exciting and evolving field, she says, and she looks for ways to involve her
students in service learning and research.

In an econometrics class, for example, Lawrence's students developed a survey to assess the on-
campus Regional Fitness Center and analyzed the resulting data. Then her marketing class
conducted focus groups with community members and leaders, researched similar fitness centers
across the region, and developed a marketing plan for the center.

It was a good example of how service learning works and also reinforced one of Lawrence's deep
convictions.

"You can't live in isolation," she says. "Others have underwritten your education and contributed to
your success--your community, state, and your country--and you have benefited. Service learning
instills the idea of giving back."

Lawrence advised another student to conduct a research project based on a trip to Ecuador and
urged her to present her paper at a conference. "Government Intervention in Street Vending
Activities in Guayaquil, Ecuador: A Case Study of Vendors in the Municipal Markets," coauthored by
Lawrence and Sandra Castro-Peterson, '05, will be published in this month's issue of the Mexican
journal Problemas del Desarrollo.

In the classroom, Lawrence shares stories about herself and alumni she has taught over the years.
She reminds her students that, even though she is a professor now, not everything came easily to
her, either, as an undergraduate at the University of Delhi or in graduate school at Purdue.

It wasn't until her studies at Purdue that Lawrence, with aspirations to work for the World Bank in
western Africa, discovered her gift for teaching.

"I also tell students about others who bitterly complained about the difficulty of my classes," she
says. "In their professional work or in grad school, those same students e-mail me saying, 'I am so
well prepared, thank you for driving us crazy!'" Lawrence joined the Morris faculty in 1994 and
values its interdisciplinary environment, where economics research often overlaps with disciplines
like political science, statistics, and sociology. Morris has also proved to be a great environment for
her growing family, where her sons, now 9 and 6, are familiar on campus, and her students come for
dinner--though, she cautions, they laugh at her culinary skills because most of the food on the table
is cooked by Sara Lee and other corporate brands.

"UMM is an amazing place and I am truly blessed to be in this community," Lawrence says. "It is like
a big family here."

Related Links
Hear Pareena Lawrence talk about teaching on U of M Moment
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One of the effects of flooding
in Minnesota is ice that breaks
up from a river's winter ice
cap. These chunks of ice--
sometimes more than 18
inches thick--can end up on
roads and in people's yards.

U launches Web site with flood information
By Pauline Oo

From eNews, April 6, 2006

Last week, the National Weather Service issued a flood warning in
northwest and west central Minnesota, and Lysaker Gymnasium at
the University of Minnesota, Crookston (UMC), served as an
emergency shelter site when the city called for voluntary
evacuations in several neighborhoods. The weather service
warning has been extended to this Friday as the Red River is
expected to crest close to 20 feet above flood stage in the Grand
Forks area, about 25 miles from UMC. (On April 1, some UMC
students filled and placed sandbags for up to seven hours to
strengthen dikes in Crookston.)

To help homeowners handle flood response, cleanup, and safety
issues, the University of Minnesota Extension Service launched a
"Weather Impacts: Flood and Rain" Web site April 3.

Did you know?

The Red River borders North Dakota and Minnesota and flows
north toward Lake Winnipeg in Manitoba, Canada. In April 1997,
about 80,000 people in those areas, including 47,500 of the 50,000 residents of East Grand Forks,
Minnesota, were evacuated. The Red River flooding made history books, cresting at 39.5 feet--more
than 22 feet above flood stage--in Fargo, North Dakota. The crest then surged into East Grand
Forks, Minnesota, pushing water levels to 54.2 feet, where flood stage is 28 feet. Another one for
the record books: water rushed by at 10 feet per second as it passed Grand Forks, in spite of flat
land.

Source: National Weather Service

Visitors can track current weather conditions and learn how to clean flooded homes, obtain safe
drinking water from wells in flooded areas, and handle electrical equipment or operate gasoline- or
diesel-powered pumps and generators. Additionally, the Web site offers tips on how to talk with
children after a natural disaster strikes. Some of the information is available in the Spanish, Hmong,
and Cambodian languages.

For more flood-related resources, read The Extension Disaster Handbook. For tips on how to
recover data from flood-damaged computers, visit the Red River Trade Corridor at UMC.
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On April 6, students from all
campuses rallied for the
annual Lobby Day at the State
Capital to support U
legislation, including efforts to
build an on-campus football
stadium.

House approves new football stadium for U
By Rick Moore

April 7, 2006

There have been times in the past two years when the vision of a
new on-campus football stadium at the University of Minnesota has
seemed more a mirage--like a glimpse of Bronco Nagurski walking
with his leather helmet out of the Aquatic Center, site of the old
Memorial Stadium.

Last night, at the Minnesota Legislature, the dream of on-campus
football moved much closer to reality. The House, in a vote of 103-
30, passed a bill that would provide state support for half of the
cost of a $248 million open-air stadium, which the U hopes to have
built by the fall of 2009. The Senate still needs to pass a
companion bill for the stadium deal to be sealed. That bill has been
approved by the Senate Higher Education Budget Division and is
awaiting a hearing in the Finance Committee.

"We're grateful to the House of Representatives for taking the next
step to bring Gopher football back to campus," says President Bob
Bruininks. "We're grateful to Reps. Abrams, Solberg, Kelliher, and
also to Speaker Sviggum for their efforts. The strong vote [last
night] gets us to the 50-yard line. Now we're looking to the Senate to get us into the end zone." The
stadium legislation found new momentum last week with an amendment that increases the state's
contribution to the bond fees from 40 percent to 50 percent. In exchange, the state will acquire--over
25 years--a 2,840-acre tract of land at the U's UMORE Park that will eventually be managed by the
state Department of Natural Resources as a nature reserve. That deal was approved by the Board
of Regents on March 27 and quickly passed through two committees in the House, setting up last
night's vote.

The discussion of the bill lasted for about two and a half hours on the House floor, but in the end,
the legislation passed with few changes.

The stadium would be located at the site of the University's Huron Avenue parking complex, just
north of University Avenue and east of Oak Street. It would be built with 50,000 seats (and a
capacity to expand to 80,000 seats), and would have a collegiate look and feel with a brick facade
and two landscaped plazas. Existing, new, and State Fairgrounds satellite parking would
accommodate projected game-day requirements of about 17,000 spaces.
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Courani Diarra (left
background), from Senegal,
and Mountamo Kani (right),
editor-in-chief of the daily
newspaper, L'Express du
Faso, from Burkina Faso, are
two of 12 visiting African
journalists in the Edward R.
Murrow program.

Making news across the globe
A new partnership with the U.S. State Department brings 12
African journalists to the U's journalism school

By Ami Berger

April 7, 2006

The nation of Senegal, on the western coast of Africa, doesn't often
make the news here in the United States. In fact, most Americans
probably couldn't find the country, bordered by Mauritania, Mali,
Guinea, and Guinea-Bissau, on a map.

But Courani Diarra, a journalist with Senegal's Radio Futurs Media,
is helping to change that. Diarra is one of 12 journalists from 10
African countries who are visiting the University of Minnesota April
5-12 as part of the Edward R. Murrow program, a new partnership
between the U.S. State Department and the U's School of
Journalism and Mass Communication (SJMC).

The Murrow program is an innovative public-private partnership
between the Department of State and seven leading U.S. schools
of journalism. The program, which debuts this week, is bringing
130 journalists from independent media outlets around the world to
the United States to examine the practice of American journalism
and interact with professional journalists and experts in the field. The journalists visiting the SJMC
hail from Burkina Faso, the Cape Verde Islands, Chad, the Central African Republic, the Democratic
Republic of Congo, Mali, Mauritius, Mauritania, Niger, and Senegal, and all hold mid- to upper-level
positions in radio, print, and broadcast news organizations in their home countries.

"The perception in Africa is that the American press enjoys tremendous
freedom and resources," she says, "and the U.S. also has a good
reputation for investigative reporting. I look forward to learning more
about these ideas."

Diarra, from Senegal, accepted the State Department's invitation to participate in the program for a number of
reasons. "I wanted to see the United States and learn about American culture," she says, "and I also wanted the
chance to network with my counterparts in the media from other African countries." Diarra is also very much
interested in seeing the American free press at work: "The perception in Africa is that the American press enjoys
tremendous freedom and resources," she says, "and the U.S. also has a good reputation for investigative reporting. I
look forward to learning more about these ideas."

Those ideas are part of the specialized curriculum designed for the visitors by the SJMC and
several partner organizations, including the World Press Institute and the Minnesota International
Center. Throughout their week-long stay, the group will attend seminars on investigative and in-
depth reporting methods, subject reporting, new media and Internet broadcasting, economics of the
press, and the role of the press in a democracy. The group will spend time observing professional
journalists at the Star Tribune, KFAI radio, KSTP-AM radio, Twin Cities Public Television, and
Minnesota Public Radio, and will also meet with U.S. Representative Betty McCollum, who serves
on the Africa subcommittee of the House's International Relations Committee.

Albert Tims, the director of the SJMC, is pleased that the School was one of the seven higher
education institutions selected by the State Department to participate in the Murrow program. "The
Murrow Program is a marvelous opportunity for us to contribute to an international discussion about
press freedoms and responsibilities in a changing world," says Tims, who traveled to Washington
D.C. in December of 2005 to meet with Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice and attend the official
announcement of the Murrow program. "We are thrilled to be launching this exciting new program
and exchanging ideas with our visitors about how we can help promote vigorous and responsible
journalism around the world," Tims says.

The journalists themselves are looking forward to that exchange of ideas as well. "Journalistic
principles themselves are universal," Diarra says, "and what we are taught is very much the same
as what journalists are taught here in America. The difference is in the way that journalists practice
their craft. I am very interested to compare our practices with American practices," she says, "and
take that new knowledge home with me."
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It's estimated that there may
be as many as 5 million
students with profiles on
Facebook.

When Facebook becomes too revealing
Information on popular Web site can come back to haunt students

By Rick Moore

April 7, 2006

Jessica, a real University of Minnesota undergraduate student with
a fake name for this story, has a run-of-the-mill profile on
Facebook.com. She describes herself as "probably too laid back."
In addition, she hates "the feeling of wet jeans" as well as "rain and
slush and wet snow."

Fair enough. I know someone who likes pina coladas and actually
getting caught in the rain. But that probably dates me a bit, and I'm
not really the intended audience of Facebook--an immensely
popular Web site that millions of college students are using to
socialize with peers at their school and at universities around the
country.

Other students on Facebook reveal a bit more about their extracurricular preferences. "Craig"
belongs to the "I Drink, I Party, and Damnit, I'm Awesome!! (Minnesota Chapter)" group, whose
credo is, "This group is all about rocking out and having fun together. (While being WASTED of
course.)" And then there's "Jamie," whose profile includes a photo of her on the receiving end of a
substantial amount of her favorite beverage.

Jamie might be fine with that photo for now. But the problem with posting information or photos on
Facebook--or sites like MySpace or Friendster--is that you never know whose eyes might eventually
see them. These days, information can often lead a wild and mercurial life on the Internet. And
Facebook, whose audience is primarily all the students at a given university or college, is more
broadly accessible than some students might think. Anyone with a university-based e-mail account
(with the suffix .edu at the end) can use it, which means that faculty, staff, and alumni may be privy
to the thoughts and opinions of students, not to mention photos from that fun party last month.

Whyte is working to produce guidelines to give to students using
Facebook. He expects that they'll be ready for incoming students
sometime this summer and available for all students by the fall.

Already, there has been fallout from Facebook. According to Marjorie Savage, director of the U's Parent Program,
information from the site is being used for an array of unintended purposes. Advisers of student organizations have
been checking Facebook and notifying students if their page does not reflect the values of their organization. Some
on-campus employers have looked at the site when they're deciding between applicants. And off-campus employers
have had alumni who work in their company look up Facebook pages of job applicants.

All of this has universities scurrying to decide what advice to give their students about Facebook.
Amelious Whyte, chief of staff in the Office of Student Affairs, says he recently attended two national
conferences for student affairs professionals, and each had multiple sessions on Facebook. "[The
sessions] were packed, because there's a lot of interest in this issue," Whyte says. "It's the new
buzz thing people are talking about."

Through recent reports in the media, more students are aware of the fact that their Facebook
postings are visible to more than just current University students. Heather Lokken, a University
sophomore, agrees that "a lot of people put up photos of drinking and stuff like that that employers
might not appreciate." She has friends who have asked other friends to remove questionable photos
of them from their profile. Lokken isn't worried about her own information, as she doesn't see it
portraying her negatively, and she says her friends wouldn't post anything she wouldn't approve of.

Another University student, who asked to remain anonymous for this story, is also not concerned
about Facebook because she doesn't have "too much dangerous information" on her profile, she's
already been accepted to graduate school, and most of her pictures are of outdoor scenery.

But she has had firsthand experience with a curious company; in fact, her boyfriend's employer
asked her to look up Facebook information on a particular person. She declined the request.

"I think it's kind of an ethical, gray area for employers," notes Kevin Rice, a junior who has been on
Facebook since last October, but who chooses to keep his profile private to those outside his
designated Facebook "friends" list. Rice points out that people's racial and religious information can
be readily apparent on Facebook, which is "not something an employer really needs to know."

The important thing for students, he adds, is to protect themselves and "not put up public
information that could be detrimental to their future career growth."

Whyte is working to produce guidelines to give to students using Facebook. He expects that they'll
be ready for incoming students sometime this summer and available for all students by the fall.

In the end, discretion may be the better part of online socializing. Says Savage: "Obviously, there
also are some great uses of Facebook, and students love it, but some caution is a good idea."
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Carlson School students
helped the 75-year-old
Courage Center generate
profits from off-season rentals
of its camp facilities.

With honors
In Professor Bob Ruekert's undergraduate honors class, Carlson
School seniors are putting their business skills to work for
nonprofits

April 7, 2006

Last fall, Carlson undergraduates gave back to the community in a
capstone honors class taught by Bob Ruekert. The students used
their business skills to problem-solve for service organizations
large and small, new and established, well-funded, and struggling.
"In this instance, doing good was a byproduct of learning," says
Ruekert, who is also associate dean of Undergraduate programs.

Adam Gruenke, Ruth Olsen, and Laura Thorson worked on a
project for Courage Center, a rehabilitation and resource center
that has provided services and advocacy for people with physical
disabilities for more than 75 years. The organization is famous for
its summer programs at Camp Courage in Maple Lake, 50 miles
west of the Minneapolis-St. Paul metro area. During the off-
season, the camp facilities serve as a retreat center for various
organizations, university groups, and corporations. That's where
the Carlson students came in: they performed a "break-even analysis" to evaluate making the off-
season rentals as profitable as possible.

"With the current challenges facing non-profit organizations, [the
students'] enthusiasm and commitment to the project brought sound
results that are being incorporated into the restructuring of the off-
season retreat business at Camp Courage," says the Courage Center's
Kurt Wiger. "Their efforts were invaluable and greatly appreciated."

The students recommended shifting the rental structure from per building to per person and improving the catering
services at a time when running a full cafeteria is financially unfeasible. The profits would help Courage support its
summer programming. "Although we weren't working with the community that Courage serves, we knew that our
work would ultimately benefit them," says Thorson.

Kurt Wiger, the Courage Center's coordinator of volunteers and interns as well as the project
manager of the off-season rental initiative, was impressed by the students' work. "With the current
challenges facing non-profit organizations, Adam, Laura, and Ruth's enthusiasm and commitment to
the project brought sound results that are being incorporated into the restructuring of the off-season
retreat business at Camp Courage," he says. "Their efforts were invaluable and greatly
appreciated."

Hai Bo Ma, Lisa Ofstedal, and Tim Christiansen worked with the Foundation for Immigrant
Resources and Education (FIRE). The 20-month-old organization has a skeleton staff, a tiny budget,
and a compelling mission: helping newcomers to the United States to learn English. The
organization offers math, English as a second language, and high school equivalency courses, as
well as day care that integrates child literacy. "By working with a small organization, I felt I could
make a greater impact than I could in a more established organization," says Ostedal.

The students helped prepare financial information that will allow FIRE to file for nonprofit status,
enabling the barely-funded organization to apply for grants. Among other accounting assistance, the
students standardized the accounting procedures using an affordable, flexible software that they
purchased on eBay. "I'm amazed at what they can achieve," says Ma. FIRE's mission and the need
for its services sparked continuing commitment from the Carlson School team. Since graduating in
December, Ostedal and Ma have continued their involvement (upon graduation, Christenson moved
out of state). "Right now, the challenge is pulling all of the pieces together," says Ostedal,
mentioning a long tax form.

The Carlson School has been offering Latin honors (in this case, awarding students summa or
magna cum laude designations) for only two years, and this is also the second year it has offered
the service learning class. Although few of the students are actively planning to pursue careers in
nonprofits, executives in a corporate environment are expected to be active in community service.
Ruekert points to major corporations, such as American Express, that are closely involved with
giving back to the community through charitable work.

But it's not just helping the students rise in their future careers. Says Ruekert, "I want them to grow
as people, as well as future managers."

From Insightsl, March 2006, a publication of the Carlson School of Business at the University of
Minnesota.
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Is it or isn't it? Only University
researchers know for sure.

A new way to tell rope from dope
University researchers have developed a new technique to
distinguish hemp from its illegal relative, marijuana

April 7, 2006

Several years ago, a group assembled by Gov. Jesse Ventura
recommended research on the potential of hemp as a Minnesota
crop. A natural for northern climates, the hardy plant matures in
three months, needs no pesticides and only moderate fertilizer, and
has potential for use in paper, textiles, building materials, food,
medicine, paint, detergent, varnish, oil, ink, and fuel. It would be a
real boon for Minnesota farmers, as it has been for their Canadian
counterparts.

There's one little problem though: Hemp belongs to the same
species, Cannabis sativa, as marijuana, and although the plants
differ in levels of the psychoactive drug tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC), they are otherwise difficult to tell apart. Or they were, until
two University researchers found a way.

"We think this technique has the potential to distinguish marijuana
varieties as well," said Weiblen. "It has implications not just for
separating hemp from marijuana in countries where hemp cultivation
is permitted, but in establishing origins of seized drugs and, therefore,
conspiracy in drug distribution networks. It also could be used in
criminal defenses against claims of conspiracy."

Enter George Weiblen, a University assistant professor of plant biology. When he heard about the Ventura-era
recommendation, he decided to investigate the genetics of hemp and its marijuana twin. Weiblen saw in his work not
only economic benefits for the state, but an easy-to-grow model plant that could help illuminate the genetics of
tropical figs and other trees he regularly studied.

"Most of my research is rather esoteric," says Weiblen. "I thought, 'What an opportunity to jump into
a new area that people might care about.' It has implications for economics, drug enforcement,
medical marijuana, and hemp advocacy."

Now, using a new DNA "fingerprinting" technique (called AFLP for "amplified fragment length
polymorphism"), Weiblen and a colleague have become the first to unequivocally separate hemp
plants from marijuana plants with genetic markers. The technique holds promise for distinguishing
different cultivars (domesticated plant lines) in U.S. criminal cases. It may also prove useful in
countries where the cultivation of hemp is permitted but marijuana is illegal, as in Canada and
Europe. The work appears in the March issue (volume 51, No. 2) of the Journal of Forensic
Science.

The new technique is an improvement on previous means of separating the two types of Cannabis,
says Weiblen, an assistant professor in the College of Biological Sciences and College of Food,
Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences. For decades it has been possible to identify THC
chemically, but the drug is not present in all plant tissues or throughout a plant's life cycle. And other
researchers have found that genetic markers known as "short tandem repeats," which are used to
identify individuals in paternity and criminal cases, lack the power to distinguish Cannabis cultivars
unequivocally.

In tests with three different cultivars of hemp and one of marijuana, the DNA fingerprints of all the
cultivars were distinct and nonoverlapping. Weiblen and Shannon L. Datwyler, a postdoctoral
associate who is now on the faculty of California State University, Sacramento, found that the AFLP
technique generated hundreds of genetic markers that together established separate identities for
each of the four cultivars.

"We think this technique has the potential to distinguish marijuana varieties as well," said Weiblen.
"It has implications not just for separating hemp from marijuana in countries where hemp cultivation
is permitted, but in establishing origins of seized drugs and, therefore, conspiracy in drug distribution
networks. It also could be used in criminal defenses against claims of conspiracy."

Weiblen wants to screen a wider range of Cannabis cultivars to refine the technique and is also
working to identify regions of the Cannabis genome responsible for drug content in marijuana.

If enough can be learned about the genome, it may one day be possible to produce an entirely drug-
free hemp plant that looks different from marijuana. Currently, all hemp products are imported into
the United States. Developing a new variety that could be cultivated in the United States would
reduce American dependence on foreign products while creating a new alternative crop for
American farmers.
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Northrop Memorial Auditorium

CAPA celebration 2006
Annual event recognizes academic professionals and
administrators across the U

By Anita Cholewa

Brief, April 12, 2006

P&A staff...mark your calendars for the annual P&A Celebration
and Recognition Event, sponsored by the Council of Academic
Professionals and Administrators!

This year, the celebration for academic professional and
administrative (P&A) staff will be held on the plaza in front of
Northrop Auditorium, Friday, May 19, from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. A
light lunch will be served (reservations required).

Carol Carrier, vice president for human resources, will provide the welcoming comments at noon,
followed by a short presentation by CAPA chair Jaki Cottingham-Zierdt.

Representatives of CAPA's various committees will attend to answer any questions you may have
about the work that CAPA does on your behalf. Come join us for lunch and make new friends.

Please R.S.V.P. by May 12 to writing@umn.edu, or call Sarah at 612-626-7579.

Anita Cholewa, Ph.D., is the curator of plants and consulting botanist at the Bell Museum of Natural History, Twin
Cities campus. She chairs the CAPA Professional Development and Recognition Committee. 
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Minnesota Congressman
James Oberstar (left) and
Berthold Tillmann, mayor of
Munster, Germany, pose
before a bike ride on the Twin
Cities campus.

A drive for more biking and walking
options
2006 Oberstar Forum addresses the role of non-motorized modes
of transportation

By Rick Moore

April 11, 2006

In the town of Munster, Germany, more than 35 percent of daily
travel is by bicycle, and if you tack on walking and mass transit that
share becomes about 60 percent. There are about 300,000
residents in the city, who between them make about 370,000
bicycle trips daily, aided by clearly marked bike lanes and streets
and intersections that often give an advantage to bicycles, rather
than automobiles. Its bike-friendliness is one reason why Munster
was named the Most Livable City in the World in 2004.

Granted, the Twin Cities metro area--with its significant sprawl--
shares few similarities with 1,200-year-old Munster, and Minnesota
hardly resembles Germany, but examining ways to embrace non-
motorized modes of transportation was the focus of Monday's
James L. Oberstar Forum on Transportation Policy and Technology, titled "Transportation Choices:
The Important Role of Walking and Biking."

The fifth annual forum was sponsored by the U's Center for Transportation Studies and bears the
name of the Congressman from Minnesota's 8th District, who has served since 1975 and is the
longest tenured Minnesotan in Congress and the highest-ranking Democrat on the Committee on
Transportation Infrastructure.

Oberstar has been a longtime leader in developing national transportation policy, and believes
strongly in the importance of expanding non-motorized modes of transportation.

Schuster said that it's up to the public to create the political will for
investing in bicycling and walking. "To have the highest level of cultural
shift, you need to have the highest level of public involvement."

He pointed out in the opening session that while transportation planners are trying to make travel economical,
comfortable, safe, and pleasant, there is increasing pressure "to create livability."

While biking and walking can decrease the amount of congestion on roads, there is another
pressing reason for Americans to step away from the automobile--the obesity epidemic. Oberstar
pointed out some of the grim and growing statistics: 36 percent of Americans are obese; about
300,000 people die each year from causes related to obesity; 10 percent of children are obese; and
the percentages of children who walk or bike regularly are less than 10 and less than 2 percent,
respectively.

Conversely, European countries with the highest levels of walking and cycling have the lowest levels
of obesity, diabetes, and hypertension, Oberstar said. Four countries in particular--Germany,
Belgium, Denmark, and the Netherlands--spend less than half on health-care expenditures per
capita than the United States, and their citizens live up to four years longer, on average, than
Americans.

Oberstar also quipped that reducing automobile traffic is a moral issue, too. "The name of the Lord
is taken [in vain] more often in traffic on weekdays than it is [mentioned] in church on Sundays," he
said.

"We have to provide the funding, but we [also] have to change attitudes," Oberstar added. "We have
to change the habits of an entire generation and make this the bicycling century."

The forum featured a panel discussion on plans for non-motorized transportation in four U.S.
communities--the Twin Cities; Sheboygan, Wisconsin; Columbia, Missouri; and Marin County in
California. The four pilot sites have begun a four-year program funded through SAFETEA-LU--the
transportation bill authorized by Congress last year.

A representative of each community described the concerns and climate for non-motorized
transportation that each faces. Lea Schuster, executive director for St. Paul's Transit for Livable
Communities, said that the Twin Cities is the most urbanized of the four sites, but is blessed by
having a strong history of investment in biking infrastructure. "There is a culture here [for biking] in
rain or snow," Schuster said, but generally weather is a disincentive in Minnesota. She also said that
it's up to the public to create the political will for investing in bicycling and walking. "To have the
highest level of cultural shift, you need to have the highest level of public involvement."

Sheboygan County is one of the top 10 counties for golf courses in the United States but is not
necessarily known for its biking, according to planning director Shannon Haydin. Her goals include
having tourists use bikes to explore the region, and to convince residents--half of whom have a
commute of 15 minutes or less--that biking amenities should be more of a need than a want.

In Marin County, Steve Kinsey of the Board of Supervisors also wants to change public attitude
toward non-motorized transportation and create strong advocacy organizations to envision what the
county of 200,000 people can be as a community. Kinsey said the county is focusing on low-cost,
high-return investments, and that 9 of 11 cities in the county have master plans to turn "dreams into
drawings."

Columbia mayor Darwin Hindman noted that his city, which has about 95,000 residents (including
about 30,000 students from the University of Missouri), has been a trailblazer before. Twenty years
ago it built one of nation's first trails in a former railroad bed. While there was originally skepticism
for the idea, the trail has been a huge success, which has convinced Hindman that, "If you provide
people with a comfortable, safe [biking] system, they're going to go out and use it." Columbia has
recruited a 35-member advisory committee and will also use a consultant to develop its own
bicycling master plan. "We're hoping to become the Munster of Missouri, at least," Hindman said.

Munster's mayor Berthold Tillmann was the keynote speaker for the event, and he described some
of the details behind the cultural shift in Munster that has more people getting around on foot and by
bicycle than by automobile.

Munster tries to approach all development with a sense of its history. The town that began with the
founding of a monastery in 793 A.D. had to be rebuilt after 90 percent of it was destroyed in World
War II, Tillmann said. A 4.5-kilometer (or 3-mile) promenade encircles the center of town, and there
are another 500 kilometers of bicycle lanes and paths in the city.

Berthold Tillmann

Many of the bike lanes are colored red and are at least two meters wide,
allowing adequate room for passing. In certain bus lanes where speeds
are slower, bicycles are permitted, and there are specific bicycle streets
where, Tillman said, "motor vehicle traffic is permitted secondarily."
Stoplights at intersections may have special signals and timing for
bikers, and some intersections even have a bicycle "floodgate." In these
areas, bicyclists gather en masse, and when the light turns green they

get up to a 20-second head start to clear the intersection and make their turns.

In addition, there are 8,000 bike racks downtown that supplement a 3,000-bike facility beneath the
central train station. As for service, Tillmann said there are 40 bicycle stores in town, and if a bike
breaks down during a trip, people can phone the Leezendoc service, which dispatches a vehicle
Tillmann said is "packed with replacement parts to get their bicycle back on the road."

And while cyclists do not uniformly wear helmets, Tillmann said the roads are relatively safe. Of
370,000 bike trips only 848 accidents were reported all last year, and they happen "so seldom that
every accident is noticed in the papers," he said.

While Munster's may be a model to emulate, every area has its own innate challenges. Kevin
Krizek, an assistant professor in the Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, pointed that local bicycle
commuters tend to be male, white, aged 18-44, and of relatively high income. Communities need to
look at who chooses to use non-motorized transportation and why, and address their plans
accordingly.

The 2006 Oberstar Forum drew a crowd of about 300 to the Great Hall of Coffman Memorial Union
on the Twin Cities campus. Out the windows to the west stood the two-tiered Washington Avenue
Bridge, whose lower level transports cars over the Mississippi River while up above, thousands
more cross from the East to West Banks by bike or on foot. Even more fittingly, the forum aligned
with the first breakout day of spring, when temperatures climbed to the upper 70s and bikes came
out of the woodwork.

When the event ended just after 4:30 p.m., Oberstar announced his next activity, which he would
share with Mayor Tillmann and some other guests--a bike ride around campus.
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The first Soup and Stitches
project--three quilts by
international students and
family members of University
international students--will be
unveiled on Friday, April 28,
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
Commonwealth Terrace
Cooperative community
center.

U reaches out to international families
through sewing and soup
By Patty Mattern

April 11, 2006

University of Minnesota graduate student Barbara Pierre-Louis
leaned over the sewing machine and carefully guided the fabric
again and again until part of her life story came alive on the quilt
square.

Soon Pierre-Louis' square will join several others created by 15 of
her fellow amateur quilters under a new program launched by the
University of Minnesota to reach out to the spouses and partners of
international students, and the international students themselves,
who often feel isolated and lonely after moving away from their
home countries.

Those participating in the program "Soup and Stitches" have been
meeting once a week for the last several weeks to build
community, create a quilt, learn about resources available at the
University, and sample soups from around the world. Soup and
Stitches grew out of the efforts by the U of M Aurora Center for
Advocacy and Education, Housing and Residential Life, the Office
of Student Affairs, International Student and Scholar Services, the
School of Social Work, University police, and Commonwealth
Terrace Cooperative (CTC) to connect with this community. The program is made possible by a
$2,300 grant from TCF Bank.

"Soups and Stitches gives us an opportunity to make families at CTC aware of services and support
available to them," says Jamie Tiedemann, director of the Aurora Center, which provides education
to prevent domestic violence and offers services to victims of sexual violence, as well as families
who have experienced domestic violence.

While many of the Soup and Stitches participants live near one another, they had not met prior to
the program, says Silvia Alvarez, a graduate student and CTC resident who helped organize Soup
and Stitches. "We wanted to provide an opportunity for people living at CTC to come together and
share, especially the spouses who stay at home," says Alvarez.

"What I missed most from Bulgaria was my friends," says Avrora Moussorlieva, whose husband is a
graduate student and a cello performer at the U. "I was [also] a guide in a museum, so I was always
talking with people. I missed having people around."

Thus far, the participants have all been women, and they come from 12 different countries: Japan,
Guatemala, India, Iceland, Bulgaria, Haiti, Thailand, Chile, China, Korea, United States, and
Malaysia.

Lynn Cooper, a teaching artist from the Textile Center, taught the participants how to sew, and over
the next few days, she will stitch all the squares together into three different quilts. The quilts will
hang in the CTC community center as a reminder of where the women came from and the
friendships that have been built here. (The artwork will be unveiled during an open house on Friday,
April 28, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the CTC community center. The public is invited to see the quilt and
share in conversation and ethnic food.)

"I see myself and how I have taken flight and gone to other countries,"
says Soup and Stitches participant Pierre-Louis, of the image on her
quilt square.

During their weekly gatherings, Cooper pushed the new seamstresses to reach deep within to
create their pieces.

"People always want to put [familiar] words or explicit symbols on their square," says Cooper. "It
takes awhile to break down the barrier of them borrowing images from someone else. [But that's
okay, because] I want people to come up with images from themselves [so we can learn about them
and their culture]." Culture is always something that represents part of who people are, so it is
common to see that come out in their work, she adds.

As the threaded needle bobbed up and down, the image representing Pierre-Louis' life flowed from
her imagination onto the fabric. Her square reveals a childhood in Haiti where schoolchildren wore
gingham uniforms. Red- and blue-checked gingham make up the palm tree that reminds Pierre-
Louis of the Caribbean tropics. Since both the Haitian and American flags contain red, blue, and
white, the scene also represents her two worlds coming together. Blue waves hint at Pierre-Louis
leaving Haiti and crossing the sea for the United States. Simple birds soar into the sky of Pierre-
Louis' square.

"I see myself and how I have taken flight and gone to other countries," explains Pierre-Louis as she
points to the airborne creatures. A basket also rests in her artwork symbolizing her being also
grounded in the land.

More than artwork has come out of Soup and Stitches for Pierre-Louis, a graduate student in the
department of Spanish and Portuguese.

"I've established new friendships and I've learned about myself," she says. "As a grad student or a
professional student, you get so bogged down in studies and training, it was nice to be able to break
out of that box."
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Sisters Harriet and Vetta
Goldstein joined the home
economics faculty in 1913.
Their leadership in the field of
applied arts would help shape
the college for decades and
their vision culminated in the
present-day Goldstein
Museum of Design housed in
McNeal Hall.

Friends of College of Human Ecology
celebrate its legacy
By Glen Beltt

On April 7, more than 700 people gathered in St. Paul to celebrate
the College of Human Ecology and its educational contributions
over the past 106 years. At an afternoon storytelling gathering and
an evening gala in McNeal Hall, friends of the college shared
memories and offered tributes calling for the college's spirit to be
carried forward. As part of the University's strategic positioning
efforts aimed at transforming the U into one of the top three
research universities in the world, administrators made a decision
in the spring of 2005 to restructure academic units within the
college into newly created colleges. In June, the department of
design, housing, and apparel will move into a new College of
Design; the School of Social Work and the Department of Family
Social Science will move into the expanded College of Education
and Human Development; and the department of Food Science
and Nutrition will move into the new College of Food, Agricultural
and Natural Resource Sciences (CFANS). The College of Human
Ecology traces its roots to the late 19th century when classes on
domestic economy and cookery were first offered on the St. Paul
campus within agricultural programs. The initial course on home
economics was given in 1900, and home economics gradually
emerged as a separate program of study as course offerings
expanded over the years to focus on such topics as nutrition and
home management.

The discipline of human ecology, which examines people and their
relationship with the world, dates back to the 1920s...

Expansion to include design-related programs was spurred by sisters Harriet and Vetta Goldstein when they joined
the home economics faculty in 1913. Their leadership in the field of applied arts would help shape the college for
decades. The Goldstein sisters' vision culminated in the present-day Goldstein Museum of Design and its extensive
collection, both housed in McNeal Hall. In 1949, the division of home economics became the School of Home
Economics; in 1970, it was awarded collegiate status. Over time, the college of grew to encompass three
departments--design, housing and apparel; family social science; and food, science and nutrition--and the School of
Social Work. Most of the college's programs were located in McNeal Hall, named for Wylle B. McNeal who led the
College as dean through formative years in the mid-20th century. An award-winning renovation in the mid-70s
created a soaring atrium that connected McNeal Hall and the former horticulture building and became the physical
center of the college's identity. In 1990, the college changed its name to the College of Human Ecology recognizing
the expanded scope of the college's programs. The discipline of human ecology, which examines people and their
relationship with the world, dates back to the 1920s and encompasses a wide variety of academic areas. Keystones
of the human ecology approach include considering humans as part of, not outside of, the ecological environment
and approaching human concerns from a systemic and interdisciplinary perspective. Human ecology began to gain
attention in academic circles based on publications issued in the 1950s and 1960s and grew in importance in the
1970s as ecological approaches gained general favor in academic thought. The phrase "Knowledge transforming
people...People transforming lives" was adopted to describe the college's overarching mission. Evidence of that
commitment includes a close association with the University Extension Service and sponsorship of a wide variety of
special programs and centers dedicated to such missions as sharing the results of design research, caring for elderly
people experiencing declining health, and prevention of violence and abuse. The college celebrated its centennial in
2000 and honored 100 alumni for outstanding contributions to society. Across its four academic departments, the
college claims more than 16,000 living alumni, more than 90 percent of who are women. Most alumni live in
Minnesota, and administrators have worked to help all alumni affiliate with their new college homes within the
University. 
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Ancel Keys and his wife,
Margaret, wrote the
revolutionary book, How to
Eat Well and Stay Well the
Mediterranean Way, in 1959.

The Minnesotan behind the Mediterranean
Diet

April 13, 2006

Understanding the healthy effects of the Mediterranean diet has its
roots in the groundbreaking research of a University of Minnesota
pioneer who also helped popularize the benefits of eating lots of
vegetables and fish.

Ancel Keys, a University physiologist from 1936 to his retirement in
1972, noticed that in the years following World War II the rate of
heart disease was very low in war-damaged, hungry parts of the
world--but high and getting higher among prosperous Americans.
He conducted a study of 268 Minnesota businessmen that for the
first time traced the link between cholesterol, the saturated fats
found in meat and dairy products, and heart disease--research that
made him famous worldwide as "Mr. Cholesterol."

Then in the 1950s he launched the Seven Countries Study which
observed the eating and living patterns of 12,700 men in the U.S.,
Finland, Greece, Yugoslavia, Italy, Japan, and the Netherlands.
Keys and his colleagues showed that heart-attack rates correlated with diet and exercise. Finland,
where Keys noticed that farmers and woodcutters buttered their cheese, had the highest rates of
illness. Greek and Italian men had the healthiest hearts.

Keys took his research public to show how a better diet could mean a longer, healthier life. He and
his wife co-authored How to Eat Well and Stay Well the Mediterranean Way and other books that
promoted eating more fish, chicken, fruits, vegetables, and olive oil, like Southern Europeans do. He
traveled the world advocating the Mediterranean diet and a vigorous lifestyle with plenty of exercise.

Keys' ideas were so influential that today we often take them for granted. The Mediterranean diet
finally caught on in the 1990s, 40 years after Keys started advocating it. A balanced diet low in
saturated fats supplemented with exercise is universally accepted as the best way to avoid heart
attacks and high blood pressure. Healthy cookbooks and higher longevity rates around the world
can all at least partly be traced back to his work.

Recognizing his pioneering research, Time magazine put Keys on its cover in January 1961. He
died in 2004, two months shy of his 101st birthday.
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Dumbbelling

When a low-pressure
system splits into two
circulating lobes that remain
close together, this behavior
is called dumbbelling. The
lobes act as a single
system but appear as two
distinct rotatiin cloud
masses on satellite
imagery. In these cases,
dumbbelling refers to the
shape of the pressure
pattern rather than to the
character of the forecaster.
-from "Minnesota Weather
Almanac," by Mark Seeley.

Minnesota Weather Almanac traces history fair and foul
A new book by University meteorologist Mark Seeley weaves fun facts in a rich fabric of the state's
weather history

By Deane Morrison

April 14, 2006

On April 14, 1886, all the water leaped from the Mississippi near Sauk Rapids, sucked up by an
800-foot-wide tornado as it passed over. In July 1867, a 30-hour thunderstorm turned the Chippewa
River from a 20-foot wide summer creek to a surging flow 900 feet across at its narrowest. On
October 16, 1880, a blizzard dropped so much snow on western areas of Minnesota that people in
Canby, Yellow Medicine County, had to use second-floor windows as exits. You'll find those and lots
of other fascinating weather nuggets in University meteorologist Mark Seeley's Minnesota Weather
Almanac, hot (but not humid) off the press from the Minnesota Historical Society. Seeley, a central
figure among Twin Cities weatherwatchers and regular weather commentator on Minnesota Public
Radio, has compiled not only the history of floods, tornadoes, blizzards, heat waves, and cold snaps
over nearly two centuries of Minnesota history, but numerous colorful facts that bring the world of
weatherwatching to life. He'll talk about his book and sign copies at 2 p.m. Tuesday, April 18, at the
University Bookstore in Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.

In a state that often sits at the crossroads of weather systems, interest in the
topic runs high. It's a phenomenon Seeley dubs "meteorological affected
disorder, or MAD." "We want to know about the weather when we walk out the
door in the morning," says Seeley of himself and Minnesotans in general. He
sees weather as "a common thread in our lives, a bookmark to our most vivid
memories of significant events." Those of us who lived through events like the
Halloween snowstorm of 1991 and the Red River floods of 1997 know
something of the weather's caprices, but Seeley found, in researching the
book, how people in earlier eras dealt with the same, but without benefit of
snowplows or transportation. "The weather of every generation shapes the
character of that generation," Seeley says. "We can say our weather-related
traumas are bad, but generations of Minnesotans have survived worse."

throughout the book, you'll pick up enough meteorology
lingo to cover any situation. For example, you'll learn
that an intense rainfall rate is called bucketing; the
technical term for snow blindness is niphablepsia, and
the Camelot Climate Index is used to determine climate
suitability for human habitation. Camelot, of course, was never too hot,
too cold, too wet, or too dry.

Take, for instance, the tornado that scooped up the Mississippi. It also killed 72 people, including several members of
a wedding party holding a ceremony near the river. Oddly enough, however, a tornado was responsible for one of the
state's crown jewels. Striking on August 21, 1883 in the Rochester area, an F5 (winds greater than 260 mph)
tornado, nearly a mile in diameter, descended from the clouds southwest of the city. The powerful storm lifted a train
from its track and tipped it over. In its aftermath, citizens had to team up to tend the injured and rebuild the town, and
from them came the idea to build a local medical center. It is, of course, the Mayo Clinic. The almanac bursts with
pictures, including breathtaking shots of twisting tornadoes, a flood sweeping over a bridge, weather instruments,
and snow, snow, snow. Seeley takes the seasons one at a time, starting with winter (what else?) and leading the
reader through the memorable events of each, paying special attention to the weather history of holidays. From the
numerous quizzes and fun facts sprinkled throughout the book, you'll pick up enough meteorology lingo to cover any
situation. For example, you'll learn that an intense rainfall rate is called bucketing; the technical term for snow
blindness is niphablepsia, and the Camelot Climate Index is used to determine climate suitability for human
habitation. Camelot, of course, was never too hot, too cold, too wet, or too dry. The book, says KARE-11
meteorologist Belinda Jensen in her foreword, is "a treasure trove of climate details, storm stories, fun facts, and
means and extremes. You may not be able to do anything about the weather, but 'Minnesota Weather Almanac' will
help you understand and appreciate its complexity and beauty." If your appetite for more weather lore has been
wetted--er, whetted--tune in to Minnesota Public Radio at 11 a.m. Monday (April 17) to hear an interview with Seeley.

You can also listen to Mark Seeley discuss Minnesota weather and his new book on University of
Minnesota Moment.
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Protective gear is the norm at
the U's annual iron pour.
Students and visiting artists
work with molten iron that's
more than 2,500 degrees
Farenheit.

37 and still on fire
Department of Art hosts 37th Annual Iron Pour

By Pauline Oo

April 14, 2006

Last year, about 2,400 pounds of donated radiator iron was broken
down and 300 pounds of it were fed every 20 minutes into two
steel furnaces. The end result, after four hours of sauna-like
conditions, were hundreds of happy faces and more than 100 iron
cast sculptures for class and independent study or research.

This year, the annual University of Minnesota Iron Pour will once
again see teams of artists and students of cast metal sculpture
clad in a hodgepodge of protective helmets and leather working
with 2,500-degree-Farenheit molten iron and dancing flames. The
free public event will take place on Wednesday, April 19, from 1 pm
to 6 p.m. in the Foundry at the Regis Center Art on the Twin Cities
campus in Minneapolis. "Cope and Drag," a type of two-piece mold
used in cast metal sculpture, is the theme of this year's 37th
Annual Iron Pour.

"[The 2005 Iron Pour] went pretty good," says Wayne Potratz, University sculpture professor
following the event last year. "Everybody's sculpture got poured, we had a lot of visiting artists from
out of town, and it was over a little faster than usual because we were producing more metal per
hour with two machines." Potratz, who has organized the U's Iron Pour over the years, is currently
on sabbatical and adjunct faculty member Paul Linden is the 2006 event planner.

Linden has invited a number of guest artists to participate this year, including Eric Nordgulen and
Greg Hull from the Herron School of Art in Indianapolis, Indiana; Jim Swartz, Southwest Minnesota
State University, Marshall, Minnesota; Melanie Van Houten, College of St. Catherine, St. Paul,
Minnesota; Tom Christiansen, Last Chance Fabricating, Lutsen, Minnesota; John Poole, artist-in-
residence of Smith Foundry, Minneapolis; and Chris Poor, Arms and Armor, Minneapolis.

Molten metal is poured into individual molds to create iron sculptures for
class assignments or research projects.

Commemorative T-shirts will be sold at the event to benefit the U's
Department of Art Scholarship Fund.

The art department, the U's College of Liberal Arts, American Iron, the
Badger Foundry Company, and the Smith Foundry Company are
sponsors of the 37th Annual Iron Pour.

To learn more about the annual event, read Marriage of iron and fire.
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Salman Rushdie will be at
Northrop Auditorium on the
Twin Cities campus in
Minneapolis on Wednesday,
April 19, from 5:30 p.m. to
7:30 p.m.

Speaking of fear
Salman Rushdie to lecture at Northrop Auditorium

April 14, 2006

Salman Rushdie's life, he's been known to say, is like a bad
Salman Rushdie novel.

The writer of numerous acclaimed novels, like The Satanic Verses
and the Booker Prize-winning Midnight's Children, Rushdie is as
well known for his brilliant fiction as he is for his historical role as
the man whose words created a violent backlash in the
fundamentalist Islam world. In 1989, when Iranian Ayatollah
Khomeini declared a fatwa, or death sentence, against Rushdie for
his criticism of Islam in The Satanic Verses--offering a $3 million
bounty for his life--real life and fiction became tragically intertwined.
It's this real-life impact of his fiction--the "bad novel" he lives in--
that makes him uniquely qualified to speak about fear, truth,
religion, and fiction.

On April 19, from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., at Northrop Auditorium,
Salman Rushdie will give a public lecture entitled, "Step Across
This Line," also the title of his recently published non-fiction
collection of essays. The book, Step Across This Line, a bright, furious, and deeply personal work,
was written over 10 years, most of which were spent in hiding and under heavy security. In it,
Rushdie sounds off about topics ranging from militant Islam to the post-9/11 world. In his talk, which
is sponsored by the Institute for Advanced Study, Rushdie is expected to speak about similar topics,
which have become ever more relevant in the context of the recent Mohammed cartoon controversy
and the ongoing violence in the Middle East.

Born in Bombay, India in 1947 to a middle-class family, Salman Rushdie was educated in England
and spent his early career working as an actor, an advertising copywriter, and in Pakistani television.
While Rushdie makes more frequent public appearances than during the initial eight years of the
fatwa, his travels still require extreme security measures, and his location remains largely
undisclosed.

See campus events for more on the lecture, and directions and parking information for Northrop
Auditorium.
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Stanford's Persi Diaconis, one
of the world's great
mathematicians, left home at
14 to live as a traveling
magician. His talk on April 19
will reveal the math behind
magic.

The math behind the curtain
A talk by 'Magic Man' Persi Diaconis reveals the mathematics
behind magic tricks-and its more serious applications

By Deane Morrison

April 14, 2006

A career as a mathematician didn't seem to be in the cards for
young Persi Diaconis. As a child, he studied violin at Juilliard, but
he left home at 14 to begin a life as an itinerant magician. Still in
his teens, he landed in a shady Caribbean gambling house, where
he tried to find ways to keep himself and other traveling magicians
from getting fleeced. For that, he needed mathematics. The next
thing he knew, he was studying math at City College of New York
and then, at age 26, heading to Harvard for graduate school in
statistics. On Wednesday, April 19, Diaconis--now recognized as
one of the world's great mathematicians--will reveal some of the
amazing mathematical underpinnings to magic, using performable
tricks that can even fool magicians. His free talk, sponsored by the
University's Institute for Mathematics and its Applications (IMA),
will begin at 7 p.m. in 125 Willey Hall, 225 19th Ave. S.,
Minneapolis. But the math behind magic has its serious side, too.
Diaconis, a professor at Stanford University, will perform several
card tricks and show how the mathematics of such feats applies to situations like breaking and
entering, robot vision, cryptography, random number generation, and DNA sequence analysis. Take,
for example, a door that can only be unlocked by punching the correct three-digit code, entered via
punch pads numbered one through five. "When I was at Harvard, one of the rest rooms had a lock
like that," says Diaconis. "One Saturday night, I went there and found I'd forgotten the three
numbers." There were 125 possible combinations, and he had no way to breeze through them. But,
he says, thieves made short work of such a lock at the Baltimore Hilton by using mathematics.
"When you punch in numbers, the machine remembers the last three you entered," Diaconis
explains. "So if you punch 1, 2, and 3, and it doesn't open, and then you punch 4, the machine
treats it as 2,3, and 4. Then if you punch 5, it registers as 3, 4, and 5, and so on. That means that
after you've entered three numbers you can punch just one number for each new try, but in what
order? There is a mathematical way to find the sequence to punch that will run through all the
possible combinations without repeating." "He is one of the world's most original thinkers in statistics
and mathematics," says Doug Arnold, director of IMA, of Diaconis. "He is also one of the greatest
expositors and communicators in those subjects." Diaconis is no stranger to the IMA, having already
visited the institute for scientific work. His lecture meshes well with the mission of IMA, which is to
bring mathematics to bear on all sorts of real-world problems, from scheduling airlines to beefing up
computer security. Last year, the National Science Foundation recognized its contributions with a
$19.5 million grant. Nor is Diaconis' lecture the first time the IMA has been associated with a fun
topic. In the realm of magic, no problem is too hard for Diaconis to tackle. He is well known for
finding that it takes seven shuffles to randomize a deck of cards and that if a deck is shuffled eight
times in just the right way, the cards will return to their original order. And coin tossing, that paragon
of fairness, turns out not to be entirely random. After observing numerous half-dollar flips, Diaconis
found that it landed on the same side as it started about 51 percent of the time. But if you balance a
penny or nickel on edge and spin it, it will land tails up almost 80 percent of the time. Diaconis is
also a prominent debunker of tricks by psychics and scam artists. Among his colleagues, Diaconis is
known for his willingness to talk about some of the difficulties of mathematics. One example is his
effort to find out whether shaved dice, thrown over and over by a team of graduate students, would
land in a nonrandom manner. Using specially manufactured shaved dice and a specially constructed
craps table, he uncovered a mathematical truth: that finding a bias in the way the dice landed would
require so many throws that human counting error would mask any bias.
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Bell Museum Summer
Discovery Day Camps,
headquartered on the Twin
Cities campus in Minneapolis,
provide hands-on projects in
science, art, and technology
for children in kindergarten
through grade 7.

Summer programs at the U offer
opportunities to youth
2007 programs are now taking registrations

Brief, Feb. 28, 2007; updated April 30, 2007

The University of Minnesota offers and hosts one of the most
comprehensive line-ups of summer camps for youth anywhere in
Minnesota. From understanding bugs in the back yard for young
children to fencing and cyber camps for high school students, there
is a University-affiliated camp to inspire the mind of every
Minnesota youth.

Here's a partial list of University-related summer camps. If you
know of another camp at a U of M location, please send the name
of the camp, a sentence-long description, sponsorship information,
participant age range, and camp contact information to
urelate@umn.edu. Twin Cities | Duluth | Morris |
Crookston | Rochester | Statewide

TWIN CITIES

Ando-Giikendaasowin: Native American Math and Science Summer
Camp Students interact with native role models and peers who share
common interests in mathematics and science. They experience life at a
major research institution and/or a small rural tribal college (Fond du Lac Tribal and Community College, Cloquet).
They stay in campus dormitories, attend classes, conduct field and lab research, participate in culturally relevant
activities, and have the opportunity to enjoy the Twin Cities area. Students must be (1) an enrolled member of a
recognized Native American nation, or have Native American ancestry, or have experience and appreciation of
Native American cultures and (2) they must have a strong interest in or aptitude for math and science. There is a
sliding fee based on family income and number of dependents. No one is denied admission due to inability to pay
the camp fee. Limited funds are available on a first-come, first-served basis to help assist out-of-state students with
airfare. July 13-22. Age: For students entering Grade 9-11; some exceptions are made for experience and age.
Sponsor: College of Education and Human Development, Office for Access and Equity, National Center for Earth-
surface Dynamics, and the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis Contact: education.umn.edu/projects/anams
Architecture, the Weisman, and You! In this five-day, hands-on workshop at the Weisman Art Museum, teens
study architecture and design a scale model with professional architect Josh Weinstein and students from the U's
College of Design. August 4-10. Age: Entering Grade 10-12 Sponsor: U of M Weisman Art Museum Contact: 612-
625-9623, petka001@umn.edu Bell Museum Summer Discovery Day Camps Day camps include hands-on
projects that encourage kids to explore the fields of science, art, and technology. This year, 18 different camps cover
topics from superhero science to forensic science. June 11-August 31. Ages: Kindergarten to Grade 7 Sponsored by:
U of M Bell Museum of Natural History Contact: www.bellmuseum.org/camp_brochure.html or 612-624-9050

BRAVO 2007 Summer String and Keyboard Institute This program for young musicians who
choose to spend part of each summer focusing on their development as musicians and
instrumentalists provides, each week, a one-hour private lesson, one technique class, and two
chamber music coaching sessions. June 17-July 14. Ages: All ages Sponsored by: School of Music
Contact: www.music.umn.edu/bravo or 612-624-5740

CyberCamps Computer Classes Computer camps include Web design, game design, robotics,
video production, and more. Ages: 7-18 Sponsored by: CyberCamps Contact:
www.cybercamps.com or 1-888-904-2267

Gopher Sports Summer Camps Links to information about summer camps staffed by coaches of
more than a dozen U of M sports: baseball, basketball, cheerleading, cross-country, football, golf,
hockey, soccer, softball, swimming and diving, tennis, track and field, wrestling, and volleyball.
Ages: Vary Sponsored by: Various organizations; most are independent of the U Contact:
www.gophersports.com (see "Minnesota Camps")

iD Tech Camps Participants can take courses in a variety of topics, including video game creation,
3D modeling, video editing, programming, robotics, Flash animation, and more. Day, extended day,
and overnight camps are available. June 18-August 3. Ages: 7-17 Sponsor: iD Tech Camps
Contact: www.internaldrive.com or 1-888-709-8324.

Leadership Education and Development (LEAD) This national three-week program introduces
high ability students to the world of business at one of 12 business schools-in the Twin Cities, the
U's Carlson School of Management. The students are selected by the LEAD national office in
Philadelphia on the basis of national test scores and recommendations from their high school
teachers and counselors. July 8-28. Ages: Entering Grade 12, ages 16-18 Sponsor: U of M Carlson
School of Management, with support from General Mills, 3M, and Target. Contact:
www.leadnational.org or 215-753-2490 or info@leadnational.org Minnesota Landscape
Arboretum Summer Day Camps These one-, two-, and three-day camps offer many ways to
experience the wonders of the arboretum. New this year are art-intensive programs and new
cooking classes. Camps provide an engaging mix of hands-on plants, art, food, and science
adventure, imagination, and exploring. A partnership with local growers and Lakewinds Co-op offers
as much local, sustainable, and organic food as possible, both in daily snacks and in cooking-
focused camps. Ages: Entering kindergarten through Grade 5 grads; camps for families also
available Sponsored by: Minnesota Landscape Arboretum Contact:
www.arboretum.umn.edu/education/kids_fam/ or 952-443-1422.

Preschool Speech Camp This camp is for children whose speech is hard to understand due to
articulation or phonological problems. Play groups meet for up to two hours twice a week, Mondays
and Wednesdays, 9-11 a.m. Seven weeks beginning June 25. Ages: 3-5 Sponsored by: U of M
Department of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences Contact: 612-624-3322 or slhs@umn.edu
Summer Math and Science Enrichment Programs High school students explore careers in
engineering and physical science. (Note: Math courses for Grades 2-9 are offered in conjunction
with Kids U through University Youth Program; see below.) Ages: Grades 10-12 Sponsored by: U of
M Institute of Technology Center for Educational Programs (ITCEP) Contact:
www.itcep.umn.edu/sumenrich/index.php or 612-625-2861

Technology Day Camp This programs recruits students from underrepresented groups to
technology fields--such as computer science and mechanical and electrical engineering--through
the opportunity to build and program robots. August 13-17. Ages: Ages 11-14 Sponsored by: U of M
Center for Distributed Robotics and Digital Technology Center Contact: cannon@cs.umn.edu or
612-625-2409

University Youth Programs Gopher Adventures provide full days of recreation. Other programs
provide a unique combination of high-quality instruction and recreation. Sponsored by: U of M
Recreational Sports Ages: Gopher Adventures 5-12; Minnesota Sport Schools 8-15; Kids' University
6-15; Discovering U 9-15 Sponsored by: University of Minnesota Recreational Sports Contact:
www.recsports.umn.edu/youth, e-mail drsyouth@umn.edu

DULUTH

Fun and Adventure Summer Day Camp Fun week-long camp to learn and enjoy rock climbing, swimming,
canoeing, fishing, SCUBA diving, sky and star watching, and more. Ages: Discovers must have completed Grade 1-
2; Explorers, Grade 3-4; Adventurers, Grade 5-6. Sponsored by: UMD Recreational Sports Outdoor Program
Contact: www.umdrsop.org/youth or rsop@d.umn.edu or 218-726-7128

UMD Fine Arts Academy Music: The following programs are fully accredited by the National
Association of Schools of Music and the National Guild of Community Schools of the Arts. *
Kindermusik offers early childhood music and movement. Classes begin in May and continue
through the summer.
Ages: Infants through 7 years
Contact: www.d.umn.edu/faa/kindermusik_page.htm or Lisa at 218-341-7587 or
lzumhoff@d.umn.edu * Community music offers (1) private lessons on a variety of instruments and
in voice for all levels, from beginners to advanced, beginning in June and continuing through the
summer, and (2) group fiddle class.
Ages: private lessons for all ages; fiddle class for Grade 6-8
Contact: www.d.umn.edu/faa/community_music_page.htm or Kathy at 218-726-7011 or
klaplant@d.umn.edu * North Shore Summer Music Experience music camp program offers specific
areas for band, jazz band, choir, and string orchestra. Daily activities include large ensemble
rehearsals, chamber groups masterclass, recitals, and concerts. Campus houses is available. June
17-23.
Ages: Entering Grades 7-12
Contact: www.d.umn.edu/music/umdbands/nssme or Mark Whitlock at 218-726-6124 or
mwhitloc@d.umn.edu Art: The following programs are developed by UMD art and design faculty
members and Tweed Museum of Art education staff.
* Museum Art Camp for Kids. Classes begin in June.
Ages: 5-6
* Digital Collage + Animation. July 9-13.
Ages: 10-14
* Digital Storytelling + Video. July 16-20.
Ages: 10-14
* Digital sounds/Image Sampling. July 23-27.
Ages: 10-14
* Media Remix. July 30-Aug. 3.
Ages: 10-14
Contact: www.d.umn.edu/faa or Kathy at 218-726-7011 or klaplant@d.umn.edu

MORRIS

Henjum Creative Study Institute Since 1974, more than 4,000 area students have participated in the Creative
Study Institute at UMM. Choose three courses from a variety of subjects: robots and computers; creating digital
media; radio broadcasting; drawing; painting; printmaking; improvisation; playwriting; jazz ensemble; vocal music;
creative writing; junk sculpture; and more. Day and residential options. Ask about scholarships. Registrations
accepted through June 1; register by April 30 to save up to $100. June 11-22 (resident check-in June 10). Ages: 12-
17 Sponsored by: UMM Continuing Education and Summer Session Contact: www.morris.umn.edu/cerp/youth or
800-842-0030 or 320-589-6456

Summer Scholars Program Get a jump-start on college by attending this nationally recognized
program for current high school sophomores and juniors who rank in the upper 20 percent of their
class. This two-week program features two classes (students choose one): "From Avian Flu to
Ebola Zaire: The Reemerging Threat of Infectious Disease" or "Talking About a Revolution: Dissent
and Freedom of Expression in Today's World." Participants earn two college credits and receive an
introduction to college academics and campus life. July 8-20. Ages: Grades 10-11 Contact:
www.morris.umn.edu/cerp/summer_scholars or 800-842-0030 or 320-589-6463 or
elliskj@morris.umn.edu Willmar Literacy Project In this two-week, half-day program in Willmar,
students work in small groups with books, art, and technology to develop skills and strategies in
vocabulary, fluency, text comprehension, and critical thinking. They visit UMM for more activities that
extend use of literacy skills. Students from underrepresented groups are encouraged to apply. July
30-Aug. 10. Ages: Grades 3 and 4 Sponsored by: UMM Teaching Reaching and Enabling Children
(TREC) Contact: psolvie@morris.umn.edu or 320-589-6403

CROOKSTON

Game Design Camp Learn about the math and physics behind simulating the natural world, fundamentals of how a
game works, and how to program simple games. This program also features hands-on training of commercial game
editors and overall game design. June 24-30. Ages: Grades 9-12 Sponsored by: UMC Math, Science, and
Technology Department Contact: www.umcrookston.edu/camps/gamedesign.htm or 218-281-8380

Students Today, Leaders Forever (STLF), Leadership Camp--"Lifetime to Lead" These
leadership camps challenge students to find the strengths within, to forever grow upon these
strengths, and to use these strengths to lead "outside the box" and inspire others. Committed to
building transferable and valuable skills, allowing students to make positive impacts in their schools,
communities, and the world. June 10-15. Ages: Grades 9-12 Sponsored by: STLF Summer
Leadership Camps Contact: www.umcrookston.edu/camps/stlf.htm or 701-361-7274

Rotary Youth Leadership Award Camp This residential camp is a week of intensive leadership
training, a combination of challenging physical and mental activities. Outstanding speakers from all
over the region, discussion groups, and sessions with volunteer Rotarian staff members are just a
few of the sources for individual development. July 8-14. Ages: 16-18 Sponsored by: Crookston
Rotary Club and Rotary International, District 5580 Contact: www.umcrookston.edu/camps/ryla.htm
or 218-281-8585

ROCHESTER

Computer Programming Workshops Introduction to Visual Basic for students with little or no computer
programming experience (focus on version 6.0), and Beginning C++ Game Programming for students who have
taken the Visual Basic class or can show equivalency. August 6-10. Ages: Grades 9-12 Sponsored by: U of M
Rochester and IBM Contact: 507-280-3104 or www.r.umn.edu

STATEWIDE

4-H From canoeing to safety camps, 4-H offers residential and day camps across the state. Link to "4-H Calendar"
and "Programs and Events" and watch for opportunities by county. Ages: Vary. Sponsored by: U of M Extension
Contact: www.fourh.umn.edu
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Without enough nitrogen,
jungles and forests like this
one cannot absorb as much
CO2 from the atmosphere.

Plants to reduce less of our carbon dioxide
mess
A University study shows that limited access to a key nutrient will
curb the ability of plants to absorb carbon dioxide

By Deane Morrison

April 17, 2006

As fossil fuel burning continues to pump carbon dioxide (CO2) into
the air, the world's land plants will be unable to absorb as much of
it as had been predicted, according to a new study led by Peter B.
Reich, professor in the University's department of forest resources.
The work showed that limitations on the availability of nitrogen, a
necessary nutrient, will likely translate to limitations on the ability of
plants to absorb the extra CO2. Given that a large proportion of the
world's soils are nitrogen-limited and that supplying extra nitrogen
would be impractical, the study implies that the rate of increase in
atmospheric CO2 levels could turn sharply upward as nitrogen-
limited plants lose their ability to take advantage of the extra CO2
"food." Since rising atmospheric CO2 levels are the largest cause
of global warming, this raises the possibility of accelerated global climate change. The work appears
in the April 13, 2006, issue of the journal Nature. The six-year study, carried out at the University's
Cedar Creek Natural History Area north of the Twin Cities, is the first long-term examination of how
soil nitrogen affects the abilities of long-lived plants to increase their size by absorbing extra CO2.
Only two other long-term experiments in the world are asking similar questions.

"Given that plant productivity around the globe is commonly limited by
insufficient nitrogen supply, these studies collectively suggest that
terrestrial ecosystems will not soak up future [human-generated] CO2
emissions as vigorously as had been thought, "says Reich. "Hence,
atmospheric CO2 levels may rise faster than anticipated."

A report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's "Climate Change 2001: The Scientific Basis,"
predicts that terrestrial plants will be a considerable "sink"--or sponge--for excess CO2. But the U researchers,
including scientists Sarah Hobbie, David Tilman and Jared Trost, concluded that the sink may not be as big as
projected because the effects of low nitrogen on plants' ability to increase their growth wasn't taken into account.
"After a few years, there was only a very modest increase in growth due to CO2 unless extra nitrogen was added,"
Reich said. "This lack of CO2 growth stimulation without accompanying nitrogen fertilization was also seen in a two-
year study in a pine plantation. And in a third study, conducted over 10 years on a heavily managed pasture, there
was no response to elevated carbon dioxide even with additions of three to four times as much nitrogen fertilizer as
in our study. Given that plant productivity around the globe is commonly limited by insufficient nitrogen supply, these
studies collectively suggest that terrestrial ecosystems will not soak up future [human-generated] CO2 emissions as
vigorously as had been thought. Hence, atmospheric CO2 levels may rise faster than anticipated." In their study, the
researchers grew 296 field plots containing different numbers and combinations of perennial grassland species.
They subjected each plot to one of the following: extra soil nitrogen, extra atmospheric CO2, more of both, or more
of neither. They tallied responses twice each year by measuring the amount of plant material-which is 45 percent
carbon-produced under each regimen, both above ground and down to 20 centimeters below ground. After four to
six years, plots receiving augmented nitrogen acquired at least three times as much extra carbon in response to
elevated CO2 as did plots without additional nitrogen supply. The researchers also found that the presence of
leguminous plants, which are capable of turning atmospheric nitrogen gas into a biologically usable form of nitrogen,
did not confer any advantage. Plants in plots with and without legumes were statistically indistinguishable in their
ability to increase their growth in response to elevated CO2 levels. Nor did it matter how many species of plants--
one, four, nine or 16--were growing on the plots. "Different kinds of species respond differently to elevated carbon
dioxide and nitrogen because of their physiological needs and capabilities," Reich noted. "Regardless, the
diminished response to elevated CO2 at natural nitrogen supply levels was common to plots with different kinds of
species as well as different numbers of species. This seems like strong evidence that the nitrogen limitation of CO2
fertilization is a general response." 
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In 2004, hundreds of
volunteers repainted the large
panels on the quarter-mile
Washington Avenue Bridge.
They used up 100 gallons of
donated paint in one and a
half hours.

"Cyber Scrub"
Web Clean-up Contest

This week, University
Webmasters are invited to
participate in a contest to
clean up the umn.edu Web
space. The contest,
organized by University
Relations on the Twin Cities
campus thanks to a
Beautiful U Day grant,
offers prizes to participants
for removing or archiving
their old Web content. For
contest rules, see Cyber
Scrub.

Beautiful U Day grows into statewide event
By Pauline Oo

April 18, 2006

On Thursday, April 20, more than a thousand volunteers in
Crookston, Duluth, Morris, Rochester, and the Twin Cities are
expected to participate in clean-up efforts, educational programs,
public-art installations, and other projects to improve the University
of Minnesota's physical and natural resources. Beautiful U Day has
been a Twin Cities campus tradition since 1997, but this year,
University administrators decided to expand the effort.

"This year marks the first time Beautiful U Day takes place across
the state of Minnesota," says Kathleen O'Brien, vice president for
University Services. "We expanded the program because of our
success in the Twin Cities. Across the state, our students, faculty,
and staff have a deep pride for their campus and have embraced
the tradition of taking care of what the U has. We're thrilled to have
Beautiful U Day activities taking place in Rochester, two of our
Research and Outreach Centers, the Itasca Biological station, and
of course Crookston, Duluth, Morris, and the Twin Cities. This year,
when we say 'Beautiful U,' we mean Minnesota."

Earlier this year, the U awarded 36 grants to University departments
and student groups for projects taking place on or near Beautiful U
Day. The projects run the gamut from labeling plants in a perennial
study garden to commissioning a horse sculpture and landscaping the
area in which it will reside (see sidebar below). Student groups could
apply for a grant of up to $2,000; University departments could get up
to $3,000 but were required to match the grant amount with their own
funding or funding from another source. For a complete list of projects,
see BUD 2006 grants.

New horse at UMC

A life-size, bay stock horse sculpture has claimed a spot outside the
University and Teaching Outreach Center on the Crookston campus
for Beautiful U Day. The sculpture, commissioned by the Crookston
Horsemen's Association with a Beautiful U Day grant, is a nod to the
equine industries management program--one of the largest student
programs on the Crookston campus--and to the center, which houses
a state-of-the-art equine facility. Landscaping around the sculpture will take place over the coming

weeks.

University president Bob Bruininks will kickoff the day with "Coffee
with the Bulls" at 9 a.m. near the three bull statues across from
Haecker Hall on the Twin Cities campus in St. Paul. Following his
speech about the U's sustainability efforts, volunteers will disperse to
various locations across campus to participate in 12 grant projects. A
free campuswide lunch will be held from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in St.
Paul and on the East Bank.

Beautiful U Day began as a campus clean-up event in 1987 involving
only a small group of employees from the U's Facilities Management department. In recent years, it
has evolved into the large-scale activity that draws other University staff, students, faculty, alumni,
and neighborhood residents. Over the past nine years, more than 10,000 volunteers have planted
more than 80,000 flowering bulbs and removed 800 tons of unwanted materials from the Twin Cities
campus buildings. Beautiful U Day is usually held on or near Earth Day, April 22.

For the list of activities, locations, and volunteer opportunities, see Beautiful U Day 2006.
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A conference to explore the
tourism industry's role in
combating the sexual
trafficking of children will take
place on April 21 on the Twin
Cities campus.

Stopping the traffic
The University of Minnesota hosts groundbreaking conference on
child sex trafficking and the tourism industry

April 18, 2006

The sexual exploitation of children may be one of humanity's most
unspeakable crimes--yet it remains startlingly pervasive in cities
around the globe. The problem is particularly rampant in regions
where tourism, one of the fastest growing industries in the world, is
booming.

Recognizing that the crisis of child sex trafficking transcends
global, class, and socio-economic boundaries, the University of
Minnesota will host a major international conference, "United Front
for Children: Global Efforts to Combat Sexual Trafficking of
Children in Travel and Tourism" to engage academia, government,
non-governmental agencies (NGOs), and private corporations in
the struggle. The conference takes place this Friday, April 21, in
Coffman Union Theater, 300 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis,
and is free and open to the public (registration is required).

The problem of child sex trafficking was recently named a top priority
for the Bush administration. By many estimates, each year, hundreds of
thousands of young boys and girls are bought, sold, or kidnapped for
sexual exploitation.

"United Front for Children" will focus on the role the tourism industry plays in the issue. Keynote
speakers include Ann Veneman, Executive Director of UNICEF, Ambassador John Miller of the U.S.
State Department Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking, and Marilyn Carlson Nelson, Chairman
and CEO of the Carlson Companies, the first North American tourism company to sign an
international travel industry code of conduct to help stop the trafficking of children. Individuals
representing Brazil, Australia, Canada, Taiwan, and the U.K. will discuss how they are tailoring
solutions to fit their regions.

The Human Rights Program and the Human Rights Center at the U, in addition to a variety of
businesses and academic and nongovernmental entities, are sponsoring the conference to address
root causes of sex trafficking and forge new collaborations.

On the Twin Cities campus, a number of students have become involved in efforts to curb sex
trafficking. Berglind Halldorsdottir, one of the founding members of Students Against Human
Trafficking, and Vanna Chan, a representative of the Campus Coalition Against Trafficking, will
speak in a session called "Student Actions," beginning at 4:00 p.m.

For a review of the conference and a complete story on the efforts of University students, faculty,
and visiting fellows to help stop the sexual exploitation of children, please see the U's homepage on
April 28.
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Students can learn how to
defend themselves at a free
violence-prevention class
offered on Thursday as part of
the 2006 Assault Awareness
Week.

Keeping students safer
By Pauline Oo

April 18, 2006

Last year, University senior Amanda Hemmingsen organized a
weeklong program in her residence hall to help educate and
provide resources for students to stay safer on and off campus.
This year that program, April Assault Awareness Week, has been
expanded to three nearby residence halls. The 2006 April Assault
Awareness Week runs April 17 to 21 in the Superblock--Frontier,
Territorial, Centennial, and Pioneer Halls.

"We'll be offering a self-defense class and many different activities
looking at violence prevention," says Hemmingsen, a Frontier Hall
community advisor. "The goal of this event, when I started it last
year and now, is to help students become more aware of how to
keep themselves safe." Hemmingsen, who also organizes Frontier
Hall's annual Secret Santa drive, will be receiving the Presidents'
Student Leadership and Service Award on May 1. The award
recognizes the accomplishments and contributions made by
outstanding student leaders at the University of Minnesota.

Hemmingsen decided to organize the Assault Awareness Week in 2005 after taking a self-defense
class at the University. "I thought it would be a good idea to have a program to educate first-year
students on campus [personal safety]," she says. "The rate of assaults [at and near the University of
Minnesota] is not different from other Big 10 schools, but I still feel that preparation and awareness
is necessary."

Yesterday, the Aurora Center at the U presented a peer-led program titled "The Green M&M
Project," which examined the myths and messages associated with sex, power, and growing up
male and female. Today (April 18), the Superblock will host a resource fair from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in the
Centennial Hall poolroom. Representatives from the Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative
Action, University Police, OutFront MN, Sexual Health Awareness and Disease Education, Boynton
Health Services, Sojourner Project Inc., and the Harriet Tubman Center will be on hand to answer
questions from students.

Basic campus safety tips

* Report any suspicious people or activities to the University police department.

* Do not prop open entrances to buildings.

* Lock your work and living areas every time you leave.

* Report all maintenance problems to Facilities Management.

* Use the free security escort service (612-624-WALK) rather than walking alone at night.

* Be mindful of your surroundings.

* Report lost entrance-access cards immediately.

Call 612-626-TIPS or e-mail police@umn.edu to report an anonymous University of Minnesota
crime tip.

Source: University Police

On Wednesday, a free screening of The Karate Kid will air from 9 to 11 p.m. in the Frontier Hall
courtyard. On Thursday, U of M faculty member Mary Brandl will teach a free class on violence
prevention and show students basic self-defense methods from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Frontier Hall main
lounge. The Assault Awareness Week will end on Friday with an alcohol-free Block Party from 6 to 8
p.m. in the Pioneer Hall courtyard.

"A root beer keg, snacks, and music are the highlights of this event," says Hemmingsen. "It is a nice
way for students to end the week, and [we will also present] statistics of alcohol use focused around
the party atmosphere."

The U's Residential Housing Association and the hall councils of Frontier, Territorial, Centennial,
and Pioneer Halls are sponsoring the 2006 Assault Awareness Week programs.

"I would love to see this be an annual event, but since I will be graduating and going to graduate
school at Iowa State, someone else will need to take the reins," says Hemmingsen. "If [that person]
ever needed help, though, I'd be delighted to help out."
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While many of the U's early
pioneering medical devices
were centered on cardiology,
the scope of the its biomedical
engineering research today
includes health sciences
ranging from dentistry, to
orthopedics, to urology.

Shop talk

Medical devices take center
stage during a conference
hosted by the University of
Minnesota on April 19-21.
Now in its fifth year, the
Design of Medical Devices
(DMD) Conference brings
together designers,
manufacturers, University
researchers, public sector
representatives, and
students to share
perspectives on all facets of
the industry. Topics include
emerging and clinical
technologies, business
development, and
regulation.

What started with 120
attendees its first year has
grown to five times that
number. This year's
organizers expect a crowd
of more than 600. Not bad
for a conference that was
only planned to happen
once. "It wasn't an hour into
the conference when
people were coming up to
me, saying, 'When you do
this next year...,'" recalls
conference chair and
mechanical engineering
professor Art Erdman of the
first DMD in 2001. "We filled
a void that no one knew
was there."

In addition to two days of
technical sessions, DMD
features the President's
21st Century
Interdisciplinary Conference
on Medical Device Policy
and Planning. This year,
University and industry
leaders address the topic
"Medical Devices for
Delivering the New
Biology."

Left to their own devices
Faculty and students at the U continue to pioneer medical device
technology

By Steve Anderson

April 18, 2006

Washington Avenue may be the only thing between the University
of Minnesota and further medical device breakthroughs. And that's
a good thing.

"People don't recognize the advantage we have here, having the
health sciences across the street from engineering," says Art
Erdman, a member of the mechanical engineering faculty who
conducts extensive biomedical research. "Putting doctors on one
side of Washington Avenue together with professors, students, and
postdocs on this side to solve problems in health sciences has
been a very successful interchange."

Compare this situation to the University of Texas at Austin, where
Erdman was asked to be an outside consultant while the university
was developing a biomedical engineering design program. "They
were excited to report that they were going to purchase a bus and
one day a week they would have this bus carry students from Austin to Dallas, where the hospital
was," he recalls.

For Erdman, it confirmed what he'd always thought about the U: "These relationships that have
been going on for years between engineering and health sciences, and that have led to so many
breakthroughs, are a result of proximity."

Breaking ground: then and now The list of medical device engineering "firsts" at the U is
impressive: like the oxygenator blood pump (1955) that made open heart surgery a common
procedure; the transistorized, battery-powered pacemaker (1957) which replaced AC-powered
equipment that was vulnerable to power outages; and the bi-leaflet mechanical heart valve (1977)
that revolutionized cardiac treatment and became the industry standard.

Being the world's top university in medical devices is something that's
been on Erdman's mind, too: "To have University administration set a
goal to be one of the top three public research institutions was music to
my ears. To be in the top three, we need a significant number of
programs that are number one in the world. This is one where we can
do it."

While many of the early pioneering devices were centered on cardiology, the scope of the U's
biomedical engineering research includes many of the health sciences, making it a model of
interdisciplinary collaboration. Erdman, who started teaching at the U in 1971, has worked in areas
ranging from dentistry, to orthopedics, to urology. Currently, he's most excited about projects with
the department of ophthalmology.

In 2001, he and retinal surgeon Tim Olsen set out to improve retinal
surgery procedures and to develop new strategies for studying
macular degeneration, an eye disease that damages the macula (a
small region of the central retina) and eventually leads to blindness.
The disease affects millions of Americans and can be slowed through
therapies and drugs, but is so far incurable.

Erdman and Olsen enlisted the help of Ph.D. student Paul Loftness
and, five years later, one result is a new instrument that will
revolutionize a procedure that's been in place since the early 1900s,
according to Loftness. The "scleral depressor" is an automated device
that will allow surgeons to see more of the retina during operations,
replacing a method that requires an assistant to press against the
sclera (the outer membrane of the eye) to move the peripheral retina
into the surgeon's viewing area with a crude, pen-like instrument.

"It will make eye surgery safer by giving the surgeon very fine control
over a delicate process," says Loftness. The University is now seeking
a patent for the scleral depressor.

The team's work on macular degeneration is in an earlier stage, with
the focus on understanding the tissues affected by the disease. But
Loftness hopes that preliminary studies will lead to approaches for
treating what has become the leading cause of age-related blindness
for people over 60. "For those of us working on this, it's more than just
a job. It's really a passion," he says.

Newly funded fellowships Talented and determined graduate
students such as Loftness play a key role in keeping the U among the
academic leaders in biomedical engineering. The U's ability to attract
the best talent got a boost recently thanks to two corporate gifts.
Boston Scientific and the Medtronic Foundation and Medtronic Inc.
have both offered $500,000 to fund endowed graduate fellowships for
incoming students, which will be matched by the University's 21st
Century Graduate Fellowship Endowment Fund.

According to Bob Tranquillo, head of the department of biomedical
engineering (which administers the biomedical engineering graduate
program and raised these gifts), endowed graduate fellowships will
allow the U to compete with other institutions that offer fellowships.
"They will give students time to identify a project and adviser that best
meets their interests," he says. Similar fellowships were previously
funded by a grant from the Whitaker Foundation, which ended this
year, so the Boston Scientific and Medtronic gifts are extremely timely-
and hopefully, says Tranquillo, the beginning of a series of corporate
gifts.

Toward the world's best Once the students settle into the program,
they receive some of the most comprehensive training available. A new product design and
business development course encapsulates the U's cross-discipline approach: an industry partner
such as Medtronic or Boston Scientific brings an idea for a new product to the class, which spends
an entire year developing a working prototype, business plan, patent application, and transition
strategy.

"Past students think it's one of the best courses they had at the U relative to what they see in their
jobs," says Paul Iaizzo, a department of surgery faculty member who teaches applied physiology to
biomedical engineering students, and one of the course's architects. "It's innovations like this that
the U needs to continue to be a world leader as a medical device training facility."

Being the world's top university in medical devices is something that's been on Erdman's mind, too:
"To have University administration set a goal to be one of the top three public research institutions
was music to my ears. To be in the top three, we need a significant number of programs that are
number one in the world. This is one where we can do it."

The U's rich history, physical proximity of the medical and engineering departments, location in the
Twin Cities (an international biotech center where industry leaders Medtronic, Boston Scientific,
Guidant, and St. Jude Medical have headquarters or operating facilities), and top faculty and
facilities all make the vision seem possible. Fellowship funding such as the recent corporate gifts
means student talent will get even stronger.

But eventually, it still comes down to crossing Washington Avenue. "The fact that we have a well-
oiled system in place of faculty and students in engineering working with our medical counterparts
across the street makes it possible to roll up our sleeves and get to work...," says Erdman.
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At last year's symposium,
student Luke Robinson got
some help from Eeyore in
describing research on what
Robinson nick-named "Winnie
the Pooh syndrome"--obesity
in mammals.

Undergraduate research teaches and
inspires
Twin Cities campus symposium expands to eight colleges

By Gayla Marty

Brief, April 19, 2006; updated April 21

Nearly twenty years ago, Professor Frank Barnwell got a happy
shock. When undergraduate students in a College of Biological
Sciences seminar presented research to their peers, he was
astonished by how good it was.

"I thought it just had to be shared with the rest of the faculty,"
Barnwell says. So he organized the first poster symposium. And it
grew year by year, first expanding to life sciences students in
agriculture and forestry, then to more fields. "That cross-
disciplinary mix was terrific."

This year for the first time, the Undergraduate Symposium is open
to students campuswide and is sponsored by eight colleges and
several other offices. Next Wednesday, April 26, students will fill
the Great Hall of Coffman Union with more than 80 posters about
their research on topics such as phantom pain in amputees, humor's effect on stress, the role of
syphilis in 16th century Italian art, and memory and problem-solving in the octopus.

TWIN CITIES
Undergraduate Symposium
Wednesday, April 26
1-6 p.m.
Six oral presentations begin at 4:30 p.m.
Great Hall
Coffman Memorial Union

MORRIS
Undergraduate Research Symposium
until 7 p.m. today (Friday, April 21)
Science Building and Oyate Hall

"It lets the whole community, inside and outside the U, know what students are doing, and that
research is not just for faculty and graduate students," says Peter Hudleston, associate dean in the
Institute of Technology. "Research is one of the fundamental things we do here, and there's every
reason why undergraduates should share in that enterprise."

Hudleston presented U of M data to the undergraduate deans this year that showed a correlation
between undergraduates who get involved in research and graduation rates.

"Research doesn't slow you down," he says. "In fact, it seems to do quite the opposite."

From the student point of view, taking part in the symposium is both fun and useful.

At last year's symposium, student Luke Robinson presented a poster on metabolism--specifically,
nutrient conversion in the body.

"I saw friends, faculty, and staff that I've met during my time at the U," he says. "I was able to share
the outcome of my research with them--to celebrate, and especially to feel pride in my research"--
something he thinks other students felt, too.

But the symposium also helped Robinson learn to communicate better about his research. He called
his presentation "Winnie the Pooh Syndrome: Honey, Fat, and the Role of ChREBP," partly to make
the topic of mammal obesity easier to understand.

"My research involves many technical aspects and complex experiments, which can be hard to
explain," he says. "For the symposium, I had to be able to communicate my work to a student in
social sciences and to a professor in biochemistry."

"Research doesn't slow you down...In fact, it seems to do quite the
opposite."

Robinson urges faculty and staff to come to the symposium to show their support for students.

"It was especially great to see professors I had for a class and let them know how I'm applying the
information they taught in my research," he says. "Just for professors and staff to be there means a
lot to the students."

Frank Barnwell wants more faculty members to be astonished. The creativity and ingenuity is a real
morale booster for students as well as the faculty.

"It's a way to really educate ourselves about the quality of undergraduate research that's going on
here at the University," he says. "If you had any doubts about the abilities of our undergraduates,
they're certainly dispelled after going to a symposium like this!"

The Undergraduate Symposium on the Twin Cities campus is sponsored by the Office of the Vice Provost for
Undergraduate Education, Office for Student Affairs, Office of the Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs,
College of Agricultural, Food, and Environmental Sciences, College of Human Ecology, College of Liberal Arts,
Carlson School of Management, College of Natural Resources, Institute of Technology, University Libraries, and
Learning Abroad Center. 
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Harriet Wallberg-Henriksson,
president of Sweden's
Karolinska Institute, recently
dined with President Bob
Bruininks, left, and former vice
president Walter Mondale,
along with University faculty
and former governor Wendell
Anderson, to celebrate the
successful collaboration
between the Karolinska and
the U.

Cultivating a world perspective on medicine
Karolinska/U program a model for international exchange

By Shelly Hochhalter

April 19, 2006

The Karolinska Institute is one of the largest and most prestigious
medical universities in Europe, well known as the setting for the
Nobel Prize in physiology or medicine. In 1997, a chance meeting
on the streets of Stockholm between former Minnesota governor
Wendell Anderson and University otolaryngology professor Steven
Juhn resulted in the prototypical exchange program for globalizing
the Medical School's curriculum and research mission.

Juhn, who had spent a year at the Karolinska as a visiting faculty
member in biochemical research, was in Sweden to attend a
conference. Recognizing Anderson on a street corner, the two met
for dinner and discussed the benefits of scientific exchange
programs. Anderson secured approval from the Karolinska Institute
and presented the idea to the late Curt Carlson, a Minneapolis
native of Swedish heritage and founder of Carlson Companies.
Carlson donated $500,000 and the U matched his contribution,
creating a $1 million endowment to support an exchange program
between the U and Karolinska.

Each year, the University sends up to six medical students to the
Karolinska, while six Karolinska students come to study at the U.
The exchange exposes students to a distinct culture, a different outlook on education, a socialized
approach to health care, and new ideas, which students can later incorporate into their own
practice.

The U has a number of international medical school exchange
affiliations, but the Karolinska exchange is the only program with an
endowment. Further international exchange programs are being
cultivated after the model of the Karolinska program, including
exchanges in India, Peru, and Africa.

U med student Sabra Lofgren had the opportunity to participate in the Karolinska exchange in 2004.
"One... practice that I would like to incorporate someday is the greater use of nurses as patient
educators," says Lofgren. "This is happening to some extent in the United States, but is far more
widely utilized in Sweden. Nurse educators work with the patient and family in regular follow-ups to
manage issues. This is a great example of more appropriate allocations of resources to better treat
patients and keep costs down."

Lofgren also notes that there are many remarkable cultural aspects of Sweden--the importance of
balance in life, recycling, national health care, order, and personal privacy.

Medical education is as much about experience as it is about assimilating information from a
textbook or a classroom discussion. International exchange programs offer a unique experience for
students and faculty. More importantly, exchange programs like the one between the University of
Minnesota Medical School and Karolinska Institute set the stage for research expansion and
improvements in health care.

"This type of exchange program yields tremendous intellectual capital for the University," says
Phillip Peterson, U professor and director of the Medical School's International Medical Education
and Research Program. Since the beginning of the exchange program, faculty and students have
combined resources and experience to collaborate on research in the disciplines of neuroscience,
otolaryngology, radiation oncology, inflammation and infectious diseases, and, most recently, stem
cells. Peterson sees both economic value and research benefits in collaborating between programs
as the exchange of ideas gives headway to scientific study.

"The Curtis L. Carlson University of Minnesota/Karolinska Institute Medical Research and Education
Exchange Program is a terrific model of what philanthropy can do," says Peterson. The U has a
number of international medical school exchange affiliations, but the Karolinska exchange is the
only program with an endowment.

Further international exchange programs are being cultivated after the model of the Karolinska
program, including exchanges in India, Peru, and Africa. "We're on the look-out for another person
like Curt Carlson, a person whose heart is in one of those countries and who sees the remarkable
benefits of international exchange," says Peterson.
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U.S. residents believe a
subway or railway bombing is
the most likely terrorist
activity, with 84 percent
expecting such an attack
within the next four years,
according to University of
Minnesota economists.

Paying more to prevent terrorism

From eNews, April 20, 2006

Nearly 98 percent of U.S. residents believe there will be another
terrorist attack in their lifetime and that more than one-half believe
at least one attack will occur within the next five years, according to
a recent survey by economists at the University of Minnesota. The
national survey, "How Should America's Anti-Terrorism Budget Be
Allocated?," which polled 4,200 people on their attitudes about
terrorism, also showed that the public is willing to spend more
money than is currently allocated by the state and federal
governments to prevent future terrorist attacks.

The survey found that U.S. residents believe a subway or railway
bombing is the most likely terrorist activity, with 84 percent
expecting such an attack within the next four years. While
deliberate contamination of the food system was considered the
least likely of the potential terrorist attacks covered, still 44 percent
of U.S. residents expect an attack on the food supply chain within
the next four years. About one-half of those surveyed expect
terrorists to hijack another aircraft, destroy a national monument,
disrupt the power grid, or release a toxic biologic or chemical agent
in a public place.

"The survey findings are sobering, even if we adjust for the fact that public concerns may have been
heightened following the London subway bombings [in July 2005]," says Tom Stinson, associate
professor of applied economics and coinvestigator on the survey. "Even when possible attacks on
trains or subways are excluded, more than 80 percent expect at least one more terrorist attack in
their lifetime and 55 percent believe that at least one of each type of incident would occur."

While the food supply chain was thought to be the least likely potential target, U.S. residents believe
that a greater percentage of anti-terrorism spending should go to protect the food supply than to
protect against any of the other types of terrorism included in the survey. Protecting against the
release of a chemical or biological agent in a public area was also viewed as a high priority area.

"These results show the American public expects their food supply to be well protected," says Jean
Kinsey, codirector of the University of Minnesota's Food Industry Center and coinvestigator on the
survey. "The food industry has worked hard to keep accidental contaminants from entering the food
supply chain. Consumers obviously expect the same kind of effort to be made to protect against
deliberate contamination."

U.S. residents believe anti-terrorism spending should go to protecting the food supply (19 percent),
preventing the release of chemical or biological weapons (19 percent), preventing aircraft hijackings
(17 percent), protecting other forms of transportation (17 percent), protecting the power grid (15
percent), securing national monuments (8 percent), and other areas (5 percent).

Current federal spending emphasizes securing the airways, where more than $5 billion is spent.
Substantially smaller amounts are devoted to securing other potential targets of attack.

"The percentage differences are small, but they amount to real money," says Stinson. "Assuming
that what we currently spend on airline security is right, the public thinks we should be spending
more than $5.5 billion to protect the food supply chain, and another $5.5 billion to protect against a
chemical or biological attack. Federal spending today to protect against terrorism in those two key
areas is nowhere near that amount."

The survey was funded by the National Center for Food Protection and Defense, a Department of
Homeland Security Academic Center of Excellence.

For more information and the complete survey, visit the U's Food Industry Center.
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Jean Wyman, who directs the
University of Minnesota's
Center for Nursing Research
on Elders, is leading a study
on the effects of walking and
balance exercises on fall
prevention.

Dancing for better
balance

U professor of kinesiology
Carla Tabourne is studying
the impact of dance on
older adults. She says
health care providers are
particularly interested in the
topic of balance among
older adults because falls
are the leading incidents
that take people from living
at home to a nursing facility.

To learn more, read
"Moving towards vitality" in
M, summer 2005.

Preventing falls among elderly women
By Mame Osteen

From eNews, April 20, 2006

Those of us who regularly vow--and fail--to get more exercise know
how difficult it is to change, even when that change promises better
health and longevity. "Making physical activity a priority is a major
challenge," says Jean Wyman, who directs the University of
Minnesota's Center for Nursing Research on Elders. "It's even
harder in older adults who are a little bit more frail and unsteady."

Unfortunately, balance impairment, muscle weakness, medication
use and other aspects of advancing age contribute to a risk for
falls, a major problem among the elderly. Exercise, Wyman
believes, can reverse that risk--and save lives.

Studies show that 33 percent of people age 55 and over take a fall
each year. The costs are high--patients with hip fractures run up
$15,000 or more in hospitalization costs, often losing their
independence or even their lives. Mortality rates associated with
falls are especially high in Minnesota.

As principal investigator in a five-year, $2 million study, "Fall Prevention Program for High Risk
Elderly Women," Wyman is directing an interdisciplinary team of two-dozen researchers from about
a half dozen U departments to study the effects of exercise--specifically walking and balance
exercise--on fall prevention.

The study is based on a recognized theory of behavior change to help
patients successfully incorporate exercise into their lives. "Many other
studies have not used health behavior theory... and I think that's why
we're seeing people make changes," says Wyman.

Participants receive environmental and medication hazard education
and a home assessment that identifies potential trouble spots. They
then work with a visiting nurse to choose the risks they want to modify
and negotiate an action plan. The standardized program includes a
30-minute walk five days a week, and twice-weekly balance and
strength training. Two years of telephone intervention on a
computerized, interactive system completes the program and helps
cement the change.

The potential benefits are undeniable. Fewer falls would significantly
cut costs associated with fall-related treatment and hospitalization.
The heightened quality of life--improved balance, gait, function, mood,
and confidence--is incalculable.

If successful and cost-effective, the U's fall prevention program may someday be packaged for
managed care organizations to use with older patients.
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The effects of lupus often
leave red, blotchy marks on
the surface of the skin.

U of M researchers find gene connected to
lupus
Discovery may lead to more individualized treatments for the
disease

April 21, 2006

Researchers at the University of Minnesota have identified a
variant of a gene that is present in most people with lupus, a
complex and chronic autoimmune disease.

While some scientists suspect that lupus has genetic elements
because it runs in families, this is the first time research has shown
such a strong link between the presence of a particular gene
variant and a lupus diagnosis.

The research was published online in Nature Genetics on April 16,
2006.

"As treatments for disease become more personalized and tailored to an individual's specific
situation and genetic makeup, identifying carriers of this gene variant could be helpful in developing
the most successful treatment plan," said Timothy W. Behrens, M.D., professor of medicine and co-
leader on the paper.

In addition to the University of Minnesota, the research was done in partnership with scientists from
Uppsala University, Sweden, and the Broad Institute of Harvard University and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

The researchers studied DNA samples of lupus patients and healthy people (used as controls) from
the United States, Spain, Sweden, and Argentina, looking for changes in the DNA sequence of a
gene known as interferon regulatory factor 5 (IRF5). They identified a DNA variant that was found
more frequently in lupus patients compared with the healthy people used as controls. Further
experiments showed that this single change in the DNA sequence of IRF5 altered the way that the
gene is expressed in cells of the immune system.

Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) is an inflammatory autoimmune disease that affects multiple
organs. In cases of lupus, a person?s immune system attacks its own tissues, causing inflammation
and symptoms including pain, fatigue, and rashes. The disease is difficult to diagnose because it
mimics other diseases, making genetic discoveries like this one promising for developing better
diagnostic tools as well as more effective treatments.

The gene variation Behrens and his colleagues found is common--50 percent of all people carry one
copy of the gene variant and 25 percent carry two copies. Yet clearly not all people who carry the
gene variant develop lupus. Behrens said this particular genetic variation is not acting alone to
cause the lupus; it likely interacts with other genes as well as environmental factors to cause the
disease.

The gene the researchers identified plays a role in turning on a pathway in the body's immune
system that is meant to fight infection. In the case of people with lupus, this pathway is turned on
and it doesn?t turn off, causing the body to begin attacking its own tissue.

Further study of this gene and how it impacts the body's immune response could lead to the
development of drugs that would target this pathway to treat patients who carry the gene.

Funding for the research was provided the National Institutes of Health as well as foundations,
including the Lupus Foundation of Minnesota.
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Crookston's Centennial Tea
was attended by more than
100 women. Photo by John
Zak.

Each place setting included a
description of the china
pattern and its owner. Photo
by Krista Lemos.

All the tea... and china
UMC Centennial Tea focuses on women and giving

April 21, 2006; updated for Brief, April 26, 2006

On April 18, more than 100 women from the Crookston area
sipped tea, admired fine porcelain tableware, and explored the
power of giving to higher education at the University of Minnesota,
Crookston (UMC). The event, aptly named Centennial Tea in light
of UMC's 100th anniversary, was the ninth of its kind to date.

Hosted by UMC's Office of Development and Alumni Relations, the
annual invitation-only tradition is a time for women in the
community to visit the campus and learn more about UMC's
current education, research, and outreach mission, as well as how
they can be a part of successful efforts to invest in the northwest
region.

U of M First Lady Susan Hagstrum
spoke on the power of giving. Photo by
John Zak.

"Our vision is to bring women together whose gifts, when combined, will
make a difference for women and women's leadership in education,"
said guest speaker Susan Hagstrum, wife of University of Minnesota
President Bob Bruininks. "We dream of making it possible for women to
become philanthropists in ways that make sense for them personally

and financially."

Hagstrum, who has served in leadership capacities for 27 years in K-12 public schools in
Minnesota, stressed the importance of contributing personal time and resources to educational
systems to help prepare students for an increasingly globally connected, knowledge-driven world.

The invited guests were served a
four-course tea with china and
silver borrowed from community
members and University faculty
and staff. This time around, more
than 20 people volunteered the
use of their china, and several
UMC students and staff members
served the women. A card
identifying the china pattern and
the person who shared it is
displayed beside each place
setting.

This year's event also boasted Centennial Dream--a secret blend of black tea from the Osiyo
Teahouse in Cleveland Heights, Ohio, created especially to honor UMC's centennial year.

UMC staff members Liz Tollefson, left, and Sue Dwyer set tables for the
Centennial Tea last week. Tollefson started the teas nine years ago.

"One of the things that inspires me," added Hagstrum, "is the people
who give--people with limited means who find ways to give, and people
with tremendous means. People do it because it feels good. They do it
because it feels great."

To learn more about the Centennial Tea or volunteer opportunities, call
the Office of Development and Alumni Relations at 800-862-6466. The office is part of the University
of Minnesota Foundation, which was established in 1962 as a separate nonprofit organization that
raises and manages private gifts for the University of Minnesota campuses in Crookston, Duluth,
Morris, and the Twin Cities.
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Elizabeth Cunningham and
Jake Ricker, coeditors-in-chief
of the new Ivory Tower literary
magazine.

Oriental Poppies
Andrew Uzendoski

...Count on your right hand
how many times you've
been in love--
the lucky
will need their left hand.
Few make it to their feet,
less count at all. ...

Consider me among the
grateful:
who knows that the colors
of my red sun sleeping
heart
match the tone of the
Oriental Poppies?
I need both hands.

--From Ivory Tower Volume
17 2006

Ivory Tower redux
The U's famed literary magazine makes a comeback

By Martha Coventry

April 21, 2006

If you looked for The Minnesota Daily on a Monday morning in the
1950s and '60s, you'd have found in its place the Ivory Tower--an
opinionated and creative undergraduate take on just about
everything from politics to poetry. Garrison Keillor was the
magazine's editor for a spell and Patricia Hampl, now noted author
and U professor of English, wrote for the publication that was the
way to start the week for students on the Twin Cities campus.

But just as the innocence and energy of the 1960s never made the
leap to the 1970s, neither did the Ivory Tower. It folded at the end
of the decade, with its stellar reputation still intact. Now, a new
Ivory Tower is dusting off that reputation and bringing great
undergraduate writing and art back to campus.

"We thought it was a shame that the U didn't have an official literary magazine any more," says
coeditor-in-chief Elizabeth Cunningham, one of the students in English instructor Marge Barrett's
two classes, Publications Editing and Literary Magazine Production, whose task it was to create and
produce a new print venue for student work.

Instead of inventing a name for the new publication, they chose to honor the past. "The old Ivory
Tower was stylish and cool," says Jake Ricker, the magazine's other editor-in-chief. (According to
Hampl, Keillor saw it as a "kiddie New Yorker.") And this incarnation does what the earlier magazine
did--give undergraduates a chance for their work to be seen and appreciated without having to
compete with more experienced grad students, says Ricker.

A team of editors chose the poetry, fiction, nonfiction, and art of 24
students (out of more than 250 submissions) for the 78-page pub that
has its own "stylish and cool" look--glossy paper, plenty of white space
to frame the text and art, and a trendy 7-by-8 1/2-inch size. Short
histories of the original publication--along with cover reproductions--
share space with the student work. And the new Ivory Tower took up
the volume numbering where the old left off--this year's magazine is
Volume 17.

Ryan Rodgers, a senior who writes fiction and takes photographs,
submitted a stunning view of the Weisman Art Museum--a time-lapse
photo taken at sunset from an unfamiliar angle, with the Minneapolis
skyline in the distance.

"I put a lot of work into taking pictures and I'm glad [my photo] was
recognized," says Rodgers. "And I'm happy they printed it in color. I
like that the Ivory Tower is a totally student run magazine--they choose
the work, edit it, and do the promotion."

"We wanted to continue [promoting] the strong tradition of [artistic]
excellence at the U," says Ricker. With any luck, the new Ivory Tower
will continue well into this new century.

The Ivory Tower's production is funded by grants from the English and journalism departments and
by donations. It's free on the Twin Cities campus at Dinkytown coffee shops, the Coffman Union
Bookstore, Lind Hall, and Murphy Hall. And it's also available at the Ivory Tower Web site.
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Students can download
podcasts to help them deal
with the end of the semester.

Podcasts help students prepare for end of
the semester

April 25, 2006

"Preparing for Final Exams," "Avoiding Procrastination" and
"Finishing the Semester Strong."

Those are among the free podcasts issued by the University's
Office for Student Affairs to better help students cope with a wide
range of issues associated with the end of the semester.

Students can download all seven of the audio segments, which are
between three and eight minutes long, and play them on their iPod,
digital media player or computer.

Psychologists and counselors from the University Counseling &
Consulting Services (UCCS) and the Student Conflict Resolution
Center developed the podcasts in response to the concerns they
frequently see at the end of the semester.

"We know students are busy with classes, final projects and jobs right now," said Scott Slattery,
UCCS psychologist. "They are aware of the need for help in figuring out how to balance all of the
last-minute demands of the term, but they don't know how to fit yet another task into their schedule.
With an iPod, they can get some practical, straightforward suggestions and information in the time it
takes to walk across the Washington Avenue Bridge between classes."

The Office of the Senior Vice President for System Administration assisted in development of the
podcasts.

To listen to the audio clips, go to the Office for Student Affairs Web site at
www.osa.umn.edu/podcasts/.
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According to a recent U study,
smokers who received
telephone care were more
likely to use other techniques
to help them stop smoking
and made more attempts to
quit.

Kicking the habit with telephone counseling
and care

April 25, 2006

University of Minnesota Medical School and Minneapolis VA
Medical Center research shows that smokers who receive support
over the telephone when trying to quit are more successful in
kicking the habit than those who receive help as part of routine
medical care. Lawrence An, assistant professor of medicine, and
colleagues studied 837 daily smokers (751 men and 86 women)
who received care at five Veterans Affairs medical centers in the
Upper Midwest and were committed to quitting within one month.
Half of the people in the study said they'd been smoking for more
than 40 years, and half of them smoked more than 26 cigarettes a
day (a typical pack has 20).

"The findings suggest that health-care providers should consider
adding telephone care to their smoking cessation programs," says
An. "With the telephone support, we are able to bring the service to
the smokers instead of making them come to us to get help."

The smokers in the study were divided into two groups: one
received self-help materials in the mail and had continued access
to smoking cessation services as part of routine medical care; the other group received counseling
sessions using telephone care, which consisted of seven calls over a two-month period as well as
mailing of smoking medications, as appropriate, directly to their homes.

After three months in the study, about 40 percent of the telephone-care group had not smoked in the
previous seven days, compared with about 10 percent of the standard-care group. At the one-year
mark, 13 percent of the telephone-care group and about 4 percent of the control group had
abstained from smoking for the previous six months.

"Once you have a [cessation] system in place, adding phone care is
going to be beneficial," says An.

Additionally, compared to the group that received usual care, people who received telephone care
were more likely to use other techniques to help them stop smoking, including smoking cessation
counseling programs and medication, and made more attempts to quit.

"We were able to make a difference for people in this study because we helped smokers deal with
both the habit and the addiction of smoking, and we did it in a way that was convenient for them,"
says An.

From a national perspective, the study lends support to the idea of a national network of support
lines that would provide both phone counseling and access to free stop-smoking medications to
smokers across the country.

Previous studies have shown that telephone counseling is an effective aid for helping smokers quit,
adds An. One component of the U.S. national action plan for tobacco cessation is the
recommendation for creating a telephone quit-line network, offering smokers across the country
access to phone counseling and medications. However, the question remained whether access to
telephone care would provide additional benefits when added to the physician-patient dialogue that
occurs in the course of routine health care.

"Once you have a [cessation] system in place, adding phone care is going to be beneficial," says
An. "We're limited in what we can do in the clinic. We're limited to brief interventions, and one of the
best things we can do is get patients hooked up with programs that can give them real support and
treatment over time."

The research is published in the March 13, 2006, issue of Archives of Internal Medicine, one of the
JAMA/Archives journals.

Hear Larry An discuss the benefits of telephone support for smokers who want to quit on the
University of Minnesota Moment radio feature.
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Pulitzer Prize-nominated
playwright David Feldshuh.

Playwright returns to U to discuss story of
the Tuskegee Study

April 25, 2006

From 1932 to 1972, 399 black men from Macon, Georgia
unwittingly took part in a government study on the effects of
syphilis in African Americans. The men were told only that they
were being treated for "bad blood" disease, as part of the U.S.
Public Health Service's Tuskegee Study. Even when penicillin was
discovered, the government refused to treat the men and
deliberately did not inform them so that the study could continue.

David Feldshuh, who studied medicine at the University of
Minnesota, wrote "Miss Evers' Boys," a Pulitzer Prize-nominated
play based on this true story. On Friday, April 28, Feldshuh will
discuss the play on the Twin Cities campus at the Harvard Street
Forum, noon to 1 p.m., at Grace University Lutheran Church,
Harvard and Delaware streets. The public is invited to this free
event. "Miss Evers' Boys" has been produced throughout the United States and received the New
American Play award, and seven Emmy awards as an HBO movie. The title of Friday's discussion is
"Miss Evers' Boys: Factual Fiction and Ethical Truths."

Feldshuh will be joined by Jon Hallberg, a professor of family medicine at the University of
Minnesota Medical School.

Hallberg says a dramatic reading of "Miss Evers' Boys," in collaboration with the Guthrie Theater,
has become a regular part of the first-year Medical School curriculum, as part of the Physician and
Society course.

"This play brings to life, in a way no traditional lecture can, issues of class and race and poverty. It
makes us think about informed consent and doing the right thing," he says. "This play gets us to ask
the questions, 'What would I have done?' and 'Where is this kind of thing being done today?'"

Feldshuh has been artistic director at Cornell University's Schwartz Center for the Performing Arts
since 1984. Although full-time at Cornell, Feldshuh continues to practice medicine and lectures
frequently on the subject of human experimentation and the use of theatre in exploring important
social issues.
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Sue Henly directs the U's
American Indian/Alaskan
Native bridge program, which
was established at the School
of Nursing in 2000.

Native American bridge program
M.S. to Ph.D. by way of Oklahoma and Minnesota

By Amy Barrett

April 25, 2006

Doubling the number of American Indian nurses with Ph.D.s in the
United States is the goal of a unique initiative at the School of
Nursing. Until the American Indian/Alaska Native M.S.-to-Ph.D.
Nursing Science Bridge was established in 2000, there were only a
dozen such nurses, says professor and project director Sue Henly.
Now, nine more are well on their way to getting Ph.D.s.

Getting to 24 will take time, Henly says, "but we've made important
strides."

Funded by the National Institutes of Health, the bridge program is
designed for American Indian/Alaska Native nurses who want a
career as a nurse researcher and who already have a
baccalaureate degree in nursing.

Through a unique partnership between two major universities, students accepted to the program
first get their M.S. degree at the University of Oklahoma, then apply to go on for their Ph.D. at the
University of Minnesota.

Of the nine students currently participating in the program, three have advanced to the doctoral
program. Doctoral candidate Misty Wilkie-Condiff (Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa) has
completed everything but her dissertation. In a year or so, Henly expects her to be the first bridge
program participant to receive her Ph.D. Mary Black (Hidatsa) is a second-year Ph.D. student at the
U of M. Judy Jacoby (Little Shell Chippewa of Montana) continued her graduate program with
doctoral study at the University of North Dakota.

Involvement with respected Native elders, medicine people, and spiritual guides contributes to a
culturally sensitive environment for learning. From the outset, the bridge program has also sought
the advice of Native American consultants, including Winona Simms (Muskogee/Yuchi), who is
director of the American Indian and Alaska Native Program at Stanford University; Dr. Jana
Lauderdale (Comanche), who is assistant dean for cultural diversity at the Vanderbilt University
School of Nursing; and Lee Anne Nichols (Cherokee), who is an associate professor of nursing at
the University of Tulsa.

"They serve as role models to students and advisers to faculty," Henly says.

Students and faculty from the University of Oklahoma and the U of M also have the opportunity to
participate in a cultural immersion experience every two years.

"A highlight and hallmark of the program is our project retreat," Henly explains. Most of the retreats
have taken place at the Shooting Star Event Center on the White Earth Reservation in northwestern
Minnesota, but the last one was at Cherokee Casino in Tulsa.

"They're helpful for education, for coordinating our efforts, and for learning about Indian culture," she
says.

Grant funds pay for some but not all of the program's costs. Examples of uncovered costs include
drummers, singers, and dancers for retreats and blankets used at the blanket ceremony for program
graduates. Alumni and others willing to help defray these costs can send contributions c/o Laurel
Mallon, School of Nursing, University of Minnesota, 5-138 Weaver-Densford Hall, 308 Harvard St.
SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455.
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A U student poses inside his
shelter of tarp, twine, and
2x4s.

Architecture for Humanity
Students learn to design with pride, not pity

By Patty Mattern

April 25, 2006

When most people think of architects and their designs, they
visualize grand buildings such as art museums or towering office
blocks, and modern houses of glass and wood--things only the rich
can afford. University of Minnesota College of Architecture and
Landscape Architecture (CALA) visiting professor Cameron
Sinclair turns such notions upside down and, in doing so, shifted
his students' ideas of what architecture should be. Sinclair wants to
make architecture available to everyone.

"Architects, if you take all the ego and hype away, all we do is
provide shelter," Sinclair said in an interview this spring.

The renowned architect is co-founder and executive director of Architecture for Humanity (AFH)--a
non-profit group that promotes architectural and design solutions for global, social, and
humanitarian crises. Under Sinclair's direction, AFH has created mobile health clinics to respond to
HIV/AIDS crisis in Sub-Saharan Africa, developed temporary housing for people in war-torn Kosovo,
and most recently helped the victims of Hurricane Katrina. Even before the final wave of destruction
from the December 26, 2004, tsunami hit parts of Asia, Sinclair was on the phone speaking about
what AFH could do for those the tsunami left homeless.

The young, globetrotting designer brought his ardent brand of humanitarian architecture to graduate
and undergraduate students this year. In lectures, but mostly by example, he encouraged them to
see architecture in a new way.

"What responsibility do we have to respond to global issues?" Sinclair would ask students. For
Sinclair, the answer is a great responsibility.

"For these students, it will take 40 years before they would get a chance to design an art museum or
something similar," Sinclair said.

By taking the humanitarian route, these same students will be designing structures that not only
benefit people, but also can be life-changing for those individuals, Sinclair said. Sinclair's philosophy
resonated with students.

Examples of Sinclair's influence on students sprang up all over the University's Northrop Mall
Thursday, April 20. In his final assignment for the semester, Sinclair directed students to build their
own shelter. They had a budget of $20 and needed to buy/find the materials, erect the structure, and
spend the night in it. Essentially, students were to try to gain insight into what a homeless client
would want for a shelter.

"I hope the students learned a number of things," Sinclair said. "First off, is that you should never
design anything you are not willing to live in. It is a humbling experience for students to realize that
many of the things they design are very different when you live in them." Sinclair says. "Also this
project gave them a small peek at what it is like to be without a home-how difficult it is to live when it
is a matter of survival."

Student Joel Nelson bought duct tape and twine before dumpster diving to find materials to build his
shelter that day. "A lot of this project has to do with an architect understanding what a client wants
and needs," Nelson says. "As part of this class, our clients have been people in third world
countries, refugees, and people who have become homeless because of natural disasters."

In her CALA studio on homelessness with CALA Dean Thomas Fisher, senior Jody Rader and
classmates had already built a prototype of a mobile shelter, so she tried out the hammock
backpack for the first time. The Urban Pack is a combination backpack, hammock/sleeping bag, and
tent. On the blustery April evening, Rader could not find two trees close enough together, so she
secured the shelter to a tree on one side and a metal fence on the other.

"Part of the assignment is getting to understand the project by trying to put yourself in someone
else's shoes," says Rader as she tied rope around a tree. "I think it is a valuable experience, but I
don't think you could really experience what the homeless do in one night."

"Cameron [Sinclair] has taught us to be more aware of other people's
needs and he teaches us to use architecture as a humanitarian tool. We
should build with care and love," Gacuti said.

Views about architecture changed for the students during the semester.

"I think a good number of us in class--instead of getting involved in building condos for rich people--
want to travel around and design for people who need it," Rader said.

Therese Hassett and a group of four other students adjusted plastic trash bags and cardboard as
they constructed their shelter in the rain. "Architecture isn't all high fashion," said Hassett,
mentioning shelters AFH has worked on for earthquake survivors.

A few yards away, Whitnie Nixon waited for her classmate to return with pencils that would serve as
stakes for their tepee-like structure. "We're trying to go for as much space as possible for as little
money as possible. We only spent $30," Nixon said. Several people were going to stay in that
shelter.

Nixon hoped the drop cloth material would keep the heat in and the water out. She likes
assignments like Sinclair's. "You get in there and get your hands dirty," she said. The sophomore
wishes she had the skills last summer that she has now.

"If we had been on top of our game, we would have been down in Louisiana helping after Hurricane
Katrina," Nixon said. "If something like that happens again, I'm going to put school on hold and go to
help."

Nearby, Molly Macklin put together her one-woman shelter much like a puzzle. A creative idea hit
Macklin the night before. "I had a dream about Tinker Toys and how they would be perfect to
support my structure," she said.

The next day Macklin set out to buy Tinker Toys only to learn that the staple from her childhood was
no longer made. Macklin refused to give up on her design idea and went to a thrift store where she
found the small wooden toys. Her shelter stretched just long enough and tall enough to house her
lying down. Foam board formed the foundation and she draped a shower curtain over the Tinker Toy
frame and added bubble wrap to the floor to make it more comfortable.

"I built it today in four hours," Macklin said. "It all folds up so you can carry it like a briefcase. It's not
something you sleep in just once."

Macklin's one-night neighbors included Laura Malwitz and Claudette Gacuti. They worked on a
group structure using plastic soda pop bottles to fasten a plastic tarp to a makeshift A-frame. The
bottle screw caps worked perfectly as fasteners.

A shelter made out of a plastic table, weaved paper bags, and trash
bags works for this U student.

"I've seen it in shelters for homeless people before. You can use a lot of
recycled things for building shelter," Malwitz said. Five people would
stay in their shelter and they did that deliberately because of the
importance of forming a temporary community for the homeless.

"Having the social factor was important to us, because if you're in your
own tent, it's harder to stay positive," Malwitz said. And, Malwitz said, she imagines it is much
harder for victims of natural disasters to stay positive without social support.

Gacuti walked around their shelter making sure the stakes would hold it against the wind. She didn't
mind the cold and rain. It made the whole experience more realistic, she said.

"Cameron has taught us to be more aware of other people's needs and he teaches us to use
architecture as a humanitarian tool. We should build with care and love," Gacuti said.

Sinclair provided insight into doing architecture for those in need. "It's about designing with pride,
not pity," Sinclair said. "And asking, 'is this the sort of space that I would be happy to live in?'"

In another assignment, Sinclair instructed students to respond to a problem people in Ambedkar
Nagar face because of the Tsunami hitting India. Prior to the tsunami, students would simply wade
through a small estuary to get to school. After the tsunami, the 300 students had to swim the 7-foot
deep river to get to school and that was too dangerous. Villagers said they will hire a boatman to
carry the children across, but they need structures or piers on each side where students can be
dropped off. Sinclair turned to his U students to design the boat docks and one of the designs will be
used in the project.

Such projects inspire students, said Sinclair who called the dock design a tiny project with a huge
impact because the Indian students hadn't gone to school in months.

"The (University) students will never get to do a project [like this] again in their life," Sinclair said.
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UMD professor Dennis Falk,
right, was congratulated by
colleagues after the
Distinguished Teaching
Awards ceremony April 24.

Building strong communities
UMD garners graduate-level teaching award; 15 faculty members
receive U's highest teaching honor

By Gayla Marty

Brief, April 26, 2006

In 1985, the master's of social work (MSW) program at the
University of Minnesota Duluth was in a shambles. Budget cuts
had eliminated a college and transferred many on the faculty.
Dennis Falk, one of two remaining graduate faculty members, was
undeterred. He conducted a community assessment and began to
rebuild from the ground up, focusing on the needs of social
workers in northern Minnesota communities.

Twenty years later, UMD's social work program is a national model,
preparing leaders to work in rural and tribal communities. Building
on a federal Title IV-E contract that he and others proposed and
won for UMD in the 1990s, Falk has provided the leadership critical
in founding the UMD Center for Regional and Tribal Child Welfare
Studies. The Department of Social Work now has nine full-time
faculty members, five staff members, and five graduate assistants. The MSW program enrolls about
80 students and offers coursework in Hibbing and Bemidji as well as Duluth.

2006 DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS

Morse-Alumni Award for Outstanding Contributions to Undergraduate Education

* Frederick Asher, art history
* Mark Distefano, chemistry
* Pareena Lawrence, economics/management, Morris
* James Leger, electrical and computer engineering
* Donald Liu, applied economics
* Randy Moore, biology, General College
* Marshall Stern, animal science
* Barbara Welke, history

Outstanding Contributions to Postbaccalaureate, Graduate, and Professional Education
Award

* Dennis Falk, social work, Duluth
* Joan Garfield, educational psychology
* Wendy Hellerstedt, epidemiology
* Richard Leppert, cultural studies and comparative literature
* Deborah Levison, public affairs
* Jean O'Brien, history
* Michel Sanders, biochemistry, molecular biology, and biophysics

Recipients teach on the Twin Cities campus except as noted.

On Monday, April 24, Falk received the U's highest teaching honor and was the first from UMD to be recognized for
contributions to postbaccalaureate, graduate, and professional education. The ceremony honored 15 U faculty
members (see box, left) and was attended by about 350 of their family members and ardent supporters.

Falk towers above most crowds and sports a graying beard that camouflages a warm smile. He is
soft-spoken, but in a clear voice he thanked UMD's College of Education and Human Service
Professions--home of the UMD Department of Social Work--and the campus as a whole.

"We've always wanted to reach out to students and professionals in rural communities," Falk says.
"We see ourselves as serving the needs of social workers across northern Minnesota."

Falk grew up in Duluth. His father taught psychology, and Falk received his Ph.D. in educational
psychology at the Twin Cities campus.

"What attracted me to social work was the value system," he says, "its attention to social justice and
working with people who are vulnerable."

Many of the students in the MSW program--and all of those taking courses in Bemidji and Hibbing--
continue in their jobs while in graduate school. Many are what Falk terms child-welfare scholars,
those employed in about a dozen counties and several tribal communities who investigate child
maltreatment and intervene as appropriate. Others hold jobs such directing a mental health clinic or
working in schools.

The UMD staff delivers courses through distance learning technology, with some components
taught on intensive weekends. Falk and his colleagues at UMD, Hibbing Community College, and
Bemidji State University have driven lots of miles through the north woods and the iron range over
the past 10 years to make connections, build the program, and keep serving students and
communities.

One of the things that makes UMD's program distinct is that it offers an "advanced generalist"
program, which provides broad expertise in contrast to the specialization required for many
positions in high-population areas. UMD's program excels in its rural emphasis and is oriented
toward meeting the needs of American Indian students and their communities. About 20 percent of
students in the distance education program and 8 of this year's incoming students are American
Indians.

"As an American Indian woman, I am especially appreciative of Denny's sensitivity to diversity," said
one of those who supported his recommendation for the award. "He has made a point over the
years to develop his own cross-cultural competencies. His concern for fairness and his commitment
to affirmative action is apparent in his personal demeanor as an administrator, educator, and public-
minded citizen."

Over his 30 years in graduate education, Falk has served as an academic adviser to 165 students
and a research adviser to 160. Many wrote to give their testimony of his listening, guidance, and
challenge to think critically. Falk, in turn, thanks his students.

"I have tremendous admiration for MSW students who work hard to graduate and then go into the
community to effectively serve the most vulnerable members of our society," he says.

Students as teachers

That was a common refrain from the 15 teachers honored at the 2006 celebration: they continue to learn from their
students--undergraduate and graduate--and their students inspire them.

All recipients of the outstanding achievement awards for undergraduate education--the Morse-
Alumni Awards--and for postbaccalaureate, graduate, and professional education become members
of the University's Academy of Distinguished Teachers. The academy was established in 1999 to
foster excellence in teaching and advocate for resources toward the University's teaching mission.
Morris faculty member Bert Ahern welcomed the "class of 2006."

"I found out about this award when I got here a few years ago," said Randy Moore, a recipient who
teaches biology in General College. "I learned about its importance when I found out who among
my colleagues had won it."

Moore, Falk, and their colleagues inducted this year join about 200 other faculty members who
continue to make teaching a top priority in the University's practice and aspirations.

Further reading

Making economics fun U professor wins national award for excellence in biology education 
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Courtney Christian and Abbie
Bauman bust out some moves
a few days before the air
guitar competition.

To air is... to truly jam
By Rick Moore

April 26, 2006

Maybe you always wanted to be a rocker but your parents wouldn't
let you hang out with the long-haired kids in Ted's garage. Maybe
the electric guitar was your obvious first choice for an instrument
but your mom insisted that the clarinet was a better fit for the
school band. Or perhaps you have little or no musical talent but like
to pretend that you do.

Don't fret (just yet). There's an event for you--an air guitar contest
for U students this Friday at 1 p.m. in front of potentially screaming,
if not adoring, fans outside of Coffman Union. (In case of rain, the
event moves to Coffman's Great Hall.) The contest is part of this
year's Spring Jam, and is sponsored by Minnesota Programs &
Activities Council's (MPAC) Recreation and Performing Arts
Committees. There will be truly valuable, music-related prizes for
the top performers, and there's even a celebrity scheduled to judge
the proceedings--Zach from MTV's The Real World Key West.

The event is the brainchild of Abbie Bauman, chair of MPAC's Recreation Committee. Back in
September, when she was dreaming up possible events for Spring Jam, the idea of an air guitar
contest popped into her head. Then she started researching the activity and discovered its growing
popularity and the "huge subculture of people" devoted to it. It also happened to dovetail nicely with
this year's Spring Jam theme, "Movies That Rock."

Students who register in advance can pick their song and practice for their performance, which will
last about a minute or so. Those who decide to enter the contest on Friday will need to jam to one of
the pre-selected--albeit classic--air guitar songs.

"We're not quite sure what's going to happen, but we're excited to see what the students bring out,"
says Bauman. "Once people see how fun it is, everyone's going to want to jump up there and do it."

And if you're good, you'll get the goods. The winner will claim a PS2 and a Guitar Hero game;
second place, an iPod Nano; and third place, and iPod Shuffle.

"It's amazing how creative people can be when they're bored with their
ordinary lives," says Bauman.

If you feel like you need more background information for the event, or want to peer deeper into the subculture,
check out the Web site of the U.S. Air Guitar Association, which is devoted to "taking our nation's unofficial pastime
out of the bedroom and putting it up on the world stage."

If that doesn't make you want to reach for a make-believe guitar, how about some good ol' national
pride? Notes the U.S. Air Guitar site: "In a time when U.S. military and economic leadership faces
unprecedented criticism around the world, it is our belief that air guitar represents the one field of
human endeavor that our country can dominate without controversy. The U.S. Air Guitar
Championships is here to make this possible."

Contestants might also want to use Friday's contest as a tune-up for the national stage. On June 1,
the Triple Rock Social Club in Minneapolis will be host to a U.S. Air Guitar regional championship,
and the winner will move on to the national championships featuring more than a dozen
contestants--all trying to become the air apparent to reigning U.S. champion Fatima "Rockness
Monster" Hoang. (If it's further incentive, the world championships take place in Finland later this
year.)

Names such as the Rockness Monster are just one element of the style and panache that define the
world of air guitar. There's also the flying hair, the intense facial expressions (with a lot of lip biting
and tongue wagging), and the occasional leap above or off of the stage, with all of the risks that
entails to both body and pride.

"It's amazing how creative people can be when they're bored with their ordinary lives," says
Bauman. Some quick browsing of the U.S. Air Guitar site reveals how true that statement is. So just
imagine, then, the creativity cocooned in the minds of college students with ordinary academic lives.

Stay tuned. Or if being in tune is a problem, just fake it.

Hosting an air guitar contest during a Spring Jam week with a theme of Movies That Rock can only
enhance the University's musical renown. Read about Rolling Stone designating the University of
Minnesota as one of the top Schools that Rock.
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An enthusiastic group of
incoming freshmen and their
family members came to
campus to learn about the
first-year curriculum called
General Studies in the newly
created Department of
Postsecondary Teaching and
Learning.

General Studies event draws hundreds of
parents and new students

April 26, 2006

When General College (GC) transitions into the new Department of
Postsecondary Teaching and Learning within the College of
Education and Human Development, its first-year students will
enroll in a one-year curriculum called General Studies. It includes a
combination of learning communities, freshman seminars, and
individual courses that will help them meet core requirements.

On Saturday, April 22, an enthusiastic group of 172 newly admitted
students and more than 200 of their family members came to
campus for what was called a "commitment event" to introduce
these students to the new program and take them on a little test
drive of General Studies.

Students and parents spent Saturday morning learning about the
new curriculum and life at the University in general and attending
concurrent sessions that featured faculty, advisors, and student
panelists. Overflow sessions included a freshman seminar,
"Science and Politics of Genetics and Reproduction," and a
learning community session entitled, "Nature's Deviants? It's About
Time."

Students and parents had opportunities to ask questions in separate sessions at the end of the
event which covered a broad range of topics including financial aid and housing, managing time
effectively as a college student, how to get from one part of the University to another without
missing classes, strategies for staying involved in University activities as a commuter student, and
how to schedule classes that meet the requirements of various majors.

Robert Poch, GC's assistant dean and director of student services, said, "It was both gratifying and
energizing to greet these students and their families and witness their excitement at becoming part
of this University and the new College of Education and Human Development. These students will
bring wonderful new talents and perspectives to the classroom and the University as a whole."
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College of Natural Resources
alums Leah Dornfeld ('03) and
Valerie Were ('05) share a
laugh with Dornfeld's fiance
and state representative Aaron
Peterson at the CNR Send-Off
on April 27.

Natural resources programs continue under
new structure
U to launch new College of Food, Agricultural and Natural
Resource Sciences in July.

April 28, 2006

Students were the focus of an April 27 celebration of the College of
Natural Resources' (CNR) 103-year history. The college's
programs are being integrated with those from the College of
Agricultural, Food and Environmental Sciences and the
Department of Food Science and Nutrition to form a brand new
college: the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource
Sciences. At the CNR event, current students talked about their
research projects and their community service activities with
alumni, donors, and friends of the college.

It seems likely that students were also the focus of Professor
Samuel Green's plans when he initiated the University's forestry
degree program in 1903--a move that led to a school and later the
College of Natural Resources. Green had recognized a need for
educated, well-trained foresters as the nation was gripped by fears
over dwindling natural resources and rampant environmental
damage.

The program caught on quickly. By 1907, there were 55 students in the freshman class alone--most
of whom, in the words of Professor E.G. Cheyney, arrived "without any idea of what forestry was,
and laboring under the false impression that they were headed for an everlasting camping trip."

The idea of conserving our natural resources soon spread from trees to wildlife. A program in
"Economic Zoology" began in 1929 at the urging of noted conservationist Aldo Leopold. A program
in fisheries was added in 1946, and in the 1950s, forest products-oriented programs flourished.
Today, CNR offers additional programs in recreation and tourism management, urban forestry, and
the newly created suite of programs in bio-based products.

Along the way, the College of Natural Resources accomplished a great deal:

The Lake Itasca Biological Station was carved out of Itasca State Park.
The 3,400-acre Cloquet Forestry Center was secured for research and education.
The college's scientists developed the radio-tracking techniques now used by wildlife biologists
worldwide.
The faculty helped write standards for the Clean Water Act of the 1970s.
Faculty and students in the college pioneered the use of aerial photography and satellite imagery to
analyze changes in our natural resources.
The college's scientists discovered wood-preservation techniques that, today, annually save over
226 million trees from premature harvest.

And that record of excellence continues today. Recently, CNR faculty led the creation of national
standards for the safe release of genetically modified organisms in marine environments, developed
a synthetic substance that may one day eliminate an invasive species of sea lamprey from our
waters, made advances in breeding white pine trees that are resistant to blister rust, and began
working on ways to expand the uses of corn-based plastic.

CNR faculty, staff, students, alumni, donors, and friends gather in front
of Skok Hall in St. Paul for the CNR Send-Off. CNR programs will come
under the new College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource
Sciences in July.

But more needs to be done in natural resources, and the University's
administrative reorganization and pursuit of becoming one of the Top 3
public research universities in the world will make it possible. The
changes preserve the natural resources programs in a new structure

that will promote interdisciplinary work and opportunities for growth.

"Lasting economic, technological, and resource management advancements occur when research
scientists are engaged with the public, and students are involved to help spread the adoption of new
ideas as they progress in their careers," says CNR dean Susan Stafford. "This land-grant university
is ideally positioned to achieve that goal. It is no longer enough to teach the public about science
and the environment, we have to engage them too."

As the new College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences emerges, the faculty and
students will have their hands full. There is growing agreement that global warming is occurring; an
expanding world population is straining our natural resources to produce clean air and water,
healthy food, raw materials for products, and an abundance of recreational opportunities; and
progress on conserving and improving natural habitat is slow.

Because these issues are interconnected, interdisciplinary work at large universities like the
University of Minnesota will be key to addressing our environmental problems. So, it would appear
that the need for education, research, and public engagement around natural resources issues
remains strong; 103 years after the University of Minnesota entered the field. The need for future
leaders who can think critically and act globally has never been greater.
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Students take a break before
class to play "Honest Abe."

UMM physics professor creates board game
By Judy Riley

April 28, 2006

Are you tired of playing Parcheesi and Scrabble? Have you already
memorized the answers to most versions of Trivial Pursuit? If so,
you might want to try a new board game called "Honest Abe vs. the
Xenopods." "Honest Abe," a board game created by Len Keeler,
assistant professor of physics at the University of Minnesota,
Morris, has been around about six years. It has a "humans vs.
aliens" concept. In fact the original name of the game was "Aliens."
But, said Keeler, it would have been difficult to market considering
the movie by the same name. The shake-the-dice, move-the-
pieces game, designed for two to five players ages eight years and
older, has some differences compared to similarly played board
games. "The way the humans pieces play is different from the way
the aliens play," said Keeler. "Aliens have to decide how to divide
their time whether to make more aliens or whether to be
aggressive. Humans, on the other hand, have to be more efficient e.g., be aggressive without taking
too many risks." Humans can teleport humans from other ships. This is a risky move, said Keeler,
as they could accidentally import another alien instead of a human. What, one may wonder, do a
physics professor and a board game have in common? "As a researcher, I spend time
programming, using a set of rules. I've applied those thought processes to this socially-centered
game," explained Keeler. Indeed it's a game of strategy, said Keeler. "It has enough degrees of
freedom to keep it interesting, yet it's challenging like 'Risk.' It also has a degree of silliness and
fun." While Keeler is developing a second game, he has yet to mass-produce "Honest Abe." He has
constructed each game individually, printing and assembling them himself. Although he's sold about
20 games, it's expensive, he said, to mass-produce them. "The next printing would cost about
$1,000." Keeler doesn't know when he will produce more of this game, but expects he needs to sell
the games beyond just the community of Morris. The game had its debut recently at John's Total
Entertainment in downtown Morris. For more information about the game contact Keeler at
keelerl@morris.umn.edu For those who like a new game challenge, "it's a well thought-out game
that plays well," said Keeler. "After six years, the game still leads to surprises and is still fun to play."
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On Arbor Day, volunteers
planted 12 hybrid elm trees on
the Minnesota State
fairgrounds. After the trees are
placed in a 2-foot to 30-inch
deep hole, dirt is packed into
the hole and thick layer of
mulch is added over the dirt. A
water truck will go around
once a week, especially in the
summer, to ensure these trees
are adequately watered.

The American elm

According to the Minnesota
Department of Natural
Resources, "the American
elm was at one time the
most extensively planted
shade tree in the United
States because it was
easily transported, fast
growing, tolerant of limb
and root pruning, and had
an elegant vase shape that
made a perfect high canopy
over city streets." The trees
shaded so many American
streets that "Elm Street" is
generally believed to be the
most common street name
in the United States.
However, in the early 1930s
a fungal infection borne in
beetles was arrived in a
shipment of lumber from
Europe. A Dutch biologist
first identified the pathogen,
Ophiostoma ulmi, which
was deadly to the American
elm. The fungus became
known as the Dutch elm
disease, and the name has
stuck over the years.

Hardy U elms find home at State Fair
By Pauline Oo

April 28, 2006; updated May 1

What's better than a Dutch elm disease-resistant elm tree? In
Minnesota, aka the icebox of the United States, an elm tree that's
Dutch elm disease-resistant and cold-hardy.

Last Friday, about 80 people turned up at the rain-soaked
Minnesota State Fairgrounds to mark Arbor Day, help plant 12 new
University of Minnesota field-tested hybrid elm trees, and kick off a
fundraising campaign to reforest the fairgrounds with several
varieties of disease and stress-resistant elm trees provided by the
U.

For the past six years, the University and the Minneapolis Park and
Recreation Board (MPRB) have collaborated to identify new elm
varieties for use in the Twin Cities metro area. The new varieties--
Asiatic elms field-tested locally by a team of University horticultural
and forestry researchers--have the potential to replace the more
than 200,000 trees in the Twin Cities that have been lost to Dutch
elm disease. The MPRB has been controlling this fungus, spread
by beetles through the roots, since the late 1970s. Back then, more
than 30,000 elms were removed in one year. On the state
fairgrounds, only about 80 of the more than 200 elm trees remain
since 2002. Most were lost to the disease, as well as to storm
damage and stress.

University of Minnesota horticultural scientist Chad Giblin and associate
professor of horticultural science Jeff Gilman.

The University-donated elm trees were peppered this afternoon in a
dozen sites at the corner of Cooper Street and Lee Avenue.

"These trees are hybrid crosses--Japanese elm, elms from China, and
Siberian elm--and have already been selected for Dutch elm disease
resistance [when we get them]," says Jeff Gilman, associate professor

of horticultural science. "We tested them for horticultural characteristics or environment tolerance for
Minnesota weather--cold-hardiness, disease resistant, insect resistant, growth rate. Selection of a
good tree takes a minimum of 10 to 20 years." The new, nearly 8-feet-tall State Fair trees were each
about 10 years old.

Gilman says it won't be long before we'll see the hardy hybrids
throughout the Twin Cities. The University grows the varieties for a
few years, after which it turns them over to the MPRB to plant in
Minneapolis parks and on boulevards. The new elms are also suitable
for planting in many other areas of the country, including along the
East Coast and in most parts of California.

To learn more about the University of Minnesota's hardy elm trees and
the Minnesota State Fair Foundation's plan to reforest the state
fairgrounds, listen to State Fair Reforesting Effort" on Univeristy of
Minnesota Moment.
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U alum Bucky Halker is one of
the nation's experts on labor
songs--songs about hard lives
and hard times, but also about
the hope for a better world.

The Ballad of Bucky Halker
U alum sings about the struggle

By Kara Rose

May 1, 2006

Bucky Halker is part scholar, part troubadour, and part front-man
for a Chicago bar band. The U alum is a beer-and-a-shot-guy who
lives his life like it's a 90-meter ski jump.

He's also one of the nation's experts on labor songs--thousands of
songs written over a 150-year span by hundreds of mostly
anonymous workers. Songs like The Company Store (1895),
Stockyard Blues (1947), and Solidarity Forever (1915), which
became the rallying cry for the labor movement in the 1930s.

The songs are about hard lives and hard times, but also about the
hope for a better world. "Labor history is the story of the underdog,"
says Halker, who lectures and performs historic and original songs
around the nation and in Europe.

Woody Guthrie, poetry, and politics Halker may think of himself as one of those underdogs, even
though he now has a steady day job at the Illinois Humanities Council and is working on his ninth
CD. Growing up in Ashland, Wisconsin, a blue-color lumbering and mining town, he learned about
hard work and what happens to a small town when the mine shuts down and the lumbering
company pulls out.

He also learned about folk musician Woody Guthrie, poetry, and politics--enthusiasms that
coalesced at the University of Minnesota. He earned an M.A. and Ph.D. in history and received a
fellowship to complete his dissertation in 1984. "The fellowship was a godsend," says Halker, who
has spent much of his life taping together a living with itinerant teaching, construction jobs, and gigs
playing a blend of honky-tonk, folk, '50s country, and '60s and '70s rock. "[With the fellowship], I was
at least able to pay my rent and eat."

"Labor songs are like mini-editorials or letters to the editor," explains
Halker. "They're from people who aren't at the top of the heap, or even
at the middle."

At the U, Halker met Professor Emeritus Hy Berman, who became his adviser for his dissertation on
labor song-poems and labor protest. According to Berman, Halker's contribution to the preservation
of U.S. labor folklore is second to none. "The tradition of workers and work in American society has
to be preserved as part of our American Heritage," says Berman.

When Berman retired in 2004, Halker made a gift to the fellowship established in his honor: "I wish I
could give a lot more."

Sustained by songs Berman says Halker's work helps us understand labor history throughout the
U.S. and in Minnesota. "Workers were given heart and were sustained by the labor songs," explains
Berman. Songs (mostly in Finnish and Swedish) carried workers through the 1907 and 1916 Iron
Range strikes.

Later, labor songs bolstered the 3,000 workers who rallied at Rice Park during the Twin Cities
streetcar drivers strike in 1917. And in 1934, 35,000 strikers heard and sang these tunes during the
Minneapolis Teamsters truckers strike. That strike, a turning point in Minnesota Labor history,
culminated in a two-day riot during which four were killed and 200 injured.

"Labor songs are like mini-editorials or letters to the editor," explains Halker. "They're from people
who aren't at the top of the heap, or even at the middle." Halker takes the old songs and reinterprets
them for new listeners because he thinks the songs still have something to say.

"Every country has its unpleasant underside of oppression and abuse," says Halker. "You need to
examine yourself in the mirror and be honest if you want to make the world a better place."

More power to the underdog.
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While trafficking is particularly
prevalent in countries with
widespread poverty, it is also
surprisingly rampant in the
developed world.

U hosts conference to combat child
trafficking
By Andi McDaniel

May 1, 2006

Child sex trafficking has all of the ingredients of a nightmare: putrid
living conditions, torturous physical abuse, and a penetrating sense
of powerlessness-like you're screaming in a room full of people and
no one seems to hear. And yet, it often begins as the promise of a
dream fulfilled-a better life in the United States, a job at a beauty
salon in Thailand, or an escape from extreme poverty in Moldova.

Each year, more than 1.2 million young boys and girls are
trafficked around the world for the purposes of forced labor, sexual
slavery, or commercial sexual exploitation. The issue goes beyond
national boundaries, affects both developed and developing
countries, and relies on an international underground network of
people either participating or willing to look the other way.

"It's not like it's just a question of trafficking,"
Halldorsdottir explains, "as though if we outlaw it, it's not going to be a
problem. It's a question of poverty, it's a question of inequality... it's a
question of certain cultural ideas about women and sex. It's not
something that can easily be addressed."

While eradicating this problem is a daunting task, a growing number of initiatives continue to take it on. At the recent
conference "United Front for Children: Global Efforts to Combat Sexual Trafficking in Travel and Tourism,"
international anti-trafficking leaders from government, academia, NGOs, and the tourism industry convened to share
success stories and forge new collaborations.

Speakers included Ann Veneman, executive director of UNICEF; Ambassador John Miller of the
U.S. State Department Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking; and leaders of anti-trafficking
efforts in Brazil, Australia, Canada, and Taiwan. The conference--widely attended by faculty,
students, and community members--is one of a variety of innovative efforts around the U to address
child trafficking.

"United Front for Children" stressed cross-sector collaboration, which made the University the ideal
host, according to Barbara Frey, director of the University's Human Rights Program, which
sponsored the event. Organizing the conference allowed the University to "not only contribute to
substantive expertise, but also to build relationships that lead to productive efforts," Frey says.

A key connection addressed at the conference was that of the tourism industry to the anti-trafficking
movement. Because international tourists often constitute the "demand" side of the trafficking
equation- sometimes engaging in "sex tourism," where the specific nature of a trip is sexual
exploitation--the tourism industry is in a precarious, but valuable position.

Cynthia Messer, associate professor at the University of Minnesota Tourism Center, has written
curricula for youth and tourism professionals on the issue through the World Tourism Organization
(WTO). She says that the industry has made remarkable strides in recent years. "The global tourism
industry...is really clear in understanding that they are not the cause of this, but they are proactively
being partners in trying to stop it." One of the industry's most notable achievements is the
introduction of the "Code of Conduct," a voluntary commitment to awareness-raising efforts such as
training employees to recognize trafficking victims and introducing a clause in contracts with
suppliers that repudiates sexual exploitation.

Currently, at least 241 companies in 20 countries have signed onto the code, with Carlson
Companies as the first in North America. Marilyn Carlson Nelson, the company's CEO (and a
member of the Board of Overseers of the Curtis L. Carlson School of Management), has become an
ardent advocate for anti-trafficking efforts. In her closing remarks at the conference, Nelson
asserted that the tourism industry has both "the obligation and the leverage" to address the issue of
child trafficking. "Once you are made aware of this issue, you can never be free of it," Nelson says.

Her words certainly apply to undergraduate students Vanna Chan and Berglind Halldorsdottir, who
were centrally involved in planning the conference. The two recently founded the organization
Students Against Human Trafficking in response to a growing interest among students in becoming
involved with the issue. Both students, in separate semesters, were influenced by their experiences
in Frey's Human Rights Internship class, which supplements service-learning experiences in local
NGOs with lessons about their history, function, formation, and operation.

This summer, Chan will intern in Cambodia with ECPAT (End Child Prostitution, Child Pornography,
and Trafficking of Children for Sexual Purposes), one of the leading organizations in combating
trafficking. "I've watched so many documentaries on [trafficking of children...," Chan says, "and just
to see those children being forced into this--they're so young; they have no idea that what's being
done to them is wrong." Chan feels a sense of duty to act on their behalf. "They don't have a voice,
they're silenced, they're hidden in this dark world," she says. "I feel a responsibility to have their
voices heard."

Halldorsdottir, who also works as a program assistant for the Human Rights Program, says that the
more she's learned about the issue of trafficking, the more she's recognized its complexity. "It's not
like it's just a question of trafficking," she explains, "as though if we outlaw it, it's not going to be a
problem. It's a question of poverty, it's a question of inequality... it's a question of certain cultural
ideas about women and sex. It's not something that can easily be addressed."

Frey believes the pervasiveness of the issue should make it a priority throughout the human rights
movement. "There's this tendency to break off the sexual exploitation part from broader child
protection issues within the human rights movement," she says. "But it's all connected. Why are kids
vulnerable? Why do they become vulnerable to sexual exploitation? Because they're not offered a
chance to go to school, their families don't have the financial wherewithal to support them, and girls,
especially from a lower caste...are not valued in their societies."

These underlying societal attitudes have led to a focus on education, rather than just enforcement.
The government of Benin, for instance, has begun educating taxi drivers about trafficking, so they
can report possible traffickers. Brazil, meanwhile, has launched a national campaign called "Brazil:
Love it and protect it," which promotes respect for the country's racial and ethnic diversity, as a way
of counteracting trafficking that preys on cultural minorities.

While trafficking is particularly prevalent in countries where poverty is widespread, it is also
surprisingly rampant in the developed world. "It's hard for people to accept that there are some
really grave human rights violations happening right here in our country," says Chan. In fact,
"Minnesota has a reputation not only for being a destination but also a source [for victims]." There
have been a number of documented cases of young girls in rural areas of Minnesota trafficked to
other cities such as Las Vegas. However, a comprehensive assessment of trafficking's presence in
the United States, or anywhere else, is hard to come by. There's a pervasive lack of research into
both the problem and the success of various initiatives designed to address it.

This research gap was one of the items on the agenda in the second day of the conference--a
series of "expert meetings" that allowed for intimate dialogue between the many sectors present.
The meetings, says Frey, included "some really honest assessments of where the gaps are, what
the lack of resources is, the difficulty in framing the issue, the difficulty in bringing corporate players
to the table, and difficulty with media issues." In response, the various players committed to practical
actions they could undertake in each of their sectors. "Our goal was to push it towards the
concrete," says Frey.

The conference produced a stockpile of online resources compiled by student organizers, available
at trafficking resources. The site includes links to the Code of Conduct, downloadable media files,
statistics, information about human rights laws, and numerous reports and articles on the issue. To
find out more about the organization Students Against Human Trafficking, e-mail saht@umn.edu.
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Wellstone High School senior
Okash Haybe with U student
Michelle Kwan, who is one of
the 28 student History Day
mentors across the
University's Twin Cities, Duluth
and Morris campuses.

History Day mentors help immigrant
students succeed
U-sponsored program teaches young scholars valuable research
skills

By Lori Janies

May 1, 2006

University of Minnesota sophomore Michelle Kwan wasn't sure she
had what it takes to help Wellstone International High School
students successfully prepare research projects for a nationally
based history research competition known as History Day.

Wellstone High School is a Minneapolis school for new immigrants
ages 17-21 and Kwan says she didn't know if she would be able to
connect with the students.

"I was terrified," admits Kwan, 20, an undeclared major in the
College of Liberal Arts. "Some of the kids were going to be older
than me. There was a language barrier. It was hard to
communicate."

But Kwan herself had participated in a History Day competition while in high school, so she already
knew a thing or two about putting together a successful research project. And as the daughter of
immigrants, she felt she might be able to relate to the unique problems Wellstone High School
students faced.

"My parents emigrated from Hong Kong and came here without a college degree and had to deal
with a language barrier and stereotypes," she said. "I know it's a big struggle."

So Kwan decided to give mentoring a try. The rest, as they say, is history.

This fall, Kwan became one of 28 student History Day mentors across the University's Twin Cities,
Duluth and Morris campuses. Mentors earn a small stipend and two class credits and gain valuable
experience working with and teaching inner city youth. The College of Liberal Arts' History
Department has sponsored History Day in Minnesota since 1985.

The program is one of many outreach initiatives at the University to help improve primary- and
secondary-school immigrant communities.

As of late last week, Kwan was about 250 hours into her 100-hour commitment to mentor the
students at Wellstone. Over the course of a semester, Kwan has mentored about 20 students
regularly. She's helped them with basic skills like how to write a topic sentence and advanced skills
like how to seek out primary sources and write an annotated bibliography. She also introduced
students to the resources available at Wilson Library and the Minnesota Historical Society Library
and met with them regularly to work on their projects.

As a result of everybody's hard work, two student groups from Wellstone advanced from regional
competition to compete in State History Day, held at the University April 30.

"That's a lot more than we even projected," Kwan said. "Of course, I hoped that they would all make
it to state, but I really just wanted them to pick up the research skills."

Okash Haybe

Okash Haybe, a 19-year-old senior at Wellstone presented a multimedia
presentation titled, "Thurgood Marshall: Taking a Stand Against
Segregation," at the state competition.

Somalia-born, Kenya-raised Haybe emigrated to the U.S. from Kenya a
mere nine months ago and jumped almost immediately into History Day
preparations. He said Kwan played an important role in helping him

learn necessary research skills and in feeling good about himself.

"Where I grew up in Kenya, I never did research," he said. "Michelle told me how to write an
annotated bibliography and a process paper. She told me, 'Okash, I know you can do it. Don't give
up.'"

Haybe plans to attend Minneapolis Community and Technical College next fall where he is
interested in pursuing a career as either a family physician or a journalist.

While some of the other student mentors helped motivate their high school students to work on their
projects by offering fast food meals as a reward, Kwan reported that her students were constantly
trying to buy her food.

"I kept saying, 'But I have a budget!' They didn't feel like they needed the reward. With my students
the reward was learning how to create a project, how to do research, how to summarize what you've
learned and how teach it to someone else."

The history of History DayHistory Day is to students of history what a science fair is to students of
science. Students in grades 6-12 compete at the regional, state and national level using research
papers, documentaries, performances and tabletop exhibits all adhering to an annual theme. This
year's theme is "Taking a Stand in History." Winners selected at the April 30 State History Day event
will now advance to National History Day at the University of Maryland in June.

History Day began in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1974 as a local program. In 1980, the program expanded
nationally as a result of a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the University
of Minnesota began sponsoring the event in 1985. This year's State History Day event was co-
sponsored by the University and the Minnesota Historical Society.

"The principle reason why the two organizations cosponsor this is it provides a vehicle for them to
connect with how history is being taught in the schools, said Tim Hoogland, History Day coordinator,
affiliated professor with the University's History Department and Institutional Outreach Programs
Coordinator for the Minnesota Historical Society.

"We have students coming into undergraduate courses at the U who say they feel they were under-
prepared for what they were asked to do in college primarily because they were only given multiple
choice assessments."

Hoogland also said initiatives like the History Day mentor program help further the U's ongoing
goals to strengthen K-12 education throughout the state.

At least one public school teacher thinks the system is working.

In a letter to University President Bob Bruininks praising Michelle Kwan and the History Day mentor
program, Wellstone teacher Carol Dallman wrote:

"Our graduates tell me that working on a History Day project prepared them for college more than
any other high school work. However, I do not see how I could teach research without a university
mentor like Michelle. She worked with students in class each week, and more important, met
students at Wilson Library several times a week to guide them in their research.

"By the end of the project, students not only learned how to use the library, they knew their way
around campus and felt comfortable there. I think that these History Day students already feel a
strong connection to the University. This is so important for my students, who are the first in their
family to go to college."

Further readingU to help improve history education in St. Paul schoolsGood neighbor policy
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Microbiologist Kenneth
Vernick led a team that
discovered genes for
resistance to the malaria
parasite in mosquitoes.

Most mosquitoes give malaria the boot
A University-headed team finds that malaria control measures may
only have to target a few mosquitoes that are susceptible to the
parasite

By Deane Morrison

From M, fall 2006

For a long time, the mosquitoes that transmit malaria to humans
were thought to be passive pipelines for the malaria parasite. Sure,
most female Anopheles mosquitoes in the wild are uninfected with
the parasite, but that was thought to be just because they hadn't
encountered it. Now a study led by the University's Kenneth
Vernick shows that in fact most Anopheles mosquitoes are
resistant to infection by the parasite and that the genes for
resistance exist in a nest, or "island of resistance," on one
chromosome. The work suggests that malaria control measures
could be designed to target only the susceptible minority of the
mosquito population, avoiding ecologically riskier measures aimed
at all mosquitoes. The research is published in the April 28, 2006,
issue of Science. Every year malaria kills an estimated 1 million
people, mostly children and pregnant women, in tropical areas around the world. But its toll reaches
beyond that. "Besides the human cost, economists have found that malaria is a significant
impediment to economic development in Africa," says Vernick, a microbiology professor in the
Center for Microbial and Plant Genomics. People who get malaria may recover, but they develop
only incomplete immunity and so may be sickened repeatedly, with death a possibility each time, he
says. The malarial parasite is a single-celled organism called Plasmodium. When transmitted by the
bite of an Anopheles mosquito, it infects liver cells and then red blood cells. If an infected person is
later bitten by a second mosquito, the parasite passes into the insect's gut and then its salivary
glands, the launch pad for infection of a new human host. Because the mosquitoes need blood to
help their eggs develop, both resistant and susceptible females take the risk of a Plasmodium
infection. Infected females are weakened by the parasite, which leaves them unable to fly as
strongly or to lay as many eggs. This has exerted a strong evolutionary pressure for the mosquitoes
to become resistant to it--so much so that resistance has become the norm. "We think resistance is
the majority state," says Vernick. "Susceptibility should be attributed to specific points of failure or
loss of function in the mosquito immune system." According to the genetic analysis he and his
colleagues performed, a mosquito's susceptibility to Plasmodium is caused by mutations in the
genes for resistance. Saddled with weakened immune systems, infected mosquitoes also may have
less protection against other types of infection. One natural soil-dwelling fungus is known to kill
Anopheles mosquitoes, particularly those infected with the Plasmodium parasite. The fungus does
not infect people or other animals because it cannot grow at their body temperature. If that fungus
could be safely applied, it could possibly eliminate a huge proportion of the malaria-susceptible
mosquitoes while sparing the resistant ones. This would tip the balance away from susceptible
mosquitoes, knocking them out of the breeding population and thus reducing future numbers of
malaria carriers. Such a scenario would not require the introduction of new genes into the mosquito
population, nor would it--unlike spraying a strong, general purpose insecticide--create a powerful
evolutionary force driving the entire mosquito population to develop resistance. Whatever control
strategies are tested, there must be a way to tell whether they are cutting the numbers of potential
malaria-carrying mosquitoes. With their discovery of resistance genes, the Vernick team has opened
the door to creating an assay, or test, to distinguish resistant from susceptible mosquitoes and
perform a census of their relative numbers. "With a simple assay for resistance or susceptibility, we
can see how the frequencies [proportions of resistant and susceptible mosquitoes in a population]
change under different conditions and how they are affected by different possible control measures,"
says Vernick. He is now working to identify the exact genes that make mosquitoes either susceptible
or resistant to malaria and to determine the differences in the gene sequences that make both
versions of the gene or genes. Authors with Vernick on the Science paper include Michelle Riehle, a
postdoctoral associate at the Center for Microbial and Plant Genomics; researchers from the West
African country of Mali, where Anopheles mosquitoes were collected for study; and a group of
statistical geneticists at the Hutchinson Cancer Research Center and Princeton University.
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Marie Eller on the steps of
Walter Library, 1954.

From Dewey Decimal to digital
Marie J. Eller, 1919-2006

By Drew Swain

Brief, May 3, 2006

Marie Eller, a librarian at University Libraries, Twin Cities, for more
than 40 years and a lifelong community volunteer, died last month
at 86. Eller was well-known in the University community for her
unwavering commitment as an employee and a volunteer for
organizations including the University of Minnesota Retirees
Association.

"She was a woman who just loved to work at the U," says Linda
DeBeau-Melting, associate director with University Libraries, who
worked with Eller for five years.

Eller began her career at the University in the 1940s in Walter
Library on the east bank, working mostly in technical services and cataloging. At the time, Walter
was one of the few libraries on the Twin Cities campus.

As the library profession evolved from the 19th-century Dewey Decimal cataloging method to the
Library of Congress Classification system, Eller was always willing to take on increasingly complex
duties.

She moved to Wilson Library when it opened in 1968 and witnessed the entire west bank of the
campus grow up around her. During Eller's career on campus, University Libraries grew from 1
million to 4 million volumes, established MINITEX to become the top interlibrary lending institution in
the United States, and moved from a card catalog to the dawn of the electronic filing age. The
University's card catalogs closed in 1984, the same year Eller retired.

"Whenever something systematic needed to be done, she was always
happy to help."

But Eller showed no signs of slowing down. She turned her attention to volunteering in her
hometown of Minneapolis. With the Minnesota Visiting Nurses Agency, she helped to provide
affordable home health care and services to young and old alike. On the Southeast Como
Improvement Association board of directors, she helped oversee development, bringing
improvements in safety, recreation, and environmental protection.

Eller also volunteered for the Southeast Angle newspaper, the U's Immigration History Research
Center, and the University of Minnesota Retirees Association (UMRA), where she could socialize
with other retirees who shared her dedication to the school's future.

As an UMRA volunteer, Eller re-catalogued the entire pharmaceutical library during its move to a
new building.

"Whenever something systematic needed to be done, she was always happy to help," recalls
Marion Watson, a fellow volunteer.

Eller attended the theater and new exhibits at area museums, and she regularly played bridge with
a wide circle of friends. They say she had a hand in everything and was always open to new ideas
and people. And she was deeply committed to her family.

"I always found her fascinating," a family member wrote. "Her zest of life was very inspiring."

Eller was the daughter of Joseph and Mary Brom and is survived by daughter Linda Matlin of
Middlesex, England, and two granddaughters. Charitable contributions in her honor may be sent in
Eller's name to St. Mary's Nursing Home, 1925 Norfolk Ave. St. Paul, MN 55116.

Drew Swain is a senior in history, College of Liberal Arts, Twin Cities, and a student staff member in University
Relations. 
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Brian Barber, a University
graduate student and
ornithologist, shares his
scietific expertise with
elementary students in St.
Paul.

Scientists in the schools
U grad students and Bell Museum scientists team up to reach
youth

By Jennifer Amie

From eNews, May 4, 2006

Bell Museum ornithologist Brian Barber would be the first to admit
that the halls of St. Paul's Battle Creek Elementary School are the
only place he's treated like a rock star. "When I'm walking down the
hallway, kids will cut out of line to come over and give me a high
five," he says. Tuesdays and Wednesdays are a big deal at Battle
Creek because that's when Barber and his fellow University
graduate students--entomologist Michelle DaCosta and plant
ecologist Anne-Marie Hoskinson--spend afternoons at the school,
helping out in the science classroom; taking groups of kids
outdoors to collect plants, insects, and soil samples, and running
the after-school science club.

"This is a special time," remarks fifth-grade teacher Robert
Hatlevig. "The kids get to build relationships with real scientists,
and they're learning that science is cool." They're also learning
what it takes to become a biologist. Says a third grader named Daunte, "half of being a scientist is
knowing stuff, and the other half is being good at math, good at reading, and good at writing."

The scientists' participation in the classroom has obvious benefits for the kids--but the scientists are
actually students, too. They're part of a $1.8 million National Science Foundation grant to the Bell
Museum that makes it possible for the placement of 12 science graduate students in four Twin
Cities public schools over three years. The goal of the program is to train future scientists how to
communicate with the public about scientific research.

"I've been involved in quite a few grants," Romoser says, "and this one
is tops. This one has really affected the science education of all the
students in the building."

"Most of us are not going to teach primary education," says Barber, "but we realize that outreach is an important
component of scientific research. In general, there's a problem with the understanding of science in our society."

By watching a teacher discuss the day's weather with kindergartners or by helping third graders
examine powders under a microscope, the scientists are learning how to use everyday terms
instead of confusing jargon, how to get straight to the point, and how repetition and demonstration
facilitate learning. These tactics, says Barber, also carry over to a university classroom, where many
of the grant fellows are likely to spend their careers.

In the meantime, they're making themselves at home in classrooms with tiny chairs, fish tanks,
animal posters, and reading corners. At Battle Creek, many lessons also take place outdoors in the
prairie, woodlands, and pond of an adjacent regional park.

U graduate student Michelle DaCosta works on a field project with an
elementary school student.

On a recent Wednesday afternoon, Hoskinson and DaCosta led a group
of fifth graders outdoors to collect specimens and identify plants and
animals. The group is conducting an inventory of school grounds to
create an illustrated field guide, which they will print and share with the
school.

On a brief walk, the students spot a crow harassing a hawk and identify big bluestem, needle-and-
thread grass, white and red oak, spruce, paper birch, prickly ash, sumac, and black raspberries.
They've also seen raccoons and foxes, and plenty of deer and rabbit tracks in the snow.

The scientists' passion for wildlife is paralleled by the childrens' own enthusiasm. A shy second
grader named Mackayla has brought a moth and a butterfly to school, carefully pinned and mounted
in a picture frame. She's eager to show them to DaCosta and to discover what species they are.
The two flip excitedly through a field guide until they spot the pictures that match their specimens--a
polyphemus moth and a monarch butterfly.

Learning to use basic tools like field guides helps the children build an awareness of their
surroundings, says science teacher Mary Romoser. "Hopefully," she says, "this will lead them to
become good stewards of the earth."

Romoser and Hatlevig both stay after school on Wednesdays to supervise the science club, which
is run by the graduate students. Forty children applied for the dozen slots in the club. Last semester,
club members prepared exhibits for a science fair, where they excelled in competition--each of their
projects won an award. "You should have seen their smiles on the bus ride home," says Hatlevig.
Some of the children wore their medals for a week. This term, a new group of students is building an
exhibit for their school. It will feature a giant model of a cicada-a Styrofoam sculpture 48 times the
size of the real insect. A painted backdrop will illustrate the cicada's habitat. Every 17 years, this
species of cicada comes out of the ground to shed its skin and mate.

"How do they eat and drink for the 17 years?" asks a student.

"They feed on roots when they're underground," replies DaCosta. The children raise their hands to
share other facts they've learned about cicadas: they have a thorax, the males sing, they have four
wings, they live in different habitats, and "cicada" starts with a "c."

As the children get to work constructing cicada legs from copper tubing and stenciling veins on
Plexiglas wings, Romoser reflects on the program's success.

"I've been involved in quite a few grants," she says, "and this one is tops. This one has really
affected the science education of all the students in the building."
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In 2004, there were 85,000
grocery stores in the United
States, according to the U.S.
Department of Labor.

Grocery stores: trends and tips
By Pauline Oo

From eNews, May 5, 2006

Some people are loyal, visiting one grocery store or supermarket
for most of their household needs. Others go to a variety of places
for their groceries--a supermarket Cub one day, a co-op the next.

In the Twin Cities, consumers have never had it so good. There are
supermarket chains (for example, Lunds, Kowalski's, Cub, and
Rainbow), organic stores like Whole Foods Market, super centers
such as SuperTarget and Wal-Mart (that sell meat, shower
curtains, and car tires under the same roof), warehouse stores like
Costco and Sam's Club, neighborhood convenience stores, and
local co-ops. In 2004, there were 85,000 grocery stores in the
United States, according to the U.S. Department of Labor, and
grocery stores ranked among the largest industries, providing 2.4
million wage-and-salary jobs.

Recently, Robert King, applied economics professor at the
University of Minnesota, led a three-year study by the U's Food Industry Center to look at how
supermarkets in the Twin Cities operate and learn what they do to keep competitors at bay. King
says local grocers are having to pay more attention to factors such as location, product offerings,
and customer service to ensure success.

Dale Riley, owner of Fresh Seasons Market in Minnetonka, Minnesota, agrees. He says that to draw
customers, more and more stores are sprucing up their stores or offering more services--for
example, installing self-checkout machines and better lighting, playing with paint colors, extending
hours, and having self-service salad bars or complete meals and in-store partners, such as LeeAnn
Chin (Chinese takeout), Jamba Juice, or Starbucks. At Riley's store, his partners include a florist, a
gift-store owner, a pharmacist, and a sushi chef. All are given retail space for a percentage of sales.
"These partnerships make sure we don't stretch ourselves," says Riley. "They have expertise in
areas we don't."

Shopping tips

Produce is a critical part of a grocery store, and according to longtime grocer Dale Riley, it's a key
factor for traditional grocery stores to draw customers. Here he offers some tips on buying produce:

* For most fruit and vegetables, "you should be able to pick something out blindfolded and know it's
good."

* "Dole has created a demand for [prepackaged or bagged and mixed salads], and people want
them. They're known as value-added products because they offer the consumer convenience-we
add value to it, you pay for it. Value-added products are more profitable for everybody along the
supply chain.

* Is packaged lettuce better than fresh lettuce? "There's certainly more potential for lettuce to be
contaminated if in bulk than packaged."

* "The three [typical cuts of beef are] Prime, Choice, and Select. Someone visually chooses [what
the cuts are] in a packing facility."

* Unlike its packaged foods, a grocery store doesn't offer the nutritional value for the foods sold at
its deli because "people want them to taste good, they really don't want to know [the nutritional
value]."

* "Foods with 'sell by' dates are still edible after the date, but [for how long] depends on the food and
how quickly you get the food home."

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. households spend 13.1 percent of pretax income
on food, and 58.6 percent of that goes toward food consumed at home. In 2004, U.S. sales for food
consumed at home were estimated at $808 billion.

What are people buying? In addition to milk and cereal--longtime products in the grocery store--
consumers are filing their carts with organic produce, natural foods, and locally produced products.

"Sales of organic products are growing rapidly--there was an 18 percent growth in 2004 for U.S.
sales of $10.9 billion," says King. And "sales for natural foods or health and wellness products were
$68 billion in 2004, up 8.5 percent from 2003," adds Riley.

While Riley's store carries both organic and locally produced items, he says that in reality most
people have trouble distinguishing between what's organic and what's not.

"People are becoming more aware of [the availability of] organic meat, for example, and there is
definitely more awareness of how an animal is grown or treated, but most people can't tell if the
animal is corn fed or grass fed," says Riley.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the grocery industry, unlike many other industries, "is not highly sensitive
to changes in economic conditions. Even during periods of recession, demand for food is likely to remain relatively
stable." The bureau has also reported that women--both employed and not employed--spend more time, on average,
than men on grocery shopping and meal preparation and cleanup. About 18 percent of women grocery shop on a
given day for an average of 45 minutes, compared with 11 percent of men who averaged 39 minutes. 
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Reality meets fantasy: "Lawn
Furniture" is one of 20 juried
creations at the University of
Minnesota Landscape
Arboretum's "Secret Gardens"
exhibit, which runs June 3 to
Sept. 10.

U of M Moment

Hear Peter Moe, Arboretum
director, discuss the unique
qualities of this summer's
"Secret Gardens" exhibit,
visit University of Minnesota
Moment.

Wandering the secret gardens
By Pauline Oo

May 30, 2006

Instead of two coffee cans and a cotton string, University of
Minnesota student Laura Lyndgaard has opted for 12 funnels and
six snaking pipes, all made of copper. Her creation, dubbed
"Whispering to the Trees," is one of 20 eye-catching, curious, or
whimsical creations in the University of Minnesota Landscape
Arboretum's "Secret Gardens" exhibit.

"My hope is that people find the funnels and talk to each other,"
says Lyndgaard, who is pursuing a master's degree in landscape
architecture. "And if they come alone, they could tell a secret,
instead."

The Arboretum received more than 55 design proposals from
across the United States for "Secret Gardens," which runs June 3-
Sept. 10; and last fall, a jury of designers, artists, and critics
selected 20 for installation on the Arboretum grounds in Chaska.
Of the winning entries, only one ("giant grass+fairy rings") is by an
artist based outside of Minnesota. Entries were judged on several
criteria, including environmental friendliness and the ability to
engage and delight visitors. Inspired by the popular children's classic "The Secret Garden," the
exhibit encourages visitors to explore the private corners of our natural world and participate in
hands-on learning and internal reflection or public discussions about plants, animals, the
environment, and human creativity.

"Leaf Tunnel," for instance, teaches that no two leaves or twigs are alike. The all-weather-fabric
pillows for lounging come in different leaf shapes; the twigs that are intricately laced in domelike
fashion are of varying shades of brown and born of four types of trees at the Arboretum. "I wanted
to create a place for kids and adults to relax and also to appreciate the Arboretum--one of the best
open spaces we have because it's so well taken care of," says artist Gail Katz-James. The
Arboretum, with its 1,047 acres and more than 5,000 plant species, draws nearly a quarter-million
visitors each year. In 2000, USA Today named it among the "10 great places [in the United States]
to smell the flowers."

Another exhibit example, "What Color is Your Garden?," piques one's curiosity as the sunlight
strikes its tall, multicolored panels. Place yourself behind one of these panels and soon you'll be
musing about the colors that make up the landscape before you or wondering aloud: Are those
flowers white or are they orange? Is that blade of grass really green, or is it blue? It's all right if
you're not quite sure what color you're seeing, says landscape architect Steven Modrow.

"I wanted to create a discussion about the color in our landscapes and also encourage people to
talk about why people, bugs, or other animals are drawn to certain plants," Modrow explains. One
reason, he offers, for the abundance of floral and faunal color these days is hybridization.

The winning designers were given a $2,500 stipend to defray costs, and they were encouraged to
partner with local contractors, nurseries, and garden centers to build their "secret garden."
Lyndgaard, who came up with her version of the tin-can telephone system while working in a
cavernous studio with 26 other students, sought the help of friends and family to piece together her
garden. The group used materials secured from e-Bay and Home Depot, and after four days,
"Whispering" came to life.

"I thought it would be a very interesting way to step into the design
world," says Lyndgaard of her decision to participate in the juried
exhibition. This weekend (June 3 and 4) from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., the
Arboretum will host an opening reception featuring numerous activities
for the entire family and plenty of opportunities to meet and quiz the
"Secret Garden" designers about their inventions. The event is free
with general admission ($7 for adults, free for children under 15 and
Arboretum members).

For more information about the "Secret Gardens" exhibit and related
events, visit University of Minnesota Landscape Arboretum or call 952-443-1400.
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John (left) and Alex Falconer
of Falconer Vineyards in Red
Wing, Minnesota.

Wine facts uncorked

* Cold-hardy vines
generally have higher
salinity in their cells that
keeps them from freezing.

* One acre of grapes is
about 650 vines.

* One acre of vines
produces between three
and five tons of grapes at
about $1,200 per ton profit
(start-up costs can be
$7,000 per acre).

* Twelve pounds of grapes
equals one gallon or five
bottles of wine.

* Tannins are not a flavor,
but rather a mouth feel or
texture that add complexity
to wine.

* European winemakers
traditionally added bovine
blood, egg whites, or milk to
clarify wine during the
winemaking process, but
these are rarely used today.

* A student at the University
of Minnesota wishing to
pursue viticulture would
major in horticulture; a
student concentrating on
enology would major in food
science.

* Wine has been described
as figgy, herbal, jammy,
briary, big, explosive, toasty,
supple, forward, having an
elegant frame, and spicy
with a long savor of pie
crust.

* "You can't make good
wine from bad grapes, but
you can make bad wine
from good grapes" are
University enologist Anna
Katharine Mansfield's words
to live by.

Grape expectations
U plant breeding has transformed the Minnesota wine industry

By Sarah Barker

May 5, 2006

Until recent times, any wine grape that could survive Minnesota's
harsh climate was celebrated--cherished solely for its strength of
character. It seemed too much to ask that it also taste good. This
spring, however, the University of Minnesota's Horticultural
Research Center will release the much-anticipated Marquette, a
cold-hardy, disease-resistant grape that yields a pinot noir-like red
wine comparable to that produced in sunny California. Marquette
marks the fourth variety released in six years by the University's
grape-breeding program--a shot in the arm for the emerging
Minnesota wine industry and an unlikely boost for traditional
Minnesota agriculture.

"Our mandate was to develop more varieties of high-quality, cold-
hardy grapes," says Peter Hemstad, the grape breeder at the Horticulture Research Center (HRC).
"I think we've done that. Twenty years ago, there was one commercial winery in Minnesota. Now
there are 16 wineries, about 50 commercial vineyards, and more than a hundred small hobby
vineyards. Well over half of those grapes are varieties developed here at the HRC."

One of those commercial vineyards is Winterhaven Vineyard and Nursery in Janesville, Minnesota,
owned by Ray Winter. He grows some of the University's new varieties and is licensed to propagate
vines the U releases. Eighty to 90 percent of Winterhaven Nursery's stock is University-developed
grapes.

As a farmer who also grows 650 acres of corn and soybeans, Winter sees grapes as good
business-an in-demand, high-value crop that diversifies his crop portfolio. "I make between $4,000
and $5,000 [net profit] per acre of grapes. When I have 10 to 12 acres of fully producing grapes, I'll
make as much from them as I do from the 650 acres of corn and beans," he says. "Of course," he
adds, "you can't grow grapes from a tractor." Much of the work, pruning and harvesting, must be
done by hand. To be a licensed winery in Minnesota, at least 51 percent of the juice must come from
Minnesota-grown grapes. "Now several of my neighbors are growing grapes. The wineries can't get
enough. I think it will be a long time before there are too many grapes in Minnesota," Winter says.

Viticulture in Minnesota

Viticulture is the cultivating of vines that leads to wine making. The activity is alive at the University
of Minnesota. To learn more, read "Seeking a cup of the cold-hardy.

For a list of Minnesota wineries, most of which open to the public this month, visit the Minnesota
Grape Growers Association.

Evidence connects wine and other alcoholic beverages to good health; to learn more, read "To your
health!"

Tour the U's experimental vineyard and learn firsthand how the U develops cold-hardy grapes when
you register for Wine Made in Minnesota, a Curiosity Camp sponsored by the College of Continuing
Education.

Although Minnesota is not strongly reminiscent of Napa Valley, grapes are native to Minnesota and
grow wild as far north as Manitoba. "Horticultural records show that the area around Minnetonka
was filled with vineyards in 1885," says John Marshall, secretary of the Minnesota Grape Growers
Association (MGGA). The University has had a grape-breeding program since 1907, but the advent
of the railroad, which brought grapes and wine from California, followed by the temperance
movement, effectively crushed the Minnesota wine industry.

In 1944, the problem of developing cold-hardy grapes was approached by a Wisconsin dairy farmer.
Considered by many to be the father of grape growing in Minnesota, Elmer Swenson worked for 50
years developing varieties still grown today in Minnesota and other northern states. "He didn't have
a degree but he really knew his stuff," Hemstad says. Swenson did much of the time-consuming
cross breeding on his farm. In 1969, he approached the University of Minnesota, showed them what
he had developed, and was offered a job as a gardener at the Horticultural Research Center.
Swenson and the University jointly released Edelweiss and Swenson Red in 1978. Swenson
released La Crosse and St. Croix varieties in the early 1980s.

In 1973, attorney and gentleman farmer David A. Bailly (J.D. '56) planted French hybrids near
Hastings, Minnesota, and started Alexis Bailly Vineyard. These grapes were not cold-hardy and had
to be planted at an angle, then tipped and buried in a straw-covered trench over the winter. "To say
it was labor-intensive is not a strong-enough term," says Marshall. Despite the pampering, vines do
not appreciate being buried and many die. But even more die if they aren't buried. French hybrids,
such as Marechal Foche, are still grown in Minnesota but they are rapidly becoming obsolete,
replaced by hardy University of Minnesota varieties.

Even though Bailly's was the only commercial winery in Minnesota for more than a decade, interest
in growing grapes and regional wineries increased in the 1980s due to a blend of reasons, including
poor crop prices, an entrepreneurial streak, stubbornness or determination ("who says I can't grow
grapes?"), and the romance of dew-jeweled clusters hanging heavy in the sun. In 1984, the MGGA
asked the Minnesota State Legislature for $125,000 per year for a viticulture (grape-breeding) and
enology program at the University to develop grapes as a new high-value crop for small farms. The
growers argued that grapes would improve traditional farmers' income potential, diversify crops, and
augment the state's tourism industry.

The following year, Hemstad joined Jim Luby (Ph.D. '82), a horticulture professor who is responsible
for all fruit breeding at the University, as the HRC's grape breeder. Among the challenges Hemstad
faced was developing cold-hardy (meaning the vines could survive winters without being buried),
disease-resistant grapes that ripened quickly, had an orderly growth pattern, and contained the right
chemical balance of sugars, tannins, and acid to produce a mainstream, commercially acceptable
wine-and on a shoestring budget at one of the most northerly latitudes of any wine-producing region
in the world. He got right on it.

The HRC's 11-acre vineyard near the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum west of Chanhassen is the
setting for the vinous version of "Survivor." "Every year we plant out about 3,000 seedling crosses,"
Hemstad says. "We don't spray them, we don't cover them. The few that survive the rigorous
selection process are probably cold-hardy and disease-resistant."

Less than 1 percent of the seedlings are selected for further testing. A few selections are given to
experimental growers around the state and other research stations around the nation to further test
the vines' mettle in various environments. In the fourth and fifth year, fruit from selections are made
into wine that is evaluated by a panel of growers and wine experts. In all, it takes about 15 years to
produce a named variety: the ultimate survivor.

"About one of every 10,000 seedlings has all the qualities necessary to become a named variety,"
Hemstad says. The University has released four varieties: Frontenac, Frontenac gris, La Crescent,
and now Marquette.

To speed up the snail's pace of vine production, most commercial
nurseries pay a horticultural lab to culture the plant material. Hemstad
says one grape bud can produce a million vines in one year via tissue
culture, though there is always some attrition. The University provides
plants to about a dozen nurseries in Minnesota and other northern
states. (According to the U's Office of Patents and Technology
Marketing, in 2005 the University received about $35,000 in licensing
fees from Frontenac, Frontenac gris, and La Crescent-a substantial
increase over the three previous years. The U sold about 80,000
Frontenac vines in 2005.)

John Falconer, owner of Falconer Vineyards in Red Wing, is bullish on
Minnesota grapes-and Marquette in particular. He first became
licensed as a nursery and later as a winery, selling, growing, and
producing wine from University-developed grapes. "In the nursery, I
could have sold three times as much Marquette as I had, the demand
was so great."

Untroubled by his five landlocked acres, Falconer has three other
growers producing grapes for his winery. "Diversification of location
makes sense," he says. "If your entire crop is in one place that gets hit
by hail or other bad weather, you're in trouble. If it's spread around,
you'll always have a good crop." Even though his wine was only
available at the winery and in Red Wing, he sold out his inventory in
2005 and registered a 75 percent increase in revenue over the
previous year. Ever the entrepreneur, Falconer is building on the
romance of wine and his picturesque location by offering the winery as
a venue for weddings and picnics and selling Red Wing stoneware as
well.

In contrast, Nan Bailly has no romantic notions about running a
vineyard. Head grower and winemaker at Alexis Bailly Vineyard, the
oldest operating vineyard and winery in Minnesota, Nan Bailly has a
unique, seasoned perspective on the business. She is one of the
HRC's wine experts and grows experimental selections before they're
released to other growers. University varieties make up more than half
of her vineyard, but she's thirsty for even more varieties, with less
extreme flavors. "Frontenac is very tricky to work with and is, frankly, a
niche wine," she says of the popular grape. "Even Marquette is a
specialty wine. I just want a good, simple workhorse wine," she
explains.
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Sarah Hampton is one of a
growing number of University
of Minnesota students who
have been awarded nationally
prominent scholarships in
recent years.

Did you know?

* 2006 is the second
consecutive year that four
University of Minnesota-
Twin Cities students have
won the Goldwater
Scholarship, which
recognizes students who
pursue careers in science,
mathematics, or
engineering. Since the
scholarship program began
in the late 1980s, 37 U
students have been named
Goldwater Scholars.

* Marshall winners can
study at any university in
Britain, and a Truman prize
provides for three years of
study at any American
university.

* The Rhodes Scholarship
is the oldest international
fellowship. It was initiated
after the death of Cecil
Rhodes in 1902 to bring
students from around the
world to the University of
Oxford.

* The German Academic
Exchange Service supports
more than 70,000 people
each year, making it the
largest international
exchange organization in
the world.

Quality students, national awards
U students are winning major scholarships, bringing prestige to
Minnesota

By Pauline Oo

May 5, 2006

Sarah Hampton hopes to develop a better method to help
anthropologists identify seemingly unidentifiable fossils. Knowing
what these remnants are and if they belong together, says the
University of Minnesota junior, is a key to more accurately recreate
ancient habitats to better understand those who came before us.

Hampton made University history last month by being the first U
student to win the prestigious Beinecke Scholarship. Out of the 20
nationwide recipients this year, she is one of five completing an
undergraduate degree at a public institution. As a Beinecke
Scholar, Hampton will receive $2,000 immediately before entering
graduate school and an additional $30,000 while attending.

Hampton, an honor student in anthropology, is one of a growing
number of University of Minnesota students who have been awarded nationally prominent
scholarships in recent years. Since 2000, students from the Twin Cities campus have won 22
Goldwater scholarships, seven Harry S. Truman scholarships, six Fulbright grants (the 2006
winners will be released this month; the U has seven students in the running), four Rhodes
scholarships, one Marshall scholarship (the British equivalent of the Rhodes), two Henry Luce
scholarships, as well as a host of other national scholarships. Nearly all of these students have
participated in honors programs.

"Our recent record has been excellent," says Sally Lieberman, a scholarship adviser who works in
the Twin Cities campus College of Liberal Arts (CLA) honors office. "I recently compiled some
informal statistics about the four scholarships that, I believe, are most closely watched--the Rhodes,
Marshall, Truman, and Goldwater. These statistics certainly show that the U is one of the leading
public universities in the country for producing national scholarship winners."

In fact, Lieberman's findings, which are based on a survey of 2000 to 2006 winner lists from the
scholarship sponsors' Web sites (in the case of the Goldwater, the lists go back only to 2003), show
that, out of all U.S. public universities, the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities has the most winners-
-a total of 25.

Twin Cities campus 2006 national scholars

Beinecke: Sarah Hampton, junior in anthropology

Goldwater: Elizabeth Barnes, junior in physics; Eman Haidari, junior in chemistry and genetics, cell
biology, and development; Akash Kumar, junior in chemical engineering and biochemistry; and
Kimberly VanderWaal, junior in ecology, evolution, and behavior.

Luce: Joseph Walla, senior in political science

Rhodes Diana Fu, senior in global studies and political science

Truman: Rebecca Mitchell, junior in biology, society, and environment; Joseph Walla

In 2000, the National Association of Fellowship Advisors (NAFA) reported that prestigious
scholarships were one of the fastest growing areas in all of higher education and one of the most
important from the general public's point of view. More than 180 colleges and universities across the
country, including the University of Minnesota, are NAFA members. Fulbright applications are one
example.

"At the national level, the number of Fulbright applications has just sky rocketed," says Allison
Skoberg, associate director of the U's Graduate School Fellowship Office. "I think last year alone the
Fulbright program--which gives U.S. students the opportunity to study, conduct research, or teach
overseas--received 6,000 applications [for about 1,200 available grants]"

One of the reasons national scholarships like the Fulbright have risen substantially in more recent
years is the push throughout the U.S. for students to study abroad, says Skoberg. These days, it's
not uncommon--compared to 10 years ago--for students to complete a component of their work in a
different country.

Last year, 50 percent of the student body on the Morris campus studied abroad by the time they
graduated. On the Twin Cities campus, 1,674 students studied abroad, up 770 in 1999. At 2004
graduation, approximately 22 percent of graduates had studied abroad.

The University has had an institutional pattern of nominating students for scholarships prized by the
very best of students in the United States since the 1970s (the U had its first Rhodes scholar in
1977), and like many of its peers, the U is in the trend of having a designated adviser to help select
and guide candidates for major scholarships. At the U, nominees for national scholarships are in
most cases selected by committees of University of Minnesota faculty. Both the Graduate School
Fellowship Office and CLA Honors administer the nomination processes and work with the
candidates. Skoberg administers the Luce Scholarship, Fulbright Scholarship Program, and German
Academic Exchange Service or DAAD program, as it's known by its German acronym; Lieberman
handles applications for more than two dozen scholarships for the U, including about a dozen that
require an institutional nomination process, such as the Rhodes, Marshall, Truman, Goldwater, and
Beinecke.

While requirements vary with each scholarship, all the scholarships
share the necessity of advanced preparation. Students must not only
have outstanding grades and academic letters of recommendations to
be a serious competitor, but they should have the ability to articulate
their future academic direction or career aspirations. The Rhodes, for
example, requires a 600-word essay and one lengthy interview by
committees composed almost entirely of former winners--who are now
attorneys, CEOs, judges, bank presidents, and government officials,
with the odd academic or two thrown in. The Truman application
demands an 800-word public-policy proposal, as well as an extensive
record of public and community service.

"It's a credit to the student to complete the application process, much
less have it be successful," says Skoberg. Participation in a major
scholarship application process is an important academic opportunity
for its own sake, she adds. Students who do not receive the
University's nomination are able to recycle their applications into
successful graduate school and professional school applications.

For Joseph Walla, the advanced preparation paid off. The senior in
political science landed both the Truman and Luce scholarships earlier
this year. Walla is going to Asia in September for an all-expense-paid
10-month professional internship with the Luce award, and upon his
return, will pursue a graduate degree in public policy with the $30,000
Truman Scholarship.

U student Joseph Walla has snagged both
a Truman and Luce Scholarship this year.

Walla is the second U student to land a
prestigious double. David Simon, who
graduated from the U in 2003, won the
Truman in 2002 and the Rhodes just
before graduating.

"I'm extraordinarily appreciative [of these scholarships]," said Walla, in
a recent interview with the student newspaper, The Minnesota Daily. "There are so many
opportunities and so many support mechanisms [at the University]. If you look, [they're] right there."
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Lake Pepin in southeastern
Minnesota is home to bluffs,
eagles, and scenic byways.

Minnesota tourism facts

* In Minnesota, 39% of
tourism is in the Twin Cities
area, 25% in the north
central and west, 19% in
the southern part of the
state, and 17% in the
northeast.

* More than $600 million is
generated in state sales tax
through tourism.

* The annual number of
travelers in Minnesota--28.6
million--is nearly five times
the state's population.

* Minnesota has half the
number of resorts now as it
did 10 years ago. As homes
replace resorts, access to
lakes and forests for other
Minnesotans and
vacationers will change.

Tourism heats up
U Tourism Center hosts a conference on sustainable tourism

By Gayla Marty

May 5, 2006

Tourism is like fire. Out of control, it can burn your house down. If
you harness it, it can heat your home and cook your food forever.

That's the message that Costas Christ brought to a conference on
sustainable tourism at the University of Minnesota April 20. Christ
(pronounced "crist") leads the chamber of commerce in Bar
Harbor, Maine, and is a world tourism expert whose experience
includes a column for National Geographic.

Maine has experienced an increase in cruise ship stops from 39 to
87 per year since 1998. The European Union has identified
sustainable tourism as a way to address poverty in its member
nations. Brazil is several years into a sustainable tourism effort that identifies children as its most
important heritage asset.

These are just a few indicators of how fast tourism is growing worldwide. Tourism is now the top
source of foreign exchange. And nature-based tourism is the fastest growing kind of tourism.

"We have the chance to set the course for the next 50 years."

In Minnesota, tourism is a $10 billion industry, and tourism and agriculture are now about equal
slices in the state's economic pie. Tourism and agriculture also both depend on natural resources.
It's no coincidence that the new Minnesota quarter shows a fishing boat on a wooded lake.

"Minnesota is and continues to be a strong brand in tourism," Christ told the crowd, citing the state's
relatively clean environment. "If ever there was a time for sustainable tourism in Minnesota, it is
now."

A seat at the local cafe

Christ and other presenters talked about the "triple bottom line" of sustainable tourism--tourism that measures
success not only in terms of financial benefits but the strength of the social fabric in local communities and a healthy
environment. Economic development through tourism must be sustainable, they said, and it won't be sustainable
unless it's economically viable.

Dollars are the normal framework for talking about and promoting tourism. But if local people's
needs aren't addressed, tourism in that town isn't sustainable.

For example, to a vacationer, Minnesota tourism may mean a week or
two at a cabin up north, a little fishing, and a seat at the local cafe,
said Ingrid Schneider, director of the U's Tourism Center. But to a local
resident, tourism is a whole season, when somebody else is sitting in
your seat at the local cafe, the lake is crowded, and "home" is filled
with strangers. Tourism brings job growth and opportunities for
advancement, though jobs may be low-paying or come with high burn-
out rates. And tourism may keep that local cafe open for years to
come. Communities are beginning to engage their citizens and plan
more carefully for tourism.

The environment also has to be taken into account. Any economic
development that's "here today, gone tomorrow" is not really
development, presenters agreed.

"If we don't save natural resources, we won't have a $10 billion
industry for long," said John Edman, director of Explore Minnesota,
the state tourism office.

The importance of tourism in Minnesota--and the desire to sustain it in
the three spheres of economics, the environment, and culture--led to
the creation of the Tourism Center at the University of Minnesota in
1987. The state recognized the need for independent research in
many areas, from climate change and forestry to business and work
force development.

University experts from all those areas spoke on panels at the conference, illustrating the
interdisciplinary opportunities at the U related to tourism.

Lake of the Woods is the northernmost point in the lower 48 states.
Photo copyright Explore Minnesota Tourism.

Break-out sessions featured representatives from Aspen Skiing
Company, the hospitality industry, the Wisconsin Environmental
Initiative, Brazil's national efforts in sustainable tourism, the Department
of Natural Resources, and more.

The owner of the Angry Trout Cafe in Grand Marais and the director of
Minnesota's Renewing the Countryside project talked about the Green Routes project, which is
designed to help travelers find places to buy locally-grown food, locally-produced art, places to stay,
and other businesses unique to their communities and to Minnesota. At a resource fair, they got to
show their wares.

About 160 people attended the conference from across Minnesota and all its neighboring states.
Schneider says it was a great conversation starter.

"We found some interesting and forward-thinking business leaders and communities within the
region that we can emulate," she says, "people interested in progress as well as sustaining our most
important attributes as a destination. We have the chance now to set the course for the next 50
years."
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University sociology professor
Phyllis Moen.

Podcast available

Past conversations, from as
far back as May 7, 2002,
are available at the Great
Conversations Web site.
Topics include water quality,
9/11, human rights, germs,
and Black intellectual
history.

Great Conversations explores the changing
face of retirement

May 9, 2006

In the boom years following the end of World War II, increasing
numbers of Americans began retiring. Cut off from work and much
of society, these retirees assumed "roleless roles" with nothing
really expected of them. People passed into retirement around age
65, with death often occurring soon after. In the 1950s, a
transformation began, shifting the ideal of retirement into that of an
"endless vacation."

On Tuesday, May 16, Twin Cities audiences will have the
opportunity to join two innovative thinkers as they look through new
lenses at the social forces reshaping retirement. The Great
Conversations' season finale features the U's Phyllis Moen,
professor and McKnight Presidential Chair in the University's
sociology department, and Marc Freedman, founder and president
of Civic Ventures, a national nonprofit organization that works to expand the contributions of older
Americans to society. "Social Forces Reshaping Retirement" will take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Ted
Mann Concert Hall on the West Bank.

"Retirement became part of the lock-step career mystique," says Moen. "People went from
preparation (education) to continuous full-time employment throughout adulthood, to the 'golden
years' of continuous leisure."

Marc Freedman

This lock-step ideal, Moen reminds us, was possible only for white-collar
and unionized blue-collar men; it was never a reality for women,
minorities, immigrants, those with little education, or those with
disabilities--people who moved in and out of the workforce often in jobs
without retirement benefits. Nonetheless, the golden years idea became
part of the culture, taken for granted. Yet, these years were often
isolating and empty as no one really knew how to best occupy that time.

Since then, medical advances and lifestyle changes continue to increase longevity, and retirees now
can expect another 10, 20, 30, or more years of good health after they retire from their career jobs.
"Older workers confronting retirement are better educated, healthier, and more energetic than ever
in history," says Moen. "What has not changed is the fact that retirement largely remains a passage
to the sidelines of society. Americans still view older people as dependent and requiring care.
However, most older people are, and want to be, independent, but find it hard to fit in to our youth-
oriented society."

Now emerging is what Moen calls "converging divergences" as men and women of all ages and
stages are experiencing lives that are definitely not lock step. Moreover, Moen says, couples now
have to coordinate two retirements and must customize their plans on a moving platform of
technological, economic, and organizational changes. "People know they will not experience their
father's retirement, but life after the career job, or the patchwork of jobs throughout adulthood, is
fraught with ambiguity. Many people today feel ambivalent about when to retire and what to do with
the second half of their lives."

Although many retirees want both leisure and the opportunity to make
a contribution, they find they have no roadmap. "There is a lot of
financial planning and less of the kinds of creative lifestyle and life
planning I'd like to see," explains Moen. "It shouldn't be age-graded.
Life planning should go on at all ages and stages. It could be
something offered by employers, libraries, and universities. Institutions
of higher education could make a real contribution by facilitating these
'second acts' of life."

True, there is increasing recognition that retirement is not the final
stage of life, but rather, an interlude between stages and a time for
people to take a breath before moving on to the next chapter of their lives. However, there is still
much question around what, exactly, the purpose should be during this time, Freedman says. What
is becoming apparent, he adds, is that a large majority of older adults will continue to work in some
fashion during their retirement years. Part of this is out of financial need; as people live longer, fewer
can afford to "live well" that long on a fixed income. But it's not just about extending work years for
financial reasons, but doing so with the goal of adding meaning to these years.

Still, Moen cautions, there is a wide divergence in goals but limited real possibilities for new careers,
returning to school, taking on volunteer work, or starting a small business.

"As a society, we have no institutions or organizational arrangements that foster second acts or take
advantage of this experienced, energetic, and growing segment of the population. Baby boomers
are more technologically advanced than current retirees. The challenge is getting companies to see
that they should invest in and hire older workers."

Tickets to "Social Forces Reshaping Retirement" are $28.50 ($23.50 for U faculty, staff, students,
and alumni association members); to order call the U of M Ticket Office at 612-624-2345.

Edited from cce Times, spring 2006, a publication by the College of Continuing Education.
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Five of eight new P&A
senators, left to right: Jim
Hildebrand, Colleen O'Neill,
Wendy Friedmeyer, Barbara
Jensen, and Erin George.

CAPA prepares for a year of change
By David Bernstein

Brief, May 10, 2006

With the University of Minnesota's continuing process of self-
transformation as a backdrop, the Council of Academic
Professionals and Administrators (CAPA) recently went through a
transition of its own, albeit a much more modest one. At its April 21
meeting, CAPA members elected next year's executive committee
and eight University senators. Election results are in the box, left.

2006-07 CAPA officers and P&A senators

Chair
Jaki Cottingham-Zierdt

Vice chair
Stacy Doepner-Hove

Committee Chairs
Benefits and Compensation
Frank Douma

Communications
John Borchert

Professional Development and Recognition
Pam Stenhjem

Representation and Governance
David Bernstein

P&A senators
Lynn Burbank
Wendy Friedmeyer
Erin George
Jim Hildebrand
Barbara Jensen
Mary Laeger-Hagemeister
Colleen O'Neill
Jill Trites

These elections, while certainly less dramatic in scope than strategic positioning, nonetheless have
an important connection to that process. For, as the process moves from the broad strokes painted
by this year's task forces to the specific policies, practices, and programs needed to realize the
overall vision, the recently-elected CAPA leadership is already thinking about proactive ways to
insure that academic professional and administrative (P&A) employees participate in the next steps
in the University's transformational journey.

CAPA and strategic positioning:

next year's challenge

One of the biggest challenges the 2006-07 CAPA officers and representatives face will be to involve P&As in the nuts
and bolts of implementing the ideas produced by the strategic positioning process. Since P&As perform such a wide
variety of functions all across the University, it is arguably the case that P&As will be the employee group most
widely affected by the coming changes, as well as the group that can potentially contribute most broadly to remaking
the institution. The University of Minnesota has more than 4,000 P&As, who teach and advise students, conduct
research, direct programs, manage budgets, administer departments, and reach out to citizens all over Minnesota.
So P&As will play a central role in implementing many of the task forces' strategic recommendations, especially
those that address the need to strengthen teaching and research infrastructure; to recruit, retain, and advise a
diverse group of students; to increase the University's commitment to public engagement and public service; and to
provide an excellent, responsive support structure for all members of the University community.

It is clear that P&As as a group will be very strongly affected by many of the proposed changes.
And, as the University-wide governance body representing P&As, CAPA has thus made it a priority
to advocate for a significant P&A voice--and strong P&A participation--in the implementation phase
of transforming the University.

With so much happening, the newly-elected CAPA officers and senators expect next year to be a
challenging one, focused on change. To help us make this change a positive one for P&As, we
invite you to share your thoughts with us about how we might best participate in the ongoing
strategic positioning process. Or to find out more about CAPA. Or simply to learn how to contact
your CAPA representative.

Please visit our Web site at http://www.capa.umn.edu.

David Bernstein is the development coordinator and a teaching specialist for the Department of Theatre Arts and
Dance, Twin Cities campus. He serves as one of two CLA representatives to CAPA, as a University senator and as
chair of CAPA's Representation and Governance Committee. 
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U employee and Curiosity
Camp alum Cathy Schaefer

More camps for adults

Here's a partial list of
University-related summer
camps for adults. If you
know of another U-
sponsored camp or camp at
a U location, please send
the name of the camp, a
sentence-long description,
and camp contact
information to
ooxxx003@umn.edu.

Split Rock Arts Program
June 18-August 14
More than 45 summer
workshops in creative
writing, visual art, design,
and enhancing creativity at
the Cloquet Forestry Center
and in the Twin Cities. You
can choose from Split Rock
Shorts (June 18-21) or
weeklong courses. For
more information, see Split
Rock Arts. Sponsored by
the College of Continuing
Education.

Summer Public Health
Institute
May 22-June 9
Courses include American
Indian/Alaska Native health
issues, avian flu, food
safety and security,
ergonomics, health
leadership, wastewater
treatment, and public health
law. Participants can also
register for field trips and a
Health Care Reform
Symposium. To learn more,
see 2006 Public Health
Institute or call 612-625-
4515. Sponsored by the
School of Public Health.

Catalyst Summer Institute
June 19-30
A weeklong program for K-
12 science teachers to work
directly with scientists and
develop new or practical
teaching strategies in
science. To learn more, see
Catalyst program.
Sponsored by the College
of Biological Sciences.

Plant science
investigation
July 24-August 4
A two-week workshop for
elementary teachers, with
three follow-up meetings in
the academic year, focuses
on various aspects of the
biology of plants, including
photosynthesis and
reproduction at the
Minnesota Landscape
Arboretum and the Twin
Cities campus in St. Paul.
To learn more, see Plant
science workshop.
Sponsored by the College
of Biological Sciences.

Center for School Change
summer learning
June 27-August 9
Four courses are offered on
the Twin Cities campus in
Minneapolis. Topics include
school and community
partnerships and educating
kids from poverty. To learn
more see CSC summer
learning. Sponsored by the
Center for School at the
Humphrey Institute of
Public Affairs.

CARLA Summer Institute
June 26-August 4
Participants have included
foreign language and
second-language teachers
from around the world.
Course topics include study
abroad, content-based
language instruction, and
the challenges of
immersion. To learn more,
visit CARLA. Sponsored by
CARLA or the Center for
Advanced Research on
Language Acquisition.

Why should kids have all the fun?
U offers summer camp-like activities for adults

May 9, 2006

"I don't have time." "I can't get away." "I can only take a day or
two." Sound familiar?

If it does, you're not alone. Workplace studies show that more and
more people are taking less and less vacation time each year. In
fact, according to research done by a Harris Interactive study,
Americans let more than 415 million vacation days go unused in
2004. Given a five-day workweek, that's nearly 1.6 million years of
free time! So many people want to take time for themselves...but
just can't seem to find the time. Curiosity Camp offers the
opportunity for busy adults to nurture new interests, rediscover
learning, and have some fun in a time frame that fits their
schedule. So go ahead, take that vacation day. As camp attendees
can attest, it may be the best thing you do for yourself all summer!
Cathy Schaefer is just one of Curiosity Camp's enthusiastic alums. As an employee in the U's Office
of Human Resources and someone who had taken a few credit classes on her own, Schaefer
thought she was familiar with all the U had to offer...until she attended a Curiosity Camp.

"I was at a lecture over at the Bell Museum, and they were doing a
presentation on summer camp," Schaefer says, "and it got me
thinking--'Hey, it'd be great to have a summer camp for adults! Why
should kids have all the fun?'" She went looking and found that there
was, in fact, a "summer camp for adults"--right at the U.

"I was really into gardening, and my niece has a landscaping business
and was looking to broaden her horizons," says Schaefer. "So we
signed up for University professor Deb Brown's 'Gardening with a
Guru' Curiosity Camp. "It was perfect for me--it was fun to be in a
group of adult learners who have parallel interests. Plus, it's such a
unique opportunity to be able to ask questions and learn from
someone with that level of expertise. Having instructors who are
'names you know' is a big perk." The unique format of Curiosity Camp
also interested Schaefer.

"This type of learning appeals to adults, I think, because it's a snap-
shot," she says. "These classes are a great way for the U to reach
people who wouldn't or couldn't jump right in to a full-length course.
The concentrated format was especially nice for me, since I work full-
time." And what summer vacation would be complete without a
souvenir or two? Even better than a postcard or a trinket, what
Schaefer took away from her experience at Curiosity Camp was a new
passion. Inspired by one of the contributing instructors (Jeannie
Larson, a faculty member at the U's Center for Spirituality and
Healing), she has since gone on to receive her Certificate in
Therapeutic Horticulture. "Sometimes I say it must have been divine
intervention that I ended up on this path. I definitely learned more
about myself and what the U has to offer. The experience really
triggered something for me!"

2006 Curiosity Camp

These unique, interdisciplinary summer camps help adults rediscover
how much fun learning can be. Take a day for yourself and join
University and community experts who help you to see an intriguing
topic in a new light.

June 1: Come One, Come All to Judyland
June 8: Minnesota's Deciduous Treasure: The Big Woods
June 12: The Way of Cheese
June 14: Metropolitan Portraits: Rebirth of the Riverfront
June 19: Behind the Scenes at the Bell Museum of Natural History
June 24: Here Comes the Sun: Renewable Energy for Your Home
June 26: More Than Elementary: Our Fascination with Sherlock
Holmes
June 28: Flintknapping: Hands-on Archaeology
July 8: A Geology Tour of the Twin Cities
July 10: Stop and Smell the Roses: Creating a Happier Life
July 12: The Tall Grass Prairie
July 13: Women's Health: What's New, What Works
July 17: On the Street Where You Live: Housing and the Social
Environment
July 19: Inside the Raptor Center: Helping Hawks and Owls
July 27: Behind the Scenes at the Weisman Art Museum
July 31: Behind the Scenes at the Goldstein Museum of Design
August 1: If These Halls Could Talk: The Story of Campus
Architecture
August 7: Wine Made in Minnesota
August 8: Books That Changed My World
August 15: Stardust, the U, and the Universe
August 16: Between the Lines: Publishing in Minnesota

For complete information, visit www.cce.umn.edu/curiosity, or call 612-
624-4000.
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The 2006 Tate Award winners,
(left to right) Kitty Jones, Alon
McCormick, Rob Silberman,
and Ted Fitch, with Vice
Provost Craig Swan.

U advisers celebrate Tate Award winners
By Gayla Marty

Brief, May 10, 2006

Combine all the choices at public universities with the ups and
downs of student life, and it's no mystery why advising is critical to
students'--and universities'--success. That's one of the reasons the
University of Minnesota created the John Tate Awards for
Excellence in Undergraduate Advising in 1986 to honors its best
advisers U-wide.

This year's four winners include two faculty and two professional
staff members in fields from art to chemical engineering. Altogether
they tote decades of advising experience. Students love them, and
they love students.

"Every time I leave an appointment, I feel like I'm heading in the
right direction, with both feet on the ground and my head on my
shoulders," a student wrote about one of the winners. Another was
nominated by more than 100 undergraduates who signed a
petition.

Ted Fitch, Kitty Jones, Alon McCormick, and Robert Silberman received their awards at a luncheon
and ceremony April 28 at the Twin Cities campus. More than 130 advisers and well-wishers
attended the event at the Radisson University Hotel sponsored by the Office of the Senior Vice
President for Academic Affairs and Provost.

Winners have come from every U campus, but this year all work in the Twin Cities. Craig Swan, vice
provost for undergraduate education, introduced and congratulated each one.

Fitch is a senior academic adviser for the arts student community in the College of Liberal Arts
(CLA). He's served on a host of committees and has become CLA's expert on disabilities and how
disability affects student success. One group he served was the Committee for Disability-Related
Appeals of the Second Language Requirement. "He has taken time to educate himself," said
disability specialist Sheila Fox, "even borrowing books from Disability Services and making sure he
understands the issues students with disabilities face in an academic environment."
Jones is the assistant director for student services in General College (GC). She's widely respected
for her technology expertise on projects from Portfolio and the Grad Planner to the GC student
database--"a rare intersection [of] techie wonk and human development expert," said a colleague.
Jones has also played a leadership role in ensuring the success of GC's transition to a department
within the College of Education and Human Development, with seamless service to students during
the transition.
McCormick is a professor and director of undergraduate studies in the Department of Chemical
Engineering and Materials Science. He's made changes to dramatically improve undergraduate
advising in his department, navigated curriculum reform and accreditation, and won teaching
awards in the Institute of Technology. "When he talks about his students, it is clear he knows their
stories and dreams," a colleague said. He's the winner who was nominated by students. One
student called him "one of the most pivotal figures in my life."
Silberman is an associate professor of art history, but more specifically, he served as director of film
studies from 1985 to 2001. In that role, and with close ties to the film community, he advised all the
film studies students on the Twin Cities campus, who had more than 100 majors and dozens of
minors. "Screenwriting is such a difficult career to navigate," wrote a former student who's now a
Hollywood screenwriter. "There are no clearly defined paths for a screenwriter to take....I'll never
forget how generous he was with his time and energy."

But first, time to meet and learn

The celebration culminated a morning of networking and professional development.

"This was a gathering of people very concerned with the interests of students," said Robin Matross
Helms, coordinator for faculty awards. "They were enthusiastic about being together--they are a
busy group!"

In other words, when advisers manage to tear themselves away from their offices, they do more
than eat lunch and celebrate. First they spent three hours devoted to professional development on
the theme "Advising in Times of Change," a reference to the University's strategic positioning
process now entering its second year.

Sessions dealt with topics from an advising model (Content-Skills-Context) to a model for
weathering transitions--personal and professional. One session, "Student Choice: When More
Becomes Overwhelming," looked at ways to work with students who insist on having options but
can then be paralyzed with indecision or by trying too much.

This was the fourth conference held in conjunction with the Tate Awards. The idea for an annual
advising conference was developed by the University's Academic Advising Network (AAN), a 20-
year-old organization open to anyone at the U who's interested in advising issues. Current AAN
membership includes about 380 people across all campuses.

Sessions were determined through a call for proposals. This was the first year a theme was named
up front, says AAN cochair Jodi Malmberg, who's the director of advising for the Learning Abroad
Center. Support for the event came from the National Academic Advising Association.
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Alumni raise a toast at the
centennnial gala Saturday
night.

College of Education and Human
Development celebrates centennial
By Peggy Rader

Brief, May 10, 2006

McNamara Alumni Center's Great Hall became a ballroom
Saturday night when the College of Education and Human
Development threw a festive party in honor of its centennial year.

More than 400 illustrious alumni and friends from around the
country and the world were on hand to celebrate in black tie and
glittering gowns.

One hundred of those alumni were honored, including Susan
Hagstrum, an educational consultant with the Bridgewater Group
before taking on the role of University of Minnesota First Lady;
University regent David R. Metzen; former Crookston campus
provost and regent Stan Sahlstrom; internationally known futurist
Joel Barker; local policy leaders Mitch Pearlstein and Matthew Stark; teachers' union leader Louise
Sundin; Charles Turnbull, governor of the Virgin Islands; deans and professors of colleges of
education around the world; leading Minnesota teachers and educators; entrepreneurs from all
areas of the business world; and leaders in parks and recreation around the United States.

Dean Steven Yussen, who received a Ph.D. in child development from the college, was honored
with a surprise award of 101st Distinguished Alumnus.

Another highlight of the evening was a program including comments from alumni, students,
professors, and President Robert Bruininks. The program concluded with a look to the future as the
college becomes the new College of Education and Human Development, joining with the
Departments of Family Social Science and Postsecondary Teaching and Learning and the School of
Social Work on July 1.

For more information about the celebration, see 100 Distinguished Alumni Award Winners.

Peggy Rader is the director of communications, College of Education and Human Development. 
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Senate passes two key University bills
On-campus stadium, biomedical sciences facilities authority
approved

May 9, 2006

The Minnesota State Senate on May 9 passed two key items of
legislation for the University of Minnesota--a bill that would create a
special bonding authority for biomedical sciences research
facilities, and another bill that would fund an on-campus football
stadium.

The bonding authority bill, authored by Sen. Richard Cohen (D-St.
Paul), passed by a vote of 51-15. It would create the Minnesota
Biomedical Sciences Research Facilities Authority, which would
allow $330 million in state general obligation debt to go toward
building five new research buildings at the U over the next decade.
This would allow the University to add hundreds of scientists dedicated to research in the
biomedical sciences, and will enable Minnesota to compete with other states that have passed
similar initiatives, including California, New York, Wisconsin, and Arizona.

"Biomedical sciences research is critical to the economic future of our state," said President Bob
Bruininks. "This legislation will help Minnesota get its competitive footing to build the Medtronics of
tomorrow."

Stadium rally at the Capitol Thursday

Tony Dungy, Golden Gopher great from 1973-76 and current head coach of the Indianapolis Colts,
will be in the Twin Cities this week to support bringing Gopher football back to campus. Stadium
supporters are invited to stop by to meet Dungy, show their support, and try a Golden Gopher
edition of the Krispy Kreme donut, compliments of the Maple Grove Krispy Kreme. The rally will be
on Thursday, May 11, from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. on the steps of the Minnesota State Capitol. For more
information about efforts to bring Gopher football back to campus, see Stadium.

The Senate's stadium bill, authored by Sen. Larry Pogemiller (D-Minneapolis), passed by a vote of 34-32. The bill
would allow the University to build a $248 million football stadium on the Twin Cities campus at the site of the Huron
Avenue parking complex, just east of Mariucci Arena. The House approved a different version of the bill on April 6.

"We're pleased to see a Gopher stadium bill pass both the House and Senate," Bruininks said.
"We're grateful to all of the representatives and senators for stepping forward in support of bringing
Gopher football back to campus. "The U's plan has been developed over the past three years,
raised significant private financial support, and involved thousands of volunteer hours. We're
confident the House and Senate will work out their differences to pass a final bill that the governor
will sign. The U is prepared to begin work on the stadium immediately."
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Tony Dungy spoke outside of
the Capitol on May 11 in
support of an on-campus
football stadium at the
University of Minnesota,
where he played quarterback
from 1973-76.

Dungy visits Minnesota to back new
stadium
By Rick Moore

May 11, 2006

Tony Dungy, a quarterback for the Golden Gophers in the '70s and
the head coach of the Indianapolis Colts in the National Football
League, made a special visit to Minnesota on Thursday, May 11, to
support a new football stadium on campus.

Dungy spent the morning under the dome at the state Capitol
talking with University of Minnesota President Bob Bruininks,
visiting legislative leaders in the House and Senate, and meeting
Gov. Tim Pawlenty. After the meetings, he headed outside the
Capitol to address a crowd of about 150 supporters of an on-
campus stadium, including student-athletes and alumni.

Perhaps fittingly, the temperature was stuck in the 40s and a brisk
wind blew in from the west. As rally emcee Dave Mona pointed out,
it was "a good day for an outdoor football game."

Dungy played outdoors in Memorial Stadium from 1973-76. By the
time he left with a degree in business science, he had set career records at the University in passing
attempts, completions, touchdown passes, and passing yardage. After a brief NFL playing career he
turned to coaching. Dungy was defensive backs coach at the University in 1980 and returned to
Minnesota as the defensive coordinator for the Minnesota Vikings in 1992. He went on to become
the head coach at Tampa Bay and Indianapolis, and from 1999 to 2005 had more victories than any
other head coach.

The soft-spoken Dungy said he has fond memories of playing at Memorial Stadium. "There's
something special about running the stadium steps at your own stadium in the summer," he said,
and added that just as living on campus gives you a different perspective as a student, "so does
playing on your own campus."

Stadium bills at the Minnesota Legislature

Bills that would fund an outdoor stadium at the University of Minnesota have passed in both the
Senate and the House. The Senate passed a bill on May 9 that would fund a $248 million stadium
on campus. The House passed a substantially different version of the bill on April 6. For the stadium
to be approved, the two versions need to be reconciled by the end of the regular legislative session,
which must end by May 22.

He also noted the value of an on-campus stadium for alumni. "Coming back and enjoying a game and enjoying a
weekend and knowing you're going to be on campus," he said, makes it "that much more special."

Heather Horton, a student-athlete on the women's cross country and track teams who's graduating
with a degree in genetics, cell biology, and development, traveled to St. Paul to support what on-
campus football would mean for all athletes in general. "It'll help all aspects of our athletic
department, down to the smaller sports," she said. "It will also help the campus atmosphere" and
add something "we've been missing for a long time."

A former football player, Doobie Kurus, arrived at the rally with his two small daughters in tow
dressed in maroon-and-gold garb. Kurus, who came to the University from New Jersey, was a walk-
on linebacker for the Gophers from 1991-94. While he played in the Metrodome, he remembers
training at the old stadium right before it was torn down. "I think it was a wonderful venue. I'd like to
see [football] return to campus, outdoors," Kurus said. "All I've got [from Memorial Stadium] is a
brick and some memories. But I'd like to get some more memories."

Dungy said he was encouraged with his brief meetings with Minnesota legislators.

"As much as they could, they told me they think this is going in the right direction," he said. Dungy
also pointed out that new football stadiums have followed his arrivals both in Tampa Bay and at
Indianapolis. "I'm two for two, and looking forward to this being the third one we get built."

Bruininks added that now is a key time for Gophers stadium supporters to contact their
representatives, with the clock ticking down on the legislative session.

"You win the game in the last quarter," he said. "This is the last quarter; we need your help."
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For over a century, the
University of Minnesota has
been researching barley and
has contributed 18 new
varieties. A 1992 study
estimated that two-thirds of all
barley used for malting in beer
production was developed by
U researchers.

University of Minnesota
Moment

Hear Gary Muehlbauer
discuss the University of
Minnesota's new $2 million
grant for barley research.

Raising the barley
By Lana Olson

May 12, 2006

When Charla Hollingsworth opens a can of cold, unshaken
Minnesota-brewed beer, she knows the contents won't foam over
the can. "Foaming, or 'gushing' of cold, unshaken beer is a sign of
a mycotoxin contaminant resulting from Fusarium head blight, a
plant disease in barley that Minnesota's brewing industry has a
near-zero tolerance for," says Hollingsworth, a University of
Minnesota assistant professor in plant pathology.

Raising barley that results in more enjoyable beer is just one of the
possible outcomes from a University of Minnesota-led, 30-scientist
consortium that is exploring methods to produce higher yielding,
higher quality, and disease-resistant barley. The USDA is giving a
total of $5 million to 19 institutions for the project, and the U will
receive just under $2 million.

"The selection of the University of Minnesota as the lead institution
for this national program is a reflection on the University's national
leadership in developing plants that improve the economy and
have the potential to improve the health of people," says Beverly
Durgan, dean and director of the University of Minnesota Extension
Service.

For more than a century, the University of Minnesota has been researching barley and has
contributed 18 new varieties. A 1992 study estimated that two-thirds of all barley used for malting in
beer production was developed by U researchers. "Some of the most important varieties grown in
the United States were developed at the University of Minnesota," says Gary Muehlbauer, associate
professor and project director of the new USDA funded research.

In 2005, Minnesota farmers grew and sold approximately $11 million
of barley, down from $54 million in 1990.

Barley production in Minnesota stumbled in the 1990s when Fusarium head blight, also known as scab, accounted
for more than $1 billion in losses to farmers. As Durgan explains, "Barley acreage and production has decreased
every year for the last ten years due in part to Fusarium head blight. In 2005, Minnesota farmers grew and sold
approximately $11 million of barley, down from $54 million in 1990. This national research project the University is
leading will discover new ways to solve this and other troubling production problems. That would be a boost for
farmers and the economy in northwestern Minnesota."

Scab infects the head of a barley plant and then produces several mycotoxins including one called
deoxynivalenol or DON. The brewing companies will not use barley if it contains one part per million
of DON, forcing farmers to sell the infected grain at a discounted livestock feed price. The end result
is a loss for barley farmers because the price of malting barley is much higher than feed barley. With
the new research collaboration with the USDA, researchers plan to identify the important genetic
traits of barley in order to develop new varieties that will make fusarium head blight an issue of the
past.

This research could also maximize barley's potential in the push for
consumers to eat three servings of whole grains daily. "Barley, as a
whole grain, is a great source of beta-glucan soluble fiber which is
linked to a reduction in coronary heart disease, and weight for weight,
barley is lower in calories and fat and higher in total dietary fiber than
whole grain oats", says Len Marquart, food science and nutrition
professor.

Developing a new, disease resistant variety of barley is part of the
University's commitment to promote healthier, safer foods and enhance our agricultural systems.
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From left to right: Erin
Erickson Garner, Clara Garner,
and Marti Erickson

Good enough moms
U mother and daughter combine expertise for new radio show

By Patty Mattern

May 12, 2006

On the day University of Minnesota mother and daughter hosts
Marti Erickson and Erin Erickson Garner gave birth to their new
talk radio, Garner nearly delivered her second child. The young
mother's contractions were seven minutes apart, but Garner didn't
miss a beat as she and her mother bantered back and forth.
Erickson, a developmental psychologist and nationally known
parenting expert, and Garner, a School of Public Health graduate
student specializing in maternal and child health, hit the airwaves
May 6 for their first show on FM107. They call their show Good
Enough Moms (GEMs). The show that airs from 1 to 3 p.m.
Saturdays explores the many facets of motherhood in today's
world, like confronting the daily joys and struggles of helping
children grow up well and balancing work and family. On May 6,
GEMs nearly turned into a motherhood reality show. "I have a 21-month-old daughter. I'm due to
have my second child any minute here, but hopefully not when we're on the air. That is a possibility
though," Garner told listeners. Despite anxious feelings about putting on the show and Garner
experiencing contractions, listeners never sensed a thing as the mother/daughter duo shared stories
of mothering and grandmothering. "We went in cold, not even knowing the studio equipment, and
my daughter was having contractions, and I was trying to take listener calls and flip the right
switches. Wow," said Erickson, following the show. For years Erickson has given parenting advice
through a weekly newspaper column and frequently done interviews on TV and radio focused on
parenting, but she never imagined a radio show of her own until FM107 approached her. "I wasn't
really looking to add more work to my life. I had been trying to cut back, but I love talking about
motherhood and the producer and I had the idea of Erin cohosting with me and I love working with
Erin, so I was sold on it," said Erickson in an interview at her home as she and Garner practiced for
their first show. "I was a little nervous about this, but I've always been a big talker," Garner said
laughing. Garner hopes other mothers can learn from some of her experiences. "She's living so
many of these motherhood issues right now, of course others will learn from her," Erickson said. The
radio show includes moments that mothers can laugh about, but it also delves into serious issues
mothers face--identity, self-image, and how becoming a mother changes a woman's relationship
with her partner. The GEMs talk show goes where few others have gone. Erickson and Garner
address mothering issues frankly and straightforwardly, even the ones that past generations only
discussed in hushed tones. For example, Erickson explained to listeners how Garner, as a teenager,
was very shy about her body, but how becoming a mother changed that. "You were always modest
about your body, but I remember coming to your house one day when your daughter was very
young. I was just stunned when I went to your door and knocked. Rather than coming to the door
you shouted 'Come on in!' and as I walked in, there you were sitting in a chair in a living room and
your breasts were totally exposed," Erickson told listeners. "I'm never going to live that down,"
Garner interjected. "I think you were airing them out after nursing, because that can be kind of
painful thing when you're first getting used to breast feeding and you said, 'I'm a cow. I'm just
nothing but a cow,'" Erickson said. "I remember that same feeling myself when you're having to feed
this baby constantly and you really feel you're reduced to just that." Since the mother/daughter duo
almost feel like they're having a private talk on the air, they've agreed to check in with each other to
make sure they are not disclosing too many private details. But sometimes they just slip into the
conversation. At one point, when discussing how mothers maintain romantic relationships with their
partners, Erickson disclosed how she and her husband would drop Garner and her brother off at
Sunday school and, instead of staying for church themselves, would go back home for some
romantic alone time. "TMI, TMI (too much information), Mom," Garner said. After taking calls from
listeners and reflecting on motherhood and one's identity, Garner and Erickson ended their first
show. Erickson was relieved that they made it through their first show and that she didn't have to
deliver a grandson in the studio. As it turned out, Garner's baby son, McKinley Ryan Garner,
decided to arrive three days later about 8:30 p.m. Tuesday, May 9. His entry into the world will no
doubt be a subject on the show this week. "Listeners will probably hear baby and nursing sounds in
the background, but that's what our show is about," Erickson said.
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Professors Karin Musier-
Forsyth, center front, and left
to right, Christopher Uggen,
Ilja Siepmann, and John
Bischof at the awards
ceremony May 11.

New McKnights shine-no armor needed
Distinguished McKnight University Professors show scholarly ideal
at the U

By Deane Morrison

May 15, 2006

Just as everybody who types makes the occasional typo, so does
the machinery of living cells as it tries to translate messages from
genes. Enough mistakes could kill a cell, and Karin Musier-Forsyth
aims to encourage such errors--not in people, of course, but in
bacteria that cause disease.

On Thursday the chemistry professor and three other faculty
members were rewarded for outstanding scholarship with
Distinguished McKnight University Professorships, the University's
way of thanking and encouraging its finest mid-career faculty
members.

2006 DISTINGUISHED MCKNIGHT UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS

John Bischof, mechanical engineering

Karin Musier-Forsyth, chemistry

J. Ilja Siepmann, chemistry

Christopher Uggen, sociology

For more information about the awards, see Distinguished McKnight University Professors.

Established in 1995, the Distinguished McKnights carry a five-year, $100,000 stipend, which
recipients may spend as they see fit for research, scholarly, or artistic activities. Honorees are also
presented to the University's Board of Regents at a public ceremony, as Musier-Forsyth and her
fellow winners--professors John Bischof, mechanical engineering, J. Ilja Siepmann, chemistry, and
Christopher Uggen, sociology--were Thursday afternoon. All are faculty on the Twin Cities campus.

In her research, Musier-Forsyth focuses on a family of enzymes whose job is to make sure that cells
produce the correct proteins. Proteins are put together in assembly-line fashion, much like cars.
Each "part" is an amino acid, and if the wrong one is inserted in a growing protein chain, it could
have an effect similar to putting the stick shift where the turn signal should be. It falls to enzymes
called synthetases to pluck the right amino acid out of the cellular toolbox and pass it on to the
correct molecular "mechanic" for insertion into the protein. This basic process takes place in
organisms from bacteria to humans. "But some synthetases make mistakes," says Musier-Forsyth.
To forestall errors, however, the enzymes have a mechanism to "proofread" their work. The part of
the enzyme that performs this function is called, appropriately, the "editing domain." Sound
complex? Yes, but the multiple roles that synthetases perform also mean multiple points of attack
for chemists seeking to shut them down. "Our ultimate goal is to understand enough to induce more
mistakes in bacteria, perhaps by knocking out editing domains on bacterial synthetases," says
Musier-Forsyth. She and her colleagues also have shown that a particular human synthetase is
"kidnapped" by the HIV virus and incorporated into new viral particles. There it is used to begin the
process of transforming HIV genetic material (RNA) into DNA, which can commandeer a human
cell's genetic machinery.

"The University has been a great place to do this kind of
interdisciplinary research...trying to bridge work being done in the
Medical School with work in the basic sciences, using the tools of
chemistry."

Musier-Forsyth credits the University's interdisciplinary research structure, particularly the Institute for Molecular
Virology and the Chemical Biology initiative, for nurturing her work. "The University has been a great place to do this
kind of interdisciplinary research," she says. "We're trying to bridge work being done in the Medical School with work
in the basic sciences, using the tools of chemistry to understand and inhibit or enhance biological processes." For
their part, Bischof, Siepmann, and Uggen have also wrestled tough problems en route to advancing knowledge in
their fields.

Bischof is known for his work on cryopreservation, in which biological materials are subjected to
extremely low temperatures to keep them from degrading. He has introduced revolutionary new
methods for measuring sperm and tissue response during freezing and has discovered and
patented molecules that improve the outcome of surgery involving cold or heat treatment of tissues.
Siepmann has made his mark for pioneering research in the molecular simulation of complex
chemical systems and processes. His work has answered fundamental questions about chemical
processes that could not be approached by experiments. Uggen ranks among the world's most
influential scholars on issues related to the civic and socioeconomic reintegration of criminals and is
an authority on felon disenfranchisement. Read more about the Distinguished McKnight University
Professorships and the McKnight Land-Grant Professorships, both programs of the Graduate
School.
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Sandra Day O'Connor will
speak at 8 p.m. Tuesday, May
23, in Northrop Auditorium.

A supreme speaker
Sandra Day O'Connor headlines the 102nd University of Minnesota
Alumni Association Annual Celebration.

May 15, 2006

One of the most powerful women in the world, retired Supreme
Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, will be the keynote speaker at
the University of Minnesota Alumni Association's (UMAA) Annual
Celebration next Tuesday, May 23, on the Twin Cities campus in
Minneapolis. O'Connor's speech at 8 p.m. in Northrop Auditorium
will be one of her first public speeches since her retirement in
January 2006.

O'Connor, the first woman ever confirmed to the nation's highest
court (in 1981), was often the moderate "swing vote" on an
increasingly polarized court. She once wrote, in a dissenting
opinion: "If indeed the choice is between adopting a balanced
case-by-case approach ... and adopting a rigid rule that destroys
everything in its path, I will choose the former." Among her votes
were denying holding U.S. citizens indefinitely as enemy combatants, halting the 2000 presidential
vote recount in Florida, and upholding both capital punishment and key abortion rights. Prior to
joining the judiciary, O'Connor was majority leader of the Arizona Senate and a moderate
Republican.

"Her legacy as one of the most influential justices in our nation's history makes this an event not to
be missed," says Robert Stein, volunteer president of the UMAA board of directors and former dean
of the University of Minnesota Law School. In 2004, Forbes magazine called O'Connor the fourth
most powerful woman in the United States and the sixth most powerful in the world.

Tickets start at $30 ($15 students). All tickets are subject to facility and handling fees. To order
tickets, call 612-624-2345 or visit Northrop Auditorium.

The UMAA's 102nd Annual Celebration is presented by Gray Plant Mooty and the Mooty
Foundation. The University of Minnesota Alumni Association is an independent, 57,000-member
organization dedicated to connecting alumni, students and friends in lifelong support of the
University of Minnesota and each other.

For more information on the UMAA Annual Celebration, visit the Alumni Association.
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More U employees are using
lunch time and breaks to walk
on campus in response to
UPlan Wellness initiatives,
including Health Connections.

Connect to better health

UPlan Wellness
Assessment
StayWell Health
Management
800-926-5455

Health coaching by phone
Harris HealthTrends
Resource Center
877-247-9204

Ask Mayo Clinic 24-hour
nurse line
888-887-2593
www.mayoclinic.com

UPlan Wellness
E-mail: well@umn.edu
Phone:
612-626-WELL (-9355)
888-433-WELL (-9355)
Address:
UPlan Wellness
Employee Benefits
100 Donhowe
319 15th Avenue S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455
Web site:
www.healthconnections.
umn.edu

Health Connections is off to a strong start
Nearly 8,000 U employees take the assessment

By Susan Wiese

Brief, May 17, 2006

Four months after the launch of the University's first
comprehensive wellness initiative, 7,928 faculty, staff, and family
members are participating in Health Connections. It's a new
approach to wellness for UPlan members, offering financial
incentives to assess personal health, work with a health coach by
phone, and enroll in online health improvement programs.

"This is a great start," says Karen Chapin, manager of health
programs for the UPlan Medical and Dental Program. "What's
encouraging is that so many University employees are also taking
the next step--they're signing up for health coaching over the
phone or enrolling in self-directed, online programs after receiving
their wellness assessment results."

Health Connections by the numbers

45 percent of the nearly 17,000 eligible UPlan members have or will
receive a $65 wellness reward after visiting
www.healthconnections.umn.edu and completing the confidential,
online UPlan Wellness Assessment by the April 30, 2006 deadline.
Of the employees who completed the wellness assessment, to date,
46% are connecting to one or more follow-up health improvement
opportunities:

2,554 are enrolled in online, self-paced Healthy Living programs
3,191 are voluntarily working with a health coach by phone to
improve health habits or better manage disease or a chronic
condition

The number of Health Connections participants is expected to go up
as health coaches from Harris HealthTrends, Inc.--the administrator
for Health Connections--continue to reach out and invite employees to
connect with a personal health adviser over the telephone. When
asked, eight out ten employees are choosing to get help from a coach
to lose weight, quit smoking, reduce stress, and more.

Many employees have written with positive feedback. One person,
diagnosed with insulin resistance a few years ago and already on a
path to health improvement, reported that StayWell has become a
powerful tool. She's lost more than 50 pounds since last July.

"Today my way of eating has completely changed and I am much
more active," she wrote. "The StayWell online program has been part
of that and continues to be a source of motivation and positive
support. When I recently had my blood work done, my doctor said that my body is no longer insulin
resistance--that my blood glucose and insulin levels are well within the normal range.

"In addition to taking the actions that support health and well-being, I love to keep learning," she
adds. "I can get all of that from StayWell and the other options offered through the U's wellness
plan."

It's not too late to take the assessment

Even though the April 30 deadline has passed to receive the initial $65 reward for taking the
wellness assessment, it's still possible to complete the 20-minute questionnaire and then go on to
earn $65 by taking advantage of one or more health-improvement offerings from Health
Connections.

Susan Wiese is the communications project manager for UPlan Wellness program. 
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Civil service staff member
Carolyn Manthei-Lund lugged
bricks and student Shane
Peterson spread sand to
create the pathway at the end
of 5th Street South.

Down and dirty for a beautiful U
Civil service staff helped to build a West Bank path and garden

By Peg Wolff

Brief, May 17, 2006

"Get down and dirty"--that was the motto of some Twin Cities
campus civil service staff members who came to work on Beautiful
U Day April 20, shoveling stone and sand, placing walkway paving
stones, raking leaves, weeding a garden, and relocating plants.

The Civil Service Committee (CSC) partnered with the Twin Cities
campus Office of University Relations and the West Bank
Community Development Corporation (CDC) in Minneapolis to
write a successful Beautiful U Day grant proposal that revitalized a
garden and paved a walkway in the Cedar-Riverside
neighborhood.

All winter and early spring, CSC made preparations for Beautiful U
Day. Then April 20 arrived. Civil service staff members worked
hard along with students and West Bank neighbors through
intermittent rain for nine hours.

Lori Nicol and Cathy Marquardt took a breather.

"It was a wonderful experience digging into the earth, clearing, planting,
and socializing with members of the community," says Lori Nicol, CSC
member and a principal accountant in the Department of Plant Biology.
"It was great when community members walked through and thanked us
for the work we were doing. Just to see the smiles on their faces and
the look of appreciation was worth the slight discomfort of the rain or
tangle of weeds. To me, it was part of what Beautiful U Day should be

about--clean up an area and make it more beautiful, or in this case, help nature show its beauty. A
thoroughly enjoyable experience all around."

In the end, a dirt walkway was transformed and a garden redesigned. It was a lot of fun, a great
collaboration, and the first of many outreach projects initiated by the civil service staff.

Peg Wolff is a principal public relations representative at University Relations, Twin Cities campus, and vice chair of
the Civil Service Committee. 
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University researchers have
found that a toxic compound
known as HNE, which has
been linked to heart disease
and stroke, builds up steadily
in intermittently heated oil for
up to five hours at frying
temperature.

Change your oil every day
Reusing vegetable oil for frying could have health consequences

By Deane Morrison

May 15, 2006

If you follow the nutritional news, you've probably heard that
vegetable oils are heart-friendly. In general, that's true-but even
good friends can turn on you when things get hot. Work by two
University food chemists shows that some nasty compounds form
in soybean oil heated to frying temperature (365 F) and that they
keep building up after cooling and reheating, similar to long-term
heating. Leading the ongoing research is A.Saari Csallany,
professor of food science and nutrition, who is evaluating edible
oils and fats for the formation of harmful compounds under various
circumstances. It's a difficult task. Not only are human diets
complex, but even the oil from a single plant source like olives or
peanuts is a mix of several different fatty acids with different
properties. But oil chemists like Csallany and her former graduate
student and colleague Christine Seppanen are identifying potential
hazards so that consumers can make more informed choices
about fats and oils. Both commercial and home kitchens fry foods
in a vegetable oil such as soybean oil, a readily available product.
What Csallany and Seppanen found is that a toxic compound
known as HNE builds up steadily in intermittently heated oil for up to five hours at frying
temperature. It doesn't matter if the five hours of heating is continuous or if the oil is alternately
heated for an hour and stored at room temperature overnight over the course of several days; HNE
accumulates similarly. "This toxic compound--HNE--has been shown to incorporate into food during
frying and is readily absorbed from the diet," says Csallany. "It is capable of reacting with amino
acids [the building blocks of proteins], DNA, and other biomolecules. Reports in the literature have
linked it to several diseases, including heart disease, stroke, Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's
disease, Huntington's disease, and liver and other diseases." Several chemically reactive and toxic
sister compounds of HNE (HHE, HOE, HDE, and HNE) also build up, although to lesser levels. The
problem is that in the presence of oxygen, a chemical reaction called peroxidation occurs. During
this process, oxygen is incorporated into polyunsaturated fatty acids--such as linoleic acid-in the oil,
and therefore the oil begins to degrade. At frying temperature, several more chemical reactions take
place and the toxic molecule HNE forms. The more the frying oil is exposed to air, the more chances
for HNE to form. "Whether at home or in a restaurant, one should not reuse oils that are highly
unsaturated and contain linoleic acid because they form HNE and related compounds," says
Csallany. "Perhaps the best advice in general is to eat only limited quantities of fried foods."
Csallany and Seppanen have recently published their work on reheated soybean oil at frying
temperature in the Journal of the American Oil Chemists Society. For more on the fats and oils, visit
the American Dietetic Association's Web site.
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Revised recommendations from 11 more
task forces

May 16, 2006

Revised recommendations from 11 more strategic positioning task
forces formed as part of the University of Minnesota's ongoing
initiative to transform the U into one of the top three public
research universities in the world are now available for review on
the Transforming the U Web site.

"The University community has been actively engaged in strategic
positioning throughout the past year and a half," says Tom Sullivan,
senior vice president for academic affairs and provost. "The
breadth and depth of ongoing participation has been invaluable,
and our faculty, staff and students are to be commended for their
commitment to this process. Now we can build on this highly
consultative process and identify key initiatives that will propel the University forward."

The revised recommendations range from what metrics the University should use for determining
how it measures progress toward becoming a top three university to what steps it can take to
improve its research infrastructure to support the scholarly work that is conducted at the U.

The submission of these revised recommendations brings to 34 the number of task force reports
that have been submitted since last September as part of the strategic positioning initiative.
(Recommendations from the Crookston, Duluth, and Morris campuses and Rochester center will be
posted in the near future.)

Earlier this year, recommendations from eight academic and three systemwide task forces were
submitted, as were the recommendations from seven task forces that were rolled into a single report
from the Administrative Service & Productivity Steering Committee.

The University's senior leadership has begun implementing recommendations and will continue to
evaluate them. Priorities and timelines for initiatives will be announced in early fall to the Board of
Regents and the University community. A brief review of the revised recommendations appears
below.

Academic Health Center task forces

Four task forces were created and charged with making recommendations on a wide range of issues to further
improve the University's Academic Health Center.

Clinical Sciences Enterprise The clinical sciences are the cornerstone of the educational and
research missions of the Academic Health Center, supporting the education of the next generation
of health professionals. Task force revised recommendations include the following:

Support for a culture of demonstrated excellence in innovative clinical care delivery, including
patient-centered care with an emphasis on interprofessional teams, application of evidence based
decision-making, and outcomes measurement and reporting.
Development of educational programs that prepare students for a career of innovative health care
delivery.
Vibrant clinical research that advances knowledge and its application in all parts of the clinical
science continuum from lab bench to the bedside.
Access to integrated information systems that connect all areas of the clinical sciences to facilitate
clinical research, education and care delivery where outcomes are always measured.
Facilities that support state of the art care delivery, research and education, including
interprofessional teams and access to cutting-edge technology.
Development of a unifying model for faculty that tracks across the Academic Health Center and
equally values the three components of clinical sciences, clinical research, education and care
delivery.

Health Professional Workforce
The shifting demands of the marketplace for health professionals require the University to develop
greater flexibility to respond to workforce needs. This shifting demand, joined by increasing costs of
and decreasing public investment in health professional education, and a shift to community based
education partnerships, requires a clear understanding of the current financial models for health
professional education. The following revised recommendations identify the task force direction:

Convene stakeholder groups to monitor workforce issues, develop a health professions workforce
monitoring function with dedicated resources, create an "agile" model of data collection that
provides timely response to changes in health care practice, and create an education and
communication strategy to accompany release of relevant information.
Develop an appointment process for community-based faculty, as well as an infrastructure to
support health professions education, with appropriate faculty rewards and recognition for
participating in community-based activities, engage organizational leaders in the development of
community partnerships, and engage additional state-wide partners, as appropriate.
Transform the culture to embrace interprofessional education, develop sustainable systems to
assure exemplary interprofessional educational programs, and designate a central coordinating
entity and manager of interprofessional education activities in the AHC.
Create an ongoing tracking mechanism to monitor educational expenses and revenues across the
AHC, charge a planning group to research scholarship opportunities to maximize financial aid
options for AHC students, and develop a plan to address contingencies of a fragile funding
structure.
Engage internal and external stakeholders for ongoing discussions about the future of health care
and health professions education and to assist the AHC in transforming health professions
education to meet the changing needs of the health care system.

Knowledge Management Technology
Health professional education is undergoing a profound transformation driven by the explosion of
new information and new knowledge that affects both the education of our students and the practice
of our graduates. This task force developed a system to manage this knowledge explosion and to
ensure that students, faculty, and staff practice lifelong and continuous learning. The task force
produced the following definition and key recommendations:

Knowledge management is creating, identifying, capturing and distributing the right knowledge to
the right people at the right time, in the right form, and deploying that information in ways that
improve individual and community health.
A knowledge management executive committee (KMEC) should be established under the AHC
assistant vice president for Education to oversee the design, development, implementation and
ongoing assessment of the knowledge management system. That committee should be comprised
of U of M faculty, staff, and students, representatives of the Minnesota health service industry and
community, and liaisons to other appropriate U of M technology and academic units.
The knowledge management system will be implemented AHC-wide and will be integrated with
other U of M enterprise-wide systems.
An initial step will be to conduct a systematic "gap analysis" between the knowledge management
system needs (expertise, technology tools and systems, access and connectivity, and continuous
learning and improvement) and current available resources. The outcome of the gap analysis will be
to identify current assets, identify what additional resources are needed to fill the gaps, and ensure
that the technology tools and systems, and the expertise are delivered as an integrated system.

Precinct Plan
Facilities are core to the education, research and clinical care that defines an academic health
center--a fact that is recognized by states and institutions nationwide. To recruit top faculty, the best
students, and attract patients, the AHC must make significant investments in its aging facilities. This
new planning process recognizes that the new AHC precinct plan extends beyond a four-square
block area in Minneapolis. The task force revised recommendations include:

Verify and refine the space projections for AHC programs over the next five to 15 years.
Incorporate the principles, findings and conclusions of this report into a new precinct plan--one that
encompasses the entire physical span of the AHC; its multiple missions (education, research,
patient care and service) and its key partners; and includes potential sites, cost estimates and
sequencing of major projects.
Incorporate the AHC precinct planning effort into the University-wide initiative to update the
Minneapolis campus master plan.
Update the University six-year capital plan to reflect projects currently underway and identify the
next development priorities for the AHC.

Academic task forces

Four academic task forces are seeking input on their preliminary recommendations for transforming
the College of Liberal Arts, the science and engineering colleges, discipline evolution, and faculty
culture--the reshaping of academic departments and programs to meet future needs--in graduate
programs. Each task force has developed specific recommendations in line with the University's
overall goal of becoming one of the top three public research universities in the world within a
decade.

A synopsis of each of these four task force reports appears below.

College Design: College of Liberal Arts

Recommendations from this task force include:

Increase scholarship funding for undergraduate and graduate students.
Implement a program of junior seminars.
Provide more systematic mentoring to graduate students, for example, through a distinguished
teaching fellows program for outstanding Ph.D. candidates.
Take advantage of CLA's unique disciplinary specialties and connections with the Twin Cities and
global communities to foster powerful new avenues for research, teaching and communication.
Invest in high-demand entry level undergraduate courses to assure excellent teaching and access.
Increase the size of the CLA faculty by 44 positions.
Increase faculty time for research and teaching by providing increased staff support to more
efficiently complete routine administrative tasks.
Assure rigorous promotion and tenure standards, including systematic mentoring for probationary
faculty.

College Design: Science/Engineering
Recommendations from this task force include:

Maintain collegiate and departmental structures in sciences and engineering.
Partner with the state and private sector to create a science and technology interdisciplinary
research institute.
Strengthen research collaborations among faculty in the Institute of Technology, College of
Biological Sciences and Academic Health Center with focused investments in three areas:
materials, energy and environmental genomics;
Develop greater interdisciplinary activities, especially among engineering and medical sciences,
through graduate education and research teams.
Continue efforts to establish and support centralized multi-user research facilities.
Increase collaborative research and training, especially at the interface of engineering and biology.
Create an undergraduate minor in biological engineering.

Graduate Reform: Discipline Evolution
Recommendations from this task force include:

Establish a named and high-profile institute to support interdisciplinary scholarship.
Create short-term faculty exchanges that allow faculty members to conduct research and teach in a
department or program other than their own.
Establish a similar exchange program to enable graduate students to develop interdisciplinary
expertise.
Support research initiatives that bring together teams of highly talented faculty and students.
Implement meaningful and standardized systems for assessing centers.

Faculty Culture
The faculty culture task force has made 36 specific recommendations, identifying four overall values
that must shape faculty culture to reach the University's goal of becoming a top three public
research university: excellence, collaboration, academic citizenship and leadership. The
recommendations address recruitment, hiring and retention; faculty review, tenure, and promotion;
better family friendly benefits; research support; collaboration and intellectual exchange; public
engagement; and peer recognition.

Recommendations from this task force include:

Commit substantial new funds to support faculty compensation and to provide additional family
friendly benefits.
Invest strategically in resources, people and systems that support faculty scholarship.
Redraft significant portions of the tenure code and alter current processes and reward systems so
that they coincide with its stated goals and values.
Create effective systems that foster interdisciplinary and collaborative research and teaching.
Creatively explore new ways to enhance the intellectual climate on campus.

Research task forces

Two task forces, under the direction of Tim Mulcahy of the Office of the Vice President for Research,
were created and charged with developing strategies to further improve the University's research
capabilities.

"The work from these task forces has been very insightful and we look forward to gathering more
input from the University community on how to fine-tune these recommendations," says Mulcahy.
Research Infrastructure

This task force was charged with developing a plan to support research and scholarship consistent
with realization of the University's goal of becoming one of the top three public research universities
in the world. Using a definition of "infrastructure" that includes a broad range of facilities and
services needed to support all scholarly activity throughout the University, the task force reviewed
the current state of the University's research infrastructure. Highlights from the task force
recommendations include the following:

Under the direction of the Office of the Vice President for Research, appoint two oversight
committees, one for research space and one for research core facilities, to provide input from faculty
members on decisions related to research space and facilities to ensure that scientific synergy is
maximized.
Use a methodology developed by the task force for identifying University research strengths and
funding opportunities.
Organize a focused study in the arts and humanities to identify high impact opportunities for
scholarship.
Pursue funding for major capital investments in the areas of the University's research strengths.

Collaborative Research
The Collaborative Research Task Force was charged with creating a plan to promote research,
partnerships and programs to accelerate the University of Minnesota becoming one of the top three
public research universities in the world. The task force's recommendations envision the University
as one that will be internationally known for its innovation and excellence in collaborative research
and scholarship. Specific recommendations include the following:

Form a collaborative research unit that has the authority and resources to coordinate this activity
across the institution.
Enhance the value of collaboration and foster a supportive culture by changing the reward structure
for individuals and departments.
Identify projects through a process focused on researchers' creativity and commitment and support
these projects with ample space, staff and resources for an appropriate period of time.
Develop opportunities for researchers to interact and capitalize on this intellectual energy and
synergy.
Recognize leadership as indispensable to successful collaboration and provide multiple
opportunities for highly talented researchers and teams to develop leadership skills.

Metrics and Measurements task force

This task force, led by Al Sullivan, special assistant to the president, was charged with identifying
appropriate measures to assess the University's performance and its progress toward achieving the
aspirational goal of becoming one of the top three public research universities in the world within a
decade. The task force was asked to identify ways to measure progress at the operational level and
in collegiate units, coordinate campuses, and administrative units, as well as University-wide
performance measures. Aligning what is measured across all levels, with progress toward the
aspirational goal, is a key theme throughout the recommendations.

Specific revised recommendations include the following:

Appoint an ongoing Metrics and Measurement Steering Committee to evaluate University-wide
performance measures.
Monitor and review, as appropriate, the peer institutions the University should be compared to.
Evaluate performance scorecard measures used in the compact process and make adjustments.
Refine and streamline the enterprise-wide collection of and access to data that support University-
wide accountability, planning, and policy analysis.
Work with the Minnesota Office of Higher Education in developing statewide goals and performance
measures.
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Jacqueline Johnson will be the
new Morris chancellor
beginning August 1.

UMM names chancellor
Jacqueline Johnson is the new chancellor of the University of
Minnesota, Morris

May 16, 2006

Almost a year after Sam Schuman announced his retirement, the
University of Minnesota has found his replacement. Jacqueline
Johnson, the outgoing vice president for academic affairs and dean
of faculty from Buena Vista University in Storm Lake, Iowa, will be
the new Morris chancellor beginning August 1.

"Dr. Johnson has a proven track record as a strong leader with a
deep commitment to liberal arts education," says Bruininks. "Her
demonstrated leadership ability, administrative and academic
experience and unique understanding of the regional and national
reputation of the Morris campus and the University's mission made
her the top candidate for this position."

Johnson previously served as vice president for academic affairs at
St. Martin's College in Washington state and chair of the department of anthropology and sociology
at Grand Valley State University in Michigan.

"I am honored to have been selected as the next chancellor of the University of Minnesota, Morris,
(UMM) and I look forward to serving the University community, the town of Morris, and the region,"
says Johnson, who holds a doctorate in sociology from Purdue University and a bachelor's degree
from Macalester College in St. Paul.

"I have long been impressed by the outstanding national reputation Morris holds among public
liberal arts colleges, and I was even more impressed after visiting Morris last month--with the quality
of students, faculty, and staff and their clear sense of dedication to the university's mission," she
says. "Schools like Morris are, in my opinion, the best setting for the educational experiences
students need in the 21st century. It will truly be a privilege for me to work within this context to
further advance UMM's reputation and mission."

Schuman, who has led Morris for 11 years and will step down on June 30, has been instrumental in
many major accomplishments at UMM. Among them: the Morris campus being declared a national
historic district, UMM's transition to NCAA Division III status in intercollegiate athletics, and UMM
raising nearly $10 million--close to double its goal--during Campaign Minnesota, the Universitywide
fund-raising drive that brought in $1.6 billion.

"We conducted a rigorous national search to find a suitable replacement for retiring Chancellor Sam
Schuman [because] we have big shoes to fill," says Robert Jones, senior vice president for system
administration. "Dr. Johnson received strong support from across the Morris community."

Nancy Carpenter, a UMM associate professor who chaired the search committee, says, "Dr.
Johnson will be, like Dr. Schuman before her, a passionate advocate for our liberal arts mission.
We're looking forward to her leadership in this new era in our history, and are confident that she will
be able to build on the good work Sam Schuman has done for our institution."

The University of Minnesota, Morris, one of the University's five campuses, is named one of the top
five public liberal arts colleges in the nation by U.S. News & World Report in its 2006 rankings of
America's Best Colleges. Declared "a model liberal arts college" by the North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools in its recent reaccreditation report, UMM's mission as an affordable
undergraduate college complements its small, residential atmosphere.

To learn more about Schuman's retirement, read Schuman announces retirement on UMNnews.
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President Bruininks, above, is
determined to put the task
force recommendations into
action once they're approved,
so they don't "merely sit on a
shelf."

Celebrating success
Big changes coming at the U

May 16, 2006

Last week, the University celebrated a two-year effort to create a
vision and a plan that will change the course of its history. With
good food and flowers on the tables, the U thanked the people who
spent countless hours working to make that vision--to become one
of the top three public research universities in the world within 10
years--a reality.

Although the basic mission of the U hasn't changed--it will still
focus on teaching, research, and public engagement--the
University will now up the ante with a new emphasis on excellence
in everything it does. And being among the top three also means it
must devote itself to things like an international outlook and
curriculum, embracing an even more diverse student body, and
further improving the way it manages its finances and resources. "I
don't think we can be a great University system unless we pay
attention to our academic purpose and how we organize our time
and resources," said President Bob Bruininks in his remarks to
those at the party.

To figure out how to become a top-three world-class institution, 34 task forces met over the past 12
months to develop strategies for integrating colleges, forging new honors and writing programs, and
improving faculty and staff cultures to make them as healthy as possible. All the task forces have
submitted their recommendations and they can be read at the Transforming the U Web site.

"These task force recommendations are not going to merely sit on a
shelf," said Bruininks. "They are already helping set the University's
priorities...and they will continue to shape our work as Minnesota's
main research university."

University leaders have begun implementing recommendations and will continue to evaluate them
to identify key initiatives that will increase the ranking and reputation of the U.

"These task force recommendations are not going to merely sit on a shelf," said Bruininks. "They
are already helping set the University's priorities--through our compact process and our annual
budget, for example--and they will continue to shape our work as Minnesota's main research
university."

To read more about the task force reports and the U's process to transform itself, see the following
articles:

Regents approve biomedical initiative to move the U among the top three public research
universities

Bruininks delivers State of the U

Reaching the top three

Helping to make the U more accessible
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Zha Blong Xiong, a sociology
professor at the University of
Minnesota, is the first Hmong
person to earn tenure at a
major research university in
the United States.

Regents meet over tuition and tenure
By Bob San and Pauline Oo

May 16, 2006

Zha Blong Xiong, who teaches sociology in the University of
Minnesota's General College, is used to being first.

He was the first person in his family to receive a college degree.
He was the first Hmong in the United States to earn a doctoral
degree in family social sciences. He became the first Hmong
professor in Iowa when Iowa State University hired him. When
Xiong came to the University of Minnesota in 2003, he became the
first Hmong full-time professor in U history and the first Hmong
person to hold a tenure-track position at a major U.S. research
university.

So, little surprise when he landed another first.

On Friday (May 12), the Board of Regents approved the promotion
or tenure of 193 faculty members, and Xiong, who was among that
group, became the first Hmong person to earn tenure at a major
research university in the United States.

"I always wanted to be an educator, but in Laos there weren't many universities, so when you think
of teachers you think of high school and elementary school teachers," said Xiong, who escaped
war-torn Laos, landed in Hastings, Minnesota, as a teenager, and overcame language barriers to
graduate from high school and college. "The idea of becoming a professor came when I was in
graduate school."

Although there are several other tenured and tenure-track Hmong faculty members in Minnesota
and California, all of them hold their positions at teaching--not research--universities.

Xiong, an expert in parent-adolescent relationships in immigrant families, adolescent adjustment,
and parent education, received his doctoral degree in family social science from the U in 2000 by
developing a curriculum that provides guidelines and instructions to help Southeast Asian families
adapt parenting and communication skills to nurture and monitor their adolescents. He taught for
two years at Iowa State University before returning to the U.

"Minnesota is always home. I have lots of relatives and family here," said Xiong. "Professionally, I
think Minnesota is unique because of the growth in diversity. There's a big increase in immigrants
and ethnic minorities in the state in recent years. My research focuses on ethnic minorities,
especially adolescents in those communities."

Xiong plans to continue to do research on juvenile delinquency among Hmong youth. In addition to
taking the traditional approach of studying the phenomenon across family groups, he will also
analyze it within family groups to determine what accounts for the different outcomes in siblings.

Tuition discussed The regents also discussed tuition trends and reviewed the cost of attending the
University of Minnesota in 2006-07.

The University is proposing a 6.5 percent hike in tuition systemwide beginning this fall. Tuition on
the Twin Cities campus will rise from $8,040 to $8,563 in 2006-07 for most resident students. At
Crookston, tuition will go from $6,765 to $7,208; at Morris, from $9,104 to $9,695; and at Duluth,
from $8,056 to $8,580.

"Public higher education is different than it was 10 years ago," said Peter Zetterberg of the Office of
Institutional Research and Reporting to the regents' Educational Planning and Policy Committee.
"Increases in tuition and fees are not unique to the U; it's happening at all other Big 10 universities
and across the nation."

Zetterberg added that these increases have been driven by a common set of circumstances
confronting all states, including the downturn in the economy and the subsequent budget problems
faced by nearly all states, the escalating costs of employee health insurance, utility costs, and the
continuing need to retain and attract top faculty.

Because of the change in higher education funding patterns, financial aid has become increasing
important. Today, with reduced state support, nearly one-third of need-based financial aid at the
University comes from the U's own coffers; in the past, this aid came from federal and state funding.
(Now it's pretty even--one-third from the U, one-third from the federal government, and one-third
from the state.)

In recent years, the U has launched several scholarship initiatives to protect low-income students
and to keep the U affordable. The Founder's Opportunity Program, created to help low- and
moderate-income students who qualify for federal Pell Grants, is now assisting about 175 students
and, when fully phased in, will benefit more than 4,500 a year. The program covers 100 percent of
tuition and required fees over and above other grants and scholarships. The Promise for Tomorrow
Scholarship Drive has raised $121 million of its $150 million goal and is helping 1,000 more
students each year. When fully phased in, it will serve a total of 7,200 students.

Recent increases in tuition at the U have "not been a barrier to our enrollment and applications,"
said Zetterberg. "Our freshmen class numbers are the same. We bring in 8 to 9 percent of the
state's high school graduates, and this [percentage] has been consistent for 20 years." In fact,
freshman applications are up 22 percent from a year ago--the fourth consecutive record year of
freshman applications on the Twin Cities campus.

"That sustained increase in applications is evidence that students and their families place a high
value on a U of M education," said Richard Pfutzenreuter, University chief financial officer. "An
education here is one of the best investments a young person can make in his or her future." He
said that U.S. Census Bureau statistics show that during their working years, people with a
bachelor's degree earn on average $2.1 million--nearly twice as much as workers with only a high
school diploma.

The Board of Regents will review and act on the proposed tuition plan at its June meeting.
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High school students learned
origami, the Japanese art of
paper folding at the May 16
World Languages Day on the
Twin Cities campus.

World Languages Day at the U
By Pauline Oo

May 16, 2006

In Jonathan Paradise's class, everyone's a winner with Hebrew.
Proof is in the toothy grins of his more than 20 high school
students following a game of "Simon says" in Hebrew.

Today (May 16), Paradise, a University of Minnesota professor
emeritus of classical and Near Eastern studies, taught two Hebrew
language classes with about 20 students in each as part of World
Languages Day on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis. The
program, in its third year and presented by the College of Liberal
Arts (CLA) Language Center, is one of many outreach initiatives at
the University to help improve primary- and secondary-school
foreign language education or to aid immigrant communities.

"One of the goals of this program is to get high school students
interested in languages and foster them beyond their limits," says
Jenise Rowekamp, Language Center director. "Most schools teach
only French, Spanish, and German. This program exposes the
students to other world languages, which they may not be familiar with, such as Irish, and it also
teaches them that learning about cultures is fun. We target high school kids because they already
have some exposure to languages and they are thinking about college and perhaps pursuing a
foreign language."

Each year, the Language Center sends hundreds of information packets about the free World
Languages Day program to teachers statewide, and it's up to the teachers to organize the field trip
with their school district, explains Rowekamp. This year, more than 450 students from schools in
Apple Valley, Brooklyn Center, Mankato, and Fridley attended the morning session, while almost
200 students from places such as Duluth, Chaska, and White Bear Lake showed up for the
afternoon session.

Students take three 40-minute classes in 20 of the nearly 40 foreign languages taught at the
University. In addition to Paradise's class, Everyone's a Winner With Hebrew!, the choices included
Sweden: From Viking Raids to Rap Music, Survival Finnish, Origami: The Japanese Art of Paper
Folding, Irish Names: Their Meaning and Structure, Taekwondo and Dynamic Korea, and Excursion
Brazil: Language, Food, and Carnival. Most classes are taught in English, with a few offerings for
students who are currently studying a particular language.

"So many people are interested in languages, even in a casual way," says Ari Hoptman, a University
historical linguistic and German language instructor. His class, The Languages We Speak and How
They Got That Way, offered students a way "to look at languages in a more formal, structured way."
In other words, learning a language should not be intimidating because many look or sound alike.
For example, "foot" in English is fuss in German. "Door" is puerta in Spanish, porte in French, and
porta in Italian and Portugese.

"Studying languages can help you in many areas, especially in learning about your own language,"
he adds. "I thought I knew English, but when I was learning German, I got a lesson in English
grammar."

Although the 15 students in Hoptman's second class remained silent whenever he asked if they had
a question or comment, many took the time to thank him or compliment his teaching when the class
ended.

"It's very rewarding when someone takes an interest," says Hoptman, who is participating in the
World Languages program for the first time. "[This program] is a terrific thing to have, and I hope we
continue to offer it. For the students, I hope that certain neuraons will start firing."

The U's Language Center, located in Jones Hall, provides audio, video and computer equipment to
aid in language aquisition and offers training and consultation services in new language-instruction
technologies.

To learn more about World Languages Day, visit the CLA Language Center. Further reading
History Day mentors help imigrant students succeed. U helps improve history education in St. Paul
schools. Good neighbor policy.
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The series "Will & Grace" airs
its final episode on Thursday.
U research shows it had an
historical impact on the way
viewers perceive gay men and
helped lower prejudice.

U research shows Will
Series finale Thursday night

By Patty Mattern

May 17, 2006

"There is no question in my mind that 'Will & Grace' has played an
important role in changing attitudes about gay men," says Edward
Schiappa, professor and chair of the communication studies
department and the Paul W. Frenzel Chair of Liberal Arts at the
University. "There are at least two empirical studies that have been
done that support this. We did the first several years ago, and it will
be published later this year in the Journal of Homosexuality. We
found that the more folks watched 'Will & Grace,' the less prejudice
they reported toward gay men."

The "Will & Grace" series finale is Thursday, May 18.

The studies Schiappa cites were conducted with U researchers
Dean Hewes, also professor of communication studies, and Peter
Gregg, instructor and doctoral graduate communication studies
department.

Schiappa, Gregg, and Hewes surveyed 245 college students and found a significant correlation
between positive experiences of the series 'Will & Grace' and lower levels of anti-gay prejudice.

"The more viewers watched and enjoyed Will and supporting character
Jack, the lower their level of prejudice," Schiappa says. Most notably,
such correlations were "strongest among those with the least amount of
prior direct personal contact with gay men--a finding that strongly
suggests the TV series influences viewers' attitudes."

"The most important finding was this: The fewer gay friends or co-workers [study participants]
reported, the stronger the relationship between viewing frequency and lower prejudice," Schiappa
says. "In fact, there was no significant relationship between viewing and prejudice for those who
already had a lot of gay contacts."

"The more viewers watched and enjoyed Will and supporting character Jack, the lower their level of
prejudice," Schiappa says. Most notably, such correlations were "strongest among those with the
least amount of prior direct personal contact with gay men--a finding that strongly suggests the TV
series influences viewers' attitudes."

The researchers have created a theory called the Parasocial Contact Hypothesis, Schiappa says.

"Our Parasocial Contact Hypothesis contends that positive experiences with minority characters can
reduce prejudice in a manner similar to direct contact with people," says Schiappa.

Fifty years of research and 700 studies have already supported what is known as the Contact
Hypothesis, which holds that direct interpersonal contact, under certain circumstances, between
majority and minority groups can contribute to lower prejudice. For example, white people who have
contact with black people on equal terms are less likely to be prejudiced than those without such
contact. Mass communication researchers have also proven that most viewers treat televised
characters as real, and "parasocial" interaction is mentally processed similarly to direct interaction,
Schiappa says.

"Through the medium of television, viewers actually develop a relationship with the characters, and
this parasocial relationship leads to lessened prejudice," he says. Will and Jack are two very
different gay men, so your understanding of the category of "gay men" is going to be more complex-
-or differentiated--the more you watch the show. As Gordon Allport, father of the Contact
Hypothesis, says: A differentiated category is the opposite of a stereotype.

Schiappa reports he knows of another study "in the publication pipeline" that replicates the findings
of the 'Will & Grace' study. "That study also proves that 'Will & Grace' reduces prejudice, even
though the authors' theory for explaining that change is a bit different. They noted that viewers who
like Grace and identify with her will, in turn, feel more positively about the gay characters. Being a
'friend of a friend' is another way that prejudice can be reduced."
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An aerial view of coniferous
and deciduous trees in
northern Minnesota.

Finland and Minnesota share forestry
knowledge
Ecologists at the U are working toward biodiversity on both sides of
ocean

By June Kallestad

From eNews, May 18, 2006

Northern Minnesota has deep cultural and ancestral roots to
Finland. But there's more we share.

Our forests of pine, spruce, birch, and aspen--and the logging
trucks that regularly roll by--are familiar to both regions. Finland's
economy, like Minnesota's, leans heavily on its forest-based
industries. And Finland's long history of intensive forest
management holds valuable lessons.

The University of Minnesota, Duluth, Natural Resources Research
Institute's Gerald Niemi has been nurturing a relationship with Finnish ecologists over the past two
decades so that those lessons aren't lost. Maintaining sustainable forests and biodiversity well into
the future is the goal on both sides of the ocean.

Conifers--scotch pine and spruce--are the trees of choice for Finnish industries, and they grow these
species very successfully. Intensive forest management, along with improved genetics and weed
control, has led to a dominance of coniferous species in Finland. Minnesota, on the other hand, has
focused most of its recent attention on deciduous trees, primarily aspen.

"It's an interesting contrast," says Niemi, director of the Center for Water and the Environment at the
Natural Resources Research Institute (NRRI). "The ecologists in Finland are concerned that there
aren't enough deciduous trees because intensive forest management has removed many of the
aspen and birch trees. Here in Minnesota, ecologists are concerned that there are not enough
conifers."

Finland also has a history of managing their forests in a "clean" way by removing dead trees on the
ground and leaving little debris after logging. But this practice doesn't leave much woody debris for
a variety of critters that need it for cover, food, or nesting sites. Finland has a growing list of species
that are of concern in its forests and modifications have been, and are being, considered to reverse
this trend. In addition, this "clean" forestry method doesn't allow for decomposition of plant matter
that naturally regenerates soil nutrients.

"Finnish ecologists would like to incorporate more of what we could call 'messy' forestry, like we do
here, into their management," says Niemi. "Coarse woody debris left after a logging operation is
very important to many animal species--from small mammals, to birds, to amphibians. It's
reasonable to remove some of the slash from a logging site, but the amount depends on the
productivity of the site."

Over the past 20 years, Finnish ecologists have made a concerted effort to change some of their
forest management practices. They are more committed to preserving old-growth stands by
reducing clear-cutting logging methods.

Niemi respects Finland's focus on ecological issues and the many highly trained environmental
scientists they have working to maintain their ecological standards. He studied in Finland under a
Fulbright Scholarship in 1981 and has been sharing information on these issues ever since.

Niemi has made two trips to Finland in the past year to give presentations on natural resource
sustainability and indicators of environmental change. He also sits on an advisory board for UPM
Blandin Paper Mill, a global forest products company based in Helsinki, Finland. Jim Marshall,
Blandin mill forest resources manager, says that Niemi brings essential expertise in forest birds and
other ecological matters to the board.

"Gerald has seen firsthand the company's forestry practices and environmental performance, and is
able to observe and comment," says Marshall. "There is truly a huge opportunity to learn from each
other, and we're doing that, in both the academic and business realms."

Further strengthening the relationship, Blandin foresters and forest ecologists have also traveled to
Finland and hosted Finnish colleagues in Minnesota, discussing forestry practices and biodiversity
issues.

"The forest industry is important to the economies of both northern Minnesota and Finland," says
Neimi. "But we also want to maintain biodiversity for the health of the forest [and its animals]. The
balance of those things--what you cut, where you cut, and what is left in the forest--is the crux of the
matter. Finding that balance is exactly what we're doing at NRRI and what Finnish society is
interested in, also."
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Janet and Mark Skeie,
graduates of the U's
Advocacy Leadership for Vital
Aging certificate program.

Upcoming forums

On Tuesday, June 13,
Minnesota Department of
Human Rights
Commissioner Velma
Korbel will speak about
"Age Discrimination" at the
Roseville Library. On July
11, Marnie Hensel, a
volunteer with Medicare in
Minneapolis, will address
"Attitude Aging and
Fearlessness" at the
Fairview Community Center
in Roseville. For more
information on both events,
call 612-626-5555.

Living and learning for life

From eNews, May 18, 2006

To many people, being old and being dependent are synonymous,
but that belief is not supported by facts. Today, three-fourths of
older adults report they are active and feeling healthy into their
80s, according to the Federal Interagency Forum on Aging. These
active, older adults are also seeking quality information and
opportunities to maintain their well-being and stay connected in
their communities.

The College of Continuing Education's Vital Aging Network (VAN)
has become a valuable resource for those active, older adults.
VAN challenges ageism stereotypes and provides resources that
promote self-reliance, community engagement, and a better quality
of life. The program is one of many outreach initiatives and
research studies at the University that focus on health and well-
being of older adults. (See "Further reading" below.)

Through its comprehensive Web site and monthly electronic
bulletin sent to 1,100 older adults and human services staff, VAN provides a steady stream of
reliable information to vital agers across Minnesota and beyond. VAN also hosts monthly forums in
the Twin Cities featuring guest speakers on topics such as housing, transportation, spirituality, and
continuing education. (See sidebar.)

"VAN provides information on a wide range of topics so that older adults know they have choices
and can feel empowered to take charge of their own well-being," says Kris Orluck, VAN Leadership
Group chair. "VAN's philosophy really sets it apart from outdated service models where older adults
are viewed as a drain on society. We believe they are a vital resource to their communities."

One of its popular offerings is the Advocacy Leadership for Vital Aging (ALVA) certificate program,
which is designed for adult learners interested in developing and practicing their leadership skills as
advocates for vital aging. Students attend seven daylong sessions from September through April to
learn about vital aging issues and advocacy systems. During that time, students are applying their
newly acquired knowledge to individualized projects. Since its inception, the program has spawned
more than 90 unique vital-aging advocacy projects throughout the state. Projects are as diverse as
the students and the communities where they live. Take, for example, Amy Wilde and Janet Skeie,
two students in this year's class.

"I was already a policy maker when I enrolled in this class," says Wilde, a Meeker County
Commissioner since 1997. "I was looking for the big-picture, academic perspective on aging issues
so I could make better, informed decisions in my community. In the end, I not only gained that
academic perspective, but my project has--and will continue to have--a direct impact on my
community."

After analyzing data from a survey of senior citizens conducted in
2004 by the Dassel and Litchfield city councils, Wilde identified a
shortage of household services in Meeker County and a lack of senior
transportation services in Dassel. She focused her ALVA project on
working through the Meeker Council to expand the chore services list
and to create a promotion strategy to make residents aware of the
services. She was also able to obtain additional transit service for
Dassel.

Skeie and her husband Mark, who is a 2004 ALVA graduate, took an
entrepreneurial approach to their joint project. Discovering that there
was a lack of comprehensive and holistic retirement planning
resources, they formed a limited-liability corporation to create a series
of Mapping Your Retirement workbooks that cover time and purpose,
health, and finances. The workbooks, which were inspired by Skeie's
father--who regretted not properly planning his retirement--are unlike
other retirement books that generally focus on financial planning.
Skeie's workbooks encompass how to best use one's time and
manage physical and mental health. Currently in production, the workbooks will be available at the
end of the year.

"ALVA is really about helping individuals identify their passions and strengths and apply them to a
community need," says Jan Hively, founder of the Vital Aging Network and mentor to students in the
ALVA program. "It's inspiring to watch the ongoing work of the ALVA alumni as they collectively help
create vital communities throughout the state."

The next ALVA class begins September 8. Registration and scholarship information is available at
the Vital Aging Network or by calling 612-624-4000. The application deadline is July 11. All classes
will be held at the Metropolitan Area Agency on Aging in North St. Paul, Minnesota.

Further reading Preventing falls among elderly women. Looks like home, feels like home. From ELI
to OLLI. As population ages, U center responds.
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Darlyne Bailey speaks at the
press conference announcing
her appointment as the new
dean of the College of
Education and Human
Development.

Education leader new dean of College of
Education and Human Development
Bailey of Columbia University to assume post Oct. 1

May 18, 2006

The University's College of Education and Human Development
(CEHD) will have a new, nationally recognized leader as it begins a
new era.

At a press conference today (May 18), Darlyne Bailey, vice
president for academic affairs and dean of the prestigious
Teachers College, Columbia University, was named the dean of the
University's expanded CEHD, pending approval by the Board of
Regents.

If approved, Bailey will become the first female dean and the first
African-American dean of CEHD, and will assume the post at an
important moment in the college's--and the University's--history.
She is scheduled to start on Oct. 1.

"Bringing in Dr. Bailey as the leader of the College of Education
and Human Development is a significant step in the University of Minnesota's journey to become
one of the top three public research universities in the world," said President Robert Bruininks, who
attended the press conference along with Provost Tom Sullivan, other U administrators, several
CEHD faculty and staff, and about 200 other enthusiastic onlookers. "I do believe this is a new and
exciting chapter in the history of this new college and the history of this University."

"This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to build a unique college that
will truly make a difference for countless lives," said Bailey.

CEHD has long been considered among the top public education schools in the country, ranking fifth in the latest
U.S. News and World Report survey. Teachers College was ranked second in the same survey among all U.S.
colleges, just behind Harvard.

But the July 1 integration of CEHD with the University's General College and the College of Human
Ecology's Department of Family Social Science and School of Social Work have raised expectations
that the college can be an even bigger player on the national education stage.

"This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to build a unique college that will truly make a difference for
countless lives," said Bailey. "I look forward to the opportunity to work together with such an
extraordinary breadth and depth of talent within the college and across the University. The potential
for this new multidisciplinary College of Education and Human Development is simply enormous.
This college is unique, and uniquely poised to make a difference."

Bailey's introduction by Bruininks and Sullivan was greeted with a boisterous standing ovation from
the crowd packed into the atrium of Burton Hall, CEHD's administrative home. And the University
officials were clearly pleased with Bailey's acceptance of the challenge to build an even stronger
college.

"She's uniquely suited to lead a college dedicated to developing human potential across the lifespan
and to addressing key issues such as educational disparities," said Sullivan. "We're extremely
excited to introduce her to the University community--and to the state of Minnesota, where she'll be
deeply engaged in partnerships with our schools and other institutions." He also expressed gratitude
to current CEHD dean Steve Yussen.

As vice president for academic affairs and dean of Columbia's Teachers College, Bailey currently
oversees all of the college's academic departments and programs, as well as a number of college
and community alliances.

She also is involved with the "Teachers College Education Partnership Zone"--a collaboration of the
college, corporations, and not-for-profit and faith-based organizations that addresses the needs of
elementary school children, their teachers, and families in Harlem, N.Y.

In spring 2003, Bailey served as acting president of the Teachers College at Columbia. From 1994
until 2002, she was dean and professor at the Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences at Case
Western Reserve University. She earned a master's degree in psychiatric social work from
Columbia University and a doctorate in organizational behavior from Case Western Reserve
University.

Bailey has authored numerous articles and book chapters. Her recent books include Managing
Human Resources in the Human Services and Strategic Alliances Among Health and Human
Services Organizations: From Affiliations to Consolidations.
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A University-led team has
found a way to build silicon
crystals more efficiently,
paving the way for better and
cheaper computer chips. See
the May 19 issue of Science
for more on this research.

Good vibrations lead to better electronics
A University-led team has broken a longstanding barrier to making
better, cheaper electronics

By Deane Morrison

May 18, 2006

Like modern-day pied pipers, a team of researchers led by
University electrical and computer engineering professor Philip
Cohen has "tuned" laser beams to the natural vibrations of atoms
and used the lasers to rid silicon crystals of hydrogen--a crucial
step in manufacturing computer chips. Because they accomplished
this without heating the crystals and introducing defects in their
structure, they have broken a major barrier to producing
semiconductor devices (like the computer you're using right now)
more cheaply and efficiently. Their work is described in the May 19
issue of the journal Science . The researchers have begun the
process of patenting the technology. Besides Cohen, Vanderbilt
University researchers Leonard Feldman, Norman Tolk, and
Zhiheng Liu (who was a postdoctoral scientist at the U when the
work was done) along with Zhenyu Zhang from Oak Ridge National
Laboratory were part of the team. "We're doing chemistry with a
scalpel," says Cohen. "We can break just the [chemical] bonds we
want." Anatomy of a silicon crystal In making a computer chip, crystals of silicon are grown layer
by layer. Silicon, however, is vulnerable to attack by oxygen--in a process akin to rusting--and so
manufacturers routinely protect the silicon atoms by coating them with hydrogen before they are
added to growing crystals. But the hydrogen interferes with the bonding of new layers of silicon, so it
must be removed before the next round of crystal-building. That means breaking the chemical
bonds between silicon and hydrogen atoms, preferably without disturbing any carefully placed wires
or charges.

Because they accomplished this without heating the crystals and
introducing defects in their structure, they have broken a major barrier
to producing semiconductor devices (like the computer you're using
right now) more cheaply and efficiently.

The heat is on One way to banish hydrogen is to heat the silicon crystals, often to temperatures around 550
degrees C (nearly 1,000 degrees F). But such high temperatures can lead to defects and cut into the yield of chips.
Naturally, this lowers the efficiency and raises the cost of manufacture. A better method would be to sever the silicon-
hydrogen bond with a laser. This approach takes advantage of the fact that chemical bonds vibrate, bringing the two
atoms alternately closer together and farther apart, like the hands of a tiny, ultrafast concertina player. The frequency
of vibration in the silicon-hydrogen bond falls in the same range as infrared light. Therefore, if an infrared laser is
aimed at the bonds, its photons should resonate with the bond and be absorbed into it. If enough light energy is
absorbed, the bond should break and release the hydrogen. In previous attempts at using lasers to break specific
chemical bonds, target molecules have quickly absorbed the light energy and turned it into heat. Heat is
indiscriminant about which chemical bonds it breaks, and so the weakest bonds break first, leaving the targeted
bonds intact. Working at Vanderbilt's W.M. Keck Free-electron Laser (FEL) Center, Cohen and his colleagues took
advantage of the FEL's ability to produce light at a wide range of frequencies in the infrared part of the spectum.
They found a frequency that cleaved the hydrogen atoms off cleanly--in pairs, as hydrogen gas--even at room
temperature. One reason they succeeded when many others have failed may be that silicon is highly transparent to
the infrared wavelengths they used. Thus, the light passed through the crystal without interacting with it and so
imparted little or no heat energy. The team also found that atoms of a heavier form of hydrogen (deuterium) and
atoms of regular hydrogen attached at similar locations on a crystal all exhibited different resonant frequencies.
Therefore, the new process can be tuned finely enough to distinguish and select among very similar chemical bonds.
"By selectively removing the hydrogen atoms from the ends of nanowires--structures typically five to 10 nanometers
[0.2 to 0.4 millionths of an inch] wide--we should be able to control and direct their development, which currently is a
random process," says Cohen. Also, the ability to extend a silicon crystal could be used to make airtight seals
around minuscule sensors. The possibilities are endless. "This is an example of very fundamental work involving a
system that's exceedingly important to technology, and controlling reactions in silicon will no doubt have profound
applications," he adds. To Feldman, the Stevenson Professor of Physics at Vanderbilt, the process opens up new
vistas in the science of surfaces. "If you stop to think about it, surfaces are where the action is. It is where the rubber
meets the road," he says. "In fact, some of the most advanced nanotechnology devices that have been envisioned,
like quantum computers, require the level of control that atom-specific processes of this sort make possible."

David Salisbury of Vanderbilt University contributed to this article.

Read a story about this research from the National Science Foundation, which funded the work in
part.
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U researchers have found that
cancer-causing chemicals
from cigarette smoke can find
their way into the lungs,
bloodstreams, and urine of
infants exposed to cigarette
smoke.

Another reason to quit
A University study finds a tobacco-specific carcinogen in the urine
of infants who inhale cigarette smoke

May 22, 2006

If you smoke and you've been meaning to quit, here's one more
reason. A new study by the University Cancer Center has shown
that cancer-causing chemicals from cigarette smoke find their way
into the lungs, bloodstreams, and urine of infants exposed to
cigarette smoke. Studying 144 infants of parents who smoked, the
researchers detected NNAL, a cancer-causing chemical, in the
urine of 47 percent. NNAL is produced as the body processes
NNK, a carcinogen specific to tobacco. Some infants' NNAL levels
were similar to levels found in adult smokers. Lead researcher
Stephen Hecht says the chemicals clearly came from secondhand
smoke. "There is no way that the observed high levels of cancer-
causing chemicals associated with tobacco smoke could get into
an infant's system other than by breathing in cigarette smoke," he
says. "The level of NNAL detected in the urine of these infants was
higher than in most other field studies of environmental tobacco in
children and adults. Some of the infants had levels of NNAL similar
to levels found in adult smokers." NNAL is an accepted biomarker
for measuring the uptake of the tobacco-specific carcinogen NNK.
It is found only in the urine of people exposed to tobacco smoke. As for the babies in whom NNAL
was not found, Hecht says they probably also had NNAL in their urine, but too little for the
researchers' detection methods to pick up The infants with detectable levels of NNAL lived with
family members who reported smoking an average of 76 cigarettes per week in their home or car
while the infants were present. In infants with undetectable levels of NNAL, family members
reported smoking an average of 27 cigarettes per week. "Most importantly," says Hecht, "an infant
one year in age or less is very close to the mother and father, so if the parent is smoking, it only
makes sense that the infant is breathing in the smoke." Hecht further notes that smoking around an
infant is typically the beginning of long-term exposure for that child to secondhand smoke. "Parents
have the greatest impetus to quit smoking when they learn they are going to have a baby," he says.
If the parents don't quit then, they are unlikely to quit any time soon after the baby is born. "These
exposures could contribute to cancer risk later in life, although further biomarker studies would be
necessary to investigate that relationship," the researchers conclude. "A broad range of potentially
effective interventions to decrease exposure exists. These include efforts to encourage women to
quit before or during pregnancy and to avoid postpartum relapse; to encourage smoking cessation
among household members; and to establish no-smoking policies for the home and car. Evidence
that nicotine is present in dust and surfaces of houses in which smoking takes places indicates that
the complete elimination of smoking in homes is preferable to an emphasis on not smoking in the
presence of children." This work expands on a previous study by Hecht and his colleagues that
found newborn infants born to mothers who smoked took in the NNAL carcinogen directly from their
mothers through their placenta. A comparison of results showed that the first urine from newborns
whose mothers smoked during pregnancy contained as much as one-third more NNAL than infants
in the current study. Collaborating with Hecht were Steven G. Carmella, Ky-Ahn Le, Sharon E.
Murphy, Angela J.Boettcher, Chap Le, Joseph Koopmeiners, Larry An, and Deborah J. Hennrikus,
all with the Cancer Center and its Transdisciplinary Tobacco Use Research Center. The results are
published in the May issue of Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers and Prevention, a journal of the
American Association for Cancer Research. The study was funded by a grant from the National
Institute of Drug Abuse.

This story was adapted from a news release from the Academic Health Center and Cancer Center.
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U alumnus Jostein Mykletun,
left, now deputy director
general of Norway's Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, was
presented the University's
2006 Distinguished
Leadership Award for
Internationals by President
Bruininks in Norway May 28
during a U delegation visit.

Shenggen Fan, '89, right,
was the first 2006 winner of
the Distinguished Leadership
Award for Internationals to be
honored. Associate vice
president C. Eugene Allen,
left, presented the award
when Fan visited the Twin
Cities campus May 12. Fan

also received the Department of Applied Economics'
Outstanding Achievement Award. Photo courtesy of the
Department of Applied Economics

U honors global alumni achievements
2006 Distinguished Leadership Awards for Internationals span six
nations

By Gayla Marty

Brief, May 24, 2006;
photo update June 14, 2006

When a University delegation travels to Norway this week, foreign
minister Jostein Mykletun will be the second of six U alumni
honored this year with a Distinguished Leadership Award for
Internationals.

U officials are traveling to Norway to visit partner universities (see
box below right) and will take the opportunity to launch a Norway
alumni chapter on May 28. Mykletun, CLA '72, '79, is deputy
director of Norway's Ministry of Foreign Affairs and certainly one of
the U's most distinguished alumni.

2006 Distinguished Leadership Awards for Internationals

This year's award winners all attended the Twin Cities campus.

Soon Ang, Carlson School of Management, '93 (Singapore)

Benedicta Chiwokwu Aguisabo, Humphrey Fellow, 2001-02 (Nigeria)

Shenggen Fan, College of Agricultural, Food, and Environmental Sciences, '89 (China)

Jostein Mykletun, College of Liberal Arts, '72, '79 (Norway)

Jose Suarez-Torrez, School of Public Health, '79, '84 (Ecuador)

Winston C. Y. Yu, College of Agricultural, Food, and Environmental Sciences, '79 (Taiwan)

Mykletun works at the global crossroads of science, technology, innovation, industry, business, and higher education.
Because of his work, the U.S.-Norway bilateral science and technology agreement was signed in 2005. He's been a
professor, scholar, researcher, director of organizations inside and outside of Norway, and a science counselor to the
Norwegian mission to the European Union. Over the past four years, Mykletun has been working to foster
relationships between the United States, Canada, and Norway related to biotechnology, energy, climate, and health
care.

Nowhere are those crossroads illustrated more clearly than at the University of Minnesota, where
Mykletun played a key role in creating the Norwegian Centennial Interdisciplinary Chair last year.
The endowment created a faculty position in the fields of renewable energy and microbial genomics.

Outstanding as his contributions are, Mykletun is in good company among U alumni. Other winners
of the Distinguished Leadership Award for Internationals this year come from China, Ecuador,
Nigeria, Singapore, and Taiwan (see box above left). The awards recognize alumni, former
students, and friends of any University of Minnesota campus who have attained unusual distinction
in their careers or shown sustained or extremely promising achievements on a local, national, or
international level.

"This award shows the global impact of a University of Minnesota education," says Gene Allen,
associate vice president for international programs. "International alumni and friends of the
University have gone on to do very impressive and important work in their home countries and
around the world."

The global impact of a University of Minnesota education

Allen welcomed Shenggen Fan,
'89, a leading agricultural
economist, back on the Twin
Cities campus this month, where
Fan received his award May 12.
Fan was a student from China
who earned his Ph.D. in applied
economics from the College of
Agricultural, Food, and
Environmental Sciences. Today he
directs a division on development
strategy and governance for the
International Food Policy
Research Institute based in
Washington, D.C. He's devoted
most of his professional life to fighting poverty and hunger.

At the May 12 event, Fan also received an Outstanding Alumni Award from the Department of
Applied Economics, where he saluted his adviser, renowned economist Vernon Ruttan. In a lecture
on ways to dramatically reduce poverty, Fan spoke to the audience of graduate students and faculty
members about such key issues as the importance of roads and infrastructure.

Other award winners in 2006 will be recognized individually in ceremonies hosted by their colleges
at the U or in their home countries.

Soon Ang, '93, got a Ph.D. in management and information systems from the Carlson School of
Management. Today Ang is a professor and directs the Center for Cultural Intelligence at the
Nanyang Business School at Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. Ang's groundbreaking
research on the measurement of cultural intelligence has had a major impact on the field of
international education and cross-cultural training and counseling.
Benedicta Chiwokwu Aguisabo was a Humphrey Fellow from Nigeria at the Humphrey Institute of
Public Affairs in 2001-02. She's been called the mother of early childhood education in Nigeria for
her tireless work to achieve basic rights and protection for children and was instrumental in
establishing government policy on school feeding. Aguisabo is senior program officer of the
ENHANSE USAID project, a five-year bilateral agreement between the U.S. and Nigeria to
strengthen education in Nigeria.
Jose Suarez-Torres, '79, '84, received degrees in public health and epidemiology from the School of
Public Health and went on to found and direct Fundaci_on Cimas del Ecuador, a non-profit
organization focused on the study of the environmental, developmental, and medical problems of
Ecuador. He also directs the Minnesota Studies in International Development (MSID) program in
Ecuador, a unique model developed at the U that combines study abroad and local development
work in several countries.
Winston C. Y. Yu, '79, earned his doctorate in animal science from the College of Agricultural, Food,
and Environmental Sciences. Today he's secretary general of Taiwan's National Health Research
Institute, which was modeled after the U.S. National Institutes of Health. As the institute's first
leader, Yu developed it into a leading research organization with 700 employees. Yu is also an
accomplished researcher on the human papilloma virus and its close ties to cervical cancer.

To read more about this year's award winners and those from previous years, see the Distinguished
Leadership Award for Internationals.
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Three prototype CD covers
created by a University
instructor and his students for
The Rose Ensemble, a St.
Paul-based choral group
known for Gregorian chants
and Renaissance music.

Choral virtuoso

The Rose Ensemble
specializes in the revival
and preservation of ancient
music and holds its vocal
performances in various
locations throughout the
Twin Cities, especially in
historical architectural
landmarks such as the
Basilica of St. Mary in
downtown Minneapolis.

"There's always a story
behind our music," says
Jordan Sramek, artistic
director. "Early music is one
of the ways we learn who
we are and what happened
in the past." To learn more
about the group and its CD
collection, see The Rose
Ensemble.

The marriage of type and ancient music
U students help local choral group redesign CD covers

By Pauline Oo

May 23, 2006

"Archeologists digging for bones." That's how Bill Moran describes
the students in his three-year-old University of Minnesota design
minor course, Travels in Typography. Unlike archeologists,
however, the students don't turn up skulls and broken pottery. They
discover ancient letters, symbols, icons, and illustrations from the
University's James Ford Bell Library--a treasure trove of some of
the world's finest examples of the printed word.

This spring, instead of just learning about the evolution of type,
including developments in calligraphy and letterpress printing,
Moran's students got a lesson in redesigning CD covers that could
transport their owners to a former time.

"When Jordan [Sramek, the founder and artistic director of The
Rose Ensemble,] approached me to redesign two CD covers, I
said, 'Let's redo them all'--because the originals were such a
mishmash of designs," recalls Moran, a graphic designer by trade and third-generation letterpress
printer who owns Blinc Publishing in St. Paul, Minn. The Rose Ensemble has captivated audiences
nationally and internationally for the past 10 years with its interpretations of ancient music. The Twin
Cities group, which has five CDs to its name, combines Medieval, Renaissance, and Baroque music
with folklore. "Soon after that conversation, I proposed to Jordan and Janet [Abrams, the U's Design
Institute director] that we take this [CD redesign] on as a historical project involving the U's library
system and the students in my class," says Moran. In addition to the James Ford Bell's collection,
he adds, "historically significant printing examples" are also abundant at the U's music library in
Ferguson Hall and the Elmer L. Andersen Library on the West Bank.

A hidden treasure

The James Ford Bell Library, located on the 4th floor of Wilson Library on the West Bank, has more
than 20,000 rare books, 2,500 maps, and 2,500 manuscripts documenting European expansion and
international trade between ca. 1400 and ca. 1800. The collection was donated by James Ford Bell,
the founder of General Mills, in 1953--eight years prior to his death. Bell, whose name also graces
the U's Bell Museum of Natural History, was a University graduate from the class of 1901 and a
regent for 21 years.

The library also has an active publishing and teaching program. It publishes books ranging from
translations of selected documents from its collection to volumes of essays, as well as a series of
educational pamphlets.

Library hours during the summer are Monday through Friday from noon to 5 p.m., with appointments
welcome for other times. When you visit, make sure to stop in the Bell Room, a reading room right
out of the 16th century. If the four large stained-glass windows depicting English country life don't
stop you in your tracks, the handcrafted wood panels or the 200-pound two-tiered brass chandelier
surely will.

The combination of classroom and service learning or outreach is not uncommon at the U. Each
year, hundreds of University of Minnesota students are solving problems for real-life clients and
getting the chance to plump up their resumes while pursuing their degrees.

"There's nothing more pleasing than to have young people working on and researching a project,"
says Sramek. "They can offer a perspective you may not have thought of or a different way to look
at something."

In February, each of Moran's six students was given a Rose Ensemble CD and asked to find the
unifying element--an image or icon--that would best represent the music and the period that inspired
it.

In March, it was show-and-tell time.

Senior Dave Hagen--who had The Rose Ensemble's third recording, "Slavic Holiday: Legends from
Ancient Czechoslovakia and Poland"--hinted at the possibility of ignoring common religious
iconography on the CD cover in favor of Gothic art, namely, the pointed arches and flying buttresses
of cathedrals prevalent in Slavic culture. (The original cover featured an aerial view of a nondescript
city in purple.) Senior Jen Barger brought along photocopied samples of sculpture, religious
paintings, and typefaces from 16th century Spain for the presentation; all were likely candidates to
replace the unnamed angel gracing the cover of her CD, "Seasons of Angels: Harmony of the
Spheres." For Jesse Eiden, the task required delving deep into 17th century Eastern European
politics and history. The fire and cross on the CD she was given, "Fire of the Soul: Choral Virtuosity
in 17th Century Russia and Poland," were striking, yet told one little about the similarities that
existed between Polish Renaissance and Russian Orthodox cultures.

In April, with feedback from their client, the students continued or
refined their research.

"The project has been surprising in terms of [the] research," says
Hagen, who is majoring in graphic design. "I'm learning that graphic
design is so much more than making things look good."

Moran says the "pick and shovel work" is over now and the students
have received their grades. Moran is currently working with Sramek to
finalize the images for all of the CDs.

Rose Ensemble founder Jordan Sramek
(right) and U instructor Bill Moran review a
student's research findings.

Photo by Pauline Oo

"The most valuable contribution of the
students has been to help us get into the
time and place [the music evokes]," says

Moran. "It's now up to the client to decide if the CDs are siblings or
cousins [and that relationship will drive the similarity of their look]."
The new CD covers are expected to debut this summer. In addition to fresh visuals, each CD will be
enveloped in environmentally friendly paper-based jackets instead of plastic cases.

"Most of us buy wine or a CD because of the label or cover," says Moran. "In this case, what you
see and read will become a doorway, another way to appreciate the music."

Further reading: combining classroom and service learning Saving the past Village lights Good neighbor policy 
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Backhoes equipped with the
most advanced fluid-power
technology could improve
efficiency by 30 percent.
Backhoes are just one type of
machinery that could benefit
from research at a new
University-led center to study
fluid power.

New fluid power center has faculty pumped
Fluid-powered hybrid vehicles and machines could save even
more energy than electric hybrids

By Deane Morrison

May 26, 2006

As the population ages, there will be a huge market for personal
service robots to help the elderly and infirm. Unfortunately, even
today's state-of-the-art robots run out of juice after only about 20
minutes. But an extra jolt of energy from a compact, efficient
source of fluid power could ameliorate that shortcoming and allow
this technology to blossom. That scenario is just one vision that
came a step closer to reality when the University, along with
several other institutions, received a five-year, $15 million grant
from the National Science Foundation (NSF) for a center devoted
to reviving and rejuvenating the science and technology of fluid
power. Besides robots, optimal use of fluid power could allow all
sorts of vehicles and power machinery, from dentists' drills to jaws
of life to backhoes, to cut their energy consumption between 10
and 30 percent, says Kim Stelson, a University mechanical
engineering professor and director of the new Engineering
Research Center for Compact and Efficient Fluid Power. The
center will be based in 1701 University Avenue, on the Twin Cities
campus.The University got the nod for lead institution because its
faculty did the heavy lifting in organizing the long list of participants and making the case to NSF
that investment in fluid power could pay big dividends. Besides the NSF grant, industry partners
have chipped in $3 million, which the seven universities involved in the center have matched,
bringing the total endowment to $21 million. "Back in the 1950s and 1960s, the United States led
the world in fluid-power research, but now Europe and Asia have passed us by," says Stelson. "We
hope that this new center will get us back on track in this growing field." Researchers at the center
will study ways to used fluid power to improve efficiency in equipment for agriculture, mining,
construction, and equipment for manufacturing, such as injection-molding machines. Fluid-powered
hybrid vehicles are now in development by Eaton Corp., one of the center's industry partners. The
first applications of the technology will be in garbage trucks, other heavy trucks, and buses, all of
which make frequent stops and starts and are big enough to hold a fluid-powered apparatus. The
system uses a "regenerative braking" scheme to capture the kinetic energy of the vehicle as it slows
down; with standard brakes, that energy would be lost as heat. "In a fluid-powered system, when
you brake, a pump pumps fluid from a low-pressure reservoir to a high-pressure reservoir," says
Stelson. "This requires energy, which is stored in the high-pressure reservoir. When you release the
brake, fluid flows out of the reservoir and drives the pump backward, turning it into a hydraulic motor
to help power the car. "The challenge is downsizing this stuff to get it into cars. It's hard to decrease
the size to fit a car and get the energy reservoirs to fit."

"Back in the 1950s and 1960s, the United States led the world in fluid-
power research, but now Europe and Asia have passed us by," says
Stelson. "We hope that this new center will get us back on track in this
growing field."

A trial of fluid-powered regenerative braking will soon get under way in the Chinese cities of Beijing and Shanghai. In
preliminary tests, Eaton, which is conducting the trials, has shown that 80 percent of the braking energy is recovered
and reused, resulting in a 30 percent fuel saving. Different savings will be realized in different types of machinery, but
Stelson estimates at least $100 million of energy savings in each application. For example, backhoes equipped with
fluid-powered technology developed at the center could improve efficiency by 30 percent, and in the big kahuna-
passenger cars--perhaps 10 percent, saving $10 billion of the $100 billion now spent on fuel. As with its other grants,
NSF places a high value on getting research out of the laboratory and into the minds and markets of the nation. One
of the country's greatest successes in that field is another center member, the Science Museum of Minnesota.
Mechanical engineering professor Will Durfee, the education and outreach director for the center, says the museum
will take the lead on two projects. "We'll have an interactive exhibit on the fundamentals of fluid power," he says. "We
want people to recognize that fluid power is useful because it can generate a lot of power for a small weight. In the
exhibit, people will watch fluid flow from chamber to chamber and see the effects of the flow. Most people have the
capacity to understand fluid power if it's presented in the right way. We hope clones of the exhibit will tour the
country." The fluids in the exhibit will be the ones used in real life: oil, for heavy equipment, and air, for applications
like dentists' drills and the machines that whisk lug nuts off car wheels. In the second project, the museum's Youth
Science Center will have teenage staffers present talks to museum visitors. They will also go to high schools to
conduct experiments involving fluid power. "It's called peer teaching and guidance," says Durfee. "Also, we'll help
Project Lead the Way [a national, New York-based nonprofit organization that develops pre-engineering courses for
middle and high schools] develop modules for teaching. Project Lead the Way is also part of the center. Other
university members of the center are the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Purdue University, Vanderbilt University, the Milwaukee School of Engineering and North Carolina A&T State
University. Besides the Science Museum and Project Lead the Way, the other nonuniversity institution is the National
Fluid Power Association. Twin Cities area industry partners are Caterpillar, Toro, Eaton Corp., R.T. Dygert
International, Sauer-Danfoss, and Tennant Co.

Read more about the center in a recent news release.
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University of Minnesota,
Duluth, instructor David "Niib"
Aubid uses storytelling to
teach his students the Ojibwe
language.

Storytelling in the lesson plan
UMD faculty member uses storytelling to give Ojibwe language
meaning

May 26, 2006

There are more than 500 distinct American Indian nations in the
United States, and each has its own language and history, as well
as its sacred places and rituals. Yet, many share a common
tradition: storytelling. At the University of Minnesota, Duluth, (UMD)
David Aubid uses narrative stories to teach the Ojibwe language
and American Indian history.

"American Indian societies rely on oral teachings as a vital part of
their identity," says Aubid, an Ojibwe language instructor in UMD's
Department of American Indian Studies. Aubid, who also goes by
his American Indian name "Niib," has gained renown as a
storyteller and frequently travels to regional events and classrooms
to tell dozens of Ojibwe stories.

In his University classes, students have the opportunity to select an
Ojibwe word to represent themselves (for conversation purposes)
and are encouraged to speak Ojibwe to each other. In many of the class periods, Aubid tells a story.

"Ojibwe words are easier to learn in a context," he says. "You've got to use them to bring them to
life. Memorizing isn't the best way to learn. Hearing words illustrate a story has much more
meaning."

Oijbwe is one of nearly 40 foreign languages taught at the University of Minnesota. Recently, the U
hosted World Languages Day to promote 20 of those languages and to encourage high school
students in Minnesota to pursue or acquire a second language. Additionally, the U offers a bachelor
of arts in American Indian Studies. The program, available to students on the Duluth and Twin Cities
campuses, comprises coursework to promote the understanding of tribal cultures.

The Ojibwe language is the mother tongue of the Ojibwe people--the third-largest group of Native
Americans in the United States, numbering more than 100,000 across the north from Michigan to
Montana. In 2003, about 200 scholars from the United States and Canada gathered on the Twin
Cities campus for the first Minnesota Indigenous Language Symposium. The event focused on
Ojibwe and Dakota language revitalization initiatives within Minnesota and its neighboring states.
Both languages are seriously threatened.

The stories Aubid tells are not only rich in historical context and cultural meaning, they are
embedded with moral values, says Katie Nickolay, a senior psychology and American Indian
Studies major. For instance, a story illustrating the complicated rituals involved in killing and eating
an animal may lead to an important lesson in respecting nature and the concept of give and take.

"The Ojibwe have great respect for all living things," explains Aubid. "It's in the words. Animals and
plants aren't natural resources to be exploited. Everything alive has a spirit.... [and] making an
offering to the spirits before taking anything from the environment is part of that give-and-take.
[Respect for all living things is] fundamental to Ojibwe culture, and [that principle] comes out over
and over in Ojibwe stories."

Ojibwe stories and teachings should not be trivialized by referring to them as myths or fables, says
Aubid. "I call them living legends," he adds, and he continues the tradition of storytelling for many
reasons. Stories teach lessons, strengthen cultural ties, entertain, and keep history alive, he
explains. And his students would miss it if he didn't.

"He teaches us more than just how to put words together," says Molly Cummings, a sophomore
majoring in psychology. "He teaches us to respect the language and the past."

Aubid uses technology, like PowerPoint programs, to enhance his storytelling. "Adapting living
legends to technology is important in order to bring them into the 21st century and beyond," he
says.

Today, Minnesota's Native languages are being spoken fluently by only a few Native people, most of
them elderly. "Without the Ojibwe language, the culture is lost and Ojibwe people become mere
descendents of Indians, with little to differentiate themselves from non-Indians," said Anton Treuer,
author of Living Our Languages: Ojibwe Tales and Oral Histories, at the indigenous language
symposium. "Language and tradition combine to make culture. Indian people need both to survive."

And University of Minnesota faculty members, like Aubid, are making sure nothing gets lost.

"One word can tell a story," he says.

Edited from a story by Cheryl Reitan and David Lislegard.

Further reading: A sampling of American Indian-specific programs or research projects at the U Dedicated to the
Native American Good medicine Native American nursing science bridge program 
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Bill Berguson and a young
poplar. Berguson leads the U's
poplar tree breeding program
at NRRI in Duluth. The
program is one of the largest
in the world to develop hybrid
poplars for industry.

Fast-growing trees for fuel and fiber
U researchers developing hybrid poplars as a biomass energy
option

By Pauline Oo and Jeff Falk

May 26, 2006

In times of high fuel prices, the demand for homegrown renewable
energy is at an all time high. The University of Minnesota, Duluth's
Natural Resources Research Institute (NRRI) is spearheading an
array of projects aimed at meeting the growing demand for
biomass energy. One of those projects involves hybrid poplars,
some of the fastest-growing and most productive trees in North
America.

"Gas prices have almost tripled in the last few years, and that's
really caused a dramatic shift in what the economics of biomass
could be," says Bill Berguson, director of NRRI's forestry program.
"We're seeing [an increase in the] commercial applications of
biomass energy." Gasifiers and ethanol plants that convert
biomass waste products into energy are cropping up in mills and
manufacturing facilities across Minnesota, he adds.

"There's a gasification plant at Little Falls that is biogas fueled," says Berguson. "There's also a
large project, which is a joint venture between the municipalities of Hibbing and Virginia, that's going
to burn biomass to fuel their facilities, provide heat for the homes in both cities, and [produce power
for] the electricity grid. That [large-scale application] would not have happened a few years ago. The
economics just wouldn't have been there."

Corn is currently the most developed biomass energy source in the United States, and researchers
across the nation are evaluating other potential energy crops, including alfalfa, soybeans, hemp,
and switchgrass. Berguson and his team have chosen to study hybrid poplar trees. The NRRI
poplar tree breeding program is one of the largest in the world to develop hybrid poplars for industry.

Hybrid poplars can produce three to six times more wood per acre per year than natural forests,
according to the Minnesota Department of Agriculture. Its productivity makes it well suited as a
source of bioenergy (such as heat, power, and transportation fuels), fiber (paper, pulp, or particle
board), and other biobased products like organic chemicals and adhesives. Compared to corn and
other annual row crops, the hybrid poplar (and other perennial plants) is an ideal biomass
alternative because it can greatly reduce erosion and runoff.

"It's an important part of the forest industry right now," says Berguson. "Hybrid poplar is planted on
agricultural land [and] grown pretty much like a corn crop. Intensive management, weed control, and
fertilization are part of why you get the fast growth. [The other part] is optimum genetics."

Hybrid poplars are members of the willow family, but they represent crosses among various
cottonwood species.

"What we do is take the eastern cottonwood, which is native to Minnesota and a large part of the
United States, and breed that with pollen from Japan, Korea, and parts of Europe, such as Italy,"
explains Berguson. "It takes a concerted breeding effort to produce a hybrid poplar."

A hybrid poplar can grow to a height of 60 feet in 10 years.

But it's worth it, he adds.

"You can grow a 60-foot-tall tree in 10 years," says Berguson. "And
there is an industrial application of hybrid poplar in Minnesota on
agricultural sites to produce wood primarily for paper production.
International Paper [for example], is planting fairly large acreages of
hybrid poplar to provide wood at its paper mill in Sartell, Minn."

According to the Minnesota Department of Agriculture, hybrid poplar trees can be harvested on 5- to
15-year cycles and often regrow from the roots and trunks, eliminating the need to replant.

NRRI's hybrid poplar research is focused on reducing costs by improving yields, increasing pest and
disease resistance, and developing efficient management systems. To date, NRRI has bred poplar
hybrids with more than 5,000 genotypes that are disease resistant and that will grow on marginally
productive croplands, such as those in northern Minnesota.

"There is a lot of interest in using a variety of biomass sources, not just the hybrid poplar plantations
themselves but residues from forest harvest operations and even biomass from brush lands," says
Berguson. "All of those sources are being explored by us and others to see whether they are
economical, what the volumes are, and how much energy you could actually derive from those
sources."

Not only are biomass projects like the U's poplar breeding program important for energy
independence, they are vital to Minnesota's economic development. Renewable energy is also one
engine powering the University of Minnesota's drive to transform itself into one of the world's top
three public research universities.

"There are projects that are starting that will result in additional revenue for loggers and keep the
cost savings here in Minnesota, rather that exporting those dollars to Texas or the Middle East,"
says Berguson. "Those projects stay here and generate jobs locally, so that's really been a major
change from the last few years. Biomass energy has really started to come into its own and become
economically viable. And Minnesota is on the forefront of the development of biomass energy."

Further reading: U and biomass or renewable energy research UMM receives federal funding for biomass
development

Looking for energy answers E 85 fuels U vehicles

Norway give U endowed chair
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Hotline helps U employees do the right
thing
By Gayla Marty

Brief, May 31, 2006

Janet Wang* pulled into the campus parking lot on her way back to
the office. It was mid afternoon, so she parked in the shade next to
a University van.

It wasn't until she was half way into the office that she realized
she'd seen a University employee unloading something--electrical
supplies?--into a pickup parked on the other side of the van. By the
time she got back to her desk, she forgot about it.

But a few weeks later, she remembered. Leaving the office for an
off-campus meeting, Wang noticed the same van and the same person transferring something to
the pickup.

The next morning, Wang found the Ureport Web site and made a report. She got a report number so
she could call with more information. Later she was able to check back to find out what happened.

Taking responsibility

Most concerns can be raised and solved successfully at the local level. To find out more about
reporting options, including Ureport, see the Office of Institutional Compliance Web site.

At a time when expectations of accountability are rising for corporations as well as public institutions, Ureport is a
way for University of Minnesota employees to do the right thing as simply as possible. The service is not really new--
the U has long provided several lines for people to call with problems. But Ureport consolidated lines, brought
processes up to date, and made it easier to use with online as well as phone access 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. The systemwide service introduced last fall also allows users to remain anonymous and to follow up on
reports.

"I like the idea that we are doing our job to be good stewards of University resources," says Tom
Schumacher, director of the Office of Institutional Compliance. "We're not asking people to do all the
work. Just let us know, and we'll follow up."

Faculty and staff can use Ureport to make an anonymous report, on the Web or by phone, of activity
they think might be violating law or policy. The University contracts with an independent company,
EthicsPoint, which is used by hundreds of companies and universities for similar confidential
support.

"The more we commit ourselves to becoming an even better research
institution, the more important stewardship becomes."

Since Ureport went live last November, about 80 reports have been made from all the U campuses.
One staff member was tired of watching a coworker shop online for hours at work. Another reported
that someone seemed to be living in a U building basement.

In the case Wang observed, the report was referred to the local police. As it turned out, one of the
employee's jobs was to pick up materials from a supplier a half-hour away--where the employee
also ordered materials for personal projects. Picking up both orders in a single trip saved time and
fuel. The supervisor was aware of the practice, and the employee had separate receipts for each
trip, which were recorded in a log book.

A typical report might contain a misperception of events, a culture of not paying enough attention, or
some combination.

"As an employer of 30,000 bodies, we have a lot of subcultures," says Schumacher about the U.
"For example, we Minnesotans have a culture that doesn't like talking about problems. That makes
it hard to raise uncomfortable issues."

Schumacher stresses that most concerns can be raised and solved successfully at the local level--in
the workplace and department, through ordinary supervisory channels. Usually, the local unit is
most familiar with the issues and people and best equipped to solve the problem or raise a concern
to a higher level. But sometimes, because of the subject matter or due to work or personal
relationships, concerns may be best raised through a specialized central office.

Reasons to use Ureport might include situations in which there's a power differential between the
people involved, when the person is not comfortable, when the issue has been raised but nothing
was effective, or when it's just not practical.

"How much effort should a person put in if it's not their issue?" Schumacher asks. Should something
be ignored just because it's too much work to ask someone about it and the person thinks it's not
their business, anyway?

As the University commits itself to improvement, accountability becomes more important, says
Schumacher.

"The more innovative you are, the more you need to be sure you are following the rules," he says.
"The more we commit ourselves to becoming an even better research institution, the more important
stewardship becomes. People who raise concerns should be valued for providing an important
service to everyone."

This story was updated July 12, 2006. 
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UMD staff members Becki
Hornung (right), Johanna
Garrison, and Karen Nichols
were inspired to create a Web
page to help people seeking
resources for dealing with
methamphetamine issues.

Meth abuse leads to new U Web site

May 30, 2006

When three members of the University of Minnesota, Duluth's
(UMD) department of social work decided to convene a conference
on the impact of methamphetamine, they didn't know how
desperate the need for information had become. The deeper they
became involved in the issue, the more they saw how many people
needed the resources: social workers, educators, medical
professionals, and law enforcement personnel, among others.

Johanna Garrison, outreach and curriculum development
coordinator; Becki Hornung, instructor and child welfare student
support coordinator; and Karen Nichols, associate administrator--
all in the department of social work--organized the conference,
"The Impact of Methamphetamine on Children and Families:
Research and Community Response," held in February at UMD.
The sessions filled immediately.

"We were overwhelmed by the response. Child welfare
practitioners, many of whom are our graduates, and other
professionals needed research-based information," says Garrison.
"It was a good fit for UMD to put on the conference."

Since the conference, the social work department has posted and maintained a UMD Web page for
people seeking resources for dealing with methamphetamine issues. "We realized that one
conference was hardly enough," says Garrison. "We had to do more to help, so we started
gathering research and posting it on the internet." The methamphetamine resources Web page is
located at the department of social work.

According to President Bush's National Drug Control Strategy for 2006, methamphetamine use is
rising--treatment admissions for amphetamines and methamphetamines have increased 500
percent since 1992, and positive drug tests in the workplace have increased 200 percent since
2001. A survey of 500 sheriff's departments in 45 states found that methamphetamine abuse has
become the nation's leading drug problem affecting local law enforcement agencies. It's packing
U.S. jails.

UMD's department of social work is especially concerned because arrests have swamped agencies
that care for children whose parents have become addicted. The treatment time is long; it takes at
least a year for the drug to clear out of an addict's system. Child welfare laws only give a parent six
months after an arrest to get their life back on track before their children are put up for adoption.
"Parental methamphetamine use has become a leading cause for the removal of Minnesota children
from their homes," says Hornung. "Social work professionals, many of whom are graduates from our
[master of social work] program, are inundated, and they need any help we can offer."

According to a survey of 500 sheriff's departments in 45 states,
methamphetamine abuse has become the nation's leading drug problem
affecting local law enforcement agencies. It's packing U.S. jails.

Meth use and production is a significant and complex problem in the Midwest. According to a Drug
Enforcement Administration study, more than 50 percent of all meth lab incidents in the United
States have happened in the Midwest.

The issue is new and the research is hard to find. UMD brought two prominent researchers to the
conference: Wendy Haight, an associate professor with the School of Social Work at the University
of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, and James Black, a medical doctor and neuroscientist from Southern
Illinois University. UMD currently provides information about Haight's and Black's studies on child
welfare issues on the UMD methamphetamine research Web page (see above).

Karen Nichols says that UMD recognizes that agencies such as social services, law enforcement
and public health need to work together closely. "The multidisciplinary approach is important when
dealing with children impacted by methamphetamine," she says. UMD also provides information
about a landmark coalition pioneered in Wright County. Families, neighbors, school personnel, law
enforcement, county agencies, faith communities, and municipalities have succeeded in educating
the public about the dangers of methamphetamine.

The conference was sponsored by the UMD Center for Regional and Tribal Child Welfare Studies,
the Center for American Indian and Minority Health at the U of M Medical School Duluth, and the U
of M Consortium on Law and Values in Health, Environment and the Life Sciences.
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Ecologist David Tilman says a
diversity of plant species will
likely produce the most
biomass for making
sustainable fuels.

Natural prairie holds key to sustainable
fuels
The best source of biomass will be fields with diverse plant species

By Deane Morrison

May 31, 2006; updated June 22

As gas prices inch higher, the search is on for renewable, plant-
based fuels that don't require fertilizer or pesticides, which both
require energy to produce.

A solution may be at hand, from University ecologist David Tilman
and two colleagues: Instead of growing a single fuel source crop,
grow many species together because such plantations will yield
more total vegetation--and do it more reliably--than any growing
just one species. The most cited ecologist in the world, Tilman has
long been singing the praises of biodiversity, as the coexistence of
many species is called. In May, he and two colleagues (University
forest resources professor Peter Reich and Johannes Knops of the
University of Nebraska) published a paper in the journal Nature in
which they sum up 12 years of experiments at the University's Cedar Creek Natural History Area.
The longest-running experiment of its kind, it shows unequivocally that plots of land with numerous
species produce much more "biomass" and suffer less from fluctuations in productivity than plots
with only one or a few species. This makes diverse plantings the likeliest candidates to drive the
"bio" revolution. The paper is a call to everyone who wants to extract energy from biomass to start
thinking in terms of species diversity. Biomass can be either burned for energy or refined to produce
concentrated energy in the form of biofuels such as ethanol or synfuel gasoline and diesel. The
greater the yield of biomass per acre, the better, and data from Cedar Creek shows that diverse
plantings fill the bill. "Diverse prairie grasslands are 240 percent more productive than grasslands
with a single prairie species," says Tilman, a Regents Professor of Ecology in the College of
Biological Sciences, which operates the Cedar Creek field station. "That means that if a plot with
one or two plant species produces 100 pounds of vegetation a year, a plot with 16 species [the most
diverse plots planted at Cedar Creek] will produce 340 pounds. This huge advantage comes when
you plant numerous grasses and legumes and various prairie flowers together."

"This paper suggests there might be an unsuspected benefit to restoring
land to a more native condition," Tilman says. "Restoring land so it can
produce biofuels is a new idea, but there are many reasons to do it."

Findings from Cedar Creek suggest that plantings of multiple species of prairie plants will produce fuels, such as
ethanol, with greater net energy gains per acre than corn, soybeans, or even switchgrass, which has been touted as
a promising source for biomass. But the higher energy gains aren't just from higher productivity; diverse plantings
require little or no inputs of fertilizer or pesticides, both of which require lots of energy to make and apply.
Experiments now under way in Germany and the Netherlands are yielding similar effects of diversity on yields, says
Tilman, even though they use totally different species. Also, because prairie plants are perennial, they would not
have to be replanted year after year. Farmers would need only mow their fields in the fall. If burned, biomass could
replace some of the coal that now pumps carbon dioxide and mercury into the atmosphere. "You can burn prairie
grass using the fluidized bed technology of existing coal-fired power plants, and can mix it in with coal," says Tilman.
"The energy density of biomass is 60 to 70 percent that of coal. If power plants wanted to buy biomass and farmers
wanted to grow it, it could happen, but it will take much work to get there."

Aerial view of experimental plots at the U's Cedar Creek Natural History
Area.

Now that the value of biodiversity has been shown, the next step should
be an economic analysis, says Tilman. It remains to be seen whether
biomass farmers, along with energy producers and the people who
transport biomass from one to the other, can each make money if they
put the vision that he and his colleagues have into practice. For optimal
results, each region of the country and the world would have to be

studied to determine what mix of plant species would work best in that particular soil and climate. "In
Minnesota there are over a million acres of abandoned farmland in the Conservation Reserve
Program," says Tilman. "That land is mainly planted with just a few grass species" and so may hold
potential as a future site of biomass plantations. Planting more species should allow not only bigger
yields of vegetation, but more predictable yields. As the Cedar Creek experiments show, yields of
vegetation fluctuate less from season to season if the vegetation contains many species. This kind
of reliability is important because no one wants to see boom and bust years in the energy supply.
"This paper suggests there might be an unsuspected benefit to restoring land to a more native
condition," Tilman says. "Restoring land so it can produce biofuels is a new idea, but there are many
reasons to do it. We need a stable and productive source of bioenergy. Biodiversity can give us this
on abandoned agricultural land around the world, and it doesn't have to be just grasses. As we get
away from fossil fuels, we're going to have to have a diversity of approaches."

Read another article on this topic from the National Science Foundation, which supports work at
Cedar Creek.
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For obese patients with type 2
diabetes, surgery is an option.

All our trials
U offers clinical trials and surgical options to treat, prevent, or cure
diabetes.

By Deane Morrison

From M, summer 2006

Diabetes is wreaking havoc on about 1 in 17 Americans, leading to
accompanying chronic illness and early deaths. Prominent among
its victims are the poor; people of American Indian, Asian, black
and Hispanic descent; and, increasingly, children. The World
Health Organization estimates that more than 175 million
worldwide have diabetes, with 300 million cases projected by 2025.
Along with first-class diabetes management care and research into
the cause and prevention of the disease (see Defeating diabetes),
the University is conducting numerous clinical trials and pioneering
surgical options for people with diabetes. In 1983 the National
Institutes of Health launched a major clinical study to investigate
the power of intensive blood glucose control measures to prevent or minimize complications in type
1diabetes patients. The Diabetes Control and Complications (DCCT) Trial, now in its follow-up
phase at the University and 26 other centers nationwide, showed such clear benefits for strict
glucose management that patients in the control group were switched to intensive treatment. Even
so, their rate of complications continued to climb in comparison to the participants who received that
treatment from the start. "[The study] shows that intensive therapy must begin as soon as possible,"
says John Bantle of the Division of Endocrinology and Diabetes, the University's principal
investigator in the study. "It also came out in the study that intensive treatment protected against
heart attack, angina, and stroke." In second national trial, BARI 2D (Bypass Angioplasty
Revascularization 2 Diabetes), Bantle, principal investigator Carl White, a University cardiologist,
and their colleagues are studying which surgical or medical (mainly drug) therapies will best protect
the cardiac health of people with type 2 diabetes. In a third trial, Look AHEAD (Action for Health in
Diabetes), Bantle and University principal investigator Robert Jeffery, of the epidemiology
department, are part of a national team investigating weight loss as a primary therapy for type 2.
"Type 2 may have multiple causes, probably from multiple genes," says Elizabeth Seaquist, director
of the University's Center for Diabetes Research. Whatever the cause, type 2 diabetes means a
two- to four-fold higher risk of death from cardiovascular disease. As the University's principal
investigator for the national ACCORD (Action to Control Cardiovascular Risk in Diabetes) trial,
Seaquist is helping determine if lowering blood sugar into the normal range will cut those patients'
death rate from heart attack and stroke. Results from BARI 2D and Look AHEAD are not known yet.
The trials are monitored by a committee set up by the National Institutes of Health, which examines
the data and decides if and when a treatment has proven itself one way or the other. In the best
case, as in DCCT, all patients are switched to the treatment group because the benefits are
indisputable. In another project, Seaquist and Gulin Oz, of the radiology faculty, are spearheading a
study of the role that glycogen-animal starch, the storage form of glucose-in the brain may play in
type 1 diabetes patients, particularly those who fail to notice when their blood sugar drops too low
and black out suddenly. Working at the University's Center for Magnetic Resonance Research, they
head the only team in the world that can measure glycogen in the brains of living people.

Surgeons and stem cells

The University has been at the forefront of surgical diabetes treatment since 1966, when University
surgeons William Kelly and Richard Lillehei performed the world's first pancreas transplant. About
1,900, or 10 percent of all such transplants in the United States, have since been performed at the
University, many by David Sutherland. Three other surgeons-Raja Kandaswamy, Abhinav Humar,
and Rainer Gruessner-also perform the transplants. But transplanting a whole pancreas isn't the
only way to supply fresh beta cells. Another is to extract islets from a donor pancreas and inject
them into the patient's portal vein. The vein carries the islets into the liver, where some take up
residence and start producing insulin. The University's Bernhard Hering is a world expert in the
procedure, which is much less rigorous than a pancreas transplant for the recipient. But it's difficult
to harvest usable islets in large numbers. In most transplant centers, 70 percent of patients require
more than one donor. "We've improved islet procedures so that only 30 percent of patients need
more than one donor," says Sutherland. Pancreas and islet donors are scarce, so Sutherland,
Hering and their colleagues at the University's Diabetes Institute for Transplantation and
Immunology have turned to other species as possible donors. This year, Hering headed a team that
found a drug regimen that allowed islets taken from pigs to escape rejection for up to six months
after being transplanted into monkeys. The research marked the first step in bringing this type of
therapy to people. Beta cells are also under study in the University's Stem Cell Institute. A team led
by Meri Firpo has coaxed human embryonic stem cells to produce small amounts of insulin, and the
researchers are applying for support from the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation to continue
their work. People with type 2 diabetes benefit from gastric bypass, a surgical procedure that shunts
food past part of the stomach and small intestine to help obese people lose weight. "All such
patients show improvement, and up to 80 percent are cured of diabetes," says University surgeon
Sayeed Ikramuddin, who has performed 1,300 gastric bypasses in the last four years. One factor
may be that the procedure raises levels of a hormone that stimulates beta cells. A new treatment on
the horizon is an "analog" drug similar to the natural hormone. Ikramuddin is also working with
Swedish colleagues to find ways of performing less invasive gastric bypasses by entering the body
through the mouth.

To learn more about the trials underway at the University, click here or here.
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Gov. Tim Pawlenty signs the
state bonding bill on June 1
flanked by Alison Davis-Blake,
incoming dean of the Carlson
School, and Senior Vice
President of Academic Affairs
and Provost and Thomas
Sullivan.

Pawlenty signs bonding bill on campus
By Rick Moore

June 1, 2006

For the second time in two weeks, Gov. Tim Pawlenty came to the
University of Minnesota's Twin Cities campus to sign a major piece
of legislation. On Thursday (June 1) in the atrium of the Carlson
School of Management (CSOM), the governor signed the bonding
bill that includes $26.6 million in state funding for an expansion to
the Carlson School.

Overall, the bonding bill commits nearly $1 billion for public building
projects around the state, and it authorizes $158.4 million in
funding (with $115.7 million coming from the state) for capital
improvement projects at the University of Minnesota. In addition to
the Carlson School appropriation, the bill includes funding for a
new Labovitz School of Business and Economics on the Duluth
campus ($15.3 million), a biomedical sciences research building on
the Twin Cities campus ($40 million), $3.5 million for the
University's research and outreach centers ($500,000 for Cedar
Creek, $500,000 for the Cloquet Forestry Center, and $2.5 million
for the West Regional Outreach Center in Morris), and $300,000 for the Minnesota Poultry Testing
Laboratory in Willmar.

The bill also includes $30 million for Higher Education Asset Preservation and Replacement
(HEAPR) funds, which are used for general repairs and maintenance projects across the University
system.

"These are lasting and historic investments, and we are so grateful for a
job well done," said Sullivan. "This legislative session was successful
because of the strong partnership between the University and the state
of Minnesota."

Pawlenty spoke of the importance of the projects in the bonding bill in terms of how they position Minnesota to
compete nationally and internationally. He cited the Carlson School's evolution into a highly ranked business school,
and expressed his support for expanding the University's research efforts in the biosciences.

"Clearly, one enormously important strategic asset for the state of Minnesota... is the University of
Minnesota," Pawlenty said. "As we look to the future for the University, we have a wonderful
opportunity, but the world is changing rapidly so we need to make sure we're all rowing in the same
direction." Setting the pace through strategic positioning is very important, he noted.

"These are lasting and historic investments, and we are so grateful for a job well done," said Senior
Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost Thomas Sullivan, who spoke before Pawlenty at the
signing ceremony. "This legislative session was successful because of the strong partnership
between the University and the state of Minnesota." The new Carlson School expansion will help
address an acute demand for the school's top-ranked undergraduate programs. "This expansion is
about opportunity, and right now we are only able to serve about 12 percent of applicants," said
incoming CSOM dean Alison Davis-Blake, who also spoke at the event. She said the new facility will
enable the school to serve 50 percent more people when it opens in 2008--many of whom will live
and work in Minnesota, found companies here, and contribute to the economy of the state. "The
Carlson School of Management's expansion is very important to the future of our state," said Davis-
Blake, who will take over as dean on July 1. UMD's Labovitz School of Business and Economics
has similarly outgrown its current space. The new building will allow for program growth in
undergraduate, M.B.A., and distance-education programs. While the Legislature did not vote to
approve the University's request for a new biomedical sciences research facilities authority--which
would have allowed $330 million in state general obligation debt to go toward building five new
research buildings at the U over the next decade--it did approve a new biomedical research building
on the Twin Cities campus. The facility will be constructed adjacent to the Center for Magnetic
Resonance Research and will allow for the expansion of research programs. On May 24, Pawlenty
signed the bill approving a new $248 million on-campus football stadium. The University hopes to
begin construction of the stadium this fall and finish in time for the 2009 season. Also pending
Pawlenty's signature is $5 million to support academic programs at the University of Minnesota,
Rochester.

To view the streaming video of Gov. Pawlenty speaking at the bonding bill signing ceremony, visit
Bonding Bill Ceremony.
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In a University of Minnesota
study, women rated men for
their attractiveness as either a
short-term mate or a long-
term mate.

When women fall for Mr. Right Now
University of Minnesota research finds that women are attracted to
certain types of men depending on their cycle

By Rick Moore

From M, summer 2006

For years now, many men concerned with appropriate behavior
have been training themselves to be better long-term mates--
honing traits such as niceness, self-deprecation, acquiescence,
and good parenting skills. After all, those are the qualities women
purportedly prefer in a long-term partner.

Could that mean that women no longer have time for the alpha
males of the world--the competitive, athletic, socially dominant,
masculine men? Not exactly. According to recent research, women
are still attracted to those types of men, but more strongly during
the ovulation phase of their menstrual cycles.

University of Minnesota psychology professor Jeff Simpson, along
with colleague and U grad Steve Gangestad of the University of New Mexico, conducted a detailed
study in which 76 men were videotaped trying to "win" a date with an attractive woman. They then
had trained raters code the various behaviors that each man exhibited. Behaviors were categorized
as those more appealing in long-term mates (such as self-deprecation or claims of being a nice guy
or a good conversationalist) or in short-term mates (such as mentioning athleticism, asserting
superiority, or putting down another male who was also vying for the date). Women then watched
the videotapes and rated the men for their attractiveness as either a short-term mate or a long-term
mate.

The results? Women found men who displayed short-term mating behaviors more attractive, but
only when they were ovulating and evaluating men as possible short-term (rather than long-term)
mates. In a second study, another group of women evaluated the interviewed men in terms of their
mate characteristics. Long-term traits included adjectives such as warm, faithful, and financially
successful, and short-term traits were terms such as influential, arrogant, and sexy. Once again,
women found men who displayed short-term traits more attractive, but mainly when they were
ovulating and rating the men as possible short-term mates.

The bottom line? "Women's mating is more complex and context dependent than we ever
imagined," says Simpson.

There are a number of caveats and implications related to Simpson's and Gangestad's research.
Most women don't know exactly when they're ovulating, even though many women report greater
physiological arousal and stronger sexual desire during ovulation. Women also have an enhanced
ability to categorize men and access behavioral traits from memory during ovulation. And if women
were seeking genes to produce more viable offspring--perhaps subconsciously--during ovulation,
these mating preference changes would make sense, if those short-term traits were associated with
better survival or more attractive appeal as future mates during evolutionary history.

The findings might also explain some other anomalies. When women fall for men who are not "right"
for them, the problem may lie in the timing. In some cases, women may base their mate choices on
traits that are "good for short-term relationships, but disastrous for long-term relationships," Simpson
says. In other words, "some ovulating women could be evaluating men on attributes that they
wouldn't use if they wanted to find a compatible long-term mate."

If some women are tempted to cheat, Simpson claims that "these findings indicate when it's most
likely to happen and what kinds of male features women should find most appealing".

And for the sensitive New Age guys of the world, take heart. Women still do value men who have
long-term mate traits, but they may have to take a back seat-at least for a short while--when women
are most fertile.
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Cynthia Weinig was recently
named a McKnight Land-
Grant Professor.

Way to grow
Searching for genes that make plants stand out in a crowd

By Mary K. Hoff

June 2, 2006

If you or I don't like something in our surroundings--bright sun, loud
music, the smell of sauerkraut--we can usually move to a more
desirable setting. Plants, however, don't have this ability, Instead,
they modify their growth to accommodate local conditions.

This knack for making the most of their circumstances is the
subject of study for Cynthia Weinig, assistant professor in the
Department of Plant Biology.

"My focus is on understanding genes that allow plants to adapt to
their natural settings," Weinig says.

When she joined the College of Biological Sciences in 2002, Weinig brought with her a five-year,
$1.7 million National Science Foundation Young Investigator award to study how plants' genes help
them cope with crowding. She's been looking at the interaction of two genetically controlled
variables, circadian rhythm and shade-avoiding growth, in Arabidopsis thaliana and Brassica rapa
as they struggle to outcompete their neighbors for access to sunlight.

"By minimizing shade avoidance, we may well increase crop
productivity," Weinig says.

Scientists have long known that a drop in the ratio of red to far-red light activates genes that enable "shade-
avoidance" responses such as stem elongation. (Chlorophyll absorbs red light, so a low red-to-far-red ratio suggests
the presence of nearby neighbors.) However, most studies of the genetics for shade avoidance have been in
controlled settings using plants in which key genes have been deleted. Those studies are of limited value, Weinig
says, because the genes may not be those on which natural selection acts today or that account for phenotypic
variation. In fact, Weinig has found that variation in only a few of the genes affecting shade avoidance appear to
affect current fitness. These genes, interestingly, appear to interact with those controlling circadian rhythms.

Weinig's research not only is improving understanding of the interplay of genes, environment, and
structure, it also has practical application. Farmers try to increase yield by increasing plant density. If
plants respond with increased stem growth, the production of commercially valuable leaves, roots,
and fruits may suffer. "By minimizing shade avoidance, we may well increase crop productivity,"
Weinig observes.

In related research, Weinig is studying how flowers react to environmental cues. Although floral
morphology is thought to be buffered against environmental variation, Weinig has found that
expression of floral traits depends in part on the red-to-far-red ratio, photoperiod, and temperature.
Because floral morphology affects pollinator effectiveness, such variability could alter the production
of fruits and seeds that feed us.

In January the Graduate School and the Office of the Provost named Weinig a McKnight Land-
Grant Professor in recognition of her exceptional contributions. The award provides research
support for two years as well as a research leave during the second year of the professorship.

"I'm honored," Weinig says. "I appreciate the validation of the work I've done since I've arrived at
Minnesota."

Republished from BIO spring 2006, a publication by the College of Biological Sciences.
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Veterinary students Marie
Louderback and Carl Larson
visit Marine McTeague and her
dog, Phoebe. (Phoebe
recently died from diabetes
complications and other
causes.)

Veterinary students make house calls for
senior pet owners
By Mariah Carroll

June 2, 2006

What do the elderly do when they can't take their dogs to the vet?
Those who are residents of St. Paul's North End and South Como
neighborhoods are fortunate: They can call on University of
Minnesota veterinary students to make house calls through the
Block Nurse Program.

The Block Nurse Program is a senior home care agency made up
of nurses, home health aides, and volunteers. The program's
mission is to keep seniors in their homes for as long as possible.
Currently, there are 17 neighborhood block nurse programs in the
metro area, providing services to and helping 529 seniors live
safely and happily at home.

Rebecca McComas, assistant clinical professor, discovered the
program as a way to connect veterinary students to the community.

"Last spring, I attended an undergraduate health career fair on
campus and I was looking for ways to get students out in the field, working with pets," McComas
says. "The Block Nurse Program was a great program to collaborate with, get our students involved,
and be of service to seniors. This is our students' first experience working with people and their
pets."

The Block Nurse Program experience was added to the professional skills course curriculum
required for second-year students. Each fall, veterinary students pair up and visit a senior's home.
They gather a medical history and conduct an exam of the pet. They leave a health report card with
the senior and make a referral to a veterinarian, if necessary.

"This is a great program; the seniors are excited and honored to have veterinary students in their
homes," says Chris Langer, program director and volunteer coordinator for the North End-South
Como Block Nurse Program. "They value their pets and only want the best for them."

Last year, members of the North End-South Como Block Nurse Program cared for Marine
McTeague. Veterinary students Marie Louderback and Carl Larson visited McTeague and her dog,
Pheobe. Pheobe had diabetes and was severely ill when the students met her. They reassured
McTeague that she was doing a great job caring for Pheobe, but that her condition was worsening.
Five days after their visit, Pheobe passed away in McTeague's loving arms. Because of the
students' reassuring words, McTeague knew she had done all she could do and that Phoebe had
lived a good life.

"I will never forget when Carl was petting Pheobe and told me she was a nice dog. Having the vet
students at my house meant so much to me," says McTeague.

For more information about the Block Nurse Program, contact The Elderberry Institute at 651-649-
0315 or 1-800-320- 1707 or online at Elderberry.

Republished from Profiles, a publication by the College of Veterinary Medicine.
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Brian Valentine earned his
undergraduate degree at the U
in 1999 and joined the Peace
Corps in 2003.

U graduates answer the call
School ranks among top 10 with alumni serving in Peace Corps

By Jeff Falk

June 5, 2006

This year marks the 45th anniversary of the Peace Corps, an
organization that President John F. Kennedy established in 1961 to
promote peace and friendship throughout the world. He asked
Americans to journey abroad-not as tourists, but as global citizens.

This year, 64 University alums are representing the United States
by serving as Peace Corps volunteers. According to Peace Corps
data, the University ranked 10th among large colleges in 2005 in
the number of undergraduates who enter the Peace Corps and
seventh in number of volunteers with graduate degrees.

Brian Valentine earned his undergraduate degree in recreation
management at the U in the fall of 1999. He then went on to earn a
master's degree in park, recreation and tourism resources at Michigan State University. In May
2003, he entered the Peace Corps and served 27 months in Guatemala.

"... I always remember the one thing [she] told me. She said that if you
don't push yourself, if you don't put yourself in uncomfortable
situations, you won't grow," Valentine recalls.

Valentine was assigned to the Peace Corps Guatemala ag-forestry project and lived in the northwestern province of
San Marcos, a rural mountainous region close to the Mexican border.

There he worked shoulder-to-shoulder with local community members on various projects, including
building pest management structures to prevent June bugs from eating corn crops and laying their
eggs. And as most farms are built on hillsides, Valentine helped find ways to prevent erosion and
promote sustainable agriculture practices.

Valentine says his association with the Peace Corps built an invaluable bridge to the local
communities. "If you were introduced into a community and folks knew you were coming from [the
Peace Corps], it was much easier to promote ideas and build a working relationship," Valentine
says.

Valentine traces his motivation to join the Peace Corps back to University of Minnesota Forest
Resources professor Dorothy Anderson, his former advisor. "... I always remember the one thing
[she] told me. She said that if you don't push yourself, if you don't put yourself in uncomfortable
situations, you won't grow," Valentine recalls.

Valentine encourages current University students to join the Peace Corps. "It's an opportunity... to
build friendships and to experience a part of the world [in a way] that you don't perhaps necessarily
get from studying abroad. I thought it was a fantastic opportunity to improve myself and to learn
what I'm capable of doing in life," he says.

After completing his service in July 2005, Valentine began work as a National Park Service guide at
the St. Paul Science Museum National Park Service Visitor Center. He'd love to sign up for another
Peace Corps mission upon retirement.
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Students at Riverview
Specialty School preparing the
soil on their global garden for
planting.

U of M Master Gardeners

Since 1977, the U's
Extension Service and
Minnesota Landscape
Arboretum have trained and
certified more than 5,000
master gardeners to teach
horticulture throughout
Minnesota. Last year, the
Master Gardener Garden at
UMore Park in Rosemount,
run by Dakota County
Master Gardeners, won the
prestigious International
Master Gardener Search for
Excellence award--the
highest recognition
achievable by Master
Gardeners for volunteer
projects.

Master gardeners in Anoka
county were responsible for
developing the junior
master gardener
component at the Riverview
Specialty School. The
program is the only one in
the state that is part of a
school curriculum. "We
would love to see other
schools adopt [the U's
junior master gardener
program,]" says Lynne
Davenport-Hagen, county
master gardener program
coordinator, "because it's
great hands-on learning for
the children."

To learn more about the
master or junior gardener
programs, visit the
University of Minnnesota
Extension Service.

Building a global garden
University of Minnesota master gardeners develop a community
global garden at a local school.

By Pauline Oo

June 5, 2006; updated June 8

If you don't find Hilde Manuel gardening at home, you're likely to
find her tilling the soil, planting vegetables, or pruning flowers in
someone else's garden.

"Gardening is something I've always done," says Manuel, a master
gardener with the University of Minnesota Extension Service. And
this summer is no different. Manuel is helping the Riverview
Specialty School in Brooklyn Park, Minn., build a community global
garden. The 1,008-square-foot garden located near the main
entrance of the school will feature plants and vegetables that mirror
the school's 425 students.

When viewed from above, four distinct shapes stand out in the garden: the United States, Mexico
and Central America, Asia, and Africa. They circle an oval plot of land that is divided by stepping
stones into the Native American and European cultures.

"One of the goals of having this garden is so the students can have a better appreciation of plants
from other countries," says Manuel, who designed the garden and wrote the project grant on behalf
of Riverview--an environmental science and mathematics specialty school. The garden is an
offshoot of the school's three-year-old junior master gardener program, which is part of the science
curriculum for fourth and fifth graders. "The master gardeners are really valuable to us--they advise
us on everything, from selecting plants to planting techniques," says Margaret Williams, University
of Minnesota alum and Riverside curriculum integrator. The grant for that global garden was one of
13 that went to 13 different schools, 12 of which were directly connected to the University's Master
Gardener program (see sidebar). "We were thrilled by the [global garden] idea because it offers a
learning opportunity for both our children and the community. We will use that site as an outdoor
classroom where the children will study phenology, growing techniques, and international
perspectives."

Last week, Williams, Manuel, and two other master gardeners from
Anoka county worked with several students from South Asia and their
parents to cultivate the Asian plot. The week before, students from a
landscape construction class at the nearby Champlin Park High
School prepped the land--pulling up sod and laying compost, among
other things.

The garden is currently about half finished. Among the Asian bounty
are ginger, lemongrass, bittermelon, and bak choy. Parents had
donated some of the plants; Manuel, in her own green house, started
others from seed. Next on the planting agenda is the Native American
and European plot, which will be house corn, squash, and pole beans,
and the Mexico and Central America plot, which will be filled with
peppers and marigolds.

"One of the delights I've had with this project is researching the
plants," says Manuel, who has been a Master Gardener since 2003.
"I've learned a lot about the origin of plants and how they grow. It's
also been fun to see the students learning a tremendous amount.
They're always happy to tell you what they're doing. They love the
planting, and they're getting more excited the more they see the
[global] garden coming along. In addition to the students, Manuel says
that the Riverview teachers have also "really gotten" into the
gardening. "And parents love it too," adds Williams. "So many are
clamoring to help us garden. [One day last month,] we had about 80
people in the school yard and in our green house, potting and doing all
kind of other things." Riverview has six other gardens, each less than
half the size of the global garden and part of a grade's (kindergarten to
fifth grade) Junior Master Gardener curriculum.

Over the summer, Williams and Manuel, along with several parents
and a couple of master gardeners will be tending to all the gardens,
including the global garden.

"When the kids come back, perhaps in September, we might have a
family night so that we can use some of the produce from our garden
in salads or a salsa," says Manuel. "And maybe we can have some
parents bring in some of their traditional dishes. Because if there's one
thing I've learned, it's that proteins around the world are somewhat
similar and the difference in cooking is in the herbs and spices.
Different cultures have different herbs and spices."

Manuel adds that three or four more schools in the Anoka school district have pitched the global
garden concept to their school board as an educational and beautification project.

"[Our global garden] is a work in progress," says Manuel. "We'll see if what we plant works this year.
If they don't work, we'll rearrange the garden next year. I expect the garden to be dynamic and
changing, in terms of plants or different countries. We'll take it one year at a time."

Further reading Helping plants grow and gardens flourish Waging gardens 
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Book reviews summer 2006
Summer 2006

By Gayla Marty

M, summer 2006

Minnesota Weather Almanac

By Mark Seeley
Popular U climatologist, meteorologist, and public radio weather
commentator Seeley has created a fun-to-read guide full of facts
and fables explained. It's packed with maps, historical photos, a
quiz, and information by weather station, counties, and selected
communities. From blizzards to droughts, from Luverne to Pigeon
River, from paleo-records to three major climate trends, Seeley
tells Minnesota's weather story with wise insight and humor.

Minnesota Historical Society Press, 2006; ISBN 978-0-87351-554-2; $22.95 pb

Dial M: The Murder of Carol Thompson

By William Swanson
Carol Thompson was killed at her St. Paul home in March 1963. Her husband, criminal attorney T.
Eugene Thompson, told police he called home at 8:25 that morning to confirm evening plans. He
was later convicted of her murder. Through police records, court transcripts, family papers, and in-
depth interviews, this account joins the best of the true-crime genre to recreate a middle American
crime that made world headlines. But Swanson goes beyond the crime to track its impact on the
four Thompson children. U alum Swanson, '68, is a Twin Cities writer and editor and a frequent
guest lecturer in U journalism classes.

Minnesota Historical Society Press, 2006; ISBN 0-87351-560-9; $19.95 hc

Consideration of the Guitar

By Ray Gonzalez
"When you listen, you are closer to love, which is that red canyon in the earth," writes Gonzalez in
"Over the Shoulder." Gonzalez has been listening, and these new and collected poems are two
decades of evidence. They bring to life not only the shape and weight and vibration of guitars but of
rock, rivers, rattlesnakes, borders, hawks, and beloved families. His words make an opening to the
canyon for us, too. Gonzalez is a professor in the creative writing program at the Twin Cities
campus.

BOA Editions, Ltd., 2005; ISBN 1-929918-70-4; $19.95 pb

MORE INFO: Contact University of Minnesota Bookstores, located in Coffman Memorial Union and the St. Paul
Student Center, at 612-626-0559 or generalbooks@umn.edu. Look for faculty authors at
www.bookstores.umn.edu/genref. 
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The University of Minnesota
Medical Center, Fairview,
provides inpatient and
outpatient diabetes
education and self-
management programs. For
inpatient services, call (612)
273-4894. For outpatient
services for adults, call
(612) 626-1123; for
children, call (612) 626-
6777.

A patient with diabetes
consults with U health care
providers.

Defeating diabetes
Across the University, the battle has been joined against the
debilitating disease

By Deane Morrison

From M, summer 2006

EDITOR'S NOTE: The University is one of the leading diabetes
research and treatment centers in the world. In the following article,
Deane Morrison explores the three types of diabetes and possible
means of preventing this debilitating and increasingly common
disease. For information on clinical trials and surgical options for
people with diabetes, see All our trials.

When he came in for help last year, the man had already lost his
kidneys and his sight to diabetes. A kidney transplant had saved
his life, but with his blood sugar hovering around 300--close to
three times the normal level--it was only a matter of time before the
disease destroyed his transplanted kidney. "He never understood
the importance of carbohydrate, or 'carb,' counting and basing his insulin injections on his carb
intake," says nurse educator Adele West, coordinator of the Diabetes Care outpatient program of
the University of Minnesota Medical Center, Fairview. West and her staff of nurses and dietitians
worked with the man, teaching him how to monitor and manage his blood sugar, which has now
dropped to around 130. "If he hadn't improved, he would have needed a second transplant," says
West. By calling on expertise from all of its campuses, the University has become one of the
nation's leading centers in diabetes care and research. From helping people with the day-to-day
management of diabetes to running the nation's largest pancreas transplant program, the University
is waging a multipronged assault on a disease that affects about one in 17 Americans. Prominent
among its victims are the poor; people of American Indian, Asian, black, and Hispanic descent; and
increasingly, children. The World Health Organization estimates that more than 175 million people
worldwide have diabetes, with 300 million cases projected by 2025.

Three types of diabetes

Diabetes is really several diseases--type 1, type 2, and gestational diabetes--that involve the
hormone insulin and its ability to control blood sugar. Insulin is pumped into the blood by beta cells,
which, along with other cells, are found in the pancreas in scattered bundles called islets. In healthy
people, insulin enters cells in the liver, muscles, and other organs and directs them to take up fatty
substances and the sugar glucose from the blood, maintaining a healthy balance. In type 1
diabetes, the immune system attacks and destroys the body's own beta cells, limiting their ability to
produce insulin to protect against excess blood sugar. Genetic factors may predispose people to
contracting the type 1, but environmental factors also play a large role. An identical twin of a person
with type 1 diabetes has about a 30 percent chance of also developing the disease; this is much
higher than the 1-in-200 or so chance of the general public but still less than the near-100 percent
chance one would expect in an identical twin if genetics alone were the cause. Evidence suggests
that the disease arises when one or more viral infections trigger a response from the immune
system that leads to the destruction of beta cells. In type 2, the major problem is that cells can't
respond to insulin--a condition called insulin insensitivity. Type 2 is associated with obesity, and it
accounts for at least 90 percent of diabetes cases. Often in obesity, fat storage cells become
glutted, and this leads to the production of protein molecules that signal the cell to stop responding
to insulin. When they do, the fat cells close the door on circulating fats and glucose, which now
migrate into the heart, liver, muscles and other organs. When these organs--especially the liver--fill
up with fat and stop responding to insulin, fats and glucose have nowhere to go and so build up in
the blood. "The resistance to insulin is reversible, especially in the early stages," says David
Bernlohr, head of the biochemistry, molecular biology and biophysics department. But there is no
reversal for many people who cannot change their diet and lifestyle. "It's clear the American public is
consuming more calories than they did decades ago," says Bernlohr. "Compounding it is less
exercise and active work." In the third type of diabetes, gestational diabetes, a pregnant woman
cannot produce enough insulin to control her and the baby's blood sugar. It usually disappears after
childbirth, but it can cause complications such as high birth weight, and it is important that it be
controlled.

A young people's disease

Prolonged high blood sugar levels cause numerous complications, including kidney failure,
blindness, and damage to nerves and blood vessels that may necessitate limb amputation. Such
nightmares already visit many people after 15, 20 years or more of uncontrolled diabetes. But these
days, it is clear that type 2 diabetes, once unheard of in adolescents, is striking them in alarming
numbers. Children are increasingly engulfed in a culture of pizza, doughnuts, supersized soft drinks
and other treats, with gym classes cut to once a week--or eliminated altogether--all things that can
contribute to type 2 diabetes.. Type 2 diabetes is hard to diagnose in children, but it is clear that the
disease, once unheard--of in adolescents, is striking them in alarming numbers. It's bad enough to
lose a leg or a kidney at age 60, but when diabetes gets such an early hold it means many will face
such consequences at age 35. This pattern is already putting pressure on the health care system.

Along with helping to graduate Native American health professionals,
Woodlands Wisdom supports healthy food and healthy lives by
delivering two tons of organic produce each year to Native American
food shelves and diabetes education groups.

The rise coincides with the American obesity epidemic, whose first signs
appeared about two decades ago. That was close to the time when
cable TV, video games and the couch potato syndrome appeared.
Another contributing factor is the relatively recent practice of replacing

cane sugar with a cheaper sweetener--high--fructose corn syrup--that allowed soft drinks to be
supersized for the same cost. This ingredient also appears in items from hamburger buns to cough
suppressants. "Much of the fructose consumed goes into the liver," says Bernlohr. "The excess
fructose is converted to triglycerides [fat], which go to muscles and fat cells [and impede the function
of insulin]. All the experts give the same advice on staving off type 2 diabetes: Eat better and
exercise. Walk as much as possible. Take the stairs instead of the elevator, get off the bus a few
blocks early, get out of the house or office once a day. The idea is to burn off all the calories you eat.
The wisdom of a traditional diet

Some of the hardest--hit by type 2 diabetes are American Indians, who in the last century have been
forced to abandon traditional foods and active lifestyles for a regimen of high--caloric Western food
and little opportunity for historically important exercise like farming, gathering, hunting, or herding.
Food science and nutrition associate professor Craig Hassel illustrates this with the tale of the Pima
Indians of Arizona and Mexico.

"In Arizona, they would grow subsistence crops after seasonal flooding of
rivers," says Hassel. "But around 1911 the Roosevelt Dam--and others--were
built, and it dried up the rivers downstream. They started relying on the
government, including government surplus food. Three generations later, they
have the highest rate of diabetes in the world, around 50 percent. The Mexican
Pima haven't had their rivers dammed, and their rates are much lower." The
Pima of Arizona's Tohono O'odham Reservation have begun a community food
project to replace government surplus, which has lots of calories and isn't as
nourishing as Indian food, Hassel says. At the University, he is part of an
organization with similar goals. Woodlands Wisdom, a collaboration between
tribal colleges and the U, seeks to graduate American Indian health
professionals who will return to their communities and foster a resurgence of
more traditional diets--including fish, game meats, berries, wild rice, and
garden vegetables--and lifestyles. Its success rests on its ability to apply scientific knowledge to augment, rather
than replace, the expertise of woodlands people. A hearty endorsement for this kind of collaboration comes from
Macaran Baird, head of the family medicine and community health department. "We [the University] will never have
enough resources to deliver health care on our own," he says. The academic model--one--way delivery of health
care from professionals to patients--must change, especially with problems like type 2 diabetes, which are so
steeped in cultural practices, says Baird. To that end, he is building a new model with colleagues like Tai Mendenhall
of his own department, Bill Doherty from family social science, and Jim Hart from public health. Called Citizen Health
Care, the project--in--planning will make patients from as many communities as possible, including American Indian,
black, Hmong, Hispanic and Somali, part of health--care teams. The U's diabetes treatment, research, and
prevention efforts illustrate what a research university is all about. Working for, and with, people to help make their
lives better is the greatest contribution the University can make.

For a companion article on clinical trials and surgical options for people with diabetes, see All our
trials.
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Twin Cities visitors: Nuridin
Vohidov of Bukhara State
Medical Institute in Uzbekistan
(left) and Kalkaman from
Ayapov of Almaty Nursing
College in Kazakhstan check
SimMan's vital signs. SimMan
is the computer-run
mannequin that joined the
University's Academic Health
Center in 2003.

Back to the future
School of Nursing faculty helping three former Soviet republics
improve their nursing education programs

From eNews, June 8, 2006

When Sandra Edwardson, a professor in the University of
Minnesota's School of Nursing, and five other faculty members
toured healthcare facilities in Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and
Kazakhstan in January 2004, they saw medical devices that had
not been used in the United States for years. "Their hospitals are
probably 1930s and '40s vintage," says Edwardson, former School
of Nursing dean. "Some of the equipment I haven't ever used."

Likewise, when representatives of the three former Soviet republics
visited Minnesota last October and sat in on nursing classes and
observed nurses in action, they found themselves in equally
unfamiliar territory. Not only was the equipment different, so were
the roles of doctors and nurses.

They were surprised, for example, that U.S. nurses commonly use
stethoscopes and otoscopes in routine health assessments of
patients. In their countries, only a doctor would use such tools to
examine a patient. "There, nurses are doing things that would be
done by housekeeping staff or nursing assistants in this country,"
explains Edwardson.

But that may change, if Edwardson and a team from the School of Nursing are successful in their
efforts to help the three Central Asian countries improve nursing education and expand the
leadership capacity of nurses.

According Edwardson, who is leading the project, the countries' educational systems lag far behind
their counterparts in Western Europe and the United States. "The issues that the School of Nursing
had been working on 50 and 100 years ago are the issues that [these countries] are working on
now--registering and licensing nurses, for example, and setting up professional associations," she
says. The U.S. participants hope that their work will begin to help these countries take important
steps forward to improve quality of nursing and therefore the care of patients.

Over the next couple of years, an $800,000 grant from the American International Health Alliance
(AIHA) and the U.S. Agency for International Development will provide much-needed education
materials and new equipment to the three countries. It will also provide several additional
opportunities for delegations from both continents to visit each other.

Participating in the Nursing Education and Leadership Project with Edwardson are faculty members
Donna Bliss, Laura Duckett, Carol O'Boyle, Laila Gulzar, Cheryl Robertson, Margaret Plumbo,
Cathy Juve, and retired associate dean Marilee Miller, with staff member Stefannie Anderson
providing support. Edwardson, who took a one-year sabbatical after serving as School of Nursing
dean from 1990 to 2004, returned to her faculty position last fall.

After visiting schools recommended by the AIHA, the team selected two from each country, then
met with representatives from the schools "to define what they wanted to accomplish, what we could
offer, and come to consensus on what our goals would be," Edwardson says.

It was hard to know where to start. "Right now, they don't have nursing licensure," she says.
"They're just beginning to develop registration systems for nurses, and just in the last two to three
years they created professional associations."

The School of Nursing and Kazakhstan teams pose on the snowy
mountains of Almaty, the largest city in Kazakhstan.

Last year, Edwardson and her team decided to focus on how to upgrade
entry-level nursing education programs to approximate the Bachelor of
Science in Nursing (BSN) in the United States. This year, the team has
been focusing on master's-level education and hosted the October visit
of a second delegation from Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Kazakhstan.

Whereas the first group included only faculty and administrators from the schools, this one
consisted mainly of nursing faculty and representatives from the Ministries of Health, who set the
curriculum with which nursing schools must comply.

With the help of interpreters, the visitors were able to sit in on nursing classes and clinical sessions,
study the curricula, tour the Academic Health Center, and hear about research by faculty and
current nursing students.

While in Minnesota, the Central Asian visitors saw BSN and advanced practice nurses in action in
several settings, from Mayo Clinic to nontraditional sites such as community clinics.

There will be more visits between the groups during the next year, and at the conclusion,
Edwardson hopes that they will have helped the participants update their teaching. "Students don't
have much of an opportunity to practice with patients," she says. "We hope that we can help them to
understand that there's a link between what happens in the classroom and what happens in the
clinical setting."

While most would see the work of the grant as an outreach effort, School of Nursing instructor Peg
Plumbo echoes the sentiments of many of the U.S. participants who say gaining an international
perspective on nursing was valuable to them. "My first work was to learn-about the customs, the
political climate, and the day-to-day lives of the people," she says. "Meeting the people has been
one of the most rewarding parts of the project. We are honored to be doing this work."
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Gov. Tim Pawlenty displays
the newly signed bill
proclaiming the Honeycrisp
the official state fruit to a
cheering audience at
Andersen Elementary School.
University horticulturist David
Bedford (in gray suit) stands to
the governor's left.

Minnesota-you know, the Honeycrisp State
The Honeycrisp apple, one of many varieties developed by
University horticulturists, becomes the official Minnesota state fruit

By Deane Morrison

June 7, 2006

Now that the dust has settled on the 2006 legislative session,
here's a juicy but tasteful story that emerged from it: On May 24,
surrounded by cheering pupils in the gymnasium of Andersen
Elementary School in Bayport, Gov. Tim Pawlenty signed
legislation designating the Honeycrisp apple as the offical state
fruit of Minnesota. Among the attendees were University
horticulturist David Bedford, one of the breeders who developed
the Honeycrisp; pupils from Lauren Avery's 2004-05 fourth-grade
class at Andersen, who started the drive for the legislation and
lobbied hard for it; and the Senate and House sponsors of the bill,
Sen. Brian LeClair and Rep. Mike Charron. "It's quite a thrill," says
Bedford, who bred the Honeycrisp with University horticulture
professor Jim Luby. "After 30 years in development and 15 years
on the market, Honeycrisp has enjoyed a very favorable response,
but this is the most meaningful of all." Known for its explosive
crispness, juiciness, and flavor, Honeycrisp began in 1960, when
breeders crossed two apple varieties-Macoun and Honeygold-as
part of a program to develop high-quality, winter-hardy fruits. A
Honeycrisp can be recognized by either its distinctive mottling of red on a yellow background or by
the ecstatic expressions on the faces of apple eaters. "I like them a lot. They're my favorite apple,"
says Andersen fifth-grader Madeline Sova, who is one of the core (ahem) group of pupils who
spearheaded the project. Honeycrisps grow on a million trees worldwide, but they are only the latest
success story from the University's fruit breeding program. The roots of the program reach back to
its establishment by the state 100 years ago; since then, it has resulted in more than 100 new
varieties. Among the other apples to fall from University trees are the Fireside, Regent, State Fair,
Honeygold, Zestar and Haralson. Haralsons, the most popular apples in the state for five decades,
recently ceded that title to Honeycrisp.

Read more about the Honeycrisp.

See a photo of a Honeycrisp here.

Listen to a Minnesota Moment radio spot on the Honeycrisp.
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Elementary school children,
assisted by University of
Minnesota vet student Abigail
Cumpton (center), learn about
dog safety skills through
coloring books.

Tips to help prevent dog
bites

* Spend time with a dog
before you decide to buy or
adopt it

* Never leave infants or
small children alone with a
dog

* Never try to pet a dog
that's in a car, behind a
fence, or tied up

* Don't play aggressive
games with dogs

* If a dog knocks you over,
roll into a ball and lie still

* Don't disturb a sleeping,
eating, or nursing dog

* Avoid direct eye contact
with a dog

Source: College of
Veterinary Medicine

U students teach children animal safety
By Mariah Carroll

From eNews, June 8, 2006

Each year, dogs bite more than four million people, and 800,000
dog-bite injuries are severe enough to require medical attention.
More than half of the victims who receive medical attention are
children, and most are bitten in the face. The attacking dog usually
belongs to the victim's family, a friend, or a neighbor. For children,
dog bites now cause more emergency room visits than any other
activity except for playing baseball and softball.

"This is a serious problem, and the veterinary community should
play a role in animal safety," says Dr. Rebecca McComas, an
assistant clinical professor with the University of Minnesota College
of Veterinary Medicine (CVM).

Last year, McComas established a dog-bite prevention program for
local elementary schools in a partnership with the University's
Career and Community Learning Center. As a part of the CVM
professional skills course, freshman veterinary students organize
and deliver an hour-long dog-bite prevention course to the
elementary school students. BARK (Be Aware, Responsible and Kind), a dog-bite prevention
program produced by the Humane Society Press, provides the lesson book and activities.

The veterinary students show a video about animal safety, role-play
with the children, fill out worksheets, give coloring books to the
students, and leave a poster for the classroom. The teacher then
provides McComas with feedback about the CVM students'
performance that is used to enhance their communication skills.

Each year, about 500 students from 20 elementary schools participate
in the program, which is funded by a $4,300 grant from the U's Council
on Public Engagement.

"The program tests the veterinary students' organizational skills and
provides experience with young people and an opportunity to practice
their public speaking," says McComas. "The children learn the
importance of animal safety." The feedback on both ends has been
"very positive," she adds. McComas continues to receive letters from
the elementary school teachers thanking her for offering the program.
In one letter, McComas was told "the [second graders] enjoyed the
visit from the dog, too."

Help for the pooch

The College of Veterinary Medicine's Animal Behavior Service offers
diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment options for pet behavioral
problems. Destructive and unruly behaviors are common reasons
people seek help for their dogs. Failure to use a litter box and
aggression are the most frequent complaints among cat owners. To
learn more, see Animal Behavior Service.
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Oregon Creek is one of the
principal water pathways from
the Duluth campus to Lake
Superior.

Raindrops keep falling
A new garden at UMD protects Lake Superior

By Gayla Marty

M, summer 2006

When a raindrop falls on the University of Minnesota's Duluth
campus, it takes approximately 10 minutes for it to run down the
mile-and-a-half slope to Lake Superior.

Forty-two creeks run into Lake Superior within the borders of
Duluth, a city built on a sensitive landscape overlooking the largest
freshwater lake in the world. And each time another vacant lot is
converted into an impermeable surface like asphalt or a sun-baked
lawn, storm water runs off faster, dirtier, and warmer into Duluth
streams and the lake below.

Last year, UMD took a major step to protect Oregon Creek, one of
the principal water pathways from the campus to Lake Superior. A
rain garden, right next to UMD's main entrance on College Street, now slows, filters, and cools
storm water running off a main parking lot into the creek. It's a project that is helping to make UMD a
leader in environmental stewardship.

UMD's rain garden is huge compared to others around the country, covering a third of an acre and
able to hold 60,500 gallons. Yet it blends into the landscape so beautifully that, when dry--which it
usually is--you might not even notice it, at least for what it is.

In the rain garden, storm run-off fills a bowl-shaped basin--the first-line filter for sediment, debris,
and litter--and overflows into the surrounding shallow wetland zone. Water then soaks through the
ground, where it is used by plants, held by the soil, or evaporates. Any excess water slowly filters
down through the soil and then exits through drain tiles over a small, adjustable dam and into
Oregon Creek. The dam is used to hold back rainwater to serve as an underground irrigation
system for plants during dry times.

The garden is also attracting visitors. Together, the whole community is watching colors and textures
change through the seasons of the garden's first full year, from rusty-toned grasses in March to
jewel-colored lilies and sedum in late summer.

Nestled within stands of existing trees, the rain garden added more than 50 species of flowers,
grasses, shrubs, and trees--most native to the area--arranged in dry, wetland, woodland, and
ornamental zones. Visitors can pick up a brochure from a nearby box and take the self-guided tour.
A visit can take as little time as a raindrop's trip to Lake Superior, but you'll want to stay a lot longer.
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An artist's rendering of the
new on-campus football
stadium, scheduled to be
completed in fall 2009.

U announces architects for football stadium
By Rick Moore

June 8, 2006; updated June 22

University officials announced on June 8 that they have chosen the
firm HOK Sport to design a new football stadium on the Twin Cities
campus. HOK Sport, based in Kansas City, Mo., will work with the
local firm Architectural Alliance on the project. The announcement
was made during the Board of Regents' monthly meeting at the
McNamara Alumni Center.

HOK Sport has designed some of the most highly-touted and
attractive sports facilities in the nation, including Jacobs Field in
Cleveland, Oriole Park at Camden Yards in Baltimore, and the new
Arizona Cardinals stadium in Phoenix. The firm has also worked on
dozens of college football stadiums, including those at Penn State,
Georgia Tech, Virginia Tech, the University of Florida, and the
University of Oklahoma.

"We believe HOK is an ideal firm to help create a facility that
renews our Big Ten football traditions and meshes with the campus and our neighborhoods," said
University of Minnesota president Bob Bruininks. "We're excited to have them on board to help build
the first new stadium in our conference in nearly 50 years."

Bruininks told regents that he recalled first discussing a potential on-campus stadium with them
back in the fall of 2002 at a meeting on the Crookston campus. "This is a very exciting moment," he
said. "The dream has now become a reality thanks to the action of the Minnesota Legislature and
the governor."

Kathleen O'Brien, vice president of University Services, also announced that the project manager
for the stadium will be Hines Interests, which has worked on hundreds of properties worldwide and a
number of high-profile local projects.

According to the 2003 Feasibility Study, TCF Bank Stadium will be a horseshoe-shaped facility built
with about 50,000 seats in a mixture of chair-back seats and benches. It would also have the
capacity to expand to 80,000 seats with the addition of a second deck, O'Brien said.

There are funding commitments for more than 80 percent of the stadium's cost of $248.7 million,
said Richard Pfutzenreuter, the University's chief financial officer. The state will be covering
approximately 55 percent of the cost ($137.2 million), with the rest coming from a combination of
student fees, game-day parking, gifts from alumni and other friends of the University, Best Buy
Corp., and a $35 million naming-rights agreement with TCF.

O'Brien said that while a ceremonial groundbreaking is likely to occur as soon as this summer, the
actual construction won't commence until June or July of 2007 and will take about 25 months to
complete. The stadium is expected to be ready in time for the start of the 2009 football season.
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The Becky Schlegel Band in
action last summer. The band
will play again on June 21.

Summer at Northrop: 52 years and
counting
Since 1954, the U has offered free noon concerts on Northrop
plaza

June 9, 2006

Every summer, for the past 52 years, hordes of people have
converged on Northrop plaza on the Twin Cities campus to eat
their lunch and take in a free concert. This summer will be no
different. The 2006 "Summer at Northrop" series serves up an
assortment of concerts through July 26.

Boyd Lee and Joe Cruz will perform on Monday, June 12, from
noon to 1 p.m. with music that blends folk, Latin, pop, jazz, and
rock. The duo, which got together almost six years ago, is known
for "[putting] out a hell of a lot of sound for just two guys" and "
[looking] like they're having way too much fun," says a couple of
fans on the group's Web site. Lee's the vocalist and rhythm
guitarist; Cruz plays the Steel string acoustic and mandolin. In
addition to music, June 12 concertgoers can enjoy free ice cream sandwiches and popsicles
courtesy of the organizers.

"Summer at Northrop" is presented by the U's Summer Session program and Department of
Concerts and Lectures, and it's funded by student services fees collected during the May and
summer academic sessions. The series is one of hundreds of free public events held at the
University of Minnesota that entertain, intellectually engage, or inform. Others include book
readings, art gallery talks, and forums on health-related topics or health screenings, such as the
popular Melanoma Monday each May. (See the U's online calendar for current events.)

In 1954, the Minnesota Orchestra first performed a free concert for University of Minnesota
students, faculty, and staff on Northrop plaza. The event, which was offered in appreciation for the
orchestra's temporary home at Northrop Auditorium, launched the tradition of free outdoor
performances by local and international artists on the Twin Cities campus. Every year, more than 20
concerts are held in June and July. (This year, there are 24 concerts on the list.)

"I don't know of another university that rivals this long-standing tradition," says Jack Johnson,
director of the Summer Session program. "The music with influences from all over the world, the
aroma of grilling at the University's brat stand, and picnic tables crowded with people make the
plaza in front of Northrop Auditorium an inviting place to be day after day. It's great to have this
community atmosphere each summer."

Other acts this season include The Abdomen, a University of Minnesota sibling pop rock band;
Charanga Tropical, a classic Cuban salsa band; Red Wolfe's Memorial Ellington Echoes Octet; and
the Minneapolis Pops Orchestra. All concerts are noon to 1 p.m., and if it rains, they'll be moved
inside to Northrop Auditorium. For a complete list of bands and their types of music, see 2006
Summer at Northrop.
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Visitors to the U's Nestl?
Purina Memories Garden
check out the inscribed bricks
that pay permanent tribute to
dead pets.

Buy a brick, remember a
pet

The Nestl? Purina
Memories Garden is
located on the east side of
the Animal
Science/Veterinary
Medicine building at 1988
Fitch Ave. on the Twin
Cities campus in St. Paul.
Two brick sizes are
available. For $250, a
person can buy a 4-by-8-
inch brick inscribed with up
to 42 characters on 3 lines;
for $500, an 8-by-8-inch
brick with up to 84
characters on 6 lines. New
bricks are dedicated each
year at the memorial
ceremony, where people
share pictures, poems, and
memories of their
companion animals.

Funds raised through the
sale of the bricks help
support the Veterinary
Medical Center's Social
Work Service, which
provides support, advocacy,
and referral services to
clients dealing with issues
related to their companion
animals' health, wellness,
and death. To learn more
about the garden, call
Shirley De la Torre at 612-
624-6146 or e-mail
delat010@umn.edu.

Pets remembered at U's Memories Garden
By Sue Kirchoff and Pauline Oo

June 9, 2006

Mark Jefferis takes his Australian Shepherd, Leo, almost
everywhere he goes: to work at a clinic for children and a nursing
home for adults with mental illness, restaurants, grocery stores, the
movies, salsa and tango dancing, and, this past November, on a
plane to Kentucky.

"He sat right next to me at no extra charge," says Jefferis, of his
dog's first plane ride. "People on the plane would reach between
the seats to pet him. He especially liked walking through the
Chicago concourse."

Leo was born New Year's Day 2004, and Jefferis, who got him at
50 days old, had Leo trained and certified as a service hearing dog
by the Hearing and Service Dogs of Minnesota last summer.
Hearing dogs alert a deaf or hard-of-hearing person to sounds
such as a doorbell, alarm clock, telephone, smoke detector, crying
baby, or intruder. Service dogs are also trained to assist a person
with physical disabilities by picking up and carrying objects, pulling wheelchairs, retrieving a
cordless phone, opening doors, and other tasks. Hearing and Service Dogs of Minnesota, which is
based in Minneapolis, has trained and placed about 200 assistance dogs with people who are deaf,
hard of hearing, or disabled throughout the state at no charge since its incorporation in 1987.

On June 6, the University of Minnesota's College of Veterinary Medicine paid a special tribute to
Hearing and Service Dogs of Minnesota (HSDM) at an annual ceremony in the Nestl? Purina
Memories Garden on the Twin Cities campus in St. Paul. About 65 people attended the evening
event, which saw 18 bricks laid in memory of the hearing and service dogs that have died since
HSDM's founding. About 40 clients and friends of the college bought bricks to be permanently
placed in the garden as memorials to their companion animals.

"Pets are an irreplaceable part of our family and our lives," says
Jeffrey Klausner, dean of the College of Veterinary Medicine. "When
that unique relationship ends, we experience a profound sense of loss
and sadness. The Memories Garden gives people a way to
permanently memorialize their pets."

Established in 2002, the Memories Garden was initially funded by
Nestl? Purina. It provides private seating areas under mature trees
and a walkway lined with flowers for owners to spend quiet time with
pets being treated at the Veterinary Medical Center. The garden
continues to flourish thanks to more than 100 donors or clients of the
medical center who have sponsored bricks or benches as permanent
tributes to their pets or make donations toward landscaping.

"The annual event brings people together to share memories of their
pets and comfort one another," says Shirley De la Torre, the college
staff member who planned this year's memorial ceremony. "Our tribute
to Hearing and Service Dogs of Minnesota salutes this special facet of
the human-animal bond." In May 2005, bricks were laid in honor of
Minneapolis and St. Paul police dogs that were killed in the line of duty
over the past 25 years.
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Ashley Nguyen, social work
graduate student, returned to
Vietnam to explore how that
country deals with those in
need.

Broadening hearts and minds
Social work students gain perspective in Vietnam

By Cass Erickson

June 9, 2006

A young Vietnamese girl thought she was signing up for a study
abroad program in Taiwan, but when she got there, she was sold
into a brothel. Her story helped motivate Ashley Nguyen, a
graduate student in social work, to join an effort aimed at
strengthening the poorly defined profession of social work in
Vietnam. For two weeks in May, Nguyen and 24 other University of
Minnesota students traveled to Vietnam to learn more about the
country's social services and help their future growth. The tour was
actually a class in the School of Social Work (SSW), which
encourages its students to attain a global perspective by studying
abroad. SSW began offering international study tours to its
students in 2001 with trips to Norway, Peru, England, Ireland, and
Ghana.

"They say, 'We'd be happy to take you around and show you lots of
different things, but you have to promise to come back and teach,'" says
Dimock.

"We hope students gain greater cultural sensitivity [in studying abroad]... and come back with some ideas about how
to work more effectively with clients of a different background and culture," said Peter Dimock, teaching specialist
and professional education director, who, along with professor David Hollister, accompanied the students to Vietnam.
Nguyen went to Ghana last year and looked forward to visiting her homeland, Vietnam. "My experience in Ghana
enhanced my personal perspective on life and my professional skills, such as having an open mind and learning the
other side of the story," she said. Nguyen's research focus is human trafficking, a problem she says is rampant in
Vietnam. The study tour also included visits to the Open University in Ho Chi Minh City and the University of Hanoi.
Both institutions are developing social work programs, which are just beginning to catch on in Asia. "We'd like to see
what they're teaching and what the curriculum is and perhaps be of assistance," said Dimock before the trip. Another
objective of the trip was fostering relationships with colleagues in Vietnam that will lead to future collaboration.
According to Dimock, the Vietnamese share the same hope. "They say, 'We'd be happy to take you around and
show you lots of different things, but you have to promise to come back and teach.'... We're trying to spark interest
and compassion [in our students] for wanting to be involved in some ongoing way [in the country] that won't stop
when we get back." "We also have a very large Vietnamese population in Minnesota," Dimock said. "I can see how
this experience may be an impetus for students to become more involved locally--and there are lots of ways to do
that." 
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The natural colors and
patterns of taconite, one of
many stones being carved at
Minnesota Rocks!

Italy in Vadnais Heights

Italian stone carver
Pasquale Martini's sculpture
will eventually reside in one
of the parks in Vadnais
Heights. Mayor Sue
Banovetz, who is a College
of Liberal Arts alum and its
current director of media
and public relations, says
her city is both "excited and
honored about the
opportunity to sponsor
Pasquale Martini's work."
The artist has taught and
exhibited all around the
world for more than 30
years.

Man, woman, and rock
By Pauline Oo

June 9, 2006

The study of geology at the University of Minnesota began in 1872
when the state Legislature directed the U to establish a school to
study geology and share its learnings with the citizens of the state.
More than 130 years later, the school--currently named the N. H.
Winchell School of Earth Sciences on the Twin Cities campus--
continues to meet those goals. In fact, one of its research centers,
the Minnesota Geological Survey, is helping to educate a whole lot
of people from Minnesota and around the world about Minnesota
rocks this month.

Through Friday, June 30, numerous facts about Minnesota stone
and the state's stone industry--culled from the Minnesota
Geological Survey, as well as the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources and Hedberg Landscapes and Masonry Supplies--
appear at Minnesota Rocks!, an international stone-carving
symposium in St. Paul, Minn.

Six stone sculptors from Minnesota, including three University of Minnesota alums, are among the
14 master stone sculptors from Japan, Germany, Mexico, China, Zimbabwe, Finland, and Egypt.
Each artist has been working for the past two weeks with a block of stone from a Minnesota quarry.
The end results will be permanently installed throughout St. Paul, as well as the cities of Vadnais
Heights (see sidebar) and St. Anthony Village.

"As participants in the symposium, our languages may not be the same but our art will become the
universal idiom through which understanding develops," says Craig David, who graduated from the
U in 1976 with a Bachelor of Science in Art Education. David and his fellow master carvers had no
clue what they would each create or what stones their tools would shape until they had met and
toured the proposed installation sites.

Granite was the stone of choice for carver Lourdes Cue. Her husband,
Jay Miskowiec, says the one-time University of Minnesota student
picked the 10-ton monster--which she spilt into four love-seat-sized
pieces--"because no one wanted to work with it; the stone is very
tough." Among her tools are an electric grinder studded with diamonds
and the traditional hammer and chisel.

"The physical and mental effort of conceiving an idea and carving it
into stone is a revelation and a challenge," says Cue, the only female
carver at the symposium, who has been carving stones for almost
seven years. "I work very intuitively, and I enjoy what I do very much."
Cue, who moved to Minnesota from Mexico City in 1992 and returns
to Mexico often to make and exhibit her art, is known for her water-
related stone sculptures and multimedia works. In this case, she says,
her quad of stones might ultimately look like a kayak floating in water.

In addition to Cue's granite, the other stones peppering the
construction-site-looking symposium grounds on Saint Paul College's
lawn on Summit Ave. are gneiss (which, like granite, is more than 2.4
billion years old); iron, gabbro, and quartzite rocks (1 to 2.4 billion years old); and limestone and
dolomite (much younger sedimentary rocks). Near some of the sculptures-in-the-making are
samples of other types of rocks; placards display such names as Tiger Stripe, Virginia Slate, and
Mary Ellen Jasper.

Lei Yixin from China working with dolomitic limestone.

Photo by Pauline Oo

Minnesota holds some of the earth's oldest and most beautiful and
valuable stone. Morton gneiss, for example, known as "rainbow granite,"
comes from the southwest corner of the state and is more than 3.5
billion years old. Younger granites, in colors ranging from black and grey
to red and pink, are deep in the earth around St. Cloud, while limestone

and dolomite are quarried around Mankato and in the Mississippi River Valley. Minnesota stone is
the prized material of architectural and artistic treasures all over the nation and the world.

Peter Morales, who earned a master's degree in Hispanic literature and linguistics at the University
of Minnesota, joined the symposium as a carver to learn what it would be like because he hopes to
host such an event in his native Guatemala.

"Guatemala has a legacy of great monumental stone sculpture from the pre-Columbian era, yet
since then and into modern times [little such] sculpture is undertaken in stone," Morales explains.
He envisions a Guatemalan Stone Symposium as an opportunity to possibly revive a long lost
tradition of monumental stone sculptures in the region. "Mesoamerican sculpture, which
incorporates hieroglyphic inscriptions with relief figurative and ornamental details, inspires much of
my work."

Minnesota Rocks! is presented by Public Art Saint Paul. The group's president and the driving force
behind the event being held in St. Paul this year, is yet another U alum, Christine Podas-Larson.
The symposium, which includes the open-air studio, neighborhood tours, and special programs, is
free and open to the public from noon to 8 p.m. daily.

For a complete schedule, see Minnesota Rocks!.
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Mark Snyder, a McKnight
Presidential Chair in
Psychology at the University
of Minnesota, is leading the
longest-running study on
selfish altruism in the country.

Studies in selfish altruism
U professor studies the motivations behind charity work

By Tim Brady

June 13, 2006

More than twenty years ago, psychology professor Mark Snyder
began pondering questions that still shape his research. The AIDS
crisis was just beginning, and instances of noble volunteerism,
including hospice workers caring for the dying, abounded. What
makes people do it? he wondered. Why do they volunteer? And
why do they keep coming back to help? Snyder's findings turned
out to be more complex and surprising than anyone could have
predicted. Volunteers come to their work for both humanitarian and
self-centered reasons. "But our most striking finding was that if you
look down the line at who's going to continue with the work, it is
those volunteers who derive personal benefits from what they're
doing," says Snyder. "That's what keeps them coming back. True
altruism can be a selfish thing."

Snyder's groundbreaking research remains the longest-running
study of its kind in the country. And it has spawned new studies
through the psychology department's Center for the Study of the Individual and Society (CSIS),
involving Snyder's colleagues in psychology, political science, and sociology. Most recently, faculty
members have joined together across disciplines to create what Snyder calls "a joint inventory,"
which will delineate and measure the various forms of community participation being studied by
CSIS members. Plans are to publish the results as guides for organizations who work with
volunteers.

"We study volunteers of all kinds," says Snyder. "We look at people who form community
organizations; we look at people in leadership positions in community organizations; we look at
people who participate in the political process.

"And we're asking a number of different questions. For instance, do people who are motivated to
volunteer in a social service setting have the same sorts of motivations that are relevant to someone
who signs on to a political campaign?"

The emerging answer to that question echoes Snyder's earlier findings. "There's a set of
motivations that all have the same thing in common," he says. "It's not just about what you want to
do for others, but what you want to do for yourself. And in all cases, I think, the key to success is
matching up opportunities for involvement with motivations. Where those line up, you find enduring
volunteerism."

Snyder, who holds the University's McKnight Presidential Chair in Psychology, has published more
than 200 articles and received a slew of research grants from, among others, the National Science
Foundation, the National Institute of Mental Health, and the American Foundation for AIDS
Research. In 2005, Snyder received The Donald Campbell Award from the Society for Personality
and Social Psychology, perhaps the most prestigious research award in social psychology.

Of his own charity work, which includes frequent requests to give advice on volunteering to
community organizations, Snyder says, "I'm sort of a case history of my own research. I get so
much back from the communities that I help, that it doesn't feel much like work at all."

Republished from CLA Today, spring 2006, a publication by the College of Liberal Arts.

Further reading U graduates answer the call Operation Minnesota Lifeline Symbols of service 
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At the University of Life
Sciences in Aas, rector Knut
Hove, left, and University of
Minnesota president Robert
Bruininks shook hands after
signing an agreement
supporting continued work in
biosciences.

Alumnus Egil Stokstad, '37,
right, talked with Susan
Hagstrum, left, at a reception
for U alumni. Photo by R.
Kvavik.

At the University of Bergen
(UiB), professor Olav Elholm,
right, talked with Institute of
Technology associate dean
Peter Hudleston, left, and
President Bruininks. Photo
courtesy of UiB.

UiB vice president for
international relations Kjersti
Flottum, left, and President
Bruininks signed a
cooperative agreement.
Photo courtesy of UiB.

U delegation to Norway advanced research
in key areas
Group also explored technology and medicine

Brief, June 14, 2006

The University of Minnesota continues to strengthen ties with
Norway, building on a strong historical connection with the people
of Minnesota.

A delegation led by University President Robert Bruininks traveled
to Norway between May 25 and June 2, visiting partner universities
in Oslo, Bergen, and Aas as well as government officials, some of
whom are University alumni. The U.S. ambassador to Norway,
University Law School alumnus Benson Whitney, joined the
delegation in Oslo.

The trip follows a $750,000 gift to the University presented last
year by Norway's Crown Prince Haakon Magnus for an endowed
faculty chair in the fields of renewable energy and microbial
genetics. The chair holder will oversee six or more transatlantic
research teams, which are made up of graduate students from
Norway and the United States already at work--three focusing on
biofuels and three on food safety and bovine genomics.

Leading delegation members

Robert Bruininks
President

Kathryn Brown
Vice president and chief of staff

Tim Mulcahy
Vice president for research

Robert Elde
Dean, College of Biological Sciences

Deborah Powell
Dean, Medical School

Peter Hudleston
Associate dean, Institute of Technology

Lanny Schmidt
Regents Professor, chemical engineering and materials sciences

Daniel Bond
Assistant professor, Biotechnology Institute

Robert Kvavik
Associate vice president for academic affairs and professor, political science

"These are fields where we have research strengths across our university and have the potential to
be a world leader in environmental and renewable energy issues," says Bruininks. "It's rare that a
national government votes to support higher education in another country, but that's the special
nature of our relationship with Norway and its people."

The partnership effectively brings the U into European policy discussions about renewable energy,
says College of Biological Sciences dean Robert Elde, who was part of the delegation. The
University is invited to meetings in conjunction with a European Union conference in September.

"The whole world is facing global warming and renewable energy issues," Elde says. "This
exchange gives us a valuable opportunity to share ideas with European nations."

Minnesota and Norway share similar forest environments and the potential for renewable energy
based on farm and forest products. Norway has domestic sources of oil but, like Minnesota,
recognizes the need to develop alternative fuels and effective conservation strategies.

Minnesota and Norway also have a strong a strong historic relationship. More than 850,000 people-
-20 percent of Minnesotans--claim Norwegian heritage.

A reception for University of
Minnesota alumni in Norway was
a highlight of the trip. In the group
of 86 people who attended was
Egil Stokstad, School of Dentistry,
'37, now 91.

Another alumnus, Jostein
Mykletun, CLA '72, '79, is now
deputy director general of the
Norwegian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. Mykletun has been at the forefront of international relations with Norway and, in December
2005, forged a bilateral science and technology agreement between the United States and Norway.
During the alumni event, Mykletun received the University's 2006 Distinguished Leadership Award
for Internationals.

Other highlights of the visit:

Medical School dean Deborah Powell, right, signed an agreement
renewing and strengthening ties at the University of Oslo. Photo by
Sharon Olson.

At the University of Life Sciences in Aas, the University of Oslo, and the
Ministry of Education and Research in Oslo, Bruininks was invited to
speak on the topic of how a research university can more effectively
promote regional economic development. Medical School dean Deborah
Powell, College of Biological Sciences dean Robert Elde, and vice

president for research Tim Mulcahy provided detailed examples of how the University is working
with communities and the private sector to improve technology transfer and meet the health-care
needs of Minnesota. Norway and Minnesota both have vast rural areas where health-care delivery
is a critical need.
Also in Oslo, Bruininks drew on the past two years of intense organizational change at the
University of Minnesota to give a presentation at the University of Oslo on "Advancing Excellence in
Large Research Universities." Existing agreements--university-wide as well as with the faculties of
medicine and technology--were renewed.

The delegation met with the
U.S.-Norway Fulbright
Foundation staff, which hosted a
dinner that evening in honor of
President Bruininks, a member
of the U.S. Fulbright Scholarship
Board. The group also met with
U students in Norway:
individuals studying chemical
engineering and mass
communications and a group in
the global seminar, "Norway's
Economy: From Cod to Crude," led by UMD associate professor of accounting Alan Roline.
At the University of Bergen, delegation leaders spoke to faculty members and administrators on
technology transfer and information technology in higher education. Members also met with
colleagues in chemistry, earth science, microbiology, psychology, medicine, and student exchange
and research administration. A cooperative agreement was signed.

Powell looks forward to the Medical School's reciprocal visits of faculty members and students with
the University of Bergen and researchers with the University Oslo. Research collaboration will
evolve particularly in neuroscience, she says, and exchanges will strengthen existing programs.

Bruininks says he was glad to
share some of the innovations that
the University of Minnesota is
putting into place to improve the
position and responsibility of the U
and its impact on the public and
on humankind's quality of life.

"It was one of the best such trips
I've taken in two decades,"
Bruininks told the Board of
Regents June 9. "It's a very important responsibility of the University to connect with leading
universities in the world. We have enormous opportunities for collaboration with Norway. The work
will be exciting."

This was Bruininks' third international trip--and first to Norway--as president. He formerly served as
dean of the College of Education and Human Development and a member of the faculty.

Gayla Marty contributed to this article. 
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Regents approve budgets, hear UMD and
UMR updates

Brief, June 14, 2006

The University's annual operating budget and capital improvement
budget for fiscal year 2007 were approved by the Board of Regents
at its monthly meeting Friday at the McNamara Alumni Center on
the Twin Cities campus. The fiscal year 2006-07 operating budget
is $2.8 billion and the capital budget for fiscal year 2007 is $526.5
million, which includes a stadium on the Twin Cities campus.

Tuition for 2006-07 will increase at a systemwide average of 6.5
percent. Rates for most resident undergraduates will be $8,563 at
the Twin Cities campus; $7,208, Crookston; $8,580, Duluth; and
$9,695, Morris. The increases are the lowest in recent years.

The regents recognized Sam Schuman, who will step down as chancellor of the Morris campus on
June 30 after 11 years of service, and former U president Kenneth Keller, who was named president
emeritus. Keller served as president from 1984 to 1988 and is currently the Charles M. Denny Jr.
Professor of Science, Technology, and Public Policy at the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public
Affairs.

Campus updates

During the board's Educational Planning and Policy Committee meeting on Thursday, regents heard
campus reports and strategic positioning updates from Kathryn Martin, chancellor at the University
of Minnesota, Duluth (UMD), and David Carl, provost of the University of Minnesota, Rochester
(UMR).

Duluth: Martin reported that total enrollment at UMD was 10,202 in fall 2005--up nearly 3,000
students from 1997--and that the freshman class target size has stabilized at 2,100 students. She
noted that the profile of UMD students continues to rise; the average ACT score increased from 23
to 25 in the last year, and 300 incoming students were from the top 10 percent of their high school
class. UMD is continuing to offer Best of Class scholarships, worth about $4,500, to students who
ranked first or second in their class.

UMD's strategic planning effort is the continuation of a process begun there in 1995, said Martin. A
steering committee and nine subcommittees have been dedicated to the task, and goals and
objectives will be finalized by winter.

Some goals put forth by the Undergraduate Subcommittee include building on current strengths in
academic programs (and considering the feasibility of new programs) and increasing the quality of
the undergraduate experience and retention and graduation rates. Other issues of concern, Martin
said, include resource allocation, maintaining federal and state support for research activity, and
addressing economic development needs of northeastern Minnesota.

Rochester: UMR currently offers opportunities for students in 35 baccalaureate, master's, doctoral,
and licensure and certificate programs, Carl reported. The number of UMR students has increased
to 447 in spring 2006--a growth of 57 percent since spring 2001--and the credit-hour production has
increased by 121 percent during the past five years.

Carl said that UMR's strategic direction calls for it to be a distinctive branch of the University of
Minnesota that utilizes the resources of the other campuses to provide quality academic
programming, research, and public engagement with emphasis in health sciences, technology, and
related fields.

UMR is strengthened by its location in southeastern Minnesota, Carl said. The region is home to
about 100 high technology businesses, with the Mayo Clinic, IBM, and more than 30 high-tech
businesses in Rochester. The U is partnering with business leaders to define its role in advancing
the education, science, and application of related initiatives.

Future programming emphases include a new Center for Allied Health Programs being planned
under the leadership of the Academic Health Center; technology, biosciences, and engineering
collaborations; and a technology commercialization office.

Carl also noted that additional financial resources will be necessary as UMR continues to grow.
Student enrollment now exceeds facility capacity. UMR will be seeking new space downtown, close
to the Mayo Clinic.

Other business

Also on Thursday, during a work session of the entire Board of Regents, U officials announced
architects for a new on-campus football stadium.

The next meeting of the board will be one day only, July 12, followed by a retreat, July 13-14.

See also "Regents meet over tuition and tenure" for a report of discussion on tuition at the board's
May meeting.

Rick Moore, Mark Cassutt, and Gayla Marty contributed to this article.
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Chuck Porter, B.A. '67, was
named one of America's most
fascinating entrepreneurs for
2005.

Closer to tomorrow

Because scholarships and
fellowships play a key role
in changing the lives of
students, they continue to
be the University's top fund-
raising priority. Through
April, close to $125 million
had been raised toward the
Promise of Tomorrow
Scholarship Drive goal of
$150 million.

Some 333 gifts have
qualified for the President's
Scholarship Match, which
doubles the payout on new
endowed scholarships of at
least $25,000. New
endowed fellowships are
also matched, though the
21st Century Graduate
Fellowship Endowment.

Nearly 6,000 U students
now receive scholarships or
fellowships--an increase of
1,043 students since the
drive began.

Drive, creativity, and kindness
Chair of lauded advertising agency gives back to Journalism
School

by Jodi Auvin

From M, summer 2006

The name Crispin, Porter + Bogusky (CP+B) may not be familiar,
but if you've been motivated by the Do campaign for Blue Cross
Blue Shield of Minnesota or marveled at the sight of Mini Coopers
strapped on top of SUVs, you've seen a few examples of the
Miami-based advertising agency's work. A consistent track record
of cutting-edge ideas and guerilla marketing tactics has turned the
once-small Coconut Grove firm into a creative powerhouse and
one of the most awarded agencies in the country. Chuck Porter,
chairman of CP+B, is a 1967 graduate of the Journalism School.
But the 60-year-old Minnesota native never intended to go to the U
or to study advertising. "I was accepted at Duke and had been
assigned a room and a roommate," explains Porter. "At the last
minute, I decided to go to the University and study law. Then I took
a class in advertising, which was much more fun--and easier--than law." After graduating, Porter
moved to Miami and worked as a freelance writer for 17 years. "It was terrific," he says. "I was lucky
and developed a good reputation in the travel business and worked on almost every airline account.
But when I turned 40 and my wife was pregnant again, she said 'perhaps for this child you should
stay home.' Sam Crispin, founder of a local agency, had been asking me to join his firm for several
years. I finally said yes."

In its early years, the agency had about 40 people on staff and a
number of small accounts. Today, CP+B employs 450 people, has
annual billings upwards of $500 million, and boasts a prestigious list of
clients, including Burger King, Miller Lite, Sprite, Virgin Atlantic
Airways, and Volkswagen. Advertising Age named CP+B agency of
the year in 2004. And in 2005, Inc. named Porter one of America's 26
most fascinating entrepreneurs. Individuals selected exemplify the
drive, creativity, and enthusiasm of American business and spanned
the entrepreneurial spectrum, including Martha Stewart, Richard
Branson, and Michael Dell. Porter's philosophy of not managing
people in traditional ways--or, as Inc. put it, "for verging on reckless"--
earned him a place on the roster. "I don't think there's a secret to our
agency's success and maybe that's part of the secret," says Porter
with a shrug. "This is the only agency job I've ever had and the same
is true for Bogusky. We've always made it up as we went along. We do
a certain kind of work and approach it in a certain kind of way. And we
try to be smart and selective about those we work with. People who
come here say it's different." One example: the satellite office the
agency is opening this summer in Boulder, Colorado. Most agencies
open satellite offices to service client needs; CP+B is doing it for
employees. "We built the agency in Miami because it was a cool place
to live," states Porter. "But as we've gotten bigger and are recruiting
more employees, we've felt the need to offer another lifestyle choice.
Not everyone loves Miami or wants to deal with hurricanes. So we
looked for a place that's the opposite of Miami." Porter recently made
a gift of $25,000 to the J-School; funds will be used to provide
scholarships to students in advertising. "I've been very lucky," he says.
"I made my gift for the reasons that anyone does. It makes me feel
good to help the school. I look around and there are all sorts of causes
and institutions that I have a fondness for. The U of M is one."
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Discovery offers hope for early treatment of Alzheimer's
By Deane Morrison

June 13, 2006

Among the most heartbreaking afflictions is Alzheimer's disease (AD), a severe and insidious
memory disorder that cloaks the early clues to its presence in the garb of normal age-related
memory impairment. It was once thought that numerous insoluble clumps, or plaques, of protein that
form in the brains of AD patients caused the disease. But it turns out that plaques of the protein
known as A beta are not the cause.

The culprit appears to be a soluble aggregate form of the protein, according to a research team led
by the University's Karen Ashe. The work, published in the journal Nature, identifies this form of the
protein as a possible future target for therapies to defeat the disease before it causes irreversible
damage.
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Gary Wilson is one of 12
winners of this year's
President's Award for
Outstanding Service.

Lucky for the U
Coach Gary Wilson and 11 others honored with President's Award
for Outstanding Service

By Rick Moore

Brief, June 14, 2006

In terms of accolades and accomplishments, this year has been
something of a personal best for the University's Gary Wilson, the
21-year head coach of the women's track and field and cross
country teams. Wilson's track and field team notched its first-ever
Big Ten Outdoor Championship in his tenure this spring. He was
subsequently named Big Ten Coach of the Year and U.S. Track &
Field/Cross Country Coaches Association 2006 Midwest District
Coach of the Year.

Add to that list yet another special and, for Wilson, unexpected
honor. He was named one of 12 recipients of the 2006 President's
Award for Outstanding Service, given annually to individuals who
demonstrate unusual commitment to the University community
(see sidebar).

"I was flabbergasted," said Wilson of receiving the honor. "Across this University, there are so many
good people... I [thought], 'Why did I get this?'"

To his colleagues at the University, the answers are varied, but they distill to one common theme--
he shows uncommon care for his student-athletes, not to mention his friends and other
acquaintances. While he considers himself lucky--lucky to be working for his athletes--it's those
around him who wind up using that adjective to describe themselves.

President's Award for Outstanding Service

Carol Chomsky, professor, Law School

Betty Jo Johnson, executive administrative specialist, College of Education and Human
Development

Dennis Jones, teaching specialist, Department of American Indian Studies, College of Liberal Arts

Mary Jo Kane, professor, School of Kinesiology, College of Education and Human Development

Jenny Meslow, director, Center for Health Interprofessional Programs, Academic Health Center

Debbie Nelson, special assistant to the dean and curriculum director, Law School

Charles Patterson, senior laborer, Landcare, Facilities Management

Louis Pignolet, professor, Institute of Technology

Sharyn Schelske, program director, McNair Scholars Program, General College

Thomas Soulen, associate professor emeritus, Department of Plant Biology, College of Biological
Sciences

Theodore Thompson, M.D., professor, Departments of Pediatrics, Medical School

Gary Wilson, head coach, Women's Cross Country and Track and Field, Intercollegiate Athletics

On the track, Wilson is described as fiery yet humorous. He sets a standard for his athletes that is rigorous, requiring
dedication and discipline both on and off the field, one colleague wrote in a supporting letter. "When the athletes
achieve the standards that Gary has set, they have the satisfaction of knowing that they have accomplished
something very meaningful."

Wilson insists that his student-athletes put a priority on academics. That is reflected in his team's
grade-point average, said to be usually at or above a 3.5. For 10 consecutive years, his teams'
cumulative GPA has been over 3.0.

Wilson is also singled out for his positive perspective and the seemingly boundless energy he has to
devote to his "kids."

"I've always been in awe by how Gary can give each student on his team the attention they feel they
deserve," says another colleague. "When I attend track meets, I always see students who were on
the team years ago. They come back because they have a lasting relationship with the coach,
program, and institution. Gary instills a sense of community."

A fellow coach, who nominated Wilson for the award, likened him to Mr. Rogers for the scope of his
attention to others. "To be in [Mr. Rogers's] sphere was to be special," he says. "So it is with every
acquaintance of Gary's, and each of his pursuits."

Wilson's concern was perhaps never more evident than in his care for Jack Johnson, a University
equipment manager for 29 years. Johnson had very little family support and recently died of cancer.
Wilson took him to every doctor's appointment and treatment, says an associate. He purchased
necessary medications and visited Johnson every day, finally welcoming him into the Wilson home
when he could no longer be alone and helping with his final move to a hospice house. Wilson also
led the athletics department's efforts to honor Johnson by naming an indoor track meet after him
and awarding him with the national M Club's Service Award--and a letter jacket: "Jack's pride and
joy."

"Out of this tragic loss came a renewed sense of coming together in friendship for this newly
merged [athletics] department," says the colleague, "as we all struggled to deal with how to show
Jack, and each other, our love and support."

"I didn't do anything that a good friend wouldn't do for anyone else," Wilson says, adding that the
honor should go to everyone who assisted Johnson. "But for a bad thing, it wound up turning into
being one of the most inspiring things I've been involved with."

And it's a perfect example of the care and compassion Wilson offers to the many lives in the
University community he touches each year.

Wilson's athletes have talked about how he walks into practice saying, "Hello, you lucky people."

"Hearing that every day made them realize that they really are lucky people," says a colleague.
"They are attending a great institution. They get to participate in a sport they love. And they get to
be coached by someone who really loves coaching them." Wilson, along with the other award
winners and guests, will be honored at a reception at Eastcliff on Thursday afternoon, June 15.
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Hard to [not] believe

June 13, 2006

Americans' increasing acceptance of religious diversity apparently doesn't extend to those who don't
believe in a god, according to a national survey by researchers in the University of Minnesota's
Department of Sociology.

The researchers found that Americans rate atheists below Muslims, recent immigrants, gays and
lesbians, and other minority groups in "sharing their vision of American society." Atheists also rank
as the minority group most Americans are least willing to allow their children to marry.

"Atheists, who account for about 3 percent of the U.S. population, offer a glaring exception to the
rule of increasing social tolerance over the last 30 years," says Penny Edgell, associate sociology
professor and the study's lead researcher. "It seems most Americans believe that diversity is fine, as
long as every one shares a common 'core' of values that make them trustworthy-and in America,
that 'core' has historically been religious."

The researchers also found Midwesterners less accepting of atheists than their East and West
Coast counterparts.

The study is the first in a series of national studies conducted by the American Mosaic Project,
which looks at race, religion, and cultural diversity in the contemporary United States. The study
appeared in the April issue of the American Sociological Review.

To learn more about the Mosaic Project, read Fear and tolerance in America or visit the University of
Minnesota Department of Sociology.
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Perry Hemmingsen will soon
book shows at theTwin Cities
campus Whole Music Club.

Music with a message
Scholarship recipient hopes to create an outlet for socio-political
punk rock

From M, summer 2006

Professor Rockmeister has come to the U. At least a fifth of it has.
The Wabasha, Minnesota-based rock band includes University
freshman Perry Hemmingsen, who plays bass. "We dabble in
everything," the computer science major says. "Jazz, hard rock,
experimental--we're all over the place." Hemmingsen believes
music can create change: "It's one of the biggest forms of media to
influence people. It's a way to get people interested in stuff that will
make society better." Professor Rockmeister has already recorded
the soundtrack to an educational video, and Hemmingsen one day
hopes to start a record label for socio-political punk rock. A
Bentson Family Scholarship has helped Hemmingsen pursue
music production--a long-time aspiration of his. Eventually he plans
to mix computer coursework with music theory classes. Plus, not
having to work to cover tuition has allowed him to volunteer at the
Whole Music Club in Coffman Union, complementing his studies with real-world experience. Next
year, he'll be booking shows there. The scholarship comes with more than financial support.
Benefactor Larry Bentson, '43, invites recipients to outings such as movies and barbecues. "That he
has an interest in the students means a lot," says Hemmingsen. "It's kind of like having another
family--someone you can rely on if you have questions about college or anything else."
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A mural in San Juan
Comalapa, Guatemala, shows
how running water once only
existed in villagers' minds. A U
students group is making that
dream a reality.

Generosity builds generosity
Humanitarian work of student group inspires alum to make a gift

By Kermit Pattison

From M, summer 2006

Rhonda Pierce is a civil engineer who believes in building those
proverbial bridges. Pierce, president of the consulting firm Pierce
Pini & Associates in Blaine, had done pro bono projects involving a
local school and churches. But she hadn't heard much about
engineers volunteering abroad until she read about an organization
at the University of Minnesota called Engineers Without Borders.
Pierce picked up the phone and gave them $1,000. "It just intrigued
me," says Pierce, a 1993 graduate of the Institute of Technology. "It
was the sort of group that I would have loved to have been
involved with as a student." Her gift will yield big returns. Engineers
Without Borders is a nonprofit humanitarian organization that
draws on the expertise of student and professional volunteers to
build sustainable infrastructure such as water purification,
irrigation, and solar energy systems in the developing world.
Pierce's donation will help the U's chapter--the first in Minnesota--
as it builds a new water system for an ecological park in the
highlands of Guatemala. Engineers Without Borders has 103 university chapters and 35
professional chapters in the United States, with active projects in 40 countries. Its work parallels an
initiative of the University's Transforming the U strategic plan: civic engagement. The group
emphasizes ingenuity to build projects adaptable to local conditions using local materials and labor.
"If you bring in any advanced technology, most of the time they're not going to be able to fix it if it
breaks," says David Gasperino, a chemical engineering grad student and president of the local
chapter. "So you assess how you can fix their problem with a sustainable solution." Community
involvement is a key facet of any project. "We work toward getting them to have a stake in what
we're building," says Gasperino. "That has proven to be far more successful than just showing up
and dumping money." The University chapter has about 10 active members who pay for part of
travel expenses out of their own pocket, says Gasperino. Past projects include a school dormitory in
Thailand and water filtration systems at Grand Portage Reservation in northern Minnesota. The
current project in Guatemala will replace an outdated diesel pump system in a rural indigenous
community. Gasperino says the chapter has raised about $2,200 thus far toward its goal of $15,000
for the project. Pierce's gift brings them a step closer. She believes that such efforts benefit both the
local community and the students, who see there's a wider world that can benefit from their
expertise. "I think it's important that all people give," says Pierce. "Engineers specifically have
knowledge and education that can truly benefit people as those people live their lives, work, and
play."
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Renato Fitzpatrick, B.E.E. '04,
has been seen by many in the
Twin Cities and on the Web.
His photo is featured in an ad
campaign encouraging alumni
to make a gift to their alma
mater.

A cause unlike any other
Worthy causes abound, but only one provided the education that
helped shape your future

From M, summer 2006

The numbers are encouraging: a 20 percent increase in alumni
donors in the past three years, an 8 percent increase in alumni
donors who are in the baby boomer generation, and an impressive
51 percent jump in contributions from young alumni (ages 23-28).
But even with the boost of recent giving, the University of
Minnesota still ranks in the lower half of the Big Ten in alumni
giving back. In light of its funding needs and plan to become a top-
three public research university, the U hopes to increase alumni
involvement, connection, and giving. "Becoming one of the best in
the world requires a commitment from everyone associated with
the University," says President Bob Bruininks. "Faculty, staff, and
students will be engaged like never before. Alumni support will be
critical." This spring, a new advertising campaign kicked off in the
Twin Cities and on the Web to fuel the effort and remind alumni of
the important role their alma mater has played in their lives. Alumni
gifts of all sizes are used to raise academic quality and fund
scholarships that attract top students, regardless of their financial
situation. Alumni can designate that gifts be used for the college or
department they care about most, or for the general scholarship fund that helps students across the
University. And there's strength in numbers. Last year, some 3,000 alumni came together to create a
new scholarship fund for students in the College of Liberal Arts. Their combined gifts built a
$250,000 endowed scholarship fund, which qualified for a match. Now, $25,000 will be available
each year to help CLA undergrads well into the future. To help meet the Transforming the U goals
and to improve the U's ranking in Big Ten alumni donors, it needs more graduates giving back. As
you consider your charitable contributions, remember: There are many causes to give to, but only
one is your alma mater.
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Jennifer Alstad
Share your story

Do you want to share your
alma mater story in 150
words or less? Send it to
myalmamater@umn.edu.
One story will be printed in
each issue of M, and others
may be posted on the Web
at giving.umn.edu

My alma mater
By Jennifer Alstad, '92

From M, summer 2006

When I came to the U, it was everything that I dreamt of--a huge
campus, foreign languages, thousands of students--and anonymity.
Growing up in the small town of Granite Falls, Minnesota, the idea
of going somewhere very big was exciting. The reality of it was
even better. We could do our own experiments: posting flyers that
the energizer bunny was going to jump over Northrop Auditorium to
see how many people would come to the event, gluing quarters to
the sidewalk to see how many people stopped to pick them up
versus a dollar bill, trying to get students to care about childcare.

The lab called "the U" set the
precedent for what I do today--
understanding consumer behavior
and making products that meet those
needs. The U is where I learned that
you could make a life from
experimenting, imagining, and
creating. Can you think of anything
better than that? I can't. So, it's why I
give back.

Jennifer Alstad, '92, is
cofounder of the
Minneapolis-based design and consumer understanding firm, b-swing, inc.
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U Libraries: available at a keyboard near you

From M, summer 2006

You only need to remember three words about the new online publications benefit available to
UMAA members: just try it. The benefit gives UMAA members access to full-text articles in hundreds
of popular, academic, and business publications through the University Libraries. All you need is
Internet access and your UMAA member number to access the two databases that contain the
publications. This resource is as wide and deep as your imagination. A new user of the benefit who
wanted to learn more about fuel-efficient automobiles turned up some valuable and surprising
information. For example:

* Cars that use diesel fuel consistently rank highest in fuel efficiency. (Design Week)

* Diesel fuel is getting cleaner and greener. (Business Week)

* Scientists at the California Institute of Technology maintain that putting more diesel cars on the
road will result in more smog. (USA Today Magazine)

* The United States could meet the carbon emission cuts targeted under the Kyoto Protocol by
doubling the fuel efficiency of its cars. (Global Environment Change Report) * Hybrid vehicles fall
short of their manufacturers' promises on fuel efficiency. (Maclean's)

* The push for greater fuel efficiency unites politicians on the left and the right. (Congress Daily)

The UMAA is one of only a handful of alumni organizations nationwide to offer the library benefit.
Membership ($40 per year for a single membership and $45 for a joint membership) is open to all
alumni and friends of the University of Minnesota's Twin Cities campus. For more information on the
new benefit and how to join UMAA, visit Alumni Association.
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Telling a great story

From M, summer 2006

Thank you to more than 50,000 University of Minnesota alumni
from all campuses who responded to the Connecting With Our
Alumni Survey last winter and spring. The survey sought to
quantify the economic and social impact of U alumni on Minnesota,
the nation, and the world, and guid the University in making better
connections with its alumni. Survey results will be combined with
those of similar recent surveys of Institute of Technology and
Carlson School of Management graduates to provide the most
complete picture ever of the U's 450,000 living alumni. Preliminary
returns suggest if will tell a great story. Survey results will be
shared online in the fall and in the fall issue of M.
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University of Minnesota
student actors John Skelley
(as Kid Harrigan) and Courtney
Roche (as Mary Jane Jenkins).
"Forty-Five Minutes From
Broadway" plays through
August 26, 2006.

The showboat

The Minnesota Centennial
Showboat has been a
landmark of the University
of Minnesota and the
theatre department for
almost 50 years. The
showboat, with its 220-seat,
Victorian-style jewel box
theater, is owned and
operated through a
partnership between the
University of Minnesota and
the Padelford Packet Boat
Co. It is permanently
docked at Harriet Island,
opposite downtown St.
Paul. To learn more, read
The Showboat story or
listen to a University of
Minnesota Moment.

Money or love
University of Minnesota Showboat Players perform 'Forty-Five
Minutes From Broadway' on a paddleboat

By Pauline Oo

June 16, 2006

Through his musicals, George M. Cohan helped build Broadway
theater as we know it today. He wrote more than 40 Broadway
plays and musical comedies and was known as "the man who
owned Broadway" in the decade before World War 1. This summer,
the University of Minnesota Showboat Players will celebrate Cohan
and his legendary work with one of his most widely praised
musicals, "Forty-Five Minutes From Broadway."

This vaudeville hit, which premiered in 1906, tells the tale of
housemaid Mary Jane Jenkins, who, after unexpectedly inheriting
a fortune, is forced to choose love or money as she develops a
romance with the wise-cracking Kid Harrigan. The story, as with
most of Cohan's works, is told through music and mystery that will
tickle your fancy and rattle your funny bone. The name of the
musical comes from its location--the city of New Rochelle, New
York, which is only a forty-five minute train ride from Broadway.

"Forty-Five Minutes From Broadway" will be pure entertainment, or "one big olio (a musical
interlude)," as show director and former head of the University Opera Theatre Vern Sutton calls it,
because it is a direct reflection of what Cohan brought to the stage 100 years ago. "This play
matches the Minnesota Centennial Showboat's vaudeville-like setting perfectly, as many early
musical hits played circuits that included showboats," says Sutton, who played the role of Kid
Harrigan nearly 40 years ago. In other words, you'll get a realistic taste of theater in the late 1890s,
the period in which the musical is set.

And true to the vaudeville style, audiences will be prompted by the Showboat Players to interact and
sing along.

Since 1958, the Showboat Players have entertained more than
600,000 people with gripping dramas, mesmerizing mysteries, and
laugh-out-loud olios on a docked paddleboat along the Mississippi
River. The company consists of University of Minnesota students, who
are paid competitively for their work as actors, managers, and
designers. This year's cast includes 13 students from the department
of theatre arts and dance and the School of Music. The Minnesota
Centennial Showboat (see sidebar) and the U of M Showboat Players
are programs of the department, located on the U's Twin Cities
campus in Minneapolis.

"Forty-Five Minutes From Broadway" runs from June 16 to August 26.
Tickets range from $16 (show only) to $49.90 (dinner included).
Evening performances are 8 p.m. Tuesdays through Saturdays;
matinee performances are 2:30 p.m. Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
Saturdays. To order tickets, call the Padelford Packet Boat Co. at 651-
227-1100 or see Showboat tickets

Don't miss Also on the Showboat this summer (July 10 to August 23) is a
second cast of Showboat Players, who will debut a puppet-based performance
titled "Old Four Eyes Mississippi Panorama." The show, an adaptation of a piece by humorist and playwright Kevin
Kling, is intended for audiences young and old. It is being developed in partnership with Michael Sommers and Open
Eye Figure Theatre.

The U's theatre department will host workshops following select shows where the actors will work
with school groups to make puppets. (This is the second year such an educational component has
been added to a regular Showboat performance.) Performances are Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Sundays at 1p.m. The $8 tickets (free for children under five) are only available 30 minutes before
the curtain call. There are no advanced sales for single tickets. For information and educational
groups, call 612-625-4001.
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Nearly 200 students are part
of the Brooklyn Center
Junior/Senior High School
band program, and many of
them have University of
Minnesota students as a
music education mentor.

Music and math

Elementary school-age
students at Whittier
International Arts School in
Minneapolis posted a
noticeable improvement in
math test scores this year.
Why? U of M researcher
Carol Freeman says
participation in music
lessons may have played
an important role in
boosting the students'
mathematical reasoning
skills. To learn more, listen
to a University of Minnesota
Moment.

U students participate in music mentorship
with metro school
By Jen Jackson

June 16, 2006

Last spring, while supervising a student teacher at Brooklyn Center
Junior/Senior High School (BCHS), Liz Jackson caught the
school's band teacher Chris Porter in action. This brief interlude
inspired the University of Minnesota assistant professor of music
education to start a partnership between the school and the U's
School of Music (SOM).

"I saw amazing things happening in that band room that literally
brought tears to my eyes," says Jackson. "The atmosphere was
warm, inviting, safe and electrically charged with enthusiasm from
all sides. Chris's relationship with her students and her ability to
reach them as musicians was truly extraordinary, especially
considering her lack of support staff and her limited budget. She
was taking what she had and making the very best of it--to the
great benefit of her students."

Brooklyn Center Junior/Senior High School serves 800 students in
grades 7 to 12. Since 2002 the school's band program, which boasts nearly 200 students, has
increased more than 350 percent, thanks to the dedication, talent, and persistence of Porter.

The mentorship program that Jackson and Porter established for music education students at the U
is tailored to instrumental music education majors in their junior year who have not had any student
teaching field experience. The SOM students are assigned six to seven students for 12 weeks, and
they are responsible for curriculum development, lesson planning, implementation, and assessment
of the BCHS students. The program is a win-win for both parties: It provides the high school
students with individualized musical instruction, positive role models, and exposure to higher
education, while giving the future music educators practical classroom experience with diverse
students of varying musical abilities.

"We can talk about philosophies of teaching, we can examine curricula, we can expand our
knowledge of literature, we can practice our conducting, but we can't learn to interact successfully
with students of varying ability and developmental levels without actually going to the schools," says
Jackson. In fact, in addition to this partnership, the University of Minnesota music education division
has worked with many other schools, including Andersen Open, Central High School in St. Paul, the
FAIR School in Crystal, Minnehaha Academy, and Eden Prairie High School.

The program is one of many outreach initiatives at the University to help improve primary- and
secondary-school education or to aid immigrant communities.

Several music education students in the program have commented
that the experience has solidified their passion for teaching future
musicians. The U students are gaining practical experience teaching
large groups of kids who have many different needs, both socially and
academically.

"They are being forced to problem solve in ways we could never
recreate in the classroom--how to maintain discipline while rehearsing
music in a dressing room (because there's no space anywhere else)
packed with beginners who all need individual help, how to motivate
the student who appears to be disconnected with his or her
surroundings because he's facing so many additional challenges
outside of school, and how to convince the kid with low self-esteem
that she really can do it," says Jackson. "They are seeing first hand
what is required of a professional music educator who truly cares
about kids."

Jackson hopes to continue the program with BCHS for many years to
come and adds that she wants her students "to experience this program and realize all that can be
accomplished when a teacher takes the time to understand his or her students' needs and does
everything possible to help them succeed despite the odds."
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Louis Mendoza and most of
his Dream team on the State
Capitol steps.

The Minnesota DREAM team
CLA students help create educational opportunities for immigrant
youth

By Andi McDaniel

June 16, 2006

For each of the six College of Liberal Arts (CLA) students who
worked on the Minnesota Dream Act legislation this past semester,
there were hundreds of community members crossing their fingers.
That's because the independent study project wasn't just a
personal or academic challenge, it was an effort that would mean
better access to higher education for children of undocumented
immigrants throughout Minnesota. And for these committed
students--Sylvia Gonz?lez-Castro, Abraham Castro, Martha
Ockenfels-Martinez, Marianne Baum, Juan Rangel, and Vanessa
San Jos?--"undocumented immigrants" aren't just statistics or
names in the news, they're family and friends. The Minnesota
Dream Act would grant in-state tuition to children of undocumented
immigrants who have graduated from high school and resided in the state for a specific number of
years. Typically, those who qualify would be immigrants who came to the U.S. as children and were
socialized as Americans. Under current laws, if they were brought to this country by undocumented
immigrant parents, they are considered non-citizens, and they pay nearly three times the amount of
in-state tuition to attend public universities in Minnesota. So, many don't attend college at all.

From Mendoza's perspective, the students' work on the Minnesota
Dream Act embodies the University's mission. "It is our responsibility
[at the U] to take every opportunity to keep the doors open, and when
possible, to make opportunities to open them even wider," he says.

Under the guidance of Louis Mendoza, chair of Chicano studies, along with the staff of the
Minnesota Immigrant Freedom Network (MIFN), the six students worked on the ground in area high
schools, talking to kids about how these issues affect them and about how to get involved. Their
work was based on a six-week curriculum developed by MIFN, which culminated in a "Lobby Day"
at the State Capitol, when the high school students engaged directly with their legislators. "I can't
think of anything more powerful than high school students learning how to use their voices for
positive change," says Ockenfels-Martinez of her experience in local high school classrooms. "By
empowering [them] to fight for their right to education, we are helping them to understand the very
powerful role they have as agents of social change." From Mendoza's perspective, the students'
work on the Minnesota Dream Act embodies the University's mission. "It is our responsibility [at the
U] to take every opportunity to keep the doors open, and when possible, to make opportunities to
open them even wider," he says. Mendoza goes on to explain that particularly for students of color,
the "division" between the University and the community is a false one. The two must work together
to create change. Gonzalez-Castro shares that view. "About 500 youth in Minnesota would be
affected by the Dream Act," she points out. "Although I do not personally know these students, I
consider them allies in the struggle for a better future." In a globalized economy, says Mendoza,
"Our own well-being is ... tied to the well-being of others in ways that can be mutually beneficial." To
work on a project with such far-reaching implications is a far loftier and more demanding task for
these CLA students than simply turning in homework when it's due. But these students believe it's
worth it. And the countless community members they represent would probably agree.

From CLA Today, spring 2006.

To read about how undocumented immigrant status affected University student Abraham Castro,
see The Minnesota Daily article, "Undocumented students face problems in paying for school" .
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Matt, Jim, Mike, and Penny
Langland show their Gopher
spirit at the 2004 San Diego
Rock and Roll Marathon.

Generation U
University of Minnesota draws a family to its Twin Cities campus

By Trish Grafstrom and Steve Anderson

June 23, 2006

For a California kid who's never experienced winter in the upper
Midwest to come to the University of Minnesota, he needs a way to
cope with the cold. Wool socks and thermal underwear are a good
start. But what he really needs is something to warm up the inside:
Gopher spirit pumping through his veins.

"While growing up in San Diego, my dad talked about the
University of Minnesota and of being a Gopher fan," recalls Jim
Langland, B.S '74. "In 1962, he took me to the Rose Bowl game in
which the Gophers beat UCLA 21-3. The excitement in that game
cemented my decision to go to school at the U of M without ever having experienced a Minnesota
winter."

Yet, it was more than a Rose Bowl victory that turned Jim's blood maroon and gold. You might say it
was genetics. Spanning four generations across almost 90 years, the Langland family counts more
than a dozen U of M graduates in its family tree.

It started with Bert Langland, Jim's grandfather, who graduated from the University's College of
Pharmacy in 1920. Bert and his wife, Gertrude, felt thankful for the excellent and affordable
education he received. They wholeheartedly supported their sons attending the U. Harold, father of
Jim, earned both his bachelor's (1944) and master's (1946) degrees in chemical engineering.

Between earning those degrees, Harold found time to go bowling. It was good that he did, because
that's how he met his future wife, a U nursing graduate named Cecilia Biernat. Harold and Cecilia
valued their educations and although work took their family to California, they carried their Gopher
spirit with them, eventually instilling it in young Jim.

Expanding the U family

Once on campus and living through Minnesota's winters, Jim's Gopher spirit started to wane. Then,
during his senior year, he sat next to an attractive co-ed in a developmental biology class. "We
started to get to know one another and he told me he hated Minnesota," recalls Penny Sugden (who
is now Penny Langland), B.S. '74, M.D. '80. "I told him he hadn't done anything fun to enjoy winter."
She challenged Jim to join her cross-country skiing and winter camping.

Jim discovered he liked Penny, Minnesota, and winter. When in training to be doctors, they both had
the opportunity to do rural medical rotations. "We chose a practice in Thief River Falls because it
was as far north as we could go," Jim says with a laugh.

Although the Langlands settled in Thief River Falls, they have traveled regularly to Minneapolis to
attend Gopher sports events with their two sons or to visit friends and family. They speculate that
the Gopher gene was passed on to their son, Michael, who chose to attend the Carlson School.
This spring, he became the 14th U of M graduate in the family.

"We are proud of our son and feel blessed to have had parents who passed on their strong
educational values," say the Langlands. "To celebrate our deep connections to the U, we created
two scholarships in honor of both sets of parents."

Now, the family legacy at the U will grow to include recipients of their generous scholarships. But if
those future students go bowling or start chatting with a biology classmate, they should be
forewarned: It just might lead to their own family of Gophers.
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NASA recently released the
top photo of the Andromeda
galaxy (red), taken in infrared
light by the Spitzer Space
Telescope. Lanes of dust
(spawning grounds for new
stars) show up as rough rings.
Also released was an image in
visible light (blue), showing the
distribution of old stars.

In a crumby galactic neighborhood, a star is
born
A new study of the Andromeda galaxy confirms ideas of how our
solar system originated

By Deane Morrison

June 20, 2006

If you've ever stepped outside on a dark night and seen the
Andromeda galaxy, you know it as just a faint oval blur. Yet buried
in that distant sea of stars lie clues to how our sun, the planets,
and even humanity itself originated. Working with infrared images
from NASA's orbiting Spitzer Space Telescope, several University
researchers were part of a national team that recently confirmed
the sun's--and therefore humanity's--origins in cosmic dust. The
story begins when a star explodes and spreads dust through a
galaxy like pollen in the wind. Eventually, some of the dust
coalesces and forms a new star and planets. The next thing you
know, we have dinosaurs, woolly mammoths and Ray Charles. It's
dust to dust, on a grand scale. In the Spitzer photo recently
released by NASA (see red image at right), the galaxy's dusty
skeleton stands out in stark relief as cords spiraling in to the
galactic center. By showing where the dust is distributed in
Andromeda, the photo reveals where new stars similar to the sun
are forming. "The image shows that sunlike stars form in areas rich
in heavy elements, that is, dust-rich areas that contain the leftovers
from the evolution of previous generations of massive stars," says astronomy professor and team
member Bob Gehrz. Also on the team were fellow University astronomy professors Roberta
Humphreys and Charles "Chick" Woodward and postdoc Elisha Polomski. Pauline Barmby of the
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics led the team. Along with this photo, NASA released
the blue image, of Andromeda in visible light. It shows the distribution of old stars, which is quite
uniform compared to the upper image and its rough, choppy waves of dust that spawn new stars
like the sun. Cold dust, of course, produces no heat of its own and thus should not give off any
infrared light (the signature of an object that is warmer than its surroundings). These dust clouds do
give off heat, however, because they are the nurseries for the formation of young, luminous stars.
As they absorb radiation from the stars, the dust clouds warm up and radiate in the infrared,
becoming visible to Spitzer. A star is born The dust in Andromeda contains elements like carbon,
magnesium, oxygen and iron-all necessary for life as we know it. It also contains heavier elements
such as copper and uranium, which are building blocks of planets. Succeeding generations of stars
form from dust clouds that represent the "crumbs" of massive stars from previous generations.
Images of galaxies like our Milky Way show dark lanes of what appears to be dust spiraling through
the planes of the galaxies like cinnamon in a bun.

"These new Spitzer images enable us to see the actual faint heat from
the coolest dust," says Gehrz. "The images confirm what we've been
suspecting, namely, that the sun and solar system are composed of
elements made in other stars that have long since died."

Infrared photos have another use, too: to "weigh" the galaxy. According to sources at NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., Andromeda shines with the light of about a trillion stars, compared to perhaps 400
billion in the Milky Way. Andromeda's girth is also staggering: about 260,000 light-years, compared to 110,000 light-
years for the Milky Way. That is, if Andromeda were six feet tall, the Milky Way would stand at only two-and-a-half
feet or so. Getting to know you Our two galaxies both have had smaller "companion" galaxies associated with
them. The most famous are the Magellanic Clouds, two blurs of light over skies of the Southern Hemisphere. Their
existence was reported by members of Ferdinand de Magellan's crew during their circumnavigation of the world
(1519-22). The Milky Way has not devoured the Magellanic Clouds yet, but astrophysicists have recently found
remnants of other galaxies that it has torn apart and incorporated.

If you look at the image with this article, you'll see two especially bright spots in the lower photo,
which was taken in visible light. Those are companion galaxies to Andromeda. In the upper photo,
which shows the distribution of dust, they are invisible because Andromeda has already stripped
them of their dust. At some point the stars of both companions will also be sucked into Andromeda.
And if you think the rings of dust in Andromeda appear a little warped, you're right. Gravity from its
companions has indeed disturbed Andromeda, as the Milky Way may also have been disturbed by
its companions.

Andromeda is now about 2.5 million light-years away, making it the closest big galaxy to us, and the
gap is closing. "A reasonable scenario has our galaxies merging in about 3 billion years, or about 2
billion years before the death of our solar system," says Gehrz. That spectacle will be a treat for any
astronomers who may be around to watch. With a little luck, it'll be as visually enthralling as the
famous picture of the Mice galaxies. Besides the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics and
the University of Minnesota, the team that produced the Spitzer image included researchers from
the Johns Hopkins University and the University of Arizona.
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The home away from home--
Hope Lodge will include a
large kitchen and several
public areas to encourage new
friendships and camaraderie.

Twin Cities Hope Lodge
University of Minnesota building a place of comfort and healing for
adult cancer patients

June 20, 2006

Imagine you've been diagnosed with cancer. You live in a small
Minnesota town, and your doctor tells you that the best place to
receive cancer treatment is at the University of Minnesota in
Minneapolis--hours away from home. In addition, your treatment
will take weeks. How will you manage the trip? And how will you
pay for an extended visit?

Unfortunately, many adults facing cancer find themselves in this
situation. Each year, hundreds of patients and their families travel
great distances to receive cancer care in the Twin Cities.

"The number of cancer patients receiving outpatient treatment is
now nearly 80 percent of all cancer treatments performed," says
Seymour Levitt, M.D., a radiation oncologist with the University and
honorary chair of the Hope Lodge project. "And, while cancer
treatment has improved, the number of patients who require
treatment over an extended period of time is increasing," he explains. These out-of town guests
often stay for weeks. The physical and emotional toll during these times is tremendous, and worries
about lodging costs and transportation only add to the burden.

That's why the Cancer Center is joining the American Cancer Society and the University of
Minnesota Medical Center, Fairview in an effort to build a Hope Lodge near the University's medical
campus.

The Twin Cities Hope Lodge will provide a home away from home for up to 40 adult cancer patients
and their caregivers each night--all just a few blocks from the University of Minnesota's renowned
cancer treatment clinics and close to all major Twin Cities freeways.

But the facility is designed to be more than a hotel. It will be more like a residence, where guests
can build camaraderie with other cancer patients and focus on getting well.

The Hope Lodge will include:

Private guest rooms that comfortably accommodate a patient and one family member, friend, or
caregiver
A great room and a large, fully equipped kitchen
Rest areas and living rooms for those who need rest after treatment
Laundry facilities
A cancer resource library, computer and media room, and recreation and fitness room

And it will all be free of charge to adults receiving cancer treatments in the Twin Cities.

"This will truly be a wonderful place for our patients to rest, heal, and rejuvenate," says John Kersey,
M.D., director of the University of Minnesota Cancer Center. "Its location and design alone will
reduce the inconvenience and emotional strain many feel during their treatment period. And the fact
that it's free to qualified patients will lift an economic burden as well."

Right now, the Twin Cities Hope Lodge exists only on blueprints. The site--at 2500 University Ave.
S.E.--has been cleared for construction. The U is now looking for the last $500,000 to complete this
multimillion-dollar project, and, if all goes according to plan, the Twin Cities Hope Lodge will be
ready before the end of 2007.

To make a gift of any size, call Cathy Spicola at the University of Minnesota Cancer Center, 612-
625-5192, or e-mail her. You can also make a gift online.
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Strong family ties and an ethic
of serving others motivate Rita
Ruiz, who is a CLA mentor.

Putting ethic into action
UMAA member profile: Rita Ruiz

By Cynthia Scott

From M Summer 2006

Rita Ruiz's parents didn't send her off to the University of
Minnesota--they came with her. Eight years ago the entire family--
Rita, her older brother Mario Jr., and parents Maria and Mario Sr.--
pulled up stakes from their home in Brownsville, Texas, and moved
to the Twin Cities so that Rita and her brother could study at the
University. After graduating with a degree in Spanish, Ruiz (B.A.
'04) is midway through her master's degree program in criminal
justice leadership at Concordia University in St. Paul and has her
sights on a career with the FBI.

Strong family ties are one of the reasons that Ruiz flourished at the
University. She credits her father, who holds a master's from a
university in his native Mexico, with instilling in her the value of
education. It was he who insisted that Rita and her brother learn proper Spanish. "My parents were
from Mexico and were raised speaking, reading, and hearing Spanish all the time, but we didn't
really know how to write it. My dad is the type of person who says 'if you're going to do something in
a language, you have to know it correctly,'" Ruiz says.

Her father continues to be a driving force in Ruiz's life. "All the effort that he had to make just to
finish his career after he had a family to support, and still he never gave up," Ruiz says. Today, Ruiz
lives in St. Paul with her parents while she continues her studies and works full time as a legal
assistant at Centro Legal, a St. Paul-based advocacy organization for Hispanics in Minnesota.
There, she directs a workshop that trains clients how to use conciliation courts and works on a wide
variety of projects within the family law unit, including developing a crisis phone line. She is also a
mentor through the College of Liberal Arts (CLA).

Ruiz decided to serve in the CLA mentor program last fall because she was eager to help someone
else succeed at the University. Her first mentee, Christina Davenport, will be attending law school in
the fall. Through the mentorship program, Ruiz introduced Davenport to Centro Legal's Latina
Leadership Institute, where Davenport became a volunteer.

Ruiz was recently named to the board of the Minnesota Coalition for Battered Women, a statewide
membership organization that advocates for battered women and their children. She views it as yet
another opportunity to put her ethic of serving others into action. Born of her upbringing, it's an ethic
that grounds and motivates her.

"I was raised with the belief that you always have to be respectful of everybody else, and you
always have to be willing to give a lending hand because you might have something that the other
person might not have," Ruiz says. "But at the same time, the other person might have something
that you don't have. Everybody is the same at the end of the day."
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The University of Minnesota
team--comprising 26 seniors
and juniors--at the National
Student Advertising
Competition in San Francisco.
(Faculty adviser Howard Liszt
is standing on the far right.)

A successful campaign
U's student advertising team finishes third in the nation

By Pauline Oo

June 20, 2006

Every year since 2001, a team from the University of Minnesota
has made it to the National Student Advertising Competition
(NSAC), the premier competition for college and university
advertising students in the United States. Quite a feat, since the
University of Minnesota is the only school in the country to achieve
this.

This year, out of the 215 schools that were part of the competition,
the U placed third. (In 2002, another team from the University also
took third spot.)

As the 2006 NSAC sponsor, Dallas-based Postal Vault challenged
more than 6,500 students across the nation to develop a
memorable campaign for one of its new products. (Past sponsors
or competition clients have included Yahoo!, Toyota, Pizza Hut,
The New York Times, and Bank of America.) Postal Vault, which
manufactures and distributes mailboxes and delivery receptacles to protect and secure mail and
parcel packages, provided each team with a case study that outlined the history of the product and
its current advertising situation. The teams then had to devise an integrated communications
campaign for the company. The competition, hosted by the American Advertising Federation (AAF),
was held in San Francisco on June 11-12 during the AAF's annual convention.

The University of Minnesota team--led by Shannon Brown, Nicole Brubaker, Kathryn Dudkiewicz,
and Heidi Keel--comprised 26 juniors and seniors enrolled at the School of Journalism and Mass
Communication (SJMC) in the College of Liberal Arts. After weeks of extensive research and
testing, the team came up with its "Protect. Prevent. Peace of Mind." campaign. However, the
University of Virginia snatched top spot and Webster University took second place. The Art Center
Design College, Albuquerque, placed fourth. Judges included representatives from Postal Vault and
leading advertising companies.

"The top four schools finished very close in the scoring," says faculty adviser Howard Liszt, a senior
fellow in the SJMC and retired CEO of the Campbell Mithun advertising agency in Minneapolis. "Our
students did a brilliant job both presenting and fielding questions. I couldn't be prouder of all of
them."

The University of Minnesota team will pass on its winnings ($2,000) to next year's team to help
offset the production costs that will be incurred throughout the year, says team leader Brown. She
and her teammates earned the opportunity to compete in San Francisco after placing first at the
regional competition in April.

Team leaders Kathryn Dudkiewicz, Shannon Brown, Heidi Keel, and
Nicole Brubaker.

The competition was never about the money, says Brown. "We did it for
the sheer love of the game." The U's NSAC team is considered a
student organization within SJMC; hence, participation is strictly extra
curricular and on a volunteer basis.

"Other schools run this competition as a class that is only open to
seniors," explains Brown. "We like to make it available to anyone who wants to participate. This way
we get those people who are truly dedicated to NSAC. The slackers weed themselves out. Each
year, leaders for the next year are chosen from the juniors who participated the year before. This
helps give the next year's team a stronger base to grow from."

According to the NSAC Web site, more than 80,000 students have participated in the competition
and it has also become popular with ad industry recruiters who are seeking new talent.

"This [third-place finish] means a great deal to me," says Brown, who recently graduated and hopes
to become a creative director for an advertising agency. "All the hard work that went into the
creation and presentation of our campaign was well worth it. I've been told that the harder you work
for something the more rewarding it is in the end. It's true. I've almost forgotten all of the sleepless
nights and stressed-out days I spent working on this campaign."

Brown adds that one of the most important lesson she learned is "to never say it can't be done--
more times than not the impossible is not as impossible as you think."
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Playwright John Bueche and
Director Maren Ward do a
number from West Bank Story.

Students help create West Bank Story
musical
By Andi McDaniel

June 20, 2006

Students in Kevin Murphy's Public History class at the University of
Minnesota last semester didn't just learn about the history of the
West Bank neighborhood, which borders the Twin Cities campus in
Minneapolis and is known for its rich social, cultural, and political
past. They got to make history too--by joining Bedlam Theater in
telling the West Bank Story, a musical now showing at the Mixed
Blood Theatre.

West Bank Story traces the history of the neighborhood (also
known as Cedar-Riverside) through myriad waves of immigration,
times of political upheaval, and community accomplishments--such
as the formation of North Country Cooperative Grocery, the first in
the Twin Cities' rich network of co-ops.

Maren Ward, director of the play, and playwright John Bueche knew they couldn't capture such a
vast--and ever-changing--history on their own. They needed people to help with community
outreach, ferreting out stories and perspectives from diverse West Bank residents. Lucky for Ward
and Bueche, what they'd dreamed up was the perfect assignment for a certain handful of Public
History students.

"The class is really a transformative experience for most students,"
Murphy says. "And that's a result not so much of my teaching as the
way the class is designed. It really allows them to take ownership of
their projects.... At some point in the semester, they stop acting like
students and start acting like public historians."

Choosing from a list of possible community projects that Murphy and his graduate instructors had prepared in
advance, a group of five Public History students jumped at the opportunity to work with Bedlam. But their work would
go far beyond the requirements of the class project.

Recognizing a need for outreach to a wide range of community members, the group decided to plan
"The Great Cedar/Riverside Gathering," an all-day event full of dialogues, panels, and creative
activities--such as draw-your-own picture postcards for kids--that would invite the community into
the development of the production.

"By doing an event they could advertise and use to bring people together," explains Murphy, "they
could be more effective than if they were trying to interview discreet groups." The gathering was
held at the Brian Coyle Center, which was crucial in reaching out to the East African community, for
which the center is a popular gathering place.

The students organized separate discussions of anti-war activism, economic development, and
immigrant history. By paying attention to the themes that came up at the gathering throughout the
day, Bedlam members got a sense of what the community considered really important about the
West Bank's history.

Kevin Murphy

But it wasn't just the theater production that benefited from the students'
involvement; the students themselves felt more deeply engaged in their
education.

"It's more tangible than the academic history I've studied before,"
explains Amanda Sunram, who organized the anti-war activism panel
discussion. "It's not a textbook from California--you can really see

parallels within your own community here."

The essence of Murphy's class is this sort of connectedness. "The class is really a transformative
experience for most students," he says. "And that's not a result not so much of my teaching as the
way the class is designed. It really allows them to take ownership of their projects.... At some point
in the semester, they stop acting like students and start acting like public historians."

Adds Murphy, "They come out feeling more connected to the city--the class becomes a way for
them to see themselves as a publicly-engaged people."

Adam Nodler, a student who did a research internship with Bedlam (separate from the Public
History class) with the help of a grant from the College of Liberal Arts' Career and Community
Learning Center, says the experience opened his eyes to the incredible diversity in the area (it's the
most ethnically diverse zip code between L.A. and Chicago) and the high level of political activism.

"[Before working with Bedlam] I had never even thought about the neighborhood as having a
'history'--I only thought of it in the capacity that it was connected to the U of M," Nodler says. He
was particularly compelled by his research about the rent strikes of the 1960s, when neighborhood
members "banded together to take on corrupt property owners." Learning about this aspect of West
Bank history was pivotal in Nodler's decision to attend law school next year.

Whether audience members have never stepped foot at the intersection of Cedar and Riverside or
whether they met their first loves on the Bohemian flats, they leave the theater tapping their feet to
"Bread, Baby" or other spunky numbers from the play's energetic--and often wisecracking--
soundtrack. In fact, West Bank Story makes it hard not to fall in love with this part of Minneapolis.

While Murphy is on leave next year, the graduate instructors from his Public History course will lead
yet another excursion into Minneapolis' rich past, but this time the East Bank will be in the spotlight.

West Bank Story will be playing at the Mixed Blood Theatre (1501 S. 4th St., Minneapolis) through Sunday, June 25.
For tickets, call the box office at 612-338-6131 or purchase online at http://www.mixedblood.com. 
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More than 35 Minnesota
turtles will be competing in the
Turtle Derby at Diehl plaza on
June 22 at 10 a.m. The four-
hour annual event raised
about $35,000 for the
University of Minnesota
Children's Hospital last year.

Turtle Derby tip

For a bird's eye view of the
derby by Diehl Hall, get on
the skyway that joins the
Philips-Wangensteen
Building to the Mayo
Memorial Building or the
skyway that connects the
University of Minnesota
Medical Center with Mayo.
"You'll get the shot of your
life," says Kris Sobczyk,
Turtle Derby committee
chair.

Turtles at the Bell

The Bell Museum of Natural
History has a Blanding's
turtle, a painted turtle, and
three Asian box turtles in its
Touch-and-See Room. The
public can touch them with
the help of a guide and see
the turtles swimming or
walking around or being fed
once a week. Museum
hours are Tuesday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m., and Sunday from
noon to 5 p.m. Admission is
$5 (free on Sundays).

The turtles are coming...
Annual Turtle Derby raises money for University of Minnesota
Children's Hospital

By Pauline Oo

June 20, 2006

Who will win the coveted title "Grandest Turtle of Them All" this
year? Will it be Slow News Day, Diehl or no Diehl, or Cerrasota?
Or will it be one of the other 30 hard-shelled amphibians competing
in the 2006 Annual Turtle Derby?

Since 1987, the Turtle Derby has drawn hundreds of people to the
balloon-festooned Diehl Hall courtyard on the Twin Cities campus
and raised more than $20,000 a year for the University of
Minnesota Children's Hospital, Fairview. (The one-day, four-hour
event raised about $35,000 in both 2004 and 2005.) This year's
Turtle Derby will be held on Thursday, June 22, (rain date June 23)
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

In addition to seeing live turtles race around a track, visitors can
mingle with the clowns, the turtle mascot, Goldy Gopher, and
Ronald McDonald, and stop at booths to buy turtle sundaes,
bratwursts, and souvenirs like T-shirts, hats, and buttons. Participants in the Turtle Derby children's
drawing contest will also be on hand to parade their winning entries. First-place winner Eric Turner's
turtle, made up of ink-drawn swirls, appears on almost all the souvenirs.

No harm comes to the turtles at the Turtle Derby, says event committee chair Kris Sobczyk. "The
turtles are actually treated better than people [in an average race]," she says. "They are kept in a
pool and in the shade, given fresh water and fed. We also have a vet [on location] and on-call."

University departments and individuals pay between $30 and $50 to
sponsor a turtle in the derby--one of many public fundraising or health
awareness events held on the Twin Cities campus each year (see
"Further reading" below.) The turtles, which compete in four heats for
a spot in the semifinal and final rounds, come from a turtle rescue and
rehabilitation center in Perham, Minn. Following their 15 minutes of
fame at the U's turtle derby, the turtles are returned the wild.
According to the Minnesota Herpetological Society, turtles are
frequently hit by cars while crossing roads. Blanding's, snapping, and
painted turtles are common species in Minnesota.

The Turtle Derby was conceived by a group of people from the U's
Academic Health Center (AHC) and University Hospitals and Clinics--
before it became the University of Minnesota Medical Center,
Fairview, says Jenny Meslow, AHC community relations project
coordinator and former chairperson of the derby committee.

Name that terrapin

Each year, the battle of the turtles happens long before derby day. In weeks leading up to the race,
sponsors try to outwit each other in the naming their turtles. Among the more creative names in past
years: Jesse the Venturtle, Muddona, Turtle Biscuit, and Medzilla.

Each year, various units within the children's hospital submit funding proposals to the Turtle Derby
committee. All proceeds from this year's event, including souvenirs and food sales, will be used to
buy pediatric teaching tools, such as books and dolls, for children who receive organ transplants
and who are patients in the emergency department; educational materials and age-appropriate toys
and games for patients in the pediatric mental health units; and child-friendly furnishings for
treatment rooms at the Pediatric Imaging and Sedation unit.

"We look at the proposals with a pediatric focus--how many kids are we going to be able to help and
how many kids is this going to affect," says Sobczyk. "For example, last year, we got laptop
computers for the children who undergo four hours of dialysis treatment."

Thus far, the Turtle Derby committee has received more than 200 sponsorships, and it is once again
expecting a crowd to gather at Diehl plaza.

"The Turtle Derby is just so much fun," says Sobczyk. "People should
just come and experience it. Yes, we're trying to raise money, but a lot
of people come just for the sheer joy of the fun. For me, the part that is
so special is seeing our pediatric oncology patients out there in their
wheelchairs--these bald children wearing a turtle derby T-shirt--with
the biggest smiles on their faces."

And if marriage is on your mind this summer, consider making that
proposal to your special someone at the Turtle Derby.

"We've had one marriage proposal in the history of the event," says
Sobczyk. "The happy couple had their first date at Turtle Derby, and
they are now celebrating their second anniversary."

To sponsor a turtle or pledge a donation, e-mail Kris Sobczyk or call
612-273-6930.

Further reading More than a walk around the track Pets remembered at U's Memories Garden Bruininks signs
organ donor card u open arms (and doors) for victims of hurricane

A gift springs from this water
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Goldy gets around

From M, summer 2006

On one of his many excursions, Goldy toured San Francisco's Chinatown--inside and out. Indeed,
Goldy has become a world traveler, flying off to Brazil, the Vatican, Red Square, Paris, and other
destinations--stowed in the luggage of University of Minnesota alumni and friends.

To view Goldy's travel slide show, go to Global Goldy. To explore upcoming alumni tours--including
to the Cote d'Azur and Provence, the Greek isles, Costa Rica, and St. Petersburg and Moscow--
click on the "travel" link. Don't forget to pack Goldy--and send us his travel photos!
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Treat your creative self

From M, summer 2006

Parlay your UMAA membership into a poem, the first chapter of a novel, a watercolor, or even a quilt
through the 2006 Split Rock Arts Program. UMAA members receive a $50 discount on non-credit
workshops during the popular summer series, which offers the opportunity to learn creative writing,
visual art, design, and many other genres from outstanding artists and writers in an intensive,
intimate setting.

Artists of all skill levels, interests, and backgrounds can choose weeklong workshops on the Twin
Cities campus; intensive three-day workshops called Split Rock Shorts at the University's Cloquet
Forestry Center in northern Minnesota; or weeklong retreat-style workshops, also at the Cloquet
Forestry Center.

A sampling of this summer's offerings includes: an introduction to Navajo weaving with Marilou
Schulz; beginning fiction with Sheila O'Connor; a mixed-genre writing workshop with Frank X
Walker; a session on the young adult novel with David Haynes; and workshops in beadwork, poetry
writing, painting, drawing, and much, much more. It's a prime opportunity to become immersed in
creative explorations away from the pressures of daily life.

Split Rock Shorts run from June 18 through 21 and weeklong sessions begin June 25. To learn
more, visit Split Rock Arts. or request a printed catalog by calling 612-625-8100.
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Richard Bianco, director of
experimental surgery in the
University's Experimental
Surgical Services (ESS)
laboratories, holds an artificial
heart valve made from a pig
heart valve. ESS tests 90
percent of heart valves
destined for human patients.

Holding up under pressure
The University is a major center for pre-testing heart valves before
they are approved for human use

By Deane Morrison

June 23, 2006

As he lowers a new valve into a heart, Matthew Lahti explains the
delicate procedure to New Hampshire businessman Bill Matson.
"You must get the valve low enough so it doesn't block the
openings of the coronary arteries," says Lahti, a staff member at
the University's Experimental Surgery Services (ESS) laboratories.
The valve fits at the junction of the heart and the aorta, the body's
main artery. The first branches of the aorta are the coronary
arteries, and a valve placed too high will choke them off. Once the
valve is in place, Lahti invites Matson to suture it to the heart wall.
Matson has never sutured anything in his life, but he gamely wields
the needle. Not to worry, though; the men are working on an
isolated pig heart. It is June 16, 2006, exactly a year since a valve
similar to this one was sewn into Matson's own heart. That valve
had been tested in nonhuman animals by staff at ESS, where
Matson is now visiting. Such testing is required by the Food and
Drug Administration before valves can be approved for clinical
trials. ESS performs preclinical testing on 90 percent of all heart
valves. ESS is a natural place for this kind of work. Besides its
proximity to several companies that manufacture medical devices, the University got a leg up more
than 50 years ago, when Drs. F. John Lewis and Richard Varco, with Dr. Walton Lillehei assisting,
performed the world's first open-heart surgery. In 1955, Lillehei and Richard de Wall invented a
bubble oxygenator that made heart surgery safe and practical. Lillehei also helped develop the
external battery-operated pacemaker. Another reason for the University's prominence in this field is
because, while it performs tests on behalf of private companies (as well as faculty researchers), it
has no financial stake in the outcome of the tests. The University follows FDA guidelines in carrying
out the tests, which lends uniformity, as well as high standards and objectivity, to the procedures. In
the case of Matson's valve, everything has gone very well. "They had me walking two days after
surgery," he says. "Four days after surgery, I could walk upstairs, and they sent me home. After five
days, I went back to work." Matson was visiting the University after spending the first five months of
the year biking here from San Francisco. "Our lab puts valves in sheep, sometimes dogs or pigs,"
says lab manager Lynn Hartman. "We follow them usually for five months or more. We evaluate the
heart function without surgery. We do several echocardiograms to determine how much blood the
heart is pumping out and how it's functioning. Near the end, we do angiography to see the valve in
motion." After the animal is euthanized, ESS performs a necropsy (autopsy of a nonhuman animal)
to check the heart and the valve for gross or microscopic damage.

"We've tested most of the heart valves available in humans. Most that
we test don't pass right away," says Bianco.

"There are two types of heart valves," explains Richard Bianco, director of experimental surgery at ESS. "There are
tissue valves, made from tissue like the pericardium (the sac surrounding the heart) of a cow or from actual pig heart
valves, and there are mechanical valves. We've tested most of the heart valves available in humans. Most that we
test don't pass right away." Today millions of people worldwide use heart valves, Bianco says. An impetus for early
research on valve replacement was the prevalence of rheumatic fever, an infection that destroys the heart's mitral
valve. Situated between the left auricle and ventricle, the mitral valve takes the most punishment of any valve. That's
because the left ventricle's muscles, which pump blood to all of the body except the lungs, contract with a mighty
force and generate tremendous pressure in the chamber. The mitral valve's job is to withstand the force of
contraction and keep blood from squirting back into the left auricle. Rheumatic fever is now under control, says
Bianco, but the science of valve replacement still has hurdles to clear. For example, Matson's valve--an aortic valve,
which keeps blood from draining out of the aorta and back into the left ventricle--is a mechanical valve that may not
last the 40-plus years it is designed to. Other items on the researchers' wish list are mechanical valves that require
no blood thinners, as they are wont to now; tissue valves that last longer; and, ideally, valves that can be grown from
a patient's own tissues. Plenty of research remains to be done, and the ESS is in the thick of it. "Besides testing
heart valves and other medical devices, the ESS performs basic scientific research on new surgical techniques,
especially those that are minimally invasive, and trains residents and practicing surgeons in new procedures," says
Bianco. "We do more than 1,000 procedures every year. We're by far the biggest testing lab at a public university.
Private places like Brown University and the Texas Heart Institute also have labs, and we keep in contact." ESS also
brings in undergraduate students to learn the ropes. "We have a mix of staff and students here," says Laura Sorcic,
an undergraduate in the College of Biological Sciences. "There are eight undergrads working part time, about 20
hours a week. We do cleaning, prep work for surgery, and care for the sheep." On the day of Matson's visit, Tami
Williams, a surgeon from southeast Missouri, was operating on a pig down the hall from the room where Matson had
his lesson in surgery. Williams was training on the da Vinci surgical system, a $1.5 million computerized apparatus
that uses robotic arms to wield instruments. Surgeons, who direct the arms from a control panel, get a binocular view
of the surgical site on the computer screen. "I'm practicing ligation, which means tying off an organ to get it out of the
way," says Williams. She heartily endorses the da Vinci system, which, according to Bianco, is becoming the norm
for surgery around the country. "It makes a lot of difference being able to manipulate the instruments by reproducing
wrist movements," she says. The combination of research, testing, and training puts the ESS squarely at the
forefront of surgical progress in the new century. And its effects are palpable. "I wanted to come here on the first
anniversary of my valve replacement to see the lab where the research happened," Matson said in a press release
before his visit. "The work done here changes lives." 
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Gopher athletics to be part of new Big Ten
Channel
New station will launch in 2007, feature sports and academic
programming

June 22, 2006

Golden Gopher athletics will be part of a new television channel
announced June 21 in Chicago by the Big Ten Conference. The
new Big Ten Channel, which is scheduled to launch in August
2007, is a 20-year partnership between the conference and Fox
Cable Networks. It will promote an array of Big Ten sports and
academic programming, 24 hours per day and 365 days a year.

U athletics director Joel Maturi said the new channel, combined
with new television contracts with ABC and ESPN, will result in a
significant increase in the number of televised Gopher athletics
events.

"In addition to seeing more Gopher football and basketball on TV, this new channel will double the
number of Big Ten women's athletic events that get TV air time," said Maturi. "The new channel is
also going to be great news for our other [athletics] programs as the number of televised 'Olympic'
Big Ten sports is expected to go from 25 per year to 170."

"It's going to mean people are going to be able to watch Big Ten sports nonstop for 24 hours a day,"
Gopher women's basketball coach Pam Borton said in a statement. "It's going to be exciting. You're
going to see more games, more sports, and share it with so many more fans across the nation."

What will I see on the channel?

The following programming will be on the Big Ten Channel and/or alternative Big Ten Channel
platforms:

> At least 35 football games per season

> At least 105 regular-season men's basketball games

> At least 55 regular-season women's basketball games

> Big Ten championship events

> 170 Olympic sporting events

> Archived Big Ten events, including bowl games

> Coaches' shows

> 660 hours of institutional programming divided among the 11 member schools

--Big Ten

In addition to having their athletic events broadcast, each Big Ten member institution will have 60
hours of academic programming time allotted each year on the new channel.

The partnership with Fox Cable Networks will help the new channel get solid local and nationwide
coverage, Maturi said. "Not only do they have one of the best track records at successful new
channel launches, but the new channel will be available at launch through DIRECTV's Total Choice
package, available in more than 15.4 million homes."

The Big Ten Conference negotiates television broadcast rights for all members of the conference,
and revenue from those agreements is split equally among all 11 members of the conference.
According to the Big Ten's Web site, the conference does not reveal the financial arrangements of
its television agreements.

Maturi said that any additional revenue from the creation of the new channel would be used to
strengthen academic support for student-athletes, maintain the viability and competitiveness of the
university's 25 athletics programs and move the athletics department toward greater financial self-
sufficiency.

"Like the other Big Ten universities, our athletics programs are an important doorway to our
institution," President Bob Bruininks said. "The new Big Ten Channel will result in higher visibility for
Gopher athletics and the entire University of Minnesota both in our state and nationally."

More information on the Big Ten Channel can be found at Gopher Sports.
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The Body Worlds chess player
at the Science Museum of
Minnesota.

U experts and the human
body

"The Body on Display:
Controversies and
Conversations" series is
free and runs from 7 to 8:30
p.m. in the Weisman Art
Museum. Space is very
limited (both the July 6 and
July 12 events are now
standing-room only).

Anatomy: Why We
Dissect, Wednesday, June
28
Ken Roberts, Program in
Human Anatomy Education;
John Eyler, Program in the
History of Medicine; and
Dave Lee, Anatomy
Bequest Program

Boundaries and Bodies:
Cultural and Religious
Perspectives, Thursday,
July 6
Mary Faith Marshall, Center
for Medical Humanities;
other guests to be
announced

Anatomy as Art: Art as
Anatomy, Wednesday,
July 12
Lyndel King, Weisman Art
Museum, and John Eyler,
Program in the History of
Medicine

Stiff Morality: The Ethics
of Using Bodies,
Wednesday, July 19
Jeff Kahn, Center for
Bioethics, will moderate a
panel comprising U
physician and philosopher
Carl Elliot, ethics and
religious studies expert
Mary Faith Marshall, and
lung transplant physician
Maryam Valapour.

This series is sponsored by
the Academic Health
Center, Weisman Art
Museum, Center for
Bioethics, and the Center
for Medical Humanities at
the University of Minnesota.
To register or check space
availability, see The Body
on Display.

Looking at the human body
U experts discuss the preservation of human specimens in public
exhibit

By Pauline Oo

June 23, 2006

Is it art? Or is science? Or perhaps it's a combination of both?

"Body Worlds--the Anatomical Exhibition of Real Human Bodies,"
now showing at the Science Museum of Minnesota through
September 4, is a hard one to categorize. The traveling exhibit
features 200 human specimens, including whole human bodies
flayed and preserved in a variety of poses. There's a man--brains
and bones exposed--pondering a chess move. Soccer and
basketball players with revealing blood vessels and muscles. A
female gymnast--salivary glands and facial nerves prominently
displayed--in the initial stage of a somersault. Then there are the glass cases containing cross
sections of organs.

Since 1996, nearly 18 million people around the world have seen the Body Worlds exhibit.
Audiences have praised it for its educational value, largely because only members of the medical
and scientific communities could experience this type of real anatomical detail prior to the exhibit.
Naysayers are also plentiful.

"For some people [the exhibit is] fascinating, for others it's macabre, and for some it's
inappropriate," says Jeff Kahn, director of the University of Minnesota's Center for Bioethics. Kahn
will be among the 10 University experts speaking at the upcoming public series "The Body on
Display: Controversies and Conversations" at the Weisman Art Museum on the Twin Cities campus
in Minneapolis (see sidebar).

Kahn, who admits to being "quite fascinated" by the exhibit, says Body Worlds draws a crowd and
stirs up opposing views because "it raises interesting questions about the role of using the human
body in education for the public, in artistic portrayals, and in public display."

The four Body on Display sessions are "an opportunity for people to think a little more deeply about
the questions the Body Worlds exhibit may bring up for them," says Kahn.

All the human specimens in the exhibit have been preserved through
a process called plastination. The technique, developed by Gunther
von Hagens in the late 1970s, includes stopping a body from
decomposing with formaldehyde and then replacing bodily fluids and
fat molecules with liquid polymer or plastic in a vacuum chamber--a
step that can take a few days for thin slices of tissue or weeks for
whole bodies. Once a body is positioned in a pose it is infused with
silicon rubber.

On the official Body Worlds Web site, von Hagens states that "the
purpose of plastination from its very inception was a scientific one--to
educate medical students. But the interest of lay people in the
plastinated specimens inspired me to think of public exhibitions, which
was followed by the realization that I had to offer a heightened sense
of aesthetics to avoid shocking the public and to capture their
imagination."

Kahn says the provenance of the bodies, or where they come from, is
also a topic that fuels the controversy.

"Did everybody whose bodies are displayed give consent not only for
their being 'plastinated,' but for being displayed in this way?," he asks.

According to the Science Museum of Minnesota, most of the
specimens on display came from a body donation program started by
von Hagens in 1983; a few were acquired from anatomical collections
and anatomy programs. Donor identities, ages, and causes of death
do not appear in the exhibit. However, the museum Web site reports
that the donors are "individuals who willed that, upon their death, their
bodies could be used for educational purposes in the exhibition."

Another debatable point, says Kahn, relates to the money collected
from the exhibit.

"The ticket prices are quite high--they're an additional fee on top of the
museum admission," he says. "Museums are not permitted to talk
about how the money is used, and [von Hagens] doesn't disclose the
accounting of the money. [So people] wonder where it goes--is he
being enriched, is it all being used to 'plastinate' more bodies, [or] is
there some research being done?"
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Three UMD staff members,
center, were greeted by Goldy
and planning committee
member Dyan Matczynski,
left, at Eastcliff.

Staff members enjoyed hors
d'oeuvres on the patio in the
back yard at Eastcliff.

Celebrating milestones in a great workforce
U employees honored for years of service

By Gayla Marty

Brief, June 28, 2006

Arthur Galbraith, '66, joined the University staff as a junior scientist
the same year he graduated. Forty years later, he's working for the
same world-renowned professor and says he'd do it all over again.

Galbraith and about 130 others attended a celebration at Eastcliff
June 20 for civil service staff and bargaining unit (CSBU) staff
members marking milestones of 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 years at
the U. Under sunny skies, guests enjoyed hors d'oeuvres and
punch, explored the grounds, socialized, and reminisced a little
about the U that some of them have witnessed since 1961. "If
there's one thing I've learned, it's that change is eternal," said
Galbraith.

Those who received special recognition were Twin Cities campus
employees Galbraith, Department of Lab Medicine and Pathology; Elaine Greenfield, Extension
Communication and Education Technical Services; Janet Kraut, Office of Student Finance
Administration; Joan Lund, Department of Communication Studies; and Dale Randall, Department
of Chemistry.

Among those honored for years of service were, left to right, Janet
Kraut, Arthur Galbraith, and Dale Randall.

"I'm confident that we will reach our goals because of the workforce--
you've made the U a great institution," regent Steven Hunter told the
group on the patio. He added with a smile: "I'm overwhelmed--I've never
worked more than 15 years in a job, and at this point in my life, I won't!"

Everyone also was congratulated and greeted by Susan Hagstrum, wife
of President Bruininks, and by vice president Carol Carrier.

Galbraith works for professor emeritus Lee Wattenberg, M.D., a cofounder of the chemoprevention
of cancer field. In addition to a bachelor's degree in physiology and microbiology, Galbraith trained
under a Dutch glassblower to gain the skills to design and build aerosol machines to, for example,
administer chemotherapy directly into the lungs.

"From junior scientist, I became assistant scientist, then associate scientist, and now scientist," he
said and then grinned mischievously. "Could mad scientist be next? No, not me!"

Galbraith clearly enjoys his work, now located in the Lions Research Laboratory after many years in
Jackson Hall. He reports that Wattenberg, at 84, is still incredibly busy in the fourth year of a five-
year contract funded by the National Institutes of Health, along with three other universities.

Walking the shady Eastcliff lawn overlooking the Mississippi, Galbraith remembered a snowy
evening when his car stalled on East River Road after work. He walked up and rang the doorbell of
a big white house and a tall man answered, got his coat on, and went out to help. When Galbraith's
car wouldn't start, the man gave him a friendly ride home.

"It was Eastcliff and that was President Malcolm Moos," Galbraith said. "It seemed like no imposition
at all."

Other employees mused about
highlights of their years at the U.
College of Veterinary Medicine
staff member Susan Grandell
didn't hesitate.

"Meeting Mikhail Baryshnikov
backstage at Northrop--that was
amazing!" she laughed.

This year, about 550 CSBU staff
members reached employment milestones. The milestone celebration was inaugurated in 1990 with
a gift from the University Foundation. Planning committee members are Betty Jo Johnson, Dyan
Matczynski, Wendy Williamson, Peg Wolff, and Ranja Yusuf. Music was provided by pianist Harvey
Gustafson and refreshments catered by Kafe 421 in Dinkytown.
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People's Task Force PEL
Project on Performance
Management and Career
Mobility. Left to right: Teika
Pakalns, Tim Hoaglund, Jan
Williams, Gina Baas, Kathryn
Johnson.

In memoriam

Two PEL alumni and a
2005-06 participant who
died this year were honored
at the June 19 event.
Memorials are posted as
PDFs on the PEL Web site.

Tony Diggs, Student
Activities Office, PEL 2001-
02
Ann Kranz, Minnesota
Center Against Violence
and Abuse, PEL 2004-05
Javier Silva-Biotti,
Academic Health Center,
PEL 2005-06

Top: Organizational
Transformation Models and
Benchmarking Research
Project. Left to right: Jill
Froehlich, John Jensen,
Stephanie Helgeson, Pamela
Flash. Bottom:
Administrative Services Task
Force: Electronic

Communications With Students Study. Left to right:
Heather Powell, Beth Koepke, Maria Vuldjeva, Bob Utke;
missing: Renee Fawcett.

Top: Administrative Services
Task Force: Hours of
Operation Study. Left to right:
Amy Brewster, Lori Ann
Vicich, Dan Sward, Valerie
Stedman, Jennifer Mein.
Bottom: Transforming the
University Culture. Left to
right: Erin George, Emily

Johnston, Twila Jensen, Kari Branjord, Shelley Carthen
Watson.

Emerging leaders forge ahead in strategic
areas
2005-06 teams report results

By Deb Stull Erickson

Brief, June 28, 2006

Over 200 people gathered at the Campus Club on the Twin Cities
campus June 19 to recognize the accomplishments of the 2005-06
President's Emerging Leaders (PEL). The graduation ceremony
also included a remembrance of three PEL participants who
passed away this year: Tony Diggs, Ann Kranz, and Javier Silva-
Biotti (see box, below right).

Celebrating its fifth year, the PEL program provides leadership
development opportunities for high potential academic professional
and administrative (P&A), civil service, and bargaining unit staff.
The program features educational and experiential components
and promotes skill development to enhance leadership
effectiveness.

The 2005-06 project teams were unique in that they focused on
issues identified in the strategic positioning process, says PEL coordinator Beth Zemsky.

"The goal of PEL projects is to enhance the emerging leaders'
understanding of complex issues by engaging them in strategic issues
facing the University," says Zemsky. "This year's projects were
especially complex because they were tied to administrative strategic
positioning task forces. As the University moves towards its goal of
being a top-three public research institution, these projects will
continue to have an impact on the future direction of service and
administrative improvements."

2005-06 projects

Final reports and copies of the teams' poster presentations are posted
on the PEL Web site.

Organizational Transformation Models and Benchmarking
Research Project. Sponsor: Kathleen O'Brien, vice president for
university services. Team members: Pamela Flash, Jill Froehlich,
Stephanie Helgeson, and John T. Jensen III. Project summary.

Administrative Services Task
Force: Electronic
Communications with Students
Study. Sponsor: Jerry Rinehart,
vice provost for student affairs.
Team members: Renee Fawcett,
Beth Koepke, Heather Powell,
Bob Utke, and Maria Vuldjeva.
Project summary.

Administrative Services Task
Force: Hours of Operation
Study. Sponsor: Jerry Rinehart,
vice provost for student affairs.
Team members: Amy Brewster, Jennifer Mein, Valerie Stedman, Dan Sward, and Lori Ann Vicich.
Project summary.

People's Task Force PEL Project Focusing on Performance Management and Career Mobility.
Sponsor: Carol Carrier, vice president for human resources. Team members: Gina Baas, Tim
Hoaglund, Kathryn Johnson, Teika Pakalns, and Jan Williams. Project summary.

Transforming the University Culture. Sponsor: Linda Thrane, vice president for university
relations. Team members: Kari Branjord, Erin George, Twila Jensen, Emily Johnston, and Shelley
Carthen Watson. Project summary.

2006-07 projects

PEL participants for the coming
year were announced in May.
Projects are expected to be
named early this fall. Timing will
be contingent upon when the next
wave of projects from the strategic
positioning process are identified.
See the list of participants at
2006-07 Program.

PEL goals and competencies

The primary goals of PEL are to identify,
prepare, and support new leadership
within the University; to create a larger pool of candidates to fill open positions and leadership assignments; and to
create an organizational expectation whereby all administrators assume responsibility for identifying and nurturing
potential leaders.

Some sample competencies that the program intends to nurture in participants are:

ability to present ideas forcefully and persuasively
ability to influence the service culture of one's own organization to promote the University agenda
for providing great service
ability to tap the talents and expertise of staff from a range of University units and operations to
deliver higher quality outcomes than result from working within "silos"
ability to foster a healthy workplace environment that seeks and values diversity
ability to leverage technologies in creative ways to meet business needs
ability to contribute to successful completion of complex projects involving multiple constituent
groups and multiple outcomes

The application process for the 2007-08 PEL cohort will begin in January 2007. For more
information, see PEL or contact Beth Zemsky at zemsk002@umn.edu or 612-626-0561.

Deb Stull Erickson is a communications project manager, Office of Human Resources Communications. 
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The farmers market along
Church Street on the Twin
Cities campus in Minneapolis
runs from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
each Wednesday, July 12 to
August 30.

Shopping tips

* Arrive early for the best
and widest selection.

* Bring change and small
bills.

* Bring a tote bag,
backpack, or a wagon to
carry your purchases.

* Buy only what you can
use for a week, to assure
freshness.

* Refrigerate your
perishable purchases as
soon as possible.

After shopping, or even
before you start, visit the
Bell Museum for Bloom!, a
botanical art exhibit that
runs through August 27.
(Admission to the museum
is free for U employees and
students.) Or head over to
Northrop plaza for a free
summer concert--Jack
Norton and the Mullet River
Boys (bluegrass, Dixieland,
and vaudeville) will play
noon to 1 p.m. July 19;
Donohue, Newton, and
Raynor (acoustic blues,
swing, and pop tunes) on
July 26.

Farmers market returns to TC campus
By Paulline Oo

From Brief, June 28, 2006; updated July 11

Summer spells sunshine, barbeques, shorts, and flip-flops. It also
means fresh-cut flowers, sugar snap peas, vine-ripened tomatoes,
and sweet, juicy corn.

For the second year in a row, the University of Minnesota's UPlan
Wellness program is sponsoring a farmers market along Church
Street on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis. The market will
be held 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. every Wednesday from July 12 to August
30. Thus far, a dozen vendors have signed on and will sell a variety
of Minnesota-grown flowers, fruits, and vegetables. The vendors
were chosen based on a list of criteria, including affordability,
customer service, and compliance with good agricultural and farm
management practices.

The lone organic vendor is University student group Cornercopia,
which manages an acre of organically farmed land on the Twin
Cities campus in St. Paul. (The group will receive its organic
certification in summer 2008.) At last year's market, Cornercopia
drew a crowd to its table with herbs, such as dill and parsley (two bunches for $1); vegetables, such
as Swiss chard, mustard greens, and spinach ($2 a bunch); and a wild salad mix.

"[The farmers market] makes it easier for our employees to increase
their consumption of fruits and vegetables that are necessary to
maintain health," says Carol Carrier, vice president of human
resources at the U.

Carrier is responsible for planting the seed for the East Bank market
about three years ago--throwing the idea on the table when her office
launched UPlan Wellness, a program to promote a healthy lifestyle
among U employees.

Representatives from Health Connections, the health improvement
arm of the UPlan program, and members of the newly forming group,
Wellness Collaborative, will be available during the farmers market to
offer tips on wellness, fitness, and worklife balance, as well as how to
earn $65 for taking steps to better heath. Additionally, the monthly 20-
minute Wellness Walk will take place on August 2 at 1 p.m. (Listen for
the emergency alert siren.) And trainers from the U of M Department
of Recreational Sports will give exercise demonstrations.

Complimentary tote bags will be given away to the first 1,000
customers on the first Wednesday. Last year, 500 bags disappeared
within 10 minutes.

"[Our] farmers market is [popular because it's] a place to take a break
from work," says coordinator Jill Thielen. "It gives employees a chance
to get outdoors, walk, spend time with colleagues, and bring home
fresh flowers and vegetables."

The farmers market is located along Church Street in front of the Tate
Lab of Physics, near the Church Street Garage.

For more information on the U's farmers market or to view photos from
last year's market, visit the Office of Human Resources' farmers
market Web site.

Visiting another campus? The University also has a farmers market on the Duluth campus. Vendors from the
Sustainable Farming Association will sell items such as plants, herbal hand creams, and vegetables on Kirby Plaza
every Wednesday, through September 27, from 2 p.m. until all the products sellout. Both the Morris and Crookston
campuses offer fresh local foods through two campus-community partnerships: Pride of the Prairie and Local Foods
Partnership, respectively. 
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The U is home to many
competitive graduate
programs, such as
Rutherford's in the College of
Veterinary Medicine. A new
proposal aims to create a pilot
project that makes it easier for
applicants in biological and
biomedical sciences to be
considered for more than one
at a time so the U doesn't lose
out on top talent.

Noro Andriamanalina and
Patricia Jones Whyte,
Graduate School Diversity
Office.

Innovating to transform graduate
education
Competition yields ways to make the U a leader

By Gayla Marty

Brief, June 28, 2006

It was February. Associate professor Mark Rutherford knew how
tough it was to get into his comparative and molecular biosciences
graduate program at the U. If these incredibly gifted students didn't
make the cut for the College of Veterinary Medicine, where would
they go? At least three other programs right on the Twin Cities
campus could meet their needs--including one lab whose lights he
could see up the street in the early dusk--but he had the nagging
feeling that the U would lose them to competing universities.
Rutherford wondered: What if those students could easily identify
and apply to all the U's related programs simultaneously?

Meanwhile, on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis, a
dissertation workshop was gathering on the third floor of Johnston
Hall, steamy cups of coffee in hand. Coordinators Noro
Andriamanalina and Patricia Jones Whyte knew the workshop was
making a difference for graduate students of color, shaving eight
months off the average time-to-completion. That day, a student
came up to Andriamanalina by the door. "This is my friend," the
student said softly, pulling her friend inside the room. "She's been
working on her dissertation for three years and she really, really
needs this workshop, and she's not really eligible, but I'm wondering, can she sit in just for today?"

Back in St. Paul, nine people sat around a campus conference table working out plans for graduate
programs in their two merging colleges and another department. They couldn't believe how much of
their work crossed all these disciplines and even more college and campus boundaries--such as
water-related research in every part of the state. What bothered them were the stories of faculty
members with great ideas, yearning for interdisciplinary freedom but facing barriers. "What if?" they
wondered. "What if...departments wouldn't lose money or time whenever a faculty member spent a
semester or a year in another part of the U?"

In each of these three cases, the people involved wrote up their idea and submitted it to the
Graduate School, which sponsored the first Innovative Ideas competition this winter. And they won.
Because of their proposals, the Graduate School will explore innovative methods and approaches to
match their innovative ideas, solving problems and making the U stronger. Every winning proposal
dovetails with themes and recommendations that emerged from the U's strategic positioning task
forces.

"I feel very fortunate that the entries addressed both incremental reform and bold ideas," Gail
Dubrow, vice provost and dean of the Graduate School, told those gathered for a celebration last
month. The Graduate School has the ability to implement and apply solutions broadly, but Dubrow
knows that partnerships with individual units are essential. "They have ideas, believe me, we never
would have thought of!"

Dubrow came up with the idea for the competition during her first year on campus and put up some
hard cash as a reward. A committee headed by professor Jean Bauer reviewed 31 proposals.

Recruiting top students

"At first, I thought my idea was a little ridiculous," says Rutherford. "The U is so big. Students are
drawn to one grad program and it can be hard to find out about others because programs in the life
sciences--although they're interdisciplinary--are kind of put in boxes."

Mark Rutherford, associate professor, College of Veterinary Medicine.

In Rutherford's case, the related graduate programs include
microbiology, immunology, and cancer biology; pharmacology--available
at both the Twin Cities and Duluth campuses; and biochemistry,
molecular biology, and biophysics. Each program requires an
application fee. How are individuals and institutions matched in an ever
more complex environment?

Rutherford's department in the College of Veterinary Medicine already had a practice in place that
gave him an idea. Its graduate students identify their advisers by completing three ten-week
research rotations. A few of those students, when offered a rotation with professors in other
programs, have ended up identifying mentors outside the program.

"Our philosophy has been to find the best fit for the student even if we risk losing them," says
Rutherford. "What has actually happened is that our program now has two faculty members who
were [previously] unaware of its breadth and who were impressed enough to recruit those students
to their labs. They never would have met if we didn't encourage the students to throw a wide net in
choosing research rotations."

Rutherford won first prize for his proposal to apply some of the same principles to the U-wide
graduate application process. The proposed pilot project will prompt applicants to select several key
words to describe their interest, which will generate a list of potentially relevant graduate programs.
He suspects it will be a boon for the U because he knows that his program is not the only one with
closely related programs across U department, college, and campus boundaries.

"Yes, [our department has] lost several applicants to other programs when they applied to more than
one," he says, "but that's fine--so long as the best students choose Minnesota."

Retaining and supporting student talent

With only about half of Ph.D. students across the nation completing their degrees, retention in the
dissertation stage is a serious concern. In response, some U departments and the Twin Cities
campus University Counseling and Consulting Service (UCCS) have developed support groups and
workshops for students writing their dissertations. Yet there's no large-scale effort to make proven
resources readily accessible.

Retention of students of color has
been especially challenging.
That's why, five years ago, the
Graduate School Diversity Office
designed a curriculum for a series
of workshops, which is now raising
completion rates and shortening
time-to-degree. Expanding that
program won second prize in the
competition.

Students get feedback from faculty and staff, which the coordinators believe has been the major
component to help students make progress, says Andriamanalina. The series includes components
for both planning and writing a dissertation.

"It's been successful, and we wanted to share it," Jones Whyte says. "I am so proud of our entire
staff...We do consider ourselves a hotbed of ideas!"

Dubrow sees the initiative as a good example of how some of our best practices grow out of
diversity initiatives. During the coming year, she plans also to create a task force on graduate
writing.

Advancing faculty mobility

"You've probably heard that the world's greatest ideas happen at the interface of disciplines," says
Susan Galatowitsch, associate professor of horticultural science. "Not just the U but society loses
out when universities can't support interdisciplinary scholarship."

Four of the nine members of the graduate education planning group for
the new College of Food, Agriculture, and Natural Resource Sciences
(CFANS) celebrated with the Graduate School dean. Left to right: Lisa
Wiley, Susan Galatowitsch, Gail Dubrow, Deborah Allen, Rex Bernardo.

Third prize went to Galatowitsch and eight others who were part of a
group focusing on graduate education in the new College of Food,
Agriculture, and Natural Resource Sciences (CFANS), forming officially
July 1. They recognized that faculty members want and need some

freedom and mobility to pursue their ideas and passions. Lack of mobility is a nationwide problem,
so changing universities won't necessarily end a scholar's frustration.

The CFANS group envisioned a program or structure in which faculty members could take part in a
U program outside their home department for up to 50 percent time and up to three years.

Within the U's current structure, the cost to departments of increasing faculty mobility would seem
prohibitive. Putting a price tag on it helps simply to illustrate the problem, but the Graduate School
has set out to find ways to achieve the goal without millions of dollars.

The challenge to increase intellectual mobility was identified by several strategic positioning task
forces: those on discipline evolution, science and engineering, research infrastructure, and research
collaboration. So far, some legislative initiatives in the 1990s and some endowed chairs have
created joint appointments between departments or colleges to work on particular problems of
special social concern. Interdisciplinary graduate programs--such as conservation biology and water
resources science--also provide opportunities for faculty working with graduate students. The
CFANS group knows more is needed.

"We believe that interdisciplinary scholarship needs to be sustained for the faculty, not just graduate
students," says Galatowitsch, "and it should involve more than the few faculty members who hold
joint appointments."

Developing public engagement

Honorable mention went to a fourth project for which the implementation wheels are already in
motion. A group of several professors is developing a teaching theory and practice for public
engagement.

The discussion addresses such problems as what happens to students who are motivated to enter
graduate school because of a compelling desire to address a social problem, who then get the
message--intended or not--that "real" research can be done only by a researcher without a personal
investment. And what happens to a community that opens itself up to research only to be left with
nothing to show for its efforts? What happens to the U's reputation in that community?

The University does have an initiative that educates graduate students about ethical issues in
research, scholarship, and professional practice. That in turn grew out of a research ethics program,
required for many faculty researchers.

"What if we used that much-groused-about requirement as a place of excitement?" asks philosophy
professor Naomi Scheman. "We want to think about engagement broadly, about particular
communities and particular projects and about how the U is already engaged."

Next steps

The Graduate School staff is now following up on all the winning proposals to develop concrete
ways to implement them. In addition, a national conference on interdisciplinarity, to be hosted on the
Twin Cities campus in 2007-08, is in the planning stages. Dubrow was gratified by all of the
proposals. Contestants, reviewers, and Graduate School leadership have all expressed their
interest in seeing the Innovative Ideas competition become an annual event, since good ideas
abound. In the context of the U's ambitious transformation and what Dubrow calls "blue-sky
thinking," drawing on wisdom and perspectives from the local level, across the U, is a smart move.
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Outgoing UMM chancellor
Sam Schuman

Schuman steps down as Morris chancellor
Leaves legacy of campus and community improvements

By Judy Korn

June 27, 2006

"Gladly would he learn, and gladly teach" --Chaucer

At the end of June, Sam Schuman, University of Minnesota, Morris
(UMM), chancellor and Shakespearean scholar, will step down as
chief administrative officer and return to teaching--the essence of
his academic calling. During his 11-year tenure, first as vice
chancellor for academic affairs and dean and then as chancellor,
creating and supporting quality, innovative educational experiences
for students has been his fundamental, guiding principle.

"We've been fortunate to benefit from Chancellor Sam's visionary
leadership, which has improved the school's academic foundation and the student experience so
significantly," said President Bob Bruininks.

Schuman has been instrumental in many major accomplishments at UMM; among them: the Morris
campus being declared a national historic district, UMM's transition to NCAA Division III status in
intercollegiate athletics, and UMM raising nearly $10 million--close to double its goal--during
Campaign Minnesota, the University-wide fund-raising drive that brought in $1.6 billion. Under his
tenure, UMM has made significant strides in several campus initiatives including sustainable energy,
study abroad, and campus improvements, and it has risen to the U.S. News & World Report list of
the top five public liberal arts colleges in the nation.

Here is a closer look at Schuman's legacy.

State-of-the-art teaching and research facilities Soon after Schuman assumed chancellor
responsibilities in 1998, a flurry of legislative activity resulted in several impressive projects on
campus. Since 1998, UMM has benefited from more than $60 million for campus construction and
improvements, providing state-of-the art facilities for teaching, research, and fitness.

Campaign Minnesota Schuman served as chief fund-raising spokesperson during Campaign
Minnesota, UMM's successful first capital campaign, during which almost $10 million was raised in
private support. Thousands of students have already benefited and future students will continue to
benefit from the gifts to the campus that support scholarships, academic programming, and faculty.

"I have been deeply moved and tremendously impressed by the depth and strength of the bonds of
affection between UMM and its supporters," said Schuman.

International experiences A recently established exchange program with two Chinese universities
illustrates Schuman's strong advocacy for study abroad as an important element in an
undergraduate experience. UMM students can study the Mandarin language and the rich history
and culture of China at Capital Normal University in Beijing. The students also have the opportunity
to stay with host families in Jiashan, Morris's new sister city. And Morris will soon be home to
Chinese students as they learn at UMM and are immersed in the culture of the Midwest.

Community connections Campus-community partnerships have been an important component in
Schuman's chancellorship. In addition to the Jiashan-Morris sister city project, he has been involved
with fellow Morris citizens in the All-American City program and worked with the Chamber of
Commerce and other community groups. "Being in Morris and Stevens County is an essential part
of what makes UMM what it is," Schuman said. "We both need each other and are stronger for our
mutual support, aid, and respect."

The Regional Fitness Center (RFC) is also a highlight of Schuman's UMM career. A founding board
member, he's also a faithful exerciser. "I use the locker facilities, the swimming pool, the
cardio/exercise room," said Schuman. "Much more importantly, I see at the RFC a seamless
blending of folks from the college and the community cooperating to improve their quality of life."

Green-campus initiatives UMM has been involved in green initiatives since Earth Day 1970, but
since 2000, efforts have dramatically expanded to include nearly all aspects of campus life--power,
food, water, transportation, waste stream infrastructure, academic study, and quality of life. Students
are involved in all of UMM's green campus initiatives, from recycling to water use reduction, from
internships to service learning.

A collaboration with the U's West Central Research and Outreach Center supplies more than 60
percent of UMM's electricity needs from the first large-scale wind research turbine ever constructed
at a U.S. public university. Plans are currently underway for a biomass gasification demonstration
and research facility that will supply up to 80 percent of the campus's heating and cooling needs.

Schuman has supported and facilitated the initiatives and is excited about UMM's future as a green-
campus leader.

Difficult times While the good memories far outweigh the not-so-good, Schuman will retain
recollections of difficult times and difficult decisions. Two periods in UMM's past are particularly
sobering: the budget cuts of 2002-04 and the clerical union strike in 2003. "The budget cuts--over
$1.5 million, out of a budget of about $25 million--were incredibly painful," he said, "and we have
certainly not fully recovered from that trauma. In some ways, the strike was even more painful
because it forced friends and colleagues to be on opposite sides of a highly divisive issue, and,
because as chancellor, I was totally without power to influence either the central administration or
the union."

The move of Cougar athletics from Division II to Division III was a difficult process that ended with a
positive outcome. "I think this has been a wonderful transition," Schuman said. "It was amazingly
hard to bring about. I would say it took by far the largest part of my time for about a year, but now
that it has happened, almost everyone agrees it was a great move."

UMM students have left their mark in Schuman's memory and in his heart. "I have said before, and
am delighted to repeat, that UMM students are, to me, the best I have encountered, including my
days as a student, and later as a teacher and as an administrator. There are many splendid things
about UMM and its people, but for me, the single best thing about our college is our students. They
are bright, hard working, open, responsible, dizzyingly engaging. I love 'em."

Schuman's first stop after he steps down as chancellor will be Albuquerque, where he will serve as
the University of New Mexico's Garrey Carruthers Chair in Honors Visiting Distinguished Professor
in the University Honors Program. The author of several books, Schuman also plans to write more
as he returns full-time to the faculty.

Jacqueline Johnson has been named UMM's new chancellor and will take over beginning August 1.
For more information, see Incoming chancellor.
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Nicole Swanson was crowned
Miss Minnesota on June 18 at
the Ted Mann Concert Hall.

Music is instrumental in Miss Minnesota
pageant
Studying viola at the U helped Nicole Swanson become the new
Miss Minnesota

By Dana Setterholm

June 28, 2006

Her platform was "Music is Instrumental," and music certainly
played a part in Nicole Swanson's victory in the Miss Minnesota
pageant on June 18. Swanson, who graduated from the
University's School of Music in 2005 with a degree in Viola
Performance, played Fritz Kreisler's "Praeludium and Allegro" in
the talent portion of the competition, which was the largest judged
section.

Swanson began studying viola at the U during her senior year of
high school through the Post-Secondary Education Option program
(PSEO), and the focus and creativity she developed as a music student became important pageant
skills. "Nicole is an incredibly free-spirited person, but she's also an incredibly focused person," says
her viola teacher, Korey Konkol. "It's that combination, I think, that makes her extraordinary." Free-
spirited musicians often play beautifully, Konkol says, but are reluctant to practice. Swanson, on the
other hand, does both. "She's a very, very talented girl," says Konkol.

After graduating from the U, Swanson set her mind to competing in the Miss America pageant. She
had already been accepted to the Juilliard School and the Cleveland Institute of Music, but she
deferred in order to hone her elocution skills, physical fitness, and musical performance for the
pageant. Swanson says music was a large part of why she chose to compete in the pageant--"I
have been a musician since I was three years old, and I make my living now as both a performer
and a teacher," she says. "I have witnessed firsthand in my own life the difference that music has
made, and I've also seen it in my students." The Miss America pageant system requires each
contestant to have a platform--a cause to champion throughout her year-long reign--and Swanson
says this attracted her to the pageant: the opportunity "to have an impact on more people than just
my immediate students."

The new Miss Minnesota, Nicole Swanson, a 2005 graduate of the
School of Music.

Swanson's platform, "Music is Instrumental," is aimed at helping
improve music programs at schools around the state, and she will be
working with the Minnesota Music Educators Association to make
schools and parents aware of the importance of a musical education to
a child's overall success in school. "The focus that you have when you
start a musical instrument--practicing a certain amount of hours a day--

that benefits you in other areas of your schooling and your learning process," says Konkol.

Music will also be a large part of Swanson's future--her possible careers include professional
orchestral musician, music teacher at a university, or even dean or director of a conservatory. Those
plans will be put on hold as she competes for the title of Miss America in Los Angeles this fall, but
music will continue to be instrumental in Swanson's life.
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A vision for the future
Book distills General College's teaching legacy

By Dana Lundell and Laura Weber

Brief, June 28, 2006

The future of education is shaped by past experiments,
innovations, and lessons. That's the premise of a 578-page book
published by the University of Minnesota's General College, The
General College Vision: Integrating Intellectual Growth,
Multicultural Perspectives, and Student Development.

Two years in the making, The General College Vision came off the
presses in 2005 as the college was beginning to plan its transition
to a new department within the College of Education and Human
Development, effective July 1--the Department of Postsecondary
Teaching and Learning. The wisdom distilled within the 25 chapters written by General College
faculty and staff offers a way for the work of the college to move forward and honor a vibrant past. It
offers insights useful to high school and college teachers who want to transform their programs for
ensuring success for first-year college students, especially students who can use the most support
for developing new skills and perspectives about how to succeed in school.

"We can offer ideas about how people across disciplines can collaborate," said Jeanne Higbee, lead
editor on the project and professor of developmental education in General College. "This book is
relevant to all of higher education."

Higbee, along with coeditors Dana Lundell and David Arendale, had the idea for writing the book
more than two years ago as a way for General College to share its legacy of teaching and research
at the University of Minnesota. The college has had a national reputation in the field of college
learning and developmental education for its model, which provides access and support for
students--many of whom are first-generation, low-income, or ethnic minorities--who are
underprepared for higher education but motivated to attend the University.

The predominant visual images of students throughout the book epitomize the focus of The General
College Vision. First-person student accounts of their experiences in General College lead off the
book.

Perhaps its biggest contribution, however, is a section on embedding multiculturalism across the
higher education curriculum. How would you teach multicultural issues in a math class, or how can
an art teacher get students to develop critical thinking skills? These are some of the unique
strategies and foundations for learning that are the legacy of the college, whose hallmark has been
serving students from diverse backgrounds.

"The book shows how we embed multiculturalism in all that we do," Higbee said.

In the words of student-author Khong Xiong, "It is such a remarkable and welcome feeling to see
students, staff, and faculty from all cultural backgrounds engaging with one another and making an
effort to accomplish academic and life goals."

More than 3,000 hard cover copies of The General College Vision are being distributed to members
of the National Association of Developmental Education (NADE), College Reading and Learning
Association (CRLA), MnSCU teachers and administrators, K-12 educators, and elected officials. It
has also been distributed at national conferences and workshops for teachers of college reading,
math, skill development, and multicultural issues.

PDF files of the entire book may be downloaded free online, and the book can be purchased
through the Center for Research on Developmental Education and Urban Literacy's Web site.

Dana Lundell is the director of the Center for Research on Developmental Education and Urban Literacy. Laura
Weber is the communications director in General College and will become the communications director for the new
College of Design effective July 1. 
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Coffee may reduce risk of type 2 diabetes
A new study shows reductions in the risk of type 2 diabetes,
especially when the coffee is decaffeinated

By Deane Morrison

June 27, 2006

If you're regularly shelling out $3.50 a pop for a fancy 12-oz. latte,
you may be getting a benefit besides the exercise of walking to the
coffee shop. A new study led by Mark Pereira, associate professor
in the University's School of Public Health, found that coffee
drinkers had a slightly reduced risk of developing type 2 diabetes
compared to those who don't drink coffee. The effect was stronger
in drinkers of decaffeinated coffee. The study followed
postmenopausal subjects in the Iowa Women's Health Study from
1986 to 1997. The researchers examined coffee intake and new
cases of type 2 diabetes in 28,812 women who had neither type 2 diabetes nor cardiovascular
disease at the outset. For those who drank no coffee, the rate was 177 new cases of type 2
diabetes among 2928 women, or 6 percent. For subjects who drank six or more cups of coffee a
day, the rate was reduced to about 4.7 percent. If only decaffeinated coffee intake was considered,
the rate dropped to about 4 percent.

"The risk reduction associated with coffee is independent of factors such
as weight and physical activity," says Pereira.

Overall, there were 1,418 new cases of type 2 diabetes, or about 4.9 percent. The diabetes rates for coffee drinkers
were adjusted to match the controls in such variables as presence or absence of hypertension, diet, physical activity,
and tea consumption. Tea consumption of more than four cups a day also seemed to help reduce the risk of
diabetes. "The risk reduction associated with coffee is independent of factors such as weight and physical activity,"
says Pereira in a news release. "There appears to be great potential for coffee to help reduce the risk of diabetes.
Identifying the mechanism responsible for this should definitely be the subject of further research." Coffee, as any
connoisseur knows, is a rich blend of many different compounds and flavors, of which some may well improve the
metabolism of carbohydrates and therefore delay the onset of type 2 diabetes. One compound, chlorogenic acid,
may reduce the absorption of the sugar glucose from the gut, among other actions. Also, coffee is loaded with
antioxidants that may protect the insulin-producing beta cells in the pancreas from wear and tear or may keep other
tissues from becoming resistant to insulin. When tissues become insulin-resistant, they no longer respond to the
hormone by taking up glucose from the blood, and blood glucose levels tend to stay high. Insulin resistance is a
hallmark of type 2 diabetes. The role of caffeine intrigued the researchers, who were unable to identify a clear risk or
benefit associated with caffeine intake. "Perhaps high caffeine intake carries more detrimental effects in older adults
than in middle aged adults, or perhaps the association between caffeine and diabetes in the present study was
confounded by some unmeasured or poorly measured factor," the researchers write in their article. The article cites a
12-year study of Finnish coffee drinkers that showed continued strong reductions in the risk of type 2 diabetes as
coffee intake increased, even to 10 cups a day. Finns drink little decaffeinated coffee, so the study was not able to
draw a clear line between the effects of regular versus decaf. More than 20 milion Americans have diabetes, 6.2
million of them undiagnosed. These include both type 1 diabetes, in which the beta cells can't produce insulin, and
the much more common type 2 diabetes, in which insulin is produced but to little or no avail. Besides Pereira, Emily
Parker and Aaron Folsom of the School of Public Health were authors of the study. The work was supported by the
National Cancer Institute.

To learn more about the University's efforts to combat diabetes, read Defeating diabetes and All our
trials.
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Taconite research conducted
by E. W. Davis -- seen
standing in front of the Silver
Bay Taconite plant -- helped
revive Minnesota's mining
industry. Photo copyright by
the University of Minnesota
Archives.

Groundbreaking research that revitalized
Minnesota's Iron Range

June 28, 2006

Today, taconite mining contributes $1.5 billion annually to
Minnesota's economy. Two-thirds of the iron used to build
American cars, ships, homes and bridges comes from Mesabi
Range taconite mines in northeastern Minnesota.

But generations of miners considered taconite to be rubble, a
waste rock, until E.W. Davis of the University of Minnesota
discovered how to unlock the wealth inside it.

Taconite's an ultra-hard, flinty rock containing about 30 percent
iron. That's one-third as pure as the ore that drew mining
companies to Minnesota in the 19th and early 20th centuries -- and
which was virtually depleted building the weaponry for fighting
World War II.

When the high-grade ore ran out, the Iron Range economy took a
hard hit. Taconite revived it. Davis developed a process for
separating iron particles from rock using magnets, then
concentrating it to a level that 65 percent pure. That made taconite
mining, which most experts thought would be too costly, an
economically viable proposition.

It didn't happen overnight or in a moment of inspiration. Davis developed his ideas over four
decades of patient work and earned 19 patents for everything from particle washers to conveyors to
furnaces. He discovered how to mix the iron with clay to form marble-sized pellets that were easier
to move to Eastern steel mills then melt down once they arrived.

The methods used today to blast taconite rock, crush it into powder, separate out the iron then
concentrate it into pellets follow directly from his work. Taconite supports 16,000 Minnesota jobs,
including 4,000 miners who earn about $65,000 per year working the process Davis developed.

For a different view of Davis's legacy, take a drive north up Highway 61 in northeastern Minnesota.
Towns like Silver Bay, with its taconite plant on the edge of Lake Superior, were built from scratch in
the early 1950s once Davis had demonstrated that mining had a future in Minnesota.

The University is still doing "groundbreaking" research into mining. A team from the University of
Minnesota-Duluth's National Resources Research Institute, for example, is investigating the use of
taconite waste in highway construction -- showing once again that with a little ingenuity, the so-
called useless rock in Minnesota mines can yield hidden treasure.
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During his time as doctor and
faculty member at the
University of Minnesota (1957-
99), Kurt Amplatz invented
numerous life-saving medical
tools and procedures. Today,
many are still being used in
hospitals around the world.

Minnesota miracle-maker
Retired U professor's medical inventions are saving lives

By Susan Cozzolino

July 5, 2006

It's difficult to find AGA Medical Corporation's Golden Valley office.
Located on a frontage road off Highway 169 and tucked behind a
sprawling business complex, it seems possible the company
prefers to remain anonymous. But inside is something well worth
discovering.

Just inside past the receptionist's desk, you'll find a wall of small,
official-looking plaques--13 in all. On closer inspection, it's clear
that each one commemorates a patent for a unique, often life-
saving medical device or procedure. And each one originated in
the mind of Kurt Amplatz, 82, a revolutionary inventor and a
pioneer in interventional radiology and pediatric cardiology. In
short, one of Minnesota's medical miracle-makers.

Amplatz formed AGA Medical in 1995 with his own start-up money
and two partners. Today it's bringing in more than $100 million a
year in revenue, does business in more than 90 countries, employs
nearly 200, and is growing so fast that it's outgrown its current space. In fact, employees are already
preparing for the move to a much larger space in Plymouth later this year.

None of this appears to be important to Amplatz, however. But ask him about the devices he's
created to treat everything from kidney stones to heart defects to migraines, and he comes alive.
"What I'm most interested in," he explains, "is helping people, coming up with new inventions, and
puttering around in my workshop."

Amplatz was born in Austria and retains a bit of his native accent today. After earning his medical
degree in Innsbruck in 1951, he came to the United States for an internship in Brooklyn, New York,
and a residency in Detroit. In 1957 he made his way to the University of Minnesota, lured by doctors
who were doing innovative work in open-heart surgery.

He spent the next four decades on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis inventing medical tools
and procedures ranging from a rudimentary machine to inject dye into children's hearts to reveal
defects to a technique to remove kidney stones through a patient's back. Many of them have since
been replaced with newer technologies. But others--such as catheters, guide wires, renal dilators,
and gooseneck snares--are still being used in hospitals around the world. Some of his inventions
have even spawned other start-up device companies in Minnesota, including businesses formerly
known as AngioMedics, SciMed Life Systems, and Microvena.

Late in his career, Amplatz turned his attention to congenital heart defects. It was in a small rented
space on University Avenue that he and his son, Curtis, developed the first device designed to close
up a hole in the wall between the upper chambers of the heart. It eventually became known as the
Amplatzer septal occluder, his most famous invention. It was also the device that launched AGA
Medical. By 1999 it was widely adopted in Europe; that same year, Amplatz retired from his faculty
position at the University of Minnesota. By 2002, the device had FDA approval for use in the United
States.

The proceeds made Amplatz a wealthy man, but his abiding interest in experimentation kept his
sights in the workshop and in the laboratory. Even today he's still inventing, with six new medical
devices in the works in three local labs--one of them at the University of Minnesota.

Ever humble, he's never forgotten his roots. "I come from the U," he says with an engaging grin.
"I've been there for 45 years. All of my accomplishments are a result of the U."

That's the main reason Amplatz gives for AGA Medical's $2 million gift to the Medical School's
Department of Radiology this spring. The money will establish the permanently endowed Amplatz
Chair in Radiology, which will be used to attract and retain outstanding faculty in the field of
radiology and to encourage research fellows and staff who are training in interventional radiology.

"By establishing this chair, AGA Medical is not only honoring a world-class physician, but also
elevating the Medical School and the entire University community," says Deborah Powell, dean of
the Medical School. "The faculty who hold endowed chairs attract other passionate scholars. They
ignite their students' curiosity. Their groundbreaking discoveries turn the world's attention to
Minnesota, bring in major research grants, and create jobs in the University and the private sector."

If Kurt Amplatz's story is any indication, it could provide the start for another pioneering mind at the
University of Minnesota. Amplatz himself fondly remembers the $1,000 grant he received from the
Minnesota Medical Foundation early in his career. Today he sees the Amplatz Chair as a way to
give back to the university that provided seed money for his early experiments and the faculty
position that allowed him to pursue his inventive ideas.

"It makes me feel good," he says of both the chair and his work. "And it helps people."
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On June 1, incoming Carlson
School dean Alison Davis-
Blake spoke to an audience
gathered at the school's
atrium. The occasion: Gov.
Tim Pawlenty signing the
bonding bill that includes
$26.6 million in state funding
for an expansion to the
Carlson School.

Open book
New Carlson School dean prepares to enhance the school's
national and international reputation

By Mary Lahr Schier

June 30, 2006

For Alison Davis-Blake, stepping into the position of dean of the
Carlson School of Management will be a homecoming. Davis-
Blake grew up in the Twin Cities and is the daughter of emeritus
faculty member and Honeywell Professor of Information Systems
Gordon Davis, who is regarded as a pioneer in the field of
management information systems. Her mother, LaNay Davis, also
has University of Minnesota connections--a masters of science in
social work and a Ph.D. in educational psychology. Davis-Blake
has spent most of her academic career at the University of Texas
at Austin's McCombs School of Business, where she served as
senior associate dean for academic affairs, a job she describes as
being the "chief operating officer" of the school.

Davis-Blake, 46, will become the Carlson School's 11th dean since
its founding in 1919. She will also be the school's first female dean
and one of only four female deans at America's leading business
schools. On July 1, she replaces interim co-deans Michael
Houston and Jim Campbell, who took over the reins after the
resignation of former dean Larry Benveniste.

In a recent interview with the Carlson School alumni magazine, Davis-Blake spoke about her
leadership style, the potential and challenges of the years ahead, and her thoughts on returning to
Minnesota.

What attracted you to the opportunity at the Carlson School? The way that I see it, the dean is
involved in engaging people with the school. The dean does not do the work of the school--the
teaching, the research, the work of the staff, the student leadership. So I was looking for a school at
which the faculty, the staff, and the students were all very good at what they did and cared about the
school. That's what I found at the Carlson School. Internally, there is a very productive faculty,
outstanding staff, and excellent student leaders. In addition, externally, there is a lot of support for
the school from really great people in the Twin Cities business community.

You've noted that you think the Carlson School is positioned to take a step forward in terms
of its national and international prominence. What pieces are in place to make that possible?
Any major step forward requires resources, and I see the financial resources coming together in
large measure through the support of the business community and the support of outstanding
individual benefactors--people such as Herb and Bar Hanson, for example, who have been great
supporters of serving more undergraduate students through our undergraduate expansion.

In addition, a leading business school requires a first-rate business community. The Twin Cities has
that, with both mature companies and entrepreneurial firms that really have worked for the success
of the business school. In addition to supporting the school financially, many people from the
business community have generously donated their time and participated in a number of initiatives
and activities in the school. A great business school requires a world-class faculty, and that takes a
long time to build. The Carlson School has that outstanding faculty in place. All the elements are
there.

What challenges do you see for the school? Well, I think there are a few main challenges. The
first one, quite obviously, is managing growth intelligently. We are going to build a new building to
expand our undergraduate program. Intelligent growth, though, requires more than physical space.
You need to grow your infrastructure--your advising infrastructure, your career-planning
infrastructure, and your faculty. You need to grow your course offerings. And you need to grow all of
those at the right time and in the right way. Managing the growth so that it is intelligent and effective
is one of our challenges.

Faculty renewal and retention is another challenge, and one that we share with other universities
around the country. We're expecting that about a third of our faculty will retire in the next five years.
That is going to be critical because we'll be having faculty leave at the same time that we're trying to
grow the faculty. It's not easy to hire new faculty--it's a seller's market in most areas.

How would you describe your leadership style? As I said earlier, I think the dean's job is building
engagement. How do you do that? There are really three principles that I operate on. The first one is
transparency and openness. People can't be engaged if they don't know what's going on or how
decisions are being made. Although there are times when confidentiality is vital, there are many
more times when people need to know what you're doing and why and how. So, transparency and
openness are part of my style.

The second element of my style is fairness. Fairness doesn't mean equality of outcomes--such as
everyone getting the same raise. It means equity--that the outcomes that people get, the things that
happen to them, and the way they happen to them are fair and equitable. Ideally, the processes
used to generate those outcomes should be known so that outcomes are somewhat predictable.

The third thing that is extremely important and part of my style is treating people with respect, which
has many components. First and foremost, this means acknowledging the good that people do,
because there is a lot of good which people do that goes unnoticed. It also means really listening to
people. So, transparency, fairness, respect--those are the pillars of how I lead.

What lessons have you learned at Texas that you will be using here? I should clarify that my
role at the McCombs School of Business is similar to that of a chief operating officer, so the lessons
I've learned relate more to how to operate the school. The first lesson is probably that it takes
everyone to create and maintain a position of excellence. Faculty get a lot of attention at the
university and the school, and rightly so, but our staff and our student leaders are extremely
important to what we do. To be successful, we also need the support of our alumni and our friends
in the business community. You have to consider all your constituents, and not take your eye off that
ball.

Second, both Texas and Minnesota are large, prominent institutions, and there is a tendency in that
position as the flagship to try to be all things to all people. You cannot do that; you have to focus
your efforts. You have to say no to some things that are worthy, but which are not part of the core of
what you do. You have to be clear about what you are going to do, and then focus your resources--
your money, time, energy, and attention--there.

The third thing is that a large part of a leader's job is conflict resolution. That is where listening
comes in: Always get both sides of a story before you act.

Tell us about your Minnesota connection. I grew up in Minnesota, and my father was a faculty
member at the Carlson School for 44 years (he retired in 2004). So, I did most of my pre-college
schooling in Minnesota, and I am a graduate of Alexander Ramsey High School, which is now
Roseville Area High School. I graduated from there in 1976, so I've been away from Minnesota for
nearly 30 years.

How does it feel to be coming home? I never thought I would be returning to the Twin Cities,
largely because of the way that academic careers work. But there aren't very many universities of
the caliber of the University of Minnesota. So, when this all came together, I was just delighted to be
back in the Twin Cities community and back near family.

What do you do in your spare time? (Laughs) I have two children, Kent and Gordon, at home.
When I am not working, my time is devoted to family, whether it's homework or scouting or church
youth group. Most of my time is devoted to them, although I will say my husband and I have enjoyed
theater of all kinds for many years. We also enjoy museums, whether they are arts or science.
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The University's move to
create three new Twin Cities
campus colleges out of six
existing ones will make the U
more efficient and productive,
and offer students more
opportunities.

New colleges by the
numbers

College of Food,
Agricultural and Natural
Resource Sciences
(CFANS)
275 faculty
2,500 students

College of Education and
Human Development
(CEHD)
200 faculty
6,000 students

College of Design
46 faculty
93 adjunct faculty
288 graduate students
1,483 undergraduate
students

A transforming U takes shape
Three newly created colleges will improve educational offerings

By Martha Coventry

June 30, 2006; updated July 3, 2006

It's rare for a university to rearrange its individual colleges to create
a more efficient and focused institution. The effort has to be worth
it--vital for the well-being of the university and essential for its
future--and it has to be done with the utmost attention and respect.

On July 1, the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, went from 20
colleges to 17. It welcomed three newly created colleges--the
College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences
(CFANS); the College of Design; and the College of Education and
Human Development (CEHD)--(see diagram below) to campus,
signaling its determination to ensure a brighter future for itself.

Nearly two years ago, the University looked at the challenges it
faced as an international research university. It saw that money
allocated for higher education was shrinking; that competition was
growing for the best students, staff and faculty; and that research
funding was increasingly going to institutions engaged in collaborative, multidisciplinary work. If it
stayed its present course, it would survive, but probably not in as strong a position as other
universities that set new directions and flourished.

So the University went to work setting up task forces, inviting
community input, issuing recommendations and presenting to the
Board of Regents its plan for creating a new direction for the 155-year-
old institution, one that would put it among the top three public
research universities in the world within a decade.

Distilling the U's strengths A significant piece of that plan was the
crucial step of combining six colleges into three newly created entities.
It's a move that the U trusts will increase curriculum quality and
selection, lead to more efficient operations, provide fertile ground for
collaborative research, and save, by early estimates, nearly $3 million
to $4 million dollars over the next two to three years.

Part of those savings will come from smaller payrolls as six colleges
become three and no longer need the same number of deans,
associate deans and directors. Additional cost savings will come from
the University implementing better administrative practices.

The money saved will be reinvested in academic programs, as
enhancing the academic offerings of the colleges is a key objective of
this effort. The money will also be used for academic initiatives
designed to make the U a stronger contender among higher education institutions.

"An important principle of strategic positioning was that if the colleges would go through the difficult
process of reorganizing services, they would get to reap any rewards," says Lincoln Kallsen of the
Office of Budget and Finance.

Seeking maximum productivity According to a recent draft report of the Secretary of Education's
Commission on the Future of Higher Education, colleges and universities shoot themselves in the
financial foot by "their failure to seek institutional efficiencies and...their disregard for improving
productivity." The creation of these three colleges is an important step in meeting both of those
challenges--becoming a more efficient institution and improving productivity.

One way to improve productivity is to bring staff together to work in "clusters," a concept already in
use at the College of Liberal Arts and the Medical School. In the newly formed CEHD, the finance
people are moving out of their individual departments and into clusters--groups of people serving
multiple departments.

"There's an efficiency here, but that's only one of the reasons we're doing this," says Kallsen. "We're
trying to provide more colleagues for people, which will allow departments not to have to rely on one
person."

The diagram above--please click for a larger image--shows which colleges, schools and
departments will be part of the three newly created colleges.

The real benefit But the U is quick to stress that while saving money is important--and is still what some
Minnesotans see as a top priority--it's the increased quality of teaching and research that is the big dividend in the
creation of these new colleges.

"The creation of these colleges will strengthen the education that students get," says Craig Swan,
vice provost for undergraduate education. "Each new college brings together related disciplines
within a single college, creating larger intellectual communities for students and faculty. Students will
be exposed to new perspectives. Faculty will find it easier to collaborate on teaching and research."

Students as well as faculty will become collaborators. For example, in the new College of Design,
interior design students and architecture students, who would never have rubbed elbows in the past,
are together in the same college and given the opportunity to learn from each other. Faculty are
already talking about new approaches to the curriculum.

Research, too, will benefit from the new colleges and the natural connections that will form.

"Realignment of our academic and research strengths will make the U more competitive in an
increasing interdisciplinary research environment," says Tim Mulcahy, vice president for research.

On the ground It's inevitable that a move that involves more than 10,000 faculty, staff and students
would create some challenges. Perhaps the college most affected by this move is General College,
traditionally the entrance point to the University for students who need more academic development.
It is now part of the College of Education and Human Development and called the Department of
Postsecondary Teaching and Learning. Terry Collins was interim dean of General College and is
serving as interim dean of CEHD until new dean Darlyne Bailey, currently vice president for
academic affairs and dean of the Teachers College at Columbia University, takes over on Oct. 1.
Collins was intimately involved in the transition process for faculty and staff to the new colleges.

"I think that for [General College] staff, especially, the transition was very difficult," says Collins.
"People were asked to come to work every day, do their job, and help push ahead a process that
was very likely going to result in that job being radically changed or eliminated. And they did that
selflessly and they did that in a way the University ought to be proud of. I think faculty are looking
ahead and building a curriculum that will fit the mission of the new department that's grounded in
learning communities and a kind of fast start for students who need support early in their careers."

This realignment of academic programs is one of the most significant changes in the University's
history. When the students in these three colleges come to campus in the fall, they'll find the U
keeping a close eye on these new endeavors, making sure that they are shining examples of the
best the University has to offer.

Further reading University of Minnesota News Service release Education leader new dean of
College of Education and Human Development Designing a college A vision for the future
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Leo Lewis played for the
Minnesota Vikings from 1981-
91 and went on to become the
team's director of player
development for 13 years.

Looking out for student athletes
A Q&A with Leo Lewis, the U's associate athletics director for
student athlete development

By Cynthia Scott

June 30, 2006

When the University of Minnesota men's and women's athletics
departments merged three years ago, achieving diversity on the
staff became one of Athletics Director Joel Maturi's primary goals.
Specifically, Maturi wanted a senior staff member who could
establish relationships with minority communities in the Twin Cities
area as well as work closely with student athletes. Enter Leo
Lewis. Lewis (Ph.D. '97) joined the department in December 2005
as associate athletics director for student athlete development, a
position that Maturi created to help fulfill his diversity goals for the
department.

Lewis holds several advanced degrees, including a Ph.D. in
kinesiology from the University of Minnesota. He joins the athletics
department after 13 years as director of player development for the
Minnesota Vikings, a team he played for from 1981-91.

"We wanted to hire a former athlete with the same vision of athletics as we have at the University,
who could relate to the student athlete as a whole person," Maturi says. "Leo just rose to the surface
and was exactly what we needed."

Lewis talked with Minnesota magazine about his vision for the athletics department and student
athletes.

Q: Why is outreach to the wider community important? A: We want to get student athletes,
coaches, and staff more connected to the various communities in the Twin Cities as well as the
extended community on campus. By exposing youth to educational and athletic opportunities on
campus, we hope that when they come of age they will consider the University. So one of the things
I've done is to help create a cabinet of leaders within the African American community who can help
provide access to organizations in the community as well as give advice on how we can achieve
diversity.

It's a big campus and it can be daunting in some respects. What we've found is that we don't have
an information channel that's connected to, for instance, the city high schools and the rest of the
communities in Minneapolis-St. Paul that's sufficient for telling our story as an athletics department.
Q: What is that story? A: That we have student athletes who are dedicated in every way possible
and are going to graduate and succeed in life. They will then become ambassadors for the
University and the athletics department. Q: Many of the pressures that student athletes face are
the same as the pressures every student has. But some are unique. What are those? A:
There are some particulars to each sport that you have to be worried about. Some of the
pathological stuff, like eating disorders, may not necessarily be an issue for the football team but it
might be for wrestling or gymnastics. So there are some sport-specific concerns, but I think
generally you're going to find basic competitive concerns that deal with anxiety about getting injured,
being away from home and how that affects your competitive play, dealing with teammates and
coaches, maintaining your eligibility--those are some of the headliners that are common across all
sports. And we can't get away from the overriding fact that sometimes athletes spend a lot of time
trying to be the best athlete they can be and tend not to spend enough time on their academic work
or looking ahead to their post-college career. Q: How do you view your role in helping student
athletes cope with those pressures? A: The number one thing is to embrace them when they get
here. They've been launched from their homes; it's the first time they've been out on their own.
When they come to the University, it's important to give them a sense that they're going to have all
the resources available to be successful. Being successful as students means graduating. Retention
is one of the dilemmas that a lot of athletics departments around the country have. Yes, they bring
them in and the athletes are able to compete, but they don't have a wonderful experience on
campus. My vision includes making sure that these four years that our student athletes have at the
University is one of the best experiences of their lives. Q: Do you find that a lot of athletes go
into their college careers expecting to go on and become professionals? A: Everyone believes
they can be Tiger Woods or Michael Jordan or Tom Brady or whatever, and it's up to us to help them
realize what it's really like. It's good for former elite athletes to give them a reality check as to the
odds and to instill in them that you can be successful in sports without being an athlete. That's why I
got this job, because I was able to translate what I learned in sports into the work world. Q: As a
former pro football player you have a lot of authority in being able to talk to student athletes
about that. A: That's a role I love to play. Certainly, I've been there. I didn't go into my college
career thinking about going to the next level, because my size and stature weren't really a recipe for
success. Plus, my parents were educators and they always embedded in my mind that education
was valuable and it came first. So I had the notion of becoming a superintendent or principal or
athletics director. And lo and behold, 30 years later, here I am.
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A University of Minnesota
orientation leader--one of 26
this summer--leading a group
of new students and their
parents on a campus tour.

Taking care of the parents

When Marj Savage was
hired at the U in 1993, part
of her job was to start a
newsletter for parents.
University Parent began
that year and continues to
this day as a quarterly
publication that's mailed to
parents of full-time
undergraduate students
who have enrolled at the U
within the last five years. It
has a circulation of about
20,000.

That was just the beginning.
The newsletter begat a
program, which now
provides a number of
communications vehicles,
including e-mail messages,
which are sent to parents
about every two weeks with
information about pending
deadlines, campus news,
and special notices; a
question-and-answer
service provided by Savage
herself for phone or e-mail
queries; and the University
Parent Web site, which
provides updated
information in categories
such as "News Updates,"
"Timely Issues," and a
"Question of the Month."
Recently, the Parent
Program began offering
online workshops for
parents. Last fall, it offered
a workshop on mental
health, which received
about 700 hits in the first
two weeks.

All of these efforts have put
the University at the
forefront of parent
communications. Savage
won the national Susan E.
Brown Award earlier this
year "for outstanding
contributions to programs
and services for parents of
college and university
students."

Home away from home
By Pauline Oo

June 30, 2006

How does an office of seven people manage more than 5,000 new
college students and close to 4,000 eager--and some, probably,
anxious--parents?

With very good planning and 26 super friendly orientation leaders.

Every summer, the University of Minnesota's Orientation and First-
Year Programs (OFYP) coordinates multiple orientation sessions
for students who are entering the Twin Cities campus in the fall.
This year, 5,400 first-year students and about 4,000 parents or
guardians will go through the program on June 7 to July 14; about
2,000 transfer students and 200 parents between August 7 and
September 1; and approximately 800 graduate students from
August 22 to 26.

The award-winning program has drawn attention from peer
institutions, namely for its Web innovations. In addition to a two-day orientation (one day for
parents), freshmen can continue to enhance their knowledge of the U over the summer through a
Web portal. The MyU: University of Minnesota public portal gives, for example, the Class of 2010
timely information related to financial aid and course schedules, as well as a daily link to going-ons
at their enrolled college.

"A lot of people in the Big 10 look to each other for ideas on how best meet the changing needs of
our students," says Lisa Gruszka, the U's associate director for orientation. Feedback from the
students themselves is also valuable. Gruszka says her office is able to consistently provide top
quality service and meet parent and student expectations during the orientation sessions thanks to
"real-time evaluations." Students, and their parents, are encouraged to submit written and verbal
feedback daily or while they are undergoing the orientation.

A typical summer orientation involves optional activities on the first morning for students and their
parents--families can choose to meet a financial aid counselor, visit a residence hall room, go on a
campus tour, or learn about study abroad and how to pay their bills. Following an official U welcome,
the students and parents go their separate ways.

The students are placed in small groups based on their college of enrollment. Each group is
assigned an orientation leader, a current student who shepherds the group to meetings to learn
about their college's expectations and how to register for classes. At the end of the first day, the
students and parents reunite and attend a session to learn about the U card, the multipurpose
University of Minnesota student ID card. After that, the students leave again for evening activities
and spend the night in Frontier Hall.

"Students are going to be [in college] alone, so the idea behind this
separation [of child from parent during orientation], really, is, let's get
that process started early," says Gruszka.

Mother and daughter embrace during
summer orientation at the University of
Minnesota.

For parents, orientation means a chance
"to learn how the U works," says Gruszka.
For example, parents learn about the
advising process from their child's college,
billing from the One Stop office, and how

to support their students in the transition to college life from the Parent
Program. "This is their opportunity to become familiar with the campus
and where their students are going to be living," says Gruszka.

Over the past decade, freshman applications to the Twin Cities
campus have increased by more than 70 percent, while the number of
high school graduates in Minnesota has increased by only 20 percent.
Enrollment of freshman students of color has increased by 65 percent
since 1992. These application numbers show that students recognize
what the U offers, says Provost Tom Sullivan, "and that includes a
wide range of areas in which to major and the opportunity to study
with top faculty."

The University of Minnesota's summer orientation sessions join a host
of other offerings at the U designed to improve the freshman
experience, including a revitalized Coffman Union, a restored Jones
Hall that serves as a welcome center, streamlined class registration
and financial aid services, and the rebirth of convocation.

Further reading From weeks to minutes: A big college puts orientation
registration online PG-2006: Parental Guidance Accepted Class of 2008: M
follows two students as they navigate the first-year experience Class of 2008:
Making the grade 
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A rip current has a different
wave pattern than the rest of
the beach.

Recognize a rip current:

* Murky water from
sediments stirred up by the
current.

* Different waves--larger
and choppier.

* Foam or objects that
move steadily offshore.

Survive a rip current:

* Don't fight the current.

* Swim parallel to the shore
to get out of the current.

* Rip currents are rarely
more than 30 feet wide.

* If you can't escape, float
calmly until the current
dissipates then swim
diagonally back to the
shore.

Rip current education continues

From eNews, July 6, 2006

Instead of, "How's the water?" beachgoers on Park Point may be
asked a few different questions this summer: "How often have you
visited a beach on Minnesota Point in the past five years?" and
"Have you seen the signs along the beach that show how to get
out of a rip current?"

These questions are part of a short survey by the Minnesota Sea
Grant program at the University of Minnesota, Duluth, (UMD) and
the City of Duluth designed to understand people's perceptions
about rip currents and refine local educational efforts. UMD
environmental studies student Kelsey Paxson will conduct the
survey during his internship with Minnesota Sea Grant this
summer.

Nationally, rip currents account for more than 100 deaths a year,
more than for tornadoes, hurricanes, or lightning. It's estimated that
80 percent of surf rescues involve rip currents. And don't call them rip tides--that's a misnomer,
along with undertow. Rip tides are caused by tidal currents, which don't occur on the Great Lakes.
Undertows take people under, whereas rip currents carry people away from shore. Panicked
swimmers who try to swim straight back to shore against the current, put themselves at risk of
drowning because of fatigue.

Rip currents result when water rushes offshore in a narrow channel. These currents can extend
1,000 feet, reach 100 feet in width, and travel up to 5 mph. This is slower than you can run, but
faster than you or even an Olympic swimmer can swim. They are most prevalent after storms.

In summer 2003, Lake Superior swimmers got a deadly lesson in rip currents when a young man,
Matthew Rheaume, drowned in a rip current off Park Point in Duluth. "That was really a wake-up call
for many people," says Jesse Schomberg, coastal communities educator for Minnesota Sea Grant.
"Before then, we didn't think rip currents happened around here."

In addition to the survey, Sea Grant will also sponsor a "Shorelink" interpreter to inform tourists
about rip currents as part of a series of roving naturalist programs in Duluth and the North Shore.
"Sugarloaf: The North Shore Stewardship Association" organizes the Shorelink program. Sea Grant
is part of a network of 30 Sea Grant College Programs spanning coastal states throughout the
United States and Puerto Rico.

For those who take their swimming class skills to the beach, the
Duluth Parks and Recreation Department is posting rip current
education signs at all city pools. They are also distributing rip current
brochures at neighborhood sites and training lifeguards in rip current
rescue techniques.

"Nobody should be afraid to go to the beach," says Schomberg. "We
want people to have a good time, but be informed about rip currents.
Swimming on guarded beaches and knowing how to escape a rip
current can be life-saving. If caught in a rip current, don't fight it. Swim
parallel to the shore until you're out of the current, then swim back to
shore at an angle."

Schomberg described a rip current as having a different wave pattern
than the rest of the beach. Other signs are foam or debris moving
away from shore and a plume of dirty or muddy water. (See side bar.)

To find out more about rip currents, visit Minnesota Sea Grant or order
the free "Break the Grip of the Rip" brochure at 218-726-6191.
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Some UMD Big Band
members. The group is
currently in Europe, having
been chosen to perform in two
world-renowned music
festival.

Did you know?

* The University of
Minnesota offers a
bachelor's in jazz studies at
Duluth, Morris, and Twin
Cities campuses. The
degree is for students
pursuing programs of
intensive study to prepare
for professional careers in
jazz studies or for
acceptance into a graduate
degree program, to assist
students to acquire high-
quality jazz performance
artistry, and to provide
students advanced
historical and theoretical
knowledge of jazz music.

* The University of
Minnesota, Morris, currently
has fourjJazz ensembles
and numerous jazz
combos.

* There are three big band
jazz ensembles and several
combos on the Twin Cities
campus.

* Traditional big band
instruments are trumpet,
trombone, saxophone,
piano, guitar, bass, drums,
and percussion. Jazz
combos--dedicated to
playing small group jazz--
consist of a rhythm section
(bass, drums, piano or
guitar) and one to four other
instruments, depending on
balance and ability level.

Big band tours Europe
UMD jazz ensemble plays at two international festivals

By Cheryl Reitan and Pauline Oo

July 7, 2006

The roster of artists who have played at Montreux Jazz Festival
reads like a "Who's Who" of the music scene: Miles Davis,
Santana, James Brown, Wynton Marsalis, Elvis Costello, Eric
Clapton, Phil Collins, Los Lobos, The Manhattan Transfer, Tracy
Chapman, and Van Morrison. This year, you can add the University
of Minnesota, Duluth's Big Band.

The 20-member band, also known as Jazz Ensemble I, will be
performing at the 40th Montreux Jazz Festival in Switzerland on
July 9 and July 10. Four days later (on July 14) the group heads to
the Netherlands to perform in another world-renowned music
festival: the North Sea Jazz Festival in Rotterdam.

The University of Minnesota, Duluth (UMD), was selected for both
festivals by "blind audition," says Ryan Frane, who directs the band
and the UMD jazz studies program. "We sent in a CD and the panel juried us, strictly by listening to
the music," he explains. "[The] Montreux Jazz Festival is the most historic festival in the world and
the North Sea Jazz Festival is one of the largest. It will make for an unbelievable experience, not
only from a performing perspective, but also for the music that students will get to hear."

UMD will be one of only seven colleges represented among the more than 200 musical groups at
the North Sea Jazz Festival.

The band, one of the two large jazz ensembles at UMD (Jazz Ensemble II, directed by UMD
professor David Schmalenberger, is the other one), is made up entirely of students who audition to
be part of the group. At the European festivals, the students will perform music by jazz musicians
Bobby Shew and Tom Harrell, both of whom have performed with the UMD Big Band. The band will
also perform work by Stan Kenton, Vince Mendoza, and other contemporary jazz masters.

The first Montreux Jazz Festival began in 1967. The festival lasted for three days and featured
almost exclusively jazz artists. Today, however, it lasts about two weeks (this year it runs June 30 to
July 15) and presents artists of nearly every imaginable music and style. It also attracts an audience
of more than 200,000 people. The North Sea Jazz Festival, on the other hand, started in 1976 and
draws more than 100,000 people over three days to its 16 stages. The 220 acts range in genres
from soul and traditional New Orleans jazz to hip hop and Latin.

"Jazz was created in the U.S. and some people describe it as
America's only 'indigenous music,' although it has elements of
classical, pop, and African music," says Frane. "Around the world, jazz
means so many things. So be careful not to package it into a box.
Jazz today is more than what people think--it doesn't sound much like
Ellington and Miles [the two legendary greats]. But one thing's for
sure: jazz is living. It's constantly evolving."

Hence, the draw of such music festivals as Montreux and the North
Sea Jazz Festival.

The European tour is not a first for Frane and his students. Frane, a
jazz pianist, has appeared as both a soloist and band member across
the United States. He recently returned from performances in Russia
with the UMD faculty jazz group. The UMD Big Band this year has
performed at the Teatro Politeama in Palermo, Italy; the Minnesota
Music Educators Association's annual conference in Minneapolis; and
the 2006 UMD Head of the Lakes Jazz Festival.

"We have been traveling a lot," says Frane. "But that's a good sign.
Over the years, we have managed to gain national and international
recognition, and that external validation is great for the students [to
have on their resumes] and for drawing more talent to our jazz studies
program."

Frane and the UMD Big Band return to Duluth on July 16. Soon after,
Frane will be performing at the UMD Weber Music Hall (July 24) and
the band will be preparing for fall performances with clarinetist Richard
Stoltzman on campus and in New York. In the spring, both teacher
and students will be hosting and performing in the annual UMD Jazz
Festival (March 1-3).

To learn more about the UMD jazz ensembles, see jazz at UMD.

For information about the UMD Big Band's European tour, visit
Montreux Jazz Festival and North Sea Jazz Festival.
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A definitive study of ethanol
derived from corn reveals its
pros and cons compared with
biodiesel fuel from soybeans
and points the way toward
new sources of renewable
energy.

Ethanol fuel presents a corn-undrum
Corn ethanol yields an energy dividend but gains are higher with
soy biodiesel, a new study shows

By Deane Morrison

July 18, 2006; updated Sept. 18, 2006

Five University researchers have taken a stand in the long-running
debate over whether ethanol from corn requires more fossil fuel
energy to produce than it delivers.

Their answer? It delivers 25 percent more energy than is used
(mostly fossil fuel) in producing it, though much of that 25 percent
energy dividend comes from the production of an ethanol
byproduct, animal feed.

But the net energy gain is much higher -- 93 percent -- from
biodiesel fuel derived from soybeans. And alternative crops such
as switchgrass or mixed prairie grasses, which can grow on
marginal land with minimal input of fossil fuel derived fertilizers and
pesticides, offer the best hope for the future.

U dean gives North American perspective at EU biofuels conference

College of Biological Sciences dean Robert Elde presented the North American perspective on
biofuels development at a European Union conference on bioenergy, held in Norway Sept. 13-14,
2006.

At "Bioenergy in a Cross-Europe Perspective," a conference sponsored by European Cooperation in
the Field of Scientific and Technical Research (COST), Elde spoke during a session about the
impact of biofuels on the energy market. His presentation included details about research under way
at the University of Minnesota.

COST is affiliated with the European Union, which now includes 25 member nations representing
450 million people.

Elde and a delegation of U of M faculty and staff members also met with scientists at the
conference's host institution, the Norwegian University of Life Sciences, to review collaborative
research projects and explore new partnership opportunities. Growing U ties with Norway are
bringing the University into European policy discussions about renewable energy.

Led by Jason Hill, a postdoctoral associate in the Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Behavior and the
Department of Applied Economics, the team published this first comprehensive analysis of the environmental,
economic and energetic costs and benefits of ethanol and biodiesel in the pages of the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences.

"Corn ethanol and soybean biodiesel have proven that we can make viable biofuels," says David
Tilman, a coauthor of the study and Regents Professor of Ecology. "This is an important first step
toward developing a renewable and environmentally friendly biofuel energy supply, but the
challenges ahead are still immense."

A major challenge is getting enough biofuel. Already, 14.3 percent of corn grown in the United
States is converted to ethanol, replacing just 1.72 percent of gasoline usage. Even if all the
remaining corn were converted to ethanol, the total ethanol would only offset 12 percent of gasoline.
The entire soybean crop would replace a much smaller proportion of transportation fuels--only 6
percent of current diesel usage, which itself amounts to a tiny fraction of gasoline usage.

With world energy and food demands increasing, the study fills a need for guidance in choosing the
best alternative energy strategies. That's why the University's Initiative for Renewable Energy and
the Environment (IREE), which aims to make Minnesota a national leader in the development and
production of renewable fuels to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and other forms of pollution,
helped fund the work.

"Quantifying costs and benefits of biofuels throughout their life cycle allows us to make rational
choices and identify better alternatives," Hill says in a news release.

"The reason for doing this study was to learn from our first two successful biofuels how we could do
it better," says Tilman. "It's a bit like the Wright Brothers--a good first start, but if I'm flying across the
Atlantic, I want a jet." Besides Hill and Tilman, who is the world's most cited ecologist, study authors
were Stephen Polasky and Douglas Tiffany, professors of applied economics; and Erik Nelson, a
graduate student in applied economics.

The researchers examined every stage of the biofuels' production and use. They considered such
costs as the effort to raise crops, environmental effects of fertilizers and pesticides, transportation
and the energy required to distill ethanol.

Already, 14.3 percent of corn grown in the United States is converted to
ethanol, replacing just 1.72 percent of gasoline usage. Even if all the
remaining corn were converted to ethanol, the total ethanol would only
offset 12 percent of gasoline.

The analysis showed that growing both corn and soybeans caused soil and water pollution from
such chemicals as the nitrogen and phosphorus in fertilizer and from pesticides, with the pesticides
used in corn production being especially harmful. But biodiesel used, per unit of energy gained, only
1 percent of the nitrogen, 8.3 percent of the phosphorus and 13 percent of the pesticide (by weight)
of corn production.

The researchers also compared greenhouse gas emissions from the two biofuels with emissions
caused by producing and burning enough gasoline or diesel to yield the same amount of energy.
Emissions from the production and use of corn grain ethanol were 12 percent lower than the net
emissions from gasoline; the reduction was 41 percent for biodiesel from soybeans. These figures
show that biofuels have the potential to provide significant environmental benefits.

However, the benefits will only be substantial when much more biofuel is produced and when it has
much greater greenhouse gas reductions. For example, if one replaced a total of 5 percent of
gasoline energy with ethanol energy, greenhouse gas emissions from driving cars would be a bit
more than a half percent lower (5 percent times 12 percent). It must be borne in mind, too, that
these figures are only for transportation-related energy usage. Considering total energy use, which
includes building heating and electricity, the fraction of savings from transportation biofuels drops by
two-thirds.

Also, these reductions hold only for crops grown on land already in production.

"Converting intact ecosystems to production would result in reduced greenhouse gas savings or
even net greenhouse gas release from biofuel production," the researchers write.

The researchers point to nonfood plants that can grow on marginal
lands with minimal input of fertilizers and pesticides as the best hope
for bio-based energy. Crops like switchgrass, diverse prairie grasses,
and woody plants may offer the best prospects for supplying biofuels.

The researchers noted that rising gasoline and diesel prices have made the development of biofuels more
economically advantageous, and that biodiesel's environmental benefits seem strong enough to merit subsidy. Yet
ethanol also plays an important role as an additive by oxygenating gasoline and making it burn more cleanly.

"New and better transportation biofuels and greatly increased energy efficiency are essential for our
economy and our environment," says Tilman. "We also need renewable electricity, including both
wind energy and renewable biofuels that take the place of coal. Coal is a major source of electricity
and of greenhouse gases."

The researchers point to nonfood plants that can grow on marginal lands with minimal input of
fertilizers and pesticides as the best hope for bio-based energy. Crops like switchgrass, diverse
prairie grasses, and woody plants may offer the best prospects for supplying biofuels. Researchers
at the University and elsewhere are hard at work finding ways to tap the energy of such plants,
which is locked up in difficult-to-digest cellulose and related plant materials. One thing that made
corn and soybeans so attractive in the first place was the relative ease of extracting energy from the
carbohydrates and oils in those crops. But with global warming rapidly changing the world
environment, and energy prices soaring, there is no choice but to find alternative sources of energy,
and fast.
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2005-06 CSC chair Matt
Bowers passes the gavel to
2006-07 chair Peg Wolff.

Passing the gavel for 2006-07
Civil Service Committee chair recaps 2005-06

By Matt Bowers

Brief, July 12, 2006

As we wrap up another year of the Civil Service Committee (CSC),
here are some of last year's highlights and accomplishments.

Certainly one of our major efforts has been the 2006-07 pay plan.
We started discussions in summer 2005. Our Compensation
Subcommittee worked very closely with the Office of Human
Resources (OHR) to craft a document that honored the work of
civil service staff and lived within the budget targets presented to
us. We are very grateful to Mary Luther and her staff in OHR for all
of their help and cooperation. We also worked very hard with
President Bruininks and Vice President Carrier to implement the
one-half-percent retroactive pay increase for the 2005-06 pay plan.

Benefits were an additional area of discussion. Many civil service staffers have approached the
committee with concerns about RxAmerica, wellness programs, and retirement issues. In February,
Gavin Watt from the University's Benefits Advisory Committee (BAC) gave the CSC a progress
report. Carla Volkman Lien was named to second three-year term on the BAC, joining three others
representing civil service staffers. We also tracked legislative activity related to pensions and
retirement.

The committee worked closely with OHR to explore issues of performance evaluation standards and
merit pay. Two task forces worked for several months and submitted reports for approval in March.

We reviewed all of CSC's major operations and responsibilities. Activities such as advocacy,
communications, compensation and benefit activities, and committee organization were reviewed
and discussed. We met with the new civil service representatives to the University Senator and
began to hash out how the two groups will work together to best represent civil service employees.

The CSC stayed informed about projects and initiatives that will affect the University and civil
service employees. We heard reports on the proposed light rail line, the Legislative Network, new
OHR online resources, and changes in health benefits and health insurance. We appreciate the
time and consideration that our guests give to the committee and are especially appreciative of the
time we spend with President Bruininks and Vice President Carrier.

As we move into the 2006-07 year, I introduce Peg Wolff, the new CSC chair, and wish the
committee continued success in shaping the University. As always, the Civil Service Committee
invites you to keep current on all things civil service by visiting the new CSC Web site at
www.umn.edu/csc, reading the monthly newsletter, and looking for news in Brief!

Thanks for a great year.

Matt Bowers chaired the Civil Service Committee in 2005-06. He's a manager in Wilson Library, Twin Cities campus. 
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With the new system, people
can search for and apply for
jobs at any time of day, any
day of the week.

U hiring system goes online
By Alan Olson

Brief, July 12, 2006

Every year, more than 50,000 job applications are submitted for
positions in the University of Minnesota system. Seventy-five
percent are from applicants outside the U. Hundreds of current
employees are involved in various steps in the hiring processes.
And at any given time, about 900 positions are open and posted.

Last month the Office of Human Resources went live with a new
employment system that is entirely online, eliminating the need to
mail, fax, or submit paper documents. Departments can post jobs,
applicants can apply for them, and both parties can track positions
throughout the hiring process. The new system aims to shave two
to three weeks off the average hire time--from the day a job is
posted to the day an offer is made to an applicant.

Not only does the system open up opportunities to bring people
into positions faster, but it puts the University in a more competitive
position with other employers at every U location. More effective communication will help to recruit
and refer high quality applicants for vacancies.

It's a transformation both for employees involved in the hiring process and for applicants who want
to explore career opportunities at the U.

Hiring

On the behind-the-scenes side, over 800 U employees across the state have been assigned to
carry out one or more functions in the new system. Each person touches the employment process
and brings together qualified people with University jobs. Though the hiring process will essentially
remain the same within each department, the method of communicating about applicants will
change significantly.

All job requisitions will be completed through the online system--no more paper. As they are
created, requisitions will route through the system electronically, no longer relying on a fax machine
to submit and post. Some employees will create and post job requisitions. Others will approve them.
Everybody involved in a hiring process will be able to see, literally, where a requisition is. Hiring
managers will gain tools for tracking hiring activity, reviewing the status of requisitions and
applications, and maintaining requisition information for future use. Nobody will have to fax, file, or
maintain thousands of paper applications each year. Every change is designed to ultimately save
staff time and department money.

Applying

Changes on the applicant side may remain invisible to most University employees, but
enhancements will be significant. All of the project's committee and advisory board members
wanted to make the application process less mysterious to applicants.

One of the biggest changes is a search function. Before, applicants had to search for open positions
under job classifications. Now they can search by keyword, which allows them to be as general or
as precise as they want. That makes navigating the U and trying to figure out the classification
system less of a concern.

People can search, fill out an application, and apply for a position at any time of day, any day of the
week. Should they choose to create an application before searching for a position, applicants are
linked to a page with brief descriptions of position categories--student, staff, and faculty/academic--
and select which application to complete based upon these categories. Once an application is
completed, the applicant can keep it on file electronically and edit it as needed to apply for other
positions. Resumes and cover letters can be attached and submitted each time an applicant applies
for a position.

After applying for a position, an applicant will get a confirmation that the application was received. In
the past, this has been the point where applicants often have been left wondering what office
sucked up the application and attached cover letter and resume. Now they have secure access to
review the status of their own application, see where they are in the process, and decide whether to
continue seeking other opportunities at the University. When a position is filled, applicants not hired
will be notified by e-mail. A beauty of the new system is eliminating the wondering, "Why don't they
call me?" and "What's going on?"

A better experience for everybody

As of July 10, 3,300 individual applicants had submitted 5,300 applications in the new system--18
percent for faculty positions, 58 percent for staff positions, and 24 percent for student jobs. It's a
pace that exceeds last year.

Sunni Cohoes works in human resources for University Services, which includes facilities
management, housing, parking, auxiliary services, and dining services.

"For [these] units, the new system has been more efficient," says Cohoes. "The hiring authorities
love being able to look at [applications] and not having to wait for them. The process is a lot
smoother and faster."

The new system was developed by a core team of seven, an advisory committee of 10, and an all-
campuses committee of 17. They incorporated processes, procedures, and rules from across the
University to create the customized system and designed it to meet the needs of employees,
departments, and the U as a whole.

The Office of Human Resources staff is confident that the new system will create a positive
experience for hiring authorities, search committees, and applicants and--even more than that--
expose more people to the great opportunities available at the University.

Alan Olson is a communications project manager at the Office of Human Resources. 
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A pair of gray treefrogs in
amplexus. Studies show that
female frogs are able to pick
out mates from a chorus at a
great distance away.

To listen to a recording of a
frog chorus or a Gray Treefrog
call, go to the Imprints Web
site and scroll to the bottom of
the page.

Can frogs teach us how to build a better
hearing aid?
Can frogs teach us how to build a better hearing aid?

By Kate Tyler

July 11, 2006

As the last traces of sun disappear on a balmy spring evening,
Mark Bee heads out for a bit of Minnesota nightlife. Wearing hip
waders and armed with a digital tape recorder, the behavioral
biologist joins several student assistants knee deep in a pond in
Carver Park Reserve, near Chanhassen. It's one of the area's best
places to catch the chirping, croaking, trilling sounds of
Minnesota's "frog chorus," which swells to deafening proportions
during mating season (mid-April to early July).

A music enthusiast who gigged his way through college playing the
electric bass and six-string guitar, Bee is not here just to groove on
the melodies of hundreds of amphibians. He's conducting research
for an intriguing project that may eventually help scientists develop
a better hearing aid for human beings.

Bee is an assistant professor in the University's Department of
Ecology, Evolution, and Behavior whose work focuses on the
mechanisms and evolution of animal behavior, particularly acoustic
communication. He's especially interested in the so-called "cocktail
party effect"--the ability of many animals and most human beings to pick out a sound or voice from
the acoustic clutter of many other voices and sounds. Anyone who saw the popular documentary
March of the Penguins will recall the moving scenes of emperor penguins, returning from food runs
to the distant sea, zeroing in on the calls of their mates and chicks even amid thousands of noisy--
and identical--looking-penguins.

Bee's work on "acoustic signal recognition" during frog courtship aims
to fill in details eagerly sought after by scientists working to improve
human hearing aids and cochlear implant devices--"to learn the basic
principles of how auditory and neural systems solve these problems,"
says Bee.

The frog chorus offers another great example of the cocktail party effect, says Bee. Over several
decades, scientists have found that female frogs have an uncanny ability to identify the calls and
exact locations of male frogs of their own species. Even with frogs of several species singing their
hearts out in what Bee calls "a continuous din"--and sometimes against a backdrop of human-
generated (anthropogenic) noise such as highway traffic--a female gray treefrog (Hyla chrysoscelis),
for example, can find a mate amid the mayhem, ensuring that her eggs are fertilized. And, says
Bee, some frogs can even learn to recognize particular individuals--Bob the bullfrog knows Harry
the bullfrog's call, and responds aggressively if another bullfrog starts calling from Harry's territory.

What scientists don't yet understand are the precise mechanisms involved. Bee's work on "acoustic
signal recognition" during frog courtship aims to fill in details eagerly sought after by scientists
working to improve human hearing aids and cochlear implant devices--"to learn the basic principles
of how auditory and neural systems solve these problems," says Bee.

Human beings with healthy auditory systems do just fine amid acoustic clutter--right down to picking
out a friend's voice in a clamorous coffeehouse or pinpointing the sound of a neighbor's car coming
down a busy street. But many elderly people and those with hearing aids are utterly lost trying to
follow the swirl of conversation around a family dinner table.

"We need to know more about how to design auditory aids and implant devices that will excel at
segregating voices from background noise," says Bee. "The frog chorus may have a lot to tell us
about that."

Bee's visits to various area wetlands enable him not only to record the acoustic hubbub needed for
close analysis of the frogs' "auditory scene," but also to gather frog pairs for study in the controlled
environment of a University lab (after which they'll be returned safely to their ponds).

From pond to lab

On his nocturnal expeditions, Bee seeks out the frogs who've suddenly gone quiet. He'll generally
find them tucked beneath floating leaves in amplexus, as scientists say--engaged in the mating
embrace. Although he collects 15-20 pairs on a good night-usually right after a warm rain--it's tough
to spot them, says Bee, whose sites include the Tamarack Nature Center in White Bear Lake and
the Carlos Avery refuge near Forest Lake. The gray treefrog, one of 15 native Minnesota frog
species, is a case in point. It measures only 21/2 inches long, and its gray-green sheen is nearly
indistinguishable in a wetland.

"Usually we'll see just an eye or a nose sticking out of the water under some vegetation," says Bee,
who uses his cupped hand to place the squirming pair, and a little pond water, into a ventilated
plastic container. If the frogs mind the change of venue, they don't show it: they become
unamplexed during the transfer, but most quickly resume mating. ("This time of year, they usually
have one thing on their minds," smiles Bee).

About 2 a.m., Bee and his team of six undergraduate assistants bring his newly gathered frog pairs
to the Animal Communication Lab on the St. Paul campus. Still in their ventilated containers, the
frogs are refrigerated overnight to lower their body temperatures. "It temporarily prevents the
females from laying eggs, so that they'll still be in mating mode for our experiments," says Bee, who
is quick to note that the frogs--cold-blooded animals whose body temperatures reflect their
environment--"are quite used to dealing with Minnesota cold snaps."

Like all good experimental researchers, Bee takes pains to control as many variables as possible.
Brought out for a star turn in a specially constructed test arena, the female frogs first warm up in an
incubator set to mimic their recent outdoor mating climate (11 C [52 F] for a spring night or 20 C [68
F] for a summer night). Then they're placed in a small release cage in the center of a circular sound
chamber, two meters in diameter, with two-foot-high walls made of chicken wire and covered with
black cloth.

Bee's sound-chamber experiments examine in minute detail how the female frog orients to the
sound of a male frog's mating calls. The chamber is as dark as a starless night in a marsh, but
audio speakers and an infrared camera allow Bee to monitor the arena both aurally and visually
from an adjoining control room. Just before a pulley system lifts the lid of the release cage, Bee
programs the speakers to play back a male frog call, a synthetically constructed version of the frogs'
signature birdlike mating trills. (Only Pacific treefrogs--" Hollywood frogs," Bee notes wryly--actually
say "ribbit.")

The pure digital signal allows Bee to manipulate such variables as amplitude (simulating sounds at
various distances) and frequency (fine-tuning the call's "pitch"). Past studies have found female
frogs able to pick out mates from a chorus at a great distance away. But do females orient to male
frog calls faster at 20 meters than at 40? What if some calls are higher instead of lower, or sweep up
slightly at the end? Researchers already have found that female frogs "find sexier than average
those males whose calls are somewhat longer--we've dubbed them the 'machos,'" says Bee. From
an evolutionary standpoint, he adds, the 'machos' turn out to be a good bet. "Their offspring are
more robust--stronger, bigger, faster at getting out of a pond to evade predators."

Making the leap--from frog to human

Frog signals and mating calls are acoustically much simpler than human speech, but Bee intends
his research to make the eventual leap from the frog pond to the human hearing research lab.
Studying frog communication "could help us see something we might miss otherwise," says Bee.

"It's not that I'm going to publish a paper and a hearing aid company will read it and immediately
design a better hearing device," says Bee, who eventually will study how frogs' brains make sense
of sounds (his postdoctoral research was on the auditory neural physiology of European starlings).
"But this work will help us better understand the basic principles involved."

The female frog in a chorus "has to solve the same basic problem as a human individual at a noisy
party," Bee emphasizes. "Both have to sort through overlapping sounds, isolate peaks and valleys in
different frequency ranges, and exploit different aspects of the acoustic environment to pick out
relevant signals."

Bee's frog research will look squarely at the cocktail party effect--the phenomenon that most vexes
many humans who wear hearing aids.

Bee finds that his test frogs invariably hop straight for any speaker broadcasting the digitally
recorded call of a male of their species. But he's eager to study what happens when carefully
manipulated background noise is added to the digital signals. Are there limits on frogs' abilities to
pick out their own kind in a cacophonous mixed-species frog chorus? How might anthropogenic
sounds such as that of traffic or overhead airplanes affect frogs' orientation toward mating calls?

From conversation to conservation

Beyond its implications for human hearing research, Bee's work promises to yield valuable insights
for conservation biology. Although new frog species are still being discovered, the decline of frog
populations worldwide has been well-documented.

"The No. 1 issue is habitat loss," Bee says, "mostly resulting from urbanization and sprawl."

Even if frogs survive the building of a highway next to a wetland, Bee says, "there could be a great
impact just from the traffic noise alone. No one's looked at whether anthropogenic noise disrupts the
frog's communication system, although we know that it has negative effects on other animals, such
as songbirds and marine mammals." What if female frogs can no longer distinguish between
'machos' and 'wimps,' thus filling ponds with wimpier offspring? Would it make a difference if a
highway were sited just a little farther away from a wetland? Are some noise frequencies worse than
others in terms of masking frogs' acoustic signals--a passing truck worse than an overhead
airplane?

"The more we know about the impact of anthropogenic noise," says Bee, "the better we'll be able to
develop smart conservation strategies."

From Imprint, a publication of the Bell Museum of Natural History
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Kwaidan, a film of four
Japanese ghost stories, is one
of 11 Asian movies being
screened this summer in Nolte
Center. The film series is free
and open to the public.

IAS collaboratives

The Asian Film
Collaborative is one of six
collaborative and
interdisciplinary working
groups within the Institute
on Advanced Study (IAS).
The others are "Art as
Knowing," "Asian/Asian
American Bodies in
Performance," "Politics of
Populations," "Theorizing
Early Modern Studies," and
"Science/Nature/Culture."
Proposals for these
research and creative
collaboratives--which can
be made up entirely of
faculty or faculty and
students--are sought each
year by IAS, and those that
are selected receive
funding from the institute for
various activities, ranging
from informal discussions
and structured
presentations to concerts
and film screenings. The
current Asian film fest is
part of the Asian Film
Collaborative.

To learn more about each
2005-06 collaborative, visit
IAS.

Asian cinema at the U
U's Institute for Advanced Study hosts Asian film series on Twin
Cities campus

By Pauline Oo

July 11, 2006

Bruce Lee and Jackie Chan are household names in the United
States. But in recent years, other Asian actors, and even Asian
directors--who are largely behind-the-scenes--have made their
mark with film critics and the movie-viewing public.

Zhang Ziyi, for instance, beguiled us as the willful young heroine of
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon--winner of four Academy Awards,
including best foreign language film in 2001. Ziyi also appeared in
House of Flying Daggers--a Golden Globe contender for best
cinematography in 2004. Both Asian films with dialogue in
Mandarin became international successes. Crouching Tiger, alone,
grossed $128 million in the United States--quite a feat considering
foreign-language films are rarely embraced by the American public.
Recently, Ang Lee, director of Crouching Tiger and, most recently,
Brokeback Mountain, was named among its 100 "people who
shape our world."

Every Thursday through August 31, the University of Minnesota's Institute for Advanced Study
presents an Asian film at 7 p.m. in 125 Nolte Center on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis.
Admission to the Asian film series is free and refreshments are served. Christine Marran, event
organizer and associate professor of Asian Languages and Literatures, which is cosponsoring the
series, says the idea behind the film series comes from her department wanting "to give students an
opportunity to look at films from Asia while they are taking Asian languages." This summer, the U's
Asian Languages and Literatures department offers a host of classes in Chinese, Japanese,
Korean, and Hmong. This year's Asian film series includes three films in Japanese, three in
Cantonese, three in Korean, and two in Hindi. (Next up: on July 13, Korean film Old Boy and on July
20, the Japanese Bounce Ko Gals.)

"[Students] are our primary audience," says Marran, who teaches a course in Asian film and
animation. "But we also wanted to provide a place for people in the community to see more Asian
films. There are just so few that come through the Twin Cities, and there's really a need in the
community."

"We can no longer think of Asia as being there," she adds. "Asia is here. Asia is in our community,
and it's such an integral part of our life. It's changing the way the economic system works, the way
art looks, and how we think about literature, and Asian films are changing how we think about films.
All we have to do is look at films like A Chinese Ghost Story or Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon,and
we'll see what a huge impact they're already having on Hollywood and U.S. films and filmmaking."

Marran handpicked the 11 films being screened this summer from her department's DVD collection--
more than 200 to date--with input from her colleagues and faculty members in the women's studies
department.

"It's good for us to have some background and some understanding of
Asian films so that we can better interpret the influence of Asian films
on US filmmaking," says Marran. "By having a familiarity with Asian
films, we can then also be more critical of pseudo Asian films like
Memoirs of a Geisha or Last Samurai. We can come to understand
how much of an American fantasy those are."

In conjunction with the series, IAS and its Asian Film Collaborative
(see sidebar) will show one Asian documentary every Thursday
evening during the fall semester. Thus far, the line up includes 14
Taiwanese films, 20 Chinese films, and a few from Tibet. Additionally,
from November 2 to 4, IAS will host "DocuLens Asia," a mini festival
that will include presentations by six Asian documentary filmmakers
and two panel discussions on topics such as filmmaking in Asia and
political concerns that can arise in documentary filmmaking.

"There is already an interest in global cinema out there, but the
problem is access--people don't really have an opportunity to watch it,"
says Marran. "What we're trying to do is begin creating the University
as a central place for viewing foreign film, and especially Asian film. I
think it's important for the U to engage in providing venues for the
community for exploring art and film."

For more information about the U's curent Asian film series, visit the
Institute for Advanced Study.
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Volunteers training to become
Minnesota Master Naturalists
examine some rocks.

U partners with state to offer master
naturalist training
By Rick Moore

July 25, 2006

Minnesota has long enjoyed the reputation of being a leader for
volunteerism, with one recent report rating the state as third in the
nation for percentage of people who share their time and talents
with the community.

Now there's a new program that's finding a niche with
Minnesotans: an opportunity to become a Minnesota Master
Naturalist. Similar in nature to a master gardener, a master
naturalist gains expertise about Minnesota's natural resources and
parlays that knowledge into service to the state. The program is a
partnership between the University of Minnesota Extension Service
and the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources.

The program offers volunteers a choice of three courses that correspond to Minnesota's three
biomes, or ecosystems: "Northwoods, Great Lakes" (an area extending from central Minnesota to
the Arrowhead region); "Prairies and Potholes" (a band covering the western edge of the state); and
"Big Woods, Big Rivers" (a swath running from northwestern to southeastern Minnesota).

Volunteers complete a 40-hour, hands-on course taught by expert instructors on the natural history
and ecology of the biome. According to Amy Rager, a University of Minnesota regional extension
educator and the program's coordinator, the courses examine the plants, animals, and people of the
area, and how interactions between the three occur in the biome. "It's a cultural and natural history
at kind of a '101' level," she says.

When volunteers finish their course, they are asked to complete 40 hours of service each year in the
areas of program support, citizen science (for example, gathering data for research), stewardship
projects, or education and interpretation.

Becoming a master naturalist

Prospective volunteers complete a 40-hour, hands-on course with expert instructors and fellow
learners. Participants receive detailed course manuals and certificates of accomplishment upon
completion. Each course costs $200. For further information and to register, visit Minnesota Master
Naturalist.

Rager points out that there's considerable flexibility in the types of projects volunteers can carry out. "If you volunteer
anywhere in the state of Minnesota, that's a good thing," she says. "If you have a cabin and you want to do a project
at your cabin, that's acceptable to us."

Jim Fox signed up for the initial training course for the Big Woods, Big Rivers biome last fall on the
heels of his retirement from 3M--where he worked for 37 years as a chemical engineer. Fox, who
had long been involved with amateur astronomy and birding, figured the master naturalist program
was a good fit for his interests. His course was taught at Fort Snelling State Park last fall.

"I had done some interpretive volunteering before, and I thought this might be a nice way to polish
up my skills and do some more," he says. "I've always been interested in what's going on all around
me. It's a nice opportunity."

Although barely past the halfway point of 2006, the 61-year-old Fox estimates that he's already
volunteered 50 to 60 hours this year, despite traveling frequently with his wife. When in town, he has
participated in bird banding every week, helped with three or four birding walks at nature centers or
state scientific and natural areas, and participated in interpretive trips on the Mississippi River
aboard the Harriet Bishop.

According to Rager, Fox is typical of the master naturalist volunteers to date--many of whom are
young retirees, although they range in age from the 20s to 75. Rager also says that volunteers tend
to be highly educated and very skilled.

Their service also has a tangible economic benefit for the state. She says that one organization has
estimated the value of general volunteer service in Minnesota to be $18.18 per hour. To date
Minnesota Master Naturalists have collectively logged about 5,000 hours of service, "so that's a
pretty good value," she says. "What they provide is an opportunity for nature centers and other state
agencies to do things that have kind of been on the back burner, that [these places] haven't had the
time or [human] resources to accomplish."

Thus far, about 100 volunteers have been trained for the Big Woods, Big Rivers biome. The first
offering for Prairies and Potholes will take place this fall, and the first class for the Northwoods,
Great Lakes biome is set to roll out in the fall of 2007. Rager hopes that in the future the program
will be able to train 100 volunteers a year for each of the three biomes.
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Macular degeneration is a
disease of the human eye.
When the macula deteriorates,
a person has a diminished
capacity to read and to
otherwise perceive objects in
fine detail.

An eye on the future
U hopes to commercialize research to treat macular degeneration

By Rick Moore

July 14, 2006

The University of Minnesota is going to new lengths to help assure
that an important new research discovery makes it to the
marketplace.

The Board of Regents on Wednesday (July 12) backed a plan that
will give the University a controlling interest in a start-up company,
Macular Regeneration, Inc., that hopes to treat the eye disorder
macular degeneration with technology developed by professors at
the U. Macular degeneration affects more than 10 million
Americans and is the leading cause of blindness in people over 55.

It's a bold new step as the University tries to best capitalize on its
research discoveries. Traditionally, the U commercializes its
intellectual property by granting a license to an established or start-
up company in exchange for future royalties. In this case, the
University will be granting a license to Macular Regeneration, but
will acquire a 57 percent controlling interest in the company and retain a royalty of 1.75 percent for
product sales using the new technology. For its part, the University will be investing $50,000 in the
company in the form of a loan.

"I've been asked, 'Are we going out on a limb?'" Mulcahy says. "My
response has been, 'We're farther away from the trunk than we're
accustomed to being, but we're still on solid branches.'"

There are potential risks in the investment--such as the traditionally high failure rate for "spin-offs," or start-up
companies--but the U hopes that its involvement with the company will make it more likely that the company finds
high-quality, experienced senior managers and the capital necessary to succeed in the long run. Investing in a
controlling interest in a company is a strategy that's being used by more universities, but it will be a new endeavor for
the U.

"Although it's a new practice here, it's an accepted practice nationally," says Tim Mulcahy, the
University's vice president for research. "I've been asked, 'Are we going out on a limb?' My
response has been, 'We're farther away from the trunk than we're accustomed to being, but we're
still on solid branches.'"

The investment might provide the best potential for a potentially life-changing discovery. The
technology, developed by Institute of Technology professor Arthur Erdman, Medical School
professor Timothy W. Olsen, and graduate student Paul Loftness, would offer a new treatment for
macular degeneration. The macula focuses the human eye, and when the macula degenerates a
person has a diminished ability to read and to perceive objects in detail. Preliminary studies of the
use of their invention--the "Olsen/Loftness/Erdman Device"--have shown great promise. The
technology is still in its early stages and no clinical trial is available at this time.

Erdman has called the discovery "the invention of a lifetime," and Mulcahy says the innovation
"offers profound benefits for society."

Last year, the University of Minnesota earned about $48 million through royalties connected to the
commercialization of its research, with much of that coming from the AIDS-fighting drug Ziagen.
Whether or not the Olsen/Erdman Device becomes the next Ziagen remains to be seen, but
members of the Board of Regents said Wednesday that they were pleased to see the University
becoming more entrepreneurial.

"This is just an exciting, far-reaching activity," says Regent Peter Bell. Adds fellow Regent David
Metzen: "I see a lot of neat things happening [at the University]. We are laying the foundation for
some exciting things that [will be] happening in the next 10 to 15 years."
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Universe in the Park is held at
12 Minnesota state parks
through September 9. The free
program comprises a short
presentation at 8:30 p.m.,
followed by sky observing
until 10 or 11 p.m.

Catch the denizens of the
night sky

During the academic school
year, the astronomy
departments on the Twin
Cities and Morris campuses
hold public viewings of the
night sky on the roof of the
Tate Laboratory of Physics
and the Science building,
respectively. Astronomy
faculty on both campuses
are heavily involved in
public outreach programs.
For example, the astronomy
department on the Twin
Cities campus also offers its
services (free of charge) to
groups--such as schools,
churches, Girl and Boy
Scouts, senior homes, and
rotary clubs--that are
looking for a more
personalized event or class
on a particular subject. Past
topics have included the
solar system, galaxies, and
the history of astronomy.

A universe in the park
By Pauline Oo

July 14, 2006

Bring insect repellent, prepare some questions, and get ready to
be wowed by the night sky. That's the advice Evan Skillman has for
those who want to experience University of Minnesota's Universe
in the Park.

Skillman, an astronomy professor at the U's Twin Cities campus,
introduced the annual summer outreach program--comprising a
public talk, slide show, and telescope viewing--to Minnesotans five
years ago. Modeled after an equally successful project at the
University of Wisconsin, the U's Universe in the Park is an effort to
get the general public excited about modern astronomical research
and provide an introduction to amateur astronomy--all in the midst
of a Minnesota state park, far, far away from the sometimes
blinding glare of city lights.

"Everybody has questions about astronomy," says Skillman. "Our
program is a chance for people to get their answers in an
interactive way from someone who works in the field. Also, it's after
sunset in a state park and people are on vacation--so [the
atmosphere is] very relaxed and casual." Skillman says the program attracts an average of about 30
people per event. "One time we had over 100 people--it depends on the weather and [if there's
something special happening in the sky]," he adds. This summer, planet Jupiter takes the spotlight.

"Jupiter is up all summer," says Jessica Ennis, Universe in the Park coordinator. "[While] this is not
unusual--and [it happens] every couple years--it is nonetheless a wonderful sight. Most times, you
can see through the telescopes the four largest moons of Jupiter as well--the same ones Galileo
saw that made him realize the Earth is not the center of the universe. You can also see the colored
banding of Jupiter's atmosphere."

The program is held at 12 parks and nature centers through September 9. Events begin--even if it
rains--with a short presentation at 8:30 p.m., followed by sky observing until 10 or 11 p.m. (the latter
may be cancelled due to poor weather.) All events are free, but the park may require a vehicle
permit for entry.

"We usually don't cancel because if there's an indoor theatre we can still give the 25-minute
presentation," explains Skillman, who funds the program through a grant from NASA.

Ennis, an astrophysics graduate student at the U, says the topics for
each park may differ, and "it is decided by the staff working the event
that day, and it's often not decided until the day of event, based on the
demographics expected at the location and the expertise of the staff."

The three topics most often selected by the program staff, however,
are energy, history of matter, and the solar system. "Recent space
missions is also a popular topic," adds Ennis, who enjoys the
opportunity the program offers to interact with the public.

"Seeing the enthusiasm and excitement on the faces of people who
have never encountered the subject really makes me realize what I
love about [astronomy]," says Ennis. "Teaching about astronomy is
like opening up a whole new world--the universe--to the public. Also,
it's truly not that much work [to put Universe in the Park together]. All
of the graduate students who staff it are experts in astronomy, and
most have done this program before. Likewise, the state parks also
know the drill by now."

Over the years, Skillman and his team have refined the program,
collaborating with more state parks and figuring out the audience-
favorite topics or themes for the presentations.

In its first year, the program was held in only four parks close to the
Twin Cities, but through trial and error, Skillman and his team figured
out how and where to draw a crowd.

"We found that the camp grounds with the largest number of camping sites were actually where our
largest audiences were," says Skillman. "We also fine-tuned our program by finding out what nights
of the week work best, and then we hooked up with various camp naturalists who were happy to
have us and help with publicity."

For a complete schedule, including and directions to each park, see Universe in the Park. To learn
how to get a free star map, visit the Department of Astronomy.
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Steven Miles will read from his
new book, Oath Betrayed, at
the Coffman Union bookstore
on July 18 at 2 p.m.

Diagnosis: torture
New book details the role of American medical professionals in the
torture of detainees

By Deane Morrison

July 14, 2006

In spring 2004, photos of prisoners abused at the hands of the U.S.
military in the Abu Ghraib prison outside Baghdad shocked the
world. Among the outraged Americans was Steven Miles, a
physician and professor in the University's Center for Bioethics. But
his surprise wasn't directed at the soldiers involved.

"Where were the prison doctors while the abuses were taking
place?" he wanted to know.

As he recounts in his new book, "Oath Betrayed," Miles found out
exactly where they were: right there, helping the torturers, signing
phony death certificates for those killed in custody, or at least
keeping silent about the whole thing. Working with 35,000 pages of documents he obtained through
the Freedom of Information Act such as FBI notes on prisoner interrogations, army criminal
investigations, autopsy reports, and prisoners' medical records, he laid out the case for involvement
in torture from Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld all the way down the chain of command,
through Pentagon senior health officials to health-care professionals on the scene.

"The front line human rights monitors in prisons are doctors," says Miles. "They should have been
there on top of this. There is a clear pattern of abuse in the system."

In one case, the book documents how young Monadel Al-Jamadi, arrested in November 2003 at his
home near Baghdad as a suspect in attacks against U.S. forces, died. A medic watched as Al-
Jamadi, already having been beaten, underwent a harsh interrogation and groaned that he was
going to die. Later, soldiers put a sandbag over his head, marched him into Abu Ghraib prison,
bound his hands behind his back, and suspended him by his wrists, a move that caused his arms to
bulge from the shoulder sockets. When Al-Jamadi had died from the torture, a medic inserted an IV
in the body's arm and guards rolled the corpse out of the prison on a gurney in an attempt to "not
upset the other detainees," according to a colonel at the site. Officials also concealed the cause of
death until pictures of the young man's body were broadcast along with other photos from Abu
Ghraib.

"That was six months later," says Miles. "Thus, an early warning system for the abuses at Abu
Ghraib was [short-circuited]. According to international law and the Geneva Conventions, a death
certificate must be filed immediately. If it had been, we would've known [about the abuses]." The
complicity of pathologists from the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, who autopsied Al-Jamadi,
continues to outrage and puzzle Miles. "In case after case in Iraq and Afghanistan, the U.S.
pathology system was designed to be silent and hide deaths. Pathologists were essentially
accessories after the fact," he says.

In another case, medics at Guantanamo Bay, under doctors' supervision, ran three bags of saline
into a prisoner via an IV tube. Thus bloated, the prisoner soon had to urinate but was denied the
chance and so had to void his bladder all over himself. The same man, says Miles, was chilled with
an air conditioner until his heartbeat had dropped to 45 beats per minute. He was taken to a hospital
and treated, then shipped back for more of the same. The abuse stopped only when the FBI
stepped in.

Doctors are sworn to do no harm to any patient, and Miles is hard put to understand how doctors
could get involved with such abuse. It's not as though American doctors face torture or death for
revealing such behavior, unlike their counterparts in many other countries.

"I wrote the book to invite doctors to answer," says Miles. "And not just doctors, but nurses,
psychologists, medics, and so on." Besides the injuries and deaths of prisoners, what gets under
Miles' skin is the blow to the once sterling reputation of the U.S. military in its treatment of prisoners.

"The U.S. military is by and large honorable people, but Rumsfeld is temporary," he says. "We had
set the standard for treatment of POWs, but we've now trashed our own reputation. Abuses also
endanger our own military, because news of the abuses at Abu Ghraib are the kind of thing that
leads insurgents to do the same to any U.S. soldiers who are captured.

The argument that torture is necessary to stop "ticking time bombs" doesn't hold up and also outs
our soldiers at risk, he asserts. Torture tends to yield wrong information that prompts U.S. soldiers to
go out on dangerous missions unnecessarily.

The recent U.S. Supreme Court decision upholding the United States' obligation to honor the
Geneva Conventions will help, but fixing the situation requires a complete shake-up, says Miles.

"We need an investigation that's independent of the military by a special prosecutor with subpoena
powers...," says Miles. "We need a truth and reconciliation committee like the ones in South Africa,
Chile, Argentina and elsewhere."

It will require tenacious professionalism on the part of the U.S. medical community to remove the
stain on its reputation, acquired by indulging in or condoning the same cruelties that the United
States condemns in other countries, he says. Miles will read from his book Tuesday, July 18, at 2
p.m. at the Coffman Union Bookstore on the Twin Cities campus.

Further reading

Homegrown hero: Steven Miles recognized for accomplishments near and far University of
Minnesota News Service release
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Along the shores of Lake
Superior is a castle in
Minnesota, and almost 40
years ago the historic
Glensheen was bequeathed to
the University of Minnesota,
Duluth.

A castle in Minnesota
UMD's historic mansion continues to draw visitors

By Pauline Oo

July 18, 2006

Yes, it's true. There is a castle in Minnesota, and it belongs to the
University of Minnesota, Duluth.

Glensheen, aka the historic Congdon estate, is a 7.6-acre, 39-
room mansion complete with a landscaped garden that's perched
on the shores of Lake Superior in Duluth. It was built in 1905 for
the family of Chester Congdon, a lawyer who wanted a home that
would reflect the family's English heritage.

The property is modeled after English estates of the early 17th
century. The name "Glensheen" is derived from two words: "glen,"
which means a secluded narrow valley, and "Sheen," the village in
Surrey, England, where the Congdon family had its roots.

Located at 3300 London Road in Duluth, Glensheen comprises
more than seven acres of manicured landscapes with formal
gardens, a carriage house and carriage collection, boathouse, clay tennis court, and gardener's
cottage. The estate is listed on the National Register of Historic Places--which means that it's
protected from state and federal projects that might adversely affect it; it has appeared on A&E's
Home Video series America's Castles; and it was the backdrop for Patty Duke's 1972 thriller You'll
like My Mother.

Glensheen was bequeathed to the University of Minnesota, Duluth (UMD), in 1968 after the death of
Elisabeth, the last Congdon child to live there (see sidebar). Since that time, more than two million
people have visited the estate, which is a self-supporting organization that relies on revenue from
ticket sales, donations, and events.

"To this day, the property closely resembles the way it looked when the Congdon family first moved
in," says Lori Melton, Gleensheen marketing director. "The majority of the furnishings are original to
the time the estate was first occupied."

When Glensheen first opened for tours, visitors were only allowed on the first and lower levels. Now
the second and third floors and attic are open. The mansion showcases exotic woods, rich textiles,
and beautiful art glass, as well as the finest intact collection of Arts and Crafts furnishings in the
Midwest on the third floor and attic. (If you look closely enough in the attic, you'll find a 1908 issue of
National Geographic and a 1913 copy of The Chicago Sunday Tribune.) Tours last approximately 75
minutes.

Docents have been an essential part of Glensheen's tours since day one. They are animated and
they really know their stuff. On a recent tour, a docent explained with great detail the symbolism
behind the pineapples and lion head carvings throughout the house--in short, the pineapples signify
hospitality and the lion heads royalty. Also, ask about the fragrance in the den, and a fascinating
story unfolds. Basically, someone treated the walls with lemon and cyprus oils to give the wood a
driftwood-like appearance.

Woodwork dominates the Glensheen study room.

Several of the docents who started in 1979, like Mary Pat Higgins, are
still volunteering and speak of the Congdons as if they were family.

"Glensheen is like my second home," says Higgins, "I feel very
protective of Glensheen, it holds a lot of memories for me, and I want to
preserve it for generations to come."

Glensheen is open daily from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. from May 27 to mid-October. Admission is $12 for
adults, $11 for seniors, and $7 for children ages 6-12 (5 and under are free). Family and grounds
passes are also available for $35 and $5, respectively. Parking is free.

To learn more about the estate and events that are regularly held there, visit Glensheen.

Hear Lori Melton discuss Glensheen's unique qualities.

Historical buildings at the U There are 13 buildings on the University of Minnesota's Twin Cities campus that are
listed on the National Register of Historic Places: the Armory, Nicholson Hall, Burton Hall, Pattee Hall, Pillsbury Hall,
Eddy Hall, Shevlin Hall, Folwell Hall, Wesbrook Hall, Jones Hall, Wulling Hall, and Eastcliff, the residence of
University of Minnesota presidents. To learn more about historic U buildings, visit University Services. Additionally, at
the heart of the Morris campus is a 42-acre historic district listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The
district encompasses the former West Central School of Agriculture and Experiment Station, a boarding high school
and research facility that opened in 1910. Visit UMM. 
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Nature of Life attendees
participate in a field session at
the U's Itasca Biological
Station and Laboratories.

Biology freshmen dive into college life at
Lake Itasca
By Rick Moore

July 18, 2006

Students entering the University of Minnesota's College of
Biological Sciences (CBS) in the fall are beginning their academic
journey this month at Itasca State Park--where the Mississippi
River starts its journey--at Nature of Life, a unique program to help
freshmen make a successful transition to college life.

Over a span of two weeks, each of the college's 380 entering
freshmen will attend a three-day session at Itasca Biological
Station and Laboratories--a University field research station in
Itasca State Park--to get acquainted with each other, the faculty,
the college, and the University. Students transferring from
community colleges are also invited to participate.

"We created this program to welcome students to our community
and to prepare them for academic and social success at the University of Minnesota," says Robert
Elde, dean of the College of Biological Sciences. "Nature of Life is a little like summer camp and a
little like boot camp. It's the only program of its kind in the United States."

Nature of Life helps students form relationships with their peers and with faculty. It also provides a
rigorous introduction to biology. Hands-on, small-group seminars explore various aspects of the
biological sciences including field biology, molecular and cellular biology, and genetics and cell
biology.

Those seminars touch on the nature of life. But other sessions, led by peer mentors, touch on the
nature of college life, covering topics such as survival skills, course planning, and research
opportunities in biology. There is a final exam on the scientific portion of the program, and once
school starts in the fall, students complete their two-credit Nature of Life experience with follow-up
assignments like interviewing a faculty member, attending various events, and writing reflective
essays and an academic plan for themselves.

For students, the program goes a long way toward establishing new friendships. "It was amazing
how many people I recognized the first week of school, and I've heard a lot of people say the same
thing," said CBS student Madeline Teisberg after completing her Nature of Life experience two
years ago.

Christina Yi, a sophomore studying microbiology, participated in the program last summer and is
returning this year to help out as a peer mentor. She also has fond memories of her experience with
Nature of Life.

"I was really nervous about being a freshman and meeting people, and it helped me to get to know
people who would be in my classes," she says. "We [did] these mini classes where you split into
groups, and basically, you spend a lot of time with those people."

Former CBS student Ashley Gray is the program coordinator this summer. Gray has completed her
undergraduate studies and is pursuing a doctoral degree at the University's College of Pharmacy.

"Nature of Life was a very motivating experience for me," she says. "It gave me lots of personal
connections, a sense of pride in the college and an awareness of the academic standards. When I
started school in the fall I knew I was in a good place and I was prepared to succeed. I don't think I
would have done as well without it. It helps you feel more comfortable, but it gives you the push you
need to get out of your comfort zone and try new experiences."

For a further sense of the Nature of Life experience, watch the three-minute Nature of Life video.
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A strand of DNA winds around
several histone proteins,
including H2AX (in red).
University research has shown
that H2AX has the peculiar
ability to both repair and
destroy DNA molecules.

One protein's double life
Like a molecular Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, a common protein can
either enhance or destroy the DNA in its care

By Deane Morrison

July 18, 2006

Like the fictional Dr. Jekyll, a protein that normally repairs damaged
DNA molecules can, when modified, chop that very DNA to bits in a
decidedly Mr. Hyde-like manner. The discovery, which comes from
the laboratories of the University's Hormel Institute in Austin, Minn.,
is a step toward understanding the process by which some cells kill
themselves. The self-killing of cells is termed apoptosis, and its
purposes include not only culling damaged cells but shaping an
embryo by getting rid of webbing tissue between fingers and toes.
By contributing to the understanding of how apoptosis works, the
researchers, led by Hormel Institute Director Zigang Dong, hope
someday to see the process used to kill cancer cells or other
unwanted tissue. Writing in the July 7 issue of Molecular Cell, the
team described the players in this cellular drama and the
biochemical detective work that revealed how mouse skin cells
respond to damage from ultraviolet light. The main character, the
"Jekyll" protein, belongs to a class of proteins called histones,
which act like spools for the "thread" of DNA molecules, keeping it organized. DNA molecules loop
around the regularly spaced histones, which not only support the DNA, but play various roles in
managing its functions. Without histones, DNA molecules would float around in the cell nucleus like
a mess of overlong spaghetti. "In the past, people thought histones were just for packaging DNA,"
said Dong, who studied a histone named H2AX. "[Now] people believe they play a role in DNA
repair. But we find that if DNA can't be repaired, the cell undergoes apoptosis. The histone H2AX is
probably important for both apoptosis and DNA repair." The other major character in cell self-
destruction is an enzyme known as JNK, which comes in different forms. Dong and his colleagues
report that after they had exposed mouse skin cells to damaging amounts of ultraviolet light, a
certain form of JNK initiates two cellular processes, both of which must be set in motion before DNA
can be destroyed. In one process, it activates H2AX, turning it from Jekyll to Hyde. In the other
process, it activates an enzyme designed to chop up DNA. When the active histone and the active
enzyme combine in a cell nucleus, they join forces and start slashing DNA to bits. Dong and his
colleagues are the first to show that activation of H2AX is necessary for apoptosis to occur by
means of the DNA-chopping enzyme. But the work raises as many questions as it answers. For one
thing, says Dong, no one knows how a cell decides whether damage to its DNA merits repair or
apoptosis. Also, the various forms of the JNK enzyme present an enigma. In previous work, Dong
and his colleagues found that a different form of JNK was associated with skin tumor growth. It
could be, he said, that both forms of JNK evolved from a common enzyme ancestor and that small
genetic changes pushed one form toward tumor growth and the other toward tumor suppression.
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Though children may not be
impressed with the logic,
watering your lawn in the
middle of the day, when it's
windier and temperatures are
higher, results in more
evaporation.

Tips for keeping your lawn healthy

From eNews, July 20, 2006

It doesn't take a scientist to tell you your lawn has been suffering
through the hot, dry weather prevalent in Minnesota during the past
nine weeks.

But it might take one to tell you what lawn care advice to follow.

A labyrinth of information exists on the Internet, including recipes
for remedies and tonics that allegedly help grass during dry spells:
Water your lawn sparingly. Don't water your lawn at all. Pour a
concoction that includes beer, pop, and mouthwash on your lawn.

When rainfall doesn't seem to be forthcoming, one of the best ways
to rescue your lawn is through timely, appropriate watering, says
Bob Mugaas, a horticulturist with the University of Minnesota
Extension Service.

For a green, actively growing lawn, Mugaas recommends applying
about 1 to 1.5 inches of water on your lawn every 7 to 10 days.
Where some loss of green color can be tolerated, he suggests
applying at least one-half to three-quarters of an inch of water
every 7 to 10 days.

He adds that as a general guideline, during hot and windy conditions, intervals between waterings
should be shorter due to an increased rate of drying.

"Lawn grasses will let you know when they are getting thirsty," Mugaas says. "When you start
seeing areas of a dark, bluish-gray color in your lawn, that's a good indicator that the lawn is
beginning to dry out, and some additional water will help ease that stress."

According to Mugaas, Minnesota grass plants have relatively good tolerance to hot and dry periods,
especially where they have been conditioned properly. But there are limits to that tolerance,
especially with many of the contemporary bluegrass and perennial ryegrass varieties that have been
introduced over the last several decades.

If the plant gets too hot and/or dry internally, tissue damage can occur and the plant usually dies,
according to Mugaas. That's why it's not a good idea to let lawns go dormant or completely dry and
brown for extended periods of time.

Owners of automated lawn watering systems can increase the amount of time water is applied and
increase the time periods between waterings, Mugaas says. This can help accommodate
community water restrictions such as odd-even or address-based watering schedules.

He also recommends applying water early in the day. Normally, winds aren't high and temperatures
are cooler, allowing for maximum absorption. Watering in the middle of the day, when it's windier
and temperatures are higher, results in more evaporation.

Lastly, Mugaas says to minimize traffic on lawns during extremely dry conditions. Avoiding hard play
and heavy traffic will help prevent your grass from permanent injury.

--Source: Bob Mugaas, Extension Service horticulturist
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Hard work deserves a short
break--a camper takes a
moment's rest from working
on his sounds.

Articulation disorders

The speech of a child who
has an articulation disorder
will feature distortion,
substitution, or omission of
sounds. Take the word
"soup," for example. A child
who distorts sounds might
say "thoup." A child who
substitutes sounds might
say "toup." And a child who
omits sounds might say
"oup."

Summer language camp makes speech
therapy fun
The Department of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences helps
preschool-aged children improve their communication

By Dana Setterholm

July 21, 2006

Almost every parent can fondly recall a time when their child had
difficulty articulating a letter or sound and a humorous sentence
ensued. These verbal foibles are a part of growing up and learning
a complex language, and most children outgrow them naturally.

For some children, however, articulating certain letters and sounds
can be more difficult and require extra help--and that's where the
Department of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences' summer
language camp comes in.

The camp, run by graduate students working toward degrees in
Speech-Language Pathology and supervised by licensed and certified Speech-Language
Pathologists, is designed to help preschool-aged children who have difficulty speaking or being
understood. These children often have phonological or articulation disorders that make their speech
unclear, says Mark DeRuiter, a speech-language pathologist who supervises the camp. Being
unable to speak clearly and be understood can be frustrating for children, says DeRuiter, since "they
are not able to easily make their wants, needs, or emotions known." This can lead to acting out or
behavior issues. The camp aims at improving the children's speech to an age- and developmentally
appropriate level, which is especially helpful for children about to start kindergarten.

The camp starts with the basics: the children work on sounds and how
to shape their mouths, then move on to words, phrases, sentences,
and, eventually, conversation. All of this is done through games, art,
toys, and songs, in order to make the camp fun for the children. "You
have to use a play-based approach to refine articulation," says Marilyn
Fairchild, a speech-language pathologist who also supervises the
camp. She calls it "intensive therapy in a playful setting," and adds,
"the kids don't realize how hard they're working."

The camp meets for two hours twice a week, and the sessions are
split between time with the group (which consists of four children, four
graduate students, and two supervisors) and time in pairs. Group time
focuses on basic sounds and words pertaining to the theme of the
week, while the time spent paired with a graduate student is a chance
for individualized help. The graduate students, whom the children call
their "special buddies," work with the same child all summer and have goals tailored to the child's
needs. Parents are also an essential part of the camp's mission--parents can observe the sessions,
and Fairchild sends home flashcards and games they can use to reinforce the day's lessons.

This is the camp's second year, and enrollment has benefited from last year's parents
recommending it to family and friends. DeRuiter says that one parent even showed him a flyer
another parent had made promoting the camp. Mary-Lynn Ryan, whose son Donovan participated
in the camp last summer, says it was "a great experience." Donovan had an articulation disorder,
making only about 40 percent of his speech understandable. After the camp, Ryan says he made
"an amazing improvement"--up to 90 percent of his speech is now understandable. Ryan also
appreciated the atmosphere of the camp, which she says was "very inviting, not threatening. We
didn't feel like we had a handicapped child." Donovan also had a good time at the camp and liked
his "special buddy." "He thought she was the best--she really got right down on his level, and he
really enjoyed her," Ryan says. "He loved it."

The camp is also beneficial for the graduate students, who need 400 hours of clinical experience
(along with their Master's coursework) in order to be certified as speech-language pathologists. To
learn more about the camp, contact the Department of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences.
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Taking aim at aggression
The University hosts a major international conference July 26-29 to examine one of humanity's
more problematic traits

By Deane Morrison

July 21, 2006

Everybody gets aggressive, whether it's a toddler having a tantrum, a schoolyard bully demanding
lunch money, or a miffed lover maliciously gossiping. The many faces of aggression and the human
fascination with conflict ensure strong attendance at the International Society for Research on
Aggression meeting, a major biennial conference to be held next Wednesday through Saturday
(July 26-29) at Coffman Union on the Twin Cities campus. The conference will open a window on
how we can understand and deal with one of the less savory aspects of human behavior. Organizer
Michael Potegal, an assistant professor in the Division of Pediatric Clinical Neuroscience, worked
with his wife, meeting coordinator Kelli Clement, to bring to Minneapolis experts in virtually every
conceivable aspect of aggression. Attendees must register for the meeting, but those who want a
taste of the topic may hear a free public lecture by Adrian Raine of the University of Southern
California, who will discuss violence, brain mechanisms, and moral responsibility. He speaks at 7:30
p.m. Thursday, July 27, in Coffman Union Theater.

"It's clear that exposure to [violent TV and video scenes] increases one's
propensity to commit violence and to downplay its effects on victims,"
says Potegal.

Giving a forestate of the conference, Potegal sketches some of the more intriguing aspects of
aggression research. One controversial subject has been the effect on children and adolescents
who watch a lot of violent TV shows or who play violent video games. "It's clear that exposure to
these things increases one's propensity to commit violence and to downplay its effects on victims,"
says Potegal. With video games in particular, "Those who are prone to violence are most interested
in playing them in the first place and data point to them having an aggravating effect." Among
researchers, there's an important distinction between different types of aggression, says Potegal.
There seem to be two major forms: anger-related and non-anger-related. An example of anger-
related aggression is the temper tantrum, to which some kids seem to be prone by virtue of being
easily angered and apt to strike out. Non-anger-related aggression takes a more insidious form. "In
my view, non-anger-related aggression is to establish dominance," says Potegal. For example,
bullies use aggression to exert dominance, and this same tendency manifests itself in everything
from bar fights, catcalls, and criminal violence (such as pistol-whipping somebody who's already
been robbed), all the way up through torture, ethnic cleansing, and war. In his view, "War planners
aren't angry," says Potegal. "It's an exercise in dominance. This is the opinion of many researchers
on aggression. In my opinion, the emotion most closely related to this form of aggression is
contempt." The prevalence of both types of aggression has sparked interest in the underlying
causes. Several keynote speakers will talk about the biology of human aggression. From Laura
Baker of the University of Southern California, who will discuss genetic risk factors for aggression, to
Emil Cocarro of the University of Chicago, whose work includes studies of the neurotransmitter
serotonin's role in aggression, speakers will dissect the biological reasons why aggressive
tendencies exist. Yet the deep-rooted nature of aggression is not reason to despair. "That
aggression has genetic roots doesn't mean homicide and war are inevitable, because equally deep
in our genetic behavior are friendship behaviors and altruism. These are usually in balance," says
Potegal. "Then there's a tremendous influence of culture and socialization." Potegal cited the work
of a researcher named John Paddock on villages in the Oaxaca Valley of Mexico, whose residents
made a deliberate decision to not engage in violence. A major element was not to reinforce kids'
aggression and for the adults to use no physical punishments. The villages have become models of
how to reduce aggressive behavior by peaceful means.

A specialist in the anatomy of temper trantrums, Potegal says aggression is responsible for a huge
share of headlines, but you'd never know how important the field of aggression research is from the
funding it receives. He hopes a grants workshop at the conference will help attendees compete
better for funding and that the gathering will also elevate the profile of aggression research at the
University and acknowledge and encourage people working on the problem. Among them are Nicki
Crick, director of the University's Institute of Child Development, a prominent researcher in the area
of indirect aggression such as rumormongering, backstabbing, and clique forming. To read more
about the conference, view a complete schedule, or register, go to the conference Web site.
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Professor Megan Gunnar

A leader in the study of children and stress
Gunnar is among three new Regents Professors

By Gayla Marty

July 21, 2006

Professor Megan Gunnar's university laboratory is no traditional
ivory tower. It's a chaotic playroom filled with kids followed by
students with lollypop-shaped cotton swabs used to collect the
children's saliva, which is then analyzed to measure agents that
indicate stress levels.

Gunnar is a professor in the University's renowned Institute of
Child Development and one of the world's leading authorities on
understanding how social experiences in early life shape brain
development and behavior. By documenting the neurobiology of
stress, she has brought about a paradigm shift in the way
researchers think about the effects of early life experiences and how vulnerable young children are
to harsh conditions and neglect.

On July 12, the Board of Regents named Gunnar one of three new Regents Professors, the highest
designation given to faculty at the U. Gunnar, political scientist Kathryn Sikkink, and chemist Donald
Truhlar bring the esteemed group of scholars to 23. The new inductees will be honored by the board
in September.

THREE NEW REGENTS PROFESSORS

Megan Gunnar, Institute of Child Development, College of Education and Human Development
Faculty profile

Kathryn Sikkink, Department of Political Science, College of Liberal Arts
Profile: "Tracking the human rights trail" (Sept. 6, 2006)

Donald Truhlar, Department of Chemistry, Institute of Technology
Profile: "A super computing chemist" (Sept. 12, 2006)

For more information about all three faculty members named July 12, see the news release,
"University of Minnesota names three new Regents Professors."

"It's just an amazing honor," Gunnar said shortly after hearing the news. "I'm flying! And I am
incredibly humbled because the quality of our faculty is outstanding--I am so proud to be at this
university."

Gunnar talks fast and laughs easily, a powerhouse of ideas and enthusiasm about serious work.
She describes a breathtaking level of activity in at least three different labs and centers on campus,
from the Institute of Child Development to the Medical School. Her schedule has included a White
House summit and collaboration with colleagues around the world. Over 25 years, hundreds of
students and thousands of children have been part of the research she's led.

Until recently, there was no other lab like Gunnar's anywhere. When she started her work in the late
1970s, animal research had made a compelling case that stress early in life had an impact on brain
development and behavior, but nothing had been documented in humans. The only way to measure
biological indicators of stress was by collecting blood or urine samples, something difficult or
impossible, especially with children. The technology to test saliva was just breaking, and Gunnar
wanted to try it. When she interviewed at the University of Minnesota in 1979, she had four other job
offers but realized this was the place for her.

"It was the best place to study child development in the world," she says.

The two broad arms of Gunnar's research are studying typical development--the kids in what is
affectionately called the "spit lab"--and development marked by stress. It's this second area that led
to the International Adoption Project, which involves children adopted from orphanages abroad,
many neglected or maltreated before coming into stable homes. "Kids raised in orphanages give us
something we can't duplicate any other way," says Gunnar. In the project, adoptive parents visit the
lab for individual sessions with their children and complete questionnaires. Gunnar is beginning to
show that the effects of early stress are at least partially reversible when a child's care improves.
Elements of parenting or "therapeutic caregiving" that foster recovery are being identified and
documented.

She's also excited about the next wave of research--the genetics of resilience, figuring out why
some children who experience terrible stress early in their lives thrive and others don't.

"She's one of the gems in the crown of the University. Aside from doing
very sophisticated and elegant research, she also gives that information
away freely, never refusing to give a talk, and always in a very
understandable way."

Gunnar's record of grants from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) places her in a narrow top
margin of grantees in the past 25 years. Not only has her research been continuously funded over
that time, but she has been awarded an unprecedented four consecutive NIH career or "K" awards.
This year, she received the highest honor for lifetime contributions to developmental research given
by the American Psychological Association, the prestigious G. Stanley Hall Award. Because of her
groundbreaking research, the University of Minnesota is at the center of a scientific revolution in the
study of human functioning and development, with powerful implications for human welfare.

"Professor Gunnar's work has been at the cutting edge of a revolution in understanding how our
kids develop," says University President Robert Bruininks. "That's a prime example of how the
University provides the advanced knowledge that can be used by parents and policymakers alike.
She is also an engaged citizen of the University, helping us to restructure and reposition ourselves
for even greater success in the future."

While Gunnar has been advancing to world leadership in the new integrative science of
development, she also has provided outstanding teaching, mentoring, service, and outreach in
Minnesota. She has spent more than 20 years on the Committee on the Use of Human Subjects in
Research and served on many other key faculty committees. She is the associate director and
founding member of the Center for Neurobehavioral Development, a gifted teacher who has
engaged and inspired students from diverse backgrounds to become scientists, and a legendary
adviser to graduate students who have gone on to illustrious careers.

"Megan's one of the gems in the crown of the University," says professor Rich Weinberg, director of
the Center for Early Childhood Development. "Aside from doing very sophisticated and elegant
research, she also gives that information away freely, never refusing to give a talk, and always in a
very understandable way."

Children have been part of Gunnar's home life, as well. With her husband, physics professor Dan
Dahlberg, she has two sons, now 20 and 17. She remembers years when all the pencils in the
Institute of Child Development were collected and sharpened by her young son while accompanying
his mother to meetings. Gunnar credits the institute with an outstanding environment for balancing
career and family. "Everybody here values parenting as much as they value work," she says.

Gunnar received her doctorate in developmental psychology from Stanford University. She joined
the University of Minnesota in 1979, became a full professor in 1988 and a Distinguished McKnight
University Professor in 1996.

The Regents Professorship was established in 1965 to recognize the national and international
prominence of faculty members who have made unique contributions to the quality of the University
of Minnesota through exceptional accomplishments in teaching, research and scholarship or
creative work, and contributions to the public good.

The University plans to increase the number of Regents Professors to 30 by 2010. Currently, each
receives a salary stipend of $20,000 per year and an additional $30,000 research stipend. For
Gunnar, that stipend is a gift with enormous consequences.

"It's a huge stress reducer," she says. "The stipend gives some measure of protection against lean
times--and we are in lean times. It means this work can go on."

For more information about Gunnar's work, see "How young children manage stress" (March 30, 2005). 
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Canine epilepsy expert Ned
Patterson tests the nerve
response of Akota while owner
Sean Austad looks on.

Tracking epilepsy
Scientists enlist dogs to help track and treat epilepsy

By Jennifer La Forgia

July 24, 2006

Detectives often rely on dogs to track a criminal. Now, scientists
searching for better epilepsy treatments and the mutations that
cause this troubling disorder are turning to dogs for help.

Ned Patterson, in the College of Veterinary Medicine, is an expert
on canine epilepsy. He conducts research into how epilepsy-
causing gene mutations pass from one generation of dogs to the
next, treats epileptic dogs, and counsels their owners.

When Patterson picked his area of expertise, he didn't expect
"people" doctors to be intensely interested in his work, but that's
exactly what's happened. It turns out dogs provide a near-perfect
model for studying human epilepsy. About 70 to 80 percent of
epilepsy in dogs is inherited, and often, a dog will suffer from a form of epilepsy that is virtually the
same as that in a human.

And, once an epilepsy-causing gene mutation is found in a dog, it can shorten the search for similar
mutations in humans. "Because dogs are inbred, it can be easier to find genes in dogs," said Jeffrey
Klausner, dean of the College of Veterinary Medicine, "and, because epilepsy occurs spontaneously
in dogs, using them as study models can significantly shorten the timeline to the translational
application of drugs. Diseases that occur spontaneously (as epilepsy does in dogs) have the
potential of being more like the human disease as opposed to diseases that are induced as in
mice."

It turns out dogs provide a near-perfect model for studying human
epilepsy. About 70 to 80 percent of epilepsy in dogs is inherited, and
often, a dog will suffer from a form of epilepsy that is virtually the same
as that in a human.

In dogs and people, epilepsy is seen as recurring seizures characterized by abnormal bursts of
electrical activity in the brain. While 4 to 5 percent of dogs are affected, it is present in about 1
percent of people. Patterson said, "Having a dog with epilepsy is like living in an earthquake zone;
you know it's going to happen, but you don't know when."

Jim Cloyd, an expert in antiepileptic drugs from the College of Pharmacy, is convinced that studying
the dog model is "bi-directionally" valuable to dogs and humans. Cloyd works with neurologist Ilo
Leppik who heads the College of Pharmacy's Epilepsy Research and Education Program. "We only
recently found out about Dr. Patterson's work and about a year ago we began a collaboration,"
Cloyd said.

The goal of their project with Patterson is to determine if the epilepsy drug levitiracetam can be
safely and effectively delivered as an injection into a muscle. This would be valuable because
intramuscular injection works more rapidly than the drug's current oral option and could be given
during a seizure.

Working with Cloyd and Leppik, Patterson has given intramuscular injections to dogs. Leppik said,
"Our results show levitiracetam causes no tissue damage in dogs and is absorbed rapidly. This is a
first step in what I see as a long-term collaboration with the College of Veterinary Medicine in which
we can quickly study problems that affect animals and people."

Patterson also participates in the Canine Epilepsy Project, a joint effort with the University of
Missouri, where he works with former U graduates Liz Hansen and Gary Johnson. A component of
the project is a Web site that provides information on canine epilepsy. The site also serves as a
conduit for Patterson to collect medical histories as well as DNA samples from epileptic dogs. To
date, he has 7,200 samples, which come to him as vials of blood. With this bank of canine medical
and DNA information, Patterson can determine much about how certain epilepsies are inherited. In
the Vislas breed, for example, he has narrowed the search for an epilepsy mutation to four sites on
four chromosomes.

One of Patterson's goals is to identify the epilepsy mutations in dogs so treatment can be targeted
to the specific type of epilepsy. Cloyd and Leppik share the goal of targeted treatment. Until the
specific epilepsy can be identified, broad-spectrum treatments must be given. The hope is that as
researchers identify more epilepsy-causing genes in the canine world, this will shorten the path to
finding them in humans.

Although relying on dogs is nothing new, scientists are discovering new ways they can help us track
improvements in health.
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Judith Berman led a team that
found how infectious yeast
acquire resistance to
antifungal medications. The
work lays a basis for
developing drugs to stymie
the process.

Stemming the rising tide of yeast infections
A University study shows how infectious yeast can become drug-
resistant and suggests a means to stymie such attacks

By Deane Morrison

University researchers have discovered how the yeast that causes
mild vaginal infections can become resistant to drugs, a
transformation that leads to 10,000 deaths in the United States
every year. Their work sets the stage for the development of new
and better antifungal drugs. The yeast, known as Candida, lives in
about 80 percent of people and is normally kept in check by the
immune system. But in those with immune systems weakened by
AIDS, chemotherapy or immunosuppressive drugs, the yeast can
produce serious infections. Doctors use the few powerful antifungal
drugs in their arsenal to beat back the attack, but with drug-
resistant yeast so prevalent, they lose the battle about 30 to 50
percent of the time. Led by Judith Berman, a professor of genetics,
cell biology and development, the researchers found that yeast
become drug-resistant by means of a genetic trick. They published
their study July 21 in the journal Science. Berman's team
discovered that resistance appears when yeast cells modify one of
their chromosomes, namely, chromosome number 5.
Chromosomes have two sections, called arms. The cell duplicates
one arm of chromosome 5 and discards the other, replacing it with the duplicate arm. In a sense, the
new chromosome is like a pencil with two eraser ends but no point. The altered chromosome, or
"isochromosome," confers heightened power of resistance.

"This creates important clinical opportunities. The next step is to find a
companion drug to block the formation of [modified chromosomes]."

And, as so often happens in the development of antibiotic resistance, what pushes the yeast to become resistant
appears to be the drugs used to kill Candida. "Antifungals provide the selective pressure," says Berman, meaning
these drugs kill off nonresistant yeast cells, leaving the field clear for resistant cells to take over. "In the absence of a
drug, cells containing isochromosomes, at least in one strain of yeast, grow less well. But in the presence of a drug,
it's the other way around. "We think there are four genes on the [duplicated] arms of chromosome 5 that [confer]
resistance. Three of those genes are involved in the process by which Candida cells pump out molecules of drugs."
Preventing drug resistance in Candida is becoming more important, says Berman, because the number of hospital-
acquired yeast infections is rising. Few drugs can combat Candida because the cells of yeast, unlike those of
bacteria, are very similar to human cells, which makes it hard to target one without hitting the other. Accordingly,
antifungal drugs are usually intended to suppress, rather than kill, the yeast. This leaves plenty of survivors, which
can evolve the ability to thrive in spite of drug treatments. Thanks to these factors, Candida currently costs the U.S.
health care industry about $1 billion annually. To combat the development of drug resistance in Candida, Berman
says the best approach may be to find out the exact reason why treatment with an antifungal drug should cause the
yeast to rearrange its chromosomes. "We're looking at what prompts isochromosome formation," says Berman. "This
creates important clinical opportunities. The next step is to find a companion drug to block the formation of
isochromosomes." The Department of Genetics, Cell Biology and Development is shared by the College of Biological
Sciences and the Medical School.

Read a news release on this research.
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The estimated need for new
medical technologists in
Minnesota is about 150 to 200
a year, but current programs
graduate only about 45 a year.

Regents also approve
health care administration
program at UMR

In separate action July 12,
the Board of Regents
approved a master of health
care administration to be
offered at the U of M,
Rochester. The program will
serve professionals in the
Rochester region who want
to advance careers in
health care management
and health services
delivery. For more
information, see the news
release.

Center expands training in critical health
professions statewide
Innovative partnership will use technology and selected sites to
meet student needs

By Gayla Marty

Brief, July 26, 2006; updated August 15, 2006

The University of Minnesota is working to expand access to a wide
variety of allied health care education programs--including
occupational therapy and medical technologist training--thanks to a
new center approved by the University of Minnesota Board of
Regents.

The board approved the creation of the Center for Allied Health
Programs, which will draw on program expertise from the
University of Minnesota and work with other colleges and
universities to more efficiently provide health care training through
technology. The partnership aims to launch a learner-centered
curriculum in fall 2007 to help fill a growing shortage of health care
workers in key fields. The first focus will be the Twin Cities and Rochester in partnership with the
University of Minnesota, Rochester.

"This leverages the unique resources of the University," says Regent Patricia Simmons. "That
includes creative delivery of courses, research, and our extension service, which is a terrific
strength. We're applying these to serve a critical, statewide need. Being able to cooperate with
MnSCU (the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities system) and the private sector is
particularly appealing."

What are allied health professions?

If you want to work in health care, it's not just doctor, nurse, or dentist anymore. With advances in
medicine and technology, health care professions in the 20th century expanded to create scores of
new health career categories, from occupational therapist to lab tech--commonly called the allied
health professions. Training programs for allied health professions have developed in many colleges
and parts of the University. For more information, see the American Medical Association's Allied
health careers and the Health Professions Network Exploring allied health professions.

In occupational therapy, an 8 percent vacancy rate is considered a crisis; the national vacancy rate
now stands at 11 percent. The estimated need for new medical technologists in Minnesota is about
150 to 200 a year, but current programs graduate only about 45 a year. The outlook for some allied
health jobs in Minnesota is predicted to grow by more than 30 percent over the next four to six years
as the population ages and current employees retire.

"Today, there just aren't enough resources to offer the exact same programs in more than one place
in the state," says Barbara Brandt, assistant vice president for education in the Academic Health
Center. Higher education must be creative to meet the need. She cites the University's College of
Pharmacy--a single college with delivery points in Duluth and the Twin Cities--as a good model.

The first change is that University degrees in occupational therapy and medical technology--two
fields with critical labor shortages--will move into the center. Other programs may be considered in
the future.

Winona State University is working to develop supporting courses and programs in the center and
for other health professions. Other sites will be identified for their likelihood of success based on
programs and prerequisites they currently offer.

A focus on student needs

The design of the new center grew out of recommendations from a task force working for a year to
assess workforce and student needs as well as resources.

Programs will use a hybrid educational model that includes classrooms, distance education,
simulations, and experience at practice sites. A student living in western Minnesota, for example,
will be able to take some courses online. Other courses and training that require specific technology
or hands-on experiences at a practice site will require traveling for short, intensive periods.
Relocating won't be required.

"That's the vision," says Brandt. "Students are coming to us expecting a very
different kind of education. We're catching up with what students want and
need. With the substantial technology assets of the University, we have the
ability to do that. The U has an amazing sophistication of resources."

Building strategic capacity

In addition to addressing allied health workforce needs in Minnesota
and beyond, the new center will also help to create the next
generation of faculty members in allied health professions.

The Center for Allied Health Programs is not a new program as much
as a new way of cooperating to organize existing programs and
resources in a rapidly changing environment. Demand in the allied
health fields has been volatile for years. There are cycles of demand
and oversupply of health care workers. Today, the demand for these
fields is high for the foreseeable future, but that could change.

"We believe it is unwise to build out too much capacity," vice president
Frank Cerra told the regents. "Rather, what is needed is a more flexible and agile strategy to adjust
to the cycles of demand." The new center is designed to do exactly that.
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Wednesday's groundbreaking
took place under blazing
skies. Left to right: Regent
Patricia Simmons, Governor
Tim Pawlenty, donors Joel
Labovitz and Sharon Labovitz,
Chancellor Kathryn Martin,
Dean Kjell Knudsen, and
Perkins+Will architect Jeff
Ziebarth.

Architectural drawing of the
new building. See a larger
photo in the UMD news
release. Courtesy
Perkins+Will.

UMD breaks ground for new business
school
By Gayla Marty

July 28, 2006

Gov. Tim Pawlenty joined Chancellor Kathryn Martin, donors Joel
and Sharon Labovitz, and a crowd of other campus and community
leaders July 26 to break ground for the new Labovitz School of
Business and Economics at the University of Minnesota, Duluth.
Excitement was palpable under sunny skies as the dignitaries
donned hard hats and turned over a patch of dirt near another
recent building--UMD's library--on the growing campus overlooking
Lake Superior.

Over the past 10 years, UMD as a whole has seen a 40 percent
increase in enrollment, creating a need for additional educational
space. The Labovitz School will be the fifth new campus building
since 2000. Its move into new quarters in 2008 will relieve some of
UMD's space shortages by allowing other undergraduate programs
to relocate.

The Labovitz School first opened in 1974. Enrollment has grown to
1,800 undergraduates and 60 graduate students--50 percent over
the current building's capacity. Most undergraduate students come
from Minnesota, and the part-time evening MBA program draws
students from throughout the region. About 85 percent of the school's graduates stay in Minnesota.

Donors Sharon and Joel Labovitz attended ceremonies July 26. Joel
Labovitz, UMD, '49, is a prominent Duluth businessman and taught the
school's first courses in entrepreneurship. Photo by Brett Groehler.

"The building we're in is great, but it's just too small," says Labovitz
School dean Kjell Knudsen, a faculty member since 1979. "The new one
will be a wonderful house for an outstanding undergraduate program
and very good graduate program. And there is no doubt that it will help
us recruit students and faculty members."

Beginning in fall 2008, the new building will provide general-purpose classrooms, specialized
academic teaching laboratory spaces, and a large lecture hall as well as faculty, administrative, and
student support offices. Conference rooms and student gathering and study space will also be
available.

The total project cost will be $23 million, funded in part by a $4.5 million gift from Duluth natives Joel
and Sharon Labovitz and in part by $15.3 in capital bonding approved by the Minnesota Legislature
in May.

Knudsen became dean nine years ago, when "enrollment was starting to explode." He's been a key
part of the boom in business education at UMD, crediting Chancellor Martin for the leadership and
the Labovitz family for the generosity to realize UMD's potential and benefit of the entire region of
northeastern Minnesota. Knudsen enjoyed the humor and good feeling of Wednesday's events.

"It's a great testimony for the Labovitz family," says Knudsen. "When somebody gives back to the
community as they have, it's a wonderful thing."

Green design

Architects for the project are
Perkins+Will, an international firm
that excels in environmentally
sound design. In Minnesota, the
firm has also designed the
Molecular Cellular Biology building
and Translational Research
Facility on the Twin Cities campus.

The three-story, 65,000-square-
foot building will be the first public
higher education building in Minnesota certified for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) by the U.S. Green Building Council.

LEED certification includes features such as efficient plumbing, heating, and cooling, use of
recycled materials, a percentage of wood certified by the Forest Stewardship Council, and
landscape preservation.

"The building site is interesting because part of the rainwater runoff goes into Tischer Creek and
part goes into Oregon Creek," says UMD project manager John Rashid. "That's why we had to build
two rainwater holding areas on different ends of the building."

Landscaping will retain and cool rainwater, slowing runoff into the creeks. UMD is a leader in
adopting practices to protect Duluth's urban environment and the water quality of Lake Superior.

The builder for the project will be Olson J. Boldt Construction, UMD officials announced Monday.
The same firm built the UMD library adjacent to the new building.

Among approximately 1,300 business colleges in the nation, the Labovitz School is one of only 425 accredited by the
Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business International.

See also "Building management" (January 1, 2006) and "Minnesota Legislature funds $15.3 million
for LSBE building.
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Health Sciences Libraries
Director Linda Watson hopes
to bring health information to
every person in the state via
My Health Minnesota --> Go
Local.

Going far by going local
The Health Sciences Libraries launch a crusade for statewide
health information

By Jessica Nordell

July 28, 2006

Spend five minutes in front of a computer with Linda Watson and
you'll wish you had a librarian at your side every time you logged
on. In a bright office at the top of Diehl Hall on the Twin Cities
campus, Watson, director of Health Sciences Libraries at the
University of Minnesota, demonstrates how to use a health Web
site.

Her eyes sparkle behind delicate wire-rim glasses as she zips
between pages. "Here's where you find all the latest press
releases--here's where you can find a tutorial on knee surgery. Oh,
and here are some pretty graphic surgery videos," she says.
Watson navigates to a page featuring toxic chemicals found on
farms, and she becomes positively animated while scrolling
between information on chromium and asbestos.

As Watson steers nimbly through pages chock full of information, it becomes clear that the skills
librarians offer are exactly what the Internet needs: the ability to manage, vet, and organize massive
amounts of information. In the area of health information, this need is especially crucial--the wrong
information can have dire consequences. And it just so happens that Watson is on a mission to
bring flawless health information to every person in the state of Minnesota. Watson's initiative, a
project called My Health Minnesota --> Go Local, is a Web site that will transform the way
Minnesotans manage their health.

The project's parent site is MedlinePlus, a health information Web site operated by the National
Library of Medicine and host to things like a medical dictionary and health check tools. It's widely
used by patients, their families, and health care providers; in the first quarter of 2006, nearly 22
million unique visitors used the site. Here, one can find tutorials on problems like back pain and
sleep disorders, videos of a living donor kidney transplant (not for the faint of heart), a step-by-step
guide to having a CT scan, drug and herbal supplement information, and the latest news in health
and medicine.

My Health Minnesota --> Go Local will be essentially a cataloging of all
the health resources in the state.

Sarah Garbis, a former medical librarian at Hennepin County Medical Center and current librarian
for the Hennepin County Libraries, has been using the site since its launch in 1999 to help library
patrons, her family, her friends--and herself. "Just yesterday I looked up information on ankle pain,"
she says. "You can educate yourself before you see your doctor, and come up with questions to
ask, or know what questions they might ask."

Until recently, however, a patient was on his or her own in finding that doctor. MedlinePlus Go Local,
a series of state-specific companion sites--like the one Watson will create--catalog all the health
resources in each state and direct users to health resources in their geographic region. With Go
Local, a patient may navigate directly from a health topic--knee surgery, kidney transplant, or CT
scan, for example--to local clinics, screening centers, and support groups.

Among the 13 states that have Go Local sites, these resources have proved tremendously useful.
According to Peggy Richwine, project manager for Indiana Go Local, people often use the site to
find nursing homes for elderly parents: in addition to basic information, the Indiana Go Local lists
each home's evaluation from the State Board of Health.

Watson's goal--to demonstrate My Health Minnesota --> Go Local at the Minnesota State Fair this
fall and launch the full site next January--is ambitious. The project is essentially a cataloging of all
the health resources in the state; it requires an array of partners and volunteers who will help build
and maintain the site, including University of Minnesota librarians, Mayo Clinic Libraries staff, library
students, and rural librarians. Minnesota's State Library Office is providing financial support through
a recently awarded grant. Librarians in rural Minnesota will be responsible for identifying additional
resources and helping maintain the site, ensuring that information about specific clinics and doctors
remains accurate. And Watson's team will visit the state's library systems to ensure they know what
the site is and how best to use it.

With Go Local, Watson and her array of partners will extend librarian-tested health resources to the
entire state. While some might be daunted by the sheer managerial skill needed to run the project,
Watson is excited: she believes that involving people throughout the state in the creation of this site
will spread the sense of ownership and that will help ensure its success. Everyone, she believes,
should be able to make informed decisions about health and the more information people have, the
better they'll be able to be make those decisions. Fortunately, Watson is in a position to ensure that
the information itself is well organized, well managed and correct. Navigating the terrain of health
information may be complex, but with My Health Minnesota --> Go Local, it'll be like having a
librarian at your side, every step of the way.
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Students in the "Spying"
workshop modified everyday
objects to include "spy"
technology.

Creativity by design
Camp lets teenagers experience the world of design

By Dana Setterholm

July 28, 2006

A sign taped to the wall asks, "If you had five seconds to give the
world a message in 10 words or less, what would it be?" Among
the dozens of colorful answers taped beneath it, two stand out--
one says, "Be yourself," and the other, "Find yourself." These
words, written by teenagers participating in the 5th annual Design
Camp July 24-28, express the sentiments of the camp, which
focuses on creativity and exploration.

Design Camp, which is hosted by the U's Design Institute in
Rapson Hall on the Twin Cities campus, offers teenagers a chance
to explore the world of design. Every year 120 teens aged 14-17
come from around the country to participate in the weeklong camp,
which is led by 12 professional instructors from around the world.
The teens sign up for one of six workshops, and, over the course
of the week, work toward producing an individual or group project.

The camp's director, Wendy Friedmeyer, says that the Design Camp was created to fill a void. There
were very few design-oriented camps in existence in 2002, she says, and even fewer programs that
catered to kids beyond elementary or middle school. The School of Design (a part of the College of
Architecture and Landscaping Architecture) had been running a weekend design camp, so when the
Design Institute was founded in 2001, it decided to expand the program. Friedmeyer says the camp
is an opportunity for the teenagers to "experience design completely for a week," as well as learn
about careers in design.

The students experience design through one of six themed workshops, in which they work toward
producing and individual or group project. This year's teenagers had a choice of "Spying" (designing
secretive furniture), "Dressing" (creating a personal costume), "Telling" (graphic branding of an
environment), "Urbing" (redesigning a city block), "Interacting" (digital interactive storytelling), and
"Wearing" (creating clothing with a natural influence). The instructors brought the ideas for the
workshops, as well as the titles in verb form. Friedmeyer says titles in the form of "everyday verbs"
avoid the constriction of a general subject (like "Architecture" or "Fashion") and stimulate questions.
The instructors are all experienced professionals--some from as far away as Israel, Australia, and
Japan--but undergraduate and graduate students of the U's College of Design lend their help as
well, serving as teaching assistants.

The instructors also make use of the arts-friendly Twin Cities by taking their workshop students on
field trips around the Metro area. "Spying" participants visited the Science Museum's exhibit on
failed medical devices, for example, and "Wearing" participants went to the Minnesota Zoo to sketch
ideas for their final project, nature-based clothing.

The final projects came together at the end of the week, and the main goal was for each camper to
feel a sense of ownership and have something tangible to take home--whether that's a skirt, an
infrared sensor, or a plan for a newly redesigned Block F. On July 28, the final projects were
presented to an invited jury, comprised of local business and community leaders and U faculty and
staff, for feedback. The camp closes each year with a public presentation of the projects to family
and friends.

Friedmeyer hopes the camp expands students' creativity and helps them experience the world of
design, and also gives the participants a good idea of the career opportunities available for them.
"They're the future of design," she says.

To find more information about Design Camp, which is sponsored by Target, and how to register for
next year's camp, visit the Web site.
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School of Public Health Dean
John Finnegan (right)
conversed with colleagues in
community and preventative
medicine at Kafturba Medical
College in Mangalore, India.

Partnering for public health
The School of Public Health hopes to enrich its knowledge base as
it helps India establish a public health infrastructure

By Andrew Bacskai

August 10, 2006

"All public health is global--whatever happens in the smallest
village of India should concern the smallest town in Minnesota,"
says John Finnegan, dean of the School of Public Health.

This is a message Finnegan emphasizes since his April visit to
India where he and others from the University attended the
opening ceremony of the Public Health Foundation of India (PHFI),
a public-private partnership designed to build a much needed
public health system in the country.

Finnegan's visit is part of the School of Public Health's initiative to
help India establish a public health infrastructure. The University is
expected to receive much in return from its involvement.

Kumar Belani, an anesthesiologist in the University's Medical School, agrees. "It superficially may
appear that the Academic Health Center's relationship with India might benefit just India. That's not
true," he says.

India, with a population of 1.2 billion people, is the world's second most populous country. It's also
the largest democracy on the planet, and one of its fastest growing economies. In fact, over the
span of roughly one generation, India has evolved from a developing nation into a post-industrial,
knowledge-driven economy. It took the United States about 150 years to traverse that same
development path.

Yet, as India's prosperity swells, so does its citizens' propensity for acquiring what Finnegan terms
"diseases of modernization," such as hypertension, cancer, heart disease, and diabetes.

"Students are exposed to virtually everything by doing a rotation
there." --Kumar Belani

"In many ways, all eyes will be on India," Finnegan says. "How will they engineer the various
aspects of public health? How do they engineer a health care system that cares for all its citizens?
These are issues that the United States has had variable success with. And these are the issues
India is going to face, and they're facing them on the level of a much larger population base."

For its part, the PHFI, which raised $80 million in start-up funds, aspires to build the schools and
establish the programs necessary to train 10,000 public health professionals annually. The
University's School of Public Health is determined to help the PHFI and the Indian government meet
that goal.

First, the school is working with the Manipal Academy of Higher Education, one of India's leading
academies of health sciences, to develop a twin degree program in public health. "We offer an
accredited M.P.H. (Master of Public Health) program here; we'd like to allow that same degree to be
offered there," says Finnegan, who expects the "twin" program to be in place in about a year.

In addition, the school is engaged in discussions with the Indian government about establishing an
M.P.H. program in Chennai, located on India's southeast coast. The partnership, Finnegan says, will
make it easier for University students to obtain valuable international experience, and enable faculty
members to broaden their research arena. "We already have faculty and staff on the ground,
working with investigators in India on joint research projects," he says. One joint project, for
example, studies children's and adolescent health in India; another focuses on the effects of
tobacco use on Indian populations and possible solutions to that escalating problem.

And, medical students have been spending rotations there since the late 1990s. Belani, with the
help of colleagues Jonathan Ravdin, Paul Quie, and Phillip Peterson, has worked with the Medical
School's International Medical Education and Research Office to provide opportunities for two to
four medical school students to spend four to eight weeks at Belani's alma mater, St. John's
National Academy of Health Sciences in Bangalore. "Students are exposed to virtually everything by
doing a rotation there," Belani says. As India navigates the public health pitfalls of its telescoped
period of modernization, the University can both help and learn much from the process.

"India has much to offer us," Finnegan says.
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Will Hueston, (left) Director of
the Center for Animal Health
and Food Safety, and
colleague Jeffrey Reneau
discuss the importance of the
animal-human disease
connection

The animal connection
U experts watch the world's animal health as a critical barometer of
human health

by Richard Broderick

Aug. 31, 2006

Nothing concentrates the mind, Samuel Johnson once observed,
like the prospect of being hanged in the morning.

While we don't face the prospect of mass execution, we do
confront a public health threat so potentially catastrophic that it has
refocused our collective minds on what was, until recently, a
medical backwater--zoonotic infectious diseases. In other words,
diseases humans can catch from animals.

"What we tend to lose sight of is that 61 percent of all infectious
agents known to cause diseases in humans are zoonotic," explains
Marguerite Pappaioanou, an infectious disease expert in the
School of Public Health. "Flu, TB, AIDS, plague, anthrax, Ebola,
rabies, ringworm, roundworm, food-borne pathogens--all are
zoonotic diseases. If you turn to emerging infectious diseases, 75
percent are zoonotic. And, if you look at pathogens that pose a bioterrorist threat, 80 percent are
zoonotic."

Over the past two decades, the notoriety attached to HIV/AIDS, Lyme disease, West Nile Virus,
BSE (bovine spongiform encephalopathy or Mad Cow Disease), and potentially weaponized
anthrax, has heightened awareness of the intimate connection between animal and human health.
But, it is the prospect of a global pandemic triggered by the potential mutation of a deadly strain of
avian influenza that has government and health officials taking a much more aggressive approach
to zoonotic disease.

"If we take the lessons we have learned and apply them to the avian flu,
they tell us we have to be open and honest and we must communicate
with all our publics, from first responders to public officials to the
general public." --Will Hueston

Indeed, Pappaioanou herself, along with colleagues from the College of Veterinary Medicine and the
Medical School, is spearheading a groundbreaking USAID-funded program to initiate
comprehensive monitoring of flu in Tanzania. This is where the potential introduction of the virus is
possible via 15 million migratory birds who visit Tanzania annually, and by people (and their poultry)
from eight neighboring countries who cross the border regularly.

There is, without question, cause for concern. In 1918 and 1919, the Spanish Flu, a strain of avian
flu, swept the globe, killing an estimated 50 to 200 million people worldwide and at least 500,000 in
this country. The scale of the outbreak overwhelmed America's public health system; today, even
given the medical advances of the past 88 years, a similar flu pandemic could do the same thing.

"If you look at the causes of mortality around the world, you'll see that heart disease and cancer kill
more people on this planet than anything else," says John Finnegan, dean of the School of Public
Health. "Zoonotic diseases do not come close to killing as many people as chronic diseases, but
they do have the capability of creating huge surges of illness that not only threaten to overwhelm
our health system, but also disrupt the global economy."

The growing recognition of this threat, Finnegan explains, has reinvigorated the ties at the University
between veterinary medicine and public health, most notably through the establishment of one of
the country's first D.V.M.-M.P.H.(Doctor of Veterinary Medicine-Master of Public Health) dual-degree
programs. For the 110 or so students currently enrolled in the program (including students from 10
other veterinary medicine schools around the country) the opportunity offered by the AHC is unique.

"The advantage here is that it's rare to find a school of public health and a college of veterinary
medicine located in the same institution," Finnegan says.

The dual vet-med/public health degree, like the Public Health Certificate in Food Safety and
Biosecurity also offered by the School of Public Health, is just part of the AHC's broader multi-
disciplinary and even multi-agency response to zoonotic disease.

Marguerite Pappaioanou, of the School of Public Health, is heading up a
groundbreaking program to monitor influenza in Tanzania, where it may
be introduced via migratory or domestic birds.

That response includes programs like the Center for Infectious Disease
Research and Policy, or CIDRAP (whose director, Michael Osterholm
continually points out that in a globalized world we are only a plane ride
away from a pandemic); the Center for Animal Health and Food Safety,
directed by William Hueston, who holds a joint appointment in the

College of Veterinary Medicine and the School of Public Health; the National Center for Food
Protection and Defense, a Department of Homeland Security initiative in which the University is a
major partner; and Pappaioanou's Tanzanian program.

In addition, other University faculty work with officials from both the federal and state departments of
health and agriculture, the Department of Natural Resources, and the Minnesota Board of Animal
Health to monitor, diagnose, and prevent the spread of zoonotic infections in wild and domestic
animals. Today, for example, Minnesota-bred turkeys and chickens are regularly checked for avian
flu at the University's Poultry Testing Center in Willmar.

"When we ask ourselves why we are seeing the emergence of so many zoonotic diseases, we can
see there are a number of factors," explains Jeffrey Bender, who teaches classes on zoonotic
disease both in the College of Veterinary Medicine and the School of Public Health. "There are
ecological factors and changes, like deforestation and also reforestation (Lyme disease, for
example, emerged as a result of the reforestation of certain areas of the northeastern United States,
which made it an ideal spawning ground for the mice and deer that spread the infection). There's
the trade in exotic animals, global travel, and even changes in modern agricultural practices such as
the use of meat and bonemeal as a cheap source of food for cattle, which can cause BSE or Mad
Cow Disease.

"Clearly one of the things we have learned in the past five to 10 years is the need for a
multidisciplinary approach for (zoonotic) disease detection, prevention, and treatment."

Too little, or the wrong kind of information, can induce public
confusion, and perhaps even panic.

While detection, prevention, and treatment of zoonotic diseases are critical, an equally important
task facing health officials is effective communication of the risk. Too little, or the wrong kind of
information, can induce public confusion, and perhaps even panic. That's why every month Hueston
holds discussions with communicators from the AHC and state agencies about animal and health
issues. In March, he conducted a risk communication program for the deans of veterinary and public
health schools around the country. He and colleagues also teach classes in risk communication at
the AHC's annual Public Health Institute.

"The Centers for Disease Control has coined the phrase, 'Be first, be right, be credible,' " he says. If
knowledgeable individuals, university experts, and government officials are ready to step into the
information void caused by a crisis, they can have a huge effect on public reaction, Hueston
explains.

"Minnesota far and away has the strongest commitment to collaboration and partnership of any
school where I've worked," Hueston says. "Building transdisciplinary teams is critical for dealing with
these growing threats. No single initiative is going to answer the myriad of infectious disease
challenges we face."
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We Can Do It Together will
raise funds for a house in Bay
St. Louis designed by a
company called Southern Pre-
built, which constructs the
components used in this
customized Creole bungalow.

Helping Mississippi, one home at a time
U faculty donate artwork, musical talent to raise funds for
rebuilding a home

By Pauline Oo

August 1, 2006

When Hurricane Katrina struck on August 29, 2005, nearly 1,600
people were killed in New Orleans and in towns along the
Mississippi and Louisiana coasts. The Category 5 storm displaced
hundreds of thousands more from their homes and towns.

Along with the rest of the country, Mette Nielsen was dumbstruck.
She considered herself fortunate to have made her home in
Minneapolis many years ago and hundreds of miles from the fury
and destruction of Katrina. And that sense of gratitude only fueled
her determination to do something to help.

Last December, Nielsen, along with her friend, University of
Minnesota alum and professional photographer Kevin Hedden,
drove to Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, a town of about 8,000 people
60 miles east of New Orleans. According to Nielsen, not a building
in town escaped damage.

"We were so frustrated with how these small towns seemed to be getting absolutely no attention,
especially in Mississippi," says Nielsen. "Basically the entire coast of that state was destroyed."

Working through a group called Disaster Corps, Nielsen and Hedden spent the next two and a half
weeks helping build a house, finishing it the day before Christmas.

Nielsen says the generosity of money, time, and effort they saw spurred them "to go back to
Minneapolis and raise money [to] build another house." Upon their return to the Twin Cities, they
founded We Can Do It Together, a nonprofit dedicated to the simple notion that "people together
can make great things happen."

"This fundraiser is a way of continuing to help as other things in the
news have taken top billing and pushed Katrina, New Orleans, and
Mississippi further and further out of the minds of the American
public," says Clarence Morgan, chair of the Department of Art.

On August 10, the nonprofit will host its second fundraiser, "A House for Mississippi Benefit Auction"
from 5:30-8 p.m. at the Regis Center for Art on the West Bank of the Twin Cities campus. Numerous
University of Minnesota faculty members have joined more than 100 local artists to donate works of
art and services to the silent auction.

"What's important for me about this effort is the involvement of the department in helping
reconstitute a significant arts region," says Tom Rose, art department professor. "But what's also
important is to try to do one thing to help--you can't do everything [in the face of disaster], but [with
this fundraiser] we can build one house for one family. All the artists I've spoken with are very
enthusiastic about doing this, not only because of the ultimate goal, but because every penny raised
will go to build this house."

The Reid Kennedy Trio from the University's School of Music will play at the event. Wine, beer, and
food will be served and a slide show will run continuously with images of Bay St. Louis, the
destruction, and that first new house that went up [after Katrina].

When Katrina hit, the University went into action to find ways to contribute to relief efforts.
Numerous volunteers went to the region, and 57 undergraduates and a number of grad students
enrolled in more than 10 departments at the U last fall from colleges and universities affected by the
storm.

"This fundraiser is a way of continuing to help as other things in the news have taken top billing and
pushed Katrina, New Orleans, and Mississippi further and further out of the minds of the American
public," says Clarence Morgan, chair of the Department of Art. "We still have unresolved problems
and people in need right here [in the United States] more than a year after Katrina, and this event is
one way to keep this issue on the front burner."

The money from the auction will be given to Bay St. Louis contractors. "We feel it's much more
important to raise the money here, and then hand it over to the local people whom we completely
trust to do this," says Nielsen. And it's not just any house the nonprofit will support. It will build one
like the first house Nielsen and Hedden worked on, a beautiful Creole-style bungalow that is
perfectly suited to the style and requirements of the community.

"The goal right now is to build one house, at the cost of $100,000, but obviously, if we can raise
more money we will continue to do this," says Nielsen.

So, who will get the first We Can Do It Together home?

"We don't know at this point," says Nielsen. "We'll let the local churches set the criteria, but we
made a suggestion: that each church would give us some names that we would later put in a hat,
and then somebody--not me--would pull a name out. There are hundreds of families that need help,
and I'm sure they're all equally deserving. "

Admission to "A House for Mississippi Benefit Auction" is free. "All you have to do is show up," says
Nielsen. "And if you feel like it, make a donation."

For more information, see We Can Do It Together or call Mette Nielsen at 612-722-0367.

Further reading: U opens arms (and doors) for victims of hurricane
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PSI participant Larry Perrott
from Farmington Elementary
School sets up his
investigation to answer the
question: Which is stronger? A
shoot's response to light or a
shoot's response to gravity?

Planting knowledge
A workshop on plant biology helps teachers keep children
interested in science

By Dana Setterholm

August 1, 2006

It sounds like the latest incarnation of the television true-crime
drama, but PSI Minnesota is not about crime scene investigations
in the Land of 10,000 Lakes. PSI (which stands for Plant Science
Investigation) isn't about finding whodunit, but about investigation
and the search for knowledge about plants, science, and life. PSI
Minnesota is a workshop that offers elementary school teachers a
chance to work with University professors, developing engaging
ways to teach science.

Tom Soulen, a professor emeritus in the plant biology department,
began the program after finding research saying that a lot of
children are turned off of science by the third grade. "Our suspicion
was that a number of the teachers were reluctant to really dig into
[science] because they were afraid they didn't know enough about
it," Soulen says. He hoped that giving elementary school teachers
a basic knowledge of plant biology would help them teach science
in a way that encouraged their students' interest in the subject. Soulen also had another goal--to
help the teachers gain some hint of what inquiry-based science is." Inquiry-based science focuses
on asking questions and then devising a way to find the answers, and plants, which can be grown in
the teachers' classrooms, can easily be used in experiments leading to answers. Soulen and a few
colleagues pitched the idea to the Minneapolis and St. Paul public schools, who sent five of their
teachers for a pilot workshop.

For many teachers, this chance to "play" is the highlight of the
workshop--as one teacher said in an evaluation, it was wonderful "to be
on the other side of teaching!"

Sixteen years later, the program is still going strong. Each summer Soulen and four or five
colleagues meet with 20 elementary school teachers every day for two weeks. The workshop begins
by covering basic plant biology. "We take each part of the plant--seeds, roots and shoots, leaves,
and flowers--and explore them," says Kathy Richter, a retired Minneapolis teacher who was part of
the pilot workshop in 1990. "The scientists on the staff give talks about them, we have a book we
read, and then we do a lot of microscope work and pulling plants apart and looking at their
structures." She says that this part of the workshop was particularly beneficial for her as a teacher--
"Just having some confidence in the material helped me be more confident in teaching." The
teachers are encouraged to explore an aspect of plant biology that interests them, posing questions
and doing experiments in preparation for doing the same with their students. For many teachers,
this chance to "play" is the highlight of the workshop--as one teacher said in an evaluation, it was
wonderful "to be on the other side of teaching!"

And since the teachers are doing the learning, it only makes sense that there is homework. The
teachers have a textbook and each morning begins with a discussion based on the reading. The
most important assignment, however, is an action plan each one develops for teaching plant
science over the following year. Soulen wants the teachers to formulate observational and
investigative activities for their students, all focusing on hands-on learning. "[Hands-on learning] is a
very big aspect of this," Soulen says. "While there's a lot that one may need to learn about various
aspects of science, thinking about these things in the context of actual active explorations can help
people get to some of the answers--not necessarily just about plants, but about anything they can
approach from a scientific perspective." In this goal, he's certainly succeeded. In one of the three
follow-up meetings held throughout the year, one teacher said the most important thing she learned
from the workshop was how to pose questions. The teacher also said that she found herself posing
"what if" questions across her curriculum, not just in science.

One of the reasons the program has been so successful is the teachers themselves. Every year
since the third year, two teachers who have taken the workshop return to help with the workshop.
Richter, who is one of these teaching assistants, says she provides a link between the teachers and
the University staff. "We're sort of the bridge between the scientists and what actually realistically
happens in an elementary classroom," she says.

Helping teachers make practical use of the knowledge they gain is a main focus of the workshop,
but it can be difficult to teach plant science without the necessary equipment. Thanks to federal
grants, Soulen can now send each teacher back to the classroom armed with planting supplies that
will serve their class for years to come. The teachers spend one day assembling a bank of lights to
use in growing plants, and Soulen also equips them with pots, trays, soil mix, seeds, instructional
books, and a microscope.

PSI also makes use of the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum, meeting there three days out of ten
each year. The teachers appreciate the many examples of plants as well as the educational
opportunities offered, especially the learning center, which works with school-age children.

It may not be as dramatic as solving crime, but PSI Minnesota is making a difference in the way
teachers present science to children. And you never know--a child whose interest in science is
sparked through plant science investigation may just go on to do crime scene investigation.
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Sisters Annette and Kathleen
Fernholz offer some flax-
enriched feed to their free-
range chickens.

A growing ministry
Sisters (and sisters) Annette and Kathleen Fernholz named a
"Farm Family of the Year"

By Rick Moore

August 1, 2006

It's just past high noon at Earthrise Farm in Madison, Minnesota--a
hop, skip, and a jump from the South Dakota border. As the
thermometer creeps toward 90 degrees, it feels as if the reduced
humidity levels promised for the day took a detour around this 240-
acre parcel of land.

Nonetheless, Kathleen (Kay) and Annette Ferhnolz have come out
of the shade to joyously greet their visitors from the Twin Cities,
and Kay begins to share her views on the spirituality of the Earth
and how she is "trying to know better the personality of prairie
plants."

Just then, the dinner bell rings (and the visitor with the notebook realizes he's never before been
beckoned to eat by a bell). "Oh, we get to talk about it around the dinner table now," Kay
announces.

The University of Minnesota has honored Kay and Annette Fernholz as the "2006 Farm Family of
the Year" for Lac Qui Parle County--an honor they share with 58 other Farm Families of the Year
from participating Minnesota counties. And whereas the Fernholzes may not be the typical farm
family at first glance, "family" is the best word to describe the scene and the sentiment at the
Earthrise Farm dinner table.

Annette and Kay--who are biological sisters as well as members of the School Sisters of Notre
Dame--are joined this day by their three paid interns, Nick, Greg, and Meg; Meg's sister Emma,
who's visiting from the Twin Cities; a high school-aged girl volunteering for the day; and a couple of
neighbors who are also visiting. The main course is a hot dish prepared by Meg and Emma using
"every vegetable we could find," and as the meal unfolds, Kay delights in sharing a bit about her
guests and their journeys, and getting them to fill in some details.

Farm Families of the Year to be recognized at Farmfest

Fifty-nine families from around the state, one from each participating county, have been named by
the University of Minnesota as a "2006 Farm Family of the Year."

The families were chosen based on their contributions to the agricultural industry, their communities,
and the state. Families receiving honors have demonstrated a commitment to enhancing and
supporting agriculture and agriculture production.

The winning families will be officially recognized in a ceremony Thursday, August 3, at the 25th
Annual Farmfest in Redwood County. Farmfest runs August 1-3 at the Gilfillan Estate. Event hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on August 1-2, and 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on August 3. Admission is $6; those 18 and
under are admitted free. More information on Farmfest is available at farm shows.

For more information on the 2006 University of Minnesota Farm Family of the Year winners or the
recognition event, visit the U's farm family website.

Annette and Kay have been on quite a journey themselves. Their parents originally moved to this
farm in 1944, when the two sisters, who have seven siblings, were young. Kay joined the School
Sisters of Notre Dame (SSND) in 1956 and Annette the following year, and both were classroom
teachers for many years.

Through gatherings with a "rural life" community of other sisters from the order over the years,
Annette and Kay began to seriously consider putting into practice the values they hold dear--caring
for creation and restoring the environment. So 11 years ago they moved back to the farm and
started their Center for Earth Spirituality and Rural Ministry. Its primary feature is a garden dedicated
to community-supported agriculture (CSA). Shareholders from the area (and as far away as the
Twin Cities) financially support the production of garden vegetables on the farm, and in turn receive
a box of food each week for a 22-week season--enough to feed four people.

In late July, the harvest included green beans, peppers, cauliflower, zucchini, summer squash,
carrots, potatoes, and purple basil. Each box contains a newsletter (currently produced by intern
Meg) containing a wry look at Earthrise activities, along with cooking tips and other food factoids
and folklore. Annette and Kay helped organize a weekly farmers market in Madison, and now
produce food for a new farmers market in nearby Montevideo on Thursday evenings.

The farm also belongs to a small poultry co-op, and has about 50 free-range, actively laying bovan
hens. The chickens are on a flax-enhanced diet and produce "designer eggs," as Annette calls
them, that are rich in healthy omega-3 acids.

True to the SSND mission of education, Earthrise also conducts programming for local schools
including a curriculum focused on sustainability. There are also classes at the farm on canning,
bread-baking, pottery, and "Earth literacy." And Earthrise is a place where juveniles who are
"sentenced to serve" by the county court system can come to do community service. "Almost all of
them say, 'I really like it out here,'" notes Kay.

Volunteers also recently helped the Fernholzes erect a domed yurt--a homey structure designed for
individual contemplation or small-group retreats. While Earthrise Farm is operated with restoration
of the land in mind, the yurt, Kay says, was "created especially for the restoration of the spirit."

Looking back, Kay and Annette Fernholz acknowledge that implementing their current ministry of
eco-theology and eco-spirituality wasn't without its hurdles. Though they had approval for their idea,
they didn't necessarily have the unbridled support of SSND leadership, at first. Eleven years later,
their work has been fully embraced, and the Fernholzes note that the leadership of the SSND
community is now looking for able-bodied people to do similar work elsewhere.

Annette Fernholz holds a pair of handmade wooden flutes that are part
of the furnishings in the Honeycomb Center Peace Yurt at Earthrise
Farm.

Both Annette and Kay mention a natural calling to come back to their
family farm. "The restoration of the environment is the hallmark of the
next millennium," says Annette. "Maybe we got 'caught' in that thinking
process."

As for being a Farm Family of the Year, the Fernholzes consider the School Sisters of Notre Dame
as the family. And it's obvious that the extended family includes the interns, the visitors, the young
people "doing time" on the farm, and the many volunteers who help Earthrise to help the community.

"You get the feeling that you're not doing this all yourself," adds Annette, "and that makes a
difference."
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Tom Stoffregen monitors an
experiment on his computer
as the writer plays test
subject.

The science of motion sickness
U professor Tom Stoffregen wants to know what causes motion
sickness

By Dana Setterholm

August 4, 2006

When he began his research on motion sickness, Tom Stoffregen
thought finding test subjects would be difficult. After all, it's called
motion sickness because it results in headaches, dizziness, and,
often, literally being sick. What kind of people would be eager to
find out what it takes to make them throw up? U students, it turns
out. A lot of them. "Undergraduate students, as a class, are
suicidal," Stoffregen says bluntly. "I'm flooded with volunteers." He
suspects the mass offering of students may have something to do
with misplaced pride. "People think, 'You can't make me throw up,'"
he says. Unfortunately for them, Stoffregen, a professor in the
College of Education and Human Development's School of
Kinesiology, has invested a lot of time and effort into finding out
exactly what brings on motion sickness. And, like an academic
007, he's got a license to test. Stoffregen's interest in motion sickness goes back to his childhood,
when he was interested in space flight. He knew some astronauts suffered motion sickness, and
after studying motion in graduate school and working for NASA, he wanted to find out why. People
have been motion sick for thousands of years, says Stoffregen, conjuring visions of dizzy
Neanderthals and green-faced Vikings, but no one is sure why. "There's an intuitive assumption that
motion sickness is caused by the inner ear," he says. So far, the only approach to the problem has
been studying how the sensations in the inner ear and eyes are different in situations when motion
sickness results. For example, when a person is in a car and the eyes report movement but the
body thinks it's stationary. Stoffregen thinks, however, that these perceptual differences are not what
causes motion sickness. After all, nearly every person on this planet has experienced those
perceptual differences at some point or another, and if we all reacted by being motion sick, well, let's
just say the world would be a much different place. We'd have to take pilgrimages instead of planes,
for one thing, and the rides at Disneyland would become the stuff of children's nightmares. But if
perceptual differences are not the cause of motion sickness, then what is? Movement, says
Stoffregen. He measures the movement of people subjected to his sickness-inducing tests, and "the
people who are going to get sick commence to move in really weird ways," he says, imitating the
type of staggering walk typical after tequila night at the bar. Even when the subjects are strapped to
an upright stretcher, the ones who feel sick still move a little. "They wriggle," says Stoffregen. Due to
individual differences to sensitivity, only about half of Stoffregen's test subjects feel sick. Those who
don't also don't wriggle, which makes Stoffregen think that movement is the key factor behind
motion sickness.

People have been motion sick for thousands of years, says Stoffregen,
conjuring visions of dizzy Neanderthals and green-faced Vikings, but no
one is sure why.

Stoffregen has tested his theory extensively in the University's Human Factors Research Laboratory. His tests are all
designed to make a person feel motion sick, but the test subjects remain stationary while the scenery around them
shifts. In one test, a room-like structure is set on metal tracks. The subject stands on a platform as the "room," which
has three walls and a ceiling, slides forward and backward on the tracks. The effect of the moving room has also
been computerized, so a subject can stand in front of a huge screen and feel the same effects. Stoffregen also has
an Xbox in his lab, which he asks test subjects to play. He doesn't even need special games. "The games are so
realistic now, they can make people sick," he explains. Being an undergraduate myself (though not suicidal) it only
seemed right to undergo one test. Stoffregen directed me to the moving room, where he placed a two-by-four board
on the platform before standing me on it. An inch of my flip-flops extended past each edge of the two-by-four, placing
me just slightly off-balance. The d?cor was hurl-worthy on its own: The walls and ceiling were covered in white
wallpaper veined with blue, giving the room the air of a huge marble crypt, and the focal piece was a bland map of
the United States that only added to the atmosphere. Stoffregen told me to focus on the map, then pulled the room
backward a few feet. The map came zooming at my face, and it felt as if the floor had tilted backward 45 degrees. I
took an involuntary step back (off the two-by-four), certain that I would fall over otherwise. Test subjects often endure
30 to 40 minutes of this, Stoffregen said, but 30 seconds was enough for me. No macho pride here; I fully believed
he could make me toss my cookies. Interestingly enough, Stoffregen says that no one knows why motion sickness
often results in nausea and vomiting. As yet there is no scientific explanatinon for why seasickness makes you spew,
carsickness makes you blow chunks, roller coasters make you ralph, or transoceanic flights to Osaka will make your
stomach say sayonara to that sushi. But despite undergoing tests designed to make people sick, no participants
have ever actually done the technicolor yawn in the lab. "We're interested in how [motion sickness] begins, not how it
ends," Stoffregen says. "No on has ever thrown up in my lab. And that's a record I'm proud to keep." 
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A leader in the use of stem
cells to repair heart damage,
Doris Taylor co-led a team that
used stem cells and minimally
invasive surgery to improve
heart function in pigs.

Mending broken hearts with stem cells
A University team improves the function of damaged pig hearts
using stem cells and minimally invasive surgery

By Deane Morrison

August 4, 2006

Using stem cells and robotic surgical techniques, a team of
University researchers has improved the function of pig hearts
damaged in a way similar to what happens when a person has a
heart attack. The technique may someday help people whose
hearts are too fragile for conventional surgery while improving the
overall efficiency with which cardiac muscle is repaired. The
researchers used minimally invasive robotic surgical equipment to
inject the stem cells into precisely targeted areas of the heart. The
cells had been labeled with inert iron nanoparticles so that the
researchers could tell whether they had engrafted in the heart or
not. In six out of seven cases, the cells successfully established
themselves in the pig hearts and heart function improved.
Subsequent MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) images confirmed
that the cells had integrated themselves into heart tissue. The work
is published in the current issue of the Journal of Thoracic and
Cardiovascular Surgery. The injected cells were myoblasts, which normally give rise to skeletal
muscle cells, and mononuclear cells from bone marrow, which help new blood vessels form to keep
the newcomer cells well nourished.

Besides being less risky for patients with heart damage, the technique
can be performed while the heart continues beating and requires less
time under anesthesia.

"What is new here is two things," says team co-leader Doris Taylor, a professor of physiology and medicine and
holder of the Medtronic Bakken Chair in Cardiovascular Repair. "First, this is a precise way to get these cells to
patients who might not otherwise be able to have the procedure because open chest surgery [where the chest is cut
open] is too dangerous. These are likely older people or people with end-stage heart failure. "Second, the cells can
be delivered in any patient in regions of the injured heart where a catheter cannot be used because the wall of the
heart is too thin. Because you cannot see when you use a catheter, typically you can't use it in regions where the
wall is thin due to a chance of perforation of the wall." Both cell types are in clinical trials at the moment. About 200
patients suffering from ischemic heart disease-caused by lack of oxygen to heart muscle due to constriction of
coronary vessels-have been treated with skeletal muscle cells in clinical studies, and some are doing "remarkably
better," Taylor says. But, she adds, as yet no randomized clinical trial has been completed. "Currently, these types of
cell therapies, in which stem cells are injected into damaged hearts, are only available to people who are enrolled in
clinical research trials," says the other study co-leader, Harald Ott, M.D., who is now a surgical resident at
Massachusetts General Hospital, in a news release. But once more studies with pigs or other experimental animals
have been completed, the new technique could be applied in clinical trials. Besides being less risky for patients with
heart damage, the technique can be performed while the heart continues beating and requires less time under
anesthesia. Also, surgeons get a magnified view of the heart that allows them to target the cell infusion more
precisely. Skeletal and bone marrow cells that have been injected into damaged heart tissue have been shown to
improve function in the left ventricle-the heart's workhorse chamber, which pumps blood to most of the body. Taylor
says that the muscle cells her team induced to grow in the heart can indeed contract, but the exact nature of the
cells has yet to be determined. The skeletal muscle we use to flex our biceps is different from heart muscle in
appearance and other properties, and it appears, says Taylor, that the myoblast-derived muscle is "more like heart
muscle but not heart muscle per se. We don't know the final answer yet." More research must be done to determine
what types of cells will work best in damaged hearts and whether the minimally invasive technique can deliver similar
results for patients as traditional surgery. "But that is what keeps us busy," says Taylor, "finding the best treatment for
patients with heart disease." Read about Taylor and the groundbreaking work that made her a sought-after member
of the University faculty. 
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McNair Scholar Samson
Osholowu (left), a University of
Minnesota student, is working
with biochemistry professor
Leonard Banaszak to unlock
the mysteries of proteins.

McNair Scholars flying high after 15 years
At the University, young scholars in the program named for the
fallen astronaut are reaching for the stars

By Deane Morrison

August 4, 2006

Is virtue its own reward? What does an enzyme look like up close?
Is the "No Pass/No Play" rule the best way to keep high school
athletes out of trouble? Those were among the topics presented
earlier this week by the University's latest crop of McNair Scholars,
21 top students from four Minnesota colleges who have performed
research projects at the University this summer with faculty
mentors. For University senior Samson Osholowu, the McNair
experience allowed him to induge his passion for proteins. He is
working in the laboratory of Leonard Banaszak, a professor of
biochemistry, molecular biology and biophysics. "I want to know
what proteins look like, and I wanted to be able to do microbial
cloning," says Osholowu, explaining that cloning in this case
means coaxing bacterial cells to produce large amounts of the
protein in question. "Here, we do both." From the broad smile on
his face the whole time he explained his work to visitors, it's
evident that Osholowu, a native Nigerian who has only been in the United States for five years, has
found his niche. The protein that fascinates him is one of a cluster of enzymes found in the tiny
subcellular bodies called mitochondria, which churn out most of the energy our bodies extract from
food. For his project, Osholowu worked with postdoc Wasantha Ranatunga. A few feet from
Osholowu stands Thuy Doan, a University of St. Thomas student who studied the practice of kicking
high school athletes off teams for breaking rules, using a Twin Cities-area school as a laboratory.

"The McNair program makes you think you can do anything by the
time it's done," says Wallace. "It encourages you to dream higher."

"The biggest reasons for removal were alcohol use, low grades, cutting practices and smoking," says Doan, who
conducted an extensive survey of the students. The perception in the school was that girls got away with things more
easily. But the students didn't think that kicking athletes off teams was necessarily the best way to deal with problem
behavior. "Surveys of athletes showed that they thought that fitting the consequences to the behavior would be as
effective as suspension. Things like restitution or apologies," says Doan, who worked with Jennifer Oliphant and
Shari Plowman of the pediatrics department. "Offering assistance like tutoring or mentoring may be effective for first-
time offenders." Named for Ronald McNair, one of the fallen Challenger astronauts, the McNair Scholars program,
now in its 15th year at the University, is funded by the U.S. Department of Education and operated by the TRiO
Program in the College of Education and Human Development. It encourages and helps minority, disabled, or low-
income undergraduates reach graduate or professional schools. Of the more than 300 students who have benefited
from the program, more than 60 percent have gone on to graduate school. Presenters Jesse Ping and Aaron Lane,
both University of Minnesota students, talked about their work on designing space suits to increase thermal comfort
while decreasing bulk. They worked with professors Gloria Leon, psychology, and Victor Koscheyev, kinesiology,
who have mentored McNair scholars for 10 years. On hand for the presentations, held in Coffman Union on the Twin
Cities campus, was Nick Wallace, a former McNair Scholar who has received a master's degree in public policy and
a law degree from the University and is now at the Law School's Institute on Race and Poverty. "The McNair
program makes you think you can do anything by the time it's done," says Wallace. "It encourages you to dream
higher." As part of his McNair experience, Wallace traveled to Durban, South Africa, for a conference on
discrimination where he rubbed shoulders with the likes of Fidel Castro, Nobel Peace Prize winner Rigoberta
Menchu, and Jesse Jackson. And what about virtue? Is it really its own reward? Keith Fox, a St. Olaf College student
who worked with Michelle Mason of the philosophy department, says no. Well, not exactly. "Virtue benefits one
instrumentally--that is, if I'm honest I may get more friends and benefit through them," says Fox. "But being honest in
a vacuum confers no benefits. My argument doesn't require a previous moral background. That is, a person who
knows nothing of morality can benefit by moral behavior." Sharyn Schelske, co-director of the program, summed up
her happiness with the students' performances. "The mentors did an outstanding job with the students," she said.
"They set high standards, and the students measured up to them." 
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Drug and alcohol couselors
were on hand to offer their
services at StandDown 2006.

Veterans access free services during
StandDown 2006

August 4, 2006

Homeless and nearly homeless U.S. veterans received help in
getting their lives back on track during StandDown 2006, which
took place August 3-4 at the University of Minnesota's West Bank
recreation fields. The annual event was hosted by the University
and organized by the Minnesota Assistance Council For Veterans
(MACV), a nonprofit organization dedicated to helping veterans
statewide.

StandDown turned the West Bank fields into a tent city for
veterans. Over two full days, volunteers provided services such as
medical, dental, vision, and psychological assessments and
treatment referrals; employment assistance; legal aid; federal and
state tax counseling; social security eligibility information;
substance abuse counseling; and food and shelter.

StandDown is one piece of the many services and programs MACV offers to veterans throughout
the year.

In Minnesota up to 4,300 veterans are considered homeless or at risk of becoming homeless. That
represents 1 percent of the 430,000 veterans who live in Minnesota and 16 percent of all homeless
adults who live in the state.

"These men and women, who served their nation and defended our shared values, now struggle in
their own country," said Kathleen Vitalis, MACV executive director. "We hope that StandDown will be
a first step in helping them get back on their feet."

"StandDown is a significant place where our veterans who are in crisis can come just to identify
what kind of services are available to them," added Lt. Col. Mary Erickson, who is part of a combat
and operational stress control team based out of Ft. Snelling.

Her team works in a six-state region with veterans, their families, and the community to help
improve the transition for vets back to civilian life. In addition, she works with soldiers prior to
deployment to teach them stress managment techniques.

Prior to her own deployment in February of 2003, Erickson also was an instructor and director of
clinical education for the U's occupational therapy program.

"Stand-down" is a military term referring to a period of respite for active troops. In the past during
times of war, exhausted combat units requiring time to rest and recover were removed from the
battlefields and moved to places of relative security and safety. There, the troops took care of
personal hygiene, received clean uniforms, enjoyed hot meals, received medical and dental care,
mailed and received letters, and enjoyed time with fellow soldiers.

The first civilian StandDown was held in 1988, organized by a group of Vietnam veterans in San
Diego. More and more communities began to hold StandDowns and now there are about 100 such
events each year throughout the nation. It is estimated that 100,000 homeless veterans receive
assistance through the StandDowns.
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John Eighmey, a professor at
the School of Journalism and
Mass Communication, found
Harlow Gale's century-old
work still relevant.

Discovering the roots of advertising
psychology
John Eighmey reenacts the first experiments on the psychological
effects of advertising conducted at the University over a century
ago

By Ami Berger

August 8, 2006

Professor John Eighmey first came across the name "Harlow Gale"
in December 2004, while preparing materials for his spring 2005
Psychology of Advertising class. A reference to a 1900 manuscript
entitled "On the Psychology of Advertising" and authored by Gale
caught Eighmey's attention, since he had never heard of the author
or his manuscript, written well before scholars began examining
advertising techniques and their effects.

Eighmey, who holds the School of Journalism and Mass
Communication (SJMC)'s Mithun Land Grant Chair in Advertising,
was also surprised to see that the manuscript was published in
Minneapolis. Could Gale have been associated with the University of Minnesota? "At about light
speed, I called U of M archivist Lois Hendrickson," Eighmey says, "and asked if there were any
holdings for Harlow Gale. She replied, 'We have four boxes of his papers.'"

Within 48 hours, Eighmey and SJMC graduate student Sela Sar were in Andersen Library reading
the materials, which describe Gale's work on the psychological effects of advertising at the turn of
the 20th century. They discovered that Gale, who taught psychology at the University of Minnesota
from 1895 to 1903, was the first scholar to undertake experimental studies on the effects of
advertising. "Gale's work prefigured a number of critical concepts in advertising evaluation that are
still very much in use," Eighmey says.

Although Gale's scholarship is more than a century old, Eighmey found it relevant enough to bring
into his classes--literally. Last fall, Eighmey involved his Psychology of Advertising class in a full-
scale reenactment of one of Gale's experiments on advertising effectiveness.

"When reading the earliest research, we often find that our
predecessors had particularly acute powers of observation and
expression," Eighmey says.

To reenact the study, Eighmey found and scanned copies of magazine ads Gale listed in his 1900 manuscript, put
the scans in a PowerPoint presentation, and used a video projector to show each ad in a particular sequence and for
a particular amount of time, just as Gale had done with subjects in a darkened room, a lamp, and cutouts of the ads
more than a hundred years earlier.

"At the end of each exposure sequence, I polled the class to see which advertising elements they
could recall," Eighmey says. "The results were then tabulated on the marker board as we continued
through the reenactment. Remarkably," he says, "the results pretty much paralleled those of Gale."

There's an important lesson there regarding historical perspectives on the study of mass
communication, says Eighmey, who has now co-authored a paper with Sar entitled "Harlow Gale
and the Origins of the Psychology of Advertising" that will be published in the Journal of Advertising.
"When reading the earliest research, we often find that our predecessors had particularly acute
powers of observation and expression," Eighmey says. "Concepts and ideas flow from generation to
generation. You really can't fully understand the larger context of an idea unless you appreciate the
full meaning and implications of those original voices."
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Vice president and vice
provost for equity and
diversity Nancy "Rusty"
Barceló

New
Office of the Vice
President and Vice
Provost for Equity and
Diversity
* Disability Services
* Office for University
Women
* Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgender Programs
Office
* Multicultural Center for
Academic Excellence
* Office of Equal
Opportunity and Affirmative
Action

Former
Office of the Associate
Vice President for
Multicultural and
Academic Affairs (OMAA)
* Disability Services
* Office for University
Women
* Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgender Programs
Office
* Multicultural Center for
Academic Excellence

A community builder for diversity
Q&A with Nancy "Rusty" Barceló, U's first vice president and vice
provost for equity and diversity

By Gayla Marty

Brief, August 9, 2006

After five years on the West Coast, Nancy "Rusty" BarcelÓ
returned to Minnesota this summer. She's no stranger to the U.
From 1996 to 2001, she served as the U's associate vice president
for multicultural and academic affairs and also headed the Chicano
studies department on the Twin Cities campus from 1999 to 2001.
And she made her mark--a grants program for collaborative
multicultural projects, established in 2002, is named in her honor.

At the University of Washington since 2001, BarcelÓ served as
vice president and vice provost for minority affairs and diversity.
She holds a Ph.D. in higher education administration from the
University of Iowa and arrives with more than 20 years of
experience promoting diversity and multiculturalism in higher
education. As a Mexican-American, a woman, and a lesbian, she carries a strong sensitivity for the
groups she now represents as the University of Minnesota's first vice president and vice provost for
equity and diversity.

BarcelÓ talked recently about what brought her back to Minnesota and her vision for a path-
breaking role.

What made you want to come back to the University of Minnesota now?

The whole strategic positioning process caught my attention. It was clear that diversity wasn't an
add-on but a purposeful thread that ran through everything--every task force report, affecting the
entire University, systemwide. The president recognized early on that diversity equals excellence,
that it is important and crucial in the increasingly multicultural state of Minnesota and beyond. Being
able to build something from the bottom up with the support and bold vision of the president and the
provost is exciting. I want to be part of that.

And I like the ethos of the Midwest. When people think something is the right thing to do, they do it.

What do you want to accomplish?

I would like us to become the national model for diversity in higher
education, which is really about faculty, staff, and students building
community on all of our campuses. People come to the U from around
the world for medical care...someday, I hope people come to us to
figure out how to do diversity. When we talk about the U being in the
top tier of research universities, that means excellence, and
excellence includes diversity. We need to think about diversity in these
terms. I want diversity to be spoken about in the same way as
excellence.

We can do this in ways that really will transform this university and
impact the futures of faculty, staff, and students. We have a good base
from which to launch this work. Since the appointment, I've received a
lot of messages of support, and for this to work, it really has to be a
collaborative effort. A lot of people here are doing the work [of
diversity]...now how do we collaborate? Maybe models for diversity
will look different on the individual campuses. They should be tailored
to fit the needs of faculty, staff, and student communities. One thing
we must do is focus on building external ties--we can't do this work in
isolation.

In the areas of equity and diversity, where do you see the
University of Minnesota on the national landscape?

We've long been recognized as national leaders in the higher
education community. The University of Minnesota conference series,
"Keeping Our Faculties" of color, is an example of that leadership. Our
SEAM program--Student Excellence in Academics and
Multiculturalism, which was based on a University of Washington initiative to retain students of
color--is an innovative program that gets a lot of attention. We need to continue to build and expand
on these types of programs across the system.

This position is attracting national attention. Many in the higher education community will look to see
how we create new models for building communities that engage faculty, staff, and students. These
new models need to link theory and practice through scholarship. We need a diversity research
institute as a point of engagement for the faculty and the community--there needs to be more public
engagement. The University of Minnesota is poised to become the leading model for addressing
diversity in higher education.

For the first time, this position is at the vice president level. How will that make a difference?

It levels the playing field by making diversity an integral part of the president's cabinet and the entire
University. Leadership for diversity will come from the highest level of the institution, and
consequently, all vice presidents will be involved in diversity and providing leadership in this area to
their constituencies. Diversity is everybody's responsibility, from the president, provost, vice
presidents, and on down to the very last person on the org chart. We all play a role. I look forward to
working with the president's cabinet on these efforts.

How do you define multiculturalism?

We need to think of multiculturalism not as a way of assimilation, but as a way to acknowledge and
value everyone's different experiences. We need to work together as we maintain our individual
identities. I fundamentally believe we can't leave our identities outside the door. All perspectives
need to be at the table, and that leads to a much richer working experience and outcome.

When it comes to creating a truly diverse University--faculty, staff and students--what's
going to be your biggest hurdle?

Image is certainly one of our biggest issues. When I returned to Minnesota, I went to the Cinco de
Mayo celebration and I couldn't believe how it's grown! The image of Minnesota as a whole is that
it's less diverse than it really is. That's true for the University, too. There is a multitude of voices,
stories, and perspectives that have in fact been influencing educational practices and knowledge
since before colleges and universities came into being. Today our stories--read together, layered
one over the other, bringing together disparate knowledge and traditions--can only build a stronger,
more inclusive university...

...Changing our image among parents is important....Our alumni make incredible contributions and
we need to make sure that they are part of our image....We need to draw upon the work related to
our land-grant mission. We have extension offices across the state--how can we use them more in
this effort?

I think diversity is about building communities, and universities are made up of multiple
communities. The complexity of this work requires that these multiple communities work together in
new ways to build on the past, but with the courage to meet the changing needs of our time....I
wouldn't have come back if I didn't believe this is possible.

Can you talk more about how your role will affect staff and faculty?

The new Office of the Vice President and Vice Provost for Equity and Diversity has responsibility for
the Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action and the units of the former Office for
Multicultural and Academic Affairs (see box, above right). Several of the units already provide
services for faculty and staff, and that won't change. But we will be assessing those services as we
look at transforming the U through new and different models for excellence by building a diverse
University community. We have an opportunity as we build up this office to focus on faculty and staff
in new ways. My role as provost will enhance this effort as we begin to look at academic research
and broader faculty issues.

How do you view yourself as an administrator?

Primarily as a community builder. My generation is the generation of new scholars and leaders in
the academy that wrote about bridges and alliances. I see this work as an ever-widening circle of
inclusion.
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Telecommuting is just one
type of flexible work
arrangement. It's an option for
employees who can work at a
remote location while
completing their required job
tasks.

More information

Flexible Work
Arrangements
(including the self-test)

What's the impact on my
benefits?

Manager's Toolkit

* IMPORTANT *
Always consult with your
Human Resources
representative, labor
contracts, and supervisors
because many jobs simply
do not adapt to any of these
flexible options. If the
requirements of your job do
not allow you to "flex" your
time, the Office of Human
Resources offers an array
of other work-life support
tools--resources and
information to help you
achieve a sense of balance
in your life. For more
information, see WorkLife
Effectiveness Program and
click on Career/Life Alliance
Services (CLAS).

Flex your time
Flexible work arrangements can help provide work-life balance

By Norma Juarbe Franceschini

Brief, August 9, 2006

If there were a tool to increase your job satisfaction and improve
your work-life balance, would you want to know more about it?

Call the tool "flexible work arrangements," and put it in your job
toolkit.

Flexible work arrangements provide alternatives to the traditional
8-to-4:30 work schedule, letting you vary your work hours and
location. Whether you're attending evening classes, caring for a
relative, or tired of a long commute to work, flexible work
arrangements may be a perfect option to improve your overall
efficiency. They can help reduce stress and let you use your time
more effectively to get a better balance in your work and personal
lives.

For Wendy Volkman, that means time to care for her two young
daughters and still accomplish her work as a Web designer in the Office of Human Resources
(OHR). Volkman works a reduced-time schedule, reporting to the office in the morning and working
at home for an hour or two in the afternoon.

"It allows me to keep the kids in daycare part-time and then work when they are napping in the
afternoon," says Volkman, whose children are 2 years and 6 months. "Right now, my time with them
is so important. They need me. They are just so little."

At the University of Minnesota, the most common flexible work arrangements are flextime,
compressed workweek, job sharing, telecommuting, and reduced-time/part-time. Each comes with
advantages and disadvantages, so be prepared to do your research before you seek to make it part
of your life. You will want to make sure that you request an option that makes sense for your work
requirements and also fits the demands of your lifestyle.

Five flexible work arrangements defined

Flextime refers to arrangements where starting, ending, and break times including lunch hour are negotiated to not
follow standard pre-set schedules. Because flextime does not alter the total number of hours worked, it does not
have a negative impact on your benefits package and won't affect your take-home pay. For example, this can be an
ideal match for an employee who needs their child care and workday schedule to have the same start and end
times. For some workers, flextime can provide a valuable solution.

Compressed workweek is another way to maintain your full-time status and yet gain a level of
flexibility. With this option, an employee can choose, for example, to work four ten-hour days,
Monday through Thursday, and enjoy Friday off; or to work four nine-hour days, Monday through
Thursday, and a half-day on Friday. Although you may run the risk of feeling overworked on the
longer days, the benefit of longer weekends may help you achieve both professional and personal
goals.

Job-sharing is a popular option because it allows the employer to secure a
full-time appointment while the employees benefit from a part-time job. Two
individuals share a position by working either half-days or half-weeks. This
option requires excellent planning and communication skills because the
employees need to negotiate how best to deliver services and achieve the
required responsibilities and outcomes of the job. If you enjoy collaborative
work and also would like to have more time for volunteering, gardening, or
taking classes, this may be an excellent option to consider.

Telecommuting is an option for employees who can work at a remote
location while completing their required job tasks. You may need to
rely on technology (a computer, Internet, phone, or fax) to get the work
done from home. With telecommuting, an employee may work part of
the time or the entire workweek outside of their originally designated work space without
compromising the quality, type, or amount of work. Employees who otherwise travel long distances
to work benefit not only by saving the commute time but the significant costs of gas and vehicle
maintenance.

"With rising gas prices, telecommuting one day a week offers me significant savings," says Deb
Stull Erickson, whose commute is 48 miles each way to her job in OHR communications. "As a
writer, it also gives me the time I need to be in a quiet space and write--I can accomplish
tremendous amounts of work on my Fridays at home."

Reduced-time/part-time schedules increase your personal time available by decreasing the total
number of hours you work. Employees looking at this option need to consider the financial
implications because salary and benefits may be affected by your new total of hours worked per
week. This may be an excellent choice for new parents like Volkman or an attractive transitional
option for those considering retirement.

Do your research

If any of these options interest you, find out more about whether it might be the
right option for you. An employee self-test (see "More information" box, above)
is available online and can help you determine whether any of them could work
for your job. It's important to remember that all flexible work arrangements
need to be authorized through proper channels, including approval by your
supervisor and department head.

If you decide to propose a flexible work arrangement, consider doing it
in writing. It may be more effective if you not only include in your
proposal your request, but also offer to complete a trial-and-review
period to see how is it works for both you and your department. Also
consider including in your proposal concrete solutions to potential
challenges posed by your arrangement to the unit, coworkers, and
clients.

Everyone benefits from working in a flexible work environment.
Employers gain through higher employee morale and staff retention
while recognizing significant savings in the areas of hiring and training.
Employees get an opportunity to experience that work can have a
positive impact on their personal lives.

Norma Juarbe Franceschini is the coordinator of the University's WorkLife Effectiveness Program. 
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Assistant professors Ashley
James (left) and William
Schuler, both from the
University's Institute of
Technology, are among the 20
winners of the federal
government's highest award
to scientists and engineers at
the start of their careers.

Two young faculty take it from the top
The careers of Ashley James and William Schuler are young but
hot--and the U.S. government just stoked the fires

By Deane Morrison

It's been a heady year for Ashley James and William Schuler,
assistant professors in the University's Institute of Technology.
First, they received grants from the National Science Foundation's
Faculty Early Career Program (CAREER), which carry a stipend
between $400,000 and $1 million over five years. Now they have
just been feted at the White House as two of only 20 winners of the
highest award conferred by the federal government on scientists
and engineers at the start of their careers, the Presidential Early
Career Award for Scientists and Engineers (PECASE), also
sponsored by NSF. The awards do more than just honor the
nation's top young scientists and engineers. They also boost
careers in areas of research deemed of critical importance for the
future of the United States. Recipients of the PECASE award were
chosen from the more than 350 people who received CAREER
awards this year. James, of the aerospace engineering and
mechanics department, and Schuler, of computer science and
engineering, were among 56 honorees at a July 26 White House
ceremony. All were investigators who had made extensive
contributions to research and education and whose work is funded
by federal agencies. Work like James' doesn't get a lot of attention
in the popular press, but it's critical to keeping--literally--many industrial processes flowing smoothly.
She studies flows that occur at interfaces in many industrial, biomedical, and natural processes. Her
state-of-the-art computational techniques include variable surface tension effects that traditionally
have been ignored. Her research lays groundwork for fundamental developments in interfacial fluid
dynamics. She also has developed an educational and community outreach plan that is closely
integrated with undergraduate and graduate teaching, with the goals of promoting education and
increasing participation of students underrepresented in engineering. Ever wish you could just tell
your computer what to do--and have it obey? Schuler integrates word recognition and semantic
interpretation into a unified model for natural language dialogue between people and computers. He
is also building bridges between human language processing and fields such as computer vision,
robotics, and medicine. His students receive hands-on experience with a processing system for
human language, which could be used for tasks such as getting information from a medical
database over the telephone or commanding a team of robots. The PECASE awards were
established in 1996 to honor the most promising researchers in the nation within their fields.
Participating agencies award recipients up to five years of funding to further their research in
support of critical government missions. With this year's crop of 20, the total number of awardees
rises to 200.
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The 2006-07 Civil Service
Committee. Left to right,
back row, Gary Willhite,
Margaret (Peg) Wolff, Karen
Tschida, Diane Parker, Cathy
Marquardt, Susan Rose,
Nancy Fulton, Karen Lovro,
Rick Densmore; front row,
John Felipe, Linda Olcott,
Heather Powell, Lori Nicol,
Susann Jackson, Christopher
Bucksa. Not pictured: Sharon
Beckford-Babu, Karen Ellis,
Kathryn Olson, Michael Allen,
Susan Cable.

2006 retreat review
Civil Service Committee reviews first year in the U Senate, plans
for 2006-07

By Peg Wolff

Brief, August 9, 2006

As I prepared for the 2006-07 Civil Service Committee retreat last
month, I thought back to last year, when I accepted the nomination
for the vice chair position. Becoming the chair seemed a long way
off. Now it was here.

It was a beautiful July day when we arrived at the Continuing
Education Center on the Twin Cities campus in St. Paul. After
taking a little meet-and-greet time, the 15-member Civil Service
Committee and four alternates got down to work.

Representing approximately 5,000 civil service staff members
across the U system, whose jobs range across categories such as
lab scientist, library manager, editor, associate administrator, and
many more, is a big responsibility.

Like many organizations, we do most of our work in our
subcommittees. At each full committee meeting--usually the last
Thursday of the month--the subcommittees report on progress
towards their yearly goals. Some of the issues we follow involve
benefits, compensation, communication, advocacy, professional
development, and more.

At the retreat, we talked about what had been accomplished last
year--our partnership with the Office of Human Resources (OHR) on recommendations for merit pay
and performance management guidelines for civil service staff, and our revised Web site that uses
the University templates. We also talked about priorities for this year:

continuing to monitor merit pay and performance management issues
working with OHR to improve the Job Evaluation Questionnaire (JEQ) and develop guidelines for
the Job Review Questionnaire (JRQ)
making our operations manual and by-laws available on our Web site along with subcommittee
goals and a frequently asked question section
developing a strategy to increase the number of professional development awards we distribute

For the afternoon session, we invited the civil service senators to join us. We talked about the first
year of civil service staff representation in the University Senate, just concluded. In addition to the
CSC chair and vice chair, civil service staff members now elect 23 senators. About 15 more seats
on various U senate assemblies have traditionally been filled by civil service staff.

Over the past year, we discovered that we needed to develop strategies so the CSC and civil
service senators and senate assembly reps can better communicate on issues that affect civil
service staff at every level of University governance. We added this as a goal for the coming year.

The day was full of animated discussion, and we left the retreat ready to begin the year's work. It
was a great start.

Margaret "Peg" Wolff is a principal public relations representative at University Relations, Twin Cities campus, and
2006-07 chair of the Civil Service Committee. She has worked at the U for 20 years and her jobs have included
assistant to the director of the Nash Gallery, managing Coffman Union's Studio, and supervising prospective student
tours and planning U-wide events in University Relations. Currently, she works with neighborhoods adjacent to the
Twin Cities campus in community relations. 
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Entomologist Jeff Hahn
advises homeowners to treat
yellowjacket nests near areas
of human activity in order to
avoid stings.

Treat yellowjacket nests too close for
comfort

August 10, 2006

Above average populations of yellowjackets are popping up in
Minnesota this summer, and University experts advise
homeowners to treat nests that are found close to areas of human
activity.

Treating the nests will help prevent stings, says Jeff Hahn, an
entomologist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.
Waiting to treat the nests will allow them to continue growing late
into the summer, he adds.

Hahn blames the yellowjacket increase on Minnesota's warm, dry
spring weather. It allowed queens to become active earlier. They
began constructing nests and producing workers sooner than
normal. As a result, nests are now large enough and yellowjackets
abundant enough to be easily seen.

"And if yellowjacket nests are anywhere near where we are active,
we risk being stung by them," Hahn said.

Yellowjacket nests can be found in exposed or underground spots. They are often found hanging
under eaves or from the limbs of trees or shrubs, or in old rodent burrows. They may also take
advantage of cavities in buildings, such as wall voids or the spaces in cinder blocks.

Nests are small at the beginning -- about the size of a softball -- but can get to be the size of a
basketball or larger, according to Hahn.

Deciding how to treat a yellowjacket nest depends on where it's located. If it's high in a tree or in a
site where there is no risk of stings, then it should be left alone, Hahn says. Freezing temperatures
will eventually kill the occupants.

However, if the nest is located where there is human activity, the nest should be controlled to
prevent stings. First decide whether you will hire a professional pest control service or deal with the
nest yourself, Hahn says.

If you decide to treat a nest found out in the open, Hahn suggests the following tips:

Choose one of the widely available wasp or hornet spray products with active ingredients such as
resmethrin, tetramethrin, permethrin, or prallethrin.
Wait until evening to spray the nest. Yellowjackets are not very active when it is dark.
Spray the insecticide directly into the nest entrance, located on the bottom.
Check it the next day.
If there is still some activity, treat again.

Yellowjackets found nesting underground can prove more difficult to treat. If you opt for the do-it-
yourself method, Hahn recommends the following tips:

Treat at night, just like you would for nests that are out in the open.
Instead of using an aerosol can of wasp spray, use an insecticide that is labeled for insects in grass.
Dusts work better than liquids, but it's harder to find dusts that are labeled for treating underground
yellowjacket nests.
Once you are sure all of the yellowjackets are dead, fill in the burrow with dirt.

According to Hahn, the most challenging type of yellowjacket nest to control is the kind located
within structures, such as wall voids or attics. Because this type of nest is difficult to eradicate, it is
usually best to contact a professional pest control service, he says.
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By the numbers

The University of Minnesota
Veterinary Medical Center
treated 1,125 cases of
sickness or injury to horses
in 2005.

According to the American
Horse Council:

*The horse population in
Minnesota is 182,229,
which puts Minnesota 19th
among the 50 states.

*Throughout the United
States, 9.2 million
domesticated horses are
used for racing, showing,
competition, breeding,
recreation, and work.

*4.6 million Americans are
involved in the horse
industry as owners, service
providers, employees, and
volunteers.

*The U.S. horse industry
provides 460,000 jobs and
has a direct economic
impact of $39 billion a year.

--Sue Kirchoff, College of
Veterinary Medicine

President Bob Bruininks and
other dignitaries break ground
for the new Equine Center as
a team of Percherons, owned
by Bryan and Mary Hagen of
Kenyon, Minn., looks on.

Triumph of the neigh-sayers
There was horsing around aplenty when the University broke
ground for a new Equine Center

By Deane Morrison

August 15, 2006

They didn't paw the ground or snort with impatience, but when they
got going the team of Percherons pranced along at a clip that had
photographers scrambling to keep up. Decked out in well-coiffed
manes and tails, the 1,800-pound black horses stole the show as
they not only broke ground for the University's new Equine Center
but plowed the soil into deep, straight furrows. Located on the
northeast corner of the St. Paul campus and due for completion in
fall 2007, the center will transform the ability of the University's
College of Veterinary Medicine (CVM) to care for horses and
discover new ways to diagnose and treat their ailments. The crowd
at the groundbreaking was packed with joyful horse owners,
including University President Bob Bruininks and his wife, Susan
Hagstrum, both of whom exhibited unbridled enthusiasm for the
project. Also watching the August 9 ceremony were Jess Mendel
and Marianne Scheel of the University Police Department's
mounted patrol.

But no one was more ecstatic than Stephanie Valberg, director of the Equine
Center. "This new center will dramatically change the way we'll be able to care
for horses in the state of Minnesota," said Valberg, a professor of veterinary
population medicine. "It will provide new facilities to evaluate horses'
performance, research facilities to make innovative advances, and an indoor
arena and conference center for the equine community." The $14 million
center will have all manner of special facilities to cover every aspect of equine
health. Perhaps the most spectacular will be an indoor arena in which owners
can ride their horses around, allowing vets to observe all four natural gaits-
walk, trot, canter, and gallop-and spot any signs of lameness. Other sections
will house higher-tech operations. "There will be areas for imaging by
ultrasound, CT, and MRI," said Valberg. "A new surgery suite will be specially
adapted for arthroscopic surgery. There will also be a high-speed treadmill and
an underwater treadmill [for exercise and rehabilitation]." Among the horse
owners in attendance were many who sported buttons reading "I [heart] the
parking lot." That was a reference to the difficulty of parking at the current
facility, where people in large vehicles pulling horse trailers must navigate
sharp, closely spaced turns on hilly terrain that's extra treacherous in winter.
The new center's lot eliminates that headache. In his remarks to the crowd,
Bruininks could not resist drawing a parallel between guiding a saddle horse
and guiding a large university. "It's a lot easier to steer a horse in the direction
it's already going," said Bruininks, quoting John Naisbitt, author of the
bestseller Megatrends. "That's a good mantra for strategic positioning."
Strategic positioning, the term for the realignment of University colleges and
other resources for maximum efficiency and competitiveness, can only be
helped by the Equine Center. Already, as Bruininks pointed out, about 80
percent of practicing veterinarians in Minnesota owe their educations to CVM.
But, he lamented, the college has lost some potential recruits "because this
place was a dream, not a reality." "This center will help us retain and recruit
world-class faculty to our equine program," said Jeffrey Klausner, dean of
CVM. "It will help establish the University of Minnesota as a powerhouse in the
equine world." He pointed to equine nutrition, genetics, and muscular disorders
as areas that stand to benefit from advances in research and treatment.
Klausner also expressed hope that the center would become a home for the
equine community in Minnesota, including the We Can Ride program, a Minnetonka-based organization that offers
therapeutic horseback riding and cart driving to disabled children and adults in the Twin Cities. The center has a
fundraising goal of $7.3 million, said Klausner, with the University contributing the balance of the $14 million price
tag. At this point, nearly $5 million of the fundraising goal has been met, leaving only a couple of million dollars for
future donors to pony up. CVM alumnus Patty Olson, president and CEO of the Morris Animal Foundation in
Englewood, Colorado, announced at the groundbreaking that the foundation was contributing about $2.5 million for a
new Equine Consortium for Genetic Research. Valberg and fellow CVM professor Jim Mickelson will lead the
consortium of top equine researchers from around the world as it tackles the genetics and other biological
underpinnings of debilitating conditions like musculoskeletal disease, laminitis (a common and painful hoof ailment),
recurrent airway obstruction, and bone disease. Read more on the Equine Center. 
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Middle-class working couples
with kids are often stretched
thin, according to research by
Phyllis Moen.

Good life elusive for working couples with
kids

August 15, 2006

Middle-class couples where both partners work struggle to
compete in job environments designed for single earners with no
family responsibilities, according to research by Phyllis Moen,
McKnight Presidential Chair in Sociology at the University of
Minnesota. According to Moen, couples still are operating under
outdated work policies and practices, and institutional and
organizational rules designed for a one-earner, one-homemaker
model. Her research was presented last weekend at the American
Sociological Association's annual meeting.

"Middle class couples are stretched thin in terms of time by 'work-
friendly' jobs," said Moen. "In part, this reflects the realities of a
global information economy with its speed-ups, pressures to
increase productivity, 24-7 availability by computer, downsizing
insecurities, expectations of long hours, and little schedule
flexibility."

In her paper, Moen describes evidence that middle-class dual-earner couples--who appear
advantaged given their education and resources--are stretched thin, nevertheless. In fact, fewer
than one in six qualify as "super couples" (those where both husband and wife have a high quality of
life). And those who do fit in this category tend to be couples with no children.

In about half of the 1,060 couples she studied, Moen found that both the husbands and wives
reported either low quality of life or only adequate--what she calls "good enough"--quality of life.
Women working in job environments that are insecure or offer them little scheduling flexibility and
control are unlikely to have individual or couple life quality.

Moen's paper, "Dual-Earner Middle-Class Time Convoys, Ecologies, and Life-Course 'Fit:' Super
Couples or Couples Stretched Thin?" was presented on August 11 in Montreal, Canada.

Moen studies and has published numerous books and articles on occupational careers, retirement,
families, health, gender, and social policy, as they intersect and as they play out over the life course.
Her two most recent books report on data obtained through a grant supported by the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation. They are It's About Time: Couples and Careers (2003) and The Career Mystique:
Cracks in the American Dream (2005, with Pat Roehling). The Career Mystique earned the 2005
Award for Excellence in Sociology and Social Work from the Association of American Publishers
Professional and Scholarly Publishing Division.

To hear Phyllis Moen speak further about her research, listen to the University of Minnesota
Moment.
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Professor Paul Rosenblatt
new book explores the
challenges and benefits of
sleeping together.

Of spooning, snoring and sheet stealing
By Patty Mattern

Aug. 18, 2006

Snoring, spooning, stealing the sheets and sleeping in the nude...
In 2001, University of Minnesota family social science professor
Paul Rosenblatt set out to study the sleep habits of bed-sharing
adults. His most striking find: "It's often not easy sleeping together
but people keep doing it."

This month, Rosenblatt's book on the challenges and benefits of
sleeping together has hit the bookstores. "Two in a Bed: The Social
System of Couple Bed Sharing" is groundbreaking in the field of
sleep and relationships. While a plethora of writing exists on sleep
issues, until now there was no book about sharing a bed, even
though it's a part of millions of couples' lives.

"Sharing a bed is a complicated, changing, and often, a
challenging experience and no one had written about it," says
Rosenblatt.

Rosenblatt interviewed 42 bed-sharing couples for his book, which offers an in-depth look at what it
means to share a bed with someone else, how slumbering together affects the couple's relationship,
how the relationship affects the nocturnal dynamics and how couples dealt with the complexities of
sharing a bed.

Many couples told Rosenblatt that sleeping in the same bed with someone else is important
because it's a time for intimacy, pleasure and feeling comfortable together. During the time before
drifting off to sleep, couples can also catch up on what's going on with one another, plan, make
decisions, deal with disagreements and solve problems.

"Many of the couples interviewed said they would get a better night's
sleep apart, but they don't want to sleep apart because of the intimacy
of sharing a bed, the security and the sense of belonging together," says
Rosenblatt.

Rosenblatt says that for most couples, the time spent chatting in bed is the most time they have to
talk with each other on a daily basis, and that talk can be crucially important to their relationship. "If
couples don't have this time in bed, then they're in trouble," he says.

Harmonious sleeping, however, is an acquired skill.

One partner's health problems, snoring or work tensions can impact the other's sleep. Differences in
sleep habits can also be problematic: sleepers versus light sleepers, night owls versus early birds
and people who need the covers tucked in versus whose who don't.

Snoring is a common issue for couples and each couple finds their own ways to resolve the
difficulty. For some, it involves a simple nudge and for others, it was more extreme like the couple
sleeping on separate floors, says Rosenblatt.

People who have never shared a bed have to learn how to do it. "Some people have spent years
sprawled out across the bed or wrapped up in a blanket and suddenly they have to adjust to
sleeping with someone," says Rosenblatt.

Life changes also demand compromise in the bedroom.

If one partner has an injury or chronic illness or when the couples have kids, the couple needs to
adjust to the new circumstances. An interesting finding in Rosenblatt's study involved life and death.

"Some couples feel that their sleeping together has meant that one of them saved the life of the
other," he says. "One couple was spooning as they slept when the woman had a seizure with minor
movement and the husband woke up immediately and called 911."

At least two of the couples Rosenblatt had interviewed dealt with suicidal possibilities.

"To keep the other partner alive, one man tied his wife's wrist to his wrist, so then he would know if
she moved or got out of bed," says Rosenblatt.

Some people, especially women, felt safer with their partner sleeping next to them.

"Many of the couples interviewed said they would get a better night's sleep apart, but they don't
want to sleep apart because of the intimacy of sharing a bed, the security and the sense of
belonging together," says Rosenblatt.

"Two in a Bed: The Social System of Couple Bed Sharing" is available at University Bookstores for
$23.95.

Further reading 
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Five UMC students grew the
flowers for campus as a part
of the Commercial Floriculture
Class this spring.

Growing their own
Contracting with students to grow flowers for campus was a first for
UMC

By Dana Setterholm

Aug. 18, 2006

Landscaping is an essential part of any college campus. This may
be an attempt to attract prospective students, or a hope that a
beautiful campus will inspire young minds. Perhaps it's just
because students have long been known to enjoy good weather by
studying, tanning and playing Frisbee outdoors. At the University of
Minnesota, Crookston, however, landscaping also helps students
gain experience in their future field.

Horticulture is, pardon the pun, a growing industry across the
United States. Minnesotans spend an average of $2 billion on
flowers, plants, landscaping and gardens each year, and
professionals trained in growing, designing, installing and
maintaining plants and flowers are in great demand. UMC offers a
four-year degree in horticulture, and, for the first time this spring, the University contracted directly
with students to grow the plants needed for landscaping, offering students to chance to help the
school as well as get firsthand experience.

In past years, growing bedding plants for the campus' landscaping has been the responsibility of the
grounds crew, which has three employees. Last spring, UMC decided to do something different. A
class focusing on growing plants to be used in landscape design already existed, called Commercial
Floriculture Crops, so the University decided to contract directly with the students in the class. The
five students were asked to grow over 8,000 bedding plants, which the grounds crew would then
install all over campus.

UMC offers a four-year degree in horticulture, and, for the first time
this spring, the university contracted directly with students to grow the
plants needed for landscaping, offering students to chance to help the
school as well as get first-hand experience.

Grounds supervisor Jerry Rude, who designs the flowerbeds on campus, ordered the seeds for the class and
instructed the students on how he wanted the plants grown. The students were growing a crop and he was the client,
he says, specifying the number and varieties of plants to grow. "He would give us information--how he wanted his
seeds sown, or how many plants he wanted in a pack and how often he wanted it fertilized--and then the students
just did what he needed," says Theresa Helgeson, a lab services coordinator at UMC who worked with the students.
The students were responsible for the watering, fertilizing and prevention of insects and disease while growing the
plants.

The students grew the flowers for this well-known bed.

Most of the plants the students grew were annuals like petunias,
marigolds, begonias and geraniums, Helgeson says. These flowers
were then planted in flowerbeds around the campus, including the
well-known bed where "UMC" is spelled out in flowers. Besides
learning how to grow a crop for a client, the students also learned
how to delegate responsibility. "Once a week, one of the students has
to tell their classmates what needs to be done, so as the semester
goes on the students are actually running the class," Helgeson says.

Contracting directly with the students also helped the University. "It saved a lot of time and labor
costs," Helgeson says. "The grounds crew was able to get other stuff done instead of having to go
in the greenhouse and sit and transplant for a week. The students did that instead." Rude agrees,
and says that besides saving the grounds crew time, the class gave the students good experience
that will be valuable in their future careers.

Both Rude and Helgeson agree that contracting with the students was a success, so UMC plans to
do so again next fall. Rude says the students will take the experience one step further by ordering
the seeds they need by themselves, and they will also grow poinsettias for the holiday season.
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The Minnesota River, here
seen southwest of St. Paul, is
a focus of efforts to reduce
pollution from agricultural
runoff.

Input sought for Institute
on the Environment

The provost's committee on
the Institute on the
Environment is due to offer
its blueprint Sept. 14. The
public is invited to offer
suggestions and comments
about the institute.

In addition, three public
forums will be held:

* Wednesday, Sept. 6, 1-
2:30 p.m., 105 Cargill
Building, 1500 Gortner
Ave., St. Paul

* Thursday, Sept. 7, 10-
11:30 a.m., 402 Walter
Library, 117 Pleasant St.
S.E., Minneapolis

* Friday, Sept. 8, 1-2:30
p.m., 130 School of
Medicine, Duluth

If you can't attend in
person, you can participate
on the Web. For more
information, see the
Provost's Advisory
Committee for the Institute
on the Environment.

It's expected that the
institute will be operating
sometime this fall or early in
2007. No decisions have
been made as to where the
institute will be located.

New college and environmental institute
gear up to propel U to the top
Environmental and community leaders express support for
interdisciplinary direction of U initiatives

By Deane Morrison

Aug. 22, 2006; updated Aug. 29, 2006

Not long ago, University President Bob Bruininks was talking to
students from two of the University's undergraduate colleges, each
majoring in environmental science. Both were frustrated by
restrictions on what classes they could take. "They wanted to know
why they couldn't take more courses in other colleges," recalls
Bruininks. The story illustrates one reason the University is
creating a new systemwide Institute on the Environment, which will
coordinate the University's formidable environmental expertise
across all of its campuses and its outreach and its research locations. In addition to providing more
opportunities for students, the hope is that bringing the University's far-flung environmental experts
closer together will help trigger even greater discoveries and further enhance the University's
reputation as an environmental leader.

The University outlined plans for the new institute at an Aug. 16 public
forum sponsored by the Minnesota Environmental Initiative, an
organization designed to build coalitions of nonprofit, business and
government leaders to find solutions to environmental problems.
Representatives from agriculture, industry, government and
environmental organizations attended the event at the Science
Museum of Minnesota to provide feedback on the U's plans to
transform itself into one of the top three public research universities in
the world. The creation of the institute is one of many initiatives in the
Transforming the U effort. Another initiative discussed at the forum
was creation of the new College of Food, Agricultural and Natural
Resource Sciences (CFANS).

Pulling together the U's environmental expertise

While CFANS has many faculty, centers and programs dedicated to
environmentally related topics, it is hardly alone. The University is loaded with
environmental talent, but it is dispersed on every campus. Helping to organize
all this information and expertise is part of the mission of the new Institute on
the Environment, an independent unit whose director will report to the provost.
Deborah Swackhamer, professor of environmental health sciences, co-director
of the University's Water Resources Center and co-chair of the provost's
advisory committee in charge of shaping the institute, spoke about the
enormity of the task and the need for input from as many people as possible.
The institute's purpose, she said, is twofold. "First is to create a world-class
research institute--a think tank on the environment," Swackhamer said. "We
want to find solutions to global environmental problems. Second, it will be a
portal for all things environmental at the University." In his remarks, Provost
Tom Sullivan said the institute "will sweep across our entire University." What's
clear so far is that it will foster research, new environmental policy and real-
world solutions to problems.

"There will be a need for 400 new foresters in
Minnesota and Wisconsin over the next decade," said
Brandt. "We want them to come from the University of
Minnesota."

Swackhamer said the blueprint for the institute is only about half done. "We're
asking you to help us engage with the public to meet our goals," she told the
audience. As part of its mission to foster research, the institute will form small research teams to tackle real-world
problems of global and regional significance. One recommendation the advisory committee expects to make is for
faculty participants to be appointed to teams, with selection and renewal based on a rigorous review process. Harvey
Thorleifson, director of the Minnesota Geological Survey and a member of the provost's committee, expressed
support for that direction. "Competition breeds excellence," he said in an interview. A recurring theme at the meeting
was the need for benchmarks or indicators of success in all these endeavors, and Swackhamer identified the search
for benchmarks as an ongoing and crucial part of the plan. In a way, the University's strengths embodied in CFANS
and the institute are like the 1980 American Olympic hockey team--world-class talents all, but in need of a Herb
Brooks to coordinate them and unleash their potential. Bruininks noted that only a few places in the country have
"done a good job in this area." But with the University's expertise in energy, global climate change and other critical
areas and the institute playing a leadership role, he foresees great things for the U.

A stronger food, agricultural and natural resources college

Likewise, the creation of CFANS, which became official July 1, will make for a stronger and more interdisciplinary
college. CFANS comprises the former College of Natural Resources, the former College of Agricultural, Food and
Environmental Sciences (COAFES), and the department of food science and nutrition, which had been shared by
COAFES and the former College of Human Ecology. Interim Dean Kate VandenBosch spoke about the college's
strengths, such as the new department of bioproducts and biosystems engineering, a dynamo of research on
renewable resources. CFANS also has a new major in environmental sciences, policy and management, and plans
for a graduate program in biometeorology. "That program will deal with such areas as carbon dioxide inputs into the
atmosphere," VandenBosch explained. She also spoke about the need for faculty from different areas--not just in
CFANS but in social sciences, law and humanities--to work together to bring about deep and lasting improvements in
society, especially regarding environment-related issues.

"We desperately need a predictable source of support from the state of
Minnesota," said Bruininks.

Presiding over a college whose disciplines range from agriculture and biofuels to forestry, fisheries and wildlife,
VandenBosch said she has asked department clusters to find points of common interest in order to foster
interdisciplinary collaborations. She held up the wind turbine project in Morris, Minn., as an example of the kind of
joint effort that can be achieved. In that project, CFANS's West Central Research and Outreach Center and the
University of Minnesota, Morris, are collaborating to use wind energy not just for electricity but to make fertilizer. She
also praised the college's collaborations with the University's College of Biological Sciences and Institute of
Technology in the field of renewable resources and with the Academic Health Center on the Presidential Initiative on
Healthy Foods/Healthy Lives. Besides research, of course, CFANS educates students, and VandenBosch asked the
assembled representatives of industries that hire CFANS graduates to tell the college what they need in their future
employees. Another speaker, Wayne Brandt, executive vice president of the Minnesota Forest Industries, was happy
to give one answer. "There will be a need for 400 new foresters in Minnesota and Wisconsin over the next decade,"
said Brandt. "We want them to come from the University of Minnesota." Another speaker, though heartened by
Bruininks's comment that the environment would be a central focus at the University, suggested the University could
do more to ensure that the next generation of farmers remains on the farm. "The sons and daughters of farmers
aren't necessarily choosing farming, and the costs of land and machinery are sky high," said Diane Jensen,
executive director of the Minnesota Project, an organization with numerous interests in the realms of renewable
energy, farms and food systems. "We need energy independence and food security, but we could be outsourcing
most of our food and energy production in the near future if we don't have enough farmers and farms. This shows
how important the University can be, not only to make new technologies happen, but on the applied side, to make
sure these technologies allow farmers to stay in business."

Nurturing interdisciplinary relationships is key

While the work of both CFANS and the institute will largely involve the forging of interdisciplinary working
relationships, Sullivan and VandenBosch underscored the importance of nurturing the individual partners in those
relationships. Strong interdisciplinary work requires strong disciplines, and Sullivan singled out the department of
chemical engineering and materials science, "the world's premier chemical engineering department," as a model of
excellence to be maintained and emulated. But to reach its potential, the University must have a steady flow of
support. Bruininks spoke of the need for investment from the state, a source for which there is no substitute. "It
would take a $2 billion private endowment to replace a $100 million state budget cut," he said, referring to budget
cuts in the first year of his presidency. "We can't make it up with private funds. We desperately need a predictable
source of support from the state of Minnesota." Emceeing the meeting was Steve Morse, a board member of the
Minnesota Environmental Initiative. He encouraged everyone in attendance to keep the momentum going. "Today's
meeting might be called 'drive-by stakeholder involvement,'" he quipped. "We need ongoing involvement." 
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Neurosurgeon Cornelius Lam
is taking advantage of the
"What If" campaign to develop
a device made from a
patient's own tissue that will
drain excess fluid from the
brain.

What if?
A neurosurgeon dreams of a better device--and invokes an
innovative collaboration to help make it a reality

By Mary Hoff

Aug. 22, 2006

Like other neurosurgeons, Cornelius Lam, treats his patients
suffering with excess fluid on the brain (hydrocephalus) by
implanting a tube to shunt excess fluid from the brain to the heart
or abdomen ... but Lam knew there had to be a better way.

"The problem with these shunts is they have a tendency to
malfunction--50 percent fail after two years and have to be revised
or replaced," says Lam. "It's the best we've got. But the technology
for them essentially has not changed for 50 years."

Hydrocephalus is a tragic example of too much of a good thing.
Normally, the amount of cerebrospinal fluid, the liquid that
circulates through and cushions the brain and spinal cord, exists in
a fine-tuned balance. As fresh CSF is produced in chambers deep
within the brain, the old diffuses through tiny projections called
arachnoid granulations into veins just beneath the skull. But in some individuals, due to a birth
defect, illness or injury, the arachnoid granulations aren't able to let the fluid through, and pressure
builds up. Hydrocephalus can cause brain damage and even death.

"I'm on a mission. I'm hoping to make people better," says Cornelius
Lam.

A couple of years ago, Lam, who is also pursuing a masters degree in biomedical engineering,
started thinking about devising a better fix. Why not, he wondered, replace the faulty arachnoid
granulations with functioning ones made from a patient's own cells? Unfortunately, without research
funding there wasn't much he could do but wonder.

Then, in late 2004, the Biomedical Engineering Institute (BMEI) extended an invitation to Medical
School faculty to submit proposals to its new "What If" Medical Device Idea Campaign. Top ideas
would receive seed funding and technical assistance to help turn vision into reality. Lam put together
a proposal to develop a bioartificial arachnoid shunt, and his project was one of seven chosen for
the first round of "What If" funding. With an $11,000, one-year start-up grant in hand, he's now
working with BMEI collaborators to develop strategies both for growing arachnoid cells in culture
and for convincing the cells to mimic the exquisitely precise semipermeability of the natural blood-
brain barrier.

"I'm a neurosurgeon who's clinically very active," he says. "The 'What If' Campaign really gave me
the opportunity to carry out this sort of research. It would be extremely hard to do otherwise."

BMEI head Jeffrey McCullough, a physician, says Lam's project was chosen for the "What If"
funding because it deals with tissue engineering, one of the strengths of the Academic Health
Center and the Institute of Technology (IT). "This is an important problem for patients, and Dr. Lam
is approaching it in a fundamentally different way, sort of a paradigm shift in how one might go about
dealing with this situation," McCullough says. In addition, he says, the project involves collaboration
between Medical School and IT faculty members.

Within a year or two Lam hopes to use the progress he makes through the "What If" research to
leverage a larger federal grant to continue developing the device. If the device begins to show
promise for commercial application, he will have yet more assistance from the Patents and
Technology Marketing (PTM) office, part of the University's Office of the Vice President for
Research. The PTM staff helps faculty protect inventions through the patent process and finds
companies interested in licensing the inventions.

"Our goal is to ensure that inventions are transferred from the lab to application at the bedside,"
says PTM senior licensing manager Susan McFadden Patow.

Lam agrees. Improved treatment is ultimately what it's all about. "I'm on a mission," he says. "I'm
hoping it will make people better."
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"It brings me back to my days
in Ecuador," Amy Greeley says
of volunteering at the
Honorary Ecuador Consulate
in the Twin Cities. "It's one of
the best things I've done."

U volunteer helps run Ecuadorian
consulate
By Bob San

Aug. 22, 2006

When Amy Greeley lived in Ecuador for seven months through the
University of Minnesota's Minnesota Studies In International
Development (MSID) program, she was greeted with open arms
and treated warmly by her host family and the Ecuadorian people.
Today Greeley, an associate advising director in the university's
Learning Abroad Center, is returning that favor as a volunteer at
the Ecuadorian consulate in the Twin Cities. In response to the
rapidly growing Ecuadorian community in the Twin Cities, the
Ecuadorian Ministry of Foreign Affairs opened a consulate in
Minneapolis this March and named Juan Moreno, a diversity
program director and inclusion specialist with the University of
Minnesota Extension Service, as the honorary consul. Located on
Lake Street in South Minneapolis, the consulate allows local
Ecuadorians greater access to passport and legal document
services. Operating the Twin Cities consulate is a labor of love for
Moreno and a group of volunteers, who receive no salaries for their
service. When Greeley learned that the consulate needed
volunteers, she jumped at the chance. "It's a way for me to meet the people, practice Spanish and
to give back what the Ecuadorian people gave me when I was there," said Greeley, who interned in
an indigenous co-op and assisted the people in marketing their handmade tapestries when she was
in Ecuador. "Amy has been there since day one," Moreno said. "She has been a wonderful
volunteer for us." The consulate is open on Tuesday and Thursday evenings and the first Saturday
morning of each month. Greeley volunteers one night a week. She is joined by about 10 regular
volunteers--including several University alumni--who help visitors process passports and power-of-
attorney documents. When the consulate first opened, there was a big rush of Ecuadorians seeking
services and the place was crazy, Greeley said. Since then, things have settled down. The
consulate now averages 10 to 12 cases a night. Greeley is happy to help, but she also enjoys just
being in the consulate and visiting with the people, even when it's not busy. "It's really nice and
homey," Greeley said. "You are on official Ecuadorian soil and it really feels like you are in Ecuador.
You are speaking Spanish, and the way you greet and talk to people, the way jokes are made, the
way you make popcorn and pass it around the room, everything is very Ecuadorian. It brings me
back to my days in Ecuador. It makes me smile. It's one of the best things I've done." Greeley's
tireless volunteerism has endeared her to the Ecuadorian people. Recently she was asked to be a
judge in the Miss Ecuador Minnesota Pageant. "Amy es una persona maravillosa (Amy is a
marvelous person)," said Gustavo Bernal, a fellow volunteer at the consulate. "This place would not
have worked without her." Things are going well at the consulate but it can always use more
volunteers. A volunteer should have a good knowledge of Spanish, since all the documents are in
Spanish, but other than that, Greeley said the only qualifications one needs are an interest in
Ecuador and a willingness to help. Those interested in volunteering can call Moreno at 612-625-
5252 or contact the consulate at 612-721-6468. The consulate is located at 1304 E. Lake St.
Minneapolis.
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The 300-member U Marching
Band will play a selection of
school songs and Broadway
tunes at the Maroon and Gold
Day Parade on Sunday, Aug.
27.

Free shuttle to the fair

Catch a quick ride to the
fairgrounds on the express
transitway. The free shuttle
departs from the Huron
Blvd. parking complex on
the Twin Cities campus in
Minneapolis and runs 8
a.m. to midnight daily (10
p.m. on Labor Day).

For a summary of event
highlights, listen to U of M
Moment or download U of
M at the Minnesota State
Fair.

U at the Minnesota State Fair

Aug. 22, 2006

It's that time of year again--think corn dogs, deep-fried Twinkies,
the Tilt-A-Whirl, everything imaginable on a stick, and wall-to-wall
Minnesotans trying to take it all in... .

Yes, the Minnesota State Fair opens Thursday, Aug. 24., and over
the course of 12 days (through Monday, Sept. 4), the University of
Minnesota will be among the largest attractions there.

More than 100 University experts and scholars are scheduled to
share their cutting-edge research and discoveries at the
University's building and stage on the corner of Dan Patch Avenue
and Underwood Street. Visitors can also view the innovations the
University has brought to life or is currently working on at various
locations throughout the fairgrounds as it embarks on its goal to
become one of world's top three public research institutions.

This year's highlights at the University of Minnesota building
include:

The U's Scout robots and world champion endurance athlete "Rocket" Rod Raymond on the U of M
stage. Raymond, the life fitness and wellness coordinator at the University of Minnesota, Duluth, will
offer tips on achieving optimal health, while computer science professor Nikolaos Papanikolopoulos
will discuss how his soda can-sized robots are used in search-and-rescue missions. (Stage
programs will be held daily from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.; see state fair link below for the daily schedule.
The "Stadium Experience" exhibit--a stylized mini stadium that pays homage to Gopher football.
Check out Gopher memorabilia or sit in the bleachers and watch Gopher sports reels or a video
about the U's plan for a new stadium scheduled for groundbreaking this fall. You can also buy
football tickets for the 2006 home opener against Temple University on Sept. 16 at only $10 each.
Maroon and Gold Day on Sunday, Aug. 27. Activities include the Know Your U trivia contest, the
Maroon and Gold Day Parade and the celebrity guacamole cook-off with special guest chefs--U of
M Alumni Association chief executive officer Margaret Sughrue Carlson and University president
Robert Bruininks and his wife, Susan Hagstrum.
Daily giveaways. This year's giveaways include a limited edition maroon and gold mesh drawstring
backpack filled with information on U programs. Visitors can also register to win a pair of tickets to
"Headliners," the new current-events forum with University of Minnesota experts.

For a complete schedule of U-related activities and exhibits at the
Minnesota State Fair, see U at the Minnesota State Fair. Once you're
at the Web site, you can also buy $7 discounted admission tickets (the
regular price is $9 for adults) and download a copy of the handy
"Gopher's Guide to the Minnesota State Fair."

The Minnesota State Fair is one of the many ways the U works to
keep Minnesotans abreast of what's going on at their state's only
public research university. Last year, more than 1.6 million people
visited the fair--one of the largest state fairs in the United States.

U activities in other Minnesota state fair buildings include:

4-H building, U of M Extension Service: View more than 7,000
exhibits, including clothing, gardening and photography projects, as
well as some 2,200 "blue ribbon" livestock entrants during the fair's
first four days.
Horticulture building: Visit with a master gardener or meet U landscape designers, flower and rose
breeders and turfgrass experts. Demonstrations take place at 11 a.m., noon, 1 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Progress Center (previously the Wonders of Technology building): The latest U research on fuels
from renewable biomass and the next generation of biofuels are part of the Eco Experience exhibit.
A solar vehicle built by U students will also be on display. U experts will be available to talk about
sustainable building products and construction methods.
Fine Arts Building: "Kerlan treasures: Gems from the trove" by the University of Minnesota Libraries'
Children's Literature Research Collections. The exhibit features more than 20 pieces of artwork from
the 1920s to the present and also provides information on the different processes that art and
manuscripts go through to become a book. Guest storytellers and Poky Little Puppy will make
special appearances.

A Goldy butterhead, carved by U staff out of a 55-pound block of butter,
on display at the Coffman Union food court last week to promote the U's
2006 appearance at the state fair.

Further reading Hardy U elms find home at state fair Made for the
shade

Maroon-and-Gold-Day-on-a-stick Day
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Zigang Dong's research
focuses on cancer
development and prevention.

Dong named McKnight professor
Hormel Institute head lauded for his commitment to cancer
prevention research, education and service

By Jim Thorp

Aug. 23, 2006

The University of Minnesota named cancer researcher Zigang
Dong the McKnight Presidential Professor in Cancer Prevention at
the Aug. 22 groundbreaking ceremonies for the new Hormel
Institute.

"Through his remarkable scientific career, his exemplary leadership
and his commitment to establishing the university as a world-class
institution of research and learning, Dr. Dong has exemplified the
qualities of a McKnight Professor and is poised to help the
university forge new frontiers in cancer research," said University
president Robert Bruininks.

About the Hormel Institute

* Established as an independent research arm of the University and located in Austin, Minn.

* Founded by the Hormel Foundation and the U's Board of Regents in November 1942

* Focuses on biological research in five major areas: biophysics, cancer biology, cellular and
molecular biology, membrane biochemistry and nutrition and metabolism.

* Funded in large part via grants from the Hormel Foundation and the National Institutes of Health

* Employs 80 people, from researchers and lab techs to administrative personnel and maintenance
workers

Dong has served as the chief of the cellular and molecular biology research section at the Hormel Institute, where he
was appointed executive director and awarded the Hormel/Knowlton Professorship in 2001. He did his post-doctoral
work at the National Institutes of Health's National Cancer Institute before coming to the Hormel Institute in 1995.

Dong's research focuses on cancer development and prevention. He recently published a surprising
finding in the area of cellular suicide, in which a protein that normally functions to repair severed
DNA molecules will, in some cases, join forces with another protein to destroy the DNA.

Dong will oversee an unprecedented expansion of the Hormel Institute--a $20 million construction
and renovation project that is expected to triple the institute's capacity and create 100 new, high-
paying jobs for area workers.

The McKnight Presidential Professorships recognize the University's distinguished faculty. This
award has been made possible by a $15 million gift from the McKnight Foundation.

"Zigang Dong demonstrates the qualities in teaching, research and service that the University of
Minnesota values most highly, and we are proud to offer him this prestigious award," Bruininks said.
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Glen Mason has been on the
sidelines for six bowl games in
the past seven years. Last
season's 34-31 loss to Virginia
in the Music City Bowl evened
his bowl record at 3-3.

A conversation with the coach
Q&A with Gopher football head coach Glen Mason

By Rick Moore

Aug. 25, 2006

Glen Mason came to the University of Minnesota in January 1997
with a reputation for turning football programs around, a feat he
accomplished first at Kent State and then at Kansas. Now
beginning his 10th season at the U, Mason has quietly accrued
more tenure than any Minnesota coach since Murray Warmath
(1954-71). With 117 wins, Mason is second only to Penn State's
Joe Paterno in total career victories among current Big Ten
coaches; his record at Minnesota is 58-50.

And while he has turned the program around--guiding the Gophers
in 1999 to their first bowl appearance in 13 years and to six bowls
in the last seven years--Minnesota is still entrenched in a gridiron
purgatory, seemingly unable to crack the top three in the Big Ten
standings and still searching for its first trip to the Rose Bowl since
1962.

In between spring recruiting trips, Mason took some time to talk about his success in putting "a
credible product" on the field each year, and the challenges he faces, especially in recruiting, to gain
ground in a brutally competitive conference. The Gophers open their non-conference season on
Aug. 31 at Kent State. Q: You've been at Minnesota now for going on 10 years, the longest
tenure since Murray Warmath and your longest stint anywhere. With the new contract, does
Minnesota feel like a long-term home to you?

A: It's felt like home for a long time. I think that we had to deal with the perception for quite a long
time that we were here for the short term rather than the long term--my staff and I--and that was
never our intention. When you look at modern-day athletics and someone's been there 10 years,
that's considered a pretty long stint.

Q: Athletics Director Joel Maturi suggested to the Board of Regents recently that the football
team is not far away from a Big Ten championship. Do you agree?

A: We've made a lot of progress. We've been a blink of an eye away from really being a serious
contender on a number of occasions since we've been here. But until you do it, you haven't done it.
And the Big Ten is a pretty competitive conference. All you have to do is look at the money that
people are investing in their programs in the way of football-related facilities and it's almost mind-
boggling. And that's all because there's an intense race to be in position to win Big Ten
championships.

Q: When it comes to recruiting, do you feel like you're hampered by anything inherent to
Minnesota or the University?

A: I think every place has its positives and every place has its negatives. What you have to do is do
a good job of accentuating the positives and dealing with the negatives. I think that the biggest
obstacle in recruiting is that we are forced to recruit a large number of players from a long distance
away. We have some awful good programs and some awful good players in the state; however, we
don't have an abundance of them. There are some states that will produce 6 to 15 times the number
of Division I players than we do on a yearly basis, and when you're confronted with signing
someplace between 20 and 25 players per year, that dictates that you're going to have to get on
planes and recruit from a far distance away. I think the farther you go away from campus the more
difficult it is to recruit.

Q: Just when you might have the powers figured out in a given year, along comes a Penn
State last year. Is it frustrating playing in the Big 10 knowing that there really are few, if any,
soft games on the schedule?

A: I don't think the success that Penn State had last year surprised anybody that really knows
anything about college football internally. Even coach Paterno, when they were having those losing
seasons, was saying that they're just a play here or there from contending for a national
championship. But in saying that, there are no easy games in the Big Ten right now. When you look
at maybe the change that you've seen in the Big Ten, the perennial powers are still the perennial
powers but the perennial doormats aren't doormats anymore. On any given Saturday they can win.

Q: Your demeanor always seems amazingly positive even after a difficult loss. Is that your
true self or are you better than others at covering disappointment?

A: Maybe you better ask my wife that.... It takes some work, but I've always thought that when
you've played a game and things haven't worked out the way you wanted and you're down and your
players are down and your fans are down, all of a sudden for the coach to say, 'That was worse
than going to a dentist without novocaine,' does that help the situation? That even puts a more
negative light onto it, and typically nothing's ever as good or as bad as it seems. So you try to look
at the things that were positive and you can build on, but at the same time be pretty much forthright
and tell it like it is.

Q: The team has been built around an explosive running game in recent years, which the
talent has certainly dictated. Given your returning players, do you think the team will still
primarily be built around the run or be more pass-oriented?

A: We've always played to our strength, and right now I wouldn't say the strength of our football
team is our running game. We're not nearly as talented at running back as we've been. We've had
some very good players on our offensive line depart through graduation. That doesn't mean that I
don't believe that we'll have a good offensive line, But I believe our quarterback, Bryan Cupito, is
throwing better than he's ever thrown, and our wide receivers are performing much better. So I think
you'll see much more balance in our offense.

Q: Do you feel any tangible pressure to win more games or put more fans in the stands, or is
most of the pressure you may feel self-imposed?

A: At this level, if you're a major college football coach, there's always pressure to win. Let's face it;
major college football coaches are held accountable for a lot of stuff, especially out of season.
Ultimately, unless you cheat, you're fired because you lose. One of my favorite sayings is, for a
football coach the posse is always out there. Sometimes you see the dust, sometimes you don't, but
they're always there. But, that type of pressure and/or criticism doesn't bother me. The only thing I
worry about is putting a credible product out there on the field. We've not won a championship, but
we've had a credible product; we've had the best offensive production that this school's ever seen
and tops in the conference.

Q: I suppose you've gotten acclimated to the notion that you can lose players [like Marion
Barber III and Laurence Maroney] early to the draft?

A: Yeah, it's something you don't like, but it's a reality. You lose a guy that's a first-round pick in the
National Football League... well, you can imagine what caliber of player he is and how could
compete in the Big Ten conference. So you don't like that from the standpoint of what negative
effect it has on the team. But at the same time, when you look at the positive financial effect it has
on the guy in that situation, it's hard to begrudge him or his family. Is money the end-all of
everything? No, but not many people can walk away from those types of opportunities.

Q: What will you be doing when you're Joe Paterno's age?

A: When I'm Joe Paterno's age I hope I'm still breathing. (laughter) He's going to be coaching 56
years! I've only been living 56 years. I would very much doubt that I'll be coaching football at age 79;
however, I pray that I'm as healthy and as active and involved in something at age 79 as Coach
Paterno.

Q: Away from the field, away from the office, what do you do for fun and for release?

A: I'm an avid jogger--that's because I love to eat... and it keeps me healthy. I love going on Lake
Minnetonka with my family. I go out there as often as I possibly can--sometimes with my wife,
sometimes with a kid; always with the dog. And then I enjoy playing golf. My favorite part of golf is
playing with guys who are critical of my athletes and pro athletes and everybody's athletes, and on
the 18th hole, when they have a three-foot putt, they can't even hit the hole. And I let 'em know
about it, too.

An edited version of this article originally appeared in Minnesota, July-August 2006, the magazine of
the University of Minnesota Alumni Association.
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A major goal of the writing
initiative is to teach students
how to vary their content and
writing styles to fit the
occasion.

The write way to learn
New Baccalaureate Writing Initiative to be essential for every
student

by Deane Morrison

From M, fall 2006; updated March 21, 2007

Today's instant communications often leave writing clarity-not to
mention elegance-in the dust. To help its graduates reach their full
potential, the Twin Cities campus has launched a Baccalaureate
Writing Initiative to make writing an essential element of every
student's education and to turn the University into a national model
for the study and practice of writing. It is part of the University's
drive to crack the ranks of the top three public research universities
within a decade. Under the initiative, writing will be woven into all
areas of study to give students a feel for how to write in a variety of
contexts and for different audiences. "We had a lot of comments
from employers who said new graduates, because of the effect of
e-mail and other digital technologies like instant messaging, have
adopted an informal style that's not always appropriate for
workplace communications," says Laura Gurak, head of the
rhetoric department and co-chair of the strategic positioning task force on writing that recommended
the initiative. Also, "Some of my students don't have a sense of audience and purpose. They might
be assigned to write about a topic for a general audience, and they write for a more technical
audience." Central to the initiative is a plan to consolidate writing courses and scholars of writing in
a new department within the College of Liberal Arts (CLA). It will include the rhetoric department
faculty, writing faculty from the former General College, English department faculty who focus on
writing and new faculty who study such areas as writing theory and pedagogy. A new freshman
composition program will draw on courses from CLA, General College, and rhetoric. "We want to
create a unit with national and international distinction in teaching and research," says Vice Provost
Craig Swan. The task force has proposed that faculty in each major define the writing requirements
and needs for their students. Provost Tom Sullivan has named an implementation committee to put
the plans into operation for the 2007-08 school year. "The idea is that faculty will think through the
kinds of writing appropriate for students and designate courses where that takes place so students
will have an idea of how to link writing, research, thinking and reading as they go through their
majors," says English professor Donald Ross, who co-chaired the writing task force. The task force
has also proposed ending exemptions from freshman composition for students with strong writing
skills and placing them in a more advanced composition course. Students who need extra help,
especially nonnative speakers of English, will receive it throughout their University careers. While
the emphasis on writing will mean more work for students, it will likely sharpen their thinking and
understanding of the subjects they study. "In senior exit surveys, students who do more writing
report more satisfaction with their undergraduate experience," says Swan. "I think it reflects their
deeper engagement with their learning."

RELATED READING Innovative U of M writing-enriched curriculum program receives a Bush Foundation grant of
nearly $1 million (March 19, 2007) 
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University researchers are
working to produce white pine
seedlings resistant to the
destructive blister rust fungus.

Getting the red out of white pines
University foresters are in a race to save the majestic Eastern
white pine from a deadly fungus

By Nina Shepherd and Deane Morrison

Aug. 29, 2006

In the cool understory of the University of Minnesota's Cloquet
Forestry Center, scientists are in a race against time to save
Minnesota's most iconic tree, the magnificent Eastern white pine.
Found in old growth forests throughout the state and along the
North Shore, the towering timber with its feathery boughs is a
favorite nesting site for the bald eagle. But the same towering
heights and straight trunks that make the white pine picture perfect
also made it irresistible to loggers in the early 1900s. Today the
white pine faces a worse threat from a fungus called blister rust, a
disease imported from Europe on seedlings in the early 1900's.
Like something out of a science fiction novel, blister rust needs two
hosts to survive: gooseberry bushes and white pines. Gooseberry
leaves harbor the fungus until it releases spores into the air. The
spores settle on white pine seedlings and enter via the needles, causing an oozing, rust-colored
infection that eventually chokes the tree and prevents it from absorbing water. Infected branches
and doomed trees turn a bright red that makes them stand out in the forest like burning flags. In the
University's largest outdoor laboratory, the Cloquet Forestry Center, Andrew David and his research
team are on the front lines of the battle to save the white pine. David, an associate professor in the
department of forest resources at the University's North Central Research and Outreach Center in
Grand Rapids, runs a white pine breeding program through the Minnesota Tree Improvement
Cooperative (MTIC). The team's work rests on the old-fashioned horticultural technique of grafting.
The team takes advantage of healthy mature trees that grow along the North Shore of Lake
Superior and that have been regularly exposed to blister rust. Twigs from these healthy trees are
grafted onto stems of white pine seedlings grown in Cloquet. The resulting seedlings are--for
breeding purposes, at least--genetically identical to their North Shore parents. The grafting is thus,
in effect, a way of transporting trees from the North Shore to Cloquet.

"We've given up trying to find a super tree," says David. "Rather, we're
looking for trees with increased resistance with the ultimate goal of
producing seeds."

The grown-up seedlings become part of the Cloquet Forestry Center's "breeding arboretum," which now has more
than 400 trees in various stages of growth. David's team cross-pollinates these trees, harvests dozens of seeds from
each parent and transports them to greenhouses on the St. Paul campus. There the seedlings are raised and
vigorously tested for resistance to rust, using a screening test developed in large measure by plant pathology
professor Robert Blanchette. By looking at which seedlings survive the rust and which don't, the researchers can
identify superior parents. Those trees will eventually be grafted to create a "seed orchard" containing only highly
resistant trees, which will interbreed. Their seeds will be used in reforestation efforts throughout the state. "We've
given up trying to find a super tree," says David. "Rather, we're looking for trees with increased resistance with the
ultimate goal of producing seeds." If a parent tree is resistant to the rust, then a large proportion of its offspring--
perhaps 75 ot 80 percent--will not die from rust if exposed, says Bob Stine, a professional forester and coordinator of
the Cloquet Forestry Center. (A "super tree," or tree with immunity to rust, would produce offspring that all survive
rust.) Trees that resist the rust must have not just one gene but a combination of genes that together confer
resistance. The program is the quintessential long-term project, one that can only be completed by foresters of the
future. One reason is that the white pines take two growing seasons to produce cones. For example, a tree that was
pollinated in spring 2006 will not produce seeds until fall 2007. Also, the goal is much bigger than finding one or a
few resistant trees and populating our forests with just their offspring. "It doesn't do a lot of good to have just a few
genetic varieties," says Carrie Pike, manager of MTIC. "We want genetic diversity. We want breadth in the genetic
pool." Planting many trees that share the same genetic makeup may allow them all to resist blister rust, but it could
also leave them vulnerable to some other disease or parasite that may wipe them out. "Through various breeding
schemes we can tell which combinations of trees yield offspring with the right combination of genes that can be
passed on reliably from generation to generation," says Stine. 
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New faculty members talked
to each other during an
exercise in a session by
Center for Teaching and
Learning director David
Langley.

Catherine St. Hill, College of
Veterinary Medicine (left), and
Kamisha Escoto, School of
Public Health, talked at a
reception at the end of Day 3.

U expands orientation for new faculty
Three-day program debuts on the Twin Cities campus

By Gayla Marty

Brief, Aug. 30, 2006

Some have moved to the Twin Cities from across the country or
around the world. Others have worked on campus already as
researchers or graduate students. Some have new Ph.D.s and
others are seasoned faculty members. But all of them are new to
the faculty of the University of Minnesota, one of the biggest
campuses in the nation--and an institution committed to becoming
one of the top three public research universities in the world.

This year for the first time, the U rolled out the welcome mat to its
new faculty members for three days. President Bob Bruininks,
Provost Tom Sullivan, and a veritable Who's Who of campus
leaders got up close and personal with more than 90 new
colleagues in a program designed to help them be successful.

"The University has spent the past year positioning our campuses
strategically and setting goals," says Arlene Carney, vice provost for faculty and academic affairs, a
key architect of the new program. "We hired these new faculty members, and they're the ones who
will help to take us to the top. Their success will mean the University's success."

"We hired these new faculty members, and they're the ones who will
help to take us to the top. Their success will mean the University's
success."

In one day at each of the three main Twin Cities campus locations, new faculty sat where new
students will sit next week. They learned about U resources for teaching and applying for grants,
tips for promotion and tenure, and U of M trivia. They made friends, discovered connections and
quizzed the locals about the Minnesota State Fair.

The idea for the campuswide orientation program grew directly from the strategic positioning task
force on faculty culture. Carney and a committee of faculty and staff drew on those
recommendations and garnered the resources and staff to make it happen. Robin Wright, associate
dean in the College of Biological Sciences, contributed valuable ideas and experiences from a
similar program at the University of Washington. About 135 invitations were sent to those who've
been hired as tenured, tenure-track and contract faculty members within the past few months.

New Faculty Orientation Schedule

DAY 1
Minneapolis, East Bank

* Organization
* Students
* Office of Human Resources
* Online resources
* Information fair

DAY 2
St. Paul

* Teaching and learning
* Public engagement
* Diversity
* Being mentored and mentoring

DAY 3
Minneapolis, West Bank

* Administration
* Governance
* Research, scholarship, and creative expression at the U
* Oversight
* Grants and fellowships
* Libraries
* Promotion and tenure

Evaluations of the program by new faculty members were enthusiastic. They especially enjoyed
meeting other new faculty and networking across the University. Sessions on teaching and learning,
research resources at the U, the libraries and promotion and tenure were mentioned frequently as
being particularly helpful. Although many commented that three days was a significant time
commitment, few suggested cutting parts of the program, and many wanted even more interactive
sessions. The feedback will provide the basis for next year's program.

Many universities offer orientation for new faculty members, from a partial day at the University of
Michigan to a five-day program at the University of Washington. Last year, the Twin Cities campus
held a campusewide reception and two sessions, each two hours, one in September and one in
October. The Crookston, Duluth and Morris campuses each have developed programs specific to
their new faculty.

The Office of Human Resources holds regular orientation programs for all new Twin Cities campus
employees, but its content focuses on issues that cut across all employment categories.
Traditionally, orientation for faculty has been provided by departments and colleges, and that will
continue, says Carney. But the faculty culture task force found that faculty members tend to bond at
the departmental level. The sheer size of the Twin Cities campus can work against a wider identity.
Carney set out to change that.

The new faculty orientation focuses on campuswide topics and resources such as technology-
enhanced learning, public engagement, diversity and faculty governance. (See sidebar box.) It also
exposes newcomers to the breathtaking scope of the University, from medicine to literature.

At the final session on Day 3, three newly tenured faculty members and one full professor talked to
the group about their own experiences and offered some advice. They described the benefits of
having a mentor and how to get the most out of the promotion process. Marla Spivak, entomology,
recommended getting a life outside the University, too. Stephen Parente, Carlson School of
Management, agreed--he learned to sail during his years of earning tenure.

"My brother said to me, 'You got a boat! You've gone native!'" Parente joked. "But sailing not only
helped me deal with the stress. I also took colleagues and students along, and I really got to know
them, which was great."

Information, inspiration, connections

At the closing reception, participants were hosted by Regents and McKnight professors and other
distinguished faculty members. Over dessert, they talked about valuable and favorite sessions over
the three days.

Jeffrey Stackert came from
Brandeis University to teach
biblical Hebrew in the Department
of Classical and Near Eastern
Studies. His favorite presentation
was on teaching and learning--he
signed up for more resources.

"There was a lot of good
information at a fast pace," he
said. "It's a reminder of what
students go through!"

Catherine St. Hill, originally from Barbados, earned her Ph.D. at the U. She's back now after
working in the private sector, teaching in the Department of Veterinary Clinical Sciences. Most
useful to her was the promotion and tenure presentation because of the anxiety the whole topic
raises.

"Before, it was like being on the moon or something," she laughed. "It's a lot clearer to me now."

But her favorite was the diversity session given by Rusty BarcelÓ, vice president and vice provost
for equity and diversity.

"It made me think about myself as a woman of color in the sciences," said St. Hill. "What [Vice
President BarcelÓ] said about sacrificing your cultural identity to be successful made me reflect on
what was involved to get me to the place I am now. I will be thinking about that a lot."

"This is a great university, and it's great to be here," said one new
faculty member. "The intellectual environment is palpable."

Janet Thomas and Tracie Collins, both new to the Department of Medicine, discovered they both
know Jasjit Singh Ahluwalia, hired in 2005 as the U's first director of clinical sciences in the
Academic Health Center. Thomas, a tobacco researcher, was recruited from the University of
Kansas, and Collins, a specialist in poor circulation (peripheral arterial disease, or PAD), came from
Baylor University in Texas.

"The University of Minnesota is the mecca of tobacco research," said Thomas. "This is a great
university, and it's great to be here--the intellectual environment is palpable. This program was an
opportunity to meet potential friends from lots of fields. I feel like I've got connections now."

Faculty members new to the U are invited to e-mail their questions or comments to newfaculty@umn.edu. 
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Back-to-school: save
receipts for tax returns

Minnesota has two
programs--the K-12
education subtraction and
the K-12 education credit--
intended to help families
pay expenses related to
their child's K-12 grade
education. Eligible
expenses include:

* Textbooks and other
instructional materials, such
as paper, pens, pencils,
notebooks and rulers for
subjects normally taught in
public school.

* Rental fees or cost of
educational equipment such
as musical instruments and
calculators.

* Up to $200 worth of
computer hardware or
educational software.

* Tuition for summer camps
with an academic focus,
such as language or fine
arts.

For a complete list of
qualifying expenses, visit
the Minnesota Department
of Revenue or call 651-296-
3781. To learn more about
the tax credit, listen to U of
M Moment.

Encourage children to tackle homework

From eNews, Aug. 31, 2006

School is starting--and with it the homework assignments that your child should be bringing home.

"What's essential is that you make it clear that homework is important," says Kathleen Olson, family
relations specialist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service. Because if children don't
understand the purpose of homework, the reason they have to do it, and how it will benefit them,
then homework will be an unfulfilling experience. Teachers give homework to reinforce skills that
have been taught during the school day and to keep track of your child's progress.

The bottom line: Children who spend more time on homework do
better in school, according to the U.S. Department of Education. And
the academic benefits increase as children move into the upper
grades. Here are some general tips from Extension's family relations
experts:

Set aside a regular time and place for homework. Turn off the
television and discourage social telephone calls from friends.
However, encourage your child to call friends about homework
issues.
If you can, be nearby and encourage your child to ask questions. To
set an example, you may want to be working on something of your
own. For instance, you might balance a checkbook. Or, if your work
requires it, even do your "homework." The important thing is that
your child knows that you are available for them.
Ask your child how things are going. Perhaps they could do a math
problem for you, or describe what they've been reading. Then, when
your child needs help, your goal should be to help them do it
themselves. Suggest that they try certain approaches. Help them
find information. Work an example for them. Ask lots of questions.
And don't be afraid to say, "I don't know." Remember: you're a guide,
not the teacher.
If you can't physically be there, you can still set aside a time and
place and check on their homework when you get a chance.

For a variety of information on helping your children learn, visit
the U of M Extension Service.
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And the other awards go
to...

Alumni Service Award
Andrea Hjelm '65, past
UMAA president

Faculty/Staff of the Year
Award
Debra Skaar '86

Rising Star Award
Michelle Hanson '01

Student Volunteer of the
Year Award
Phillip Brummond '07

Outstanding Alumni
Society of the Year Award
School of Nursing Alumni
Society

Outstanding Chapter of
the Year Award
Rochester Area Alumni and
Friends of the University of
Minnesota
*Honorable Mention
Southwest Florida Chapter

Program Extraordinaire
Award
Boston Chapter (Garrison
Keillor and the Newton
Symphony Orchestra event)

School of Dentistry Alumni
Society (Golf Classic)

Institute of Technology
Alumni Society (TechFest)

Grand Gold Award
College of Education and
Human Development
Alumni Society

Hats Off Award
Individual winners to be
announced at the ceremony

UMAA honors top volunteers

From eNews, August 31, 2006

Each year, the University of Minnesota Alumni Association (UMAA) honors significant contributions
made by individuals, societies, chapters, and interest groups, as well as exceptional programs
sponsored by UMAA alumni societies, geographic chapters, and interest groups. This year is no
different.

Three University of Minnesota graduates will be named 2006 Alumni Volunteers of the Year and a
former UMAA president will be recognized with an Alumni Service Award at the 24th annual
Volunteer Awards Ceremony on Friday, Sept. 15, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the Coffman Memorial
Union's Great Hall on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis.

Stephen Litton, who received his degrees from the University in 1965, 1967 and 1972, is one of the
three Alumni Volunteers of the Year. He serves on the boards of directors of both the UMAA and the
School of Dentistry Alumni Society (SODAS) while maintaining a busy orthodontic practice and
holding key leadership positions in several professional organizations. He will be recognized as an
extremely committed volunteer who has worked tirelessly on behalf of the UMAA and SODAS.

Robert "Bob" Freemore, a 1975 food science graduate, and Patrick
Weicherding, with 1972, 1978 and 1984 degrees in forestry, will
receive the Alumni Volunteer of the Year Award as the team that
brought together three separate alumni groups to form a vibrant new
College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resources Sciences Alumni
Society. Both gave generously of their time, enthusiasm and energy
this year in support of the University's strategic planning goal to
become one of the top three public research university's in the world.

"[The awards are] an opportunity for us to say congratulations and
thank you to those who play an invaluable role in helping us achieve
our mission--to provide a lifelong connection between alumni and the
U," says Margaret Sughrue Carlson, UMAA chief executive officer.
"We consider a volunteer's commitment of time and talent crucial to
the strength and vitality of our organization and of the University."

Andrea Hjelm, who received her bachelor's degree from the College of
Education in 1965, is this year's recipient of the Alumni Service
Award--one of the most prestigious awards bestowed upon alums.
Hjelm is owner of Minneapolis-based Moore Creative Talent, Inc. and
a past UMAA president. She currently serves on the alumni
association board and the University's Intercollegiate Athletics
Advisory Board. In 2001, Hjelm, who is also a member of the U?s
President's Club, chaired the "Save Gopher Sports" auction.

"My love and appreciation for the U have only grown over the years,"
says Hjelm. "It's always been a pleasure and honor to serve this great
institution and I will continue to do so. Once a cheerleader, always a
cheerleader."

The awards ceremony is free and open to the public. For more
information and to register, visit the University of Minnesota Alumni
Association.

To learn more about volunteer opportunities at the U, visit UMAA
online. (Look for the following links on the left navigation bar:
Chapters, Collegiate societies, and Interests Groups; Legislative
Network; and Career Resources & Mentoring.)
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U student Elizabeth
Stahlmann with fellow Guthrie
actor and U alum Jay Goede
in a scene from "The Real
Thing" by Tom Stoppard and
directed by Joe Dowling.

Senior actors on stage

From Oct. 26-Nov. 11,
University Theatre will
present Norwegian
playwright Henrik Ibsen's
"Hedda Gabler" and "A
Doll's House" at the Rarig
Center. Both plays will
feature the senior company
of the University of
Minnesota/Guthrie Theater
BFA Actor Training
Program. The plays will be
presented in conjunction
with other Ibsen-related
events in the Twin Cities to
celebrate the 100th
anniversary of Ibsen's
death. Ibsen was largely
responsible for the rise of
modern realistic drama, and
he is believed to be the
most frequently performed
dramatist in the world after
Shakespeare.

U and the new Guthrie
B.F.A. actor training students learn tricks of the trade at the
riverfront Guthrie

By Pauline Oo

Sept. 1, 2006

Minus the black lipstick, big hair with streaks of brilliant red, and
laced-up platform boots, actress Elizabeth Stahlmann is virtually
unrecognizable at the post-play discussion. The University of
Minnesota junior is making her Guthrie stage debut as the 16-year-
old punk daughter in "The Real Thing," a two-and-a-half hour sly
examination of the mysteries of love and marriage. The play, which
runs through Sept. 24, is the first production on the McGuire
Proscenium Stage in the new Guthrie Theater by the river.

"Who knows what I'll actually do when I graduate," says
Stahlmann, a student in the Department of Theatre Art and
Dance's bachelor of fine arts actor training program. "But right now,
I am learning a lot about myself and theater and seeing if it all
makes sense, if I want to do this [for a living.]"

Over the summer, Stahlmann has been performing or rehearsing almost six days a week at the
Guthrie alongside seasoned theater and film actors Jay Goede, Sally Wingert and Kathryn Meisle.
"Sally [a 20-year veteran with the Guthrie] is a huge inspiration," says Stahlmann. "Through her, I
can see what it's like to live life fully as an actress."

Rounding out "The Real Thing" cast are two recent graduates from the U's actor training program:
Jonas Goslow, who last appeared in "Hamlet" (the Guthrie's final production at its former home on
Vineland Place), and Mike Rasmussen, who starred in "Antigone" at Theatre de la Jeune Lune.

The chance to rub shoulders with and learn from high-caliber or award-winning Guthrie actors is
certainly a draw of the U's actor training program, which emerged in 1999 with the appointment of
Joe Dowling as the Guthrie artistic director. The four-year program is unique in the country because
of its working partnership with an internationally recognized theater, the Guthrie. The collaboration
builds on a decades-old relationship. One of the reasons Tyrone Guthrie chose Minneapolis for his
flagship theater 37 years ago was because of the exciting artistic and academic influence of the
University.

Auditions are held each year--typically attracting 400-500 people--in Minnesota, as well as in cities
such as San Francisco, New York City and Chicago, and the program only accepts 20 students a
year.

Both the U and the Guthrie devote staff time to running the rigorous
program, which combines a solid liberal arts curriculum with specific
training in text analysis, voice, dialects, movement and other
performance skills. As part of the program, students spend every
Monday at the Guthrie, where they meet with artists, directors and
stage managers. They will now also have the opportunity to use the
250-seat Dowling Studio (aka the black-box theatre or lab space) for
productions.

"Proximity is great," says program director Judy Bartl of the new
Guthrie location in the Mill City District within walking distance of the
Twin Cities campus. "It's easier [for our students and faculty to get
there for meetings.] We also have a lot of freshmen who are ushers
there, as well as students involved in special events and going to
opening events."

The U-Guthrie partnership does not guarantee a place on the Guthrie
stage. Eligible students audition alongside other hopeful actors for
roles. "There are a lot of factors that come into consideration before
we allow students to even audition for shows, [and these include] how
they are doing academically and what is their artistic progress like,"
explains Bartl.

"We've been very fortunate that Joe Dowling and the Guthrie Theater
are very responsive to hiring our students," she adds. The Guthrie had
to negotiate a special contract with the actors union that allows four current students each year to
have speaking parts in Guthrie performances. In their first year, 8 of the 15 graduates of the class of
2004 worked in at least one show on the Guthrie season.

"We've now graduated three classes of students," says Bartl. Last Thursday, Bartl welcomed 20
more students to the program. "The growth for this program has been phenomenal, and when I look
at what our graduates are doing it's pretty incredible. We have students now working on both coasts
and in Shakespeare plays all over the country."

Guthrie's archives at the U

In June, the new $125 million, 250,000-square-foot Guthrie Theater opened overlooking the
Mississippi River. French architect Jean Nouvel designed the indigo building, his first project in
North America. To learn more about the Guthrie's 43-year history, visit the free Guthrie exhibit at the
U's Elmer L. Andersen Library on the West Bank. The exhibit, which runs through Oct. 27, features
rarely seen photographs, set models, costume sketches, and early correspondence from the
Guthrie's archive, which has been part of the University Libraries' collection since 1965.

For example, Santino Fontana, from the class of 2004--the program's first batch of graduates--is
now a busy actor in New York. (This past spring, at 23, Fontana became the youngest Hamlet in the
Guthrie's history.) 2004 graduate Leah Curney currently has a season contract with American
Players Theatre in Spring Green, Wis. 2005 graduates Elliot Eustis and Eric Holm founded a theater
company, Shakespeare on the Cape, in Provincetown, MA, and hired several of their B.F.A.
colleagues. (The company will perform "Romeo and Juliet" and "As You Like It" in the Dowling
Studio at the Guthrie, Sept. 16-25.)

"For a program this new, I think that's quite a testimonial to the training that we're providing," adds
Bartl.

Further reading Fortune far from outrageous Class acts 
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At the University of Minnesota,
junior Elizabeth DeSanto has
found a major that she truly
loves and new hope for life.

Resilient student finds new life at U
Elizabeth DeSanto rebounds from loss of mother and Hurricane
Katrina ordeal

By Bob San

Sept. 1, 2006

It was late August, 2005. Elizabeth DeSanto, now a junior
kinesiology major at the University of Minnesota, had just arrived at
Loyola University in New Orleans and was looking forward to
starting the fall semester. Then Hurricane Katrina hit, and
DeSanto's world was hurled into chaos.

"I was just setting up my apartment," DeSanto recalls. "Before I
knew it I had to evacuate."

It's one year later and DeSanto still remembers vividly the
catastrophic events that hit New Orleans when Katrina blasted the
Big Easy and the levies broke.

"I was there for five days and we were told to evacuate, she says. "We had to go to Tennessee and I
remember the highways were all backed up."

Loyola University was located far from the most severely flooded area and was spared from
massive damage. But the university decided to close.

"All the businesses were closed and a lot of the teachers and people who work at the university lost
their homes," DeSanto says. "We were told that the university would be closed for a while."

As it turned out, Loyola canceled the entire fall semester.

For DeSanto, Hurricane Katrina was the second devastating event to happen to her in one year. In
August 2004, she lost her mother to cancer.

"I did not attend college the fall semester of 2004 due to my mother's diagnosis of cancer and death
shortly thereafter," DeSanto says. "This not only set me back a semester but, as one can only
imagine, caused my world to be turned upside down."

The tragic loss caused DeSanto to lose focus on her studies. She returned to college for the spring
semester of 2005 questioning her declared major in psychology. She decided a move to Loyola
would give her a fresh perspective on life and it was where she wanted to continue her college
education. Katrina, however, threw another obstacle into DeSanto's path as she tried to return her
life back to normal.

"I was pretty devastated," DeSanto says. "It was the one university I really wanted to attend. It's a
small Jesuit school in warm weather. I was looking forward to studying there another semester."

When she found out that Loyola would be closed for fall semester, DeSanto did not want to wait
around for it to reopen. Already back home in Minneapolis, she decided to enroll at the University of
Minnesota.

"[Elizabeth] has been a wonderful example to me, her sisters and others
of great character when life is difficult," says her father, Will DeSanto.

"I was back [in Minneapolis] on a Wednesday and by the following Wednesday I was in class at the
U," DeSanto says. "The U really catered to us. They waived the application process, gave us
discounts on books and helped people with housing."

This quick and unexpected change from a small southern school to a large university left DeSanto
flustered and stressed in her first semester at the U, but she was soon to find new hope. In the 2006
spring semester she talked with professors in the kinesiology program and discovered a growing
interest in the physiology of the human body. As a result, she finally has found a major that she truly
loves.

"I was a gymnast for 13 years, and I am fascinated by the study of the human body in its
relationship to daily physiological functioning and to sports performance," she says. "I hope to work
with both athletes and non-athletes in the field of physical therapy."

After two turbulent years, DeSanto finally has a clear path ahead of her. She plans to graduate with
a bachelor of science in kinesiology and then pursue a doctoral graduate degree in physical therapy.

No one is more proud of Elizabeth's strength in overcoming two traumatic setbacks than her dad.

"Elizabeth and my other two daughters are remarkable young ladies who have gone through much
in their life, especially with the death of my wife and their mother," says Will DeSanto. "By the grace
of God they have all continued to pursue excellence in their studies. Elizabeth has probably been
the one [who] has had several life situations that could have brought her away from continuing her
education and desire to live life well. She has been a wonderful example to me, her sisters and
others of great character when life is difficult."
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The new apartment-style
Centennial Hall on the
Crookston campus is
appropriately named; the
campus kicked off its yearlong
centennial celebration in June
2005.

It's back to the books
More U students choose campus living

Sept. 5, 2006

The big rush to move about 6,600 University of Minnesota students
into their residence halls and apartments began at 8 a.m. last
Saturday. An estimated 4,400 freshmen will live on campus. The
University estimates that this year's freshman class will include
about 5,300 students.

More and more first-year students are choosing to live on campus,
says Laurie McLaughlin, director of housing and residential life on
the Twin Cities campus.

"Living in residence halls gives students a good opportunity to
integrate their classroom and out-of-classroom experiences in a
supportive living-learning community," she says. Students can
benefit from educational, cultural, recreational and social programs
in residential communities, McLaughlin adds.

The number of students choosing on-campus housing has been
steadily increasing at the University of Minnesota for the last
several years. In 1992, 59 percent of new freshmen lived on campus. This year, more than 80
percent of freshmen are expected to live on campus, says McLaughlin. She attributes the trend to
the wealth of opportunities offered to students who live in University housing.

"On-campus residential environments today are more than just a place to eat and sleep," says
McLaughlin. "Living on campus gives students opportunities to meet people, become involved in
campus life and experience a sense of community on campus. Students who live in University
housing feel a strong connection to the broader university community."

On-campus living also has academic benefits. Research shows that living in university housing
positively influences a student's grade point average and level of involvement in campus activities,
says McLaughlin.

Centennial Hall on the Crookston campus is the latest addition to the U's selection of student
housing across the state. The 84-bed facility, which opened its doors to students this fall, reflects the
historical architecture of the campus and follows a nationwide trend to apartment-style campus
living. The individual apartments have two bedrooms and four beds, a private bath, walk-in closets
and a full kitchen, and while the facility will be wireless, each room will have seven network
connections.

"What students like even more," said Gary Willhite, University of Minnesota Crookston's director of
residential life, "is the fact that these apartments also have dishwashers."
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Professor Kathryn Sikkink

Tracking the human rights trail
Sikkink was one of three new Regents Professors honored on
Sept. 8

By Gayla Marty

Sept. 6, 2006; updated Sept. 15

In 1976, Kathryn Sikkink was a University of Minnesota student
who'd won a scholarship to study for a year in Latin America. A few
days before she left, she opened the New York Times to see her
host country named on the editorial page. "Uruguay: Torture
Chamber of the Americas," it said, describing a report by Amnesty
International. That didn't stop Sikkink. She got on a plane and, for
the next year, the soft-spoken Minnesotan would doggedly follow
the story, interviewing diplomats, officials, students and professors
in Uruguay. Slowly, she watched as the international spotlight
began to turn the tide of fear and repression.

Thirty years later, Sikkink is a distinguished political science professor in the University's College of
Liberal Arts. And she's still getting on planes. Her work tracking and explaining how new norms form
for human rights have made her a world-renowned scholar of comparative politics and international
relations.

THREE NEW REGENTS PROFESSORS

Megan Gunnar, Institute of Child Development, College of Education and Human Development
Profile: "A leader in the study of children and stress" (July 21, 2006)

Kathryn Sikkink, Department of Political Science, College of Liberal Arts, with additional
appointments in the Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs and the Law School
Faculty profile

Donald Truhlar, Department of Chemistry, Institute of Technology
Profile: "A super computing chemist" (Sept. 12, 2006)

For more information about all three faculty members to be honored Sept. 8, see the news release,
"University of Minnesota names three new Regents Professors."

On Sept. 8, the Board of Regents honored Sikkink and two more new Regents Professors, the highest designation
given to members of the University faculty. Child development researcher Megan Gunnar, theoretical chemist Donald
Truhlar, and Sikkink bring the group of top scholars to 23.

"This is a huge honor, to be in a group of incredibly great professors," she says. "And it's a
tremendous validation of my work."

One day this summer, Sikkink sat in her sunny West Bank office overlooking the Mississippi River
as it heads south toward the Gulf of Mexico--a powerful symbol of the currents that connect her to
all points global. She talked urgently with a prospective student from Maryland about opportunities
at the U. Her quiet enthusiasm often broke into laughter, a clear expression of her joy in teaching
and the research she described.

Sikkink is considered a giant in political science, recognized worldwide for her methodological
approaches to the study of human rights, the role of nongovernmental organizations, and
comparative politics. She's also known for her powerful analytical instincts, which have completely
reoriented the way scholars think about complex political interactions in the world today.

Her books have earned many "best book" awards by academic organizations in her fields. Activists
Beyond Borders has been translated into Spanish, Chinese and Arabic. Her articles have become
classic references not only in political science but sociology, law, history and environmental science.
Countless undergraduate and graduate students from around the world--some who've won Rhodes,
Truman and other scholarships--have been changed by her teaching, advising and mentoring.

Sikkink gets energy from new ideas and from tracking them like a sleuth. She says we are
witnessing a remarkable transformation, which she and a colleague have dubbed the "justice
cascade."

From a wide, immaculate cabinet in the corner of her office, she pulls printouts documenting a clear
rise in the number of trials for human rights abuses.

"When you study international relations, rule number one is--guess what--that [the dominant] break
the rules," says Sikkink. "But--what's new is that norms and rules matter. You can temporarily throw
your weight around, but might does not make right permanently. Witness Augusto Pinochet--people
thought he could never be touched, and now he's a broken man. It used to be that someone like
Pinochet in Chile or Baby Doc Duvalier in Haiti or Idi Amin [in Uganda] could commit human rights
crimes and then retire on the Riviera. But that's changed. Now they can't be sure they won't face
trial."

Leadership in calling those responsible to justice is coming from countries that have suffered most
from brutal dictatorships, she says--Argentina, in particular. That's why Sikkink's research depends
on regular trips to Latin America, the Netherlands--seat of the 100-nation, treaty-based International
Criminal Court--and other countries. The Regents Professorship research stipend will make that
travel easier to accomplish, allowing her to continue research on some of those distant trials.

The paths that connect Sikkink to faraway places started even before college, when she was
growing up in St. Cloud, Minnesota. By the time she finished her undergraduate degree, she had
studied in Spain, Mexico, Uruguay, and East Africa. She got accepted into Columbia University but
instead worked for a human rights organization for a year. Then she won a Danforth fellowship,
which pushed her toward graduate school.

"By then, I knew I wasn't cut out for human rights work," she says. "I was always the one asking,
'Shouldn't we study this a little more? Shouldn't we read more about this first?' But we had to get
down to work, get somebody out of jail. I was happier with the life of the mind!"

Yet the life of Sikkink's mind is constantly guided by concrete experiences as a human rights worker
and a friend of those living under repression. Hers is a thoughtful but physically demanding quest
that has led to several prestigious recognitions and awards. In 2001, she was elected a fellow of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, one of the highest honors and recognition that can be
bestowed on a scholar in her field. In 2002, she was elected to the Council on Foreign Relations. In
a 2005 survey by political scientists at the College of William and Mary that asked, "Who has been
doing the most interesting work in international relations in recent years?"--she was in the top ten.

"The bias in the academy used to be strongly toward pure theory. A
wonderful thing about Kathryn is that she has helped to change that--
she is a strong theorist, and she also has informed the practice of
human rights."

"She's smart as a whip and very motivated," says department chair John Sullivan, Regents
Professor of Political Science. "She also has the discipline and skill to write path-breaking books
about her work....The bias in the academy used to be strongly toward pure theory. A wonderful thing
about Kathryn is that she has helped to change that--she is a strong theorist, and she also has
informed the practice of human rights."

Sikkink is a magnet for students and scholars alike. She, in turn, is clearly motivated not only by the
scholarship but by students. She remains closely connected to undergraduates, perhaps because
her own undergraduate experience played such a critical role in launching her career. Knowing
firsthand what an honors program can do for an individual student, for example, is one reason she
devoted many hours during the past year to work on a task force to improve the University's honors
programs.

Sikkink is also motivated by her family. Her newest book is dedicated to her two sons, whom she is
raising with husband Doug Johnson. She and Johnson met as students at the U; since 1988, he has
directed the Center for Victims of Torture in Minneapolis, which provides medical and psychological
care to about 200 survivors of torture each year.

"A lot of Minnesotans care about what happens to people around the world," says Sikkink. "They're
interested in the same questions that interest me...Why would it happen in Rwanda, for instance,
that in a hundred days, almost a million people would be killed? And what should the United States
do, say, in Darfur? And when it's over, who's responsible? Will they be held accountable? What are
ways to keep it from happening again?

"We need to be concerned about democracy and the rule of law because we know that people who
abuse their own citizens are unstable and more likely to provoke terrorism," she continues. "We all
will be safer in a peaceful world."

For more information about Sikkink's work, see her faculty bio. Sikkink is currently in Buenos Aires, Argentina, on a
long-planned semester of research. 
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This fall, the University
welcomes 5,471 new
students. One-third of them
were in the top 10 percent of
their class, and 243 are
valedictorians.

Quotable Quotes from
convocation speakers

"Don't be afraid to challenge
yourself; that is one of the
many reasons we are here.
Of course we may make a
few mistakes here and
there because we're only
human. What counts the
most is what we do to get
back on track and not make
the same mistakes twice."--
Ambreasha Frazier,
Institute of Technology,
Class of 2010

"Don't expect to knot it all.
Be proactive. Don't just
seek out opportunities
through others. Personally,
get involved. [For example,]
join a club or get to know
the professors."--Meghan
Keating, College of Liberal
Arts, 2006 graduate

"Find time to do well
academically, but have fun
too--not too much fun."--
Marshall Stern, animal
science professor

"Go Gophers!"--Tim Diem,
Marching Band director

* This year the 300-member
marching band includes
101 rookies from the class
of 2010.

U gives Class of 2010 a warm welcome
By Pauline Oo

Sept. 6, 2006

...Rah, rah, rah for Ski-U-Mah!
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
Rah for the U of M!...

If they didn't know the Minnesota Rouser before they came to the
University, they know it now. Or, at least, they recognize it.

On Tuesday, the first day of classes, thousands of University of
Minnesota freshmen and transfer students packed Northrop
Auditorium on the Twin Cities campus for New Student
Convocation. In addition to learning the school fight songs, the
students had the chance to meet University President Bob
Bruininks and more than 100 faculty members, all dressed to the
nines in full academic regalia.

"Convocation is our chance to personally welcome the students,"
says Laura Coffin Koch, associate vice provost for first-year
programs. The event began as the "Freshman Welcome" in 1926, but it was discontinued in 1969
amid rising activism and sinking campus spirit. In 1998 the official student welcome was renewed.
Over the past decade, the University has placed special emphasis on the first-year experience by
reintroducing convocation, reorganizing orientation for students and parents, and offering freshman
seminars and the Student Excellence in Academics and Multiculturalism program, which helps to
ensure that students of color succeed in their first year.

This fall the University welcomes 5,471 new students. They come from 41 states and 23 countries,
with an average high school rank of 83.2. One-third of them were in the top 10 percent of their class,
and 243 are valedictorians.

"Members of the Class of 2010, we are proud to have you here, and to
welcome you as part of a heritage that extends back before the
founding of this state--some 155 years," said Bruininks in his
convocation address. He announced the dedication of the Scholars
Walk, groundbreaking for the new on-campus Gopher football stadium
later this month and the greatly expanded scholarship funding for
University students. He spoke of the progress of the University's
Strategic Positioning initiative and the U's goal to become one of the
top three public research universities in the world in the next decade.
He also urged the class to graduate in four years.

Each student was given an envelope upon entering the auditorium
and instructed not to open it until Bruininks gave them the go-ahead.
Inside, they found a maroon-and-gold graduation tassel with their
graduation year.

"This tassel represents the reason that you are here today," Bruininks
said. "To receive the education you came here to get, to grow as the
global citizen and leader that we know you are capable of becoming
and to graduate from the University in 2010, four short years from
now."

Last year almost three-quarters of the U's incoming freshmen said
they expected to graduate in four years. But in reality, only about a
quarter of each incoming class does. The U wants to change that,
aiming to improve the four-year graduation rate to 50 percent by the
year 2012. It was 36 percent last year.

"Hang this tassel someplace where you will see it every day as a
reminder of the goal that you have before you, and of the connection
you have to your classmates in this auditorium today," Bruininks said.

In 1996, the University introduced a four-year graduation plan, an
agreement between the student and the University that guarantees
institutional support for completing degrees within four years. Under
the plan, the student agrees to meet certain expectations for academic
planning and performance. In turn, the University agrees to ensure
that the classes the student needs will be available. If the University cannot provide a required
course, offer a substitution or waive the requirement, it will pay the student's tuition to stay an extra
semester to complete the course. About half of entering freshmen are signing up for the plan.

Louisiana Governor Blanco speaks at UMM convocation

On Tuesday, the Honorable Kathleen Babineaux Blanco, the first woman to serve as governor of
Louisiana, gave the convocation address at the 2006 First Year Seminar on the Morris campus
(UMM). Blanco was originally scheduled to speak last year, but her visit was postponed due to
Hurricane Katrina. To listen to her speech in mp3 format, visit UMM. Blanco is the mother-in-law of
Michael Eble, UMM assistant professor of studio art and curator of the Humanities Fine Arts Gallery.

Following the official welcome in Northrop, the U of M Marching Band led the new students to
Coffman Union, where they were treated to a free dinner and more festivities.

...Minnesota!
Minnesota!
Yeaaaaaaah Gophers!

Further reading Read more about the University's efforts to enhance the first-year experience for students in
"Transforming the Freshman Experience".

Learn more about the U's four-year graduation plan.

Read more about the the U's orientation and first-year programs.
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The Vast Enterprises LLC
team celebrates its Minnesota
Cup win at the McNamara
Alumni Center Sept. 7.

Minnesota Cup for
students

This year, the U's Center for
Entrepreneurial Studies
worked with U alums and
Minnesota Cup co-
founders, Dan Mallin and
Scott Litman, to include a
special category for
students. "The objectives of
this competition are aligned
with our center's, namely to
encourage and support
entrepreneurship on
campus and in the business
community," said John
Stavig, center director.

The U-Guide invention, by
three Carlson School of
Management students, won
the $5,000 prize. Ryan
Broshar, Joseph Collins and
Travis Boisvert have
already distributed 7,200
copies of U-Guide, a go-to
resource for students and
parents, in University
residence halls. In addition
to giving students
information about the U, the
publication provides
University departments,
student groups and
businesses more exposure
for their advertising dollar.

The two other finalists for
this new student category
were
Mycollegehousing.com, an
online home listing service
by U students Steve Nson,
Ali Nkosi and Ousama
Haffar, and Bright New
Ideas, a social-
entrepreneurial venture to
make affordable solar
lanterns, by U students
Patrick Delaney, Aleksandr
Kladnitsky, Mikhail
Semeniuk and Trisha
Qualy.

Minnesota Cup goes to recycled pavers
U cosponsors second annual Minnesota Cup, a contest to find the
state's most innovative business ideas.

By Pauline Oo

Sept. 7, 2006

Pavers... you see them in patios and playgrounds, over driveways
and by swimming pools, on the steps leading up to your neighbor's
house...

These flat pieces of masonry, which are interlocked to form an
attractive pattern, are usually made from compacted concrete or
brick. But soon, thanks to the grand-prize winner of the 2006
Minnesota Cup, paving stones for both commercial and residential
construction projects will be made from recycled tires and plastic.

"It's a win-win for the environment and the consumer," said inventor
Steve Smith at the awards ceremony on September 7 in the
McNamara Alumni Center. Smith, Andy Vander Woude, Troy Achterkirch and Steve Thorkelson
form the nine-month-old Vast Enterprises, LLC--winner of the second annual Minnesota Cup, a
contest to find, support and promote the state's newest and most innovative business ideas.

Vast Enterprises will design, manufacture and distribute the innovative composite paver brick
systems through a network of commercial and retail landscape designers, material providers and
constructors. Its first product, the Vast Composite Paver System (patent pending), is made from 99
percent recycled materials and is the world's first economically and socially responsible alternative
to the traditional concrete or clay paving stones.

"Steve [Smith] laid pavers, and one day he just said, 'there's got to be an easier way to do this,'"
said Achterkirch, University of Minnesota alum and Vast Enterprises manufacturing director. The
Vast Composite Paver System is 65 percent lighter than a concrete paver, and it has the same
natural look.

"Car tires are now going into landfills, but soon they'll be going into this application," said
Achterkirch. "This is a tough product, and it's environmentally friendly and good to look at, at the
same time."

Over the next year, the Vast Enterprises quintet will be working on a financing plan with an advisory
board from Wells Fargo that will include a business banker, a Small Business Association
representative, a Private Client Services professional, an accountant, and an attorney. They also will
receive $25,000 in seed capital from Cleveland and his wife Carolyn.

University alums Scott Litman and Dan Mallin, cofounders of Imaginet, created The Minnesota Cup
in 2005. Governor Tim Pawlenty launched the contest, which is sponsored by the University and
Wells Fargo Bank. This year, more than 650 people from 40 Minnesota counties submitted entries.
The contest opened in March; in June judges selected 30 semifinalists, and five finalists were
picked last month. In addition to developing more descriptive material, the finalists had to give a 15-
minute oral presentation to a panel of 19 judges. Ideas were judged on originality, viability, and
quality of presentation.

And the judges chose the top three winners, as well as the student
winner (see sidebar), minutes before the start of the awards
ceremony.

"We had a hard time picking the winner," said Dave Cleveland,
cofounder of Riverside Bank. "[They] are all winners."

Mike Cofrin of Andover took second place and $5,000 for Zero Turn
Radius Push Mower, a new way to steer a lawn mower. The handlebar
system would significantly increase the maneuverability and ease of a
push (or reel) lawn mower for homeowners. Cofrin is working with
American Lawnmower to launch about 100 of these novel mowers
next year.

Third place and $2,500 went to Adam Elliott, Matt Schraan and Bob
Clark of St. Paul for ID Insight, a company dedicated to solving the
growing problem of identity theft. In 2006, 1 in 20 consumers were
victims, and identity theft was a $50 billion headache, said Elliott. His
company, through a revolutionary new analysis system, helps financial
institutions manage identity risk and resolve address-related
discrepancies on new and existing accounts.

"Of course I'm biased, but I can't think of any state that has a higher
concentration per capita of innovative thinkers than Minnesota," said
Scott Litman, Minnesota Cup cochair. "These [winners] greatly
represent that tradition. We look forward to watching these businesses
as they go forth and breakthrough in the business landscape."

University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks gave the keynote
address. He spoke about the U's ties with the public sector and how
the U's research and graduates continue to positively impact
Minnesota's economy. Alison Davis-Blake, dean of the Carlson School
of Management, presented the U's Center for Entrepreneurial Studies
inaugural Entrepreneur of the Year Award to former University of
Minnesota student Gary Holmes, now president and founder of CSM
Corporation. Holmes, who earned an Outstanding Achievement Award
from the U last year, frequently speaks to MBA classes and helps to
develop the Carlson School's entrepreneurial program.

To learn more about the contest, see The Minnesota Cup or listen to
University of Minnesota Moment .

Further reading Minnesota Cup returns for second year Switch wins the cup
Village Lights 
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Twin Cities campus College
Republicans planted
thousands of flags on the lawn
at Coffman Memorial Union to
commemorate those killed in
the terrorist attacks of Sept.
11, 2001.

Rethinking September 11
A new gateway course in American studies has grabbed the
attention of U students

By Jim Thorp

Sept. 11, 2006

When Roderick Ferguson entered Anderson Hall last Thursday, he
intended to speak for the duration of the class. It was, after all, the
first lecture of the new semester, introducing a brand-new course
to a room that included many first-year students.

But when, early in the lecture, he posed a rhetorical question to the
students, something nearly unprecedented happened--hands went
up.

"That never happens for a lecturer," says Ferguson, an associate
professor in the University of Minnesota's American studies
department. "It's the first class, there's a room full of people they
don't know...it's not generally the forum students want to talk in."

The class, The United States Since September 11, puts the U at
the forefront in an area of study few universities are tackling at the undergraduate level. The breadth
of the course is compelling--tackling changes to U.S. society and culture, our views of history and
past wars, official remembrances, and unofficial accounts in literary and visual art. And, according to
Ferguson, it's the first class of its kind to serve as a gateway course through which first- and
second-year students are introduced to American studies.

Memorial at U of M, Morris

At the University of Minnesota, Morris, 2,977 U.S. flags were set on the campus mall in memory of
each person who died Sept. 11, 2001. A campuswide moment of silence was observed on Monday
morning and a candlelight vigil at 9 p.m. The memorial was part of the Never Forget Project.

But it wasn't only first- and second-year students attending Ferguson's first lecture. The course seemed to strike a
nerve, and juniors and seniors were scrambling to take it, too.

"We started out thinking we'd cap it at 75 students, but we filled up in two days. So we raised the
cap to see what would happen--finally we had to cap it at 145 or so," he says. "One of my teaching
assistants pointed out that these students were 13 or 14 years old, entering puberty and starting
high school. This happened at an important time in their lives, and there haven't been a lot of
opportunities for them to discuss it."

The months--even years--following the attacks were a strange time for educators and researchers,
as well. The attacks seemed to unify the nation, but also seemed to squelch questions and dissent.

"I really felt that was a low point intellectually--people simply refused to think," Ferguson says.

As a result, Ferguson asked his students in the first lecture to try to set aside what they know about
Sept. 11 and examine it as a newfound object, at arm's length. The distance he seeks to establish is
the reason why the class has no special assignment to mark the anniversary of the attacks.

"The classroom needs to be a laboratory, not another Ground Zero," he says. "We need to make
this into a pedagogical exercise that supports the University's mission of promoting critical thinking
and reflection."

So, while today students file past 3,000 U.S. flags memorializing the victims of the attacks five years
ago, tomorrow Ferguson hopes to help some of those students look beyond the immediate
aftermath of those events.
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Representative Susan Doerr
(left), University Press,
discusses goal-setting with
fellow CAPA member Mary
Laeger-Hegemeister, U of M
Extension Service, at the
CAPA retreat Aug. 23.

CAPA begins 2006-07
By Lynn Burbank

Brief, Sept. 13, 2006

The Council of Academic Professionals and Administrators (CAPA)
began its work for the year with a planning retreat in Minneapolis
on Aug. 23. More than 40 representatives and alternates from the
U of M campuses attended, spending the bulk of their day on
current academic professional and administrative (P&A) staff
issues and goal development for the four CAPA committees. At the
end of the day, the chairs reported on the directions their
committees will take over the next nine months.

Benefits and Compensation. Continue work on P&A vacation
policies, maintain a strong relationship with the P&A classification
and compensation work group, and stay current with proposed
changes to the non-renewal process.

Communications. Complete a communication audit, improve the
timeliness, depth, and breadth of the CAPA Web site, and continue
to coordinate regular CAPA communication responsibilities.

Professional Development and Recognition. Identify the role of P&As in the University's goal of
becoming one of the top three research universities, create a list of professional development
resources, and create and revise guidelines for the Outstanding Unit and Outstanding Service
awards.

Representation and Governance. Ensure representation by every unit on CAPA, establish unit-
level organizations, improve coordination and communication with P&As locally and at other CIC
schools, and work on a policies-and-procedures manual to help streamline the CAPA bylaws and
constitution.

CAPA members at the retreat also welcomed Kathleen O'Brien, vice president of University
Services. She discussed the final report of the Administrative Services and Productivity Task Force
as part of the Transforming the U initiative. Additional information about this task force and its
University-wide recommendations can be found at the strategic positioning Web site.

From September through June, CAPA meetings will be held on the third Friday of each month in 101
Walter Library on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis. All are welcome to attend.

The next meeting will be Friday, Sept. 15, 8:30 a.m. to noon, 101 Walter Library, Twin Cities
campus.

For more information about CAPA and its members, visit the CAPA Web site.

Lynn Burbank is a CAPA representative from the UMD campus. She is a member of the communication committee
and a CAPA senator. 
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New Regents Professor
Donald Truhlar ranks among
the world's top physical
chemists.

A super computing chemist
Don Truhlar, a chemistry professor and leading researcher in
quantum mechanics, is one of three new Regents Professors

By Deane Morrison

Sept. 12, 2006

It's not often that a scientific journal dedicates an entire issue to
one member of the profession. But Donald Truhlar, a University
chemistry professor, received that honor in January, when the
Journal of Physical Chemistry published a tribute to him along with
its customary complement of scientific papers. Now the University
has given him its highest faculty rank, naming him one of three
new Regents Professors. A University professor since 1969,
Truhlar is indisputably among the world's best physical chemists.
He tackles problems most of us can only understand in the
simplest of terms--questions about, for example, how subatomic
particles manage to pull an end run around the laws of physics laid
out by Galileo and Newton. (A good thing, too--some of those tiny
particles belong to human proteins called enzymes, and their
behavior helps the enzymes carry out many of the chemical interactions that govern our lives.) Also,
as director of the University's Supercomputing Institute from its early days until this spring, Truhlar
has given a whole generation of researchers access to a powerful tool for solving problems in all
areas of science.

THREE NEW REGENTS PROFESSORS

Megan Gunnar, Institute of Child Development, College of Education and Human Development
Profile: "A leader in the study of children and stress" (July 21, 2006)

Kathryn Sikkink, Department of Political Science, College of Liberal Arts, with additional
appointments in the Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs and the Law School
Profile: "Tracking the human rights trail" (Sept. 6, 2006)

Donald Truhlar, Department of Chemistry, Institute of Technology
Faculty profile

For more information about all three faculty members, see the news release, "University of
Minnesota names three new Regents Professors."

As he settles in for an interview, a graduate student briefly pops in through Truhlar's open office door. "My door's
always open," he says. "My students come in all the time." Born in Chicago, Truhlar followed his older brother John
to St. Mary's College (now St. Mary's University) in Winona, Minn. John, inspired by the 1957 success of the satellite
Sputnik, wanted to become a physicist, and Don intended to follow suit. But he soon switched to chemistry. "I started
as a physics major but was interested in applications of physics to chemistry," Truhlar explains. After graduating,
Truhlar and his new wife, Jane, headed for California, where he began graduate school in chemistry at CalTech.
After receiving his doctorate in 1969, he and Jane headed back to Minnesota and his job as an assistant professor at
the University. By 1976 Truhlar had risen to full professor. He made his name in physical chemistry, in which
researchers use theory and mathematics to find broad principles to explain chemical reactions. A key element of
Truhlar's work has been to describe how subatomic particles called electrons distribute themselves as they whiz
around the nuclei of atoms. For example, an oxygen atom usually has eight electrons filling up space and forming a
shell around its nucleus, and a carbon atom has six. How these electrons behave determines how atoms and
molecules join and break apart (such as the digestion of food and the buildup of muscle), how they absorb or emit
light, and every other chemical property a substance possesses. One application of that work is in drug design. To
be effective, a drug must dissolve in the watery environment of the digestive tract and the bloodstream, and it must
also dissolve in and pass through the fatty membranes that enclose cells. A chemist who wants to design a drug
might dream up a compound, make it in the laboratory, then measure how well it dissolves in both environments.
This is time-consuming, and a chemist may make 40 different drugs just to get one that passes the test. "But it would
save time making drugs if you could calculate overnight [the ability to dissolve in water or oil]," says Truhlar. "You
could calculate the behavior of 500 drugs and narrow the list down to 20 for more laborious experimental study.
That's a lot better than making several potential drugs just to get one that has the right solubility properties and is
worth further testing."

"This country could fall behind if it neglects fundamental science, which
doesn't produce a product or payoff in the short term," Truhlar says.
"We need to understand the fundamentals, and chemistry is a prime
area for research in fundamental physical sciences."

Truhlar and a colleague, professor Christopher Cramer, developed a computer program called AMSOL that allows
researchers to calculate the ease or difficulty of dissolving molecules in different media. It is now licensed to several
pharmaceutical companies. Another application of Truhlar's work is in computing the rates of chemical reactions that
take place at low temperatures high in the atmosphere. For example, the potent greenhouse gas methane may be
transformed into other molecules that react with still other molecules by processes too fast to study. But, by
computing those rates based on Truhlar's studies of the behavior of electrons, researchers can get a better idea of
how methane and other chemicals in the atmosphere will interact to affect global warming. It is in this area--
predicting rates of chemical reactions--that Truhlar has made his most important contributions to physical chemistry.
Because the classical laws of physics are not always obeyed in the world of atoms and subatomic particles, Truhlar
calculates rates using quantum mechanics, a fundamental theory developed in the last century to explain the
behavior of matter at the atomic scale. "I don't believe there is another theoretical chemist alive whose research
interests span as broad a range as Don Truhlar's," says chemistry department chair Jeffrey Roberts. "Because of
Don's work, chemists have a general set of theoretical and computational tools that they can apply to the problems
that interest them." Last year, Truhlar's feats led the American Chemical Society (ACS)--the world's largest scientific
organization--to tap him for the Peter Debye Award in Physical Chemistry, akin to the world championship in that
field. Thus did Truhlar, who had already won an ACS award for computational chemistry, become that rarest of
rarities: a chemist who has won two ACS awards. At the University, he guided the Supercomputing Institute for 18
years, which now serves about 200 research groups from more than 40 departments. He has thrice served as
director of graduate studies, for his home department of chemistry and for two interdisciplinary doctoral programs:
the chemical physics program and the scientific computation program, of which he was the founding director. He was
named an Institute of Technology Distinguished Professor in 1998. Yet the Regents Professorship stands out. "It's
wonderful to get an award at your own university," Truhlar says. "This means a lot because it comes from my
colleagues." Established in 1965, the Regents Professorship recognizes the prominence of faculty members who
have made exceptional contributions to the quality of the University of Minnesota through teaching, research and
scholarship or creative work, and contributions to the public good. The University plans to increase the number of
Regents Professors to 30 by 2010. Currently, each receives a salary stipend of $20,000 per year and an additional
$30,000 research stipend. Truhlar says he hopes that the United States will support those who want to study fields
similar to his because, although the fruits of such research are little known to the public, their impact is deep and
wide. "This country could fall behind if it neglects fundamental science, which doesn't produce a product or payoff in
the short term," he says. "We need to understand the fundamentals, and chemistry is a prime area for research in
fundamental physical sciences."

Read all about American Chemical Society awards to University faculty.
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1970 Nobel Peace Prize
winner and U alum Norman
Borlaug will visit the Twin
Cities campus on Monday,
Sept. 18, to mark the release
of a new biography, "The Man
Who Fed the World," by Leon
Hesser.

No slowing down for Borlaug
Nobel laureate returns to the U to present an award, celebrate a
book - and mark a new day in his honor

By Jim Thorp

Sept. 12, 2006

At age 92, Norman Borlaug would be forgiven if he ceased making
speeches and public appearances. Instead, the 1970 Nobel Peace
Prize winner and University of Minnesota alumnus will take a short
break from his ongoing research, education and advocacy efforts
around the world to take part in the annual E.C. Stakman Award
ceremony and to mark the release of a new biography, "The Man
Who Fed the World," by friend and colleague Leon Hesser.

A plant pathologist by training, Borlaug has spent the better part of
six decades fighting hunger in Africa, Asia and Mexico--saving, by
some estimates, as many as one billion lives. Hesser met Borlaug
in Pakistan in 1966 and worked to introduce Borlaug's high-yield
wheat and production techniques to the Asian subcontinent.

Hesser's book, which features a foreword by former President
Jimmy Carter, describes Borlaug's life in straightforward prose
befitting his Norwegian immigrant family and rural Iowa upbringing. Underlying themes of old-
fashioned common sense, decency, humility and hard work still resonate because Borlaug's work--
in fields, laboratories and the halls of government--continues today.

Borlaug and Hesser will arrive on campus on Monday, Sept. 18--the date that Minnesota Gov. Tim
Pawlenty recently declared to be Dr. Norman E. Borlaug Day in recognition of Borlaug's
contributions to the University, the state and the world. Borlaug earned his bachelor's degree from
the University in 1937, his master's degree in 1939 and his doctorate in 1942.

Their arrival kicks off a full slate of activities, including the following events open to the University
community:

1:45-2:30 p.m. Seminar by Leon Hesser: "Unsung Hero: The Man Who Fed the World," with an
introduction and comments by Norman Borlaug, 105 Cargill Building

3:15-5 p.m. Stakman Award reception and Hesser book signing, Cargill Atrium

Borlaug and Hesser will also take part in various departmental activities, including seminars and
discussion sessions with plant pathology graduate students and undergraduate ambassadors, as
well as the Stakman Award ceremony, in which Borlaug will speak to the accomplishments of this
year's recipient, University alumnus John Gibler.

The Department of Plant Pathology in the new College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource
Sciences presents the Stakman Award for outstanding achievements in plant pathology. Gibler's
work paralleled that of his Rockefeller Foundation mentors, Stakman and Borlaug. He is recognized
in particular for his work leading to the development of disease-resistant cereals throughout Latin
America, the adaptation of cereal varieties and soybean production protocols for "worn-out" soils in
Brazil, and the training and organizing of plant scientists in Latin America, as well as for his unique
abilities to influence politicians, administrators and growers worldwide to adopt policies and
protocols that help end world hunger. Gibler earned his master's degree from the U of M in 1950,
and his doctorate in 1951. As Gibler is unable to attend the award ceremony, his daughter, Jan
Krukar, will receive the award on his behalf.

Further reading Bread and Peace The father of the "Green Revolution" Feeding the world Norman Borlaug: 90
years strong 
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Learning the write way
The University's writing initiative aims to make great writing the order of the day for students

By Deane Morrison

Sept. 12, 2006

It goes without saying that graduates of top-notch universities should be able to write clearly in a
variety of contexts, whether essays, technical reports, film reviews, novels or e-mails. But that
simple goal has proved elusive in today's world, where instant communications often leave clarity-
not to mention elegance-in the dust. To give its graduates the best chance at fulfilling their potential,
the Twin Cities campus has launched a Baccalaureate Writing Initiative to make writing an essential
element of every student's education. The initiative, a centerpiece of the University's strategic
positioning efforts, also aims to turn the University into a national model for the study and practice of
writing. Under the initiative, writing will be woven into all areas of study in a coherent manner that
gives students a feel for how to write in a variety of contexts. A major goal is to teach students to
tune in to different audiences and vary their writing styles and content to fit the occasion. Currently,
too many students lack the understanding and stylistic flexibility to do this. "We had a lot of
comments from employers who said new graduates, because of the effect of e-mail and other digital
technologies like instant messaging, have adopted an informal style that's not always appropriate
for workplace communications," says Laura Gurak, head of the rhetoric department and co-chair of
the strategic positioning task force on writing that recommended the initiative. The undergraduate
writing task force was one of 34 task forces the University created as part of its effort to crack the
ranks of the top three public research universities in the world within a decade. Recommendations
from the task force have been given high priority, and Provost Tom Sullivan has appointed an
implementation committee to put the plans in operation for the 2007-08 academic year. A report by
the committee is due to the provost this fall. "The writing initiative goes to the core of what a
university is about," says Sullivan. "Excellent writing skills are essential not only for success in
academia, but for those who want to achieve the highest level of success in life. Once in place, the
Baccalaureate Writing Initiative will transform the undergraduate program and add to the luster of
our faculty, our graduates and the University as a whole." A central element of the initiative is a plan
to consolidate writing courses and scholars of writing in a new department, to be chaired by Gurak
during its first year, within the College of Liberal Arts (CLA). It will include the faculty of the rhetoric
department, writing faculty from the former General College and English department faculty who
focus on writing. A new freshman composition program will draw on courses from CLA, General
College and rhetoric. The department will be the University's latest "one-stop shopping" center,
where students, faculty and staff, as well as high school teachers in the College of Continuing
Education's College in the Schools writing outreach program, can find one-on-one help in writing-
related topics as well as traditional writing courses. Also, new faculty scholars who study such areas
as writing theory and pedagogy will be added. "It will be a full-scale department," says Vice Provost
Craig Swan. "We want to create a unit with national and international distinction in teaching and
research. Great writing should be a hallmark of all University of Minnesota graduates. Strengthening
the writing components of undergraduate education will help us attract even stronger students."
"This initiative is fundamental to providing all undergraduates at the University of Minnesota with an
extraordinary education," says Steven Rosenstone, dean of the College of Liberal Arts. The
importance of writing goes beyond its role in expressing thoughts clearly. It's also a means of
shaping thoughts and discovering, for example, the strengths of one's position on a topic or holes in
one's arguments. "Writing is a way for both students and teachers to discover what students know
and don't know," says English professor Donald Ross, who co-chaired the writing task force. About
six years ago, the University began its "Writing Across the Curriculum" program, which requires
students to take four writing-intensive courses, at least one of them in their major subject. "That was
a wonderful idea," says Ross, who until recently was director of composition in the English
department. "It has increased the amount of writing outside of composition classes tremendously.
But the four courses can be isolated from each other, with no sense of coherence or development
among them." In its final recommendations, reported in February of this year, the task force
proposed having faculty in each major define the writing requirements and needs for their students,
from introductory courses through capstone courses or senior writing projects. "The idea is that
faculty will think through the kinds of writing appropriate for students and designate courses where
that takes place so students will have an idea of how to link writing, research, thinking and reading
as they go through their majors," says Ross. The task force also proposed a new wrinkle for
freshman composition: a significant research paper for which students will have to use the library.
This may prove especially helpful to students in nonliterary fields, where the power of writing to
express ideas and persuade others doesn't always receive a lot of attention. "In the past, people
saw the teaching of writing as the responsibility of the English department only," says task force
member Kirsten Jamsen, director of the Center for Writing in the College of Liberal Arts (CLA). "This
writing initiative recognizes that all disciplines are responsible for the teaching of writing."
Conversely, students will learn how to tailor their styles to other readers besides their professional
peers. "One thing I see in my students is that some don't have a sense of audience and purpose,"
says Gurak. "They might be assigned to write about a topic for a general audience, and they write
for a more technical audience." Currently, entering students with strong writing skills may be
exempted from freshman composition. But the task force has proposed an end to such exemptions;
instead, high-ability students would be placed in a more advanced composition course. Also,
students who need extra help, especially nonnative speakers of English, will receive it not only in
freshman composition but throughout their University careers. Of course, students don't become
good writers overnight, and the earlier they start the better. Through the College in the Schools
writing program, high school teachers already work with University faculty to improve writing
instruction, and many design courses that carry college credit. The University is also taking a closer
look at writing skills in prospective freshmen. "This fall the University is requiring the writing
components of the ACT and SAT exams for admission," says Swan. "It's absolutely the case that
strong preparation in writing in high school is critical to college success." The emphasis on writing
will likely sharpen students' thinking and understanding of the subjects they study. "In senior exit
surveys, students who do more writing report more satisfaction with their undergraduate
experience," says Swan. "I think it reflects their deeper engagement with their learning."

Read more about the writing initiative.
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College of Design dean Tom
Fisher

Preparing for a design economy
Regents hear an update on the new College of Design

by Gayla Marty

Brief, Sept. 13, 2006

College of Design dean Tom Fisher presented a broad vision of
design and its implications for the University and society when he
gave an update on the new college to the Board of Regents'
Educational Planning and Policy Committee Sept. 7.

The College of Design was formed July 1 from the former College
of Architecture and Landscape Architecture (CALA) and the
Department of Design, Housing, and Apparel in the former College
of Human Ecology (CHE). Its goal is to be among the top three
design colleges in a public research university in the United States-
-"A position that we may already be at," Fisher told the committee,
"but a worthy goal nevertheless."

Design involves the form and function of everything we use every day, he told the group. It's a way
of thinking that envisions alternative futures and things that do not yet exist. And it's also an activity
key to the future health and prosperity of Minnesota.

WHAT IS THE COLLEGE OF DESIGN?

Students (approx. numbers)
* Undergraduates: 1,075
* Graduate students: 310

Faculty
* Tenure/tenure-track: 56
* Adjunct/term/emeritus: 106

Staff
* Civil service/bargaining unit/P&A: 92

Living alumni: 12,530

Fiscal year 2006-07 expenditures: $24.8 million

Endowment: $17.8 million

A driving reason behind creation of the new college now is that we have entered the design economy, Fisher said.
It's a world in which consumers have a lot of choice among high performing products and services, and the
companies and industries with the best design win. One value-added activity that countries like the United States
have to offer is creativity, imagination, and "out of the box" thinking--design.

In addition, many economic, social, and environmental challenges--from global competition to global
climate change, transportation, and housing--involve the design of new systems, policies, and ways
of living and working.

Fisher gave many examples of ways the College of Design has developed areas of excellence with
a global impact: using recycled paper to make furniture, generating hydrogen for fuel cell research
from 72 solar panels on the roof of Rapson Hall, helping to rebuild houses in New Orleans,
designing infrastructure to transform slums, adopting NASA technology to enable designers and the
public to envision products and systems in their actual environments before being built, helping
cities manage their world heritage sites, designing culturally appropriate and affordable ways of
building, finding ways to measure the health benefits of walkable communities, helping rural
communities deal with industrialized agriculture and tourism...and more.

"Finally, we have a growing international reputation in product and innovation design," Fisher said.
"Our Design Institute is one of the only design think-tanks in a university anywhere in the world, and
a leader in knowledge mapping, which companies of all kinds have begun to embrace as a way of
leveraging their own knowledge most effectively."

Fisher, who served as CALA dean since 1996, now heads a college of more than a 1,000
undergraduates, 300 graduate students, and 200 faculty and staff. (See box, above left.)

Education for students at the University is about being part of a coherent but larger intellectual
community, said Provost Tom Sullivan.

"The new College of Design shows how we are strengthening the work of our faculty through the
new academic synergies created through cross-disciplinary work," Sullivan said, "and these
changes will also improve the quality of the student experience."

An expanded version of Fisher's PowerPoint presentation, used at the college's faculty/staff retreat,
is available on the Web at News and Publications (scroll down to Faculty and Staff Retreat).

New Regents Professors and leaders introduced

In the meeting of the full board Sept. 8, three new Regents Professors, announced in July, were
honored. The title is the highest faculty honor conferred by the University of Minnesota.

"With a faculty of about 3,000 members, only one percent receive this honor," said President
Bruininks. "These are great teachers, scholars, and citizens."

Professors Megan Gunnar, Institute of Child Development, and Donald Truhlar, Department of
Chemistry, received their awards in person. Kathryn Sikkink, Department of Political Science,
beginning a semester of research in Latin America, was honored in absentia. See the related story,
"A super computing chemist," in honor of Truhlar, and feature profiles of Gunnar and Sikkink.

Appointments include $50,000 per year in salary augmentation and research stipend as long as
they remain at the University. Friday's recipients were presented with medals and received personal
congratulations of the board.

President Bruininks then introduced the board to new Morris campus chancellor Jacqueline Johnson
and vice president for access and equity Nancy "Rusty" BarcelÓ. Bruininks was joined by Provost
Sullivan in introducing the new dean of the Carlson School of Management, Alison Davis-Blake.

Reports and presentations

In his monthly highlights to the board, President Bruininks spoke about a highlight of the summer,
attending the ground breaking of the expanded Hormel Institute in Austin, Minn., and surprising its
director, Zigang Dong, with an appointment as a McKnight Presidential Professor for Cancer
Prevention. The expansion will add about 100 jobs in the region.

"The Hormel Institute is a place that really knows how to build connections," said Bruininks. "It is
deeply connected to the purposes and economy of Minnesota."

In other business, Faculty Consultative Committee chair Carol Chomsky reported on the
committee's retreat last week and goals for the coming year. President Bruininks then laid out the
conceptual framework for the 2008-09 biennial budget within the context of the University's ongoing
strategic positioning efforts.

Video of full board meetings is now on the Web

The Sept. 8 meeting was the first time that the board's proceedings were webcast. Video of the full
board's meeting can be viewed at Board of Regents--click on "View monthly agendas and minutes."
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Denny Schulstad

UMAA names national volunteer president

From eNews, Sept. 14, 2006

Denny Schulstad, retired U.S. Air Force brigadier general, former
Minneapolis City Council member and well-known community
leader, has been elected national volunteer president of the
University of Minnesota Alumni Association (UMAA) for 2006-07.
Schulstad has served as an officer and provided volunteer
leadership to the association's membership and marketing
programs since 1999.

As UMAA president, Schulstad will help lead the 57,000-member
association in its role as an advocate for the University's vision: to
become one of the top three public research universities in the
world.

"We are very fortunate to have Denny as our volunteer president at
such a crucial time in the history of the university and the alumni association," says Margaret
Sughrue Carlson, UMAA chief executive officer. "His experience as a community leader and his
dedication to the university have made him an excellent advocate, and we're looking forward to an
even more focused approach as he performs his new leadership role."

A strong advocate for the University, Schulstad testified in favor of a new on-campus football
stadium and lobbied for the U's 2006-07 bonding bill.

"I see my role as UMAA president as informing the public, business leaders and the legislature
about what it means to be a top three public research university and then working with them to
make it happen," he says. "The University is the economic engine for the state, and we want people
to support it."

Schulstad is a 1966 University of Minnesota graduate who spent 22 years as a member of the
Minneapolis City Council. He has been commodore and president of the Minneapolis Aquatennial
and still serves on numerous boards and commissions. As chair of the Minnesota Employers
Support for the Guard, Schulstad has been working with the employers of young men and women in
the Minnesota National Guard and Reserve to be sure they comply with laws protecting jobs for
those who are deployed, and to go above and beyond the requirements of federal and state law. He
also is a cofounder of the Minnesotans' Military Appreciation Fund, and, as a board member of the
Minnesota Military Family Foundation, he helps raise funds to assist families having financial
difficulties due to military service.

"The University is the source of information and education for our state," says Schulstad. "We are
driven to discover new ways to benefit the state and the world. As national president of the alumni
association, I'll be helping to lead the way."

Schulstad and his wife Pam are strong financial supporters of the U's Intercollegiate Athletics, U of
M Landscape Arboretum, Raptor Center and Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps (AFROTC).
They fund two scholarships: One is an endowed scholarship for athletics and ROTC, and the other
is an annual $1,000 stipend for one or two public school graduates who enter AFROTC.

The University of Minnesota Alumni Association is an independent organization dedicated to
connecting alumni, students and friends in lifelong support of the University of Minnesota and each
other. To learn more, visit UMAA or call 612-624-2323.
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Duurbaar: Journeys Into
Horizon features University
professor Ananya Chatterjea
and several U students among
the multicultural cast.

Force and flow
U professor Ananya Chatterjea explores the meaning of femininity
through the imagery of water in her latest dance project

By Pauline Oo

Sept. 13, 2006

In her Nobel Prize winning novel, "Beloved," Toni Morrison uses
water to introduce a transition between stages in a character's life.
In the upcoming dance production "Duurbaar: Journeys Into
Horizon," University of Minnesota associate professor Ananya
Chatterjea uses water as a metaphor to investigate the power of
women's dreams and labor.

"Duurbaar" is inspired by the organization Duurbaar, created and
led by sex workers in Kolkata, India (one of the largest and poorest
red-light areas in the world), and honors these workers' struggle to
be recognized as an integral part of society--as laborers in their
own terms and as citizens who refuse to allow anyone from the
outside to speak for them. On a more universal level, "Duurbaar,"
which also means "unstoppable" in Bengali, explores ideas and
stories of loss and struggle, sexuality and sensuality and women's relationships to femininity.

To bring those stories and ideas to life at the Southern Theater in Minneapolis (Sept 14-17),
Chatterjea has brought an international group of artists together and selected several forms of
movement for the stage. Her artistic collaborators include Delhi-based composers and musicians
Shubha Mudgal and Aneesh Pradhan, Toronto-based costume designer Rex; Minneapolis-based
scenic designer Seitu Ken Jones and 22 women of color--African American, Latino, and South and
East Asian--between the ages of six and 64.

"These stories, experiences and ideas, which come from diverse diasporas, cultures and histories,
cannot be explored through any one dance language available to us," says Chatterjea, "so we work
to deconstruct and extend the forms we work with... the sculpturesque and rhythmic [classical Indian
dance form of] Odissi, the sustained breath-based and extension work of yoga, and the quick shifts
and strident movements of Chhau, the martial art form."

As it transforms itself into one of the top three public research universities in the world, the
University is continuing its efforts to bring international scholars, in addition to foreign students, to its
campuses. Chatterjea, who's childhood began in Calcutta, is one such example. She was hired to
teach dance history, philosophy and aesthetics on the Twin Cities campus. After eight years,
Chatterjea, who is also the artistic director of award-winning Ananya Dance Theatre, has addressed
themes in class and on the stage ranging from domestic violence and gender inequality to religious
fundamentalism and society's growing complacency about state-sponsored aggression and war.

Ananya Chatterjea

"I've learned so much from her since I joined the group last September,"
says Duurbaar cast member and U student Serena Thompson. "We
spend about three hours a day from Monday to Friday and four hours
each on Saturday and Sunday training or running through specific parts
of the show at the Barbara Baker Dance Center [on the U's West Bank).
We work on things like strength building, classical Indian moves,
stamina, torso placement and movement and footwork."

Thompson, who is pursuing her M.D./Ph.D. in neuroscience at the U, says she was drawn to the
Ananya Dance Theatre because it meshed dancing with political and social activism. "This group
makes me think, it requires me to be critical as a dancer and community member," says Thompson,
trained in hula, tango, salsa and Greek folk dancing. "As performers, we're not just striking a pose,
[we're dancing for social change.]"

"Duurbaar" has something for everyone, says Beverly Cottman, a local storyteller and the oldest
dancer in the cast, because "what's happening on stage is open to interpretation," she says.

"We're there to cause a response, and those reactions can be on various levels," Cottman explains.
"Even if you do not agree with us socially and politically, there's the artistic excellence you can
appreciate."

"Duurbaar" is presented as part of the Sept. 15-16 international women's studies conference
"Transnational Feminist Praxis" sponsored by the University of Minnesota's Institute for Global
Studies and Interdisciplinary Center for the Study of Global Change.

Cultural historian, actress and dancer Brenda Dixon Gottschild will lead a post-play discussion on
Saturday, Sept. 17. Gottschild is professor emerita of dance studies at Temple University, a senior
consultant and writer for "Dance Magazine" and author "Digging the Africanist Presence in
American Performance: Dance and Other Contexts" and "The Black Dancing Body: A Geography
from Coon to Cool."

Duurbaar plays at 8 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 14, to Saturday, Sept. 16, and at 7 p.m. on Sunday, Sept.
17. Tickets are $18. To buy tickets or for directions to the theatre, see the Southern Theatre.

To learn more about Ananya Chatterjea and her dance troupe, visit Ananya Dance Theatre.
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Freshman Bee Thao received
a McGuire Scholarship

Gift receipts
$181 million in private gifts was raised for fiscal year 2006,
continuing a decade's worth of growth in University fund raising.

By Steve Anderson

Sept. 15, 2006; updated Sept. 27

Earlier this month, the University of Minnesota announced that an
impressive $181 million in private gifts was raised in fiscal year
2006, continuing an upward trend that began a decade ago,
slightly outpacing last year's total, and eclipsing the 2004 tally by
25 percent.

Thanks in part to the ongoing Promise of Tomorrow Scholarship
Drive and reflecting one of the University's top fund-raising
priorities, support of students was especially strong. More than
21,000 donors--a record number--made gifts totaling $54 million for
student support. That's up 52 percent from the prior year and more
than four times the amount raised a decade ago.

"We want all students with the desire and ability to succeed at the U to have the opportunity to do
so, regardless of their economic backgrounds," says University President Robert Bruininks. "Alumni
and friends are helping us do this. Their gifts are making a significant difference in increasing the
numbers of students we can help each year."

"[This scholarship] takes the load off my parents because they don't
have to worry about paying for my education," says Thao, who is
considering a pre-med major with an eye toward becoming a
pediatrician. "That takes a load off my mind, too, and helps me
concentrate on my studies."

Bee Thao is one of those students. One of eight children, Thao says that the cost of college would
have put a major burden on his machinist father and seamstress mother. But thanks in part to a
privately funded McGuire Scholarship, Thao entered the U this fall without worrying about huge
debts or working long hours.

"It takes the load off my parents because they don't have to worry about paying for my education,"
says Thao, who is considering a pre-med major with an eye toward becoming a pediatrician. "That
takes a load off my mind, too, and helps me concentrate on my studies."

Alumni support on the rise Nearly 50,000 alumni gave $83 million to the U during fiscal year
2006, up 51 percent from last year. Alumni and other donors designate how they want their gifts to
be used, whether for the college or department they care about most, for general scholarships to
help students across the University, or for other purposes.

If the trend in alumni giving continues, it will play a vital role in helping the University achieve its
long-term goals, says Bruininks. "Becoming one of the best public research institutions in the world
requires a commitment from everyone associated with the University," he says. "Faculty, staff, and
students will be engaged like never before and alumni support will be critical."

The $181 million raised includes cash gifts and pledges, as well as other future commitments such
as bequests and trusts, and gifts made to all U campuses, colleges and departments. Gifts are
made through the University of Minnesota Foundation, which is the central development office for
the University and reports on all fund-raising results; and the Minnesota Medical Foundation, which
raises funds for health-related research, education, and service at the University.
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Cancer researchers at U are
working with zebrafish to
understand how human blood
vessels develop, and
consequently, stop tumors
from developing.

Fish tales and zebrafish
U researcher uses zebrafish to find new cancer therapies

Sept. 18, 2006

To be fond of fish is not unusual here in Minnesota. To be fond of
inch-long, see-through fish with fluorescent blood vessels that may
one day lead to new cancer therapies... well, that's another story.
But it's one that University researcher Stephen Ekker is happy to
tell.

Ekker, an associate professor of genetics, cell biology and
development, spends his time surrounded by thousands of
zebrafish. The zebrafish are a popular subject for research in his
field because they are prolific, easy to handle and, from a basic
physiological standpoint, similar to humans. He uses the fish as a
model organism for exploring how embryonic cells develop into
various types of tissue.

Lately, Ekker has been focusing his efforts on understanding what
stimulates the development of blood vessels--an understanding
that has major implications for combating cancer. As tumors grow,
they send out signals to nearby blood vessels commanding them
to sprout branches that then surround and feed the cancer cells. Ekker has been using the
zebrafish, which are genetically altered so their blood vessels light up like glow sticks under special
microscopes, to explore ways he could convince vessels not to follow tumors' orders.

Using a novel gene-silencing technique he developed, Ekker recently pinpointed four genes that
play a role in blood vessel development. He then focused in on one of them, a gene that codes for
the production of a molecule called syndecan-2. After it's assembled, syndecan-2 parks itself on the
surface of a cell and facilitates the signaling required to make new vessels, Ekker explains. By
modifying the syndecan-2 gene, Ekker has been able to convince it to produce a protein that
prevents, rather than promotes, blood vessel growth.

Although his work is a ways from application in humans--"in the therapeutic pipeline, we're at the top
of the pipeline," says Ekker--it's showing plenty of potential in the laboratory. In one study Ekker was
able to reduce blood vessel growth by blocking production of syndecan-2 by human breast cancer
cells grafted to mice.

Ekker's experience with cancer includes watching his sister, who's now a 20-year survivor, go
through diagnosis and treatment.

"It is a terrible disease," he says. "If our fish work can contribute to the cause of combating cancer,
then it sounds like a good thing to me."

Further reading U researchers identify genes that foster blood cell development From DNA doctor to DNA destroyer
Another reason to quit New treatment for blood cancer 
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A Ford Escape SUV hybrid,
one of 14 hybrid vehicles in
the U's fleet.

DID YOU KNOW?

The University of Minnesota
has a fleet size of 832
vehicles --mostly cars,
vans, trucks and SUVs--
including 14 hybrids (Toyota
Prius and Ford Escape
SUV hybrid).

The U has a Center for
Diesel Research, within the
Department of Mechanical
Engineering. The center is
focused on developing new
technology designed to
reduce engine exhaust
emissions. You can call the
Diesel Helpline (1-800-929-
3437 or 651-330-0450) with
questions about biodiesel
fuel, including its use,
storage or availability.

Hybrids: in or out?
U professor offers insights on the hybrid vehicle technology

By Pauline Oo

Sept. 18, 2006

Hybrid vehicles are like low-calorie, diet foods, said Alfred Marcus
in his Center For Transportation Studies lecture last week. They
fool people into believing that they can indulge more. For example,
people think they can eat larger portions of fat-free ice cream
because it's not going to make them fat or they can buy a bigger
hybrid car and drive it more because hybrid technology uses less
energy.

Marcus, a professor of strategic management and organization at
the University of Minnesota's Carlson School of Management, said
this "snapback" phenomenon will dilute the advances of the hybrid
technology and do little to make us less reliant on carbon-based
energy.

His talk, "Hybrids: Hope or Hype," addressed the need to encourage the development of hybrid
vehicle technology and to experiment with alternative government policies, such as higher gasoline
taxes, to enhance its fuel efficiency benefits.

The use of hybrid vehicles in the United States has grown rapidly since they became widely
available in 2001. New hybrid vehicle registrations reached nearly 84,000 in 2004, according to the
U.S. Department of Energy, while sales of hybrid cars and light trucks in the first six months of 2006
reached almost 120,000--public and private fleets are contributing to this surge in popularity.
California, Florida, Texas, New York, Virginia, Illinois, Washington and Pennsylvania account for
more than 56 percent of the nation's hybrid registrations. And today, we can choose from six hybrid
cars, five hybrid SUVs, and two hybrid trucks. But Toyota Prius continues to lead the market. (The
Prius was the second hybrid model introduced in the U.S.; it followed the two-seater Honda Insight.)

Hybrid cars combine a smaller gasoline engine with a battery-powered electric motor. The electric
motor assists the engine when accelerating or climbing a hill and in low-speed driving conditions
when the internal combustion engines are least efficient. Some hybrids can also automatically shut
off the engine when the vehicle comes to a stop and then restart when a foot hits the accelerator.
This prevents wasted energy from idling. Unlike fully electric vehicles, hybrids do not need to be
plugged into an external source of electricity to be recharged; conventional gasoline and
regenerative braking provide all the energy the vehicle needs.

"I don't own [a hybrid car] now, but I would consider driving or buying one as my next car," said
Marcus.

"Technological innovations are critical for solving our energy problems. We need to use less carbon-
based energy for environmental, economical and national security reasons. But as much as I am
fascinated by the [hybrid] technology, I also look at it skeptically."

The hybrid technology can get, "on average, about 25 percent
improvement on energy efficiency," said Marcus, but that second
engine or the electrical power components can add between $3,000
and $5,000 to the cost of the vehicle. "Almost all manufacturers
charge about $4,000 to $7,000 more for your hybrid," he added.

And you'll likely see the payback on your investment, only years down
the road, he said. "If current gasoline prices of over $2 a gallon
persist, the payback of buying a hybrid takes more than five years,"
said Marcus. Even with tax incentives, he added, most of us won't
save money during a hybrid's normal life or ownership cycle.
According to the Internal Revenue Service, 36 states offer some kind
of rebate, incentive or benefit to encourage consumers and
businesses to go hybrid--in addition to federal incentives. (According
to fueleconomy.gov, you can get up to $3,400 in tax credits if you buy
a hybrid after 2005, and a $2,000 tax deduction if you bought one
before the end of 2005.)

The promise of hybrid technology, however, is that it can offer greater
fuel efficiency. Most hybrids can get up to 60 mpg, and most models
do best in stop-and-go city driving.

If you're considering a hybrid, Marcus said you should compare apples to apples. "Look within a
class," he said. "For example, the conventional Camry versus the Prius or the Escape versus the
Escape Hybrid. Or look across classes, [such as the Honda Accord and Toyota Camry hybrids.]

In the future, Marcus said, hybrid technology could conceivably combine its electric component with
ethanol, a fuel produced from a renewable resource such as corn, or diesel, which is prevalent in
Europe and would provide an additional 25 percent boost in energy efficiency. Then there's
biodiesel, a vegetable oil-based fuel that runs in diesel engines. "We're beginning to get to the point
where this isn't science fiction," Marcus said. "These are technologies that can be combined and are
being proven on a daily basis."

Technological advances alone are not going to lead us in the direction we want to go, he said, if we
don't have good public policies in place."

"What the government should do is introduce higher gasoline taxes--but that won't be a popular
policy--or it could penalize individuals for buying inefficient autos, which is done in Europe," he said.
"Remember, the goal isn't to see more people drive hybrids. It's for people to drive more efficient
automobiles. If we can get greater efficiency out of conventional engines, that's fine. I'm not an
engineer or a physicist, but if they could conceivably make conventional engines 50 percent more
efficient, that would be just as exciting to me as everyone driving hybrids."

With excerpts from Insights@Carlson School, July 2005, a publication by the Carlson School of
Management.

Further reading Bruininks gives hybrid SUV a thumbs-up E85 fuels U vehicles Fuel for thought 
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Melanoma survivor Donna
Kuhlmann fought her disease
with the help of the U's
Cancer Center.

Surviving melanoma
University of Minnesota undertakes clinical trials for skin cancer

Oct. 6, 2006

Four years ago, Donna Kuhlmann was diagnosed with melanoma,
the most serious form of skin cancer. After two failed treatments,
she was referred to the University of Minnesota where she
participated in a clinical trial for an experimental vaccine conducted
by a Cancer Center researcher. The vaccine did not cure
Kuhlmann of melanoma, but she experienced a partial response
and the disease remains under control. She's now looking forward
to the birth of her first grandchild.

"Your attitude changes a little when you think you only have a year
to live," says Donna Kuhlmann, a vibrant woman battling
melanoma with the help of the University of Minnesota Cancer
Center. "Materialistic things don't matter anymore. Friends and
family and time spent with them are what really matter. Every
morning now I open the window and think how beautiful the world
is."

Diagnosed with melanoma in May of 2001, Kuhlmann had been on a roller coaster ride of results
until participating in a clinical trial run by Arek Dudek, a University of Minnesota hematology and
oncology specialist who does clinical research at the University's Cancer Center.

According to Kuhlmann, Dudek is her hero.

Kuhlmann lives in the central Minnesota community of Swanville. Her story began when her
husband noticed an unusual spot on her back. Kuhlmann mentioned the spot in a follow-up doctor's
appointment and later had it removed and tested. Similar to most people, Kuhlmann was not aware
of the difference between melanoma and other types of skin cancer. "I thought skin cancer was easy
to treat and didn't realize that melanoma was any different," says Kuhlmann.

Kuhlmann's sister, DiAnn Loven, works in an oncology unit and she urged her sister to not waste
any time. Kuhlmann had surgery to remove the spot on her back, as well as several lymph nodes
where the melanoma had spread. For the next year, Kuhlmann received a common treatment for
melanoma called interferon. She experienced side effects, including nausea, chills, and diarrhea,
and couldn't remember what it was like to feel good.

At her six-month check up after the interferon treatment, Kuhlmann's doctor found a spot on her
liver and lungs and referred her to the University of Minnesota. University surgeons successfully
removed Kuhlmann's diseased lung lobe, but found more spots on her liver in the next CT scan.
The spread of cancer left Kuhlmann without surgical options. She received two treatments of a very
toxic, though standard melanoma treatment, called Interlueken-2. This treatment also proved
unsuccessful.

Targeting melanoma

At the Melanoma and Pigment Lesion Clinic at the University of Minnesota, center director Peter
Lee and his colleagues perform a variation of the Mohs micrographic surgery to remove cancer that
has not penetrated deeply in cosmetically sensitive areas, such as on the nose and eyelids.
Damaged skin is removed in horizontal sections during the procedure. (Routine surgery removes
vertical sections.) Only a few medical centers in the country offer Mohs surgery for melanoma.

Dudek, principal investigator of an upcoming experimental vaccine clinical trial for melanoma, took
over Kuhlmann's care and enrolled her in the trial. The clinical trial was designed to treat melanoma
patients like Kuhlmann with a Large Multivalent Immunogen (LMI) cancer vaccine--a vaccine
generated from the patient's tumor cells to boost the immune system's ability to recognize and
destroy cancer cells. Kuhlmann was one of 31 patients with advanced stage-4 melanoma to
participate in the trial.

"Some of my friends asked me if I was scared to be a part of a clinical trial," Kuhlmann recalls. "But I
knew that if I didn't try, I was going to die. I also thought that this wasn't just about me--if it didn't
work for me, maybe it could help someone else," she says. "I am 100 percent for research. I don't
think melanoma gets enough attention, because people aren't aware of how deadly it is."

In August of 2003, Kuhlmann received one injection of the experimental LMI vaccine. After several
CT scans, Dudek found that her tumors had stopped growing, and recent scans showed her tumors
had shrunk. Kuhlmann did not suffer any noticeable side effects from the vaccine.

"I am excited about these results," says Kuhlmann. "My first grandchild is due in July, and I get to be
here. I feel so lucky."

Dudek is now preparing for another clinical trial; instead of using a cell from a patient's own tumor,
this new trial will couple the LMI vaccine with a genetically engineered cancer cell.

To learn more about skin cancer, visit the University of Minnesota Cancer Center or call 1-888-
CANCER-MN (1-888-226-2376).
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Patricia Fairbanks is one of
many people in Minnesota,
and across the United States,
who gives regularly to support
cancer research at the
University of Minnesota.

Want to help?

If you'd like to partner with
the University of Minnesota
Cancer Center to advance
research on cancer and
enhance treatment for
patients, call 612-626-5456
or visit the U of M Cancer
Center on the Twin Cities
campus.

Seed money key to cancer research

Oct. 4, 2006

When Patricia Fairbanks' only son Bradley was diagnosed with
bladder cancer three years ago, she was devastated. "I felt a
profound sense of helplessness," says Fairbanks, a retired school
teacher who lives in a western suburb of Minneapolis. "I knew I had
to do something, but I didn't know what."

While her son underwent treatment, Fairbanks went about finding
out what research was being done for bladder cancer. She
contacted the University of Minnesota Cancer Center, learned
about its research work and decided she wanted to be among its
supporters. Today, her son's cancer remains in remission, and
Fairbanks continues to make a monthly donation of $25 to the
Cancer Center. "This is something I can do" to help make a
difference for others, she says.

Wanting to facilitate change is a major reason people give to
cancer research, says Rosemary Gruber, director of development
for the Cancer Center. "Giving is all about changing life for the
better."

Philanthropy not only affects those with cancer, she explains it can change donors' lives as well.
"Giving is very empowering both in terms of the research it fosters and the donors' sense of well-
being," she says.

For Fairbanks, that means making a modest, but regular contribution, specifically earmarked for
bladder cancer research. "It's important to me that the money I donate helps researchers examine
the type of cancer my son had," she says.

Fairbanks says she'll never forget what her son went through. Bradley now works at the White Earth
Health Clinic in Mahnomen, a five-hour drive from her home in the Twin Cities. Whenever she visits
him, she brings "cases of cranberry juice" to help keep him healthy.

"I know he's fine now," she says, "but even so, as a mother you want to do something."

University of Minnesota bladder cancer researcher Joel Slaton is examining less invasive ways to
diagnose bladder cancer using biomarkers in urine, rather than an endoscope procedure. He also
works to identify novel targets for more successful chemotherapy, as well as potential gene therapy
treatments. While most of his research is funded by grants from the National Institutes of Health
(NIH), he is grateful for contributions that can be used toward more "exploratory research
questions," which he hopes will lead to further funded work.

In fiscal year 2006, nearly 50,000 alumni gave $83 million to the U, up 51 percent from last year.
Alumni and other donors designate how they want their gifts to be used, whether for the college or
department they care about most, for general scholarships to help students across the University, or
for other purposes.

Making the seed money grow
Contributions to the U's Cancer Center also can be leveraged when combined with other funds
available for research. By aggregating contributions, smaller donations can become substantial
funds for research.

One way this works is through the Cancer Center's Brainstorm Awards. These awards, allocated
yearly from gifts and general funds, provide researchers with a $25,000 grant to further their studies.
The awards' objective is to foster new interdisciplinary collaborations in cancer research. These
initial funds provide seed money for a pilot study, and can become the basis for obtaining larger
grants from external sources, such as the National Cancer Institute. The Brainstorm Awards are a
springboard that help scientists further their studies.

This year's Brainstorm Awards have been allocated to research in
prostate and breast cancer, as well as cell biology. In prostate cancer,
University geneticist Paul Marker and urologist Kenneth Koeneman
hope to confirm the role of the fibroblast growth factor receptor 2 gene
in repressing prostate tumor growth. Previously, Marker and
researchers working in his laboratory discovered the gene's ability to
repress tumor growth in mice. They're now investigating whether the
gene works the same way in human tumors, which come from
Koeneman's patients. If so, the finding may lead to better tests for
determining the type of prostate cancer a patient may have.

"Prostate cancer is a common disease," says Marker, "but only in a
small population is the cancer aggressive enough to lead to death." The presence of this gene might
indicate a less aggressive form of prostate cancer, which could then guide treatment options.
Christopher Pennell, a basic scientist at the U who investigates how the immune system can affect
cancer, used a $25,000 Brainstorm Award to develop a cancer vaccine and study how it activated
tumor-specific immune cells in mice. Pennell and his colleagues found that their vaccine rapidly and
efficiently activated the immune system in mice, resulting in a response that was hundreds of times
more potent than the previous best vaccine. They presented their work at national and international
meetings, published it in a scientific journal, and used it this year as a springboard for securing a $1
million, four-year grant from the National Cancer Institute to continue their research.

"The Brainstorm Award allowed me to expand my research in a new, promising direction," Pennell
says. "This type of concrete support is another reason why I'm happy to come to work in the
morning."

Republished with permission from the University of Minnesota Cancer Center.

Further reading Gift receipts More than 51,000 alumni give to the U 
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Pluto (center), now classified
as a dwarf planet, has three
smaller companions: Charon,
Nix and Hydra.

A planet by any other name
In speaking about the plight of Pluto, astrophysicist Terry Jones
offered a glimpse into the workings of modern astronomy

By Deane Morrison

Sept. 19, 2006

NASA's New Horizons spacecraft lifted off from Cape Canaveral in
January on the first mission to explore the ninth planet. When the
spacecraft arrives in September 2014, however, it will find itself not
at the ninth planet but at a dwarf planet because its target, Pluto,
has been demoted. Too bad, because things had been looking up
for Pluto, what with the discovery of two new moons last year. But,
as University astronomy professor Terry Jones explained to an
enthusiastic audience last week, even 75 years of affection must
give way when new knowledge forces new ways of thinking.
Speaking in Nolte Center on the Twin Cities campus, Jones
opened a window on how astronomers work, revealing the human
and technical frailties that sometimes, oddly enough, lead to
progress. The story of Pluto is the story of how astronomers in the
modern era have discovered that the solar system isn't a neat, organized little merry-go-round.
Rather, the sun sits at the hub of an eclectic system that operates like a roller derby, with orbiting
bodies crashing into one another (like the collision thought to have formed Earth's moon), perturbing
each other's orbits (as we shall see with Uranus and Neptune) and throwing smaller bodies for a
loop (as when planets hurl comets into the outer reaches of the solar system). For much of human
history, only six planets were recognized: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. But
astronomy took a giant leap in 1781, when the great English astronomer William Herschel
discovered Uranus. The big bluish planet had been seen before, but not recognized as a planet,
Jones said.

How round is the Earth?

According to the new definition, a planet must be round. But how about Earth, with all its mountains
and seven-mile-deep oceanic trenches? Says University astrophysicist Terry Jones: "If you licked a
billiard ball and blew it up as big as Earth, [the wet coating] would be the oceans. If you played pool
with the billiard ball and blew it up, the [nicks from the cue stick] would be the trenches in Earth's
oceans." It seems our planet is round indeed.

All was fine until about 1821, when it became clear that the orbit of Uranus wasn't following the predictions of
Newton's law of gravity. Astronomers figured there had to be an eighth planet whose gravity was causing Uranus's
orbital irregularities, and, sure enough, in 1846 German astronomer Johann Gottfried Galle found Neptune. It was no
accident. "They knew where to look," said Jones. It wasn't long before anomalies showed up in the orbit of Neptune,
too, and the hunt was on for a ninth planet. Enter the central figure in Pluto's history, Illinois-born Kansas farm boy
Clyde Tombaugh. Tombaugh built his own backyard telescope. "He built his own telescope," said Jones, "and he
sent his sketches of Jupiter and Saturn to Lowell Observatory [in Flagstaff, Ariz.]." Tombaugh's talent as an observer
was recognized, and soon he was at work at the observatory taking pictures of the sky in search of the elusive ninth
planet. The search was simple in principle. Tombaugh made photographic plates of big pieces of the sky, taking two
pictures of each piece at an interval of several days. Then he used a machine called a "blink comparator" to compare
the plates for each piece. The stars lined up exactly, but because planets move against the background of stars,
planets appeared in one position in the first plate and at a different position in the second. And so Tombaugh found a
faint little spot that moved. It was named Pluto, based on a suggestion from Venetia Burney, then an 11-year-old
English schoolgirl, who thought Pluto's dark, cold realm recalled the domain of the Greek god of the underworld.
Thanks to his discovery, Tombaugh won a scholarship to the University of Kansas and became a respected
astronomer. He died in 1997, unaware that his status as the only American to discover a planet would be short-lived.
"The New Horizons spacecraft is carrying some of his ashes on the way to Pluto, and we're talking about taking
away its planetary status," Jones commented. The first warning sign appeared in 1940, 10 years after Pluto's
discovery. It was found, said Jones, that the anomalies in Neptune's orbit didn't exist. In reality, the mass of Neptune
had been mismeasured, and the orbit was correct for a planet of Neptune's actual size. Another sign appeared in
March 2001, when the Hayden Planetarium in New York removed Pluto from its display of major planets. Then the
dam really broke. In November 2003 came the discovery of Sedna, a round body slightly smaller than Pluto that
orbits far beyond Neptune. Pluto's orbit brings it as close as 2.8 billion miles from the sun (crossing inside the orbit of
Neptune) and as far as 4.6 billion miles, while Sedna orbits between about 7 billion miles and 90 billion miles from
the sun. In January 2005, Eris, a body bigger than Pluto, was found orbiting between about 3.5 billion and 9 billion
miles from the sun. And what about Ceres, the largest asteroid, orbiting between Mars and Jupiter? Pluto, Ceres,
Sedna and Eris are all round bodies orbiting the sun. Why shouldn't they all be planets? And what if many more are
found beyond Neptune? But Pluto has other problems. Unlike the other planets, its orbit is markedly inclined from the
plane of the solar system, and it was the only planet whose orbit crossed inside that of another planet. A tiny ball of
ice and rock, it seemed less a planet and more just a big member of the Kuiper Belt, a band of icy worlds circling the
sun beyond Neptune. The International Astronomical Union (IAU), whose job includes naming celestial objects,
wrestled with the definition of "planet." In September the IAU adopted a definition: A planet is a body that orbits a
star, not another planet; whose mass is big enough for gravity to form it into a round shape; and that sweeps up
debris from its orbit. Pluto failed on the third count and was relegated, along with Ceres, Sedna and Eris, to the new
designation of "dwarf planet." Pluto will be the model for a new class of objects, as yet unnamed. "How we name
something has a lot to do with how we study it," said Jones. "Could you, as NASA, go to Congress and say, 'We
want to go to Pluto, the prototype of a new class of objects that may be called plutinos?'" No, Jones made clear, it's
much better to ask for funding to explore a planet. In the audience was physics professor Robert Pepin, who has
made a career of studying how the solar system formed. He said the thing he found most amusing about the whole
episode was how the estimates of Pluto's size have changed over the years. "Tombaugh guessed how big Pluto
was," said Pepin. "As more people estimated its size, it got smaller. If you plot Pluto's size versus the year of the
estimate, you get an almost straight line that would go to zero this year." 
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Borealis III approaches a
tunnel on its race route in
Taiwan.

Borealis III shines overseas
University's solar car team finishes fourth at World Solar Rally

By Jim Thorp

Sept. 20, 2006

The sun may shine differently at different latitudes, but the
University of Minnesota solar car team didn't notice. The Solar
Vehicle Project car, Borealis III, was the top U.S. finisher and took
fourth place at the World Solar Rally in Taiwan on Wednesday.

The team from Ashiya University in Japan, took first place in the
three-day rally, followed by Taiwan's National Kaohsiung University
of Applied Sciences team and the Southern Taiwan University of
Technology team, respectively.

Hampered by inclement weather and motor-control issues on day
one of the race, Borealis III still managed to finish sixth. On day
two, the team moved into fifth place and hoped to carry its momentum in the 96-mile final leg of the
rally.

About the Solar
Vehicle Project

The U of M Solar Vehicle Project was founded by a group of undergraduates in the Institute of
Technology in 1990. For more information about the U of M solar car project, go to
www.svp.umn.edu.

"The first timed segment was a flat-out drag strip," said project manager Patrick O'Connor via e-mail
following the race. "There were a few bends, but we believe we reached speeds of nearly 140 kph
(85 mph), and the overall victor, Ashiya Sky Ace TIGA, clocked in at 165 kph (100 mph)! These
speeds seemed incredible to us all. The second and final timed stage of the day was not much
different, only shorter ... At the very end of the last timed stage, we began to see some motor cutout
issues again.

"The faster teams seemed to have superior motor control ... This will be more motivation to work on
our ?ber-motor and develop it for future use, should we pursue an adventure like the World Solar
Rally in the future."

O'Connor was impressed with the steady improvement of the team's performance after troubles
early on. "Really, I could not be more happy," he said. "The team has learned what to improve, what
to change completely, and most importantly how to interact globally with other engineers solving the
same problem we are."
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Students add historical events
to a timeline on the
Washington Avenue Bridge,
part of the Institute for
Advanced Study's two-year
symposium on time.

Right on time
Institute's timeline project kicks off two years of focused
interdisciplinary exploration

By Jim Thorp

Sept. 22, 2006

Pedestrians on the Washington Avenue Bridge were given the
chance to rewrite history last Tuesday--with sidewalk chalk.
Historic and geologic timelines running the length of the bridge
gave passersby a firsthand look at how our perception of time
differs based on scale: eras and epochs versus ages and years.

The timeline event kicked off the Institute for Advanced Study's
2006-08 University Symposium, an interdisciplinary look at how we
perceive time. According to institute director and history professor
Ann Waltner, time was selected to spark discussions between
disciplines as diverse as geology, philosophy, physics, history and
dance. Throughout the coming year, the University community will
be invited to take part in wide-ranging events including:

"Evolving Wreck," a series of open rehearsals by choreographer Carl Flink and Black Label
Movement, which will use serial viewings and revisions to create a new evening-length dance
theater piece set in a sunken ship. (Oct. 25, Dec. 6, Jan. 31 and March 7)
"The Trouble with Time," a look at time as it related to personal memoirs, with writers June Cross,
Samuel Freedman and Annette Kobak. (Feb. 1)
"Mississippi River Over Time," a discussion session incorporating geologists, geographers and
Native American scholars, organized by the Telling River Stories IAS Collaborative. (March 8)
"Still Present Pasts," an exhibit at Intermedia Arts that explores the aftermaths of the Korean War
in terms of both adoption and immigration. (April through June)

The idea behind the University Symposium is the concept at the core of the institute: To bring
diverse scholars together to interact in ways they wouldn't otherwise. According to Waltner, time
itself is one of the factors driving the need for such interdisciplinary activities on campus.

ABOUT IAS

The Institute for Advanced Study:

>> Brings together exciting new work from across the University community.

>> Provides a place where faculty and students can meet for presentations, performances and
discussions.

>> Sponsors "Research and Creative Collaboratives" in which scholars and artists come together
to work on interdisciplinary projects.

For more information on the IAS-sponsored University Symposium, click here.

"Most disciplines are fairly new," she says. "Anthropology has been around since the late 19th century; ethnic and
women's studies, only since the middle to late 20th century. Some of the sub-disciplines in the biological sciences
are just a few years old."

As a result, Waltner says that scholars fight a constant battle to define their expertise and
distinguish their work from that of more-established or better-known disciplines.

"You see a fair amount of 'patrolling the borders' by people working in these fields, trying to keep
people from saying, 'OK, now how is that anthropology?' While that may be good for the discipline,
it's not good for knowledge. ... That's why spaces [and programs] like this are so important."

In the past, the University Symposium was a year-long series of events. The institute decided to
explore time for two years to facilitate the development of curriculum around the events, as well as
to inspire future events. According to Waltner, next year's plans will be informed by the success of--
and the questions raised by--this year's activities.
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The plasticity of the human
brain allows it to learn and
adapt to all sorts of new
circumstances.

Changing your mind
Experts gathered at the University last week to tackle questions
about how the brain adapts

By Deane Morrison

Sept. 22, 2006

Understanding how the human brain works by studying one neuron
at a time is like trying to understand a play by listening to only one
character.

It's a difficult task because it's the interaction between a play's
characters that makes it come to life -- just as it's the interaction
between neurons in the brain that triggers learning and
understanding.

Learning to understand those interactions is the monumental task
undertaken by neuroscientist and Regents Professor Apostolos P.
Georgopoulos, who was among the speakers at the presidential
symposium on The Adaptive Brain held on the Twin Cities campus Sept. 14 and 15. The symposium
brought together world-renowned brain researchers from Harvard, Stanford, Cambridge and other
universities to share their insights into how the brain adapts to a changing environment, whether it
be caused by normal development in utero, ingestion of addictive drugs, injury or the learning that
all of us do every day. The researchers spoke of brain plasticity, meaning its ability to form new
connections and patterns of activity, and adaptation, or adjustment to new conditions, which
plasticity makes possible. In addition to the work of Georgopoulos, the symposium featured work by
fellow University researchers Karen Hsiao Ashe and Paul Letourneau. But first, a bit of background
on the basic units of the brain: neurons. The job of neurons is to talk to each other, which they do by
firing off signals that may either excite or inhibit activity in other neurons. When a neuron fires, a
pulse of electrical activity passes down its axon, a long extension reaching out to another cell. The
membrane at the far tip of the axon releases molecules of a messenger, called a neurotransmitter,
into an extremely narrow space between the axon and a target neuron. The neurotransmitter
diffuses across the gap and is picked up by the target neuron, which may generate its own electrical
pulse in response. These junctions between neurons are called synapses. Without the gaps, or
synaptic clefts, between neurons, it would be very difficult to keep the electricity in one neuron from
automatically jumping to other neurons, resulting in a disorganized jumble of signals.

"All learning focuses on synaptic interactions," says Georgopoulos.
"Learning is a modification of synapses, and that is the result of
crosstalk."

Much brain research has centered on the activity of single neurons, such as noting how different cells in the retina
respond to all kinds of optical signals. This work has laid a solid basis for neuroscience, but in order to understand
behavior, much must be learned about the complex ways cells work in concert. Neuron communication isn't one-way
or even two-way; it is full of multidirectional "crosstalk," just like the communications within any large group of people.
This is where Georgopoulos comes in. "All learning focuses on synaptic interactions," says Georgopoulos. "Learning
is a modification of synapses, and that is the result of crosstalk." Consider learning to play a scale on the piano.
Neurons must perceive the locations of keys and instruct hand and arm muscles what to do. Neurons receive input
from many other neurons and are capable of talking back and forth in groups called neural circuits or neural
networks. As one practices scales, transmission of signals across certain synapses becomes easier, perhaps
because more neurotransmitter is released or inhibitory signals from other neurons are weakened. Feedback from
the sound of the piano induces new rounds of activity. As neurons talk to each other, they "figure out" which
connections to strengthen and which to weaken, eventually forming a superhighway of signals in response to a
conscious command to play a scale. At this point, playing a scale becomes a fluid, effortless movement rather than
eight laborious and ear-punishing steps. This kind of give and take is at the heart of brain function, yet, says
Georgopoulos, "No one has focused on interactions and behavior, ever." In his research, he uses several different
technologies to record the activity of multiple neurons at once. He has also developed the first procedures to
evaluate both plasticity and adaptation at the whole brain level, using such techniques as recording activity of
neurons and imaging the brain to see where and when it is active. Georgopoulos focuses on relations between
spatial signals in the brain, such as happen when one is mentally tracing a movement or distinguishing up from
down. "For example, as one solves a maze-that is, finds the exit-interactions around neurons change in an orderly
fashion depending on the direction of movement in your mind," he says. "Single neuron activities may not change,
but interactions do." Think of a play where one character keeps saying "Yes." That single response could drive all
kinds of changes in plot and outcome, none of which would be obvious from recording only the "yes-man" neuron.
Georgopoulos is also leading research on how neurons' own behavior may affect their responses to signals from
other neurons. That is, neurons may fire in patterns according to how they have previously fired. Consider a person
listening to another person talk. The listener may nod her head, then keep nodding it because the previous nodding
was agreeable. To distinguish the true effect, positive or negative, of what the speaker is saying, an observer would
have to eliminate the self-effect of head nodding. Similarly, it's hard to tell if a neuron is exciting or inhibiting another
neuron if self-effects cannot be eliminated. If researchers can get a grasp on how crosstalk between neurons
produces thoughts, emotions and behavior, the implications could be far-reaching. At the least, medical science
would gain an understanding of how people's attitudes and behaviors, as well as brain disorders, develop. Perhaps
someday we'll even have "brain chips" to supplement our normal brain activity. If that day ever comes, researchers
like Georgopoulos, his University colleagues and others are laying the groundwork today. 
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A segment of the Wall of
Discovery, which features
reproductions of original
sketches, notes, drawings,
letters and other items from
more than 90 illustrious faculty
and alumni.

U gears up for big weekend of events
Scholars Walk, Wall of Discovery and stadium groundbreaking to
be highlighted

By Rick Moore

Sept. 22, 2006

If you have a soft spot in your heart for the University of Minnesota,
you'll want to turn your attention to the Twin Cities campus on the
weekend of Sept. 29 and 30. That's when the University will be
celebrating a number of big events--events years in the making--
surrounded by fans and fanfare, pomp and pom-poms.

There'll be a dedication and an unveiling. Then, a groundbreaking.
And, finally, a kickoff.

Scholars Walk and Wall of Discovery

On Friday, Sept. 29, the University will dedicate the Scholars Walk,
an eye-catching pathway on the East Bank of the Twin Cities
campus that honors the research and academic accomplishments
of the U's greatest faculty and students.

The 2,200-foot-long Scholars Walk stretches from Walnut Street, adjacent to the McNamara Alumni
Center, all the way to Pleasant Street and Appleby Hall. It has emerged as the major east-west
walkway on the East Bank, complementing the stately Northrop Mall, which it intersects.

The dedication event takes place from noon to 2 p.m. on the walk between the McNamara Alumni
Center and Church Street. Free ice cream treats from Dairy Queen will be handed out while
supplies last.

Lined with bur oak trees, shrubs and benches, the Scholars Walk features lighted glass-and-
limestone monuments that provide a prominent, permanent memorial to the University's greatest
scholars.

Among the national and international award recipients recognized are the University's Nobel and
Pulitzer Prize winners, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences winners, national academies
inductees and Rhodes, Truman and Marshall Scholars.

University award recipients recognized include the Regents Professors, McKnight Distinguished
Professors, McKnight Presidential Chairs, Morse-Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Teachers,
and the Outstanding Graduate and Professional Teachers. A special faculty committee helped to
determine the names of those to be included.

U of M Moments

U of M Moments are daily 90-second radio features that highlight University and community experts
speaking on timely topics.

>> Hear Larry Laukka discuss the Scholars Walk.

>> Listen to Drew Sternal describe the Wall of Discovery.

>> Hear Margaret Sughrue Carlson announce events related to the stadium groundbreaking.

"In 150 years of existence, some great, great minds have come through this institution," says Larry Laukka, who
spearheaded the design and development of the walk. "Yet we have [had] no place on this campus to recognize
them."

Landscape architect Gary Fishbeck of Hammel, Green and Abrahamson designed the Scholars
Walk, and it was first suggested by University landscape architecture professor Clint Hewitt in 2000
as a way to mark the University's 150th anniversary.

The Scholars Walk and the nearby Alumni Wall of Honor are gifts to the University from the
University of Minnesota Foundation, the University of Minnesota Alumni Association and the
Minnesota Medical Foundation. This partnership worked to build and now operates the McNamara
Alumni Center.

The Wall of Discovery--in the middle of the Scholars Walk--is a 253-foot-long artistic tribute to the
process that leads to great discoveries. The wall, which will be unveiled at noon on Sept. 29, is on
the north side of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Building, where the Scholars
Walk has a narrow passage between buildings. Reproductions of original sketches, notes, drawings,
letters and other items from more than 90 illustrious faculty and alumni will be represented on the
wall, which Drew Sternal of L.A. Ink spent two years researching and creating.

"I'd call it a celebration of the great discoveries and minds that have
passed through the University of Minnesota," Sternal says of the wall.

Among the items featured on the wall are Seymour Cray's calculations for the first Cray Supercomputer, a hand-
written score of Dominick Argento's Pulitzer Prize-winning From the Diary of Virginia Woolf, a sketch of William
Pedersen's Shanghai World Financial Center, and notes from breakthrough medical operations.

The representations are inscribed upon a metaphoric blackboard, along with the names of the
creators and brief descriptions. Completing the wall are 20 edge-lit glass panels, which will appear
to float in front of the blackboard.

"I'd call it a celebration of the great discoveries and minds that have passed through the University
of Minnesota," Sternal says of the wall.

Groundbreaking for new stadium

On Saturday, Sept. 30, the big events focus on University football--past, present and future. The
ceremonial groundbreaking for the new on-campus football stadium, set to open in the fall of 2009,
will take place at 2 p.m. at the stadium site on the corner of Oak and Fourth Streets S.E. The
program will include remarks by President Bob Bruininks, Athletics Director Joel Maturi, head
football coach Glen Mason and Back to Campus campaign co-chairs Nancy and John Lindahl,
along with appearances by Goldy Gopher and the U of M Spirit Squad.

The groundbreaking will be preceded by another special event designed to symbolize the return of
football to campus. Beginning at 12:30 p.m., hundreds of University supporters and celebrities will
partake in the Gopher Football Relay and transport a football from the Metrodome, through the U
campus, and all the way to the site of the new stadium.

Former Gopher football coach Murray Warmath will kick off the relay, and other official ball carriers
will walk the ball a short distance before handing it off to the next carrier. In the final leg of the relay,
Bruininks will carry the football to the future site of TCF Bank Stadium--just in time for the
groundbreaking--with the Minnesota Marching Band playing the Rouser. The relay will take place
rain or shine.

There will be three "watching stations" for the public--on the west end of the Washington Avenue
pedestrian bridge (outside of Anderson Hall), Northrop Mall and the Gateway Plaza outside of the
McNamara Alumni Center.

"Every Minnesotan, from Albert Lea to International Falls and from Winona to Warroad, is
encouraged to join us," says Margaret Sughrue Carlson, CEO of the University of Minnesota Alumni
Association. "We're asking people to wear maroon and gold and to cheer on the celebrity ball
carriers as they make their way to the stadium site."

"An on-campus Gopher football stadium is now becoming a reality, and we want our friends and
fans to celebrate with us by bringing Gopher football back to campus--literally," adds Maturi.

The century-old Little Brown Jug was on display this year at the
Minnesota State Fair. (Photo by Ryan Rodgers)

But that's hardly the end of the football festivities. At 7 p.m. the action
returns to the Metrodome when the Golden Gophers host the Michigan
Wolverines in the annual battle for the Little Brown Jug. The Gophers,
you might recall, are currently in possession of the coveted traveling jug,
having upset Michigan in Ann Arbor last year 23-20 in a game for the
ages. Before last year, Minnesota had only beaten Michigan twice since

1967 (in 1977 and 1986). The Gophers are hoping to keep the Little Brown Jug for a second straight
year for the first time since 1963.

Shuttle buses will be available after the relay to transport fans to the Metrodome who are attending
the Minnesota-Michigan game.
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Author and literary translator
Pablo Medina is the newest
mentor in the U's Online
Mentoring for Writers
program.

Constructive critics

The initial cost of joining the
U's Online Mentoring for
Writers program is $150.
You choose your mentor, or
request to be matched with
the right mentor, then you
submit up to ten pages of
your writing, a one-page
autobiography, and a
statement about your goals
for the mentorship. Your
mentor will send you a
personal reply, commenting
on your writing and
suggesting how you might
work together most
productively.

In addition to author and
literary translator Pablo
Medina, the other mentors
are Judith Barrington
(memoir and poetry),
Marion Dane Bauer
(children's and young adult
fiction), Sharon Doubiago
(poetry and memoir),
Carolyn Forch? (poetry),
Linda Hasselstrom
(nonfiction), Susan Hubbard
(fiction), Valerie Miner
(fiction), Jim Moore
(poetry), Sylvia Watanabe
(fiction and memoir),
Catherine Watson (travel
and memoir).

Online mentoring program branches out
New poetry mentor specializes in Spanish-English translations

By Megan Rocker

Sept. 25, 2006

For many writers, practicing the art of storytelling begins even
before they are able to put pen to paper: "My grandmother...once
found me as an infant making pictographic [stories] on the wall of
my bedroom with an unusual, but nonetheless effective, medium,"
recalls the University of Minnesota's Online Mentoring for Writers'
newest mentor, Pablo Medina. "Vocations, unlike professions, pick
you; you don't pick them. And so it was in my case." The author of
several works of poetry and prose, most recently, The Cigar Roller,
a novel, and Points of Balance/Puntos de Apoyo, a bilingual
collection of poetry, Medina is also a noted literary translator.

For any writer--beginner, intermediate, or advanced--constructive
criticism from a seasoned critical reader is a valuable tool. The
Online Mentoring program, which falls under the College of
Continuing Education's Split Rock Arts series, is designed to
provide that critical feedback, and connects writers with outstanding mentors who provide
individually tailored, constructive assistance with literary fiction, poetry, or creative nonfiction.

Since its inception almost three years ago, the program has served more than 200 writers from all
over the country and around the English-speaking world. With the addition of Medina to the staff,
Online Mentoring for Writers furthers both its reach and its relevance to the global community.
Medina welcomes clients in poetry and fiction, as well as those writing in Spanish or translating
poetry from or into Spanish or any other Romance language.

His goal, and a skill he fosters in the writers he mentors, is to create
three key elements in a translated piece: urgency, necessity, and
balance. "Urgency involves the reader in the work; necessity keeps him
reading; balance makes him forget he is reading," says Medina.

Born in Cuba, Medina was 12 when his family moved to the United States in 1960. As a writer, he
got his start composing poetry in his native Spanish when he was just a teenager. He then wrote
bilingually until he switched to writing in one language only at the urging of a college mentor. "The
world that surrounded me at the time was English," Medina says, "so I picked that, writing in [it]
primarily until the 1990s, when I decided to defy [my professor's] dictum. It worked."

Now, Medina writes in both languages.

"My 'preferred language' is one that comes at the moment of composition--I use both languages in
all my writing." Having said that, he pauses and quotes a bit from an old Scottish poem, "I was born
into Spanish and 'I fain would lie doon' to die speaking Spanish...even if I speak to the wall or heart
monitor."

Medina has translation experience in most literary genres, and, like many authors, believes that
literary translation is an art form unto itself.

"We live in a translated culture," he says. "The basic texts of our civilization--Hammurabi's code, the
Old and New Testaments, Greek tragedy and philosophy, and the Roman poets--have to come to us
for the most part as translated works. You can put down the importance of translation and
translators, but you do so at the risk of falling prey to poverty of thought and narrowness of mind.
How many people in this country have read Madame Bovary in the original French or Anna
Karenina in the original Russian?"

His goal, and a skill he fosters in the writers he mentors, is to create
three key elements in a translated piece: urgency, necessity, and
balance.

"Urgency involves the reader in the work; necessity keeps him
reading; balance makes him forget he is reading," says Medina. But
there is also, Medina cautions, another element--an almost intangible
force--that must be captured to fully represent the "emotional truth" of
a piece. "Garc?a Lorca borrowed a term from flamenco music and
called it duende," explains Medina. "So let's call it that. Without
duende there is nothing. But there is neither map nor exercise that can
reach it, except for the writer's willingness to abandon him or herself to
the work."

This is Medina's first tenure as an online mentor--and a new chapter in
his life he is eager to begin.

"Mentor is the name of Telemachus's teacher in the Odyssey," he
says. "He stands as the prototype of all teachers--supportive but
demanding, nurturing but rigorous. A mentor must function as a
supporter and, simultaneously, as a mirror who refuses to answer the
question, 'Who's the fairest one of all?' I am intrigued by the online
experience and look forward to it."

To learn more about the program, see Online Mentoring for Writers or
call 612-624-4375.
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Ernest C. Davenport, Jr., is an
associate professor of
educational psychology in the
College of Education and
Human Development.

ACT/SAT prep course helps students bridge
the achievement gap
Public engagement spotlight

By Stephanie Wilkes

Brief, Sept. 27, 2006; updated Oct. 4, 2006

Ernest Davenport joined the University's educational psychology
faculty in 1986 with a research focus on standardized testing--
measurement, statistics, and data analysis--especially as it relates
to minorities.

Twenty years later, on any Saturday morning all winter, you'll find
Davenport in a campus classroom, not with college students, but
with high school students, many who never thought of themselves
on a university campus. The students come because of a free
ACT/SAT review session.

Davenport comes because he's on a mission. His academic
interests make him a strong contributor to the program, but it is his
personal interest and dedication to public engagement that really fuels his passion.

"My personal ministry is to see as many minority students as possible be successful in college," he
says.

The Twin Cities chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha--the first African-American fraternity, celebrating a
hundred years in 2006--developed the idea for the program in 1991. They contacted Davenport, a
graduate member of Alpha Phi Alpha, and asked him to contribute, helping to provide structure to
their program.

"My personal ministry is to see as many minority students as possible
be successful in college," says Davenport.

The first year, 24 students of color from local high schools attended a free ACT review session at the University of
Minnesota. By 2006, the program had grown to serve more than 150 students a year, reaching beyond the Twin
Cities to greater Minnesota. Today it offers a comprehensive ACT/SAT review course and more--presentations about
college admissions and first-hand stories of University faculty, staff, and students. Davenport, associate professor of
educational psychology in the College of Education and Human Development, is the program's director.

The 11-week course, held in Blegen Hall on Saturday mornings from January to March, provides an
extensive look at the ACT and SAT. Students review material covered on the exams (science, math,
English, vocabulary, reading, writing) are expected to keep up with a rigorous homework schedule
between sessions. The course teaches ways in which the material will be presented on the exams
and offers multiple mock exams to build student confidence.

Davenport helps a student in the Saturday classroom. "He brings
passion to the program," says colleague Jeffrey Tate.

The course is also dedicated to giving the students an experience that
will allow them to envision themselves in a university environment, an
option many have not considered before. Faculty and staff visit the
sessions to talk about aspects of college admissions and life at the
University. Admissions officers tell students what they're looking for in
prospective students. Professors like Frank Snowden, Department of

Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, speak to the students about opportunities available to
them at a prominent research university.

Many program participants have returned later as student volunteers. Jeffrey Tate, now associate
director of the program, is one of them.

Tate acknowledges the importance of the volunteers and presenters to the success of the program,
but he says Davenport is the main reason for its success.

"He creates a dialogue with the students and the presenters, constantly asking how we can make
the program better," says Tate. "He brings a passion to the program that makes it phenomenal."

To learn more about the program, see "Narrowing the achievement gap one student at a time."

Stephanie Wilkes is a junior in English and linguistics and a communications intern in the Office for Public
Engagement. If you have questions or comments, please e-mail wilk0268@umn.edu . 
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Ads from the "We are all
search engines" campaign
each feature a question.

Rachel Lashinski stops to
check out an answer to a
question from the U's new
Driven to Discover campaign.

Driven to Discover
New initiative to highlight U's search for answers

By Rick Moore

Brief, Sept. 27, 2006

The University of Minnesota has been uncovering the answers to
some of life's most persistent questions for 155 years. That's why
it's one of the top public research universities in the nation.

A new way has been developed to communicate--and to "brand"--
that spirit of inquiry. Beginning Sept. 24, the phrase "Driven to
Discover," and the intent it conveys, will be woven through
University communications, from student recruiting material to
President Bruininks's speeches.

What makes the ad campaign so innovative?
One-of-a-kind TV advertisements, known as Search TV, will debut
the week of Oct. 2. These 60-second spots begin with a person asking a "single greatest question."
At the end of the question, a search bar pops up and promises results in 15 seconds. Next, an
actual local TV news promotion airs with the branded search bar appearing over it. After the promo
ends, a University of Minnesota professor who is conducting research on the question will appear
with an answer.

Who are the people in the ads?
Most of the people in the ads are real Minnesotans, representing all walks of life and various regions
of the state, asking an intriguing question.

How are faculty members identified to answer the questions?
As questions are identified, University Relations staff members work with the campuses, colleges,
and research and outreach centers to identify faculty members who are experts in related fields.

How much does it cost?
The initiative is a $2 million investment over two years, approved and supported by the Board of
Regents, funded with U resources plus contributions from the U alumni association and foundation
for the advertising. It's designed to change the way we communicate about the U. You'll probably
see some print and TV ads over the next few weeks, and you will definitely see Driven to Discover
in U publications, signs, sidewalks, banners, posters and other materials as we incorporate it into
the way we do business.

Are all the U campuses involved?
Driven to Discover will be part of the University vocabulary for years to come. The "We are all
search engines" campaign is reaching 83 percent of the state through print, TV and radio
advertising. All colleges, campuses, departments, centers, institutes and other U entities are
encouraged to adopt Driven to Discover and adapt it to their needs. A toolkit will be available soon.

Why does the U need a brand? Turns out that while most people in Minnesota understand the U's high-quality
undergraduate and graduate education and statewide public service, the fact that the U is a first-class research
university left a lot of people puzzled. The message has just not gotten through that University researchers have
changed life for the better for people all over the world--and continue to do so every single day. If the U expects to
become one of the world's top three public research universities, people in Minnesota and beyond have to
understand what it does.

Minneapolis's Olson Agency developed the "Driven to Discover" brand and then built an advertising
campaign around it called "We are all search engines."

"We are all search engines" is based on the notion that the thirst for knowledge unites all people.
And that the University shares that innate sense of curiosity and urge to find the answers. "We are
all search engines" has a unique look (see photo) and message for billboards, print ads, and
television and radio spots. A computer's search bar is superimposed over a photo of a person
asking a question--What is my dog thinking? What's the meaning of life? How real is global
warming?--for example.

The answer, given by University experts, appears on the print ads, and, in televison and radio spots,
is given after a short break. On every ad will be the U's home page address (www.umn.edu) from
which people can link to the "We are all search engines" site. People can go there to submit their
own question and see what other people are curious about. The most compelling query will be
answered each week and featured on the site.

"'Driven to Discover,'" the spirit underlying the marketing campaign, is more than a slogan--it's an
expression of the U's essence," says Linda Thrane, vice president for university relations. "This is
about what we do and who we are. The campaign will paint for the public a fuller picture of the
University."

Students discover new reading material

As part of the Driven to Discover campaign, a series of graphics or "clings" has appeared on
sidewalks all around the Twin Cities campus, from Northrop Mall and the Washington Avenue
pedestrian bridge to Rarig Center and the St. Paul Student Center. As students walk from class to
class, they're stumbling upon new ways to learn--in this case, more than a dozen big questions
printed on a search engine bar in the middle of walkways. Fifteen paces later, they get the answers.

While some students in a hurry to get to class haven't had the time to digest all of the questions and
answers, others have been driven to pause for a moment to ponder questions such as, "Can dance
change the world?" (The answer is at the end of this story.)

Overall, they seemed impressed by the opportunity to discover while they walked.

"They're interesting. There's some facts that I didn't know," said Alex Nguyen. He specifically
noticed the questions about dance changing the world and one about what white people think about
being white, "but I didn't read the whole thing because I was late to class. When I have time, I'll stop
and read them all."

As for the U's Driven to Discover campaign, Nguyen said, "It's pretty good. Students need to know
more about the U and what it's about."

While sophomore John Kieffer thinks some of the answers are too long for his walking pace, he
thinks the sidewalk clings are "a really good idea, and something to look at as you're walking by."

Freshman nursing student Rachel
Lashinski shared the same
sentiment. "It's kind of neat--little
pieces of information you didn't
know [about] as you're going
along," Lashinski said. She
noticed the large, new Driven to
Discover banner on Johnston Hall
"right away," and was especially
intrigued by the dance question,
since she noticed it on her way to
an Introduction to Dance class.

While Lashinski was digesting another answer, she was joined by Douglas McDaniel, a junior
majoring in history and African-American studies. McDaniel is aware of the University's goal to
become one of the top three research universities in the world, and figures the campaign supports
that well. "Though some of that, I think, they take so seriously," he said. "It's an American tendency
to rank things."

What did he think about the sidewalk questions and answers? "As you're walking along, they give
you a chance to ponder. Life without thought isn't very useful," McDaniel added. "We're on campus.
That's our job, right--constantly working towards new thoughts and ideas?"

Can dance change the world? Here's the result for that search.

U of M dance professor Carl Flink thinks so. Flink believes dance can reflect what's going on in the
mind and heart--and people whose minds are in tune with their bodies can become pivotal forces for
change in our society. So maybe a two-step is one way to take a stand.

To read more about Driven to Discover, see the campaign overview.
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Author Salman Rushdie spoke
to an English honors class last
spring.

Small and intimate
U gives students the chance for in-depth study in a small group
setting

From M, fall 2006

The transition from high school to college is a tough one. But the
University of Minnesota offers students many ways to make that
first year at the U less overwhelming. The freshman and honors
seminars, for example, transform the nearly 50,000-student
University into smaller communities. Associate vice provost Laura
Coffin Koch, who has researched the effect of freshmen seminars
on students, has found that students who take the small-fewer than
20 students per class-discussion-based courses have a higher
retention rate and stronger grade point average than those who
don't.

Tenured or tenure-track professors teach the freshman seminars,
usually on topics of their own choosing. The selection this fall
includes "Race Relations in the U.S.," "Mothers," "Hong Kong
Film," "Adoption: Imagined and Experienced" and "American Indian Celebrities from Pocahontas to
the Present." Faculty members or graduate students, on the other hand, teach honors courses, and
most of these courses, which demand more independent research, are accelerated or cover
material in greater depth. Last spring, students in English graduate student Madhurima
Chakraborty's "Honors Book Discussion: Salman Rushdie" got a real treat: The master himself
showed up to speak to the class prior to an evening lecture at Northrop Auditorium. Now that's an
honor.
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The twin spacecraft of the
STEREO mission will be
launched from Cape
Canaveral on a Delta rocket
like this one.

The sun in stereo
by Deane Morrison

From M, fall 2006

Every so often, the sun flings a gigantic blob of hot gas in our
direction, wreaking havoc with satellites and power grids and
sending astronauts in orbit scurrying for the safety of their radiation
shields. It's hard to tell when one of these blobs of gas, or coronal
mass ejections (CMEs), is brewing, or which ones are heading our
way. But NASA's twin STEREO spacecraft-now scheduled for
launch in October on a Delta rocket similar to the one above-will
give researchers a 3-D view of the sun, revealing the directions of
CME movements and, thanks to instruments designed and built by
University physicists, clues for predicting them. "As our society
becomes more electronic and sophisticated, these outbursts
become more disruptive," says Paul Kellogg, a retired University
physics professor. "STEREO will allow us to see when one is
coming to Earth." The two spacecraft will be sent into different
orbits, one in front of Earth and one behind. The University-built
instruments will detect waves of energy and charged particles
emitted by the sun via processes that may help cause CMEs. "It's
all to understand and predict how the sun works," says University physicist Keith Goetz. "We want
to be able to look at the surface of the sun and say, for example, 'There's going to be an eruption-
right there, in that spot.'" Goetz, Kellogg and other University physicists worked with researchers at
the Paris Observatory to design and build the instruments.
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U alum Gary Flom shows off
some of the 200 slide rules in
his collection.

Let it slide
University of Minnesota alumni preserve the history and use of the
slide rule

By Steve Linders

Sept. 26, 2006

Ah, the slide rule.

There was a time when no self-respecting University of Minnesota
engineering or mathematics student would be caught on campus
without one. Efficient by nature, sleek by design, these
handsomely crafted tools of the trade could be seen hanging from
their proud owners' belts ready for calculating at a moment's
notice.

Although they came in a variety of shapes and sizes, most slide
rules were 12 inches long and arrow-straight, crafted from a perfect
blend of mahogany, enamel, glass and just enough steel to guarantee sturdiness, accuracy and
longevity. Yes, engineering students could always count on their slide rules. If life were a
mathematical equation, the slide rule was a constant--after all, they'd been around since the 1600s.
Up until the early 1970s, the device essentially ruled campus, allowing students to efficiently multiply
and divide by sliding identical scales back and forth and making quick estimations. Then along
came the HP-35 electronic pocket calculator in 1972, and everything changed for engineering
students.

The allure of the slide rule University of Minnesota alum Gary Flom (Math '76) understands the
slide rule's powerful allure. Of all the educational mementos he kept from his college days--
textbooks, diplomas, awards, photographs and yearbooks--his slide rules are the most coveted and
beloved. "They are just the neatest things. They take me back to a different era," says Flom, who
has more than 200 slide rules in his personal collection. Flom, an Atlanta-area ear, nose and throat
physician, has joined thousands of people around the world who collect, trade and use the devices
for fun. In fact, he's such a slide rule fanatic that he holds a leadership role in the Oughtred Society,
perhaps the largest organization dedicated to the preservation of the slide rule, with thousands of
members in more than 20 countries. He also is an active member of The International Slide Rule
Group, which has 1,100 members, and has co-authored a book called The Oughtred Society Slide
Rule Reference Manual. Flom also carries a three-and-a-half-inch slide rule with him everywhere he
goes.

"I use it to calculate gas mileage and the price per unit in the grocery store, and to solve really
challenging equations," he explains. "When I'm using it, I get some pretty interesting looks from
people."

Flom first learned to use the tool when he was a student at St. Louis Park High School in suburban
Minneapolis.

"My first was a typical standard-issue slide rule," he recalls. "It had about a 10-inch scale with a two-
inch slider. I also had a slide rule holster that I used to wear on my belt. It had a sheath with a
leather loop, and it hung like a sword."

By the time he came to the University, Flom was quite adept at using the slide rule. He still wore it
on his belt and, depending on which social circles he was in, it was either a status symbol or the
epitome of nerdiness, he said. But by his second year of college, electronic calculators had begun to
invade University classrooms.

"My first was a typical standard-issue slide rule... I also had a slide rule
holster that I used to wear on my belt. It had a sheath with a leather
loop, and it hung like a sword," says Gary Flom.

So, like many other students at the time, Flom tossed his slide rule into a box and didn't think about
it again. Then one day about seven years ago, he came across that archive of college mementos.
At the bottom of the box he discovered his old slide rule.

"I was sitting there looking at this thing, and I wondered if I could still use it," Flom said. "I started
doing some simple calculations, and one thing just kind of led to another."

University alumnus Darrell Rinerson (Physics '69, EE M.S. '77) bought what he calls his first "real"
slide rule in Minneapolis.

"It was a Post Model 1460 made of bamboo, and it was controversial," says Rinerson. "Back then,
Japanese products weren't known for being high quality, so people didn't really know if it would hold
up."

Rinerson, founder and current CEO of Unity Semiconductor in Silicon Valley, still has that bamboo
slide rule, along with about 800 others from all over the world.

Both Rinerson and Flom say their interest in the calculating devices is more about the future than
the past.

"Slide rules evolved over hundreds of years as the by-product of people's natural curiosity about
how to solve problems more effectively," explains Flom. "I think it would be a shame if tomorrow's
generation of engineers and mathematicians forgot about the slide rule, because it represents the
engineer's natural curiosity."

Edited from an article in Inventing Tomorrow, summer 2006, a publication of the Institute of
Technology.
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Molly Watters in the signature
drum major backbend.

Catch the action

In August 2005, U of M
Marching Band appeared in
a 30-minute TPT-Channel 2
documentary, "Pride of
Minnesota: Backstage." The
show also offers a glimpse
at the types of students who
join the band and the time
commitment that goes
along with participation. You
can watch a clip or read
more at "From backstage to
prime time."

Also, you can buy tickets for
the 45th Annual Minnesota
Marching Band Indoor
Concert on Saturday, Dec.
2, at 7 p.m. and Sunday,
Dec. 3, at 3 p.m by calling
the U of M box office at
612-624-2345.

Leader of the band
First female drum major sets the pace for the University of
Minnesota Marching Band

By Pauline Oo

Sept. 26, 2006

Molly Watters does a mean backbend, and the University of
Minnesota junior isn't even a limbo dancer or gymnast. She is the
first female drum major in the University of Minnesota Marching
Band's 114-year history.

"I learned the backbend by practicing every day," says Watters. "I
would try five or 10 and every day I improved, little by little.
Sometimes I would push myself and fall, but that just helped me
[go further] the next time around.

Watters, who is studying political science and sociology at the U, landed the role of drum major in
April--winning the hearts of the staff and 302-person band with her leadership skills, showmanship
and signature drum major backbend. (The search began with applications in December, and those
who qualified underwent three months of training in the winter and spring to learn the role.)

In addition to commanding the attention of a full stadium--during halftime at football games--the
drum major must be able to lead, teach and rally the troops on and off the field. This school year,
101 band members are rookies from the Class of 2010.

"It's a lot of work," says Watters of her new full-time job. "With classes, work and band, it's hard to fit
everything into one day." But she isn't complaining. Watters says her best moment, so far, as drum
major occurs almost every day after band rehearsal.

"It's a tradition of the Marching Band to sing Hail! Minnesota, the state hymn and [school song] after
every rehearsal, and I absolutely love conducting it," she says. "It's such an honor to be able to do
that."

The band meets Monday through Thursday from 4:15 p.m. to 6 p.m., and additional rehearsals are
held on Friday nights and Saturday mornings before all home football games. While music majors
are encouraged to audition for a place in the band, most Marching Band members major in other
disciplines. All band members, whatever their major, are required to register for Music 3480--the
official marching band class in the School of Music.

When asked why she auditioned for the role of drum major at the U,
Watters replies: "Many people share my love and respect [for the
Marching Band] and want to do what they can to improve it. Because
of my background and natural leadership skills, I felt that for me,
leading was the best way." Watters was an athlete at Eden Prairie
High School and joined the marching squad in her senior year. She
also played the mellophone with the U's Marching Band, Hockey Pep
Band and Women's Athletic Band.

The University of Minnesota Marching Band was founded in 1892 as
the University Cadet Band, with 29 members--all men. In 1910, the
first formations and halftime "show" were presented during the Gopher
football season. Women first entered the Concert Band in 1934, and
during WWII women could be found "filling in" in the marching band. In
1950, a new "Girls' Band" was formed at the University, which later
was called the "Women's Division" of the marching band. Women
were finally added as full members to the marching band in 1972. (In
2006, three of the five drum major finalists were women. Penn State is
the only other Big Ten school that has yet to select a female drum
major.)

Today, the Marching Band--a.k.a "Pride of Minnesota"--performs at
every Gopher home football game, as well as the homecoming
parade, one Vikings home game, and an occasional football game on the road. (In a good year, that
also includes a road game around New Year's Day.) There's also the annual Indoor Concert at
Northrop Memorial Auditorium, when the group showcases its entire repertoire.

As the drum major, or leader of the group, what exactly does Watters want people to go away with
after they've seen her and the Marching Band?

"Most of all, we like to entertain our audience," she says. "We want to make sure they enjoy our
performance. But additionally, we want to instill a pride in our University and our state."

The band performs this Saturday (Sept. 30) when Minnesota plays
Michigan in the Metrodome for the Little Brown Jug. The game will air
live at 7 p.m. on ESPN and WCCO-AM (830). Michigan holds the
edge (67-24-3) over the Gophers since their first meeting in 1892.

So, will Watters kiss a pendant or carry a lucky penny around before
that game to calm the heebie-jeebies?

"I don't really have a specific preshow routine to calm my nerves,"
says the future attorney. "I take a deep breath, close my eyes, and
visualize what I need to do in the performance. I think it comes from

being an athlete for so long."
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Rose Blixt, College of Design,
has represented civil service
staff on the Finance and
Planning senate committee for
three years.

Where you can shape debate
Civil service staff needed on U Senate committees

By Peg Wolff

Brief, Sept. 27, 2006

During my year in the U Senate, I have learned that most of issues
that make it to the floor have been hashed through in one of the
hardworking senate committees. These committees address U-
wide issues in areas as wide ranging as diversity, facilities,
finances, and much more. Having an opportunity to voice a civil
service perspective and to hear from faculty and students is
important to get a complete understanding of issues that affect the
U community.

Currently, 14 civil service colleagues volunteer to represent the civil
service point of view at these meetings, but the Civil Service
Committee is looking for a few more--for the All-University Honors
Committee and the Twin Cities Facilities and Support Services
Committee.

Senate subcommittees

These committees have seats for civil service staff representatives. Those in boldface have
openings now.

* Disabilities Issues
* Equity, Access, and Diversity
* All-University Honors
* Information Technologies
* Research
* Social Concerns
* Student Affairs
* Finance and Planning
* Twin Cities Facilities and Support Services (a subcommittee of Finance and Planning)
* Advisory Committee on Athletics (TC)

For descriptions of the various committees, see Senate Committees.

Rose Blixt joined the Finance and Planning Committee three years ago. She's a financial services
administrative professional in the College of Design and formerly worked in General College.

"As a college financial director, the topics obviously are of interest to me," she says. "There are a
great many issues that come before the committee for discussion. The issues are ongoing and have
included the new budget model, the new financial system, the dining contracts, the new stadium, the
University's biennial requests and capital request, and the U's investment strategies, just to name a
few. I am comfortable speaking up in the meetings and feel that I have an equal voice.

"It's been a great experience for me to serve," says Blixt.

Deanette Schmidt, an executive administrative assistant in the School of Nursing, got involved with
the Senate Committee on Information Technology (SCIT).

"I have always been interested in technology and was honored to be appointed," says Schmidt.
"The SCIT has served to challenge my understanding of how technology affects the University at
large--as it relates to technology tools and systems, access and connectivity, and continuous
learning and improvement. I find that I can contribute the staff perspective related to the topics
discussed."

Schmidt says she has thoroughly enjoyed her first year on the committee and looks forward to
serving for two more.

If you are a civil service staff member interested in participating on the All-U Honors Committee or
the Twin Cities Facilities and Support Services Committee, please contact Karen Ellis at
elliskj@morris.umn.edu.

Peg Wolff is the 2006-07 chair of the Civil Service Committee. She works as a principal public relations
representative in University Relations, Twin Cities campus. 
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Book reviews fall 2006
Fall 2006

By Gayla Marty

M, fall 2006

Two in a Bed: The Social System of Couple Bed Sharing

By Paul C. Rosenblatt
Almost all research treats sleep as though it occurs alone, yet
millions of adults sleep with another adult. What does it mean to
share a bed, and how does it affect a couple's relationship? And
why do so many people continue sharing a bed in the face of great
challenges, from snoring to life changes? More than 40 bed-
sharing couples talked candidly about their routines and reasons.
Rosenblatt is a Morse-Alumni Distinguished Teaching Professor of
Family Social Science, Twin Cities.

State University of New York Press, 2006; ISBN 0-7914-6830-5; $25.55 pb

Zenith: A Postcard Perspective of Historic Duluth

By Tony Dierckins
In 475 breathtaking vintage postcards from 1871 to 1939, see the first full-color illustrated history of
the western Lake Superior region. Its story unfolds by topic, including bridges, ships, landmarks,
waterfalls, iron mines, industries, and more--all captured in the brilliant hues of the lithograph at its
peak by UMD alumnus and publisher Dierckins. To order online, see http://www.x-
communication.org.

X-communication, 2006; ISBN 1-887317-30-9; $19.95 pb

Word Origins...and How We Know Them: Etymology for Everyone

By Anatoly Liberman
If etymology is the archaeology of words, then Liberman is etymology's Indiana Jones. Wry, brilliant,
and driven by the energy of a true sleuth, this exploration of the science, politics, and art of
etymology unearths the origins of hundreds of English words, conveniently indexed, from
abominable to zipper. If you've asked yourself not only where a word comes from but How do they
know that, anyway?--here's the answer. Liberman is a professor in the Department of German,
Scandinavian, and Dutch, Twin Cities.

Oxford University Press, 2005; ISBN 0-19-516147-5; $25.00 hc

MORE INFO: Contact University of Minnesota Bookstores, located in Coffman Memorial Union and the St. Paul
Student Center, at 612-626-0559 or generalbooks@umn.edu. Look for faculty authors at
www.bookstores.umn.edu/genref. 
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Freebies at the Arts Quarter
The School of Music offers free concerts throughout the year

M, fall 2006

There's no catch. This fall, you can watch a free concert at the U
almost every day--in the afternoon or evening--through Dec. 13.

Each year, hundreds of free concerts and recitals take place at
Ferguson Hall and Ted Mann Concert Hall on the Twin Cities
campus. The music--from classical to electronic--showcases the
University of Minnesota School of Music. Students play in these
concerts as a requirement for their degrees; faculty often perform
their own recitals, as well.

This fall's sampling includes music by

doctoral students and composers Marc Jensen and Elliott Miles McKinley (Oct. 22, 4 p.m.)
associate professor of piano Paul Shaw (Oct. 29, 3 p.m.)
percussion senior Carla Merkow (Nov. 4, 7:30 p.m.)
the Early Music Ensemble Medieval Program (Nov. 5, 7:30 p.m.)
the Symphony Orchestra (Dec. 12, 7:30 p.m.)

The shows typically draw other School of Music students and faculty, family members, and the general public.
Seating is first come, first served.

For a complete list of concerts, see www.music.umn.edu/events.
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The University of Minnesota
has helped establish more
than 35 start-up companies
within the last five years and
now holds nearly 500 active
technology transfer
agreements with business and
industry.

No. 6 for commercializing biotech research

From eNews, Sept. 28, 2006

Despite growing efforts by universities around the world to catch
up, the United States remains the global powerhouse in
biotechnology research--and also when it comes to turning
research into commercial applications, according to a new study
from the Milken Institute.

In the study, the University of Minnesota ranks sixth in North
America in the category of Technology Transfer and
Commercialization Index (or the ability to turn knowledge into
commercially viable products and companies). In other categories,
the University was 27th globally in Patent Rankings and 75th in
Research Publication Rankings.

"We are excited about the findings in the Milken Institute study,"
says Tim Mulcahy, vice president for research at the University of
Minnesota. "This study reinforces the University's investment in
technology commercialization and in our partnerships with the
private sector to deliver faculty's life-changing discoveries to the
marketplace where they can benefit society."

The Milken Institute is a nonprofit dedicated to improving the lives
and economic conditions of diverse populations around the world. The study, "Mind to Market: A
Global Analysis of University Biotechnology Transfer and Commercialization," reveals that the
United States dominates the top rankings on many key measures, including published research,
patents issued and licensing income. It also shows the position of educational research institutions
in the commercialization pipeline, which starts with the quality of research and moves to patented
ideas and, finally, to commercial outcomes. The findings include:

U.S. universities hold 8 of the top 10 positions on a measure of the quality and quantity of published
biotech research. Harvard University is No. 1, followed by the University of Tokyo and University of
London. The University of Minnesota is 75th.
Nine of the top 10 universities are American when scored on the quality and quantity of
biotechnology patents issued in the United States. The University of Texas system is first, followed
by the University of California, San Francisco and Johns Hopkins University. The U ranks 27th.
Based on detailed data from U.S. and Canadian universities only, the study shows that the following
institutions are leaders at taking world-class biotech research and turning it into commercial
applications:

1. Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2. University of California system 3. California Institute of Technology 4.
Stanford University 5. University of Florida 6. University of Minnesota 7. Brigham Young University 8. University of
British Columbia 9. University of Michigan 10. New York University

The full report and rankings are available online at Milken Institute.
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Chopped leaves and grass
clippings make great mulch
for shrubs.

Fall yard care tips
U horticulturist Bob Mugaas offers some tips on lawn care.

From eNews, Sept. 28, 2006

As leaves begin to fall, you can just mow them into the lawn, says
Bob Mugaas, horticulturist with the University of Minnesota
Extension Service. In other words, mowing can make short work of
a light covering of leaves.

If you mow on a regular basis, chances are you won't exceed the
amount of leaves you can mow into the lawn, Mugaas adds.

"When you're done, your lawn should look as if it's been raked," he
says. "If you can see shredded leaves on top of the grass, rake the
excess up. Leaves covering the grass block sunlight to the grass
plants."

Some trees dump all their leaves in a short period of time. You may
need to put the bagger on the mower and collect the leaves at least once, Mugaas advises.

Chopped leaves and grass clippings make great mulch for shrubs. They can also go into the
compost pile. Dry leaves shred best, but you may wish to wear a dust mask and eye protection, as
chopping them up can be a dusty job.

If you still need to fertilize your lawn, wait until mid-October if you live in the northern part of the
state, or Halloween to early November if you live in the southern part, Mugaas advises. Apply
nitrogen at a rate of one pound per 1,000 square feet. A likely fertilizer ratio will be 4-0-3 (sold at
stores in a formula of either 16-0-12, 20-0-15 or 24-0-18).

If bare patches are taunting you, try dormant seeding in late October. Work the seed into the soil,
water it well and hope the soil remains cold (and germination does not begin) until next spring.

"It's a bit of a gamble," says Mugaas. "The window of opportunity stays open until early November.
Good soil-to-seed contact is imperative. Just scattering seeds on bare ground won't work."

On dormant seeded areas, delay using any herbicide next spring until the lawn has been mowed
three or four times. This particularly includes a pre-emergence herbicide for crabgrass.

As long as the daytime temperatures remain in the 55- to 60-degree range this fall, there's still time
to apply broadleaf weed control products. When daytime temperatures drop below 55 degrees, it's
too late.

Sodding can be done thru mid- to late October. Water it in. Exposed sites, especially, should be
watered frequently to keep the sod from drying out and to promote rooting. The later you wait, says
Mugaas, the greater the risk of the sod drying out before it roots in.

And the final tip: ask your sod vendor about any guarantees.
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The U's turn-of-the-20th-
century Seaside Station on the
British Columbia coast.

Seaside Station
Recalling the U's Canadian outpost

M, fall 2006

In 1900, Josephine Tilden was canoeing along an uninhabited
stretch of British Columbia coastline. She had graduated from the
University five years before and, as a member of the botany
faculty, she was the U's first woman scientist. Along that shoreline
of the Strait of Juan de Fuca, she found an abundance of algae--
her specialty--and saw the chance for some original research.

Somehow she convinced a local family to donate the land adjoining
the shore. And using a great deal of her own money, she made
arrangements to build a biological research station known as
Minnesota Seaside Station--the University's only Canadian outpost
and a stunning example of the excitement that surrounded the field
of botany at the beginning of the 20th century.

Every summer from 1901 to 1906, between 25 and 30 professors
and students journeyed to the research station by train. They worked hard--spending long hours
collecting and studying specimens and attending noon and evening lectures--and they amused
themselves with decidedly turn-of-the-century pastimes like dances, plays, and storytelling.

Even though the head of the department, famed botanist Conway MacMillan, called the Seaside
Station "...a most important adjunct of the department," the Board of Regents was uncomfortable
about maintaining a research station in Canadian territory, and it was closed in May 1907. Tilden
went on to become a world-class algae expert and never lost the adventurous spirit that founded the
Seaside Station. As she finished her long academic career in 1935, she sailed with 10 grad students
to explore the coasts of Australia, New Zealand, and Tasmania, still searching for uncatalogued
specimens.
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Darlyne Bailey spoke at a
press conference May 18
announcing her appointment
as dean of the new College of
Education and Human
Development. She began her
duties Oct. 2.

Rising star
The new College of Education and Human Development welcomes
Darlyne Bailey

By Patty Mattern

From M, fall 2006

When her parents gave her a stethoscope for her birthday, the 9-
year-old Darlyne Bailey started seeing patients immediately.

"We had a hatch [door] in the backyard that would lead to the
basement and I had the kids come down for their appointments,"
says Bailey, now 54 years old and a rising star in higher education.

"'Honey, what are you doing down there?' asked my mother as she
looked in. I was giving them physicals and mental exams all based
on this book I read about the relationship between our bodies,
minds, and happiness," she says.

"My mom, very lovingly, said, 'You can't do that until you learn
much more in school and become a doctor. Then, you can really
hang up your shingle.'"

Bailey's shingle ended up saying not M.D. but Ph.D., and it helped bring her to what she sees as a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity-the chance to lead the new College of Education and Human
Development (CEHD) at the University of Minnesota.

In October, Bailey will become the U's first African-American female dean. She is leaving Teachers
College at Columbia University, where she served as vice president for academic affairs and dean
of Teachers College and as acting president in spring 2003.

"This is an opportunity to walk my talk," Bailey said. "I've been
preaching and teaching about multidisciplinary perspectives. I've been
dreaming of institutions that embrace that ideology, and that's what
we'll have."

The new CEHD--formed from the former CEHD, General College, and the College of Human Ecology's Department
of Family Social Science and School of Social Work--will focus on human development across the lifespan.

"Students will have the chance to take a myriad of courses focusing on the whole context of human
development through a multidisciplinary lens," says Bailey. This multidisciplinary approach, along
with the University's commitment to making sure the college is well funded and staffed, made
coming here irresistible for Bailey.

"This is an opportunity to walk my talk," Bailey said. "I've been preaching and teaching about
multidisciplinary perspectives. I've been dreaming of institutions that embrace that ideology, and
that's what we'll have."

Under her second title--assistant to the president--Bailey will be the lead dean on two systemwide
efforts: the Consortium for Postsecondary Academic Success and the Children, Youth and Family
Consortium.

Bailey has has already spent countless hours on campus and working with people by phone. "I will
constantly be asking my colleagues to join me in co-creating the college," she says.
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Retired Seattle Mariners
catcher Dan Wilson is working
to complete his degree at the
University of Minnesota after a
stellar 16-year career in pro
baseball.

Major league student
UMAA member profile: Dan Wilson

By Scott Holter

From M, fall 2006

Like the Space Needle and a double latte, he became a fixture in
Seattle as a catcher with the Seattle Mariners. But after more than
a decade in the Emerald City, Dan Wilson has retired from
baseball. He's traded his shin guards and mask for treasured
summers in the Pacific Northwest with his wife and four children.
The 37-year-old also has picked up where he left off as a
University of Minnesota student. He is working to complete the
undergraduate degree that he set aside 16 years ago for a career
in the pros. "My biggest motivation to return to school is simply to
finish my degree at Minnesota, which I once chose to study
engineering and play in a top-notch Division I baseball program,"
says Wilson, who was co-captain and first-team All-American with
the Gophers in 1990. "It was a great place for my college years,
and there's a long list of players--[Paul] Molitor, [Dave] Winfield,
[Terry] Steinbach--who have made it to the big leagues. But I had
to suspend my studies for baseball, and I want to go back and
finish." Wilson, a UMAA life member, is enrolled in applied business correspondence courses that
he completes almost entirely online. "I'm probably a bit past my prime to continue with engineering,"
he says, "but I wanted to study business because it seems the most useful at this point in my life
and career. My hope is to use that degree and, with the help of my wife, start a nonprofit with the
goal of helping youth in our community." It's a long way from a Major League Baseball clubhouse to
pop quizzes and term papers. Wilson struggled to find his study groove again, but his baseball
instincts led the way. "As a catcher I had to know my pitchers and the opposing hitters, which takes
a lot of studying, much like a student needs to do to be successful," he says. "I've found it's been
tough to discipline myself to get on a regular schedule with schoolwork. But I welcome the
challenge."

"[Head baseball coach] John Anderson and [assistant coach] Rob
Fornasiere always stressed being a student first and an athlete second,"
Wilson says. "Now with my playing days over, I want to show them
they were right. And, I want to do that at the institution that gave me
the opportunity to do both from the start."

Though his playing days are behind him, Wilson remains a vital contributor to the Seattle community, where his
charity work over the past decade has been applauded. In 2005 he was among the finalists for Major League
Baseball's Roberto Clemente Award, which acknowledges a player's community service. Wilson and his wife, Annie
(Palmer) (B.S. '91), are long-time supporters of First Place School, a Seattle organization that educates and supports
homeless children. Many more children are receiving assistance thanks to a $100,000 gift from the Mariners at
Wilson's retirement party last September. More than 30,000 people attended the pre-game festivities at Safeco Field,
including former teammates and local dignitaries. The Wilsons are using the money for an endowment they have
started at Seattle's Children's Hospital. Wilson also serves on the board of All God's Children, an international
adoption and relief agency which he and Annie used to adopt two of their four children: Sofia, 12 (from Bulgaria), and
Abraham, 5 (from Guatemala). Two biological children, Josephine, 10, and Elijah, 8, round out the Wilson lineup,
which just spent its first summer with Dan at home. Wilson relishes his new life going to swim meets, coaching Little
League, and hitting the books late into the evening--always with the voices of his old Gophers coaches ringing in his
head. "[Head baseball coach] John Anderson (B.S. '77) and [assistant coach] Rob Fornasiere always stressed being
a student first and an athlete second," Wilson says. "Now with my playing days over, I want to show them they were
right. And, I want to do that at the institution that gave me the opportunity to do both from the start." 
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The Martha Graham Dance
Company will perform at
Northrop Auditorium on
October 20. UMAA members
receive discounts on tickets.

Get connected, fall 2006

From M, fall 2006

Save on Northrop dance and jazz UMAA members receive
discounts on arts and cultural events, including the Northrop Dance
and Jazz Seasons, two of the most popular series on the Twin
Cities arts calendar. Members can save $3 each on up to two
tickets in the dance and jazz seasons as well as other Northrop
performances. This year, the acclaimed Martha Graham Dance
Company will return to Northrop Auditorium on October 20 for the
first time since 1978 to open the 2006-07 dance season. Now in its
80th year, the Martha Graham Dance Company has been called
"one of the seven wonders of the artistic universe." The dance
season also includes a performance on November 8 by tap dance
phenomenon Savion Glover, as well as performances by the Miami
City Ballet, Les Ballets Africans, American Ballet Theatre, and the
Eifman Ballet of St. Petersburg. The Northrop Jazz Season opens
on September 17 with Sonny Rollins and includes performances by
The Bad Plus, McCoy Tyner Sextet, the World Saxophone Quartet
playing Jimi Hendrix, and others. For tickets and other information,
call 612-624-2345.

Receive Minnesota magazine The September-October issue of Minnesota magazine includes a
look at engineering and technology students reaching out to inner city children, a profile of the
University alumnus who founded the Chicago Climate Exchange, a historical story about the 1924
football Gophers, the fall arts preview, and more. To receive every issue of Minnesota, mailed to
56,000 members of the University of Minnesota Alumni Association, call 612-624-2323 or 800-862-
5867 or visit www.alumni.umn.edu.

Send an e-greeting The UMAA invites you to send an e-postcard on us. Visit www.alumni.umn.edu
and click on "E-Postcards & Multimedia." Invite a friend to an event at the U, congratulate an
alumnus or student on a new job or accomplishment, or just say hi. Choose from a selection of e-
postcards, including Northrop Mall, the Weisman Art Museum, the Washington Avenue bridge, the
University of Minnesota Landscape Arboretum, the St. Paul campus, and more. Invite a friend to join
you at the McNamara Alumni Center, where you receive a discount on dining at Gateway Cafe by
D'Amico & Sons. Our Maroon & Gold Greetings section includes birthday, graduation, and thank-
you cards.

Check out a chapter near you The UMAA has over 60 local chapters that help graduates and
friends stay connected to the U. Located throughout Minnesota, across the United States, and in a
dozen countries, chapters host a variety of activities, including lectures by University faculty, social
gatherings, Gopher pre- and post-game events, and more. Each chapter has a volunteer board of
alumni and friends. To find out more about chapters in your area, go to www.alumni.umn.edu or call
1-800-862-5867 or 612-624-2323.
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U alum and psychologist Pari
Beyzavi works to help
refugees adjust to life in a new
country. To read her story,
along with those of other
alums, see the "Connecting
With Our Alumni" Web site.

Alumni fast facts

>1 in 10 has received a
national or international
award such as a Fulbright
or Emmy.

>1 in 14 has served in
elected office.

>37 percent have led
charity organizations.

>23 percent have served on
for- and non-profit boards.

>1,154 own patents,
including eight who own
more than 200.

>In Minnesota, alumni:

created 10,000 companies

provided 500,000 jobs

produced annual revenues
of $100 billion.

Note: Data reflect
respondents to 2006 alumni
survey only.

Surveying the alumni landscape
No doubt about it: U alumni are having a major impact, both at
home and abroad

by Steve Anderson

From M, fall 2006

Perhaps it's appropriate that the economic footprint of the
University of Minnesota is of Paul Bunyan-size proportions.

Data collected from the recent "Connecting With Our Alumni"
survey reveal that U graduates play a major role in the economic
vibrancy of their communities. It's estimated that survey
respondents have started 19,000 companies that employ some 1.1
million workers in all 50 states and in 63 foreign countries. An
impressive 86 percent of those businesses are still operating, with
projected annual revenues of $230 billion.

"These numbers confirm what we've always suspected: That the
University is a critical source of human capital--the talented and
educated people who make our region an attractive place to do
business and drive our economy," says U president Robert
Bruininks.

Even with the national and global reach of alumni, the largest impact
of U grads is felt in Minnesota, according to Phil Pardey, Ph.D. '86, an
applied economist who teaches at the U. Other states and other
countries profit from the activity of U grads, says Parday, whho sits on
a committee to study the U's economic impact. "But a good deal of the
benefits accrue to Minnesota in the form of strong job growth, higher
than otherwise incomes, and stimulating local business formation and
performance," he says.

Survey results back up Pardey's claim. Projections show that survey
participants started 10,000 Minnesota companies, employing 500,000
workers. It's estimated that these businesses generate $100 billion in
annual revenues.

First of its kind "Connecting With Our Alumni" was the first
comprehensive survey of grads from all University campuses. More
than 300,000 alumni received the survey, which ran from January to
May of this year. Graduates of the last three years were not sent
"Connecting With Our Alumni" because they had recently received a
separate survey to gauge satisfaction with the U.

The 51,133 responses to "Connecting With Our Alumni" were
combined with those from similar surveys administered independently
by the Carlson School (2005) and Institute of Technology (2004). The
total number of alumni surveyed was around 385,000, of which 19
percent responded.

Key to growth Because the University's four campuses educate a
high percentage of college and professional students, and because
the U is also the state's flagship research university, Pardey believes it
is well-positioned to continue driving the state's economy. "Investing in a skilled labor force and the
research required to foster productivity improvements is the key to long-run economic growth," says
Pardey.

A recent analysis by another University applied economist, Paul Glewwe, and grad student Amy
Damon points to specific public benefits of an educated workforce like the one fueled by U alumni in
Minnesota. One surprising discovery is that individuals who live in areas with higher levels of
educated people tend to have higher wages. In addition, their study finds that a college-educated
populace returns more money to public coffers by paying higher income taxes and more sales
taxes, and through reduced use of public assistance programs.

With thousands of U alumni graduating each year and well over 400,000 already out in the world,
the impact revealed by future alumni surveys might make even Babe the Blue Ox feel small.

For more findings on the survey, see the "Connecting With Our Alumni" Web site.
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Stargazing

From M, fall 2006

During the academic year, the astronomy departments on the Twin
Cities and Morris campuses hold public viewings of the night sky at
the Tate Laboratory of Physics and the Science Building,
respectively. You can climb to the roofs of these buildings to
observe--with the help of astronomy students--some of the same
celestial objects that have inspired sky-gazers throughout history.

The Astronomy Department on the Twin Cities campus schedules
public viewings nearly every Friday evening during the University's
fall and spring semesters. For a complete schedule, visit the
Astronomy Department and for a map, directions, and parking
information, see U maps.

At Morris, you can look through the 16" telescope on the roof of the Science Building on select
winter and spring evenings. For a schedule and directions, see public viewing.

During the summer, things get even more fun when the Twin Cities Astronomy Department takes its
telescope on the road with Universe in the Park, a public lecture, slide show, and night sky viewing
at Minnesota state parks, far from the bright city lights. For more on the program, see Universe in
the Park.

Now get out there and see those stars!
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U professor Rose Brewer
examines race and wealth and
how the government has
influenced a racial wealth
divide in the United States.

Closing the wealth divide
By Kelly O'Brien

From M, fall 2006

Growing up in Tulsa, Okla., in the 1960s, Rose Brewer rarely heard
her elders speak of the 1921 attacks that destroyed the businesses
and homes of prosperous African-Americans, forcing them to leave
the city. Property and other assets that took decades to build were
gone with a single toss of a Klansman's torch, leaving these
families, mostly descendants of freed slaves, with nothing left to
their names.

African-American families like Brewer's understood the risks of
entrepreneurship, ownership and "being somebody," but they also
embraced the possibilities.

Now a Morse Alumni Distinguished Teaching Professor of African
American & African Studies at the University of Minnesota, Brewer
explores race, class, gender and equality, and what it takes for
families of color to accumulate wealth. Brewer defines wealth not in
terms of income, but by subtracting a person's debts from his or
her assets. She has found that for every one dollar owned by whites, the average person of color
owns less than 10 cents.

Brewer to discuss book

Rose Brewer will read from and discuss her book on Oct. 4 at 2 p.m. at the University of Minnesota
Bookstore in Coffman Union on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis.

In her new book, The Color of Wealth: The Story Behind the U.S. Racial Wealth Divide, Brewer and her coauthors
examine race and wealth and how the government has played a role in influencing a racial wealth divide.

Rich with exhaustive research and statistics, this book is also a compelling history of the United
States. The Color of Wealth makes the case that since the founding of the colonies, the U.S.
government has systematically enacted policies that favored white wealth acquisition--like Jim Crow
laws, the denial of citizenship (and thus property rights) to Chinese immigrants and land theft from
Mexican-Americans and Native Americans throughout the 18th and 19th centuries. Even the
venerated G.I. Bill, which is credited with creating the middle class after World War II, did little to
help African-American veterans who were denied admission to predominantly white colleges and
redlined out of many neighborhoods. The result today is that white families are more likely to
acquire wealth through inheritance, own stocks and other investments and possess homes with a
higher average value than families of color.

Brewer believes The Color of Wealth will raise awareness of wealth issues and lead to solutions of
disparity issues. "I would like people in this society to get a better understanding of who gets wealth
and the role that color plays in this process," she says.
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Wayland Noland will be
honored for his 54 years of
service to the U in October.

Wayfest

On Oct. 14, chemistry
alumni, faculty and friends
will gather to honor
Professor Wayland Noland
as he turns 80 and marks
his 54th year teaching at
the U. The celebration
includes a morning lecture
program, an afternoon river
cruise and a bobblehead
doll. "That's very clever,"
Noland says of his springy-
necked likeness. "It makes
it fun."

Doing it his way
By Steve Anderson

From M, fall 2006

The last time Wayland Noland had a birthday party people came
from Japan, Taiwan, India and all across the United States. That
was 10 years ago. In October, he's having another one, and with
3,500 invitations in the mail, chances are good that this year's
crowd will be just as impressive.

Former students, colleagues and friends will wish Noland well as
he turns 80 with a daylong celebration (see sidebar, below right). It
all seems like a bit much to the self-effacing Noland, who is also
being honored for his 54 years of service to the U's Department of
Chemistry. "It wasn't something I sought, but I do look forward to
seeing my former students," he says of the party, which organizers
have dubbed Wayfest.

Jeff Roberts, chemistry department chair and one of the planners
of Wayfest, believes the honor is fitting. "Way's length of service to the University, his dedication and
efforts on behalf of chemistry students and his selflessness are extraordinary," he says. "I hope that
everyone who comes will reflect on what Way has to teach us about kindness, loyalty and service."

In 1951, after earning a Ph.D. at Harvard, Noland arrived at the U as a postdoctoral fellow in
physical-organic chemistry. A year later, he was appointed assistant professor. His focus has shifted
to synthetic organic chemistry, and he has been teaching and researching in Smith Hall ever since.
"I guess I like it well enough, and I leave well enough alone," he jokes of his impressive tenure.

The estimated 12,000 students that have passed through Noland's classes, his numerous research
students and his faculty colleagues would probably disagree about leaving well enough alone.
According to Roberts, "Way is quick to welcome new faculty, staff and students to our department,
and to get to know them." Roberts points to last year's graduation ceremony: After quietly shaking
hands with Roberts and other administrative heads, degree candidates greeted Noland with
unprecedented warmth and affection as he sat on the stage. "It was a telling and humbling
experience," Roberts recalls.

After 54 years in the classroom and lab, Noland shows no signs of
letting up. Known for his blackboard lectures, he believes that face-to-
face student-teacher interaction still beats technology enhanced
learning. It's hard to argue with success. Last year, Noland received
the Charles E. Bowers Faculty Teaching Award for exceptional
teaching in the Institute of Technology.

Noland's commitment to students goes beyond those in his classes.
He has also helped dozens through his endowed fellowships and
scholarships in chemistry. "My gifts have always been to help students
become better students and better citizens as a result of their
education at the University," he explains.

Thanks to his endowed scholarships and fellowships, his extraordinary
service and his influence on countless alumni, Noland has left a deep
impression on the U. Despite his preference for a low profile, he does
hope to leave a legacy at the institution he's given well over half his life to: "One lives on in the
memories of the people with whom that person has been associated. I hope that I will, in a favorable
way, live on in the memories of the people I've been associated with and that I have helped."
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Entrepreneurship in Action
students presented a check
for student scholarships to
then-interim Carlson dean Jim
Campbell.

A New Guide to the U

When freshman arrive on
campus this fall, a new
resource will be awaiting
them. The U-Guide, created
by a team of students at the
Carlson School, bills itself
as the "roadmap to college
life." It rolls information
about student groups,
University services, campus
hang-outs, and more into a
single manual. In less than
a year, U-Guide has grown
into a thriving business,
with plans to expand to
other universities. For more
information, e-mail
info@theu-guide.com.

Profit Sharing
Entrepreneurship students get a bonus lesson in philanthropy

By Steve Anderson

From M, fall 2006

The U's Carlson School of Management is known for teaching
students innovative ways to turn a profit. But the lessons a set of
2006 graduates took with them into the working world weren't just
about making money. They were about giving it away, too.

This past winter, biz whizzes in a new Carlson School
undergraduate course called Entrepreneurship in Action hatched
two ideas that grew into money-making ventures: uSuits, iPod
covers emblazoned with university logos, and U-Guide, a 70-page
one-stop shop for incoming freshmen (see sidebar).

Through selling advertisements to businesses around the Twin
Cities campus, the U-Guide's eight-person team brought in some
$36,000-a nice chunk of change to help defray the rising cost of
being a student. But not for the students who actually made the money.

Entrepreneurship in Action participants knew going in that they wouldn't be able to keep their
revenues. Even so, they were committed to putting their hard-earned cash to good use. "We put our
heart and soul into this business," says U-Guide Chief Operations Officer Travis Boisvert, "so we
wanted [the gifting of the profits] to mean something."

The group decided to set up an endowed scholarship to help provide future entrepreneurship
students access to a quality Carlson School education. "None of this would have happened without
the University," explains U-Guide Chief Executive Officer Ryan Broshar. "To benefit the people and
the institution that gave us the opportunity just made sense."

Another factor in the decision: the President's Scholarship Match,
which doubles the payout on endowed funds, resulting in twice the
impact. "We wanted to have the most impact for the most people, and
the match helped us do that," says Boisvert.

Both the U-Guide and uSuits teams presented a check at the
Entrepreneurship in Action final class presentation last May. Roy
Wetterstrom, B.S.B. '86, an entrepreneur and undergraduate director
at the U's Center for Entrepreneurial Studies, made it clear that the
scholarship was the students' idea. "The teams got together and
brainstormed on what do with the proceeds," he told the crowd. "They
decided they wanted to give them back to the University."

Even though the money for the scholarship came from a successful
business, don't call it a corporate gift. "It's from students, for students,"
says Broshar. For now, the "B.S.B." behind his name seems to mean
at least as much as the "CEO."
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Berneking fellow Maia
Hamann

Hot air bassoon ride
Fellowship puts music student in the driver's seat

From M, fall 2006

A weekly Minneapolis-St. Cloud commute might sound like a drag.
But to music grad student Maia Hamann, the two-hour round-trip
signals opportunity.

Hamann, who studies bassoon, makes the trek to perform with the
St. Cloud Symphony Orchestra. Taking part in a professional music
group wouldn't be possible for Hamann without the generous
Berneking Fellowship she receives. "Instead of working at a
restaurant, I can find performance jobs that don't pay as much but
provide great experience," she says.

A native of Wilmar, Minnesota, Hamann started playing bassoon at
age 13. "I remember hearing the bassoon on the radio and I was
very attracted to it. I thought it had such a neat sound." She hopes
it's a tune that will carry to a doctorate and eventually a teaching position at a college or university.

Before he died in 2002, Harvey Berneking, M.A. '48, made a $5 million bequest to create
fellowships, and maintain and purchase instruments at the U's School of Music. Berneking received
his piano performance degree at the U, and despite spending most of his life in California investing
in real estate, he never forgot where his love of music was nurtured.

His gift is the largest ever to the U's School of Music and among the largest to a public music
school. In just three years, 65 students have already benefited.
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Walking proud
Scholars Walk honors University's best

From M, fall 2006

The Scholars Walk heads west from the McNamara Alumni Center
toward Northrop Mall and ends 2,000 feet later at the front door of
Appleby Hall on the bluff above the Mississippi River. Lined with
trees, shrubs, and benches, the walk includes lighted glass-and-
limestone monuments honoring the University's creative and
academic stars--Nobel and Pulitzer Prize winners; Rhodes,
Truman and Marshall Scholars; members of top academic
academies; and many more.

At one point, the walk, a gift from the alumni association, the
University of Minnesota Foundation, and the Minnesota Medical
Foundation, traverses a narrow passage between buildings
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science buildings. Affixed to a north wall is a 253-foot-long
artistic tribute to the process of discovery. This Wall of Discovery is made up of inscriptions and
illustrations on a metaphorical blackboard, like Seymour Cray's calculations for the first Cray
supercomputer, a hand-written score of Dominick Argento's From the Diary of Virginia Woolf, a
sketch of William Pedersen's Shanghai World Financial Center, notes from breakthrough medical
operations, and other items. Completing the wall are 20 edge-lit glass panels, which will appear to
float in front of the blackboard.

When you're on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis, stroll along the Scholars Walk. You'll be in
good company.
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Neil Brodin, B.A. '81 (see story
below), who produces
memorial bronze statues for
police and firefighters, is
among the 87 survey
respondents who work in a
creative field.

Weighing in
Stories from the U's biggest alumni survey

by Buffie Shannon

From M, fall 2006

The recent alumni survey taught us many things, but especially
this: a degree from the University can set one on a fascinating
path, both in work and in life. The ways alumni are making a
difference in our world are as varied as the graduates themselves.
Here's what just a handful have been up to since leaving the U.

PARI BEYZAVI
Survivor's tale
"We came from Iran with one suitcase, my husband, my two-year-
old son and myself," says psychologist Pari Beyzavi, M.A. and
Ph.D. '93. "At the University I learned life was not over...I could
survive and be someone." At her Plymouth clinic she now helps
other struggling refugees adjust. "I was born a Muslim and [this]
gives them comfort," says Beyzavi. She uses her native language,
Farsi, and interpreters for Hmong- and Arabic-speaking clients.
Beyzavi encourages clients to cope with past events and move on.
"Many come to me speaking no English and are illiterate, but are
now successful," she says. "I tell clients to set goals, take advantage of the education. This is the
land of opportunity."

14 percent of respondents work in the medicine/health care field, tying with education as the
highest-ranked employment sector. NEAL BRODIN
Forging tributes
Starting a company that specializes in memorial bronze statues for police and firefighters was a
logical step for Neil Brodin, B.A. '81. Brodin is a 20-year veteran of the Minneapolis Police
Department. "I started the studio to help my brother Roger, an artist. Some of our designs were
originally Roger's. We restructured after his death in 1996 and began specializing in statues for fire
and police departments," he says. Brodin received the commission for the George Mikan statue at
Target Center and sells art across the country. He recently relocated to Litchfield to be closer to his
studio's foundry, but business remains strong. "It's mostly word of mouth," says Brodin. "Because
we come from law enforcement, we walk the walk."

87 percent of respondents have produced or published artwork, books, plays, musical scores,
articles, educational material, or assessment instruments such as tests. AMY MICHIELLE
FREEMAN
Fortunate by design
"In 2004, I launched my clothing line," says Amy Michielle Freeman of Minneapolis, B.S. '98. "I also
talk to high school students about dressing." Her designs include clothing made from recycled vinyl
billboards and she has been nominated for "Best Female Clothing Designer" for the 2006 Twin
Cities Fashion Awards. "I love taking something we take for granted and making it into something
beautiful," says Freeman, whose designs are favored by emerging entertainers and artists who want
to make an impact. "I've been fortunate in achieving my goals in a short period of time." "I mentor a
clothing design student, and help the Spanish speaking learn English." She also gives time to The
Links, an African American service organization, and to her church. "I've been a volunteer my whole
life."

69 percent of respondents volunteer, with 25,785 giving between 1-9 hours a month to nonprofit or
charitable groups. CURT BURNS
A return to the land
"I always wanted to be a farmer and a Golden Gopher," says Curt Burns. After graduating in
agronomy in 1992, Burns returned to his parents' farm in Stewart, Minnesota. Over the next 14
years, he restructured the farm to meet shifting economics. "To compete, we doubled the acres to
1,200," he says. "We grow cash crops and over 70 percent of our corn goes to ethanol production"
To diversify, Burns developed an agricultural consulting business that serves 75 customers in four
counties. With a supportive wife and two children, he finds fulfillment many ways. "Learning how to
adapt, helping customers get ahead, contributing to the community...all this is possible because of
my contacts and degree from the University of Minnesota."

89 percent of alumni respondents say they are satisfied with their University student experience.
ELIZABETH ABRAHAM
Back door CEO
Originally brought in by her husband on a special project, Elizabeth Abraham, M.B.A. '81, is now the
CEO and owner of Top Tool in Blaine. The firm manufactures precision metal stampings and
components for the electronic and medical industries. Under Abraham's steady hand it has become
a leading small business. "Setting the direction and the vision is a lot of fun," says Abraham.
Although clearly her focus, manufacturing was not Abraham's initial career. "I started as a
psychologist and returned to get an MBA. Manufacturing fell into my lap. You can always grow," she
says. The University of Minnesota was instrumental to her success. "My education was
outstanding," says Abraham. "And the faculty, alumni, and networking continue to be helpful."

Nearly 7,100 respondents own a private business. Just over 2,000 carry a business card that reads,
"Board Chair," "CEO," or "President." EUDALD CANADELL
Finding Minnesota
"Arriving from Spain," says Eudald Canadell, M.S. '88, "I found Minneapolis a city with great art,
music, cinema, and a welcoming population." Later, Canadell found the U in unexpected places. "I
had a meeting with a Standard & Poors representative who held a Ph.D. from Minnesota. We
immediately hit it off." Today Canadell is director of Standard & Poors Index Service Europe and
divides his time between Paris and London. "With S&P the quality of the people is amazing. It is a
pleasure to work them," says Canadell. And how did the U prepare him? "The best thing I got was
the frame of mind that made me capable of handling many different things."

There are 6,919 U of M alumni known to be living abroad. KEN BECK
Paving a path to meaning
When Ken Beck, B.E.E. '67, closed a successful career as a high-tech exec, he built another at The
Crossings, a progressive learning center, meeting place, and spa in the Texas hill country outside
Austin. "We focus on wellness...and on helping people find meaning and inspiration in their lives."
"After 35 years with large companies, I had no experience with a start-up," says Beck. Now, The
Crossings' award-winning facilities and undulating 210-acre campus draw guests-and praise-from
around world, and employ more than 100. Beck attributes his success partly to the problem-solving
discipline he learned as an engineering student: "It has served me well in every position."

80 percent of respondents say they are satisfied with how the U prepared them for career success.
LINDA RODGERS
Bridge builder
From classroom volunteer to official in the state's largest school district, Linda Rodgers has worked
for 20 years to bring together families, communities, and schools. One result is the Anoka-Hennepin
Parent Involvement Program she directs, which manages more than 9,000 volunteers and staff in
what Rodgers calls "productive volunteerism." Its scope extends to the 100-plus local nonprofits
affiliated with children. "We teach them how to run an effective organization," she says. "I love
watching people grow." Rodgers, whose sons Ryan and Brennan are also alums, earned a BS in
1983 and completed an MA at the Humphrey Institute in August. "I'll miss being in an environment
where learning is the norm, the goal, and the treasure."

20 percent of respondents listed "educator" as their profession. Next highest were "retired" and
"practitioner," with 18 percent each. LOIS LANG
Decisions, decisions Finding
"I always wanted to be an attorney," says Lois Lang, B.A. '77 and J.D. '79. "But after 15 years of
private practice, I was looking for a new challenge," adds the first woman judge in Minnesota's ninth
judicial district. Originally appointed, she was elected in 1996 and again in 2002. Her Grand Rapids
courtroom handles "every type of case, from the most serious criminal to traffic tickets, complex civil
litigation to small claims, probate, family, and juvenile law," she says. "I try to give each case special
attention." Lang never underestimates her responsibility. "I enjoy it, but it's hard work because your
decisions affect any number of people and the public."

1 in 4 respondents reported holding an elected office. TIM GOODMANSON
Setting the stage
"Everyday there is a new series of sets to prepare," says art director Tim Goodmanson, B.A. '86
from the Morris campus. Goodmanson designs and executes sets for the soap opera, As the World
Turns. And he's among the best in the business, having won four Emmy Awards. "We build
everything here at the Brooklyn studio," says Goodmanson from his home in New York. "There are
70 permanent sets...and we are constantly taking them down and putting others up." Goodmanson
is a native of Canby, Minnesota, who believes his strong Midwest work ethic and hands-on
experience at Morris' summertime theater were "great preparation" for his career in television. After
11 years, his enthusiasm remains high: "I feel lucky to get paid to work with really talented people."

4,973 respondents report having won a national or international award or honor.

For more findings on the survey, and more alumni profiles, see the "Connecting With Our Alumni"
Web site.
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Finding satisfying work
Career foundations are the focus of a new full-day workshop

By Rosie Barry

Brief, Oct. 4, 2006

What makes work satisfying and meaningful? Is it providing for
your practical needs? Or being able to incorporate your interests
and values into the work you do? It might be all these things or
more.

In working with employees at the University of Minnesota, the
career consultants in the Center for Human Resource
Development (CHRD) understand that work style, learning style,
practical needs, interests, skills, personality type, values, and
dreams all play a part in developing career goals. The weight that a
person gives to those factors can vary significantly, but each can be a critical part of the whole
picture. Discovering what's important to you can be a tremendous asset in charting your future
career path.

Over the years, many employees have addressed parts of this puzzle through specialized
workshops on personality, skills, and interests. It became apparent to the CHRD staff that
developing a comprehensive workshop to incorporate all of the pieces and get people started on a
planning path was important.

Career Foundations is designed to build a greater understanding of
your individual skills, preferences, values, and interests, as well as a
renewed sense of direction.

If you are ready to explore new dimensions for your career, the new course, Career Foundations, may fit your needs.
This day-long workshop, scheduled for the first time on Wednesday, Oct. 25, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., is designed
to help you start setting directions toward achieving your goals. Participants will take both the Strong Interest
Inventory and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Step II assessments, as well as complete additional exercises toward
creating an individual development plan. By the end of the workshop, participants will gain a greater understanding
of their skills, preferences, values, and interests, as well as a renewed sense of direction.

Cindy Schultz

Teri Spillers

The workshop is open to all University
employees. Cindy Schultz and Teri Spillers,
employee career consultants at the
University, will facilitate. A fee of $46 covers
the cost of the assessment instruments.

To register, go to Employee Career
Enrichment Program. Register soon, since class size is limited. If you're interested but can't attend
the Oct. 25 session, a second Career Foundations Day is scheduled on Thursday, Dec. 7, 8:30
a.m.-4:30 p.m., in 210 Donhowe, Twin Cities campus.

If you would like more information, call 612-626-0774 or send an e-mail message to the Center for
Human Resource Development.

Rosie Barry is the assistant director of the Center for Human Resources Development, Twin Cities campus. 
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Public jobs, private data
New U of M-MnSCU partnership provides data security training for
public employees

By Gayla Marty

Brief, Oct. 4, 2006

Faculty, staff, and student employees of big, public colleges and
universities today are stewards of vast amounts of data. Some of
that data may be private. Other data may represent months or
years of priceless research. Most of the work force uses laptops
and e-mail to share research with others inside and outside the U.

Since 2003, many University of Minnesota employees have
completed training for HIPAA, the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996, a federal law that establishes standards
for the privacy and security of health information. But University data privacy and security are also
governed by state laws and University policies.

"There is probably no institution in the state of Minnesota that has so many people who need
regular access to private data," says Steve Cawley, associate vice president and chief information
officer. "That makes education our best form of security."

"There is probably no institution in the state of Minnesota that has so
many people who need regular access to private data."

The University of Minnesota is not alone in facing the challenge. That's why the Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities (MnSCU) system worked together with the U to develop "Public Jobs: Private Data," an easy, Web-
based data security program to give all employees the training they need to be responsible stewards of all types of
data as well as the public trust. MnSCU is now licensing the program from the U.

The program covers security measures required for handling private data protected under federal
and state laws as well as University policies. Employees learn to identify security issues, how to
protect data and hardware, and the protocol for responding to a security problem. More than 8,000
faculty and staff in the U's Academic Health Center are already completing the training program's
three primary, 15-minute courses. Training for the rest of the Twin Cities campus will begin this
month, followed by Duluth, Crookston, and Morris. University-wide roll-out of the training program
will be completed in February 2007.

October is National Cyber Security Awareness Month

The National Cyber Security Alliance is a consortium of government agencies and private industry
sponsors that designated this month to increase awareness and educate the public. Get tips for
home users, businesses, organizations, educators, and administrators from the NCSAM Toolkit.

"Federal law has required hospitals and health facilities to make significant changes over the past several years in
how we manage health information," says Ross Janssen, University privacy and security officer. "The goal of this
training is to implement that type of data handling University-wide."

All University faculty, staff, student workers, and health science students and volunteers will be
required to take the training. An e-mail message will alert individuals when to go to the MyU portal
and log in using their U of M Internet (X.500) IDs and passwords.

Each training module is assigned to individual faculty and staff members' portal on a staggered
schedule, with two weeks between each course. The content includes not only HIPAA but the
Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), Gramm-Leach Bliley Act (GLBA), the
Minnesota Data Practices Act, and University policies.

Frank Cerra, senior vice president for the Academic Health Center, took the training and described it
as outstanding.

School of Public Health dean John Finnegan says the courses are well written, interesting, and
clear.

"They weren't at all a burden to complete," says Finnegan. "Above all, they remind us that our
obligation to respect people's privacy should be basic to how we do business here at the University."

Public Jobs: Private Data rolls out during October, which has been designated as National Cyber
Security Awareness Month. (See box, above left.)

"Data security is an emerging national concern," Cawley says, "and it's everyone's responsibility."

To learn more about the Public Jobs: Private Data training program, including downloadable posters, see the Privacy
and Security Project. 
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U students Kayla McCarthy
and Noah Rios play the lead
roles in The Master and
Margarita, Oct. 5-14.

A play on the lawn
University Theatre presents The Master and Margarita outdoors

By Camille LeFevre

Oct. 3, 2006

Editor's note: University Theatre's The Master and Margarita,
which opens this weekend, will coincide with the second annual
West Bank Arts Crawl on Oct. 13. The crawl offers a free sampling
of the type of events, including art shows and dance, that take
place each year on the U's arts quarter. For a complete schedule,
see West Bank Arts Crawl. Both the play and the crawl are just two
examples of the many outreach activities at the U that foster
collaboration among people in different disciplines within, as well
as outside, the University.

For almost a decade, Mikhail Bulgakov struggled to finish his
novel, The Master and Margarita. The first version was burned.
Subsequent drafts were completed in fits and starts. And Bulgakov died while working on the final
version; his wife completed the book in 1941. When it was first published, in Moscow magazine, the
book was heavily censored. In 1989, scholars published a complete version of the novel, now
lauded as one of the most important literary works of the Soviet era.

What was the fuss all about? Get a glimpse when University Theatre, under the codirection of
Michael Sommers and Luverne Seifert, performs its version of the novel on the lawn behind Ted
Mann Concert Hall. The epic, anti-Stalinist novel is so complex, explains Seifert, head of the B.A.
Performance Program in theater, "that we decided it had to be outdoors, otherwise the production
would be too confined. The novel is extraordinarily theatrical and the scenes take place in huge
spaces, like the entirety of Moscow."

The theater group also eliminated one of the novel's three plot lines that intertwine ideas about art
and religion, satire and realism, historical truthfulness and contemporary values that were
subversive in Bulgakov's time. They kept the story thread about Satan (i.e., Stalin), who arrives in
Moscow in the guise of a gentleman magician named Professor Woland, accompanied by an
entourage of questionable characters (including a gun-toting black cat and a fanged hit man).

As this motley crew turns Moscow upside down and causes the citizenry to question the presence of
God, another plot centers on the Master, a writer imprisoned in an insane asylum, and his married
lover, Margarita, who sells her soul to the Devil to free the Master. (A third thread about the Master's
book, which depicts the crucifixion of Jesus, is merely alluded to.)

The audience moves with the performers from scene to scene. And there
will be a bonfire, and perhaps even fireworks. Adds Sommers, "It's an
outdoor spectacle."

But even University Theatre's streamlining of the novel, under the guidance of Minneapolis
playwright Kira Obolensky, promises to be a multidisciplinary pageant, because of the contributions
of all the collaborators involved. The 30 student performers come from dance, theater, music, and
studio arts. Codirector Sommers, who also directs the Minneapolis-based Open Eye Figure Theater,
brings his trenchant social commentary, adventurous staging and puppetry to the production.

Minneapolis choreographer Shawn McConneloug created a movement vocabulary for the students.
And Minneapolis composer Eric Jensen helped the students create a band that will perform live
within the play and has written the musical score as well. In other words, the group essentially used
Bulgakov's novel "as a springboard," Sommers explains, "to create a work that's our own."

The book can be read from various perspectives, as it's infused with slapstick-style humor,
allegories both religious and philosophical, and socio-political satire. In University Theater's version,
those perspectives will be explored largely through imagery. "The images are the motor of the play,
and we tell the story through tableaux, cinematic approaches that take the performers really close or
really far away from the audience, and lots of movement," Sommers says.

The back of the music building will be "dressed," he adds, to look like apartments. The devils arrive
in a tricked-out car. The audience moves with the performers from scene to scene. And there will be
a bonfire, and perhaps even fireworks. Adds Sommers, "It's an outdoor spectacle."

The Master and Margarita plays Oct. 5, 9, and 12 at 7:30 p.m.; and Oct. 6, 7, 13, and 14 at 8 p.m.
Admission is free, but reservations are encouraged as space is limited; call 612-625-4001.
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A University supporter holds
the football high during one of
the final legs of the Gopher
Football Relay.

U breaks ground for new stadium
By Rick Moore

Oct. 2, 2006

The symbolism of the picture-perfect day on Saturday was not lost
on fans of Gopher football. Hundreds of them showed up to "bring
football back to campus" by transporting a real football in a human
relay from the Metrodome to the site of the new on-campus football
stadium at the Huron Avenue parking complex.

Hundreds more showed up there--the future home of TCF Bank
Stadium--for the ceremonial stadium groundbreaking at 2 p.m.
They cheered and clapped and sang as the University of
Minnesota Marching Band played The Rouser and led the relay
procession to the site, with President Bob Bruininks carrying the
ball to the stage and the mound of dirt.

It was sunny and about 75 degrees, with a pleasant breeze that
swirled the freshly fallen leaves. And all day, almost every step of
the way, fans commented on what a perfect day it would be to
watch football outdoors.

They'll get their chance in the fall of 2009, when the new 50,000-seat stadium is set to open.

The groundbreaking program included remarks by Bruininks, Athletics Director Joel Maturi, head
football coach Glen Mason and Back to Campus campaign co-chairs Nancy and John Lindahl.

The Gopher Football Relay featured hundreds of U supporters and celebrities, including former
football players and current Gopher athletes. There were scores of small children, too, who handled
the ball and posed for pictures. Speaking of pictures, the Heisman Trophy pose ruled the day for
those wanting to ham it up with the pigskin.

Former Gopher football coach Murray Warmath kicked off the relay outside of the Metrodome's
Gate C on 11th Avenue, and other official ball carriers walked the ball a short distance before
handing it off to the next carrier. The relay traveled down 11th Avenue to Washington Avenue, east
on Washington to the Law School on the West Bank, along the Washington Avenue pedestrian
bridge, and finally down Northrop Mall and the Scholars Walk to the McNamara Alumni Center. In
the final leg of the relay, Bruininks accepted the football at the stadium site from a pair of children
who represented the future generations of Gopher football fans.

While Bruininks joked at the groundbreaking ceremony that there'll never be a rainy Saturday with
the new stadium, no one even seemed put off by that prospect, having just heard the marching
band perform outdoors on University Avenue amidst an ocean of maroon and gold.

There was but one downside to the day's football festivities. Later in the evening Michigan defeated
Minnesota 28-14 to reclaim the Little Brown Jug that the Gophers won last year in Ann Arbor.
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Before his speech, Colin
Powell met with Humphrey
Institute grad students chosen
through a lottery. To his left is
Barbara Carlson Gage, whose
family supports the
Distinguished Carlson Lecture
Series.

Colin Powell looks at leadership
Former Secretary of State delivers the Distinguished Carlson
Lecture

By Martha Coventry

Oct. 4, 2006

Americans are used to a stern and commanding presence from the
65th Secretary of State. But the audience at Northrop Auditorium
on Tuesday, Oct. 2, saw a slightly different image when Colin
Powell stood behind the podium to give the Humphrey Institute's
Distinguished Carlson Lecture Series.

Freed now from his role as a major player on the world stage,
Powell began with jokes about retirement, about having to give up
his 747 to "Condi," and about his sudden change in status--"One
day you're Secretary of State, then you ain't," he quipped.

Though after he loosened up the crowd of nearly 5,000 people, he
launched into a more serious topic: What does it mean to be
leader, both as an individual and as a nation?

For Powell to speak on leadership was a natural. He moved from
second lieutenant after graduating from City College of New York to four-star general to chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff to Secretary of State. His leadership, said Humphrey Institute dean J. Brian
Atwood in the introduction, is of the "integrative" kind. Powell not only provided on-the-ground
leadership for his troops, but moral, international and now community leadership in his work with the
Colin Powell Youth Leadership Center in the Phillips and Central Minneapolis neighborhoods.

"You can do all the interrogating you want inside the Geneva
Convention," Powell told the audience. "Are we a nation of laws and
international conventions or are we not? We don't want the world to
say, 'If you can cut corners, we can cut corners.'"

"Leadership is leadership is leadership," said Powell, dashing any mystique. "You're only there
because of your followers. As a leader, you need a mission, you need inspiration and you need to
take care of the people who follow you. You set them on a path to accomplish things, and they get
the work done."

Powell told stories of meetings with, among others, former Prime Minister of Japan Junichiro
Koizumi and Mikhail Gorbachev. Great leaders, like these two men, "must face reality and not turn
away," said Powell.

Eventually, he spoke of America and what will set it apart in history as a leader--or not.

"Iraq is the most defining moment of our time," he said. Leadership from both the administration and
the Iraq government is what is needed to turn the tide in Iraq. It is when your followers trust you,
Powell believes, that you can truly become a leader.

Before his talk, Powell had met for an hour of candid and challenging discussion with Humphrey
Institute graduate students chosen though a lottery. They provided written questions for Powell to
answer after his lecture. One asked, "What can the United States do to restore the world's faith and
trust in us?"

To answer, Powell turned to the most recent challenge to America's moral leadership in the world--
the debate on how to treat terrorism suspects. He referred to the letter, mentioned earlier in the talk,
that he wrote to Senator John McCain on Sept. 13 urging him not to redefine Common Article 3 of
the Geneva Convention. "You can do all the interrogating you want inside the Geneva Convention,"
Powell told the audience. "Are we a nation of laws and international conventions or are we not? We
don't want the world to say, 'If you can cut corners, we can cut corners.'"

As for the United States maintaining a world leadership based on trust, Powell said, "I think our
reputation is recoverable--if we can show we're a nation of laws, if we can resolve Guantanamo and
if we can just keep talking of the goodness that still exists [in our country.] We still have a reservoir
of understanding and trust."

Another question asked whether misstatements leading to war are ever justified. Clearly, Powell
acknowledged, this referred to his Feb. 5, 2003, speech to the United Nations about Iraq's cache of
weapons of mass destruction.

"I sat in a room with 40-50 people in the intelligence services for four days," said Powell. "Any
information that didn't have multiple sources, I tossed aside. What we chose was the best
information we had. But we were dead wrong in light of the stockpiles [of WMD]. All of us believed
they were there, but Iraq didn't have them. I went forward [into that speech] believing we were right.
It is never proper for anyone in power do anything other than put forward the facts."

Powell ended his speech with a look at where U.S. foreign policy has gone well in the past six
years, like expanding NATO, quadrupling assistance to Africa and getting Charles Taylor out of
Liberia.

"As you watch problems unfold, don't overlook successes," he told the audience. "We lead a world
that wants to be free. Have faith in this great country of ours."

Curtis Carlson founded the Distinguished Carlson Lecture Series to honor Hubert H. Humphrey and
his dedication to innovative, creative and humane public service and to an educated citizenry.
Powell was in good company--former lecturers include Bill Clinton, Elie Wiesel, Rigoberta Menchu
and His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama, and true to the University's commitment to nonpartisanship,
have ranged politically from George Bush and William F. Buckley, Jr., to Walter Mondale and
Geraldine Ferraro.
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Jim Palmer, executive director
of the Minnesota Soybean
Growers Association, and
Beverly Durgan, dean and
director of the University of
Minnesota Extension Service

Growing strong
Partnership between U, soybean growers yields benefits for all

Oct. 6, 2006

The fruits of the strong partnership between the University of
Minnesota and the state's soybean growers are springing up
everywhere.

On the St. Paul campus, construction is underway on the new BL3-
certified Plant Pathology Research Facility--the only facility with its
level of bio-safety security and air filtration in the Midwest.
Minnesota soybean growers took the lead in securing funding for
the $5 million facility, which will allow scientists to research pests
that, if they reach Minnesota, could cause diseases such as Asian
soybean rust, sudden oak death and new strains of stem rust on
small grains.

In addition, financial support from growers helps support a broad
range of research and outreach efforts by the University of
Minnesota Extension Service, including:

Developing specialty soybeans for export markets.
Searching for genetic markers for soybean diseases.
Employing beneficial insects to control soybean aphids.
Conducting clinics to deal with emerging soybean diseases.

The strong partnership was officially recognized in September when the Extension Service awarded its prestigious
Dean and Director Award to the Minnesota Soybean Growers Association. The award honors the organization for its
support, including funding for research and programming, as well as lobbying activities and volunteerism. It was
presented at Extension's Annual Conference Sept. 28 and 29.

"Soybean growers volunteer their time on local and statewide
committees to improve the flow of research-based information from the
University to the field."

"Research-based information plays a key role in agriculture," said Bev Durgan, Extension Dean and
Director. "The Minnesota Soybean Growers Association understands this, and their partnership with
the University of Minnesota helps us fulfill our land-grant mission and make a difference in
Minnesota."

Soybeans are a major economic driver in Minnesota. Growers sell $1.4 billion of soybeans each
year; that value is multiplied as the raw soybeans are used in margarine, animal feed, biodiesel fuel
and other products. University research and extension activities focus both on techniques for raising
soybeans and new or improved ways to use them.

The Minnesota Soybean Growers Association and the Minnesota Soybean Research and
Promotion Council represent 30,000 growers statewide. Since 1999, these organizations have
provided the University with a total of $6 million of support for research and $2.5 million for
Extension positions and programming.

"In addition, individual soybean growers volunteer their time on local and statewide committees to
improve the flow of research-based information from the University to the field," Durgan said.

Further reading Pathogens will be 'locked down' in new U of M quarantine facility Improving the
state of soybeans A growing ministry
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"Bison Sunset" is one of Jim
Brandenburg's 43 photograps
on display through December
at the Bell Museum.

Splendor in the grass
The prairie springs to life in Bell Museum exhibit of Jim
Brandenburg photos

By Deane Morrison

The sun has all but set on the great Minnesota prairie. Once
stretching over a broad expanse of the western part of the state,
native prairie is now reduced to a few island preserves.

But renowned nature photographer Jim Brandenburg is doing all
he can to bring it back. In his exhibit Touch the Sky: Prairie
Photographs by Jim Brandenburg, at the University's Bell Museum,
Brandenburg shares 43 photographs of prairie life, from thundering
buffalo to delicate dove eggs, that he hopes will kindle a renewed
appreciation for an ecosystem that has been plowed and paved
into near-extinction. A University graduate, Brandenburg has
donated nature photography to the University's "Even Mother
Nature Loves Maroon and Gold" poster series. In March he
received an honorary Doctor of Science degree from the
University. The first photo that greets a visitor to "Touch the Sky" is
a field beneath a white cloud shaped unmistakably like a dove. The site is Brandenburg's birthplace,
and he took the photo the day after his father's burial a few miles away. "My grandfather Henry
Brandenburg helped plow the prairie. Four generations later, I'm trying to preserve it," muses
Brandenburg. On the back wall, almost side by side, hang pictures of what may be the most
maligned prairie creature and one of the most beloved. The prairie rattlesnake faces the camera, its
long forked tongue probing the air for scents. The snake had been warming itself on a stretch of
road when Brandenburg happened by. Not taking kindly to his presence, it struck at his camera lens
and spattered venom all over it. In contrast, the picture of two bison, taken at least 25 years ago, is
the soul of serenity; the beasts seem as oblivious to the camera as to the blizzard that has frosted
them a shaggy white. In Brandenburg's personal favorite, the viewer looks down on a herd of buffalo
rushing through a sea of fog. The fog is condensed water vapor given off by the buffalo themselves,
after running for a long time in cold weather. Another bison-related shot shows a "bison rub," a rock
worn smooth about three feet above the ground by 10,000 years of bison rubbing against it.
"Scientists used to say the rock had been worn by the wind. But then why would it be just at this one
height [three feet]?" Brandenburg comments. Forces of nature are starkly present throughout the
exhibit. From the sun dogs (virtual suns caused by light refraction in atmospheric ice crystals) to the
prairie fires to the lightning storms, Brandenburg captures the beauty that sweeps across prairies
unhindered by mountains or hidden by trees. The openness of the prairie also contributes to its
vulnerability. Even the predatory ferruginous hawk must feed its young on the ground, nesting trees
being too scarce. Or note how the long, curved blades of cordgrass drape protectively around the
eggs in a mourning dove nest, shielding them from the eyes of predators. Brandenburg praises the
state of Minnesota for its work to restore prairies and University researchers for their studies,
notably at Cedar Creek Natural History Area, of prairie grasses. Long ago Brandenburg worked with
Ed Cushing, a University professor of ecology, evolution and behavior, as he cataloged prairie life.
"I'd like to have done that," says Brandenburg, who founded the Brandenburg Prairie Foundation to
restore and expand prairie in southwestern Minnesota. He chose photography instead of science,
but sees his career and the exhibit as a way to help accomplish the same goals. "I hope people will
have a new appreciation for the prairie and what we can do to preserve it," he says about the
exhibit. "Minnesota is a great place. I'm trying to give something back to it." The exhibit will run
through Dec. 31. Read more about the exhibit.

Related reading

Prairie son: Noted wildlife photographer Jim Brandenburg protects the land of his youth
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Curbing fallout and acid rain
Gorham led the way in curbing fallout, acid rain

Oct. 10, 2006

Two of the 20th century's most decisive and influential environmental discoveries came from one
University professor: Eville Gorham, Regents Professor of Ecology. By finding how radioactive
fallout entered the human food chain and uncovering the link between smokestack emissions and
acid rain, he laid the basis for the first nuclear test ban treaty and curbs on industrial pollution. His
story begins in the mid-1950s, when a common love of bloodhounds led Gorham, then a young
researcher in England's Lake District, to become friends with a British medical officer named Frank
Madge. Madge worried that an accident at a plutonium plant on the edge of the district could
contaminate the water supply for several villages. In 1957 an accident did occur, releasing large
amounts of radioactivity. Madge asked Gorham to test the local water for radioactivity. At first,
Gorham found none. But when he tested local mosses and lichens, the radioactivity was nearly off
the scale. "That's because mosses and lichens--lacking roots in the soil--derive their mineral
supplies [for example, calcium and magnesium] mostly from rain and snow," Gorham explains.
Thus, they pick up radioactivity in rain. Later, Gorham read that reindeer bones in Norway were rich
in radioactivity compared to the bones of sheep. He reasoned that it was because reindeer, but not
sheep, ate a lot of lichens, along with any radioactivity they had absorbed. He predicted that the
Sami (Laplanders), who ate reindeer, would be contaminated and so would the Inuit, who consumed
lichen-eating caribou. This turned out to be the case, and Gorham's work eventually figured in the
test ban treaty of 1963. Similarly, when Gorham studied water chemistry of English bogs in 1955, he
discovered that they picked up sulfuric acid whenever the winds blew in from industrial areas. So
began a long series of papers on acid rain, including ones in which Gorham drew connections
between acid rain and deaths from bronchitis and pneumonia. He also showed that gaseous sulfur
dioxide from the smelters of Sudbury, Ont., was contaminating forests in that area. Later, Gorham
served on a team that developed a plan for monitoring acid rain around the United States and
provided the basis for the Carter administration's proposal to "scrub" industrial smokestacks. Today
Gorham, who has been at the University since 1962 and is a member of the National Academy of
Sciences, is chiefly concerned with the possible effects of global warming on the vast peatlands in
northern areas. They store about 400 billion tons of carbon; if droughts and fires combine to ignite
them, much of that carbon could be released as carbon dioxide and contribute significantly to global
warming, he says. Of all the ecological problems he has encountered, Gorham finds global warming
the toughest. "Everything in the planetary ecosystem depends on temperature, so it's far more
pervasive than other problems," he says.

Further reading An extraordinary ecologist: Eville Gorham honored for lifetime achievement
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A coronal mass ejection in
October 2003 shows up as a
bright expanding ring around
the sun. The inner white ring
indicates the position of the
sun's disc.

Great balls of fire
When the sun hurls flaming magnetic missiles at Earth, twin
spacecraft carrying University-built instruments will sound the
warning

By Deane Morrison

Oct. 24, 2006

In outer space as on Earth, real estate is all location, location,
location.

That's particularly true for the twin spacecraft of NASA's STEREO
mission, which will be positioned far apart in space to give the first
binocular, or 3-D, view of the sun. On board are University-
designed and built instruments to search for clues to how these
explosions--the most powerful in the solar system--happen.

Launched the evening of Oct. 25, 2006, STEREO aims to learn
more about the causes of spectacular eruptions of hot, magnetic
bubbles of gas thrown off by the sun and how to identify those that
are headed toward Earth, where they can disrupt power grids and
communications. Seismology of the sun Known as CMEs (coronal mass ejections), the solar
castoffs are an object of intense scientific interest. Through their experiment, called S/WAVES
(STEREO Waves), University physicist Keith Goetz and colleagues at the University, the Paris
Observatory and the University of California, Berkeley, will study radio waves and other signals tied
to CMEs. Just as seismologists monitor ground tremors in hopes of identifying patterns that predict
an imminent earthquake, the researchers want to find a pattern of solar activity that signals a CME
is brewing. "It's all to understand and predict how the sun works," says Goetz, the project manager
for S/WAVES. "We want to be able to look at the surface of the sun and say, for example, 'There's
going to be an eruption--right there, in that spot.'" CMEs owe their capacity for mischief to
electrically charged particles and magnetic fields embedded within them. Any doubt about their
destructive potential was erased in March 1989, when the sun unleashed a CME that hit Earth's
magnetic field and knocked out power to six million Quebec residents. The same electrical storm
startled Minnesotans who turned on their radios only to find themselves eavesdropping on
transmissions from the California Highway Patrol.

"STEREO is world class," Goetz says. "It's cool to create a sophisticated
scientific instrument to fly in space."

CMEs can also shut down satellites and send astronauts in orbit running for the shelter of their radiation shields.
Here comes the sun

>CMEs explode from the sun's corona, the wispy thin but sizzling--two million degrees F--outermost
layer of the solar atmosphere.

>The sun has no solid surface, just layers of atmosphere that extend beyond Earth. Our planet is in
the outer, cooler part of the corona.

>Packing the punch of a billion megaton bombs, a typical CME hurls a billion tons of the corona
through space at up to 2.5 million miles per hour.

>CMEs follow the 11-year solar cycle, surging and ebbing in roughly the same rhythm as sunspots.
About five CMEs per day are normal at the peak of solar activity, about one every other day when
solar activity is minimal.

>The sun's energy varies no more than one-tenth of one percent over a decade.

>CMEs can cause outstanding displays of northern lights.

>According to the leading theory of CME formation, the eruptions are like the release of a balloon
that strains at its guy wires--magnetic lines of force--until they snap.

>The sunbeams you saw today began in the sun's center hundreds of thousands of years ago.

Source: NASA

"As our society becomes more electronic and sophisticated, these outbursts become more disruptive," says Paul
Kellogg, a retired University physics professor. "STEREO will allow us to see when one is coming to Earth."
Following the launch, the two STEREO (Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory) spacecraft will use the moon's
gravity as a slingshot to send them into orbit around the sun, one ahead of Earth and the other behind. Over the next
four years, they will drift steadily away from the Earth and from each other. Taking advantage of their widely
separated positions, onboard cameras will beam back clear 3-D views of any CMEs that erupt and the direction
they're traveling. As CMEs plow through interplanetary space, they encounter the solar wind--the constant stream of
charged particles flowing from the sun--and pound it like a piston. This generates a shock wave akin to a sonic
boom. The shock also generates radio emissions that can be picked up by S/WAVES antennas. "We can see the
invisible shock front as it propagates," Goetz explains. "We can tell how fast it's going and where it's going." Payoff
of persistence The STEREO launch culminates five years of effort to integrate antennas, signal and data
processing units, and all manner of other software and hardware into a compact experiment. As project manager,
Goetz has worked closely with the teams in Paris and Berkeley and with fellow University physics graduate Steve
Monson, who has built much of the hardware. "Keith and Steve are what makes it possible for us to have an
experimental space program here," says Kellogg. "Without them, we wouldn't be able to design and build space
experiments." Also on the project at the University were Al Knutson and Ron Bystrom, technicians known for their
ability to build any apparatus to order. Together, the S/WAVES team has built a dual set of instruments that rank with
the best in the world. Perhaps no one is looking forward to S/WAVES data more eagerly than University physics
professor Cynthia Cattell. "I'm the lucky person who gets to come in and harvest all the hard work by Keith and his
team," says Cattell. "Graduate students and undergraduates I supervise will get to analyze data and do exciting
fundamental science on shock waves and how radio waves are generated. For students, it's a unique opportunity to
come in on the beginning of a project that will yield a lot of exciting new results." To Goetz, STEREO is a chance to
work on a top-notch mission and have fun with it. "If University space physicists want to do world-class science, they
need world-class instruments on world-class spacecraft missions. And STEREO is world class," he says. "It's cool to
create a sophisticated scientific instrument to fly in space."

See the STEREO Web site for animations and more about the project. STEREO is the latest in a
long line of NASA missions for University space physicists.
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An estimated 1,800 to 2,300
immigrants--from countries
and regions including Somalia,
Ethiopia, Liberia, Bosnia,
Southeast Asia, Central
America, and Ecuador--are
currently detained in
Midwestern states. Many are
detained indefinitely.

Inaugural scribe Laura Flynn

Stories that need telling
Scribes for Human Rights drive public engagement in critical
issues

By Stephanie Wilkes

Brief, Oct. 11, 2006

Once upon a dinner party, professors Patricia Hampl and Barbara
Frey began talking about the links between their work. Hampl
teaches writing and Frey teaches international human rights at the
University of Minnesota.

Frey, director of the Human Rights Program, said she wanted to
get human rights issues out into public consciousness. Hampl, a
Regents Professor in the Department of English, expressed her
desire to see master of fine arts (MFA) writing students find "more
dynamic ways to work with narrative."

"It became clear that she had stories that needed telling--and we
had people who would like the chance to tell them," Hampl says. "I
want to see [MFA] students engaged deeply, beyond their own
lives. I want them to have a chance to find truly stunning and
essential material."

Scribes for Human Rights was born from that conversation. The program is dedicated to providing
MFA students a chance to serve as a writer-in-residence for the Human Rights Program in the
College of Liberal Arts.

"I want to see MFA students engaged deeply, beyond their own lives,"
says Hampl. "I want them to have a chance to find truly stunning and
essential material."

Hampl and Frey raised half the seed money for the program from individuals who have supported
human rights projects in the past, holding a fund-raiser in the Campus Club last September. The
other half came from the University in funds from the Law School's Human Rights Center and in a
seed grant from the Office for Public Engagement.

As the recipient of the Office for Public Engagement Seed Grant, Scribes for Human Rights had to
commit to engaging with the public. It set out to achieve this goal in two ways: each scribe's
research and fieldwork would allow him or her to go out into the community to collect data, and the
eventual publication would serve as a means of disseminating information about a significant issue
to the public.

The program created a fellowship to be awarded to an MFA student in creative writing who was
willing to go out into the community and conduct research on a specific human rights issue, create a
narrative piece about the issue and their experiences and submit the piece for publication.

The first topic selected was immigrant detention in Midwest jails.

"We really wanted to get this story out, especially in the context of the whole immigration debate,"
says Frey. "We want people to understand what happens when the rubber meets the road. In
theory, illegal immigrants seem like a big, bad idea, but we want people to know what it means on
an individual level."

The first student awarded the fellowship was Laura Flynn of San Francisco, California.

Inaugural scribe

Flynn began her research in
January as a third-year MFA
student in the Creative Writing
Program, with a focus on literary
nonfiction. She came to the
project with significant experience:
for six years, she worked in Haiti
on human rights, education and
economic development. She was
enthusiastic about the fellowship.

"It made a lot of sense because it brought together two big areas of interest that I have--human
rights and writing," says Flynn.

Nationally, the number of immigrant detainees has tripled in the past ten years. An estimated 1,800
to 2,300 immigrants--from countries and regions including Somalia, Ethiopia, Liberia, Bosnia,
Southeast Asia, Central America and Ecuador--are currently detained in Midwestern states. Many
are detained indefinitely, and immigrants are held alongside the general prison population, often in
facilities intended for short-term jail stays. Access to counsel, difficult under any circumstance, is
exacerbated when immigration authorities move detainees from facility to facility with little or no
notification to their attorneys.

Frey aided Flynn in gaining background on immigrant detention, providing her with the means to
contact and interview human rights advocates, read reports and research immigration in the
Midwest area. After researching for the better part of spring semester, Flynn spent the summer out
in the field, visiting two detention sites and viewing 15 immigration hearings, following the individual
stories of 25 detainees in Minneapolis, Iowa, Chicago and Nebraska.

"I don't think anyone has any idea that it's going on right now, that people are held right here, in St.
Paul, in detention for long periods of time," says Flynn.

Currently, Flynn is writing the first draft of her narrative, "trying to figure out what direction to go" with
all the material gathered over the last few months. Once her piece is completed, Flynn will pitch it to
national magazines. She considers continuing her research in hopes of a possible book publication.

Flynn will read an excerpt from her work at a reception Oct. 12 celebrating the Scribes for Human
Rights Fellowship. Sharing the bill will be Pulitzer Prize winner Tracy Kidder, author of Mountains
Beyond Mountains, The Soul of a New Machine and House.

Looking toward a second year

Barbara Frey

Patricia Hampl

The success of the initial Scribes for Human
Rights Fellowship has propelled Frey and
Hampl toward selection of the next topic and
scribe. Based on Flynn's experience, they're
tweaking the fellowship a bit, says Hampl.
The next scribe will be chosen through a
competitive process and will be given a

range of four or five possible topics. One topic could be the Hmong Grave Desecration Project, to
which Frey, her students and the Human Rights Program have dedicated themselves during the
past year. The scribe will complete a summer internship and spend the fall and spring semesters
developing their writing.

"I have seen the impact that the arts can have on people's lives," says Frey, "and Scribes for Human
Rights seemed to be an important new initiative."

Stephanie Wilkes is a junior in English and linguistics and a communications intern in the Office for Public
Engagement. If you have questions or comments, please e-mail wilk0268@umn.edu . 
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Rebecca Mitchell

U student named top-10 college woman
Truman Scholar Rebecca Mitchell honored by Glamour magazine

By Rick Moore

Oct. 10, 2006

It's midday on a Monday at The Cube in Coffman Union, and
already Rebecca Mitchell is a bit media weary. She's about to sit
down for her second interview of the day, with one more to follow
later in the afternoon. And there are a couple of requests for
photos to tend to.

She jokes that she didn't get this kind of attention when she was
named a 2006 Harry S. Truman Scholar earlier this spring, even
though that prestigious award is for 75 college juniors committed to
careers in public service and carries with it a $30,000 scholarship.

The increased attention has come since Glamour magazine named Mitchell one of its top 10 college
women in the nation for 2006. She's featured in the magazine's October issue in an article/pictorial
titled "Brilliant, brave and under 25!"

Score one for the glossy, enduring appeal of Glamour. And chalk up another great honor for
Mitchell, whose goals and accomplishments are certainly worthy of all the attention, however it
might come. Glamour chose the 10 women based on campus and community involvement,
excellence in the students' field of study, leadership experience and unique, inspiring goals.

Mitchell fares well in all of those departments. She's a College of Liberal Arts honors student
majoring in biology, society and environment, and she plans to pursue a combined doctorate and
master's degree in public health.

She's also been on the parliamentary debate team for the last three years; worked as a research
assistant at the U's Stem Cell Institute in embryonic stem cell research; and has helped with the
Medical School's Positive Youth Development Program, a study that tracks how the parent-child
relationship affects the psychological and physical health of the child.

"You will meet few 21-year-olds who possess the compassion,
intellectual abilities, and leadership qualities that Rebecca does," said
Leonard Muyelele. "You meet even fewer who are already actively
using these skills to better the lives of others every day and inspiring so
many along the way to do the same."

But perhaps the most pivotal experience for Mitchell came during the summer of 2005, when she traveled to Kenya
to do volunteer work and had dual placements at an orphanage and a local hospital. At the hospital she worked at an
STI (sexually transmitted infection) clinic, strategically placed at the back of the building, where many women who
had been monogamous would discover they had contracted HIV from their husbands. "It was very sad and very
scary for me to witness," she says, and she realized "how few options women have if these things happen to them."

One day at the Kenyan Pistis Academy and Orphanage in Nakuru, she noticed that all of the female
orphans were suspiciously absent. She soon discovered that "they were all laying on the ground
behind the boys dorm being whipped by one of the male caretakers." After a pause, Mitchell says,
"There's no way to describe it."

She stepped in to stop the beatings, and helped the orphanage to develop new discipline guidelines
and policies for employees.

Mitchell had spent the previous spring semester studying in Italy and returned home for an organic
chemistry class before heading to Kenya. Then it was back to the U in the fall to reconcile her
"ordinary" college life with her recent extraordinary experiences.

"It was a rough first week," she says, noting that the hardest part was sitting through classes
memorizing things she figured almost everyone would forget. "That, in juxtaposition to the things I'd
seen and the changes that had taken place in the few weeks that I was in those communities."

Mitchell's experiences in Kenya made her realize that she wanted to go into the field of public
health, with a focus on women's reproductive health. And, partly out of her dissatisfaction with the
volunteer agency that arranged her placements in Kenya, she decided she wanted to make things
easier and more efficient for future volunteers. So she founded the Student Project Africa Network
(SPAN), a nonprofit organization that she runs with four other students serving on a volunteer
executive board.

SPAN has already sent 43 volunteers to a variety of organizations in Africa, from schools and
orphanages to public health and environmental programs. "We want to expand the number of
organizations we're working with," says Mitchell, "and we want to reach additional volunteers."

"You will meet few 21-year-olds who possess the compassion, intellectual abilities, and leadership
qualities that Rebecca does," said Leonard Muyelele, principal of the Pistis orphanage. "You meet
even fewer who are already actively using these skills to better the lives of others every day and
inspiring so many along the way to do the same."

Then there's the Glamour-ous life, which Mitchell got to experience during a three-day photo shoot
in June and for three jam-packed days in September in New York City, where the women met with
and heard from top female professionals. "The other time we spent being wined and dined. It
celebrated the multifaceted woman," Mitchell says with a smile. "It was great." And she has
newfound respect for Glamour magazine, which she believes is striving to empower women. "It's a
woman's struggle to not be put in a box," she adds.

Mitchell was also the beneficiary of a major surprise at the awards luncheon, when she was named
the winner of the L'Oreal Cosmetics "Beauty of Giving" award, given to the woman who exemplifies
the most charitable spirit. That award carries a $2,500 prize that can be donated to a charity or used
for a project of Mitchell's choosing. It also carried with it an obligation to give an impromptu speech
in front of about 500 people.

Mitchell stepped up again. "I'm so glad I was in parliamentary [debate]," she says.

Mitchell is the third CLA student this decade who has been named a top 10 college woman by Glamour, joining
Maya Babu (2004) and Jenny Carrier (2001). 
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A new vision for Minnesota preK-12
education
U's Consortium for Postsecondary Academic Success aims to
strengthen and broaden the pipeline to higher education

By Rick Moore

Brief, Oct. 11, 2006

A large and diverse group of educational and community leaders
met on Friday, Oct. 6, at the University of Minnesota for a half-day
conference focused on a new vision for preK-12 education in
Minnesota.

The gathering of about 250 attendees included school
superintendents and other educators from preK-12 and higher
education institutions, foundation leaders, representatives from community organizations and
businesspeople. The topics were wide-ranging, but centered on the need to better prepare all
students in Minnesota to meet the challenges of the future and keep Minnesota thriving, both
intellectually and economically.

As President Bob Bruininks pointed out, "The promise of Minnesota's future lies in having world-
class schools for a world-class state."

Under the leadership of Bruininks, the University is taking a more prominent role in convening
important discussions such as Friday's conference. This year, the University created the Consortium
for Postsecondary Academic Success, whose goal is to strengthen and broaden the pipeline to
higher education across the state. The consortium, led by executive director Kent Pekel, is working
on collaborative University and preK-12 initiatives with school districts and educational organizations
to improve the coherence, relevance and visibility of the U's preK-12 activities. It expands upon the
efforts of the Children, Youth and Family Consortium, which also works on University partnerships
with preK-12 education.

The focal point of the conference was a discussion of the report, "Minnesota's Promise: World-Class
Schools, World-Class State." The report is the product of almost two years of work by the
Superintendent Symposium--a group of some 25 school superintendents from around the state
addressing a core challenge: preparing all students to succeed in the high-skill, hyper-competitive,
global information age.

"We're here because the world is changing faster than it ever has before, and we need to make sure
that the education we provide for our students moves forward with it," said Patricia Harvey,
University of Minnesota Visiting Carmen Starkson Campbell Endowed Chair in Urban Education and
former superintendent of the St. Paul public school district. "Our children must compete with their
counterparts in every part of the world."

The report suggests that a world-class educational system can be characterized by eight basic traits
or premises:

There are many academic roads, but all are rigorous and all lead to higher education.
Educational investment starts early.
Learning takes as much time as it takes.
Great educators have great support.
Data and research inform teaching and improve learning every day.
Funding is predictable and sufficient to produce world-class performance.
Services for students with special needs emphasize outcomes, not processes.
Global citizenship is a core academic subject

The conference was designed as a launching point for further discussion of the report, with the
ultimate goal of implementing changes that raise student achievement, eliminate educational
disparities and position students to be competitive in a global economy.

As Bruininks pointed out, Minnesota has a 150-years-plus heritage of
stellar education on the line. "This is a world-class state," he said, "but it
can become a second-class state overnight."

Attendees of the conference offered their feedback throughout the day, both in comments and through responses
tracked by cordless devices to polling questions.

A number of people stressed the importance of closing the achievement gap for low-income and
minority students. According to Karen Kelley-Ariwoola, vice president of community philanthropy for
the Minneapolis Foundation, Minnesota must assure that "all students, regardless of race, ethnicity
or income, cross the finish line in huge numbers."

"The vision has to be broad enough to encompass the diversity in the room and also in this state,"
added Pekel.

Kent Pekel

And though they were not specifically addressed in the report, good
nutrition and parental involvement were stressed as being extremely
important in students' educational success.

Urgency was another theme in the discussion. Ninety percent of
attendees agreed that if Minnesota is going to prepare all students for
the global information age, we need a new, coherent, statewide vision

for public education and we need to work toward that vision over time, through changes in political
power and school and district leadership.

As Bruininks pointed out, Minnesota has a 150-years-plus heritage of stellar education on the line.
"This is a world-class state," he said, "but it can become a second-class state overnight."

The Consortium for Postsecondary Academic Success is also involved in an executive development
program for school principals. That program--a partnership with the Minnesota Department of
Education and the elementary and secondary principals associations--will train 50 leaders over a
year-and-a-half, "helping them to become the kind of school [leaders] that can help a school
become high performing," Pekel said.

These efforts by the consortium, he added, are "about making the University a convener and a very
clear center of gravity for efforts to improve K-12 schools."
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Yoji Shimizu, professor of lab
medicine and pathology

What everybody should do
How the Community Fund Drive led one professor to get involved

By Naomi Scott

Brief, Oct. 11, 2006

Yoji Shimizu looks around the world and can be disheartened by
what he sees. Yet he has found a way to offer hope through the
Community Fund Drive.

The number of homeless and hungry people is alarming, says
Shimizu, a professor in the Medical School's Department of
Laboratory Medicine and Pathology. An estimated 20,000 people in
Minnesota are homeless or living in temporary housing, according
to the Wilder Foundation, and about half of them are children.

And, Shimizu adds, the needs of the hungry and the homeless for
services are on the rise. Since 2000, food-shelf use has risen 45 percent among Minnesota
residents, according to Hunger Solutions Minnesota.

"I'm shocked," says Shimizu. "The need is really amazing and sobering when you think about it."

Four years ago, Shimizu recognized through the University's annual Community Fund Drive that he
could help beyond a financial contribution. He felt an affinity towards Open Your Heart to the Hungry
and Homeless, a statewide charitable organization that provides grants to food shelves, shelters
and supportive housing programs as well as organizations that support children and families
through education.

"There are a lot of really motivated and committed people at these
agencies, and they work with limited resources." He also was impressed
by Open Your Heart because it was established by state employees in
1986. He decided to volunteer.

Today, Shimizu sits on Open Your Heart's board of directors and participates on its grant review
committee.

This year, one large grant went to purchase food for food shelves to distribute to the hungry. Open
Your Heart also responded to emergency requests from groups in dire need of a replacement
refrigerator or freezer or maintenance on housing units or equipment. And nearly $73,000 was
distributed to education programs, from Tubman Family Alliance in the Twin Cities to Houston
County Women's Resources and the Evergreen House in Bemidji.

Shimizu says working with various groups at Open Your Heart has been eye-opening.

"There are a lot of really motivated and committed people at these agencies, and they work with
limited resources," he says.

Open your Heart for the Hungry and Homeless relies on the success of the University's annual
Community Fund Drive, its largest contributor, to maintain its operations. Through the drive, Shimizu
found a way to connect with a cause close to his heart.

"Being involved in the community is part of what everybody should do," he says.

Naomi Scott is a senior in journalism and an intern in the Academic Health Center Office of Communications. This
year's co-chairs of the Community Fund Drive are Deborah Powell, dean of the Medical School, and Steven Crouch,
dean of the Institute of Technology. 
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"Birds on the Brain," by Mary
Boehlke and Roberta Steele,
is on display at the Minnesota
Landscape Arboretum.

Vote for your favorite!

After you've checked out
the scarecrows in the
Minnesota Landscape
Arboretum's "Scarecrows
on Parade," be sure to vote
for your favorite entry. You
can pick up a ballot for the
People's Choice Award in
the Oswald Visitor Center
through Oct. 31. One lucky
person will have their ballot
selected at random to win a
$100 Arboretum gift card.
The People's Choice will be
announced on Nov. 13.

On display in the visitor
center is "Apples with A-
Peel" through Oct. 31. The
exhibit highlights the
University of Minnesota's
fruit breeding program. On
weekends, from noon to 3
p.m., you can participate in
on-going apple research by
tasting and giving your
opinion on promising new
apples in the U's apple
research program. And if
you want to take some
apples home, head on over
to the Apple House, a mile
west of the Arboretum. All
proceeds benefit the U's
apple research program.

Goodbye crows, hello fall
U's arboretum hosts first juried scarecrow exhibit

By Pauline Oo

Oct. 11, 2006

They've been called bird scarers and protectors of plants, but
scarecrows, at least in this modern day and age, are more than
just mannequins used to discourage birds from disturbing our
crops. They're whimsical creations that can decorate the front yard
of a home or they can draw crowds to a public garden.

While scarecrow exhibits have been a traditional autumn event for
places such as the Atlanta Botanical Gardens, Bethel Woods
Harvest Festival in the Catskills region of New York and Emma
Krumbee's Orchard and Farm in Belle Plaine, Minn., such an
exhibit is a novelty at the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum. This
year, through Oct. 31, the University of Minnesota's more than
1,000 acre public garden--the largest public garden in the upper
Midwest--is hosting its first scarecrow exhibition. "Scarecrows on
Parade" has a collection of 33 scarecrows and other garden folk that will wow you, stop you in your
tracks and make you wonder, "Hmm, what were they thinking?"

"We all have ideas of scarecrows and garden folk, and this juried exhibit is a neat opportunity to see
how other people interpret them," says Thom Dreeze, arboretum events coordinator. "In this case,
[the interpretations are] very artistic. 'Scarecrows on Parade' is almost like an art exhibition; people
just really took the concept and ran with it."

Entries came in from across the state, from Willmar to Austin to Eden Prairie, and a panel of judges
picked winners in three categories. "Gunther the Garden Guard," made by Bill Krumholz with
silverware, muffin pans and paperclips took first place in the individual/family category; "Something
to Crow About!" by Weber's Westdale Flowers, Home and Garden, won top spot for design
professional; and "Autumn Fairy" snagged the Girl Scouts Junior Troop #19 of Eden Prairie a first in
the organization category. The top three entries in each category received an Arboretum gift card for
gift store, classes, membership, admission and restaurant purchases. "I've always liked galvanized
metal and jiggly, upright hair," says University of Minnesota alum Marjorie Pitz, when asked what
inspired her second place entry in the design professional category. Pitz created "Crow-Bot" out of
pails, drain tiles and sticks. "Coming up with the idea seem to happen in an hour," she says, "but
making it took about two days."

The landscape architect with Martin and Pitz Associates is a familiar face on the arboretum's exhibit
circuit. In 2004, she designed "Tree Man" for the "Totally Terrific TreeHouses" exhibit; in 2005 she
made "Ravenous Bird" for the "Wild about Birds;" and earlier this year, she built the "Sensory
Secrets" for the "Secret Gardens" exhibit. "What I like about these competition exhibits is that
they're temporary and you can experiment with ideas, materials or forms that you haven't worked
with before," says Pitz.

The arboretum's "Scarecrows on Parade" serves as a supplement
"that reinforces the fact that September and October are absolutely
gorgeous times of the year to be here," says Dreeze. "If the weather is
beautiful, people are here especially for the color. But having the
scarecrows at the arboretum just magnifies or amplifies the impact of
the visitor experience. They have something else to enjoy, and [the
scarecrows] can be very easily enjoyed by all sorts of groups."

In addition to the scarecrows in the juried exhibit--they're positioned in
between the two visitor centers (Snyder building and the new Oswald
Building)--the Arboretum's horticultural staff headed by Jewel
Engstrom and Duane Otto have also created some original scarecrow
and garden folk figures to dot the Arboretum.

The Minnesota Landscape Arboretum is part of the Department of
Horticultural Science within the College of Food, Agricultural and
Natural Resource Sciences at the University of Minnesota. It is located
on Highway 5 in Chanhassen, and it includes the Horticultural
Research Center, which is responsible for introducing more than 80
fruits, including the Honeycrisp and Zestar! apples. For hours and
driving directions, see visitor information.
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A Walter H. Judd Fellowship
helped vet med student
Matthew Pike travel to Asia to
study traditional and
integrated medicine for
animals.

Scholarship drive
highlights

6,700 students now being
helped by scholarships or
fellowships, a 38 percent
increase in three years.

45,860 alumni and friends
made gifts, a record
number for student support.

$3,760 average award is up
40 percent from pre-drive
levels.

Twice as many students
receiving scholarship help
is U's renewed
commitment.

An exceptional drive continues
U's historic fund-raising drive for student support reaches
significant milestones

By Steve Anderson

Oct. 11, 2006

They motivate. They inspire. They open doors. Above all, they
change lives. For some 6,700 students system-wide, scholarships
and fellowships have made a quality U of M education possible.
Just three years ago, that number was only 4,800.

Thanks to new gifts to the U's $150-million Promise of Tomorrow
Scholarship Drive, 38 percent more students have been given
opportunities they never thought they'd have. And the number of
students receiving privately funded scholarships or fellowships is
expected to increase over the next few years, as payments on gift
pledges are fully realized and endowed funds reach their full value.

But the U's commitment to student support won't end there.

"Our goals in launching the scholarship drive were to help at least 50 percent more students by
raising $150 million," explains U President Robert Bruininks. "We're going to meet that substantial
goal thanks to the generosity of our donors and are on track with increasing the number of students
helped, but there is still great need.

"Student support will continue to be a top fund-raising priority and I am now committed to doubling
the number of students helped compared with three years ago when the drive was launched."

Scholarships provide hope
Private giving has played a major role in making sure scholarships and other financial aid have kept
pace with the cost of a U education-up 41 percent since 2002. Part of the increase in aid is due to a
boost in the average size of scholarship awards: from $2,701 before the drive to $3,760 last
academic year.

One student benefiting is freshman Karen Davidshofer, who endured unimaginable tragedy early in
her life. Shortly after the death of their mother from breast cancer, Davidshofer and her brother were
faced with the loss of their father in a car accident.

"At 12 years old, I knew that I would be more or less on my own for college," she says. "It seemed
like there was little I could do."

But in high school, Davidshofer discovered there was a lot she could do as she explored her
interests, set goals and found hope. A choir director became an encouraging role model. Receiving
a McGuire Scholarship and other financial aid made college possible.

Now, Davidshofer, who is fluent in Spanish, has studied French, and is considering a career as an
interpreter, is optimistic about the future. Her story reflects the drive and aspiration that are common
among scholarship recipients. "Having scholarships gives me the motivation and the opportunity to
reach for my goals," she says.

Matchmakers, matchmakers
Three programs illustrate the U's commitment to providing access to talented,
qualified students regardless of their ability to pay: two matching incentive
programs for scholarship and fellowship gifts, and the Founders Opportunity
Program. "Together, these programs underscore our continuing effort to ensure
that financial barriers don't come between good students and a chance to
study at the U," says Bruininks.

The President's Scholarship Match and the 21st Century Match (for
fellowships) encourage endowment gifts by matching the payout on
endowed funds, doubling the amount that is available for students.
Three years into the drive, 381 new endowed scholarships, for a value
of $40 million, are being matched. Fellowship gifts worth $49 million
are also being matched. Both the scholarship and fellowship matching
programs will continue.

In 2005, the U implemented the Founders Opportunity Program, which
supplements federal Pell Grants to cover 100 percent of tuition and
required fees for qualifying students. "It demonstrates that the
University really wants to be accessible to low income students," says
Jim McCorkell, executive director of Admission Possible, a nonprofit
that steers economically disadvantaged students toward college.

McGuire Scholar Karen Davidshofer says scholarships provide "the
motivation and the opportunity to reach for my goals."

The numbers reflect the commitment. A third of U undergraduates with
scholarships are from families with household incomes below $50,000.
The U also ranks near the top of public institutions for providing financial
assistance to students from families earning less than $30,000.

The value of experience
"Since I come from a family of modest means, I applied for a Walter H. Judd Fellowship," explains
Mathew Pike, '07 D.V.M., whose path to his area of study was anything but ordinary.

One year into his veterinary medicine program, Pike contracted what doctors called a fluke virus
that attacked his heart and landed him in the hospital.

When he got the virus again, he started looking for ways to prevent it from coming back. Around the
same time, Pike took an integrated medicine course that convinced him to give Chinese herbs a try.

Not only was the treatment successful, it changed the direction of his coursework. "It convinced me
to expand my studies to include traditional Chinese medicine and integrated medicine as it applies
to animals," he says.

"Receiving the Judd Fellowship gave me the opportunity to study abroad in China and Korea, and
gain valuable experience that would not have been possible without financial help."

Renewed commitment
Even with a successful scholarship drive and increases in many areas of student support, President
Bruininks thinks the U can and will do better.

"We compare well with other institutions in the amount of aid we offer to students at the lowest
economic levels, but there is still much room for improvement at other levels," he says.

"We also continue to trail peer institutions in the amount of merit aid we offer, making it harder to
compete for top students. For both reasons, we will continue to reach out to alumni and friends and
ask for their help."
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Bedbugs are on the rise, but
researchers at the University
of Minnesota are working to
keep them from infesting
hotels and our homes.

Sleep tight and don't let
the bedbugs bite

That old adage might be
coming back into our
jargon. Listen to an
interview about bedbugs
with Stephen Kells,
assistant professor of
entomology, on the
University of Minnesota
Moment.

Tips for travelers: How to
avoid bedbugs

"The greatest risk for
encountering bedbugs
appears to be while people
are traveling," says U
entomologist Stephen Kells.
"Regardless of the type of
accommodations, it is a
good precaution to check
your room. Look around the
headboard and adjacent
area of the bed. Also
inspect luggage stands or
other areas where
suitcases are typically set
down. Be aware of any
unexplained bites you may
find in the morning; that
could be the result of
bedbugs. Also watch for
fecal spots, which could
occur on bed sheets or
nearby areas. Inspect your
luggage when you get
home after a trip for any
bedbugs that may have
escaped your earlier
attention."

Bloodthirsty travelers: Bedbugs are biting
again
By Jennifer Amie

From eNews, Oct. 12, 2006

In his St. Paul campus lab, assistant professor of entomology
Stephen Kells rolls up his sleeve and picks up tweezers. He opens
a covered glass Petri dish and removes a single bedbug--reddish-
brown, shaped like a sesame seed, and exceedingly flat--and
places it on his arm. The pointed tip of its abdomen is black with
blood from a previous meal, but the creature is clearly hungry. In
an instant, it has plunged its proboscis into Kells, and soon its
transparent body darkens as Kells' blood trickles in.

As the insect swells with its meal, it elongates and changes shape.
Once as flat as a sheet of paper, it becomes swollen and plump.
Within five minutes it is satiated and begins to crawl away, only to
be snatched again by Kells and returned to its dish.

The bedbug's natural habitat is the human bedroom or hotel, where
it feeds at night while its host is sleeping. Bedbugs are normally hidden by day, and because many
people show no reaction to their bites--no telltale bump or rash--the first sign of an infestation is
often clusters of dark spots (fecal specks) on the sheets and mattress where the bugs hide during
the day.

In generations past, bedbugs were a familiar fact of life. Our long, interconnected history with the
insects dates to prehistoric times when bedbugs, which originally evolved as parasites on bats,
switched hosts and began to feed on our cave-dwelling ancestors. When humans developed an
agrarian society, bedbugs moved with us from cave to hut--and they've dogged our steps ever
since.

University of California entomologist Robert Usinger has traced literary references to bedbugs back
to Aristophanes and Aristotle, and noted that physicians, dating back to the time of Nero, once used
the bloodletting bugs to treat snakebite and malaria. Bedbugs have long been associated with the
unsanitary conditions of war, plaguing soldiers in the American civil war and World War II.

Humans enjoyed a brief respite from these parasites during the years when long-acting pesticides,
such as DDT, were in widespread use. "They became a biological oddity over the last 30 years,"
says Kells. "We have a whole generation of entomologists who have never seen a live bedbug."

That, however, is about to change. Since 1999, says Kells, bedbug
infestations have been on the rise in North American hotels and
homes, including some in the Twin Cities. A grueling--and expensive--
regimen of steam cleaning, vacuuming, and insecticide application
awaits anyone unlucky enough to fall victim to an infestation.

Other factors have encouraged the insects' recent resurgence,
including the prevalence of international travel and the lack of public
awareness. Today, bedbugs travel worldwide on jets--hitchhiking on
people, clothing, and suitcases--and check into even the nicest
resorts.

Kells was working in the pest control industry when bedbugs once
again became a major problem in North America, about six years ago. While investigating ways to
eliminate hotel infestations, he noticed a curious phenomenon: While most bedbugs cluster (in
groups ranging from tens to hundreds and sometimes thousands) in hidden crannies surrounding a
bed, a handful of wanderers can often be found in more distant locations, such as an air vent or
other remote nook.

Why, Kells wondered, do these outlying bugs stray far from their food source? Perhaps they are
seeking a place of safety, dispersing to find a new host, or leaving an infestation that has grown too
large. In any case, the behavior has direct implications for pest control--especially if the "outliers"
are laying eggs.

Bedbug expert Stephen Kells

"If you get rid of 95 percent of them around the bed, but 5 percent have
gone elsewhere, you have to look for them," says Kells. "In a hotel with
multiple units, you would want to know whether they are going to other
rooms, and at what rate. Ideally, you want to know what triggers them to
move on."

One possible trigger is the release of an alarm pheromone. Bedbugs,
like many insects, communicate via scent, releasing a sickly sweet odor when squashed or injured.
It's possible that the far-flung bedbugs are fleeing in response to this chemical distress signal.

Kells is fortunate to have two colonies of live bedbugs available for scientific testing of this premise.
One colony comprises bugs gathered recently from the field. The other was inherited from U.S.
military researchers who kept it alive for more than 50 years even though, during that time, bedbugs
were virtually unheard of in the United States. Their foresight has been a boon for Kells' research.
Both colonies are kept alive in secure conditions within a laboratory growth chamber. The 75 vials of
insects are fed twice a week--not on Kells, but on human blood heated to body temperature and
dispensed through an artificial membrane.

Through a series of laboratory experiments, Kells hopes to shed light
on what stops certain bedbugs from being attracted to a site. Using
sophisticated equipment, he can measure the bugs' neural response
to the alarm pheromone or other chemical signals. Future behavioral
studies could document the bugs' reactions to pheromones or other
stimuli.

Kells hopes his research will contribute to humans' longstanding
efforts to keep bedbugs at bay. "It's a societal problem and a
significant public health concern," he says. "We are going to continue
to have a long, interconnected history with this bug. I'm not sure how
far this initial resurgence will spread, but eventually we'll probably get
some sort of control over them, with the problem rearing its ugly head
every once in a while. But in places that do not have the resources to
control bedbugs, people are going to continue to live with them."
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Minnesota: A History of the
Land videographer Jim Kron
shooting on Lake Superior.

A concert to celebrate

Composer and musician
Peter Ostroushko will
perform a public concert to
celebrate the newest
episode in the Emmy-award
winning TV series,
"Minnesota: A History of the
Land" at 7 p.m. Saturday,
Oct. 14, at the U's Bell
Museum of Natural History.
The concert will feature
music from the show's
soundtrack written and
performed by Ostroushko
and a preview from "The
Northern Forest," with an
introduction by Bell
Museum director Scott
Lanyon. A reception with
light fare and a wine bar will
follow. Tickets are $20 ($15
for Twin Cities Public
Television members; $10
for museum members). For
tickets or information, call
612-624-9050 or visit
www.bellmuseum.org.

Bell debuts TV production unit

From eNews, Oct. 12, 2006

The University of Minnesota's Bell Museum of Natural History kicks
off a major film initiative this October with the formation of a new
documentary production unit, the premiere of a new installment in
its Emmy award-winning TV series and a Sunday afternoon
science film program for all ages.

The museum's new documentary unit--Bell Museum Productions--
will build on the foundation created by the University's highly
acclaimed "Minnesota: A History of the Land" series, which
combined the visual excitement of a National Geographic special
with the storytelling format of a Ken Burns-style production. (The
four-part documentary series was originally produced by the
College of Natural Resources in collaboration with Twin Cities
Public Television.) On Wednesday, Oct.18, at 7 p.m., Bell Museum
Productions will premier "The Northern Forest" on Twin Cities
Public Television (Channel 2) and other public television stations
across the state.

The show takes up where the "Minnesota: A History of the Land"
series left off by tracing the growth of the northern forest and showing
how it was shaped by the elements, including fire, and human activity.
The third section of the hourlong program reveals how people who
love the woods and want to live there are fragmenting the forests to
death. Besides producing the show, the University supplied advisers
and on-camera experts, including ecologist Dave Tilman and forester
Jim Bowyer. Award-winning local composer Peter Ostroushko, known
for his work on the PBS documentaries "Lewis and Clark" and "Mark
Twain," scored and performed the original soundtrack. (see sidebar)
Upcoming projects for Bell Museum Productions include features on
Minnesota's prairie wetlands, Lake Superior and the Mississippi River.

Also this fall, beginning in December, the museum kicks off a Sunday
afternoon film series exploring nature from compelling and distinctive
points of view. Each month, the series will take on a new topic or
theme, ranging from astronomy to living "green."

"Film is one of society's most powerful storytellers," says film-series
director Shanai Matteson. "Our series will not only encourage people
to see nature in new ways, but will give them a forum to tell stories of
their own through community and museum-produced projects." The
museum, which is part of the University of Minnesota's College of
Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences, will also host
periodic film competitions and film premieres and offer movie-making
workshops throughout the year.

For more information about Bell Productions and "The Northern
Forest," visit the Bell Museum of Natural History."

Further reading Minnesota: A History of the Land 
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The effects of logging on
Minnesota's north woods are
examined in "The Northern
Forest," a TV program
produced by the University's
Bell Museum of Natural
History.

Of fire, felling and selling: Northern forests
tell their tale
A new Bell Museum production examines how logging, fires and
development affect forests

By Deane Morrison

When area public TV viewers tune into "The Northern Forest" at 7
p.m. on Wednesday night (Oct. 18), they'll be treated to the first
documentary by a new production company based in the
University's Bell Museum of Natural History. Bell Museum
Productions' maiden effort is the fifth in the regional Emmy Award-
winning series "Minnesota: History of the Land." The series takes a
long view of the land Minnesotans call home, starting in the Ice
Age and continuing to the present. For its part, "The Northern
Forest" pulls no punches about how humans have misunderstood
and mistreated the forest primeval and how its survival is often
threatened by the actions of those who claim to love it.

Ostroushko in Concert

Musician Peter Ostroushko, who supplied the original music for
"Minnesota: A History of the Land," and friends will appear in concert at 7 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 14, at
the Bell Museum, 10 Church St. S.E., Minneapolis. The band will play selections from the
soundtrack in the hourlong concert. Tickets are $20, $15 for tpt members and $10 for Bell Museum
members. For tickets or more information, call (612) 624-9050.

"We're using storytelling as a way to convey information about science, the health of our environment and our role as
stewards of the land," says the Bell's Barbara Coffin, executive producer of "The Northern Forest." "This series
combines the National Geographic style of film with the human storytelling style of a Ken Burns documentary." Bell
Museum Productions encompasses a wide range of activities related to the intersection of film with science and
nature. Along with making films, the company is sponsoring a monthly Sunday afternoon film series covering topics
from astronomy to living "green," and a nature/science-themed film competition. Classes are in the works. Funding
for the company comes from granting agencies associated with each project. More information is available from the
Bell Museum. The story of Minnesota's northern forest begins with the late 19th-early 20th century loggers and the
devastating fires that followed the clearcutting of northern forests. Until mid-century, fires were seen as the
unremitting foe of forests, a message driven home by Smokey Bear-type public service announcements. That began
to change in the 1960s, when a forester named Bud Heinselman suspected--and proved--that fire wasn't all bad. By
rejuvenating forests, fires provided habitat for moose, whitetail deer and wolves. Regular burning also made possible
a diversity of tree species by clearing out space for sun-loving trees to grow.

"We're using storytelling as a way to convey information about science,
the health of our environment and our role as stewards of the land,"
says executive producer Barbara Coffin.

But fires, in conjunction with logging, spelled trouble for the majestic and highly prized white pine. Forest clearings
are prime habitat for whitetail deer, and the deer love nothing more than to nibble the growing tips of white pine
seedlings. Today, the pines are getting help from an unlikely source: Jack Rajala, a sawmill operator. He is helping
restore white pines by harvesting trees that might block sunlight to seedlings and also is among those who staple
protective caps on the tips of seedlings to protect them from deer. (University researchers are also working to save
the white pine.) In the third part of the show, the fragmentation of forests by development comes into sharp relief.
Huge demand for second houses and retirement homes in the northern forests induces landowners, both private and
corporate, to sell off to developers. As more houses spring up, so do roads and more roads, and soon there is no
place that can be called "deep in the forest" any more. Slicing up the forest with roads destroys the services it
provides, such as purifying water and supplying oxygen. And as the forest goes, so do the species that attracted
people to the north in the first place, like wolves, loons and moose. "What we tried to say in the last story, about
fragmentation, is that it really depends on where and how we develop," says Coffin. "We can cluster buildings [in
areas already near roads] and avoid fragmenting larger tracts with roads." In the future, Coffin says she hopes to see
episodes on prairie wetlands and Lake Superior. Read more about the series "Minnesota: A history of the land." 
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More than 80 percent of
students on the Morris
campus voted in the last
election.

Set a world record, make
a local difference

On Wednesday, Oct. 18,
UMM faculty, staff, students
and Morris community
residents will attempt to
break a Guinness Book of
World Records record for
the most food collected by a
non-charitable organization
in a 24-hour period. Two
efforts will join together to
try for the record: the
national Cans Across
America drive and the
Morris tradition, Trick-or-
Can. UMM will donate all
food to the Stevens County
Food Shelf.

Cans Across America
Bring non-perishable food
items to Willie's Super Valu,
Coborn's or UMM Food
Services building lobby or
loading dock on
Wednesday between noon
and 11:59 p.m.
Items especially needed are
beef stew, canned meats,
jellies, sugar, flour,
vegetable oil, chili, soups,
canned fruit, vegetables
and canned juices.

Trick-or-Can
In a long-standing UMM
tradition, students will meet
in the front of Independence
Hall at 5 p.m. to form teams
that will travel throughout
the city of Morris from 5:30-
7:30 p.m. to collect canned
food.
A brief appreciation event
will be held from 4:45-7
p.m., also on Oct. 18, in the
Food Services dining area
to thank those who
volunteer at the local food
shelf.

Volunteers are needed to
help with this food drive,
especially from 6 p.m.-11:59
p.m. to record the collected
items. Contact Carol
McCannon, (320) 589-
6083.

Engaged and engaging
Morris students bring culture and controversy to campus

By Judy Riley

Oct. 17, 2006

(Editor's note: UMM is having a food drive on Oct. 18. Please see
sidebar for details.)

It's no accident that in 1997 Mother Jones magazine ranked the
University of Minnesota, Morris, as the fourth most activist campus
in the nation, or that 2004 commencement speaker and actor Peter
Coyote declared that UMM students are "engaged."

To feed and inspire that engagement and activism, students
regularly coordinate events that bring performing artists, theater
productions and gallery exhibitions to campus and the west central
Minnesota region.

"We don't have a lot of poetry readings or art galleries in close proximity like universities in large
urban areas would, so we have to make an effort to bring those things here," says Kim Ukura, a
junior from Lino Lakes and managing editor of The Counterweight, a student publication that takes a
conservative position on issues. "I think it's cool when the campus can bring events that the
community likes as well. [This weekend], I saw as many community members as students enjoying
"Othello."

Students also work with the Office of Student Activities to invite
prominent, controversial and diverse guests to campus, like radio
show host and "Saturday Night Live" personality Al Franken (October
6) and criminology professor, columnist and conservative Mike Adams
(October 26). Winona LaDuke, a Native American activist,
environmentalist, economist and writer, has been a convocation
speaker at UMM more than once and Arctic explorer Will Steger
spoke at UMM last year about global warming and Minnesota's energy
future.

"Most students are very politically engaged," says Rebekah Deutl, a
junior from Anoka who is secretary for the Student DFL at UMM.
"Students volunteer, attend events and help in a variety of ways." The
campus also has a high voter turnout, adds Deutl: "Well over 80
percent of the students voted in the last election. We're a draw for
politicians who want to get to know the rural area."

"Even when we disagree with the stances of the speaker, I know that
people are interested in hearing different points of view and using
those points to think about their own opinions," says Ukura. "Usually,
both The University Register and The Counterweight contain follow-up
editorials that respond to the speakers and UMM students listen and
engage with speakers, both during question-and-answer sessions and
after the speakers leave."

"Our top students, in particular, understand the crucial role that
speakers and other non-classroom events play in the liberal arts
experience," says junior Eagan Heath, editor-in-chief of UMM's The
University Register. "With 1,700 students and strong support for
student involvement, we intend to make our time here as productive
and learning-intensive as possible. Inviting quality speakers is one
obvious way to do just that."

"The Morris campus is dedicated to the liberal arts in ways that the
other campuses are not," Heath says. "There is nothing 'semi-activist'
about the truly involved students here."
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The heart of UMD, looking
southeast toward Duluth.

UMD Transformational
Leadership Program
participants, 2006-07

* Sue Bosell, Business
Office
* Kathy Chalupsky,
Facilities Management
* Jeni Eltink, First-Year
Experience
* Chris Haidos, Admissions
* Pat Keenan, Kirby Student
Center
* Kathy Morris, Health
Services
* Vince Repesh,
Advisement Coordination
Center
* Kay Smith, Disability
Services and Resources
* Julie Westlund, Career
Services
* Sharon Witherspoon,
Financial Aid/Registrar

College offices
* Amanda Evans, CEHSP
Technology
* Casey LaCore, CEHSP
* Jennifer Niemi, CEHSP
Student Affairs
* Mary Keenan, CLA
Student Affairs
* Janny Walker, CSE
Student Affairs
* Tracey Bolen, LSBE
Student Affairs
* Stacey Crawford, SFA
Student Affairs

Information Technology
Systems and Services
* Rick Brill
* Jason Davis
* Sarah Paro
* Wendy Zolnowsky

Knowledge Management
Center
* Lisa Reeves
* Paul Treuer

Transformational Leadership Program
heads north
UMD staff members become strategic process-improvement team
leaders

By Stephanie Vine

Brief, Oct. 18, 2006

During the first week of October, 23 UMD employees began a
transformational journey...a journey that redefines how the
University approaches change...a journey that focuses on the
needs of those we serve...a journey that employs proven
techniques for turning opportunities into realities. The journey is the
Transformational Leadership Program (TLP), and from a service
and process perspective, it will take the participants and the
University to new heights, both now and well into the future.

The TLP curriculum is based on the world-renowned leadership development and process
improvement methodology embraced by 3M, a corporate sponsor of University research and
process improvement initiatives. Matt Larson from the U's Office of Service and Continuous
Improvement (OSCI) worked directly with 3M to customize the training for the University.

The TLP at UMD is the second group to employ this approach to addressing challenges. The first
group of 22 employees learned and applied this approach to performance excellence in early 2006
on the Twin Cities campus. TLP directly supports the University's strategic positioning task forces,
says OSCI director Scott Martens. Preparing leaders to implement the University's goals and meet
its aspirations is part of creating an exceptional faculty and staff.

The TLP approach to performance excellence introduces a perspective that
helps us examine "how we do what we do" at the University from the
perspective of those served. It enables faculty and staff members to effectively
execute University and campus strategic priorities in innovative ways, says
Larson. A portfolio of strategic projects supported by leadership and led by
strong team leaders can create dramatic levels of improvements.

Larson and OSCI director Scott Martens are teaching participants how
to clarify strategic objectives, identify various opportunities for
improvement, measure the effectiveness of current services and
programs, analyze what can be done better, implement new solutions
and standardize improvements over the long term. TLP not only helps
drive the success of particular strategic objectives, according to
Martens, but it also develops a new skill set, language and energy that
is critical in driving cultural change at the University--a university
committed to continuous improvement and excellence.

Bruce Gildseth, vice chancellor of academic support and student life
and a champion for UMD retention-based initiatives, kicked off the first
day of training. Participants are embarking on an exciting journey, he
said, one that will ultimately benefit both students and UMD as a
whole.

Gildseth worked vigorously over the summer to recruit experts in the
fields of student affairs, advising and supportive services to attend
training and focus on improving service in the areas of academic and
personal support, academic planning and university culture, all of
which impact student retention and student success. Meanwhile, the
Successful Student Work Team--a project team chaired by Knowledge
Management Center director Paul Treuer--helped to identify retention-
based TLP projects. In addition to recommending specific initiatives,
the project team defined an overlying, institutional approach to
address retention and graduation rate issues.

UMD vice chancellor Bruce Gildseth

"Many committees, groups, and task
forces have done a wonderful job in
analyzing problem areas and making
recommendations," said Larson. "The TLP
performance excellence approach
provides a very flexible framework that
enables teams to transform improvement

opportunities into reality in a relatively short period of time."

The TLP program has multiple benefits, according to Scott Martens.
Not only does it teach participants how to apply proven process improvement techniques to higher
education, but it also provides a forum for employees to network and build relationships with other
individuals from across campus.

Cross-functional input will be vital to the success of the retention-based projects. UMD TLP
coordinator Stephanie Vine will assist Larson and Martens in coordinating the efforts of the ten
individuals working on retention-based initiatives and will help provide mentoring and coaching
support to all of the participants.

Projects in action

The 23 TLP-based projects currently under way at UMD (see box, above right) include information
technology systems and services, finance and operations, first-year experience, facilities
management, admissions, student affairs (in all collegiate units), financial aid/registrar and health
services.

Jeni Eltink, First Year Experience director, will find ways to improve institutional fit for students by
examining and implementing changes to the freshman orientation program. "We are at a time where
a lot will be changing at UMD, so we need to really listen to the voice of the student," she says. "We
need to identify opportunities for improvement. We often have the tendency to jump from problem
straight to solution. The TLP methodology forces us to step back and systematically identify how we
define, measure and analyze the services we offer to students."
Tracey Bolen, Labovitz School of Business and Economics student affairs, will examine current
service indicator policies and other procedures and processes that may affect student retention.
Julie Westlund, director of Career Services, will implement a strategy to improve student internship
processes across campus and identify ways to increase internship participation.
In the business office, Sue Bosell, fiscal officer, will map out a strategy to successfully implement
the new PeopleSoft EFS system across campus.
Jason Davis, information technology manager from Information Technology Systems and Services
(ITSS), will work to speed up and improve the effectiveness of the ITSS Problem and Project
Management process.

Stephanie Vine, Health Services associate administrator, is a 2005-06 TLP graduate and coordinator of the UMD
TLP program. She is also a member of the Successful Student Work Team. 
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Class of 2010 students held
up their tassels after
convocation at the Twin Cities
campus Sept. 7.

Class of 2010 shows great promise
U reports best-prepared freshman class on record, plus initiatives 
and assistance to help them graduate on time

By Jim Thorp

Oct. 17, 2006

Just two months into the 2006-07 academic year, and the class of
2010 is already making history. This year's freshman class is the
best prepared in University history, based on average high-school
rank and average ACT composite scores.

Strength in numbers

Freshman enrollment at U campuses statewide climbed 4 percent this fall
to 8,350. Nearly 40 percent of first-year students are from the top
10 percent of their high-school class. In addition, the Class of 2010
includes:

two students with perfect SAT scores
two with perfect ACT scores
239 valedictorians
74 National Merit Scholars

The Class of 2010 is also more diverse than its predecessors: students of color represent 15.7 percent of freshmen--
up from 14.6 percent just one year ago. On the Twin Cities campus, students of color represent 20.2 percent of the
class, compared to 18.5 percent in 2005. The freshman class at University of Minnesota, Morris (UMM) is the most
diverse in the University system with 21.1 percent students of color.

According to Provost Tom Sullivan, these numbers are consistent with the U's strategic positioning
goal to recruit, educate, challenge and graduate outstanding students--a critical step toward
becoming a top-three public research university.

"For the University to be successful in advancing its strategic goal and our educational mission
means admitting students with the best possible chance of graduating with a degree," Sullivan told
the Board of Regents Oct. 12.

On the Twin Cities campus, the average ACT score for incoming freshmen was 25.2
--up from 25.1 in 2005.

NEW GRADUATION RATE GOALS

* For the Twin Cities and Morris campuses, the new goals for students graduating in 2012 and later
are a four-year graduation rate of 60 percent, a five-year rate of 75 percent, and a six-year rate of
80 percent.

* For the University of Minnesota, Duluth, the goal is a four-year graduation rate of 40 percent, five-
year rate of 60 percent and a six-year rate of 65 percent.

* For the University of Minnesota, Crookston, the goal is a four-year graduation rate of 40 percent,
five-year rate of 50 percent and a six-year rate of 55 percent.

Student success

The University also established new graduation rate goals--building on improvements that have been made in recent
years (see box). On the Twin Cities campus last year, the four-year graduation rate was 36.7 percent, the five-year
rate was 56 percent and the six-year rate was 61.2 percent.

Improving four-year graduation rates is important for several reasons, including how these numbers
influence the decisions of prospective students and their parents when choosing a college.

"Since focusing on raising graduation rates several years ago, the University has made significant
progress in improving the number of students who graduate," said Sullivan. "Today, we're setting
that bar higher with new graduation rate goals for all of our four-year campuses."

Earlier this academic year, during New Student Convocation in September, President Robert
Bruininks spoke directly to students about the importance of graduating in four years and gave
every incoming student a 2010 graduation tassel as a reminder of that goal.

Among the initiatives and programs the U is undertaking to ensure student success and improve
graduation rates are a very successful scholarship fundraising drive (studies show that reducing the
number of hours that students need to work improves academic performance) and a more hands-on
approach to academic advising, including a new graduation planner application to be launched next
year.

FURTHER READING U of M Class of 2010 best prepared in history (Oct. 12 news release) University of Minnesota
reaches milestones in scholarship drive (Oct. 11 news release) U student named top-10 college woman (Oct. 10) 
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Students crossed the
Crookston campus mall.

Technology and collaboration to advance
Crookston campus vision

Brief, Oct. 18, 2006

Online degree programs, international partnerships, innovation and
leadership development could define the next stage in the
evolution of the University of Minnesota, Crookston (UMC).

University President Robert Bruininks indicated that building on its
already strong technology-driven focus and existing collaborations
will serve UMC, the region and the University well, adding that
Crookston leads the University of Minnesota in delivering online
degrees.

"Crookston is an important center of leadership, innovation and
teaching--providing University of Minnesota degrees in this area of
the state," Bruininks said. "This is a place where the University has
very important resources that connect to our research, education
and outreach mission."

Supporting and sustaining a UMC vision that is relevant, dynamic and more competitive will create a
stronger campus and stronger U of M around the state, Bruininks said during a forum Oct. 11 in
Crookston on UMC's role in transforming the University into one of the top three public research
universities in the world within a decade.

Bruininks and other University leaders were at UMC Oct. 11-13 for the transforming the U forum,
dedication of the new apartment-style Centennial Hall and Board of Regents meetings.

By all accounts, many positive things are happening at UMC to position the campus for the future,
whether serving as an educational pacesetter, research leader or a collaborator for development in
northwestern Minnesota.

Total enrollment (including non-degree students) at UMC is up 13.1 percent in 2006 to 2,414
students--up from 2,134 in 2005. This includes a 21 percent increase in freshmen and transfer
student enrollment and a 25.9 increase in non-degree students, which includes students from Korea
in an English as a Second Language (ESL) program and high school students from northwestern
Minnesota who take college courses through UMC. International enrollment has almost doubled in
the last year at UMC and now stands at 56 students--up from 30 in 2005. Increasing enrollment
benefits both the University of Minnesota and the Crookston business community, noted UMC
Chancellor Charles Casey.
UMC recently received a continued 10-year accreditation from the Higher Learning Commission, a
strong vote of confidence for the many academic programs offered on campus.
The Crookston campus is a leader in the University of Minnesota system in offering online courses.
Its bachelor of applied health, bachelor of business management, bachelor of manufacturing
management and a psychology program offered jointly with the University of Minnesota, Duluth, are
available online. And UMC is developing capacity for delivering more degrees via the Web.
A new apartment-style residence hall opened fall semester and was dedicated Oct. 12. Centennial
Hall is a 21-unit facility Bruininks called "the nicest building of its kind I've seen on a college
campus." Speaking of Centennial Hall's many amenities, Bruininks said research shows that "if you
pay attention to these issues, students are more successful."

"Good things are happening on the Crookston campus and we're pleased with the progress that is
occurring on a number of fronts," said Robert Jones, the University's senior vice president for
system administration.

As a collaborator, UMC can use its expertise in areas like technology, agriculture and business
management to better serve the region and position the campus well to continue attracting a
growing international population and the eye of developing countries:

UMC has a long history of working with local farmers to solve problems and improve yields.
The University's Northwest Research and Outreach Center is adjacent to UMC, providing students
and faculty members with access to world-class agricultural research.
The University's Extension Service is also on campus, and UMC has a strong collaborative
relationship with Extension and its agricultural, health, nutrition and youth outreach programs.
UMC has deep expertise in using technology to deliver information. UMC is the original "laptop
University"--all students are provided laptops, and a lot of student information is accessible through
the Web.

This close collaboration between education, agricultural research and outreach at UMC could serve as a recruiting
tool for developing world students who are interested in sustainable economic development in their countries,
suggested Bruininks.

"When I travel around the world the first question I get asked is how do you connect education and
research with people in the community," said Bruininks.

A final report on UMC's strategic positioning efforts is to be completed by mid-November.

"By working together--students, faculty, staff and community--we are creating a new vision for the
University of Minnesota, Crookston," Casey said. "This journey will lead to a more competitive and
culturally transformed campus known for its exceptional undergraduate experience and for the
unparalleled value it creates for the region."

FURTHER READING Envisioning something big: Q&A with Chancellor Casey (March 1, 2005)
Crookston continues online leadership (Oct. 26, 2006)
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In addition to a boost in
energy and diminished stress,
increasing daily steps can help
control or manage weight and
reduce the chance for
developing diseases such as
heart disease, certain types of
cancer, Type 2 diabetes and
obesity.

Step by step to begin

* Go to Health Connections
to get started.

* Select the HealthPartners
10,000 Steps program.

* Follow the online
directions and click through
to the HealthPartners Web
site to register.

* Use the promotion code
designated for University of
Minnesota employees:
PNUSTEP

* After providing personal
identification and address
information, you will be
asked to:
1. Decide whether to
participate online or by mail
using a printed version of
the program.
2. Choose between two
separate editions of the
10,000 Steps program, the
"Feel Great" or "Lose
Weight" edition.

If you need assistance in
completing the online
registration process, call the
HealthPartners Phone Line
at:
* 952-883-7800 Twin Cities
area
* 1-800-311-1052 outside
the metro area
* 952-883-7498 (TTY)

Or contact HealthPartners
representatives by e-mail.

Walk for wellness
10,000 Steps invites U employees statewide to boost their physical
activity this fall

By Susan Wiese

Brief, Oct. 18, 2006

Want to feel more energized, lose weight or sleep better? Walking
may be the key.

Americans walk an average of 3,000 to 5,000 steps a day. By
increasing to 10,000 steps, it's possible to meet the recommended
goal of 30 minutes of moderate-intensity physical activity most
days.*

Walking 10,000 steps a day is a good goal for general health
improvement. The HealthPartners 10,000 Steps program is about
helping people achieve levels of activity that are simple,
sustainable and tailored to the individual.

First Annual
JACK'S RUN

Use your pedometer at this free, 5,000-meter, co-ed, open race for
teams and individuals.

Saturday, Oct. 21
11 a.m.
Les Bolstad Golf Course
U of M, St. Paul

Donations will be accepted at the meet: all proceeds will go to cancer research and the Jack
Johnson Scholarship. The meet honors long-time equipment manager Jack Johnson, who passed
away in February. For more information, go to Apple Raceberry JaM , click on Cross Country and
look for Jack's Run in the list of upcoming events.

University of Minnesota employees statewide can now enjoy health benefits from the 10,000 Steps program. It's
open to all part-time and full-time employees, as well as early retirees, people with disabilities and those covered by
COBRA. That includes UPlan Medical Program members and their spouses or same-sex domestic partners, whether
they're enrolled in the Medica or HealthPartners health plan.

"We're encouraging employees to accumulate their steps in whatever way fits their lifestyle," says
Carol Carrier, vice president for human resources. "It may be climbing the stairs instead of taking
the elevator, traveling down an additional aisle at the grocery store or going for a brisk walk."

Carrier is an avid walker herself and routinely makes the trip to and from campus on foot.

Participants are encouraged to set a goal for improved fitness, to track and record daily physical
activity in terms of steps and to work gradually toward the recommended 10,000 steps per day.

More than 2,200 faculty and staff members have enrolled in the
program since it launched at the beginning of October, according to
UPlan Wellness Program manager Murray Harber.

The deadline to register is the end of December, but enroll now to take
advantage of fall weather and clear walkways.

Everyone who enrolls in 10,000 Steps receives a pedometer and
messages to encourage and motivate them through the eight weeks.

Why use a pedometer?

A pedometer provides a tangible way to measure strategies for more
movement on a daily basis. A University of Minnesota study showed
that when people wear pedometers they are likely to walk farther--
about 2,100 steps or 30 percent farther per day. The research also
showed that a person who wears a pedometer is likely to stick much
longer to a walking routine.**

Many U employees got their first pedometers during the Trek Across
the U campaign in 2004. The pedometers for 10,000 Steps are "new
and improved"--easier to use and more reliable than earlier models.

Recognition and rewards

Upon completion, all University participants will receive an e-certificate
of achievement. Active employees who are UPlan Medical Program
members can also earn $65 for completing the 10,000 Steps progra--if
they have not already earned two wellness rewards in 2006.

Spouses and same-sex domestic partners of UPlan members can
participate, but they do not qualify to receive a $65 dollar wellness
reward.

REFERENCES

*Hatano Y. "Use of the pedometer for promoting daily walking
exercise." International Council for Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation, 1993; 29:4-8.

**Myers, Susanne. "What's a pedometer and why would I need one?"
Ezine@rticles, Jan. 17, 2006.

10,000 Steps and Count on Feeling Great! are the registered trademarks of HealthPartners, Inc.
This document contains copyrighted materials of HealthPartners, and is used with permission of
HealthPartners. All rights reserved.

Susan Wiese is the communications project manager for the UPlan Wellness Program. 
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A new $7.9 million grant to the
Center for Magnetic
Resonance Research, directed
by Kamil Ugurbil, will expand
access to brain imaging
technology for University
neuroscience researchers.

New grant opens imaging opportunities
The National Institutes of Health grant will expand neuroscience
imaging research at the University

By Deane Morrison

Oct. 20, 2006

When Socrates advised "know thyself," he couldn't have realized
what a complicated feat that would be for modern students of the
brain. For today's neuroscientists, a deep knowledge of how the
human brain works is essential to preventing and treating disorders
that have wreaked havoc with individuals, families and even
nations. At the University, the Center for Magnetic Resonance
Research (CMRR) is among the premier centers for probing brain
structure, chemistry and function. Recently, it became one of four
institutions in the country to receive a five-year, $7.9 million grant
from the National Institutes of Health. CMRR will use the money to
open its powerful imaging technology to more University
neuroscience researchers. The result will be more work on more
aspects of the nervous system, which will translate into better
prospects for preventing, postponing and treating nervous system
disorders. The need is pressing; it has been estimated that as
many as one in three Americans will be affected by such a disorder
during his or her lifetime. Also, a large study by the World Health Organization, the World Bank and
Harvard University indicated that in the developed world, brain-related maladies were six of the top
10 reasons why people between 15 and 44 years old lost years of healthy life. Of the 40 institutions
that applied for the NIH Blueprint Grant for Neuroscience Research, CMRR received the highest
score on its application. "This grant is a result of all of our work on brain sciences at the CMRR,"
said Kamil Ugurbil, director of CMRR and professor of radiology, neuroscience and medicine at the
University of Minnesota Medical School, in a news release. "Now we will be able to expand it by
creating an environment that allows our technology to be used by the larger neuroscience
community."

The development of techniques to produce images of working brains
and of Alzheimer's plaques are examples of first-time accomplishments
credited to the unique high magnetic field magnetic resonance research
carried out in CMRR.

CMRR is an interdisciplinary research laboratory that houses state-of-the-art magnetic resonance facilities. In
magnetic resonance studies, powerful magnets are used to produce a strong magnetic field. The person being
studied is placed in the field and pulses of radio waves are applied. The combination of magnetism and radio waves
causes the nuclei of atoms to emit characteristic signals that reveal, for example, the distribution of chemicals or
blood flow in the brain or that can be used to produce images of the brain. MR techniques are noninvasive and often
supply information that cannot be obtained by other techniques such as X-rays, ultrasound or CT scans. The
development of techniques to produce images of working brains and of Alzheimer's plaques are examples of first-
time accomplishments credited to the unique high magnetic field MR research carried out in CMRR. CMRR's
magnets are six times as strong as most MRI machines found in a typical clinical setting. Magnetic resonance is
considered safe for children, which means it has potential in the study of normal development as well as childhood
disorders. The literature of neuroscience contains numerous reports of MR's usefulness, such as its ability to detect
abnormalities associated with schizophrenia. From tracing the workings of the human visual system to tracking the
areas of the brain involved in performing different tasks, MR can and is contributing substantially to the growing body
of knowledge about that most enigmatic of organs. The NIH Blueprint for Neuroscience Research grants were
developed as a partnership between 15 NIH institutes and centers to accelerate neuroscience research by
encouraging the creation of centralized infrastructures. Other recipients of Blueprint grants were the Burnham
Institute for Medical Research, La Jolla, Calif.; University of Alabama, Birmingham; and Washington University, St.
Louis, Missouri.

Read about the Presidential Initiative on Brain Function Across the Lifespan.

The University recently hosted a conference on how the brain adapts.
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Merrilyn Dawson with a paper
clipping of her self in 1943.

Walking history
One woman's heart condition is repaired with two very different
procedures--63 years apart

Oct. 20, 2006

Merrilyn Dawson doesn't need to see the list of "firsts" in heart
surgery to know that the University of Minnesota is a leader in the
field. Instead, she is living proof of the University's innovations--and
has the newspaper clippings to prove it. In 1943, when she was
just five years old, Dawson made medical history when she
underwent an experimental surgery at the former University of
Minnesota Hospital to tie off a leaking blood vessel that led to her
heart. "I remembered being very cold and lots of bright lights, and
above there was a gallery full of people," says Dawson. About six
decades later, Dawson's doctors informed her that the artery was
leaking again due to the same condition: patent ductus arteriosus
(PDA). The sutures from the original surgery had probably come
loose, though doctors weren't sure when. They just knew the artery
needed to be fixed. And soon. Dawson came back to the University of Minnesota Medical Center,
Fairview last April for another procedure. But this time--63 years later--the leaky artery was repaired
using now-standard, much less painful heart catheterization. Through a leg catheter, doctors put a
tiny device in Dawson's blood vessel to close the hole, and just a few hours later, she was ready to
go home. The tiny device that mended Dawson's heart is the Amplatzer septal occluder, which was
invented by Kurt Amplatz, M.D., a retired professor of radiology, and was tested in clinical trials at
the University of Minnesota in the late 1990s. "It's a miracle that this was invented and that I was
alive to benefit from it," Dawson says. The differences between the two procedures couldn't be
greater. Dawson's 1943 surgery was one of the first of its kind in the country. Performed by
legendary surgeon Owen Wangensteen--years before the first successful open-heart surgery--the
procedure was considered highly experimental. After many hours in surgery, Wangensteen ran
down the hallway toward Dawson's mother. "He was waving his arms, saying, 'It's a success! It's a
success,'" says Dawson. And when her mother started to thank him, he said, "Don't thank me.
Thank God." After that surgery, Dawson stayed in the hospital for a week under the supervision of
two full-time nurses. In those days, surgeons went into the body through the ribs and physically tied
off the leak, leaving behind a large chest scar, says John Bass, M.D., the University pediatric
cardiologist who performed Dawson's second procedure. (Most heart lesions, such as PDAs, are
now repaired during a child's first years of life.) "When she went through this 63 years ago, it was
very difficult," Bass says. "I don't think she understood how easy this [second procedure] was going
to be until it was over. And that's understandable considering what she went through the first time."
But easy it was. Dawson was under conscious sedation throughout the 2.5-hour heart
catheterization, so she could hear Bass tell his team when the Amplatzer device had fixed the leak.
"That was a wonderful feeling," she says. Dawson didn't even need stitches, just pressure on her
leg where the catheter was inserted to stop the bleeding. Because this is now considered an
outpatient procedure, after a few hours of observation, Dawson was on her way home. And for the
big difference this simple procedure has made in her life, she is grateful. "If it weren't for medical
research, these things wouldn't happen," Dawson says. "I set a goal when my grandson was born
eight years ago that I wanted to see him grow into a man, and now I probably will."
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Food security means ensuring
ready access to enough food-
-and a high enough quality of
food--for an active, healthy
life.

Community Food Security
Assessments

The Community Food
Security Assessment is a
toolkit created by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
to assess food security
within a community. It
includes a general guide to
community assessment and
focused materials for
examining six basic
assessment components
related to community food
security. These include
guides for profiling general
community characteristics
and community food
resources as well as
materials for assessing
household food security,
food resource accessibility,
food availability and
affordability, and community
food production resources.
Data collection tools include
secondary data sources,
focus group guides, and a
food store survey
instrument.

Mapping the way to food security
Public engagement spotlight

By Stephanie Wilkes

Brief, Oct. 25, 2006

In May 2004, a fatal shooting at Jerry's Flower Shop on 33rd and
Lyndale Avenue in north Minneapolis left the McKinley community
devastated. At Fellowship Missionary Baptist Church, neighbors
asked Pastor Albert Gallmon, Jr. to help convert the site of tragedy
into a site of hope.

Gallmon and congregation member Bernadette Longo--a gardener,
former farmer, and University faculty member--talked about the
idea of opening a food co-op at the site. In turn, Longo and long-
time cooperative activist Angela Dawson began exploring the
possibility. Longo and Dawson established the Northside Food
Project as a first step to address food security issues in north
Minneapolis. Food security means ensuring ready access to
enough food--and a high enough quality of food--for an active,
healthy life.

Dawson had been directly affected by the lack of healthy food options. She had one child with
asthma, another with food allergies, and for awhile, no car. When the only nearby market with fresh
produce closed, she and her children were forced to go to a gas station.

Rhetoric faculty member Bernadette Longo

"It was also a major drug distribution hub," she says. "It just was not
right. I knew I was not the only mother on the Northside who wanted to
get my hands on some decent food and couldn't."

Longo, an associate professor of rhetoric in the College of Food,
Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences, specializes in scientific and
technical communication.

"This type of community engagement is especially important for me as a faculty member at an
urban land-grant university," says Longo. "We have a fundamental mission to serve the citizens of
our state."

The Northside Food Project got funding from the City of Minneapolis--specifically, from the Steps to
a Healthier Minneapolis program in the Department of Health and Human Services. In addition,
Longo and Dawson worked with Minnesota Food Share and won a seed grant from the University's
Office for Public Engagement in 2005.

In spring 2006, members of the McKinley Community Association asked
Dawson, now director of the Northside Food Project, and Longo to do a
community food security assessment (see box, right). Through the
assessment, community members would research what types of food they buy
and what types they would like to buy.

Longo and Dawson used a grant from the Center for Urban and
Regional Affairs (CURA) Neighborhood Planning for Community
Revitalization to recruit a master's student in public health to research
literature on food security over the summer. Gillian Lawrence, from the
U's graduate program in public health, was well versed in food security
issues. The project was a perfect way to meld her personal and
academic interests.

"Getting outside of the University setting helped me to see the more
applied aspects of public health research," says Lawrence.

Longo and Dawson also received Office of Public Engagement
funding to recruit a graduate student in rhetoric to create an asset map
of food security on the Northside. One goal of asset mapping, says
Longo, was to start from a positive base--the assets and resources
available in the community--to work with, draw from, and pull together.

"The food situation is a pretty negative one," Longo says. "But despite
all the challenges in North Minneapolis, there is a tremendous amount
of assets and people who are very knowledgeable and capable, and
who want to better the neighborhood."

Bethany Iverson--a graduate student in the Department of Rhetoric
with an undergraduate degree from the Minneapolis College of Art and
Design--spent the summer scouting 12 neighborhoods in north Minneapolis. She recorded the
location of grocery stores (food outlets), convenience stores, restaurants, churches, schools, health
and medical centers, parks or recreation sites and centers of youth, arts or community. Then
Iverson went to the computer and created a map to illustrate the location of these food-related
resources in relation to each other and to the community.

Bethany Iverson, a graduate student in the Department of Rhetoric,
mapped food-related assets on the Northside of Minneapolis. You can
download the Northside Food Project asset map (247K PDF).

"It's really interesting, because once you start to map these things, you
see there are actually little pockets where the community is
thriving...and there are these big empty expanses where there is
nothing," says Iverson. "One of the most interesting parts of doing this
project is finding all of these little hidden gems."

Now that the literature research and the asset map are complete, Longo and Dawson are making
plans for the next steps in the community food assessment. They're seeking the funds to hire and
train community members to conduct surveys of the food security situation by going to area food
outlets and convenience stores to inventory products and prices.

Another goal of the Northside Food Project is to set up a community nutrition campaign to begin
introducing new kinds of eating habits and buying patterns, raising awareness of the benefits of
eating fresh vegetables and of diets that are lower in carbohydrates. Right now the Northside has
unusually high rates of diabetes, obesity, heart disease and high blood pressure, all nutrition-related
conditions.

"Step one is to help folks integrate this kind of food into their diet, and that is where we are right
now," says Longo. "You have a high percentage of the population receiving food stamps, so you see
buying patterns where people binge and then go without. Folks will typically buy once a month and
make it last the whole month, buying a lot of carbohydrates and stuff that is going to last, like
processed foods."

Longo and Dawson also are getting closer to realizing the dream of making fresh food more
available in Northside neighborhoods. After miles of red tape due to strict city guidelines, a farmers
market was held at the Fellowship Missionary Baptist Church on a Sunday in August. It was well
received by community members--especially those who have been growing produce and waiting for
a place in the neighborhood to sell it.

"Empowering the community by giving them venues and the resources they need to get their
products out there is going to be another important way of reenergizing the community
economically," says Iverson.

Learn more about food security from the Community Food Security Coalition. You can download "Urban Agriculture
and Community Food Security in the United States: Farming From the City Center to the Urban Fringe" (PDF), a
primer prepared by the coalition's North American Urban Agriculture Committee in 2003 (32 pp.).

Stephanie Wilkes is a junior in English and linguistics and a communications intern in the Office for Public
Engagement. If you have questions or comments, please e-mail wilk0268@umn.edu . 
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Claire Kari, Department of
Environmental Health and
Safety

How to apply

Applications must be
received by the Civil
Service Committee by the
15th of each month for
consideration and action at
its monthly meeting.
Applicants are encouraged
to send applications by fax
or U.S. mail rather than
campus mail. Requests
must be received by the
committee four weeks
before the date of the
seminar or course.

For more information, go to
Civil Service Committee.

A way to grow
Civil service professional development funds give staff a boost

By Peg Wolff

Brief, Oct. 25, 2006

Claire Kari, Department of Environmental Health and Safety,
recently attended the 15th Annual Symposium on Developmental
Biology. She paid for it with professional development funds
awarded through the Civil Service Committee (CSC).

Robert Copeland, Center for Research on Developmental
Education and Urban Literacy in General College (now part of the
College of Education and Human Development), used a CSC
award to attend a conference that helped him better understand a
research project, Pass It, sponsored by the center.

Robert Copeland, Center for Research on Developmental Education

Kari and Copeland are two of twelve civil service staff University-wide
who have received professional development funds so far in the 2006-
07 fiscal year.

Each year the CSC allocates $2,000 of its operating budget for
professional development awards. Eligible civil service staff members
are those with appointments of 75 percent or more who get no

professional development funds from their departments. Awards are used for conference
registrations, certificate programs, workshops, classes, and seminars that help staff meet the
changing demands of their jobs and enrich their lives. Kari sees professional development funds as
a way to grow.

"The funds create the means for staff to stay current and involved in intellectual activities," she says.
"An enlightened staff is better able to serve the community at the U and the larger community that
the University serves. The funds also give tangible demonstration of the University's commitment to
its employees' intellectual health, foster lifelong learning, provide opportunities for learning and
networking that would otherwise be unavailable, and are a strong component of a mentally robust
support staff."

Copeland says that the funds allow CS staff the opportunity to extend
themselves beyond what is normally available in their jobs and enrich their
work and their lives.

"I now have a much better grasp of the workings of a specific research
project that we sponsor and a much more collegial relationship with
several faculty members," he says. "I was also exposed to a far
broader understanding of our field of research and teaching, which
helps me in doing my job and in explaining our program to the broader
public."

The CSC funds currently provide awards for less than one percent of
civil service staff. The number of applications has increased this year
and there's a good chance the fund will be depleted by November.
The CSC is looking at ways to expand its professional development
program.

For more information about the civil service professional development
funds, go to Civil Service Committee.

Peg Wolff is the 2006-07 chair of the Civil Service Committee. She works as a principal public relations
representative in University Relations, Twin Cities campus. 
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ATTEND A WORKSHOP

Financing a Home
Wednesday, Nov. 15

Living Close to the U
Thursday, Dec. 14

For more information and to
register, see WorkLife
Seminars.

Patty Franklin's commute
takes her down historic 5th
Street S.E. in Minneapolis.
She's one of an increasing
number of people choosing to
live close to work in order to
save time, energy, and money,
to feel better and to be close
to places they love.

Loving the commute
Neighborhoods close to the Twin Cities campus seek faculty and
graduate students

By Jan Morlock

Brief, Oct. 25, 2006

Patty Franklin walks the commute to her job at the Twin Cities
campus, and she treasures every moment of it. From her home in
the Marcy-Holmes neighborhood of Minneapolis, Franklin often
makes time for the slow route to Morrill Hall, where she works in
the Office of the President.

"The best thing about walking to work is that it's my time to clear
my head," she says. Franklin varies her route, often walking down
5th Street S.E. to look at the historic houses and see what her
neighbors have done lately in their gardens. She sometimes walks
through Dinkytown to see what's in the store windows. She walks
the same neighborhood streets where John Pillsbury, the
University's founding benefactor, and Maria Sanford, the
University's first woman professor, once lived.

Franklin is one of the growing number of people who have turned a
trend around and made the choice to live close to their work, to
recapture precious time that they once spent stuck in traffic, sitting in their cars. They do it to save
money, energy, time, to feel better physically, or just to be close to places they love to visit. In fact,
Franklin has decided not to own a car at all. She gets around on foot, by bicycle, and by ZipCar, the
convenient car rental option now provided by the University.

TAKE THE SURVEY

Does living within walking distance to work or classes at the U appeal to you? Take three minutes to
complete a housing interests survey to help plan attractive housing options within walking distance
for faculty, staff, graduate students, and alumni. Sponsored by the U's Center for Urban and
Regional Affairs and neighborhoods adjacent to the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Go to the Housing Interests survey.

So, it's a charming neighborhood with historic houses. What about the other things a person needs in order to live?
"Not a problem," says Franklin. "The cultural and shopping options keep getting better."

On the nearby riverfront at St. Anthony Main are a movie theater and restaurants. The Old St.
Anthony area of East Hennepin has lots of good shopping, with a new Lund's grocery store opening
next month. And when she wants to branch out beyond her neighborhood, "I can ride my bike
across the Stone Arch Bridge, or take a five-minute bus ride to downtown Minneapolis."

Choices in housing options within easy walking, biking, and busing distance to the University have
increased dramatically in the last few years. In addition to the variety of well-built, traditional, single-
family houses, new condos, lofts, town homes, and apartments have sprung up in every direction
from campus. Former industrial buildings, warehouses, grain elevators, and even the original
Pillsbury flour mill are being transformed into lofty, creative living spaces, many with views of the
city, the University, and the river.

The welcome mat is out--neighborhoods near campus are organizing, very
deliberately, to attract university faculty, staff, alumni, and students to come
and live in their communities. The neighborhoods of Marcy-Holmes, Southeast
Como, and Prospect Park are collaborating with local government and
developers to allow creative zoning and site and building design to
accommodate new population growth and new mixes of housing and
commercial space. They're reaching out to graduate students and their
families to encourage them to rent, and eventually purchase, a home in the
campus neighborhoods. They are investigating the possibilities for life-cycle
housing--building attractive places where University faculty, staff, and alumni of
retirement age would want to live. The three neighborhoods, with the
assistance of the University's Center for Urban and Regional Affairs, have
created an online survey to assess your interests in wishing to live near
campus. Link to the survey (see box, above left) and take three minutes to let them know what you are thinking.

"What I like best about living in a neighborhood near campus is the flat-out convenience," says Peg
Wolff, who lives in the Seward neighborhood of Minneapolis, works in the Office of University
Relations, and chairs the Civil Service Committee. "If I need to tend to my dogs or just want to have
lunch at home in my own kitchen, I can zip back and forth in no time, and my route is along West
River Parkway! What could be lovelier? In the summer, I come to work on my bike just because it's
a beautiful trip."

If you're thinking of a move, check out the advantages of living close to campus. Attend the
upcoming workshop series (see box, above right) created especially for Twin Cities campus faculty
and staff, sponsored by the Office of Human Resources Work/Life and Wellness Program, the Office
of Relocation Assistance, and the Office of University Relations.

Jan Morlock is the director of community relations for the Twin Cities campus in the Office of University Relations. 
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Allen Levine will become dean
of the new College of Food,
Agricultural and Natural
Resource Science in
November.

The College of Food,
Agricultural and Natural
Resource Sciences
(CFANS)

The new college was
created July 1, 2006, and
brought together the former
College of Natural
Resources, College of
Agricultural, Food and
Environmental Science, and
Department of Food
Science and Nutrition.
Today it includes

* 14 undergraduate majors
and 14 graduate programs
* About 1,800
undergraduates and more
than 800 graduate students
* Nearly 270 faculty
members and 800 staff
members

For more information about
CFANS, see the college
profile.

Allen Levine named dean of CFANS
Q&A with an interdisciplinary leader

By Gayla Marty

Brief, Oct. 25, 2006

The announcement this week of Allen Levine's appointment as
dean of the new College of Food, Agricultural and Natural
Resource Sciences (CFANS) on the Twin Cities campus came
after an extensive national search. As one of the University's own,
he currently serves as professor and head of the Department of
Food Science and Nutrition as well as director of the Minnesota
Obesity Center.

Levine joined the faculty in 1981 and today holds joint
appointments in the departments of surgery, psychiatry and
medicine. For more than 25 years, he worked at the Veterans
Affairs Medical Center near Fort Snelling in Minneapolis, nearly 18
years as deputy associate chief of staff for research. More recently,
he has commuted daily from his home in Mendota Heights to
department offices in Food Science and Nutrition on the Twin
Cities campus in St. Paul.

He has published more than 260 scientific papers and more than 85 review articles, editorials, and
book reviews. He has received millions of dollars of grant funding and has won major national
awards for his research efforts. He also sits on several national editorial boards and advisory
boards, in addition to serving as a journal reviewer and grant reviewer.

Upon approval by the Board of Regents, Levine will begin his new appointment Nov. 13, moving up
the hill on Eckles Avenue to the dean's office in Coffey Hall, which overlooks the St. Paul campus
mall. "The campus is lovely at all levels," he says, "the experimental fields, landscape plantings,
incredibly sophisticated laboratories, and hosts of students and faculty."

Levine talked Monday about the new college and his work.

Brief: What's your history with Minnesota?

Levine: I grew up in New Jersey and completed my undergraduate work at Rutgers University. I
came to botany kind of by accident, while changing my major from music to pre-med, but I loved it
so much I stayed. In 1970, I came to Minnesota to study wetland ecology with [retired Regents
Professor] Eville Gorham. He's like a king in his field and I remember the first time I met him--there
he was, sitting in a sweater in his office, the guy who discovered acid rain. When he took me under
his wing as a graduate student, it was an incredible honor.

What do you love about your work and your field? What's your passion?

I changed fields after completing my M.S. in botany at Minnesota--to nutrition, the discipline in which
I completed my Ph.D. Since 1978, I've pursued research related to neural regulation of food
intake....I'm interested in the role of the endogenous opioids (such as endorphins) in the pleasure
associated with eating. That led me to apply for a grant to fund an obesity center through the
National Institutes of Health--to conduct research in all areas of obesity research, from molecules to
behavior. Together with a great team of investigators, I have directed this center for ten years. We
recently received $5.5 million to fund the center for another five years.

What particular strengths and gifts do you bring to the new College of Food, Agricultural and
Natural Resource Sciences?

I spent around 18 years at the Minneapolis VA [Veterans Administration] Medical Center as an
administrator of the Research Service, and I also headed a team of scientists that evaluated many
VA medical centers around the country. Together with my research and teaching, this administrative
experience led to an understanding of how to work with teams of faculty, students and staff. I've also
been president or executive director of four nonprofit organizations on a volunteer basis. I believe
that all of these experiences have taught me about consensus building and striving for excellence at
the organizational and individual level.

How is CFANS unique in the nation and the world? How does it make the University of
Minnesota distinctive and strong?

Our uniqueness resides in our relevance to real problems. We ensure the
safety of the food and water supply. We care about having enough food and
worry that some may have too much food. We turn biomass into biofuels. We
work with molecules, microbes, plants and animals in the water, on the land
and in the sky. We use all the tools of big science to make our planet a
friendlier, more sustainable place.

We're interested in understanding how the provisions of the land and
water lead to healthier and more fulfilling lives. Integrating natural
resources sciences with agricultural and food sciences creates a
holistic framework in which to realize this vision.

CFANS is one of the few colleges that studies food, agricultural and
natural resource sciences at a university that also has a strong
academic health center, a major institute of public affairs, a superb law
school and a first-rate business school. Our faculty work together with
members of all these units, making for a unique source of strong,
cross-disciplinary studies. Our students have great opportunities in
interacting with students and teachers across a wide spectrum of
interests related to agriculture and natural resources.

How do you see the new college in relationship to the
University's statewide presence?

Our college is dedicated to the land-grant mission of working with all
citizens of Minnesota in discovery, education and service related to the
health of our land, air and water. Our mission is relevant to the needs
of Minnesota--the translation of basic science into solution-driven
science. Many of our faculty are environmental scientists and will work closely with the Institute on
the Environment. The college has a research and outreach centers positioned in strategic sites
around the state, which conduct relevant research and educate the general public. We also work
closely with the Extension Service throughout Minnesota.

What do you want faculty and staff members across the state to know about you?

That I love scientific inquiry--that I enjoy sharing this pursuit with colleagues and students--and that I
care deeply about working in an environment that is supportive and respectful, that encourages
freedom of thought leading to distinction of ideas.

For more information, see Levine's faculty bio and the news release.
See also the Department of Food Science and Nutrition and the Minnesota Obesity Center.
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Vinay Gidwani, professor of
geography, teaches a one-
credit course on "The Middle
East and U.S. Foreign Policy:
Alternative Voices."

Alternative voices spark debate
IGS-sponsored speaker series and course on U.S. foreign policy in
the Middle East promotes critical thinking--and riles critics

By Jim Thorp

Oct. 24, 2006

Not a day goes by that the airwaves aren't full of news from the
Middle East. With so much information so easily accessible, why
would 44 students commit to extra reading and class time for a
single-credit course that doesn't count toward their majors?

Vinay Gidwani is teaching the one-credit class that stems from the
Institute for Global Studies (IGS) speaker series The Middle East
and U.S. Foreign Policy: Alternative Voices." Organizers expected
15 to 20 students to sign up for the class--but demand has been
more than twice that.

"The degree of interest suggests that there is a population of
students who want to confront, understand and engage with
current geopolitical events that affect us all," says Gidwani, an associate professor of geography
with the University of Minnesota's Institute for Global Studies.

And while the initiative has been criticized as unbalanced, he counters that academia has an
obligation to engage students in exploring all perspectives.

"There has been some criticism that the Israeli mainstream perspective is missing," Gidwani says.
"While I am respectful of this critique, Israel's point of view and security concerns are very well
known and acknowledged. U.S. foreign policy is closely aligned with Israel's interests, and this is
precisely the mainstream perspective students encounter in most media coverage and international
relations courses on the topic."

Views from abroad The aptly named series and class purposefully offers different perspectives
than those typically represented in the media--but the series doesn't revolve around the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict.

"It is the critical task of academia to expose students to the full gamut of
views, to confront ideas and questions--however uncomfortable--that
cannot be discussed and debated with the same patience and rigor
elsewhere."

"The series not only includes alternative voices to the mainstream Israeli narrative--and let's
remember that Jeff Halper, the second speaker in the series, is an Israeli citizen who has lived in
that country and worked in its peace movement since 1973--but also alternative views on the
mainstream U.S. narrative (Joseph Margulies on Guantanamo and the rule of law) and the
mainstream Lebanese narrative (Rami Khouri, Hisham Bizri and Carol Hakim, who have close ties
to Lebanon and are tough critics of Hezbollah)," says Gidwani.

"The recent war in Lebanon is only the latest development that North Americans have struggled to
understand," explains fellow geography professor Bruce Braun, one of the faculty organizers of the
speaker series and companion course. "While these events have been debated widely in the Middle
East, Europe and elsewhere, there has been much less room for alternative voices in the United
States and Canada, as evident in the unanimous vote in support of Israel in the U.S. Senate and the
recent statement by the Canadian deputy prime minister likening Hezbollah to the Nazi Party of the
1930s."

Gidwani says that exploring the historical and political underpinnings of U.S. support for Israel, or
the origins of Hezbollah and whether or not it can be compared to German National Socialism,
provides students with key insights into events and U.S. involvement in the Middle East.

Responsibility and responsiveness The purpose is not to single out one country as primarily
responsible for conflict in the Middle East. "The underlying premise of the course is that it is the
critical task of academia to expose students to the full gamut of views, to confront ideas and
questions--however uncomfortable--that cannot be discussed and debated with the same patience
and rigor elsewhere."

Global Studies at the U
Formed in 1998, the Institute for Global Studies has two primary responsibilities:

- Oversight of the Global Studies undergraduate curriculum

- Programmatic activities including research collaboratives, symposia, workshops and classes

The institute's interdisciplinary focus reflects the diversity and complexity of most issues that are
global in scope, and IGS shares faculty with departments including geography, history,
anthropology, sociology, American studies and women's studies.

Students in the Global Studies major must choose:

- A thematic concentration (Culture, Power, Place; Environment and Sustainable Development;
Governance, Peace and Justice in a Global Context; International Political Economy; or Population,
Migration, and Identity)

- A regional focus (Africa, East Asia, Europe, Latin America, Russia or South Asia).

IGS facilitates this type of exploration by bringing together a small group faculty from across
disciplines to interact and discuss the big issues of the day. Institute faculty can often respond more
quickly to critical problems and current events than their collective departments or colleges could--
making it possible to organize a speaker series and course in a matter of several weeks.

"A one-credit course in response to current events has a certain novelty and significance for
students that standard courses do not," Gidwani explains. "The challenge is finding an instructor
and an institutional platform with advising resources (such as IGS) to launch the course."

Such courses represent an overload for the instructor (above and beyond the typical two-course
teaching load), but "enough instructors care sufficiently about certain issues that this is not an
intractable hurdle," he says.

"In the case of the Alternative Voices course, many people have been involved in making the course
possible. Setting readings on a week-to-week basis gives the course built-in flexibility that allows it
to respond to changing events on the ground, if necessary."

Gidwani credits faculty members Braun, Michael Goldman (Sociology and IGS), Simona Sawhney
(Asian Languages and Literatures) and Rachel Schurman (Sociology and IGS), and IGS staff
Evelyn Davidheiser (director), Klaas Van der Sanden (International Studies Title VI grant
coordinator), Amy Selvius and Allison Lindberg as instrumental to the success of the current
program.

In the end, student engagement matters most. At the outset, Gidwani told them, "No issue--
controversial or not--shall be left off the table: indeed, it is our collective responsibility to use this
privileged academic space to discuss without squeamishness the full gamut of issues that confront
us and as they affect U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East.

"At the end of the semester, I don't expect or want you to agree with me. Agree or disagree, what I
want from you foremost are intellectual rigor and passion."

Further Reading Nobel Peace Prize nominee Jeff Halper at U of M The Prospects for Peace in the
Middle East Film screenings by Arab directors are part of four-day event at U
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President Robert Bruininks,
"Baby Bob" (a newborn calf)
and Cliff Lamb take advantage
of a photo opportunity at the
U's North Central Research
and Outreach Center in Grand
Rapids.

Bruininks tours north central Minnesota

Oct. 24, 2006

President Bob Bruininks spent two days last week in north central
Minnesota touring University facilities, meeting with citizens and
community leaders and outlining his vision for the future of the
University of Minnesota.

And while in Grand Rapids--at the University's North Central
Research and Outreach Center (NCROC)--Bruininks received an
unexpected honor, albeit one quite appropriate for the head of a
land-grant university with deep roots in agriculture. He had a
newborn calf named after him: Bob.

The president and his three-hour-old namesake even took a break
from their routines to pose for a few pictures.

Bruininks toured the Reproductive Biotechnology Center at the
NCROC. The NCROC hosts University beef cow-calf research on
240 acres of pasture, with a modern laboratory, housing and
handling facilities for 250 head of cattle at two locations. The
center's research program is a national model for using advanced
levels of technology to improve reproductive management and
efficiency in beef cattle.

The NCROC and the University of Minnesota Extension Service's Beef Team have coupled their
knowledge and expertise to provide beef producers in Itasca and surrounding counties a wealth of
research-based knowledge to assist them in their day-to-day management practices.

Later that day, Bruininks spoke at a lunch event to the Grand Rapids Area Chamber of Commerce,
joined by Anthony Baraga, chair of the U's Board of Regents. Bruininks outlined how the U is
transforming itself to meet the needs of Minnesota in the 21st century, including how the institution
is reaching out to the private sector through new and innovative avenues.

He also provided an update on new projects on campus and a recent survey of alumni impact on
the state's economy. Following the chamber event, the President spent time with local community
leaders and attended an alumni event hosted by the University of Minnesota Alumni Association.

The next morning, Oct. 20, Bruininks toured the Coleraine Minerals Research Center, part of the U's
National Resources Research Institute. The Coleraine facility acts as a research and development
lab for minerals research both in the University and in industry. The primary focus in the lab is on
taconite ore operations and value-added iron focusing on nugget technologies, environmental
remediation and waste rock by-products.

Bruininks was also a live in-studio guest on KAXE Radio Grand Rapids and toured the local
University of Minnesota Extension office.

Last week's trip was part of a series of Bruininks visits to cities in greater Minnesota. Earlier this
month Bruininks spent three days in northwest Minnesota, spending time both at Crookston and in
the Fargo-Moorhead area. He will visit Rochester in November. The visits allow Bruininks to tour
University facilities throughout the state and share his message about the future of the University
and the importance of the University to all of Minnesota.

Further Reading "Technology and collaboration to advance Crookston campus vision," Oct. 18,
2006.
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The U's "in-situ" training aims
to improve group
communication and dynamics
in emergency and operating
rooms.

Partnering with hospitals on safety training

From eNews, Oct. 26, 2006

The University of Minnesota's School of Public Health is partnering
with hospitals in the Twin Cities on a first-of-its-kind simulation
training to improve patient safety. While past efforts have focused
on the technical skills of doctors, nurses and technicians, this new
training aims to improve critical elements of safety that are much
more difficult to measure, namely communication and group
dynamics.

"Experts are finding that threats to patient safety are not because
hospital staff lack technical skills or a commitment to safety," says
University associate professor William Riley. "Rather, most often,
the cause is a breakdown in communication among hospital staff."

Riley is working with Fairview Health Services to launch "In Situ"
simulation training. Unlike most hospital safety training that occurs
in classrooms or simulation laboratories, the In Situ training
happens in real-world emergency and operating rooms. (The
dictionary definition of "in situ" is "in its original place" or "on site.")

The simulation scenarios are fast-paced and involve emergency "stressors"-- something that
suddenly goes wrong with a patient or procedure--to replicate key parts of the clinical environment.
High-tech audio and video equipment catch the action so medical teams can review their
performance in a post-simulation debriefing.

Riley is working with leaders from Fairview as well as other University faculty, including Helen
Hansen from the School of Nursing and Karyn Baum from the Medical School. That interdisciplinary
team, in turn, is collaborating with Federal Aviation Administration pilots to develop the training. Like
in the airline industry, the medical trainers track the "near-misses" of each simulation to, as Riley
says, "prospectively look at potential errors."

With 14 simulations behind them and 30 scheduled for the coming year, Riley says the impact on
the hospital staff has been tremendous.

"When the teams see the playback of their simulation on screen, they realize immediately where
communication can be improved, processes are failed, and mistakes are made," he says. "In 25
years of training, this is the most powerful teaching method I've ever seen."

Republished from Advances, summer 2006, a publication from the School of Public Health.
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Consider sugar content,
wrappers and chewiness
before making Haloween trick-
or-treat purchases.

Trick-or-treat safety

From eNews, Oct. 26, 2006

As parents scramble to get last-minute supplies and finish
costumes this Halloween, Kia Harries, 4-H youth development
educator with the University of Minnesota Extension Service, has
some helpful hints.

First and foremost, remember to make sure the costumes are safe
for the children wearing them, says Harries. She recommends the
following:

To prevent tripping, make sure costumes aren't too long.
Make sure children can see through masks easily. Also, the
masks shouldn't cover their mouths.
Make sure there is room for layers of clothing under a costume,
so children can stay warm while they're out trick-or-treating.

When deciding on treats to give trick-or-treaters who appear at the
door, Harries says age-appropriate items are best. She
recommends considering sugar content, wrappers and chewiness before making purchases.
Children who are too young for chewy candy run the risk of choking. Alternatives to candy include
coupons for local stores or restaurants, or coins for their piggy banks.

Harries encourages parents to walk with their children when they go trick-or-treating and to stand
near the door when they stop at a home. "Keep an eye on your children at all times," she advises.
"Keep track of what homes they visit and what treats they receive at each home."

If your child hasn't yet decided on a Halloween costume, Harries has tips to help busy parents arrive
at a quick solution:

Look in closets and see what could be transformed into a costume, such as an old shirt or pair of
pants. Let children paint on them or cut designs in them.
Think about making a coat or warm clothes part of your child's costume, so they can stay warm
while outside. Your child could become a snowman or a winter sports enthusiast, for example.
Check jewelry boxes or toy boxes for costume jewelry that could be part of a costume for fairy,
gypsy or princess.
Use television, movie or cartoon characters as a starting point. Then think about what you have
around the house that could fit for the character. For example, a flannel shirt and a tool belt could
turn a child into Al from the television show "Tool Time," or black clothing, cat ears and whiskers
could make Cat Woman.
Check your fabric box or visit a fabric store for remnants to inspire ideas. You could stitch pieces of
fabric into a clown costume.

For more Halloween safety tips, listen to the University of Minnesota Moment.
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Salim Nyarecha, who
completed his UMC degree
online, is a bachelor of
manufacturing student from
the Twin Cities who traveled
with his family to participate in
commencement at the
Crookston campus in May
2006.

Crookston continues online leadership
UMC can now offer all existing degree programs via the Internet

By Jim Thorp

Oct. 27, 2006

Nearly 300 miles northwest of the University of Minnesota's Twin
Cities campus, the rich Red River Valley gives rise to sugar beets,
sunflowers and small grains. These days it's also fertile ground for
tech-savvy University of Minnesota Crookston graduates and
online degrees with U credibility.

In October UMC received official notice of accreditation from the
Higher Learning Commission (HLC)--part of the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools, or NCA--enabling the U's
northernmost campus to offer any of its current degree programs
online with Board of Regents approval. This "blanket" accreditation
streamlines the process of creating online degree programs; in the
past, a proposed online degree program required the review and
approval of both the board and HLC to be fully accredited.

Online degrees are key to UMC's strategic positioning efforts,
benefiting the campus itself, the regional economy and U system
as a whole.

"A well-educated workforce is essential to sustainable community and regional vitality," says UMC
Chancellor Charles H. Casey. "By taking the classroom to the student, we are providing diverse and
deserving learners greater access to high-quality baccalaureate education."

The accreditation is well-deserved recognition for a rural campus with a history of blazing high-tech
trails on behalf of the U.

Natural progression
UMC currently offers its complete bachelor of applied health (BAH) program, as well as many
individual courses, online. It will offer two additional degrees, a bachelor of manufacturing
management (BMM) and a bachelor of science in business (BSB), entirely online beginning in
January 2007, just in time for the spring semester.

David Seyfried, assistant professor of health management and applied health, oversees the BAH
program, which was launched in the mid-1990s as the first online degree offered by the U. Seyfried
says that the BAH online program was a natural fit for UMC--and a way to meet a critical need in the
health care industry.

"There are a lot of other fly-by-night schools that offer [online] degrees;
however, those schools are not always readily recognized as being top
quality."

"Health care organizations needed their professionals to have more training in areas like finance,
policy, leadership, administration and law," he says. "Our traditional BAH program offered that, but
many health care workers had no access to classes. And even if classes were available, most
potential students were on rotating shifts--they could make it to class for two weeks, then their shifts
would change and they couldn't make it at that time anymore."

Michelle Christopherson, director of UMC's Center for Adult Learning, says moving a UMC degree
online is less a matter of conversion than enhancement, because Crookston faculty incorporate so
much technology in the classroom already. Since becoming the original "Laptop U" in 1993 (and
with the advent of campus-wide high-speed and wireless internet access) even on-campus classes
take advantage of downloadable presentations and lectures, streaming video, audio commentary,
message boards and e-mail--not to mention available technical support and expertise.

QUICK FACTS

UMC leases and maintains 1,150 notebooks computers as part of its Laptop U initiative.

On-campus students taking six credits or more are charged a $500 technology fee each semester,
which covers:
- An IBM/Lenovo R60 computer
- Unlimited laser printing
- High-speed internet connectivity
- Wireless access in all labs, lounges and outdoor common areas
- Loaner computers if hardware repair is required
- Microsoft Office suite and anti-virus software
- Infrastructure, network and technical support

The results of a recent survey dispel the notion that that 24/7 access to a computer increases
recreational use of the computer:
- UMC students play computer games on a daily basis less often than other students in the state.
- UMC students download music or videos less often than other students in the state.

UMC estimates the volume of tech support calls at roughly 50 per day.

"Incorporating technology into the classroom is nothing new to our faculty--they're already doing it
on a daily basis," Christopherson says.

"The online degree programs are the result of a small campus using its resources to the best ends--
taking advantage of our capabilites and meeting a need," Seyfried says. "All the variables are in
place, and it makes sense to do."

Good fit
The average UMC online degree seeker is age 35 to 55, likely female, works at least part-time, and
juggles a variety of family and personal obligations. One such student is Helen Wamstad of Grand
Forks, N.D., who worked for 16 years as an LPN (licensed practical nurse) in a nursing home before
she realized the additional opportunities that would be open to her with a bachelor's degree. She
says she was impressed with the number of credits that transferred from past college coursework.

"When you're in your fifties, you don't want to lose a bunch of credits and have to go to school for
seven more years," she says. "I'd taken a lot of classes over the years, and I didn't think I should
have to start over."

Betty Larson, a senior from Fosston, Minn., in the online BSB program, specifically chose UMC to
combat the perception that online degree programs are substandard.

"I knew that a degree from UMC would be a well-respected degree. There are a lot of other fly-by-
night schools that offer [online] degrees; however, those schools are not always readily recognized
as being top quality," she says.

John Wheeler, a 30-year employee at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., also completed the
online BAH program. Wheeler needed a self-paced program to accommodate his workload at Mayo,
hunting, and playing in a rock band; UMC's online BAH program does not require a minimum
number of courses each semester.

"I took one class at a time except for one time that I doubled up, and until my final year I never took
any summer classes," he says.

Flexibility meets credibility--online degree programs are adding yet another feather to Crookston's
high-tech cap.

For more on UMC students Helen Wamstad, John Wheeler and others, go to the UMC Center for
Adult Learning's Student Stories page.

Further reading:

UMC Secures 10-Year Accreditation, Blanket Approval for Online Degrees

Technology and collaboration to advance Crookston campus vision

Envisioning something big
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U alum Margaret (Peggy)
Lucas contributes both to the
economy and the quality of life
in Minnesota as the founder of
Twin Cities-based Brighton
Development Corporation.

U survey shows broad alumni impact
Survey results, governor's proclamation recognize impact 
of U alumni on the state and nation

By Jim Thorp

Oct. 30, 2006

Whether they're creating jobs or scholarships, winning local
elections or international awards, University of Minnesota alumni
are making a difference--and what better time than homecoming to
honor their achievements?

The University's recent Connecting With Our Alumni survey
revealed that U of M graduates system-wide make key
contributions to the economy and quality of life in every county in
Minnesota, all 50 states and 63 foreign countries. For example, of
the 75,000 survey respondents:

A total of 14,801 have founded approximately 19,000 companies
worldwide, employing 1.1 million people.
Of those, 7,383 have founded roughly
10,000 companies in Minnesota, employing
half a million people.

"These numbers confirm what we've always suspected: the University produces people who make
an unparalleled contribution to a healthy business climate," U President Robert Bruininks says.
"When you combine the ingenuity of our students with the high quality academic programs we're
able to offer them, you get a great university that is moving our state, region and the nation forward."

And alumni achievement isn't limited to bottom-line contributions. Of those who responded to the
survey:

10 percent have earned national or international accolades, including academic recognition,
Olympic medals, humanitarian awards and military honors.
78 percent do volunteer work, and one in 14 has served in elected office.
37 percent have led charity organizations, and 23 percent have served on for- and non-profit
boards.
1,154 own patents, including eight who own more than 200 each.

These accomplishments have not gone unnoticed. Governor Tim Pawlenty has declared Saturday,
Nov. 4, to be University of Minnesota Alumni Day (467 K PDF), and University officials are using the
week of homecoming on the Twin Cities campus to begin a communications push to share the
achievements of outstanding U alumni throughout the region.

"Minnesota is hands-down the best place in the world to be. ... You need
to be where you can hire the best people, and there's a great pool of
talent in this area," says Brian Brockway.

Margaret (Peggy) Lucas is one such alum. She founded Brighton Development Corporation, a Twin
Cities company focused on urban housing for people at all income levels and the winner of a 2004
National Preservation Honor Award for its work on the Mill City Museum complex in Minneapolis.

"The University is truly the engine that drives the economy of this state," says Lucas, who earned
both her undergraduate and graduate degrees from the University. "Some states have many
research universities. We have only one, and I think the U is going to mean even more to the future
of this state with increased globalization, its advances in research, and our knowledge economy."

TALENT MAGENT
The U attracts talented people to Minnesota, many of whom choose to stay. Consider that:

>> 60 percent of University alumni live in Minnesota, serving local communities.
>> 53 percent of survey respondents have spent their careers in Minnesota.
>> 60 percent of alumni-founded companies are Minnesota companies, generating $100 billion in
annual revenue.

In fact, 872 respondents said they:

>> moved to Minnesota to attend the U and
>> founded a Minnesota company that is currently still in business and
>> chose to remain in Minnesota to live and work.

Sources: Connecting With Our Alumni survey, Carlson School of Management alumni survey and
Institute of Technology (IT) alumni survey

IT alum and Transoma Medical founder Brian Brockway agrees. "Running a business is really all
about creative problem solving," he says. "For our type of business, Minnesota is hands-down the
best place in the world to be. When technology and innovation are such a big piece of the business,
you need to be where you can hire the best people, and there's a great pool of talent in this area."

The Connecting With Our Alumni study was the largest survey of graduates from all University
campuses. More than 300,000 alumni received the survey, which ran from January to May of this
year. The 51,133 survey responses were combined with those from similar surveys administered
independently by the Carlson School of Management (2005) and IT (2004). The total number of
alumni surveyed--from all three surveys--was around 385,000, of which 19 percent responded.

"This survey has provided the most complete picture to date of the many and varied ways U alumni
are making a difference in our world," Bruininks says. "Ultimately, it will allow us to forge stronger
ties between our graduates and their alma mater, a relationship that is critical to meeting our
aspiration to be among the top public research universities in the world. Our sincere thanks to all
who participated."

For additional results, analysis, alumni profiles and interactive state maps showing economic impact
by county and ZIP code, visit the Connecting With Our Alumni site.

FURTHER READING:

Power players
The entrepreneurial spirit of IT alumni also has had a deep impact on the economies of the state,
nation and world. (Winter 2006)

Lucas scales lofty heights of success 
Peggy Lucas focuses on preservation of urban spaces that others have given up for dead. (Summer
2004)

Carlson School survey highlights economic impact
Approximately 3,257 Carlson alumni-founded companies exist around the world today, with roughly
1,800 in Minnesota. (Winter 2006)

IT alums spur Minnesota economy
Investing in the U's Institute of Technology yields returns for the state of Minnesota. (Spring 2005)

ADDITIONAL LINKS:

U of M Alumni Association Great Alumni List

Giving Makes Greatness Possible
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Ted Butler works with the
finances of U medical and
dental plans. Both he and
Kathy Pouliot recommend
considering a flexible
spending account.

The key word is choice
Health benefits open enrollment runs through Nov. 30

By Betty Gilchrist

Brief, Nov. 1, 2006

It's that time of the year again...the chance to consider a change to
your benefits. Since the U's medical and dental plans are the same
as last year, online enrollment isn't required. But it's a good time to
figure out how well your plan meets your needs.

You may decide to call Employee Benefits with questions. And
there's a good chance the benefits specialist on the other end of
the phone line is thinking about the same issues that you are,
because it's their open enrollment, too.

Ted Butler and Kathy Pouliot are two of the many Employee
Benefits staff members who are very knowledgeable about
benefits. They agreed to share their thoughts on deciding what to
do this year during open enrollment.

Not making changes?

Then there's no need to go online--unless you want a flexible spending account for 2007. Current
health care and dependent care flexible spending accounts will end on Dec. 31, and you need to
enroll each year to have the account for the next calendar year.

Not sure who is an eligible dependent?

In general, the plans cover your legal spouse or registered same-sex domestic partner and children
up to age 19 or up to age 25 if your child is a full-time student.

If you have someone on your plan who is not eligible, this is the time to remove the person without
penalty.

Detailed information about eligibility can be found in the Summary of Benefits.

Employee Benefits Service Center
612-624-9090
800-756-2363, option 2
Office hours 8 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday

Butler works with the finances of the medical and dental plans. That includes analyzing the impact of changes to the
plans and coordinating the process of setting rates.

Pouliot manages the benefits services team, the group that answers your calls and e-mail
messages. Her additional work with the plan administrators to implement changes gives her a
thorough understanding of plan operations.

When choosing medical and dental plans, Butler used to look at rates first and then the provider
network.

"That's changed a little bit now that I have my son covered on my medical plan," he says. "I take into
account which pediatrician he sees and what networks that doctor is in. I'm more comfortable
switching my own doctor because it's more important to my family to have my son stay with his
doctor long-term."

This year, Butler has decided to change to the Medica Direct HSA plan. His wife has good coverage
with her employer, so Ted and his son will move to the new option.

"While the high deductible could cause us to have more out-of-pocket costs, my son and I have
relatively few medical problems," Butler says. "And, with 100 percent coverage for preventive care,
the long-term savings potential of the health savings account makes it worth the chance."

Pouliot first reviews how the previous year worked for her to see if anything needs to change. Then
she quickly looks at her husband's plan materials, because his company gives all of 24 hours for
open enrollment.

"Normally, it's a quick decision," says Pouliot. "The UPlan coverage is lower in cost and has
significantly lower office and pharmacy copays, no deductible or coinsurance for network providers,
and an out-of-pocket maximum on pharmacy copays."

Pouliot found that the time spent last year researching the U's new options was well worth it. She is
very satisfied with the decision to take a plan that provides open access to a wide variety of
providers with no referrals.

Next, Pouliot checks that her family members' providers are still listed in her current plan. Then she
decides what amount to put in a health care flexible spending account.

Butler and Pouliot both highly recommend considering enrollment in a health care flexible spending
account if you expect to have at least $100 in out-of-pocket costs in 2007.

"I have participated in the health care account for almost 10 years," says Pouliot. "Once you begin
tracking the amount spent for office visits and drug copays, eyeglasses and contacts, and over-the-
counter medications, it adds up to quite a bit of money. If that amount is put into a flexible spending
account, you won't pay taxes on it."

Pouliot and Butler also suggest steps for you to consider this open enrollment. Pouliot recommends
that you consider your options early, read the materials, call the benefits service center if you have
questions, and--if you decide to make changes--go online early to submit them. You can always go
back and make changes before the end of open enrollment. She also said this is the time to think
about whether you need the income replacement that long term insurance coverage offers.

Butler advises that you consider how much medical and dental care you tend to use and how
important it is to see specific providers. Then check the directories and Web sites or call member
services at the plans to find out which plans cover your providers. And, if you just need to change
your primary care clinic, not your plan, call the member services number on your ID card directly to
do that.

Betty Gilchrist is a senior communications project manager in the Office of Human Resources, Twin Cities campus. 
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Public art, Mile 853, is located
19 feet above ground in the
U's Freshman Admissions
Welcome Center in Jones Hall.

Public art on campus

The University acquires its
collection of permanent and
temporary public art works
as gifts, through
commissions, or as loans
from an artist or a museum.
If an artist is commissioned,
he or she is paid with
money from a public art
fund set up specifically for a
University building. (In
1983, state law mandated
that one percent of a state-
funded building's
construction costs must be
allocated for public art.) A
committee--made up of
faculty, staff, and students--
from the University of
Minnesota's Public Art on
Campus program chooses
the artist and work of art.

The Twin Cites campus has
more than three dozen
public artworks, ranging
from traditional sculpture to
landscaped gardens to
multimedia installations.
The U's public art program
is one of about 300 of its
kind in the nation. Some of
the art on the University's
campuses has been around
a long time, like Daniel
Chester French's 1900
bronze statue of Governor
John Pillsbury on the Knoll
in Minneapolis; other pieces
are brand new, like Barbra
Nei's Mile 853.

Mile 853: Mississippi meets the U
U alum creates public art for freshman welcome center

By Pauline Oo

Oct. 31. 2006

So, what's the best way to appreciate Mile 853?

Well, you could take the 90-minute University of Minnesota
campus tour, or you could just plop yourself down on one of the
maroon couches in the U's Freshman Admissions Welcome Center
and gaze at the ceiling. Mile 853 is the location of the U's Twin
Cities campus along the Mississippi River, as measured in nautical
miles. And it's also the name of the University's newest piece of
public art--a mesmerizing glass construction 19 feet above the
freshman welcome center's reception area.

The University commissioned artist and U alum Barbra Nei to
create something that would fit into an existing light grid installed
below Jones Hall's central skylight. (The historic Jones Hall, once home to physics, studio art and
art history, reopened in September 2005 after an $8 million remodel. The hall now houses the
freshman welcome center and College of Liberal Arts Language Center.) Nei envisioned her work
as a river of information, a concept that pays tribute to University research and to the river that
winds through the Twin Cities campus.

"When I approached this piece, I thought about what would be really exciting for someone coming to
the campus," says Nei, who received her M.F.A. in 1993. "What excited me when I came to the U,
was the amazing amount of information, different disciplines and resources." The Twin Cities
campus, alone, with its 17 colleges, offers more than 370 fields of study.

Nei's legwork for the public art included sorting through old photographs at the U Archives;
researching archival maps of campus at the U's John R. Borchert Map Library, one of the largest
and most heavily used academic map libraries in the nation; learning about topography from the
U.S. Geological Survey; and contacting University faculty members for current research that could
be excerpted for the piece.

Mile 853 is made up of four layers of glass, each sandblasted with text and excerpts from published
articles and research documents by University faculty and staff in 11 languages, including Icelandic,
Ojibwe and Oromo. Text placements on the 32-by-16 feet work correspond to academic locations on
campus where they were produced and the locations' relationship to the river. For example, a line of
text from a medical research paper by Frank Cerra, senior vice president of the U's Academic
Health Center, borders the Mississippi on the East Bank and a passage from associate professor of
art Joyce Lyon forms the river's shore on the West Bank.

This past March, Nei sent the piece to a studio in Germany that specializes in archictectural art
glass. The combination of sandblasting, etching and permanent vitreous fired-on enamel color,
explains Nei, ensures the piece will last for generations to come.

"I really wanted to make a piece that would stand the test of time,
which was a challenge with the budget, time and space I had--19 feet
up from the floor and 6 feet under the skylight or ceiling windows--and
it had to be archival, which meant the piece had to last a hundred
years," she says.

Nei had her moment of artistic glory following the Memorial Day
weekend installation of the artwork--that probably weighs as much as
a UPS truck.

"When my husband, daughter and I walked in, there were three young
women who were admission counselors lying on the couches looking
at the piece," says Nei. "And I thought, 'this is your moment.' As an
artist, you don't really get to see people appreciating your work like
that. It was so much fun because they were trying to decode what
department each word or text line was from."

Her hope for Mile 853 "is that every day people who are in [Jones Hall]
all the time could look up and say, 'Oh, look at that, I never saw that
before.' And people who are new could just take in the immensity of
this crazy dialogue going on at the University. Because [Mile 853 is] a
snapshot of this moment right now, in time and space."

The Freshman Admissions Welcome Center Jones Hall is located in
200 Jones Hall. (The U also has a welcome center for transfer and
International, situated in 240 Williamson Hall.)

You find a pdf map and guide to public art on the Twin Cities campus,
at the Weisman Art Museum.

Further reading Quantum leap From faux chimneys to cement teeth Polishing
a gem 
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A side view of the University's
current prototype for a narrow
commuter vehicle.

U researchers advance narrow commuter
vehicle
By Rick Moore

Oct. 31, 2006

You don't have to be particularly astute to have noticed that traffic
congestion in the United States--at least in urban areas--is
stressful and problematic at best; maddening and dangerous at
worst.

If you think things are going to get better any time soon, think
again. (And you're likely to have more time to think in your car with
each passing year.) Two-thirds of all car travel in urban areas takes
place in congested conditions, and each year the increase in traffic
exceeds the increase in capacity from new construction. In other
words, rather than building our way out of congestion, we're slowly
building a bigger mess.

In fact, by 2010 freeway congestion in urban areas of all sizes is expected to be double what it was
in 1999. Think you hate your commute now? Wait till the next off-year election.

Auto industry researchers and transportation officials have been looking at fixes ranging from
developing adaptive cruise control systems to devoting lanes of traffic for automated vehicle flow,
where tightly packed "platoons" of vehicles would travel together at high speeds.

But another solution may be on its way courtesy of researchers at the University of Minnesota's
Department of Mechanical Engineering. They've been advancing the notion of a one- or two-
passenger vehicle--about the width of a motorcycle--that's comfortable and safe to operate in any
weather, releases fewer emissions with higher gas mileage, and might dramatically increase traffic
capacity.

The U researchers have developed a narrow commuter vehicle--a little more than three feet wide--
that would take up less than half the space of a standard automobile and could potentially be driven
two abreast in a normal lane of traffic.

"A lot of work is going on to address safety," Rajamani says. "But
nobody's really looking at how to address traffic congestion, even
though it's getting worse every year."

The research team--which includes Rajesh Rajamani, Lee Alexander, Patrick Starr, Max Donath and Samuel
Kildane--has been developing and refining a prototype narrow vehicle for about five years. Their current edition is a
three-wheeled model with a driver-protective roll cage that seats one.

While other prototype narrow vehicles have been developed over the years, and some universities
and companies in Europe are actively working on the concept, the University of Minnesota is unique
in its research in the United States. "We are the only folks doing this," says Rajamani.

"A lot of work is going on to address safety," he says, acknowledging the auto industry's efforts to
address traffic fatalities. "But nobody's really looking at how to address traffic congestion, even
though it's getting worse every year."

One of the biggest challenges for U researchers has been providing lateral stability to the prototype
vehicle during turns, since the vehicle is fairly tall relative to its width. When a driver steers to the
left, for example, a normal vehicle would naturally lean to the right.

At a recent presentation on campus, Rajamani explained the engineering behind his new tilt-control
system, controlled by a computer, which "helps the driver keep the vehicle balanced at all times," he
says. When going around a curve, the steering system "figures our how much to tilt [into the turn],
and it tilts automatically."

The narrow commuter vehicle in action

Watch a video clip of the University of Minnesota's narrow commuter vehicle on a test drive.

Many other challenges remain for the U researchers--chief among them safety and "the perception of safety,"
according to Rajamani. "People perceive anything small to be unsafe," he says.

The researchers' next step is to gain the additional funding needed to enhance safety features such
as incorporating front and side air bags and developing collision-avoidance features. The research
to date has been supported by the U's Intelligent Transportation Systems Institute and the National
Science Foundation.

Down the road, narrow commuter vehicles may someday provide a fun and energy-efficient
alternative to spending hours stuck in gridlock.

"That's been the primary motivation for us to work on it--as a traffic solution," Rajamani says. "It
makes sense. If you're commuting to work and traveling alone, you [would] use less space on the
highway and less fuel, and that's the right direction to go, I think."
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Jamie Johnson holds up a T-
shirt made to honor former
University of Minnesota
student-athlete Brandon Hall.

Out of a phone call, an unlikely friendship
The mother of deceased Gopher football player Brandon Hall finds
a friend in Minnesota

By Rick Moore

Oct. 31, 2006

For most people, random nice ideas quickly move on to the
growing stockpile of "Good intentions never acted upon." But for
Jamie Johnson, one particular idea turned into a spontaneous,
long-shot phone call. And that phone call has led to a friendship
that has changed two lives and helped to lighten a dark memory.

Johnson is a 41-year-old woman from Plymouth, Minn., with an
irrepressible smile, a mild learning disability and a love for Golden
Gopher athletics--football during the fall and men's basketball in
the winter. Even her braces, she proudly points out, are maroon,
and she'd gladly accent them with some gold trim if given the
chance.

She was at the Metrodome on Aug. 31, 2002, when freshman defensive tackle Brandon Hall made
his debut in a Gophers uniform and recorded his first and only tackle. Early the next morning, Hall
was shot and killed in downtown Minneapolis. He was 19.

Johnson first heard about Hall's death from her father the next day and didn't give it much thought.
But some months later, after hearing about the trial of his accused killer, she began to think about
Hall again. That's when the thought crossed her mind: "I would love to call Dorothy [Hall, Brandon's
mother] and send my condolences."

Johnson found three possible phone numbers for Dorothy Hall in Detroit, and reached her on the
first try. But Johnson wasn't sure if Dorothy wanted to speak with a stranger.

"Once we got talking, I said, 'I would understand if you didn't want me to talk to you anymore,'"
Johnson says. "'Oh no,' Dorothy said, 'I would love to keep in touch with you.'"

"And it went from there," Dorothy Hall says. "Before you knew it, a friendship had developed, and
we talked every night. And we sent each other Christmas and birthday gifts. When I found that
Jamie had a disability, I purposed it in my heart that I was going to be a good friend to her."

"She's just a very kind, caring and loving woman," Johnson says of Hall, who shared with Johnson
how difficult her life was after Brandon's death. "It's been hard for me to find a good close female
friend. With her and I, we can talk about anything...."

Johnson, who's a fan of karaoke, once sang Dorothy a song over the phone--"A Song for Mama" by
the group Boyz II Men. When she was singing it, Johnson says Dorothy became "awfully quiet."
Apparently Brandon was also very fond of singing, and Dorothy said, "That was my baby's favorite
song," Johnson recalls.

The two met in person for the first of two times in 2003, when Hall came to Minnesota for a
ceremony honoring Brandon at a Gophers game. Although Hall and Johnson no longer chat on the
phone nightly, they still maintain regular contact, according to Hall. "We chat online a lot--about
three to four times a week," she says.

Four years and two months have passed since Brandon Hall wore his game jersey for that first and
only time at the Metrodome and recorded his one tackle. Since then, Bally's Fitness has donated
$200,000 for a fitness center built in Brandon's name at Jared W. Finney High School in Detroit--
Hall's alma mater. Dorothy Hall is increasingly busy overseeing the Brandon D. Hall Memorial
Foundation, in addition to her regular full-time job.

And by now, Brandon's University teammates and classmates have moved on, which adds another
level of meaning to the bond that Dorothy and Jamie continue to share.

"She is my last connection to Minnesota," Hall says.
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Mark Borrello's research
focuses on evolutionary theory
in the 19th and 20th centuries
as well as the history of
genetics and behavioral
biology.

Between science and society
U professor looks at evolutionary theory in the 19th and 20th
centuries

By Jack El-Hai

Nov. 3, 2006

Last year, when Mark Borrello returned to campus after taking part
in a public radio call-in program about the controversy over
teaching intelligent design as an alternative to the theory of
evolution, he met a mixed response.

"I got largely positive comments from most colleagues," says the
assistant professor in the Department of Ecology, Evolution and
Behavior, "but others thought I was too easy on the advocates of
Intelligent Design."

From his perspective as a historian of science, "we see that
science has nothing to say about the existence of a creator, and
the controversy over evolution is largely a cultural dispute, not a
scientific one. We're better off when we're clear about that."

As an explorer of the region in which biology, history and philosophy overlap, Borrello knows that it
pays to tread carefully through cultural clashes that involve science. His research focuses on the
history of evolutionary theory in the 19th and 20th centuries, as well as the history of genetics and
behavioral biology. "My goal is to promote the position that one's religious perspective doesn't
matter in terms of science," he says of the evolution debate. "If we understand science as a
historical process and acknowledge the parameters within which science works, then faith and
science ought to be able to coexist." Yet cultural differences often prevent ideological opponents
from finding that common ground.

Nov. 11: Science Education Saturday

Minnesota Citizens for Science Education presents "Teaching Evolutionary Biology in K-12 Schools"
at the Bell Museum of Natural History on the Twin Cities campus on Nov. 11, from 9 a.m.-2 p.m.

Some of the most popular and dynamic University professors involved with evolutionary biology--
Mark Borrello (see story), Randy Moore, Paul Myers and Greg Laden--will join a panel of K-12
teachers and administrators to explore the cultural, historical and educational aspects of
evolutionary biology.

See the Science Education Saturday Web page for more information.

The controversy over the teaching of evolution, Borrello notes, is uniquely American. "It is not an
issue anywhere else in the world. Even in Catholic countries, when I meet with Italian or French
colleagues, they are consistently flummoxed by it," he says. He observes that the debate
periodically reignites in times of deep social stress, such as the period of rapid modernization
between the world wars, when the Scopes "monkey trial" grabbed national attention, and the 1980s,
when the rise of conservatism tipped the social balance.

He was drawn to the history and philosophy of science after studying biology as an undergraduate
and later working as a forestry volunteer with the Peace Corps in the Dominican Republic. In
subsequent work as a researcher for an archaeological consulting firm in Hawaii, Borrello saw
history and science interact every day. He completed his Ph.D. in the history and philosophy of
science at Indiana University and came to the U of M in 2004.

Borrello believes that this year's judicial decision that prevented the board of education in Dover,
Pennsylvania, from bringing Intelligent Design into the classroom will carry lasting importance.
"Intelligent Design theory will have to retool and get renamed and get new primary advocates," he
says. But the conflict will undoubtedly resurface--a phenomenon that intrigues him.

Republished from BIO, spring 2006, a publication by the College of Biological Sciences.
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Hydrogen is being generated
from soy oil at the glowing ring
in this closeup of a reactor
invented by Lanny Schmidt
and three graduate students.
The chemical reaction has
heated the ring to 1,000
degrees C.

Schmidt's 'flash
volatilization' process

The researchers start with
either pure soy oil or a thick
sugar syrup. Using an
automotive fuel injector,
they spray the oil or syrup
as fine droplets through a
tube. Sitting like a plug in
the tube is a porous
ceramic disk made of a
special catalyst material. As
the droplets hit the disk-
whose surface temperature
is 1,000 degrees C-the heat
and oxygen break apart the
molecules of oil or sugar.
The catalyst guides the
breakdown toward the
production of synthesis gas
rather than toward water
vapor and carbon. The
synthesis gas passes
through the porous disk and
is collected downstream in
the tube. No external
heating is needed because
the chemical reactions
release enough heat to
break up molecules of oil or
sugar following in their
wake.

Fuel in a flash
A new process breaks down barriers to extracting energy from
biomass

By Deane Morrison

Nov. 3, 2006

He's done it again. Chemical engineering wizard Lanny Schmidt
made waves in 2004 with an invention to extract hydrogen from
ethanol. Now, he and his research team have found a way to do
the same with vegetable oil and sugar, a first step toward creating
usable fuels from plant wastes like sawdust or cornstalks. Schmidt,
a Regents Professor of Chemical Engineering and Materials
Science, and graduate students James Salge, Brady Dreyer and
Paul Dauenhauer describe their work in the Nov. 3, 2006, issue of
Science. The process yields a mixture of hydrogen and carbon
monoxide gases called synthesis gas, which is now used to make
synthetic diesel fuel (dimethyl ether, also a substitute for propane
gas) and ammonia, a constituent of fertilizer. Hydrogen is also the
energy source for fuel cells and may someday be burned in car
engines instead of fossil-based gasoline. If scaled up, their process
could slash the cost of producing renewable fuels and chemicals
from plant-derived materials, or "biomass," while eliminating the
fossil fuel input now needed for turning vegetable oil into usable
"biofuel." The new process works 10 to 100 times faster than current technologies and could be
done in facilities about 10 times smaller than today. Facilities could be placed on farms to produce
fertilizer or energy for local consumption, or in centralized locations to produce fuels for
transportation. While the Schmidt team used fresh soybean oil and a sugar-glucose-in their
experiments, those were just practice materials. In particular, glucose was a stand-in for related
starchy compounds like cellulose, a major building block of plant cell walls. The real targets of the
research are underutilized plant oils and fibers.

"What Lanny does is sorcery," says Frank Bates, head of the chemical
engineering and materials science department. "This is classic
Minnesota chemical engineering."

"It's a way to take cheap, worthless biomass and turn it into useful fuels and chemicals," says Schmidt. "Potentially,
the biomass could be used cooking oil or even products from cow manure, yard clippings, cornstalks or trees. It's
better than bringing oil from Saudi Arabia to fuel your gas station." Currently,
soy oil can be modified to make a fuel called biodiesel, but the process
requires the addition of methanol, a fossil fuel derived from natural gas. And
while cellulose can be digested into simple sugars-which can be fermented
into ethanol or turned into other fuels-these processes require special
enzymes and lots of time. What makes vegetable oil, sugars and starches so
hard to turn into fuels is the fact that they don't evaporate when heated. As a
drop of oil sits on a hot surface, its bottom layer is exposed to heat but not
oxygen. In the absence of oxygen, the heat will break down the molecules of
oil into water vapor and carbon "gunk" rather than into synthesis gas. A similar
situation applies to crystals of sugar. The new process quickly vaporizes the oil
and sugar and exposes them to extreme heat. There's no time for carbon gunk
to form because oxygen in the air snatches the carbon atoms and transforms
them into carbon monoxide. It's over in one-hundredth of a second, potentially
100 times faster than current means of making synthesis gas and hydrogen.
"What Lanny does is sorcery," says Frank Bates, head of the chemical
engineering and materials science department. "This is classic Minnesota
chemical engineering in the tradition of understanding how to steer chemical
reactions to get more of the products you want and less of those you don't."
"We need radically new technologies on the road to renewable fuels. This is a
possibility," says Schmidt. "We need a lot of research like this to make
renewable technologies work."

Read about Lanny Schmidt's previous work on ethanol in Harvesting
Hydrogen.
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*Not her real name.

DWI Task Force implements change
beyond the University
U professor works to better legal process for people caught driving
while intoxicated

By Stephanie Wilkes

Brief, Nov. 8, 2006

When Minneapolis resident Judy Wheeler* was recently pulled
over and arrested for driving while intoxicated--DWI--she
underwent a local process that included blood-alcohol tests and
vehicle plate impoundment and penalties. That process has
changed in recent years. At the forefront of many of the changes is
U faculty member Steve Simon, director of the DWI Task Force.

Simon, a clinical professor in the Law School, founed the task
force, part of the Minnesota criminal justice system since 1982. The task force is an organization of
professionals and traffic safety advocates who meet monthly at the Law School to discuss DWI
problem-solving and legislation.

"The key to the task force is that we bring together people from every part of the system, from the
very beginning to the very end--from the police officer to the jail, from the judge to the probation
officer, from the prosecutor to the defense attorney," says Simon.

The DWI Task Force received its initial funding from a U of M grant. Three years later, the state
adopted the DWI Task Force and provided funding for the next seven years. In 1992, when state
funding ran out, Simon and the task force faced a tough decision: Should they continue the task
force without any external funding?

They decided to continue their work with DWI legislation--each donating their professional time and
expertise. The Law School provides meeting space and limited secretarial and research assistant
time for preparation and mailings.

Simon, who practiced law for 10 years before joining the Law School faculty in 1980, holds a strong
opinion that public engagement--with or without pay--is one of the important and necessary
functions of a university.

"This was civic engagement way before the term was even coined," says Simon. "It is bringing
citizens and professionals to the university and creating a forum for an incredible exchange of ideas,
both identification of problems and identification of solutions. It is what universities should be doing."

The task force has been an impetus for many of the innovative and recent developments in DWI
legislation. It lobbied for enhanced penalties for driver's license violations for repeat DWI offenders,
and it created an administrative vehicle license plate impoundment system. In addition, the task
force was a leader in the legislative movement that resulted in the criminalizing of alcohol
concentration test refusals.

Simon's three hats

Simon likes to say that, here at the Law School, he wears three hats. In addition to implementing DWI research and
law reform as the director of the DWI Task Force, he is a professor of clinical education and he is also one of the
country's leaders in the development of judicial education.

As a professor of clinical education, Simon provides second- and third-year law students with a
unique educational opportunity. He teaches a misdemeanor defense clinic, a misdemeanor
prosecution clinic, and trial practice. His work with law students is fostering the development of the
nation's next generation of lawyers. Under the Student Practice Rule adopted by the Minnesota
Supreme Court, clinic students are permitted to represent clients in actual court proceedings under
the supervision of the Clinic faculty.

Professor Steve Simon. Photo courtesy of the Law School.

"They learn by doing," says Simon. "They develop an understanding of
the way the real criminal justice system works--that's my raison d'etre."

Simon's work as a judicial educator is also significant. He has
developed several programs that are now mandatory for every
Minnesota judge. For instance, every new judge in Minnesota is
required to come to the Law School and participate in a mock trial with

professional litigators as an introduction to courtroom management. As a faulty member of the
National Judicial College since 1998, Simon travels three or four times annually to train judges
around the country in courtroom management and evidence in the courtroom.

Changing the world one day at a time

As the director of the DWI Task Force for almost 25 years, Simon is dedicated not only to DWI research and reform,
but to improving the world around us.

"I tell my kids, 'I don't care what you do in life--you can become a doctor or flip burgers, but
whatever you do, try to make the world a better place,'" says Simon. "I think that's what we all
should be doing."

Simon also sees his work as a model for other parts of the University to engage with the community
and effect change.

"The University can serve as a catalyst for the exchange of ideas, problem solving, and
implementation," says Simon. "The real-world problems are fundamentally solved by what works.
One job for the University, in terms of research, is figuring out what works and what doesn't. You
can only solve real problems if you implement solutions that work."

Stephanie Wilkes is a junior in English and linguistics and a communications intern in the Office for Public
Engagement. If you have questions or comments, please e-mail wilk0268@umn.edu. 
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Frank Douma is one of the
CAPA members reviewing the
benefits plan for University
P&A staff.

CAPA encourages involvement in
classification and compensation study
By John Borchert

From Brief, Nov. 8, 2006

The Office of Human Resources' classification and compensation
study of the Academic Professional and Administrative (P&A)
employee group has been of great interest to Council of Academic
Professionals and Administrators (CAPA) members since it was
chartered by vice president Carol Carrier in April.

Frank Douma, chair of the CAPA Benefits and Compensation
Committee and a member of the P&A study working group, reports
that the study is progressing well.

"When I attended the first meeting of this working group, I didn't
know if I should show up with a sword and a shield or a pencil and
paper," says Douma, assistant program director in the Humphrey
Institute of Public Affairs. "But the process has been fair and
thorough, and it's only getting more so."

The group is examining classification and compensation policies for P&A employees at the
University and will provide recommendations on how to improve them.

Mary Luther, one of the cochairs of the working group and director of compensation in the Office of
Human Resources appreciates having CAPA involved in the process, which is important to
University-wide Strategic Positioning efforts. Luther says the work of this group falls under the
People Strategies Task Force initiative to "enhance classification and compensation systems across
all job families."

Douma adds that the group now has a good collective understanding of their charge.

"One thing I've found important to tell P&A employees when I talk about the work of this group is
that we're not discussing wholesale reductions in the size of the employee group, and the benefits
we share with faculty are also not on the table," he says.

The group will be drafting recommendations designed to create new opportunities for the University
and P&A employees, including:

Increasing the transparency of the classification system so employees can determine where they "fit
in" across units
Improving promotional ladders
Creating career paths where they don't already exist
Providing improved classification and compensation guidelines and tools
Enhancing structures to better manage internal and external equity

The group is holding information sessions for P&A employees who want to learn more about its scope and process.
In addition, the group is holding 17 focus groups with randomly-selected P&A employees to help determine the areas
that need improvement. The group will also interview selected deans and directors and benchmark best practices at
other universities.

"We've all learned a lot about compensation and classification law and policies," says Douma. "Now,
before we make any recommendations, we're looking forward to discussing the issue with P&A
employees."

The group expects to provide vice president Carrier with recommendations in spring 2007.

For more information, see the P&A Classification and Compensation Study.

The next CAPA meeting Friday, Nov. 17, 8:30 a.m.-noon, 101 Walter Library on the Twin Cities campus. 
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MAP truck technician Brett
Dunlap helping u student
Amanuel Medhanie with his
car.

Lucky 13th anniversary for the Motorist
Assistance Program
Superheroes are on campus every day

By Jacqueline Brudlos

From Brief, Nov. 8, 2006

It was Friday the 13th on the Twin Cities campus, and 10 unlucky
motorists met superheroes that set things right. Staff from the U's
Motorist Assistance Program (MAP) unlocked five car doors and
jumped five engines.

MAP has been helping U motorists get unlocked, jump-started, and
rolling on all four tires since 1993. In the scary month of October--
this year with a Friday the 13th as well as Halloween--MAP
celebrated 13 years of helping those unlucky campus motorists.
MAP, a program of Parking and Transportation Services (PTS), has
served more than 35,000 individuals in their time of need.

A free service for unsuspecting victims of flat tires, locked cars and dead batteries, MAP is staffed
by heroes disguised as PTS personnel. They are specially trained in-house to assist those on the
Twin Cities campus who are legally parked in any university parking facility. More than one student
employee has been able to take the skills they learned and find purpose (as well as employment)
after leaving the university.

"I'm proud to say that we have a consistent success ratio of 96 percent. As of the end of September,
we're at a total of 35,024 assists," states Art Kistler, MAP's program supervisor. Throughout the
lifespan of the program, PTS staff members have successfully performed more than 19,792 jump
starts, 11,159 lock-outs and 2,757 tire services.

That success rate translates into many satisfied souls among the university community. "It never
ceases to amaze me how happy and relieved people are when we come on the scene," remarks
Tony Bittner of Fleet Services, which handles St. Paul calls.

Terry Peters, PTS staff, responds to many of the calls on the East and West Bank campuses. "Many
write us cards or call to thank us. We've even had cookies sent to the office."

The calls ring into the office year-round, but the winter months naturally see a huge boost in calls.
Not surprisingly, January is the busiest month for jump starts and tire services. For whatever reason,
October and November are the busiest months for lock-outs. No matter the season, the average
response time for MAP heroes is typically less than 20 minutes.

On the St. Paul campus, the greatest percentage of calls comes from the Small Animal Clinic lot.

With the close of another October, MAP continues its diligent service to the University community.
With the right tools and a wide smile, MAP drivers await their next call--from a man or woman;
young or old; student; faculty, staff, or visitor--eager to take on the role of the unassuming hero once
again.

To learn more about the program, visit MAP.
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Morris mayor Carol Wilcox
(second from left) and Tom
McRoberts (second from
right), director of the Center
for Small Towns, accept their
Carter Partnership Awards. In
between them is former
Senator John Glenn.

UMM honored for campus-community
collaboration
Center for Small Towns and City of Morris share Carter Partnership
Award

Nov. 7, 2006

The Center for Small Towns at the University of Minnesota, Morris
(UMM), and the City of Morris have been named recipients of the
Carter Partnership Award for Campus-Community Collaboration.
The award was presented by former Sen. John Glenn during
ceremonies held Oct. 30 at the Xcel Energy Center in St. Paul.

The Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter Partnership Award for Campus-
Community Collaboration is given to one program or partnership in
each state where a college or university teams up with a
community group to address areas of public need. The award is
named for President and Mrs. Carter as a tribute to their lifelong
efforts to develop and support safe, healthy and caring
communities throughout the world.

"What was unique about the nomination of the Center for Small
Towns (CST) was the sustained cooperation on a host of
community projects over an extended period of time," said Tom
McRoberts, director of the Center for Small Towns at UMM. "This award is a tribute to former UMM
chancellor David Johnson and former CST director Roger McCannon who established the Center
for Small Towns... and all of the CST staff who work day-to-day."

McRoberts and Morris Mayor Carol Wilcox accepted the award on behalf of the center and Morris.

"I'm really proud to be a mayor of Morris because people just get
excited about things," said Carol Wilcox. "The city is vital--and that
doesn't mean we don't have problems and we don't have challenges---
but we work on them, we get them done and we work together."

The partnership between the Center for Small Towns and the city of Morris has had many chapters and many
successes. For example, it established the Prairie Renaissance Project, which in turn formed the Prairie
Renaissance Cultural Alliance (PRCA), which opened a cultural center and art gallery in Morris to serve the
surrounding area.

With the support of CST, the Prairie Renaissance Project also created partnerships with UMM
students and faculty and the Morris schools to engage their students in community projects. Dozens
of UMM students have participated in a wide range of other service-learning activities.

The center also joined with Morris area schools to complete a strategic plan, using the expertise of
the UMM faculty and students. A similar approach was used to complete the comprehensive plan for
the City of Morris. As a whole, these projects have contributed to the dramatic rise of civic
engagement activities by UMM students.

"I'm really proud to be mayor of Morris because people just get excited about things," said Wilcox.
"The City is vital--and that doesn't mean we don't have problems and we don't have challenges---but
we work on them, we get them done and we work together."

The current initiative of the CST-Morris partnership is a three-year project focusing on housing,
economics, community organizing and neighborhood revitalization, funded in part by a $400,000
grant from Housing and Urban Development through the national Community Outreach Partnership
Centers (COPC) program. A part of the project includes the development of a model for other small,
rural towns facing similar challenges.
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The study found that teenage
females who diet and use
unhealthy weight control
behaviors are at three times
the risk of being overweight.

Use of diet pills by teen girls nearly doubles

Nov. 7, 2006; also published in M, winter 2007

The use of diet pills by high school-aged females has nearly
doubled over a five-year period from 7.5 percent to 14.2 percent,
according to a recent study by the University's "Project EAT"
(Eating Among Teens). Overall, the study found that 20 percent of
the females surveyed had used diet pills by the age of 20.

"These numbers are startling, and they tell us we need to do a
better job of helping our daughters feel better about themselves
and avoid unhealthy weight control behaviors," said University of
Minnesota professor and study researcher Dianne Neumark-
Sztainer.

Over the five-year period, 1,386 female and 1,130 male teenagers
were studied. The results also showed that 62.7 percent of
teenage females use "unhealthy weight control behaviors" and
21.9 percent use "very unhealthy weight control behaviors." Very
unhealthy weight control behaviors included the use of diet pills
and laxatives as well as skipping meals and vomiting. Rates of
unhealthy weight control behaviors for the teenage males were about half of those for females.

"We have found that teenage females who diet and use unhealthy weight control behaviors are at
three times the risk of being overweight," said Neumark-Sztainer. "Teens who feel good about their
bodies eat better and have less risk of being overweight. Parents can play a key role in helping their
children to build a positive body image and engage in healthy eating and physical activity
behaviors."

Speaking of physical activity, the study also revealed that by the teenage years, physical activity
drops to only 3.93 hours per week for females, compared to 6.11 hours for males.

Neumark-Sztainer is author of the book, I'm, Like, So Fat! (2005 Guilford Press), which addresses
the spectrum of weight-related problems in teens, identifies four cornerstones of healthy weight and
body image, and gives readers practical guidance, from spotting an eating disorder to learning to
talk effectively about food and fat.

--From University News Service
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Senior guard Kelly Roysland
scans the court during
Sunday's game against the
Crookston Golden Eagles.

Father and daughter face off on basketball
court

Nov. 7, 2006

Minnesota senior Kelly Roysland scored a game-high 19 points to
lead the Golden Gophers to an 86-47 victory over the University of
Minnesota, Crookston, in exhibition action at Williams Arena on
Sunday.

But the final outcome was only a part of the drama of the game.
Kelly's father, Mike Roysland, is the first-year head coach of the
Crookston team.

"It was fun seeing him on the sidelines and not in the stands
behind our bench," said Kelly. "He said a few things to me on the
court."

"I did catch myself almost clapping once," admitted the Golden
Eagles head coach. "[It] was just a memorable experience. I think
the strangest part was talking about her (Kelly) to my team in the
huddles on how to guard her and so forth."

With six minutes left in the first half, Roysland swished a long three-pointer in front of her father's
team bench. "Yeah, I remember that one," said Coach Roysland. "I said, 'Good shot.'"

Though the highlight of Minnesota's second exhibition game of the season was the daughter versus
father battle, the Gophers' team captain shared the spotlight with her teammates on the court.
Roysland and seven other Gophers scored within the first 10 minutes of the game--including two
opening buckets by Leslie Knight--that helped Minnesota to tally the first 15 points of the game.

The Gophers held a 43-22 lead at halftime and maintained at least a 20-point margin throughout the
second half.

The Gophers captured their second exhibition win of the season, yet Minnesota head coach Pam
Borton knows the team has plenty of work ahead of them. "We played like a young team today,"
said Borton. "We had strong stretches and played well, then other times we lacked consistency. We
did learn more about our team, which is why we play these exhibition games. And, it is much better
learning these lessons from a win."

The Gophers open their regular season on Friday, Nov. 10, when they play host to Northern Iowa at
6 p.m. in Williams Arena.

Crookston's next game is on Nov. 17 at 6 p.m. at Minnesota State University, Mankato.

--University of Minnesota Athletics
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Global warming is caused by
carbon dioxide and other air
pollution that collect in the
atmosphere. And like a
thickening blanket, they trap
the sun's heat and cause the
planet to warm up.

Services industries and global warming

From eNews, Nov. 9, 2006

The shift toward a service-based economy won't automatically
reduce the amount of greenhouse gases in the air, a University of
Minnesota researcher has found. His research contradicts
assumptions about global warming often preferred by some
economists and national policy experts.

Sangwon Suh, an assistant professor in the University of
Minnesota's bioproducts and biosystems engineering department,
uses a "lifecycle assessment" approach to quantify the
environmental effect of products and services, taking into account
all the materials and energy used to create a product or a service
throughout its lifecycle.

For this research, Suh analyzed 44 emissions generated by
service industries--retail, hospitals or real estate, for example--
which comprise more than 60 percent of the U.S. gross domestic
product and are an increasingly large part of the U.S. economy.
Some leading development economists have the idea that the total
amount of greenhouse gases emitted will be reduced as the
economy shifts toward more services and less heavy industry,
because service industries are "cleaner."

But Suh found that's not necessarily true.

While service industries directly create only about 5 percent of total greenhouse gas emissions
themselves, when the entire life cycle of a service-related product is taken into account the picture
changes dramatically. Such industries consume large quantities of electricity, natural gas,
transportation, building installations and manufactured goods, which generate greenhouse gases.

U of M Moment
Listen to Sangwon Suh, from the U's bioproducts and biosystems engineering department, talk
about his research on global warming at University of Minnesota Moment.

Additionally, while one service transaction may create only a small amount of greenhouse gases,
the increasing volume of transactions as the service industry expands means the total greenhouse
gases produced in the U.S. economy could go up.

Suh said his research shows that more practical and innovative solutions are needed to solve the
global warming problem. Some economists are advocating that development is the answer to
pollution and poverty in poor countries, as service becomes the dominating sector in the course of
development. If the United States, the most developed country in the world, is already the biggest
greenhouse gas producer, then it doesn't make sense that development will be the answer to poor
countries' problems, he says.

This study is part of an ongoing series of research and was published in the Nov. 1 issue of
Environment, Science and Technology, a semi-monthly journal published by the American Chemical
Society.
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Reporters interviewing U
physician and senior vice
president Frank Cerra during
the opening of the blood and
marrow transplant clinic in
India.

University physicians join with doctors in
India
By Molly Portz

From eNews, Nov. 9, 2006

The internationally recognized blood and marrow transplantation
(BMT) program at the University of Minnesota has an additional
address--Manipal Hospital in Bangalore, India. Led by Daniel
Weisdorf, U professor of medicine and chair of the adult BMT
program, this research and clinical care partnership with Manipal is
the first of its kind for the University's physician practice plan,
University of Minnesota Physicians (UMP).

Frank Cerra, senior vice president for health sciences, and
Jonathan Ravdin, chairman of the department of medicine, were
present last week for the ceremonial opening of the BMT program
at Manipal Hospital. The partnership aims to increase scientific
collaboration and training opportunities for students and physicians
from Minnesota and India and provide state-of-the-art cancer care
for patients in Bangalore.

To establish the BMT clinic, UMP provided guidance in transplant protocol development and training
for the Bangalore physicians in Minnesota and for the nursing staff onsite in Bangalore. Additionally,
Weisdorf has a regular teleconference meeting with the Manipal BMT doctors.

"This is a great opportunity for global collaboration at a very high level," says Weisdorf. "We're
pleased to have our partners at Manipal join in providing high quality transplantation therapy for their
patients." The international collaboration is apropos as it comes at a time when the University of
Minnesota is transforming itself into one of the top three public research universities in the world.

Manipal Hospital has performed ten blood and marrow transplants since the beginning of 2006. It is
only one of 12 centers throughout India with this specialty. Doctors Amit Rauthan and Ashish Dixit
lead the program. Both spent time training with the BMT faculty in Minnesota.

BMT doctor Amit Rauthan (left) joins Poonam Patil, head of oncology,
and Ashish Dixit, another BMT doctor in their new clinic.

Bone marrow is a soft, spongy tissue that fills the insides of the bones.
Most blood cells, including red blood cells, platelets and some white
blood cells are produced in the bone marrow and then released into the
bloodstream as they mature. When bone marrow is damaged, a
person's ability to fend off infections and disease is impaired. A blood or
marrow transplant, which transfers blood-forming stem cells into a

patient (intravenously or similar to a blood transfusion) replaces defective or missing marrow or is
used to "rescue" a patient after high dose chemotherapy or radiation.

To date, the Manipal clinic is performing only autologus transplants, which uses a patient's own
cells, or perfectly matched sibling donors. There is a shortage of bone marrow donors in India,
which creates challenges for the clinic. But hospitals and the government are trying to increase
bone marrow collection in India as well as umbilical cord blood collection as a possible source for
transplants.

For more information about blood and marrow transplantation or donation, read BMT FAQ. To learn
more about the U's Blood and Marrow Transplant Program, visit the University of Minnesota Medical
Center, Fairview.
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In his obesity study, U
researcher Donald Dengel
monitors a child's blood
vessel lining for signs of
dysfunction, which are
precursors of cardiovascular
diseases.

How's your body weight?

The terms "overweight" and
"obese" are linked to a
person's body mass index
or BMI. Using a BMI
calculator, you can see
where you or your child are
in relation to a healthy
weight.

Saving young hearts
U professor looks for early interventions to restore cardiac health in
overweight children

Nov. 10, 2006

It's no secret that the United States is in the midst of a childhood
obesity epidemic. According to the 1999-2002 National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey, 16 percent of American children
ages 6 to 19 are overweight--triple the proportion of 1980. If you
add to that number the additional 15 percent of American kids who
are at risk for becoming overweight, an astounding one-third of our
children face a dismal medical future due to obesity-related
illnesses.

While a solution to halt the childhood overweight epidemic remains
elusive, Donald Dengel of the College of Education and Human
Development studies cardiovascular health in overweight children--
looking for promising early interventions that might give America's
more than nine million overweight kids a healthy future.

Perhaps what's most startling about the incidence of childhood
obesity is its momentum. After holding steady at 5 to 7 percent
from the 1960s through the late 1980s, the current numbers
represent a 45 percent increase in overweight children from just a decade ago.

"If we think about schools as just a place where intellectual learning
happens, we will continue to add to the problem of childhood
overweight and obesity," explains Dengel.

The terms "overweight" and "at-risk for overweight" are used to help children avoid the stigma
attached to "obese," but they carry the same health risks--including formerly adult-only diseases like
hypertension, elevated cholesterol, Type 2 diabetes, heart disease and stroke.

What the research shows

Dengel, associate professor of kinesiology and co-director of the General Clinic Research Center's
Body Composition Human Performance Laboratory, focuses much of his research on studying the
endothelium--or lining of the blood vessel--looking for signs of dysfunction that are the precursors of
cardiovascular disease, and working on ways to improve the endothelia of overweight children.

Dengel's recent research followed a group of overweight children with
known endothelial dysfunction as they participated in four-times-
weekly exercise sessions on a stationary bike. Their peers in the
control group did not change their exercise habits. The findings at the
end of the eight-week study revealed some eye-opening results, both
in the exercise and control groups.

After just eight weeks, the exercise group demonstrated dramatic
systemic improvement in vascular health, with endothelial functions
returning to normal. This is not the case in adults, who can improve
endothelial function with exercise, but not totally reverse the damage.
In addition, the kids improved their physical fitness and increased their HDL cholesterol (the good
cholesterol).

Perhaps surprisingly, the study participants who exercised didn't lose weight nor reduce their body
fat, but from a vascular health standpoint, Dengel says weight loss appears to be less important
than exercise. "This study shows that if we get kids to exercise early enough--regardless of being
overweight--they can have a chance at a healthy future."

An unexpected thing happened in the control group that shed further light on the acceleration of
overweight among kids. During the eight weeks, the non-exercising control group's endothelial
dysfunction worsened, fitness decreased, and the children gained weight--an average of 1.8 pounds
each of body weight--on track for an annual weight gain of at least 10 pounds. Researchers
determined that the unstructured nature of summer--when the research took place--led to
unrestricted access to food and less activity than during the school year.

Why this research matters

Children are ill equipped to deal with complex medical problems and interventions because, after all,
they are kids. Dengel's exercise study identifies a simple, non-pharmacological intervention that
truly improves heart health in young individuals.

Dengel hopes his research can lead to societal changes to promote health among all children,
starting with improvements in the nutritional value of school lunches, and increased physical
education and recess time. While there is no mystery that exercise is good for kids, P.E. and recess
have been reduced to a bare minimum, taking away the only source of physical activity for many
kids.

"If we think about schools as just a place where intellectual learning happens, we will continue to
add to the problem of childhood overweight and obesity," explains Dengel. "If we are going be a
society with a strong future, we have to be concerned about academic, social and physical health.
We need to treat the whole child, not just the academic aspect."

Dengel thinks the economic impact of obesity will bring changes. Currently, according to the
Department of Health and Human Services, obesity, poor nutrition, and physical inactivity result in
total health-related costs of $117 billion annually. "Using current projections, when today's kids
reach age 44, approximately 87-90 percent will be overweight," says Dengel. "Will that cause a
drain on the healthcare system? Quite simply, caring for this generation will ruin our economy."
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The U.S.-Mexican border (the
U.S. is on the right side of the
photo).

Eye on immigration
U conference explores immigration myths with experts and
Minnesota mayors

By Pauline Oo

Nov. 10, 2006

I'm a "resident alien," according to the U.S. government. Yet
unpleasant as that sounds, it's really a good thing.

Why? Because although I'm from Malaysia, I can legally live and
work in the United States. The same cannot be said for the 12
million other immigrants in this country who make up nearly five
percent of the labor force. They are "unauthorized" or "illegal"
because they don't have a work permit, or they don't have, like I
do, the highly coveted green card, a.k.a Permanent Resident Card.

Immigration, particularly the brouhaha surrounding unauthorized or
illegal immigrants in the United States, was the topic du jour at a recent full-day conference on the
University of Minnesota Twin Cities campus. The nearly 200 people who attended, including high
school students and educators, business leaders and immigration lawyers, left more informed about
some common myths and truths about immigration. (For example, it's a myth that the U.S.
immigration challenge is unique, and it's true that the United States has a waiting list for visas--
currently, about 1.3 million people for 120,000 to 130,000 visas).

The conference "Getting Some Perspective on Immigration," which the U's Center for the Study of
Politics and Governance sponsored, also gave participants the chance to meet with three Minnesota
mayors--Chris Coleman (St. Paul), R.T. Rybak (Minneapolis) and Bonnie Rietz (Austin)--and present
them with a list of values they felt should guide the nation's policy toward illegal and legal
immigrants (see sidebar).

"Immigration is one of the most compelling issues of the day in the developing world," said keynote
speaker Demetrios Papademetriou, president of the Migration Policy Institute, a Washington-based
think tank dedicated exclusively to the study of international migration. "The entire foreign policy of
Mexico in the last six years has been reduced to a long conversation, a monologue, really, on
immigration. There have also been similar conversations in East Asia. Essentially, you can travel
just about [anywhere in the world] and have these conversations with families, friends and people
on the street."

He added that immigration is as much about politics as it is about good policy.

"A robust and honest [immigration] policy would take into account the receiving country's values and
intent. It would actually improve the relationship between the receiving country and the countries
from which the immigrants come, and it would sustain the receiving country-offering space where
both residents and newcomers would grow together," he said. "Nobody comes close to that idea."

Values wish list

The following are some of the values that the conference participants came up with in a breakout
session:

* Immigrants should be central to the process and have a say in policy-making.

* Everyone should respect the "golden rule"--do unto others what you want others to do unto you.

* All of us should recognize that it's in our best interest to have the very brightest here for work and
play.

In January, the U's Center for the Study of Politics and Governance plans to submit a
comprehensive list of values and participant comments to Minnesota legislators.

U.S. policy makers make decisions that affect immigration typically by asking the question: "How do
you stop them from coming in?" said Papademetriou, who emigrated from Greece to the United
States in 1965 when he was 18 years old. He said this question pops up because "we have so
many 'uninvited people' trying to break into our country."

According to the Pew Hispanic Center, 850,000 illegal immigrants have entered the United States
every year since 2000. On an average day in fiscal year 2005, the U.S. Customs and Border
Protection made 62 arrests and apprehended 3,257 people for illegal entry.

Donna Gabaccia, director of the University's Immigration History Research Center, explained that
the "restriction of movement works during times of depression and war [but it's] not effective when
there is a strong demand for labor--unskilled and highly skilled labor--especially in the global
economy."

Another speaker, Michael LeMay, professor emeritus at California State University, said people
move from their countries of birth because of "push" and "pull" factors. People who are "pushed"
may be those fleeing religious persecution, epidemic diseases or famine; "You cannot control that
flow," he said. " It's like an iceberg, and we're trying to chip at it. [If you have fences, for example]
people can go under, over and around them." People who are "pulled," on the other hand, are
drawn to a country for money or for work," said LeMay.

Myth breaking It's a myth that immigration hurts our economy, said Katherine Fennelly, Professor
of Public Affairs at the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute. "There is a need for a [young and immigrant]
labor force because we have an increasingly elderly population; 95 percent of undocumented
workers from Mexico are in the [U.S.] labor force." Fennelly said that by 2012 the United States will
have 85 people not working for every 100 people who are. And over the next 25 years, the elderly
population will increase by almost 80 percent due to aging baby boomers, she explained.

A study by the Immigration Policy Center at the University of California, which compared wages paid
in the U.S. between 1990 and 2004, found that immigrants and U.S. workers do not generally
compete for the same jobs. Immigrant workers are concentrated at the lowest and highest level of
occupations, and usually choose different occupations than the average American worker because
that is the work that is available to them. These are jobs that U.S.-born workers won't take--such as
dishwashing in restaurants, farm work, landscaping work, care giving and low-level construction
work--because they find them unappealing.

"We need [immigrants] coming in," says Austin mayor Bonnie Rietz. "Otherwise, big companies
would leave. Without the immigrants, they would go where the labor market is."

Quotable quote
"Imigration is why our country has expanded and grown.... immigrants are a major asset, not a
major issue." --Chris Coleman, St. Paul mayor.
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U dean for international
programs Meredith McQuaid
(right) and Chris Jin, education
program associate with
Fazheng Group, visit the Great
Wall during the University of
Minnesota Law School's
summer program in China.

Global imperative
A push toward deeper international engagement promises to take
the U to new heights

By Gayla Marty and Jim Thorp

Nov. 14, 2006 (updated April 3, 2007)

Innovation in and beyond traditional liberal arts is a hallmark of the
University of Minnesota's international profile. Last summer, 22 law
students traveled to China for a month-long study of Chinese
economic, legal and political systems through a new program
offered by the University of Minnesota Law School.

Their classes--taught in cooperation with the prestigious China
University of Political Science and Law (CUPL)--were led by top
Chinese and American law faculty. Students visited the National
People's Congress, the Supreme People's Court, the Beijing city
planning office and worked to learn Chinese.

The new program got rave reviews, with one exception: The
students wanted more contact with their Chinese counterparts.

Next summer, they'll get their wish. In partnership with CUPL, the
Law School will become one of the first in the nation to open a master of laws (LL.M.) program at a
university abroad. The new Beijing program will enroll Chinese students in 18 months of
professional training; it and the now-annual summer program for J.D. (juris doctor) students will put
Chinese lawyers and American students into the same classes and lunchroom for a level of
immersion virtually unheard of in professional legal training.

Long-standing leadership
The LL.M. and expanded summer programs mark the next step in a University-wide push toward
deeper international engagement across professions, problems and disciplines.

Meredith McQuaid is one of the people spearheading the effort. An alum and law school associate
dean who first went to China as a U student in 1980, she now serves as interim associate vice
president and dean for international programs--a job with U-wide responsibilities and an ambitious
agenda.

In her new role, McQuaid will be leading the central University Office of International Programs,
including:

A study-abroad program that serves as a national model for its educational opportunities and
curriculum integration.
Intercultural training programs and international student services.
The University of Minnesota's China Center, the U's bridge to mainland China, Hong Kong and
Taiwan since 1979.
The Center for Advanced Research on Language Acquisition (CARLA), a Title VI center for
language learning research.

McQuaid and Allen Isaacman, assistant vice president for international scholarship and director of the
Interdisciplinary Center for the Study of Global Change (ICGC), are charged with implementing the
recommendations of the International University strategic positioning task force.

"The task force report goes beyond the recognition that sending our students abroad will make them
more well-rounded and better informed, or that bringing foreign students and scholars here will
enrich our local community," McQuaid says. "It suggests that if we work across borders and include
other minds and perspectives, we may be able to solve otherwise unsolvable problems."

Isaacman, a Regents Professor of History who co-chaired the task force with law professor Ruth
Okediji, agrees.

"One thing we know is that to be a great university, we have to be an international university," says
Isaacman. "When we started the ICGC 18 years ago, international education was important. Now
it's imperative."

TAKING INITIATIVE

An advisory committee of 23 faculty from across the University are working with Isaacman and
Brown to stimulate innovative, interdisciplinary research that addresses critical global issues.

High-priority areas for new funding to effectively internationalize the University include:

>> Interdisciplinary research circles

>> Transnational institutional partnerships

>> Fellowships to support graduate student research, artistic endeavors and internships.

Requests for proposals can be found at international.umn.edu.

For more information on these initiatives, e-mail Isaacman or Brown, or call (612) 624-0832.

A broader "abroad"
Equally important, however, is that these international programs hold true to the U's historic land-grant mission and
address the needs and concerns of the general population.

"We need to define international in a variety of ways," McQuaid says. "The scope of [faculty]
activities can range from what everyone would traditionally see in the liberal arts (for example,
studying the history of an indigenous group in South America) to collaborations that work across
national boundaries and advance the frontier of scientific inquiry. ... [And] of course, to adequately
prepare all students for global citizenship, the University must create international experiences for
those who remain on campus."

On her first day as associate vice president, McQuaid received an impressive 15-page listing of
current international programs and initiatives from colleges and campuses systemwide--a new
requirement of the compact process for 2006-07. While she and Isaacman are excited about the
level of activity, it's clear that coordination and collaboration are critical to the University's
aspirations.

Isaacman, together with ICGC associate director Karen Brown, is leading efforts to address three
key task force recommendations. The first is a call for faculty and staff to submit proposals to create
interdisciplinary research circles that will bring scholars together to explore innovative research
agendas with a global focus. The second is a call to identify prospective institutions with which to
form deep, transnational partnerships that link teaching and research. The third initiative supports
the international work of graduate students through a set of fellowships, internships and small
grants.

"We have a strong faculty and pockets of real excellence, but we don't have a clear vision or a way
to bring people together," Isaacman says. "This is an effort to do that."

McQuaid is also eager to help define an institutional vision.

"International education is not always about culture and language," she says. "It can be a Chinese
scientist and an American scientist working on pandemic flu resistance. It can mean a better use
and employment of the resources each of the many countries of the world already have."

Editor's Note: Meredith McQuaid was one of three winners of the Award for Global Engagement in
2006. For more on the award and her co-winners, see "Teach locally, act globally." RELATED
LINKS: Office of International Programs International University Task Force Executive Summary
(PDF 158 KB) International University Task Force Full Report (PDF 734 KB)
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Located roughly 25 miles
south of the Twin Cities in
Dakota County, UMore park is
the largest contiguous
property in the United States
owned by a land grant
university.

Community envisioned for UMore Park
Long-term plan calls for research-based development focused on
sustainability and quality of life

By Jim Thorp

Brief, Nov. 15, 2006

University-owned UMore Park should be developed over the next
25 to 30 years into a sustainable new community in Dakota County
"that embodies the future of better living," according to a report
presented to the Board of Regents Nov. 9.

The recommendations from the University's Strategic Planning
Steering Committee are the result of a process begun in February
2006 and facilitated by land-use consultants Sasaki Associates,
Inc.

Charles Muscoplat, the U's vice president of statewide strategic
resource development who co-chaired the steering committee with
UMore Park director Larry Laukka, said that creating a master-
planned community for the property is in alignment with the charge
given to the steering committee to "develop UMore Park in a
manner that furthers the University's mission ... prioritizes University needs and considers current
regional planning and development activities."

He emphasized that the University should proceed with a concept master plan, noting that other
local jurisdictions are working on comprehensive plans that must be submitted to the Metropolitan
Council before the end of 2008.

University President Robert Bruininks gave his support to the recommendation.

ABOUT UMORE PARK

>> 12 square miles of property roughly 25 miles south of the Twin Cities campus

>> 7,686 total acres, the largest contiguous property in the United States owned by a land-grant
university

>> 2,840 acres under joint oversight of the University and the Department of Natural Resources for
a nature preserve

>> Former site of Gopher Ordnance Works and current site of several U agricultural and other
research activities

"Think of an integrated approach to healthy living that incorporates an active lifestyle, recreation and
education on nutrition and diet-related chronic disease," Bruininks said. "Think of a community and
region that incorporates new ways to tread lightly on the earth, uses environment-friendly materials
and fosters sustainability in multiple ways. Think of a new model of lifelong learning that benefits
learners of all ages--and at the same time strengthens community bonds and community pride."

Committee members visited similar developments in Colorado, Florida and British Columbia and
consulted with local officials in Dakota County, Empire Township and the city of Rosemount prior to
developing the recommendations. The committee examined other options for the property but
concluded that none of those alternatives met the board's charge to the committee.

Bruininks added that while more work needs to be done, the U must continue to move forward in
order to partner with neighboring jurisdictions and dovetail with their ongoing planning efforts.

In the short term, the steering committee recommended making the land ready for development via
the careful extraction of existing concrete structures and gravel deposits from the property, as well
as environmental remediation if necessary. Sale of gravel and recycled concrete could help fund the
development of the new community

The board took no action on the recommendations, but will consider formal action as soon as
December.

For more information or to download the steering committee's complete report (PDF 2.51 MB), visit
the UMore Park web site at www.umorepark.umn.edu.

ADDITIONAL READING: U of M outlines vision for future of UMore Park in Dakota County New
expanded vision for UMore Park needed, Board of Regents told Proposed deal with state would
increase funding for stadium
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Susan Hagstrum introduces
Steven Miles, who wrote the
book Oath Betrayed: Torture,
Medical Complicity and the
War on Terror, at the last
Friends of Eastcliff Book Club
gathering.

Eastcliff book club tradition continues
By Rick Moore

Nov. 14, 2006

This book club has all the requisite ingredients for success: a cozy
living room, a crackling fire in the fireplace and stimulating
conversation with a group of eclectic friends.

And there's a bonus, too; in this case, the living room is in a stately,
historic house on the banks of the Mississippi--Eastcliff, the home
of University of Minnesota President Bob Bruininks and his wife,
Susan Hagstrum. "Bob and I view it as one of the U's best
gathering places," Hagstrum says, "[so] why not use it for
intellectual conversations?"

The Friends of Eastcliff Book Club was created in the spring of
2004 by the fund-raising group Friends of Eastcliff to promote the
sharing of literature and ideas and to showcase University authors-
-faculty, staff, alumni or others with a strong connection to the U.

And while Hagstrum runs the show and introduces the author,
President Bruininks is also a devoted participant. "I'm the host, but
Bob always attends as well," Hagstrum says, "so it's an opportunity to have a conversation in the
president's living room with the president present."

In two-plus years, the Friends of Eastcliff Book Club has been a huge success, Hagstrum says, with
15 or 20 attendees "who never miss a one," and dozens of others who attend occasionally.

The books chosen by a committee for the club span a range of topics, from the poignant and
political to the wry and whimsical.

The last selection was the book Oath Betrayed: Torture, Medical Complicity and the War on Terror
by U physician Steven Miles. Hagstrum says she was impressed at how forthcoming Miles was in
discussing his experiences with the book and his reactions to what he learned about the role of
medical professionals in the abuse and neglect of prisoners in U. S. military prisons. Those kinds of
revelations by an author are another benefit of the book club. "People get a sense of not only the
book and the topic, but what it's like to be a writer and putting something like this together," she
adds.

"You can meet an author who is either a famous scholar or a celebrity
in the community, and enjoy a friendly, casual conversation in a
relaxed atmosphere," Hagstrum says. "It's an intellectually stimulating
activity, and it doesn't require a lot of preparation."

"Some of the books we've chosen are really dense," Hagstrum says. "We're trying to lighten up and have a lot of
diversity."

As something of an antidote to the weight of last month's selection, the next gathering on Dec. 4 will
feature James Lileks, a University of Minnesota graduate and columnist for the Star Tribune. His
book, Mommy Knows Worst: Highlights from the Golden Age of Bad Parenting Advice, is a laugh-a-
minute satire of a collection of ads, photos, and parenting guides from the 1940s and '50s.

Future gatherings will feature authors Bill Swanson (Dial M: The Murder of Carol Thompson) on
Jan. 25, 2007, Faith Sullivan (Cape Ann and Gardenias) on March 1, and David Treuer (The
Translation of Dr. Apelles) on April 17.

Hagstrum encourages anyone who's thinking about taking part in a book club to consider joining the
Friends of Eastcliff.

"You can meet an author who is either a famous scholar or a celebrity in the community, and enjoy a
friendly, casual conversation in a relaxed atmosphere," she says. "It's an intellectually stimulating
activity, and it doesn't require a lot of preparation."

You can join the Friends of Eastcliff--which entitles you to participate in the book club and other
activities throughout the year--for an annual membership fee of $100 for an individual or $150 for a
couple. Friends of Eastcliff raises funds to preserve and enhance the University's historical
residence and gathering place.

Those interested in attending the discussion of Lileks's book on Dec. 4--or any subsequent event--
should call 612-627-6800 to reserve a spot, as space may be limited. For more information and to
join the book club online, visit Friends of Eastcliff.
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Throughout his career, Art
Erdman has applied his
ingenuity to many vexing
mechanical engineering
problems, and he's obtained
more than 30 patents along
the way.

Technology matchmaker
Mechanical engineering professor Art Erdman has a knack for
connecting pure research and marketable discoveries

By Judy Woodward

Nov. 15, 2006

Mechanical engineering professor Art Erdman calls himself a
Cupid, but his matches have nothing to do with romance. Rather,
he's a catalyst for fruitful liaisons between pure research and
entrepreneurial know-how.

Holder of more than 30 patents, Erdman has applied his expertise
to areas as disparate as the mechanics of high-performance
sports, the design of dental crowns and the development of
remedies for macular degeneration, a leading cause of age-related
blindness.

"I've worked on all the 'ologies,'" said Erdman. "There's a great
benefit in being at a world-class university with a medical school
and a dental school. You have access to many experts,
laboratories, equipment and top-notch students."

Over the years he's pursued collaborations that have the potential to enhance both the University
and made-in-Minnesota manufacturing. "It's a service to the state," he said of his efforts to create
new products that generate start-up companies and strengthen Minnesota's economy.

He's also motivated by a wide-ranging intellectual curiosity and the challenge of solving complex
mechanical engineering problems.

A runner who completes four or five marathons a year, Erdman has long been interested in applying
standard engineering techniques to the analysis of athletic performance in winter sports. In 2001, he
and a student were working on a way to optimize the biomechanics of the start used in the luge.
News of that research prompted the U.S. women's Olympic bobsled team to ask Erdman if he could
develop an off-track start system.

"The bobsled practice track was very crowded, so they needed another way to practice," he
explained.

It was just the kind of challenge Erdman relishes--solving a recurrent problem that requires the
combined efforts of multifaceted specialists.

"It was one of those Cupid things," is the way he describes his ability to assemble "Team
Minnesota," a group of his former students, and to attract corporate support from Aspen Research,
a subsidiary of Andersen Corporation; EnduraTEC Systems Corporation (now a part of Bose
Corporation); and Acceleration Minnesota, a manufacturer of high-end treadmills for the
professional athlete.

The group devised a treadmill-based simulated start system, and the athlete who completed its first
test run was amazed to discover that "she improved her performance by 20 percent on her first try,"
Erdman said.

With the new training system in place, the U.S. women's bobsled team went on to win a gold medal
at the 2002 Winter Olympics.

"It would be nice [to make money from inventions], but that's not the
goal," Erdman said. "The idea of helping in a situation where somebody
is losing their vision--well, you'd feel proud of your career."

Throughout his career, Erdman has applied his ingenuity to many vexing mechanical engineering problems. His
team developed the Linkage Interactive Computer Analysis and Graphically Enhanced Synthesis (LINCAGES)
software package for mechanical design and analysis. LINCAGES has been licensed to more than 80 universities
and companies and has produced more than a half million dollars in revenue for the University.

A few years ago, he worked on a system to digitize the standard technique for fitting a dental crown.
As anyone with a bad tooth knows, fitting a crown can be a time-consuming ordeal involving several
unpleasant appointments. Erdman and his colleagues worked out a way to truncate the whole
process.

"We used a laser to digitize the 3-D coordinate system of the tooth [needing repair], and then the
idea was to mill out the restoration," he said.

More recently, Erdman and retinal surgeon Timothy W. Olsen have been working to improve retinal
surgery procedures. Together with Ph.D. student Paul Loftness, they developed a scleral depressor,
an automated device that will allow surgeons to see more of the retina during operations. The
instrument will replace a century-old procedure in which a surgical assistant presses a crude, pen-
like tool against the sclera (the outer membrane of the eye) to move the peripheral retina into the
surgeon's view.

The team's work on macular degeneration is in an earlier stage and is still awaiting a patent, but a
new start-up company named Macular Regeneration Inc. is set to market the researchers' invention.

Although the potential for royalties always exists when an invention is brought to market, Erdman
says that isn't the driving force behind his creativity. "It would be nice [to make money from
inventions], but that's not the goal," he said. "The idea of helping in a situation where somebody is
losing their vision--well, you'd feel proud of your career."

From Inventing Tomorrow, summer 2006, a publication of the Institute of Technology. Further
reading: An eye on the future: U hopes to commercialize research to treat macular degeneration
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U president Robert Bruininks
speaks to the Rochester
Rotary Club on Nov. 16,
shortly after announcing
signifcant enhancements to
the University of Minnesota
Rochester.

U announces enhancements in Rochester
UMR designated official campus; chancellor to be named

Nov. 16, 2006

The University of Minnesota's presence in Rochester received a
further boost Thursday (Nov. 16) when President Robert Bruininks
announced that the University of Minnesota Rochester (UMR) is
being designated as an official campus of the University system,
joining the Twin Cities, Duluth, Morris and Crookston campuses.
Bruininks made the announcement when speaking to the
Rochester Higher Education Development Committee (RHEDC).

In addition, Bruininks outlined other significant enhancements to
UMR, including new and expanded academic programs and
research partnerships, plans for new Rochester faculty and a new
corporate relations center dedicated to Rochester and
southeastern Minnesota.

The University of Minnesota/Mayo Partnership

Another way that the U's presence is felt in Rochester is through
an innovative partnership designed to make Minnesota a world
leader in medical biotechnology.

The Minnesota Partnership for Biotechnology and Medical Genomics is a collaborative venture
between the University of Minnesota, the Mayo Foundation and the state. The partnership's goal is
to position Minnesota as a leader in biotechnology and medical genomics applications that will result
in important new medical discoveries, and support the development of new businesses and jobs in
the biosciences industry in the state.

The Minnesota Partnership for Biotechnology and Medical Genomics has already awarded $15
million in state-funded research support--appropriated by the Minnesota State Legislature in 2004--
to nine new research teams and infrastructure support for five teams of successful applicants.

The nine research winners will share roughly $9 million for research on pancreatic cancer,
tuberculosis and brain tumors, as well as cardiovascular, neuromuscular and autoimmune diseases.
Other projects will focus on transplant rejection, drug addiction and cancer development. The
remaining $6 million will support equipment, software and other infrastructure needs to enhance
molecular research, genomics, proteomics and bioinformatics.

Of the $15 million appropriated to the partnership by the 2006 legislature, $6 million will be made
available for new faculty recruits to the two institutions--the U and Mayo. The remainder of the funds
will be used for additional research and infrastructure proposals.

"We see the University of Minnesota Rochester as an integral part of our ambitious aspirations and
the drive to discover that make the University of Minnesota unique," Bruininks said. "UMR has great
potential to benefit not only southeast Minnesota, but also the state--particularly its health care
infrastructure and resources."

As an official campus of the University, UMR will have more control over resources and programs
under a new clarification of roles and responsibility from the U's central administration. Bruininks will
also ask the Board of Regents in December to create a new position of chancellor of UMR.

Bruininks also announced the following enhancements for the UMR campus:

UMR will be a major hub of the new statewide Center for Allied Health Programs, designed to meet
future state workforce needs. The center will include an undergraduate program in medical
technology/clinical lab science and a masters program in occupational therapy. "Rochester will be a
key part of helping to improve health care throughout Minnesota through the education of much-
needed allied health care professionals," Bruininks said.
UMR will create a core full-time faculty--perhaps numbering 10-20--to be located in Rochester. The
faculty would consist of new appointments as well as experienced professionals already in the area,
including four faculty members from the Hormel Institute in Austin, Minn., who will be teaching at
UMR.
UMR will establish its own physical campus in Rochester--at an interim space to be determined--to
meet its projected short-term needs and growth.
The University is undertaking a collaborative master planning process with the city of Rochester,
Olmsted County, health care providers, high-tech businesses and the community to determine long-
term facility needs. Current plans are for a master plan to be approved by the Board of Regents in
fall 2008, with the first permanent campus facility to be completed by about 2012.
UMR's Academic and Corporate Relations Center is now serving as a "front door" to the University
for businesses and other organizations in Rochester and southeastern Minnesota interested in
technology transfer and the commercial potential of research in biomedical technology, renewable
energy, nanotechnology and other areas of discovery.
Work has begun on creating the Center for Bioinformatics and quantitative studies in the life
sciences to meet critical research needs.

Previously, the U announced 10 new academic programs to be created in the next year at UMR,
including two doctoral programs and three masters programs, one of which is a Master of Health
Care Administration (MHA) program for working professionals.

"These enhancements represent a major step forward in achieving the vision set out by this
community, the University and state policymakers," Bruininks said. "We're proud to be leading the
expansion of higher education in the Rochester area sought by the community and its elected
officials."

Added Bruininks: "I don't know of a community in the entire country that has worked as tirelessly as
this one to grow higher education."

--From University News Service
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Robert Burdis, a fisheries
expert at the Minnesota
Department of Natural
Resources, pulls a water
sample from Lake Pepin. The
birthplace of water skiing,
Pepin is rapidly filling in with
sediment.

Sedimental journey
Lake Pepin is filling in fast, and U resesarchers are going to the
rescue

By Deane Morrison

Standing in a boat on a hot July day, Deborah Swackhamer
surveys the shimmering expanse of Lake Pepin. "It looks so pretty,
with all the egrets and pelicans and blue water," she says. "You'd
never guess anything was wrong. But you wouldn't want to drink
this water." Indeed not. Pepin, a 40-mile bulge in the Mississippi
River, is a shallow lake in deep trouble. It is filling in fast and
getting more than its share of farm and lawn chemical runoff. The
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) wants to know where
the sediment and chemicals come from, and Swackhamer, a
professor of environmental chemistry and a director of the
University's Water Resources Center, is one of many University
researchers helping find out. She and fellow director Jim Anderson
serve on a scientific advisory panel that will pass University
research findings to the MPCA, whose job it is to set limits on
sediment and chemical inputs to the lake's waterways and
recommend ways to achieve them. If the process works for Lake
Pepin, says Swackhamer, it will work for anywhere in the state
because Pepin presents a tough challenge. Situated downstream
from where the Minnesota and St. Croix rivers feed into the
Mississippi and receives inputs from all three--especially the muddy Minnesota. "The Minnesota
carries about 25 percent of the flow into the lake but 85 to 90 percent of the sediment load,"
explains Swackhamer, who is also the interim director of the University's new Institute on the
Environment.

"Farmers are losing land to [erosion of streambanks and topsoil]," says
Gran. "This is the most valuable farmland in the state."

Sediment carried into the lake sinks, choking weeds that provide fish habitat. Fertilizer chemicals like nitrogen and,
particularly, phosphorus cause noxious blooms of bluegreen algae. Some chemicals may flow all the way to the Gulf
of Mexico, where they are thought to help maintain a huge "dead zone" bereft of fish. By trapping sediment and
chemicals, Lake Pepin spares the lower Mississippi some of the burden, but at the price of filling in quickly. Legacy
of lobal warming The sediment carried by the Minnesota River was left behind by a lobe of a large glacier during
the last ice age. The river runs in a valley gouged out by the ice, through thick layers of rich glacial deposits. It drains
a wide area once covered by lush vegetation and extensive wetlands that held and filtered rain and kept the river
relatively clear. But early 19th century farmers turned the Minnesota watershed into fields of row crops, and erosion
accelerated when they installed drainage tile in fields and wetlands. These underground networks of pipes channel
water from the low points in fields to the nearest ditch or stream. "Most rain falls in spring, when fields are empty,"
says Carrie Jennings, a researcher at the Minnesota Geological Survey. "Drainage tiles concentrate the [runoff]."
"Tile is still going in at millions of feet per year," adds geology and geophysics professor Calvin Alexander. "
University researchers are taking the first steps to ameliorate the situation in the Minnesota River and Lake Pepin,
focusing on the river watershed south of Mankato. Karen Gran, of the University-based National Center for Earth-
surface Dynamics (NCED), is one of the leaders of a team conducting a thorough study of sediment movements in
the watershed of the Le Sueur River, one of the Minnesota River's most sediment-laden tributaries. The first project
of its kind in the country, it will include studies of how tiles and manmade ditches contribute to sediment pollution. A
particularly vexing problem is the spread of gullies. During a rain, a gully often splits open like a wound, sometimes
ripping a big gash in a farm field overnight. This process exposes huge amounts of soil to erosion. "Farmers are
losing land to [erosion of streambanks and topsoil]," says Gran. "This is the most valuable farmland in the state."
Among several related projects, an NCED-affiliated researcher from the University of Colorado will survey farmers to
see under what conditions and for what ends-such as soil or waterfowl preservation-they would keep water from
draining out of their fields. And an NCED affiliate from Johns Hopkins University will study how people make
decisions about managing rivers. Many county organizations and landowners are also involved. "The project
integrates science and social sciences, whch is good because it's not enough just to identify the main sediment
sources," says Gran. "You also need to provide information about the social aspects of solving the problem." The
MPCA aims to draw up limits on water turbidity (muddiness) next spring, and the University's work will inform the
action plan to achieve those standards. "This is exactly the kind of thing a land-grant institution is supposed to do for
the state," says Jennings. FURTHER READING Environment experts join forces
The University's budding Institute on the Environment will put the best talent to work solving pressing problems. 
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U student Mark Foster with
some Simba theater artists in
Tanzania. The East African
country is about half the size
of Alaska and is home to Mt.
Kilimanjaro (Africa's highest
peak) and Lake Victoria
(Africa's largest lake).

Raising awareness

If you'd like to help U
student Mark Foster and
Envirocare's "Health and
Environmental
Enhancement through
NGOMA (theater)," project,
you can mail a check before
Dec. 10 to:

ENVIROCARE
Attn: Simba Theater
International Fund
P.O. Box 9824
Makongo juu, Dar es
Salaam
Tanzania

(Please make checks out to
"Envirocare," and in the
"For" slot write "Simba")

"It takes four stamps, and
you'll have my endless
admiration and gratitude,"
says Foster.

To learn more, see
Envirocare or e-mail Mark
Foster.

Africa calling
U student helping Tanzanians as he studies and interns in their
country

By Pauline Oo

Nov. 17, 2006; updated Nov. 29

A love for both theatre and anthropology has taken University of
Minnesota student Mark Foster to Dar es Salaam, the largest city
in the United Republic of Tanzania. Earlier this year, Foster was
one of three students who received the 2006-07 Katherine E.
Sullivan Scholarship, which provides University of Minnesota
seniors the chance to enrich their academic experience with a fifth
year of undergraduate study in another country.

"My initial interest in Tanzania, in all honesty, came from the
opportunity to fulfill a lifelong dream of studying chimpanzees in the
wild," says Foster, who recently graduated from the U's B.F.A.
Actor Training Program and is now completing his second major in
anthropology.

Foster, whose thesis explored connections between actor training,
primatology and evolutionary theory, will spend next spring as a
field researcher with the Jane Goodall Institute in Gombe National Park studying the social
strategies of male chimpanzee, especially their rates of dominance displays. With three year's
experience as a data analyst with the U's Jane Goodall Institute's Center for Primate Studies and a
summa thesis with U professor and center director Anne Pusey, Foster had the qualifications for
work at Gombe.

But before that research begins, Foster will spend time in Tanzania using his theatrical training to
help two Tanzania-based organizations--Envirocare and Simba Theater International--raise
awareness among Dar es Salaam residents about locally available waste disposal methods and
options.

According to a study in Managing the Monster: Urban Waste and Governance in Africa, 100 percent
of the residents of Mwananyamala--one of the high-density areas in Dar es Salaam--identified solid
waste disposal as a "major irritating problem" and 82.5 percent of them stated that they were willing
to pay for solid waste management disposal.

But most Mwananyamala citizens are unaware of their options for a
cleaner neighborhood and need simple information. That's where
Simba theater and Envirocare, a non-governmental agency committed
to human rights, gender equality and environmental issues, come in.

As the Envirocare intern, Foster is responsible for working with artists
from Simba theater to produce several educational skits that
incorporate traditional music and cheza ngoma (dance-theater). They
will perform the skits for free, Dec. 4-20, in five highly populated areas
of Mwananyamala. Each show will cover a range of specific topics,
such as health hazards from excessive litter, local waste management
companies and environmental sustainability.

"We have been rehearsing... and things are going really well," says
Foster.

His unpaid internship is an independent study through the Department
of Fine and Performing Arts at the University of Dar es Salaam.
University of Minnesota African History professor Tamara Giles-
Vernick is also supervising his work.

In addition to rehearsals, Foster is busy fundraising. Envirocare needs
approximately 500,000 Tanzanian shillings (or $400) to cover the
actors' transportation and salary. (According to the project proposal,
each of the 14 dancers and drummers will be paid $20, or Tshs
25,000, per show.)

"I know that if I can find 25 people to donate $20 each, then the
project is taken care of, but again any amount will suffice," says
Foster. His plan includes approaching public and private waste-management companies in
Tanzania, as well as individuals and groups in the United States (see side bar), and organizing
various activities such as student drives, theatre performances and auctions at the University of Dar
es Salaam.

"My biggest surprise [about being in Tanzania] is how blind I was to extreme poverty before coming
here," says Foster. "Of course, I have family members who have been out of jobs, and certain days
passed in college where I couldn't eat much because I had to save for rent. But the experience now
of having close friends my age take on a double responsibility of paying costly bills and being the
sole providers for 8-10 family members...changed my life and perspective forever."

Mark Foster with Envirocare director Loyce Lema in Tanzania.

Foster, who hails from Colorado Springs, Colo., credits his parents for
his openness to other cultures and his daring spirit. Prior to his yearlong
sojourn in Africa, Foster also studied and interned in London and spent
some time traipsing about the European continent.

"I am very blessed to have had an adventurous father and mother who
traveled quite a bit in their lives," he explains. "Every student should

study abroad, and if possible, in a so-called 'third world' location. In today's world every aspect of life
involves influence from seemingly 'marginal' places--look at the tags of clothing, pop-culture music
or even everyday politics. I think the importance of having first-hand experience in places outside
'the west' is essential to understanding how our world currently works."

In ten years, Foster sees himself "with a Ph.D., working as a director and actor across the globe,
exploring how anthropology and theater intersect from the perspective of a practitioner," and
creating work that is "both stimulating and engaging."

With excerpts from CLA Today, spring 2006, a publication by the College of Liberal Arts.

Further reading One size does not fit all U and the new Guthrie Class acts 
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Katie N. Lee

U student named Rhodes Scholar

Nov. 20, 2006; also published in M, winter 2007

Katie N. Lee, an honors senior at the University of Minnesota
majoring in biochemistry and chemistry, has been named one of 32
U.S. Rhodes Scholars for 2007. The scholarships, which are the
oldest and best known award for international study, cover two to
three years of degree courses at Oxford University in England. A
total of 85 scholars were named worldwide.

"I was very honored to receive the Rhodes Scholarship," said Lee.
?"I am very excited to begin my graduate studies at the University
of Oxford."

Lee is completing a degree in biochemistry from the College of
Biological Sciences and a degree in chemistry from the Institute of
Technology. She plans to earn a doctoral degree in biochemistry at
Oxford and to pursue a career in academic medicine as a physician scientist.

Just a week ago Lee was offered a Marshall Scholarship to study at Oxford. She will decline the
Marshall Scholarship to accept the Rhodes Scholarship.

"In addition to her superb work in both the classroom and the research
laboratory, Katie is a delightful person," said Siliciano. "She is modest,
sincere and volunteers her time to help other students...."

Lee became a full-time student at the University of Minnesota when she was only 15 and still in high school. An
accomplished musician, she has studied violin for 19 years and has been concertmistress for the University of
Minnesota Campus Orchestra.

"The world of music taught me dedication, persistence and the importance of thoughtful
collaboration," Lee said. "This has guided me as I perform biomedical research."

Lee, 21, could have graduated from the University early, but decided to pursue dual degrees in
biochemistry and chemistry and gain research experience. She has done research at the University
on lupus--an autoimmune disease--and on the metabolism of nicotine, the addictive chemical in
tobacco. For the past two summers she has conducted research at Harvard Medical School on the
human papillomavirus, a cause of cervical cancer. At Oxford, she plans to perform cancer research.

"In addition to her superb work in both the classroom and the research laboratory, Katie is a
delightful person," said Paul Siliciano, director of undergraduate studies for biochemistry. "She is
modest, sincere and volunteers her time to help other students. Although she likes to talk about
music, she does not let on that she is concertmistress of the University of Minnesota Student
Orchestra and an award winning violin player."

Lee will graduate in May 2007 and begin her studies at Oxford that fall. She has received numerous
scholarships, awards and honors while at the University of Minnesota. They include a two-year
Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship, for outstanding undergraduates who intend to pursue research-
oriented careers in the sciences; and a Maroon and Gold Leadership Award, a four-year academic
scholarship.

"We are thrilled for Katie and very proud to have helped her to achieve this honor," said Robert
Elde, dean of the College of Biological Sciences.

Lee was one of 900 Rhodes Scholarship applicants endorsed by 340 colleges and universities in
the United States. Criteria for the scholarships, which were established in 1902 by British
philanthropist Cecil Rhodes, are high academic achievement, integrity of character, a spirit of
unselfishness, respect for others, potential for leadership and physical vigor. The value of the
scholarship is approximately $45,000 per year.

Lee, a resident of Bloomington, Minn., is the daughter of Joe Lee and Patricia Lee. She has one
brother, Austin, who has signed a letter of intent to play hockey at Minnesota State University,
Mankato. He will enroll there in 2007 as an honors science and technology student majoring in
engineering.

Katie Lee is the fourth University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, student to win a Rhodes Scholarship
since 2000. 2006 graduate Diana Xuan Fu won the award last year.

--University News Service
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A new study led by Kathleen
Vohs suggests that having
money in mind can change
people's behavior toward
others.

The root of all effort?
New research suggests that having money in mind can change
behavior

By Deane Morrison

Nov. 21, 2006

An abundance of money, it's been said, stimulates the urge to
acquire even more loot while stifling the spirit of generosity. Myth?
Maybe not. A new University study suggests that the very idea of
money can prompt people to behave in a self-sufficient way--
wanting neither to receive nor to give help--and to expect the same
of others. Led by Kathleen Vohs, a psychologist and assistant
professor of marketing in the Carlson School of Management, the
study was published Friday (Nov. 17, 2006) in the journal Science.
Scholars, says Vohs, have viewed money as both an incentive for
personal advancement and an agent of discord, and that's why
she, along with colleagues at the University of British Columbia
and Florida State University, wanted to probe the mechanisms by
which money can change people. "Money enables people to
achieve goals without aid from others," the researchers wrote.
"Therefore, we predicted that reminders of money would lead to changes in behavior that suggest a
feeling of self-sufficiency. When reminded of money, people want to be free from dependency and
also prefer that others not depend on them." The researchers performed nine experiments, for
which they recruited students at all three universities. The students, who were told nothing about the
real nature of the experiments, were first exposed to either neutral themes or to the concept of
money. The concept of monetary abundance was suggested by various means, such as placing the
subjects where they could see a computer screensaver with images of currency bills or making
them unscramble words to form simple phrases like "She paid the bills" or "a high-paying salary." In
some experiments, two groups of people were exposed to the idea of money. For one group it was
monetary abundance, achieved by reading an essay about a rich person or being given $4,000 in
Monopoly money. For the other group, it was monetary scarcity, achieved by reading an essay
about a person of marginal means or getting to keep $200 in Monopoly money. Then, said Vohs,
"We asked if being around the concept of money affected people's behavior." After the students had
been exposed to monetary or neutral concepts, the researchers tested their willingness to ask for
help; their willingness to help others, either by lending aid or by making donations to a fictitious
student fund; and their preference for social closeness or distance.

The study results also agree, says Vohs, with research elsewhere
showing that people with a strong drive to get more money have
trouble with relationships.

In general, the stronger the money message at the beginning of the experiment, the more likely the students were to
withhold help, refrain from asking for help and choose a more solitary setting for work or play. For example, those
exposed to neutral concepts ended up donating an average of $1.34 to the fictitious fund, while people in the
"money" group donated only 77 cents. Also, exposing students to the concept of money significantly reduced the
chances that they would ask for help on a difficult puzzle and increased the likelihood that they would opt to work on
a task alone rather than with a partner. Taken together, the experiments "provided support for the hypothesis that
money brings about a state of self-sufficiency," said the researchers. "Relative to people not reminded of money,
people reminded of money reliably performed independent but socially insensitive actions." Why this should be so
may go back to money's ability to help people get what they want with minimal social contact. For example, if you're
moving and you have money, you can hire professional movers. "But if you have no money, you ask friends to come
over and help with moving," says Vohs. "It's harder than hiring people, but you have a few laughs and make
memories." The study results also agree, says Vohs, with research elsewhere showing that people with a strong
drive to get more money have trouble with relationships. "Nowadays, some people in extreme circumstances may
use money to substitute for friends by hiring a therapist to solve their problems," she says. Vohs plans to investigate
whether the effects of exposure to money stem from changes in one's ability to take on the perspectives of other
people. She is also seeking support for similar studies on elderly populations to see if exposure to the concept of
money will help maintain or even boost a sense of self-sufficiency in these relatively vulnerable people. For now,
Vohs suggests that people might be able to motivate themselves or others to work harder and more independently
by keeping the concept of money in the crosshairs. Or not. "If you want [others] to work cooperatively, downplay the
concept," she says. "Don't talk about commissions or bonuses--talk about pleasing a client or growth of the company,
or talk in terms of performance." 
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Outstanding students are just
one of the assets helping to
position the University of
Minnesota for global
prominence.

Ascending U
Two years into an aggressive campaign to become a top-three
public research university, the U of M is already on the rise

By Jim Thorp

Nov. 22, 2006

Any climber can tell you there are mountains and there are
mountains--summits that leave you breathless, looking down on
the surrounding peaks and knowing you found one worth the effort.
Climbing such a mountain is no picnic. It requires patience,
persistence and, most of all, the courage to start up the hill.

The University of Minnesota began its ascent in July 2004, when,
with Board of Regents approval, University President Robert
Bruininks initiated a formal, system-wide strategic positioning effort
dubbed Transforming the U. In the two years since, the University
has taken major strides toward a bold goal: To become one of the
top three public research universities in the world.

Global positioning
Substantive changes in the past year are already positioning the U for national and international
prominence. Highlights include:

Innovative new colleges. The College of Design; the College of Education and Human
Development; and the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences opened their
doors in July 2006, the result of reconfiguring six former colleges to better build on the strengths of
diverse but related disciplines and departments.
Exceptional new students. The class of 2010 includes 239 valedictorians and 74 National Merit
Scholars. Nearly 40 percent of first-year students are from the top 10 percent of their high school
classes, and 20 percent are students of color.
Engaging new institutes. Four research institutes--the Institute on the Environment, the Institute
for the Advancement of Science and Technology, the Institute for Translational Neuroscience, and
the Institute for Advanced Study--will provide opportunities for experts across academic disciplines
to collaborate to tackle real-world problems.
Substantial new scholarships. The Promise of Tomorrow Scholarship Drive met its initial goal of
$150 million to support promising U students. The University also extended the Founders
Opportunity Program to new transfer students, providing grants and scholarships equal to full tuition
and required fees for thousands of low- and moderate-income undergraduates.

"In the context of Transforming the U these successes take on new significance," Bruininks said. "As a university we
are poised for increasingly rapid and transformative change--and the efforts of the past 14 months in particular
provide focus and direction for that change."

STRONG INDICATORS

Job satisfaction: U of M faculty and staff continue to report high levels of satisfaction with their
jobs, the U as an employer, and their co-workers, according to the results of the 2006 Pulse Survey.

On the rise: From 1997 to 2005, undergraduate student satisfaction has climbed to all-time highs
on the Duluth, Morris and Twin Cities campuses, according to the 2005 Student Experience and
Senior Exit Surveys.

Action items: Areas of concern for faculty and staff (such as pay satisfaction, work/family conflict
and job security) and students (including the cost of higher education) are being targeted via
Transforming the U initiatives and other University efforts.

The view from here
The past year's substantial changes are only the beginning. A look across the higher-education landscape shows
that universities everywhere are making concerted efforts to stay competitive, from recruiting talented students to
competing for grant funding.

"Transformative change is never easy, but neither is the alternative: falling behind in impact and
relevance," said Bruininks. "I believe it is our responsibility to meet the future on behalf of Minnesota
and its people. To remain competitive and vital in this new century of knowledge, Minnesota needs a
top-notch research university."

Bruininks acknowledged that the scope and pace of change have created challenges for some staff
and faculty members, and he's expressed pride in their perseverance and creativity.

"We're definitely pushing the U out of its comfort zone," Bruininks said. "But it's the people who
make this place great, and they're a big reason why I believe we can achieve our goals. Even in the
face of tremendous change, our faculty and staff are engaged and enthusiastic--they want to be
here, and they want to help." (See "Strong Indicators" sidebar.)

While the day-to-day work of strategic positioning has led to many hours of discussion and
hundreds of pages of reports, its success will ultimately be found in a deeper, more subtle
transformation of the University's culture and its expectations. System-wide, people are working on
numerous initiatives to be implemented in the coming year--a process of transformation that will
continue well into the future.

"This effort is not solely about task forces and reports," he said. "We want to spread the word about
the exceptional work we do to advance understanding and improve people's quality of life. We want
our students to have an educational experience that's second to none. We want the public to know
us as an educational resource, an economic engine and an incubator for leaders with imagination.

"We've branded ourselves 'Driven to Discover,' and we're talking more than ever about the wealth of
knowledge and research that resides in the U. But in terms of Transforming the U, being driven is
every bit as important."

For more information on the U's progress toward its strategic goals, download "Advancing the Public
Good" (PDF 1.71 MB). This brochure is intended to share U accomplishments with both internal and
external audiences and will be distributed system-wide, as well as to presidents and provosts at
peer institutions.

FURTHER READING: Class of 2010 shows great promise Levine named dean of CFANS
Education leader new dean of College of Education and Human Development Designing a college
Swackhamer discusses Institute on the Environment
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A selection of images from "A
Mighty Fortress Far From Lake
Wobegon."

Immigration history at its
best

The Immigration History
Research Center at the
University of Minnesota
promotes research on
migration with a special
emphasis on immigration to
the United States. The
thousands of materials in its
collections--such as
personal papers of
community leaders, records
of fraternal organizations
and books and newspapers
originating from prolific
ethnic presses in the United
States and Canada from
the late 19th century to the
present--come from around
the world directly from
immigrants and their
descendants.

Recently, the Encyclopedia
Britannica selected the
center's Web site as a
"Britannica iGuide site" and
will present it as a
recommended resource for
its online readers. This
means that when one of
Britannica's readers
conducts a search of a topic
relevant to the center's Web
site, a link will automatically
be provided. To learn more,
listen to U of M Moment.

More on immigration

On Tuesday, Dec. 5, the
Immigration History
Research Center will host a
talk by University professor
Katherine Fennelly on
"Determinants of American
Attitudes Toward
Immigration." The free
event will be held at noon in
308 Elmer L. Andersen
Library.

On Friday, Dec. 8, the
University of Minnesota
Human Rights Center will
cosponsor a free screening
of the documentary
Crossing Arizona, followed
by a panel discussion from
7 to 9:15 p.m. in Room 25
at the U of M Law School.
The film tells the story of
how lawmakers and
Americans have gotten to
where they are today in the
debate over immigration.

A long way from Lake Wobegon
By Pauline Oo

Nov. 22, 2006

Ethnic restaurants are one way to tell if an immigrant population
exists in a community. Another way, I've recently learned, is to visit
the churches. And if you happen to be in the Twin Cities, Lutheran
churches should top your list.

The latest exhibit from the University of Minnesota's Immigration
History Research Center is a definite eye-opener in terms of who
makes up Minneapolis and St. Paul. "A Mighty Fortress Far from
Lake Wobegon" takes visitors into 16 Lutheran congregations and-
-through photographs, audio-visual recordings and hymnals--
shows that Minnesotans are more than just white and
Scandinavian; they are also Chinese, Hmong, Lao, Tanzanian,
Liberian and Sudanese.

"Lutheran culture is at the heart of Minnesotan culture," says
University of Minnesota student Allison Adrian, who created the exhibit with renowned photographer
Wing Young Huie. "It is distressing to me that the stories of who we are as Minnesotans have not
changed much from those created and told over a century ago, while the make-up of our state has
changed tremendously."

Between 1990 and 2000, Minnesota's foreign-born population increased 130 percent to more than
260,000, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. Minnesota currently ranks highest in the nation for
proportion of refugees to residents and second in the nation, after California, in the number of
refugee arrivals.

Adrian, a Ph.D. candidate in ethnomusicology/musicology, received a summer grant through the
College of Liberal Arts and the School of Music to collaborate with Huie on capturing the images for
her dissertation on Lutheran church music in the Twin Cities. The idea of the exhibit started when
Donna Gabaccia, director of the U's Immigration History Research Center, approached them about
displaying their work in the Elmer L. Andersen Library on the Twin Cities campus in Minneapolis.
The center, founded in 1965 and located on the third floor of the library, has one of the largest and
most important collections of U.S. immigration and refugee life anywhere in the world. (see sidebar)

"It has been a terrific resource," says Adrian of the Immigration History
Research Center. As part of her research, Adrian--who was raised a
Catholic in White Bear Lake, Minn.--also attended up to four Lutheran
services each Sunday for the past three years.

"As a native Minnesotan, I have always been interested in perceptions
of who Minnesotans are," she says. "As an aspiring
ethnomusicologist, I am interested in the ways people decide to make
music. I combined these two interests when I began researching for
my dissertation [and] I found a surprising amount of ethnic diversity
within the Lutheran church, especially given the media's portrayal of
Minnesotan Lutheranism as Scandinavian. This diversity is
dramatically apparent in the worship music featured in Lutheran
services around the Twin Cities."

For example, immigrant congregations reserve much of their two- to
three-hour service for music (older Lutheran congregations tend to
limit services to one hour); African drums always appear next to
traditional Western instruments at Lutheran services for the Anuak
community, an ethnic group from southeastern Sudan and western
Ethiopia; the Minnesota Faith Chinese Lutheran Choir sings hymns in
Mandarin; and virtually all song and worship books at Hmong Central
Lutheran Church are written in the Hmong language.

Today nearly seventy million Christians belong to Lutheran churches
worldwide. The United States ranks as the fourth largest mission field
for Lutheranism, which was started by German monk Martin Luther
who sought to reform the practices of the Roman Catholic Church in
the 16th century. A cursory search on the City of Minneapolis Web site
reveals almost 80 Lutheran churches within city limits, followed by
Catholic (51) and Baptist (50) churches.

Adrian says she chose to work with Huie--a lapsed Presbyterian born
and bred in Duluth--because she felt that their "interests and
objectives were well-aligned."

"He enjoys creating images of people and I enjoy talking with people about music and writing about
it," she explains. Huie 's most well known work is Lake Street USA, an exhibition of 675
photographs that transformed six miles of a Minneapolis thoroughfare into a remarkable public art
project. The exhibition earned Huie the title of "Artist of the Year" in 2000 from the Star Tribune.

"For the last decade I've been photographing the dizzying mixture of
socioeconomic, ethnic and cultural communities that encompass my
home state of Minnesota, a place that bears little resemblance to
Garrison Keillor's fictional land of Lake Wobegon," says Huie in his
artist statement. "What I want is to reveal is not only what is hidden,
but also what is plainly visible and seldom noticed."

When asked if there is a difference between listening to music in a
Lutheran church and Catholic church, Adrian was a little stumped for
an answer.

"That's a great question I haven't really thought about much," she replies. "The Catholic church is
also seeing the same trend-these changes in demographics are not exclusive to the Lutheran
church-[but] from what I can tell, the Lutheran church may be better positioned to more readily
embrace differences in musical traditions because of Martin Luther's focus on making church more
accessible to all people."

Adrian says she wants people who visit the exhibit to leave with "an enhanced
curiosity about who Minnesotans are today."

"I hope the music [that plays continuously in the exhibit hall] follows
them to school, work and home, motivating them to explore in greater
scrutiny the world they navigate daily, to think about the contradiction
between the Minnesota stereotype and the people they see everyday,"
she says.

"A Mighty Fortress Far from Lake Wobegon" is free and runs through
Dec. 29 in the Elmer L. Andersen's atrium gallery; viewing hours are
weekdays 8 to 4:30 p.m.

Exhibit cosponsors include the University of Minnesota Asian
American Studies Program, Department of American Studies,
Department of Chicano Studies, Friends of the IHRC, Institute for
Advanced Study and the Minnesota Journalism Center.

Further reading Eye on immigration 
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University of Minnesota
visiting professor of history
Taner Ak?am explores the
emotion, denial, justifications,
and of course, politics of the
Armenian Genocide in his new
book, A Shameful Act: The
Armenian Genocide and the
Question of Turkish
Responsibility.

Truth telling
U professor confronts the Armenian Genocide

By Martha Coventry

Nov. 22, 2006

In the first large scale genocide in modern times, men, women and
children were dragged from their homes all over the Ottoman-
Turkish Empire by government forces. Some were slaughtered
outside cities and towns, others were marched through the desert
to be raped, murdered or starved to death. Their property was
confiscated, their culture destroyed.

This annihilation was the Armenian Genocide, when the empire,
under the rule of a triumvirate called "the Young Turks,"
systematically killed around a million Armenians between 1915 and
1917.

Like most other great national horrors, it is fraught with emotion,
denial, justifications, and, of course, politics. University of
Minnesota visiting professor of history Taner Ak?am explores these
issues in his new book, A Shameful Act: The Armenian Genocide
and the Question of Turkish Responsibility. Ak?am will discuss the
book with University department of history chair Eric Weitz at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 29, in Room 125 of the Nolte Center, 315
Pillsbury Dr. S.E., Minneapolis. This event is free and open to the public.

"[The genocide] was not a topic in Turkey. We never heard about it. It is
a black hole in Turkish history."

Ak?am was born in 1953 in northeastern Turkey, but grew up in Ankara. The only time he can recall
hearing about Armenian persecution was from his grandfather in the 1960s, and he was describing
further killings that took place in 1919 and 1920. "This is my only remembrance of hearing about the
Armenians," says Ak?am."Nothing else. [The genocide] was not a topic in Turkey. We never heard
about it. It is a black hole in Turkish history."

In A Shameful Act, Ak?am follows the chain of events that led to the killings and reconstructs their
systematic orchestration by government officials, civil servants, party loyalists, state-run militias and
the army. Piecing together the story through meticulous research and an array of previously unseen
documents, Ak?am also investigates the postwar efforts to bring the perpetrators to justice and
shows why they failed.

Facing the facts Ak?am shines a harsh light on the past--and present--Turkish government party
line that the action against the Armenians was necessary for national security. The Armenians were
in league with Russia, the sanctioned story goes, and were relocated away from the front lines
during WWI, when the Turks fought on Germany's side. Any deaths that occurred during that
relocation were due to isolated events and the harsh conditions present in any refugee situation.

In fact, the buildup to the genocide had been in the works for decades. Much of it had to do with the
inherent tension between Christians (Armenians and other nationalities) and Muslims (Turks).

"In the Holocaust, anti-Semitism played as a cultural background. In Turkey, Muslim attitudes toward
Christians was the cultural background of the genocide," says Ak?am. "In Islamic culture and in
Islamic law, the Christians were never seen as equals. They were second-rate citizens, and there
was always tension and hatred between Christians and Muslims. It was very easy to provoke, and it
was used to mobilize the Muslims and any ethnic group against the Armenians."

"The Armenian Genocide was part of an ethnic and religious cleansing,"
says Ak?am. "All Christians were relocated, expelled or killed, as were
non-Turkish Muslims. Before the genocide, a quarter of the Ottoman
Empire was Christian. Today it's a 99 percent Muslim society."

The empire strikes back But the real reason for the genocide was a political one, says Ak?am. The basic context
was the dismemberment of the Ottoman-Turkish Empire, which stretched from present-day Poland to Russia and
south into Iraq and Syria. Due to various conflicts, the empire lost 80 percent of its territory and 75 percent of its
population between 1878 and 1916. In October 1912 alone, the Balkan Wars cost the empire 69 percent of its
European territories. The empire was up against the wall and trying to hold on to whatever it could.

Because of growing Western influence, assorted treaties and reform agreements, in February 1914,
plans were drawn for an autonomous Armenian state in the eastern provinces, the historic Armenian
homeland. In November of that year the Ottoman Empire entered WWI. The Russian army came to
invade Turkey, and the empire feared a total collapse of its nation.

The only way to keep the empire together, thought the ruling Young Turks party, was to keep it 100
percent Turkish and Muslim and rid the country of Christians. Homogenization plans were
developed in 1913 and first carried out against the Greeks in the country in 1914.

"The Armenian Genocide was part of an ethnic and religious cleansing," says Ak?am. "All Christians
were relocated, expelled or killed, as were non-Turkish Muslims. Before the genocide, a quarter of
the Ottoman Empire was Christian. Today it's a 99 percent Muslim society."

This is why it's difficult for the Turkish government to confront the genocide, says Ak?am--it created
the foundation for present-day Turkey.

A larger world A Shameful Act is being released at a critical time, when Turkey's denial of its past
is affecting its application to the European Union. Although many countries have officially called the
Armenian massacre a genocide--and France is considering a law making it a crime to deny the
genocide--the U.S. government has stopped short of using that term so as not to risk alienating the
Turkish government and losing, among other things, the use of its airbase at Incirlik, which it needs
to patrol northern Iraq. "From the American perspective, there are two major reasons why it's
important to learn about the genocide," says Ak?am. "One is that if you want peace and democracy
in the Middle East, you have to know that the nations in the region consider each other from an
historical perspective. History is still an important stumbling block for the democratization process.
You have to get nations to talk about their past, or they cannot develop healthy relations with each
other.

"The other is the role of Turkey, generally. It can easily be a good model for democracy in the
Muslim world if it is a full member of the EU. It's the key to stability and peace in the region, but only
if it can face its dark past. Still other reasons for Americans to acknowledge the genocide are the
large number of its own citizens of Armenian descent and the American missionaries and diplomats
who played a crucial part in documenting the original crimes."

Ak?am was the editor in chief of a Turkish student political journal when he was arrested in 1976
and sentenced to 10 years in prison. Amnesty International adopted him as one of their first
prisoners of conscience, and a year later he escaped by using a stove leg to dig a tunnel. He fled to
Germany, where he received political asylum. He has been living in exile in Minnesota since 2002.

Ak?am's writing, and that of this year's Nobel Prize winner Orhan Pamuk, bring the horror the
Armenian Genocide back to the world's attention as the killings in Darfur increase and other
genocides may be brewing elsewhere. "...all studies of large-scale atrocities teach us one core
principle: To prevent the recurrence of such events, people must first consider their own
responsibilities, discuss it, debate it, and recognize it," writes Ak?am.
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In the study, patients will use
PDAs to answer questions
about what they are feeling
and thinking six times a day
for two weeks.

U study uses PDAs to examine anorexia
nervosa

Nov. 28, 2006

Researchers from the University of Minnesota Medical School's
Department of Psychiatry are using an innovative measurement
technique involving PDAs (personal digital assistants) to study the
behaviors of people with anorexia nervosa.

Researchers will use Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) to
study the daily thoughts, feelings and state of mind of patients with
anorexia nervosa. Patients will be given a PDA, which is pre-
programmed to ask them questions about what they are feeling
and thinking six times a day for two weeks. Answers will be
entered and saved directly into the PDA.

"Information on what factors influence patients and their behaviors
is very limited," says Scott Crow, professor of psychiatry at the
University of Minnesota Medical School. "The purpose of the study
is to measure these factors and develop a model for predicting
anorexia nervosa symptoms based on personality traits, mood
states and feelings."

"Tracking what anorexic patients eat, think and feel in real time will
allow us to better understand the dynamics of the illness and apply that
knowledge to treatment options," says Crow.

Anorexia nervosa is a serious mental illness that is often resistant to treatment. It afflicts as many as one in every
100 girls and young women. In addition to the more than 10 percent death rate of the disease, over time it can lead
to multiple medical complications such as osteoporosis, anemia, drops in blood pressure and body temperature,
menstrual period instability and hair loss.

People with anorexia nervosa refuse to maintain a health body weight, have an intense fear of fat
and gaining weight and can have distorted concepts of body image. The illness is typically
diagnosed when patients weigh at least 15 percent less than the healthy weight for their height.

"Tracking what anorexic patients eat, think and feel in real time will allow us to better understand the
dynamics of the illness and apply that knowledge to treatment options," says Crow. "We are very
excited about this study and what it can offer both patients and the medical community."

The University is currently recruiting subjects that have been diagnosed with anorexia nervosa for
this study. For more information and to inquire about participation, please call 612-627-1991 or write
to anpalm@umn.edu.

--From Academic Health Center
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Tom McRoberts, director of
the Center for Small Towns.

Partnering with small towns
UMM's Center for Small Towns partners with Minnesota's rural
communities on revitalization projects

By Stephanie Wilkes

Brief, Nov. 29, 2006

"After we explore the heavens, we will inevitably discover that what
we were hungry for all along was the personal connection found
only in building community here on earth," said former astronaut
and senator John Glenn last month.

Speaking at the Carter Partnership Award Ceremony Oct. 31,
Glenn connected space travel to public engagement work being
done in Minnesota communities--work that won the Center for
Small Towns and the City of Morris the Carter Partnership Award
for Campus-Community Collaboration.

"The Center for Small Towns started with a dream...the dream of U of M Morris former chancellor
David C. Johnson," says Tom McRoberts, director of the Center for the past two years.

Johnson shared his dream with Craig Swan, vice provost for undergraduate education on the Twin
Cities campus, and Roger McCannon, who became the initial director of the center. Together they
worked to make the dream a reality, gaining the support of Robert Bruininks, current University
president, then the executive vice president of the University, and with funding from the University of
Minnesota Foundation.

Much of what made the award possible was the work of McCannon and his colleagues in the Center
for Small Towns, says McRoberts.

David Fluegel, coordinator of the center for more than nine years--from its beginning stages to its
current success--says that when the center was started, significant economic and other changes
were occurring in the region. Many small towns were struggling to find ways to stay vital and make
ends meet.

"To explore the possibility of something like the Center for Small Towns, we set up some focus
groups in the communities in the region to ask people, 'If there were such a thing as a Center for
Small Towns, what would you like to see it be or do?'" says Fluegel. "Overwhelmingly, the response
was, 'We don't want to be researched, we want to be helped.'"

At this point, they saw an opportunity to locate the center on the Morris campus and "find ways for
faculty and students to get involved with different projects. Our focus has really been to work with
local units of government, schools, and nonprofit organizations in the region," says Fluegel.

Using U knowledge to effect change

"One of the strengths of the Center for Small Towns is that, in addressing community issues and
problems, it draws upon the resources of the University, across the entire University," says
McRoberts.

Center for Small Towns coordinator David Fluegel

One of the main resources of the University is its faculty, who have the
option to be involved in the center in a number of ways. Faculty
members can work consistently over a long period of time or be
involved for just a short time period. They can work on multiple projects
or select one.

"When a community comes to us with a project or an issue of concern,
our task is to link them with the expertise of the faculty of the University," says McRoberts.

The Center also emphasizes the importance of community involvement in their student population.
For example, in introductory statistics classes, students use data compiled about small towns and
rural places. They analyze the data, examine urban-rural differences, and follow up by writing an
article for the newspaper of the community in which they've done their research.

"Rather than taking the textbook and using examples from New York City or some other place in the
country, they use information from an area they are familiar with so they have a deeper
understanding of the places they come from," says Fluegel.

"We take special pride in involving students in these projects," McRoberts says. "It's a part of their
undergraduate experience, doing practical problem solving and project building in communities
within this region."

The far-reaching arm of the center

The Center for Small Towns has made a commitment to serve communities beyond Morris, and in
their decade of service it has accomplished that goal.

"Within West Central Minnesota, there are not many communities we have not worked with on some
project, small or large, in our ten-year history," says McRoberts.

McRoberts and Fluegel realize the importance of both sides of their partnership, the city of Morris
and other communities and their relationship with the center.

"Not every community is going to want or need an academic institution to help in identifying new and
better ways to do their community revitalization work, but our experience shows that we really can
help communities, and we continue to get an increasing number of phone calls asking for our
assistance," says Fluegel.

"Together we can address the problems and revitalize the communities that we are a part of, and
that's what we are being recognized for," says McRoberts. "That is what the Carter Partnership
Award is all about."

FURTHER READING UMM honored for campus-community collaboration

Stephanie Wilkes is a junior in English and linguistics and a communications intern in the Office for Public
Engagement. If you have questions or comments, please e-mail wilk0268@umn.edu. 
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Libby Sharrow, University of
Minnesota varsity assistant
rowing coach.

Making connections with Minnesota
charities
By Naomi Scott

From Brief, Nov. 29, 2006

The University of Minnesota's Community Fund Drive improves
lives--and it helps build connections between the U and its broader
community.

About 30.5 percent of the faculty and staff on the University's Twin
Cities campus contributed $1,176,057.19 to the Community Fund
Drive, as of Nov 28. That's the second highest amount ever. That
funding reaches people around the state through several
federations of charities.

The bridges connecting the U and these charities are more than
financial, however. Beginning last summer, varsity assistant rowing
coach Libby Sharrow applied her University education to her work
at Melpomene Institute for Women's Health Research, an organization that promotes health, well-
being and physical activity in young women and girls. Melpomene is a member of the Community
Health Charities of Minnesota, one of the seven charity federations in the fund drive. (For more
information on the Community Fund Drive federations or to contribute, go to www.umn.edu/cfd.)

Sharrow, who is pursuing a master's degree in public policy from the Humphrey Institute, became
involved in Melpomene just as the group was making major changes to its mission and purpose.
The institute began 25 years ago with a pioneering journal on women's sports and physical activity.
Five years ago, the founder retired and the institute downsized.

Now, Melpomene wants to connect college students with its organization to teach them a skill they
can bring to their next job: knowing how to work with underprivileged populations. The institute
seeks interns, like Sharrow, to help it find local groups that promote women's health and are in need
of leaders or financial assistance. The Melpomene student interns also identify other college
students around the Twin Cities area to lead and facilitate these groups.

Sharrow now sits on Melpomene's board of directors, where she observes focus groups and helps
facilitate discussions. She says Melpomene's goal to nurture student interns and encourage other
college students to become involved in nonprofit women's exercise groups is like "bringing
academia to the (Melpomene) institute."

The result: more understanding, deeper relationships, better health, and stronger leaders. Sharrow's
experience with Melpomene illustrates that, for essential financial support, and for less tangible
needs that are just as important, Minnesota charities count on the U.

Writer Naomi Scott is a senior in journalism
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Parkway Theater owner Joe
Senkyr Minjares (left) stands
with assistant professor Caren
Martin and lecturer Michael
English, who worked with U
interior design students on a
project to redesign the historic
theater.

Extreme makeover: neighborhood theater
edition
U interior design students unveil ideas for renovation of Parkway
Theater in Minneapolis

By Rick Moore

Nov. 28, 2006

As class assignments go, this one was a doozy. Take a beloved
but aging neighborhood movie house and come up with a design
for a renovated, multipurpose theater that's true to its historical
roots and enticing to new generations of patrons.

Such was the task for 34 students from the University of Minnesota
as a major project for their Interior Design Studio 7 class, and in
early October the students split into seven teams to begin
developing ideas for renovating the Parkway Theater near 48th
Street and Chicago Avenue in South Minneapolis.

Originally designed in 1931, the building has undergone a number
of renovations, but currently the exterior is in poor condition, the
marquee has water damage and the interior is mismatched and in
need of repair.

Showcasing designs
About six weeks and literally thousands of collective hours later, the students presented their
redesign ideas at the theater for Parkway owner Joe Senkyr Minjares, Minneapolis mayor R.T.
Rybak, members of the Minneapolis Neighborhood Revitalization Program and other interested
community members.

"I've been surprised at how emotional I've been about it," Minjares said.
"I feel really, really fortunate to have these young people take a vision I
had and run with it. It validates a dream."

Attendees could walk from display to display and not only see blueprints, sketches and even material swatches for
the students' imagined spaces, but also hear the students describe the rationale behind their themes.

The students were given significant feedback during the project as to what Minjares was hoping for
in a renovated space: a flexible performing arts venue that could accommodate film, live
entertainment and private events. From there, they ran with their own ideas.

"It was interesting taking what the owner wanted and incorporating that into the space," said
Elizabeth Hanson, whose group came up with the theme "Modernizing Tradition." "He had very lofty
goals. We tried to decipher which ones were most important and which ones would fit the space
best."

Preserving history
To a group, the students were mindful of the long history of the Parkway, which stands two blocks
north of Minnehaha Creek and Minnehaha Parkway. For many, that meant maintaining "Parkway" in
the name of the theater and trying to embody the heritage of the theater in their designs, with
themes such as "Preserving the Past" and "The Rhythm of Life."

One group focused on the concept of time--past, present and future--in its conception of a theater
named "The Icon," inspired by the Aztec calendar as well as some of the theater's art deco aspects.
According to student Barb Perry, the concept is "holding on to some elements from the past,
[though] we're adding new elements... and planning for future new elements, so that it all melds
together into a cohesive design."

Another group operated with the theme "Celebration of the Imagination." "Through the looking
glass, everything is a little abstract--[we're] bringing in the mystery and the sensuality of the
performing arts," said team member Emilee Pearson. The group chose Sueno Vida as a new name
for the theater, which is Spanish for "dreaming life."

Revitalizing the community
"He (Minjares) really wanted [the redesigned Parkway] to breathe new life into the community,"
Pearson said. "We decided to go all the way--create a new look, a new fa?ade and a new name."

At the end of the day, after all the designs had been examined and ogled--and explained in great
detail by the students a dozen times over--Minjares smiled and reflected on the work of the U
students.

"I've been surprised at how emotional I've been about it," he said. "I feel really, really fortunate to
have these young people take a vision I had and run with it. It validates a dream."

"It's one thing to have a nice facility, and another thing to have some heart and soul in it," he added.

Rather than use one particular design concept as a whole, Minjares figures he might draw out
individual elements from a number of the concepts.

"Some of the designs I've seen today are really, really nice, but they may not be practical for what
we're trying to do," he said. "What I did find in some of these designs are some good short-term
solutions," such as moving the ticket booth to the other side of the theater's entrance area.

All of the potential solutions on display came with a significant expenditure of time. For some
groups, the rough math worked out to be 20-30 hours a week times four people times six weeks...
which equals a lot of time. "One day we spent 12 hours together," said student Chiharu Miller.

That's not to say that it wasn't often a labor of love. Said Gretchen Litwin: "I'd rather be doing this
than any other homework."
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Driving in winter conditions
can be nasty--and downright
dangerous--if you're not
prepared. If you're new to
winter driving, make some
time to practice with a
seasoned driver by your side.

University of Minnesota
Moment

Listen to Patrick Jirik, U of
M Extension Service
educator in 4-H youth
development, describe how
parents can prepare their
teens for winter driving.

Prepare teenage drivers for winter
conditions
By Patrick Jirik

From eNew, Nov. 30, 2006

If your teenager received a driver's license in the past nine months,
chances are he or she is inexperienced at driving on winter roads.
Lt. Mark Holm of the Minnesota State Patrol, Rochester District
Office, offers the following winter weather safety reminders for
these new drivers:

1) ramps and bridges are the first to ice up 2) don't use the cruise
control 3) maintain a safe distance 4) drive at a reduced speed
Another way parents can prepare their teen drivers for hazardous
winter conditions is by giving them the opportunity to practice
driving in snow or icy conditions. After the first snowfall, head to a
vacant parking lot with your new driver for a practice session. At
low speeds, practice stops, starts, turning and how to handle the
vehicle in a skidding situation. In the stopping/braking example,
once the vehicle is stopped, get out of the car with the driver and
observe the skid marks and the distance of travel. Relate that
example to a stop sign and how far into the intersection the vehicle
would have traveled had it happened on a road or street.

Help your teen to recognize and reduce driving distractions. According to Jerry Kosel, State Farm
insurance agent in Plainview, Minn., distractions are a major cause of accidents. Kosel says having
two passengers in the vehicle compared to one passenger will increase the teen driver's likelihood
of having an accident by 200 percent.

By providing careful winter driving instructions, parents can help their
teen driver reduce the risk of an accident and reach their destination
safely. It may also positively affect future insurance rates.

Patrick Jirik is an educator in 4-H youth development with the University of
Minnesota Extension Service. 
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University of Minnesota,
Morris, chancellor Jacquie
Johnson sees a bright future
for UMM.

Morris on the move
Chancellor Johnson ready to build on UMM's strong reputation

By Jim Thorp and Judy Korn

Dec. 1, 2006

When Jacqueline Johnson took on the role of chancellor at the
University of Minnesota, Morris, in August, she viewed it as a
homecoming of sorts: to public liberal arts education with an
emphasis on access and service. She arrived as the campus was
ramping up for the new academic year and in the midst of a
massive strategic positioning effort system-wide--which forced her
to hit the ground running.

Catch up to her, and she's engaged and engaging, with fresh
fondness for her new home and a clear vision for the future of
UMM. During the course of two interviews she shared her
perspectives.

Q: You're making a return to public higher education--how do the challenges differ from
those at Buena Vista or St. Martin's? A: There are a number of important differences--an
especially important one is that I'm accustomed to working directly with a Board of Trustees, rather
than indirectly through a system and legislative organizational structure. There's a learning curve in
that respect, but I think I'm catching on.

And honestly, I think there are more similarities than there are differences between public and
private higher education. In general, higher education is challenged to stay affordable, to be
accountable to a variety of constituents, and to find multiple and varied sources of revenue other
than tuition. In addition, each type of institution operates in a highly competitive marketplace for
students--thus, it is extremely important that institutions maintain clear focus, that our educational
promises are clear, and that we demonstrate the distinctiveness of these promises and how we are
delivering on them.

Q: What, in your mind, sets the University of Minnesota, Morris, apart from the other schools
in the U of M system? From other state colleges and universities in Minnesota? A: The
University of Minnesota, Morris, serves as a public liberal-arts college, the only school in the
University of Minnesota system with that particular focus. We are also the only school in Minnesota
that belongs to COPLAC--the national Council of Public Liberal Arts Colleges.

Our liberal arts mission is focused not only on the traditional liberal arts disciplines but also on the
vitally important features of liberal learning: critical thinking; effective writing and speaking; problem
solving; quantitative reasoning; civic engagement; and the ability to function effectively in an
increasingly diverse and global society. Our mission calls on us to offer a challenging and rigorous
academic experience to highly qualified students in a public, residential and undergraduate-focused
setting.

Our mission and the characteristics of our students and faculty create a learning experience in a
public setting that is similar to the more expensive versions offered by our private competitors.

THE ROAD TO MORRIS

Johnson served as vice president for academic affairs and dean of faculty at Buena Vista
University in Storm Lake, Iowa, and vice president for academic affairs at Saint Martin's College in
Lacey, Wash.

She began her career at Grand Valley State University in Allendale, Mich., where she served as
chair of the department of anthropology and sociology and as general education program director.

Her areas of teaching expertise include social psychology, gender and women's studies and social
inequities.

Q: As a recent transplant to the U system, how do you think Morris is viewed beyond Minnesota? A: One of
the things that attracted me to the University of Minnesota, Morris, as an applicant for the chancellor's position was
its reputation, and I don't think I am alone in this. When a colleague of mine learned that I would be joining the Morris
community, he said, 'Oh, I know Morris; it's that little school out there on the prairie where all the smart kids go.' Like
him, I had known of Morris by reputation for a long time.

Q: What excites you about serving here? A: It's clear to me that I have joined a vibrant academic
community one sure of itself in terms of its commitment and mission, and one sure to advance to
the next stages of excellence. I'm most excited about the opportunities to build on our legacy and
create a future in which we expand and strengthen our role as a public, liberal arts college with a
strong honors focus, committed to developing and using renewable energy sources, serving the
region as an economic, environmental and educational resource.

Q: You're obviously in the thick of strategic positioning at Morris. What role does Morris play
in the push of the U overall to become one of the top three public research universities in the
world? A: Morris' mission is connected to, yet different from, that of the Twin Cities. UMM's mission
is exclusively undergrad, and we provide, in a public setting, an educational environment similar to
that of our private, undergraduate-focused competitors. Like the other coordinate campuses, UMM
shares in the University's land grant mission with special attention to serving well the regions in
which they operate. Faculty at UMM, like their Twin Cities counterparts, are also 'driven to discover'
and are actively engaged in the production and generation of knowledge and creative work.
Because of our undergraduate mission, UMM faculty members play the special role of bringing that
research and creativity to undergraduate students, in the classroom and outside it.

As part of our strategic planning effort, we are thinking carefully about our brand claims and market
niche. UMM's strategic plan includes the claim that we aspire to be a public honors college.

We believe that with this claim we can continue the legacy of rich and rigorous undergraduate
education that has long characterized this institution. And, we believe that the particular niche that
this claim represents will allow us to reposition and distinguish ourselves even more effectively than
we already have.

Q: Strategic positioning has helped bring attention to interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary
scholarship across the U. Tell us about your scholarly interests, which seem to fit this mold.
A: As much as I love my discipline of sociology, I do think that the most exciting research and
scholarly activity happen at the points where sociology intersects with other disciplines--psychology,
political science, literature and art. My research interests reflect this belief. I also have found that
research emerges from my own personal interests--cultivated and developed through travel and
personal relationships.

Q: What's your Polish connection? Do you have other international ties that might benefit the
U? A: My Polish connection is fellow sociologist Anna Karwinska, faculty member and assistant
rector at the Krakow Academy of Economics in Krakow, Poland. In the early 1990s, Dr. Karwinska
and I embarked on a fascinating research project using children's art work to 'capture' their
understanding of their own and others political culture. She has traveled to the U.S. as we have
worked on this project, and I have also traveled to Poland.

In addition, I have a special interest in China--at Saint Martin's and Buena Vista, I worked with
colleagues to develop partnerships with institutions in Shanghai (Shanghai Maritime University) and
Wuhan (Hubei University of Technology) and have made several trips to China in the past few
years. I expect that my international connections will build on the excellent work that is part of the
legacy of the University of Minnesota in general and Morris in particular. I believe that international
travel and learning experiences are a key part of education in the 21st century.

Q: Describe where you are in the strategic planning process--will we see big things
happening at Morris already this winter? A: Our strategic planning efforts began last academic
year with an initial draft submitted to system officers in April 2006. Based on responses from those
officers, we have continued to revise our plan over the course of the past few months. A final
version of the plan was posted for campus review mid-October. At a Campus Assembly meeting on
Oct.24, the general direction of the plan was endorsed by 92 percent of assembly members--a
remarkable show of support for the work of the Strategic Planning Task Force and an extraordinary
vote of confidence in UMM's future from faculty, staff and students. The University of Minnesota,
Morris, submitted the final draft of its strategic plan to President Bruininks in November.

The campus community has been highly involved in shaping the plan through focus group activities,
forums and the regular committee structure. Big things are always happening on the Morris campus,
and that will continue to be true as our strategic plan takes greater shape.

FURTHER READING UMM a "homecoming" for Chancellor Johnson Jacqueline Johnson is UMM
chancellor Strategic Positioning at UMM
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This summer Peru president
Alan Garc?a chose University
of Minnesota alum Luis
Carranza, a macroeconomics
expert, as his country's
minister of economics and
finance.

From international student to world leader
University of Minnesota alumni lead countries, hold top cabinet
positions in nations around the world

By Pauline Oo

Dec. 1, 2006

International students come to the University of Minnesota for
many of the same reasons U.S. students do. Some are attracted to
the U's highly ranked programs. Others, like Somwung
Pitiyanuwat, come because they know a graduate, or they know
someone who has emigrated to Minnesota. "I thought probably my
professor in Thailand, Wichit Srisa-an, was so great because of
what he learned here," said Pitiyanuwat in 2005 when he received
an Outstanding Achievement Award from the U. "So I applied to
only one university, the University of Minnesota."

Pitiyanuwat, who earned his Ph.D. in educational psychology in
1976, is currently director of the Office of National Standards and
Quality Assessment, reporting to the prime minister of Thailand.
Srisa-an, his mentor, is Thailand's new minister of Education.
Srisa-an gained his master's degree from the U in 1963, and later,
a Ph.D. in 1967.

For more than a century, the University of Minnesota has enrolled international students and taught
foreign languages. Today, the University has more than 4,000 international students and scholars
from about 130 countries--the fourth-largest international student population in the Big Ten. But in
the next decade, those numbers might just jump. As the U transforms itself into one of the top three
public research universities in the world, it is increasing its efforts to bring international students to
its campuses. In the last year and a half, for example, the University has sent a team of top
administrators to recruit international students for its campuses. They have visited high schools and
college fairs in such countries as Turkey, Singapore, China, Japan and South Korea.

International students are an important addition to the University, says Ed Foster, former chair of the
U's Department of Economics, because they can bring new and different viewpoints to academic
discussions and classroom learning.

"We finance most of our graduate programs through teaching assistantships, so a lot of these folks
have come here and taught for us," he says. "And that brings a terrific perspective to undergraduate
classes, to have people with this international experience. In the graduate program, I don't think that
the cultural differences and the mingling of cultures are so important. I think it's just mainly getting a
lot of very bright people together--scratching their heads together and figuring things out."

"Quite a few of our faculty have on-going professional relations with
faculty in other countries and when they visit [those countries] and
meet a really good student, they'll encourage them to come here," said
Ed Foster, former economics chair.

Foster says his department's graduate program typically has an entering class of 22, with only three
or four students from the United States. "The rest come from all over," he says. "We have students
from Latin America, Europe and Asia; rarely from Africa, though."

With this makeup of international students, it's no wonder that the department now has ties to six
world leaders--or six individuals who are directly involved in running a country. They are Geir Hilmar
Haarde, prime minister of Iceland (M.A. '77); Okyu Kwon, deputy prime minister and minister of
finance and economy of the Republic of Korea (M.A. '81); Luis Carranza Ugarte, Peru's minister of
economics (M.A. and Ph.D. '96); Miguel Sebastian Gascon, chief economic advisor to the prime
minister of Spain (Ph.D. '85); Zvi Eckstein, deputy governor of the Bank of Israel (Ph.D. '81) and
Fai-Nan Perng, governor of the Central Bank of China (M.S. '71).

"This is just a very highly rated economics department, and some people stay in academics and
some people get drawn into policy making," says Foster, when asked why so many economics
alumni have ended up in top positions. "Economics is policy-related, particularly in banking and
finance."

President Bob Bruininks and his wife, Susan Hagstrum, with U alum
Fai Nan Perng at a 2004 gathering in Taipei for the U of M Alumni
Association-Taiwan Chapter. Perng, governor of the Central Bank of
China, is chapter president. Photo courtesy of the Office of the
President.

The department doesn't actively recruit students, adds Foster, and
instead, relies primarily on word of mouth.

"Quite a few of our faculty have on-going professional relations with faculty in other countries and
when they visit [those countries] and meet a really good student, they'll encourage them to come
here," said Foster.

While some international students choose to stay in the United States or to divide their time
between two countries--like U alum Zvi Eckstein, who, prior to his appointment as the second in
command of the Central Bank of Israel, held joint faculty positions at the University of Minneosta
(Mario Henrique Simonson Chair in Labor Economics) and the Berglas School of Economics at Tel-
Aviv University--many other international students use their experience at the University of
Minnesota to change the worlds from which they come.

"I think I had really good luck to come here," said Pitiyanuwat on the Twin Cities campus in 2005. "I
learned from my professors not just to be a student but to solve problems. That is what I am trying
to do now in Thailand--solve problems."

With excerpts from Link, winter 2005, a publication by the College of Education and Human
Development.

Further reading One size does not fit all Capstone year abroad The Minnesota-China connection 
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From left to right, Mike Cihak,
Jill Beauregard and Jim
Beauregard (along with Casey
Wagner) spent about six
months researching, scripting
and producting the DVD
"Meth in the Heartland: A
Community's Response."

National
Methamphetamine
Awareness Day

Nov. 30 was National
Methamphetamine
Awareness Day, a day
dedicated to creating
increased awareness of this
highly addictive and
dangerous drug. In the U of
M Moment, Ellie McCann, a
family relations educator
with the U of M Extension
Service, says awareness
needs to begin with parents
because they have a critical
role in communicating with
their teen about the use of
meth.

Combating the scourge
Grad students from Morris community produce educational DVD
about methamphetamine

By Rick Moore

Dec. 1, 2006

If ever there was ever a drug you should avoid, it's meth. Listen to
a story or two about its intense grip on users' lives, or look at how it
can ravage a once-normal face, and you're filled with a sense of
dread. If you're a recovering user, even years removed, you may
still have a visceral craving for the drug.

Within the last decade, methamphetamine--meth, for short--has
become one of America's biggest scourges, and it has taken its
greatest toll in rural areas, where meth has been manufactured in
clandestine structures or deep in the woods, often far removed
from the masses--and from easy detection.

But four graduate students from the Morris community (Jim
Beauregard, Jill Beauregard, Mike Cihak and Casey Wagner) have
taken a creative and tangible step in the fight against meth by
producing an educational DVD about the drug, "Meth in the
Heartland: A Community's Response." The DVD was their final project in the master of education
program offered online by the University of Minnesota, Duluth. The students worked collaboratively
with the University of Minnesota, Morris through its Center for Small Towns.

According to Jim Beauregard, who is also the chief of police for the city of Morris, the students
decided they wanted to educate a mass audience in rural Minnesota about a critical issue in their
own back yards. "And if we were able to move [the discussion] beyond our community, that would
be an add-on," he says.

According to the video, methamphetamine was first developed in the early 1900s as a stimulant to
combat fatigue and narcolepsy, and during the World War II era it was used to help soldiers--and
factory workers--stay alert.

But in the latter part of the century, meth morphed into a more potent drug, and its current scope
and ramifications are staggering. Available in powdered or crystalline form, meth can be smoked,
snorted, injected or even sprinkled into coffee or soda, the DVD says. Users feel a sense of
euphoria and are able to stay awake for long periods of time. The drug is relatively cheap, and a
quarter of a gram is enough for users to get high five or six times--and hooked on meth for the rest
of their life.

The DVD ends with a positive message, noting that while recidivism
rates for meth can be high, there are effective treatment options. And
the more that communities are aware of meth and its challenges, the
more they'll be able to rally around recovering users and, most
importantly, educate young people to never try the drug.

And since "meth use and crime appear to go hand in hand," Beauregard says, the implications for law enforcement
are immense. Since 1989 Minnesota's prison population has grown by 189 percent (due largely to the growth of drug
offenders) and the Department of Corrections says that 39 percent of the inmate growth in the last five years can me
attributed to meth offenders. A county commissioner from Crow Wing County in central Minnesota estimates that in
2004 methamphetamine cost the county $1.8 million in law enforcement, legal, health and social services expenses.

A primary purpose of the video was to dispel some myths about meth--chief among them that it's
relatively easy for a user to give up the drug. Cihak says he was surprised to learn "just how
addictive it is.... After we talked to [recovering users], two relapsed."

Another thing that surprised Cihak was discovering the amount of toxicity in
meth--it can cause irreversible damage to parts of the brain, including those
controlling memory and taste.

Cihak and Beauregard both note that meth production in rural
Minnesota has fallen in recent years, thanks in large part to action by
the Minnesota Legislature making it extremely difficult to obtain large
quantities of anhydrous ammonia and antihistamines like Sudafed--
two critical ingredients of meth. But according to Cihak, that shouldn't
suggest that the meth problem is disappearing.

"That has decreased the amount of creation in the state, but that was
giving the false [impression] that the problem is going down," he says.
"The production has gone down, but the use has not."

While meth production has tapered in rural Minnesota, the slack is
being picked up by "super labs" in Mexico and in southwestern states
like Arizona and California. Cihak says this imported meth is "much
more pure, it's much more powerful. It is toxic."

Another bitter irony about meth, Cihak says, is that users typically
never achieve the same level of high as the first time they use the drug, and not for lack of trying.
"That's the pinnacle," he says, "and you'll just try and try to get it again."

But the DVD ends with a positive message, noting that while recidivism rates for meth can be high,
there are effective treatment options. And the more that communities are aware of meth and its
challenges, the more they'll be able to rally around recovering users and, most importantly, educate
young people to never try the drug.

The DVD was scripted, recorded and edited by all four students, but
most of the editing and shooting was done by Wagner, a former
computing services staff member at the University of Minnesota,
Morris, and Cihak, UMM's assistant director of marketing
communications and design. In all, the students interviewed about 30
people for the DVD, from recovering users and counselors to
legislators and law enforcement officials. The final product, which
took about six months to produce, is a well-crafted, comprehensive
look at a problem that touches all ages and strata of society. As
Judge Gerald Selbel notes in the video, "Meth is an equal opportunity
drug."

The DVD was shown on Pioneer Public TV in September. Lakeland Public Television in Bemidji has
announced that it will air the documentary at 7 p.m. Friday, Dec. 29, and again at 5 p.m. Saturday,
Dec. 30. (Satellite subscribers in Minnesota receive Lakeland Public Television on Direct TV
channel 22 and on Dish Network Channel 8583.) Other Minnesota public TV stations have also
shown interest in broadcasting the documentary.

"We think it worked very well, and we're still getting feedback on it," says Jim Beauregard. "We've
been receiving orders for the DVD from around the world, so this isn't just a local problem, it's a
problem facing a lot of other people.... We're reaching this large, diverse audience, and that was our
objective."

The video can be viewed online at the Morris police department Web site using QuickTime or
RealPlayer, or by ordering a DVD from the Morris City Police Department at 320-589-1155 or
UMM's Media Services at 320-589-6150.
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Jamal Abu-Shamala finished
last season as the Gophers'
leading three-point shooter
and scored in double figures
five times.

Mr. Perseverance
All that Jamal Abu-Shamala wanted was a chance. Lucky for the
Gophers, he got it.

By John Rosengren

Dec. 5, 2006

When Jamal Abu-Shamala got his chance to try out for the Gopher
men's basketball team last year as a walk-on, he knew the rap
against him: At 6-foot-4 and only 190 pounds, he couldn't be strong
enough to play at the top collegiate level, detractors said. And
having played at a small high school in Shakopee, Minn., he
couldn't possibly be skilled enough.

Those perceptions had been enough to keep Division I schools
from offering Abu-Shamala a scholarship, even though he had
been a finalist for the prestigious Minnesota Mr. Basketball honor
his senior year. But he didn't let the naysayers squelch his dream
of playing for the University of Minnesota. "I found that a
challenge," Abu-Shamala says.

Abu-Shamala met that challenge and then some. This season the sophomore guard is expected to
be a key contributor on the Gopher team after having scrapped his way to a starting position and a
scholarship last year. He ended his freshman year as the Gophers' leading three-point shooter and
scored in double figures five times. He also proved to be a dependable rebounder, grabbing a
career-high nine rebounds against Maryland in late November.

Abu-Shamala knew he could play big-time college ball; he just wanted the chance. He got it a year
ago when former Gopher head coach Dan Monson--impressed by Abu-Shamala's state high school
tournament effort, in which he led his team to the Class 3A title with a 19.8 scoring average--invited
the Sabres' captain to audition for a varsity spot. "That's all I needed to hear, for him to give me the
opportunity to walk on and prove myself," Abu-Shamala says.

There was one small problem: college tuition. Abu-Shamala lived with his mother, Carolyn Kenmore,
a single parent who was unable to work due to injuries suffered in a car accident. Paying next
month's rent was a big enough challenge, let alone setting aside money for college.

Enter Mark Stensrude. As a 10-year-old boy, Abu-Shamala had met Stensrude through the United
Way's Big Brother program. Over the years, Stensrude and his wife, Cathy, and their three children
had embraced Abu-Shamala as part of their family. Now, Stensrude helped Abu-Shamala navigate
the financial aid process and offered to pay the balance of his college expenses. Abu-Shamala
balked, not wanting to burden his surrogate family, but the Stensrudes assured Abu-Shamala it was
something they wanted to do for him.

When Abu-Shamala was offered a scholarship for the second semester,
he was shocked and delighted: "That was the best news of my life. It
was nice to know the financial burden was lifted off me. I could focus on
the season."

Even with his coach's and the Stensrudes' encouragement, Abu-Shamala found the doubts seeping in. He had
grown over the summer, but he worried that he still wasn't big enough to play in the Big Ten. With a July birthday, he
was young for his year in school, and he wondered if maybe he should redshirt his first year.

But injuries to four Gopher regulars (Vincent Grier, Maurice Hargrow, J'son Stamper and Kevin
Payton), along with academic difficulties that rendered Rico Tucker and Brandon Smith ineligible,
thrust Abu-Shamala into early action as a guard.

One November night before the regular season started, Monson sat down with Abu-Shamala and
Stensrude after practice in Williams Arena. "You're playing well right now," he told Abu-Shamala.
"We want you to start contributing in a bigger way."

When Abu-Shamala was offered a scholarship for the second semester, he was shocked and
delighted: "That was the best news of my life. It was nice to know the financial burden was lifted off
me. I could focus on the season."

The adjustment to college proved challenging, not just on the court but in the classroom as well,
even for someone who had finished high school with a 3.5 GPA. Abu-Shamala found it difficult to
juggle coursework and basketball. Life was reduced to class, practice, study and sleep. Wake up
and repeat. "If you're not focused on what you've got to do the first year, it can backfire on you,"
Abu-Shamala says.

His focus took him to the gym in the evenings once he finished his studies. Even though he felt
drained from the day, he worked on his shooting for an hour or more. Alone in the gym, he practiced
his shot from different spots on the floor. It cleared his mind and built his confidence.

The focus and hard work paid off. He earned a 3.0 GPA carrying a full load of credits (he plans to
declare his major, most likely in business marketing, this year). And Abu-Shamala worked himself
into a starting role in January. He proved himself an excellent outside shooter--he was four-for-four
outside the arc and scored a team-high 15 points against Northwestern in February--and
established himself as a solid contributor.

Abu-Shamala's scholarship was renewed for the 2006-07 season. Now 6-foot-6 and 215 pounds--
and with an extra layer of self-confidence--Abu-Shamala heads toward the Big Ten season with
renewed ambition to continue to develop his game and help the Gophers to improve on last year's
5-11 conference record. With no starters returning, Abu-Shamala is in a position to play a pivotal
role on the young team.

Once again, Abu-Shamala has proven himself in the face of challenges. "I've seen that in him since
day one-he has the drive and determination to do great things," Stensrude says. "That's what I
admire so much in him: Whatever is thrown at him, he meets it and beats it. He's an inspiration for
me too."

John Rosengren is a Minneapolis-based freelance writer. This article originally appeared in
Minnesota magazine, November-December 2006, the magazine of the University of Minnesota
Alumni Association.
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Imagining ways to share
traditions

As the University
community learns to
celebrate its diversity, it is
likely that we will become
more skilled in holiday
celebrations as well.
Imagine, for example, an
office in which students,
staff, and clients are
comfortable sharing in each
other's traditions.

In December, there might
be a display case featuring
Professor Jones's collection
of Christmas tree
ornaments and a sign
explaining how his
grandmother brought them
from Germany. In
September, the display
might feature items
reflecting the Jewish holy
days. There might also be
an informal agreement to
not serve food at staff
meetings during Ramadan.

A respectful environment
must be created according
to the needs of each work
group. Using holiday
celebrations as a time for
learning and sharing can be
an effective way to help get
there.

A party for all
Tips on celebrating year-end holidays

By Dee Anne Bonebright

From Brief, Dec. 6, 2006; updated Dec. 5, 2007

The University community is exploring ways to recognize our
diversity of beliefs and traditions when it comes to seasonal
celebrations. As a result, staff are often uncertain about the best
way to celebrate the holidays in the office. This uncertainty can
lead to two different types of mistakes. The first is to plan "holiday"
celebrations that resemble Christmas parties in disguise. The other
is to do nothing at all.

If it looks like Christmas and sounds like Christmas...

Office celebrations in December can easily take on a flavor of Christmas, no matter what they are called. Businesses
and schools in the United States typically follow the Christian calendar because that has historically been the
majority religion.

"This leads to a situation in which organizations say, in effect, we don't honor any particular religion-
-and yet, if you're a Christian you get all your holidays off," says Barbara Kappler, an assistant
director in International Student and Scholar Services.

It is no longer possible to make assumptions about what people believe and how they like to
celebrate. Even within the Christian faith, there is now much more variety about how and sometimes
when holidays are celebrated.

It is usually not appropriate for officially sponsored events to center around Christmas. If your
department is having a party in December, choose a non-religious theme such as the end of the
semester or the start of winter. Kappler encourages units to sit down and consider the purpose of a
party. If the goal is team-building and socializing, then it's important to create an environment where
everyone feels accepted.

Celebrating creatively

On the other hand, Kappler thinks some organizations make the opposite error.
"We aren't sure what to do, so we do nothing at all," she says. "Aren't we creative enough to figure
out how to do something other than nothing?"

Holidays provide a chance to celebrate together and learn about each other's
significant events. Francine Morgan, human resources consultant in the Office
of Human Resources, enjoys sharing food and other items that reflect
important events or holidays in her life. At this time of year, she brings in a
basket of Hanukkah candy and dreidls to share with colleagues.

In many places around the world, several primary religions have co-
existed for centuries. As a result, people can be much more
comfortable with religious festivals and celebrations.

Ranja Yusuf, a senior editor in University Relations, spent some time
living in Malaysia. As an American, she says it was enlightening to see
the ways in which people honor each other's holidays. Within a few
months, she had been invited to a feast for the end of the Muslim
festival of Ramadan; a celebration of Diwali, the Hindu festival of
lights; a Christian feast for Christmas; and a celebration of the
Chinese New Year. While it is common for people of different faiths in
Malaysia to be invited to the homes of friends for such celebrations,
these religious celebrations don't usually enter the workplace.
Employee parties are more likely to focus on holidays like the new
year or national (independence) day.

In India, however, it's common to see multiple holiday celebrations in a
workplace. Sanghamitra Chaudhuri, a research assistant in
Work/Human Resource Education, says that each state in India has its
own celebration--in addition to holidays observed by people from
different religious backgrounds. And traditionally, workplaces have
honored as many of them as possible.

Ishani Baruah, a graduate student in the College of Education and
Human Development who is employed by a transnational corporation,
agrees that this tradition reflects a cultural difference between India
and the United States.

"I think the number of holidays also points out a work culture where
family and social festivals take precedence over work," she says.

For Kappler, the goal is not to refuse to celebrate major religious holidays at work.

"The point," she concludes, "is to be creative and open about how you do it."

Finding information on religious holidays

If your office wants to celebrate in December, take time to understand the significance of the various
religious traditions that occur during this time. Use it as an opportunity to learn about different
cultural practices.

The University's Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action has posted a Religious Holiday
Calendar. Check it out to avoid conflicts with major department events. You can also use it to plan
department cultural awareness activities.

Major religious holidays are also identified in the student Gopher Guide, available at University
Bookstores on the Twin Cities campus.

FURTHER READING "Reevaluating seasonal office parties," by Dee Anne Bonebright and Julie
Sweitzer
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Courtney Aldrich

Tackling TB
Medicinal chemist Courtney Aldrich hopes to foil an old enemy with
a novel class of antibiotics

By Mary Hoff

Dec. 5, 2006

It doesn't snarl, pounce or lurk in the shadows. It has no teeth or
claws. Yet each day it claims more than 4,500 lives worldwide.

The deadly assailant is Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the bacterium
that causes tuberculosis (TB). A century ago, TB--then commonly
known as consumption--was often fatal. With the advent of
streptomycin and other antibiotics in the 1940s and 1950s, humans
began to gain the upper hand.

But any hint of victory was short-lived--today TB is the second leading cause of infectious disease
mortality in the world. This is, in part, because of the lengthy and expensive regimen required to
cure the disease (strict adherence to six to nine months of taking antibiotics), because of the rise in
HIV/AIDS, which makes people more susceptible to the disease, and because of the emergence of
multi-drug-resistant strains of TB.

"It's a huge global problem," says Courtney Aldrich, assistant director of the University's Center for
Drug Design. Particularly challenging in his mind is the recent appearance of strains that have
evolved to withstand two or more of the handful of antibiotics that are effective against the disease.
"A relatively small percentage of all cases are multi-drug-resistant," he says, "but it's increasing, and
it's increasing fairly rapidly."

Aldrich is out to do something about that. A chemist by training, he knows a lot about what M.
tuberculosis needs to survive and thrive--and consequently, what just might do it in. With this
knowledge he hopes to lead the way to developing a novel class of antibiotics that can step up to
the plate when conventional approaches fail.

Aldrich has his eye on attacking M. tuberculosis at an entirely different
Achilles' heel--its need for iron.

Most antibiotics act by breaking down the bacterial cell wall or blocking the synthesis of DNA, RNA or proteins.
Aldrich has his eye on attacking M. tuberculosis at an entirely different Achilles' heel--its need for iron. M.
tuberculosis needs iron to carry out basic metabolic processes, and, like other bacteria, meets that need by grabbing
iron from its host using claw-like molecules called siderophores. If he could find a compound that was harmless to
humans but prevented siderophores from doing their job, Aldrich figures, M. tuberculosis would be in big trouble.

"Iron is essential. If you block anything involved in iron acquisition, I think it is a potential
antibacterial," he says.

To that end, Aldrich has been studying the biochemical pathway M. tuberculosis uses to assemble
the irongrabbing siderophores. He hopes to find a way to disrupt it using some simple and otherwise
harmless chemical compound.

With U of M colleague Eric Bennett and Clifton Barry of the National Institutes of Health, he recently
applied a "rational design" process to discover a promising target--an enzyme called MbtA that's not
needed by mammals, but is indispensable to the siderophore production process--and to synthesize
a compound that blocks MbtA's action. That work was so promising that he recently received an
$897,000 NIH grant to search for and test the effectiveness of additional siderophore-synthesis
inhibitors.

As his innovative approach progresses beyond the test-tube stage, Aldrich hopes in the next year or
so that he and his team will zero in on a compound that is highly effective at blocking M.
tuberculosis' access to iron--yet is safe for humans. At that point, he says, he would turn the project
over to private-sector drug developers to move it through preclinical and clinical trials to eventual
availability as a drug for the public.

"I think we have a good shot," he says.

From Pictures of Health, fall 2006, a publication for friends of the Academic Health Center.
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Since performing the world's
first transplant of insulin-
producing islet cells in 1974,
David Sutherland has led the
way in many other major
achievements in diabetes
research.

40th anniversary lectures

Face transplant
In November 2005 doctors
in France performed the
first partial face transplant,
in which tissues, muscles,
arteries and veins were
taken from a brain-dead
donor and attached to the
patient's lower face. Jean-
Michel Dubernard, who co-
led the surgical team, will
be keynote speaker at "The
First Face Transplant:
Medical, Ethical and Media
Perspectives" on Thursday,
Dec. 7, at 1:30 p.m. in
Coffman Union's Great Hall
on the Twin Cities campus.
Discussion will follow with
Gary Schwitzer, assistant
professor in the School of
Journalism and Mass
Communication, and Jeffrey
Kahn, director of the
University of Minnesota's
Center for Bioethics. To
register for this event, visit
the Academic Health
Center.

Pancreas transplant
symposium
On Dec. 8-9, "40 Years of
Pancreas Transplantation:
An International
Collaboration" will feature
pioneers in pancreas and
islet transplantation from
around the world. For more
information or to register,
visit the Medical School.

U researcher Bernhard
Hering led a study that
reversed diabetes in 12
monkeys using islets
transplanted from pigs.

Closer and closer to a cure?
Latest research holds promise for reversing the most severe form
of diabetes

By Mary Hoff

Dec. 5, 2006

Editor's note: This year marks the 40th anniversary of the world's
first successful pancreas transplant. That triumph also marked the
start of the U's pancreas transplant program, which is now the
oldest and largest in the world. U surgeons have performed more
than 1,500 pancreas transplants and that number continues to
grow at a rate of 150 each year. We hope you can attend the two
events this weekend--see sidebar--celebrating this special
anniversary.

To the million or so Americans with Type 1 diabetes, the notion of one day
being disease-free seems too good to be true. But, says David Sutherland,
it could become a reality in the foreseeable future.

Sutherland directs the Diabetes Institute for Immunology and
Transplantation, the University of Minnesota's focal point for
research aimed at advancing the transplantation of insulin-producing islet cells to cure diabetes.
Since it was founded in 1994, the institute has made great strides in refining whole-organ pancreas
transplants and islet transplants to more effectively treat Type 1 diabetes. This past winter,
associate director Bernhard Hering announced the results of a landmark study that moves
researchers closer than ever to a possible cure: They successfully reversed diabetes in 12 monkeys
by transplanting islet cells from pigs.

Brian Flanagan, acting director of the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation's islet biology and
transplantation program, calls the report--along with one from an Emory University team also
looking at pig islets--"milestones."

"We were very encouraged by those papers," Flanagan says. "It is a significant step forward. But
we're certainly not at the end yet."

Devastating disease

Diabetes actually comprises several disorders. Their common thread is an inability to properly control the amount of
glucose circulating in the blood.

Normally, when the digestive tract releases energy in the form of glucose into the body, beta cells--
found in the pancreas in cell clusters called islets - release insulin. Just as a subway token admits
riders through a turnstile, insulin ushers glucose into body cells, where it is used or stored for future
energy needs.

In Type 1 diabetes, the kind that most commonly appears in childhood, a person's immune system
mysteriously destroys his or her beta cells. Traditional treatment involves painstaking daily insulin
shots, or infusion. Even with the best of care, many with Type 1 diabetes suffer devastating and
sometimes deadly side effects, including kidney disease, circulatory problems, and blindness.

Why not replace the destroyed islets with ones that work? In 1966
University of Minnesota surgeons Richard C. Lillehei and William D.
Kelly did just that when they performed the world's first pancreas
transplant. Sutherland took the concept one step further in 1974 when
he transplanted islets from a deceased donor into a patient with
diabetes.

But there are hefty obstacles to overcome before islet transplantation
can be considered a viable cure. A major one is improving the
effectiveness and reducing the adverse effects of the
immunosuppressive drugs used to prevent the recipient's body from
rejecting the foreign cells. Another is figuring out how to provide
enough islets to meet the demand. Each year about 30,000
Americans are diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes, while only about
6,000 donor pancreases become available.

When Sutherland and his colleagues established the Diabetes
Institute for Immunology and Transplantation in 1994, it was to initiate
a full-court press against these obstacles. Two years later, Hering, a
renowned leader in islet transplant therapy, joined them.

"We need to have this mindset that diabetes is a curable disease, and
we should not accept anything else that will not get us there; anything
else will be a compromise," says Hering, who holds the Eunice L.
Dwan Diabetes Research Chair. "I know it is possible."

In the years since then, the institute has made substantial progress.
By developing, testing, and refining various approaches to harvesting
and handling islets and preventing rejection, institute staff have been
able in clinical trials to reverse diabetes in some islet recipients for
years.

Institute staff has stretched the islet supply as well. Last year Hering
reported success using islets from a single donor, rather than the two
or more normally required. But the availability of islets still remains a
serious limiting factor.

"The real advantage of islets is to come in the future, when we can get
islets from another source," Sutherland says.

"We need to have this mindset that diabetes is a curable disease, and we
should not accept anything else that will not get us there; anything else
will be a compromise," says Hering, who holds the Eunice L. Dwan
Diabetes Research Chair at the U. "I know it is possible."

One step away

Having successfully transplanted pig islets into monkeys, the researchers are eager to develop a safe, effective
protocol for doing the same in humans.

"There's a lot of momentum to position us to expedite and lead the development of pig islets to
potentially benefit people with diabetes," Hering says. "This is one step away for us. The question is:
How long will that step be?"

Before pig islet transplantation can enter clinical trials, the researchers must conduct additional
studies - based on what they've learned about how the monkeys' immune systems reacted to the
pig islets--to identify an antirejection strategy for humans. They also must find a way to raise pigs
under the stringent conditions required by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for producing
tissue for use in humans.

"We have both initiatives well under way," Hering says. The institute has recruited several additional
researchers to carry the antirejection work forward. It is also looking at novel approaches, such as
placing islets and antirejection drugs together under the skin or in abdominal fat to avoid the
adverse effects of full-body immune suppression.

While researchers continue their
work, a separate nonprofit
organization, Spring Point Project,
is working to fund and build a
facility for raising the pigs needed
to produce islets. The researchers
hope to receive FDA approval to
start the clinical trial phase in
three years, with the first pig islets
implanted in humans within about
five years.

"At some point in the hopefully not-too-distant future, people with diabetes will have better options
available to them," Hering says. "They will be able to get a pig islet transplant without toxic immune
suppression and enjoy the beauty of life free of diabetes."

As he looks forward to further advances, Hering also expresses gratitude to the donors who made it
all possible by investing in exploratory research.

"If we had gone with the initial idea [of pig islet cells] to major funding organizations, they would
have said, 'Now you have gone completely insane,'" says Hering. "That's why you need
philanthropic donations."

Republished from Medical Bulletin, spring 2006, a publication by the Minnesota Medical Foundation.
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Bee Thao entered the U this
fall with a McGuire
Scholarship.

Access Minnesota
The U delivers on its commitment to educate promising, qualified
students regardless of their ability to pay

By Kermit Pattison

From M, fall 2006

Bee Thao has seven siblings; the cost of college would have put a
major financial burden on his machinist father and seamstress
mother. But thanks in part to a privately funded McGuire
Scholarship, Thao will enter the University of Minnesota this fall
without having to worry about huge debts or working long hours.

"It takes the load off my parents because they don't have to worry
about paying for my education," says Thao, a graduate of Arlington
High School in St. Paul. "That takes a load off my mind, too, and
helps me concentrate on my studies."

Thao's case underscores the U's commitment to provide access to all qualified and promising
students regardless of their ability to pay. This effort is bolstered by a handful of private programs
such as the McGuire and Wallin scholarships, and by the U's Founders Opportunity Program, which
guarantees tuition assistance for all new students who are Minnesota residents and are eligible for
federal Pell grants.

The Twin Cities campus is among the top public institutions in grant
assistance to students with family incomes below $30,000.

"It demonstrates that the University of Minnesota really wants to be accessible to low income
students," says Jim McCorkell, executive director of Admission Possible, a non-profit that steers
economically disadvantaged students toward college.

U president Bob Bruininks has made scholarships a top fund-raising priority. "I want to make sure
that all students with the desire and ability to succeed at the University of Minnesota have the
opportunity to do so," he says.

Privately funded scholarships and opportunities like the McGuire, Wallin, and Founders Opportunity
programs help the U preserve access for low-income students, despite rising tuition costs.
According to a recent report, the Twin Cities campus is among the top public institutions in grant
assistance to students with family incomes below $30,000.

The University has increased financial aid in step with the growth of tuition. Even so, loan volume for
students at all four campuses rose from $160 million in 2000 to $330 million in 2005. Scholarships
help reduce the level of debt that students accumulate.

McGuire and Wallin Scholar Louis Adams, a freshman from Minneapolis, also sees another benefit.
"It gives me more fuel in my tank to do better in school," he says. "I already have the drive, but it
gives me more because it shows donors and the U care about students."
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A study led by Regents
Professor of Ecology David
Tilman shows how the diverse
mixtures of prairie grasses
that greeted the pioneers are
an untapped source of
renewable, greenhouse gas-
lowering energy.

Prairie grasses emerge as rich energy
source
Mixtures of grasses make best source of biofuel

By Deane Morrison

Dec. 8, 2006

With shrinking glaciers and other signs of global warming upon us,
the search is on for alternative fuels to stem the release of
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.
This week a new contender burst on the scene: diverse mixtures of
native prairie grasses. A University team led by David Tilman,
Regents Professor of Ecology, found that these grasses yield more
net energy than either ethanol from corn or "biodiesel" fuel from
soybeans. Grass-based fuel can even lead to a net decrease in
atmospheric carbon dioxide, whereas ethanol and biodiesel
increase it. The study is based on 10 years of work at the
University's Cedar Creek Natural History Area. Written by Tilman,
postdoctoral researcher Jason Hill and research associate
Clarence Lehman, it is the cover story in the Dec. 8 issue of the
journal Science. For many years, renewable fuels from plants
("biofuels") have been seen as beacons of hope because the
carbon dioxide released in burning them can be absorbed by the
next year's crop. But in a report earlier this year, Tilman, Hill and
others showed that corn grain ethanol and soy biodiesel do little to offset carbon dioxide emissions
because it takes so much fossil fuel to produce them. The new work demonstrates that it's not
monoculture crops like corn, soybeans or even switchgrass, but rather the "sea of grass" that fell to
the plow in the 19th century that harbors a bright hope for the 21st. Mixtures of native perennial
grasses and other flowering plants require little energy or fertilizer to turn into fuel, yield up to 238
percent more usable energy per acre than any single species and can even lower atmospheric
carbon dioxide by storing it in their roots or in soil. "Biofuels made from high-diversity mixtures of
prairie plants can reduce global warming by removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere," says
Tilman. "Even when grown on infertile soils, they can provide a substantial portion of global energy
needs, and leave fertile land for food production." According to the research, biofuels from mixed
prairie grasses could replace about 13 percent of global petroleum consumption for transportation
and 19 percent of global electricity consumption. This could eliminate 15 percent of current global
carbon dioxide emissions.

The beauty of mixed prairie grasses, say the researchers, is that, unlike
corn, they can grow in old farmland or in marginal, degraded lands
with little or no application of water or fertilizers. The challenge is
finding enough such land.

A glance at the net energy yield from corn grain ethanol, biodiesel from soy oil and biomass from
diverse prairie grasses shows why the grasses give a bigger bang for the buck than the other two
renewable fuels and why petroleum is so hard to beat. In their previous study, Tilman and his
colleagues calculated the energy outputs of ethanol and soy biodiesel and compared those
numbers to the inputs of energy-mostly from fossil fuels-necessary to produce them. An input of 100
units of energy will yield 125 units from ethanol and 193 from biodiesel. In the new paper, Tilman,
Hill and Lehman calculated that mixed prairie grasses, if converted to synthetic fuels by the right
means, would yield 809 units. According to a Nov. 29, 2006 New York Times article, the yield for
petroleum is now calculated at about 1,500.

Cleaner, more efficient

"Sixty percent of the energy input in making ethanol is fossil fuel-driven distillation," says Tilman. Although the
increase in greenhouse gas emissions for ethanol is less than for gasoline, it's only 15 percent less. In contrast, the
researchers estimate that mixed prairie grasses won't increase greenhouse gas emissions--mostly carbon dioxide--
at all, and may even be "carbon negative" because they will store carbon. This storage could go on for as long as
100 years. Removal could range from 1.2 to 1.8 U.S. tons of carbon dioxide per acre per year.

The beauty of mixed prairie grasses, say the researchers, is that, unlike corn, they can grow in old
farmland or in marginal, degraded lands with little or no application of water or fertilizers. The
challenge is finding enough such land. "Minnesota has 1.5 million acres in the Conservation
Reserve Program, and there are 30 million acres in the United States," says Tilman. Unfortunately,
while CRP pays farmers to manage land to benefit the environment, it doesn't allow them to sell
prairie grasses raised on this land for use as renewable energy. But the U.S. Farm Bill could be
revised to permit this, Tilman says. Looking at the stiff competition from fossil fuels, Tilman sees a
clear need for multiple strategies, including the optimal use of biomass, to stabilize or lower carbon
dioxide emissions. Some scientists have proposed that eight strategies, if put into practice together,
could do the job. "There are eight 'wedge' technologies that, if implemented, could stop further
increases in carbon dioxide and prevent a runaway greenhouse effect," Tilman explains. Globally,
about 1.25 billion acres planted with mixed prairie grasses or their equivalent in other ecosystems
could supply about 15 percent of global energy needs for transportation and electricity, he says. But
conservation of energy remains essential. "At the present time, we don't know of a mixture of
technologies that would [stabilize greenhouse gas emissions] without a drastic cut in demand,"
Tilman says. "To decrease per capita consumption would mean walking a lot more and redesigning
communities."
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Professor Deb Swackhamer is
leading efforts to form a
system-wide, interdisciplinary
Institute on the Environment at
the University of Minnesota.

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

The Institute on the
Environment is now
accepting nominations for
12 founding fellows to
develop the newly approved
institute.

>> Nominations are due to
Interim Director Deborah
Swackhamer by Dec. 20.

>> Selections will be
announced early January
2007.

Founding fellowships are
one-time appointments for
the purpose of establishing
the institute. Click here for
details.

Research without borders
The new Institute on the Environment to set new standards for
interdisciplinary work and public engagement at the U

By Jim Thorp

From M, winter 2007 (Updated Dec. 8, 2006)

When it comes to the new Institute on the Environment at the
University of Minnesota, the biggest obstacle may not be locating
funding, researchers, or even physical space. The challenge may
be realizing the full scope and bold ambition of the project.

The vision is easy to catch: The most qualified researchers, policy-
makers, communicators, and citizens coming together in a living
laboratory to bridge the gaps between environmental problems,
solutions, implementation, and adoption.

The question is, can it be done?

Uniquely suited Absolutely, says Deb Swackhamer, interim
director of the fledgling institute and professor of environmental health sciences: "Without question,
this institute will take the U to a whole new level in terms of reaching across disciplines to solve
major environmental problems. ... This is a sweeping effort, across the University system, that will
foster cooperation and enable us to access new resources and multidisciplinary grant opportunities
that wouldn't be achievable without this institute."

"We're not dreaming ... this university is uniquely positioned to make it
happen."

David Mulla, a soil, water and climate professor and member of the provost's advisory committee
that developed plans for the institute, says the University's land-grant mission helps differentiate this
institute from other environmental think tanks.

CROSSING OVER

During the December 2006 Board of Regents meetings, members heard about a variety of
interdisciplinary initiatives at the U, including the Institute for Advanced Study, the Institute on the
Environment, the Institute for Translational Neuroscience and the Institute for the Advancement of
Science and Technology.

Faculty representatives outlined the value of such endeavors to the University's threefold mission of
research, education and service to the public:

>> Locally and globally, the biggest problems of our day cross the boundaries between traditional
academic disciplines.

>> While world-class disciplinary expertise is necessary for strong interdisciplinary research,
complex problems demand well-educated, flexible and collaborative problem-solvers.

>> Initiatives like these will foster the growth and recognition of such problem-solvers among U
students and faculty, and will enhance our recruitment and retention efforts.

These institutes hope to attract significant new interdisciplinary grants to the U--grants that would
not otherwise be possible without these formal structures.

For details on the initiatives presented to the Regents, download the Interdisciplinary Initiatives
Report (PDF 44 KB).

"Our basic mission is to provide solutions to the people of Minnesota--we have more than 150 years
of experience doing that," says Mulla. "But we're also an economic engine, graduating young
professionals and helping to start new businesses. At the same time, we have a strong reputation
for doing research, developing new information, new technologies, and new solutions."

As further evidence of the U's unique position, Swackhamer points to its geographic footprint. "Our
state is at a confluence of the Great Lakes, the Great Plains, and great rivers as well," she says.
"We are connected to three major drainage basins--the Great Lakes, the Mississippi River and the
Red River--and major biomes, including hardwood forests and prairie."

Environmental issues manifest themselves in different ways across these systems, and the
University's statewide network of campuses and research centers are ideally positioned to track
such problems. Swackhamer is quick to point out, however, that the scope of the institute is global.

"Most of our state's environmental concerns--such as climate change, sustainable energy, and land-
use issues--are also national and global," Swackhamer says. "So while we anticipate engaging local
expertise as appropriate, we also envision joining with other institutions around the world."

Room for everyone The proposed structure for the institute includes resident fellows, associate
faculty, and external partners working in transdisciplinary teams on specific problems (or aspects of
problems) related to specific global environmental themes established by the institute. Swackhamer
uses transdisciplinary rather than interdisciplinary to emphasize that these experts will be from
many different colleges, let alone departments. Teams or groups of teams will conduct core
research, develop solutions, and help to bring those solutions to decision-makers--and ultimately to
the consumer, if appropriate.

"If the theme is sustainable energy, consider biofuels research, for example," she says. "We need
chemists to work on how cellulose can be broken down to create energy. We need epidemiologists
and doctors to investigate public health issues related to exposures during manufacture and use,
agronomists to study cropping systems for production of the fuel, and economists and other
scientists to look at the costs of production (in terms of dollars, energy used, and environmental
impact, such as agricultural run-off) versus the savings from using the fuel. We need engineers to
ensure our engines will run on the fuel, a business plan to market and distribute the new fuel, and
social scientists and communicators to help us analyze and overcome obstacles to adoption."

Swackhamer envisions close collaboration with related institutes and
centers system-wide--in the case of biofuels research, for example, U
partners could include the Center for Transportation Studies, the
Natural Resources Research Institute at University of Minnesota
Duluth and the proposed National Center for Biofuels Research.

Post-doctorate fellows and graduate students will be directly involved
in interdisciplinary research. Undergraduates will have internship
opportunities. No degrees will be conferred through the organization,
but the institute will serve as a single gateway to environmental
knowledge and resources throughout the University.

"The idea is to be small in size, big in scope, and powerful in impact,"
says Swackhamer. "But we're not dreaming--we can do it. This
university is uniquely positioned to make it happen."

FURTHER READING Environmental research

Swackhamer discusses Institute on the Environment

Sedimental journey: Lake Pepin filling in fast; U researchers coming to
the rescue

Services industries and global warming

Fuel in a flash: New process breaks barriers to extracting energy from biomass

Interdisciplinary projects

Meeting of the minds

Alternative voices spark debate
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Students add historical events
to a timeline on the
Washington Avenue Bridge,
part of the Institute for
Advanced Study's two-year
symposium on time.

Meeting of the minds
The Institute for Advanced Study explores the boundaries between
academic disciplines

By Jim Thorp

Sept. 22, 2006 (Updated Dec. 8, 2006)

On Sept. 19, 2006, pedestrians on the Washington Avenue Bridge
were given the chance to re-write history--with sidewalk chalk.
Historic and geologic timelines running the length of the bridge
gave passersby a first-hand look at how our perception of time
differs based on scale: eras and epochs versus ages and years.

The timeline event kicked off the Institute for Advanced Study's
2006-08 University Symposium, an interdisciplinary look at how we
perceive time. The idea behind the symposium and the institute is
simple: To bring diverse scholars together to help each other--and
us--think in new ways.

Nothing but time According to University of Minnesota history
professor and IAS director Ann Waltner, time was selected to spark
discussions between disciplines as diverse as geology, philosophy, physics and dance.

"We have an interdisciplinary group of 45 people on our brainstorming list, helping us come up with
ideas for speakers and events," she says. "The first time we got together, I realized I didn't know
most of the faculty in there. It's been really engaging."

According to Waltner, time itself is one of the factors driving the need for promote interaction across
disciplines.

"Most disciplines are fairly new," she says. "Anthropology has been around since the late 19th
century; ethnic and women's studies, only since the early 20th century. Some of the sub-disciplines
in the biological sciences are just a few years old."

As a result, Waltner says that scholars fight a constant battle to define their expertise and
distinguish their work from that of more-established or better-known disciplines.

"You see a fair amount of 'patrolling the borders' by people working in these fields, trying to keep
people from saying, 'OK, now how is that anthropology?' While that may be good for the discipline,
it's not good for knowledge. ... That's why spaces [and programs] like this are so important."

ABOUT IAS
The Institute for Advanced Study:

>> Brings together exciting new work from across the University community.

>> Provides a place where faculty and students can meet for presentations, performances and
discussions.

>> Sponsors "Research and Creative Collaboratives" in which scholars and artists come together
to work on interdisciplinary projects.

For more information on the IAS-sponsored University Symposium, click here.

The big picture Interdisciplinary thinking benefits students and the public, too, as diverse perspectives often yield
more comprehensive solutions to big problems. Some collaborations form around a specific issue that demands
diverse expertise; others, like bioethics, evolve in response to other developments and become disciplines in their
own right.

The IAS promotes a different approach, encouraging scholars to view topics through the eyes of
their peers for the sake of sparking interaction and new thinking. For example, throughout the 2006-
07 academic year, choreographer Carl Flink will host a series of open rehearsals for a work in
progress called "Wreck," an evening-length dance theater piece, set in the final moments of life
aboard a sunken ship and scheduled to premier in its final form April.

"A core interdisciplinary group will be watching the four open rehearsals and participating in
discussions afterward about how time is represented in the performance," says Waltner. "These
discussions will inform the final composition, with Carl serving as the interpreter and mediator,
taking the group's feedback and interpreting it through his choreography.

"Or not!" she laughs. "Our fellows don't always agree. One of the ways we identify presenters is to
ask the group, 'Who would you like to have a conversation with?' Some of these people have very
different opinions the issues."

The resulting tension can fuel creativity and innovation within disciplines as well as between them,
which is good for everyone over the long term.

Glimpse of the future? Waltner describes scholarship as being question- or problem-focused. The
various disciplines provide specific tools for addressing the problem or question, but if scholars stay
within their disciplinary boxes, they may find themselves trying to fix brand-new problems using the
same old tools.

That's not to say disciplines should fall by the wayside, however--students and society may benefit
from this broad-based approach to problem-solving, but many employers still seek specialists, and
graduates are still expected to have a degree "in something."

To help tie programs like the University Symposium to student teaching and learning, the IAS
develops curricula around specific events and topics, enabling students to earn credits for their own
interdisciplinary explorations. And while the institute is only in its second year, it serves as an
example for other such institutes under development as a result of the University's Strategic
Positioning process.

The biggest challenge for IAS has been fostering collaboration beyond the walls of the College of
Liberal Arts.

"There are still people who think we are a CLA institute," she says. "Sixty percent of what we do in
the arts and humanities, but in fact, some of our most successful lecturers have been by scientists."

Topics of these lectures included Pluto's status as a dwarf planet, research into Alzheimer's disease,
social interactions between female chimps, and evidence suggesting that Abraham Lincoln may
have suffered from ataxia.

"You might ask, 'What difference does it make if Lincoln had ataxia?'" Waltner says. "But we had an
advocate for people with disabilities saying, 'If we can point to Lincoln as someone who had this
condition and still accomplished everything he did, we change people's perceptions.' It matters!

"We know that, from a faculty standpoint, the most important things we do are to give people money
and time off. But we've been pretty successful so far in getting people to talk and interact in ways
they wouldn't otherwise."
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Lena Norrman, Swedish
instructor par excellence.

Laughing and learning
Lena Norrman makes language come alive

By Kermit Pattison

Lena Norrman was in her mid-30s and already had two careers
behind her when she found a new love--the Vikings.

Thus began a saga that led from her native Sweden to Iceland,
Harvard, Turkey, Greece and, finally, to the Department of German,
Scandinavian & Dutch. Unlike the Vikings--runestones
notwithstanding--Norrman has left unmistakable evidence of her
arrival in Minnesota. In her first year as a lecturer in Swedish, she
has enlivened teaching and spearheaded a revision of the
curriculum.

"I love teaching," says Norrman. "And I love to spread the word
about cool things like the Vikings, Scandinavian cultures and the
Swedish language."

Born and raised in Stockholm in a family of teachers, Normann briefly entertained the idea of
becoming a professor but changed plans after a stint studying in Paris. "I came back and said to
myself, 'Nope, I don't want to be an academic, I want to be a dressmaker or a weaver,' " she recalls.
"That was the late '70s when everybody was following their own voice."

She read the Viking sagas, studied Icelandic and was inspired by the
natural landscape that seemed to bring history to life. The Vikings
stormed into her heart.

Norrman spent 13 years as a dressmaker. She customized fashionable dresses and briefly worked
at the Royal Opera in Sweden. Eventually, she wanted a career change and studied to be an
executive assistant and bookkeeper. "I worked at an accountant's office for about two years," she
says. "That was dreadful. I was trapped inside...again and I didn't like that."

Craving intellectual challenge, she decided to go back to school. In 1995 she entered Uppsala
University in Sweden and studied history. In her second year, she won a scholarship to spend a
semester in Iceland. While she was there, it rained for three weeks straight and by the end of her
stay daylight had disappeared. No matter. She loved it.

She read the Viking sagas, studied Icelandic and was inspired by the natural landscape that
seemed to bring history to life. The Vikings stormed into her heart.

After Norrman finished bachelor's and master's degrees, a friend suggested that she apply to
graduate school at Harvard University. In 1998 she moved to Cambridge, funded by a scholarship
from the Swedish royal family.

Her unique life experience enriched her academic research. She wrote her Ph.D. dissertation on the
Overhogdal tapestry, a textile from northern Sweden made between 650 and 1240 A.D. She drew
on her experience as a weaver to develop a new theory of the tapestry's meaning. The tapestry, she
contended, was not just a random collection of humans and horses--as one professor tried to tell
her--but a series of microimages from the Saga of Volsungs and Sigurd the Dragon Slayer. She was
convinced that the tapestry must be read from right to left because that's how it would have been
woven. Her quest to decipher the imagery led her to Greece and Turkey to study textiles and
ceramics. The tapestry became part of her dissertation, "Women, Power and Performance in Viking
Age Scandinavia," which she is revising into a book.

"This is the female way of telling a story," she says of the tapestry. "We have to follow [the weaver]
along with the threads in the weft. She's telling her story visually instead of verbally as a man would
do in that time period."

Meanwhile, Norrman discovered a gift. At Harvard she won eight awards for distinction in teaching,
and this impressed a hiring committee from the University of Minnesota Department of German,
Scandinavian & Dutch.

Norrman arrived at the U in the fall of 2005 and teaches elementary and intermediate Swedish. One
of her main tasks has been revising the Swedish curriculum. She changed the textbook for
introductory Swedish, assigned students more time in the language lab and introduced a variety of
lessons to encourage active learning.

"She has a devoted following of students and has inspired several students to become
Scandinavian majors and minors," says Professor Kaaren Grimstad. "She insists that her students
speak and write good Swedish, and she accomplishes this by means of pedagogical techniques that
feature playing and serious fun."

The proof lies on her office shelves, which are lined with Swedish board games, videos, compact
discs, newspapers and magazines. There's even plastic food for playing grocery store and a toy
cash register (apparently her accounting background has come in handy, too). All the props have a
common purpose: to make students use Swedish in real-life situations.

Norrman asks students to explain how to make noodle soup in order to practice the s-passive. She
hands out photos of celebrities from People magazine and assigns students to write a story in
Swedish based on the characters.

"I get the most crazy stories," she says. "We laugh and laugh in the classroom." And learn.

--From GSD (the magazine of the Department of German, Scandinavian & Dutch), fall 2006
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Judith Martin, director of the
Urban Studies program,
researches traditional urban
geographical questions,
landscape and cultural
concerns such as historical
preservation and urban
design, and, increasingly,
comparative urban issues.

John Adams is a professor in the geography department
who also teaches in the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute for
Public Affairs Master of Urban and Regional Planning
Program.

Putting the U in urban affairs
Co-directors of the new University Metropolitan Consortium 
provide decades of experience in urban affairs and engagement

By Jim Thorp

Brief, Dec. 13, 2006

The University of Minnesota has long maintained well-established
connections with the state's rural populations, thanks in large part
to its statewide network of coordinate campuses, extension offices,
and research and outreach centers. By contrast, the needs of city
and suburban citizens are quickly outstripping the current
University resources dedicated to metropolitan issues.

That's a problem, according to geography professor John Adams,
since the state's population has become almost completely
urbanized.

"Sixty percent of the state lives in the Twin Cities commuting area,
and the rest of the state is a mosaic of city-centered regions," says
Adams, who also serves as a core faculty member in the Master of
Urban and Regional Planning program in the Hubert H. Humphrey
Institute of Public Affairs. "For half a century, the U has been
connected to the rural parts of the state, but we lagged in doing it
for the metro areas."

WHY URBAN STUDIES?

"Cities are inherently interesting places. They're always changing--you can't write a formula for it.
When you have so many people in a relatively small area, their behaviors and actions impact each
other. People who live in big cities are people of great faith--it's a miracle that cities function as well
as they do!"
- Judith Martin, director, Urban Studies Program

"In other countries history and geography are core subjects in elementary and secondary schools.
In this country, we dabble in history and don't really teach geography. We seldom address how
housing, land use and transportation issues are related, or how runoff from roofs, streets and
parking lots affects water quality and the life forms it supports. If you go after issues piecemeal, you
fail to understand the systems of which they form a part."
- John Adams, Department of Geography

To help remedy this situation, Adams and fellow geography and urban studies professor Judith
Martin were tapped in early November to co-direct the new University Metropolitan Consortium--part
of the University's larger Urban Agenda that includes working with other research universities to
study urban issues nationally. The two have decades of experience helping to address the
challenges of urban development and city living--and both agree that the University must become
more actively engaged in urban affairs.

"This discussion began a few years ago," says Martin, who directs the U's urban studies program.
"People began asking, 'Why is the University not more visible in the debates and discussions of
what's going on in this metro area?' We have lots of activity around urban issues on campus, but it's
never really risen to a high level of visibility in the Twin Cities."

With strong support from Metropolitan Council chair and University Regent Peter Bell and spurred
by President Robert Bruininks' push to transform the U into a top-three public research university, a
new metropolitan consortium was proposed to coordinate and refocus University efforts in the urban
arena.

"We have numerous centers and departments that touch on urban issues," Adams says. "The
president's strategic positioning agenda is to rally these resources and redirect them toward the
issues that are most relevant today."

The trick is to refocus these efforts without losing existing momentum or interest.

"We know the issues we've
worked on in the past, but what
our emerging strengths are
remains to be seen," Adams says.
"We need to identify the people
and pockets of expertise we have,
then identify our priorities, and
then figure out what activities
support those priorities and will
work best to get something done.
I'd rather we focus on doing a few
things really well than doing a
bunch of things with little impact."

Adams and Martin agree it's
premature to say what issues the
consortium will focus on,
especially since they won't
convene their first meeting until
January. But the report from the consortium's interim steering committee identifies several possible
areas of expertise, and Martin sees a few obvious points of engagement.

"The Center for Transportation Studies and the Metropolitan Design Center, for example, are doing
amazing work outside the U," she says. "And the UMore Park project plays right to our expertise:
Can we do it better?"

Martin says the consortium--and the U's renewed emphasis on interdisciplinary scholarship--should
also benefit existing centers, departments and faculty, as well.

"Many of us start and end our careers within our own discipline," Martin says. "But if we find
ourselves in an environment where resources are harder to come by, it makes sense for us to ask
how we can collaborate to work smarter."

ADDITIONAL READING Judith Martin: Her kind of town Workshop examines low-density
development and population change University of Minnesota launches Consortium for Metropolitan
Studies
(PDF 47.7 KB)

RELATED LINKS Consortium for Metropolitan Studies Department of Geography Urban Studies
Program John Adams faculty bio Judith Martin faculty bio
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Cumulative effect
Board of Regents actions advance Transforming the U agenda

By Jim Thorp

Brief, Dec. 13, 2006

The Board of Regents meetings Dec. 8 - 9, 2006, illustrated a critical point in the University of
Minnesota's efforts to become a top-three public research university: Transforming the U is not a
process or a catch phrase--it's the way the University does business. Elements of strategic
positioning were discussed throughout four separate committee meetings as well as the full meeting
of the board.

Interdisciplinary initiatives
The Educational Policy and Planning Committee heard a report on interdisciplinary initiatives
currently underway on campus, including:

The Institute for Advanced Study
The Institute on the Environment
The Institute for Translational Neuroscience
The Institute for the Advancement of Science and Technology

Faculty members explained how the interdisciplinary focus of such institutes supports the
University's commitment to education, research and outreach by enabling collaboration on complex
problems that transcend traditional academic disciplines--and how grant funds are increasingly
being awarded to interdisciplinary projects.

Committee chair Peter Bell asked how encouraging such broad-based collaboration might impact
the U's strength within academic disciplines, the ability of faculty members to get published and be
appropriately reviewed, and decisions regarding tenure.

The panel--which included graduate school dean Gail Dubrow; medical school dean Deborah
Powell; ecology, evolution, and behavior department head Claudia Neuhauser; interim director of
the Institute on the Environment Deb Swackhamer; and Institute for Advanced Study director Ann
Waltner--replied that there are sufficient avenues for publishing and peer review of interdisciplinary
research. However, the U's increasing emphasis on such activities will require more central
coordination and new ways of addressing faculty recognition and tenure.

They also shared a strong belief that bringing different disciplines together to address critical issues
will, in fact, help to strengthen the individual disciplines, as well to attract and retain top faculty and
graduate students.

"If the disciplines aren't strong, the institutes won't be, either," explained Swackhamer. "We aren't--
and can't--take away from that strength, and we believe that by encouraging interdisciplinary work
we will be adding to the energy, innovation and available funding for research."

Campus expansion
In the Facilities Committee meeting, Vice President for University Services Kathleen O'Brien and
Athletics Director Joel Maturi provided the Facilities Committee with an overview of the East
Gateway District, the name being used to describe the area of new development at the east end of
the Twin Cities campus. In addition to the TCF Bank Stadium, the East Gateway District will house
potentially eight to 10 major academic buildings, including the new Medical Bioscience Building; two
new parking structures; and a hub for mass transit.

O'Brien noted that when stadium planning kicked into gear three years ago, a medical biosciences
corridor had not been envisioned--now, the University is planning the biggest campus expansion
since the West Bank expansion in the 1960s, in an effort to enhance its research and educational
capacity and connect the U to the community beyond.

Other action
Transforming the U also provided the backdrop for extending President Robert Bruininks' contract
through 2011. The Board of Regents gave unanimous approval to the extension, citing Bruininks'
visionary leadership as a primary reason why.

"If the university is going to be one of the best in the world, we need to be competitive," said Board
Chair Anthony Baraga. "From managing challenging budget situations to strategic planning,
President Bruininks has developed powerful momentum for this institution. This contract will help us
to retain an outstanding leader and ensure strong presidential leadership for the next five years."

Other highlights from the meetings included:

A report on the status of University research. Tim Mulcahy, vice president for Research, told the
board that while the U faces challenges in becoming a top-three public research university, they are
not insurmountable. Mulcahy emphasized the strength of the U in translating research into
patentable solutions and the diversity of its "research portfolio" beyond medicine and engineering.
He also reaffirmed the need to focus on interdisciplinary efforts and said the University must work to
increase institutional, industry and federal research funding.
The creation of the Regents Presidential Leadership Chair. This chair will provide $100,000
annually to be used for presidential initiatives such as leadership development activities, research
on the governance of academic institutions, or other purposes consistent with the president's
agenda.
An update on the replacement of the U's Enterprise Financial System. A new $45.7 million
Enterprise Financial System, which will provide colleges, departments and other users more tools
for improved financial analysis, planning and decision-making, is to be rolled out in July 2008. It will
replace an older mainframe financial system and various independent tools that have appeared due
to inefficiencies in the older model.
A resolution to continue master planning for UMore Park. The board passed a resolution to
maintain the UMore Park property in Dakota County as an intact parcel; to develop it in a manner
that supports the U's teaching, research and outreach mission; and to begin to make the property
ready for development.
New academic programs and changes to existing offerings. The board approved a new Master
of Occupational Therapy degree; a new Bachelor of Bioproducts and Biosystems Engineering
degree (from the merger of two existing degrees); and a health science track with the Bachelor of
Science degree in Biology. They also voted to move the Bachelor of Science degree in Scientific
and Technical Communication and three existing minors to the College of Liberal Arts and to change
the name of the University of Minnesota Extension Service to University of Minnesota Extension.
Additional action items. Board of Regents members approved policy concerning acquiring
controlling equity interests in technology licensees, as well as updates to enhance employee
recruitment and retention policy, the employee health benefits policy and the student conduct code.

The board plans to hold a special meeting on Jan. 3 to review and take action on the schematics
and budget for TCF Bank Stadium.

ADDITIONAL READING U of M Regents strengthen student conduct code, extend Bruininks
contract Research without borders: New environmental institute to set standard for interdisciplinary
work at the U Meeting of the minds: The Institute for Advanced Study explores the boundaries
between academic disciplines
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During the past six years,
University of Minnesota
director of athletic compliance
Frank Kara and his staff have
built a compliance program
that is nationally recognized.

Strong rebound
An overhauled athletic compliance program has the U off NCAA
probation and raising the bar for training, testing and awareness

By Jim Thorp

Dec. 12, 2006

Six years ago, the University of Minnesota athletics system was
reeling. Cited by the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) for "significant, widespread and intentional" athletic code
violations within the men's basketball program, the U was placed
on probation for four years. When probation was extended by two
years in 2002 following violations in the women's basketball
program, confidence slipped among Gopher faithful.

In the years since, however, the U has overhauled its athletic
compliance program and is not only off probation, but serves as a
model for peer institutions.

Role reversal
According to athletic compliance director Frank Kara, the U has
long held a reputation for being a "thick-file" school--one that reports any and every violation, no
matter how small. The basketball violations, however, made it clear that thoroughly investigating and
reporting known violations isn't enough. Staff and administrators who interact with athletes needed
to be acutely aware of the rules, as well as comfortable with reporting potential violations.

In a report to the Board of Regents in October 2006, Kara outlined the efforts of his office to improve
education and awareness for employees who interact with U athletes.

"Prior to 2000, our communication efforts consisted of 12 staff newsletters to the athletic staff," says
Kara. By contrast, in addition to those staff newsletters, the 2005-06 athletic compliance initiatives
included:

21 educational sessions, including an annual session with the president and his staff
7 rules tests for athletic staff members, all of whom are tested every year
381 rules interpretations added to the compliance questions database
37 e-mail updates regarding NCAA policies and compliance issues
7 major case summaries to keep people engaged and informed
100 additional NCAA rules books, enough to give every athletic staff member a copy

"In terms of the number of continuing education classes for staff and coaches, we're one of the top
three in the nation now," Kara says. "And I can't name another program that meets with the
university president and staff on an annual basis, but they interact with student-athletes and
prospects, too.

"Plus, no one is doing more communication than we are," he says. "Our auditors challenged us to
find ways to measure the effectiveness of these communications, so we sit down with our staff and
students periodically to see what they've picked up. These measures inform our educational
programming and help us plan our tests."

Tests are mandatory and are administered in an online format. Coaches and staff are typically given
three weeks to complete the test, giving them time to seek the answers to questions they don't
know. The idea is to reduce the pressure and encourage people to learn, says Kara.

"It's good to be a thick-file school. ... I believe that when we turn
something in now, the NCAA knows it's been investigated thoroughly."

"Again, it helps us measure the effectiveness of our programs," he says. "We get e-mails and phone
calls from other schools all the time, asking us to share our tests with them."

The athletic compliance office also now reports directly to the University's general counsel, rather
than the athletic director--an uncommon reporting structure that better reflects the independent
advising and monitoring role Kara and his team are expected to play.

"I think if you were to survey compliance professionals, Minnesota would be considered a 'model'
department," says Chad Hawley, the Big Ten Conference assistant commissioner for compliance.
"Frank Kara is known as a leader in helping compliance professionals become better practitioners.
He organized, and the University of Minnesota hosted, a conference for compliance professionals
this past July. To my knowledge, it was the first seminar run by on-campus compliance professionals
and focused on sharing best practices rather than providing education on legislation. The feedback
from the event was exceedingly positive."

ATHLETIC COMPLIANCE

Emerged roughly 20 years ago as an area of specialization and part-time employment in
competitive Division I schools as the NCAA began to define and discuss "institutional control."

Shifted to a full-time role at major universities approximately 10 to 15 years ago.

Employs well-educated professionals:

>> Most hold at least a master's degree
>> Roughly half hold law degrees

Requires strong communication skills and an aptitude for conducting research, establishing
precedent and structuring arguments.

Fair and square
Kara believes that only the medical and research fields have higher standards for compliance than intercollegiate
athletics. The NCAA's standards make it difficult to measure any level of success short of perfection, however.

"With regard to compliance, athletics is well ahead of the business world," says Kara. "With the
passage of Sarbanes-Oxley, executives now have to sign their names to their financial reports. All
250 athletic staff members have been signing off on compliance reports for years now.

"In the NCAA, however, a violation is a violation is a violation. Some schools might only report 10
violations a year. We know that we commit that many minor violations just through clerical errors
and honest mistakes. Does that mean the rates of compliance at other schools are that much better
than ours, or that our reporting structure is more thorough?"

Kara sees rebuilding the U's reputation as a key benefit of full disclosure. "It's good to be a thick-file
school. ... I believe that when we turn something in now, the NCAA knows it's been investigated
thoroughly."

In the future, Kara says he hopes to ramp up the University's efforts to educate sports boosters on
NCAA rules. He also wants to enhance the "friendly compliance office" image he and his staff have
established.

"We have an open door, so people know they can drop in and get their questions answered," he
says. "People need to feel comfortable reporting violations without worrying about job security. And
most of all, they need to come away with the understanding that you can play by the rules and still
win."

FURTHER READING Mr. Perseverance Father and daughter face off on basketball court U breaks
ground for new stadium
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Professor Mark Umbreit is
contributing to the rise of
restorative justice principles in
practice in communities
around the world.

Peacemaking in the time of hostility
U professor applies restorative justice principles to conflicts around
the globe

By Stephanie Wilkes

Brief, Dec. 13, 2006

Long before September 11, 2001, social work professor Mark
Umbreit was building expertise in restorative justice. The victim-
centered response to crime focuses on holding offenders directly
accountable and, to the greatest degree possible, restoring the
emotional and material losses of the victims.

"Our current system of justice is offender-driven--what I call a 'trail
'em, nail 'em, jail 'em' method," says Umbreit. "The victims in the
families and community are left on the sidelines."

Restorative justice involves the offender and the victim, family
members, and community.

Umbreit began working with restorative justice in the 1970s, when he cofounded PACT, or Prisoner
And Community Together, in Indiana. PACT provided services to victims and offenders in numerous
communities.

When Umbreit came to the University of Minnesota in 1990, he continued to get requests for
restorative justice materials and training. It only seemed natural to create the Center for Restorative
Justice and Peacemaking in the School of Social Work on the Twin Cities campus. Established in
1994, the center was the first of its kind in the country, a resource nationally and internationally for
restorative dialogue practice, research, and training. Umbreit combined academic work with his
personal investment in restorative justice, bringing the University closer to communities.

Shortly after the attacks on September 11, 2001, Umbreit read a column by a Fedwa Wazwaz, a
local Palestinian Muslim activist, in the St. Paul Pioneer Press.

"I was so impressed by her writing, and her attempt to build bridges between Islam and Christians
and others, that I just called her up cold," says Umbreit. "I introduced myself and invited her to
speak in my class."

Muslim activist Fedwa Wazwaz often speaks in Mark Umbreit's
restorative justice classes.

Wazwaz, a native of Jerusalem, was raised in Chicago. She attended
college at the University of Tennessee-Knoxville and finished her degree
in computer science in Minnesota. In addition to working as a
programmer analyst at the U, Wazwaz is a board member for the
Islamic Resource Group. She is dedicated to writing about issues
involving Muslims, getting her writing published in local venues, and

encouraging others in her community to do the same. "I prefer that they raise their voice in the
public mainstream," says Wazwaz. "It's a way to open up a discussion, a way for other Muslims to
express their anger, their frustrations, their opinions, publicly. The point is not to get published, but
to raise your voice and get engaged."

Wazwaz attended one of Umbreit's restorative justice training sessions and is now an annual visitor
to his classes. She has seen the impact that restorative justice and peacemaking can have on the
Muslim community.

"I was just looking for a project that would engage Muslims with the greater community," she says. "I
wanted dialogue, but I also wanted something that would go beyond dialogue. Restorative justice is
able to generate forgiveness, which is very important to me, particularly with what is going on right
now."

One result of Wazwaz and Umbreit's connection is the Muslim Restorative Justice Outreach
initiative, established in 2005. Initially, with funds from the University's Office for Public Engagement,
the project provided 15 scholarships in restorative justice training for members of the local
Palestinian and African Muslim communities. The project has continued to grow.

Umbreit recently participated in an online dialogue on Islamonline.net, an online Muslim resource
center based in the United Kingdom, in which he made contact with Muslims from Pakistan, Egypt,
England, and all over the world, discussing the principles of restorative justice in relation to Islam.

In September, at the invitation of Wazwaz, Umbreit presented a workshop in Chicago on restorative
justice and Islam at the 43rd annual conference of the Islamic Society of North America, the largest
gathering of Muslims in North America.

Witness to justice

Restorative justice has found its place in the legislation of more than 21 states over the past few decades. Today 19
states, including Minnesota, have formal procedures for victims of severe violence to come into contact with the
offender for victim-offender mediation.

"I never thought I'd be alive to witness what I am witnessing, the way restorative justice has
expanded all over this country and many others," says Umbreit.

The Center for Restorative Justice and Peacemaking is partially responsible. In addition to hosting
training sessions, the center has created startup packages and programs. Free training videos,
books, other written materials, and technical assistance have been distributed around the world to
places that include American Indian reservations and developing countries.

Umbreit is devoted to the study and practice of restorative justice--"engaging in and documenting
processes of building bridges between different cultures, between people and families and
communities that have been affected by crime and violence or hatred."

He says restorative justice is an important example of the role universities can play.

"Having public engagement helps keep universities more grounded at a real human level, more
focused on what is of real concern," says Umbreit. "If there isn't public engagement, universities can
become irrelevant and have little payback to the community and taxpaying public. On the other
hand, with the knowledge and experience that can be gained in academia--which can be
tremendous--[the University] can be of enormous service to society at large."

FURTHER READING "Making it right: Restorative justice a learning experience for U students in
trouble," Dec. 15, 2004.

Stephanie Wilkes is a junior in English and linguistics and a communications intern in the Office for Public
Engagement. If you have questions or comments, please e-mail wilk0268@umn.edu. 
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John Troyer became an expert
on death and burial customs
during the course of his Ph.D.
research.

We can all see dead people
The Biomedical Library's Death and Burial Collection has all you
need to know about what happens after we die

By John Troyer

Dec. 12, 2006

It's a little known fact, but the University of Minnesota owns a
fantastic collection of books on the subject of the dead human
body.

In 1983, Minneapolis funeral director Bill McReavy and his wife
Kathleen donated the Death and Burial Collection to the University
on the occasion of the 75th anniversary of the department of
Mortuary Science. The collection's materials span roughly four
centuries and are a must-read for anyone interested in dead
bodies.

Now, I realize that most people do not want to spend their free time
reading about, for example, 19th century embalming pumps, but I am not one of those people.
Because, well, I see dead people, and I see them a lot. Seeing dead people isn't exactly a new thing
in my life since my father is a funeral director and I grew up seeing dead bodies. But last summer
things got weird, even for me, and human corpses were all I saw.

I suppose I should explain the situation a bit more. Last summer, I finished writing my Ph.D.
dissertation (in comparative studies in discourse and society) entitled "Technologies of the Human
Corpse," and that meant I spent every day, and I mean every hour of every day, thinking about dead
bodies. I would think about dead bodies over my morning coffee, while I was eating lunch, and then
later at night when I wondered why I was single and had no social life. Not only did I spend all my
time writing about different methods of final disposition for the dead, but I was also filled with a deep
sense of dread and self-loathing that I would never finish my work.

What I needed to do, in a nutshell, was more research, and that's when
the Death and Burial Collection in the Bio-Medical Library pulled me
from the depths of despair.

A good friend of mine asked if maybe the reason that I felt so anxious about finishing my dissertation was that
because all I thought about was dying. I told him that he had a point, but that the main reason for my distress was
that in my haste to finish my dissertation I had produced some bad, and I mean really bad, chapter drafts. To help
illustrate what I mean, I submit the following excerpts from two notes that my advisor attached to these early drafts:

Chapter 1: "Just because I haven't written comments next to each paragraph doesn't mean that
each and every paragraph doesn't need work. The whole chapter needs extensive rethinking, re-
conceptualization, reworking, researching, and rewriting."

And Chapter 2: "Almost every sentence needs help. I could not undertake to fix/rewrite them all.
That's not my job and it would take too long. The problem is that because of this situation it's often
hard to see where you are going or what your point is."

What I needed to do, in a nutshell, was more research, and that's when the Death and Burial
Collection in the Bio-Medical Library pulled me from the depths of despair. It's a peculiar thing to
say, I know, that a collection of over 230 texts dedicated to death and burial made me feel better, but
it really did. Yet I wasn't entirely in the clear, since I needed help navigating both the collection and
countless other resources in the Bio-Medical Library.

Along came reference librarian Katherine Chew, who only affirmed my long-held belief that librarians
can answer any question. I would e-mail Katherine, asking her for some books or journal articles on
a dead body subject such as "defining death," and she would promptly respond with a four-page
bibliography filled to the brim with titles. It was amazing. What's more, the very fact that I had a
reference librarian to turn to-one who oversaw a Death and Burial Collection-- made some of my
British friends who work in the field of death studies quite envious. One friend in particular (whose
own book on American funeral directors is in the Death and Burial Collection) didn't believe the
collection existed until I showed it to her on the library's website. It helped that her own book was in
the collection, thereby making it "very comprehensive" in her opinion.

I still do not know how I finished my dissertation last summer. I really don't. All those days and hours
in front of the computer are a blur, but somehow I successfully defended my dissertation last
September and then graduated in May. And even though I'm done, I still think about dead bodies
everyday. Some habits never change.

John Troyer is a recent graduate of the Ph.D. program in Comparative Studies in Discourse and
Society at the University of Minnesota. He is one of four winners of last year's Best Dissertation
Award, given by the University of Minnesota Graduate School.

From Continuum, the magazine of the University of Minnesota Libraries
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C'mon, big money! 
Christopher Heaver shows off
his "Wheel of Fortune"
creation at the student robot
show Dec. 11 at the
McNamara Alumni Center.

Engineering students display novel
creations
By Rick Moore

Dec. 12, 2006

As campus events go, this one seemed like a can't-miss
proposition.

Some 210 mechanical engineering students had spent the last six
weeks on an intriguing class project: They each took a kit of parts--
including two motors, a programming device, transistors, wire and
LED lights--and with instructions to not spend more than $30 in
additional parts and materials, built their own robots or gadgets.

According to the press release promoting the event, their
inventions might do something useful, like crush an aluminum can
or scrape a windshield, or they could exist "solely to amuse and
delight." Either way, the release suggested, these machines would
"do something interesting."

Heck, I'm sometimes amused by Richard Simmons and I find that
guests on Sunday morning political shows eventually say or "do something interesting," so I figured
my threshold for entertainment would be sufficiently low--especially factoring in the intelligence and
creativity of U engineering students.

They didn't disappoint.

In fact, hundreds of friends, faculty, jurors, guests from industry and spectators jammed the
McNamara Alumni Center on the Twin Cities campus on Dec. 11 to be amused and delighted by the
student robots.

There were machines that made ice water and bubbles. There was one that painstakingly raised a
gumball up a lift and onto a long, spiral ramp, where it rolled down to its final destination. And there
were a number of machines in which Goldy Gopher picked on a Big Ten opponent (usually
Wisconsin), including two in which he mechanically shot a puck into a net. 'Tis the season for
hockey games, after all, and it's never out of season to pick on Bucky.

About the only less-than-delightful part of the afternoon was the
realization that there was no way to take in all of the creations...not to
mention [hear the students'] preferred places to scrounge for cheap
accessories, like thrift stores and the Axman surplus store.

Ross Makulec created "The Waddling Penguin" in an attempt "to do something fun for this project,"
and he chose Legos for the penguin's beak because "it's a building material I'm comfortable with
[from] many hours in my youth." The beak mechanically and rhythmically snapped together after the
penguin waddled a ways, and from deep within the creature a chorus of "Jingle Bells" could be
heard.

In the marginally utilitarian category, there was Jonathan Sullivan's "Mixbot" creation--"a friction-
driven rotary mixer." A motor spun the Mixbot's center wheel--which was covered with 120-grit
sandpaper--at about one revolution per second, and caster wheels fixed on the sandpaper triggered
"mixing vessels" (aka, martini shakers) on each end to spin around at about 7.4 revolutions per
second.

It was a product that might make a weary bartender slightly envious, even if the resulting beverage
might be, er... too well shaken. "Yeah, 30 seconds is probably overkill, but it can always be
reprogrammed," says Sullivan. (All the student machines had to be designed to operate from
between 30 to 60 seconds.)

Jonathan Sullivan stands behind the gadget he designed to shake
mixing vessels.

Sullivan already has a degree from the U in materials science and
engineering, and decided to come back to school with the blessing of
his employer. And he thought the final project of mechanical engineering
professor William Durfee's class was "pretty fun."

"I got to use my head and I like to work with my hands," he says. "I
found that enjoyable."

It being basketball as well as hockey season, Joseph Udvari was more than happy to show off his
creation, the "Super Slam Dunker." The device has an arm that takes a nerf basketball and slams it
into a hoop. Seconds later the device is supposed to score again with a second ball.

"I thought it would be fun to make and possible to make," Udvari says with a smile. "And it turned
out [to be] close to possible."

Unfortunately, the Super Slam Dunker was beset by a couple of glitches, including a temperamental
switch that controlled the release of the second basketball.

While Udvari was content to tend to his switch glitch on his own, there was help on site for students
experiencing problems requiring urgent care. The Ski-U-Mah Room of the McNamara Alumni
Center was designated as the "Robot Hospital," and a half hour into the event it appeared as if two
patients were being treated. The sign outside the door read: "We accept all sick robots. No health
plan required."

Next door, the A.I. Johnson Room served as the robot annex, with perhaps 40 or 50 of the creations
that didn't fit into the building's main atrium, and a large crowd milling around trying to see them all.

The room was home to a machine that was causing a bit of a buzz--Christopher Heaver's "Wheel of
Fortune." Before setting it into motion, Heaver explained what would happen: the wheel would spin
and land on a dollar amount, and the letter "N" would pop up next to the contestant who presumably
spun the wheel. A facsimile of Vanna White (a doll's head on a clothespin body) would then glide
down a track, and as she did, two "N"s would appear in the now fully revealed word, "Engineer."
And at that point, the studio audience--in this case, about three dozen hand-painted clothespins--
"spins and applauds and does whatever audiences do," Heaver says.

For extra effect, when Heaver pushed the button and set his machine into motion, he imitated an
actual Wheel of Fortune contestant: "C'mon, big money! Let's go!" Sure enough, the wheel spun,
Vanna did her thing and, in Heaver's case, the puzzle was solved.

(And what was our favorite low-budget letter turner wearing? Let's just say only Vanna could pull off
a number put together with little more than a bit of red felt, a pipe cleaner and a budding designer's
eye for fashion.)

About the only less-than-delightful part of the afternoon was the realization that there was no way to
take in all of the creations and hear all of the stories of the challenges the students overcame, not to
mention their preferred places to scrounge for cheap accessories, like thrift stores and the Axman
surplus store.

It turns out that Lin Jiao bought the doll head for his guillotine device--named "The 'tine" for short--at
the same place Heaver purchased his Vanna head. Without getting into too much detail on Jiao's
macabre creation, the end effect is that doll meets an untimely (but very quick) ending via a power
chopper from WalMart ($7.99). While it represents "the cruelty of humanity," he says, a person could
also substitute a carrot under the cleaver.

What inspired him to create a guillotine? "Everyone else was doing something 'useful,'" he says. "I
decided to do something pointless, but cool looking.... And that would inspire little kids to become
mechanical engineers."
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Richard Leider partnered with
the Center for Spirituality and
Healing to develop The
Purpose Project, which helps
people realize their meaning in
life.

Powered by purpose
Center for Spirituality and Healing's new partnership

By Andrew Bacskai

From eNews, Dec. 14, 2006

The ranks of late-career Americans who plan to retire to porch
swings and golf courses are thinning fast. No doubt, economic
realities are keeping some would-be retirees in the workplace, but
many simply don't want to retire ... not in the traditional sense.

Consider the findings of the 2005 "New Face of Work Survey,"
conducted by the MetLife Foundation and San Francisco-based
think tank Civic Ventures. More than half the survey's respondents-
-baby boomers and prebaby boomers--said they want to pursue
jobs and opportunities that will contribute to the greater good.

"The old models of retirement and elderhood really don't hold up
any more," says Richard Leider, senior fellow with the University's
Center for Spirituality and Healing (CSH). Leider is also the
founder and chairman of The Inventure Group, a Minneapolis-
based coaching and consulting firm whose foundational philosophy is based on the power of
purpose. "We need new models, new maps, new language to talk about this, because people are
living longer and they're living with greater vitality."

In fact, today's 65-year-old American can expect, on average, to live another 18 years. To help
empower these retirement-resistant elders to make purposeful contributions, Leider was invited to
join CSH to develop The Purpose Project, a program to help people in the second half of life
discover and realize their unique purpose.

For many years the center used Leider's books, materials and ideas as the basis for much of its
work, so joining forces with him was a natural outgrowth of this, says CSH director Mary Jo Kreitzer.

"Richard's work is so connected to the work of the center, because that's what spirituality is all
about--exploring purpose and meaning and connectedness," says Kreitzer. "We know peoples'
ability to find meaning in life is also very much related to health outcomes. So [The Purpose Project]
is really about helping people live healthier lives."

The Purpose Project, launched two years ago, offers two types of programs. Working on Purpose is
a one-day workshop, which is facilitated by Leider (and others) and is offered four times annually. It
helps people align personal and professional passions with purposeful pursuits.

"We're teaching people a process--giving them the structure and the
tools to ask the right questions and, hopefully, come up with some
answers... some paths to follow," says Leider.

"We're teaching people a process--giving them the structure and the tools to ask the right questions
and, hopefully, come up with some answers or some trajectories, some paths to follow," says Leider,
who's authored seven books, including the recently released Claiming Your Place at the Fire: Living
the Second Half of Your Life on Purpose.

The Purpose Project Guild, in turn, is a training program for life coaches and others who want to
facilitate Working on Purpose workshops. "It's basically like the old craftsmen's guild," Leider says.
"So people who are in this field and want to add the purpose dimension to their work can do so."

Jane Woolley, who calls herself an independent human capital consultant, is one of the 35 people
who participated in the first Purpose Project Guild session in November. Woolley, 41, attended a
Working on Purpose workshop last May. At the time, she was unhappily employed by a firm where
she helped manage recruitment efforts. "I was at a juncture in my career and my life where I wanted
to make a significant change, but wasn't exactly sure how to go about it," she explains. The
workshop helped Woolley nail down what was truly important to her. She realized she wanted to
stay in the same line of work, but to do it differently.

In part because of the workshop, Woolley left her job and is pursuing a master's degree in human
development. She also started her own consulting practice, which will focus on helping small and
midsized companies target and train the right talent, as well as helping people make career
changes.

"I want to do work I love with people I enjoy--people who recognize how short life is and how much
power we have to create the life we want," says Woolley. "I want to help other people do that as
well."

For more information about The Purpose Project, visit the Center for Spirituality and Healing.
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Clean fireplaces and chimneys
annually to prevent fires during
winter.

Keep homes, cabins safe during heating
season
By Richard Stone

From eNews, Dec. 14, 2006

Furnaces and other heating equipment are the number one cause
of home fires in the U.S. According to the United States Fire
Administration, fires injure 2,600 individuals and cause about $930
million in damages during the holiday season. So safety should be
top priority when heating your home or cabin.

Homeowners are strongly urged to have:

An annual inspection of all combustion appliances such as
furnaces, boilers and water heaters.
Fireplaces, stoves and chimneys inspected and cleaned annually.
A thorough energy audit that includes a blower door test to
determine the overall air tightness and operating pressure for the
home or cabin.

Smoke alarms double your chance of surviving a fire. Be sure you have a properly installed smoke
alarm on each floor and outside all sleeping areas. Test the batteries monthly.

Carbon monoxide is an odorless, colorless gas often formed in the process of incomplete
combustion of organic substances, including fuels. It's dangerous since it interferes with normal
oxygen uptake. Those at greatest risk include the unborn, elderly people with cardiac conditions and
people with respiratory problems, including asthma. Carbon monoxide alarms for the home are
available online or at home improvement stores like Home Depot.

Many public utility companies offer a home energy checkup to their customers at a reasonable cost.
Contact your public utility company to see if they provide this service. Private companies also offer
this service to homeowners.

Energy conservation is the most cost-effective measure you can take to reduce heating costs while
being comfortable. Contact your public utility and energy websites for more information.

A final safety note: Don't buy "vent free" gas fireplaces or space heaters, including kerosene space
heaters. These products only give you poor indoor air quality, moisture problems and generally
unsafe heating conditions. And do not use gas stoves or ovens for space heaters.

Additional information on heating the home or cabin, and answers to more than 50 questions
commonly asked by home and lake cabin owners, can be found in Extension's Lake Home and
Cabin Kit, Version 2. The kit retails for $29.99 and may be purchased by visiting University of
Minnesota Extension Service or by calling 800-876-8636. For fire prevention tips related to
Christmas trees or holiday decorations, visit the United States Fire Administration. Listen to Richard
Stone with the University of Minnesota Extension Service discuss the importance of inspecting
home heating equipment.

Richard Stone is an educator in housing technology with the University of Minnesota Extension Service. 
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University researchers have
tested a Japanese
herb/mushroom combination
for the ability to curb hot
flashes.

Getting involved

If you're a breast cancer
patient and would like
information about
participating in the turkey
tail mushroom study, call
(612) 625-2956. Carolyn
Torkelson is also seeking
patients for a study of
evening oil of primrose and
vitamin E as a treatment for
premenstrual breast pain.
For more information, call
her at (612) 625-8718. The
study of tea tree oil and
wound healing is not yet
recruiting subjects. The hot
flash study is complete.

Blending tradition and science
Researchers at the University's Center for Spirituality and Healing
put herbal remedies to the test

By Deane Morrison

Dec. 15, 2006

The next miracle drug may be right under your nose, hidden in a
common herbal remedy. Obviously, this is something doctors would
love to know, but much of the evidence for the efficacy of herbal
remedies is merely anecdotal. That's why researchers at the
University's Center for Spirituality and Healing (CSH) have
launched studies to determine, through rigorous science, the
efficacy of promising herbal preparations. In 2004 the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) awarded the center $2.3 million to study
whether turkey tail mushroom extract can boost and maintain
breast cancer patients' immune responses after radiation therapy.
University researchers are also completing a study of an herbal
remedy for hot flashes and are in the planning stages of a study to
test tea tree oil as an aid to wound healing. What binds these three
projects is that University faculty obtained Investigational New
Drug (IND) status, allowing human testing, for the herbal remedies from the Food and Drug
Administration. At the time it was awarded, the turkey tail grant also placed the University among
only three institutions to receive this type of grant since the NIH began the program in 2003. As part
of the grant, the center is also designated as a Developmental Center for Research on
Complementary and Alternative Medicine.

Common mushroom, uncommon effects

The turkey tail is a common mushroom that looks just like its name. Japanese doctors use it to boost the prospects
of several types of cancer patients.

"This is the first time turkey tail mushroom has been studied in breast
cancer patients," says Slaton.

"Medicinal mushrooms have been used as a food supplement for many years, yet there is no basic science research
in this country studying them," says Joel Slaton, associate professor of urologic surgery and principal investigator for
the grant. The project has begun with observations of how the immune systems of breast cancer patients respond
after standard chemotherapy or radiation treatment. In February or March, the researchers will begin recruiting
patients to determine the best-tolerated dose of the mushroom, which is given as a pill. Carolyn Torkelson, assistant
professor of family practice and community health, will be the principal investigator of that study and a subsequent
study to determine the mushroom's ability to improve outcomes in patients undergoing standard treatments. "This is
the first time turkey tail mushroom has been studied in breast cancer patients," says Slaton. "We're studying its
mechanisms of action." It appears, says Slaton, that substances in the mushroom activate cells of immune system
called natural killer cells, which attack cancer cells. Working with the University on the project are researchers from
Bastyr University in Washington state, a leader in studies of naturopathic medicine, and Fungi Perfecti Inc., an
industry partner and supplier of the pills. Slaton's Bastyr colleagues are studying the effects of certain compounds
found in turkey tail mushroom in healthy humans. The study also involves researchers from the University's Cancer
Center.

Stamping out staph

In certain areas of Australia grows a tree whose leaves yield a distilled oil, called tea tree oil, that is in wide use an
antibacterial and antifungal agent. Linda Halc?n, associate professor of nursing, wants to find out if it could speed
the healing of wounds by controlling infections of the bacteria Staphylococcus aureus. The particular target is staph
infections resistant to methicillin, one of the antibiotics of choice. Halc?n plans to focus primarily on foot wounds in
people with diabetes. (Diabetes can cut off circulation to pain nerves, leaving patients unable to tell when their feet
are being rubbed raw.)

"I think more than 50 percent of hospital staph infections are resistant
to methicillin," says Halc?n. "It's mainly from overuse of antibiotics.
Some studies suggest tea tree oil is as good as other topical products,
but dries the skin less. Studies in other countries show it tends to be
harder on infectious bacteria and leave normal skin bacteria relatively
intact." Halc?n has an NIH grant for a pilot study to develop
relationships with wound clinics and devise a plan to recruit patients
for clinical studies. She is working with researchers at Mayo Clinic and
three other Twin Cities hospitals: Veterans Administration, Park-
Nicollet and Abbott-Northwestern. In the spring, she hopes to ask NIH
for funding to study the mechanism by which tea tree oil assists in
healing wounds.

Cooling hot flashes

A third herbal with IND status is a preparation of four herbs and a mushroom.
Known by its Japanese name, keishi bukuryo gan, it is a prescription
medication, drunk as a tea, that has long been used by Japanese women to
control hot flashes. A University study of its effectiveness led by Gregory
Plotnikoff, an associate professor of medicine and pediatrics, has been completed; results are expected soon. The
fact that the University has three herbal preparations with IND status speaks to the pioneering spirit of its faculty and
staff, says Halc?n "The Center for Spirituality and Healing is unique," she says. "I've found that throughout the
University, people are open to new things that could improve care." 
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An aerial view of the I-35W
and I-494 interchange, looking
toward the northeast.

Freeways and politics
New report examines the stories behind the Twin Cities interstate
freeway system

By Rick Moore

Dec. 15, 2006

Fifty years ago, the way we get around in America changed forever
when the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 cleared the way for
America's interstate freeway system.

What many people nationwide don't know is that the idea for an
interstate system--often credited to President Dwight Eisenhower--
had a number of precursors, dating back to a report in 1944 and
the Futurama exhibit at the 1939 World's Fair in New York City.

And what many people in Minnesota might not know is that
although the freeway system in the Twin Cities area has been well
established for decades, there were countless political battles along the way, and every stretch of
road has its own story to tell.

A recent book-length report from the U, Politics and Freeways: Building the Twin Cities Interstate
System, produced by Patricia Cavanaugh, captures some of those stories. The report outlines the
history of the interstate freeway and highway infrastructure in the Twin Cities area--with a focus on
the memories and perspectives of those involved in the decision-making.

Politics and Freeways is a publication of the U's Center for Transportation Studies and the Center
for Urban and Regional Affairs (CURA).

"It was very much a joint effort, with the Center for Transportation Studies bringing resources and
experiences in transportation planning and civil engineering, and CURA incorporating more the
citizen participation and policy and planning," Cavanaugh says.

Cavanaugh notes that state troopers called the commons section "Blood
Alley," according to an article in the Minneapolis Tribune.

In examining the Cities' interstate history, Cavanaugh uses three different eras for a framework--the mega-projects
era, from 1956 to the late 1960s, the era of expanded debate from 1970 to the mid-1990s, and the era since then,
which she characterizes as "falling behind."

Crosstown Commons: a debate for the ages

Anyone in the metro area who tunes into traffic reports knows that the Crosstown Commons--that
area near the border of Minneapolis and Richfield where I-35W and Highway 62 share lanes and
snarl traffic--gets perhaps more airtime than any other trouble spot. It's been that way seemingly
forever, and there's certainly no easy fix in sight.

A long-awaited project to expand the Crosstown Commons and improve traffic flow, scheduled to
begin in 2006 and be completed in 2009, was pushed back this summer when the proposal did not
receive any bids from contractors.

But according to a case study in Politics and Freeways, the Crosstown saga dates back to the year
1940, when a report by the Minneapolis Planning Commission suggested that a highway be built
along 60th Street to expedite "the transportation of livestock by truck" from the western metro area
to the stockyards on the other side of the city.

In 1949 the Minneapolis City Planning Commission proposed a crosstown highway along the
alignment where Highway 62 exists today (to complement another suggested crosstown
expressway along 28th Street, which never came to pass). Other suggestions included diagonal
routes for I-35W through the area that had only single interchanges with Highway 62 and no
commons area (where two highways run along the same stretch), but those were deemed less
desirable than the plan with the commons.

Another area of contention was whether or not to include ramp access to Lyndale Avenue, and here
was a case where community involvement was key. Cavanaugh notes that the Richfield Chamber of
Commerce strongly supported access at Lyndale for the sake of the city's business community, and
with support from the Richfield city council, was successful in getting the design changed to include
the interchanges.

The Crosstown Commons finally opened in 1966, but within a year Highway 62 was carrying twice
the volume of cars, and criticism began pouring in from many quarters. Cavanaugh notes that state
troopers called the commons section "Blood Alley," according to an article in the Minneapolis
Tribune.

Interestingly, the Politics and Freeways report notes in one high-level meeting in 1968 to discuss the
Crosstown's problems, the only point of consensus "was to move slowly with regard to making the
improvements."

Memories remain vivid

Cavanaugh's other case studies include Interstate 94 from St. Paul to Minneapolis; Interstate 35E; I-
394; I-335 (or the North Ring), which was never built; I-94 from I-494/I-694 to Highway 95; and the I-
35W expansion.

In all, the report took about two and a half years to complete, and Cavanaugh interviewed some 30
key people, including planners, politicians, civil engineers, journalists and citizens.

Cavanaugh says she enjoyed doing the research, but was surprised at the fervor of some of the
players involved over the years.

"I didn't expect the politics of it to remain as vivid as they are--the political actors who were involved
in these disputes remain quite animated about them."

The report is available online at CTS reports or CURA reports; a limited number of print copies are
also available.

Related reading:
U researchers advance narrow commuter vehicle concept

His crashes helped make ours less dangerous
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Through telemedicine, UMD's
Gary Davis has been able too
reach mental health clients in
rural Minnesota.

Local hero
Bringing mental health care to rural Minnesota

By Michelle Junteman

From M, winter 2007

Primary care physician George Rounds knew that 12-year-old
Jamie (not her real name) needed special help. Her birth mother
had been diagnosed with schizophrenia, and Jamie was in the care
of an adoptive parent. Jamie displayed bizarre behavior at home
and acted out in school.

Rounds decided to move quickly, but his clinic, the Northland
Medical Center in Bigfork, Minnesota (population 469), didn't have
a specialist. Rounds knew that an appointment with one "sometime
in the future" and a series of all-day roundtrips to Duluth (the
closest major city) for mental health consultations would not serve
Jamie well.

So Duluth came to George Rounds and to Jamie.

With TV monitors and cameras, Gary Davis, a licensed psychologist at the University of Minnesota
Medical School in Duluth, talked to Jamie while she sat at the clinic in Bigfork and he sat in his
office, 125 miles away.

"The patient sees me on a TV monitor, and I see him or her on a similar screen," says Davis. "And
although it's not the same as being in the same room as a person, it's a reasonably close
approximation."

This summer, Davis was named a "rural health hero" at the Minnesota
Rural Health Conference, for supporting people like Jamie and primary
care physicians like Rounds.

Via this "telemental" technique, Davis was able to diagnose Jamie's problems and develop a treatment plan. Today,
Jamie is back in school and, as Rounds says, "is doing dramatically well with relationships."

Davis heads the Department of Behavioral Sciences at Duluth's Medical School and is associate
director of the school's Center for Rural Mental Health Studies (CRMHS). Rather than simply
creating an urban care system in rural Minnesota, psychologists at the center are shaping a system
of mental health care that fits the rural setting culturally, financially, and geographically.

"Dr. Davis has been very helpful in allowing our psychiatric patients to remain close to home and be
treated in the community," says Harold Johnston, primary care physician in Cook's Scenic Rivers
Health Services. Davis and his team also serve patients in Littlefork Medical Center and are working
on opening virtual clinics in Paynesville, Mora, and Ely.

This summer, Davis was named a "rural health hero" at the Minnesota Rural Health Conference, for
supporting people like Jamie and primary care physicians like Rounds. But Davis is not that
comfortable with his new status: "To me the real-world heroes are the rural doctors who are out
there working without the support that cities offer," he says.
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Joellen Feirtag, a University
Extension food scientist, is
testing the ability of an
electrolytic process to
disinfect fresh produce.

Taking aim at polluted produce
University researcher probes a promising produce purifier

By Deane Morrison

Dec. 19, 2006

In this era of E. coli and Salmonella outbreaks, consumers are
concerned about harmful bacteria and viruses hitching a ride on
fresh fruits and vegetables. But few want their produce dipped in
harsh disinfectants that will damage the environment or human
health. That was the backdrop a week ago, when the media
spotlight fell on Joellen Feirtag, a University professor of food
science and nutrition. She is testing a way of purifying produce
using only a dilute salt solution and an electric current. The
technology, called ECT (electro-chemical activation), was
developed by Russian scientists to get rid of bacterial films
gumming up oil and gas pipelines. Feirtag, a microbiologist, is
helping companies that handle fresh produce assess ECT's
potential in the food arena. According to estimates by the Centers
for Disease Control, foodborne agents cause approximately 76
million illnesses, 325,000 hospitalizations and 5,000 deaths in the
United States each year. The causes range from mild viral infections to fatal illnesses and include
poisoning by metals as well as living pathogens. In her studies of ECT, Feirtag performs
experiments that recreate the situation in agricultural fields, where pathogens may be introduced by
contaminated irrigation water sprayed on crops. The process works by running a solution of table
salt, which is composed of sodium and chlorine ions, through the ECT module, where an electric
current separates the chlorine and the sodium into adjacent chambers. In one chamber, chemical
reactions form disinfectant compounds. In the other chamber, detergent compounds form. The
disinfectant and the detergent flow out of the module in separate streams.

"To me, this is a new technology that works ... Through education and
new technology, we may be able to reduce outbreaks of E. coli," says
Feirtag.

"You can use the detergent to remove organic matter, then dip the produce in the other to kill pathogens," Feirtag
explains. Early results with such items as lettuce, tomatoes and spinach have been encouraging. When Feirtag
sprayed the produce with several strains of E. coli, the ECT treatment achieved kills of eight orders of magnitude;
that means that for every bacterial cell that survived the treatment, between 100 million and one billion were killed.
The process also killed the intestinal pathogen called norovirus, plus a strain of avian flu and hepatitis A, and it
removed Salmonella from plastic surfaces. A 30-second dip in the disinfectant stream was enough to kill the
pathogens. Feirtag and her colleagues are collecting a month's worth of data at a produce facility. While not
revealing the identity of the facility, Feirtag did say that Dole Food Co. was looking into the process for its fruit and
vegetable plants in California. Feirtag has also been visiting other companies with produce processing plants,
including ones that make sandwiches and salads, in an effort to introduce ECT technology more widely into U.S.
industry. She says the units can handle 75 gallons of the salt solution per day in a small plant and have potential for
use in hospitals and cities. The two streams exiting the ECT modules can be remixed and reused; this is done at
plants in Europe and Russia, she says. Feirtag is also gathering data on the efficacy of different salt solutions for
publication in peer-reviewed journals. Efficient though it may be, the ECT technology could never unilaterally
eliminate infectious bacteria and viruses from food. Feirtag herself, along with a friend, once contracted hepatitis A
from a restaurant after a cook with the virus had handled the cheese in their cheeseburgers. ECT may, however, find
a place in the fight against foodborne illnesses. "To me, this is a new technology that is economic, that works, and
that is efficient and safe for the environment and people," Feirtag says. "Through education and new technology, we
may be able to reduce outbreaks of E. coli. We don't want people to stop eating fruits and vegetables." 
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Anatoly Liberman

The hidden history of words
A Q&A with 'intellectual omnivore' Anatoly Liberman

By Kermit Pattison

From eNews, Feb. 8, 2007

Anatoly Liberman, professor in the Department of German,
Scandinavian and Dutch, was born in Leningrad in 1937 in the
Stalinist Soviet Union. His father was drafted into the Soviet army
and died fighting on the Leningrad front. After the war, his mother
worked as a music teacher and they survived with the financial
help of a relative who was a well-known eye surgeon.

He was educated in Soviet schools and colleges and spent 10
years as a research fellow at the Academy of Sciences of the
USSR in Leningrad before emigrating in 1975.

Liberman has spent 31 years at the University of Minnesota, where he has taught more than 30
different courses, including historical linguistics, the history of all the Germanic languages (from
Gothic and Old Norse to Middle High German and Old Frisian), runic inscriptions, Germanic heroic
poetry, German folklore, Scandinavian mythology and the theory and practice of translation. For the
past 20 years, he has been writing an etymological dictionary of the English language.

Liberman is an engaging, witty scholar who can entertain both popular audiences and academics.
He is the author of Word Origins... and How We Know Them: Etymology for Everyone (Oxford
University Press, 2005); a weekly blog for Oxford University Press; and close to 500 publications,
ranging from "Prephonological Views on Germanic Syllable Accents" to "A Cobweb of Dwarves and
Dweebs."

Do people ever remark on the irony of an etymological dictionary of English being written by
a non-native speaker? LIBERMAN: As far as the history of words is concerned, one doesn't have
to be a native speaker. If one reaches a stage at which one can write well, problems don't arise. My
weekly column is called "The Oxford Etymologist," and I don't think it shocks my readers to see a
typical Russian first name at its head more than it shocks them to see Vladimir Nabokov's name on
the title page of famous novels. After all, this is the United States of America, where a Russian Jew
teaching in a department of German, Scandinavian, and Dutch can feel perfectly at home while he
is working on an etymological dictionary of English.

Why is a new etymological dictionary of English needed? LIBERMAN: English etymological
dictionaries don't say with sufficient clarity that the origin of most words is controversial. And yet the
business of such dictionaries is exactly this--to state what is known and what is not known about the
origin of words and to cite the literature on the subject. Excellent etymological dictionaries have
been put together for all the major European languages but surprisingly, not for English; surprisingly,
because thanks to the Oxford English Dictionary English lexicography (the making and editing of a
dictionary) occupies a place of honor.

The latest good work in this genre appeared in 1910. It offers a highly professional discussion of the
origin of words but gives no references and does not concentrate as much as necessary on the
debatable part of etymology. So I decided that the time had come to write such a dictionary. This
was about 20 years ago. With the help of many paid assistants and volunteers, I worked like a slave
chained to a galley. I had no illusions about the magnitude of my project. You have probably seen a
common statement in prefaces: "If I had known how much time and effort it would take, I would not
have started this enterprise."

What makes etymology an interesting subject? LIBERMAN: Everything in our world leaves a
trace in language. If you know the history of language and understand the main forces that make
language change, you have one of the most important windows into the growth of the human mind,
civilization and even politics. Take any word, from guitar to democracy. While studying their
development, we inevitably learn a good deal about music and the rise of social institutions. And
only the history of language is able to reveal the history of thought, for, unfortunately, an
examination of the gray matter in our heads is not sufficient for that purpose. Let me repeat: There
is nothing in the man-made world that is not reflected in language.

How about your work in Scandinavian myths?

LIBERMAN: There are many points in common between mythology and historical linguistics, for
both entail reconstruction. The researcher faces disjointed traces and tries to visualize the picture as
it once existed. This is detective work, not unlike what is described in a thriller: a novel by Agatha
Christie or a tale by Arthur Conan Doyle.

The stories that have come down to us as ancient myths are sometimes well preserved and clear,
but frequently they are obscure. Only one version of a myth may be extant; other times many
versions are known, and we have to decide which of them to trust and which is the oldest.
Investigating the origin of a myth and the origin of a word are similar processes, and this is what
united my study of folklore, myths and etymology. Regardless of whether I deal with linguistics,
literature or oral tradition, I try to get to the beginning of things.

--Excerpted from GSD (the magazine of the Department of German, Scandinavian & Dutch), fall
2006
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A mannequin dons a skirt of
poinsettia leaves created by a
group of University students.

A holiday fashion challenge
Retail merchandising students create holiday-themed clothing for
mannequins at Bachman's

By Patty Mattern

Dec. 19, 2006

Twin Cities audiences don't need to turn on the TV to get involved
in a reality show like "Project Runway," where contestants compete
with each other to create theme-based outfits within a limited time
frame and with certain materials. To see cost-conscious creativity
in action on the local stage, they can visit the flagship store of
Bachman's, one of the area's oldest and most established florists.

Six retail merchandising student teams from the U's new College of
Design are finalists in a contest called "Project Holiday." The
challenge was to create holiday eveningwear for mannequins using
products that Bachman's sells and whatever the students could
buy for $250.

"[Bachman's gave us] a box full of items that included big poinsettia leaves," says senior Renee
Wasmer.

Her team created a striking dress, layering poinsettia leaves down from a sleeveless bodice.

"We're all retail merchandising students--none of us had any apparel design experience--but we
were able to put together this wonderful evening gown," Wasmer says.

Students were told that the final design "should be over the top, but believable and wearable," says
Kate Daly, the University research associate directing the project. The students wowed Daly. "Their
displays are fantastic and creative," she says. "This project is really about how to integrate active
learning in the classroom into the community."

The College of Design wants to give its students real-world experience and often challenges them to
create functional or beautiful work with limited resources. (Read more in M, winter 2007 cover story,
"Design in your future.") Last year, architecture students were given $20 to build a shelter and
spend the night in it in an effort to understand what it's like to be homeless.

Bachman's customers have the holiday season to vote on their favorite "Project Holiday" display.
The creations can be seen at the 6010 Lyndale Ave. S. Bachman's store in Minneapolis. The
winning team members will each receive $200.

A total of 51 students competed to be among the finalists in "Project Holiday." Those whose designs
were not chosen, created alternative displays at other Bachman's locations.
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A child helps her mother with
her literacy homework.

Literacy empowers
UMD prof helps her homeland

By Pauline Oo

From M, Winter 2007

If you're reading this, chances are you can also understand
numbers and spell. Lucky you. With these basic skills, you can hop
on a bus and arrive at the correct destination, pay your electric bill,
and read the ingredient labels on the food you buy.

Literacy empowers.

In Turkey, the male literacy rate is 95.7 percent and females lag
behind at 81.1 percent. But the women in Turkey are becoming
more literate and self-sufficient, thanks in part to the efforts of
Aydin Durgunoglu. The University of Minnesota, Duluth,
psychology professor helped develop and improve a literacy program for the Turkish Mother-Child
Education Foundation. The foundation recently won one of two UNESCO King Sejong Literacy
Prizes, not only for contributing to literacy but also for increasing women's self-confidence,
independence, and participation in decision-making processes.

"We target women with very low levels of literacy or who have not gone to school," says
Durgunoglu, speaking of the Functional Adult Literacy Program she helped create in 1995, "not
because they have cognitive problems, but because their fathers didn't let them go to school or they
were too poor or they lived too far from a school. In the rural areas, having no or low literacy is okay;
they can survive. But when they [move] to the big city--where they have to take a bus or go to a
hospital--that's when they run into difficulties."

In Turkey, the male literacy rate is 95.7 percent, and females lag behind
at 81.1 percent.

In the program's courses, trained volunteers teach literacy skills, such as reading and listening
comprehension, spelling, and recognizing numerals, and "they make it very relevant for everyday
life," says Durgunoglu, who specializes in adult and child literacy development and bilingual
cognition. In addition to using the three textbooks she helped write, the volunteers use reading
material related to citizen rights, consumer rights, and reproductive health with their 35- to 70-year-
old students.

"Although we have reached approximately 65,000 women in about 20 provinces across Turkey, this
is still a drop in the bucket," says Durgunoglu, considering that her homeland has 81 provinces and
more than 7 million adults--mostly women--who are illiterate.

This past summer, Durgunoglu, who has lived in Duluth the last 13 years, returned to Turkey to
oversee the adaptation of the literacy program so it could be broadcast on national television.

"We were trying to make it entertaining but still have a lot of content related to teaching literacy and
women's empowerment," she says. Early evaluations indicate that the TV program is making a
difference. Durgunoglu will continue her work to improve the lives of Turkish women.
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Erin Altemus gets a lesson in
reading local maps from
Ojibwe police officer Joe
Louttit.

Mapping a little-known culture
M.F.A. student records the stories of First Nation communities

By Erin Altemus

From M, Winter 2007

Editor's note: Erin Altemus, M.F.A. '07, canoed the waterways of
the boreal forest in Northern Ontario, meeting members of First
Nation communities to record their stories as part of her master's
degree program in creative writing. A privately funded Judd
Fellowship helped make the experience possible. Altemus
contributed the following piece to M.

As my canoeing partners and I waited at the airstrip for a plane to
take us home, a police truck pulled up beside us. The officer
introduced himself as Joseph Louttit, but said to call him Joe.

Even at the end of August, the air had an arctic chill. Soon the
town would be white and frozen. But now this Ojibwe community
on the banks of the Attawapiskat River was dry and dusty. Despite the boreal forest that surrounded
us, the town felt like Texas; dust caked our skin and hair.

Joe unscrolled a hand-drawn map of Northern Ontario. Instead of roads, the map showed burial and
hunting grounds. Small crosses marked hundreds of sites in the area, not only where ancestors
were buried but also where they used to live. We had passed some of these burial sites canoeing
on the river. Joe showed us where Inuit and Ojibwe tribes battled hundreds of years ago, and he
told us what Ojibwe names mean, such as Attawapiskat: "the space between the rocks."

"We weren't always in centralized communities," Joe told me, pointing to the places where families
lived. "Each family had its territory, but eventually everyone moved to communities; that's where the
government provided services. I only know of one woman still living in the bush year-round. She is
over 80 years old now."

"Does everyone here still hunt?" I asked.

"Not everyone, but many families do. Buying food is very expensive," he said. Until the lakes and
rivers freeze to provide overland transportation routes, supplies have to be flown in. Food is priced
according to weight. A gallon of milk costs $15. "My family hunts for one moose, two caribou, 50
ducks or geese, and several hundred fish in a year," Joe said. "That helps to feed some of the
community elders, too." After Joe left, our plane arrived. I watched the town disappear from the
plane window and imagined what life was like 100 years ago. Families dotted the vast landscape
where day-to-day living was the struggle to survive. Now, most families struggle between wanting
modern conveniences--television, Internet, pick-up trucks, and snowmobiles--and preserving a
connection to the land. "I left and went to school and college in another part of Ontario," Joe told
me, "but I always wanted to come back. This is my home."
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Tom Fisher, dean of the
College of Design, encourages
his students and faculty to find
innovative, design-related
ways to address the world's
challenges.

Design in your future
A new path for a new college

By Thomas Fisher

From M, winter 2007

Editor's note: We asked Thomas Fisher, dean of the College of
Design, to write this story for M, the U's alumni quarterly that
reaches 420,000 readers. Fisher describes the importance of
design in today's economy and how the new college is bringing
together nearly all design-related disciplines on campus in a vision
of creativity and social responsibility. To browse all of the stories in
the current issue of M, visit M online.

Most of us give little thought to design, yet it plays a part in areas
as varied as the curve of your TV screen and the placement of the
kitchen in a homeless shelter. As you read this, look around you.
Almost everything you see has been designed: the publication in
your hands, the clothes you're wearing, the equipment you're
using, the furniture you're sitting at, the room you're in, and the
cars, roads, buildings, and landscapes visible out the window.

Design influences nearly every purchase we make, whether we know it or not. It has an increasingly
crucial role in the competitiveness of companies in the global economy, and it will help shape the
future of the environment.

Ready to take on the demands of the 21st century is the new College of Design--formed from the
College of Architecture and Landscape Architecture and the Department of Design, Housing, and
Apparel. Created as part of the University's goal to be among the top three public research
universities in the world, it is one of the most diverse design colleges in the country. Its disciplines
include architecture, clothing design, graphic design, housing studies, interior design, landscape
architecture, and retail merchandising.

A new age Daniel Pink argues in his best-selling book, A Whole New Mind: Moving From the
Information Age to the Conceptual Age, that left-brain, analytical thinking will eventually be done
with software or outsourced overseas, and that the greatest economic and social value will come
from right-brain thinkers. The practical imagination of designers puts them near the top of Pink's list
of those who will lead in the coming "conceptual age."

Preparing students to enter this new age of thinking is one of the challenges of the College of
Design, and it will often involve working in close collaboration with other University colleges and
departments.

Planning for a design program focused on new products and innovations, for example, has brought
together faculty from several colleges to build a curriculum that can better serve Minnesota's
companies and communities. The program's students will be able to see the relationships among
organizational structures, economic opportunities, and product or service possibilities. It will also be
a design think tank for the region, bringing in people from around the world to expand the
boundaries of design and connecting to fields where Minnesota is already strong, such as
biotechnology, human health, information science, and food.

Socially responsible design Though design is generally thought of as a way to make things look
good and work better, more and more it is being recognized as a way to improve lives and make the
world a healthier place. The College of Design educates students to be leaders in the field of social
change via design and to be visionaries for a better future.

And there are plenty of places to apply such leadership. With homelessness and slums growing at
exponential rates around the globe, the need for better shelter and infrastructure has become a
pressing equity issue. With greenhouse gases and solid waste rising due to increased consumer
consumption, we need to design our world more efficiently. And with development taxing finite fossil
fuel resources and degrading limited fresh water supplies, more sustainable ways of living and
working have become essential to our future.

These opportunities and challenges guide the work of the new college. It already has some of the
only programs of their kind in the state and some of the best among public research universities in
the country. Preparing students to enter the "design economy" and to address the need for a more
sustainable and equitable designed environment will focus the attention in the coming years as it
works to connect design disciplines to each other and to other fields not normally thought of as
design related.

For example, the college has created one of the nation's first masters of science degrees in
sustainability to meet the growing demand for sustainability coordinators who work for companies,
institutions, or universities to help foster a more environmentally responsible workplace. Meanwhile,
faculty in the college have started planning an expanded interdisciplinary and intercollegiate
graduate program and research center focusing on affordable housing. Joining with partners like the
Wilder and McKnight foundations, it will bring together the best work going on around the University
and in the Upper Midwest.

And in the spirit of the University's emphasis on global involvement, the College of Design is the first
U.S. college to begin a pilot program with UNESCO's World Heritage Centre in Paris to work with
countries around the world to identify and manage their cultural heritage sites. The program's first
project this summer, in Baku, Azerbaijan [see M spring 2006], showed the great potential this has
for internationalizing teaching, research, and outreach and for creating productive alliances with
universities around the world.

The transformation happening in design education represents the "whole new mind" of the students
now in school. They have always had computers in their lives, and they tend to think in more Web-
like and non-hierarchical ways, with little patience for the neatly defined disciplines or the resolutely
defended professions we have constructed in the past. And just in time, for we have entered a
century of dramatic change, one desperately in need of alternative futures and imaginative
solutions. The world has become, in other words, a giant design problem, and we, at the new
College of Design, are ready for that challenge.

Thomas Fisher is dean of the College of Design at the University of Minnesota.

Further reading Extreme makeover: neighborhood theater edition 
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Book reviews winter 2007
Winter 2007

By Gayla Marty

M, winter 2007

Birds of Minnesota and Wisconsin

By Robert B. Janssen, Daryl D. Tessen, and Gregory Kennedy
Birding has evolved in recent years from an esoteric pursuit to an
engaging activity for all ages. This field guide is compact yet large
enough for beautiful illustrations of 322 birds regularly seen in a
region blessed by diverse habitats and migration routes. Species
are grouped and color-coded. Includes a comparative reference
chart and maps of the top 50 birding sites in each state. Janssen
has been one of the Bell Museum's most popular field trip leaders.

Lone Pine Publishing, 2003; ISBN 1-55105-324-1; $19.95 pb

Shadowing Ralph Ellison

By John S. Wright
The life of Ralph Ellison (1913-1994) spanned the 20th century, with his landmark novel, Invisible
Man (1952), at the century's midpoint. Wright has turned his abiding preoccupation with Ellison into
an eloquent and engaging access point to black intellectual history, the blues- and jazz-influenced
American aesthetic, and the one writer whose works are on the century's top lists of fiction and
nonfiction. Wright teaches African American and African studies and English on the Twin Cities
campus.

University of Mississippi Press, 2006; ISBN 1-57806-850-9; $40.00 hc

Blue Arabesque: A Search for the Sublime

By Patricia Hampl
Art and leisure, north and south, culture clash of east and west...Hampl opens door after door on
figures and forces that shape everyday perceptions about time, beauty, culture, and calling. Her cast
includes Henri Matisse and two of his models, along with Jerome Hill, Katherine Mansfield, and wise
nuns; her path meanders from St. Paul to France, Turkey, and Israel--all inside a book that feels like
a small painting in your hands. Hampl is a Regents Professor and teaches creative writing in the
Department of English, Twin Cities.

Harcourt, 2006; ISBN 0-15-101506-6; $22.00 hc

MORE INFO: Contact University of Minnesota Bookstores, located in Coffman Memorial Union and the St. Paul
Student Center, at 612-626-0559 or generalbooks@umn.edu. Look for faculty authors at
www.bookstores.umn.edu/genref. 
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The study revealed that the
average level of NNAL--a
marker indicating exposure to
a lung cancer-causing agent--
in the reduced heavy smokers
was more than twice that of
the light smokers.

U study shows heavy smokers compensate
for fewer cigarettes
Heavy Smokers Who Cut Back Still Take in More Toxins Than Light
Smokers

Dec. 21, 2006

University of Minnesota tobacco researchers have found that
heavy smokers who reduce their number of daily cigarettes still
take in two to three times more total toxins per cigarette than light
smokers. The study, published in the December issue of Cancer
Epidemiology, Biomarkers & Prevention, cites compensatory
smoking as the chief reason for the increased exposure despite
decreased cigarette use. "We found that the more that heavy
smokers reduced their smoking, the more likely they were to
increase their intake of toxicants per cigarette, presumably
because they took more frequent puffs or inhaled deeper or longer
on each cigarette to compensate for fewer cigarettes smoked,"
said Dorothy Hatsukami, lead researcher on the study. "This
indicates that they are trying to maintain a specific level of nicotine
in their bodies." Hatsukami is a professor and researcher with the
University of Minnesota Medical School and Cancer Center. She
also directs the University's Transdisciplinary Tobacco Use
Research Center. "Our results are consistent with other studies
that show that people who decrease their smoking by 50 percent or more do not experience a
comparable reduction in risk for lung cancer, because they tend to smoke their fewer cigarettes
more intensely," Hatsukami said. "The best way to lower the risk for tobacco-caused premature
death is to stop smoking altogether." The study participants included a group of 64 heavy smokers
who had reduced their smoking to levels similar with a group of 62 light smokers. The heavy
smokers had smoked on average 26 cigarettes per day before their cigarette reduction. All of the
heavy smokers had reduced their smoking by at least 40 percent and smoked five cigarettes per
day within six months of enrolling in their study. The light smokers used on average 5.6 cigarettes
per day.

The amount of smoking reduction was shown to be a strong predictor of
compensatory smoking, with greater cigarette reduction associated
with more compensation.

Hatsukami and her colleagues created a mathematical formula to calculate the degree of smoking compensation in
the heavy smokers compared with the light smokers. They measured a biological marker, total NNAL, which
indicates the amount of exposure to the tobacco-specific lung cancer-causing agent NNK. Their findings showed that
the average level of NNAL in the reduced heavy smokers was more than twice that of the light smokers. This was
true even when the two groups smoked about the same number of cigarettes per day. The amount of smoking
reduction was shown to be a strong predictor of compensatory smoking, with greater cigarette reduction associated
with more compensation. Based on these findings, Hatsukami said, "Heavy smokers would fare better health-wise by
quitting smoking rather than decreasing their cigarette use. Although light smokers have lower levels of disease risk
than heavy smokers, a low rate of smoking still means increased risk of disease and death compared to non-
smokers and quitters." A previous study by Hatsukami substantiates that fact. The study focused on smoking
reduction using nicotine replacement therapies such as gum or patches. It showed that smokers who reduced their
cigarette intake by 73 percent only received a 30 percent reduction in carcinogens because of compensatory
smoking. Another study indicated that a reduction of 62 percent in tobacco consumption was associated with only a
27 percent reduction in lung cancer risk. The recent study was supported by a grant from the National Institutes of
Health. Others from the University of Minnesota Cancer Center and Transdisciplinary Tobacco Use Research Center
who collaborated on this study included Chap T. Le, Ying Zhang, Anne Joseph, Marc Mooney, Steven Carmella and
Stephen Hecht.

--Academic Health Center
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Wayne and Carol Pletcher with
Meggan Craft in front of
Craft's house in Tanzania,
where a Cape buffalo once
held off a pack of lions for 12
hours.

Into Africa
Big rewards for donors who go the extra mile... er, several
thousand miles

By Steve Anderson

From M, winter 2007

As a doctoral candidate researching carnivores on the Serengeti
Plains, Meggan Craft endures day-long drives for groceries, limited
use of electricity, and close encounters with wild animals. Once, a
pack of lions cornered a water buffalo outside her front door. The
battle raged for 12 hours.

"Meggan's life is unique, and she likes it very much," says Wayne
Pletcher, who along with his wife, Carol, Ph.D. '79, funds a
fellowship that helps to enable Craft's research. The Pletchers are
in good position to comment: They got an up-close view of Craft's
research project this past summer when they visited Craft in
Tanzania.

Collar ID The idea for the Africa visit was sparked when the three
met at a dinner to connect fellowship recipients and donors. Four months later the Pletchers were
off, with some unusual items in tow. Some of Craft's equipment had been under repair, and Wayne
and Carol agreed to pack the animal collars and tracking devices in their luggage. A note saying
"University of Minnesota Wild Animal Tracking Equipment" was enough to pass airport inspections.

"We believe that these students have the ability to make a difference, so
we'd like to keep up on their accomplishments," says Wayne Pletcher.

In Tanzania, Wayne and Carol spent an afternoon of their two-week adventure bouncing around in a beat up Land
Rover with Craft as they followed a collared jackal. "If you're in the national park with a guide you have to stay on the
road, but if you're with a researcher you can go off-road," recalls Carol. One focus of Craft's research is to track
whether rabies in dogs has reached wild carnivores.

'A royal treat' The Pletchers returned from Africa with a wealth of memories and a vow: to also
connect with another recipient of their fellowship, who conducted research in New Guinea. "We
believe that these students have the ability to make a difference, so we'd like to keep up on their
accomplishments," explains Wayne. "Yes, funding a fellowship is significant. But it's even more
important to understand what it's making possible."

"Any donor who chooses to get to know their recipient is in for a royal treat," adds Carol. "Why
would you let it pass?"

© 2009–2014 Regents of the University of Minnesota. All rights reserved.
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Jeff Will with Congressman
Collin Peterson, whose office
coordinated Will's internship.

Capital gains
Scholarship for a Washington D.C. internship leads to a career in
politics

From M, winter 2007

Jeff Will, B.S. '06, didn't have the typical envelope-stuffing,
sandwich-fetching college internship in our nation's capital. "Most
congressional interns work on constituent letters and run errands,"
he says. "My internship was policy based." Working next to House
Agriculture Committee staff last summer, Will crafted memos and
wrote testimony on renewable energy, globalization, and
conservation.

A Renewable Fuels Association Scholarship, established through
gifts from the 15 ethanol plants in Minnesota, made it all possible.
The scholarship supports one University student a semester
working as a House Agriculture Committee intern and is
coordinated by the office of U.S. Rep. Collin Peterson (D-Minn.).

A highlight for Will, a Mendota Heights native, was the Congressional Intern Lecture Series,
featuring Washington luminaries such as Sens. John McCain and Barack Obama, Supreme Court
chief justice John Roberts, and former Secretary of State Colin Powell.

Watching the agriculture committee's commitment to rural America gave Will a new appreciation for
public service. "They are the most dedicated public servants I've ever seen," he says. Not only was
Will impressed, he was also inspired: Today, he serves as a professional political activist, and he
credits the internship with helping to steer him in that direction. "It was an amazing experience," he
says, "and I loved every minute of it."

© 2009–2014 Regents of the University of Minnesota. All rights reserved.
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Kelvin Lim (R) and Sanjiv
Kumra (R), both psychiatric
researchers, are using
magnetic-resonance-imaging
techniques to describe the
brain anatomy that
distinguished psychotic
illness.

An inside view
Imaging technology illuminates the anatomical aspects of
adolescent mental illness--from schizophrenia to substance abuse.

By Jennifer La Forgia

From Dec. 22, 2006

The revealing power of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is
helping psychiatric researchers demystify the potential causes of
schizophrenia and is casting new light on troubling behaviors such
as adolescent substance abuse.

Physicians once relied only on the layered shadows of X-rays to
view the interior of the body and the brain, but today, MRI
technology brings the body's inner structures into tight focus. With
recent MRI advances, researchers can pinpoint areas of
heightened brain activity and the subtleties of normal and abnormal
brain communication pathways.

Some of this new knowledge arises from the University's
Department of Psychiatry's special focus on schizophrenia.

The World Health Organization ranks schizophrenia among the 10
most debilitating human diseases. It affects a person's ability to think clearly, to tell the real from the
unreal, to form close relationships and to function in society. The first outward signs of the illness
usually emerge in the teen years and early twenties, but sometimes much earlier. Schizophrenia
affects about 1 percent of the population.

Today, researchers in the Department of Psychiatry continue to piece together the signature
differences in brain structure and function that distinguish schizophrenia.

With access to the University's Center for Magnetic Resonance Research, a state-of-the-art MRI
facility dedicated solely to research, brain researchers such as psychiatrist Kelvin Lim are obtaining
image-based evidence of the differences between normal brains and those of persons with
schizophrenia.

Lim and fellow psychiatric researchers Tonya White and Sanjiv Kumra agree the differences that
distinguish schizophrenia are present in the white matter of the brain.

One might say the white matter is like the super highway communication system of the brain. It is
deep within the brain and is made up of neuronal pathways that connect all major brain regions. Its
disruption has profound implications and may account for the diverse symptoms of schizophrenia.
Normally, the neurons that make up these pathways are coated with myelin, a white substance that
gives the white matter its name and makes it possible for neurons to send messages efficiently.
Myelin is like the insulation around wiring and when it's not in good shape, messages are garbled.

"There is clear evidence of disruption in the organization of the brain's
white matter in schizophrenia, and we can relate this level of disruption
to how well people are thinking and their cognitive ability," says Lim

Brain scientists refer to white matter as being "organized" when the neuronal pathways are aligned in a mostly
parallel fashion and "disorganized" when this parallel alignment is in disarray.

Lim says, "There is clear evidence of disruption in the organization of the brain's white matter in
schizophrenia, and we can relate this level of disruption to how well people are thinking and their
cognitive ability."

Tonya White, an assistant professor in child and adolescent psychiatry, is uncovering subtle brain
differences between young people who develop normally versus those who develop schizophrenia
or other psychotic illnesses.

White's early findings indicate that in people with schizophrenia the white matter pathways within
the hippocampus (a brain structure critical to memory) are disrupted. In addition, her group showed
that the fornix, another white matter pathway, is smaller in people with schizophrenia.

As key areas of difference are identified in young people with and without mental illness, more
information will emerge on what can positively and negatively affect these areas.

Sanjiv Kumra, the head of the Division of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry, co-led a study that found
adolescents who smoke a lot of marijuana shared similar white matter abnormalities as those
observed in teenagers with schizophrenia. The study suggests that heavy marijuana use may
hasten the onset of schizophrenia in those who are genetically predisposed to it.

Kumra notes that while MRI technology has helped show that environmental experiences (such as
drug use) can affect the developing structure of the brain's white matter, new data suggests there
may also be ways to improve brain structure. A recent Swedish study shows a positive correlation
between practicing the piano and increased organization of white matter in the brain's motor
regions.

Psychiatric researchers will continue to use MRI technology to unveil differences in the brains of
people with mental illness and those without. And, although still in the future, this technology may
one day be used to detect psychiatric problems early, when they are most responsive to treatment.

Republished from Pictures of Health, fall 2006, a publication by the Academic Health Center.
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Multimedia event to educate Minnesotans about homelessness
through art
~ "The Land of 10,000 Homeless" ~

MINNEAPOLIS / ST. PAUL ( 12/22/2006 ) -- Minnesota activists and artists will join together on
Sunday, Jan. 14 to put on a multi-media event to educate Minnesotans about homelessness.

The event "The Land of 10,000 Homeless: An Artistic Portrayal of Homelessness in Minnesota" will
be put on from 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 14 at Plymouth Congregational Church, located at 1900
Nicollet Avenue at the corner of Franklin Avenue in Minneapolis.

The University of Minnesota Human Rights Center, Plymouth Congregational Church Outreach and
the Foundation for International Medical Relief of Children at the University of Minnesota are
sponsoring the event.

The event will include music, performance, visual art, short videos and photography. Some of the art
will be available to view and hear on the web at www.voicesofthestreets.org, which will be launched
in the first week of 2007 to coincide with this event. People are encouraged to visit this Website to
learn more about this artistic approach to educating people about homelessness.

The event cost is on a sliding scale from $0 to $10 based on what people can afford. All proceeds
will support the work of the X-Committee, an advocacy group made up of homeless and formerly
homeless individuals whose mission is to assist individuals experiencing homelessness in
Minnesota.

The schedule of the event follows.

* 2 to 3 p.m. -- guests will be invited to see visual art and photographs displayed in the reception
area and learn about homelessness from advocacy organizations at various display tables.

*3 to 5 p.m. -- the event will move to the intimate performance space, where the guests will be
treated to music videos, spoken word performances, theater, and musical guests, each with their
own artistic expression of homelessness. Many of the performers will speak about the realities of
homelessness from their own personal experience.

Free parking will be available on LaSalle Avenue one-half block north of Franklin Avenue.

For more information, please contact: Kim Walsh (612) 626-2226 or hrfellow@umn.edu; Andrew
Turpening (612) 807-8729, andrewturpening@hotmail.com or Mike Otremba (612) 205-9441,
otre0010@umn.edu. ----------
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Researchers David DeMuth
(right) of the University of
Minnesota, Crookston and
Timothy Young of the
University of North Dakota
install the Crookston-UND
Search Telescope (CRUST) in
Crookston.

They're in the dark - and they love it
Twin telescopes at UMC and the University of North Dakota are
opening a new window on the Universe

By Deane Morrison

Dec. 22, 2006

From the remote corners of Minnesota and North Dakota,
researchers at the University of Minnesota, Crookston and the
University of North Dakota are probing the cosmos for new planets
being born and old stars dying in silent but spectacular explosions.
These are just some of the celestial wonders that will soon be seen
through the combined power of two synchronized telescopes sitting
40 miles apart, one each at UMC and UND. Project leaders David
DeMuth of UMC and Timothy Young of UND, both associate
professors of physics, hope to connect the robotic, Internet-linked
telescopes by fiber-optic cables and have the system up and
running by spring. The move will combine the power of the two
telescopes, increasing their light-gathering abilities so they can
observe fainter objects and reduce uncertainty in their data.
Already, says DeMuth, the public is taking an interest in the new
telescope at UMC. Dubbed CRUST (Crookston-UND Search
Telescope), it has a 16-inch aperture and is housed in a brand new
"shed" about a mile from campus in the 85-acre Red River Valley
Natural History Area, part of the University's Northwest Research and Outreach Center. "I've gotten
a lot of spark out of local people," says DeMuth. "We've presented at the Rotary Service Club, and
it's exciting to see a town of 8,000 farmers, bankers, storekeepers, a dentist and, of course, an
optometrist, getting interested." The UND counterpart to CRUST is a 10-inch telescope called
TOAST (Transient Object Automated Search Telescope). Its home is in Emerado, N.D., about 10
miles west of the UND campus in Grand Forks.

"North Dakota and Minnesota are a natural resource," says Young.
"We're in the dark, and we love it."

The CRUST-TOAST project has attracted students like flies to jam. Between designing the shed's sliding roof, writing
software to coordinate observational data and improving the cameras that keep the telescopes tracking objects as
they move across the sky, both undergraduate and graduate students have had plenty to do. Into the depths of
space The researchers are especially eager to enlist CRUST and TOAST in two astronomical quests. The first is the
search for planets that orbit stars other than the sun. Researchers will record the light output of a star and look for a
dip in its brightness. Small dips of around two percent may signal that a planet is crossing in front of the star along
our line of sight, just as Venus famously crossed the face of the sun in 2005. Astrophysicists want to learn as much
as they can about extrasolar planets because they may reveal details of how our solar system, and even life itself,
arose, says DeMuth. Collaborating in this work are astrophysicists from NASA Ames Research Center in California.
A perhaps even more elusive quarry is sudden flares of gamma-ray radiation, a form of light even more powerful and
deadly than X-rays. Known as gamma-ray bursts, these outpourings of energy last anywhere from a few milliseconds
to several minutes and can come at any time from any direction. They come from distant galaxies and represent the
death cries of stars collapsing into black holes. Following a gamma ray burst comes an afterglow of visible light,
which the CRUST-TOAST researchers hope to study. Because gamma-ray bursts are brief and erupt randomly,
NASA has dedicated a satellite, called SWIFT, to detecting them and quickly relaying their location to the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md. Goddard scientists then send an alert to ground-based telescopes.
"We'll hook up into the gamma-ray burst network that taps into data from SWIFT," explains Young. "After a couple of
hours, we'll get a visible afterglow." "If we can get some of these afterglows, we can contribute to understanding the
Universe and its evolution, where we came from and where we're going," adds De Muth. Other projects slated for the
telescopes are studies of gigantic stellar explosions called supernovae and observations of comets, minor planets
such as the large round asteroid Ceres, and near-Earth asteroids. The teams hopes not only to study such objects
but to discover some as well. The expanding Universe of astronomy None of this would be possible from a big-city
environment like the Twin Cities. The march of civilization, with its army of lights, has stolen the night sky and its
wonders from most of us. But in the northwest corner of Minnesota and the northeast corner of North Dakota, the
land is flat and skies are dark enough for small-scale astronomy. "North Dakota and Minnesota are a natural
resource," says Young. "We're in the dark, and we love it." They love it so much, they hope to expand the network.
"A third telescope in a very remote site is the goal for the next 10 years," says DeMuth. Candidates include the
University-operated Soudan Underground Laboratory in Soudan, Minn., and sites near the northern Minnesota city of
Bemidji or the Peace Gardens in North Dakota. "We're developing a good collaboration with and combining
resources from NASA, the National Science Foundation and other sources," says Young. "Maybe we'll get other
universities involved to build a bigger grid." Both DeMuth and Young would like to become part of a large cluster of
telescopes working together. They envision researchers sending lists of objects they want to study to a central
computer, which would then decide which telescopes in the grid should observe which objects. The computer would
consider factors such as which sites were reporting clear skies, how long an object would be visible from each
location and each telescope's resolving power. For Dan Svedarsky, director of the Red River Valley Natural History
Area, the project fits in well with the other scientific uses of the area, including a stations to monitor lightning and
insect populations. Already used by everyone from ecology students to cross-country skiers, the area will probably
become the venue for star parties (where people gather to observe and discuss the night sky). "I just like to see
people appreciating our Earth and solar system," says Svedarsky. "We've been restoring prairie at the natural history
area, and the telescope is a nice complement." "Now," says DeMuth,"it's not just a window to a local prairie, but a
window to the Universe." 
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A February 3-April 29 exhibit
at the Weisman explores 10
years of the music and life of
the U's famous former student
Bob Dylan, via listening
stations, film, artifacts,
lectures, and conferences.

Bringing it all back home
A new Weisman exhibit explores Bob Dylan and his music

By Martha Coventry

From M, winter 2007

On the U's new Wall of Discovery, where it honors its famous sons
and daughters, Bob Dylan sits between Nobel Peace Prize winner
Norman Borlaug and James Thorton, who helped design the first
super computer. Rarified company for the kid who hung around
coffeehouses in Dinkytown, played in bars on the West Bank, and
never finished his first year of college.

But Bob Dylan--or Robert Zimmerman as he was called when he
enrolled at the U--turned music on its ear and is arguably the
University's best known former student. On the wall are portions of
the lyrics for three songs from Dylan's 1966 double album "Blonde
on Blonde," which according to Dylan is "the closest I ever got to
the sound I hear in my mind...that thin, that wild mercury sound."

A new Weisman Art Museum exhibit, which opened February 3
and will run through April 29, explores that sound as well as
Dylan's contribution to American music and art. Bob Dylan's American Journey, 1956-1966 comes
from Seattle's Experience Music Project, but is augmented to reflect Dylan's Minnesota roots.
Lectures and conferences will add richness and depth to the exhibit.

Despite the scholarship applied to Dylan's career, his Minnesota roots
have gone largely unexplored, including his time at what biographer
Robert Shelton calls the "university of Dinkytown."

"This show is an artistic biography of Dylan in his first 10 years as he emerges from Hibbing, comes to Minneapolis,
makes a big splash on the New York folk scene, and goes on to become a superstar and a pivotal figure in music
and youth culture, " says Colleen Sheehy, the Weisman's education director and the Weisman curator for the exhibit.

Tour the Bob Dylan exhibit

Watch a video of the Bob Dylan retrospective at the U's Weisman Art Museum.

The extensive exhibit features more than 150 artifacts, including Dylan's 1949 Martin 00-17 guitar,
and films exploring different facets of Dylan's career. Listening stations enable visitors to hear
Dylan's musical evolution and there are videos that capture his charm, like the one of him making
up a poem on the spot from a jumble of words on a London shop sign. Special iPods are available
for visitors to tap into a vast selection of audio tracks, which are also accessible via cell phone.

Homegrown talent Despite the scholarship applied to Dylan's career, his Minnesota roots have
gone largely unexplored, including his time at what biographer Robert Shelton calls the "university
of Dinkytown."

The exhibit includes photos Dylan's mother took-like the one of him wearing a suit and tie and
holding his Sears' Silvertone guitar in their Hibbing living room--and the desk of his influential high
school English teacher, B.J. Rolfzen. A map of Dinkytown--noting Dylan's haunts--mirrors a similar
map of Greenwich Village.

The most exciting additions to the exhibit may be two home recordings. One is of Dylan playing the
piano and singing in his Hibbing home in 1958. The other is an excerpt from the "Minnesota party
tape," made in an apartment in Dinkytown in 1960. You can clearly hear Dylan singing.

"One of his voices on the tape is a smooth voice that doesn't really emerge in recordings until
'Nashville Skyline,'" says Sheehy. "He's really quite formed. It's not like he went out to New York with
nothing. He learned a lot from the people here, like Jon Pankake, Paul Nelson, Tony Glover, John
Koerner..."

The Weisman decided to bring the exhibit to campus because of Dylan's University and Hibbing
connections and because he's a good lesson about the role of the artist and staying true to your art,
says Sheehy. "So many people wanted him to tell them how to live, how to think, how to love, how
to be political," she says. "But he's always thrown it back in their faces--'I don't have any special
wisdom,' he'd say. 'You figure it out on your own.' He's a remarkable artistic figure. You can't pin him
down. He's constantly changing artistically, even through today, at the age of 65."
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UMAA president Dennis
Schulstad, left, and CEO
Margaret Carlson, right,
presented Volunteer of the
Year Awards to Robert
Freemore, second from left,
and Patrick Weicherding.

Connecting alumni: winter 2007
A digest of ways people are staying connected to the University

From M, winter 2007

UMAA honors top volunteers

The University of Minnesota Alumni Association recognized three top
volunteers at its 24th Volunteers Award Ceremony, last fall. It was the first
time the UMAA has ever awarded its Volunteer of the Year Award to three
individuals. Stephen Litton, Robert Freemore, and Patrick Weicherding
were recognized for their extraordinary dedication of time and talent to
alumni and University programs. Freemore (B.S. '75) and Weicherding
(B.S. '72, M.S. '78, Ph.D. '84) were the team that brought together three
separate alumni groups to form the new College of Food, Agricultural and
Natural Resource Sciences Alumni Society. The society brings together
alumni from the College of Natural Resources, the College of Agricultural,
Food and Environmental Sciences; and the Department of Food Science
and Nutrition in the College of Human Ecology.

"Bob and I felt it was very impotant to have a unified alumni voice
for the new college, but we also wanted to preserve the heritage
from each individual alumni society. We were just doing what we
felt passionate about," Weicherding says. Litton, an orthodontist
who is approaching a half century of involvement with the
University, serves on the boards of directors of both the UMAA and the School of Dentistry Alumni
Society. He was recognized for his untiring commitment to the UMAA and SODAS. Several other
awards were also given, including Chapter of the Year to Rochester Area Alumni and Friends of the
University of Minnesota, and Alumni Society of the Year to the School of Nursing.

Make us your home page

The UMAA has a wealth of information to help alumni and friends find their way around the University. No matter
what you're looking for, our Web site can help you find it. At www.alumni.umn.edu you will find links to

The Twin Cities campus home page, which contains a directory of University personnel and
departments, an events calendar, news and stories about the U, as well as links to other campuses
and University facilities around the state.
Gophersports.com, which contains updates, news, schedules, and scores from all 25 men's and
women's intercollegiate athletics teams.
eNews, a biweekly electronic newsletter for alumni and friends.
U of M Career and Lifework Planning, a service of the College of Continuing Education that offers
individual consultations, assessments, and workshops.
The stadium Web page, which provides updates on the construction of the new Gopher on-campus
football stadium.

If you're already a member of UMAA, or if you're considering joining, use the UMAA home page to activate or renew
your membership, update your member information, check out chapter events, access the libraries' publications
online, register for an event, or network with other alumni on M Alumni Online. And while you're there, don't forget to
listen to "The Rouser"!

Save the date: 2007 annual meeting

May 8 is the date for the UMAA 2007 annual celebration. This year's event will feature keynote speaker Tony Dungy
(B.S. '78), head coach of the Indianapolis Colts and former Gopher football star. Special guests will be Stan Freese
(B.S. '67), talent casting and booking director for Disneyland Entertainment Productions, and the University of
Minnesota Marching Band. Time and place TBA. Watch for details at www.alumni.umn.edu/annualcelebration.

Receive Minnesota magazine

The November-December 2006 issue of Minnesota, the magazine of the University of Minnesota Alumni Association,
includes a story on the healing powers of children's TV programming at the University of Minnesota Children's
Hospital, Fairview; a look back at 1895, when a progressive professor landed at the U and clashed with convention;
and a photo essay on campus fashion and student trendsetters. To receive every issue of Minnesota, mailed to
56,000 members of UMAA, call 612-624-2323 or 800-862-5867 or visit www.alumni.umn.edu.

2007 legislative briefing

The 2007 legislative session will be pivotal for the University of Minnesota as it moves toward the goal of becoming
one of the top three public research universities in the world.

Mark your calendar now for the UMAA's annual legislative briefing, the evening of January 24. It's
an opportunity to learn about the University's legislative priorities and how you can help make a
difference through the Legislative Network, a coalition of volunteers who are committed to educating
elected officials about the importance of the University of Minnesota to the state. The network,
which the UMAA created nearly 20 years ago, is an essential grassroots component of the U's
legislative efforts. Watch for details at www.supporttheu.umn.edu.
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Jose Gomez

Longtime student discovers a world of
opportunities
U alum has nine degrees and accreditations from the University of
Minnesota

By Megan Rocker

Dec. 28, 2006

"It started because I wanted to gain more marketable skills and
expand my business capacity; it grew because I just liked doing it,"
says nine-time University of Minnesota alumnus Jose Gomez
regarding his education.

That's not a misprint--Gomez has nine degrees and accreditations
from the University of Minnesota, including a bachelor's degree,
seven master's degrees, a Ph.D., and his College of Continuing
Education Innovation Studies Certificate. And if that weren't impressive enough, he also has a
degree from the University of Havana, Cuba.

In a quiet way, Gomez has lived a life few people can even imagine. He's traveled the world, worked
for the state department, served as an ambassador, and been a business analyst, accountant,
controller, and company president. Oh, and he also speaks five languages and, along with his very
supportive wife, has raised two successful children (both U of M alums).

Born in Cuba in 1945, Gomez's first degree (in economics) opened the door to a new world for him.
"When I was younger, I was a strong supporter of [Fidel] Castro," Gomez explains. "Many of us
believed that communism could be Cuba's way out of poverty. And because I was a well-educated
young person, I was in high demand with the government and had a meteoric career."

After graduation, he ended up working in foreign trade for the Cuban government and traveled
extensively. In addition, he served as Cuba's ambassador to Egypt.

"Really, I believe people should do what makes them happy in life,"
Gomez says. "People should be happy...and that's what I strive for. And
when I look back on my life, there is no one more happy than I."

It was while living in Cairo in the late 1970s Gomez realized his future may not lie in his home country. "I began to
become very disenchanted. I was disturbed by Cuba's involvement in Africa; I didn't like how things were being
handled." Worried, Gomez repeatedly took his concerns to the Cuban government--and every time, they refused to
listen. "I realized, after awhile, that it just wasn't going to work. They weren't listening--or didn't want to."

And so, in 1977 Gomez packed up his wife and two children (then ages 7 and 2) and defected to the
United States (via Cairo to London to the U.S.). "It wasn't an easy decision to make," he recalls. "I
had a good life--and I didn't know what I would be doing in the U.S. if I came here. We didn't even
know where we would go.

"And," he adds, "I knew the possibility of ever coming back to Cuba, given what the situation with
the government was, was very, very small. It was very difficult."

A difficult decision, but one Gomez has never regretted. "My son was one of only a handful of
graduates in his class to earn both his M.D. and his Ph.D. in neurology simultaneously. My daughter
has her Ph.D. in sociology and works in Switzerland for a human rights organization. They've had
so many opportunities they never would've if we'd stayed in Cuba."

The start of a lengthy transcript

Gomez and his family ended up in Minnesota. "It was certainly a change of pace, going from Cuba and Cairo to
Minnesota. But we loved it here, and have been here ever since." Gomez fit in well, and started working as a
business analyst, eventually working his way up to manager.

"When I started the job, I decided to enhance my marketable business skills and work towards my
MBA. So I took my first class at the U in 1978, and I've pretty much been here ever since. My
transcript probably looks like a telephone book," he says with a smile.

Gomez finished his first MBA in 1981, and another (in business taxation) in 1992. And then, "things
got really crazy," Gomez says. "I was no longer looking for a work-related degree, and I decided to
study something that appealed to me." So he switched gears and received his master's degree in
public health. "I knew if things changed in Cuba, I'd want to go back and try and make a difference,
to help the people and the country. So I got a degree in something that would be needed for
reconstruction and rebuilding."

Gomez finished his first MBA in 1981, and another in 1992. And then,
"things got really crazy," says Gomez. "I was no longer looking for a
work-related degree, and I decided to study something that appealed to
me."

Following that, Gomez went on to obtain master's degrees in both education and higher education,
and then applied to the Ph.D. program in educational policy and administration, which he completed
in 1998. "I wanted something administrative, and I had the background in education already, so it
was a natural fit."

Not one to rest on his laurels, Gomez was simultaneously enrolled in the Master of Liberal Studies
(MLS) program and Innovation Studies Certificate program in the College of Continuing Education.
"I was working away on my Ph.D., and it was some heavy stuff...the MLS program gave me the
chance to take a lot of classes I wouldn't have been able to take as a part of the Ph.D. program. It
was purely for fun."

"People must think I have a compulsion," he continues. "But it's just what I like to do. I own my own
business; I can set my own hours...some people like to rehab cars or other hobbies. I like to go to
school."

So much so that Gomez went back for another master's degree in 2004, this time in agriculture. "It
was pure intellectual curiosity. I've always been interested in agriculture and its role in society-
especially in the underdeveloped world. It's a terribly important topic."

Gomez and his family have always taken education seriously. "My wife has a degree in accounting;
my children have doctorates. But I think we also appreciate education for its own sake. It helps us
live a more enriched life. Sometimes my wife jokes that I actually have two wives--her and the
U...but she understands. And she's just kidding. Mostly," he says, tongue in cheek.

Doing what makes him happy

At age 61, Gomez has no plans to slow down.
"I love traveling and learning, and plan on doing both for as long as I can. This year I'll see Montreal,
Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia... As far as school...well, I've started work on a law degree, which I
hope to finish in a couple of years. I'm not planning on practicing, necessarily--but I think as a
business owner, it's a good thing to have a handle on."

Gomez credits one of his instructors, Professor Art Harkins, as an inspiration. "I've no desire to
'retire,'" says Gomez. "Professor Harkins is definitely a role model in that regard--he is always
looking ahead and planning. He looks to the future like it's going to last forever; I think that might be
the key to making it happen. Just keep moving forward."

With the law degree "only" two years away, what else does the future hold for Gomez? "I have
probably 20 things running through my head at all times that I want to do. I know I want to spend
some time in Latin America working with underprivileged kids--I think I have a lot to offer and would
love to be able to give back to the community. And of course I'll take more classes," he says.

Jose Gomez is not one to brag about his accomplishments. But even if he is a bit reticent about his
achievements, he will readily and enthusiastically share the secret to those successes.

"Really, I believe people should do what makes them happy in life," he says. "People should be
happy...and that's what I strive for. And when I look back on my life, there is no one more happy
than I."
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Lanny Schmidt and his
research team have found a
way to extract hydrogen from
sugar and vegetable oil.

Sugar in your gas tank?
A new process extracts energy from sugar and vegetable oil

By Deane Morrison

From M, winter 2007

He's done it again. In 2004 chemical engineering wizard Lanny
Schmidt made waves with an invention to extract hydrogen from
ethanol. Now, he and his research team have found a way to do
the same with vegetable oil and sugar, a first step toward creating
usable fuels from plant wastes like sawdust or cornstalks. While
the Schmidt team worked with fresh soybean oil and glucose,
those were just practice materials. In particular, glucose was a
stand-in for related starchy compounds like cellulose, a major
building block of plant cell walls. The real targets are underutilized
plant oils and fibers. "It's a way to take cheap, worthless biomass
and turn it into useful fuels and chemicals," says Schmidt a
Regents Professor of Chemical Engineering and Materials
Science. "Potentially, the biomass could be used cooking oil or
even products from cow manure, yard clippings, cornstalks or
trees. It's better than bringing oil from Saudi Arabia." Schmidt and graduate students James Salge,
Brady Dreyer, and Paul Dauenhauer described their work in the Nov. 3, 2006, issue of Science. The
process yields hydrogen, an energy source for fuel cells and a potential substitute for fossil-based
gasoline. It also produces carbon monoxide. The mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide is
called synthesis gas--up until now largely made with petroleum-derived elements--which is used to
make synthetic diesel fuel and ammonia for fertilizer. If scaled up, their process could slash the cost
of producing renewable fuels and chemicals from biomass and eliminate the fossil fuel input now
needed for turning vegetable oil into usable "biofuel." The new process works 10 to 100 times faster
than current technologies and could be done in facilities about 10 times smaller. "We need radically
new technologies on the road to renewable fuels. This is a possibility," says Schmidt. "We need a lot
of research like this to make renewable technologies work."
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If your child seems stressed,
find time to give him or her
your undivided attention.

Sending out an SOS
Reading your child's stress signals

By Deane Morrison

From M winter 2007

Stress in children concerns Megan Gunnar, a new Regents
Professor and internationally recognized expert in the University's
Institute of Child Development. Not all stress is bad for children,
she reassures, but helping them navigate the tumultuous early
years of life takes effort. It's worth it, though; children with strong
parental support end up more curious and willing to take risks.
Despite their individual personalities, all children find certain things
threatening. Topping the list is separation from parents or the
equivalent. A related source of stress is being in a bad situation,
such as being bullied and having no one to help out. Another
source common in preschool settings is the challenge of
negotiating play with lots of other kids. To spot stress, look for
signs of uncharacteristic crabbiness and irritability, changes in
mood, withdrawal, or loss of interest in things that used to interest your child. Very young children
can't express what's bothering them, but look around. "Are you and your spouse arguing? Are you
stressed? Kids are exquisite readers of emotions," says Gunnar. If your child seems stressed, find
time to give him or her your undivided attention and keep the lines of communication open all the
time so you're able to talk easily at a time of crisis. Being aware of the causes of stress and your
child's stress level "doesn't necessarily mean you do something," explains Gunnar. "Watch, listen,
but don't [automatically] interrogate your child. It's a delicate balance."
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